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Hoods Thrive
By JOE COHEN*?

Philadelphia, Nov.

'American Federation of Television arid Radio Artists: is confronted with- its first tv “Act of God”
:

.ipdser.

Center
Gilbert,

of

the

hassle is Ruth
Max. of the Milton

the

Miss Gilbert,; marJBSrle show.
ried, arid soon scheduled to give
birth, is seeking a leave of absence

from the Berle display, and would
rejoin the show as soon as she’s
physically able,
",

“At'this point, Berle

duction

toppers on

By HOBE MORRISON

Gleason’s Serioso
‘Studio One’ Stint
Jackie Gleason will do his

firSt

effort
on tv next
(Dec. 6) via the CBS “Studio

ultra-.serioso

mdmth

One.”
The comic will play a state attorney general cracking down on,
a “wicked town.” Script is “Peacock City,” an original by Carey
Wilbur patterned after the “hot"
goings-on (gambling, etc.) in Phe-

and the proprogram nix

the

like to write out the character. 'After -all, it would be embarrassing. to have a. pregnant female
constantly begging Uncle Milty to

would

City, Ala. (Sam Bischoff had
previously announced his film production for Allied Artists of “The

Phenix Story,” for theatrical release early next year.)

maffry her, which. is her usual role
What- would the
on the show.
iielghbors think? And besides the
role of the secretary is a pretty acMiss Gilbert has heen
tive 'one.
Customarily chasing Berle. Lately,

been sitting behind la desk in
order to hide her condition, and
slie’s

things aren’t satisfactory.
•Miss Gilbert and her attorneys
are trying to get the affair into
arbitration.
At this point, they
charge that. Berle must be against
!
’(Continued on f>age 34)

White-Tie Premieres For
Dixie Buildup of Negro

‘Carmen Jones’ Release
Series of white - tie - and - tails
pree’ms in the south is being ar-

Chinese Reds
For the first time since taking
over in China, the Red regime
there has made a bid for western
films.

Ministry of Culture in Peking
has transmitted a. request to London for four British productions.
Latter are being sent to- the Chinese reds via Hong-Kong for their

The legit boxoffice is booming.
Business on Broadway is the best
in years. On the road, it’s Tunning
far ahead Of last season and comparably with the up-and-down record of the last few years.
Grosses,
normally bullish on
Broadway at this period of the season, are the highest' in the eight
years that Variety has been tabulating the totals. Moreover, the upbeat is not simply a jpatter of
boxoffice reqeipts, but is also reflected in the total weeks played
by all shows to date.
Reason for the bonanza b.o. isn’t
clear. General biz conditions are
spotty, according to Government
and trade reports. The auto, industry is having a particularly rugged
time, with new car sales sharply
down. Depai'tment store sales are
uneven and heavy goods and
freight car loadings a bit below par
for the season of the year. Employment has improved recently,
however.
Fact that legit b.o. is up, especially on Broadway, is in spite of

Use C’Scope Aid

British film industry is willing to
idea for formal openings in the trade with the Communists. A numsouth originated with A1 Lichtman, ber of British films, including
20th
director
distribution. “Pickwick Papers,” have been sold
of
They ’ll. take the form of charity to the Soviets.

In Football Study
Minneapolis, Nov.

.

OOP’s

NSG

Trendex

The' Republican National

Com-

buying and preempting
“the best tv time” there is, the

mittee,-

CBS-TV

“I Love Lucy” Mondayon Election Eve. drew an
18.5 on the overnight Trendex to
present President* Eisenhower. (&

at-,9 slot

Mamie) in a plea for GOP ballots.
Almost doubling the Chief Exec’s
sc'orS was NBC’s “Medic,” with a
whopping 35.1.
Trendex coverage was the usual
10 cities.

2.

Murray Warmouth, U. of Minnesota football coach, is going in for
his own version of C’Scope in the
filming of his team’s contests to
permit better study of the players'
performances to aid in the coach-

‘

Ricketson, Rhoden Decline
C.P. Skouras Successorship;

Los Angeles, Nov.

2.

trustees' of the late Earl

have been authorized by Superior Court to adsubcommittee of the U. S. Senate
minister a fund for the cure of which
currently investigating
is
cancer. Showman’s estate amount- juvenile
delinquency. He spoke
ed to $1,201,414, of which $350,000 here at the 84th Congress of Corwill be devoted to the fund.
rection Officers.
Trustees are his niece, Mrs. Bev“It isn’t always clear that crime
erly Carroll Newman, Mrs. Jessie
does not pay,” Clendenen said.
I. Schuyler and Dr. Louis A. Wolfe.
“Too frequently, we see the gangster in movies or television riding
in a long sleek car
He goes up
to his palatial apartment in his
private elevator. There he is met
by a gorgeous blonde. With a drink
in his hand he hears soft background music and the tinkling of,
Carroll’s

estate

Cant Beat 20%

ice.

Pay Gimmick
Washington, Nov.

You

can’t beat the

20%

2.

“At the end of the program
there’s supposed to be a message
of some kind that crime does not
pay. But it paid off too well during
the first 45 minutes of the program.

Somehow

it has only petered out
(Continued on page 62)

nitery

Charity Promoters Bypass
‘Middle Men,’ Arranging

Own

Theatre Telecast

aret begins at 9:30 p.m. Some of
the customers call for and pay
their checks before the entertainment begins, but remain to finish
their meals and are able to witness all or part of the entertain-

geared for a 10:30 p.m.
on Feb. 17 to theatres
throughout the country.
In an effort to save costs by
eliminating the middle man, both
outfits are bypassing the estabment.”
lished closed-circuit promoters and
Revenue Service lays it on the are making arrangements to put
(Continued on page 63)
(Continued on page 63)
being

telecast

ing.

Zabel Considered

assignments and, Warmouth hopes,
him to do a better job
and turn out an Improved team.
“It’s
the
C’Scope
influence finalThe Rocky Mountain and Midwest
chains are autonomously-run affil- ly reaching into college football,”
Saul
Malisow,
says
local 20th-Fox
iates of National, and both Ricketson and RhoQen prefer to stay on branch manager.
their home grounds rather than
moving to National’s headquarters
in Los Angeles.
Natch
National's directorate meets on
Phoenix, Nov, 2.
the coast Thursday* (4) to name a
new Coral
Jackie Miles’
successor to the recently deceased
platter,
“I’m
A-Rollin’,” which
Charles P. Skouras. In the running
kids the Gene Autry brand bf
for the chief exec’s job are Robert
hoss opera derring-do, is on
Selig, now exce aide to Ricketson
the restricted list of KOOL.
in Denver, and Edward Zabel, film
buyer who had been one of
Station is owned by who'
Skouras’ top exec associates.
else?
Gene Autry.

have
reportedly
declared
themselves unavailable for the post
of president of National Theatres.

City

CHICAGO

will enable

—

—

i

bite

At his request, new wide lenses
have been purchased for the athChicago, Nov. 2.
Frank H. tRick) Ricketson, head letic department’s cameras. These
give a wider and larger picture
of Fox Rocky Mountain Theatres,
which brings out more clearly how;
in Denver, and Elmer G. Rhoden
.the gridders have carried out their
of Fox Midwest Theatres in Kansas
Selig,

1

;

Funds for Cancer Aid
Three

2.

Fictional crime pays too well, is
too soft a touch for producers of
feature films and television programs. “We are living in a culture
that tends to glorify the gangster.”
Such is the viewpoint of Richard
C. Clendenen, staff director of the

The American National Theatre
following case:
& Academy and CARE, the non“In the instant case a cabaret profit outfit which provides food
serves full-course dinners between packages for the needy abroad,
the hours of 5 and 9 p.m. After are combining forces for the presthat time all food and refresh- entation of a closed-circuit telements are served on an a la carte cast of the upcoming ANTA Albasis.
Entertainment in the cab- bum. Negotiations and plans are

inspection.

cast.

It’s expected that the Otto Preminger production will command the
widest possible ISTegro audience
since it’s the first all-colored cast
show' in many years. Potential of
this. aitdbUnce is put at approximately 6,000,000 for any one film.
Preminger is leaving for Europe
in; mid-November in connection
with “Carmen Jones.” While on
the’ continent?, he’ll negotiate music rights for the picture in several
countries where they are held by
publishers. Tunes are in the public
domain in the U. S.

Earl Carroll Estate

by paying your check before
the lack. of an all-out critical smash the entertainment commences, so
so far this season. The last show long as you remain to see any part
to draw rave reviews was “Pajama of the show.
Game,” which preemed last Spring.
Ruling is laid down by the InterBut Tallulah Bankhead in “Dear nal Revenue Service to halt the
Charles” is selling out after getting use of this early pay gimmick in
qualified notices and “Boy Friend” the hope of avoiding the tax. Rev(Continued on page 60)
enue Service had before It the

Titles involved are “The Cruel
ranged by 20th-Fox to launch its Sea,” “Olivef Twist,” “The Pick‘Carmen Jones” CinemaScoper in wick Papers” and “Great Expecthat area. Film has an all-colored tations.” Unlike Hollywood, the

benefits-’

Until Last Minute

Currently presents

The Hour of Charm
All Girl Orchestra

Featuring

EVELYN

and Choir

and her Magic Violin

under the direction of

PHIL SPITALNY

MISCELLANY

Wednesday, November

*»»»»»»»»»
By BILL

With no advance fanfare from
the press or treatment from the

WALDORF'S DANDRIDGE SOS
On an SOS call, songstress

local critical fraternity, a fullscafe
musical played for three near-capacity performances at the Mark

Dorothy Dandridge is hurriedly refurbishing her nitery act for a
stand at ’the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. N. Y., next Thursday (ID.
She’s replacing Patachou. French
chanteuse is currently bedded in
Fi ance with influenza arid won’t be
to
able
make the pre-booked

Y., last

(28-30).

week

‘

Waldorf date.

LAWYERS FOR ‘FANNYSAY FELDMAN USURPS

Law firm of Fitelson & Mayers
choral arrangements, by Fred Warwent on the warpath against film
Don Craig. The. director is producer Charles K. Feldman last
Max Hodge and the production .week, demanding in a letter, to-the
manager Peter Lawrence.
Motion Picture Assn, of America
The name of this unsung ex- that it "nullify and void” Feldtravaganza is "1,000 and One,” arid
man’s registration' of the titles
proto
the
according
stars
Fabulous
"Fanny”
and
“The
gram- are the 1955 "Rocket” OldsFanny” or "any other titles bearmobiles.
In the slot for second
”
ing the name ‘Fanny.’
Richard Eastham, who
billing
Letter to the
A- was writr
f
last sang in the Ezio Pinza role, in
ten on behalf of its clients, Fanny
the national company of “South
Joshua Logan,. Harold Rome
Of the supporting com- Go.,
Pacific.”
and David Merrick.
They're all
pany of 35 singers, dancers and
connected with legit turier "Fanny”
>

ihg’s

j

I

j

—

—

.

‘

MPA

actors, all

have substantial Broad-

way cr<
“l.OQO and One” is what is
known as an "announcement” show

tomorrow

Broadway

due
(Thurs.

),

ers to acquaint them with the
the
company’s new
of
models.. It is the largest of about
eight dealer productions which are
now staged annually by industrial
firms in behalf of direct sales
Stimulation.
To say that some 5,000 theatre
Continued on page 18)

Hope Leads

merits

U.S. Stars In

Command

Royal

.

vocal spots, each with a
i

will present the
business
closed - circuit

meeting yet offered on Nov, 23
with a hookup of 65 cities, 51 via
television and 14 receiving the audio only at civic luncheois through-;
out the country. Telesessions, the
commercial-meeting subsidiary of
Nate Halpern’s Theatre Network
Television, is handling the event
;

GM.

GM

50.

—

sit' it out in the sun a little longer.
Jerry Nathanson, handsomest member of the city council, now that
Charlie Farrell has become the Prometheus of "Margie,” found jrist
the place for us. The owner liked children, pets and people in that
order* We passed as pets of our kids.
The first thing I noticed was that a hand, a beautiful hand, was
imprinted in cement at the driveway. The cement slab looked
if
it had been lifted from the front court of Grauman’s Chinese/ It
bore the initials "M.C.”
I examined it With a spyglass Conan Doyle had willed to me. Then
Bo* 472
I called in an, operative of the FBI (Film Booking. Institute); Between
N uys, California
us We decided it couldn’t stand for "master of ceremonies” because
it wats a feminine hand. The job. was to cherchez la fentime.
As we wandered through the villa, I kept looking for signs of the
owner. It was a beautiful place,, but for a woman’s home seemed
singularly lacking in mirrors.- In fact there weren’t any, %gave i
the medicine chests.
The Great M.C. Mystery Solved
Then, in a cupboard, I stumbled on a giant economy-sized scrap-book. Pictures of a beautiful doll tumbled out of it. They were
photographs of Marguerite Chapman. That solved the ‘‘M.C.” mystery.
Writers Guild of America, East, Her Absence Was explained by the fact that she had gone back to
yesterday (Tues,) finalized a double Hollywood to scratch her way through "The Seven Year Itch” and
slate Of executive officers nnd coun- from there into tv.
cil members. At ..the sarrie time the
At the end of that time ,1 was only beginning to put the parts of
new union made it clear that those trie Chapinan mosaic together. For instarice, that lack of mirrors.
Who until lately were active foes Mirrors are for models arid actresses when at Work, in her opinion.
(key members of the defunct Tele- She looked hard and long at. herself ori such occasions and advised
vision; Writers of America) are pot young girls to do the same, to study their posture. "But never look
eligible for office. Voting will take in one when anyone is around,” she added.
place in N. Y. during the week of
Then I ran across a letter dated Sept. 12, 1951. It was from A1
December 13.
Capp. Enterprises.
The nine-man
“Dear Miss Chapman; it ran, "we are* delighted that you have
East Pomi-^
nating committee wrote a ballot joined the A1 Capp Fan Club. Triank you for the quarter; A1 Capp’s
with two men for each of the three picture is enclosed. For a dollar, you can have a picture of Mr. Capp
top executive posts, president,, vice- in *a bathing Suit.”. It had a typed signature of Li’I Abner but actually
president and secretary -treasurer, was signed in ink with an. X.
arid a slate of 32 nominees for
This seemed sort of sappy till later I ran across Miss Chapman
council jobs out. of which 16 mem- at a costume ball. Her partner was dressed as Li’l Abner, she as
bers will be elected.
Successful Abner’s buxom sweetie. Her partner was Greg Bautzer, vyho looked
candidates will remain in office better in this part than he does in court.
until next May.
But that son-of-a-gun, Capp. A buck Of him; in a bathing*, suit!
Proposed for prexy were- Erik At most it should be half a buck since, like me, he has only one leg.
(Continued ori page. 62)
The first phoney story about her related how she is alleged to have
crashed her way into pictures. According to the AP (the UP will
love this!) she Was coming down the steps into the living room of

HORACE HEIDT
.

•

..

WGA

-

,

new General

RULE VERSUS REDS
.

Hollywood, Nov,

'

2.

The

new Writers Guild of
America- West lias before it an
amendment to its constitution under which membership would be
denied any individual who was
either an* avowed Communist or
who refused to answer the $64
question before a Congressional
committee. Amendment comes up

.

for a vote here Nov, 17.

Precision

tv projectors recently purchased by
will get their first airing for
the
show. It’s understood that
GM’s insistence on the latest
equipment prompted
to make
the investment on the new units
which are specially designed for
hotel use.
Service Co. has
been signed to supervise the installation and to service the projectors.
Included in the lirieup of cities

Renriiniscences

GM

Debacle

of

One

Who

Among Showmen

Eye witnessed the
Stranded in Paris

By ABEL GREEN
It

j

j

was

just

25

years

ago

last

I

(
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Form

Subscription Order
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market had not broken wide open.

week that the stock market, went How many producers and actors
boom and Claude Binyon, a bash- were then, and might still be, milful boy reporter at the time, came lionaires?
The facts by now can

up with the since-fdmous Variety
are seven which have been reached headline* "Wall Street Lays An
for the first time by direct AT&T -Egg.”
lines. The audio outlets will be in
Nobody has ever charted the
Continued on page 34)
might-have-been of show biz; if the

•
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#
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hardly be separated from the
myths. The losses were agonizing
enough, but undoubtedly gained in
tbe telling. It was swankier to go
broke double or triple.
This Variety hand viewed the
Wall Street crash from a curious
vantage point— Paris. It was the
year that he. went, ori Assignment
from. Sirne Silverman, to organize
the European foreign news service
of this jburrial, a system which has
ever since staled in an interna-

:

tional flavor to these pages. What
stands out,
quarter of a century
later, is the hectic picture of a
Paris full of stranded showfolk, unable to get back to New York in
time to cover their margi
riot
.
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old Variety
star in Howof What constituted the attributes for thri moll of an outlaw. She wangled a screentest.
This looked promising. Hughes ordered his Now York office to
send her west for further testing.
P.S,: She didn’t get the job.
She wasn’t big enough for the part,
so it went to Jane Russell, who at the time couldn't act either.
She then tested aL Warner’s for the hillbilly sweetheart of Sgt
Alvin York, the Audie Murphy of World War I.
P.S She didn’t get. that one either.
Next she tested for "Tiilie the Toiler” at Columbia. They okayed
her and then dropped, the picture from the year’s product.
Fortunately for Model Maggie, Charlie Eirifeld, at that time War-,
her’? publicity chieftain, thought he could help Navy enlistmapts -and
Warners pix by collecting some cuties under the fetching title of the
"Navy Blues Sextet,” None could sing or dance jnrt they looked awfully cute in shorts anfr gold-braided officers’ caps; Marguerite Chapman, who could pose at the drop of a sawbuck, became a member of
these land-based water babies, Ariother was Alexis Smith, The rest
have been lost to history.
Because she posed and photographed so fetchingly, it didn't look
as if Maggie the Marvelous Model would ever escape from the realm
of casekuchen and leg art. But she slugged at learning to act in her
off hours.
Indeed, she worked so hard at it that her intimates dropped
"Chappie” and "Maggie” as nicknames arid called her "Slugger.”
But her height and imperial beauty made it hard to cast her as "the
little woman,’’ the wronged orie.
The best casting directors could do
was pick her for "the other woman;” This werit on until one day
Bill Seiter decided to take a chance and gave her her first starring role.
It was in "Destroyer,” with Edward G. Robinson, Glenn Ford arid Larry
Parks. She was cast as Eddie’s daughter. He looked up to her and
remarked/’ I must have had a pretty tall wife.”
On another occasion she was luckier. She got Fred MacMurray as
her leading mari in "Pardon My Past.” The first day cin the set she
handed hirn a picture. It was one of himself, which he had autographed to her when she was a teenager. "Hope you go far in your
career,” he had written.
But 15 years intervened between those torch-carrying scenes. And
that’s how stars are borne.
iriugg,

RCA

To

away to this day.
She Was a great kid for earning pin money. She held jobs as a
babysitter at 10, Later she did typing in the highschool office, &he
five-and-dimed during Christmas holidays!
She even worked as a
milliner’s assistant until she found out. there was more money in wearing hats than designing them.
When she, finished highschool she got a Job as a hello, girl and
worked up to the long distance board. ("Call Operator 36 at. White
Plains.”) By then she Was a„perfect 36 for the part and five feet seven
inches tall; weight, 123/
She saved her money and took a course in modeling clothes. Trained
now as a mannequin she pitched for a job With the John Bowers
agency* Her height got her the job. That and her perfect posture.
She landed five assignments her first day. By the time Powers told
her she would soon be worth $100 ,a week to the agency,, she was making $250 on outside assignmerits.
Not Big Enough For "The Outlaw”
Then she saw all th§ whoopadoop George McCall, an
was making in an attempt to find a new "face” to
ard Hrighes’ (I told you we’d get to him in time) idea

TNT

Please send

Hollywood party, intent on making a grand, entrance. But like a
Cinderella whose slippers Were too large for, her, she stumbled.. Right
into the arms of a producer. Arid who was the producer? Howard
"
Midas Hughes! In tennis shoes, no doubt.
As a child she was a toinboy raised in Chatham, N. Y., a faubourg
of "White Plains, which in itself is no metropolis.
She was a skinny,
athletic chick With a Dutch bob and freckles!
She had four brothers/
With them she played all the sport?, jumped fences instead of walking to the gates, and even boxed until it became obvious to others, if
not to her, that lumps were appearing Where, none had appeared before and they weren’t caused by body punches because they never went
a

of top

hits.

TNT

case, as often in' theirs, I didn’t

as themselves to

GM

The

my

In

it.
It was prepared for me.
Those who prefer to gamble on a grind policy and. triink that a
nitery is something that operates 24 hours a day have left Palm
Springs for Las Vegas. It was kind of them, for it meant, that this
village has changed from the Coney Island of the Mojave to a beautiful haven for the family trade- those who want their kids as well

other local artists..
Any writer who had been a
Hope, Laine, Mitchell and Keel member of the Party, but who rewere among 15 performers pre- canted would he exempt from any
sented to Queen Elizabeth.
penalty.

Occasiori marks the celebration
of the manufacture of its
car in the United
50, 000, OOOIji
States. Both the telecast arid the
radio portion of the video 'will be
piped to hotels from coast to coast
Where
dealers, staffers, and
civic officials will gather.

by

trio*

Noel Coward and the Crazy Gang
earned the top ovation, among the
local
contingent,
former using
sophisticated cabaret material and
the Gang doing typical boisterous
comedy; .Norman Wisdom scored
in a production number from the
Palladium revue. Jack Hylton returned. from
New York today
(MOri.) to appear in a sketch with
Harry Green, the. Crazy Gang and

General Motors

for

Click

London, Nov. 2
ROyal Command vaude performance at the Palladium Monday .Cl),,
although faced with ah' overabundance of- talent, came off very well/
Bob Hope held the final 20-minute
spot, filling, half of it solo and remainder with a television sketch.
Apart from a. few new gags, the
comic mainly used material from
his previous Palladium stint, but
the act proved a solid laughmaker
arid was enthusiastically received.
Howard Keel, Guy Mitchell and
Frankie Laine clicked ip individual

(

largest

position, as the military say.

prepare

.

Reacting to a report of the Feldt Continued on page 62)

produced exclusively for the benefit of the nation’s Oldsmobile deal-

Springs,

To live and fight another day, I’ve run away. The smog, fog, grog
and hog-eat-hog that is destined to make L,A. a bigger gas chamber
than Dachau was after me; So I retreated to a previously prepared

.

..

In spite Of its quiet arrival,
credits in the playbill attested the
.involvement of as many show biz
rofessionais as any major Broadway attraction could possibly boast:
settings and lighting by Jo Mielcostumes by Alvin. Colt,
ziner,
"Pajama
by
directed
dances
Game's!’ Carol Haney, musical direction by Sherman prank, and.

1954

Scully
Palm

DOLL

Hellinger Theatre, N,

By Frank

3,

Inc.

New

York

34, N. Y,

knowing how complete might be
the wreckage of their forturies.
Most vivid is the scene in H.
Hentz & Co.’s Paris brokerage
branch on the rue Cainbon, opposite the Ritz, and at the Banque
de Saint-Phalle, on the ChampSElysees, which did the* bulk of the
Yank showmen’s Franco- American
trading. Glued to the stock board
Were showmen like Winnie (Winfield
R.)
Sheehan, A1 Woods,
(Continued on page 62)
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PICTURES

1954

3,

TOA: REGRET THAT DIVORCE
on
of cuts and reductions asked by India's censor
In the case of one single picture, 20th-Fox’s “Demetrius and the
Gladiators”:
Delete—Shot of a nude, marble statue in Emperor Caligula’s
private arena; shots of Messalina with ‘‘the flesh of her bosom
visible”; all shots of her in a low-cut dress; Demetrius kissing
Messalina; the words “I have had no real young man neat me”;
Demetrius and Messalina making love on the banks of a pond and
the background where girls dance seductively; a dance by three
African girls; shots of gladiators being killed; by tridents; the
Words “It wasn’t made out of water. Did you know Jesus could
turn water into wine? And that was only one of his tricks!”;
trailer commentary “You are amid the wild Baccanalian orgies.”
Reduce^ scenes of gladiators flirting with girls; Lucia being

Following

is

a

list

On

'

By

.

,

—

manhandled by

gladiators.

ThAlndian censors

generally are hard, on violence, prolonged
embraces and kissing, and drinking scenes (India being primarily
*
Hindu).

GENE

ARNEELj.

Chicago, Nov. 2.
Ground work has been laid here
for the reconstruction .of the picture business along the same pattern that existed from the 1920’s
until various court ‘decrees a few
years ago declared flatly that the
major film companies are 4fc)rbidden to. own domestic theatres and
the major circuits are enjoined;
from engaging in either the production or distribution of films.
Despite the fact that even the
.

By FRED HIFT

The New King Kong

'

Italian

Hurt:

Films Carry U.$.

When Combined

W

Two .changes; including a clear
definition of the ending, Will make

Canada’s Distinction
Ottawa, Nov. 2.
“Canada; with its eight cen-

Paul Graetz’s “Lovers, Happy Lov^
ers” film acceptable to the production code and will earn the release a seal, the producer was informed last week by the Motion
Picture £ssn. of America.
Changes, which involve no reshooting and which are wholly acceptable to Graetz, were suggested
following .a N. Y. huddle between
Graetz and Geoffrey Shurlock, production code administrator. Significant aspect of the action is that
the film, for the moment at least,
retains its “C,” or condemned, rating from the Catholic. Legion of

Decency.
Observers

boards in ten provprobably the most
is
over-censored country in the.
sorship

inces,'

world.
This statement is contained
in the “Censorship” section
of the new year book just out
of- the Canadian Film Weekly.

Macgregor Scott Sees
Bettered British. Film

Prospects

point out that the
code’s reversal the. film had originally been refused a seal—was unusual in the light of the Legion
Tradesters assume that,
rating.
with the changes made, the Legion
(

Code Approval-

ith Legion’s *C’ Hating

—

Continued on page 18)

m

States

Ducks Reserved Seats
On
ft-day,

the assumption that a tworeserved seat policy repre-

held the legality of this divorcement, a number of key exhibitors
are blueprinting; plans to segue,
back into the business of filim
making.
This is not just an in-,
stance of where a group of indie
theatre owners are putting up
money to finance production or
are guaranteeing dates for features in advance of the camera
work. The project entails the active participation of those same
major chains in the kind of; activity
that the nation’s highest tribunal
has nixed.
Over 60 members of the leadership and Board of Directors of
the Theatre Owners of America'
at a closed-door huddle which began early Sunday and didn't
break until hearly midnight, engaged in hot discussion of the pros,
and. cons. Key point Of contention
centered on the question of how
Paramount Theatres, Stanley-Warner or National Theatres can
cause pictures to be produced and
stay within legality’s, realm. This
led to the spectacular, yet serious-

Jan

sents. an inconvenience to many
patrons, Italian Films Export is
releasing its "Aida” opera films
on a continuous run basis, with
exhibs raising their priced anywhere between 15c to 35c above

normal

man

interest.”
Asked if his

company would

ac-

Following an extensive midwest- its product in line with such a
eern swing, and huddles with Sol plan recently announced by J.
Hurok under whose sponsorship Arthur Rank, Scott declared “we’ve
“Aida” is being launched, Bernard never faVored foreign holdings but
Jacon, IFE v.p. in charge of sales, I see no harm in it.” He recalled
said in N.- Y. last week (28) that that the practice was not a new
IFE’s initial aim with the pic one, pointing out that Pathewould be for the “classmass” mar- Ciriema, a French company, ovvns
ket and that its reception in that and operates the Paris Theatre in
audience bracket would determine midtown New York.
future handling.
Scott also emphasized the value
In N. Y., “Aida” kicks off at the
(Continued on page 18)
Little Carnegie, an artie.
It will
be closely watched as a first bigtime straight opera, film. Results
of the Nv. Y. run will determine

policy elsewhere.

the

All

that he was aware of,, criticism,
leyelled against the industry for
.

To
It,

Work and No Lark

‘

(Continued on page 18)
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Election Shaves Biz ‘Christmas’ New Champ, ‘Star’
2d, ‘Cinerama’ 3d, Brando, ‘Sabrina’ Next
;
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.

are. helping in some localbut -mainly the election excitement is proving too much of a
handicap.

weather
ities

New champion

this
(Par),

week

is

“White Christmas”
which is
pushing “Star Is Born” (WB) out

)

several keys, is. pushing up to ninth
while “Suddenly” .(UA) is taking
10th;. spot,
“Rear Window” (Par)
and “Betrayed” (M-G) ,are the two
runner-up pix of month.

“Barefoot Contessa” (UA) looms
as one of the potentially big new
grossers, based on showings this
week, first one that the pic has
been out in release to any extent.
It is torrid, in Chi, loud ih Portland, fine in Denver but mild in
Seattle. Film continues rousing on
extended-run in N.Y.
’“Black Widow” (20th) is. another
-promising newcomer. It is brisk
in Balto, sock in Denver, fine in
N.Y;,. fancy in Philly hut slow in
Frisco. “Carmen Jones” (20th) is
breeming smash' this round at N.Y.

by a big margin. The
DONALD SNOOK SINGLED Danny Kaye-Bing
Crosby-Irving
Berlin pic looks to rack up a gross
FOR DAMASCUS COUP of $525,000 in 12 key cities covWashington, Nov. 2.
ered by. Variety correspondents.
Key man
setting up the “Christmas” is hanging up new
“Cinerama” exhibit, sensation of records in several keys. It continthe International Trade Fair at ues terrific, in third session at N.Y., Rivoli.
Damascus, Syria; has received Music Hall, doing, almost, as well
“Black Knight” (Col), nice in
high praise from the U. S. Em- as in second wriek. Likewise, it is N.Y., is okay in' Omaha. “Athena”
bassy in Syria. Kudoes went to running neck-’n’-neck
'ith
first (M-G), also new, is rated oke .in
Donald L. Snook, cultural affairs stanza in Denver,
L.A. “Passion” (RKO); another new
officer for the U. S. Information
“Star-’ is a smash ‘second— place entry, shapes mild to. dull cur-

1292

Chicago

,

Winner, after being topper for two

R, Hughes,
Cnarge was
“Cinerama” was the surprise of
leveled in N. Y. Federal Court the -Syrian fair, topping the elabolast week by Harry Kuffler, mem- rate Russian exhibit in, public inber of the' firm Of Herzfeld
terest.
Stern, who seeks $89,350 for 'his

in £ row. “Cinerama” (Indie) is finishing third while “Waterfront” (Col). Will capture fourth
money. Marlon Brando
starrer is
*

services.

“Sabrina”
(Par)
is
enough to wind in fifth spot. “Ben-,
gal Brigade” (U) is copping sixth
place with “Brigadoon” (M-G) in
seventh. “Brigade,” out for first
time this week, is inclined to be
spotty but doing okay in several
keys.

:

&

Kuffler asserts he suggested in
1953 that List acquire Hughes’
RKO Theatres holdings. He got the
greenlight from List, it’s claimed,
and later communicated with David J. Green who introduced List

Hughes and/or his reps.
was satisfied with Kuffler’s
to

American rights for. the Japafilm, “The Impostor,” produced by the Shochiku Co,, have
List been acquired by Brandon Films,

servcomplaint alleges. Papers
also contend that the broker is
entitled to the $89,350 fee.

ices, the

Brandon Gets ‘Impostor’
From japan’s Shochiku
nese

Weeks

'

showing, real stami

N. Y.
It’s

DElawarc
London
8 St. Martin’s

costume drama set in a
due for re-

theatre.
It’s
lease this winter.

on the
in

list frir

eighth

(20th),

7-4984.

WC2
Trafalgar Sq.

Pi..

Temple Bar

5041

SUBSCRIPTION
Annual

$11
Foreign
25 Cents

$10

.
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INDEX

(20th), high
weeks,v is finishing
“Hajji Baba”

position.

with improve^ showings in

shapes fast in Boston.

“Vanishing

Prairie” (Disney) looks big in Pitt
and Indianapolis, and solid in Portland.
“Human Jungle” (A A), looms
okay in Providence. “Hulot’s Holiday” (GBD), sock in Chi, is doing
great day-dating about 12 houses
in N.Y. City.
(

Complete Boxoffice Reports on

Pages' 8-9)

54

,...5,.

Bills.

Chatter
Film Reviews
House; Reviews

6.2

;

.

6

52

,.

Inside Pictures
Inside RadiO-TV
International

20
24

Legitimate

55

Literati

61
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1

Music

New

rently;

“Reap Wild Wind” (Par), out on
reissue, is doing smart trade in
Philly... “Rogue Cop'.’ (M-G), good
in Omaha, is okay in Washington
and Frisco.
“Four Guns To Border” (U),
showing

“Woman’s World”
a

Kabuki

11

612 No. Michigan Avo.

.

'

Howard

JUdson 2-2700
Hollywood 26
6311 Yucca Street
Hollywood 0-1141
Washington 4
National Press Building
STerllng 3-5445
.

First-run theatres are feeling the
competition from the election bally
this round but hoped to get something ot a pickup via the actual
Election Day yesterday (Tues.).
Rain,
snow and miich colder

of No. 1 spot

Albert A. List, board chairman
of RKO Theatres, failed to pay
brokerage, fees when he acquired
930, 00Q shares of the company’s
stock owned and controlled by Agency, in that country.
e

sadism

Overplayed— accent

his view
brutality.

:

BROKER SUES FOR FEE
ON RKO THEATRES BUY

towards

tendency

action pix and that he planned to
take this topic up with the studios
particularly in view of an upcoming series of films on juvenile deScripts he. has read
linquency.
have indicated an unusual—and

Hollywood, Nov. 2.
Having just reached basic agreebrighter boxOffice horizon is ment with producer Paul Graetz
in sight around the country and for the granting of, a code seal' for
rising grosses, better product and “Lovers, Happy Lovers,” Shurlock
ic- emphatically rejected any notion
the promise of still, more big
tures have driven the crying-towel that the code has a‘ “double standfraternity to cover. What’s more, ard” under which it’s tougher on
the business upswing has cued an foreign imports than on domestic
exhibitor optimism and inter-thea- films. “On the contrary,” he held
tre cooperation that should provide “if anything, we are more lenient
an even greater boost for business and bend Over backwards to be
during the, criming year.
fair to foreign-language pictures
That’s the impression gained by that are submitted to us because
actress Jan Sterling on a recent we know that any changes would
personal appearance tour, her sixth involve cutting the finished prodnationwide junket in the last four uct,”
years. The difference in exhibitor
Shurlock said there was “no such
viewpoint in this most recent trek, thing as two codes” at the moment
she says, “is really thrilling.” Her and that; while the idea Of an adult
films
foreign
for
journey, a whirlwind affair cover- classification
ing New Orleans, Chicago, Indi- comes up every once in a while, h
anapolis, Detroit, Boston,. Albany, thought such a procedure was "not
Baltiihore and New York City, was impossible but difficult.”
on behalf of her Allied Artists star“The main trouble is, no one
rer, “The Human Jungle.”
There is ho mareally wants it.
“But the distributors and exhib- chinery set up to keep minors away
itors whom I met didn’t want me from certain films,” he commented.
to confine myself solely to this An adult classification of a picture
picture,” the blonde actress de- in any case could be. arranged
clared. “They wanted me to stress only after the.film is completed, he
the present and future quality of. said,
In regard to suggestions that the
films, new films from any studio.
"In one city,” she added, “a code establish .liaison Offices
prominent theatre Owner bought a Paris and Rome to allo\V European
full-page ad to plug his opposition’s
(Continued On page 18)'
attraction. And this is only one

Holly-

situation.

is a source Of conproduction code administrator Geoffrey Shurlock .and he
intends to do something about it,
Shurlock, newly installed as code
topper, said in N. Y. last week (29)

brutality,

cern; to

—

quire U. S. theatres to showcase

scales.

of

(Continued on. page

and

A

.....

gravity

Sterling’s Advice

Touring Stars: Get With

it's

the course of a several weeks’ U. S.
stay, holds that there’s little antipathy against British product as
such. For, he added, “it’s a matter
of the public getting introduced to
our films if they see them’' once
they go again providing the stories
are entertaining and contai
hu-

ency to go in for screen violence

its

’

For Sales Clues; Jacon

Hollywood, Nov. 2.
looked as if monkey busi-

ness was. afoot when the call
sheet fdr “Green Mansions” at
Metro read: “Pier Angeli to
test with' King Kong.”
Later it was learned that
King Kong is a young actor
from the Philippines.

been an up- ly proposed and seriously studied,
idea of trying to induce Congress
hill fight, the American market has
definitely improved as a buyer of to overrule the U. S. Supreme
British films in the opinion of Court. TOA-ers have tried to keep
Macgregor Scott, general safes the tenor of the meeting hushed
manager of Associated British- up. Consequently some ‘iueliable
Pathe. Prior, to returning to Lon- leaks” are the authority for what
went on.
don. over the. weekend, he exAll theatremen attending the
pressed the belief that the average
TOA
convention here are obviousYank, filmgoer willingly accepts
ly concerned with the curtailment
British, pictures once he’s hecom§
of
picture
production in Hollyaccustomed to them.
wood.
Scott, who visited Hollywood in
Some used figures to dramatize
While conceding

Film producers’ increasing tend.

It

United States Supreme Court up-

Few

Sadistic

41
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.

.
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ALGER HEROES EN BLOC.
Boston Variety Club Hails Recently
Promoted Film Execs
Boston, Nov. 2.
?
A luncheon honoring, filmrowites
who have recently been promoted
to new jobs is to be tossed by the
Variety Club at the Bradford’ Roof,
Nov, 9, Metro’s Berin Rosenwald
is chairman for. the affair and all
exchange managers are serving on
the committee.
Those to be feted are: James,

By HY

HOLUNGER
Not Tax Exempt

Because the big film trend of the
past two years has given the Hollywood film studios an almost obsess-

Washington, Nov.

2.

upped

Connolly,'

from

20th’s

“pre-sold”

Toilet preparations sold to a

branch manager to division man-

'story values,- which is to say, pro r
duced plays, published hovels, lit-

motion picture studio “for use
on studio stars” is not exempt
from the retail excise tax op
Internal
preparations,
such

James Feloney, 20th salesman,’ promoted to branch manager;

interest

ive

only

in

erary material already

known

to,

and approved by, the public,- there
is a new upsurge in film sales in
the book publishing business. Two
things are. sharply marked: (1)
hardcover: novels are commanding
$50,000 to $100,000 deals and (2)
softcover re-issues^ tied to the film
release,, are On the increase:
This follows a long layoff during
which the literary men and the
film men were barely on speaking
terms. New relationship is based
on concessions oh both sides, but
there’s still constant bickering on
what and how much, is to provide
toward the promotion of. the viewing and reading property.
Insistence by the film companies
that books be -specially designed
with, “movie covers” still peeves
the publishers, since they ,feel that
once the film is played off the public is reluctant- to purchase these
“dated’ books.
Various compromises, however, are worked out,
•ith
the. publishers- occasionally
providing a special cover, placing
a special band around the book,
giving credit to the fill
on the
title page,
plugging the film on
the inside of. other books emanating from the house.
One of the biggest beefs registered by the fill
men is. that the
bookmen do not .sufficiently carry
their end of the. advertising load.
The tug-of-war on advertising and
proper identification of the film is
going on, but this hasn’t prevented
numerous lieups. from being made.
The bookmen have another squawk
in the fact that the. film companies,
keep Changing their release dates
(Continued on page 18)
.

1

-

Revenue Service reminded

ager;

Joseph Gins, new Universal division mapager; Francis DerVin, exbranch- manager, now'assistant to James Grainger in RKO’s
home office; Herbert Schaeffer,
who; resigned .as Republic branch
manager to take over as New Eng-

.

«>
.

;

2 YANK TELEPIX MAKE

FEATURE FOR BRITONS
Hollywood, Nov. 2*.
Republic has put two telepix together to form a feature-length
film for theatrical release in England as "Stories'' of the Century
No. 1.”
Telefilm

series,

Jim

starring

Davis and Mary Castle, was made
n the Republic lot by Revue Productions: and telecast locally by
.

KTTV.

CHARITY DEDUCTIONS
f
/'i.

c,

Weekly Payroll Bite Bi
Coast Cushion

Hollywood, Nov: 2.
With a backlog of $650,000 already subscribed through year-toyear payroll deductions under the
Fair Plan, the Motion Picture Permanent Charities opened its 1955
drive yesterday, aiming to raise
$1,250,000 for health and welfare

week.

Revenue issued a memo on
uses of cosmetic preparations
which were tax exempt anu
emphasized that
specifically
sales to studios were covered
by the tax.

NBC Spec

Jacques Tati,' the Frenchman,
whose pantomii
antics
“Mr.
H.i.i lot
y Holiday” attracted the
tics’
attention, is. back from
Paris. to appear on a MaxiLiebman
‘

.

.‘i

.

.

*

failure.”

manager for Buena
Ralph Iannuzzi, transferred
from WB's Atlanta exchange to
Hub branch manager post; John
Moore, upped from branch manager at Paramount to division manager; Jack. Brown, prompted from
salesman to Paramount branch
manager; William Madden, formerly Metro city salesman, now branch
manager at Philadelphia, and Jud-

son Parker, who resigned as Republic salesman to assume post of
Washington, Nov. 2.
branch manager for Screen Guild
The recent upbeat. in motion pic-* Pictures.
tures Is reflected again in dividend
figures compiled by the U S. Commerce Dept. For the first
ine
.

"Star Is Born” (WB).

Z.

“Woman’s World”

4.

9,

11.
12.

Expansion of Allied' Artists’ distribution
facilities
Europe,
which the. company has long been
considering, likely will be launched
following the annual stockholders’
Big differences favoring 1954 meet Nov. 10 in Hollywood. Board
were these: Stanley- Warner,^ Which will also convene about that time
paid nothing last year, paid, a divi- and is expected to decide whether
dend of $619,000 this year;. Allied the buildup should be accomplished
Artists, Which paid nothing last by improving the firm’s, existing
year, cut a $118,000 melon this continental offices, use branches of
year; Loew’s, Inc, upped its divi- another major on a joint basis or
dend from $1,029,000 to $1,286,000; .acquire additional franchise hold2Qth-Fox increased from $692,000; ers.
last September to $1,108,000 for
Survey of the overall situation
September, 1954; and Universal in* was made by A A foreign chief Norcreased from $59,000 to. $299,000.
ton V. Ritchey Who returned .last
Above figures represent only week from a two-month swing
through the continental market.
about 60 or 65% of all dividends,
He Conferred with key circuit
heads and distributors in Germany,
France, Holland, Belgium, PorMori Krushen to Texas
tugal and the Scandinavian counMori Krushen, exploitation di- tries. While it’s understood that
some agreements were negotiated,
rector of United Artists, is on a
no major changes will be made unthree-week swing, mostly in Texas. til after Ritchey reports to the
He will confer With circuit, heads board.
Trade’ circles feel that if a dein that' state, Oklahoma and Louisicision is made to join hands with
ana.
another major the most logical
Immediate targets are “Barefoot contender is 20th-Fox. For AA alContessa” and !‘Vera Cruz” cam- ready has. a deaPwith 20th on two
paigns.
(Continued on page 61)
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$50100 Location Trip an Economy

Argument

that didn’t have railroad tracks,”
Sturgis noted. “We had to use a
local lake as the Hudson;
However,. we found a large estate which
had remained p r a e t i c a 1.1 y untouched with the buildings that
went back as far as 1730. Many

that. Hollywood’s penchant for authenticity is unnecessarily. Up ibg the production costs
;

is

disputed by Metro producer Nicholas Nayfack
Pair,
Sturgis.

York

last

and director John
who were in .New

week,

to'

•haife

shoot upstate

spectacular Sunday (7). Tati, ac- •scenes for “The Scarlett Co at,” a
companied by Jules Buck, the Revo 1 utiona ry 'W af/sto ry, point out
“B" of.. GBD International Films, that the cost to build sets in Holly^fiew. out to Chi lor a day to prowood to equal the old Revolutionmote the Surf Theatre opening of ary period - barns and buildings
“)Iu lot.”
found near Tarrytow N; Yy Would
ittch rd Davis and Don Getz, of far exceed the cost of bringing a
the triumvirate, are handling, the crow east.
distribution -of the film for firstIn addition, Nayfack noted, th
run -situations. On sub-run dates, on-the-spot shooting “adds a plus
they’re turning it over to a sub-, quality in acceptability and credidistrib. For example; in New York, bility;”
The five-day shooting of
the Joe Bursty n office is peddling exteriors upstate with a crew of 18
the subsequent dates. .Davis and and 15 actors hired locally repreGetz, meanwhile, are attempting .to' sents about $50,000 of the $1,600,lin6 lip several circuit dales.
000 budget for thd picture. Cornel
Wilde was the only star needed for
Richard W. Altschuler, Repub- the N, Y, scenes.
Although the Coast crew was
lic’s worldwide “sales chief, after
huddling on the Coast with proxy shooting on the banks of the HudHerbert J. Yales, attending TOA son River, it was necessary to fake
Chicago convention.
the- river. “We couldn’t find a spot

“Star” was No. 1 the two weeks
was out in release extensively.
Actual money total of the Judy

it

Garland-James Mason starrer
not too far ahead of “Woman’s
World” (20th), which was a staunch
second-place winner. “World” was
first orie session' and never dipped
below second place all month. In
fact, the big coin rolled up by the
five greatest grossing pix amounted
to a total gross of over $4,500,000,
Minneapolis, Nov. 2.
This plainly indicated great interest
Bill Diehl, St Paul Dispatch-Pi- in the top money pictures;
dneer Press film critic, thinks his
“Sabrina” (Par), another firstpicture, has been turned to the wall place winner one week, copped
third
position. This production got
at the T>yin Cities’ United Artists
off to a smash start but felt the
branch because he has been pan- competition from pix released later
ning recent U. .Ay releases, includ- in the month. Film is regarded as
ing “The Moon Is Blue,” “The having such innate boxoffice stamMalta Story” and “Sitting Buli,” ina it probably will be. heard from
additionally in the future.
Which last name he refers to as
“Waterfront” (Col), third one
“our fuzzy, faltering friend.”
week and fourth another, wound
At least, in his review of the cur- up fourth. Absence, of many key
rent “Suddenly” he informed his playdates early in October seemreaders in the opening sentence ingly hurt its chances of soaring
higher. Marlon Brando pic looks
that Tie is persona non grata with. to
be one of Columbia’s biggest
- grossers
U. A.-r-as welcome
'the
of the 1954-55 season,
judging from strength on most
change as “a .fly in the soup.”
|

been restored and look no

Praising “Suddenly.”
“the
season’s suspense winner” and advising every thrill or tension fan
not td miss it, Diehl took pains in
the review to explain that his highly favorable appraisal doesn’t, fepresent an effort to get back into
U. A.’s good graces.

“And we haven’t been reading

;

.

,

'

J

L.A. to N.Y.
June Allyson
Frank Aletter,
Phyllis Avery
Lemuel Ayers
Jack Bailey
Sy Bartlett
Edgar Bergen
Julian Blaustei

Nina Foch
Stewart Granger
Paul Henreid
Ruth Hussey
Fritz

Lang

Barbara Lawrence

Dave Mathews

sode, Maj. John Andre is depicted
as a British hero. The screenplay
by Karl Tunberg is based largely
on Andre’s journals.
Following completion of “Goat,”

Ray Middleton

Nayfack undertakes

J;ocl

“Swordsmen

of Sienna,” an orgirial by Margaret
Irwin and Ralph Bettinson to be
filmed iri. Italy, Other pix on. his
schedule are “The Big Sin,” a
novel by Jack Webb (not the
“Dragnet” one), ’The Power and
the Prize,” a, novel of big business,
by Howard Swiggeti, and “Forbidden Planet,” a science fiction yarn.

playdates.

“Cinerama”

(Indie), continues
although showing some der
tendencies in certain 16( Continued on page 16)

to roll

clining

N.Y. to L.A.
Robert Aldrich
Jerry Devine

Eva Gabor
George Jessel
Ruth Matteson
Paul McGrath
Nicholas Nayfack
George Nichols
Dore Schary
Geoffrey Shurlock

Arthur Sircom
John Sturges
Robert Vogel
Cornel Wilde

N.Y. to Europe

Nanette Fabray

Ed Feldman

Revolutionary period.”

War

,

concluded.

diffrent than they did during the

Nayfack disclosed that American
film companies' usually avoid Revolutionary
pictures for fear of
losing the British market.
However, in “The Scarlett Coat,” dealing* with the Benedict Arnold epi-

-

.

Dale Carnegie either,” the review

Tarry town’s Colonial Settings Ideal But MetnTFaked
Hudson River—British Market Angle on 1776

extensive location shooting

soar so high it took top money
in October. It ranged from socko
to terrific in every opening week.

‘

.

via-

rolling up great totals.
Although two or fhriee, other films
dominated ’the field early in the
month, two weeks of “Star, Is
Born’* (WB) enabled that opus to

“Rogue Cop” (M-O).
‘‘Human Jungle” (AA).
“Seven Brides” (M-G).

10.

In August, of 1954, dividends totaled $1,426,000
compared With
$846,000 for August of last., year.
In September, disbursement to
stockholders was a sock $3,996,000,
standing well above the $3,036,000
of a year earlier.

from

“Egyptian” (20th).
“Suddenly”: (UA).

8.

improvement’

over the $16,257,000 for the same
period of 1953.

calities,

“Cinerama” (Indie).
“Brigadoon” (M-G).
“Rear Window” (Par).

6.

7;

substantial

storms cut into trkde in some lobut nothing: could: prevent
a batch of four new big pictures

(20th).

“Sabrink” (Par).
“Waterfront” tCol.).

3.

5.

holders. to an aggregate of $18,978,-

erally

(OCTOBER)
1,

:

months of 1954, the industry reported cutting melons for stock-

.Preeming of new, strong product
month improved business gen..key cities covered by
Variety: during the last 31 days,
Indian Summer temperatures and

last

The Golden Dozen

.

000,.

.

Vista;

agencies.

French Comic on

.

land ^sales

.

Ralph Clare, chairman of the
campaign, states- that more than
14,000
industry
workers
have
pledged one-half of 1% of every
paycheck for community welfare.

,

RKQ

last

.

;

*b*

There’s realljThothing very new any more in the film bi?. Right
now, there’s concern all ’round about the high cost of features
and the distribs’ need to earn back; very large sums to recoup
their costs and show a profit. Budgets of $2,000,000 and $3,000,000
are becoming quite commonplace.
, Almost exactly 40 years ago, in FebruaryLaf. 1915, an industry
topper wrote to Samuel Goldwyn- about D. W» Griffith’s just com-'
pleted, 12-reel. feature, “The Birth of a Nation”:
“I,
heard rumors that the film cost nearly, a hundred thousand
dollars! This means,, of course, that even though, it is a hit, which
it probably will be, it cannot ppssibly make any money. It would
have to gross over a quarter* of a , million for Griffith to get his
cost back, and, as you know,, that just isn’t being done. I suppose
you’re right when you say there is no advantage hi leading if the
cost of leadership makes commercial success impossible. It. does
seem too bad that such a magnificent effort is doomed to financial

May Mulvey
Gene Nelson
Mike O’Shea
Dick Powell
Preston
Vincent Price

Gene Raymond
.toe

Schoenfeld

McGregor Scott
Mort Sidley

Jose Ferrer
Ketti Frings
Kurt- Frings
Trevor Howard

Jack Hylton

Henry Kaufman
Arnold M. Picker
St.

John Terrell

Archie Thomson

Europe

to N.Y.

Irving Berli
Ivy Carey
Steven R. Carli

George Cukor
Rene Fraday
Glynis. Johns
Nathan Milstein

Edmund Purdom

Richard Skinner
Spyros P. Skoura.S

June Richmond

Benay Venuta
Hal Wallis

Joseph H. Seidelman
Richard Thorpe

Edmon Ryan

.
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Shorts subjects, in a new bid. for
exhib attention, are fitting themselves to the new widescreen age

Milestone
Hollywood, Nov; Z»
Carrol Naish goes; the
the
using
of
naughty word, “damn,” in ai
picture for the first time since,
the revision of the Production
In Nat Holt’s “Seven
Code.
Rad Men” he says “I’ll blow
his damn, head oftl” but without makiiig the word too ex-

To

J.

distinction

000,000 in rentals. And out of the
13 films, 10 so -far have netted $2,-.
000,000 or more.
This contrasts with the prior performance which, within a year and
a half, saw only seven out of 54 releases taking in $2,000,000. And
in quite a few cases, the pix depended on the foreign, revenue to
recoup their negative cost.
Even though budgets on the

Arthur

pressive.

proval before it is used. In
this case it used merely to
show the character of the
user, a gangster.

and

Arnold

.

port

tation.-

.

An American film was being
shown With the dialog cut out.
Accompanying the .action were

sidiary of Universal.

the. “diff erent,” and a good mahy
more single bills in the country
than there were prior to C’Scope,

UA’s

felt that exhib resistance to
higher shorts rentals must gradually
be broken down.
While, In the regular one and
two-reel subjects an attempt is
being made; to become more documentary in approach—there are
more travel shorts being made than
ever before— cartoon content is
beirig switched to a more imaginait’s

break even on only between
4,000 and, 5,000 bookings and less.
to

Total number of theatres in the
Chicago, Nov. 2.
U. S. and Canada now equipped
for CineniaScope stands ait 8,700*
Distributors Corp. of America
possibilities. will have a schedule of nine pro20th
giving
7,900
Practically all of the keys are now ductions for release over the next
equipped.
three years, Fred j. Schwartz,
‘'The Robe” now has accumulated president of the, outfit, disclosed,
domestic rentals of approximately here yesterday (Mon), List iri$15,000,000 in 55 weeks of release. cludes “I
A Camera,” lensed
It’s still bringing in between $50,abroad by Moulin Productions With
000 and $75,000 a week as the rate Julie Harris, Shelly Winters and
of houses equipping continues; at a Laurence Hervey in the, top roles;
steady 210 a week.
Schwartz is in Chi to line up
Even a film like “Prince Valiant,” support for DC A from exhibitors
considered one of the weakest in attending the Theatre Ow
of
the C’Scope lineup, so far has America convention.
Being readied as the first DCA
(Continued on page 18)

Am

release

were produced ih England by
Countryman Films, Ltd.
Each film contains from

Kaufman.

three to four different subjects

“Long John Silver,”
is
produced in Australia by Joseph

Too Preoccupied With

Others on the sked. are “Lelia,”
produced by Bernard Luber with
Olivia eke Havilland in the lead;
Shortage, Rank-Filers
“The Viking,’’ to be made in
Blank Toll-TV Issue Scandinavia in association with
Milo Frank; “The. Way We Are,”
Chicago, Nov. 2.
to; be produced by Robert Aldrich
Rank and file .members and even with Joan Crawford; Fi ian’s
several board members of TO A are
Rainbow,” cartoon adaptation of
shovving little concern over metered
the legit musical; “The Survivors,”
teievisi
which has been billed to be made by
the Boulting
iby. some exhibition leaders as the
Brothers; ‘‘Hunters of the Deep,"
villain that threatens to wipe oUt
billed
as
“an underwater adtheatres by the thousands. Reason
venture,” and an untitled property
is they’re so wrapped up with the
by Sam and Bella Spewack.
matter of product availability that
there’s little time to devote to
other matters. The supply of picBRINGS LATIN
tures is an immediate problem, it’s
pointed out, Whereas toll tv lies
CITY
ahead in an obscure future.
The TO A board and exec comWarner Bros. Lati
American
mittee, though, on the .whole ate staffers will convene in Mexico
far from stuffing off the subject. City Nov. 15 to 26. Sales session
A formal vote was taken authoriz- will be presided over by Wolfe
ing ‘TOA’s continued participation Cohen, prexy of Warner. Internain a joint industry committee on tional.
subscription tv. This is headed by
Cohen left over the weekend for
TOA’s Alfred Starr and Allied Rio de Janeiro to attend the annual
States’ Trueman Rembusch.
convention of: the Brazilian staff.
The TOA leaders further prom- He then proceeds to Argentina and
ised to do all “Within their legal later to Peru for a general survey
power” to fight this projected box- of those countries before arriving
officization of home video.
in Mexico for the Latin American
meet.
Samuel Schneider, Warner Bros,
v.p., will also attend the Mexico
‘HAPPINESS'
confab as Will homeoffice exec's
John J. Glynn, Karl. Macdonald,
and Jerry Keyset.
Minneapolis, Nov. 2.
CHARLES SKOURAS' WILL
For the. first time in local film
history, a picture has gone ‘into its
Life Trust for Widow, Son, \
second month in a neighborhood
Brother, Friends, Executors
house here! Moreover*, it’s starting
its sixth week with no end of the
Los Angeles, Nov. 2.
run in sight:
Will of the late Charles P;
IFhe picture is the Swedish “One
Summer of Happiness” and the Skouras, filed for probate in Sutheatre the Suburban World where perior Court, leaves a trust fund,
with the income payable to his
it’s having its first territory run in
a 600-seat artie house ordinarily widow, Mrs. Florence L. Skouras
for life,
On her death the trust
showing subsequent runs.
previous long record for any property goes to his three chilneighborhood
house
here
was dren, Mrs. Jack Jungmeyer Jr.,
chalked up recently when the Mrs.
Margaret L.
Curti
and
Westgaite ran “Genevieve” for four Charles P. Skouras Jr. Balance of
weeks.
the estate, listed as being “in ex-

WARNERS

REPS TO MEXICO

He

There

a

is
.

definite

.

able violence.
Larttz,

who

makes the “Woody Woodpecker”
Cartoons for Universal and has
been at it since 1916, expressed it
this way in N. Y. last week: “I’m
definitely determined to give our
stories a new freshness and to get

away from the eternal chase theme.
We’ve had complaints about it, and

now
away

market repre-

street,” that for-

Fabian Chides Exhibs

For Phlegmatic Attitude

Toward Theatre Video

“Genghis Khan,” made in
Manila, was handled by UA’ last
year. This is the type of cooperation cited, by Krim as serving to
lessen the opposition toward American film companies by foreign in-

away form the cat-chasesmouse yarns With their considerWalter

UW

;

film.

trend

Producer

way

as good a time to break
as any.
People are in the
(Continued on page 16)

is

,

HOST

U.S. Data, Year Behind and Corrected, Traces
Falloff (Since Revised) at Film B.O#

:

cess of $10,000,”

is left

to his wife,

Mrs. Florence Skouras.

’

Election of officers is the
item on the agenda so far.

main

berg, of Pacific Drive-In. Theatres,
land John B. Bertero, of National

Theatres.

SHOW

Chicago, Nov. 2.
Palace Theatre last week hosted

•

.

.

.

—

instruments, foreign travel.
at the horse and: dog
tracks continued high, as it did
in the field of live entertai
mnt.

sical

ing

and gambling

Take of the film theatre in 1953
was $1,252,000,000 per U, S. Dept,
of Commerce data. .This was one
more, year of unbroken decline
from the peak of $1,692,000,000 hit
in 1946, (Commerce Dept, revised
most totals for the past decade,
some by as much as $300,000,000 below figures announced in previous
years. However, the trend remained
.

1 entitled to vote.

NUNS AT

Washington, Nov: 2.
000 last year, second only to the gratis performance of “Cinerama”
American public spent an all peak of $188,000,000 reached in for the Sisters of the. Archdiocese
time high on recreation and amuse- 1947; The gain last year, was of Chicago. Special showing was
ments in. 1953 but the share left $4,0.00,000 oyer 1952.
held Saturday morning (30). for
The American public thronged about 1,500 nuns.
at the boxoffices of the nation’s
tracks in 1953 and left the
film .theatres, continued to sag for to th
Showing was a public relations
parimutuels with .net receipts of
the seventh straight year.
gesture, as “Cinerama” has been
an all-time high, in- getting
Catholic blessings in both
(The trend has since been re- $377,000,000,
dicating the amount of legal bet*
church and press.
versed Editor).
ting. Tpat the. nation had Itchy,
Spending for television and mur feet is shown in the record break-

Columbia's Nov. 22 Meeting
Named as executors of the will
Annual meeting of Columbia and trustees of the trust are his
stockholders is set for Nov. 22 in son, Charles P; Jr., brother George unchanged.)
N.Y., with stockholders of record and two friends, Michael RosenBoxoffice take for
on Nov.

1,500

CHI ‘CINERAMA’

SWEDISH

MINNEAPOLIS MOP-UP

.

Chicago, Nov. 2.
TOA members in. convention
here
back-of-the-hand
got
the
treatment from S. H. (Si) Fabian
and Mitchell Wolfson, head of the“
television
organization’s
theatre
committee.
In a report on this
subject, the two circuit operators
rapped the lack of exhibitor supdustries.
Krirh reported that he and port for advancing closed-circuit
.Arnold Picker, UA’s. foreign opera- tv as a medium of entertainment
tions chief, 'who had accompanied and for its employment by cpjjiihim on the trip, found considerable mercial clients.
Fabian and Wolfson Said there
interest on the part of government
are several, bottlenecks holding up
officials, producers and financial
men in the company’s coproduction expansion of piped-in video but,
moaned, “the greatest obideas. He said the. distrib has “set they
up the machinery for making stacle is the lack of exhibitor vienthusiasi
for these
sion
and
worldwide pictures and as a propsources of revenue.”
erty, comes up we Can move fast.
Re
the
.entertainment
end
of theWe .are looking for pictures which
have the same* chance of success atre tv, the report stated “We have
been
marking
time
during
past
the
as ‘African Queen,’ ‘Moulin Rouge*
and /Barefoot Contessa.V all of year.” There had been two Marciano
-Charles
heavyweight
bouts
which were lensed abroad.”
The chief exec said he found picked up by exhibitors and a few
football games. On the commercial
(Continued on page 16)
side, “some slight progress” was
commented upon. Ford Motor,
S.ealtest, National Dairy, Chrysler
and Dodge conducted meetings
(Continued on page 18)

,

providing
behindthe-scenes view of the British
Mt. Everest expedition testing
its oxygen equipment in a decompression chamber.
plain.

id the foreign

sents, a "two

one

tive

it’s

films, and it also produces pix.
While the earnings of
aren’t
disclosed in the U balance sheets,
it’s understood that the outfit is
running in the. black.

eign industries are straining under
severe
economic problems and
“we’re trying to help in some measure to compensate for What we are
taking out.” That last referred to
Yankee film company earnings
overseas;
In line with this, the prez related that UA is now “exploring”
distribution of a new Philippine

related to Wildlife. Some depart from, that line, like the
.

Own Point 4:

United Artists is out to help native industries abroad via the addition of foreign product to its release schedule and co-production
deals, Arthur Bi Krim, president,
stated in N. Y. laJt Week following
an extensive swing of the Far East.

Series of 13 tWo-reelers on
the life and habits of birds and
animals -has been acquired by
Noel Meadow for theatrical, tv
and 16m distribution. Films,
entitled “The World of Life,”

.

Company,

'

English Wildlife Shorts

'

up ap-

is

understood, has. been hard hit by
the tv impact, but is increasingly
tying into that field via shorts sales.
It has about 125 titles available for
video out of a, total title list of
12 000
IJW library
being used extensively by schools and other groups
and does its business increasingly
in the documentary field. However,
it continues to distribute one-reel
versions of old Universal and other
,

.

,

business

contrasts with approximately 8,000,-.
000 or more 8m home projectors,
Biggest distributor by far of 16m
and 8m pix is United World, a sub-

foreign-tongue

on

managed

8n\

of noncommercial 16m projectors
in the U, S. at about 750,000. Thi

the voices of three native actors who" were stationed in the
projection booth. Seems this
precludes the need for titling

or
dubbing
product.

that

proximately 259r This despite, the
fact that most people who own 8m
projectors, are content with just
running films made via their own
hand cameras.
Latest estimate puts the number;

recent trip abroad, encounter^
ed. a truly unique pic presen-

-

Formerly condemned, the
word still must have Code ap-

Krim

Picker, United Artists’ president <and foreign department
v.p,,
respectively, visiting a
theatre in Siam during their

an accent on novelty. It's still
an uphill struggle for the reelers
but execs feel, they’re finally beginning to. see the light.
This, they stress, isn’t sayidg that
the going iin’t rough. It is. Costs
keep rising and, bn the whole; theatremen continue to toe a price
line set many years, ago and wholly
out of step with present producer
expenses.
/
*HoWever, Cinemascope and the
widescreen are offering the shorts
men a chance to exploit those new
.vistas. And with the emphasis thus

‘

Comment

‘Live*

via

C’Scope films have been Somewhat
higher; these films have

While television has reduced the
volume- of 16m “hom.emovie” biz
by about 50%, distribs of the nai>
row-gauge films say there’s been a
distinct upbeat of 16m showings in
plants and factories.
Also on the plus' side, they

4-

Earning record of 20th-Fox Cineas year’s end approaches indicates a switch from
the former pattern, with practically
every one of the films in release
so far recouping its negative cost
in the domestic market alone.
While the quality of the individual features has varied, their b.o,
performance, despite still limited
outlets, has. been very strong. The
13 CinemaSqopefs released by. 20th
so far have brought in over $50,-

mascope pix

etc.,

.legit,

opera*

and entertainment staged by

non-profit institutions
[sports, events)

(except for

was a big

$185,000,-

t

•

total

of

$1,959,000,000

the record year of 1950 W'hen
$2,379,000,000 Went to this purpose. In addition, we spent no less
than $533,000,000 (a new record)
on the, repair of radio arid television sets. The two items would
indicate where many of the dollars went in 1953, which formerlywere spent at. the film theatres.
1

HORSE KICK A LADY?

spent

on foreign travel and remittances
by U. S, citizens, an increase of Not Roy Rogers’ Gallant Trigger,
Jujry Decides
about $300,000,000 over 1952 which
had been the previous, year record.
Los Angeles, Nov. 2.
Last year our people bought
Roy Rogers' Trigger ain’t the
$2,176,000,006 worth of radio and
television sets, records, and musi- kind of a hoss that goes around
That is what a
cal instruments, bettering the pre- kicking fqmmes.
ceding year, and second dnly to jury in Superior Court decided

i

\

£\fter
hearing testimony in th
$186,000 damage suit brought by
Mabel Sirianey against
actress
Rogers and his palomino.
Plaintiff contended that Trigger
kicked her during the shooting of
“Son of Paleface” in 1951, Jury
ruled that, the hoss merely brushed
against her.

)

.

. .

FILM REVIEWS
Lust Time I

:

.
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.
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'AHIETY

the “Ma. and Pa Captain. Jack, renegade redskin
other comedy !
For ;the same forcefully played by Charles BtohKettle” series.
The
down-to-earth humor, long used in son (formerly Buchihsky).
employed in peace is to be effected without
the. “Kettles,”
which
presents
arms,
twor
same
of
the
force
virtually,
“Romance” with
It should mop up. in the gun Ladd with quite a problem.
results.
smaller situations which cater to a His first efforts are stymied by a
revenge killing which touches off
grassroots clientele.
Adding to the film’s “Kettle” a massacre by Captain Jack’s
Later, white negotiators,
braves.
flavor is Marjorie Main (the original “Ma Kettle”), director .Charles are killed, and Ladd almost so, by
during a parley..
treachery
redskin
Richard
co-producer
Lariiont and
Wilson. Both Lamont and Wilson The President relieves the hero of
carry credits on previous “Kettle” the no-force edict and he everitr
pix before Percy Kilbride (“Pa ually brings the egocentric CapKettle”) “retired” from the series. tain Jack -to the hangman’s scaffold.
Two femmes star with Ladd.
Studio is currently attempting to
lure Kilbride before the cameras Audrey Dalton does nicely as the
to resume his original role in a eastern girl who comes west and
winds up with, the hero. Marisa
fresh “Kettle”.
scores as the Indian girl
The Kay Lenard story, which the Pavan
who gives her life to- save Ladd.
writer also screenplayed, is located
Among other featured players who
on a dude rartch. With, such a setstand out along with Bronson are
ting it’s too obvious that the esKeith, the stage driver who
tablishment would be peopled with Robert
massacre;: Rodolfo
an assortment of types on which to caused the
Acosta,
as the bloodthirsty Scarhang slapstick situations and other
Charlie; Warner Anderson, as
scenes too humorous to mention. face
General Canby; Elisha CoOk, Jr.,
There’sd.hfe problem of the dissatistreacherous white; .Anthony Carufied Quests, no cook for the weekRichard Gaines,
end, a predatory blonde boarder so, a good Modoc;
with designs on the male proprie- professional peace-maker,
Hayden Rorke as President. Grant.
tor, etc.
;
The Victor Young score .is used
While the material is rather thin properly and excellently to sharpthe cast makes a. gobd try at giving
en the drama. It includes a title
Marjorie Main,* as a tune sung behind the credits. The
it credibility.
replacement cook, scores handily overall technical credits are gobd.
on the laughmeter.. Chill Wills
Brog.
generates levity as the ranch owner
who prefers his magician avocation
Lease of Llfi*
to tending to the premises. Pedro
(BRITISH— COLOR)
Gonzales-Gonzales
and Alfonso
Bedoya are amusing as a pair of
Mexican employees, of the ;ranch
Robert Donat in leistirelywhile Rudy Vallee contribs some
paced story of country parson
wry humor as a wealthy guest fond,
with a year to live; limited
of good cooking.
b.o. prospects.
Also, fitting nicely into the overall format are supporting players
London, Oct. 19..
Ruth Hampton, Benay Venuta,
General Film Distributors release of
Judith Ames and Darryl Hickman, Ealing
Studios-Miehael. Balcon production.
among others. Some four tunes Stars Robert Donat; Kay Walsh., Denholm
ate worked into the 80 minutes of Elliott, Adrierine Cori'i, Directed by
Charles Frend.. Screenplay, Eric Ambler;
footage. Aside from the title num- camera (Eastmaricolor); Douglas Slocohibe.;
ber of “Ricochet Romance,” they editor,.; Peter Tanner; music, .Alan
include "Las Altenitas,” “Para Vigo Rawsthorne. At Gaumont, London. Run-

Athena

Saw Paris

(COLOR)

(MUSICAL—^COLOR)

Topflight romantic drama
ivith strong cast names and

Youthful emphasis In names
of Jane Powell, Edmund Furdom, Debbie Reynolds, Vic
Damone to help prospects for
ligHUveight musical escapism.

Metro

Hollywood, Nov
of Jack Cummings

rcle.

Stars

duction.

2.

pro-

Hollywood, Oct. 29.
Metro release of Joe Pasternak produc-

Van

Taylor,

Elizabeth

Johnson, Walter Pidgeon, Donna Reed;
features Eva Gabor, Kurt Kasznar, George
Dolenz, Roper Moore. Directed by Richard
and Phiitp
Brooks. Screenplay; Julius
.Epstein arid Richard Brooks;, based, on

Reynolds, Vic Damone,' Louis
Calhern;. features Linda Christian, Evelyn
Varden, Ray Collins, Carl Bepton Reid,
Howard Wendell, Virginia:. Gibson, Henry
Nakamura. Directed by Richard Thorpe..
Written by WHUartl. Ludwig, Leonard

Debbie

C,'-.

,

.

;

Hammerstein 2d; Previewed
(54;. Running time,. 1U M|NS.

Oct. 28>

Walter Pidgeon
Donna. Heed
Eva .Gabor.
Kurt. Kasznar
George Dolenz
... -Roger Mooi c
Sandy Descher

.

...

Maurice.
Claude Mali
Paul
Vicki

.Mama

MINS. The
Athena
Minerva

Van Johnson

Niobe
Aphrodite
,

......

Lofra'inc Quarl.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.-..•.

;

,

,

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

Jane Powell
Debbie' Reynolds
Virginia GibsOn

...

...

.

.

•

.

. ..

.

..

.

.-

.

Louis Calhern

Evelyn Varden
Mr'.

.

•

Mr.

, . V

.

.

, . . ;

...

.

.!

;

Purdom, Debbie Reynolds and Vic.
Damone to carry off the top roman-

a cumbersome length,
more general playdates.
as. Elizabeth Taylor,
names
Such
Van Johnson, Walter Pidgeon and
Donna Reed provide marquee flash
and should help the bookings.

minutes
for. the

chores. There’s nothing particularly outstanding in the offering, but it manages to be fairly
tic

.

F. Scott Fitzgerald’s short story,

.

Runni

(54.

.

time,.

-

.

.....
v

.

.

.

...

.

:..

Gas Station. Attendant
Truck Driver
Waitress

John Ireland
Dorothy Malone
Bruce Carlisle
Marshall. Bradford
Jean Howell
Larry Thor
Robin Morse
runo .DeSdta

.

Sally
Police Sergeant

...

.

..

.

Iris ..Adrian

.

(Aspect, ratio:: L75-1)

High-priced sportscar bombs
furnish most of the action lor
Fast and the Furi
modestly-budgeted - chase melier
that is slanted fpr lowercase programmer bookings, Racing S dotage
is interesting but becomes repetitious and helps to stririg out the
running time to an unnecessary 73
minutes, an unhandy length for
supporting playdates.
.

“The

.

New

.

.

“Un

V.oy” and

Tequilla.”

ning time, 94 MINS.
William Thorne.

Bed-

oya croons “Ricochet” while the
Guadalajara Trio handles the rest.
Producers Robert Arthur and
Richard Wilson appear to have ex-

,

The Dean
Headmaster

.

bring off the Jerome Odium-Jean
script
satisfactorily
for
release aims. Producer Roger Corman furnished the story.
Ireland is seen as a. fugitive
frorii a murder frame who Commandeers Miss Malone’s sports car,
taking her with him. To get out of
the Country he enters the car in
a face that will finish across the.
border in Mexico. Meanwhile he
and Miss Malone are getting
romantic sp windup finds him
deciding to go back and fight the

Kay Walsh

Denholm

.

..

Elliott

Walter Fitzgerald

.

-

.

Howell

Adrierine. Co.rri

..

han-

credit with Edwards Sampson, who
also edited, and they manage to

Robert Donat

Vera Thorne ...
SUsan. Thorne
Martin Blake

.

outfit,
is

.

.

Me

.

distribution

dling the Palo Alto, production as
its first of four features from the
latter
unit.
John Ireland and
Dorothy Malone topline and supply
the picture with familiar names
and generally competent ..performances. Ireland shares directorial

.

.

“Babylon Revisited’’ has b£en updated and revised as the basis for
the potent screenplay on which dishares
Brooks
Richard
rector
credit with Julius J. and Philip G.
the which Miss Powell warbles most
acquired
Metro
Epstein.
script property from Paramount effectively. Damone’s best is “The
and it has been given class hand- Girl Next Door.” Also, listening
ling under the production guidance well is “Love Can Change the
of Jack Cummings, reflecting good Stars,’’ sung, at various times by
taste and good story-telling all the. Misses Powell and Reynolds,
down the line.
an,d Damone. “Venezia” is pretenPerformahcewise, MisS Taylor’s tiously presented as a big produc-

indie

American Releasing Corp.,

.

entertainment
tintuner
most of the time arid so should get
by in the; regular market;
The Joe Pasternak production
spots seven tunes by Hugh Martin
and Ralph Blane, several of which
rate reprises, and “Chacun Le Sait”
from “Daughter of the Regiment,”
pleasant

Oct.. 27,

Connie Adair
Faber
Race Official

-.

...

;

Previewed
73 MINS.

Frank. Webster

'

.

:

.-.

;

and

Ray Collins

Carl Benton Reid

Howard Wendell
Mr.
,
“The. Last Time I Saw Paris” is Roy
.... Henry -Nakamura
Steve Reeves
an engrossing romantic drama that E.d Perkins ...... **
Universe’’- of 1950Kathleen Freeman
tells a good story with, fine per- Miss Seely..
Richard Sahre
Bill Nichols
formances and an overall honesty
(Aspect ratio: 1.75-1.)
an
is
It
of dramatic purpose.
above-average entry for the betterpropects for this lightweight
The
situations and! because of its com- musical will be helped generally
pelling love story,, set against a by the emphasis oh youth in the
Paris locale, it should fare okay casting of Jane Powell, Edmurid
elsewhere, too, although the 116
.

28.

Bradford. Directed by Edwards. Sampson
and John Ireland. Screenplay; Jerome
Odium, Jean Hdwell; frorn a story by
Roger Corman: camera,. Floyd Crosby;
editor, Edwards .Sampson; 'music composed and directed by. Alexander Gerens.

,

Gecilc Rogers

Linda; Christian

...

.

Hollywood, Oct.

American. Releasing. Corp., release o£
Palo Alto .(Roger Corman) production.
Stars John. Ireland, Dorothy Malone; features Bruce Carlisle, Iris Adrian, Marshall

.

.Edmund Purdom
Vic Damone

.'.

Bel

dates.

;

Grandma: Salome Mulvain

'Odette.-

1.75-1)

programmer

.

Nancy Kilgas
Dolores Starr
Jane Fischer
.................

Graridpa Mulvalfl

'

'.v:

(Aspect ratio:

;

Calhorn Shaw,
Johniiy Nyle

.

Sirtger

,

.

.

Adam

Peter Leeds
John Doucette,
.

.

.

Calliope
Ceres'

Celia Lovak.V

..

.

Sisters:

Medea

:

Barney
Campbell

.

'

Elizabeth' Taylor
v....

.

:

Spigelgassr camera (Eastman Color), Rob-;
ert Planck; editor; Gene Ruggiero; .songs,
Hugh Martin and Ralph Blane; music
supervised and conducted ,by George.
Stoll; choreography,- Valerie Bettis. Pre95
viewed Oct, 26, '54.' Running- ti

Oscar

llr.wirt
•Helen'
Charles Wills
James Ellswirth
Marion Ellswirth

Edmund Purdom,

tion Stars .Jane Powell,

story.,
Fitzgerald, short
F. -Scott
the
camera. ..(TechniRevisited";
••Babylon
color), Joseph Ruttenbcrg; editor, John
Dunriing; scoie; -Conrad Salingerv musical
rhe
supervision, Saul .Chaplin; song,
Last Time I Saw Paris” by Jerome Kern

and

1

1954

Chase mellQr with sports car
racing theme; for lowercase

,

b.o. possibilities.

3,

.

The Fast and the Furious

‘

good

.

Wednesday, November

Cyril Raymond false charges.;
....
Regiriald Beckwith
Assisting in carrying the yarn
values from the Foley
Boy With Book
Robert Sandford
modest budget. Charles Lamont’s Verger
Frank Atkinson are Larry Thor; police sergeant;
Alari Webb
Marshall Bradford> race official;
direction accents the bucolic touch .Dr/ Pembury
ichard Wattig Iris
work as the heroine should be a tion number with Damone singing, in the right places while George Solicitor
Adrian and Jean Howell*
rederick Piper
milestone for her. It is her best but listening better is “Imagine,” Robinson creditably lensed the Jeweller
Camera work by
Vida Hope among others.
Mrs; Sproatley
work to date and shows a thorough which he does with Miss Reynolds. venture^
Beckett Bould Floyd
Crosby,
Alexander
the
Editing
Of
Russell Sproatley
Richard Leech Gerens score
grasp of the. character, which she Others are the title tune, “Vocal- Schoengarth is competent as is Carter
and other technical
just
riot
real,
ize”
and
Never
Felt
Better;”
“I
Warm
and
makes
credits come off okay.
Brog,
Joseph Gershenson’s musical suThe nonsensical fun in the screen pervision and other technical
Brooks’ direction also
beautiful.
For many years among the top
by William Ludwig and credits.
gets a sock response from John- story
stars of the British screen, Robert
Gilb.
the
of
portrayal
Leonard
Spigelgass
what
shows
son.
The latter’s
Donat has., restricted * his film
Fitzgerald hero easily lines up happens when a health faddist
(The Great Hope)
appearances in recent times be-,
with his best, if not topping previ- family of seven sisters, a physical
(ITALIAN—COLOR)
cause of persistent ill-health and
ous highs. Pidegon, too, scores, in culturist grandfather and a grand(COLOR)
Rome, Oct. 19.
recurrent asthma attacks. In these
what is a definite change of pace ma who communes with the stars
Minerva release of Excelsa production,
circumstances,, it might have been *Stars Lois Maxwell, Renato Jlnldini,
as an elderly-playboy father of two becomes involved in the lives of
Alan
Ladd
in
’Scope
outdoor
C
Directed
by'
Duilio'
Coletti. Screenplay,
considered advisable to provide a
Miss Reed, Purdom, stuffy young attorney, and
beautiful daughters.
Coletti,
Oreste Biancoli, Marc’Antoni
actioner with good prospects
strong dramatic vehicle for him Bragadin; from story by Bragadiri; car
while with less footage than most Damone, yoilng crooner. The latat the b.o,
era
(Ferraniacolor),
characinstead
the
quiet
and
Leonida Barboni;
her
leisurely
of
willing to have Miss Reyter
of her co-stars, makes
tale which is unfolded in this new music, Nino Rota; editor; Giuliana Atter of a. girl blighted by an: unre- nolds move in on him, even if the
,tenni. Previewed in Rome. Running time,
Hollywood, Nov. 2.
Ealing production. A modest box- 91 MINS.
quited love entirely understand- stars hadn’t made it inevitable, but
Renato Baldini
Warner Bros, release of a Jaguar pro-, office p;ic. for the home market, Captain
Miss Powell has more trouble
able, even sympathetic.
Lily
.
Lois Maxwell
duction. Stars Alan Ladd; co-stars. Audrey
Plot around which the dramatics swinging Purdom into line, because Dalton, Marisa Pavan; features Robert despite its quota tag-,, this has lim- 1st Mate ... v V.
Folco Lulli
ited
territories,
he’s
appeal
in
overseas,
a
Bostonian
proper
with
a
Officer
Carlo BelliniKeith, Rodolfo Acosta, Charles Bronson,
spi
is laid in Paris in the reck-,
Lieutenant
Ido Bufl Landi
Linda Christian, and a Warner Anderson. Written and directed
The.
is
theme
“Lease
of
Life”
of
less, gay period that followed V-E fiancee,
Johnny
Earl Cameron
by. Delmer Daves, Camera (Warriercolov),
Day of World War II. There, budding political career. Some rou- J. Pevcrell .Marley; editor, Clarence Kol- by- no means unusual, although it Carter
Edward FJemming
Henri Vidon
Victor Young.. Previewed is an offbeat piece of writing for Steiner
Johnson meets and marries Miss tine, misunderstandings ensue as ster; music,
Ciccio ......'
Carlo Delle Piane
Opt. 28, '54. Running time, 107; MINS.
Eric Ambler who is usually asso- Fernandez
Taylor and starts a struggling ex- Richard Thorpe’s direction sends
Jose Jaspe
Johnny Mackay
Alan Ladd ciated with suspense and action. Jackie
Tom Middleton:'
istence as a day-time reporter for the players through the involve
Nancy Meek
Audrey
Dalton.
a news service and wouldbe author rnents but the windup finds every- Toby
. ...
Marisa Pavan This is: a quiet tale of a country
Bill Sattcrwhite
Robert Keith parson, who finds real happiness
Pacifist despite its wartime setEven the faith of his one properly paired off.
at night.
Rodolfo Acosta
Assisting the younger players in •Scarface Charlie
ting, this pic has patriotic, humanwife cannot balance the brand of
Captain Jack
Charles Bronson when he is given a year to live
failure he assumes after too many excellent style are Calhern as the General Canby
Warner Anderson although he has the problem of. itarian and entertainment factors
Crackel
muscle-flexing
Elisha
grandpa
EveCook Jr: raising money to enable his daugh- which hint a good general recepand
rejection slips and when some supManok
...
.;....
Anthony
Caruso.
posedly worthless Texas oil prop- lyn Varden as the grandma. Miss Dr. Thomas
An* EngRichard Gaines ter to take up a music scholarship tion almost anywhere.
lish-language Version, now being
erty suddenly gushes into wealth Christian, too, has her moments Jesse Grant
.....
Edgar Stchli iri London.
General Grant
Hayden Rorke
auhe becomes a playboy himself, as the fiancee, as do Ray Collins, Modoc
The
cathedral
city in which the prepped, may rale a general^
Jiriv.
Frank
de
Kova
dooming the marriage and eventu- Carl Benton Reid and Howard Bogus. Charlie ..
Perry Lopez story is set and the surrounding dience looksee on some American
Wendell, Purdom’s political ad- Gerieral Gilliam
Willis Boucney
ally leading to- the wife’s death.
rural communities prbvide a nat- circuits with some trimming sugPeter Hansen
visors, and Henry Nakamura, the Lt. GoodsaU
gested to speed pace a bit. OtherThis story is told in one long
Capt. Alonzo Clar
George Lfewis ural and attractive background.
attorney’s house boy.
Lily White
Isabel Jewell The principal characters are clearly wise, pic has all well-blended re-,
flashback after art opening' that
The Eastman tints, printed by "Mr.' Dyar .......
Frank Ferguson
quisites
excitement.
suspense.
finds Johnson, now a published
etched
and
there
is a faint gesture
Mrs.
Gi'ant
Peggy
Converse
Technicolor, show up well in the
writer but ho longer rich, returnof malicious local gossip to con- Warmth and humor for good en( Aspect
ratio 2.55-1 )
lensirig by Robert Planck. The art
ing to Paris to reclaim his small
trast with the more serene atmos- tertainment.
direction is good and George Stoll’s
Well-balanCed color production,
daughter, Sandy Descher, from the
phere of the rectory. There is a
musical conducting gives the score
The Modoc; Indian uprising on side issue concerning
custody of Miss Reed, his, sister-indying though short onnexportable names,
Brog.
tfie
CaUfornia-Oregori border ih parishioner who entrusts his money shows that Italy, can turn out comlaw who loves hinfy and her. hus- a good beat.
1869 is the basis for this Alan to the vicar rather than allow his mercial fare of quality without
This endband, George Dolenz.
Itlcoclipt ftoniance
Ladd outdoor action starrer. Done grasping wife to .lay hands on it.. running to extremes current in the
ing, while some may find it rather
If this film
in Cinemascope and WarnerColor, But it is. the vicar’s wife whq suc- exploitation market.
(SONGS)
.long, is emotionally sure and will
and with the Ladd name to cumbs to: temptation and steals a is indicative of a trend, it looks
wring not a few tears from audiGrassroots comedy with “Ma
brighten tli.e marquees, it, should wad of notes to pay for her daugh- promising for local industrial staThe post-war period of the
tors.
warand Pa Kettle” format.
get. a good boxoffice response in ter’s tuition. This
footage, which occupies most of it,
aspect of the bility, Story, based on true
time events, narrates some of the
the outdoor market.
\ ;ieh with Parisian flavor and the
plot never rings true.
Universal release of Robert. .Arlhuradventures by an Italian submascript, and Brooks’ direction are
Picture, first for the Jaguar
Richard Wilson production. Stars Mar*,
In. a. performance; which is at rine
and its crew during the last
the nearest thing yet to. recreating joric Main; features -Chill Wills, Pedro productibn unit, was produced; ditimes reminiscent of his famous war.
On its travels, it picks up
the reckless 'gaiety that Fitzgerald“ Oonzales-Gonzalcs, .Alfonso Bedoya, .Rudy rected and written by Delmer
“Mr. Chips” characterization, Rob- survivors of its victims, thanks to
Vallee.
Directed by Charles Lamont.
caught in his writings)
Screenplay and story,. Kay Lenard: cam- Daves lor Warner Bros, release. ert Donat dominates the screen as
its
captain’s
humanitarian streak.
era;
George Robinson; editor, Russell The scripting is a careful job, in. he plays the sick parsbfr
In addition to the four stars.- the
with ah
Among these are a British nurse,
musical supervision, Joseph
picture- has Ape supporting work Schoengarth;:
Gershenson; songs, Larry Coleman Jr;, the- main holding to fact with some appealing sincerity and Conviction,
from; the other casters, including Joe Darioii,' Norman Gimbel, J, J. Espi- Actionizing for dramatic values. It is unfortunate that even such a a British officer, crew members of
Eva Gabor as a gay divorcee; Kurt nosa, Ernesto Lecuona, Arturo G. Gon- Thus, there is less of the fanciful forceful individual, performance is various nationalities, a writer, etc.
Tradeshown, N.Yi, Oct. 19, ’54.
All types are represented, and all
Kasznar, cafe-owning friend of the zales.
heroics encountered in most out- unable to infuse extra life into the
Rurining tirrie, 80 MINS.
react differently to the environmarried couple;. Dolenz, young Miss I'nnsy- Jones
Marjorie Main door actioners,. but action hasn’t production.
ment, with the Britisher rebelling,
Chill Wills
Descher and Roger Moore as r. Tom. Williams
been
neglected,
and
the
characters,
Manel Gonzales, -Pedro Gonzales-Gonzales
Kay Walsh plays his wife ih a the nurse slowly warming to the
professional romeo.
are
solidly
developed.
While the sympathetic
Alfredo. Gopzales ......
Alfonso Bedoya
but
limited
Italian captain and others becomway.
Threading through the footage Worthington Higgenmacher Rudy Vallee natural l&va-fort used by the. war- Adrienne Corri, as their gifted ing pals with members of the crew.
Angela Ann Mansfield
Ruth Hampton ring Modocs to hold off the
.and
theming it with beautiful Claire Rcnard
U. S. daughter, is poorly served by the Xmas spirit on board is shared by
Benay Venuta
melody Is the Jerome Kern-Os ar Betsy Williams
Judith Ames Army; still exists, Daves found betKing ............. Darryl Hickman. ter pictorial values by locationing script and has a hard job to con- all, arid a gerieral. feeling of coriiHammerstein. 2d title song, hauh- Dave.
j'immy Williams
vince. Denholm Elliott, as her radeship, aided by Italo’s attitude
Lee Aaker
tingly sung by .Odette.
It recurs Miss Clay .....
Irene Ryan in the Coconino National Forest of friend and teacher, has
flimsy to war, is nurtured and spread.
often ih the Conrad Salinger score. •Mr. Webster
.Phillip Tonge Northern Arizona.
These Values and relatively unimportant part, The finale points, to hope that thi
Daniels
Phillip Chambers are
The Technicolor photography by Mr.
strikingly displayed in the Vida
Mr. Harvey
Hope gives a characteristi- fellowship Will continue after hosCharles WattsJoseph Ruttenberg adds tinted Mrs. Harvey
C’Scop.e
lensing
by J. cally. individual performance as the tilities have
Marjorie Bennett tinted
Although
ceased.
beauty to the picture. Also rating
Peverell Marley.,
(Aspect ratio: 1.85-1
dying man’s wife and there are slanted to the Italian side, the arcredit for worthy contributions are
Alan Ladd is seen as a frontiers- good sketches by Cyril Raymond gument holds water thanks to unHelen Rose’, gowns, the art direcAlthough wearing the misleading man commissioned by President as the headmaster and Reginald derplaying of script and cast.
tion and set •decorations and other title of “Ricochet Romance,” this U.
S. Grant to negotiate a peace Beckwith as a local reporter.
Renato Baldini i$ fine as the
technical assists.
Brog,
( Universal
entry boils "down to an- with the rebelling-, Modocs- led by
Mt/ro.
(Continued on page 11)
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REGULATION A BOOBY TRAP
Chicago, Nov.

2.

theatre Owners of America, in order to boost production, is
setting up a special unit through which members will finance prospecial committee will be established to supervise
duction.
Its function will be “to cause pictures to be prothe operation.

A

By

duced/'

understood Dept, of Justice approval will be necessary for
the undertaking. Some TOAers have already been sounded, out
if they’d be willing to invest the equivalent of one week’s rentals
which would go into the fund. The majority said they’d be willing
to go along with the idea.

HERMAN LOWE
Washington, Nov.

It’s

2,

Federal, price control in the distribution of motion pictures would
government
necessarily
involve
price control; of theatre boxoffice,
in the opinion of Rep. Emaniiel
Celler (D., N. Y.).
Celler, a longtime fighter against
business monopoly, will become
chairman of the House judiciary
;

By LES REES
Minneapolis, Nov.

2.

2, 010-CAR

;

of the " territory’s indeincluding a
exhibitors,
of North Central Allied,

number

OZONER

Hartford Park To Be World's
Largest, It’s. Thought.

and members, heard the
Hartford, Nov. 2.
Theatre Owners of America story,
What is claimed to. be the world’s
and learned its approach to induslips
of
from
the
problems
drive-in
is planned for this,
largest
try
On the drawing
..President Walter Reade Jr. and city next spring.
bigwigs.
TO
A
for a 2, 010-car
other
is
a
layout
board
five
It was at a luncheon at which ozoner.
Field
Harold
owners
circuit
Indie
Next nearest in size is one under
and Eddie Ruben, TO A members, construction in California.
That
were hosts and the meeting re- is for 2,000 cars. Hartford drivesolved itself pretty much into, a in will be owned by Abraham J.
preview, of this week's. TO A Chi- Bronstein of this city, a paper
Doors merchant. Plans to spend $500,000
cago national convention.
were open to trade press reporters. on the filmer.
officers

:

.

.

After the TOA recital, punctuated by verbal fireworks as TOA
and NCA hurled some accusations
and other exhibitors sounded off,
the luncheon adjourned without,
any move to organize a TOA unit

this
exclusive Allied States
stronghold.
In their invitations to exhibitors,
Field and Ruben stated that they
had no plan for the formation of
a TOA unit here, but that if those
in attendance at the luncheon decided such a unit would be adtheir
interests
to
vantageous
they’d lend their assistance; in get-

Chicago, Nov.

NO INCONSISTENCY

2.

TOA

.

,

TOA

.

L.
Peaslee, NCA first vice
president and a former president.
Reade denied Allied barbs that wood turned but 450 features in.
TOA hadn’t accomplished any- 1947 and this, say the. theatremen,
thing yet.
Although there has: was no over-abundance.,. Steadily
been no trade press publicity, he declining since, the total was
asserted TOA conferences with down to 275 in 1953 and looks to
film company sales managers were slide further to 250 in this curgoing on and he felt that they rent year.
would result in relief to exhibiTheatremen are branding as
tors.
Also, he explained, efforts untrue the argument out of Caliwere being made to bring TOA fornia that the fewer pictures now
and Allied States closer together being made are. better and can fill
so that a more of an exhibitor theatres’
playing-time needs; via
united front could be effected in extended runs.
This, may obtain
the present fight against excessive with a relatively few showcase op'film rentals, production; shortage erations in key cities but not for
and print scarcity.
neighborhood and. rural houses
( Bennie
Berger ,
the
much- where two,, three and four program
giioied Allied leader here, was in changes a week, are, necessary to
Europe but before his departure keep the customers coming, say
bad called ,( the scheme” to organ the exhibitors.
ze a TOA unit here # paper orOut of this has come the drastic
ganization lacking militancy;)
proposal for seeking out the green
The Needles
light, that, would lift the legalistic
There was an; explosion after W. barriers now preventing producR. Frank, theatre circuit owner tion financing by the top circuits.
and Hollywood producer, had told
(National Theatres execs rethe meeting about an independent cently asked the. Department of
producer’s trials and tribulations. Justice to agree to relaxation of
“Frank, we screened your ‘Sit- court decrees to the extent of perting Bull’ this week, and I want mitting the corporation to finance
to tell you that its camera work a few films; annually. This request
and dolor have set the industry apparently, is being turned down.)
back 10 years,” declared Ray HanCongress has the power to iipset
son, Fertile*. Minn., exhibitor, tak- a ruling from the Supreme Court
ing the floor.
apd precedents would be applica“There are several bad prints able to the film industry today, the
.

}

(Continued on page 10)

They

said that the threat of

Continued from page

:

new

admissions levies in cities and muwhich have enabling
acts represents the “gravest danger.”
Exhibitors were advised
further to present to their state
and local lawmakers proof of in-

nicipalities

theatremen

were

informed.

It’s

.

As part of a program of remedial action, Copper offered what
was regarded, as the most spectacular proposal to emanate fro hi an
exhibitor Conclave in years, one
emphatically
intended
to
and
dramatically drive home the. message that more product is an economic must.
The circuit exec

equities in seat and: privilege lipatron
censes, special levies
service sales and concession vend-,
ing machines and assessed valuations on real and personal property of theatres.
called for the formation of
exhibitor group that would
elude TOA, Allied States Assn, and
Gene Russel’s Veepcy
all other organizations, for the purChampaign, 111., Nov, 2.
Gene Russell has been elected pose of pooling “manpower and
McGee wants every
regional v.p. of the Champaign re- resources'”
gion of the United Theatres Own- exhibitor in Jthe country under the
same roof “and to unanimously
ers of Illinois;
George Barber, Tuscola, 111., and back a program of financing film

W. E. Simmons, Monticello,

111.,

producers, to

work out more

ef-

represent the ficiently-operated distribution and
on the UTOI to increase -production in general.
board of directors.
Mrs. W. E.
Need ‘Action Committee’
Simmons, Monticello, was apStated McGee: “There are no
pointed secretary.
stumbling blocks that I can see.”

were

named

Champaign

to

area

He

said the all-exhibition associa-.
tion should appoint an “action com-

mittee” headed by one executive

who would be empowered

3

understood that Pat McGee, Den- the problem of getting any large
ver circuit operator who figured number of theatremen together in
largely in the recent campaign that
resulted in special relief for exhibitors from the federal admissions tax, introduced the idea.
At any rate, the plan, which still
requires formal endorsement, calls
for. seeking, out the sympathy of

“j am told (said McGee) that In
few big cities the fine (new pictures at greatly increased admission prices show vastly improved
grosses, but these results have not
reached, and are not likely to
reach, 80% of the theatres in the
nation. There 'has always been, on
the part of production arid distribution, the inclination to repeat What
the other guy has said; thus, you
hear the cry that fewer, but better,
pictures, are the answer to the industry, while We exhibitors, with
pur fingers closer to the facts, say
that such a policy will eventually
kill us.
We say, always try for
better pictures, but more of them,
to keep up interest in the thousands
of theatres i
smaller communities of the country which cannot
live in a market of short supply.”
a

Now Regrets Divorcement

E:

....

These points were rammed home
by Pat McGee, general manager of
Cooper Foundation Theatres, Denver, in a keynote address before
the Theatre Owners of America
convention which opened yesterday (Mon.).

.

Call for a code of ethics in exGoldenson Explains Profit As
hibitor-distributor dealings,
couAgainst ‘Shortage*
pled with a plea for exhibition to
support arbitration, came here toChicago, Nov. 2.
day (Tues.) from A1 Lichtman,.
Theatremen at the
cbnven20th-Fox director of distribution,
tion heT^Sare beefing plenty over
in a speech before the Theatre
a product shortage and its devasOwners of America convention,
tating consequences yet United
Declaring that “wb should and Paramount’s third fiscal quarter
,tihg it started.
After the luncheon, both as- must work together cooperatively (which is the same as the calendar,
serted they were well satisfied and honestly,” the 20th sales top- third quarter) was the best such
with the airings of views which per put the accent on exhib-distrib period since the circuit broke away
had bccurred, even though no cooperation. “If we establish con- from Paramount Pictures. Jan. 1,
move developed to bring a local fidence with one another, it will be 1950.
TOA body into being. They said much easier to do business based
Leonard Goldenson, president of
they felt the discussions had given on facts,” he said.
the company, asked about this, said
the territory’s independent exhibiLichtman Said the companies this is no contradiction. “In the
tors “something to thtfik about” and the exhibitors differed on only third quarter there were good picand might lead to a stronger or- a single point over an arbitration tures which could hold over in our
ganization here.
System, and he expressed confi- larger theatres,
This accounted
Fur flew after Reade told the dence mat this difference would be for the profits. The shortage was
gathering that the
approach ironed out. He also hit out against felt again in mid-October and this
was to follow the policy advo- mediocrity in any form, be it in particularly hurts
our smaller
cated by the late President Theo- distribution, exhibition or pix con- theatres which cannot extend their
dore Roosevelt to speak softly and tent,
runs.”
carry a big stick.
“You talk of a
big stick> but I’ve seen no evidence that, youi: organization has

been carrying one or*, if it is, there
is no indication; yet that you are
intending to wield it,” shot back

the film industry is presently fitting itself into an economic straitjacket.
The downward attendance
trend has yet to be stemmed. And
if ..Hollywood
persists with the
policy of fewer pictures at higher
costs to showmen an additional
5,000 theatres will be wiped out.

.

i

circuits

in the country,

,

.

most important

and individual exhibition outlets
were told here that

TOA. Reports Theatres Veer From
20th-Fox Recommendation

’

.

Chicago, Nov. 2.
theatremen,: repre-

600

senting. the

Chicago, Nov, 2.
T.OA’s theatre equipment and
committee if the Democrats win to- accessories committee, co-chaired
day's election. He saw no merit by Joseph J. Zaro, Lucian E. Pope
in the plan of the/ Allied States and Edwin Gage, states that a conAssn, to place motion picture dis- census of opinion reflects prefertribution
prices
under Federal ence of a screen aspect ration of
Trade Commission supervision.
1.66 to one. This is for non-CineAt the same time, the industry
a Scope pix.
learned it may be subject to still
In an apparent reference to Cinanother investigation of its “mo- emascope presentation, tile comnopolists” in the coming 84th Con- mittee reports that the ratio of
gress. Senator William Lgnger ,(R„ 2.55 to one, as recommended by
N. D.), chairman of the Senate mo- 20th-Fox,
“too severe arid it does
nopoly subcommittee, and Senator not provide enough height for the
Estes Kefauver (D., Tenn.) its rank- average^ theatre.” More practical,
ing minority member, will request it was felt, would be somewhere
$1,000,000 from the next Congress between two to one and 2.55 to
for the subcommittee’s work.
In.
joint statement they declared: "There is heed
to study
the increasing regimentation of
Main Street business mhn by monopolists through agency and other
‘TAX RELIEF’ DRIVE
contracts, such as those monopChicago,. Nov. 2.
olists now use to control the autoA program looking to “a wider
mobile dealers/ the. movie houses.
scope of tax relief” was recom, and others in every small town
mended to the Theatre Owners of
in America.”
a
No explanation was given. for in- America convention here by Robcluding “movie houses.” Variety ert E, Bryant and LaMar Sarra, cochairmen of TOA’s state and local
(Continued on page 15)
legislation committee.
.

in

Over

FAVORED

1

m

Some 75
pendent

TO

1.66

any

one- financing operation.
Also stressed was the need for
distribution outlets, and here
again the aid of Congress will be
required because of the court injunctions.
There; would be little
point in bankrolling new pictures
all Senators and House Representa- if these were to be released by, say,
tives, such as was accomplished Paramount, according to the exin the tax fight.
hibitors.
They figure that the

new

to

ex:-

plore pic financing and the other
projects, “The time,” he declared,
“for conversation is past.
When
the machinery is ready we must
back it with playdates and With
money. Once having set forth on
these objectives we must pursue

them relentlessly;”
The idea of merging various exhib outfits has been proposed by

TOA

leaders often in past.

Allied

has been aloof, but recently sought
TOA’s support of its, Allied’s, announced intention of seeking Gov-

.

t

TOA

officers,
and. new additions
directors
at this annual conference schedule would

members

are showing enthusiastic support
of other schemes to encourage
more' production,
These include
pledges
to
play the
pictures,
wherever possible and feasible, of
such, new units as Distributors
Corp. of America; formed by independent exhibitors as stockholders,
and the amalgamation of various
groups in some sort of financing
venture
as
recommended
by
McGee in his key-note address to
the .convention.
However, the
feeling is that these added product
sources will still be inadequate;
that a really king-sized undertaking is an economic must.
:

Par’s release
have the effect of
to

cutting the film company’s output
of its own productions.
.

The planning has beep
sarily along

concerning

/nieces-:

broad ’lines, so far, as
both production and

distribution.
The basic principle
of /having the ma jor Chains back
in the production picture must
await a formal vote, possibly at
another board arid (exec committee
meeting here Thurs. (4). Then
there’s the matter of lining up the
congressional backing. Next step,
if the program ever advances to
this point, would be mapping of
the specifics.
adding up to a startling
industry affairs.
in. film
twist

AH

It was underlined at Sunday’s
board meeting that the major cir- While

ernment regulation

of pix unless
the distributqrs ease up on their
The
peorental demands.
ple here have made it obvious that
they’ll have no part of any move
looking to Government iriterven-.

TOA

tion.

;

McGee’s recommendations, in
addition' to encouraging additional
product from

present

Hollywood

producers,, also spotlighted a role
for foreign filmmakers. He put it
this way:. “Encourage foreign producers to analyze ...our heeds in the
U, S. arid make pictures that will
interest American audiences. This

can be done by using American
stars in foreign productions couwith foreign personalities.
The roster is loaded with names of
current stars who came from foreign countries and found a home in

pled

it- may never come about,
well-heeled at least it’s being actively con- the hearts of American theatremeaningful sidered by many of the country's goers. Put Gina LollObrigida in one
funds for a heavy flow of new most importantly-placed theatre good American style movie and you
(Continued on page 10)
production and there wouldn’t be operators.

cuits are sufficiently
establish
really
to

.

A

.

stout $40,000

.4

gross
an, otherwise soft
at first-runs currently.
on
bills, are definitely

Other neW/

Athena
the light side. However,
$20,000 in two
is rated at okay
.

locations.

Broadway.
Estimates for This Week-

Broadway Grosses
.

.

Downtown Paramount, Warner
Beverly (ABPT-SW) (3,200; 1,612;
Christmas.
“White
90-$1.50)
Stout $40,000. Last week,
(Par);
(7th
Beverly, “Brigadoon” (M-G)
wk-6 days), $3,900; Par with unit.,

—

State, Egyptian (UATC) [2, 404;
(M-G),
:
1 536; 70 $1. 10)-^- Athena
Okay $20,000 or near. Last week,
“Beau BrummeU” (M-G) (2d wk),

$10,500.

Orpheum, Vogue, Four
(Metropolitan-FWC-UATC)

Star
(2,213;

900; 70-$l.lO)-^“Bengal Brigade” (U) and “Ricochet Romance
(U). Slow $9,500. Last week, Oi>
pheurn, Hollywood, “Rear Window
(Par) and “Terror Ship” (Indie)
(2d wk), $13,000; Four Star, “Suddenly” (UA) and “Diamond Wizard” (Lip) (3d wk), $2,000; Vogue,
with another unit.
Warner Downtown, Wiltern, Hol885;

(SW-FWC)

lywood

(1,757;

2,344;

(RKO)
70-$1.10)—r‘-Passion”
and “Africa Adventure” (RKO).
Light $12,000. Last week, excluding Hollywood, “Three Hours to
Kill” (Col) and “Miss Grant Took
Richmond” (Col) (reissue), $10,700.

756;

‘

New

Hillstreet,

(RKO-FWC)

—

.Uptown

Fox,

(2,752; 965; 1,715; 60-

$140) “Sitting Bull” (UA) with
2d-run support) (2d wk). Mild. $10,000; Last week, $17,700,
Hawaii (G & S) (1,106; 8Q-$1)—
“Julius Caesar” (M-G) (2d Wk),
Neat $5,000. Last week, $8,000,
El Rey <FWC), (861; 70r$140)—
“Down 3 Dark Streets” (UA) and
“Victory at Sea” (UA) (2d wk).
Scant $1,100 in 5 days. Last week,
with Downtown Paramount, Vogue,
.

,

.

$ 20 000 ,
Los Angeles,

;

,

(FWC)

Ritz, Iris, Loyola
(2,097; 1,363; 814; 1.248; $1-

$1.50)— “Egyptian”. (20th) (3d wk).

Modest $13,500

week, $25,000.
Chinese (FWC)

—“Woman’s
wk).

5

in

Last

$l-$i;75)
(4th
Last week, $11,(1,905;

World”

Mild $8,500.

days.

.

.

.

Guild (Indie) (400; $1)

-^-

femme leads. Tercampaign was biggest here
or some time. “Her 12 Men,” only
other new bill currently, shapes
okay at the Grand. “Star Is Born”

as the musical’s

theatres
cluding N. Y.)
Total Gross Same

rific

t

Week

:

$2,999,700
Last Year , ...
(Based on 24 cities and 222

and “Woman’s World” contiriue in
winning stride.- “Cinerama” still

.

.

•

theatres.)

is tbrrid in

Albee (RKO)

“Van-

Capitol (Ohio. Cineirna. Corp.)
(1,376; $1.20-$2.65) -r- “Cinerama”
Maintaining
(19th wk).
(Indie)
hotsy pace at about $24,000 to better last week’s $22,500.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)—
“Her 12 Men” (M-G) and “Law Vs.
Pleasing $7,000.
Billy Kid” (Col).

.

,

.

SD_

Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1,25-$ 1.50)
‘Black Widow” (20th), Slow $15,000. Last week, "Woman’s World”
(20th) (3d Wk), $12,500.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 75-$l)
“Rogue Cop” (M-G). Okay $14,000. Last. Week, “Brigadoon” (M-G).

—

-

—

—

.

.

—

—

.

>

Madison (UD)

—“Star

Is

(1,900; $1.25-$1.50)
Born’’ (WB) (5th. wk).

Steady .$14,000. Last week, $17,000.
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
“Jesse James’ Women”
80-$i)
Last week,
(UA).. Slow $9,000.
“The Raid” (20th) and. “Key:
Largo” (WB) (reissue), $8,000.
United Artists (UA) (1,938; $1-

—

—

“Woman’s World” (20th)
$1.25)
(3d wk). Down to oke $8,000. Last
week, $10,900.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1“Brigadoon”- (M-G) (2d
$1.25)
wk). Slowing to $8,500. Last week,

—

$ 12 000
,

Music Hall
tioris)

(1.194;

—

:

big

$10,000.

$7,000.

Fenway (NET)

— “White

Last week, good $15,000.
“Beau Brummell” (M-G) arid
Fine “Khyber Patrol” (UA) haye been

rama”. (Indie) ..(85th wk).
$16,500. Last week, same.

brought in as the new

‘Xmas’ Great in Cleve.

14G

Nov. 2.
freak
snow

Wow
Allen (S&W) (3,000; 90-$1.25)
Last week, “No- —“Star Is Born” (WB) (3d wk).
and “Farmer’s Fine $14,000 or, near followirig
(RKO) (reissues), $7,- $18,000 last week.

"Passion”

(RKC>)

(3;000;

50-$l)—

and "Queen

Sheba”

of

St, Louis, Nov, 2.
scale at Loew’s for “Caine
is making it the best pic
here currently. “Hajji Baba” looms

Upped

fairly good at midtowri St. Louis
Theatre While "Brigadoori” is rated
nice on moveover ,to Orpheum.
Surge of Cold weather is counted
on to boost trade later in week.
Estimates for This Week

Ambassador (Iridie) (1,400; $1.40
$2.40)
“Cinerama” (Iridie). Neat

—

$14,000 after $15,000 last Week.

Fox (F&M)

(5,000;

75)— “Human

Desire” (Col) and. “Bullet Is Waiting” (Col). Opened today (Tues.)
Last week, “Bengal Brigade’’ (U)
(Continued on page 15)

Terrific $30,000,

and

“Reap
Body

“Greatest Show On
of
Last week,
(Par) here.
Wild Wind” (Par) arid “Miss
Beautiful” (Par) (reissues),

$ 12 000
,

.

Center (Par) (2,000; 90-$1.25)—
Star Is Born” (WB) (3d wk). Neat
$13,000. Last week, $19,700.
Lafayette (Basil) (2,000; 50-80)

Bengal Brigade” (U) and “Deadly
(U). Fair $8,000 or close.
Last week, “3 Hours; to Kill” (Col)
and “Untamed Heiress” (Col), $6,-

Game”
500.

Century (Buhawk) (3,000; 50-80)
(RKO) and “Hell
—“Passion”
Raiders of Deep” (IFE). Moderate
$10,000. Last week, “Human Jungle” (AA) and “Jungle Gents” (Iridie),

same.

‘STAR’ BRILLIANT 20G,

OMAHA; ‘ROGUE’ $4,500

Omaha, Nov. 2.
“Star Is Born” is outstanding
here this week, although far from,
house record. Sock.takings loom for
it at the Orpheum. “Rogue Cop” is
disappointing at the State while
(585 “Black Knight” looks okay at’ the
(Dis- Brandeis. “Sabrina,” moved from
Last Orpheum to the Omaha for a. sec-

.

.

:

Mutiny”

.

(3.700; 60-90)—
“Bengal. Brigade” (U). Light $9,000. Last week, “3‘ Hours to Kill”
(Col) arid “Black Dakotas” (Col)

Hipp (Telem’t)

(Lip).
Mild $10, 50Q. Last
week, “Hajji Baba” (20th) and
$8,500.
“Blackout” (Lip). $15,500.
Lower Mall (Cornmunity)
Metropolitan (NET) (4.367; 80arty Beacon Hill opened strong;. $U 50)— ‘Star Is Born” (WB) (2d 60-90)— “Variishing Prairie”
“Cinerama,’.’
hypoed by strong w'k). Nice $32,000 followirig nifty ney) (4th wk). Mild $2,000.
card campaign, is $40,000 in first.
radio and
week, $2,600.
very good in 44th week at the
Orpheum (Loew’s) (3,000; 50-90)
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,200; 60-90)
Boston. .“Sabrina” still is in. the. —“Betrayed” (M-G) and “Yellow “Rear
(m.o.)
Window” (Par),
chips i 6th Week;
Tomahawk” (UA) (2d wk). Solid Opened today (Tues.). Last week
$12,000 following $17,500 for: first “Asphalt Jungle” (M-G) and “BatEstimates for This Week
tleground” (M-G) (reissues), nice
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 70-$l!0)— week.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 70- $6;000.
“Sabrina” (Par) (6th wk).
Good
near $9,000 after $10,000 in 5th $1.25)—“White Christmas” (Par).
Palace (RKO) (3,287; 60-90)—
Looks like a record $33,000. Last “Passion”
week.
(RKO). Dull $8,000. Las
week,
“Notorious”
(RKO) and week, “Woman’s.
World” (20th) (2d
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (800; “Farmer’s Daughter” (RKO), $16,wk), $10,50Q.
50-$l)
“Hobson’s Choice” (UA). 000 in .9. days.
Slick $9,000.
Last week, “VanishState (Loew’s) (2,700; 60-90)—
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 65-95)—
ing Prairie” (Disney! (6 th wk) “Four Guns to Border” (U) and “Sabrina”
Opened today
(Par);
$3,200.
(Tues.).
Last week, “Rerir Window
“City Across River” (U).
Fast
Boston (Cinerama Productions) $10,000. Last Week, “Rouge Cop” (Par) (2d wk-4 days), fancy $7,000
(1,354; $1.20-$2.85)
“Cinerama” (M-G) 'and “Fast and Furious’’
Stillman
(Loew’s)
75
(2,700;
(indie)
(44th wk).
Big $21,000 (Lip) (2d wk), $8,500.
$1.25)— “White Christmas” (Par)
after $22,500 in previous week.
Stkte (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-90)— Roaring along to socko $27,000
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$D— “Betrayed” M-G)
and “Yellow riding over all others. Last week
"High and Dry” (U) (3d wk). Nice Tomahawk” (UA) (2d wk).
Oke “Beau Brummell” (M-G) (m.o.)
First week was under- $6,000 following $9,000 first frame;
$6,000.
$ 8 000 .
.

Christmas”

Earth”

Clevelarid,

Traffic-stopping

:

(3,000; 80(Par),
likely will run

$1.00)— “White

ahead

At 27G Despite Snow;
‘Bengal’ 9G, ‘Star’

bill,

Paramount (Loew’s)

(1,373;
Christmas” (Par).

Memorial (RKO)

2.

Buffalo is going for. “White
Christmas!’ like it was the first
snow of the year, with a terrific
$30,000 likely at th^ Paramount.
Only thing like that money was
“Greatest Show On Earth,” and,
“Christmas” may top that. “Passion” is rated moderate at the
Century. “Star Is Born” shapes
Center Theatre
third
neat i
stanza
Estimates for This Weelk
Buffalo (Loew's) (3,000; 50-80)—
‘Brigadoon” (M-G) (2d wk). Yanked
after three days of holdover with

(Cinerama Produc- $6,000.

$15,000 or near.
(RKO)
torious”

Daughter”

Buffalo, Nov.

$i.40-$2. 6 5)— “Cine-

storm made the weekend a wash
out as far as key houses were concerned, snubbing new product, that
got off big. “White Christmas” was
clipped by the uritimely snowflakes
but still shapes up as a bbffq
grosser for the Stillman to pace
the town. On third, round at Alleri
“Star Is Born” is still nice. “Rear
Window,” dropping a bit for State,
rated fast; fourday h.o. Fair ta:kSecond irigs are being registered by “Ben
gal Brigade” at Hipp.
70-$1.25)
Estimates for This Week

000 in 9 days.

13G, 3d

‘Star’ Lively

,

;.

10G, 'Star Slick 32G, 2d
quoted,

In Buff.;

$14,000.

—

'

.

,

“Human Desire” (Col) arid “Bullet
Waiting” (Col). Swell $18,000. Last
Washington, Nov. 2.
week, “Rear Window” (Par) and
Mainstem filiri biz is off here this “Overland Pacific” (Indie) (2d wk),

(Par).

Loud

2.

“Bengal Brigade” (U) and “Four
Guris to Border” (U), $11,000.
Palms (UD) (2,961; 80-$l)

;

'Guns’

Nov.

big
is the
rolling toward a
at the Michigan.'

Last week, “Bounty Hunter” (WB)
“Huirian Desire” shapes good at
and “Champagne Safari” (AA),
the Palms. “Jesse James’ Women”
$ 6 000
is slow at the Broadway-Capitol.
Keith’s (Shbr) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
Others are. holdovers, the strongest
“White Christmas” (Par). Streakbeing "Star Is Born” at the Madito record $25,000 best for this
ing
“Gi
and
week
son in its fifth
house in modern era; Warrants
rama” in 85th week at the Music five-week stay. Whopping advance
Hall
campaign had page ads topping
Estimates for This Week
splurge arid considerable
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $1- press
Last week,
radio and tv time.
and
(20th)
Baba”
“Hajji
$1.25)
(20th) (4th wk), $5,500.
‘Egyptian”
“Unholy Four” (Lip) (2d. wk). Mild
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$l)—
$18,000. Last week, $23,000.
“Woman’s World” (20th) (2d wk).
Michigan (United Detroit) .(4,000;
following
Christmas” Good or near $10,000
“White
$1-$1.25)
$13,000 preem.
Terrific $45,000. Last week,
,

Giant
$34,000, Last week, “Black knight” week as this voteless town spent,
(Col)' arid “Thunder Pass” (Lip). most of the past Session discussing
$18,500 in 9 days.
the congressional election. Many
St. Frahcis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.50) government workers headed for
“Star Is Born” (WB.) (5th wk). their borne states to vote. “White
Firie $13,000. Last week, $16,000.
Christmas” looks easily tops of the
Orpheum (Cinerama Theatre, newcorriers with a siriash session at
Calif.) (1,458; $1.75-$2.65)— “Cine- the
“Beau
Keith’s.
1;93 9-seat
rama” (Indie) (,44th wk). Fancy Brummel” arid “HobsOn’s Choice”
$19,500. Last week, $21,500.
are both fair* “Suddenly” is provUnited Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; ing a disappointment. “Rear Win70-$l)— “Bengal Brigade” ;(U) and dow” and “On the Waterfront”
“Diamond Wizard” (UA), Oke look most solid of the holdovers.
$8,000 or near; Last week, “Sitting
Estimates for This Week
Bull” (UA) and “Challenge the
Ambassador (SW) (1.400; 90World” (UA), $10,500 in 8. days.
“Star Is Born”, (WB) (3d
$1.25)
Stagedoor (A-R) (400; $1-$1.25) wk). Fine. $6,000 after $9,100 for
-“Little Kidnappers”
(UA) (2d second. Holds again.
wk). Fine $3,800. Last- week, $4,200.
Capitol (Loew's) (3,434; 60-80)—
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1)
Good
“Beau Bfummell” (M^G).
“Hobson’s Choice” (UA) and “Last $15,000.
Last week, “Brigadoon”
Holiday”
(AA)
Fast (M-G) (3d wk), $10,0.00 in 6 days,
(6th wk).
$3,000. Last week, $2,700.
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 60-80)
Clay
(Rosener)
(400-$l)_
—“Rogue Cop” (M-G) (3d wk);
“Naughty Martine” (Iridie). Fair Okay $4,500 after $6,500 last week;
$2,200.
Last week, "Dreams of
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 65-$ 1).
Nice
Love” (Indie), (3d wk), $1,700.
“Hobson’s Choice” (UA).
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377; $1) $5,000 for this British import;.
“I Know Where I’m Goihg” (In- Last week,. “Vanishing Prairie”
die) and “Mari on Eiffel Tower” (Disney) (9th wk), $3,500.
(Indie).
Keith’s (RKO): (1.939; 75-$L25)
Oke $2,000. Last week,
(Par).
Christinas”
“White
“Companioris of Night” (Indie) (3d
(Continued on page 15)
wk), $1;760.

“White Christmas”

Detroit,

Christmas”

“White

news this week,
whopping gross

(Par).

(3d wk), $8,500,
Paramouni (Par) (2,646; 90-$ 1)—.

Boston, Nov, 2.
(1,430; $1-$1. 50)— “Sabrina” (Par)
“White Christmas” at the Para(6th wk). Nifty $10J)00. Last Week,
$12,400.
mount and Fenway is easily copFine Arts (FWC) (631; 80-$1.50) ping top coin here this stanza with
"Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) a new house record figured for the
(11th wk). Slow $2,000 iii 6 days. Par.
“Star Is Born” in second
Last week, $2,600,
frame at the Met is below hopes
Warner Hollywood (SW). (1,364; with the high admission price
$1.20-$2,65)
“Cinerama” (Indie) blamed; But it still looks nice at
(79th wk), Into current frame Sim
“Passion” at the
this huge house.
day (31) after okay $21,800 last Memorial, is mild. “Four Guns To
Week.
the Border” at the Pilgrim shapes
fast.
“Hobson’s. Choice'” at the

11G

Week

(3,100; 90-$1.25)-^

second stanza,

—

$2,600.

ST. LOO; ‘BENGAL’

19th Capitol week.

Estimates for This

“Barefoot Contessa” (UA) arid
'"‘Man In Hiding” (UA). Lusty $11,000, Last week. “Suddenly” (UA)
and “Lone Gun” (UA), $8,800.
Oriental (Evergreen) (2.000; 65San Francisco, NoV, 2.
(M-G) and
Big news, here in current session 90)— “Jekyll and Hyde”
Woman’s Face” (M-G) (reis“A
is the. mighty gross being racked
Last
or less.
up by “White Christmas” at the sues). Slim $2,000Joe” (WB) and
Paramount, It is head and should- week, “Girl For
”
(re(WB)
Gri
With
A
ers. ahead of anything else, in the “Guy
issues). $1,600.
city. Elsewhere the going is slugj
$1(1.600;
(Evergreen)
Orpheum
gish, with “Black Widow” slow at
jjn.50)— “Star Is Born” (WB) *(4th
the huge Fox.
Last week,
So-so $5,500.
wk).
Estimate for This Week
$ 8 000
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80Paramount: (Port-Par) (3,400;: 75$1)— “Shanghai Story” (Rep), and
“Rear Window” (Par) and
Tbbar the Great” (Rep). Mild “Hot News” (AA) (3d wk). Fast
$9,000. Last, week, ‘-Bob. Mathias $6,000. Last week, $9,200.
Story” (AA) and “Return, from the
Sea” (AA); $10,000.

(2,296; $1.-$1.75)
(4th wk).

$15,000,

Cincy radio and Rosemary Clooney

.

I

Smair$l,800 in 4 days. Last week,

GOOD

.

Star Is Born” (WB) (3d wk).
Bright $12,000 after $16,000

(FWC)
—Wilshire
“Hajji Baba” (20th)

‘CAINE’

Cincinnati, Nov, 2.
Christmas,”, a record-

ishing Prairi ” (Disney) (5th wk).
Solid $2,500, Last Week. $3,100Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 75-$l)

700.

.

.

chiefly first runs, in-

;

“White

is bolstering overall downtown biz
his frame to a holiday level. Dailies plugged native Vera-Ellen and

.

(20th)

Pantages (RKO) (2;812; $l-$2.25)
—“Star Is Born” (WB) (5th wk).
Good $22,000, Last week, $27,700.
Hollywood Paramount (F & M)

City

.

.

chet RQmance” (U), Modest $6,000.
Last week; “BrigadOori” (M-G) (2d
Wk), $6,800.
Fox (Evergreen) (1.536; $1-$1.25)
—“Woman’s World” (20th) (3d wk).
Fine $8,500. Last week. $10,000.

.

(

“Bengal

m

Key

Estimated Total Gross
$2,688,700
This Week
(Based on 23 cities, and 216

(1,890;

.

Brigade” looms slow
plus about
$9,500 in three houses,
*32 000 in seven ozoners.
Illooo shapes for "Passion” paired.
three
With “Africa Adventure
coin
houses, with some added
dnye-ms..
seven,
from
doming
Born’
Fifth round of “Star IS
while sixth
still is good at, $22,000
nifty
week of “Sabrina” continues Paraat $10,000 at Hollywood
secfor
seen
is
$5,000
mount. Neat'
at
ond frame of “Julius Caesar
holdovers
elsewhere
But
Hawaii.
largely
and extended^-runs
mild.
Estimates for This Week

.

65-90)
(Parker)
—Broadway
“Bengal Brigade” (U) and “Rico-

Estimated Total Gross
$642,700
This Week
Based, on 22 theatres.),
..$645,300.
Last Year
(Based on 25 theatres.-)
.

1954

breaker at Keith’s and town topper,

.

^

Downtown Paramount and
b^ght
Beverly, being one of few
spots in
situation

Portland, Ore,, Nov. 2.
Biz has taken a nosedive in the
last few rounds. Tbwn is bogged
down with longrun holdovers. Only
twro new entries, “Barefoot Cdntessa” being standout with a big
Week at the Liberty. “Rear Window” moves- into a third frame.“Star” holds for a fourth: time but
it’s only so-so at Orpheum. “Bengal Brigade” looms modest at the

shaping for
pl ® y
r J.i
Warnei

:

Christmas,

“White

2.

3,

‘Contessa’ Lofty HG,
Port.; ‘Bengal’ $6,000

Stout 40G;

Los Angeles, NoV.

Wednesday, November

Variety

PICTURE GROSSES

—

.

.

—

—

.

,

ond week,

is

fairly big.

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,000; 50-75)—
“Black Knight” (Col) and “Unholy
Last
Four” (Lip). Okay $4,000,
week, “They Rode West” (Col) and
“Blades of Musketeers” (Indie),
$4,000.

—Omaha
“Sabri

(Trist.atesl. (2,000; 70-90)
” (Par) (m.o.). Big $6.-

000 in riiov.e from Orpheum. Last
week, "Rear Window” (Par) <3cl
“

wk), $5,500.

Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 75$1)— “Star Is Born” (WB). Sock
•

$20,000.

Last

week,

“Sabrina”

(Par), $12,000 at 70c-90c scale..
State (Goldberg) (875; 55-80).

—

“Rogue Cop” (M-G) and “Cowboy”
Fair $4,500.
Last week,.
(Lip).
“Woman’s World” (20th) (3d wk),
$3,500.

—
Wednesday, November

3,

—

:

PICTURE GROSSES

Uahiety

1954

—

.

‘Betrayed Fast 12G,
Toronto; ‘World' 15G
Toronto, Nov.

2.

With “Betrayed” the only imnew film, town is bogged
down with holdovers. However,
“Brigadoon” and “Woman’s World”
portant

'Bala Bright 25G, ‘Hulot’ Boff 7G,

are fancy in second stanzas,
with “Broken Lance” also hefty.
by
big
showing
Besides
the
“Betrayed,” “Gone With Wind”
i$ doing okay for an oldie..
Rain and the distraction of the
Estimates for This Week
elections are providing, a tough
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro, handicap for Broadway first-run
State: (Taylor) (1,059; 955; 698; 694; theatres this stanza. HoweVer, with
yesterday
schools
oijt
40-70 )— “South west Passage” (UA) public
and “khyber Patrol” (UA). Oke (Tues.) for election day and four
favorable
bills
are
new
there
Last; week,
“Shanghai
$12,000.
Story” (Bep) and “Kidd Slave factors for the current session.
The washout caused , by heavy
Girl” (UA),. $14,000.
downpours last Friday and the allEglinton, University (FP) (1,080;
day rain Saturday naturally are
50-80)—
still

Contessa Big 24G, 2d, ‘Star 48G, 3d
Chicago, Nov. 2.
f
off in recent
weeks to a sober pace, arid present
session shapes no better or worse;
little to
Foul' newcomers are doing
tempo, with
step up the overall
holdovers either .hot; or cold.
“Adventures of Hajji Baba”
chapes fine $25,000 at Oriental.
Looo's dualer of “Shield for Mur-

Loop has leveled

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as

,

.

“Overland Pacific” is fair
At the Surf, “Mr. Hulot’s
$12^000.
mighty
a
is.
scoring
Holiday”
$7 000. “Sensualita” is okay $3,700.

.

World.
“Barefoot

(29)

“Gone With Wind”

(M-G)

So-so

(reissue).

$10,000,

clipping the. totals at

“Carmen

Last week,- “King Richard Crusaders”. (WB), $9,000:

many

tax.

spots,

looms

Junes”

as

.

week
at

.

.

is

$6,500..

—

Imperial (FP)

“Broken

Lance”

(3,373; 60-$l)
(20th) (2d wk).

Hep

looms for
Chicago

tjie

Paramount ABC-Par) (3,664; $1Is Born” (WB) (4th wk).
(

at

.

Pittsburgh, Nov. 2.
“Sabrina” is the big topnotcher
here this session with a solid total
at the Penn. It is pacing the city,
“Hajji Baba” is rated nice at the
Fulton, and Stays over. “Star Is
Born” is still good; but considerably off from the second Week at
the Stanley. It is staying, a fourth
round,; “Woman’s World” shapes

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3.900; 98-$1.50)
—'Slav t s Born” (WB). (3d wkL
Sock $48.000.. Last week, $60,000.
98Grand. (Nomikbs)
(1.200;
$1.25'— “Sittine Bull” :(UA)
(3d okay in Second Harris Stanza;
Estimates for This Week
Good $8,000. Last week,.
wk'.
Fulton "(Shea) (1,700; 65-$l)
$ 10 000
(20th).
Notices
Baba”
Looh (Telem’t) (606; 9041.25 )-tjji
,
(UA) and] weren’t good but they were b.o;,
“Shield for Murder”
“Overland Pacific” (UA).
Brisk and should help to" nice $7,500.
$12,000. Last_ week. “Rogue Cop” Holds. Last week, “Black Shield”
<C7 20b
(IT)
avr-O.' (3d wk), $9,400.
Me Vickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65Harris (Harris) (2,200.; 65-$D—
$1.25 '--"Betrayed” (M-G) (3d wk). ‘.‘Woman’s World” (20th) (2d wk).
Neat $12,000. Last week, $15,000. Holding well at $8,000 on windup/
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 65-87)
Last week,: $9,500:
“Southwest
Passage”. UA)
Penn (UA). (3,300; 65-85)— “Saand
“Khyber Patrol” (UA). (2d-.wk). brina” (Par). In
short notice
Just fair $5,000. Last week, $6,500. because “Brigadpon’- (M-G) did not
Oriental Undie) (3.400; 98-$l.?5) hold. Looks solid $15,000 or over.
—‘‘AdventUrps Hajji Baba” (20th). Last week, “Brigadoon” (M/G),
Fast $25,000 looms;
Last week, $14,000.
“‘Woman’s World” (20th) (4th wk),
Squirrel Hill (SW). (900; 65-85)^.$1R,000.
“Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) (2d
Palace JEitel) (1,484; $1.25-$3.40) wk); One of the best art nabers
—“Cinerama” (Indie) (66th wk). has had in some time. Looks strong
Tall $28,000;
Last week, $32,000.
$3,500 on top of $4,500 last week.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-98)— Stays.
“King Richard
and Crusaders”
Stanley (SW) (8,800; 75-$1.25)—
(WB) and .“Shanghai Story” (Rep) “Star Is Born” (WB) (3d wk). Slid(2d vvk>.
Trim $13,500. Last week, ing to good $12,500 but holds
$19,000.
again. Last week, $21,000.

$12,000. Last week, $16,000.
“Black Knight” is winding its
Loew’s (Loew) (2,090; 60-$!)-^
“Brigadpon" (M-G) (2d: wk). Fancy initial stanza today at the Globe
with a fast $14;000'likely. “Golden
$20,000. Last week, $25,000.
Mistress” with yaude looms neat
Shea’s. (FP)
.75-$l)
(2,386;
current round at the
“Caine Mutiny” (Col). (4th wk). $25,000
Okay $8;500i Last week, $13,000. Palace,
“White Christmas” continues the
Odeon (Rank) (2,380; 7541)
“Woman's World” (20th) (2d wk). outstanding coin-getter in third,
Big $15,000. Last week, $.19,000.
session at the Music Hall, with a
Uptown (Lbew) (2,745; 60-80)— terrific $167, 000* just $1,000 below’
“Betrayed” (M-G). Fast $12,000. the second/week. The business last
“iOanaQl
TOnirro/io” Saturday. (30) constituted the high
Last week,
mark for arty Saturday of the cur(M-G), $10,000.
rent run while Sunday’s trade was
near the opening week Sabbath.
Pic continues on indef/ arid likely

—

'

into the

.first,

week of Dec-ember,

“Star Is Born” continues at a
for third Week at the

.

smash gait
Paramount

.

-

,

,

State-Lake'

(B&K)

$1.50)— "Egyptian”

Winding

98(2,700;
(20th) (6th wk).

Last

at hiildish $16,000.

(SW)
— Warner
“Cinerama”
•

Looks

fine

(.1,365;

$1.25-$2.65)

(indie) (48th wk).
$10,000 or near. Last

week. $17,000.
week, same.
Surf di&E Balaban) (685; 95)—
“Mr.
Hulot’s
Holiday”
(GBD);
Smash $7,000. Last week, “Hugh
‘Xmas’ Sockeroo $20,000,
and Dry” (Indie) (4th wk); $3,000.
United Artists (B&K). (1,700; 98$1,25.1
“Barefoot Contessa” (UA)
Seattle; ‘Contessa’
(2d wk):. Still hbtsy $24,000.
Last
Nov..

—

*

Seattle,

2,

Big advertising campaign is pay
off in spades currently for
“White Christmas” at Music. Hall,
where a huge gross looms. Pic is
$30.000.
World (Indie) (697; 98)^”Sen- so big it appears to be hurting the
sualita” (Indie).
Fine $3,700. Last take for other new films such as
“Barefoot Contessa” at Fifth Aveweek, oh reissues.
nue and “Bengal Brigade” at the
Orpheum. ..“Vanishing Prairie”
still is good in third Music Box
H.0.s Hobble K.C. Biz;
.

ing

'

.

session.

‘Star’ Snappy 12G,
Kansas City, Nov’
Biz

2d
2.

Blue Mouse (Hamrick)

—

(800; 90

“Passion”
(RKO)
and
“Africa Adventure” (RKO). Drab

$1.25)

.,

ing to a terrific $40,000 at the. Randolph and easily pacing the city.
“Barefoot Contessa” looms big at.
the Midtown. “Black Widow” also
is fancy at the Fox while “Reap
Wild Wind,” out on reissue surprised with a smash teeoff.
Estimates for This Week

Arcadia (S&S) (625;: 80-$1.35)—
“Rear Window;’ (Par). (10th wk).
Fine $6,000. Last week, $6,700^
Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.2542.60)—
.

“Cirterama”

(56th
wk).
Last week, $12,000.
99-$1.49)'—
(2;250;

(Indie).

Okay $10,000.
Fox .(20th)
“Black Widow”

(20th).

Fancy $25.Baba”

$2,000. Last week, “Black Shield”
(U) and “Ricochet Romance” (U)
(2d wk), $2,700.
.

-

’

1

.

•

:

—“Bread,

“Carmen Jones”

2D

—

.

.

.

'

.

—

(20th). Soaring to
in first week

smash $50,000 or near

ending tomorrow. (Thurs.). Holding..
In ahead, “Rear Window”. (Par)
(12th wk), $16,000 to conclude a
highly successful longruh.
Radio City Music Hall .(Rocke.

fellers)

.9542.75)—“White

(6,200;

Christmas”. (Par)
pic,

first

VistaVision

and stageshow (3d wk). Holdr

ing

in great, style with $167,000
likely for present stanza ending to:

Second Week was
(Wed;).
$168,000, below hopes, but still terrific:
for initial holdover round.
Stays on into December at current
pace.
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.40)
—“Black .Widow” (20th) (2d wk).
Climbed to nice $65,000 in first
stanza ended yesterday (Tues.)! In
day

Pic wound up with
day-dating.
$65,000 at the Par ancf- $37,000 at
the Vic. Film is now in fourth
week at both spots but comes out
“Woman’s World” (20th)
of Paramount after Nov. 16 be- ahead
cause of stageshow opening the (4th wk-8 days), $38,000 to finish
very fine tun.
following: day,.
State. (Loew’s) (3,450; 7841.75)—
“Beau. Brummell” finished its
second frame at the State last “Beau Brummell” (M-G) (3d wk).„
Initial holdover week ended lafct
night (Tues.) with a- fast $21,000.
fast $21,“Hansel and Gretel” held very night (Tues.) dropped to
000 after, $28,000 in first session.
big with $23,000 in third session
Second
got
week
terrific boost
a
at the Broadway, and. is continuing
from a sneak preview last Friday
on. “Barefoot Contessa” looks to
(29);
wind its fifth week at the Capitol
Sutton (R & B) (561; 90-$1.50)rwith a. sturdy $33,000 or near.
“High and Dry” (U) (10th wk),
“Sabrina” held remarkably well Ninth stanza ended Monday (1) a s
w
with a big $26,000 in sixth round good $6,500 after $7,000 for eighth
at the Criterion, “Suddenly” looms week.
good. $12,000 in. fourth Week endTrans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
ing today (Wed.) at the Mayfair,
$l-$ 1.50)
Kidnappers”
“Little
“On Waterfront,” still Champ v(uA) (10th wk). Ninth round finIongrUn pic, held at an amazingly ished last night (TUes.l was trim
stanza $5,000 after $5,600 for eighth week.
14th
sturdy $24,000 in
ended last night (Tues.) at the Stays,
"Cinerama” dipped with
Astor.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
the other films but still was a sock $1-$1.50)— “Lili” (M-G) (87th; wk).
$36,000 in 73d session at the The 86th frame ended Monday. (1)
:

—

.

.

—

;

.

Love, and Dreams”

(IFE) (7th wk)* Sixth round ended
(31) held, at fancy $10,000
after $12,000 for fifth Week.
Rivoli
(UAT) (2,092; 85-$2)—

Sunday

was good $4,400 after $4,800 in
85th week.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; $1-.
$2V— “Star Is Born” (WB.) (4th wk).
Still going great guns with $37,000
for third week ended Sunday (31)
after $39,000 for second' week.
Stays on indef at this gait.
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;
.

—

$1.20-$3.30)
“Cinerama” (Indie)
(74th wk)/ The 73d session finished
Saturday (30) held with sock' $36,000. after $38,000 for 72d week at
this house.

Grid

•..

Continues.

Game Helps

Mpls.;

‘Suddenly’ Loud $6,000,

‘Brigadoon’ Fat 9G, 2d

‘

DENVER;

'

;

where

.

.

—

Victoria,

—

,

•

and

Goldman (Goldman) (1.200; 65- Warner.
$1,30)— “Reap Wild Wind” (Par)
Estimates for This Week
(reissue). Smart $13,000. Last week,
Astor (City lnv,),*(i.300; 50-$1.75)
“Bengal Brigade” (U). $14:000.
“On
Waterfront” (Col) (15th wk).
Mastbaum (SW)' (4.370; 75-$1.30)
—“Star. Is Born” (WB) (3d wk). Held amazingly sturdy at. $24,000
Fair $19,000. Last week, $30,000, in 14th session ended, last night
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000: 74- (Tues.). The 13th week was $23,500.
$.1.49)— "Barefoot Contessa” (UA). Now set to stay until end of year.
Wow $25,000 or near: Last week, Broadway (Myerberg) (1,900; 74“Beau Brummell” (M-G) (3d wk), $1.50)— "Hansel and Gretel” (Myer$9,000.
berg) (4th Wk). Third week ended
Randolnh (Goldman) (2.500: 74- Saturday (30) continued sock at
$1.49)— ‘'White Christmas” (Par). $23,000 after $33,000 iri second.
Terrific
Last
$40,000;
week. Both surprisingly great figures for
“Woman’s World” (20th) (3d wk),. this puppet feature.
$9,500
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.55)
Stanley (SW) (2.900; 74-$1.30)—
'Leonardo Da Vinci” (Indie) (re“Human Jungle” I A A),. So-so $15.- issue). Opened Sunday (31). In
Last week/ “Seven. Brides” ahead, “Hamlet” (U) (reissue) (4th
000.
(M-G), $9,000 in final 5 davs.
wk-9 days), oke $3,000 after $3,500.
-Stanton (SW) Cl, 473: 50-99)— for third week.
Story”
“Shanphai
(Rep)
and
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 85-$2.20)
“Thunder Pass” (Lip). Good $8“Barefoot Contessa”- (UA) (5tli
500.
Last week, “Passion” (RKO) wk) , Present round ending today
and “Africa Adventure” (RKO), (Wed.) shapes, to hit stout $33,000.
000
6
$
after $42,000 for. fourth week. ConTrans-Lux CT-L) (500;. 8041.50) tinues: on, with “Last Time I Saw
—“Sabrina” (Par) (2d wk). Solid Paris” (M-G) due in next.
Last week, $16,000.
$11,500.
Criterion. (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.85)
Viking (Sley) (1,000: 7541.30)— .-^“Sabrina” (Par). (7th wk). Sixth
“Brigadoon” (M-G) (4th wk). Off session concluded last riight (Tues.)
to oke $6,500. Last week, $10,000.
held with’ very big $26,000 after.
Trans-Lux World (T-L). (604; 99^
/
$1.50)— “Suddenly” (UA) (3d wk).. $32,000 in fifth,
Fine Arts (Davis). (468; 9041.80)
Sturdy $10,500. Last week, $17,000.
“The Detective” (Col). Opened
Monday (T) and broke opening day
record. In ahead, “Vanishing Prairie” /(Disney) (11th wk), winding

taking a quiet turn, despite
some new films in town. It looks
like
many holdovers have been
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 75
overly extended. However, “Star $1)-—
“Three Hours to Kill” (Col)
Is Bor ” in second Week at Paraand “Human Desire’’ (Col). Okay
mount still is fancy albeit reported $8,000. Last week, “Duel in Jununder, expectations..
“On Water- gle” (WB) and “Bounty Hunter’
front’
in first holdover round at (WB), $9,800.
the Midland is rated thin. “Sudd^
Fifth Avenue /(Evergreen) (2,500;
enly” at. the Missouri is barely
•— “Barefoot Contessa”
okay also, in secondfraime/ “Wom- 90-$1.25)
(UA) and “About Mrs. Leslie”
ah’s World” at the Orpheum in
(Par). Disappointing with $7,500. or
third week looks barely passable
Bengal Brigade,” lone newcomer, thereabouts. Last week, “.Woman’s
shapes Trim in. four Fox Midwest World”- (20th) (3d. wk), $6,800.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300; 90houses.
“Brigadpon” in second
Week, at .the/Roxy is okay. Weather $1.25)--“White Christmas” (Par).
turned cold hear the weekend, but Big ballyhoo spells immense $20;
‘XMAS’ 25G,
000, with a new high here possible
Politics is figured' the most damagif pic holds up. .Last week, “King
ing to trade.
Denver, Nov. 2.
Richard Criisaders’’ (WB), $5,700.
The great staying .power.- of
Estimates for This Week
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90- “White Christmas” ,in its second
Kiino (Dickinson) (504; 85-$D—
$1.25)
“Vanishing Prairie" (Dis- session at the Denham is attracting
.Man With Million” (UA). (2d wk) ney) (3d wk). Good $4,500. After
the most attention here currently.
Fairish $1,700: Last week, $2,600.
It is only $1,500 behind the terrific
$6,300 last week.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 65-90)
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90- first week total. “Black Widow”
^“On Waterfront” (Col) (2d. wk) $1.25)— “Bengal Brigade” (U) and looms big at the Centre while
Thin $6,500. Last week, $8,700.
“Unholy Four”- (Lip).
Sluggish “Barefoot Contessa” is rated fine
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-80)— $6,000 or near. Last week, “Naked at the Paramount. Teachers’ con.Suddenly”
(UA)
and
“Malta Alibi” (U) and “Drum- Beats. Over vention
here
helped
weekend
Story" fUA) (2d Wk). Just okay
Wyoming” (Rep), $5,300 in 5 days. grosses,
96.OOO. Last week, $8,500.
Estimates for This Week
.Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
Orpheum (Fox Midwest) (1,913; $1.2541.50)— “Star Is Born” (WB)
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 60-$l)
75-si)
“Woman’s World” (20th) (4tli wk). Off. to mild $7,000. Last “Black Widow” (20th),. Sock $20,(Continued on page 15)
l week, $11,800.
(Continued on page 15)
is

.

—

Week

Estimates for This

‘Bengal’ Brisk $14,000,

Philadelphia, Nov. 2.
Bluechip films are boosting trade
here this round.
Except for the
preems, most of the heavy traffic
at the wickets was over the weekend.
Great exploitation helped
“White Christmas;” Which is soar-

000.
Last week; “Hajji
(20th) (2d wk). $14,000.

7?G

week, $29,000.
Woods (Essahess) (2,150: 98$1.25 1—-"On Waterfrbnt” (Col) (5th
wk'.
Terrific $25,000. Last week,
'

was

.

$1.80)

000 at the Roxy.

.

.

(1)

big $57,000 after $92,000 for second
week. Now set to go through Nov.
Widow” finished: its opening week 16 Paris (Pathe Cinema)
(568; 90last night (Tues.) with a nice $65.-,

—

Grahd winds up “Sitokay returns in third.
“On the Waterfront” in fifth frame

“Betraved.”

ting Bu.l 1 ” to

:

(Thurs.) looks to reach fine $25,000 or close. Last week* “Personal
Affair” (UA) and vaude, $23,000.

;

sagging with

In sixth
the Woods is sock.
week. “Egyptian” wraps up its run
in dull fashion at the State-Lake.

50-$1.60)—

Third week ended, Monday

.

third

(1,700;

$2)— “Star

—

.

.

Is- Born”
MeVickers

(RKO)

('Palace

“Golden Mistress” (UA) and vaudeWeek ending tomorrow

strongest of newcomers, with a
great $50,000 likely in first round
Hyland (Ranki (1,354; 60-80)
ending tomorrow (Thurs.) at the
“Doctor in House” (Rank) (9th
Rivoli, Having to open in the rain
wk).
Trim $5,000. Last week?, Friday
was a drawback. “Black

,

(592; 95-

Bus" (Indie) (2d
ended Friday

initial stanza
hit fair $3,500.

ville...

.

1,558;

Roosevelt*:

“Star
while

wk).

.

Gontessa” continues
srnafih in second week at United
same frame, "King
Iri
Artists.’
and
Crusaders”
and
Richard
Story’!
look par at
'.'Shanghai

"''•".Great-

Normandie (Trans-Lux)
$1 .80)— .‘Runaway

1

,

der” and

at

re-

ported herewith from the Various key cities, are net; i.e,,
without Usual tax.. Distributors share on net take, when
playihg percentage; hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement

to reach good $12,000 after $19,000
for third week, a bit below hopes.

It's

Minneapolis, Nov, 2.
another instance here of

weekend business being helped by
the influx of visitors for Minnesota
U, -Michigan State “homecoming”
football game which drew a capacity 64, Q00 crowd: Three fresh arrivals with only “Suddenly” assum,

much

importance;
However, along with the numerous;
strong holdovers biz still, is high in
the chips. Temperatures as low as
ing

boxoffice

15 and snow didn’t hurt, Longruns
comprise “Cinerama;’ starting its
eighth month, at the Century where
still very strong; “On WaterfronL”
and “Sabrina,” both rpunding out
Sunday (31) was nice $5,300. after highly- successful six-week runs;
$6,000 in 10th week'
"A Star , Is-; Bom”, iri its fourth
.Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50) stanza and /“Brigadobri” winding
-“Black iCnight” (Col). First week up a fortnight date.
winding today (Wed-) looks to
Estimates for This Week
$1.75reach nice $14,000. Moved in a day
.Century
(S-W)
(1,140;
In ahead, $2.65) “Cinerama” (Indie) (29th
earlier than planned.
“Hajji Baba” (20th) (3d wk-6 days), wk). No weakening with age here.
$6*500 '’including preview. Second Tali $25,000 with added' shows.
Last week, $20,000.
week, $10,000.
Gopher (Berger) (1,600; 65-85)
Guild (Guild). ,(450; $1-$1.80)^
-Martin Luther” (Indie) (3d wk). “Suddenly” (UA): Best boxoffice
Stout
tomorrow bet here Lor some time.
eliding
round
This
Last week; •‘Adventures
(Thurs.) is headed for trim $6,000 $6,000.
Robinson Crusoe” (UA), $5,000.,
same as second week.
Lyric. .(Par) (1,000; 65-85)—“The
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79-$1.80)
—“Suddenly” (UA) (4th wk). This Raid” (20th), Nice $4,000 or near.
(Continued on page ,15)
session ending today (Wed.) looks

—

.

;

.

:

—

;

—
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Of
Chicago; Nov. 2.
out and you must have gotten one
Film rentals for drive-ins have
of them,” answered Frank.
increased up to 30%, according to
Angry words followed a state-: the results of a survey conducted
ment by Gilbert Nathanson, a lo- by a TOA committee headed by
Continued from, page 7

Renew " Yelp* That Distrih* Neglect
November and Early December Boxoffice

Theatres

cal circuit

Although the major

scheduling their so-called
buster product for Christmas-New
year’s release, there is. a steady
wail currently from exhibitors asking “what do we play in November
and early December”.?: A familiar
lheatreman’s complaint that the
distribs are holding back prodtici
for the holiday season arid neglecting to provide attractive fare for
the “tough days” is again beirig
heard rourid the country.
Another beef, that’s beginning to

sound like a chant, is “we .have, rio
idea what picture we'll be playing
it’s
Booking,
Christmas,”
for
charged, is a day-to-day- problem'
particularly
stanza
and the holiday
points up the product shortage.
Said an exec of one of the smaller,
chains, “I don’t evert know what
we’ll get for Now 15.”
The release slates of the major
companies, it’s admitted, look good
on paper, but except for a few key
city situations the pictures seldom
get to theatres on the dates recorded on the release charts.
20th’s Roster

Hollywood, Nov,

Hadden Mason, English

[

2.

art-

representative is in town
with four screenplays owned.
b*y London producers, to induce Hollywood stars to sign

ists’

,

for British pictures.
One of the scripts is the
story of Rolls and Royce, makers of Rolls-Royce cars.

SAM PINANSKI, BOSTON,
Chicago, Nov. 2.
Pinanski, Boston circuit operator, did the pitching for the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations at the TOA get-together.
He gave a recap, oh the fight that
won the Federal admissions tax

Sam

underlined how

fight,

COMPO

has

resulted in industry uriity on some
matters and enhanced the trades
relations with the press arid Congress.

Pinanski updated the TOA-ers on
progress toward the COMPO /program of group life insurance for
industryites; Total of 650 companies,. With over 6,000 employes,
have expressed interest in the
,

Discounting the problem in getting pix from maker to seller, the
pictures listed as available for. the
.November to December period appear promising. Irving Berlin's
•There’s No Business Like. Snow.
Business” is listed as 20th-Eox'a
Xmas-New Year’s entry, However,
it’s doubted that it’ll reach more
thari a few key spots during that
stanza. Other 20th films that’ll be
playing around from now to the
year’s' end are “Woman’s World,”
“The Adventures bf Hajji Baba,”
“Black Widow,” arid “Desiree.”
20th also has. available several 2-D
pix it has picked up... from indie
roduceis .and will let exhibs have:
’em for November-December playing They include “The Outlaw’s
Daughter,” "Black 13,” “Devil’s
Harbor,” and “The Other .Woman.’*
Paramount’s holiday feature is
Martiri & Lewis’ “Three Ring Circus.” It has been Par policy for a
number of years to release an
M&L’er during the festive period.
Other Par items that wiil be making the rounds are “White Christmas” and “Reap the Wild Wind,” a
Ce'cil B, DeMille reissue. /‘Rear
Window” and “Sabrina” will also
.

.

.

be on many screens.
Columbia has made no special
pic

probably

“Fire

;

but

designation,

have

.

Over

Messilina,”

“They Rode

many

Africa,”

quit Allied,

Jack D. Braunagel and William T.
Powell,

Asked about the general trend in
costs of product, ozoner operators
reported ori a territorial basis at
follows: southceritral, 10% increase
in the first nine months of 1954
over the same period in 1953; midwest, upward about 25% over .last
year; northwest, generally about
the same level except that perI

.

Resentfully, he wanted

offer.

to
to

if

,

Cooper,

vice

weather.
Is it necessary for an ozoner to
install C’Scope equipment if the
competition has it? Houses operating all year around found this a
“must,” partially because of the
shortage of product:
The report
added: “Seasonal drive-iris in the
north may be able to get by a little,
longer due to backlog of winter
product, but even this is question-

man, director, and George Kerasatos, executive committee member.

McGee’s Keynote

said.

COMPO’s

research work, plans
for its national audience poll, its
effort to bring: “greater orderliness
to the industry’s technological development and the organization’s
efforts in the public service field

were detailed by Pinanskh

ANOTHER DETROIT ARTIE
Will Be Sol
Abbey Playhouse

Krim’s

Piccadilly

Detroit. Nov. 2.

Sol Krim, owner of the T, 000-seat
Krim, a nabe .artie, has. purchased
the 900-seat nabe Piccadilly from
Sam Cameron. Piccadilly, closed
for more than a year, will operate
as an artie under the name of
Abbey Playhouse starting in 10
days.
Sale price and renovation
was in excess of $100,000, Krim
.

states.

With the Abbey Playhouse; Dehave four nabe arties and
one downtown.

troit will

Distributors

Corp.

America

of

will

dates

Macy’s
with a

among
DCA’s

of
“Cannibal
Attack,”
West,” and “Pirates of
'.‘Affairs
'

Continued from page

7

Mr.. (J,
another star.
Arthur) Rank wants a larger share
Our able;”
of the American market.
screens are open to him but he
Other points made by the. T0A
must find a way of appealing to the committee: the distributors should
American theatre goer who so far permit the theatremen to decide
has shown no interest in most Eng- whether a film is to be played in
standard format or ariamorphic;
lish pictures.”
McGee deplored what he termed theatremen would do well to be' on
the absence of “leadership and guard against the increasing numstatesmanship” in all branches of ber of professional beggars work“I do not criticize ing the drive-ins; more efficient
the industry.
producers and distributors for this methods of operation are becomirig
any rriore than I criticize exhibitors more and more necessary.
for being naive arid expecting too
much,” he commented. He said
there were a few exceptions such
Theatres Nets
as Spy r os Skouras’ gamble with
Cinemascope which,: he added, was
$1,625,000 in 39 Wks.
“statesmanship of a very high
order.”
Recerit upbeat in theatre busiMcGee offered to support his ness is reflected in RKQ Theatres’
statements concerning depressed third quarter financial report isbusiness with figures. He reported sued yesterday (Tues.) showing a
that: 80% of the theatres currently net income of $1,625,009 for the 39
are showing 7% less attendance weeks ending. Oct. 2 as compared
Dollar volume, to $788,331 for the sarne. period a
than last year..
even with the Federal tax relief, year ago.
He
materially.”
increased
“has not
Total income from theatre operlisted the tax saving at $123,000,000.
ations for the 39-week, stanza, before deduction
of
depreciation,
dividends, income taxes, and other

have

will

RKO

,

items, was $4,681,703 as compared
to $2,915,917 foi* the same period
of 1953.
The 13-week third quarter reveals. a net profit of $720,984, following deduction rif $41,048 loss on
the disposal of a theatre property.
The same. 13 weeks of 1953 resulted in a net profit of $370,728-

Warners’ Lineup

Warner Bros, is scheduling “The
Silver Chalice” for special Christ-

the November-December slate will
be “Drum Beat” and “Track of the
Cat.”

“Sign of the Pagan,” a Technicolor C’Scoper, is Universal's contribution for Xmas, with “So This
Is Paris,” a Techni musical, set for
New Year’s. The remainder of tne
November-December schedule includes “Bengal Brigade,” “Pour
Guns to the Border,’’ -“Ricochet
Romance” (a Ma & Pa Kettle
entry), and “Yellow Mountain.”

quite different treatment as stage play and
Said Lewis Nichols, 1943: “Beautifully done
every way. Just call it wonderful, quite wonderful.” Said Bosley
nothing wrong
Crowther, last week: “Lurid; and slightly farcial
with the music except that it does not fit the people or the. words”
Edward Small still undecided if his “New York Confidential,” made
in association with Clarence Greene and Russell Rouse, goes to United

“Carmen Jones” got

as film in N.Y. Times.
in

v

.

.

.

.

EDWIN D. MARTIN,

New

Chicago, Nov.

is

banking

convention here.
entirely expected
himself expressed surprise-r-sirice there were other candidates iri the running.
There
had been some sounding out of
Denver’s Pat McGee as to 'his
availability but McGee held Dim-

—Martin
.

self

read

Marilyn

fact, that

'

tract.

his wife were in Paris, and he merely advised the songsmith that,
per contract, this oldie was. culled from Berlin's package deal of. old

III.

Final

sorrie

of

Des

Kerasotes,
balloting,

choice.

Kerasotes and J. J. Roserifield
of Spokane were added to the
roster of
v.p.’
Alfred Starr
of Nashville was reelected chairman of the executive, committee.
Samuel Pinanski. of Boston was
appointed honorary board chair-

TOA

man, which post was vacated with
the
recent
death
of
Charles
Skouras. S, H. (Si) Fabian con-,
tiriues as treasurer, Mitchell Wolfson as chairman of the finance

committee and Herman M. Levy
as general counsel.

Skouras Memorial
Directorate reaffirmed its position favoring an industry arbitration system and, stated Levy, will
press efforts in this direction after
the conclave.
Board meet also
decided to set up some sort of
memorial for Charles Skouras and
will work
the. details of this
at another meeting here Thursday
.

>

(4).

Elevation of Martin to the top
spot is another example' of
the spotlight focusing on secondgeneration industryites. He’s the
son of Roy Elmo Marti , Sr. whose
theatre holdings (also a couple of
tv stations) cover a wide area
the south.

TOA
.

and new. songs for Miss Monroe. Her recent marital schism and the
;

ratification of Col stockholders at
tlie annual meeting in December,
He’ll receive $3,500 weekly salary
plus $600 weekly expenses for total
of $213,200 per year.

Arthur Loew to Barcelona

Cop,”

.

.

.

.

,

.

George

•

song title is sheer coincidence.
Geoffrey Chaucer, art old English scriptwriter, whose quaint spellings
“Brigadoon,” arid and archaic expressions
halve, served as punishment for generations of
‘Beau Brummcll.”
schoolboys, is revived in Tirne mag this issue for the review of ColumUnited .Artists Xmas-New Year’s bia’s “Black Knight
It’s a joke that is more labor than fun
entries are Burt Lancaster’s “Vera Joe Schoenfeld, editor
of Variety’s daily in Hollywood, in Manhattan
Cruz” and the Italo-British Venice for his regular lookaround .
Because more books are being sold to
festival winner, “Romeo & Juliet.’.’ Hollywood these days, “subsidiary rights”
loom large in author thinkThe. slate for November-December ing- .• Resultantly there is discussion Within the
Authors Guild of
is filled out .with “Twist of Fate,”
a time-limit beyond which literary agents, who have long since been
“White Orchard,” “You Know dismissed, can control picture, sales of old works.
What Sailors Are,” ‘Shield for
John Huston’s “Moby Dick,” which is being shot abroad, has a 20Murder,” “The Snow -Creature” fect long electronic whale built on d five-andra-half ton steel skeleton
and “The Steel Cage.’” In addition, by DeHavilland Aircraft and rigged so that every vertebrae nioves.
“The Barefoot Contessa” will be Huston operates the wlrale by playing a console-type instrument at
Available for many, situations.
the edge of the two-acre deep water Link.

“Rogue

Myron Blank,

and

however, had Martin as the unani-

;

Tarzari reissues, apparently aimed /at the kid trade,
bolsters the slate. Many of M-G’s
October releases will be hitting the
sub runs at that time, including

,

mous

.

..

There was also

Springfield,

.

something into the coincidental

aloof.

sentiment for

Moi

(

to.

2.

to his

34-year-old

The vote was not

.

trying

D.’),

annual

zation’s

Harry Cohn Pact

“Deep In

‘E.

Columbus, Ga„
was elected president of Theatre
Owners of America at
board
meeting in advance of the organi-

Monroe sings "After Ycju Get What You Want You Don’t Want It”
“The
contract,”
Cohn
in the upcoming 20th Century-Fox filmusical,. “No Business Like Show
My Heart,” the musical biog of Business.”
stated, “should dispel, any l-urnors
It’s a 1920 copyright, and was one of the pioneer numbers
Sigmund Romberg, for its Christthat I am. in a new negotiation for
in the Berlin Music Corp. -catalog when he, Saul Bornstein and Max
mas coi
It’s also- offering for
the sale of my Coluhibia stock, nor
November-December playing time Winslow, first went into business that year. “Lazy” and “Heat Wave” have I presently any intention of
Ethel
“Athena,” “The Last Time I Saw are oldies which Miss Monroe dries, The new trines' are sung by
Merman and Johnnie Ray in the 20th film. It so happened that “After entering into such a negotiation.Paris,” and “Crest of the Wave.”
New. pact will be submitted for
You Get’’ was selected .by producer Sol C. Siegel, while Berlin and
A pair of
Metro

as

circuit operator of

Kay oes Exit Reports
Edward R. Kingsley, out of the hospital following an attack of jaundice, now conducting his biz via telephone from his borne. He caught
Frequent reports during the.
Hugh M. Flick, the N,Y. past year that Columbia Pictures
the bug while, honeymooning in Italy
censor, confides that his “fan mail,” demanding stricter bluepencillirig, prexy Harry Cohn was planning, to
is on the rise.
unload his stock in the company
American Society of Girl Watchers, Inc., has been chartered by. were scotched yesterday
Tues.
Prentice-Hall to conduct a beauty contests business at Tuckahoe, N;Y. by the announcement that the topIrving Berlin is a little vexed with some commentators and columnists per had inked a new five-year con.

34,

Edwin D. Martin (known
associates

.

Columbia or RKO.

Artists,

with Allied States appears shaping
which would, have the two associations working together in an effort to force eased pic terms; (A
few exhibs asked for a full merger.)
Agenda for Thursday’s board
rneeting includes a vote on Allied’s
bid for support for its government
regulation plain. TOA-ers rire opposed to this but in reply to Allied
may suggest that the two organiza-?
tioris otherwise join forces in dealings with the companies.

.

Tripoli.”

mas engagements and “Young at
Heart” for New Year’s runs. “Star
Is Born,” of course, will be an important holiday entry. Completing

a

iri

.

.

He

Chicago, Nov. 2,
theatre owners
boycott frame of mind.
This was demonstrated at an unscheduled meeting, within the- TO A
convention framework,, of nearly
100 exhibs who have lower-case operations.
Why couldn't a boycott
be made to work against a film

Some smalltown

are

Nathanson was insin- centage deals on Cinemascope pix
company whose rental terms
uating that he was a demagog?;
have upped costs; southwest, uptoo harsh, they wanted to know,
'I’m not trying to scold you or ward 15%; midceritral, upward apIt
was “illegal,” said Walter
anybody else,” replied Nathanson. proximately .24%; southeast, up Reade, who co-presided with Alfred
There was no explanation
“I just ..want., results not words and 30%.
Starr.
words are all we’ve been getting for the varying degrees of the upThe lesser-scale showmen apLet’s have less rabble rousing and trend around the country.
peared Unable to understand why
more exhibitor unity.”
Business at the open-air houses
a giant theatre organization
such
Martin Lebedoff, circuit owner was on the upbeat, particularly in couldn’t put “some pressure” on
arid NCA officer, cited arndrig Al- the southeast where an improve- the distribs In some
way.
Starr
lied accorriplishments the recent merit. of 25% to 30% was noted. gave them an apparently
satisfacpicketing of the Columbia ex- Southcentral was up 6% and mid- tory answer* saying: “We have
an
change, elimination of the theatre west up 10%. Not sharing In bet- enormous ampunt of latent strength
music tax and a prominent part in ter grosses were theatres in areas and I think we’re going to use
it.
where tv has been newly intro.the admission tax revision,
duced or where weather conditions No picture can get off the ground
In addition to Reade, other TOA
without oyr consent. We have the
were
unfavorable.
Eased
admisAltoppers at the luncheon were
whip in our hands.”
sion taxes arid C’Scbpb were cited
fred Starr, board chairman; HerStarr didn’t go any further but
in the northwest as reasons for
man M. Levy, general counsel; Ray slight
improvement
despite
adverse some sort of working agreement
president; Al For-

know

.

project',

will have representation in
on Thanksgiving Day Parade
battle
“Phffft.” In addition, it’ll provide float depicting
for November to December airing buccaneers. It ties in with
such items as “The Black Knight,” “Long: John Silves.”

Xriias

owner who

had heard at exhibitor
meetings before were a lot of yellpounding with nothtable
and
ing
ing ever accomplished.
Taking exception, Ted Mann, a
former NCA presiderit and now a
hoard member, said he had done
a lot. of yelling and table pounding himself and had no apologies
that all he

Rolls-Rdyce Biopic

are
block-

distiribs

.

.

Doug

Arthur M. Loew, president of
Loew’s International, will preside'
at Metro’s European conference,
set for Barcelona for three days beginnirig Nov. 11.
Loew, now in Europe on business, wiil remain there until after

Shearer’s Citation

Hollywood, Nov, 2.
Douglas Shearer, head of techniresearch at Metro, has .been
by the Office of Naval Refor discovering ways and
means to simplify studies in the
field of nuclear and cosmic. physics.
cal

.

cited,

search

the meeting, He’li he assisted at
the confab by David Lewis; regionThese discoveries, which make it al director of Continental Europe,
easier to work out. mathematical Metro managers, sales and pubcomputations, will bo used by the licity chiefs from all territories iri
Navy in certain projects.
Continental Europe will attend.
,

V
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limitedly

Claudel-Honegger

tandem/ will help it reach its. audience, worldwide even if limited.
Best market appears to be France,
and a French Version of "Joan”
Was shot simultaneously with the

Technicolor has created a new post of director of diversification
and research development and has installed Dr. Maurice Nelles
the position. Latter crimes to TC from the Borg-Warrier Corp.
where he was director of its central research lab;
Nelles took over at TC Monday (1). A past research manager
1944-45 as
of the Allan Hancock Foundation; he served from
deputy director of the War Production Board.
Technicolor has a considerable research program going all the
lime and has been doing work in color tv ahd visual reproduction

English one.

.

work, is imaginative and different
from anything he has done/before.
Production gamble by two new proGiorgio
Criscuolo
and
ducers,
Franco Francese, was made /possible by using cast, costumes and

'

some

of settings of the stage verA pre-rehearsed 18-day shootschedule, permitted the film
to be brough in at $100,000 despite
the double, version and. the color
budget. This total does not include
the Rossellini-Bergman contribs.
sion,

ing

.

Continued from page 8

Orande Speranza

I;a

Film as

form.

alternates brilliant bits
stretches of so-so.

part
the
key
giving
captain,
strength. Lois Maxwell underplays
her role as the nurse with
he’s in love for good effect in her
best performance to date. Fblco
.

——
V

.

"

•

.

—

.+-

•

Lollops Taste in

Tie-Ups

On

Words and music remain identical
whole with the Original, while the visual
with long has been much. changed.
.

a

Action takes place mainly in a
Story tells of an English couple* Cloud-banked series of stylized .setwhom
coidy moving close to divorce be- tings, .in and from which Joan
cause of mutual incomprehension, (Miss Bergman) and a priest (Tul-.
who inherit a house near Naples, lio Carminati) watch flashbaeked
.Lulli lends his amiable personality
Planning to sell it, they ' begin aind present proceedings of life on
corner
do
to lighten the setting, as
suddenly
to warm to the’ southern earth. Action is dominated
by the
Paolo Panelli and Carlo
dians
climate and the boisterous humaniV dialog of. these two, interspersed
Delle Plane as two playful gobs.
theUi. Fadeout sees them
about
ty
with choruses arid dances, culmi-.
Others contribute sober, restrained,
witnessing
a
after
again
Uniting
hating in the burning, at the. stake,
performances. Script structure is
during a local religious already previewed at start via some
somewhat episodic, but director miracle
procession.
striking shots.
Duilio Coletti ties most strings tOV
gri
Rapid change from grit to
Ferraniacolor
smoothly.
Both Miss Bergman and Cargether
especially in Sanders, who plays minati
lend conviction to Claudel's
lensing by Leonida Barboni is conmars
the
husband,
Bergman’s
Miss
dialogues (Miss Bergfnan’s singing
sistently good. Music by Nino Rota
effect of the warmup process by
Hawk.
is confined to a nursery-like bit).
likewise is solid,
overspeedihg. Tale is unevenly
Within its: strange content, Joan is
told, has some unhappy bits of
sornetiriies moving.
.

.

.

Gina Lollobrigida’s back in
Italy arid the D, M. Grattan Co,
ad agency, which is handling
requests for hrir endorsements,
last week told
a mournful
"what-some-people-WON’T-dofor-money” story;
Just to avoid any riiisunder-

few indUstryites jealize: the
mendous mechanical problems

What a producer faces in getting
raw film, to the location, site

tiie

and

theii transferring it to the
processing plant Is best illustrated
in the experience of Joseph Kaufman who recently completed "Long
John Silver" in Australia, Picture
will be' the first, release; of the recent' y-orgari ized Distributors/ Corp:

for/her luscipus figure.”

ingirig

voice,,

above using

and that
it

to

of America.

she’s

plug bet-

The raw Eastirian. stock is shipped
from Rochester, N, Y,, to Los Angeles where it is packed in ic«
cakes for shipment via plane to

ter-type automobiles via ^film

On

tv.

:

,

(anzoni

Mezzo Seeolo

apt

is the. final version.
Editing, for example, is characabrupt. Whereas, Miss
Bergman’s /character, given more
footage/ appears much clearer iri
delineation,
Sanders lacks the
needed definition enabling proper

rector,

teristically

Confusing, poorly edited cavalcade; limited b.o. in U.:S.
Motion Picture

Continental

Corp. reStars Silproduction.
Renato Rascel, Maria

.

Anna

audience

Marla ..Ferrero,

.

potto.
lem*hl,

.

;

Boy.

...

.

...Renato Rascel
.Cosetta Greco'

,

.

in-

cluding some hidden-camerawork,
fits
the moods well. Music by
Hawjc.
Renzo Rossellini helps.

Running time, 95 MINS.
The Mannequin ...... .Silvana Pampanlni
Oct. 27. *54..

The. Elevator

For

.participation,’

stance, his interlude with a prostitute begins promisingly, but the
idea
is
not followed through.
Oilers in cast fill in well.
Photography by Enzri Serafin, in-

Greco, Olga ViUi, Carlo DapFranco InterGaleazzo
Bentl.
,Erno Crisa, Lauretta, Maslero. Directed by Domenico Paolella. Screenplay,
FerPaoleila, Carlo Infascelli; camera
rattiacolor),’
Mario Damicellii settings,
Mario Cltiari.
Tradeshown in. N,. Y„

Cosetta

The Lady
Th6 Window Dresser
Galeazzo Benti
MlmL
...Anna Maria Ferrero
The Sceptic
........
.Carlo Dapporto
Rosa, the Country Maid.,
Marla Flore
The Painter. ................. Erno Crisa
The Black Bird .............. Olga Villi
The Student ..... ... Franco Interlenghl.
Siren. Cossack, Native Girl ... L. Masiero
The Mister
.....Marco Vicaro
.

.

.

.

.

Los f orsairos Rii Hols
Do Boiiglogho

.

:

:

.

.

.

De Bquglogne)
(FRENCH)

(Pirates of the Bois

.

.

(In Italian; English Titles)
"Half a Century of Songs” Is
Just that— a glorified Italian "Hit
Parade" of the past 50 years, with
any attempt at skillful storytelling
secondary to the music. Film, in
Ferraniacolor, comprises seven
episodes designed to- spotlight the
songs of seven modern periods in
Italian history and to cram as
many of the songs into each episode as is physically possible without regard to coherency. As such,
.

Paris, Oct. 12;
Pecefllms produc-

Sofradls release

of

Raymond

Features

tion.

.

Bussiere>, Chris-

Vera Norman, Jean Ozenne, Denise Grey! Written
and directed by Norbert Charbonau.
Camera, Pierre Petit; editor, Marinelle
Cadix. At Raimu, Paris. Running time,
90 MINS.
Arlfitte Poivre,

tian Duvaleix.

Raymond

Bussieres
Christian Duvaleix

Hector
Cyprian
Caroline

.

.

.

. .

....

Vera Norman

.

Annette.

Mother

Arlette

PcRvre-

Denise Grey
Jean Qz^nne

:

Grossac.

Slapstick and satire have been

pushed into some prominence

in

ing, and. many of the sets are striking.
Pace is slpw throughout.
Editing, as in many of Rossellini’s
films, is choppy.
Hawk,.

shooting begins; The film is then
placed
an ice box to prevent
emulsion in case the temperature
gets too hot; Following exposure
‘

Per Foot by Trans-Lux
New and

.’

seamless white screen/ of the film,

.

.

Fact that it’s searriless is said to 8c white prints of the daily
'rusher
be a distinct advantage for exhibs are processed and then,
sent back
who have found that the screens to Australia for cutting. A. shipThis is gririi. entertainment withr with seams have a tendency to ment of
the processed b&w film ii
out hardly a single light moment. split and crack. Also, the seams
received every 10 days. In a laboIt has grossed well hero because sooner or later becorrie visible arid
ratory in Sydney a duplicate of tin
audiences were buoyed in hopes disturbing "to audiences.
Cut copy is made in case anything
that Lucas Demare had made anBrandt explained that silver Should happen to the original cul
other “Los Isleros.” He has tried
to iriibue the pic with the same screens had originally been in- film! In addition, a cutting rep.orl
The Trans-Lux is sent to England where a negativi
stark realism of the previous suc- stalled for 3-D.
cess but fajls because he makes no white surfaces provide a more is cut to correspond to the cutting
attempt to explain the characters brilliant image on the .wide screen copy.
From this neg, the colox
which only makes, everything im- and allow for truer color repro- CinemaScope prints are made.
plausible. It is hard to understand duction.
Due. to their large light
Techni’s lab in England only
on what grounds the producers felt gain, screen curvature, is no longer makes the prints for the foreign
Jose Serra. At Ambassador, Bueiios Aires.
Running time, 97 MINS.

.

this had the quality to fie entered
at the Venice Film Festival; Not

even the photography

is

necessary.

distribution. The "make iriaterials’'
are sent to Techni’s Hollywod lal
for release prints for the; western
hemisphere and alsri for the. inclusion of the soundtracks for both,
stereophonic and optical sound.

outstand-

ing.

1

UNION

Since "Long John” was shot i
1:85 ratio as well as CinemaScope,
the
entire
shipping,
storage,
processing; and cuttting jobs art

.

duplicated..

A

I

Itogo

Journey

(Joan at the Stake)

(FRANCO—ITALIAN)
(Color)

to Italy
Italia)

Iri

Rome,

(ITALIAN)
Rome,

Get:

19.*

ENIG, release of a .PC.A Production
Cinematograflci
.Associati-France-London
Film co-production.- Stj)rs Ingrid Bergman,
Tullio -Carmltiptl; features Glaclnto Prari.

Oct. 195
Roberto Rossellini
>

release’ of. a
Production. (In association with SvevaJunior
Films).
Stars Ingrid. Bergman,
y*^. r «e Sanders, Directed by Roberto Rossellini.
Screenplay, Rossellini, Vitaliano
“I'ancatl, from a story by. Rpsseillnl and
"rancatl; camera. Enzo Serafin; music,
«enzo. Rossellini; editor, Jolanda Ben'

relli,
Augusto Romani, Plinio Clabassl,
Saturno Melettl, Agnc&e Dubbinl, Pietro
de Palrria. Aldo Tenossi: voices of Miriam
.

Pirazzinl, Pina

Esca, Marcella Pillo, GioDirected
by Roberto
Rossellini.
Story
and dialogue; Paul
Claudel; music, Arthur: Honegger; ar-

vanni

.

A,colati.

.

Previewed in.Rome. Running time;
MINS,

ranged and conducted by Gian Andrea
Gavazzehi; orchestra, chorus and ballet
Ingrid. Bergman
Alexander Joyce.
...
George Sanders of the Sari. Carlo Opera House, Naples;
Ton.v Burton
... .,
Leslie Daniels camera (Gevacolor), Gabor Pogahy; editor,
Naiaiie. Burtpn .........
Natalie Ray Jolanda Benvenutl. Previewed, in Rome.
riostltute
Anna Proclemer .Running time, 80 MINS.

Katiierine Joyce

.

.

j.In

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

English Titles)
aid of the English

Italian;

With

the

Qialog version, plus

marquee

bait

Ingrid Bergman-George Sanuors-Roberto Rossellini, this pic

in

could
be hypoed to moderate
grosses perhaps topping those of
previous Bergman Italian-mades.
oome re-editing would help the
pace corisiderably, With a hasty
ending a sure trouble spot, since
V. proper motivation in Its
*

.

.

.

(Vlaggio

_
Tllanus.

.

of slow rental collections in the foreign market, is still a
thorn in the side of the major fili companies. However, progress is
being made in. solving It.
Execs in N.Y., while pinpointing, some problei territories such as
Brazil and Italy, say they're, less .hampered by exhib reluctance to
shell out. rental coin than they were, iri the. past. Also, the arriount'
lost yia bad. debts is said to be surprisingly small in the aggregate,
Trouble frequently comes in areas Where there are limitations .on
some exhibs tak'e
dollar remittances to the U.S. In sUch cquntri
the attitude that it’d, be better for .the American distribs to let them
work with the due rentals since, if they’d bri paid out, they’d only

Problem

,

Chan.

'00

in

Oioynmia D’Areo

the Italian stars better
to U.S. audiences, is wasted
tearful episode of the. ’3ds.

-*

i

*.

i

*

•

Pic

version

of
the
ClaudelHoncgger operatic, a hit on many
European stages in the BergmanRossellini staging, is a difficult
item to classify, with "prestige”
perhaps best summing it up. SqI-

.

emn-paced Work, though somewhat livened up by Roberto Rossellini’s direction, is nevertheless not
fqr the general trade. Very special
handling, with much aid from the
Ingrid Bergman name, arid more

.

,

end up

in blocked accounts anyway.
Collections are also- lagging In areas where the large chains have
monopoly on the market and where there are severe import
restrictions on U.S. films. "They take r advantage of us there,”, was
one comment. If comparatively few Hollywood imports are allowed,
local exhibs realize that the distribs can’t afford to go in for any
Until rentals come
punitive measures, such as withholding their pi

1:85 to 1 version,

i

,

of

The

according to Kaufman; will not be
released until the C’Scope bookings have been completed.
World Travel
The Down Under shooting has
also made a world traveller out of
Kaufman. He has been on an almost commuting schedule, with his
points of departure and arrival being Sydney, Los Angeles,. New
York, and London. He has taken
a two-year lease on a studio in
Sydney and plans to make several
other theatrical, films as well as
vidpix there. Kaufman was in New
Yoik last week to confer with DCA
execs
oi^ domestic .distribution
and with 20th-Fox on the foreign
release. He left’ for London over
the. weekend to confer with direc-

‘

a

returned to th

,

;

m

is

called the

this pic. However, the few good
In a remote fishing village, a
CITY, N. , SUIT
a
confusing and overlong'
ideas imbedded in this lack the mari riiarries a stranger after Only
hodgepodge, and looks to Only limbreath of talent to bring them into brief acquaintance. For a reason
ited returns in this country.
solid comedy focus. Hence, it re- which goes unexplained he has
Even the songs, many of them
mains
haphazardly made film tossed overboard a next door
Mar)ies Theatre Corp., operator
familiar through American adapwhich is distracted from by. un- sweetheart. A foundling is left on of. the Park Theatre, Union. City,
tations, become tiresome by the
even thesping and timing, poor the couple’s doorstep;and tlfe wife N. J., from 1940 through 1950,
time this 95-minute feature drags
production dress and a lack of suf- senses it is the former sweetheart’s
Itself out.
filed
a $L050,000. antitrust suit
Film is staged flashily, ficient core.
As it stands it has and her husband’s, child, but rears
and the Ferraniacolor Is almost
Monday (I) in N. Y„ Federal Court
riabe possibilities for iocal. show- both it and her. own child. As her
violent in intensity, and this too,
ings, but it does not have U.S. in- own boy Is the weaker, to retain against the eight majors, Republic
becomes tiresome. In its attempt
terest because of its low comic the. husband’s, love she has him Pictures, Skouras Theatres Corp.,
to film a spectacular musical, MinNorth Bergen Amusement Corp.,
Vein.
believe the Stronger is hers.
erva has so overdone things as to
This is a takeoff on the recent
Tita Merello’s acting draws tears Drives; Inc., and the Union Hill
make it a rather dull one. To add
Dr.
Bombard shipwreck ocean despite all the implausibilities. It Corp.
to the confusion,
the editing is crossing. Pic
has a street singer is her personality alone which has
Plaintiff charges that the distribpoor and one can’t tell where one
getting his pal and gal mixed up kept the pic alive here. Carlos
episode leaves off and the next
utor d e f e n d a nts discriminated
in an attempt to try the same thing Cores seems more in character as
starts, and in some cases the charand cash in on the publicity. They the rough fisherman than in most against the Park by refusing to furacters do the singing- while’ In
preget. a rich girl embroiled in this roles while. Julia Sandoval is deco- nish suitable product, thus
others an off-screen voice cuts, in
and all four have to go when her rative as the jilted girl. The cam- venting it from competing with
as a sort of narrator.
father uses it as a publicity stunt. eras are never effectively handled nearby houses run by subsidiaries
Best of the performances are
Some good moments appear on the and. the whole production lacks dis- of Loew’s, Iric., RKO Pictures and
turned in by Maria Fibre as a
raft, but repetitiveness and general tinction.
Skouras.
Nid.
country girl-turned-paramour arid
low comedies never bring this into
by Renato Rascel as an over-imribtickling gear.
Mask.
aginative elevator operator at a
Riviera hotel. Silvana Pampaninl.

known

it

"Luxmatte” and said to deep-freeze.
Once a week, the daily rushes,
be an improvement over the silver
wide screens, is being put on the comprising 10,000 to 12,00 feet 61
market by, Trans-Lux, according to film,, are prepared for shipment to
Richard
Brandt,
T-L
Theatres Techriieolor’s Denham Laboratory
Guaclio
Corp: v.p.
Price is $1,50 per foot in England since "Long John” wai
(Foundling)
which compares to $2. in the past. made as a British quota film. Tht
(ARGENTINE)
Buenos Aires., Oct, 19- /
Screen, being used flat for the footage is packed in ice cakes again
Argentina Sono Filrn produotion and
and is re-iced en route in Singarelease- Features Tita Mcrello, Carlos most part, is the one picked by
Cores, Julia Sandoval, Enrique ChabO, Loew’s Theatres fqr its houses. It’s pore and India: Each reel is insured
Luis Medina Castro, Margarita Corona
for $10,000.
The film arrives in
also
going
Into the Brandt situaarid Alejandro Rey. Directed by Lucas
London, a distance of some 12,000
Detriare frotn a novel by Concha Espina, tions, some. Warner Theatres, and
miles from Australia, in 72 hours
adapted by himself and Sergio. Leonardo. various foreign outlets/
Camera, Alberto Etchebehhere; sets, Goti
At Techni’s Denham lab, black
Munoz; music. -Lucas Demare: editor,

it’s

orie

is

a, deep-freeze where it remains until two, days before actual

placed in

Being Introduced at $1.50

and sometimes shows the
Gabor Pogany gives the. pic
roughout form, which for its di- elegant, color (Gevacolor)
render-

(ITALIAN-COLOR)

lease of Minerva
va n h Pampaninl,
Features
Fiore.

Australia. In Australia, the film

Seamless White Screen

dialog

(Half a Century of Songs)

tre-

that

are encountered, even in. such a.
basic aspect of picture production
as the: shipment of the film.

appears, however, that
It
Miss Lpllobrigida. has a -good
not,

fill irig of an.
a foreign loca-

in

appears a comparatively easy,
However, except for those
directly involved in the project,
tion,
task.

standings, Violet Grattan let
the trade in on a little, secret:
Gina doesn't smoke, and she
won’t endorse cigarets. AlsOy
she
won’t
model intimate
wearing apparel "despite the
fact that she has earned her

fame

;

the surface, the

American film

.

tape.

present

Negative for 'Long John Silver Needed Elaborate
Care: Shipped In and Out of Orient Packed in Ice
•

Rossellini’s direction, based on
his oWn stage production bf the

in

.

the

II

tor Byron Haskiri Who had come
from. Australia to supervise the
final editing of the picture. Final
prints are expected to be completed at the end of November.
The wqrld, preem. will be held in
.

Sydney on Dec. i6. It had been
hoped to, have the picture ready
for Christmas release' in the U. S./
but Kaufman doubted that sufficient prints would be available /at
that lime.

a virtual

Panavision in Canada

:

Robert

Hollywood, Nov. 2.
head of Pana-

Grrittschalk,

reveals that the

Company

through more promptly.

vision,

Companies differ iri their strictness in pressing for rapid rental
collections. All agree, however, that while the film biz is a cash
business, a certain amount of credit has to be extended.
Two years ago, move was made via the Motion Picture Export Assn,
to arrive at a common policy on the rental collection problem; Since
then; however, action has resolved itself to an Individual approach.
One of: the reasons Is that there are those among the major distribs
Who don’t fee) certain that united action on questions such as this is
permissible under the Webb-Pomerene Act which is the legal umbrella

has equipped a total of 212 Canadian theatres, with its Super Panatar variable anamorphic projection
attachment, during the last 30 days
At the sqme time Radiant
Screen, Of Chicago, global sales
representative of the process, reported that Sound Equipment, Inc.*
of Toronto; will handle sales in

under which the

MPEA

operates abroad.

Canada.

Nobody knew what a guy
like Barney would do nextand she didn’t care- just

sensation-role for the

Sinatra -bringing love

own

way

new
in his

to Doris

Day

in the

ever Xmas-presented by

WARNER BROS.
V
t

Doris and Frank
Sing ’Em

As Only They Can!
‘JUST

'YOU MY LOVE'
ONE OF THOSE THINGS'

'ONE FOR

MY BABY'

'SOMEONE TO WATCH OVER ME'
'YOUNG AT HEART’
'HOLD ME

IN

YOUR A£MS'

YU

J

•

•

-

'VARIETY'S'

INTERNATIONAL

4

St.

LONPON QFPICI

Martin's Plica, Trafalgar Square

RKO’s ‘Melody’ Short
On Royal Film Show
London, Nov.

2.

Two shorts have been selected
for the Royal Film Show at which
the main feature will be “Beau
Brummel”

UU) MIUVIV IF k/uivy«u

^XV|V

i

These are “To-

(M-G).

London, Nov.

night in Britain,” a 20-minute
tinter of Britain's show biz, pro-

y w ww

2;

Possibility of co-production be-

VV)
duced by Associated British-Pathe
and RKO’s “Melody,” the first of
4
26.
Oct.
a new series of adventures in
London,
Frankfurt Playing Time
music;
The unofficial London bus strike
Frankfurt, Oct. 26.,
reboxoffice
These will open the program
in
iade a- slight dent
Brit Actor Wins Libel
Frankfurt theatres gave 29;8%
and precede “Beau,” which, in
ceipts last session, but overall replaying time to U. S.
September
of
the
“The
by
stagefollowed
Will
be
turn,
.satisfactory.
sults continue
Suit Vs. London Paper show being produced by Peter films. German pix led with 45,2%.
Egyptian” opened in boffo style in
of the month’s theatre bookings,
2.
London,.
Nov.
Second
Ustinov;
theatres.
pre-release
two
British,
Austrian,
French,
arid
round for pic at the Carlton is
An actor won hi^s claim for libel
Italian films followed the Yank
solid $7,000 or over, while same against the Sunday Dispatch in the
Second-run
order.
pixin
that
session at the Odeon, Marble, Arch High Court last week, .although he
houses played a much higher proshapes fine $9,000 or. close.
was not mentioned by name in the
portion of German pictures, but
“King Richard and* Crusaders” paper. The plaintiff, Frank Elliott,
the 11 first-run houses here tied
looks trim $9,000 in. its initial claimed that an article in that pa22 American films and a, like
with
round at: Warner Theatre. “Black per on Feb. 7, 1954, referred to a
number of German pix being
Shield of Falworth, stout on open* white-haired man who looked a
shown.
.ihg stanza at the Odeon, Leicester. good type and had a small pension
Most popular German films were
Square, is holding at neat $8,000 which prevented his playing at -the
“Sauerbruch,” the life of the great
London; Nov, 2.
in second; “The Student Prince” is tables. The article stated further
Another major theatre group has physician (Corona-Schorchtr’ and
fair in second frame at the Erhipire that he was ,a beggar and was in
“Grosse Starparade,” a musical
after okay $13,000 ooener.
the habit of receiving gifts of ankled the Cinematograph Exhib“Columbus Discovitors Assn. The Essoldo circuit an- (CCC-Gloria).
“Belles of St. Tri iaris” is still money .from women.
Krahwinkel,” starring Charles:
ers
in
it
pullGaumont
that
nounced last Week
was
smash $11,000 at the
Elliott, who was ah actor arid
Chaplin
the fourth; session. “Modern. Times" writer and has appeared in British ing out of membership its entire Chaplin Jr. and Sydney
continues big with over $9,000 in and American films, said he had chain of: 170 theatres,; including (Real-Europa), was No. 11 on the
German list.
over
from
taken
recently
those
its second week at the London
frequent
years
a
been for many
About
three
Morris.
S6u than
Pavilion.
visitor to Monte Carlo where he
“Rear Window” stays in the big was a wellknown figure.
months ago, the J. Arthur Rank
for:
third
the
Odeon
sock
withdrew
with
$9,000
group
and
a
money
The paper apologized in court Gaumont circuits from memberweek at the Plaza. “Cinerama” at.
and agreed to pay a “substantial ship;
the Casino is fated disappointing
way of damages and costs.
Decision to resign from the CEA
with $13,000 for third week at the sum” by
•Casino.
was taken by Sol Sheckman, chairman of the Essoldo group, because
Estimates for Last Week
of dissatisfaction with the handling
Carlton (20th). (1,128; 55-$L70.)—
of the negotiations on the Eady
.“The Egyptian” (20th) (2d wk). SolFw&nkfurt, Nov. 2.
levy. In. a letter to Walter R.
id $7,000 or /near after $8,400, for
The major American distribuFuller, the CEA general secretary,
first week. Holds on.
tors, whose pictures are shown in
officers
should
that:
the
he
claims
70-$2.15V—
Casino (Indie) (1,337;
.
Germany as well as the German,
hot have made a decision without
“Cinerama” (Robin) (3d wk). Below
French and Italian companies,, have
prior consultation with the Granrephopes with. $13,000 this frai
been having difficulties- with the
ada circuit and the Essoldo group seemingly arbitrary decision Of the
capacity.
about 50%
resenting
Mexico City, Oct. 26.
Empire. (M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70)—
This
Ten top pie producers, are the as the leading independent exhib- Saar Censorship Board.
“Student Prince” (MrG) (2d wk). latest owners-operators of Clasa, itors.
group, headed by Dr. H. A, MutThe letter of resignation contains zenhecher, has the final approval
Fair $.11,000 or near. Previous week Mexico's
modern film
original
was $13,000. Stays on.
studios, which date from
1935. a statement that the, Essoldo group for films! shown in the Saar’s 150Gaumont (CMA) Cl, 500; 50-$1.70) The producers—Jesus Grovas, Mi- will pay the levy at the agreed rate theatre region. It has been banning
“Belies of St. Trinians” (BL) (4th guel Zacarias, Raul de Anda,. Al- “under protest” but Sheckman com- films which have received comwk), Smash $11,000, same as third fonso Rosas Priegd, Antonio Ma-. plains that .he is unable to obtain plete approval and general releases
round. “Down 3 Dark Streets” (UA) touk, Pedro Galindo, Guillermo any worthwhile British films in his in other European areas. And Dr.
they are Mutzenbecher has earned the title
open st Oct. 28.
and. JoSe Luis Calderon, Armando competitive areas because
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA) Drive Alba, Valentin Gascon and. automatically booked to. Circuits ‘Czar of the Saar” for his unwar(Odeon and ranted restrictions.
(1,753; 50-$ 1.70)—“Lease of Life” Juan J; Ortega—bought Clasa for Management Assn.
Recently, “Martin Luther,” based
(GFD) (3d wk). Moderate $3,600. $360,000 from the trade’s own Gaumont) or Associated British
these companies on the life of the religious leader,
Last round, $2,900, '.‘Mad About bank, the semi-official Banco Na- Cinemas. Si
Men” (GFD) preems Get. 28.
cional Cinematografico. They have benefit from their exhibition as was banned from exhibition to
well as getting a large proportion youths under 18. When the proLondon Pavilion (UA) (.1,217; 50- a year in which to pay up.
ducer requested a re-approval, the
“Modern /Times” (U A) (re$1,70)
This is Clasa’s third change of of the levy, Sheckman contends
exhibition ban was lowered to the age of 16.
and
issue) i3d wk). Great $8,800. Sec- owners-operators in recent year*. that production
Finally, in view of the world apdivorced.
be.
should
ond week $9,200; Continues.
The first, sale was. by the Nacional
proval given this film, it was showOdeon, Leicester. Square (CMA) Financiers, the government's fiscal
ing were permitted to youths from
(2,200; 50-$1.70) f— “Black Shield agency, to the batik. That was a bit
11 to 16, “but only to closed deFalworth” (GFD.) (2d wk), .Neat' of. a bargain for the bank. As the Swiss ’54-'55 Film Year
*
nominational circles."
$8,000. Opening round was $8,400. studios owed the bank $200,000,
The U. S. distribs are .consider“Barefoot Contessa” (UA) opens Cinematografico only had to pay
Starts Off Very Slow;
ing a mass protest over the harsh
Nov. 4.
$160,000 cash. The bank, apparent
n> n
n< nl
1 censorship, Which has
even extendOdeon, Marble Arch (20th) (2,- ly, made no cash profit on its sale
ed to cowboy films. Due to the
200; 50 $ 1.70)
“The Egyptian” of Clasa to the producers.
of
the region,
nebulous
sovereignty
Zurich, Oct. 26.
(20th) (2d wk). Fine $9,500. First
Clasa, a 10-stage plant; had been
individual protests to the local govweek was $11,000.
An unusually rainy summer all ernment have had little, affect on
charging the lowest in Mexico for
Plaza. (Par) (1,092; 70-$1.70)
studioing pix. The new owners-op- over the country is now being re* the appointive censorship board’s
“Rear Window” (Par) (3d wk). erators expe.ct to make an annual fleeted where show biz in general decisions.
Fancy $9,000 after $11,000 in pre- average of 30 pix at Clasa.
and start of the 1954-55 film season
vious flame. “White Christmas”
—
in particular are concerned. Be(Par) preems Nov. 4, being first
cause the public practically never
Vista Vision pic for England.
IN air;
lost the film-going habit during the
Rialto (LFP) (592; 50-$l,30) -*!
summer, the launching of big, new
VIA
INDIE
‘Coins in Fountain” (20th). Fi
product this fall has encountered
SERIES,
K0V.
Glasgow, Oct. 26.
$4,3C0. Stays indef.
a definite listlessness, resulting in
London, Nov. 2.
Ritz. lMG) (432; 50-$1.70)
“On
a relatively poor draw by many
VaUd.e is being hypoed in Scot“war in- the Air,” a series of 15 big pix. Less-than-usual holdovers land by two small indie houses, the
Waterfront” (Col) (3d wk). Nice
$4,000 or near this round, same as half-hour telepix,. made by BBC- and extended-runs also have been Gaiety Theatre, at Ayr, on the
TV
in conjunction with, the Air
previous-week. Stays on indeL
Clyde coast, and the Empire Thethe rule,
Studio One (APT) (600; 30-$1.20) Ministry, is to be beamed on the
Both situations
Considerably below hopes, for atre, Greenock.
British
network starting next Mon—“Living Deseirt” (Disney) (23d
afe featuring more vaude bills in
“If
Verexample,
is
Sacha
Guitry’s.
(8v. The films tell the story of
Wk'. Excellent $2,400. Stays again. day
place
of
resident
productions
and
sailles Were Told To Me,” a recWarner (WB) (1,735; 50-$1.75)— air power and. its impact on the ordbreaker in France. Opening thus opening the market to a big“King Richard and Crusaders” world, during the last 20 years.
ger
proportion
of
acts.
First in the series, “The Fated weeks in Zurich, Basle, Geneva and
(WB). Trim $9,000 seen in opening
Acts pacted for the Ayr Gaiety,
Sky,” covers .the progress of the Lausanne looked fairly promising,
round..
air situation in Europe, from the but holdovers have fallen off sharp- Operated by Leslie & Eric Popplemostly,
German
ly
in
all
situations.
Well,
include Kenneth McKellar,
official foundation of th e Luftwaffe
in 1935 to the fall of France in color pic, "Oh Mein Papa,” a Lilii Margo Henderson - & Sam Kemp,
Tiny Brit, Rep Theatre
Palmer
starrer
one
of
Gloria’s
Educated Dogs, Elizabeth
considered
1940, Music: was composed by Malcolm Arnold, .who wrote the score the outstanding b.o. hits of the new & Collins, Chas. Warren & Jean,
Asks lax Exemption of “Crashing the Sound Barrier;” season, is doing nicely but not Stan Steenet, Tei James & Ponies,
Philip Dorte, head of Television smash- Another German tinter, Sandow Sisters (2), Eric- James,
London, Npv. 2.
And Les Trois Cinzano.
•Ah appeal, for total admission Filins, supervised the production “The Gypsy Bar.on,” failed here.
Dave & George Woolley* who.
The Paula Wessely starrer, ‘‘Light
tax 'exemption on behalf of small- unit, with Air Chief Marshall Sir
the
Empire
Theatre,
Philip
of
(Austrian),'
.repertory theatres was sent last;
Love”
teed! off to an operate,
Joubert as service advisor.
week to the Chancellor of' the Ex- Preparation of the. series began in excellent start in Zurich,: but, did Greehock, have booked, vaude bills
These; innot live up to expectations either for the winter season.
chequer by Edmund Warwick, 1953.
in subsequent weeks.. Nice biz was clude Harry Gordon, Tommy Morlessee of A 290-seatei* in the Midlands.
racked up by three U. S. entries, gan, Johnny. Victory, Nicky Kidd
He;, argued that the pres‘Romeo-Jiiliet- Lasts
ent- policy of taxing them out of
"Knights of Round Table” (M-G) and. others. Theatre has been reSix Days in Glasgow and “Glenn .Miller Story” (U) in seated and a modern drink-bar
existence on the (me hand and
authorizing a Ideal levy on the
Zurich, and “Knock On Wood” added.
Glasgow, Nov.- 2.
rates to .revive them on the other
The British-mde pic “Romeo and (Par) in Basle. However, they do
was not. good business.
Juliet,” originally planned to run not look like longrunners. Among
Films Dominate
The appeal to the /Chancellor, for a short season at the Cosmo, the better pix so far are two
which coincided With. the news that, city art house, was withdrawn French pix, “The Bed,” with a, cast
City Firstnms
the Oxford Playhouse, one of the after six days. Film proved a headed by Martine Carol; and the
Mexico City, Oct. 26.
Daniel Gelin starrer, “The Snow
oldest', provincial repertory thea- ilopperoo.
Hollywood continues to dominate
tres, is to close next year, reIn contrast to the billing at Rahk Was Dirty.” The powerful Japanese local first-runs, but there is more
quested abolition of. admission cinemas,
where th
name of art-house entry, “The Gate of Hell/’ crowding by Mexican and Euroduty on ail seats mo to 70c. in author William Shakespeare was also is ruled a stout entry.
pean productions. This is based
theatres with a b, \city of. less carefully eliminated, the Cosmo
Typical of the general trend is Upon the breakdown of 31 pix
than 500.
According to a state- management gave the playwright the lukewarm reception, boxoffice- screened here during September.
ment' 'made in Oxford, the. Play- his full billing in hopes of appeal- wise, given Metro’s Film Festival
Of these, 14 were American, nine
house had lost more than $14,000 ing to the more discriihinatihg late last month in two Zurich, first- Mexican, and two each were Britin si
months.
class of customer.
runs, the, Corso and Urban.
ish, French and Italian.

tween British and Italian film industries was discussed here last

i

week with the delegation attend*
ing the Italian film week in London. Dr. Goffredo Lombardo, head
of the union of Italian film producers, headed the Rome negotiating team. Robert Clark, British
Film Producers Assn, prexy, led
the British,

!

:

,

Both groups were impressed with
the cultural advantages of co-production, and it was agreed that, a
study, of the practical aspects
should be made at an early date.
The, meeting also approved renewal ,
of the Anglo-Italian film agreement
which was due to expire at the
end of the year. It; will remain in
force until new Italian laws are
introduced when both sides will
decide whether any modification is

.

.

needed.
Italian Film Week Scores
The Italian film festival has just
ended here. Incidentally it's added

•

.

to the prestige of the Italian film

;

j

.

.

,

'

—

.

.

—

;

—

industry besides collecting . more
publicity than the Italians could
ever, hope to buy. And, of course,’
now they would like to negotiate
a bigger share of the, Biutish mar,

,

’

ket.

Dr. Goffredo Lombardo,: head of
Italian film producers and veepee
of Unitalia, who sponsored the festival, or Italo week, is planning to
return here before the end of December to initiate talks With British exhibitors. Lombardo said only
about 20 Italian-made films are imported to Britain and their earnings are “very small.” On the other

hand, some 40-50 British pix go to
Italy

for.,

bookings'.

Only Cost $35,000
The Italian film week represent*
esd an investment of less than $35,
000 for Unitalia. For this they got
the

biggest

countrywide

possible

news coverage for several days preceding the festival and throughout
the entire week;

The Italo film industry sent over
some of their top and most photogenic talent. The femme contin**
gent included Gina Lollobrigida,
Sofia Loren, Gianna Maria Canale
and* Nadia Gray. The male, star*
included Vittorio, de Sico and Giacomo ROndinella. There were also
six leading directors and producer*
plus top executives of Unitalia.

Labor

Row

Forces Rep

To Abandon

Series Of

.

—

|

:

SCOTTISH VAUDE HYPO

teepix
PREEMS
8

‘WAR

TWO

HOUSES

—

,

.

'

Lohdon, Nov. 2.
Robert Springsteen returned to
Hollywood last weekend after a la*
bor hassle had stopped production
on a series of pix which he was
lensing for Republic in Bfitai
His labor permit had originally
been approved by the Assn, of
Cine Technicians but they stipulated that the unit must also include a British director.
,

More recently according to a
Republic executive, the union objected to Springsteen taking an ae*
tive part, in direction,
In consequence, the company decided to
1

,

abandon

its

program after making

four out of 12 pix planned for the
next 12 months.
The, unit; comprising 25 technicians, is now being disbanded.
Last year, under Springsteen's
direction, “Republic made ,12 halfhour pix in Britai
based on ;*
Scotlanl Yard series. The current
.

,

comprised films
more: than 60 minutes

series

running
on the

screen..

.

:

.

'

.
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No Femme Panto
Brit.

‘Boy’ For

Birmingham ‘Crusoe’

Birmingham, Eng., Oct. 26.
British pantomime has a long
„
tradition of femme Principal Boys.
This tradition will be broken at
the Alexandra Theatre here in December, when Derek Salberg presents “Robinson Crusoe.”
Believing that juve custopier*
would not like to see their desert
island hero portrayed by a stylish
well-clad distaffer, he has engaged
John Sanger, Australian actor-vO*
calist,
to play Crusoe.
Sanger
came to Britain a few years ago to
understudy the lead in “Annie Get
Your Gun,” He stands over six
feet tall.
\

j
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WASHINGTON
(Continued from page 8)
Smash $24,000 or better to lead
the town, "Not the top gross for
Last week,
this house, however.
“Caine Mutiny!' (Col) (10th Wk),

Balto; ’Baba’ Mild 7G,

.

$5 000.

Metropolitan <SW) (1,200; 90$1‘25)— “Star Is Born" (WB) (3d
wk. Still torrid at $12,000 after
$16,000 last week. Stays on.
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 70-95)-^

Baltimore, Nov. 2.
Mild grosses are prevalent here
this week with holdovers predomNew product is led by
inating.
“Black Widow," brisk at the Town.
“Hajji Baba” is modest at the New

Studio Closing

Hollywood, Nov. 2.
Meeting with the Association of
Motion Picture Producers in an attempt to have an earlier studio
shutdown, put into effect as soon
as possible will be sought by two
Hollywood I ATSE locals. Both unions have endorsed the 6 p.m. production curfew plan.
Idea of the 6 p.iri. shutdown was
first approved in form of a resolution by the Second I A district just
before the convention of I A in
Cincinnati last August. Presentation of proposal to the Hollywood
AFL Film Council recently brought

Cleveland

No

:

Police Chief Straightfaces
Unofficial Censorship

Black Borders

Hollywood, Nov. 2.
There is a current 'superabundance of “black" in titles.
"Coming up for release are
Widow" (20th-Fox)
“Black
-“Black Pearl" and “Black Pi“ B 1 ac k
(L(ppert);
-rate"
Knight” (Columbia); “Black

:

—

.

Clevland, Nov.
Salupo’s
G r o up

Victor

formed here to show

2,

16,

series of

“spicy” foreign films banned by
of censors,
Ohib’s
board
was
.stopped in its tracks by police cen-;'
T
sorship arid: Hotel Manger’s mari-

agement.

r.

“Suddenly" (UA) disappointing at blit “On The Waterfront" is still
Last week, “Wom- sturdy in second week at the Hipp.
Prince" (Allied A rtist s
okay $12,000.
*
an's World’’ (20th) (3d wk), $10,- “Rear Window" is equally hefty in
“Black Tuesday” (ynited Art000 in 6 days.
its second round at the Playhouse,
ists), and “Bad Day at. Black
Playhouse (Lopert) (435: 55-$ 1)
Rock” (Metro).
Estimates for This Week
“Rear Window" (Par) (9th wk*.
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; .25Nice $5,000 after $6,000 in previbelieved
to
that’s
only-silence,
and
95)— “Brigadoon” (M-GO (2d wk).
ous, week;
unions are
Warner (SW> (1,300; $1.20-$2.40) Sluggish $7,000 after $9,000 op- be one reason the two
making the joint effort to put plan
—“Cinerama” (Indie) (52d wk). ener*.
Cinema
(Schwaber)
(466; 50-$l)
midgeneral
to
in
$11,000
Down
into affect without council aid!
slump after $14,000 last —“High And Dry” (U) (3d wk),
tow
IA local 695 Sound Union’s exec
Fairish $3,000. Last week; $3,300.
\V{?.6k
(Rappaport)
(960;
Centre
Film
board has okayed the curfew and
Trans-Liix (T-L). (600; 70-$l)—
“On Waterfront” (Col) (7th wk). 50-$!)—'“Sabrina” (Par) (4th wk). instructed its business agent, JimGood $6,500 after $7,000 last week. Still potent at $6,000, Last week,
my. Thomson, to seek a meeting
$ 10 000
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100; With the producers on the matter.
35^D_“On Waterfront” (Col) (2d I A cameraman’s local 659 had preSturdy $11,500. Last week,
wk):
viously approved the plan both
Minneapolis, Nov. 2.
$10,500 fbr Marlon Brando pic..
Those local industry members
Keith's (Frucfttman) (2,400; 20- through its exec board and mem46-80)— “Reap Wild Wind" (Par), bership.
who believe that increasing limitaProvidence, Sept. 2.
Last!
Tepid $6,500.
(reissue).
tion of screen ehtertainment choice
Riding high currently is Majes- week, “Human Jungle" (AA) (2d
for the public is a long term boxBOTH COASTS INVOLVED
tic’s “Star Is Bom,” with smash
wk), $6,000.
office detriment had more cause’
Little (Rappaport) (310; 50-$i)
session likely. Given strong play
for concern last week when there
Mild Tinian's Rainbow' Cartoon Feature wasn't single new first-run arrival
by radio, tele and press. State’s “Turn Key Softly" (Indie).
a
“Man With A Million” is light and $2,800. Last week, “Long MemTo Work East and West
downtown any many of the nabe
RKO Albee’s “Human Jungle” is ory” (U), $1,800 in 4 days;
houses
were playing the same picMayfair (Hicks) '(980; 20-70)-^just okay. In second Strand week,;
Recordings for “Finian’s Rain“Sabrina" racked up another big “Bengal Brigade” (U). Opens to- bow,!’ the all cartoon feature to be tures day and date.
It
marked
the first time in local
morrow (Wed.). Last week, 'Prin- produced by DCA in association
total.
film history when every looip first,
cess Of Nile’' (20th), okay $3,300*
Estimates for This Week
done run theatre was occupied with a
New (Fruchtmari) (1,800; 50-$l) with Maurice Binder, will be
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 50-75
Modest both in New York and on the holdover.
“Human Jungle" .(AA) and “Meet —“Hajji Baba" (20th).
Those who deplore such a sltua-;
Last week, “Woman’s Coast.
the Monsters" (AA).
Just okay $7;O0O.
John Hubley, who will supervise tiori believe that it turns many po$8,000.
Last Week, “Notorious" World" (20th) (3d wk)r $7,200!
Playhouse (Schwaber). (420; 50* the animating, and Binder returned tential theatre customers away
(A A)
and “Farmer’s Daughter”
$1)— “Rear Window” (U) (2d wk). to the Coast this week after hud-, from motion pictures toward otljer
(AA) (reissues), $7,500.
dlirig on the final script with Yip entertainment or keeps them at
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 75-$1.25) Fancy $5,500 after $6,000 opener.
Stanley (WB) (3,200- 50-$l. 25 >— Harburg and Fred Saidy, authors home, for tv or radio.
—“Star Is Born’* (WB). Klelg-light
preem attracted press and air- “Star Is Born" (WB) (3d wk). of the original Broadway show.
Theatregoing is to a considerable
waves for neat boost. Smash $27,- Overquoted recently but still big They’re due back in N. Y; in De- degree a matter of “habit" and it’s
following $12,500 in cember to oyersee the voice
000. Last week, “The Raid" (20th) at $10,000
not” difficult to get out of that
and “Retur
From Sea" (AA), second.
cordings that will be done, in, habit, they point out..
Town (Rappaport) (1,600; 35-$ 1) .Gotham.
$ 6 000
Brisk
(20th).
State (Loew’s) (3,200; .50-75)— —“Black Widow"
Last week, “Sudenly”
“Man With Million" (UA) and “99 $13,500.
Geo. Skouras Gets Penn
River Street” (UA). Slim $8,500. (20th) (3d wk), $5,500.
Pittsburgh, Nov. 2.
Last week, '“Rogue Cop" (M-G). and
United Artists Theatre Circuit,
(Continued from page 9)
“Yellow Tomahawk" (M-G), $12,Inc.,
and George Skouras have
000.
Last week, “Hans Christian Andertaken over control of Penn TheStrand (Silverman) (2,200; 50-75)
sefi" (RKO) (2d run), $2,500.
—“Pushover” (Col) and “Law *Vs.
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85 : $1)— atre here from Loew’s ajid. switches
Billy Kid” (Col): Fair $6,000. Last
“Brigadoon” (M-G) (2d .wk)/ Fast to new management immediately:
Deluxer, built in 1927, has been
" (Par) (2d. wk)',
week, “Sabri
$9,000. Last week, $15,400.
India napplis, Nov. 2.
$9,000.
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,890; $1- owned jointly by LoevY’s and UA,
Biz is still dragging here* with
with
controlling interest vested in
$1.25)—
(4th.
Born”
(WB)
Is
“Star
theatres
merchants (in
joining
Downtown Indianapolis Days later wk). Will settle for a month's run! the former, and has been sold under
the
terms of the recerit consent
Last
week,
$9,000.
Okay
$7,000.
this,
to
give
it
hypo.
‘‘Star
month
ST.
'
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 65-85)— decree.
Is Born,"' in second week at Indi(Continued from page 8)
(6th wk)..
Name
of the theatre will be
ana,
is still bright to again lead the “On Waterfront" (Col)
and “4 Guns To Border" (U), mild
and
exceeded
all
expectations,
Has
changed from Loew’s Penn to
town. “Brigadoon" at Loew’s. is
$ 11 000
neat but it is not holding, money. showing surprising virility at $4,- United Artists’ Penn. Manager
Loew’s (Loew’s) (3,172; 75-$l)— “Bengal Brigade” at Circle, lobks 000 currently. East Week, $5,200.
hasn’t been picked yet.
Frank
“Caine Mutiny” (Col), Good $15,- okay.
65-85)
(Par)
State
(2,300;
Arena, With Loew’s, was recently
000. Last week, “Brigadoon" (M-G):
“Gambler Natchez”- (2Qth), Modest sent to Pittsburgh from Cleveland
Estimates for This Week
“Jungle
Duel”
Last
week,.
$6,000.
(2d wk), $13,000,
Circle (Cock rill- Dolle) (2,800; 50to run the theatre following Bill
Orpheum (Loew’s) (1,700; 75-$l) 80)r-; “Bengal Brigade" and “White (20th), $7,500.
World (Mann) (400; 65-$1.25)-^- Elder’s transfer two months ago to
—“Brigadoon” (M-G) (m.o.). Hep Fire" (Lip). Okay $9,000 or over.
the
Warfield in San Francisco, but
$6,000.
Last week, “Valley -of Last week. “Sabrina” (Par) (2d wk), “Sabrina” (Par) (6th wk). Long, Arena is expected to remain with
Kings" (M-G) and “Yellow Toma- nice $8,000, making it $20,000 for highly profitable, run concludes
this week. Good $2,500. Last week, Loew’s and UA will likely send in
hawk’’ (UA) (2d Wk), $4,500 in 5 stand.
its own mail,
$4,200.
day.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 75-$l)—
Pageant (St. Louis Amus.) (1,000; “Star Is Born" (WB) (2d wk). Stout
'82 1— "French
on
top
of
great
$11,000
$23,000
Touch.” (Indie). Good
$3,500. Last week, “Three Forbid- opener.
50-80)—
Keith's (C-D)
(1,300;
den Stories” (Indie), $3,000:
Richmond (St. Louis Amus.) (400; “Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) (2d
82)— “Le Plaisii’" (Indie). Fine $3,- wk). Sturdy $5,000 after $8,500 first
stdnzd
000. Last week, “Pickwick Papers"
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 60-90)-^Illustrate Motion Picture Dips and Rises During
(Indie), $2,500.
“Brigadoon" (M-G). Neat $10,000.
St. Louis (St. Louis Amus.) (4,Last week, “On Waterfront” (Col),
Period of Air Media’s Sensational Growth
0G0; 75)— “Hajji Baba" (20th). Fair *q e>00
$9,000.
Last
week,
“Woman’s * Lyric (C-D)
35-70)—
(1,600;
World" (20th) (3d wk), $9,500.
“Not Wanted” (FC) and “Jail Bait”
clude everything from legit and
Washington, Nov. 2.
Shady Oak (St. Louis 'Amus.) (Col) (reissues)r Slow $4,500 with
Competitive amuseinerits continue opera to horse racing, carnival
82)—“Le Plaisir" (Indie). “All Star Jamboree" on stage re(800;
shows, sports events, etc. For the
to
crowd
motion
pictures
and
to
Trim $3,500, Last week, “Pickwick placing film bill at $1:25 top Sunpast three years, “other amusePapers" .-(Indie), $3,000.
day night only. Last week, “Boun- take an increasingly large share of ments" have led. films, widening,
ty Hunter” (WB) arid “Killer Leop- the recreation dollar. New figures
the gap each year. In i953, “other
ard" (AA), oke $6,500, same set-up. just released by the Department
of Cornmerce disclose the situation amusemehts" brought the national
income $958,000,000,
clearly.
(Continued from page 9)
Something of the same situation
Motion pictures added $835,000,- is reflected in other statistics.
000. Holds. Last week; “Woraa
the
national
Income
000
to.
in
1953:;
(Continued from page. 9)
World" (20th) (4th wk) $10,000.
For example, “other amuseLarge as this is, it is the (-lowest ments" paid
Denham (Cockrill) (1,790;
(3d wk). Good $6,500, Last week.
its employees a recin the past eight years, tbe peal%
$1.25)
“White Christmas!’ (P
$8,ooo;
ord high of $731,000,000 last year,
(2d wk). Wham $25,O0b or ov
Paramount (United Par) (1,900; having been reached in 1946 when beating its previous high of $683 ,This is just a step behind the $2
75-$D— “Star Is Born" (WB) (2d riiotion pictures supplied $1,133,- 000,000, set in 1952. Radio and tv
500, over hopes, of the openi
wk). Fajt $12,000, and holds. Last OOOjOOO of the national income.
broadcasting reached a wage peak
Week.
week, $17,000, but under first inAt the same time, the broad- of $371,000,000 last year*. While
.Denver (Fox) (2,525; 75-$ 1.25!
dications;
casting medium added $481,000,000 motion pictures paid out $71 1,000,
Star Is Born" (WB) (3d wk). Go
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 70-90)— to the total national income last 000 in all its branches, this was
$12,000,. Last week, $14,000,
“Brigadoon" (M-G) (2d wk). Okay year, an all-tiirie peak for that indown from the 1952 peak and was
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 60-$l)
$5,500, and holds.
Last week, dustry arid almost $50,000,0.00 beteven below the 1947 figure.
.Brigadoon" (M-G) and “House
$6,500;
ter than in the previous year.
growth in
Most., phenomenal
Blackmail" (Indie) (2d wk). F;
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra- Phenomenal growth in radio and
number of employees is shown by
$7,000. Last week, $13,000.
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; television broadcasting
is shown by broadcasting,
which
had 64,000
Paramount (Wolfberg)
700; 1,217; 65-85)— “Bengal Bri(2,2(
the fact that the industry provided persons on its payrolls last year,
60-$i)_ "Barefoot Contessa" (U
gade" (U) and “Trent’s Last Case"
only
$9,000,000
of the national in- up from the total of 4,000 in. 1929.
1 me; $16,000, and Stays over. Li
(Rep). Good $14,000. Last week,
week. “Human Jungle" (AA*) a
Motion picture industry employed
“Hajji Baba” (20th) and “Two Guns come in 1930.
Security Risk" (AA), $10,500.
For many years;, motion pictures a big 220,000 last year in producand Badge" (AA), $13,000.
Vogue (Pike) (442; 74-90)
added more to the national income tion, distribution and exhibition, a
Vogue (Golden) (550; 85-$l)
Junes Gone By" (IFE). Pc
“Man Between" (UA) (2d run). Oke than the category described, by the steady decline since the record
$ 1,000,
Last- week, “Mr. Hulo
$1 .500, Last week, “Melba" (UA) government as “amusements other breaking
237,000
employees of
Holiday" (GBD) (3d wk), $1,500..
(2d Wk), $1,400 in 8 days.
than pictures," which 'would in- 1947.

Of

Issue

James Barber, mariagei’ of hotel,
at last minute refused to allbw use
of Manger’s ballroom for initial

;

performarice of. .French-made “Dedee.”
Turn-down came after Po-;
lice Chief Frank W. Story had
o.o.’d the import rnade by Simone
Signoret in 1948, but never released'in Ohio.

.

Hotel’s decision,

,

was not inspired

by police advice or warnings,
Story carefully explained, pointing
out police had no power to halt
film showings. .However, the chief
spiked Group 16’s previous negotiations to use Masdnic Hall and was

'

.

rapped by newspaper
writing

a

letter

critics

operators

to

for
of

Masonic Hall, advising them to
ban the filriis even before he had
seen any of them.
SalUpo, associated with Wilding

.

!

:

Pictures Exchange here, started
his project as a paid membership
organization to conduct private

.

.

showings of foreigfi films that had

come under

fire of Ohio’s censors.

Despite police interference, sponsor said he will, continue search
for art auditorium.

.

’

•'

:

Arg. Spring Film Biz

.

;

Fine;

‘Robe/ Tane’ Pace Field
Huenos Aires, Oct. 26.
grosses are holding up
nicely in the current spring season.
Where the product is good, th«
.

.

higher admission scalei
have not Hurt attendance. Neighborhood exhibs claim that the
higher scales have brought some

slightly

MINNEAPOLIS

sales resistance from the public but
that grosses are up because of the
higher price.

.

.

Local prdductioris are suffering
from the boosted cinema scales,
especially since the latest crop 61
native pix is particularly insipid.
.

The

producers’
irisistence
has
reached the extreme of forcing
even arty theatres to show native
films of low-comedy type: Result
is almost entirely empty houses at

LOUIS

:

,

these arty spots.
"Here To Eternity" (Col), “Knock
on Wood" (Par) and “Pane, Amore
e Fantasia" are pacing the first!

.

—

•.

runs

currently.

Last-named,

an

Italian feature, and “Eternity"
\
playing day-date in three different
houses but tickets must be bought
ip advance.
“The Robe" (20th) has gone past
its 28th week at the Broadway,
setting an all-time record (at $2
top), with $951,650 gross in the first
26 Weeks.

.

Continued from page

'
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sssss

however, that it was
placed in the Statement by Langer,
whose state, North Dakota, is aclearned,

tive within the Allied States Assn.
Rep. Celler, surprised by the
proposed bill of Allied, asserted
that, “I cannot view the motion

.

.

,

.

DENVER

KANSAS CITY

—

‘Eternity’

Film

.

,

‘Knock/

.

picture industry as a public utility.
If the industry had the earmarks
of a public utility I Would say that
there should be some price control,
the Same as for gas and electricity
in

cities."

Pointing out that public utilities
are granted moriopolies at the
same time that they are placed under price control, the legislator
commented; “But anybody can go
into motion pictures to produce,
distribute or exhibit. There is open
competition. If there is monopoly,
or tendency to moriopoly, in motion
pictures, the remedy is through
the anti-trust laws and not by some
Sort bf price control,;
'
“Does the industry realize that
control over prices of the purchase
arid sale of film would involve not
only
control
over
distribution
prices but also over the prices
charged for admission by theatres?
Does' the motion picture industry
envisage such wide control? Or

'

.

'

—

want
1

it?

You

can’t

control

Without controlling the others."

•

”

)

.
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Protestant Advice
For those who tend to pick
their films on the basis of
who's in them, William Miller,
motion picture critic of The
Episcopal Church News, had
some sage. advice in the cur-

on
2-D Print* Once Hailed a» Necessary Buoy* to

Now

Theatres

Called Step Backward

Distributor executives continue
to be confused by the vacillations
A little
in exhibitor thinking;
over a year ago 20th-Fox was bitterly denounced because of its dein
pictures
provide
to
cision

CineinaScope

Appeals Asked' to Hold

|

Judge Dawson Erred

make
In Dismissing

many

NOW,

only.

.

companies
to Cinemar
Scope haye indicated they would

Most of the film
which have converted

provide the films in regluar 2 :D
once they have sold all possible
Before the
situations.
C’Scope
major Outfits reached this decision, the exhibs squawked loudly,
shouting over and over again
“what about the little guy who
install

William \ Gold; rapping the

now

petered out

and the new cry is
Robe” or other tqp.

to a whisper,,

“The

if

C’Scopers were' made available in
it would be a step backwards.
The contrast in the appraisal of
20th is alsO worthy of note. The

2-D;

film

company

is

kudoed

many,

during the past month. It
landed in fifth spot. “Brigadoon”
:(M-G), a newcomer,, copped sixth
money, being helped obviously by

“Rear,

Mu-

(Par), a strong

September,

showed

enough sustained strength to grab
seventh position, being among the
top seven pix three weeks of the
month. “Egyptian”. (20th), champ
in
September, still .was strong
enough to capture eighth place,
"Suddenly” (UA), a new
wound up ninth although
out
out

sixth

'

slot the

entrant,
starting

week

initial

on release.
“Rogue . Cqp”
(M-G), inclined to be uneven, displayed enough to land I0th position. “Human J angle ( AA )
shaping as a comer late in the month,
was Util while “Seven Brides”
M-G ) rounded out the Top 12 list.
!

.,

.

(

“Brides” was third in the preced.

ing month.

“Vanishing

Prairie”
(Disney),
12th in
Septehiber;
“Betrayed”
(M-G),
and “Naked Alibi” (U)
were the runner-up films in that
sequence.
Brightest new production on the
horizon is “White Christmas,” first
VistaVision picture, judging from

Less Chase

55^

.

.

iMliili

its

showing on

dates.

its

Preem week

Music Hall was

two play-

first

at

terrific,

the

N. Y.

being one

of greatest non-holiday sessions at
that house, while it also was leader
with wow biz In Denver. It. is opening up in several additional important key cities this week. Besides “Star,” which promises to be
very big all through November at
least; arid
“Sabrina,” “Barefoot
'

Contessa”
a

sock:

(UA)

winner

be
new-

to;

.

•

.

=

UA

‘

•

Brotherhood Awaits Harris
This

pervision.
to the

Brotherhood camunder the banner of the
amusements division of the National Conference of Christians and
J ews, tees off next Tuesday (9) with
a N. Y; luncheon. John H. Harris,
of Pittsburgh, newly elected chairman, will disclose plans he has formulated for the drive.
year’s.

Then

ppirit-

costs began to rise
a short would
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“The
drew a part
New.
Marauders” at Metro
indie company, Magnum Productions, headed by John Bash, will
tee off with (‘Never Leave Me” and
follow with “Dream Merchants”
Flossie Sundstrom will recreLupirio

.

.

.

.

joined the cast of “The
James
Scarlet Coat" at Metro
Robertson Justice and Cecil Parker
in from London for top roles
Danny Kaye’s “The Court Jester”

mons

,

.

.

.

Paramount bought Robert.
Smith's yarn; “Intermission,” for
production by Paul Jones
Angela Stevens will 60-star with
Metro handed Joe Pasternak Richard Denning iri Sam Katzman’s
production reins on “Music to My “Creature With the Atom Brain”
tunefilm Starring Jane at Columbia
Vincent Fennelly
Ears"
Powell , Fred Kohlmar and^mv ripped Dan. Uliman to director and.
him to “Code Three.”
left for Tokyo to shoot exteriors assigned
David
Bill
Elliott .. .
for Columbia’s “The Gentle Wolf- starring
Olivia de HaviUand re- Miller purchased “House on the
hound”
Stanley Kramer'S Seined for indie production in
sumed work
“Not as a Stranger” after a week France.,
David Raskin scorout with, flu
Benedict Bogeaus signed Jackie
ing “The Big Combo” at Allied Loughery, Sharon Lee arid Gloria
Leopold Sachse, stage Marshall, for: his indie, “Escape to
Artists
director for years at the Metro- Burma!'
Metro handed Charles
politan Opera House, plays himself Watts a role in “Scarlet Coat"
in Metro’s “Interrupted Melody” Pat Sheehan joined, the “Daddy
.... Stephanie iSidney arid James Long Legs” troupe at 20th-Fox
Murphy will play college students James Anderson snagged a role In
in “A Man Caller Peter” at 20th- “The
Marauders” at Metro...
Fox Navy assigned Capt. Frank Landmark
handed
Productions
Turner as technical adviser on Cy Peter Bourne a spot in “Top of the
Jerry Paris World”
Roth’s “Air Strike”
Rodgers & Hammerdrew a top supporting role in stein completed the book portion
Hecht-Lancaster’s “Marty.”
of "Oklahoma,” leaving only the
Richard Carlson will star in the dream ballet sequence to be filmed*.
,

,

.

.

i

ate her stage role
“Rose Tattoo.

in. Hal-

Wallis’

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.‘

.

.

.

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.Hollywood, Nov.

2.

Latest theatre circuit, owner to
join the Hal R. Makelim Plan, calling for 12 pictures, a year, is Robert L. Lippert, (who also has his
Theatre in Des Moines
, Forest
will probably go to the Interna- own distribution company.
Signing of Lippert chain raises
tional Assn, of Machinists ( AFL)
Emanuel Frisch, N. Y. theatre- via a $34,000 bid. Now-closed house the number Of theatres participatowner, will be presented With a was formerly operated by
W. J. ing ini the plan to more than 3,000.
plaque for his work as chairman Logan arid has had Federal tax His houses are in Northern Caliof the 1953 campaign..
liens against it.
fornia and Southern Oregon.
1

.

.

.

where

run to $60,000. and. $75,000. Shorts
production headquarters is now
back in the east,. at Movietone, and;
headed up by Edmund Reek.

paign,

,

.

.

‘Contessa* Promising

“Contessa,” now in its fifth week
54 - ’55
49- at the N. Y. Capitol, started in
against
Metro’s
launches it^ first C’Scope onereel- smash fashion in Chi and Philaers via
United Productions of delphia. United Artists also apAmerica’s “When Magop Flew.” pears to have a promising boxoffice
treasurer. Morris Weiner is vacat- It’ll probably be paired with Col’s bet in “Suddenly,” just getting
ing his job as studio manager to first C'Scope feature, “Three for Under steam. “Sitting Bull,” also
fUA, also looms as a moneymaker.
become head of industry 'relations. the Show.”
At Paramount, where Oscar Mor- It was top runner-up one week.
New exec, committee consists of
“Human Jungle”- (AA),' also
Muhl, Janies Pratt, studio exec gan has just released the first comparatively new, likely will
be
short,
"VistaVision
manager; Morris Davis, business VistaVision
from additionally in forthheard
manager; Robert Palmer, talent Visits Norway,” ptper Similar sub- coming weeks. “Bengal Brigade”
jects
are
in
the
ATOrks.
Morgan
.said
exec; Ray Crossett; scenario and:
(U), also new, preem. inSfast fashstory editor; Weiner, Douglas and last week that an attempt would
ion in Philly and was rated neat
Ernest Nims, editorial exec; The be made to fit shorts content to the
in Toronto.
studio operating, committee also features with which they are to be
“Hajji Baba” (20th), good in
has been streamlined to serve as released. VistaVisiori subjects run
several locations, held up okay in
an arm of the exec group. Douglas in cost anywhere between $50,060 N.
Y. for one week but was diswill serve as chairman of the oper- to $100,000, Morgan reported. Warappointing in three other key cities,
ations committee. All changes be- ner Bros. also, has C’Scope shorts,
and RKO may get Disney’s Cinema- “Beau Brummell” (M-G), fine in
come effective immediately.
Scoped “Donald Duck in Grand N; Y. and Cleveland, was rated
Canyon” for its ’54-’55 lineup. Lat- smart in Philly and slow in L. A.
RKO tried the reissue package of
ter hasn’t been definitely set, but
“Notorious” and “Farmer's Daughis likely, to run a few less than the
Foreign Idea
ter”
with fine results
Boston
71 total for 1953- '54.
Continued from, page 5
and Providence.
Disney himself, of course, has
“Magnificent Obsession’*
(U),
particularly heartening the
had his nature shorts. It’s pix like sixth in September and second in
struction of new theatres at various these, and- the radically different
August, manaiged to finish seventh
global points. In Bangkok; for ex- UP A cartoons, which can rouse sufone week last month. “Duel in
ample, five new houses have opened ficient talk to get exhibs to up the
Sun” (SRO) (reissue) managed to
in the past four months,
ante, distribs say.
There’s a. feel- pace, the runner-up films another
Things are' going* fine for UA, ing that, if theatre and audience week. “High and Dry” (U) did exsaid Krim. Worldwide billings for can be made aware of a new value cellent trade in arty houses in sev-:
the past, six .weeks; amounted to in shorts, better prides would fol- era! key cities.
$7, Odd, 000, highest in the coin- low automatically;
...
“Hulot’s Holiday”: .( GBD ) garpany’s history for a like period, he
Problem of s p i rail i n.g.cosis nered solid takings, during the
disclosed,
As a result, he added, is haunting ..the
“King Richard and Crumonth.
shorts
men.
his previous estimate of a $40,000,- Twentieth
started
off
the saders” (WB) collected some addiin
000 gross for the year must now be C’Scope shorts field by transferring tiorial coin near the end of Ocrevised upward by “several mil- part of the production operation
to tober. “Black Shield of Falyvorth”
lions.”
the Coast under the ageis of pro- (U) displayed enough to finish I2lh
rvinrier-up
ducer Gtto Lang.
Some 19 sub- one week arid cop
jects were made under, studio su- post another.

—

;

*

also looks'
the

among

comers.

reelers.

Columbia, with 93 shorts set for

.

.

Window”

second

.

In a realignment of exec duties
at the studio, George Douglas, studio treasurer, is advanced fo the
ifew post of manager of operations,
and Charles Stirieford, assistant
'business manager, becomes studio

at the N. Y.

sic Hall.

“f

1

showing

solid

its

.’

,

4

calities,

In papers filed with the, appeals
tribunal, Gold contends that the
lower court ruling not only bars the
Dyckman from bringing the cause,
of. action but in effect refuses to
permit prosecution
any action
which alleges more than those
"limited facts that the Judge conceives to be a ‘short’, and plain
statement of alleged combination

AT UNIVERSAL

,

.

,

.

Continued from

wood section of Manhattan, asks
that the higher court direct Judge
Dawson to vacate that portion of
his Sept. 27. order which strikes, out
the plaintiff’s complaint in its en-

.

.

.-.

New

times for coming through on its
promise of financial assistance for
’*
exhibs who wish to instill C’Scope. and conspiracy
And exhibs. are bluntly told by
their leaders that it’s an expense
that must be incurred-"'
order
to keep up with the til
20th is also getting a pat on the
Continued from page $.
back for dropping its “must"
stereophonic sound policy and for mood for something new and: different.”
agreeing to sell C’Scopers at flat
rentals.
While, only 20th-Fox has made a
complete switch, to Cinemascope,
and has reduced air other forms of.
shorts, other distribs, too, are going
in for the wide screen.
Walt Disney having started off the C’Scope
STUDIO cartoons with his “Toot, Whistle,.
Plunk and Boom,” Metro will folHollywood, irov. 2.
New studio, executive committee low suit with four C’Scope “Tom &
has been set up at Universal under Jerry” subjects. First to be made
Edward Muhl, v.p. in charge of by Fred Quimby will be “Pet
production, it’s designed to “get Peeve,” which goes out Nov. 20,
the maximum production benefits It’s followed by “Touche Pussycat”
from the creative, policy-making in mid-December. In all, M-G will
and management experience of the have nine C’Scope shorts next year,
including ffv6 “Musical Gems” twostudio executives.’*

.

,

.

Dozen

Goldeii

Scope?”
This chant has

.

Angel's yarn, “Bedrock,”
for filming on a package deal to bo
worked out later ... Fay Morely resuming Her film career, with a role'
Les Trein “The Shrike” at UI.

.

Dyckman Theatre Corp., .operator
of the Dyckman Theatre in the In-

Cinema-

for the sailor role in “The Rose
Hollywood, Nov. 2i
Kathleen .Hughes
,
bought Ste- Tattoo.”
Winds her U contract with a romantic lead: in “Cult of the Cobra,”
starting Faith Domergue .
Vin*
cent Sherman bought Theodore
Pratt’s novel, “Smash-up, ” for indie
Reginald LeRorg
production
, ,
mayne snagged a part in “A Man signed Peter Packer to script
“Corrida”
production
for
in
.^Rob20th-Fox
at
Peter”
Called
New; tag; for RKO’s
ert Aldrich acquired Robert Wal- Mexico
lace Russell’s screen story, “Pot Jane Russell starrer, “The Big
.Underwater,”
Luck’ for Pomeroy.” ... Frederick Rainbow,”
Gregory acquired screen
Brisson moved into the Paramount Paul
“The Original Si ,”
studio to make “The Girl Rush” in rights to
VistaVision ... Robert L. Lippert, authored by Richard Cordeau .
Murphy's
three-year-old
“The Violent Audio
Jr.,
will produce
Ul signed son, Terry, will play his father’s
Land” in Mexico
Faith Domergue to star in “Cult younger brother in “To Hell and
;
of the Cobra,” to be produced by Back” at U
Mike Frankovich’s
Howard Pino
Jane Wyman's next is “All That
“Deadlock,” Heaven Allows” at UI,. to be folproduction,
British
will be released by Columbia- ... lowed With “Miracle iri the Rain”
John Meehan drew a term contract at Warners
Robert Aldrich
as art director at UI.'. .“The Hi- rented stage space at Sutherland
jackers” is new tag on “Today is studios Where he will produce and
Forever” at Allied Artists.. Gor- direct “Kiss Me Deadly”
Gene
don Jones and Steve Dorrell joined Brooks moved into Paramount as
the “Rider of the Ruby Hills: Cast" publicity director for Hal Wallis
at Allied Artists.
.Productions ,
Leith Stevens
Horace MacMahon and Barbara handling the scoring of Filmakers'
Edward
Brown checked in at Columbia for (‘Crashout” at Republic
J. Wood Jr. signed Loretta King
roles iri “My Sister Eileen”
Jay C. Flippen up for a featured and Tpny McCoy; as romantic leads
spot in Frederick Brisson- s “The in his indie, “Bride of the Atom,”
Carl
National Legion of with Bela Lugosi starring
.
Girl RUsh”
Decency handed a “B” rating .to K. Hittleihari will produce “Pony
Warners’ “A Star Is Born” because Tracks,” based on his own original
Mar“suicide is portrayed sympatheti- for Howco Productions
“The shall Thompson arid Richard Long
Artists’s
Allied
cally.”
Human Jungle” drew a similar have top male roles iri tjl’s “Cult
rating because “it tends to arouse of the Cobra.”
Dennis
disrespect for. the law”
Mel Epstein acquired screen
O'Keefe, Abbe Lane and Xavier rights to Helene Buford’s mag
Cugat will appear iri Sam Katz- yarn, “Neighbor Smith!' ... U as-mbit's Columbia production, “Chi- signed Marie. Windsor as femme
cago Syndicate,” with Fred F. lead in “Abbott and Costello Meet
Darryl F. the Mummy”
Sears directing
William Hooper
Zanuck assigned Frank Ross to joined the cast of Jacks-Goldstein’s
produce a remake of" “The Rains “Robbers' Roost”
“The Little
.
Came” in India and Pakistan
Ariibassador” is the riew title for
Milton Frome joined the cast of N.
Peter
Rathvon’s
“Embassy
“You’re Never Too Young” at Baby” ... Sam Katzman assigned
Paramount.
Spencer Rennet to direct “Devil
Richard Denning stars iri Sam Goddess,” starring Johnny WeissDorritt
Katzman's “Creature With the muller at Columbia.
Atom Brain.” with Edward L. Kelton will play the school teacher role in the Hal Wallis screen
Cahn directing at Columbia
Mimi Hutson, daughter of Eileen version of “The Rose -Tattoo"
Sedgwick, makes her screen bow: Jimmy Dobson signed for a supr
in “A Man Called Peter” at 20th- port role in U's “Cult of the
.“Billy Chapin snagged
U assigned Allison Hayes Cobra”
Fox
arid Danl Crane to roles in “The the! moppet part in “A Man Called
Martin Milner, just: Peter” at 20th-Fox.
Shrike”
out of the Army, plays a sailor in
Cathy Downs and Jeanne Cag“Mister Roberts” at Warners
ney signed for femme leads in
Gameron Mitchell gets a featured HowfO jproductioris’
“Kentucky
role in 20th-Fox’s Clark .Gable Rifle”
Andrew rStone closed a
starrer, “Soldier of Fortune”
deal to produce and dh'ect indie,
Helen Ainsworth checked in at Co- "Terror in the Night,” for Colurrilumbia as associate producer on bi ^release
Technicolor apCy pointed Dr. Maurice 'Nelles direc“FiVe Against the House”
Roth signed Stanley Clements for* tor of research, develppirient
John UI signed Colin Romoff to sub for
this indie, “Air Strike”
Champion will produce two indies, Vocal coach John Scott who is ill.
“Laredo” and “The Gambler’s
Harry Lauterr Larry Blake rind
Lady,” next year, .with* screen- Don C. Harvey joined the cast; of
plays by Clark E. Reynolds.
‘(Creature With the Atom. Brain”
Featured role in "A Man Called at Colombia
Barbara Britton
Peter” at 20th-Fox goes to James drew a key role in “Third Girl
William
Best . , Phil Chambers plays one From the Right” at U
of the baddies in Nat llolt^s “Seven Castle will direct “Duel on the.
Editors working at Mississippi” for Sam Katzman at
Bad Men”
,
Allied Artists are John Fuller on Columbia
Stewart Whitman
“High Society!’; “Robert Eisen on snagged a featured role in Metro’s
“The Big Combo”; William Austin “Interrupted Melody;”
on “The Annapolis. Story” and
Ranald MacDougall will make
Richard Meyer on “John Brown’s his bow as a director on “Queen
French soldier Mar- Bee,” starring Joan Crawford at
Raiders”
cel Dalio plays one in Warners' Columbia
Warwick
Robert
Allied Artists plays
“Jump Into Hell”
Benedict
the
heavy
in
negotiating for Fred MacMurray Bogeaus' “Escape to Burma”
to star in “Gun Point”
. Metro
Marjorie Rambeau signed for a
added Paul Bryar to its "Inter- featured role in "A Man Called
Richard Peter” at 20th-Fox
rupted Melody” cast
.
Dick Sim-

Fleming

Rhonda

phanie

.

m

ion.

to

every

mistakes

way.” he writes.

exhibitor whose $325,000 antitrust suit against RKO, Warners,
20th-Fox arid Universal was recently dismissed by judge: Archie Q.
N. Y. Federal Court on
Dawson
Friday (29) moved to restore the
action to the ’calendar via a writ
of inandamiis fr!bm the Court of
Appeals,

exhibitor leaders have
the view that they think it would
be wrong for 20th to make its pictures available in the old dimen-

afford

Dyckman

.

An

expressed

can’t

rent issue;
“Usually the best way to
check on the quality of a film
you want to see is by noting
the director} or, sometirries,
producer; You cari make mistakes that way, but then you

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Dani Crayne added to the
science-fiction indie, “The Dune
Rqller, ” to be produced, directed “‘Third Giri From the Right” cast
.

.

.

Arthur Ross screenplay9 at U
and written by Harry Essex
Hal Wallis borrowed Ben Cooper ping “Prince Bart" at Warners.
.

..

.

.
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O BOLE fTS NEW ACTION

Industry^

Charges Conspiracy and Malicious
Prosecution Vs. Brenco

Biz Aid Each Other

Show

(JV.Y. Stock Exchange)
For Week Ending Mondfty (1)

Continue)# from page 2

Los Angeles, Nov. 2,
Conspiracy to defraud and maliworkers now find employment each in Lansing, when automotive eds
h
prosecution
of a civil action
cious
yqpr
Last
see
It.
year with this lypp of show, and will be irivit.ed to
With cohvention shows, and exhi- one of these fellows commented, are charges made by Arch Oboler
suit
filed against
$1,178,466
a
in
auto
long
until
we
bitions, is a conservative .estimate. “It won’t be
Add to this the fact that most .of writers will have to become drairia Brenco Pictures Corp., Milton H.
Alpersori- in
L.
Edward
arid
B?dn
the actoi-s and entertainers work- critics.”
Superior Court.
ing cn television and radio owe
from
stemming
complaint,
his
In
their .sustenance to commercial
a suit over “Bwana Devil” last
sponsorship, and it begins tp look
while
that
contends
Oboler
June,
Sterling
Jan.
tlis-N
1
like industry, has become
he won a judgment in that case, it
p.atro’ri. of the arts for our day and
Continued from page 3
was. not enough to cover $55,589
age.
sa Triple of what appeared to be in costs. Additionally, he declares,
Substantial Payoff
time he spent in fighting the
the
I have
than
cooperation
more
.real
The payoff on industrial shows
suit cost him more than $100,000
in dealer pride arid enthusiasm ever, witnessed.”
earnings. He also asks
potential
in
Throughout her trip, Miss Sterhas been well .substantiated duri g
court for $1,000,000 fot “menthe last lew years that- the. format ling found a tremendous interest the
suffering.”
ernotional
and
tal
has been, developing to its pre sent on the part of the public in films
proporticn.
Art exec fpr 0'lds-;-: Hollywood is turning out for theathe
whose company has pioneered in tres around the country;' And
instructive dealer entertainment s, theatre men are no longer as wor-

Net

.

77

14%
41%

771/4

41

333>4'

14%

193/4
91/4

63 Vi

4634

191/a
101/6

13%

211/4

.

:

;

,

that last year’s- show, fa''- hr
ioiied along: lines, similar to the

ried as they

Bookmen

were—-particularly not

about tv. They’ve learned they can
and many now; look
live with It
to it. as another topi with which to

Continue*) from page 4

—

current "1. 000 and One” is given
responsibility by the management
for -inspiring the dealers to’ sell sell their product.
Oldsinobiles in. 1954 than
Miss Sterling feels the recent
the history of the com-. trek was the most Successful she’s
had' yet. She made 24 tv appear“-'i .000 arid One,”!. When caught at
ances, 4l radio broadcasts, both
30:30 a,m,. was a fast-moving eye-, live arid taped, was interviewed 33
.filler,
and even -.its propaganda ti rnes and made' eight theatre apelements were fascinating to. this pearances.
nori-automotive buff. Opening with
similar
planning
Perform.
a flash appearance of a Genie, .Ure treks, she warned, must regard, the
musical went.. into the first of live' journey as. a full-time job. "It is
Mielziner sets.This one
4s a: iriiportant to regard the work on
white elephant market in the hind the road with the same iriiportance
or Ztilamar, and the story pi ked. as they do their performances in
up Abou Hassen who had his preb- front of the cameras. There’s little
lenis, selling used white elephants. question but that a well-planned
With the. help of* Genie, he talk d tour carried out With the star’s
direct to Olds General Manager willingness to work hard will pay
J,
Wolfram, introduced in big dividends for all concerned.”
F.
sound-film
a section of the
“Working hard,” she emphasized,
scrim.
Tlren, equipped with an. means performing.
Olds franchise, h convinced even
“The day and age of a Hollywood
the Forty Thieves of the super; - star appearing on a stage, taking
ity of the cai% sold the Caliph a a condescending bow and making
brace of autos for his wives and, a brief speech is gone. There’s too

and

,

to

picture

•

Scherherazade.

finally.

Cleverly

interpolated into the'
plot was
hard-hitting sales talk,
by. G. R. .Tones, actual sales, manager of the organization and no
mean actor when it comes to spellbinding a house full of dealers.
Also,
bright production number
with special lyrics utilizing the entire company,- to dramatize Olds’
.

forthcoming
*'

formed

copies

of

when reversed and

which,
together

put

Dancers
maga-

campaign.

ki.ng.size

41

zines

by

the, ensemble,

sizable billboard!

ii

A

tele-

vision panel on the, backdrop lighted up for a teaser on the company’
series of. NBC television

The new

spectaculars.

riiodel cars

were presented on a 20-foot turntable.

Grew’ Like Topsy
morning showings

‘lust

Reason

foi;

after the- show,

viewers
"were taken to the Sheraton Astorballroom for a- luncheon -replete
with sales talks and spiked with a
40 - minute
nightclub
floorshow
using *nst. members of “1,000 and
•as

that

individual routi
and
winding up with a chorus of 16
One’.'

‘

singers in a boff series of special

arrangements.
As to’ the genesis of dealer
shows? O'ds execs say they “just,
grew.” like Topsy, with more and
more show business creeping °in
through the. years. Originally,
dealer ^ forums were followed with a luncheon arid a few
acts of
*ntcrtainment, and the
newest model car was unveiled for
gional

a finis.

By 1953
larger show, called
“Heads Up,” starred the Johnny
and Lucy lie characters from the
«

“Men\

Oldsriiobile” song "and assumed real, musical, comedy proportions.
Last year’s show, the
.biggest to that .date/ was- called

“The .Mighty

O,”.

.

;

arid

talent,,

and

ballrooms and into the larger legit
This one had. a regular
cast recording made up into an “L

th atres.

bum

for distribution to dealers
through, the country.
The Oldsmobil.e shows, are de-

veloped by D. B. Brother
Detroit

advertising

&

Co.?

agency. This
been seen in New
Orleans. Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago and Detroit, before
reaching N. Y., and goes to Laning, Mich., -n-pxt for the windup.
Curiously
enough,
the
show
won’t be officially seen by the

show

press until

lias

its

.
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5

5

earned $3,000,000 in 4,500 bookings
and has shown a hefty profit from
distributors ini theatres through the domestic market alone. “Three
the use of tv facilities.
Coins in the Fountain,” which cost
Fabian and Wolfson warned that $1,700,000, has netted 20th $3,700,the tv networks will doubtless ac- 000 so fair in 4,500 dates.! “Hell
complish their goal of building and High Water,” at a cost of $2,jargeri audiences. The Webs’ “spec- 000,000, is $500,000 ahead of its
taculars” were termed “expensive negative cost in 5,000 engagements.
failures” but the TOA-ers under- “Demetrius and the 'Gladiators,”
lined that tv has “competent show- which cost $2,250,000, has brought
men” who doubtless will lick their in $3,250,000 to date,
“Broken
problems with taller ratings as the Lance,” with a still lirnited playoff,
with

“eir respective dealers

arid

6

+
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36/
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17 5 6

9% Du

Trans-Lux

23/

.

result.
is $500,000 in the blade- already,
On another front, subscription tv
“The Egyptian,” in circulation
represents a threat of putting ex- only comparatively recently, isn’t
hibitors out of business, it was living up to 20th’s expectations,
said. Point emphasized was that but is grossing very satisfactorily,
network tv arid metered tele are according to 20th execs. Despite a
on the march while theatre net- high nut, it’s bound to show a good
closing engagement work tv is little better than static. profit.
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Capitol Records
Chesapeake Industries"
Cinerama Inc.
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Films
Polaroid
U. A. Theatres
Walt Disney
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producers to avail themselves of
code guidance! if" they want it,
Shurlock pointed but that these
producers were free to send their
scripts
advance of shooting to
the code office on the Coast. J.
Arthur Rank is doing it on some
of his pictures, and so can anyone else,” he said,
Asked whether he Thought it fair
that foreign producers should be
forced to comply, with code pro-,
*

4

visions Or else face possible loss of
a sizable number of bookings if

Biblical stories dealing with Christ
arid the question of who delivered
to the .Romans. Pi
as a
result have had a tendency to. put
the blaine for his crucifixion on the

him up

Romans.
Shurlock was reluctant to comment on the issue raised by “Tea
and Sympathy,” which Metro, wants
to fashion into a film and which
has as its theirie an accusation of
homosexuality.
“The code says
that homosexuality can never be
mentioned on the screen,” along
.

.

they have no code., seal, Shurlock with other, subjects such as dope,
took the position that this was an white slavery,* etc., the code top»
“There is .no way of
issue, between exhibitors and for- per stated.
eign producers, riot between the getting around that.”
latter and the code;
He wouldn’t be pinned down on
“Everyone in the United States whether he thought the Code in its
form Satisfactory, but
should be free to see any picture present
he wants,” Shurlock stated. “The agreed it was “illogical” in some
He didn’t feel it was up
code, after, all, is a creature of the aspects.
American film industry. We aren’t to him to suggest changes at this
forcing anyone to come to us. It’s point.
Following a round of N. Y. conmore or less a family affair. What
ferences, including gabfests with
the theatres do is up to them;”
The purpose of the code, Shur- N. Y. censor! Hugh M. Flick; the
lock said was to give Hollywood Protestant Film Comiriission and
producers the maximum protection the Legion of Decency. Shurlock
on their product. “It is aimed at left by air for. the Coast this
assuring the widest possible family morning (Wed.),
audience on our films.” The code
administrator wouldn’t go along
with the argument of some that, by
‘Lovers’ Gets Seal
its very existence, the code represents a substantial roadblock in the
Continued from page S
path of films that are' unable to
will reappraise the picture with *
obtain the seal.
“Let those who coni plain go to view to reclassification.
Changes, which can he accomthe exhibitors and aisk them why
they. won’t play a picture without a plished via editing and the insertioa of a dialog line, involve clarificode seal,” he declared,
Shurlock said that the code cation of the fact that the central
worked completely independently character ends up as a hopeles*
from the Catholic Legion of De- cripple “as a direct result of hi*
cency, a position which has been career Of seduction.” Furthermore,
argued on occasions, iri the past. scenes pealing with prostitution
At the same time, the code admin- must, be eliminated, and it must,
istrator., admitted, “if we pass a be made clear that the central charfilm, and the Legion gives it a ‘C,’ acter—rwha in the film Is befriendor Condemned, rating, we’d hear ed by a prostituter—knew the womabout it.”
This is in. line with an in advance.
Shurlock’s reasoning that the code
Graetz had argued that, without
is here primarily to protect pro- a code seal, he would he unabld
ducers from commercial harm: via to recoup his considerable Invest*
objections from pressure groups:
.merit in the. .film since he would
On the whole, he said, there is lose bookings in many commercial
less pressure today on the code houses; and couldn’t get circuit
than there was in tire past. Com- dates. 'However; Italian Films Exj
plaints about excessive drinking on port never bothers to apply, for t
the screen; for instance, have vir- code seal for its imports. Despite
tually stopped.
Religious bodies, the absence of the seal, a numbet
of course, continue to show great of IFE releases have played thd
interest in Aim trends. The Catho- circuits, notably “Anna,’’ Explanalics are most vocal in this respect, tion given is that the seal become*
but Shurlock said that, in a a booking Issue only if its absened
quieter way, Jewish interests were is accompanied, by a “C” or conjust as concerned with themes that demned rating from the Legion of
appear to them as possibly harmful, Decency. Even so, “The Moon Is
and so are the Protestants?
Blue” managed to play widely.
As an example, Shurlock cited •However, a number of major Cirextreme Jewish sensitivity to any cuits didn’t touch it.
.

.

Continued from page
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Fabian Chides

.

marked fh point where the shows
moved completely out of hotel,

year’s

as the film played arbuyhd the
“Eternity-” p e r h a p $,
country.
served as the success story that;
touched off the new* era of “armed”
.

.

Republic

10V6

147/,
33/

and Howard Bay

fake place. This was the first show
to use a. full quota of Broadway
skill

The
to Eternity.”
credited with putting the

cooperation between the paperbacks bud pictures.
.‘Battle Cry’ Surprise
Another success story; even surprising to the publisher, Bantam
Books, is the reception the paperback edition of Leon Hris’ “Battle
Cry”, is receiving. Sales; according
to a spokesman, have been spectacular, with a second printing of
200.000 following the. initial 600,order/ Originally, the book’s
much competing entertainment for 000
distribution was keyed to the refree on. television.”
lease, of Warner Bros.’ film version
And the public also is -becoming in November. However,'
deincreasingly aware, and increasinglayed. the release until April. The
ly critical of the industry’s method
publishers, first worried, now conof selling its product.
blessing in dissider the delay “
“The major criticism I heard,”
guise. since the book did not need
Miss Sterling revealed, "was of
the picture as a crutch;” It’s, felt
the industry’s penchant for drownnow that when the picture hits the
ing every ad with superlatives, thus
market, the book .will be due for
reducing their value by too* freanother whirl.
quent use. One prominent exhibBantam and Pocket Books have
itor told hie -The. public just won’t
been the most active in the film
believe that every, .picture made is
field, with the other reprint houses
the greatest in history and they’re
taking a celluloid flyer on occagetting to the point .now where sions! Bantam hak a three-pronged
they’re suspicious:- of every 24- promotion set for January, utilizsheet’.”
ing three titles of upcoming films
“Lord Vanity” (20th), “The.
Bridges of Toko-Ri” (Par), and
‘lEast of Eden” ..(WB). A combined
printing of! over 1,000,000 copies is
planned for the three volumes; AdContinued from page 3
vertising will link the three and
of including orie ormore American will make note of their film coun?
names in British films designed for. terparts.
distribution in the American marPocket Books also has an active
ket.
For example, AB-P’s recently schedule of books that.’ 11 become:
completed “Tonight’s the Night” fill ; including “The Silver Chalstars David Niven, Yvonne De
ice” (WB), “Sign of the Pagan”
Carlo and Barry Fitzgerald. Disr (U), “Mr! Roberts” (WB), “Moby
tribulion of this Mario Zampi pro- Dick” (WB); "Desiree” (20th), “To
duction in the U. S. will be via Hell arid Back” (U), “The BlackAllied Artists, with which Associ- board Jungle” (Metro). Pocket has
ated British Pictures has a long- had
with
considerable
success
standing , reciprocal
distribution “Magnificent 6 b s e s s'i o n” (U),
agreement.
“Johnny Guitar” (Rep), arid “About
Scott, who was accompanied by Mrs. Leslie” (Par).
“Obsession”
AB-P overseas sales manager R„ A. was the biggest hit, with more than
(Tony) Morris, attended an Allied 400.000 copies going on first run.
Artists sales convention in Chicago
What type of pictures help the
early this month arid also conferred reprint book sales the most? The
with AA. rexy Steve Broidy on the ones with a sex angle, According
Coast in regard to upcoming AA to* one reprint exec, the films that
product.
Although Scott sailed show obviously censored scenes
over! the weekend, Morris will re- cause the audience to go out and
main
the U. S? for another buy the. book “to find out what
couple weeks on a combined busi- really happened.”
ness-vacation trip.

Was called upon to design ' a gigantic' aircraft, carrier deck on
wh icii an bst of the Action could
technical
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book hack on the bestseller: list
after it had been absent from the
“The
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that, as a result, it’s difficult,

issue

with with the picture.
Perhaps the best example of a.
film-book tieup was Columbia’s on
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Tops for Top Receipts

For the Big

1

THE LAST TIME
I SAW PARISH
M-G-M presents

•

Color by Technicolor • “THE

LAST TIME

SAW

PARIS” starring Elizabeth Taylor • Van Johnson
Walter Pidgeon* Donna Reed • with Eva Gabor • Kurt Kasznar
Screen Play by- Julius </. & Philip G, Epstein and Richard
Brooks » Based on a Story by F. Scott Fitzgerald^ Directed by
I

»

UShieTy

1954

Richard Brooks _ • _ Produced by Jack Cummings

*
(AVAILABLE IN PERSPECTA STEREOPHONIC

ONE-CHANNEL SOUND)

OR

Money

!

DEEP IN

MY

HEART
M-G-M presents DEEP IN MY HEAR T

}

starring Jose Ferrer
Merle Oberon
Helen Traubel • and Guest Stars: Walter
Pidgeon • Paul Henreid • Rosemary Clooney • Gene & Fred Kelly
Jane Powell • Vic Damone • Ann Miller • CydCharisse • Howard
Keel Tony Martin • with Doe Avedon • Tamara Toumanova
Paul Stewart • Isabel Elsom William Olvis • James Mitchell
Screen Play by Leonard Spigelgass • From the Book by Elliott
Arnold • Based on the Life and the Melodies of Sigmund
Romberg •Photographed in Eastman Color •Print by Techni color • Directed by Stanley Donen • Produced by Roger Edens
‘

*

'•

:

-k

(AVAILABLE IN PERSPECTA STEREOPHONIC

ONE-CHANNEL SOUND)

OR

PICTURES
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Inside Stuff-Pictures

McGraw-Hill Distribs RKO’g 16m.
Films on That Basis

Cole Porter got $100,000 net from Metro for a proposed film built
on part of his cavalcade, and Chappell and the .Warner Bros, music
groups collected almost as much between them for the non-exclusive
synchronization rights. The Music Publishers Holding Corp.< (WB) got
somewhat; more than the Max and Lot^Dreyfus firms. Metro will utilize
the score for a revue-type filmusical, as yet untitled, it is not a biopic;
in fact Metro already has done the Portef story, under the. title of
"Nighf and Day’-’ (WB).
A
Porter’s "Can-Can” deal with 20th Century-Fox ranges from $675,000,
with a percentage that may tilt it. to a 750G ceiling.
Another filmusical deal, that of Columbia’s "Eddy, Duchin Story,”
Is a .flat $100;000 for all. blog rights and clearances. The music bill,
of course; ..will be extra, as the story develops.

Under

a

new arrangement, Mc-

Graw-Hill’s film department is selling RKO educational and nontheatrical 16m films under a “life
of the print” deal. Formerly, all
prints were sold under a 10-year
lease agreernent. The new system
is not retroactive, and all prints
sold prior to, Aug. 12 come; Under

.

.

3,

1954

OF PRINT 4 PROVISO

aiFE

Seems there’s nothing ever really new in the film biz.
Back in 1927, a Frenchman called Abel Gance made a picture,
"Napoleon.” For the battle scenes he used three screens and three
synchronized projectors. Now that Gance’s been updated by Cinerama, indie distrib Thomas J. Brandon wants to go back to the
original.
On his recent

European trip he. acquired “Napoleon,” with Gance
supervising a 'new score. Brandon is going to talk with Cinerama
execs and others, about showing “Napoleon” as a spectacle. Just
in case, however, Brandon brought with him a standard-size version
of the film for the arties, with voices dubbed in.

the 10-year restriction.
The new license agreement stipulates that the deal is "for educaPLEASE CHANGE YOUR
rion-theatricail
exhibition
tional.
U.S.: Treasury received $18,504,000 from the general admissions tax only and shall remain in force for
Minn., Pressagents Towns
Triumph,
of
the
print.”
It’s
on theatres and other amusements last August; and., collected a total the life
In 3 Other States
that
the. term
of $26,851,000 for. the first two months of the federal fiscal year (July stressed
Although the August figure runs $3,000,000 ahead of. theatrical” excludes all. commerJind August),
Minneapolis, Nov 2.
1953, the two-month total is well behind the $43,805,000 for the same cial exhibition for profit, showing
Triumph, Minn., villagje council
period of last year, However, interrial Revenue Service reminds, that fqr admission charge, entertainhas passed a resolution asking
any
be
compared
because
not
ment,
or
television.
should
In
years
addition,
figures for the two
th
similarly, named towns in Illinois,
conclusions drawn will be. greatly ; misleading-. It is pointed out that the print carirtot be sold, assigned
Louisiana and Idaho "to yield genthe tax has dropped from 20% to 10% with low priced tickets, com- or transferred,
erously and graciously ini changing
Prices for the "life of the print”
pletely exempt and. that; the basis on which the totals are figured is
new riames of their own selecrange from $48 for an eight-min- to
entirely different from a year ago.
tion.”
ute, real to $85 for an 18-minute
Elmo Stockdill explSIns
Mayor
"This;
Is
America’’
/subject.
Another, "filnr classic” series is scheduled for. the Des Moines Art.
that the requests’ immediate purCenter this season and will get under way Oct. 20-21 with;,the British
pose
is to gairi for. Triumph, Minn.,
film, "The Lady Vanishes/’’ together with a short feature, "Behirid the
located hear here, "the unchalScenes of Walt Disney. Studios.” Other .product announced for the
lenged right..; to- have the world,
season are*"Pepe Le M.oko” and "Beayer Valley,” (short subject!, Nov.
premiere of .the new Hollywood
3-4;^"Paisan”; Nov. 17-18; "Grandma’s Boy,” featuring Harold Lloyd,
picture, ‘Day 'of Triumph’,”:
"The
short with Buster Keaton, Dec. 1-2;
and* "Sherlock Junior,”
Producers of that film have anStory of Gosta Bcrling” and "The Outlaw, and His" Wife,” short, Jan.
nounced
they plan to hold the
qb-sporisored
by
the
12-13.. There is rid adi ission charge. Films are
preem in one of the several AmerArt Center; the Des Moines Junior League and the adult education
towns
ican
named Triumph.
series..
dep’t. Approximately 6,000 person^ attended last year’s
The A.P. carried the istory about
requests,
Minn,,
Triumph,
the.
A group of Texas millionaires and civic leaders are hosting*. a midmeaning more nation-wide publiciDeceniber fete for show biz luminaries in behalf of. the National Milk
r
Bowl, for juve gridiron talent. Invitations have already been sent to
ty for the film.
Omaha, Nov. 2,
participate in- -a round of. informal parties and hunting sessions, with
An dut-qf-coiirt settlement, facts
the Eddie Rjckenbacker ranch as .one of the main cities;
secret, ends the damage action
The affair, .sponsored by Gov; Allari Shivers, -Jesse Jones; Glenn arising from the sale of the Crest
McCarthy. Gordon McLendon, Mrs. Lee Rountree, et a!., spine of. Drive-In ..Theatre at Beatrice, Neb:
\vh nv have newspaper and radio or other showvbiz interests, turns
The. plaintiff, Saul Frank, of Mcproceeds of the Milk Bowl, games over to a camp for. crippled children Pherson, Kans., charged he had
in Kerrville,- Tex.
Many exhibs wlio’ve h^d the
been given fraudulent information
on which he based his decision to notion they could pick up the group
Collection of photographs" and -negatives of Matthew. H, Brady, the buy the ozoner from C. M. Alspach of proposed Hal R. Makelim pix
great. Civil War and post-Civil War photographer—including pictures and V. C v Anderson, also, of Mc- for small change are in for a dis-.
of a number of old-time show biz greats— have just been acquired by Pherson, for $125,000. The court appointment.
the Library of Congress. Among the daguerreotypes are those of awarded Frank $55,000 damages,
The Makelim org. is currently
Edwin Booth, Jenny Lind, Mark Twain, Thomas Edison posing with leaving a balance of $70,000 due on scrutinizing all offers and those
his talking machine, as well as many promineift in national affairs. the purchase;
which fall below what the producer
Collection, purchased, from the grandnieces of Brady, is believed to
feels is fair ’ill be rejected. Many
be. the. last sizeable group of Brady negatives to have remained in,
smaller situations have made bids
-private hands.
at flat, rentals which Makelim conr
Church’s Paid Ads
siders way out of line. They face
Through efforts of Allied Theatres of Illinois, Chicago-American
Denver, Nov. 2.
rejecti
unless they up their
The Denver Council. Of Lutheran offers.
has instituted a
half-page' weekly feature of still shots from
current films recommended by reviewer. Ann Marsters. Allied here Churches paid for two ads, each
All the Makelim pictures are
has long been plugging away at dailies to give motion pix a boost two-column five-inch, in the local being Offered flat at terms that are
by devoting more, promotional space to them. In return for coopera- dailies, urging their members -and worked out after considerable netion, Illinois Allied prex v Jack Kirsch has sent mail pieces to exhibs others to be sure and see "Martin gotiation between
Makelim reps
and distribs Complimenting the newspaper for its "great interest and Luther” at the Aladdin.
and the theatre men. This is- pardesire
This is thought to be the first ticularly true of the deals with the
developing arid 'introducing ideas to help stimulate movie -.g'oing
time; at least locally, that a church big. chains Which have, agreed; -to
Chicago.”
has done this.
support the Makelim plan. MakeWhile most .-first run- houses in Chicago are filling up with choicest
lim’s deals with theatres for the 12
variable Cinemascope and widescreen pix; two smaller houses are
pictures he’s offering sight unseen,
4
'INTERNATIONAL REVUE
suffering from a 2-D product lack. Monroe, which .went sluggish with
it has been. pointed opt, depend on
two week*; of "Crossed. Swords,” had to settle for a western, duaier
the theatre, the territory arid what
in a pinch because no "A”-type attractions were available. Theatre; Metro’s Whole Roster To Be Used the houses have, paid for similar pix
Fear To Shoot
which hasn't played -westerns or double features in years, doesn’t
in. the past..
know what it’ll deal with now or through Christmastime. Loop Theatre;
Hollywood, Nov. 2.
which has "Rogue Cop” currently, is in the same boat.
Dore Schary, Metro production
Tacoma’s Local Tax Cut
First Hollywood producer to combat distortion of American pictures chief, estimates that the studio’s
Tacoma, Nov. 2.
by Red propagandists in. East Europe is William Wyler, who directed most widespread produetiori, "In.City Council liere has voted to
"Best years of. Our Lives” which is being widely shown behind the ternational Revue,” will cover 40
Ivon Curtai
At the request of Radio Free. Europe, Wyler made., a foreign countries and require more discontinue city theatre taxes on
admissions of less thari 50c.
broadcast, in German and explained what the film was really about. than a year to complete.
^
Cast will include all the contract
Action was taken after theatre
Radio Free Europe reported that pirated prints of "Best Years” had
been completely distorted, by eleven dubbing and editing .tricks to players on the lot and a number of owners arid operators said they
added starters. Thus far Gene. were going broke and would have
convey false impressions of American life.
Kelly is set for ari Irish sequerice to curtail operations unless the
They, said they
Bill Morton, former publicity director for the; RKO Atbee Theatre,.! and. Leslie Caron for one in Paris. tax was lowered;
Providence, is still tub. thumping but there’s been a switch. He’s *beeri- Director George Sidney will tour. couldn’t compete with home teleunless they could lower
calling on film row friends in Albany, Boston, Philadelphia and fie- the wprld in quest of talent, and vision
loeatioiis*
prices.
troit soliciting patronage for Sheraton Corp. hotels, with, which
he’s
now associated. Hearing a pitch such as this proved a new experierice
for. the tradesters. Sheraton, which recently took over the
Ten Eyck in Canada copped three Awards of Merit at recent Edinburgh Film
Hotel. Albany, from the Schine Hotel Corp: sent 10 representatives
Festival. The films were "Coral.” by Colin Low about breaking-in of
to that city in a "sales blitz.”
a horse; “The Switchman,”' the. work of Roman Kroitor and Stanley
Jackson; "The Stratford Adventure,” produced by Guy Glover on the
Federation of Women's Clubs, \yliich has a claimed Shakespearean Festival at Stratford, Ontario.
riieiiibciship of 500,000, has named Samuel Goldwyn the
recipient of
a special citation to be presented bri the occasion of the organization’s
First, picture to be filmed in its entirety on location in Sonora, Cal.;,
60th anniversary,. Producer is being saluted for "outstanding achieve- will
be Nat Holt’s "Seven Bad Men,” although it is the 103d troupe
ments.i
motion pictures and (.lie high 'standing you have set for the. to use that neighborhood
for exteriors. With, the rainy season coming
entire industry.” Irene- \V., Mills,, president of. the
Federation, invited. on, Holt has rented a building on the county fair grounds and turned
Goidwyn to, personally accept., the citation at. N. Y;. v d.iriner ..NoV; 8..
it into a -stage, to shoot all the interiors. It wili save time in case the
•weather interferes with exterior Shooting,
Bruce. Trinz, general -manager, of the -Clark Theatre here
has. a
thesis .that theatremcn aren’t doing enough to promote
the film industry!
What’s, likely one* of. the smallest "theatres”
the country is now
internally. Accordingly; in his $50,000 refurbishing
program at- the in operation at Mayfair House; headquarters of. the Walter Rea.de
ai .•
'’.."doing
why with the gingerbread and is setting up %
circuit at Deal. N. "J. Room, which" seats 24. is equipped With a .wide
•elaborate'- phpto montage on a prominent
'wall. .Mural, is to have an
screen measuring 5x12 ft. and has Cinemascope and stereo sound.
Oscai in its center surrounded by w.k., scenes from
Academy Award

NAME

.

.

.

St.

'•

picture exhibs in St. Louis and adjacent St. Louis County provides
for one-man projection room operation in. all but 16 houses in the
local
The deal, ratified by
the union members replaced one
of three years ^duration. that expired Aug. 31. The projectionists
continued working during the huddles
that
brought Richard* F.
Walsh, prexy of the international
union, to this. city on two occations.
The basic, terms of the new contract gives the operators in oneman houses a 20%. hike in the old
basic wage scale of the house, plus
a 5% retirement fund contribution
by the theatre owner. This arrangement applies immediately to
.47 of the houses covered by. the

.

-

.

;

.

MAKELIM NOT PLAYING
EXHIBS FOR MARBLES

.

'

.

new

.

'

.

.

1

,

F&M

'

.

.

ticket.

Effective* next September,
11
other houses will also revert to
one-man operation. Six of these are
operated by Fanchon Marco’ St.
Louis Amusement Co. The oneman. operators will, not benefit i
the new contract until next year.
The- five first run houses, Loew’s
State, and Orpheum, Fox. St. Louis
and Missouri, the latter three controlled by
will continue with
the two-men operation but will
grant the 5% pension contribution
immediately.
An ordinance that, requires two
projectionists in each motion picture theatre booth has been on the
books for more than 10 years and it
is likely it will be replaced in .face
of the new contract.

1

'

2:,
i

'

.

Louis, Nov.

One of the important clauses
new five-year pact between
Local No. 143, IATSE and motion
the

}

Variety Club Front

!

—

1

;

Ecker Elected
Pitt’s Chief Barker

Atty.

Pittsburgh...

.

j

!

:

'

:

j

!

.

1

1

'

1

I

.

I.

Elmer Ecker, prominent

attorney,.
named
Barker of the Variety Club
annual, elections recently.

Pitts-

Chief
No. l’s
He’ll

take over from incumbent Norman
Mervis at the big banquet in William Penn Hotel Nov. 21. Others

named were David J. McDonald,
head of the United Steelworkers,
first assistant barker; Ray Scott,
radio and tv sportscaster, second
assistant barker; Sam. Speranza,
Stariley-Warner booker, treasurer,
and AI Weiblinger, an auditor, as
secretary.
Latter has held this
post for years.
Board of Directors will be made

of Ray Downey, Harry Hendel,
Jimriiy Klingensmith, Havry Kodinsky,
Bbb. Prince
Abe
arid

up

Wei

.

.

I

Albany Tept Names Schenck
Albany.

1

,

!

f

:

.

.

,

.

.

,

p

j
1

The Government's

antitrust suit, against various- -film companies,
which charges restraint, of trade in the 16m pic field, looks to be going
by the how' Robert Jaeks-Robert Goldstein Pro- to trial, early next spring. Federal
Judge Harry
Westover has set
"Robbers’ .Roost," .which went, before, the cameras this
13 for pre-trial argument.
Artists release, "Roost” if, a coriimitHiient made by!
i.iie
late Leonard, Goldstein wlios.
estate is currently .being closed.
Eddie Clifford, organist at. the. Music Hall Theatre in Seattle, one
Attorneys suggested that the picture be made under another
production of the few such musicians now playing regularly in a first run motion
banner. Pair will make future, films under a. different
corporate name. picture house in. the riation, was honored bn liis, first anniversary
there by local show biz personalities.
House of Seagram bankrolled Crawley Film (Ottawa)
latest 16m
se !'v 9-'f?olf;fi ins in one, including
"The Gold CupComes Home.”
’!w
Tieup set by RKO has the Arthur Murray Studios introducing a new
f
'^ c 1954 Canadian Open, and an '11-minu'le dance, billed "The Americano,”
from the RKO pic of the same. name.
c neia^e of. the blnul goiters
tournament at Toronto. Title of the first It’s laken.fronr a terpery exercise by Abbe Lane (Mrs. X. Cugat).
C llrSt winning

and

First

duetions

last film

!

is

'

:

.

.

The Albany Variety
Officers,

are

George

Club’s

II,

new

Schenck,

Tri-State Candy Corp. branch manager, Chief Barker; Norman Ja-ckter, Columbia manager, first assistant barker; Jack Goldberg, Metro
manager, second assistant barker;
Attorney Lewis A. Sumberg, propert master; Sidney, Urbach, certi-

fied

public

accountant,

chief

doughguy/ Schenck originally was.

Warner circuit in Utica,
Syracuse and Elmira.
The group took over as soOn as
named so as to permit formulation
by them of plans for the an-

with., the

nual Denial Drive, to be conducted
in November fOr Camp Thatcher.

Georgia Chain Expands
Augusta, Ga., .Novr 2.
Georgia Theatre Co., operator
Miller,
Hodjeska. and Cloof
.the
of the ^ old Cup by a Canadian .Pat Fletcher)
here,
verleaf Drive-In
theatres
in 40ycai^
Motion Picture Pioneers’ 16lh annual dinner Nov. 17 in N.Y. will hav^e. taken over operation of the
j-have an extraordinary: feature— no speeches, just food and entertain- Hilltop and Augusta ozoners:
Tim - a lonal
inri'ii
Piim Boaid, a government-sponsored
Film
fill
-company merit, S. H. iSi) Fabian will be honored as "pioneer of the year.”
New management began. Oct. 17..
,

’

,

'

,

.

,

j
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will

came early (ana stay late; when you play
"Hansel and Gretel", this year's great holiday show
is the miracle that happenls only once to the very young • . . at heart.
critics and the long lines at the box office must be young at
York
And all the New
heart, because they agree that "Hdnisel and Gretel" is great entertainment for everybody.

"Hansel and Gretel"

"A

should delight fanciful
fine film for children • .
grown-ups, too! Mr. Myerberg's daring has admirably
a charming entertainment in both the
paid off
musical and the novelty line. This picture has the quality

cacy that

way

for

is

likely to

spread

its

enchantment over Broad?

many a month."
—Alton Cook,

New

York World-Telegram

.

of

a

truly visualized fairy tale.

#/

—Bosley

Crowther,

New

York Times

The Kinemins walk, talk, sing and
dance as though they were really alive. Displays an
imaginative eye for the picturesque."

''It

"The picture can be summed up as a very remarkable
—Archer Wihsten, New York Post
achievement."

"A charming

musical fantasy."
—Rose

calls for cheers.

"Rises into great
its

way

into

Pelswick/

New

and exalted beauty

your heart."

York Journol-American
.

.

.

literally sings

-Jesse Zunser, Cue Magazi

—Kate Cameron, Daily Nows

"Amazingly Real. Myerberg has created a wonderful
fairy tale that will be loved by all children and many
adults. 'Hansel and Gre-

"Hansel and Gretel" certainly
the problem of where to take the
young ones on a holiday or birthday
outing. The elusive spirit of fantasy
has been caught with sprightly deli*

Full
in

Length Feature Musical Fantasy

FAIRYLAND COLOR by TECHNICOLOR

;

O

.
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WCTUHES

to distribution of
exchange area.

it

in

Milwaukee

Federal district court, gave S. D,
Kane, North Central Allied executive counsel, additional time to prepare his written brief defending

NCA’s

picketing
branch here.

CHICAGO

Minnesota Entertainment Enterprises, comprising a group of Twin
due to tv popularity. Cities’ leading indie exhibs, won
Sidney Samuelson, president arid out ,in fight to obtain only availgeneral manager- of Allied of East- able! drive-in license in Minneapoern Pennsylvania, sent a series of lis suburban Bloomington where it
nine bulletins to membership cov- already has a deluxe ozoner,. one
ering major. Allied squawks against of the five in its chain. Population
the distribs.
growth permits the second Bloomadper a
theatre,

Nov.

$2.50

asking

8;

Comeback

is

‘

Service Co. technical products department has signed a servWomen’s Variety Club of Illinois ice arid maintenance pact with the.
sponsoring opening game of 195- Balaban & Katz Circuit, in Illinois,
55 season of Harlem Globetrotters Indiana and Obi
W. L. Jones,
as fall fund-raising .project for La RCA v.p„ and Al; L. TrebOw, repRabida Sanitarium.
resenting B&K, handled the, riego|

I

Miami, Nov..

2.

Warner exploiteer Don Walker
Federal Judge George Wi Whitefrom K. C. to work on “Star, Is hurst today declared a mistrial in
Born” out-state dates,
the long-drawn $9,450,000 antitrust
B. O. “Buck” Stoner, new Parasuit against six .'major film commount division rnanager, paying panies brought by E. N. arid Wil.

in

;

'

tiations.

!

its $50,000 remodelling program to rid house- of
such allergens as pollen, lint and.

CLAUGHTONS

Hours

cerise,

.

I

air purifier

MISTRIAL FOR

Jury 1 1-1 For Distribs After Eight

.

|

Clark Theatre installed Precipi-

•

as.
ington outdoor
local, ordinance, arid Otto Kobs,
owner of suburb’s conventional
theatre, also was., seeking the li-

RCA

lissiofl

tr.on

next 30 days..
In the past,, board has had iat arrange special screenings at
neighborhood or downtown theatres for* Cinemascope productions.

'the

,

.

2.

.

EPI, announced. Film is first made
by Laurel & Hardy since 1945, and

Wally Heim, UA publicist, home
from hospital arid on crutches
resulting
knee Operation
after
from fall down stairs at. his home.
Uptown Theatre only house in
town to book theatre telecast of
Opening Night at Metropolitan

Opera

Columbus, Nov.

Despite the rockets of opposition that have been bursting about
their heads the last two years, Ohio’s Film Censor Board apparently thinks it will be in operation a long while yet since it has
just ordered a Cinemascope screen in its. basement viewing auditorium. Four-track sound equipment ought to be-in place withi

Columbia

bf

1

!'

iri

DALLAS

his first local visit;

liam Claughton, operators of sevMinneapolis, Nov. 2.
eral indie houses in the Miami
Loop first-run theatres have;,
are
area. The distributors involved
Midwestern Security Life InsurNeno Pepitone, assistant at the Paramount. Warner Brothers, 20th- new cause for concern in the presance Co.
- International, ent
application of the bus company
A. R. Milentz celebrating his Centre, made manager of the Es- Century, Universal
ing, and. booking-department.
succeeding Hazel Spiller, Columbia and. United Artists.
25th
anni
as operator of Park The- quir
ad
Tribune
providing all local .transportati
Lambert Swatek,
who moved, to executive staffs of
atre
Liberty.
at
The jury, after deliberating for for another fare boost to 20c
amusement chief, numbered, full
Denver.
Centre
and
the
Frontier Theatre Circuit opened
the six-week
page color ad taken by United the
Paul Anglin, Universal exploita- eight hours following
State at Pecos, Al Cook named
with an additional 2c
one; in favor straight
Artists last ...week for “Barefoot
tion man, Boston, added to the trial, was eleven to
manager of. house.
they re- charge for ransfers.
When
Contessa" as the eighth taken by
defendants
.the
pf
Bill Hardy and O. L. Lowery, divisional staff of Fox Inter-Mounr
years..
two
Whitehurst
the film, industry in last.
Present rate of 20c cash ot five
owners of the II. & H, Amus, Co.,' tain Theatres, arid will supervise ported back to Judge
agree.
This is a record number of four- bought
the
Glade Drive-In at showing of art films. Rocky Moun- that they were unable to
tokens for 90c With
charge
color pix pages in the v Trib for'
procedure
tain states.
Under federal judicial
Gladewater.
the period. It points up that films
Dick Fulham, Republic salesman, the court was then forced to der for transfers represents a boost
Abe Levy sold the 483-seat Texas
re. at a bally' high.
Theatre; Waco’k oldest nabe house, moves to a similar job with 20thr clare a mistrial as required when fron\ 5c not so many years back
and
Coston
James
Circuit owner
to Edward Fadal. House was origi- Fox,
unanirrious agreement is not
ain. the past decade.
Alliance Theatres toppers P. J. nally opened; by the late
Wm, Carter now managing the reached. The Claughtons have not and five hikes
J. A.
Exhibitors point out that high
Dee, S. J. Gregory and James Lemke as the Lyric in 1927 and Santa Fe.
with
continue
will
they
if
indicated
Gregory planed to Coast to attend later operated as the Texas by Incost, of downtown filmgoirig is alRobt. Demshki resigned as Centhe suit.
Charles Skouras, rites.
i'eady a considerable handicap for
tennial Drive-In manager. Ralph
terstate.
Doug Helgeson, “Cinerama” genthe loop boxoffice.
With $1 th
Claude Ezell and Associates took Batschelet,. general manager of the
eral manager here, reports. 1,235,regular,
night
for
admission
over operation of the Hi-Park operating company, is. running the
Republic Opens Formosa
000 people have attended' the film, Drive-In,. San Antonio, formerly ozoner.
C’Scope pictures and 85c prevailin first 65 weeks.
Wally O’Neill, owner the Vita,
owned
ing otherwise in; downtown firstby Carlton H. Weaver. Dan
Otto Preminger in town for. Goodwin is the manager.
Spearfish, S. D., and Bud Lovell,
run houses, attendance, iat a loop
couple days making appearances
Members of the film industry bought, the Knox Drive-In, NewOpening of a Republic branch on house for a couple usually means
•for "Carmen Jones,” which opens
honored J. B; Underwood On his castle, Wyo„ from Ted Knox.
necessitates .a new div- an outlay of not much under $4,
Formosa
at United Artists this month.
25th anni with Columbia Pictures.
Ginger. Rogers
and husband Underwood is Col division manavying up of the Motion Picture Ex- including trarisportation. Add baby
Jacques Bergerac due here Nov. 9 ger with
port Assn, permits for the first half sitting expenses and it’s a real boxheadquarters here.
to hypo “Twisted Fate,” which
Gould,
who
Sam
quit
WB
in
year ending Dec. 31, 1954,- Earlier,, office hurdle.
Kendall Way awarded the “R. J.
opens at Monroe next week.
O’Donnell Award”, given annually Greensburg to go with Associated the eight MPEA members with ofhere by the Variety Club Tent 17 Theatres in New Castle, returned fices bn the island had agreed' on
“in appreciation^ of tireless efforts to former community as district a split of the available 134 licenses.
PIC
manager for four of the eight
When that was done, Republic
John T. Babbitt, New York re- in behalf of the Variety Club Boys Pennsylvania houses that Harold
didn’t have an office on Formosa,
gional manager for the Army & Ranch and. other charities of Tent S. Eskin Enterprises
.acquired from
RELIGHTED
17during
the
past
year.”
organizalocal
via
a
distributing
Air Force Motion Picture Service,
H, H; Carlile announced that Stanley-Warner circuit.
transferred to the Atlanta regional
Minneapolis, Nov. 2.
Nor her t Stern, who heads Asso- tion; With Republic now in the
Naoffice as. manager; replacing him is construction has started on a new ciated
In nearby Ellsworth, Wis., merDrive-In Theatres, propos- market, MPEA argued with, the
S0n-car
ozoner at Dimmitt. The,
Rich r.d O. Schmidt who moves, up
tionalist Chinese authorities that chants, discovering that the town's
ing
a
new
one
in
Duquesne
Place
drive-i
will
from a similar AAFMPS berth in C'Scope-equipped
the Republic quota should be taken lack of a film theatre not only
for Spring.
cost about $50,000.
Washington.
Stanley - Warner showmanship, out of the indie allocation. How- hurt their business, but also that
Walter Jolley took over as manAl Burks, Warner Bros, homeawards
here
went
to'
Jack Kieffer, ever, the Formosan authorities the community as a whole has been
office exploiteer who recently cov- ager of the Garland Road Drive-In
of the Enright, in East. Liberty; didn’t go for the idea.
less happy and citizenry morale
ered the Washington, Philadelphia at Garland; formerly was With Leopold Satori.
Strand
in Oakland;
New split will see nine distribs and spirit lower since the shutand Charlotte areas transferred to Dickinson Theatres in Kansas.
tering of the. only showhorise, have
Pioneer Drive-In opened be- Lou Fordan, Memorial, in McKees- carving up the 134 permits.
Dallas, Memphis and Oklahoma
taken the bit in their teeth.
.tween Cross Plains arid Rising Star port. and Michael \Cardbne, Harris
City territories.
by Bob- Vaught and Hugh Mil- in Tarentum.
They ’ve decided to su bsidize the
Marks
Artie
300-Seat
Robert Cannon, manager of
lington.
The. ozoner is C’Scopeoperation of the theatre while, tryShea’s McKean and Bradford Theequipped.
Its 25th Anniversary ing to put it on a payras-you-go
atres,
reopened Shea’s in Bradford
G, W. Wooten reopened Sunset
Chamber ol’ ‘Commerce filed an
Rochester, Nov. 2.
basis and have arranged for its
objection
with
Zoning
Board [Theatre in San Antonio which has as. an arty house. Shea’s has been
Rochester’s oldest art film house, reopening.
against: permit for A. M. Ellis’ pro- been shuttered since February, For shuttered for several months.
Basle-Laskey Theatres Inc. pur- The Little Theatre, has completed
posed new' Roosevelt Boulevard the last 14. years base photo Jab
ozoner, asking: that acreage be held chief at Kelly Air Force Base, he chased the Westover Drive-In near a. three-week celebration of; iti 25th
for industrial sites.
previously spent. 15 years operating Morgantown, W. Va,, from. the Bell Anniversary. Two first runs were
Patent Office ‘Show’
screened: “Pickwick Papers” for
New Penn Theatre, North; Philly theatres at Victoria, Brownsville, Bros.
Dick Brown, long-time jexhib two weeks arid "The 5,000 Fingers
nabci has shuttered,
•Yorktown arid Graham.
Washington, Nov. 2.
and son of late Harry Brown, who of Dr. T” for one week.
Stanley.
Warner
Commodore.
U. S, Patent Office unveiled an
managed the legit *Nixon for years,
West Philly nabe, switched to art
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Belinson’s 300- exhibit provided by. Chromatic
now
salesman
for Coyne and seater in East Aye. has managed
house policy, playing English and
Television
the
Laboratories In
Justi “Jud” Parker, former Uni- Evans Ch evrolet "^agency.
other foreign product
Ray Allison retiring from busi- to survive crashes, depressions, lobby of the Commerce. Building
Charles Beileri, Warner branch versal and Screen Guild salesman,
wars
and
wide
features,
double
here
last
week.
view
is
CliroOn
manager; back at the exchange named Republic’s branch manager, ness and negotiating lease on his screen by offering a fare of first
matic's color tv tube
the Varireplacing
Herb Schaefer, who Rivoli in AltOona; was a Par salesafter major operation
man here more than 30 years ago; run art .and foreign films, together ous stages of its development arid
Harold S. Eski increased hold- joined Buena Vista Productions.
While I. T; (Ike) Sweeney, Re- with returns of musicals and/or on hand to explain the details for
New England Theatres conductings with purchase of eight theathe four-week “run” of the dising a' '“Profit and Prestige Drive" public exchange manager, is On Oscar winners.
tres in Pittsburgh territory.
play are Al Chesnes arid Robert
“Laurel and Hardy in Utopia” during the final quarter of the sick list. Walter Titus, company
homeoffiee exec, is here to look
Dressier, Paramount engineers. Par
will.be released nationally by Ex- year.
NEW
JERSEY ANTITRUSTERS
Herbert Schaeffer, for the last after the- branch,
owns 50% of Chromatic,
ploitation Productions, Inc., Jack
Corporal John Fabac, former
H. Harris, general sales manager of } year Republic branch manager, reRepublic Included With Majors
All part of the Patent Office’s
signed to join Buena Vista Pro- assistant to Stan Harner, StanleyIn One Action
program of acquainting the public
ductions handling the Disney fea- Warner purchasing chief, home
with its service.
tures; will cover the New England after 18 months of Army hitch in
.

Harold Schwarz, owner of Tower

dust,

Pictures. Co.,

'

formerly of
-Russell,
Schoenstadt: circuit, made ..assistant
film b^iyer of Illinois Allied buy-

'Remit.

named

DENVER

a director- of
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.
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New York Theatres
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O

BROS.

I

Austria; will ekercise GI rights by
enrolling at Pittsburgh U.

territory.

Fred Bragderi, who recently resigned his post as Columbia, salesman, joined Times Film Co., and
will handle the New England sec-

LOS ANGELES

'/

i

Total of $4,981,500 damages are
sought by three New Jersey exhibitor
firms in two
separate
treble - damage

ADDED

suits
last
against the eight major dis-

tion.

WORKSHOPS

Metro Accepts Bids From Ohio
.and. Montana

Harry Man dell, general sales Week
Dorothy Riley appointed hiari- manager of- Filrnakers Releasing tributors and several theatre cirOrganization, appointed Scott Lett cuits. Golden Lane Theatre Corp.,
of; B&Q’s Art Theatre, Quincy:
Formerly a cashier and assistant as company’s southeastern sales Operator of the Temple. Theatre in

O

TICKET

antitrust

brought in N.Y. Federal Court

'

s§ BoiREfl
sT

|

A^Nc

Juoy | jaMBS

ager

O

Garland Mason §

.manager, this marks the.
'

.*.0

stereophonic Sound

JACK CARSON CHARLES BICKFORD
•c^'ccn play
pftoooeco «v VIKfTOM NOONAN MOSS HART* SIDNEY LUFlX/
-B'RICT^o Ov
'

femme manager was named by

MUttCAk OriifCTtON BY MAY HfciNOOnr-

,

GEORGE CUKOR
PffCGCNTCD NT

a

,

A TRANSCOfM ENTERPRISES PROD
•

MINNEAPOLIS

'/

,

WARNER BROS. «o».‘c V’

kmhjlo

arun

»^ P iw ctRSHWi

PARAMOUNT
VICTORIA

B’wcy & 43rd

B'way

I

46»h

'

W. R, Frank, local circuit ownerHollywood producer, to N.Y; to
help campaign for his “Sitting
Bull” at the Mayfair there, After
Broadway preem, he will fly to
Europe to arrange for openings of

CONTINUOUS at TWO THEATRES!
S».

'

$*.

film abroad.

Harold Waistead promoted, from

—

R. A

D 1 0 CITY

MUSIC

HUL_

Rockefeller Center
IRVING BERLIN'S
in

VlstaVltlon starring

BING CROSBY . DANNY KAYE
ROSEMARY CLOONEY • VERA ELLEN
A Paiamoupt

•

RKO

“WHITE CHRISTMAS’’

Color by Technicolor

assistant to manager at RKO-Pan
here, succeeding Janies
HeUser; latter transferred to
house at Dubuque, la., as manager.
St. Paul city council delayed action for 30 days on measure imposing tax on billboard advertising,

theatre

Picture

and jpitUClim STAGE NESfHTATiOH

!

!

[
1

Two more Ticket Selling Work-,
shops have been scheduled by
Union
City, N;J;, asks $3,750,000 Metro, making a total of five so
Robert I. Kronenberg, prez of
from the majors as well as Repub- far. New dates; are March I in
Manhattan
Films
Internatibnal,
inked deal with. Ed Harrison in lic Pictures and Skouras Theatres Colunqbus in cooperation With the
Ohio Allied unit and May 10 in
New York to handle the Japanese Corp.
Lane outfit, Which charges the Billings at the request of the Mori'
import, “Ugetsu,” on the Coast.
Universal booker Stanley Cohen distribs refused to license it With tana Theatre Owners Assn.
resigned to handle sales ih. South- firstrun product, claims this polMike. Sirrions, head of M-G cusern
California
for
Manhattan. icy favors the exhibitor defendants tomer relations, Will conduct all
Films. He was formerly with Sid and caused the Temple “great damthe sessions. He’ll be assisted by
Luft at the Zeppo Marx agency.
ages.” Union City exhib seeks an
Harry Mandell and Charles injunction. requiring the distribs to Emery Austin, exploitation chief..
Kranz appointed to the board of license their films in a “fair and A number of panelists will be selected to cover various phases of
directors of Filrnakers Releasing open market.”
Organization.
Sompru Theatre Co., owner and promotion and advertising.
Benedict Bogeaus* RKO release, operator of the Court Theatre,
The first of the Workshop ses“Cattle Queen of Montana,” will
Somerville, N.J., until 1943 when sion under Metro sponsorship teed
get saturation booking after its
off last Thursday (28) at the Wilit leased the house to the Brookpru
world preem in Billings, with 35
liam Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh, when
Montana-Idaho key situations al- Theatre Co., wants $639*000 from
the eight majors, Walter Reacie various indie and circuit theatre
ready set.
Sessions
Theatres,
groups were on hand.
three
Reade
suband
Ben Marcus, head of Allied Theatres and owner of Marcus chain sidiaries. Brbokpur seeks $592,500 are also scheduled for Indianapolis,
Inwith
Nov.
in
cooperation
from
same
the
defendants.
16,
Both
in Milwaukee, here for discussions
with Hal R. Makelim. Pair is hold- plaintiffs charge .the' distrib de- diana Allied, and in Boston, Dec. 6,'
ing confabs on the Makelim Plan fendants with maintaining a sys- in association with the Independfor exhibitor-guaranteed showings tem of “unreasonable clearances,” ent Exhibitors and Drive-In Theaof a program of features.
among other things.
tre Assn, of New England.

time. rep.

the circuit; replaces Robert Dyette,
who resigned, to ertter another biz.
Seven ozoners are currently
under construction in Massachusetts for spring openings.

coqooCINBmaScOPM ooooo
technicolor

first

opposed bv theatremen.
Frank Mantzke, local “Martin
Luther” distributor, also assigned

.

i

.
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To hear the research experts tell it, practically everybody’s
been reading, the wrong Nielsen figures in. sizing up accurately
the popularity of the new season’s programming (and particularly
tire specs)., Furthermore, if you take the “average audience” ( AA)
Nielsen figures there's very little difference: between, that and
*
v
Trendex.
Thus, say the research boys, Trendex gave “Lady In the Dark,”
a 25.$ rating. Nielsen's “average audience” rating was practically
right on the Trendex button—25,3. But not the “Nielsen Rating”
(NR) that shows Up in bigger, blacker type, and which, delivered

23

.

tiy

The

a 39.1.

A

Paley to the Rescue

with a platform, style calculated to
latter-day Athenians relegate

2.

make

Domesthenes to an opening act,
Dr. Frank C. Baxter was a smash

New York last

week. Official,
Savoy-Plaza luncheon for
the Professor of English Literature
of the D. of Southern Cal. was
WCBS-TV, although the educator is
currently on a CBS-TV network
kick with, his Sunday “Now and
Then” culturama: A few months
ago, however, it was Columbia
hit in
host at a

flagship that offered him a. kinescope forum, for his w.k. “Shakespeare on TV” series originally

KNXT, Los An-

geles.

Thus

this looksee of the belletristic man in the flesh was by way of

“thank you” for past performances plus serving as a convenient way for the station to draw attention to a new public service
series while Dr. Baxter was in
town also to attend the sessions of
the National Assn, of Educational
Broadcasters.
But the web itself
was well represented both on. the
dais arid table d’bourgolsie, these
including a brace of veepees in
Merle Jones (stations) and Sig
Mickelsons (news and public affairs); Craig Lawrence, ex-WCBSTV, under whose general managership, the Baxter kinnies.were displayed, and the press info gang.
Flagship was repped by its topper,
(Continued on page 38)

Hollywood, Nov.
Arrival

this

week

of

CBS

board chairman William S.
Paley and program chieftai
Hubbel Robinson Jr. will see
a series of program meetings

,

may

settle the status of

many network-produced shows
at CBS Television City. Status
of the Red Skelton show, for
one, has been in the doubtful
columns for weeks and. will be

high

.on

drama

series

based on Reader's Digest material
has been wrapped up by the Ruthrauff & Ryan ad agency and will
be underwritten by the Studebaker-Packard combine starting In
January. It will be a half-hour (8

be discussed along with
stepped up production of colwill

orcasts.

Johns Manvilie has decided to
out of network radi
giving
up its cross-the-board Mutual news
commentary. Sponsorship of the
five-minute nighttime strip by Bill
Henry *will terminate at the, end
of the year when Johns Manvilie

bow

is

calculated

Same” and “Voice

Jimmy Nelson

is

of Firestone.”
currently sustain-

ing at 8 but not
,.

it will

move

will be

iri

known now where
January or whether

dropped.
There’s double ad agency representation
on the deal, with
Studebaker’s erid being handled by
Williams,' Roche &
Cleary and
acting for Packard, although
latter agency is in the overall.
it

CBS-TV

Now

Sunday

:

afternoon

9:15 to 9:30 slot, Monday-thru- Fria taped show that will
day,
much conform to the usual
Bingle variety format, with guests,
Initially it was Gottlieb’s aim
etc.
to bring Crosby back into radio
with a continuing biographical
theme based ori the Crosby “Call
Me Lucky” life story, but the
singer vetoed the idea, feeling he
‘

,

comes

,

rival

a

network pretty

(NBC-TV). with; a “bright idea” for
the author-wit. Barry
ood, NBC’s

W

lately
installed
special
everits
chief, is dreaming up a format that
would set Allen, into a news stanza

.

.

that takes the stuffed shirtism out
of a roundup of public happenings.
That’s how matters stood as of could bring more entertainment’
last week-^-with no further speci- '.elements . with
the conventional
fications as to where the “kidding format/.
As In the past, Bill Morthe news” session would be slotted row will produce.
Scott.
Joh
Actually, Trotter, after a many-year associ
or in what frequency.
such a. format would be an up- tion with Crosby, will be missing
dated, extended version of the old this time up, with a more intimate
“Allen’s Alley;”
instrumental combo going in.
.

.

Crosby
back With

listening.)

Kenyon
$3,000,000

&
irt

Eckhardt

new

falls heir to

billings starting

Jan. 1 when the Schick Electric
Razor actount shifts over from the
Kudrier agency, where it was longtime entrenched.
About half of the $3,000,000 billings is currently being channelled
tv,
chiefly via a one-third
sponsorship on the Saturday night
Jackie Gleason show on CBS-TV.
Schick also has a DuMont pro football pickup.

into

,

.

AM from way back. During the.
medium’s lush years, the client was
spending upwards of $2,000,000 for
a five-minute (8:55-9 p.m.) news
stripCBS, probably the most
expensive program of its kind during any era of broadcasting. The
shift to Mutual was made a few
years back when Columbia, at the

Chrysler’s ‘Drop Dead’

1

matics. (Elgin
and-see.)

hour

is

still

,

wait-

—

.

neyland”
to 8:30.

is.

CBS

—

perfectly slotted 7:30
has its own Variation

TAB

’

.’

f

As Lanza Aftermath
Pittsburgh, Nov.

2.

Although nobody on the inside
to originate
from the Trenton,' will either affirm or deny it, newsN; J„ Fair Grounds as an Adrian paper circles locally are buzzing
Samish package. As an alternawith the report that a recent madtive, the rodeo show may be cut
down to a half-hour with Dun- on by Fred Remington, Press radioninger getting the other 30-minute tv editor following the Mari
slot.
Lanza fuss on the .first “Shower
Kraft meanwhile has expressed
Stars,” has cost his sheet,
some interest in buying “Space Of
Cadets” for 11:30 .A, m," (to plug Scripps-Howard afternoon daily, all
caramels) and this: would occasion of Chrysler’s national advertisings
a reshuffle of the planned schedule;. Normally that, could be ascertained
at once by checking automobile,
linage in the three dailies, but
since new Chrysler line .won’t be
‘LET’S FACE IT’ RIGHTS
out for two weeks, when the ad

on a color spec theme riding oncea-month in the 10 to 11 period for
Westinghouse Via “Best of BroadTO TV ‘COMEDY HOUR’
‘PRESS’
way? (while Pabst takes a breather
Television rights to ‘‘Let’s Face.
With Revere Copper bowing out on the' bouts), but. thus far they’ve It,” which originally
starred Danriy
of sponsorship of the Sunday after- suffered the same Trendex humilia- Kaye
on Broadway and later
tion as the NBC specs;
(1943) served as a Bob Hope vehinoon “Meet the Press” on NBC-TV,
Thursday—“Dragnet” and Grou- cle at Paramount, have beeri acreportedly due to budgetary .prob- cho Marx
make this NBC’s night, quired for the “Colgate Comedy
lems, Johns Manvilie is stepping same as last. year. “Lux Video. TheHouir”
show over NBC-TV on
into the breach and joins as alter- atre” is. NBC’s 10 to 11 attraction Nov. 21..
nate week bankroller after the first this season, but the Coast-originatRichard Krakeur, who co-proing dramatics have beeri anything; duced comedy on Broadway with
of the yean
Pan American Airways will con- but a credit to the network or the Vincent Freedley, will serve As astinue as Johns Manvilie’s “other sponsor. Also found wanting have sociate producer for the tv outing.
week” client. Both are J. Walter been the Chrysler-sponspred “Cli- Robert Welch will both produce
Thompson accounts.
( Continued on page 38)
and direct from the Coast.

JOHNS MANVILLE TO

SHARE

will be slotted back-toAmos A' Andy, who have
entered the cross-the-board
25 minute sweepstakes with their
9:30 to 9:55 p.m. CBS show. (Fibber & MOlly have dittoed on NBC
in. what
shapes up as the new
program
pattern
network
on
radio
the
premise
based
on
that slotting the Same major personalities at the same time every,
night will invite habit-forming

also

.

credit to original sources. There’ll

tv program-.The 8 p.m. spotting

,

show.

'

-

to strengthen. ABC’s Monday night
bloc, with the Reader’s Digest show
falling
between
“Name’s
the

the

.

-

off

“non-contract” players this season, all the more standout is that Gottgoing from “Treadmill to Ob- lieb convinced The Bing to reverse
livion” (his Little, Brown book) to
hiiriself, for i
signing off at th
“Treadmill to Television.”
The
corhedian’s tome had its visual pre- end of last seasdri Crosby more or
view on the preem of “Omnibus” less renounced radio along y witli
this month and he's scheduled for tv.
a number of other appearances on
Crosby tees off on Nov. 22 in the

Spec Ambitions Rate Nod
For its introduction of the every^
fourth-week “Producers Showcase”
Tootsie Rolls is sweetening up
color spec, NBC deserves nothing
the NBC-TV coffers to the tune of
but praise, even though it may fall
more than $1,000,000, giving the
short of topflight standards (and the
same must be said of. the Saturday network a sponsorship assist in the
and Sunday night Max Liebman- launching of the new Saturday
morning program lineup and getproduced spectaculars)/ But the
ting the web off the one-shot hook
infrequent exposure, as opposed to
Nov, 9. Latter date', originally set
the habit-forming “same time-same
for Bob Hope’s regular Tuesday 8
station” viewing, militates against
to 9 showcasing, was cancelled out
its success in knocking off the comby General Foods because it didn’t
petition. Where it stands in the
want to get involved in added costs
fating sweepstakes depends pretty
entailed
filming
show in
much on whether you champion England, in leaving Hope’s
NBC saddled
Nielsen or Trendex;
with a. full hour of sustaining time,
Tuesday— Just as its always been,
Tootsie. Rolls, however, earne to
the Tuesday, night at 8 Milton the rescue over the weekend and
Berle NBC show (with. Martha Raye bought the time for a variety
and Bob Hope periodically alter- stanza starring Steve Allen and
nating) remains the pivotal point of Paul Winchell.
Actually, it Will
popularity
the Tuesday night serve as a Wirichell “trailer” for;
competition, its ’54-’55 success al- his forthcoming Saturday morning
ready in the bag; CBS hardly gets 10:30 to 11 juve-slanted show, teea look-in until Ed Murrow comes ing off Nov. 20, which the candy
on at 10:30 with “See It Now.” outfit, is bankrolling on a full seaRed Skelton in the opposite rBefle son basis.
slot has beeri going nowhere; ditto
New Saturday morning lineup,
“Life With Father” in the 10 which will find the 10 to noon sego’clock period (with CBS convert- ments undergoing a complete reing it to film in December in the shuffle, will spot Happy Felton
hopes that it might help matters.) from 10 to 10:30 (featuring circus
Otherwise the posb-Berle quality acts which NBC filmed in Europe
stanzas project ABC. into the lime- some tirrie ago); Winchell- Jerry
light with Danny Thomas’ “Make Mahoney 10:30 to li, with the likeRoom For Daddy” and the alternat- lihood of a full hour rodeo show
ing-week “U. S. Steel Hour” dra- from 11 to noon. Latter is slated,

Most Promising
Wednesday
Not much on this
night, any network, to provoke
O’clock) Monday nighter on ABC-"
Y height of its SRO status, decided shouting, With ABC’s “Disneyland”
TV.
Show is being filmed by the against breaking up half-hour seg- holding forth the most promise
for the season, Unfortunately, it’s
Bernard Prockter studio on tie ments.
Starting the -first of the year, the one showcase that cries out for
Coast and production is under
Chester Erskirie. Every story will Johns Manvilie will share in spori-. color, but ABC’s still in a. 100%
Designed
be an adaptation treatment from sorship of NBC-TV’s “Meet the black-and-white status.
for: both kid and adult appeal, “Disthe pages of the mag, with full Press” (see separate story),
be a host, probably a name. It will
be Reader’s Digest first network

Bing Crosby for a fiveWay; NBC’s News Format
riight-a-week radio showcasing
executing the major network radi
" Don’t look now, but Fred Allen
What makes it
rivay wind up as one of tv’s busiest coup of the year.

ly calculated to make too much of
a dent in' the Lucy rating pull.

the agenda.

Number of new. “house”
shows have been Completed
and those in planning stage

goes into tv.
Relinquishing of the radio program is of more than passing significance. John Manvilie has been
a year-ln-year-out news sponsor in

$3,000,000 vidpix

Fred Allen’s Treadmill Heads TV’s bing

.

that

Radio pro,

uri-

capsule night-by-night appraisgood and the bad would

CBS

gramming veepee, has moved in
where others feared to tr^ad, grab-

OBLIVION?

IS

prove that he can make it on his
own. in the present hour-long
framework. And while the “Medic”
dramatic series has been hailed for
its honest, forthright approach, it's
evident by now that, as all-round
family entertainment it's another.,
story, offering limited appeal hard-

a

A

well

—

Using words and phrases as if
he had a copyright on them and

on

is

Monday Despite NBC-TV’s desperate bid to set its Monday night
house in order in an effort to cut
down the longtime CBS-TV supremacy, resulting in the present Sid
Caesar-“Medic” 90-minute parlay
(with the one-a-month color spectaculars thrown in for. good measure), there is little likelihood that
the “Lucy” audience domination
will be disturbed this seasori. Nor,
for that matter, does the Burris &
Alien-Talent Scouts 8 to 9 CBS
bracketing' appear to be in. danger.
For, on the basis of his last few:
shows, Caesar has been a keen
disappointment, even to diehard
Caesar fans, And he has still to

WCBS-TV Trots Out California’s Educator-Showman
To Build Up a New Pubserv Series

live

season

al of the
indicates

the one that counts.

showcased

’54-’55 ty

THI$

der way, with attention now directed to option time And program
renewals. The patterns .have been
established, and the major-budgeted entries haye had time to shape
themselves into a for-better-orworse status with, for the. most
part,
an awareness; of whether
they’re going to make it or drop
by the wayside,

Similarly on GBS-TV’s “Royal Family” (“Best of Broadway”)
Trendex and Nielsen’s “average audience” hit it right on the nose—
24.2 arid 24.5. But Nielsen’s NR projected a 33,6.
How come? Nielsen's bigger rating stems from the premise
that if a viewer stays with
show six minutes he’s seen it all.
The longer the. show the bigger the rating, since a 90‘minute program gets full credit for the six minutes of viewing. But in striking
minute-by-minute average, you come up with the Nielsen Average
Audience ririeasurement. And that, say the research statisticians,
is

Lester Gottlieb,

GEORGE ROSEN

splurge Will take place, confirmation of the pretty well-founded rumor will have to wait until ..then.
After boiling over for several

paragraphs, Remington, wound up
saying that as far as he was concerned “Chrysler could go over
Niagara Falls in a Buick.” That
was the sentence, which broke all
hell loose in the advertising councils, they say/

Understood that local Chrysle.rPlyinouth dealers were going to
follow the parent company’s lead
and drop the Press dead, too, bitt
that they were talked out of it.

.

.

_

.
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Jerry

Vernon Gets Chi
Vice Jim Stirton

Toast* Tops ‘Lucy* on

Nod

3,

1054

ARB

Vernon this week was.
named director of ABC-TV’s central division, replacing James Stir-

October ratings of American Research Bureau puts “Toast of
the Town” in the No. 1 rating spot with a whopping 52.3, edging

who moved over to MCA last
week. Announcement was made by
v.p. in charge of the
ty network, in his first official action since, taking his new post.
Vernon, who. joined ABC when
it became the Blue Network, was
sales manager of the division under Stirton.

12th).

Jerry

out “I Love: Lucy’s” 52.1. The NBC-TV specs are conspicuously
absent from the Top 25 lineup, with CBS-TV’s “Best of Broadway”
one-a-month tinted dramas bringing up the Tear in the No. 25
position (although its competition, “This Is Your Life,” grabs off

tori,

John Mitchell,

.

By ART

WOODSTONE

Educational; broadcasters never
much attention from their
got
commercial counterparts than durconvention last week of
the
ing
the National Assn, of Educational
Broadcasters. Neither did they ever
before have a convention of such
magnitude and significance nor one
of such sharp controversy.
Chief interest centered about, the,

Lots of Brass
Heads

.

bearer for most minority causes,
'Comr; Frieda Hennock. By the time
the hew FCC head had finished his
address last Thursday (28) before
Radio-Television
combined
the
Exec Society and NAEB conventradesters
commercial
tioneers,
were fairly assured of McCon-

FCC

chairman Frank
Connaughey.

In all, 550 people attended
the meeting. The dais was of
a “strange bedfellows" compo^
sition,. boasting as it. did, the

aforementioned petwork chief-

The

academic

as

group,

to

tains,:

their

by

FCC

Edward
Webster, Frieda Hennock and

naughey’s laissez faire attitudes,
but educational video’s supporters
in a quandar
future safety.

Mc-

C.

educators Dr.
Buell Gallagher, Sy Siegel and
UNer
Dr. Armand Hunter;
Cohen, -plus other
Benjami
commercial broadcasters.

Rose!

and
:

Cprrirs.

Hyde;

:

(

28 )

Thursday

guest David Sarnoff,
board chairman, turned

,

RCA

Comr. Frieda Hennock on
and. commented,
dais
the
“Pretty good speech?” Her
ply was biting: “Yes, he gave
away all the educational channels and all he left was a
phonograph- and a record for
to

the classroom.”

Miss Hennock’s after-thought
was “RCA no doubt, with Sarnoff teaching French,”
that the chairman's
felt
speech augured a suppression of
their aims, in educational tv. Others
large,

wasn’t
that McConnaughey
aware of the implications of his remarks re educational video,, fori
were he, it was argued, they never
Would have been "made;. The chairman, a self-admitted novice in
broadcasting matters, reportedly
had his speech penned by a regular FCC employee, ..and toward the
end, with each succeeding remark,
felt

the educators took more and more
exception. It was argued in his behalf that McConnaughey's chief

—

concern and the main reason he
brought into office “are the

—

W’as

common

and a host of
other non-broadcast communication
cervices” that' he described in his
carriers

address.

McConnaughey.
called

educational

repeatedly

rebroadcasters’

(Continued on page 36)

Cleveland,; Nov. 2.
Stepped-up, on-the-spot; radio-tv
coverage of the. Sheppard, murder
case has brought recognition by
prosecution and defense to news
coverage ability of the broadcast-

ing industry.
Previously, defense and prosecuas -well as court, stressed
newspaper highlighting of the
case; but
gradual recognition of
broadcasting's, know-how became
evident as attorneys more and
more asked prospective jurors
their reaction to radio-tv.
Case opened with broadcasters
forced to take
back row to
scribbler coverage of the trial with
newspapermen getting front row
desk space. Broadcasters, with Ed
Wallace d i r e c t i ri g recognition
rights, prevailed upon Judge Edward Biythin to give broadcasters
equal coverage and assigned bench
space. Judge, however, refused to
allow direct courtroom broadcasting or tv picture taking. He also
barred still photogs.
Interest in the case is mounting
with
scheduled to do a
staterwide indie feed with Ken
Bichl at the mike. At least 10
Cleveland and Akron stations are
on-the-spot with additional radio
coverage.
tion,

.

.

WDOK

Minneapolis, Nov. 2.
Fohowing the CBS withdrawal
of its connection with WCCO tv
and radio here, the local station

AFL

Brotherhood of Electrical

.

,

CBS
CBS

NBC

.

NBC.

.

NBC
.

.

.

,

.

CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS

...

Godfrey’s Talent Scouts

My

What’s

San Antonio, Nov. %
Charles D. Johnson has been
tapped to head up the operation
of RGBS and KGBS-TV here as

Line

NBC

Your Life
Two For The Money
This

Is

CBS
CBS

Private Secretary
.

NBC

Ford Theatre
Burns & Allen
Life Of Riley
,
Your Hit Parade

soon as the transfer of the properties from Storer Broadcasting to
Express Publishing Co. of Sin
Antonio takes place, probably in
a week or two. Johnson, who moves
over from his post as general manr.
ager of KOY and KOY-TV in
Phoeriix, will be general manager,
with Wayne Kearl, formerly assistant general manager of: KGMB-TV
«
in Honolulu, stepping in as tv

CBS

NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC

....

;

/;

Fireside Theatre
Texaco Star Theatre— O’Connor
Studio One ...

......... .
.....
..

CBS
CBS

December Bride

NBC
NBC

Justice

Big Story
Best Of Broadway
;

;

CBS

Rating
52.3
52.1
47.7
46.4
44.0

4 10
36,9
35:5
35.4

353
34.8
34.4
33.6
33.2
33.0
32.5
31.5
31,2
31.1
29.1
28.8
28.7
28.7
28.6
28.4

tional sales chief,

the

staffs

will

KGBS

and

remain

in-

according to Frank Huntress
president of Express. Huntress

said the two posts were made vacant by the Storer intention to
transfer his execs to new video
Express, which pubproperties.
lishes the San Antonio Express and
the San Antonio Evening News,
also ow*ns KTSA, an ABC Radio
affiliate here, but is selling the
outlet to a local automobile dealer.

New Status
Phoenix, Nov, 2.
president of
is taking over
threatens; to result in a strike;
the additional duties of general
At the same time, the contract manager to fill the vpid left by the
with 50 other WCCO and WMIN departure of Albert D. Johnson to
union tv employes in other classi- San Antonio. Hogg is also comfications has expired and, after sev- mercial manager.
eral months’ negotiations, those
He said there would be a geninvolved have been unable to agree eral realignment of exec responon a new pact.
sibilities/but no policy changes as
The CBS network pay for the il a result of the shuffle.
WCCO radio technicians’ ran to
$150 a week top. But now that
WCCO is no longer a CBS network
member, the station is seeking to
bring' the employes under the lo‘MEDIC' IN
cal rate, or $20 a week less. OrigiNBC-TV’s “Medic” series will renally, the station demanded a $26
ceive more frequent exposures in
week slash.
Canada than in the U. S. Dow ChemIn other classifications, unions
ical, the sponsor, has arranged to
are seeking to pay boost of approxcarry the yidpix show over the
imately $16 a week to a range of
full tv network (17 stations) of
from $119 to $135, but the stations
Canadian Broadcasting Co., but
involved are resisting the demand.
whereas the U. S. edition is preempted every four weeks as a
curtsy to the Web’s Monday night
spectaculars, the. neighbor version
canhot be subjected to such shutN. Y.
Canadian “Medic” kicks Off
out.
ABC last week temporarily filled tonight (Wed.) in the 10 o’clock
the post of general manager of slot, With Satan Wrap continuing
the plugged product.
WABC, the Gotham radio flagship, as Deal
is for 30 weeks under Dow
by naming commercial manager Chemical of Canada, Ltd.
Michael J. Renault to succeed Ted
Oberfelder. Renault, who takes
over immediately, carries the. title
“acting general manager and sales
manager,” and in light of the fact
that the topdog post at the o&o
John Rust last week resigned
has traditionally carried a v.p. title, from the television-radio staff of
Renault is apparently in on a tem- U.S. Steeh after nine years to go
porary basis.
into business for himself as an
Oberfelder has already taken indie packager. First project On
over his duties as v.p.-general man- tap is a Faye Emerson starrer,
ager of WABC-TV, the sister flag: “Crossroads.” Series is based ori
Ship in N. Y., with v.p. John. Mitch- Travelers Aid ‘Society files, which
ell haying moved into his new post involve stories of people “fleeing
aS v.p. in charge of the ABC tele- from reality,” and Rust has already
vision network. Oberfelder plans signed Irving Gaynor Neiman as
no immediate changes in the video script editor for the series.
Pilot on the series, will be shot
outlet, but will spend at least a
couple of months familiarizing him- as soon as Miss Emerson’s rehearself. With the workings of. televi- sal schedule is set on her upcomsion, a medium- to which he’s new. ing Broadway legiter,
“Running
Mate.” Rust said the series will
probably be filmed, but that hash’t
been determined for sure yet.
Nielsen’s second September report on the top radio programs
CBS-TV’s Daytime Clients
shows the Marciano-Charles boxing
A trio of clients have boarded
bout not only at the apex but so
CBS-TV’s
daytime
bandwagon.
far up in the “homes reached” Simoniz is taking a quarter-hour
stratosphere that the others in the Wednesday segment of the Bob
Top 10 were left as dead in the Crosby show starting Jan. 5. A. E.
ring. With the prizefight shut out Staley has put in for the Monday
in tv but carried by CBSound, it 10:15-30
period of the Garry
rang up a total of 10,589,000 homes. Moore show beginning Jan. 10.
Second was “People Are Funny”
Another Moore sponsor is BrisWith 2,519,000.
tol-Myers,. replacing Pacific Mills
As one tradester put it, “all ra- on
the
Monday
quartet
at
dio needs is an exclusive heavy- 10 o'clock, starting Dec. 6. It will
weight title bout every week.”
share the period with Masland.
and

Workers are, at loggerheads over
the wage scales of 11 WCCO radio
technicians and the disagreement

Network

......
Dragnet
Jackie Gleason
Godfrey & His Friends
I’Ve Got A Secret
G, E. Theatre ...

Jr.,

.

helps to confuse the

to Nielsen)

—

Love Lucy
.

tact,

pleted his talk at the National
Assn, of Educational Broad-

opposed

Bob Hope
You Bet Your Life

KGBS-TV

new FCC Chairman
Frank C: McConnaughey comcasters luncheon last

I

Otherwise,

Freeze

Frieda
After

(as

Town

Toast of the

,

r

how ARB
Program

of the five networks,

In one. of the “few times ever”
assemblage, were collected at
A
the same table last week.
dazzling array of commercial
broadcasting execs, including
Gen. David Sarnoff, Leonard
Goldenson, Allen B. DuMont,.
Tom O’Neil,.. William S. Paley
and Frank. Stanton were on
hand at the combined NAEBRTES luncheon to hear new

FCCv its new chairman, Frank C.
McConnaughey and the standard-

Were

Here’s
picture:

networks
Advertising Bureau is waning, and
The first effects of the new the webs themselves appear to be
George BarenBegge regime at the chief, cause for current disi
WABD, N. Y., have: been felt. First, teirest.
The four radio webs still conBill Crawford fills a vacancy of
tribute about $100,000 annually to
several months by becoming: sales the radio sales promotion outfit’s
boss, and next, Norman Ginsburg budget.
This is just about what
is ankling as advertising and pro- they contributed when BAB was
motion manager;
started. At that time, however, it
This all happens in the wake of was better than half of the outNorman Knight's official departure fit’s total yearly budget; now it
represents less than one-seventh
as topper on Monday (1)
Ginsburg, with the DuMont o&o the outlay.
Local radio seems to be taking
since '50, is taking that “short vacation” route before announcing an opposite tack toward promoting
his future plans.
Crawford joins itself. All last week there were
WABD after a short haul several executive sessions in New York,
weeks ago in a similar sales job populated chiefly by indie radi
with WATV, Newark, and until last men, opt of. which came the report
that by 1957 the annual budget
January in one with WQR.
will be increased to $1,000,000
from its current mark of $720,000
or so. It shapes up as though indie audio operators aim to suggest
at the BAB 30-man board meeting
on Nov. 16 that the increase be
taken care of largely by them.
However, there’s no official w'ord
on how it was proposed the im
crease be taken care of; it probBirmingham, Nov. 2.
ably .won’t come until after the
Alabama’s Educational Televi- board sessions.
sion Network, an all VHF Web deBAB Will “increase local sales

Importance

Hogg’s

:

John L. Hogg,
KOY and KOY-TV,

.

—

CANADA

.

:

ABC TAPS RENAULT
TO HELM
RADIO

signed to cover 95% of .the state,
is* expected to get on the air by
Jdn. 1, Commissioner of Educational TV Raymond Hurlbert reported.

efforts,

1

’

it

week-long

.was learned after the
meetings.
committee

that was reported to mean
was that the promotion group inRudy Bretz, who is working as tends carrying local and regional
program consultant for the net- pitches into 70 markets instead of
work, arrived in September. It had the current 27.
Such a move
been planned originally for the
(Continued on page 38)
network to go on the air sooner,
but the supplier didn't deliver the
equipment in time.
Gov. Gordon Persons, a broadcaster by profession, set up the
state net with legislative approval
and hired Ed Norton and Thad
Holt of the Television Corp. to
supervise the construction for him.
Only a short time previously Holt
and Norton, former member of the:
Chicago, Nov. 2.
Federal Reserve Board, had sold
Motorola’s predictions that it
their AM,
and TV properties
between 20,-25,000

What

.

.

FM

to the Birmingham News,
who is principal of
Hurlbert,
the schools here, ws made commissioner.

here

I

1

radio

;

DOW ALSO SPONSORS

,

of

in the operation of Broadcast

To Do Liebman Spec
London, Nov.

2.

Max Bygraves, British comic who
made his fourth appearance in a
Royal Command vaude show Nov.
week

at the

London

Palladium, has been inked to star in a
Max Liebman spectacular in the
spring.
Bygraves will leave for
New York in .April after his Pal-

1 this

ladium pantomime stint.
Apart from one or two guest appearances, this will be Bygraves’
:

would

turn, out

color sets, this year’s model, have
been, revised downward because of
a bottleneck in component parts. In
a letter to stockholders accompany-*
ing. the firm’s third quarter financial report, prexy Paul Galvin said
impossible to forecast the
it
is
color production during the balance of the year because “delivery
of certain parts is still somewhat
uncertain.”

Motorola’s tint receivers, using
the 19-i,nch CBS-Columbia tube
were introduced Sept. 30, a. month
later than, was. previously planned,
because of the production delays.
Firm’s net sales during the third
period were $47,038,843, down
slightly from the $49,070,159 registered last year. Per share earning
were 90c, compared with 79c in the
1953 quarter. Nine months earnings totaled $4,590,067, or $2,37 a
.

U. S, tele debut. He was in the
Palace package with the Judy Garland show and subsequently played share, compared with $6,176,837, or
$3.19 a sharet for the 1953 period.
with her in San Francisco.

'

Wednesday,

November

3,

1954

CBS-TV takes undisputed billings championship for the first
nine months of the ypar, according to the Publishers Information
Bureau reports for September: Columbia’s gross to billings for
the nine months are up at .$102,928,404, compared, with NBC's
$88,208,365. At the end of the first nine months of last year,
they were practically, neck-and-neck, with $67,946,521 for CBS
and $66,674,488 for NBC! Biggest percentage increase has been
won by ABC-TV, with a 64:5% hike to $22,693,361 from last year’s
$13,796,753. ABC’s September increase was also tops, 93% more
billings than last September.
In radio, picture continues gloomy, with all but ABC suffering'
ine-month drops and drops for September. ABC’s nine-month
increase is a minute 0.9%, but its September increase, is 5.1%.
NBC is Worst hit, down 18.9% for September and 26.8% for the
first nine months.
detailed

breakdown

TELEVISION
Sept. ’54
2,660,601
12,874,533
802,721
9,707,322
Jan.-Sept. ’54
22,693,361
102,928,404
8,841,744
88,208,365

ABC
CBS
DuMont

NBC
ABC

1,376,017
8,503,620
678,302
7,837,467
Jah.-Sept. ’53
13,796,753
67,946,521
7,504,178
66,674,488

.

CBS
DuMont

NBC

RADIO
Sept. ’54
2,267,815
4,083,940
1,523,161
2,598,635

ABC
CBS
Mutual

NBC

Sept. ’53
2,156,806
4,990,142
1,792,736
3,205,675
Jan.-Sept. ’53
21,502,319
45,944,158
16,755,203
34,652,044

Jaii,-Sept. ’54

ABC
CBS

-

,

Mutual

NBC

.

.

‘One For

....

21,697,255
41,517,991
15,555,041

25.37L536

All,

r

Or Rose

in

</c

.

KTAR
His

93.4
51.4
18.3
23.9

come intensified, in coming weeks.
The newest “plot” .reportedly
concerns RCA (NBC) and Westinghouse; with all kinds of rumors cir-

% Change

% Change
5.1

exchange

—18.2
—15.1
—18.9
% Change

V

of

ownerships,

0.9

The

—9.6
—7,2

talk

Bloom

mail,

from institutions

around the

country

for ‘Space’

As

Anrienberg

time, with
(for Quik) picking

The FCC

the Nestle Co.
up the fourth and final one-minute
participation in the Sunday kid

.

UAW

are

in-

power

world. Burke said his members
want to put pn “Benson” for the
cast,”

aUdience,

Burke wrote,

“The
“will

entire,

One of those rarely dreamed of
things— a video program produced
in part by Russia* the U. S. and
many other countries— is shaping

be com-

posed of deaf actors, which means
that the play will' be presented
in sign language.
All the plays
performed for this small audience,
(Continued on page 38)

.

The

idea

being nudged by the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization, With mat-

is

ters slated tentatively for a Jan-

uary

start,

pending sufficient

in-

ternational authorization and additions to the UNESCO, staff.
Henry Cassirer, a UNESCO: mass
communicati
exec, has already
discussed the idea of a; half-hour
“magazine” program with Britain,
the Netherlands,. France and. Canada, with these nations giving their
okay. Italy and Germany are ex^

Television continues to expand
n
blurb treatment virtually
copyrighted by Hollywood’s rhasterminders of advertising copy. Let
any musical or straight play-click

a found

the country, “based on the

(whatever the
TV
doing a ditto,
regardless of hoW the vehicle fared,
the Broadway route. Some,
ashes” exploited by the networks have run maybe a month,,
but thoy wouldn’t know that in
Broken Promise, Ark.
Chrysler’s CBS-TV “Climax,” oh
the other hand, is pulling a switch
With, A Id ous Huxley’s story, “The
Gioconda Smile,” slated for Nov. 11

Up For Grabs

•

-

a

Col. Serge Obolensky’s hotel, in
time.
Cassini had in mind to “visit all
the glamorous night spots of New
York, such as El Morroco and the
Colony,’’ until on two days’ notice
lie had to switch back into a studio
because of the jurisdictional hassle

is

;

:

between

the

two

stagehand

and

electricians’ unions,

Sherman
this,

1

made
show

‘

i

color.

cover-

age was sponsored by BromoSeltzer,
the w.k. “morning
after” headache scrammer.
|

you (Mitchell) recognize
your
telegram.”
Such a nix would have been unanimous With the major webs (with

ABC, Mutual and DuMont

also

"naying” the Demos), except for
It’s understood that the first
word that NBC’s upper echelon
cratic incumbent, John f D. Dingell. (beginning with board chairman

WJBK-TV, as a result, offered Pillon 10 minutes Sunday (31) afternoon. Pillon said he would file a
complaint against WWJ-Tv, which
Has refused free time, because his
opponent also appeared pn a
(CIO) show carried by that station.

UAW

NBC.

David Sarnoff) had that the web
had offered Jthe Demos free time
the past* Saturday niiht (30)
was when they read a copy of th

for

release or saw it in the Thursday
papers. A couple of them-r— at least
one of known Republican persuation
were said to have hit the ceiling. So pronto the press dept, was
instructed to send out a ‘kill”, on
a. publicity release cohering the
ciiffo time. This was followed almost immediately by instructions
to reinstate the original release,
with the NBC brass finally agreeing that it would not be “cricket”
to renege on an offer made by
one of the web’s executvies acting

—

(Continued on page 30)

The new

more: lavish decor,
and this may be. the next “recre-.
ated” studio set, although Cassini
(he’s “Cholly Knickerbocker” of the
N. Y. journal-Atfierican) hopes to
be back, in person, at his friend,
is

his

New York

The Embassy Club of the Ai
bassador

.

J

in

while.

scene;

$3,500,000 Motorola

Chicago, Nov. 2,
expected to decide
this week or next on a new ad.
agency after suddenly ending its
five-year association with Ruthrauff
& Ryan. Set manufacturer’s anas a
Dorothy McGuire-Franchot nual billings are running close to
Tone starrer. The first and only $3,500,000.
bulletins so far make no mention
Motorola has had no major stake
of the fact that “Gioconda” had- a in radio-tv since it checked
off
I’Ufi on Broadway a couple of sea- last April from its.
hour-long drasons back. Since the run was brief matic, series alternating with U.
S.
that’s playing it safe, at least,
Steel Tuesday night on ABC-TV.

a

he.
The Harwyn nitery contributed to the production cost of the

,

Billings

for

because it lends itself, to a more
economic Studio Counterpart,” says

(Continued oh page 38)

Motorola

WRCA-TV. studios
least

“background” is. a recreated version of the Harwyn. Club, “chiefly

stanza,

Broadway success” or “smash” or
“hit or etcetera”) of
year).
has been

the
at

pected, by Cassirer to. support the
and “tentative talks” have
been held with' Russia, with an

or flop— be turned into a film and
the word goes Out immediately

be jammed.
The FCC’s decision was handed
down in a specific case involving
Gregory M. Pilloti who is vying for
the Congressional seat Of Demo-

will

WRCA

,

as a strong probability.

dicated they Would, the airwaves

signal up from Washington
and down from Philly would pretty^
The FCC said opponents who
much do the rest in blanketing that claimed compensating time must
entire area,
demand it personally from the staAt any rate, everybody’s- watch- tions and that each case must be
ing to see where the chessmen considered on its merits. The commove next.
mission did not rule whether minority party candidates also were
entitled to compensating time but
if this were done, the log jam of
Cassini’s
Studio
political speeches would be. enormous.
Originations Because Of
John Feikens, Republican State
Chairman, said he believed the
Union Complications FCC decision would focus public
Igor Cassini’s “celebrity inter- attention on the fact that a labor
view” teleshow from the Ambassa- organization has promoted candidor Hotel, N. Y„ , was caught be- dates of one political party. He
tween a
NABET and IATSE said the decision demonstrations
jurisdictional tiff, hence it now that the UAW (CIO) has been
originates late Sunday night from
(Continued on page 38)

the other day from Douglas
Burke, of the drama club of Galla ndet College, Washington, D. C.—
the only college for the deaf in the
ter

collegt

I

present ABC affiliation, ranks
as the No. 3 .operation: in the city.
Should NBC. settle for a U in
Baltimore, it would naturally end
the WBAL-TV Hearst tie. In the
event of the FCC going high-power
right down the line, a U in Balti-.
more would satisfy NBC’s needs in
view of the fact., that the high-

terested in perpetuating some of
Rose’s scripts. One of them, “The
Death and. Life of Larry Benson,”
given back in May, brought a let-

was telecast , in
Characteristically
the
age

;

UAW

on

date does with his left-over
buttons, banners and speeches.
P.S.: If any defeated candidates’ faces were red while
the returns were coming in
yesterday (Tues,) they would
have shown .up on'. WRCA-TV*
N, Y,, whose election cover-

—

is

feature

NBC-TV “Today” show:
What the defeated candi-

WWJ-TV

ing may also affect
which
also carries a
(CIO) program.
The ruling may result ih a Viiy
tual monopoly of the airwaves—
both radio and tv for compensatory political time up to the minute the polls close. This is so because more than a dozen Demor
cratic nominees for state and national offices have appeared on the
(CIO) radio and tv programs.
If their Republican opponents demand equal time, as most have in-

its.

series.

post-ballot

UAW

owners

interests,

Detroit, Nov. 2.
has ruled that a Re-

publican Congressional candidate
must be given free time over
WJBK-TV because the
(CIO),
which purchased time oh that station, invited Democratic candidates
to appear on its program. The rul-

of
WFlL-TV, to engineer a switch, in
affiliation. Annenberg station, with

first

The
elections—remember?
will be Officially, put on
camphor by Dave Garroway
tomorrow (Thurs.) with this

—

W

arid colleges

who

far as the Philly situation

Frank ^Shakespeare Jr., sales concerned, this, it’s said, marks a
chief of
CBS-TV, N. Y., last week retaliatory gesture in the wake, of
hung out. the SRO sign on “Space reported overtures made by the
FUnnies” for the

.

Election Expendables

would make a trade with NBCi'
turning over WPTZ in. Philadelphia in exchange for NBC’s o&o
Cleveland setup, in return, NBC
would "sit tight” as far as com-,
mitting itself to a Pittsburgh affiliation until such time that Westinghouse jockeys itself into a station ownership,, thus establishing,
the NBC-Weslinghouse alliance in
that city,. Too, goes the. word, it
would solidify Westinghouse’s
WBZ-TV Boston alliance with the.
network,
despite
any attempts
made at opposition encroachments.

—26:8

is

via

of State Dulles.
the principal
actor next to the Chief Exec. CBS
prexy Frank Stanton credited with
the coup that brought Ike & Co.’s
maderfdf-tv Cabinet session to the
air, went to bat personally
lengthy telegram to Mitchell denying his request for free time for
Adlai Stevenson “to balance” 'tim
given to the Administration. Stanton said the denial “is wholly consistent with the CBS tradition of
public service,
tradition which

with

Westinghouse

that

is

webs,

the

facilities,

.

opponent,

U

r

No Time

here.

at the same time resolving its “plus, two”
acquisitions in
either, San Francisco, Detroit or
Baltimore.

Institutional Attention
Live teleshows are one-shots; to
but some scripts survive
Case before
their network life.
the, house is that of Reginald Rose,
utput has first refusal by
wh
CBS-TV’s “Studio One’’ dramatics.
Rose, producer Felix Jackson and
editor Florence. Britton have
been kept busy of late counting

W.

when

turned over a halfhour to President Eisenhower and
Cabinet last Week with Secretary

RCA-NBC

Leading ‘Studio One’ Playwright’s Works Draw

be

of

Ernest

CBS’

UAW on Spot In

culating in the industry. Nobody,
of course, is doing any confirming,
but the talk most widespread is
that Cleveland, Philadelphia and
Boston would be involved in an

:

A

director

.

.

64.5
51.5
17.8
32.8

CBS

chairman Stephen A. Mitchell
concerned,

McFarland, is principal stockholder (40%) of KTVK, local
Channel 3 outlet which bows
in next month.

Pittsburgh with the Steubenville V
was only the beginning in an internetwork chess game that will be-

Change

program

former

but

postscript,

with the Democratic Party last
week on alleged “favoritism” to
the GOP. The stew was cooked, as
far as Demo national committee
sle

Phoenix, Nov. 2.
It’s radio vs. television as
Arizonans go to the polls today (Tues.) to elect a governor.
Howard Pyle, present chief
executive who is running for
reelection, is k stockholder and

.

25

['was in, a sizzling, pre-election has-

Inside Stuff

in the

.

follows:

Sept. ’53

now

It’s

chessmen were
shadows this week
in the quest to improve their status
in the owned-and-operated television sweepstakes in what has become the most fascinating “game
to watch’’ in recent years. As' was
expected, CBS’ move into Milwaukee for the first of its two U acquisions and the blueprint to invade
networks’

Tlii

moving

.

The

RAMO-TEUKVISIOX

P%B&fli?Ff’

.

Billingsley anticipated
of course, by first having
his deal for his “Stork Club”
(ABC-TV), in advance.

DON APPEL TO REIN
IM0GENE COCA SHOW

Larry Menkin. radio-tv prograi

ming chief at WOR,: New York, is.
parting company with the Mutual,

flagship station at the end of .the
from week. Departure doesn’t come,
particular surprise in view
Imogene Coca Show on Saturday of the film character of *the tv

:

Ernest

D,

Giupksman

the Coast, brought in one
(Oct,,

30),

after

in

NBC-TV any

relieving

Marc

Daniels in the- chbji’e, and starting
with the next Saturday stanza the
production will be in the hands Of
Don Appel.
It was understood right from the
start that Gl.ucksman was to be. on
a- temporary basis until a regular
reiner could be set.

HAGENAH TO RCA
Gus

Hagenah has

ankled

radio

and video.

:

Departure of Menkin

is

keyed to

present wholesale trimmings
put into effect by Mutual prexy
Tom O’Neil on the network and
level, which has thus
local
far resulted in about 40 axings.
Last week a number of engineers
departed,
Menkin is currently in negotiathe

WOR

his

vice-prexy of Standard
Radio Transcriptions Service to
join RCA Recorded Program ServHe will represent the service
ice.
out of the Chicago office.
RCA Recorded Program Service
packaged shows for
distributes
post

station which, according to present schedule, will soon go all-film
from 7 to midnight, thus practically eliminating the need for a program chieftain. Gordon, Gray, general
manager of the station,
doesn’t plan to replace Menkin.

tion

for a new affiliation and is
syndication deal oh
a
of his own properties, in-

mulling

some

“High
“Harlem Cop,”

cluding

Tension”

and

'&X7n#iT,

Wednesday, November

3, 1954-
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3,
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The Sunday night broadcast of The Diamond Jubilee of Light on
four networks shone brightest on

higher Trendex rating than on

CBS

all

Television where

it

all

won a

the other networks combined*

This was a surprise to nobody since the program immediately followed.

CBS

Television’s Toast of the

Tonm which

habitually has

higher rating than any other Sunday night program.
firmed what; every advertiser kn^

It

a

simply reaf-

namely, the tremendous value of

surrounding a single program with. the strongest possible schedule^.
Actually, this experience becomes even less exceptional

consider the strength of the entire
the major markets where networks

CBS

i

For

in.

compete^ and popularity can be

d rectly compared —the average program on
night, consistently

when you

Television schedule.

CBS

Television,

wins the largest, audiences. And wins

lowest cost per thousand in network television.

day or

therti at

the

CBS TELEVISION

VAnibrY

TELEVISION REVIEWS

28

THE MARCH OF MEDICINE

SHOWER OF STARS

DISNEYLAND.

With Walt Disney, Ben Sharpsteen, (Lend An Ear)
Norman Foster, Fess Barker, With Edgar Bergen & Charlie McCarthy, Gene Nelson, Sheree
Ward Kimball, others; music,
North, Beverly. Tyler, others;
(George Bruns
Mario Lanza, special guestar;
Exec Producer: Disney
Lud Gluskin, music eonductor;
Producer-Writer: Bill Walsh
emcee-anLundigan,
William
Directors: Robert Florey, Wilfred
nouncer
Jacksbri
Producer: Nat Perrin
60 Mins.; Wed., 7:30 p.m.
AMERICAN MOTORS; DERBY Director: Seymour Berns
FOODS, AMERICAN DAIRY Choreographer: Miriqm Nelson
.

-

60 Mins., Thurs., 8:30 p.m.

ASSN, (alts.)
ABC-TV, from New York
.

'

(

CHRYSLER CORP.

McCann-Erickson,
;
Campbell-Mithun)
its Sunday punch

Geyer

ABC

unveiled

programmi g.
revitalized
its
In
schedule, for the fall with the. reThere’s
of ‘'Disneyland.”
little question that Walt Disney, on
the basis of past film biz experiiniere

CBS-TV, from H’wood

(Color)

(McCann-Erickson)
In a furtherance of the goingback-tortbe-files epidemic, Chrysler’s

er

every-fburth-Thursday “ShowStars” took ori the job last

of.

week

(28)

of

distilling

“Lend An

Wednesday, November

WAYNE

NBC OPERA THEATRE

With Ben Grauer, Merrill Mueller, (The Abduction, from ilie Seraglio)
With Nadja Witkowska, Virginia
narrators
Davis
Cunningham,
Haskins;
Producer: Doris Ann
David Lloyd, Leon Lishner, NorDirector: Charles Christensen
man Rose, John. Fleming, MarWriter: Lou Hazam
garet Types, Lucretia West, John
30 Mins.; Sun., 5:30 p.m.
N. Johnson, Charles Benjamin,
SMITH, KLINE & FRENCH LABS
Dotts Johnson, Clark Morgan,
NBC-TV, from N.Y.
James E. Wall, John Philip Cobb
Launching its third year on
and William Monroe
video, “March of Medicine” is an.
adult series dealing with various Producer: Samuel Chotzlnoff
developments in arid problems of Conductor and artistic director:
Peter Herman Adler
the medical profession. Although
this theme could be dramatized Director: Kirk BroVning
and Costume Designer:
into some form of sensationalism, Scenic
Rouben Ter-Arutunian
tile
conservative auspices under
which this series is being pre- 90 Mins.; Sun. (31), 3 p.m.
sented and the straight documen- NBC-TV, from NeW York
tary’ format precludes anything but
To start this, the sixth season of
a; straight factual approach.
the NBC Opera Theatre, producer
This fall’s preem show (31), Samuei Chotzlnoff and musical and
which focussed on the delicate artistic director Peter Herman
subject of irisanityi was typical of Adler last., week chose Mozart’s
With Ben light arid wholly, delightful “The
this show’s approach.
Grauer and Merrill Mueller as nar- Abduction from the Seraglio.” It
rators,, the stanza gave a rundown was a most auspicious beginning
on how patients were treated at the for the series and the work came;

Ear,” a Broadway entry of six seasons ago. It was a kind of double
bill, however; in a deliberately disme of connected :"extra added” spotting
ence and from the way
the Dispey cartoons showed up on of Mario Lanza, back in the con"L’ Afthe home screens,: will prove .a- troversial slot to show that
faire,
Wax Museum,” with his
this season’s
dominant figure
vintage pre-recording chanteuring Hudson River State. Hospital in
It was a big
icture.
televisi
that precipitated.“Operation Raised Pbugheepsie, N. Y.
show
That he’s caught the elements of Eyebrow” around the country early and complex subject and this
than skim
more
could
do
little
Strictly
distasteful
rsal appeal. i$ simply to re- this month, was
history. For Lanza .the Lip/ -other-- over the various forms. Of therapy
state the obvious-for-20-years, but wise—known as the disembodied employed at the hospital.
A few
the. point is that Disney is just :as voice, is as ’nothing compared to other brief sequences were made
in N.Y. Psychiatric. Institute where
riling on television, as it is in Lanza-in-the-Uve, About midway of
researchers were
of.
the
the musical, you just had to lend some
the theatres.
both ears and eyes to Lanza the shown at work.
mpetitive.;,
int of
From tli
The show had the laudable aim
singer and Lanza the personality,
he’ll
unquestionably push a bit reduced in poundage but still of trying to educate the public into,
accepting mental illness on the
ABC into the top 10 of all. and capable, of shattering a picture tube same
footing with, other diseases.
sundry rating- services' for the first or two.
This was stressed repeatedly by
First, Lanza launched into an
years, and furthermore
time
The
both. Grauer arid Mueller..
aria from Puccini’s “Tosca” to preem stanza, however, attempted
provide for the network, what it’s
demonstrate, under careful hanground that the
lacked for so long-— an a.ttentio;;- dling by Giacomo Spadoni, his per- to cover so much
impact was thin,
Also,- the fact
getter that will establish an iden- sonal conductor, that the. tenor of that
the
cameras
deliberately;
tity in :th e minds of the public. his. ways are, whammo iri the grand avoided the faces of the mental
opera department.
And for his. patients and concentrated almost
From this point, ori, it will natural- second
and windup try he belted exclusively on the institutional
'.eb’s out
ly follow that other of the
the lovely “Some Day” from aspects of the problem, did not help
strong programs’ like Danny Thom-:, “Vagabond King”— perhaps with ill
humanizing
the
question.
as and the U. "S.. Steel dramatics less lift at the. finish than the “pop- Grauef’s closing interview with a
ular” orthodox book calls for, but former patient, now completely
will find their places in the Nielthen again, might be a matter of
was the most effective bit.
Wednesday night competi- personal styling, In total, and while cured, halfrhour.
in the
tion is du for a licking, with one not trying his f-ull energies, a reThere were, no direct commercial
of the rating battles of the year sounding Lanza “comeback.”
plugs for the products “of
Although the Peck’s Bad Boy of Smith, Kline & French which pre-.
shaping lip. in Disney v. Godfrey.
the singing fraternity Was the No. sents this show in cooperation with
With all these factors,! mind;
1 news,- there was a show attached the American Medical Assn.
It’s a little strange that ABC and —an innocuous
Heriji.
sort of tabloided
Disney should- have Come u with extravaganza that rode through
TRAVELERS
a first §h w that served more as a steadily and here and there spirit-:';
edly without assaulting the eyes, With Tommy Bartlett, Bob Contrailer for the series than anything
ningham
or ears. It proved a special, romp,
else. One would think that with
foi\ Sheree North, the girl who Producer: James Colligan.
advance
buildup
the tremendous
is
all-girl, though perhaps more Director: Lewis Gomovitz
the web has given, the show, it
shpwcaser for her Writer: Frank Barton
would have put its best ,1'obt for- as another
30 Mins.; Mon.^thru-Fri., 12:30 p.m.
ward with a socko presentation of shake and - shimmy, bump - and - PROCTER & GAMBLE
grind
piece-de-irresistible than in
the Disney talents at their greatCBS-TV, frqm Chicago
est.
But instead, a disappointing proof positive of her hoofing po( Dancer •Fitzgerald & Sample)
tential.. Still, with those uft.dulating.
first half was .completely devoted
A former radio interview show,
tactics, and her prime' physical ento previewing the varied elements
“Welcome
Travelers” has underdowments,
who
could
ask
for
of shOws-to-come, and it wasn’t, till
gone many changes during the
8 o’clock that the program really thing more?
Miss North’s near souther ex-, course of its two-year tv scamper.
began to move with a history;, of
The radio version for Procter &
posure Was Complemented by the
Mickey Mouse.
Gamble a longtime, morning NBC
From that time on. it was de- long established gams of Gene Nel- anchor, was dropped last, fall after,
son,
with
whom she .disported in the /tele. show, was switched from
lightful, from the first Mickey Cartoon. (in -which he musses up hts a couple of actioner numbers, no- NBC to Columbia last July.
But
hairdo look like Charles Lindberg) tably the frCe wheeling “Neurotic .the most significant transforma•through the introduction of other You and Psychopathic Me”, athlet- tion Jin terms of viewer appeal, has
characters in the persons of Pliito, icism which rnight pass for a poor been the- Switch from the lightDonald DuCk and Goofy,: with the man’s “Lady in the- Dark” edition, hearted approach of the early days
topper the completely captivating though agreeable in the clearly de- to the straight sob sto.ry treat“Sorcerer’s Apprentice’’ segment fined lyric. Shifting in and owl ment.
That there’s -an audience
of “Fantasia.” But that first hqjf,' of the hour was Edgar Bergen with for daytime, weepers the P&G reWith an introduction of the in-the- his Charlie McCarthy in their searchers probably .know better
usual
rapidfire
exchanges with the than anyone and they’re certainly
w.orks Disneyland park, along with
butt. Miss North getting
scenes' from upcoming “Adventiirc- master as th'
their money’s worth of
the
alter ego
in hearts and flowers here.
lancl,” “Frontierland,” “Tomorrow- paired with
land” and “Fantasy Land” seg- ciuickies that took off ori films in
Tommy Bartlett, assisted by Bob
ments, was pretty much wasted.. U. S,-Brit.-Gallic styles.
Cunningham, continues as headHowever, it appears that from here
Preceding the Lanza brace of man on the interviews besides dor
on in. it’s going to be. solid enter- songs was Nelson’s big sequence ing some personal selling for the
tai ment. with “Alice in Wonder- ,<he was. in the original “Ear,” the various soap products.
Duo, with
land” pencilled in for tonight show that brought him out), the the aid of a couple of Telepromp“Friday Dancing Class” period ters, has the soul searching, tech(Wed.),
Disney films, incidentally, are all piece, complete with a couple of nique down pat and on the stanza
being done in color, and more’s dozen singers and dancers in a caught (27) extracted the last full
Nelson
centerpiece
that measure of emotion from the subllie pity that ABC doesn’t have click
color transmitting facilities. Even; showed off liis legmariia library; jects on deck.
Guests are obviously picked bethough tint circulation is so lim- Cut in after Lanza Was an effective
ited right now,, it’s regrettable the .skit-with-music plugging, the spon- cause of their happy recovery 'from
web couldn’t take advantage of sor's “Forward Look” theme, but a bout of bad luck, with the tough
the opportunity it afforded. At the the, Bergcn-Effie Klinker lampoon breaks spelled out in much detail.
60-year-old
same time, to be congratulated on. Qri: “Dancing. Class” seemed like First interviewee,
having snared, the show to begin an extraneous postscript and some widow, described h6\y she. was left
with, not only because -Disney
a of the saucy lines were, question- with a $4,000 hospital Mil when
surefire bet, but because, NBC and able, (Apparently it makes a tech- her husband died. > Another told
CBS would have given their eye- nical difference if the sexology how she recovered' from a nervous
teeth for the, use of “Disneyland” emanates from a dummy.) a couple breakdown when .her only' daughto promote color set, sa!e s alone.; of planned., numbers were dropped, ter revealed her approaching mar-,
ri’age.
The third, a young marApparently, Disney is all. set to apparently in favor of extending
ried couple/ outlined how they
use some of. his older, theatrical spine of; the other sequences, but
took,
.over
th
rearing of seven
the
finale
stood as skedded in. what
properties oh, the.show., as well as
.brothers, 'and sisters of the bride
producing now programs-: in the purported, .to be a clipped version when
'her mother was killed and
of r it sez herb, “the sparkling in four categories. A five-ni.i ute prothe father injured in a car crash.
view. of “Alice” Showed it to be sical hit of 1925, ‘The Gladiolus
AH were awarded an armful of
the bid theatrical version for the Girl
boodle: for their time and troubles.
In
’48 “Lend An Ear”
the
most part, and of course tile
this
Dave.
Mickey Mouse segments were origir served as the first-act finale, but
was
deemed
strong
enough as a
rial y theatrical releases.
But it’s
virtually impossible to prepare an closer for the. televcrslon. There Beverly Tyler title role. Nelson,
no
record,
incidentally,
hour of animation each week, and js
of Miss North and Bergen were okay
Gladiola
Girl”
(noteeven the 30 film crews, out shootdifferent in their spots, however, and the
in
“Adventureland” can’t fill that spelling usage) on a Broadway run, choreography, as elsewhere in the
hour-a-week bill; From the physi- although in a review of the open- show, provided some engaging mfc
cal production standpoint, inclu- ing Variety noted that the number inents.
sion of theatrical releases is a was drafted from a roadshow muAs a black-and-white stanza, the
necessity, and from the viewing smal. It should have stayed there, tones were mostly gray, arid genstandpoint, it’s a pleasure to see for tv gave it- a labored hreller erally dull, thus operating as an
treatment
of
the
“East Lynne” per- assassin on the 31,000,000 teleset
the oldies .again. Incidentally/ the
Disney organization is doing some suasion, heavy on “look at me” .potential. Judged as a tinter it
anachronistic
©f the commercials, arid they were mockery,
in
the proved anew that the West has
topflight, especially the one for flapper approach and offering a yet to catch up with the East in
Peter Pan (natch) Peanut Rutter, splendiferous example of offish delivering prismatic tones at their
voice
dubbing,
Chan
particularly in the best.
Trait*
'
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across

with

the

all

.

charm

arid

in it. The fact that
also telecast in color gave
the. Occasion another touch of distinction for -overall. it was a stun-:,

humor inherent
was

it

achievement,

riing
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/For the black-and-white viewers,

who

are the ones that count,
“Abduction” must have shaped as
an hour-and-a-half of superb tv
entertainment. Intelligently staged,
properly balanced and beautifully
sung by a cast that also managed
to look right for their parts, NBC
full justice to
last Sunday did
Mozart arid deserves a vote of.
thanks from that sector of the
audience which is prone to complain of the mediocrity in tv pro1

gramming,
With some very minor .excepwas nothing lacking in
any of the departments. Settings
and costumes by Rouben TerArutunian were .attractive, and
pleasing, to the eye and they also
allowed for a camera continuity
that brought the whole thing into
Sharp focus without any abrupt
tions, there

cutting froirn scene to scene.
Musically, Adler, who. also conducted, did a remarkable job and
succeeded admirably in the difficult task of integrating the stage
presentation to the. requirements of
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SHUSTER SHOW

With Arnold Stang, guest; Terry
Dale, Dick MacDougal, Alex McKee, Irving Lerner,
Kent, George Elliott

.

.

Sc

3,

Marilyn
dancers.

Brady singers, Samuel Hersenhoren Orch
Producer-Director; Drey Grossaii
Bill

&

Shuster
Writers: Wayne
30 Mins.; Fri. 7:30 p.iri.

CHRISTIE’S BISCUITS
CBC, from Toronto
McLaren
(

After three years on radio with
their
current biscuit., sponsors,
Wayne & Shuster have finally gone
teevee, though putting it off for
that length of time because of re-,
luctance. With the lack 6f comedy
,

Canadian

existent

made

they/ve

.

teevee,

a wise decision^ judg-

ing front teeoff. Team has been on
the radio for 12 years and it’s, been
the usual case of^take-em^or-leaveem; you. like them or you twirl
the dial. Via Visual, the two turn
but to be amusing, comics. They’ll
be on once a month for eight
nibriths for Christie’s, iri addition/
to their weekly radio appearances
for 26 weeks for the same sponsor,
this on 27 trans-Canada stations.

./

•

CBC television, network,
& ShusCanada’s favorite native
comedy team on majority poll but
the minority also highly vociferous.
* TV debut of Wayne & Shuster
has lots of / production values; they
write „their own fnaterial and the

On

the

you can put down Wayne
as

ter

sponsors’ prirse strings seem loose
For.
buildup.
surrounding
on
guester on teeoff, they had Arnold
String, the badgering stagehand of
the Milton Berle Show, but the two
Dominion comics can carry their
own weight without additional
They’re over big on
name-draw.
their own-written songs rind dialog; and, after their lusty entrance
in a convertible, are tops in comedy in their takeoff of Liberaee
and brother George; their dressing-room clowning with Stang; a
:

:

satire

on

tv

commercials, with
as. dancing bis-

Wayne & Shuster

cuit boxes; these all included as
the life-story of the comedy team,
since their Army Show days iri ’45.

Whole half-hour comedy

riot is

man of’ taste who knows ably backed by Sammy Hersencompromise on. artistic horen’s 18-man orch; the choreogvalues and when the subject de- raphy of Frank Westbrook’s eight
mands absolute integrity. The mixed dancers for modernistic bal“Abduction” he presented Sunday let; the Bill Brady "choral group
was virtually flawless in its -concep- (three girls, five boys) and the solo
tion and avoided many of the ob- work of Terry Dale and Marilyn
He
when

is

vious

pitfalls.-

tv.

a

.

to.

,

The

did

singers,

themselves

proud. Nadja Witkowska in the
part of Gonstanza had dignity and
delivered her difficult arias with
beauty and -feeling.. Virginia Haskins as Biorida, the English maid
imprisoned with her mistress in
the Sultan’s harem, sang her role
with skill and spirit. Davis C.unr
hingham. as Belmonte, Constanza’s.
betrothed Who attempts to rescue
her, has a rich, full, tenor Voice
that was pleasing throughout, particularly in his first aria
full

of.

which

is

technical difficulties.

As

Pedrillo. the servant in love
with B Ion da, David Lloyd displayed
a fine tenon voice, and a real acting
ability to go with it; Leon Lishner
sang Osmiri. the Pasha’s general

factotum, with

spirit.

He was

par-

ticularly excellent in his final aria
when he expressed his delight as

Kent; with Nikolai Soloviov hefty
on decor. Luts of verve and vitality in this hew medium* debut for
Wayne & Shuster, with both lads
McSiay,
Over to top returns.,

THE PAUL GIEL SHOW
With

Paul Giel, Jack
others
Producer: Ken Barry

Horner,

i>

Director: Dick Larson
30 Mins.: Sum, 1 p.m.

KAISER-WILLYS AUTQ
KSTP, Minneapolis

In signing Paul Giel to an exclusive in-between-baseball-seasons
contract,
undoubtedly
scored a 10-strike. That seems obvious because the young man is
One of the U. of Minnesota’s alltime football and baseball greats,
has a tremendous, following Uf wor-

KSTP

shippers and admirers, has been
he envisioned the lovers swinging m'tich in the publicity limelight i
from the gallows. Norman Rose the past four years and talks auenacted the non-singing role of. the thoritatively on the pigskin sport.
Pasha with becoming melancholy Belling his four shows, two of them
on tv. must have been as easy as
dignity.
All of the NBC Opera presenta T the Giants’ World Series’ sweep.
tions are sung in English, which i's/| And his sponsors are probably as
a fine idea and should win’ opera lucky as the station.
many new friends. Occasionally,
Giel was a unanimous All-Amerthis results in lines like “You’ll be ican football choice last season rind
Swinging ...when
the
hangman has been with the N.Y, Giants
strings you up,” blit this no. one baseball team as a $65,o6o bonus
should mind. “Abduction” was. an twirler;
On tv lie proves exadded corivincer that opera in Eng-, tremely personable and good looklish is an [absolute ‘‘must” on tv ing in a wholesome, boyish way.
and; that the work loses nothing via Arid
he demonstrates faultless
the translation..
camera presence and an effective
While “Abduction” on the stage speaking voice, and displays a talpresents
Certain,
difficulties
as ent for expressing himself easily
Characters have to wait around and well sans script.
while someone else sings their aria;
In this; show, preceding the telethe
tv version was in a Way; fortunate both via the judicious' pruning
done by. Adler and the camera
:

work of director Kirk Browning. A
good example was the long scene
between the PaslVa, and Coristanza.
With Rose’s head iri closeup in the
foreground, the camera -focused
primarily
on
Miss- Witkowska.
Musically; the scene was perfect.
Visually,

the

angle

exciting

and different.

Browning

hit a

happy medium

in

arranging his shots so. as not to
let them interfere with the musical
enjoyment of the opera. Yet he did
introduce various snots that helped
pace -the proceedings and contributed to the dramatic qualities of
the play, such as they are. Chatzinoff and his crew proved last Sunday that opera on tv can be as
satisfying as anything put on.' a
stage, and possibly even better.
Their “Abduction” as a
true
Turkish delight.
Hijt.
-

,

;

casts., of

game

the; professional

of the

Hotner,

KSTP

football
day, Giel and Jack
spurts director, dis-

cuss the Minnesota football, game
of the day before and the upcoming
pro contest, arid what they and
their guests, who join them in the
roundtable gabbing, haye to say
carries weight.-

Guests included Sid Hartman,
Minneapolis
Morning
Tribune
sports columnist, and Billy Murassistant Minnesota football
coach. There also were brief film
clips of the preceding day’s Minnesota-Illiruris clash to diversify
the program which, thus, was
more than a mere gabfest.
The half diouiv Giel “Follow Up"'
show after the pro game also is devoted to football discussion.
So
are his radio shows. And for this
sort of airwave fare there’s a tre-,
mendous fall audience in these

phy,

.

.

parts.

Raes.

Wednesday, November

3,

1954

“ Voice of Firestone” brings great, music, great stars to
Since June, this famous program has been coming to music lovers on a

ABC

new network
.ABC
a happy move that brings our viewers a. fine orchestra and conductor (Howard Barlow),
nd many great artists: Ferruccio Tagliavini and Patrice Munsel, to name two. Distinguished
company indeed .. .with whom we’re protid to be associated in this and future years of progress.
,
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You* re in smart company on
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American Broadcasting Company
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Walter Winchell

is

back again ... starts

He’s America’s favorite. newsboy
third year on

s

er

er

ABC-TV

.

Company and AmericanYou* re

in

.

nd an

ABC

third year

“exclusive,”

Has been

on

ABC -TV

for 23

This

is hi

Watch
for ABC.

sponsored again, we’re pleased to point out, by the Gruen

Safety Razor'. Chalk up two more votes of confidence

smart company on

American Broadcasting Company
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ILONA MASSEY SHOW
With Irving Fields Trio, Phil Foster
Producer- Writer: George Paley
Director: Pat Fay
80 Mins., Mon. 8 p.m.
* + *+4 + 4 4 4 4
44-44 + 4444444 + 4
EASTERN WINE CO;
» »4 »» » >
4 f 44
>
t »4
t»
WARD, New York
On last Sunday’s stanza the video trough too frequently to
Jack Benny’s bi-weekly video town.”
(Ben B. Bliss Co.)
This is said with
outing on CBS-TV Sunday (31) was (31), the Lincoln-Mercury sponsors provide spark.
Ilona Massey, the Hungarian another crackerjack display of sit- shared the plugs with- the late due regard for the individual' efforthcoming forts,. namely Paul Winchell and
Rice’s
actress, coupled with. Irving Fields uation comedies.
As usual with Graiftland
Trio, seems like an. incongruous Benny, the stanza rolled with per- tome, “The Tumult and the Shout- inventive alter-ego Jerry Mahoney;
both ing,” New York’s Copacabana and Connee Boswell, whose maturity is
combination, but it would be palat- fect timing of the punchlines,
The only weak Persian Room and the recently re- bringing, greater warmth and feelaural and visual.
able for i 5-minute dosages. Iri a
Spot during the half-hour was ari leased Otto Preminger pic, “Car- ing into her pipings; Don Cornell,
the
johnnyhalf-hour segment;
a jukebox scorer, who also is
extraneous vocal by Eddie (Roch- men Jottes.”
One-note aspect q£ the layout is
The plugging attack would have capable of interesting the more
ester) Anderson with the Sportsstretched to the point of monotony.
been okay, though, if there was adult crowd; the ubiquitous BorQuartet.
rhen
General pattern of the show has
Rest of the show was a hoked- enough entertainment on tap to rah Mirievitch Harmonica Rascals
song by Miss Massey, and a. seup flashback to 1932 when Benny compensate for the dull stretches; with Johnny Puleo; arid Giselle &

BURNS’

»*••»

»

:

i

Barney

Francks,

Potts,

Don

Wallie

Peters'

Producer: Mario Prizqfc
30 Mins., Wed., 10)30 p.m.

BURNS & CO.

CBC-TV, from Vancouver
(James Lovick)

'

.

Lorraine

(4),

McAllister, Pat Kirkpatrick,

ent

,

CHUCKWAGON

With Rhythm Pals

Oater-style video musical, Burns’

Chuckwagori
cial

is

web show

the

comnierr

first

to originate in the

Vancouver (iCBUT) studios of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. It’s
based on a radio Chuckwagon show
also bankrolled' by the packing,
company and follows the same

by the Fields trio. There
counted Francois Szoriy, a toe twain who, format
Sullivan
Livingstone, in a de- Unfortunately,
with
considerably
but
breaks for Chateau Martin' first -met Mary
All of the trade- too heavily on film clips arid if they are ifbt the best around In
store.
ripped, impact on video.
Show
wine commercials and one inter- partment
marked Benny frailties, from celebs in the aud for his entertain- their line, will do until One juryIection

ate

view, initial guest being Phil FosLatter is an engaging guy
ter.

.

ment values—arid

periny-pinching to self-admiration,

it

operated at a lilting pace, fast
alters his verdict.
There was Terry Moore, too, in enough to keep it alive but smooth,
her teledebut, serving as f emcee enough to avoid jerki
with a~ greater predilection for
frenzy. It’s a well-knit session with
niulti-changes in the gown dept,
(very, very snazzy) than for her generally socko performances by
intro chores, which did not over- all members of. the cast.
burden the bikini-famed film acChuckwagon reaches the easter
She’s cute.
tress to begin with.
CBC-TV web by telefilm and open-,
Period.
Winchell A Mahoney were in., ing program (27) was badly marred
okay form in several Spots, once by poor sound recordfrig and film
with Support of Cornell and Miss quality.. Camera work was some
Moore, and that pill-passing trans- of
the best CBC lensers have done,
plantation of “ventro voice*’ routine is a goodie, even in reprise; but much of it was lost through
rip
processing.
pepped
weak
vocals
The n.s.g. reCouple of good
the Winchell, larder with his fresh cording damaged dialog: and- most

man

wasn’t

just

The hour was a rambling
into the script there;
showing his were cleverly rung jazzy, two-bit affair, loosely knit and. without
while he played a
best material. His briefie wasn’t
punch;
much
May’s,
for
the
make
on
the
hurt by the intruding questions of ro.meo
There was plenty of good intent
counter saleslady. Actor Sheldon
Miss. Massey.
in for. a couple in Sullivan’s salute to “Grant” but
Miss Massey, onetime fUmster, Leonard was rung
his
execution was faulty; He read
but
it
of lafigbS as a horse tout,
still has a spOrty-looking chassis
carried the main passages from the book erringly
and looks well. Her voice is in the was Benny who
script with a good and the clips of past sports events
of
the
burden
contralto register, but she misses
Douglas
seemed interminable,
Livingstone.
projecting the sultry feeling, prob- assist from Mary
Fairbanks Jr. did an okay recitaHem.
ably by her lack of warmth.
tion of Rice’s “Ghosts of the ArFields, backed by ba£S and drum,
gonrie” and Bert Lahr and Alan
plays a fullbodied piano. His seCBS-TV’s Saturday (30) edition Carney offered a pleasant breather
lection of tunes Wasn’t of the best of “Willy,” starring June Havoc as in a mild baseball sketch.
Iji the
on the initial show. His striving a smalltown legalite,. had a gen- arid for. bows were Jack Dempsey,
lor musical ostentation such as was erally charming quality, above par Gene Tunney, Earl Sande, Gene
evidenced with his playing of in relation to ^previous stanza*. Sarazen, “Doc” Blanchard, Johnny
’Slaughter on Tenth Ave.” didn’t Story Was pleasant with Miss Weissmuller and Notre Dame’s
give* him
the best showcasing. Havoc arid Lloyd Corrigan enhanc- “Four
Horsemen,” whom Rice
Other times showed him to better ing proceedings with very likeable immortalized.
Stars [in the auJose.
advantage.
portrayals. Plot dealing With aft dience are no substitute for perelderly gent accused of theft was formers on the stage. Also in the
.film clip-plug department was a
in philosophical, vein.
MUSICAt JACKPOT
Corrigan was cast as the oldster, brief scene from “Carmen Jones”
With Paul Brenner, Cece Blake,
of 65 quits his long- with
The
Dorothy Dandridge.
Sandy Evans, Iris Lynn, The who at the age goes
on a spending singer was in the arid to take her
time job arid
Nocturnes, Jay. Stanley Trio
spree to make up for lost time. bow, too.
Director: Bob Horan
Carrying the. load for the. “live”
After running out of coin, he drifts
60 Mins.; Mop.-thru-Fri./ 1 p.m.
into Miss Havoc’s town, passes a end of the show was Nat (King)
Participating
sporting goods store, gets a yen [Cole.
Crooner, who is currently
AT V, Newark
window, appearing at the; Copa, opened the
WATV’s “Musical Jackpot” com- for a fishing rod in the and
gets [hour handsomely with renditions
lock
shop
door’s
picks
bines average but plentiful musicHavoc is of “I’m In Love,” “Smile” arid
variety with the telephone quiz caught in the act; Miss
game. The 1 to 2 p.m. casing, while assigned to defend him and wins “Hajji Baba.” He returned at the
judge close with a nifty, workover of
Convincing
the
after
the
case
not top entertainment, has enough
symbolized “Lover Come Back To Me.” Genediversity arid, brightness to hold its that the fishing rod
quiet
.to. her client, and vieve, the French chantoosie now
and
peace
own against the competition.
the
Persian Room, rushed
at
Between phone call givaways his caper was not a criminal act.
Charles Halton was good as the through a couple of Gallic tunes
based on elementary musical puzRichards Jr. and Andrfr Segovia was given
zlers, emcee. Paul Brenner turns judge, while Danny
things over to one of his large-for- paved the way for some laughs as only two numbers to display his
Both could
a-local-afternoon - show entourage. Miss Havoc’s young nephew. Mary deft guitarmanship.
Songs are handled by so-so pop Treen was okay as the kid's have stayed longer.
The commercial pitches by SulJess.
thrush
Cece
Blake,
misplaced mother.
livan and Julia Meade were in the
coloratura Iris Lynrt and crooner
usual top form..
Gros.
Sandy Evans, The instrumental
“United States Steel Hour” on
chores are done [by The Nocturnes, ABC-TV last week (26) got tripped
a foursome that also throws in ah up badly on its attempt to give
“American Inventory,” which
Italb vocal fillip now arid again, comedy-drama a whirl on the air. has undergone
a change in proand the Jay Stanley Trio. The latter The play was “The Fifth Wheel,” ducers with Robert Wald replacing
two groups have enough on. the an adaptation of the play “Good William Hoddap, now has changed
ball to compensate for the urider Housekeeping”
by William Mc- its format, presenting live dramatic
par singing.
Cleery. It was a painful experience, shows designed to get /the public
The importance of this afternoon all ‘round;
service angle across with iriore imshow is not in. the; music, itself,
Basic yarn, tying up with elec- pact. Example of. the new format
however. Rather, it’s the imagina- tion time, had to do with a college was its NBC-TV
presentation last
tive production that goes with it president awakened to the dangers
Sunday (31), with an interesting
that keeps the show alive and mov-. of a political machine and who,
yarn with an offbeat ..ending about
lng.
is
persuaded
upon this realization;
an allegedly crooked civic organiBrenner has been part of the
enter the race for governor of zation.
WATV picture before. It- was never to
the state. Since this was obviously
Show had Staa'ts Cotsworth as a
noticed until “Jackpot” that the not a very original thought, “Fifth
reporter investigating a businesslongtime gabber had a split per- Wheel” also threw in the wife who
man’s charge that a civic organizasonality. During his queries-by- wanted to get her husband into
Ameche he is warm and genuine politics and who believed in, tion run by one man was trying
to pressure all. those who opposed
for a .time, then he lapses into the searching for the psychological
it and ari eventual aim of putting
oozy phrasing of his less talented
even when he

isn’t

[

,.

|

I

dummy.

^
of the lines were completely lost.
Miss Boswell, coming on as self- The music reproduction was somestyled “Grandma Moses of the -Gal what better but high potes broke
special
at
away
belted
a
Singers,”
and scratched.
medley of evergreens with snappy
Ranch atmosphere was kept
lyrics and wound with a fine brace, realistic with
ho shots longer than
“If I Give My Heart to You, '"her semi-cldseup and. the setting recurrent Decca hotcaker, arid a stricted
but effective.
Barney
hopped-up “This Can’t, Be Love.”
playing the chuckwagon
” Potts,
Cornell fired away ait “Supposin’
cook, handled so-so comic material
Hand;” adequately.. Others chanted, with
and bestseller “Hold
The Minevitch-sans-Borrah Rascals little verbal, material, all of ;them
tackled a pair in their nutty with good pipes. Don Francks,
capers, but didn’t seem right as male soloist, wearing cowboy, garb
show’s winder-upper despite the naturally,
oloed with ‘“Empty
sock panto of Johnny-rin-the-spot- Saddles”
and sang
with
the
Puleo. Szoriys were way up there Rhythm Pals, a quartet using both
in the ballet sector, topping with instruments and pipes to strong

.
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W
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the femme’s sizzling spinning top.
s

Trau.

firstrate.

set

TV Review
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cohorts. In the

Monday

roots

(18) session

of

political

.

accidents; the fix-it-all its leader into the mayor’s, seat,
reporter engaged to the with the attendant hints of graft
and corruption;
Cotsworth proceeds to investigate, and discovers
it was the complainant who was
in the wrong and that he had nearly ruined the do-good efforts of
the civic group by false accusa-

caught fie made overly much, for. president's pretty daughter, etc.
example, of the modest string of
Possibly hindered by Irving Gayprizes offered for the right answer. nor Neiman’s stodgy and unimagiArt.
native script, performances were
below par With the possible excepMarjorie Barrett who
tion
of
played the prof’s pretty daughter.
Shifts ’Please’ To
If nothing else, at least she looked
,

.

DuM

Fri.

As Sponsor

Bait

One of the stumbling blocks to
the sale of “One Minute Please”
been the limited station lineup,
current Tuesday at 9 slotting
it the advantage of the preCe.ding. Bishop Sheen and “Studio

lias
Its;

gives
'

tions.

good.

57” stanzas, but a move to Friday,
at 9:30 has bee ft decided upon,,
thus giving the show a chance to
pick up in the vici ity of 10 more
stations.

Faye Emerson brought to the
part of the wife a self-assured but
completely colorless-^and for the
most part unfunny-performance. It
was an unsatisfactory role from the
start, but she .didn't improve it
any. Franchot Tone appeared uncomfortable most of the time, and
with good reason. The words put
in his mouth didn’t ring true and,
even though he’s h capable actor,
he top didn’t contribute enough
personality to overcome that handi-

.

.

The jockeying will put the' cap;
The biggest disappointment of
panel casing between. Pharmaceutical’s “The Stranger” and the Old the evening was Orson Bean as the
reporter,. He brought a: nightclub
Gold-Lentlieric VGhance of a Lifeapproach to his lines, shouting
time.”, In Tuesdays .at -9; there were
rather than acting them. If there
16 outlets in the “Minute” string.
was humor in “The Fifth Wheel,”
It was felt that the lineup, would it
was. largely dependent on him to
never be increased while the show bring it out. He failed. Margaret
remained a sustainer because there Hamilton as the housekeeper did
were no network sponsored shows well in a small, part. Ditto Howard;
afterwards. Therefore, it’s hoped St. John as the political boss.
Director Alex Segal in the past
that ’.‘The Stranger” hookup will
stay With the quizzer right through has been responsible for some
to “Chance;” giving around 25 sta- great tv drama. This just wasn’t
-

his night, and possibly he didn’t
take, kindly to the material on
hand. His usual deft a fid clever
Kansas City— Station
has. touch was. absent except in one or
brought in John Pearson, from the two scenes. If tv wants to make peoroster, Omaha, as program ple laugh, it’ll have to do a lot
director, filling a niche which has better than “The Fifth Wheel.”
Hift.
been vacant since the Mid-continent Broadcasting Co., the Storz
interests, bought the station from
If Ed Sullivan isn’t careful, his
the Cook Paint
Varnish Co. last Sunday night. CBS-TV outing will
begin to be called “the plug of the
summer.

tions to the parieler.

WHB

KOWH

&

*

*

*

\

/

«

Gene Hurley script tended to be
all black or all white, but an excellent
performance by Robert
Ellenstein as the suspect- civic
leader gave more subtlety to the
story. Cotsworth was good as the
reporter, ditto Matt Crowley as his
editor, ..while Edwin Jerome was
iiripressive as the real heavy. Ellen
Demming- did a fine job as Ellenstein ’s upstanding wife. Ed King’s
direction kept the story moving
quickly and built strongly for the
trick ending.
Idea of the new forriiat is to

|

avoid the cut-and-duied educational
approach but to present the same
message
more palatable style.
While this particular segment managed to get across the point
namely, that the individual citizen
can help his community, arid himself by concerted action^r-there’s
such a thing as oversiriiplifying,

—

and

what happened
The sugar pill was

this is

case.

top thickly coated.

in this
a little

Chan.

“Colgate Comedy Hour” on Sunday (31) over NBC-TV essayed a
route familiar to the circuit house
vaude stages in an era when intact

TALL STORY CLUB
I

'

—

*1

4

|

J

/

V

cow country range,

and in duet. Guest on
was Wallie Peters .who
layed a medley of standards on

Tunes were generally western
folk, With one or two pops,
Pals singing “Tumbling
Tumbleweeds,”
“Cowboys and
Jndiaris,” others; gal duo canarying
“Shine On Harvest Moon,” Pat
Kirkpatrick’s solo was “Tomorrow
arid

Rhythm

Mullen, Douglas Duff
Director; Brian Tester
30 Mins., Tuesv 9:45 p.m.

BBC-TV, London
Chosen by [Public vote from

a

games devised by

Is

A Lovely Day.”
Productions was slick and with

“Tail Story Club” has improved recording and film qualibeen given a seasonal tryout and ty,
future
Chuckwagon shows
its future will be dependent on could make.it CBC-TV ’s top musi~
subsequent reaction. The winning cal series.
Gorin.
idea was submitted by George
Margo, a local actor who was recently in the Coliseum production
Dolls,” hut apart froiri
of “Guys
receiving a screen credit he takes
no part in the actual presentation. mSSSS Continued from page 25
viewers,

.

;

&

GOP, Dems

.

’

-

—

There’s nothing startling or
about this new panel in. his official capacity. But the
game; on the contrary it’s, mild free time, offer also had the effect
arid innocuous and moderately en- of riding the GOP in on the gravy
tertaining.
The idea is simple train, with the Republicans and
enough. Each of the panel mem- Democrats dividing up the 8 to 9
bers, tells a story, and is then p.m. Saturday tv slot equally,
quizzed as to whether the yarn, is
(For the GOP at 8, simulcast adfact or fiction. Before the lights go dresses of Atty. Gen. Brownell,
down the story tellers give the Welfare Secretary Ovetta Culp
answer.
Hobby, and Bertha Adkins, assisObviously,
the. entertainment tant to the national chairman; for
from the program derives from the the Demos at .8:30, Adlai E. Stev4
story tellers and, in the program
enson,, with
10:30 allotted for
reviewed, they put up a good showradio.)
ing. But four short stories, whether
(Vice President Nixon tried to
true or a figment of the imagination, don’t have the same participa- get into the “tit-for-tat” act by
tion value; as the more* familiar suggesting to NBC that he follow
quiz parlor games which continue Stevenson, and he was considerably
to be so successful. The program distressed when he learned that the
gives little scopq for chairman web felt that granting of Saturday
Robert MacDermot beyond -doing time to Administration spokesmen
the formal introductory honors. was
deemed sufficient in the
Brian Tesler’s direction is simple “free”-f6r-all. NBC pfexy Weaver
arid straightforward..
Myro.
issued a statement explaining his
network's position;)
.Stanton’s oversized comrriuriique
to Mitchell was precedental in at
ADVENTISTS’
least one particular. He lined up
the slots that CBS had allotted
(radio,
‘in the past two months”
Washington, Nov.
and tW to talks by the President,
Importance attached to radio arid the Vice-president or members of
tv by organized religion was under- his Cabinet; then he Submitted a
scored here last week when the similar listing for the Democrats
Seventh-Day Adventists voted an covering the v two months precedappropriation
of
$574,000
for ing the 1.950 elections, the last offbroadcasting.
Amount included year congressional Selection period,
$114,000 for the church's weekly when Harry S. Truman was Presitv program, “Faith for Today,” dent. Beginning Sept. 1 and end(ABC), and $460,000 for produc- ing Nov. 1, the gratis time to the
tion of weekly radio programs on then Administration [more than
more than 300 stations in foreign tripled that awarded the GOP
countries.
dramatis personae during the preRelatively small in numbers, the election period. However, the ResAdventists are [riot small finan- publicaq, lineup as' given by Stancially. Through a per capita “tithe” ton dated from Sept. 26 and spanned
of $181 paid by members last year, the period to Oct. 25, whereas the
the offerings of the' church ex- Demos’ time covered exactly two
-

triguing

.

.

574G

FOR RADIO-TV SHOWS

shows were hot travelers. But this
was better, in a sense, because the
turns were of a more standard
genre; good acts all and no viewer
complaint on thjB entertainment
score but does the good old beaten path make a tv show? Standardization can have a deadening
effect when [the trims have gone to ceeded $60,000,000.
.

a

solo

this session

E anjo.

,

With Robert MacDermot, Kathleen
Meewick, Donald Smith, Barbara

series of panel

than

worked
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j
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Foreign

effect.
Lorraine McAllister, cute
looker with standout ty
personality; and Pat Kirkpatrick,
svelte
brunet glamor gal who
would fit better into a ppsh salon

was blond

Goodman’s, showbacking
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On
By
The

first

three contractors

Spike’s

2.

who

will provide the programming for
Britain's forthcoming commercial

network were named by
Independent Television Au-

television

the

last Week and.' the announcement sparked a political
rumpus which Will have repercussions in the House of Commons

week.T

!

/

*

J-

.

Two

of ’the three contractors are
prominent Tory newspaper gro.ups
this has caused some concern
political circles that the programs may be politically Weighted
in favor of one party^ As a result,;

and

in

By LEONARD TRAUBE
When Raymond Spector, the

Peak

El Paso, Nov. 2.
“Tea for Two” was reduced
to a creampuff in comparison
as Spike Jone^
squared
on station KELP (prooff
nounced “Yelp”) here last
Jones and troupe
week.
weren’t exhausted but the listeners were as they got a
three-hour nonstop unspooling
of the bandman’s latest effusion, his “world preem” Japa-

1

1

thority

this.

nese version of “Skokiaan,”
based on the Afrikaaner aria

.

•

that

is

,/
J

i

not .distinguished fbr

subtlety or finesse. Song
was played -56 times in succession, from 2:30 to 5:30, causits.

within a few minutes of the announcement; questions were' tabled

Parliament by Ness Edwards,
former Postmaster-General ’in the
Labor government and by Christo r
pher Mayhew, who Has appeared on
in

tlie good
citizens- of El
Paso to miss their cherished

ing

j

.

"Jones & Noisemakers made
the “Skokiaan” dubbing in
Oklahoma City along their
one-nighler route.

a number of BBC-Ty features. Unless there^ are. adequate govern-

ment assurances the Labor opposijs likely to force a debate and

tion

make, the issue a vote of confidence

government.
Of the three contractors, only
Granada Theatres has been named
on its own. The other tw’o con-

in the

are in association Wtih
newspaper groups. Broadcast Relay Services, who operate a rediffusion network throughout the
country, will function in associa-tron with Associated Newspapers
who .own the Daily Mail and a
Tirechain of provincial sheets.
third contractor, Maurice Winnick,
will work in cooperation with the
tractors

.

San Francisco, Nov; 2.
-Backwash of the recent ABC
Kemsley newspaper group which purge has been felt in the Bay area
controls the Sunday Times and a with a “consolidation" of .operai

powerful string of daily and weekly
papers throughout the country.
Local Sensation
The omission in the preliminary
announcement of two powerful
groups, both of which had made
formal application, created a local

tions at

KGO

and

KGO-TV which

has resulted in the severance or
resignation of five employees ,plus

.

a couple of secretaries.

Under the new

setup, radio

and

tv. has
been merged into one operation with ABC veep Jim Connolly in charge of both. Vince
Francis, former tv station manager,
is now local sales manager for both
tv and radio. Paul Schiener, radio
pany. Associated Broadcasting Desales manager, is now a salesman.
velopment Corp., was formed a
Dave Sacks, formerly tv sales mancouple of years back and, in conager, is now national sales manjunction with its associated outfit,.
ager for radio and tv.' Aaron Bloom,
High Definition Films, is operating
recently appointed sales manager
a production center at Highbury
.for KCrO, is now a salesman again.
Studios. The other company is the

One

of these is headed
by Norman Collins, who has been
a powerful advocate of commercial
television over since he left the
BBC some years ago. His com-

Russ Baker, formerly tv program
newly -formed Incorporated Televi-'
sion Program Co„ of which the di- director, is now program director
for
both tv and radio with Roy
rectorate comprises a string of
top show biz names including Grandey; formerly radio program
director
resigned. Harry Jacobs is
Prince Littler, Val Parnell, Lew &
now the chief engineer for both
( Continued on page 36)
with Harry Dutton a.m. station engineer resigned after 30 years with
the

Webs Fear

Publicity

twor

usual length last week of calling in
the New York scribes for a session
in which he delivered his views of
NBC-TV's Sunday night spectaculars-in-tint, he established a number .of precedents,
Not that the.
head of the agency bearing his
name and of the Hazel Bishop cosmetic house hasn’t been in there
pitching before— before and after
the “spec .era”— but this was the
first mass interview during which
ht cut across continuing rumors of
his dissatisfaction with the “spe-

by .making official
nouncements in response
rapidfire

suming,
minutes.

On

company.

Henry Saroyan

controller and

is

purchasing agent and A. E. Evans,
business manager and longtime
KGO engineer,* resigned after 30
years
on tfye payroll. 4
Kick Back Vs.
Ed Smith has now added radio
That press release from the Benproduction to his tv production
jamin Sonnenberg office of thp
chores. John. Barkhurst’s publicity
15-year $11,000,000 binding conand public- relation department is
tract for transmitter and ground
unaffected * as it always hapdled;
space between N. Y.’s seven tele
both radio and tv. A similar situstations
and the Empire State
ation exists in Vic Reed’s newsBuilding has the networks grievroom setup, it always having served
ing. There’s anger for the p.r. outboth radio and tv.
fit,
repping Empire, because the
webs reportedly believe it ill-timed
More L. A. Pink Slips
in light of the current contract
Hollywood, Nov. 2,
negotiations with the American:
ABC has pinkslipped 15 engiFederation of Television and Radio
»
neers in line with its general reArtists
Fearful that AFTRA will take trenchment along the web It may
one look at the $11,000,000 figure also trim other departmental sails.

Transmitter Costs Will

AFTRA

.

•

*

Spokesmen for NBC said 'the
web has no present intention
of reducing its. Sunday spectaculars to an hbur.
It as admitted, however, that
the next specola (Nov. 7)
would originate fitom the web’s
Colonial Theatre in Manhattan
instead of its huge Brooklynstudio, but that doesn’t mean,
he added, that all the biggies
a

will be done from the
hattan house.

Man-

Whether Spector could be in a
position to formally hit out Against
the web if he were not both a cox mission, house arid sponsor factotum, is a matter of speculation.
Underwriters of shows naturally
figure to be more contentious than
the commission boys.
Accounts
come and go and, the percenters

New “Disneyland” series, havini
^emerged with what’s believed to
be the highest Trendex rating ever
achieved by an AfiC-TV show, gave
ABC-TV execs some head-in-th
clouds hopes last week, They were
(1 ) a place for the network ill the
Top

10, Nielsens, a position

it

hasn’t

occupied since the early tv day*
“Lone Ranger”; (2) a
tionwide public identity, something
it’s
lacked; since the beginning;
(3) a week-tp-week dominance in
at least one night (Wednesday)
over NBC and CBS; ancl (4) th
beginnings of a solution to its perplexing' New York rating problem*
That hour-long nine-city Trendex
average of 28.4 (with
52,0%
of the

share^of -audience)
is
easily
tli
web’s highest this year (NCAA
football got an 11 on the Trendex
.survey)., In addition,, it’s way oyer
the Trendex mark set by th
“grand” or “baby” spectaculars bn
NBC and CBS, with the former getting an average of 23.8 for it*

a

stanza of .questions conlike
the
specials,
90

first .two Max Liebman specs and
CBS’ “Best of Broadway” and
on the “in” he de- “Shower of Stars” kickoffers hitting „a combined score of 23.2. Thi*
veloped with the. Brooklyn Dodger!
comes as mere gratification though
while boss and spurts gabber- at to the ABC execs who phoo-phobed
WMGM, N. Y. radio indie, as well the idea of the specs; importance
generally find it worthwhile to as on a “money-saving”, proposi- of the “Disneyland” score come*
breakdown.
“play ball” with the networks
Bert Lebhar has made a with a detailed
tion,
while keeping, their clients happy;
Godfrey, 'Joan' Dented
But in his dual role Spector is a pitch to grab off the games next
first-half-hour
This
reveals
a
“one man spectacular” and of a year from WQR-TV for the tele score (7:30-8) of 27.4' (55.1%
different' color: since he can never station he just joined in nearby
share ) as compared with CBS’
lose a client that he runs;
Newark, WATY. The Lebhar-to- 11,4
and NBC’s 6.4
(22.9%)
It Started In a Barber Shop
Walter O’Malley (Dodger prexy) (12.9%). Wooing the audience
So last Friday a couple dozen
the NBC-CBS news St
part of the away fro)
communication
is
fourth estaters of daily, wire servmusic Strips in the. daily 7 30-8
ice and trade hue were hurriedly .WATV sales chief’s overall plan time could mean a great deal to
rounded up to come, to the Spector tp build that station sportswise.
ABC; since it’s programmed with
offices tp hear his tirade against
The Lebhar offer is reportedly half-hour segments aimed primarily
the Sunday night formats, the 90- one that will Save the Dodgers in at the juves in that time. More
minute slotting, the Trendex low- the vicinity of $100,000 per season. important, however, is the. secbeat scores, original books and Reminding
WOR-TV ahid ond halLhour breakdown (8-8:30),
that
music, deployment of talent, the WATV have similar Metropolitan showing “Disneyland” with a: 29.5
cost, the color, ad. infinitum.
The area coverages; Lebhar also dCr (49.5% share) as compared with
way one of the Spector personnel tailed a scheme whereby his sta- a 17.8 (29.9% share for Arthur'
put it, “the boss was at the barber- tion will take only $1,000 from Godfrey on CBS and a 9.0 (15:1%
Continued on page' 38)
.bankroilers to televise each of the. share) for “I Married Joan” at
approximately 70 to 75 home day NBC. (The conferences reportedly
encounters. This is unique because have already started at BBD&O on
most bail, team contracts cover an General Electric's “Joan.”) ComHub’s La Camera Fries
entire season, and .with WQR the. pared with the Oct, 6 Trendex,
coverage was listed as costing Godfrey dropped 38% froTn a 28.7
while “Joan” lost 36% from a 14.0.
N. Y; Critics for Their
hearer $175,000 per annum.
indication on what kind of audibankroilers, No
Dodger
tv
For
Roast of
‘Dinner’ Schaefer’s and Lucky Strike (both ence carryover into the SLu Envi
and the 9 p; m. “Masquerade
Show
Anthony La Camera, radio-tv via BBD&O), Lebhar included Party” ABC got, but this should
editor-columnist of the Boston Ad- another inducement. At the same be a matter of continuing interest.
vertiser, lit: into his New York $70,000^ or so paid for baseball
Equally important from the ABC
counterparts
on several fronts coverage, he’s willing td throw in 'standpoint is the fact that ABC
with “Man Who Came* to Dinner” ah advertising campaign running has up to now failed to create
recently on. Westing- 365 days as, Well. The angle on this
( presented
on page 34)
( Continued
house’s CBS-TV ’’Best of Broad- package deal is that year-round
way” series) as the jumping off advertising at an eight-month price
point.
Dealing “specifically with will prevent product acceptance
the New York press,” he said “it from dropping during thd non- Norman Anthony’s ‘What
was somewhat .startling to dis- baseball season.
The Dodgers will admit only to
cover (after noting his own pleasDo You Have to Do To
ure with the show) that most of having received the Lebhar bid.
the professional critics in the big It would mot commit itself as -to
Get a TV Script Read?’
town panned the
play
quite whether the agency was amenable
soundly. 11 He thought jt was a to the plan.
That “can’t^sell-a-script-withputmistake on their part to compare
An interesting note in the battle an-agent’ problem Is starting to
the hour version with a two-and- for the Dodger baseball buck is reach monster proportions, with
a-half-hour Broadway original as the fact that WOR-TV instituted a even" the pro writers encountering
having lost “much of the wit and special large “Back to Brooks” trouble. At the same time, of
pace which sparked the stage campaign as a counter-measure course, there’s the universal “we’re,
show” and picked up what he about the time it got wind of the starving for material” cries f rot
called the “considerable lamenting WATV bid.
producers and script departments.
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to 5,

all

on television.”

Problem apparently has boiled

farce

should be so butchei’ed to fit a
60-minute format.”
La Camera’s own reaction to the
abbreviation was to admit that
there was a loss— “approximately
90 minutes”—-declaring that “for
the vast majority of viewers who
had never seen the original there
was left an hour (minus the commercials)
of
some very funny
dialog and situations/’ He agreed
however, that as long as tv generally is confined to time segments of 15, 30 or 60 minutes, “it
will never have the flexibility Of.

,

Shadow” up

:

.

.

also.

Spec*

'Is*

proto

for 1 5-years firm and demand more Original staff of radio-television
for itself, CBS has already taken engineers numbered 52.
steps to counteract such strategy.
Earl Hudson, Western ‘Division
That net released a “protective” yeepee, denied reports that Vine
story right after SQnnenberg’s say- St. radio quarters would be vaing that it had signed contracts cated and space rented out- for offor 10 years only, with options, on fices.
further agreement, the implication
the.
legitimate
the
or
tfieatre
being that CBS isn’t tying up
movies.” Then he threw his Sun*RIN TIN TIN' TO MBS
$2,000,000 (its Share of the 15-year
day punch “Personally, I’d hate
deal ) but a lesser ambunt-r-more
National Biscuit is extending its to see t^e day ,jvhen television proin accord with a 10-year contract. “Rin Tin Tin” program to Mutual ducers, striving to bring a little bf
A big money deal in other depart- radio as of Sunday, Jan. 2. The Broadway into our homes, are disments is seen' by the webs a$ some- show’s vidpix counterpart recently couraged in their attempts by
thing to be carefully guarded in started via ABC-TV.
overly analytical criticisms. Where
order to avoid a union gripe that
The latest of Mutual’s new biz* condensed Broadway plays and
if you can pay so much for tech- it’s assuming the 5 to 5:30 p.m,
musical comedies are concerned, a
nical facilities, for example, you Sabbath
spot,
pushing “The half a loaf is better than none at

can pay personnel more

‘A*

—

‘

sensation.

NBCV

headed “leave ’em have it” boss
of an ad agency and a lipstick With
a luxury budget; went to the un-

cials”
»

'

siesta.

,

„

'Disneyland

HAROLD MYERS
London, Nov.

SI

a

'

down

Waring’s Nov. 7 TV’er;

,

to

the fact that script de-

partments won’t even read scripts

unless they’re, submitted by. recognized agents; at the same time the
Sets 25,000-Mile Tour top agents won’t take on freelancers because bf the low coin inFred Waring will do the first of
volved. The. professional writer
four CBS-TV shows for General who occasionally turns his hand to
Electric on Nov. 7, stepping into tv is left put in the cold.
^Example is the case of author
the Sunday-al-9 slot in place of the.

Norman Anthony*
“General and humorist
who writes from. Kansas that he
have hasn't even been able to get three
an autumn theme, with other three scripts he’s turned out read by
appearances slated for Dec. 19 the nets, agencies and packagers.
(Christmas), Feb. 27 and .April Anthony says most of the script
10 (Easter.)
departments even ignore requests
Waring unit, incidentally, is for releases With which he can
planning its biggest personal ap- submit scripts* “What does a freepearance tour to date, a seven- lance writer, even if he’s a good
month, 25, 000-mile, 200-city opera- one, do?** Anthony asks. “Here is
tion that will go under the pack- a field that is crying for material,
age title “Pleasure Time 1955.” and, the way it is consuming stuff
Subsequent tele appearances will will he crying, even harder. And
originations, the ultimate success of tv is going
involve
out-of-town
with Waring not due back in N. Y. to depend on the poor guy who

Ronald

Reagan-hosted

Electric Theatre.”

.

until next

May.

Show

will

.

can^t get his stuff read!”

.

:
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Take NEC Radio’s new Five Minute Program
Plan, that

is,

and tvatch your

sales soar. It’s d

plan for national advertisers of

Whether

it’s

ANY size.

a short push for the holiday season

or a year-round campaign; you can

maximum

your schedule for

tailor

impact

within ycfar advertising budget,

BY THIS PLAN
you

.

from the many time-periods

choose,

available,

.

day and night, the best time

to reach

exactly the audience you want,

you

from more than 30 nationally

choose,

known

personalities, the right one for the

audience you want your message to reach.

YOU choose

the

number

of

programs you need

your selling job best - from one

to do

5-minute period a Week, to several a day for
seven days a week

.

.for a

.

few weeks’

special

promotion, or a continuing year-round

campaign, For instance,
one company sponsors

Mary Margaret McBride,

twice a week, 10:00 to 10:05 a.m.

another company Sponsors Ben Grauer with

news, three days a week, 3:00

Yob can

sell to

3:05 p.m.

millions of listeners,

m«the home and
listen.

to

out,

when

they’re ready to

You can sponsor

Flash neivs by leading

NBC newscasters,

reach a vtan-and-woman adult audience..

, .

to
travel

tips for America's vacation-planning millions
,

,..hoiv-to-do-it hints for mahe-it-yourself

Householders. .Hollywood neivs and gossip
.

from

the heart of the film colony-..,

service features of every' variety, of proven
interest to the nation’s

women

.

There’s a personality, and program material
available to give

You

gain

you

editorial support.

when your commercial

is

presented

in the right atmosphere.

You can

sell

listeners for as little as

52 f per thousand.

The Holidays are
what’s in

it

near. Better find out fast

for you.

TAKE FIVE]

Wedneaday, November

IIADIO-TELE VISION
But in telestituted no problem.
vision the matter is still to be
An arbitration will hot
studied.
provide a hard and fast ruling.
Blackstone and Blue Cross are
,
going to go through some hard
hassles before the situation is
ironed out.
.

Washington, Nov.
Differences between

4

2.

members

of

only temporarily and resume when
she’s able. They hold that the law

the FCC as to monopoly questions
allows pregnancy to be a temporary
involved in multiple ownership of
physical disability and she’s 'willing
view
tv Stations, particularly
to work after that. She. has a conof the. new "five plus two" ceiling; tract in which she’s to do 20 shows
were brought into sharp focus last and be paid for 24. Her salary
the agency’s 4-2 vote ap-

week by

proving, the $8, 50Q, 000-plus Storer
Broadcasting Co. purchase of the

man-

Coil broadcasting and

Empire

ufacturing properties.
The. Commission’s action, which

company' to
own six tv stations, emphasized the
contrast in thinking between Republicans and Democrats on the
agency as to public interest aspects

makes Storer the

:

first

•

> 44

»f f
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NEW YORK

IN

CITY

Last night (Tues.) Art^ord, noted primarily as a deejay, did a special
via interviews with cast and
election night broadcast for
John Jaeger,
backstagers of legit production, "By the Beautiful Sea"
assistant general manager, headed the. outlet’s Daily News
radio desk. In addition to gabbers John Dale, Lonny Starr, Henry.
Walden; the News’ Lowell Limpus and J. Murray Davis of the World
William Blair and William Lawrence,
Telly' and. Sun, were, on hand
of the Times Washington bureau, got into the newspaper-to-radio pic
on election reports
last night also, They did analysis via
where the Trib’s August Heckifcher and 'the Post’s
Same for
Cantor Moishe Oysher, "America nJim Wechsler did analysis'
Jewish Caravan of Stars,” launches concert tour this week.
In his "preem" as the N.Y. Times’ byliner on the radio-tv weekday
Val Adams had a field day last week with an uninnews round u
terrupted succession of oversized columns. But daily publication of
outsized news stints under his name will depend on' the available
material! incidentally, Variety’s characterization of Adams as "No. 3
man" in that paper! s radio-tv echelon (with J4|ck Gould the critic arid
Jack Shaniey recruited from, legit as editor of the department) was
.“‘trade interest" sizeup as it was known last
intended merely
week, rather than a gauge pinpointing authority on a "reporting to”

WNEW

.

ah identity on

its

.

.

WNEW

Continued from page 31

own; that meets

public

recognition.
recognize NBC
bat
and can
the
or
a sizable
identify which shows are where on
torneys admit that she. must be the tvvo webs, In the case of ABC,
able to work in order; to be paid, however, it’s been a blank stare.
and she would be able when the Web feels that “Disneyland” will
accouchement is, over. They want become associated in the public
her to return and to get proper mind with ABC, and. that this feelbilling, which they claim is denied ing will create an, identity With
her.
other ABC shows like “U;. S, Steel
Wm: Morris ‘Null Sc Void'. Pact
"Danny
Hour,”
“Elgin
Hour,"
Another facet that, must be Thomas," “Ray Bolger," "Ozzie &
looked into lies in the contract is- Harriet;" et al.
sued, by the William Morris Agency,
As much as this lack of a public
agent for Berie and show’s packidentity goes nationally, it goes in
Morris contract stipulates
ager.
JWCBS program chief Sam Slate leaves for a European
basis
spades for New York: where Chanthat the pact is null and void in
quickie tomorrow (Thiirs.) and station’s Joan Edwards is back on her
nel 7 and WABCTV* ratings are
the. event of physical disfigurement.
Singing
stint after a fortnight’s vacation in Nassau, with Bea Wain
traditionally among the lowest of
Undoubtedly, pregnancy involves
and Ted Straeter having pinchhit, Incidentally, Jack Sterling ceie*
all the web’s 0&6 cities. Yet, acdisfigurement but the clause .was
brated the sixth anni of his early ayCm show Monday (1)' with; a blowcording to the Trendex survey,
Florence Williams has joined the cast of "Helen
.
inserted originally as a protection
out for ,his gang
in New York
Teresa Keane
Whether preg- “Disneyland’' viewing
Katherine Emmett into "Just Plain Bill"
against accidents.
Trent”
eight
was higher than in the other
"Stella Dallas" has just begu
nancy can be described as an .accinew
to "Young Widder Brown”;
cities; with Gotham racking up an
18th year of broadcasting with Anne Elstner still playing the
dent is the debatable point. Howthe
hour
comas
average 29.9 for the
ever, it’s doubtful that the disfigIlka Chase and Joey Faye join Art Henley’s “Make Up
title role
pared to the other: eight-city averurement clause can apply here beYoiur Mind.’’ on CBS week of Nov. 8,
age of 27.4. CBS pulled a 16:7. for
cause of ihe original: Intent of. that
A aggie staff . . Singer
joe Bernstein joined Phil AJampl’s
the hour in N. Y. and a 13.3 in the
Verbiage.
eight cities, while NBC got Russell Arms guesting on Jim Coy’s show today (Wed.K . . Helen
On the other hand, spokesman other
for her
7.9 in N. Y, and a 17.6 in the Sioussat, CBS talks director, cited by ^American Medical Assn,
a
for the agency maintains that it’s
WRCA’s Sydney Smith
work with org’s health education program
other eight towns..
difficult to foretell the path of the
to turn temporarily from femme-slahting; to a dramatic spQt on NBC’s
show, once Miss Gilbert’s part is
Lowell Thomas cocktailed at Waldorf (11 in connec."Anthology’’
At the end of her
written out.
salesman
tion with his new sponsorship, GM’s batteries
leave of absence, the re-introducMaxwell’s
Herman
of fi ce det or ate d last week (with salamis?) by staffers,
Closed-Circuit
tion of the Max character, it’s air
National
Hebrew
for his peddling of station’s election coverage to
gued, may PUt the show out of
Continued from page. 2
Producer-director Lee Cooley of CBS’. Perry Como show tapped as rakiiter; Other characters may spring
Isabel Firifiie, of
,
dio-tv chairman of N. Y. March of Dimes for ’55
long
necessary
the
without
cities
into place that may eliminate the
WRCA’s traffic dept., under knife' at St. John’s hosp in Yonkers,
For example, lines tv connections.
necessity of Max.
This is GM’s first entry into the
Nancy Walker has been doing a
part.
Again, Smith & Dale are to closed-circuit field. Ford, .Chrysler
and
Dodge have employed the meNBC’ers John Keys, Frank Downes and Chet Campbell in New York
be introduced on the program and
dium previously to outline their this week attending the web’s ad-promotipn-publicity clinic
Larry
may be regulars on the show.
and promotion plans to staff- Alexander checked off
sales
to join the KHJ, Los Angeles, announcer
The more serious aspects of this
promotion department 10
Don Ansel resigned the
case may lie in the precedent that ers and dealers. Theatres and ho- roster
w
James Cuca, ex- Atlas Films, is
might be established if, it goes tels, where theatres were unavail- sign on WMAQ’s sales force
into court. The “Act of God’’ case able, were employed for these tele- general manager and radio-tv director of the Robert B. .Wesley &
involved Helen Hayes who wanted casts, but this is the first large- Assocs. ad agency
r" Guild Wine purchased a package of 216 spot
Gus Hagto get out of a road tour because scale closed-circuit telecast being blurbs on
to be spread over the. next 18 weeks
Case weht to beamed exclusively to hotels. The enah, ex^Standard Radio, nbw with RCA’s syndication adjunct
:of impending birth.
court, which ruled that the condi- TNT acquisition of 50 standby units Vet
National Bajrn dance singing duo, Lulii Belle &< Scotty, has
Toni Mercein, formerly
In the puts hotels in a commanding po- arrived. Pair, made Who’s Who this year
tion was an "Act of God:”
,
case of screen players, pregnant sition to challenge theatres for the with WTMJ, Milwaukee, newest addition to the Chi NBC announcery
closed-circuit
business
meetings.
girls are put on' suspension, but. the
Leo~Ann Meriwether, 1954 edition of Miss America, guests on
,
Wieboldt Stores
period of suspension is added onto They also have the advantage of ABC’s "Breakfast Club” next Wednesday (10)
th<Mr contract! In radio, an actress being available at hours when the-: inked a renewal for its “Your Neighbor” show which will take the
CBS
awaiting childbirth could work atres are reluctant to rent their morning airer into, its ‘20th year on the Chi NBC station
without being seen, and that' con- facilities.
singer Mahalia Jackson and wnter-deejay Studs Terkel participated
.in the Cleveland Newspaper Guild Ball show Friday night (29), emceed
John Fink takes over next week as! assistant to
by George Jessel
Chi Tribune radio-tv editor Larry Wolters, replacing Tony Remenih
Bock’s ^ public
who exits the sheet Friday (5). to join Foladare, Greer
relations, firm on. the Coast.

per sho\v

Consequently,
$1,500,
At?
suih /.is involved.

quick

with:

.

Average viewer

CBS

..is

right

caii

off:

.

.

WQXR

WMCA

.

.

.

,

.

,

of

Three,

seven-station, rule.

the,

Chairman; Qedrge C.
McConnaughey, COmrs. Rosel Hyde
and Robert E.. Lee) and Independent Comr. Edward Webster voted
to okay the Storer acquisition. The
only two Democrats (Comrs. Rob-,
ert Bartley and Frieda Hennock)
dissented. The' seventh member,
Comiv John C. Doerfer, a Republican was nbt present but, on the
Republicans

(

.

of previous voting, woujkl
have joined; the 'Republicans;

basis

1

dissenting

Bartley’s

opinion,

in

which Miss Hennock largely joined;
projected the Storer expansion
immediate enfhr beyond its
virons. Pointing to switching of network affiliations following Storer
acquisitions
in
various ..cities,
Bartley said he had no doubt that
"the effect of these transactions
willi

extend to network

affiliation,

national spot advertising and. local
advertising in some, if not all- of
these areas:’’ If this happens, lie
added, program service ini these
areas will be altered,, with resultant impact on the; viewing public
and oh. advertising competition; A
hearing, Bartley felt, should have
been held to bring out the facts.
.

'

It
was not so much because
Storer got isix stations that' Bartley
objected but the location of the
markets which* now conje under

one operator. "When

it i$

realized,”

said Bartley, "that if concentraare allowed
tions such as this
others, then as few as 10 or 1.1
licensees of ‘tv stations: in the U.S.
can reach every ty receiver
To. me, the greatest weapon against:
regimentation of thought ever invented’ lies iri diversified operation
of tv and, contrariwise, the greatest
tool for thought, control ever invented is; concentrated control of
tv operation.”
.

:

In Order to obtain approval of
the
ithin
ire deal and stay
the limit of five VHF stations,
Storer sold RGBS and KGBS-TV in
San Antonio to the Express Publishing Co. for $3,500,000. The latter sold its radio station, KTSA, for
$175,000 to G. R. Mitchell Motors,
to comply with FCC duopoly rules
rohibiting two
outlets in the

Em

’

AM

me community under one owner.
Because

of

their

interrelation-

ship,, all three transactions, involving a total consideration of $12,-

505,000.

were

and WAGA-TV), Detroit (WJBK
and WJBK-TV), Toledo (WSPD
and WSPD-TV), and Birmingham
and.

WBRC-TV);

radio, sta,

lions only in Miami, Fla.

(

WGBS)

nd Wheeling, W. Va. (WWVA;
and tv stations ..only in Cleveland

(WXEL)

..

1

.

.

and:

Portland,
Qre.
(KPTV). All tv stations; are VHF
except Portland;
Storer also has an. application
pending to purchase
in Cleveland, which would give him the
full
m piemen of seven radio
stations and provide for an AM-TV
operation in Cleveland.

WJW

.

k

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WRC

:

.

.

.

WRCA

.

.

.

...

GM

.

.

.

CHICAGO

IN

.

WLS

.

WBBM

.

.

.

.

WMAQ

.

.

.

.

WLS

.

.

,

:

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

&

patent to Dr. Ernest O, Lawrence on his color television tube .last vyeek projects Chromatic Television Labs into the
red-hot licensing battle. Dr, Lawrence assigned the .patent on the

Granting of

a

tube; which can be made as a one-gun tube, to Chromatic, which began
licensihg of the tube immediately.
e Lawrence tube employs either a single or three-gun system, does
not use a shadow mask and isn't limited in size. Chromatic is presently
working on a 21-inehi tube with a 210-sq.-inch picture area, V'hich is
to be folloWed by a 22-inch tube with 260. sq. inches. Company, which
won’t' go into manufacturing but will restrict itself to licensing, esti-.
mates that 21-inch tubes can be mass-produced for less than $100
each. Lowest figure shown yet is RCA's estimate of $160 for its 21incher, which matches CBS-Hytron’s $160 for its 19-inch tube.
f

.

approved simulta-

neously by the Commission.
With the Empire purchase, the
Storer holdings now embrace radio,
and tv stations in Atlanta (WAGA

(WBRC

.

SAN FRANCISCO

IN

Kenneth Gordon Fuller, formerly with tlic KJBS sales department
and more recently with the U.S. Army in Europe, has joilied KFRC
KGO-TV engineers Fred Sirifield arid
as an account executive
Jim Greene are being tapped by the network for football game network tv. They’ve already taken their zoomer to Pittsburg, Iowa, and
are later set for games at Texas and Ohio
added
. KRON-TV has
a color test stripe to its monochrome video signal for adjusting color
tv sets
Joan Mena has been made sales service manager ;foi*
KGO. She was formerly in the auditing department
Marshall Plant,
formerly sales service manager with KPIX in San Francisdo, has been,
named to a similar post at KOVR, Stockton, which recently took up
KPIX’s DuMont affiliation
KQED, Frisco educational tv station,
has added a third day to its regular programming with a kiddie show,
"The Finder;" now being broadcast on Wednesdays
Morris Plan
Co. of California has begun its third year of sponsoring "Masters of
Melody" on KNBC
John Thompson, KNBC director of special
events and news, was lend-leased to NBC in Hollywood last weekend for
,

.

:

;

.

.

•

.

.

.

..."

After President Eisenhower mis-billed RCA.prexy Frank M. Folsom
had CBS prez Frank Stanton In mind)
during an official D.C. banquet last Monday night (26), the ad-broadcasting bunch started making up Variety headlines for the event.
One suggested ."Ike Goofed” and another captioned it "Wrong Prez."

as "Mr. Stanton”, (apparently he

.

.

.

,

election coverage aid.

Benjamin Cohen, assistant secretary general for public info at the
United Nations, proposed to: educational broadcasters that they supply
a qualified producer for a period of from three to six months to Work
on programs suitable to longhair audiences. The pitch, made to the
board of the National Assn, of Educational Broadcasters last week,
included an offer by Cohen for UN funds to bankroll the setup,

The New York

Post moved fyllscale into the exploitation of, the.
television business over the weekend (31) by bringing out
special
12-page tv insert in its weekend edition. Insert, containing byline
pieces by network execs,- including a front-pager on the specs by
Pat Weaver, was chock full o’ articles and ads. It also carried the
.

;

.

week’s radio listings..
But by some Oversight, the television listings landed in the paper’s
'

.

magazine section.

CLEVELAND

IN

/NBC’s assistant general manager Bill Davidson departing for Florida
WGAR’s News Editor Charles Day will run two-hour work
shop at News Editors Convention in Chicago . . James C. Hanrahan,
WEWS. general manager, going to Australia to serve as consultant
to the newly-formed Australian television industry, and: will be home
Mrs. Lillian Kubelik named WJW music librarian
by Christmas
Bandwagon emcee Johnny Andrews guesting at Maternal Health
.
Assn, shindig .... Dorothy Kilgallen commuting weekends for tv stanza
and Sheppard case coverage for Journal-American . ... WGAR’s Continuity Director Bob Smiley on three-week hiatus
Ann Wamock
departs TV Guide for. regional post with mag; in Detroit
NBC
.flack Bob Horan into New York
Ex-WJW promotion director Fib
Roth, handling Ballet Russe stanzas here.
$qhio news editor Gene
Martin home from Texas trip.
hiatus

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

‘Act of God’
Continued from page

.1

lotherhood, despite the fact that
he has a child: of his own by a former. marriage.
Like the. villain in
the “East, Lynne” type -dramas, it’s
said that Berie is casting out this
poor defenseless mother-to-be into
the snow,, and at the same time
foreclosing the Buick mortgage on

Ed Sullivan will "Toast”-inaster the annual Awards Dinner of the
Advertising Industry next Thursday. (11) -night on the Starlight Roof
of the Waldorf-Astoria Htel, N. Y. Dinner chairman will be William
B. Lewis, prexy of Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Proceeds of the feed, sponsored by the Joint Defense Appeal, are
for the. American Jewish Committee and the Anti-Defamation League
of B’nai Bh-ith,
Following a recent custom inaugurated by a rival pair of

New York
and radio indie
have decided to
programs and personalities. WABD .(.tv) and
maneuverings just a few 'months back. The
heiv
unique angle-^and the thing both agreements have in common is
Miss Gilbert’s attorneys ai’e ask- that all the stations are
separately owned, and are out to compete
ing that the issue go to arbitration. with the
fairly commonplace cross-promotions of ABC, NBC and
They ask that, she be written out CBS network radio
and tv o&o’s in N. Y,
outlets,

tele

WPIX

station
cross-plug each other’s
WINS started similar

WMGM

—

IN

BOSTON

WEEI’s Priscilla, Hub's travelingest radio personality, flies to Belgium next Thursday (4) for a week’s'looksee . Backers of WGBH-TVr
Hub’s educational non-commercial outlet, announced last week that 76 r
of the $1,050,000 necessary to underwrite the station has been raised.
.

,

.

'o

Officials expect the station to hit the air shortly after the first of
the year, and in this connection tv equipment is being installed in
the Museum of Fine Arts in anticipation of weekly shows to emanate
from there
Harvey Struthers, WEEI general manager, and a
.
.
former Minneapolis resident, is all smiles over the warm reaction
the station’s recent 30th anni programs by "cold" Bostonians ..

According to a survey conducted by

WNAC-TV

and

WBZ-TV

are 1.220,000 tv sets installed in the Hub coverage area.
increase of 13,220 since last month’s survey

This

there
is

an
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Once again we thank you for $ 511,369 Hedged
On

behalf of the tens of thousands of Cerebral Palsied Children and Adults of the
New York area, we extend our heartfelt thanks and appreciation to Mr.
Bernard Baruch arid the many others who helped make the 17-hour fourth annual
' Celebrity Parade for Cerebral Palsy," Saturday, October 23rd- Sunday, October
24th, the success that if was.
greater

President,'

American Broadcastinf^Paramount Theatres,

Inc.,

A

United Cerebral Patsy Assoc

VIRGI
'

•

•*»
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A GRAHAM

TALENT COMMITTEE

PRODUCTION COMMITTEE

HARRY ANGER, Chairman

ROBERT M. WEITMAN, Honorary Producer
Balobon
Gordon Kunx

John Mitchell
Ardien Rodner

Edith

Adams

•

,

Operations & Music
Clearance Depts,

doty Adams
Local 802

Porters

Wardrobe Women

American Broadcast*
ing

Company

Other Personnel
Joe Bush

Directors

DeWard Jones
Ralph Norman

Bqlaban
Tern DeVito
Bill

Louis Volpitelli

Im

Laurie Anders

Roger Shape
Bill

Beal

Bill

Dodson

Jan Arden
Toni Arden
Russell Arms
Mr. Ballantine
Columbia ffreadjcastlng

Associate Directors
John Vinte
Robert Harlan
Robert Sweeney
ritt

System

Stage Managers
Freeman

Hammond

Bill

Kelly

Marvin Bader
frank Cahnataro

Production Manager
Gordon Kunx
Asst. Prod. Mgr.
Dennis Moran

Scenic Designer
Beulah Frahkel

Corey
Corny the Clown
Jerome Courtland

Matrons

Nancy Craig

•

•

&

Raul

Jolly

Fire Dept.,

NYC

Juanita Hall
Carol Haney

Estrallta

Conover Models

Betty

Mr.

A

Tex

A

Cox

Gene

Page

Police Dept., NYC
Stanley Prager
Roger Price ^
John Raltt
Rlgoletto Bros.

Rosemarie
Dorothy Sarnoff
Hazel Scott
Rabbi Samuel Segal
.

Dick Shawn
Bill

Mrs. Leonard Lyons
Jinx McCrary

Mambo
Hermiorie Gingold
Eydie Gorme
Ronnie Graham
Paul Gray

Dumont Television
Network

Bill

Stern

Harvey Stone
Barry Sullivan

Lee Suljtvan

Jets

Mann

Maxine

Sullivan

Tele-Q
Theater Authority
Jerry Vale

Martin Bros.

Marrowbone
Pat Metkle
Merry Mailman
Norma Miller Dancers

Bobby Van
Captain Video
Billy Vine
Mike & Buff Wallace
Josh White

.

Dickie

Sllbert

George Skinner
Jeff Sparks

Moore

Gary Morton
Kathryn Murray

Ralph Flanagan Orch.
Art Ford
Father Patrick Frawley
Betty Furness
Tommy Furtado
Eva Gabor

Mutual Broadcasting
System

Paul

Richard Hayes
Richard Hayman

Bass Myerson

Gene Woodling

NABET

Jim Wyler

Georgia Gibbs

Lenny Hayton

National Broadcasting

Hamilton

Stei

Herb Shrlner

Claire

Gloria Do Haven
Paul Duke

Jill

Make-Up Personnel

Brad Phillips
Fletcher Peck

Patti

Maggi McNelljs
Madcaps
Ray Malone

Ralph Cooper

Graphic Artists
Guards
Guest Relations

Janfs Paige

Eddie Joost

Ambassador Ben Limb

tyine Clark
Betty Clooney
Al Collins

Production Asst.

DonDegenhardt

lATSE

Lllo

Lloyd Bridges

Sidney Andrews

Romm

Jimmy Nelson

Si D. Leldesdorf A Co.
Jack E. Leonard

Geraldine Brooks
Tad Brown
Rudy Cardenas
Thelma Carpenter
Ray Charles Chorus
Chordettes

Aaron

Bob Olin
Jay Owens

Steve Lawrence

Janet Blair
Archie Bleyer
Martin Block.,
Bon Amere Orch.
Shirjey Booth

Peter Molnar

Horrell

Harry

Ed Herlihy
Eddie Heywood
Lena Horne
Kim Hunter

Rev. Virginia Kreyer
BUI Lawrence

Count Basle Orch.

Lament

Ray

Lesli

1

Sammy Kaye
Al .Kelly
Nick Kenny
Lenny Kent
King Bros.
Ernie Kovacs

Joe Spqgnola
frank Vangnohl

^

Davis

Lou

Joe Sully
Moe Gale

<4

••

/

Office Personnel

-

vi

$
f

AFM

Harry Levine
Irving Chezar
Lenny Ditson

Bill

Tri

Dan Hastings

Gabby Hayes

Whiteman

Lou Wills

Co;,

Jr.

Henny Youngman

to Gordon Gray, WOR, WOR-TV and Ray Heatherton for the Special
5th Anniversary Party for United Cerebral Palsy

And, a special thank you

REFRESHMENT COMMITTEE—MRS. JACK GODDARD, Chairman
REFRESHMENTS DONATED BY:
G

A.A.A. Chair and Table Rental, A A P Coffee, Adler Milki Admiral Restaurant, Al A Dick's Steak House, Arnold Bakeries, Athens Chop House, B A
Foods,
Baker" Mustard Mills, Beechnut Coffee, Bertolottl Restaurant,. Bond Bread, Borden Farm Products, Brass Rail, C A L Restaurant and, Grill, Capri Restaurant,
Captain Post Pickle Company, Carnegie Restaurant, Chandler's Restaurant, Charles French Restaurant, Coca-Cola, Consolidated Laundries, Cookies Restaurant,
Danny't Hlde-a-Wdy, Dinty Moore, Domino Sugar, Doughnut Corporation of America, Dover Delicatessen A Caterers, Dubrow's Restaurant, Dunhall's Res*
taurant, Duval French Ice Cream, Ehler's Coffee, Fink's Bread, Ruby Foo's, Gallagher's Restaurant, General Electric Appliance Co., Gillies Coffee, Gold Medal
Farms, Inc,, Grlstede Bros., Hanson's Chemists, Haven Restaurant, Headquarters Restaurant, Hebrew National Kosher Delicatessen, Hickory House, Horn
and Hardart, Hutton's Restaurant, Ideal Luncheonette, Isbrandtsen Coffee, Jackson's Steak House, Howard Johnson, Katz's Delicatessen, Knoll Creek Dairy Co,,
Krasdale's Food Co., Lamport House-Bernard Baruch School of Business Administration of C< C. N. Y., Lenox Luncheonette, Leonard Baking Co., Levenson's
Caterers, Lllltana's, Llndy's, Longchamp's, Louise Restaurant, Luchow's Restaurant, Lucky Strike Cigarettes, Major's Cabin Grill, Maxwell House Coffee, McGinnis Broadway Restaurant, Monroe House Plan of Pace College, Nestle's Chocolate and Coffee Co., Old Dutch Coffee, Old Gold Cigarettes, Bob Olin's
Restaurant, Paulmar Transportation, Pechter's Rye Bread, The Penquin and Leslie House, Pepsi-Cola Company, Penthouse Cjub, Powerhouse Candy; Premier
Food Products Co., R, K. Baking Company, R.O.T.C. of C.C.N.Y., John Reber Baking Corp., Red Coach Grill, Red Cross Canteen, Reuben's Restaurant, Sara
Reich Luncheonette, Sard! 's, Sayarln Coffee, Schrafft's, Max Schwartz, Service Delicatessen, Sheffield Farms Co., Louis G. Siegel, Snow Crop, Hortense Spier,
Inc., Stage Delicatessen, Stauffers, Student Life-— C.C.N.Y. Uptown, Tip Toe Inn, Traveltorte Radio, Turf and Dempsey Restaurants, United Pickle Company,
Vesiivlo Restaurant, Virginian Restaurant, Ward Baking Coippany, Warwick Drug Store, Wkfppenpotff Restaurant, White Turkey, The Wiyel, Yorkville Paper
Co., Zion Kosher Meat Co., Hotel and Club Employees Union, Local 6, AFL, Lumar Restaurant, Larry's Wines, and Liquors.

We

hop*

we have

thanked everybody.

If

any names were emitted, we are very sorry.

Please forgive us.

mm

FCC
ters

The

did a great deal to

make mat-

tions for additional educational tv

Eric Fleming into
tled a virus
DuMont's “The Stranger” FridayLee Richardson into a. lead
(5
on ''Studio:, One’s.” production of.
81
“Ballad for Americans”
Da ii a Hardwick into “Justice” cast
.

stations are pending in. comparison,
with more, than 160 applications
for commercial tv stations.” He
Knickerbocker warned educators of the financial
nooh (WedJ
Beer, walks out on WCBS-TV’s Bill pitfalls in video, declaring that
crossboard
Leonard capsuler. of
“the FCC' cannot help raises, money
“Six O Clock Report” Nov. .12, but
for educational tv stations; it canwalking- in pronto will be Ben-Gay
pressure legislatures, schoolnot
for the even days. Incidentally,
to guarantee- -funds;
boards
the station gets Y &• R’s syndicated
a licensing, authority, the
Being
Play,”
“Call
the
sports vidpixer,
Certain,
’With Mel Alien, starling Nov. 20 Commission must follow
in the 6:15-30 p.m. slot with Gen- •mandates and.procedures and .the
eral Cigar (White Owl) sponsoring. applicant, must meet certain engi-

ipating Programs Dept, pulling
big party at Toots Shor’s this after-

New York
,

j

<

.

A. Gifford Eager’ Jr., .formerly
with WFTL-TV in Ft. Lauderdale,
joined the N.Y. sales staiT. of. the
'’George P. Hollingberry station rep
.

.

.

.

financial
legal' and
quirements before he can be

neering,.

Chicago
.

:

.

,

Allied Television Productions.
He's working on both a web kiddie
casing and an afternoon variety
showm. Prestone has for the third
year straight pencilled for WPIX
election coverage.
-

.

Mark down Nov. 5 as Ed HerlL
hy’s 20th ahrii as an NBC radio and
Jane MacArthur
tv announcer
rind Marcie Hubert, both iri the of ABC^TV’s chi operations who
B’way Chapel Players’ production joined
Monday (D,- was feted
tonight by his network associates Friday
appearing
''Noah."
of
(Wed;> on Kraft .“Television. The- (29)
Edith DeSprt added to
Harry,”
Old.
atre” in “Full of the
Don Herbert’s office staff as as'Will Ldrin original starring Dougv
sistant, to Maraleita Dutton on pubMontgomery and featuring
lass
.

.

.

.

.

:

MCA

.

.

.

.

Dana, Edith King, Louis
CBSiletcor and Fritz Weaver
TV Press Info (Mike Foster, Hank
Warner, Jim Kane, et al.) moved
lock, stock and barrel of blurbs
over to 483 Madison Ave. head-

licity arid

Leora

.

,

promotion

.

ner hosting WBBM-TV’s new Tuesday eve “Night Out” party. First
half of the; 11. p.m. to midnight- display is bankrolled by Clair Pontiac
With Danny O’Neil and
spouse vacafioning in Las Vegas,
;

WBKB

.

riumique.Nat Curtis says “not guilty” in
getting Variety review credit as
scriptcr for Stu Erwin show
CBS-TV “Danger” on Nov. 9 .will
be a two-character play. “Padlocks,” by Louis Peterson, featuring Mildred Dunnock and James
Dean with David Heilwcil producing
Bob Brown, with a load of.
pub- relations credits, joined NBC’s
information dept, headed by Mike

upped from Chi'
post to become
girh

NBC

secretarial
script

WNBQ

,

Hamilton Shea,

WRCA-

p'.us-TV gen. mgr,, cited by Catholic
Youth Organization for. .“Jr.
Champions” done will CYO co-op.
Manager Ernest de la Ossa lining

up guests
annual

.

Rotary Clubs’
committee shindig

for N. Y;.

youth

Commodore

Hotel tomorrow
Gene Sultan cast for
(Thurs.)
‘'Studio One” next Monday (8)
Peter Fernandez added to thesping
contingent of Maurice Evans’ production of “Macbeth” on 'NBC-TV
Nov, 28
Naiicy Andrews. to ;play
her .first, noh-musical role, cast, for
.

.

.

load in Robert Emmett’s “The Day
the Diner Closed” an, ABC-TV’s

By

nearly 200
held
licenses, but “for. various reasons”
most were off. the air when FCC
started in 1934; (2) only few educational bodies took advantage of
certain
channels Set aside for
them in ’38; (3) .“educational response to FM’s Opportunities has
been disappointing,” with “less
than 120 such stations on the air”;
(4) “since the noncommercial educational tv service was established
in mid-1952, the- Commission has
been able to make only 33 noncommercial educational tv grants
as compared, to hundreds of new
(1)

educational

public.

private

"

organizational

1925,

AM

groups

llennock in ‘Fighting Mood*
Many of the speech undertones
would have gone unnoticed to some
educational broadcasters were it

not for the later remarks of Comr.
Hennock. She said she was in “a
fighting mood,” implying that commercial broadcasters were challenging educational videos raison
d’etre'; The comr. further said that,
is happening now in educational cii-cles is the “culmination
of a 30-year fight,” With mounting
anger, she .flung a challenge at
tradesters to argue against her re
the need, for educational video.

what

During one portion of

Continued, from page 24

.

Horton

at

Educ’l B’caslers
failures:

genuity of educators who are concerned with, harnessing radio in its
various forms for educational pur-,
pqses without undue, drain on the

Ray Ray- pocketbook.”

.

quarters in (he after-hours of last
Friday (29) to be ship-shape for a Claude Klrchner is pinctihitting' as
Monday 'start on the refurbished emcee of O’Neirs morning
m- crossboarder..
fourth floor without losing
Charlotte Russell

.

repei’-

mitte.d to iise the public airwaves.”

Chi NBC-TV producer Reinald This was taken by NA.EB members
Wefrenrath Jr., with such shows as a definite, threat to the security
as “Zoo’ .Parade” and “Ding Dong of the 252- channels, reserved for
School” on his- credit list, has re- educational use, many of which are
signed: the web berth to- set up his VHFers and thereby desirable to'
own tv and tv. film package shop commercial telecasters..
tally
Electric .Assn,
... Latest
One of the sorest spots touched
shows 24,935 sets installed during by the new FCC chairman 'and a;
September, bringing, the overall point later sharply lashed out at
Robert by Comr. Hennock was the advice
total to 1,740,205 units
Foster switched from Kling Studios that educators might take fuller
to Sarra’s Chi plant wherehe was advantage of closed circuitry that
added to sales and film planning does “not cause interference to
John Neilson resigned his regular communication services.
staff
CBS-TY sales berth to join Screen* McConnaughey said that he only
Gems
Jim Stirton, ex-director described this “out” to. “test the ia-

fit,

.

.

.

:

t

.

.

..

.

.

f

Dorn doing
Cyrilla
on
coriimercials
Bromp-Scltzer
“Janet Dean”
Th.c Chordettes to guest on toight’s (Wed.) Ferry .Como, stanza
Martin M. Colby; former WORTV -salesman, Tori ing his own out-

outfit

AM

commercial
tv
authorizations.”
Theatre” tomorrow
Ben Grauer and, wife There were other unfavorable comparisons
made
with
commercial
(Melanie Kahane) returned from
European honeymoon
NBC’s successes. The list of McCori“T - H - T” (“Today”-“Home”-“To- naughey’s “did nots” Were all acnighl”) shows, out of web’s Partic- companied by. mention that the

his talk,

McConnaughey pointed to the numerical failure of NAEBers to utilize

252

.the

grants,

‘

saying

that

commercial broadcasters did much
better.
Miss Hennock countered
that commercial telecasters had
failed in nearly as

many

instances

proportionately to fully
utilize
video grants.
Pointing; to the history of AM,
she accused some broadcasters of
Willingness to spend, coin iii an effort to keep educators out of that
.portion of the spectrum, “Falsehoods,” she^said, were being spread
about educational video. She said
that educators were her “heroes.”

TV

(Thurs.)

..

Brit.

.

.

Gomm’l TV

.

ErI
SUPERPOWER

; Continued from page 31 ;

Hyams,
Harry Alan Towers and Suzanne
Warner. It is possible that these
companies will be mentibned in a
subsequent announcement.
The formal announcement from
the Independent Television Authority said that, contracts were
being offered to the companies

Leslie Grade, Phil. and Sid

named but

WGALTV
f

it is understood that the
contractors have not, .'so far, been
given any indication of their financial commitments, nor of potential
revenue. At a recent advertising
conference, a spokesman suggested
that the commercial time would
cost around $1,500 a minute plusproduction costs; but inside, the industry it is reckoned that the advertiser will have to pay considerably more for his time. As much
as $5,000 a minute has been mentioned in some quarters.
With the news of the program
contractors, comes reports of an attempt to speed up the start. The
IT A is now hoping to get the first
three stations in London, Biimingham and Manchester operating by

3'

L;'JvO f -’

LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA
ANI

ATTSJ
316, 000-WATTS

Covers d vasty prosperous

next: August.

The three program contractors

territory— a rich target for

have*

between them,

companies

with

ani authorized capital exceeding $25,000,000.
Broadcast Relay
Service has a capital of $8,960,000; Associated Newspapers have
$11,480,000; and Granada Theatres,

your advertising dollar
Steinman

Slati

Clair McCollough, President

$5,880,000.
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Live Like Brothers,” a beautiful
melody, though probably too
With Phil Goulding
Producer-Director: Mickey Wallacli hymn-like for. pop., appeal; then as
usual with “Remember that every,
115 Mins;, Mon.-thru-Fri., 1 p.m.
song tells a story, and singing a
Participating
story is always fun” Jnd a "Sing a
WMGM, N. Y.
little and laugh
little” jingle,
A welNestablished proposition which
are always his signoff.
based,
radio
is
local
successful
for
Gard.
on limitation of dbejay stanzas to
the playing of only the top platters BOB ELSON SHOW
per the popularity polls. Not just Director: Betty Mattson
a few stanzas carry the top tunes, T20 Mins.; Mon.-thrju-Fri„ 2 p.m.
but in. N. Y., for instance, a couple GENERAL FINANCE, GENERAL
of stations allow only top numbers
CIGAR, COCA-COLA, OKLAon any of their shows. This has
OIL
taken the choice of musical selec- WCFLl Chicago
tions out. of the gabbers’ hands for.
(Best, Young & Riibicam,
the most part, and placed them
D’Arcy, Maryland)
with the ..station program chiefs,
The four bqnkrollers who roundarm'ed with all-powerful charts. robin on' WCFL’S Whife. Sax
baser
WMGkt, since Art. Tblchini’s recent ball airers; and other sportcasters
ascension as managerial factotum, are maintaining their off
season
has come around to that way 61 afternoon identity on the
labordeejay programming,
owned indie, with this daily twoThere are flaws in the new. Tol- hour interview show. Talk matimusical setup, personified; nee, which, emanates from
chiri
th
only in the Phil Goulding midday Ambassador East’s Rump Room
“Your Hits of the Week” so far. hosted by Bob Elson who also
The show, launched last Saturday works the Sports shows.
(30), used ari overly broad base
Vet sportsgabber is an agile guy
for choosing the disks that people With an interview
and while
might most want to hear.
The ally playing it deadpan he now. usuand
Mon.-thru-Fri. stanza depends for then flashes something of
a dry
its stuff on the. top 100 records per
wit. Roundelay naturally varies in
retail lists (not identified), leaving interest during
its two-hour course,
a wide margin for misses during depending on the guests
lassoed.
the two-hour daily stint.
That’s Episode dialed
had some meaty
merely ah assumption, but it’s moments in a generally interesting
based on the observation that the something - for - everyone spread.
Saturday three-hour stanza, em- There was a nice chat with; Marlin
ploying only the top 50 disks in. Perkins, director of the
Lincoln
the operational scheme (half the Park Zoo and major domo^of
number used to fill the five week- TV?s “Zoo Parade,’* and Frah NBCr
Allidays) have several duds.. It seems son,
who’s, always
a
pleasure.
that some of the records slipped There was aT discussion between
onto the popularity charts by a an Austrian economist and a lawhair’s breadth due perhaps to the yer that got
awfully involved but'
personal fame of the etching: artist,: Elson managed to pay it off okay.
who alone is not good enough to
An occasional record is spun for
keep the record from falling off a. pace changer.
Dave.
in sales after a week or two before the discerning, public. For example, from down at the bottom

HOMA

(

:

.

;

.

.

;

were Kay

of the heap

“Am CANADA’S 128% HIKE

Starr’s

a Toy?” and Tony Bennett’s “Sugar Cream,” both on the so-so side.
I

For

IN

SALE OF TV SETS

the faults in the. -latest

all

^ Ottawa, Nov. 2.
Federal Bureau of Statistics rehave naturally provided some: favorable, elements. Denise Lot’s “1 ports a 1289c jump in sales of teleGive My Heart To You,” Sammy vision sets in Canada in July this
Davis* “Hey There” and lots of year over the. July, 1953, sales.
others were sharp listening. Pro- Biggest leap was in Quebec provgram arrangement, however and ince. Same month, radio set sales
this is pointing out another pos- slumped by nearly one-third.
sible drawback
fails in elasticity.
The January- July period this
If following carefully current pre- year showed tv set sales rising
cepts laid. down’ .for 'it; “Your Hits to 206,923, valued at $73.792,503,,
of the Week” will hot have time to compared to 1953’s 135,388 and
repeat often enough the records $55,945,487; Radio sets purchased
most popular with listeners. They’ll in the Jan.-July time were 251,061,
instead share the same amount of
compared to 338,302.
the sain
time, weekly as No. 70 or No. 100.
1953 period.
Phil
Goulding, emceeing the
show, has a lazy style. He’s not
Burlington, Vt.
Charles S;
hard, to take: And, on the other
hand, he. doesn’t hypo, listenability; Lewis, former head of American
The presence of mail order com- broadcasting operations in Germercials detract him from the many, has been named' public afmost desirable course. This kind fairs director of radio station

WMGM

program format, the

polls

—

—

.

—

of biz

demands

a little too

much

of the station in return for its
check; “phone fight now” commercials.. are

quent' and

much

repetitive,

occasionally

time.

too fretake too
Art.

15 Mins., Sun.,
Sustaining

1,

p.m.

CBC, from Montreal
This year-round Sunday quarterhour of “song-stories for children
young and old; ,, for years one
of Canadian Broadcasting Corp.’s
rnost popular Trans-Canada Network shows, is also the only one in
connection with which CBC sends
out pix

of.

calist,.

accompanying

the star on request.
Alan Mills is one of Canada’s
top folk singers (others are Ed McCurdy and Frosia Gregory) and
also has his own weekly tv spot.
His chatter style is warm, friendly
arid never condescending as he
gives background dope arid tells
the outlines of songs where they’re
complex; and he’s a firstrate vothe. guitar,
_

hiinself

it,

television

station

EDITH DE LYS
DICK

SHAWN

Star of Max Liebman'i
TIT Spectaculars

Studies Exclusively with

MADAM
19

WEST

DE LYS

STREET
COlumbus 5-3077
54th

on

Ives, though distinctively. A U. S.
nonsense song, “Go Find My True

Lonesome

Valley,”

pre-

with Mills remarking that

didn’t

and

here.

v

Stanza- gets plenty of song requests from across the border, and
would be well worth U.S. ednsideration. Mills, an indefatigable researcher, has a dozen or more versions of many standard folk tunes,
e.g. a Nova Scotia switch bn “The
Green Grass Growing All Around”
called “Down in Yon Valley-o.”
Tying in with it was the lovely
American ballad “Down In the
Valley,” which Mills sang in somewhat the same easy style as Burl

ceded

WCAX
FMVT

VOICE TEACHER FOR
POPULAR SINGERS

ALAN MILLS

Faber, for- .he

know how

those little
mer- v.p. in charge of television pigs ever got mixed in with that
1 for Headley-Reed, the station rep romantic sentiment.
1 outfit, has been named sales manHe concluded by marking United
ager of WFLA-TV here.
Nations Day with “Teach Us to
.

.

+ 4

YOUR HITS OF THE WEEK

Love; In

—William: B.

Repretenled by

Ml

»»»» > ^

,

.

“Kraft

444 4 4444-4 4 4 44 44 4 4

“At the present time,” McConnaughey noted, “only 16 applica-

Television Chatter

Warren Hull replaced Randy
Merriman as emcee of ''Big Fay-:
ofT' last week while the latter bat-

4 4 4-4444

» » » » »»

attractive to educators.”
chiding riled educators.

“more

TEXACO STAR THEATRE
SATURDAY NIGHT— N.B.C.
Mflt.t

William Morris Agency

ON

IVERYllAY
IVIRY CHANNEL

BROOKS
Costumes
3 Wail 4li!

Jl„

,.T«I.
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STRIKE
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in

daytime
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(No. 1 daytime show

,

when you

—
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*

»

Trendex)

—

STRIKE IT RICH
in nighttime

TV

—

(in the top third rating position of all nighttime

when you

shows— and

climbin

—

STRIKE IT RICH
as a product

salesman—

(Colgate-Palmolive earnings up

.

.

when you

30%

—we

like to feel

we’ve helped)

—

STRIKE

IT
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with your audience (More than 2} million

more

er

letters

pouring in every day!)

from listeners—and more and

era

e
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is how long Colgate will continue
to shell out top coin (amounting
to nearly $5,000,000 annually) for
its 8 to 9 “Comedy Hour,” which
has practically become a week-toweek ad lib job and shows it. The
competing; “Toast of the Town,”
brought in for considerably less
coin,, gets the audience, and deservedly so. Philco-Goodyear “Tel‘

‘

Hazel’s

—

Continued from page 31

shop Friday afternoon and decided preempted for the coloraculars
fourth Sunday at 7:30,)
then and there to call in the press every
His second “major understandfor a chat” A representative mob ing” was that the shows would
showed up at the late hour, fixed originate; from NBC’s Colonial The(4:30) because they knew it had to atre in Manhattan instead of from
and that it its new studio in Brooklyn, characbe about the
terizing the latter as “too big,”
wouldn’t be complimentary.
with too much elbow room that
Though some of the boys and tempts the staging of oversized
consulted their commuting numbers that, do not come off on
.girls
schedules, Spector’s “hot copy” bei the home screen,
Also envisaged
came too tempting to produce- an are “bigger and bigger names—
early exit march. Meanwhile NBC much bigger than we’ve had in the
was acting nervously about the past and there’ll be a few surprises
whole affair in advance of the fact. in store.” But this revelation came
An agency staffer told the wCb after a statement that the budget
about the. press conference but did would be reduced (aside from the
not extend an invitation for anyone saying of a half-hour’s time). To
from 30. Rockefeller Plaza, to sit in. a question as to how a'lowei budget
on the. deal. So as of the conclusion could be squared with “bigger,
Of the week’s work last Friday, the names,” he said that could be acnetwork was still in the dark and complished by getting NBC stars to
word on “exchange courtesies” for free— or
first
Spector had th
“Satins and Spurs” (which in- as one of the scribes hinted, “playaugurated the biggies under Bishop ing. benefit performances.” Specand Sunbeam Appliance auspices tor’s answer was that the top names
in midSeptember) and the followup don't actually need the skyhigh
“Sunday in Town” (October),
because of
bait they’re offered
Spector had plenty of words. their tax situation. In other words,
With the qualification that he was it’s not their money to keep.
“not a showman but a huckster,”
With the press gang assembled
he nevertheless questioned the at. the 1 1th hour, Spector brought
Showmanship values, particularly up th
question of his Friday
I

.

'

elaborate production
the idea
numbers not appropriate to the inHe also questimate tv screen.
tioned the draw of some of the
of

stars,

citing

them

of

.

"alert”' by apologizing that there
wasn’t sufficient time to prepare a
formal statement for distribution.
He. teed off with a written '“declaration of principles” and afterward
responded freely, directly and
without guile, tp all questions, even

(by

name) as not even a big boxoffi.ee
puller In the cinema. Since there
are only “a few thousand” color
sets in. circulation, and with NBC,
as a subsidiary of RCA, being
“used” to hypo the sale of. or make
a noise about the tinted receivers,
Spector reasoned that it was illogical from a sponsor’s rate-bait view
for the web to worry so much
about transmitting color to the disadvantage of black-and-white. He
said the
end was “pretty bad.”
He wants customers for his own

b&w

color

— red

lipstick.

unto quipping frequently, “This is
off the record— but I know you’re,
it,” drawing, laughs

going to use

from the scribes.
apparent
It was
elected

to

take

that Spector;
the last-minute

route—gust before the Weekend-^-to get in ahead of a possible parallei or counter-statement by .NBC
or spec producer Max Liebman, or
both. Spector, incidentally, praised
Liebman during the conference
_while observing, at the same time,
that any producer would be obstructed by the combination of the
offish hour-and-a-half time slot, excessiye “big” production, weak. use.
prtaient, over-budgeting and over-,
emphasis on color.
In common
with other sin the industry, including Liebman, he, blasted use of the
word spectacular, indicating, that
the network. got off on the. wrong
“The
foot with that terminology.

Spector said he’d had a session
with NBC prexy Pat Weaver, exec
Robert W; Sarnoff and their
staff the day before (Thursday) and
they had reached an area of “agreement” on certain phases of the
Sunday specs. The most important
of. these was that beginning around
the first of the year they would run.
an hour, from 8 to 9, instead of
starting at 7:30, declaring that 8 to
9 has been established as the key people expected a lot to happen
Sunday night time and therefore and didn’t get it,” he said.
the specs must, kick off coincidental
With, the rival “Toast of the Town”
on CBS. (He figured NBC would
Hits
reinstate “Mister Peepers” which is
v.p.

.

& Misses

Continued from page 23

max” 8:30 to 0:30 series of melodramas on CBS (as well as the
same client’s ohe-a-month “Shower
of Stars” tinted “baby specs”). Little else bn this night to induce

viewing.

Friday

—Not much excitement on

Fridays. Red Buttorrs has moved
into the 8 o’clock NBC spot opposite his ex :sponsor’s (General

Foods) “Mama” show, which he
bested the second time out, only

“Mama” to bounce back again.
Slow starter* but he’s been improving .NBC appears to have a
winner in Peter Lawford’s “Dear
Phoebe.”
Gillette
(like
CBS’
•Wednesday night Pabst bouts) gets
a big audience for good fights;
more often is unrewarding. Night
otherwise is practically dominated
by half-hour .film shows
Ray
Bolger (which appears to be. picking up momentum); Schlitz Playhouse, Life of Riley, Topper, Line-

evision Playhouse” remains a qualitative dramatic entry. CBS’ “Honestly Celeste,” with Celeste Holm,
adds lip to a lowercase nothing.
Same network’s '‘What's My Line”
at 10:30 continues as the most satisfactory of all the panel shows.

Eileen

Currently

—

MOCAMBO, Hollywood
William Morris, Agency

The

Vise, Ozzie

&

Sam Cook

Digges, debutting for
the outlet as a handy toastmaster,
into a whammo nar-

who launched

rative encompassing his views of
the Baxter mentality and also introducing station and local university execs and talent tied up
with the public service program
phase such as directors, producers,
writers, etc. Strategic among them

was

Worden,

Clarence

station’s

public affairsman.

was no particular surprise, however^ since the prof almost stole
the show from Jack Benny last sea-

Continued from page 25

ranging from 150 to 250 students, son On. a special “Omnibus” (JB
are. presented in signs.
was appearing in his career ve“Studio. One” has sent a copy of hicle, “The Horn Blows at Midnight”; FCB was blowing the horn
the script to the school, waiving
for his me.aiticket, W. Shakespeare)!
all royalties. Among others wantThe Baxterean pration was a well
ing; “Benson’’ are the Coral Gables balanced combo of ^strictly class,
Highschqol and Teachers stuff and patois prose, including
Fla.)
Playhouse of East Carolina Col- quips arid one-liners slanted to the
tv trade and timed on the button
lege, Greenville, N; C.
for the laughs to roll and expire
Following Rose’s “Twelve* An- before he resumed his “and', then
gry Men” which launched the West- I wrote” pitch.
1954-55 season/on
inghduse
In a postrluncheon aside, Dr.
Sept.; 20, there were numerous re- Baxter was asked when the cusnods. tomers might expect a tv lecture
performance
for;
quests
Among them were froim. speech series on contemporary lights simiteachers of Princeton Theological lar to the job he does in 24-sheetSeminary and Weston (Mass.) Col- ing the classical crowd!. The prof
lege Seminary. At Princeton, a. for- said he’d, been thinking about
mer actor, William Brower, now that, but there are some obstacles
teaching speech, .wrote that “An- such
as
copyright
clearances
gry Men” would be “an ideal (especially Where kinescopes are
script for our purposes.” Another involved),
He could possibly- do
speech instructor, Paul V. Ryan, contemporary “book reviews” with
S.J. (of the Weston school V; wfote,
extracts, up to the designated lim“I thought your play would be an its, but said he’s not a book critic,
excellent vehicle for. interpreta- merely a “reader” and interpreter;
tion and mood expression.”
WCBS-TV’s hew. educational
There were kudos from other series, “America' in the Making,”
teachers, and from lawyers, for ex- will start Nov. 13 in the Saturday
ample, the Lawyers Drama Group 1:30 to 2 p.m. slot.. It will be a reof the Wichita (Kan>) 'Bar Assn.; flective skein on America’s colonial
an attorneys’ group of Denver; a origins and early days of the Recounty government unit of Ches- public, to be presented jointly by
ter,
Pa., and highschool drama the station and New York
Univ.
clubs. Clement F. Clark, of the with the co-op- of the Met. Museum
“
‘Twelve An- of Art and the Educational TV
Wichita Bar, wrote:
and
gry Men’ made a tremendous im- Radio Center, latter established
by
pression in this area and the Wich- the Ford Foundation.
It will be
ita Bar Assn, feels it would be
conducted by Prof. Robert Iglehighly worthwhile to produce it hart, chairman of Dept, of
Educalocally with a cast Of lawyers. The tion of NYU,
assisted by Bayard
general public and- the legal pro- Still, prof of American
history; Alfession can both learn a lot from bert, Christ- Janer,
staff
(

Chicago, Nov.

associate

it.”

And

from Cl Stanley Urban, chairman of social sciences,
“I
Park College, Parkville, Mo.
was especially interested because
I teach a course called Methods of
Analysis and this production represented a beautiful job of methodological analysis, both from an
empirical and national point of
this

-

:

of edupcational-researcH planning
staff of the U.’s 14 schools; produced by Warren Kraetzer, of
NYU’s Radio-TV Office, and directed by the flagship’s Lewis
Freedman.
Show will also be
filmed for later displays throughout the U. S'. It’s the Gotham outlet’s 11th pubserv stanza.

possible for me to obtain a script for- use. in my clases,
or. better still, is it possible to rent
(kinescope) for classthis film

view. Is

quietly

(Red) Quinian sees an eventual
$100,000- annual harvest from thd
operation .which is. getting a pre-

Xmas, test.
Main emphasis, so far
and play kits with some

Dr. Penelope P. Pollaczek, clinical psychologist of the Mount Vernon (N. Y. 1 Public Schools, wrote:
“I am conducting a class in Mental

motion chief;
Kid gadgets were

selected so
fit the character of the various shows on which they’re featured, For example, Dick (Two
Ton) Baker’s noontime “Happy
Pirates” has long used a telescope
as a prop. Now its a 'scope that’s
available in stores for a buck; Five
different articles are spread out
over four
day-timers. Talent
involved gets a slice of fhe station’s take on the project.
Aside from the toy package,
there’s a licensing deal on a new
record album cut by Win Stracke

they

WBKB

and featured on

his afternoon strip;
a cake decorating kit sold by direct
mail on the co-oped “Creative
Cookery,” and a Christmas book
tied in with the daily “Santa Claus
Revue,” sold by mail and over the
~
counter.

Pact Helen Jacobs For
Housewife-Slanted Sports
Former tennis

star Helen Jacobs
host a new
quarter-hour radio sports
package, believed to be the first
sports segment angled toward the
housewife.
IVIiss Jacobs recently
Was discharged from the WAVES,
in which she served as a com-

hygiene and would like to use this

mander.

Program is being packaged and
peddled by Warren Steibel. He’s
assistant

using

MMEMBER MAMA

:
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loglitry •
1

1

i

i

first

I

filed

suit

in

Federal Court

UAW

Personable young man, 30,
will

Sunday—Big

question

mark here

be

Hollywood

in

after

Nov., 15 for interviews. May
see you? Have 10 YrS. experience in New York TV, Ad
Agency, Commercial Producer
— Casting Director — B'way
Theater. Wire collect.
I-

.

DAVID

B,

153 W. 10»h

St.

GRAHAM
New

York

UAW

sirer has already gotten a big bite

in

• CERAMICS
• GLASSWARE
• STAINLESS STEEL

BAB

..

;

tural objectives into
of broadcasting.”

the practice

unusual

for the

diction.

Harriet, etc.

of the year.)

Film

CALIFORNIA

—

.

I

NBC

I

funds to promote Democratic candidates, not only in violation of FCC regulations, “but also
in violation of the Corrupt Practices Act,” The act, he said, makes
it unlawful for a labor Organiza-

demanding that WJBK-TV
give him free time. The
offered Pillon the chance to appear
Continued from page 25
on the same program which 'aired
observer, seeing no reason why it his opponent’s view. This offer Was
withdrawn after
learned Pilwon’t accept.
lon had filed suit against it in FedConfidence that the half-hour eral Court. Federal Judge Theofilm show
ill become an actuality
dore Levin dismissed the suit, sayis gained from the fact that Cas-. ing his court did not have juris-

:

i

advertising

of

its

here

SS

manager

and promotion with the
Division.

UAW

had

UNESCO

been signed to

has.

daily

,

Piano • Organ * Celeste

on toys

$50,000 ip

(Any TV Film Prod. Co.;
Ad Agency or Network)

material as it points up so well
much of what we have been study-, tion or a corporation to contribute
to the campaign of any candidate.
ing.”
Prior to the FCC’s ruling, Pillon

,

at the

is

orders already booked in 217 ChL
area stores, The personality-identified merchandise is being routed
through regular jobbers with the
station getting 59b. of the gross.
Handling the operation is Lou
Livingston, fqrriier Chi Hearst pro-

Continued from page 25

is

NALLE

has

up

set

experimental
merchandise licensing adjunct tied
in with the station's several mop-,
pet shows. WBKB veep Sterling

it

room use?”

One Refreshing Note

.

2.

WBKB,. ABC-TV’s Chi o&o,

.

from Sig Mickieson, CBS public
affairs
However, UNESCO
boss.
in no position to turn: over U, S.
Saturday—Thi is the- night that
airing to one of the webs alone
boasts, the one refreshing note of
without first tapping all of them—
the season— George Gobel, Whose
something-now being done. The pro10 o’clock show on NBC is -a. week-.
will also be shown, on the
gram
to- week delight. But all else before
facilities of air the other counit
on'
NBC has been generally tele
tries who share in making the
dreary. That goes for the Imogen
Coca show (which is being drasti- series.
The “mag” idea breaks down into
cally revamped; With Don Appel
going; in
as
producer to suc- six five-minute vidpix segments per
ceed. Marc Daniels), the. alternating half-hour show, each nation inJimmy Durante-Donald O’Connor volved delivering a segment con“Texaco Star Theatre’’ (a disap- cerning Some native aspect. The
pointing capsule edition of “Col- plan has the support of educagate Comedy Hour”) and the in- tional broadcasters in the U. S.,
credibly bad “Place, The Face” at but since they don’t have sufficient
8:30.
Along with Gobel, Jackie telecasting facilities Of their own,
Gleason (8 to 9 CBS) makes Satur- UNESCO will depend on the webs
day viewing pleasurable. June for coverage here.
Havoc’s “Willy” on CBS already
The half-hour international teleappears headed for the scrap heap. film series is one facet of a
(There’s, some talk that the Phil UNESCO aim to “achieve the inSilvers show may take over the tegration of educational and culup,

Libris Baxter

Continued from page 23

Following the preliminaries, Dr.
Baxter proceeded to panic all and
especially sundry (the press). That

for

BARTON

Ex

Continued from page

24'

would not constitute
personnel
informed sources disclose, but would mean using existing hands differently.
No coin
will be taken away from network
promotion, but funds used in print
to promote radio will be lifted to
a greater, degree to. facilitate the
upbeat in local and regional acincrease,

Imports From All Over the World

POTTERY BARN
231 Tenth Av*. (23rd-24th

Open

Closed Mondays
Sundays 12-6

Sts.)

Thurs,

OR

til

9

5-4434

tivities.

BAB is at the height of station
membership in its relatively short
approximately 835 pay
history
dues.
In addition to nominations
next
for
year’s 'board, BAB committeemen. are believed to have
tentatively okayed changing BAB’s
monicker to Radio Advertising

—

Bureau (RAB)<

Rehearsal Rooms
Facilities

KRAFT
GOLDERGS
CAN CAN
Madam

ventilated

Wall

BAB

on Friday (29), His future plans
arc not known.

G.E. THEATRS
BEST OF BROADWAY
FRONTIERS OF FAITH

—

ARABIAN NIGHTS

—

Clean
Spaclout
Elevator*8wItohboard. Service.
......
Plano*
.Centrally Loealeo

——

Moderate Rentals
Several Air-Conditioned

Tom

Incidentally,
Ellsworth, industry. presentation writer, left

Used by Outstanding Legit
and TV Shows

StUDIO ONE

At CENTRAL PLAZA
111

St., N.Y.C.
Wanamakir*

2nd Ave., Near 7th
I btocki eait
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4-tnOS

at

i.

elms, Manager

"
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TIME OUT TO GINGER VIDPIX
Charles Wick's Telefilm Enterprises appears to have latched
on to the most prolific publicity-generating personality since Liberace in the person of Inspector Robert Fabian, the retired chief
of Scotland Yard’s murder squad, who’s the subject of the firm’s
“Inspector Fabian, of Scotland Yard” telepix series. Couple of
months ago, Fabiaff got a front-page spread in the^FBrpnto Teler
gram when he agreed to investigate a kidnapping case there;
last week he topped this, by getting front-page spreads in all the
25 Scripps-Howard papers with the announcement that he would
cover the Sheppard murder trial in Cleveland for the newspaper

4
Current rush of jiew product into
syndication is causing some: industry executives to ask whether it
isn’t time for some fundamental
changes in production, selling, and
most important, pricing. Steppedup competition and increases in
supply, combined with a constant
amount of playing time (demand),
is causing them to wonder just how
anybody is going to make money

,

Chain.

Toronto publicity resulted in a major regional deal for the
Brewery, and Wick is almost afraid
to think what the Scripps-Howard play might bring. Aside from
the by-lined pieces daily in the Scripps-HOward papers, Fabian’s,
trial coverage is being fed to more than 80 other newspapers
through United Features; In New; York,, the S-H World-Telegram
& Sun broke the details of the coverage, which began Monday
•d), last Thursday (28) with a front-page spread including a twocolumn picture of the sleuth* Fabian is in the U.S. on a lecture
tour in connection with his two books on his Yard experiences.
He appears briefly in each of the telefilm episodes, which star
Bruce Seton as Fabian.
telepix series with Molson’s

Reasoning behind

Closed-Circuit Client

producing ‘‘Mandrake
tion
the Magician” and ‘‘Charter Boat”
is in the midst of a
Bermuda,
in

What’s believed' to be the
firjst

reorganization. Discussions are taking place in New York and Bermuda this week which if successful

bring about a reshuffling and
j a resumption of production on both
series. Atlantic shut down its Darrell’s Island operation three weeks
ago, after turning out nine “Man-’
drake” films for ABC Syndication
and six of the “Charters;” for
which a distribution deal hasn’t
been set.
..Manny who’s president of Atlantic, said in N. Y. this week that
several production snags caused
the shutdown, but described it as
perfectly normal. More trouble has
been caused by rumors than anything else, he said, pointing out
that if a production outfit stopped
shooting in N. Y. or Hollywood it
would pass unnoticed, but in Bermuda “it’s like operating in a goldfish bowl.” What actually happened,

ity

antenna

systerii for local
its

own closed-

.

signalg of: regular tv stations
via towers and mountain-top
installations and piped them
into homes via a closed-circuit.
But with the development of
the vidicon camera, it’s become
possible for them to originate
their own shows for their
closed-circuit clientele.
Vidi-

leaves only $285,750 for potential
profit. From that, subtract $48,800
for print and mailing costs ($1,200
per episode). This leaves $236,950.
Subtract another $5-$10, 000 for a

cori merely picks up the picture off a projector.

merchandising package that’s never
used but without, which the show
can’t be sold, arid you’ye got $226,950, On a per-show basis, this means
a producer’s profit of $5,600. This,
again, assumes a complete sellout,
and if the producer has signed a
star on a participation basis, there
goes some of that profit,

and there

has to be a breathing
during which time the pro-

future.

which Hal Roach.

Jr. is

producing

'

this

week.

.

what did happen at the Pan
American air base which was converted

know

,

into,

film

but

there

studios

isn’t

were, reports

from

Bermuda this week that liens,
have been placed against the firm
as soon as it was heard that
production had stopped. Crews were;
sent back to tile States and
one
group of technicians went off. to
1

;

Rome on another assignment.

Reruns on ‘North’

series.

ness.

“Bozo/’ the creation of Capitol
artists ,&
repertoire chief Alan
Livingston, has been a top entry
in the juvenile record field for
eight years, with a sales mark of
1,300,000 disks racked up in that'
period.
Capitol has a couple of
touring “Bozos” making personal
appearance tours among dealers
arid stores, and- Official will add
additional clowns to visit sponsors
i
various markets. In addition, it
will back up the show \yith an
panded merchandising version of
Capitol’s present operation, which
includes comic books, dolls, etc.,
based on the character.
Acquisition of the “Bozo” series

If the producer happens to be
the distributor also, it comes alto the same figure, since ac-

(Continued on page 40)

Los Angeles, Nov.

it

show reaches

.

1

on the Coast. Official is handling
understood Jhere have been meet- the. show on a straight distribution
basis,
and is putting it up for naings this week in N* Y. Reorganization, if it comes about, would tional or regional sale only, with
With
Feb. 1 airdate tagged on the
a
be consummated
J ust

another way, this parits break-even
point on the first 39 wheh it grosses a total of $1,530,000. This means
ari average weekly gross,, if figured on the basis of the first year’s
distribution, of almost $29,500. In
terms of markets, this means the
film must be sold in every one of
the 20 majors and at least 150 minor markets before that kind of
gross, can be achieved. And there
are very few shows, on the market
that are doing that kind of busiPutting

ticular

Official. Films will distribute the
nevv Gil Lamb starrer “Bozo the
Clovvn,” the half-hour juve series
based on the Capitol kidisk series

most

tual selling expenses amount to an
estimated. 28% of the gross, and

now services Caracas,
Havana and Mexico City, with
possible deals in the works
for Sweden arid Paris.
ly,

of the N. W. Ayer Agency when
the latter started “Hawkins Falls”
and “The Bennetts,” believes that
serials and “personality” shows will
emerge as the great staples of daytime television, much as they did
in daytime radio. But this hasn’t
happened yet, Sisson points out,
and until/ it does, filmed soaps
with their relatively high per-market cost for daytime use, won’t
receive widespread acceptability.
Sisson believes that in another
year or two, the live serials will
gairi acceptance as one of the best

ccist-per-thousand daytime television vehicles. It took the radio industry from 1928 to about 1938 to
evolve to the point where soaps
emerged as the doriiinating daytime program fare, Sisson*says, and
with television taking form at
about twice the speed of radio, it
.

won’t be, long before
soaps are recognized as

program

tfie

tele

day tim

staples.

Once, the network strips, are recognized as valuable programming
buys and they have
success
story to tell, the syndicators will
be able to move, in and gain wide
acceptance for the serials on the
CBS Television Film Sales v.p.- local level. Experiments in filmed
general manager Leslie T. Harris soaps so far, Sisson says, haven’t
has paid off to the tune Of a. 500% received the acceptance necessary
to launch the*"daytinie fare in synincrease in subscribers in the past dication
a feasible economic
six months. Newsfilm, which last bask;.
April had only eight stations, as
As to cost, Sisson says current
regiilar subscribers, now has a total
(Continued on page 40)
of 40, and now operating in the
_.

'

is second only to INS-Telein the number of subscribers.
Latest in a series of new stations
subscribing to the service are

black,

news

KPRC-TV
in

in

Rochester;

WSEG-TV
in Peoria;

WSAU-TV

Houston;

WHAM-TV

WJBK-TV,

in Altoona;

Detroit;

WTVH-TV

KEDD-TV, Wichita and
in

Wausau, Wise, Film

Sales also signed Tokyo for the
Ziv Television Programs, which
service (see separate story).
is going into its second year of
Big revamp in the service came Latin American distribution of its
with new station: services; includ- Spanish-soundtrack versions of six
ing the provision enabling stations 6f its shows, has sold all six of
possession of their film, them to Radio Difusora Nacional de
to retai
provision by Newsfilni of scripts Colombia, the government-owned
for .weekly wrapup shows with the videoperation in Bogota. Six shows,.
film used as the visual material, “Favorite
Story,”
“Cisco Kid,”
and odd services such as the latest, “Boston Blackie,” “Mr. District Ata cutout map with arrpws, pointers, torney,” “The Unexpected” and
figures, armies, etc., to help local “Yesterday’s Newsreel,” will
be
newscasters. Main change in ship- sold by the station to participating
ping procedures was the establish- sponsors. Opening of the Bogota
ment of three shipping points, in station marks the emergence of the
...

:

York, Chicago and Los An- fifth major Latin American, video
a schedule to take ad- market.
all scheduled airline deFirm also Signed renewals and
partures, 'with, motorcycle couriers new deals in. existing markets, with
making iri-person deliveries of Westinghouse picking .up “Mr.
prints to the plane’s stewardess in District Attorney” on WKAQ, Sari
each. case./
Juan; General Electric renewing'
promotional
s.c h e rii e “Favorite
Latest
Story” and American
cooked up by Harris is a nation/ Airlines renewing ‘‘Newsreel” on
wide oratorical contest for high XEW, Mexico City;, arid Richard
school students in all cities serv- Hudnut again riding with “Story”
iced by CBS Newsfilm. Series of on CMQ in Havana.
regional contests will be held as
eliminations, with the students allowed to speak on any news event ‘CAN’T
IT’
shown :on CBS Newsfilni over the
past three months. Contest; will get
under way next month, with the
Hollywood,. Nov. 2.
cooperation of the local stations,
“You Cari’t Take It With You,”
sponsors and civic and fraternal
prize-winning
Broadway play begroups. Prize hasn’t been decided
fore it became .an Aca demy-award
yet, but Harris is mulling a college

New

advertising an additional 4%. It geles, plus
might therefore mean a difference vantage of
of

3% more

profit

if

the distrib

produces his own. If the distrib is
working on a straight, distribution
deal, for 35%, he might come out

3%

profit, ori the gross, if
with a
he’s got an efficient Organization.

.;

.

FLAMINGO SETS DEAL

M’WOOD PREVIEW’
Br

Balabari’s

“Hollywood

i

TAKE

.

Preview,” the half-hour series that

2.

Coast westward.
from th
Tokyo qn-the-air footage will

be about two days late under
the plan. Newfilm, incidental-

Filmed soap operas for local daytime, sale will eventually constitute
an important area Of the syndication business, in the opinion of
Ted Sisson, director of the NBC
Film Division, but production and
sale of such soapers won’t be
economically feasible for at least
another year. Sisson said last week
that the Film Division has been
studying the .daytime picture for
some time, but won’t make a move
in that direction, for at least a
year; until the filming of soaps for
local sale is practicable on the
basis of Cost and acceptance.
Sisson,
pioneer in television
soaps Via his stint as program chief

Assuming such a sellout, the po-.
comes to $900,000.
Complete revamp of services arid
Subtract from this a 35% distribution fee, which comes to $614,250, shipping operations of CBS Newscomputed on the total gross, which; film instituted earlier this year by

ducers look over their mistakes arid
try to plan to avoid them for the

ABC

at

tential. profit

a production team gets together for
the first time— mistakes are made

Firm is backed by local Bermudians, and under the current reorganization they presumably would
remain in the picture. John Gibbs,
who agented the
deal on
“Mandrake,” planed to the island
Friday (29) for meetings, and it’s

budgeted

and Then

Marin, said, is what happens whenver a new company is formed and

spell

that’s

.

circuit was wrapped up last
•week by Guild Films. It sold
the “Joe Palooka”
to
the community antenna outfit
operating in Livingston, Mont.
Community antenna firms
traditionally have picked up

vill

:

commu-

telepix sale to a

Origination over

ferent directions.
Newsreel service has set up
European editing facilities, so
that its Continental o f f i ces
will ship all European news
footage directly to Tokyo, flying it out over easterly routes.
At the same time, all American footage will be planed out

Here’s what gives:

show

to

Tokyo will be supplied fi’oiri
two sources, with shipping
routes operating in two dif-

$22,000 per episode, or a. total of
Distrib
$858,000 for 39 shows.
draws up a price schedule which
for a show of this budget will have
a maximum total aggregate price
—that is, the total income if the
show is sold in every one of the
250-odd markets in the country—
of $45,000 per week. Assuming the
show is sold on a 39-13 basis, 39
firstrun and 13 repeats at halfprice, the total potential 52- week
income for the 39 shows comes to
$1,755,000— and that’s if. the show
is sold in .every market, something
that hasn’t yet happened to any
show with the possible exception
of “Liberace.”

Productions, the John 4
telefilm' produc-

Mann

a

Service,

Hemisphere.

the economic facts of syndication life, which can be summarized or at least typified in a
glance at the expenditures arid the
of
one particular
expectations
show. Call it “the average syndi-

Take

outfit

le
time now, last week
signed a deal to service Tokyo
with its daily news service,
markirig the .first time it’s,
moved out of the Western

concern

this

for Japs

CBS Newsfilni, which has
been: active in distribution to
Latin American stations for

lies in

cated show.”

Atlantic

CBS News

in syndication.

.

Alien-Bob

r

<

i

contains clips of upcoming, motion
Seiler’s
pictures and interviews with the
nd Mrs, North” telefilms was
stars, will be syndicated by FlaHollywood, Nov. 2.
filed in Superior. Court by Federal
One of the. real directorial vets mingo Films under a deal firmed
Telefilms, Inc., asking an account- of the pix biz, William
A. Seiter, last week. Series will continue to
ing from John W. Loveton, Vir- made
his megging debut in tv over air live on
TV, N. Y., where
winning film, may become a teleginia F, Loyeton and Advertisers the weekend,
on “Marked Down,” it started a couple of months; ago. scholarship.
film series.
vision
Moss HartTelevision Program Service, Inc. Ida Lupino starrer for “Four Star
Program has a verbal okay from
Geol’ge S. Kaufman property lias
Complaint also asks the appoint- Playhouse.” It was. the first time the 10 Hollywood major producbeen acquired for television by
POST
NSS
COAST
ment of a receiver and an injunc- Seiter had. directed at
BELL’S
Pathe tion companies,, under which they’ll
Screen Gems, a subsidiary of Cotion.
since 1921, when it was the Thomas furnish clips of upcoming releases
Sidney C. Bell has been, tapped lumbia Pictures, which made the
Plaintiffs
claim that Loveton Ince studio, and he niegged a Doug- three weeks before the national by National. Screen Service to
film, version in 1938.
Paid what purported to be 15% of las McLean starrer,
“Bellboy 13.”
release, date, and will also furnish head up television, filrn commercial
Present plans are to make a pilot
the proceeds of the reruns after
J. Gwen Bagni penned teleplay visiting stars for interviews.
He film shortly with Lou BrcsIoW and
Pro- sales at NSS’ Coast .studios.
deducting distribution fees of 30%. of “Down,” which has Hal March, grams will consist
of four film left for 'the Coast Friday. (29). after Berne Gilcr co-producing. Decision
They contend. -that the deal called Joan Banks
and Peter Raynold in clips plus an interview segment a testimonial, luncheon tendered on* a series will be held up tirflil
mr 15% off the top.
support.
with th star of one of the films. him by NSS colleagues.
the pilot is completed.
Suit involving reruns of the “Mr.

TV Bow

.

.

WOR

RKO

.

,

.
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Schwarz’s A.T.V. Opens

Better to Fake Foreign

Locales in Vidpix: Roach

Reps Desilu on New Coburn Series
National; Telefilm Associates’ big*
for. new properties, indicated

'OPRY' INTO TELEPIX

push

Hollywood, Nov. 2.
is
tor fireside ,
with foreign locales in
Mickey Schwarz’s A.T.V. Film
Hollywood, and. there's no valid Productions will open its new stureason for producers to lens their, dios in Long Island. City, just over
series overseas, declares Hal Roach the river frd# Manhattan, today
It’s

/

Jr.

some weeks ago when Harry Pop-

Roach said that background footFlamingo Converting Old Radio
age for “passport to Danger,” his
Property Into Tintfilm
new series starring Cesar Romero,
being obtained from crews of
der way last week with the acquisiBiggest and Oldest of the country is
film companies around the world,
tion, of 104 half-hour StU Erwin music units,. “Grand Ole Opry,”
that there is no necessity for the
'Shows for rerun, syndication and will enter- the. telefilm ranks, via a.
studio here sending a crew overnational sales representation on a color series to be distributed by
just as authentic
new Desilu pilot starring Charles Flamingo Films. Series, which will seas. ^We havefor our series by
a background
Doctor.”
star such top Opry vets as Roy
Coburn, ‘'The Country
utilizing the footage which comes
Pearl
nie
Mi
Hank
Snow,.
Acuff,
last
York
New
in
Popkin
to us from throughout the world,
week huddling with NTA prexy Ely and Webb Pierce and will at one and integrating it into the picture,”
Landau, exec v.p. Oliver Unger time or another include all of the said the producer.
and sales v.p. Harold Goldman, on 125 Opry performers, will be filmed
“After all, here in Hollywood
productions, in Nashville by Al Gannaway startadditional
possible
we’ve duplicated scenes and cities
plus progress on the new series of ing in the latter part of November from every country in the world
“China Smith” films which he's su- and will go into release late in in the years of motion picture
Under his deal, he’s to January in quarter-hour, half-hour shooting, and I just don’t see any
pervising.
act as production* supervisor on all and full -hour, versions.
reason for going abroad.”
conversion, of
the
Deal
for
NTA properties filmed on the
Coast, and will film several prop- “Opry,’’ one of the oldest commererties of his Own with. NTA copro- cial shows on radio, was set by Fladucing and distributing. Firm’s. mingo’s- Sy Weintraub and WSM,
$i;000,000 TV Tic-Tac-Toe contest Nashville, president John H. DeWitt
Jr. Show, a^four and one-half hour
is designed to sell out its large film
inventory on a library basis, leav- Saturday night affair originating in
ing NTA free to concentrate,, on the Ryman auditorium, has drawn
sales of new properties, and it’s some 5,000,000 persons in its hisknown that with the new financial tory and averages 5,000 attendance
backing the firm has, development for each show,-. Filming will 'be
of new show's will be. bn a large done before, a live audience in Ryman aud, with cameras slated to
Deal for the 104 “Trouble With roll Nov,, -25,
Manny Reiner, former foreign
Father’.’ Erwin Shows, which ran
manaegr of Samuel Goldwyn Proon ABC-TV for General Mills but
ductions, has joined Guild Films as
as production,
kin joined the fin
supervisor and co-producer, got un-
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Screen Gems last week wrapped
up its fourth national deal this
year with the signing of Falstaff.
Brewing for sponsorship of a new
52-week half-hour dramatic anthol-

1a

Queens Borough President James
Lundy and “Fireside Theatre” ogy series; as yet untitledj to be
host Gene Raymond on hand. First produced by Screen Gems on the

A.

shooting at the studios will, be
and commercial
narration
the
sequences for “Fireside” with Ray-

Coast. Falstaff will sponsor in ap-

proximately 40 markets in the midwest, southwest and Coast, with
series to be booked on a national
New setup, designed by architect spot basis. Screen Gems will synSimeon Heller, includes two sound- dicate in non-Falstaff markets.
stages, one 50x100 and the other
Deal was consummated by. Gen100x100 feet, with dressing rooms, eral Artists, acting as national sales
makeup room and a complete reps for the Columbia Pictures
kitchen. Soundstages, which can ac- subsid,
and Dancer - Fitzgerald commodate 20 sets, are equipped Sample, the Falstaff agency. Brewwith jacks which eliminate the ery, long a top radio-tv spot client,
need for dolly tracks in placing has never gone into telepix with
equipped for its own hew show,, although it’s
Studios
sets.
shooting in color.
..made big regional, deals on some,
Besides the “Fireside” sequences,’ existing syndicated properties. ProA.T.Vv produces commercials for duction of the new series starts imSterling Drugs, Chevrolet, Shasta mediately, with October of next
Brewing and Eversharp, Schwarz year s.et as initial air date.
won an Art Director’s Club award
Deal insures Screen Gems’ standthis year for an Ivory Soap blurb ing as tops in terms of national
for. Procter & Gamble;
deals among the syndicators. Fin
this year set national deals on
“Father Knows Best,” “Adventures
of Rin Tin Tin” and “Captain Mid.

mond

starred.

.

.

.

SsSmmm Continued from page 39

night,” as well as renewing “Ford
Theatre” and “Big Playback.” In
terms of syndication, too, the Fal-

ssis

.

'

firstrun

in

approximately

200
with

v.p.

was consummated
Roland Reed and Hal Roach Jr.,
and larks the first time -that Reed
markets,

Reub Kaufman

in. the first of what’s
expected to be a series of major appointments stemming from Guild’s
new expansion setup under its
Vitapix agreement. At the same

has distributed in syndication with
anyone other than Un ted Televi-

Programs and. the first
Roach has gone outside the
sion

ti

and No. 2 man under prexy

e

time,

ABC

Kaufman named

sales

station

members

in

.

.

‘

,

now.
.New company will* be headed by':
Frank E. Mullen as president, with
Mullen having resigned as Vitapix
prexy. Operating under him will
be Horaice L. Rohnes of Washingproduction and putti
up end ton and Don Campbell, a Coast
money,, in return fpr which i^
producer, as v.p.’s, and Paul A.
would have a. piece of the property
O’Brien as treasurer and Charles
plus distribution rights.
B. Seton as general counsel and
secretary. Exact functions of the
new company haven’t been speci195 -REDUCE’ PIX
.

.

:

a national sales manager to concentrate on sales for the filmed net-

work created under the Vitapix
agreement.
Reiner, who’s been in the motion
picture and radio-tv fields for over
20 years, was with Goldwyn for
over a year after serving as sales
v.p. for Bernard Prockter and as
sales chief for Lou Cowan, Prior
to entering the radio-tv field, he
was with Paramount, Metro, Mono'

.

but there’s a possibility it!II
handle distribution of the Vitapix product.
Vitapix meeting also elected new
officers and a new board. Kenyon
Brown of KWFT-TV, Wichita Falls,
was named president (he’s chairman of the CBS Radio affiliates
group), with Joseph E. Baudino of
Westinghouse Radio Stations as
v.p.,
Charles H. Crutchfield of
WBTV, Charlotte, is treasurer, and
O’Brien
secretary
and general
counsel. Board chairman is. John
E. Fetzer of the Fetzer stations,
while other board members are
fied.

TO ROfL FOR GUILD
Pittsburgh, Nov. 2.
Guild Films,
which recently
bought the syndication rights to
one of local tv’s biggest success
stories, “It’s Fun to Reduce,” will
shortly begin filming the 195 quarter-hours in New York, For the
present, however, the shooting will
have to be confined to weekends
inasmuch as Guild is using the
people who have been responsible
for putting over me program in
Pitt and. they’ll be tied up until
the end of the year doing the. fivetimes weekly exercise session live
over WDTV for the G. C. Mur,

;

phy Co!
Whether the entire 195

made

in the

will

be

East hasn’t been de-

cided yet.

man-

ager Joe Smith a vicepresident of
Washington the firm,
over the .weekend ratified the
Reiner will, operate on the policy
working agreement between Vita- level, which means he’ll oversee
pix and Guild Films under which national sales and also will be acthe pair will attempt to create a tive in taleht-programming activifilmed network, and went one step ties in Guild’s expanding producfurther by establishing Vitapix-. tion setup. Smith, as sales v.p.,
Guild Programs Inc., a new hold- \vill remain on the syndication sales
ing company for the product which side, and it’s understood the. next
Vitapix has been distributing up to major appointment will be that of
Stockholders meeting of Vitapix

Series will be
sold as a five*tiines-weekly strip, or
,
twice- pr three-times
as a
W'dekiy segment. Current Trouble
With Fathen series is being. bankrolled on ABC-TV by Chesterfield’s
in-, sortie markets and are not involved- in the NTA deal.
Desi’U deal for national sales
representation on the Coburn pilot,
is a shortterm pact; but NTA reportedly is dickering to finance 39
of the pix for syndication in t' e
event it can’t unload it nationally.
It would furnish most. of the production, coin, w th Debilu handling

Syndication sphere.

estimates

can be

brought down.
according to Sisson,

deal

since it
gives Screen Gems the second-,
largest bundle of. dramatic anthology reruns in the field.- Firm has
78 “Ford Theatre” pix which it
sells rerun, plus the 44 current
“Fireside Theatre” films. Addition*
of the Falstaff pix after their first
run will bring the firm almost
abreast of MCA-TV, which leads
the field in number of dramatic
anthology films available.
staff

Current belief,
is that a five r a-week' quarter-hour
strip can’t be .filmed for less than
$19,000. But Sisson points out that
several live soaps on the networks
have budgets as low as $8,000
a week, and the conversion to film
shouldn’t boost the cost more than
$5,000 a. week. He believes a five-

a-week quarter-hour series, if propcan be brought in for

erly, handled,

significant,

is

.

low as. $12,000 or $13,000.
This being the case, such a series
could then be' sold at a- weekly
price that fails below the price
of a One-time-weekly half-hour syn-.
dicated. show slanted for nighttime
airing.
Cost consequently is an
important factor, since the soaps
would be playing in Class B or C
time, as compared with the Class
A one-time half-hour entry. Even
brought in St $19,000, the soaps
would match the one-time half-hour
price, but a $12,000 budget
in
would make for a thoroughly feasible daytime price from the station and sponsor viewpoint.
Production concepts! would have
to be altered somewhat to meet
such a low budget, Sisson points
out. Filming schedule would have
“dovetailing,” under
involve
to
which all sequences on a particular
set, for 13 weeks or so of films,
would be shot together over a short
period. Shooting schedule would
be planned like that of a Holly-'
wood feature, with cast hired on a
for as

.
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Jack Gross and Phil Krasne, toppers of. Gross-Krasne and United
Television Programs, in town for
Gotham huddles on network and
syndication problems
RKO,,
Pathe stepping up its filmed com.

.

mercials activity with; a series in
the works for Chrysler and another'
for Lionel Trains ... Dave, Matthews,
McCann-Erickspn’s
producer on the “Big Town” series,
planed in from the Coast for script
conferences
Motion Pictures
for Television production v.p. Lew
Kerner in from the Coast for.
product talks with MPTV topper
.

.

...

-

Matty

Fox

.

MPTV’s

.

Mike

gram and David 0. Selznick in
O’Shea winds his final flackery
various distribution posts. At Goldtour for the firm this week and
wyn, he not only handled foreign
then concentrates on setting u
distribution but helped set policy
his new indie office.
., Commeron tv activities, for the outfit.
cial shooting at Transfilra. in high
Smith, who’s been with Guild for.
gear, with the firm winding blurbs
the past six months, previously weekly basis and scripts, casting, for Dow Chemical, General Elecheaded up Tele-Pictures, the Vid- etc., blocked out weeks in advance. tric, Procter ft Gamble, R. J; Reyand nolds, Robert Hall and General
planning
pix subsid of Robert L. Lippert Such
longrange
Productions.
shooting of segments of up to 13 Mills. Transfilm, incidentally,
On the production side, Guild is weeks’ programs and subsequent submitting its GE commercials as
Bill
already studying New York studio dovetailing would bring cost far a Sylvania Awards entry .
present telepix shooting (Hopalong Cassidy) Boyd elected an
sites for filming of “The Goldbergs,” below
honorary
member
of
board
of
the
“Bride and Groom” and Dr. Nor- methods, Sisson believes.
trustees of the Veterans of 'Foreign
man Vincent Peale’s show. Duke
Wars Home for Children of DisGoldstone, who directs three of
eased and Disabled Veterans in
William Fay of WHAM-TV in Guild's current syndicated entries
Eaton Rapids, Mich., first time in
Rochester, E. K. Jett of WMAR- on the Coast, planed in last week
‘Bozo’
the 30-year history of the home
TV in Baltimore, Ed Wheeler of to consult with Kaufman on studio
that an honorary member has been
, Continued from pace 39
WWJ-TV in Detroit and Reub sites and on N. Y. production.
named ... Screen Gems eastern
Kaufman, Guild’s prexy. Fetzer Guild has already leased the Ted was announced last week by prexy sales chief. Bob Braun starting a
will represent Vitapix as a mem- Richfield studio for Tensing of “It's. Hal Hackett at Official’s annual series of weekly lectures on teleber of Guild’s board of directors.
Fun to Reduce.”
stockholders meeting in Ridgewood, vision at Bridgeport U . . National
N* J., at the company's homeoffice. Television Film Council has seHackett told some 30 principal lected the nominating committee
•i.-vdL
stockholders that prospects were to choose its 1955 slate, with Waldo
chairing
the
committee,
“extremely bright” for the coming Mayo
1

,

:

.

.

.

OF’s

;

which comprises Bernard Haber of
with business running well
BBD&O, Kenneth Cofoci of Kdneo
ahead of last year. He said Of- Films, Harold
DuMont of DuMont
ficial would take on a maximum of
Camera, Louis Feldman of Du Art
five new properties this year, of Labs
and Sally Perle of Artists
which, “Bozo” is the first, and that Representatives
Jack Oor
th6 sales force would be expanded joined Guild Films’ publicity deby an additional six staffers. En-. partment.
tire board of directors was reelected,
with Mike Nidorf reClaude Rains Series
turned as board chairman and a
v.p.
Other board, members are
Robert Siegel’s Centurion Pro?
Hackett, v.p. Herman Rush, sales ductions has signed Claude Rains

year,

Those new Prestone spots

,

.

.

.

seen them Election Night!

were

•

•

•

Herb

v.p.

x

Siegel

Let

secretary Herb
treasurer
Seymour

Jaffe,

and

Reed.

to star in a series of 39 half-hour
dramas titled “Most Likely to Suc-

ceed.” Series

marks Rains’ videbut

on a regular

Gwynn’s Vidpix Post
/

l//

Producing films for Television and Industry in our own air-conditioned
studio at 1600 Broadway in the heart
of New York City, Circle 7-2264

Chicago, Nov. 3.
Jack Gwynn has resigned from
CBS here effective Friday (5) to
join the Coffman Film Co., Dallas.
Coffman currently is in programming field with a religious film
series on some 50 tv stations, and
a situation comedy being readied
for syndication by the William
Morris agency.
.

basis, and., calls for
stars in supporting roles, first of
whom will be Franchot Tone.
Series will be directed by Her-

bert Bayard Swope Jr,, with the
initialled scripted by Richard Berg,
who conceived the show, and Edward Adamson. Stories were researched in high school and university archives, and are based on
those vbted most likely. Films will
be shot in New York, at the West
Coast Sound Studios.
.
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URGE CLEANUP ON
—

In reviewing the Festival of American Jazz Stan Kenton Unit
at Carnegie Hall, N.Y, recently; Variety’s Land suggested that
this was an ideal export item, if the U.S. State Dept, was, sincerely Interested, as reported, in fostering and partly financing
further foreign tours of American entertainments calculated to
,

Gross of Over $20,000,000 in 1954
The American Society of ComSparked by beefs from radio

increase good will.

ress

coincident, the

behind the Iron Curtain With:

jazz,

the music biz Is currently
marshalling its top organizations

disks,

than diplomats,”

J

;

:

The Mexican

reaction is just one further evidence that jazz is
a language of feeling that: lends itself readily to foreign con.sumption. American jazz is hot stuff in. Sweden, Switzerland,
It Is showing signs of
Britain, France, Japan and Australi
catching on in Italy where there are: now two native; groups on
a New Orleans beat; Spain and Portugal, ; citadels of conservatism in all areas, even are doing a bit of jumping.

..

.

Will

by

to

his

sioned to clef part of the score
the current, edition of
Polack Bros. Circus and part
of next year’s as well.
What floored him in this
season’s assignment, he says,
was a request for special production music for eight pygmy
for

1

elephants. He composed it arid
called it “Jumbo Jingles.” “I

thought it was a gag at first,”
he said. "Never heard of such
a thing in all my 30 years in
the game.” Then disenchantedly, “So this is what’s left of
show business,”

WDIA

.

tunes were licensed through BMI
and were cut by such indie labels,
Among the allegedly obscene or
unsubtle songs on the Federal, Atlantic, Checker, Mercury, Chess,
Imperial and Duke labels are
“Honey Love,” “Work With Me,
Annie,” “Annie Had A Baby,”
“Sexy Ways,” “Momma Took the
Baby,” “Rocking Chair Baby,”
“Give It Up,” “Baiby Don’t Put Me

Chicago, Nov. %.
Harris, oldtimer i

“Sweet
Sue” and “Santa Claus Is Coming to Town,” was commis-

lip.

as samples of disks;
that should be banned. Most of. the
ted.

J.

Music, Please

sbrigwriting, who has
credits such tunes as

the situation. First
step was taken last week by the
Assn.,
Protective
Songwriters
which passed a resolution asking
for the industry to “voluntarily
curb the publication, recording and
public performance of material offensive to the public taste.”
Both ASCAP and BMI recently
received letters from station WDI
in Memphis asking: the licensing
societies to help curb disks which
were either outright pornographic
or contained double entendres. A
list of about 10; tunes was submitclean

to
j

Salas was not just talking off the top of the head. He has ex«r
tensively used American j azz recordings on his radio station and
is currently promoting a live Festival of Jazz of his own for
1955. This is no easy matter in Mexico Where tradition runs to
sentimentality on the. marimba and serenade guitar. Salas reported he had at last secured the perniissibn of the Mexican
Musicians Union Which, heretofore, fought any. wholesale importation of Yanqui jazzmen. Salas is projecting a three-day
Festival. The tourist-minded Government is partial to the. proj ect.

Pygmy

tions over the Increase Of smutty

same point was made in the San Francisco
Chronicle by- Guillermo Salas, manager of radio station MIL of
Mexico City. In an interview with; Ralph J. Gleason, Senor Salas
expressed the view that “your country might make more prog-

By

sta-

came

east last

with
time

Louis
boss,

Columbi

week

long-

his.

for the

formation of

Pictures

Music Corp.
the Hollywood

Santa

is reported leading to a
dixieland Version:

mas,”
“I

This puts S-B into
music affiliation field, a la the Big
Three (Robbins, Feist and Miller)
with Metro and 20th-Fox; Famous
and Paramount Music with the Par
studios; and the Music Publishers
Holding Corp. ( Remick, Witmark,
Harms, Gershwin, Advanced, New
World) with Warner Bros.
All Col musicals will be published by the new pub outfit, a
partnership between S-B and the

Want Eddie Condon For

Christmas.”

.

studi

excepting of course where

,

are committed elsewhere.
Dick Voiter, Bernstein’s son-i
law, will be prez of the Col. Pictures Music Corp:., and Taps will
writers
,

Although Great Britain has be-

come

fertile

U.. S. singers,

territory

Guy

for

many

Mitchell claims

It’s a 50-50 deal.
that a vocalist- still needs that disk
This is no first-time affiliation. hit to pack 'em into the vaude
Fpr Seven years, at the time Taps houses there. Mitchell interrupted
left S-B. for Col there was an ac- his tour of England last week to
cord, until two years ago, when a plane back to New. York for some
deal was made with Irving Mills quickie disk sessions on the Columon the Coast whereby Mills Mu- bia label! He returned to London
ic was Col’s publishing outlet. This Friday
after four days in
(29)
lapsed and there is a backlog of Gotham.
some six or seven months of Col
Singer had been touring England
film scores and musicals now ready-,
since May and felt that too long
ing for release. One of the soon
a time had elapsed between his disk
to be published scores is the title
releases. There’s close to 52 weeks
song from a Col British-made proof in-person work available in
duction, “Prize of Gold.”
England, he pldims, but a disclick
is always necessary to stir up box-

be yeepee.

office action.

MERC NABS DENISE LOR
TO END DISK SCRAMBLE

Mitchell is slated to Continue his
British tour through mid-December
and he figured that he ought to
have some hew disks working for
him before then. Sides he cut will
be rushed into the market both in
the U. S. and in England.
The quickie round trip costs a
lot of money, he said; but in the

Major -diskery scramble for
Denise Lor wound up last week
with thrush going to Mercury Records.
Several top platteries had
been dickering for Miss Lor ever long run
since she broke through with her
etching of “If I Give My Heart To
You”

via the indie

Majar

&

artists
repertoire chiefs Hugo
Perretti and Luigi Creator, They
plan to record her within the next

Sosnik on Coe

Pens Spillane Themer
Harry Sosnik is getting in on
theme vogue with his com-

the pic

position of the: title song for the

new Mickey

Spillane film, “Kiss
Deadly.” Film is being produced by Victor Saville and will
be released via United Artists.
Sosnik also has: been set as musical director for Fred Coe’s tv
“Producer'! Showcase,”

Me

be Worth

it.

To Bow on 17-Man Group
.

TV Show;

it’ll

Cap Contracts Candoli;

label.

Deal was set by Merc’s eastern

few weeks.

ASCAP Wraps Up

Hollywood, Nov. 2.
Pete Candoli, one of the top
Coast trumpet men, has been
signed to an exclusive three-yCar
contract by Alan. Liyingston, a&r
veepee of Capitol Records, and
wiU debut next week with the first
two sides by a new 17-man group.
Outfit, in addition to featuring Candoli’s trumpet, utilizes his arrangements.
'Flattery has shipped a total of
2,200 vinylites in an allout deejay
campaign to plug the new aggregation, which consists of five trumpets, three trombones, one B-flat
tuba, four saxes, piano, bass* drum,
chimes and tympani.
.

new

bring the totals to 3,000 writers,
295, non-participating members and
731 publishers. Meantime, 'ASCAP
has sliced its cut. for administrative

overhead from

20%

to

18%.

As has been customary for the
past three years since! the new writer playoff plan has been operative*
the
ASCAP meeting, presided
.

The complete

a quiet affair:

mony

har-

within the ranks was only
.

by Pinky Herman,

who advocated revision of the
seniority bracket within the writer
system.
Adams countered the
proposal, saying that this is the
first time in his career that he ever
disagreed with Herman.
.

MOG-a-Year Pact

"Get High Everybody,”
On My Knees,” Dinah
Washington’s version of Cole Porter's “Love For Sale” on Mercury,
Another loose end in the. music
“Get It,” “Toy Bell,” “Love All
Night” and “Annie Pulled Hum- licensing picture was tied up last
bug.”
Week with the finalization of a deal
BMI prexy Carl Haverlin lauded between
ASCAP and Loevv’s Inc,
all efforts to wipe Out the off-color
disks and said he would cooperate for the use of the Society’s music
with., the rest of the industry in so in Metro pictures. Deal, which is
doing. BMI has already, set up a retroactive to March 15, 1952, and
screening committee to weed out
expires in March of next year, will
obviously dirty songs from its ligive ASCAP around $140,000 per
censing setup.
year from the studio. Before 1949,
Up to the Diskeries
Trade toppers, however, believe ASCAP collected Over $1,300,000
fill
exhibitors, but since
that, the major responsibility for from
the smut songs lies with the radio Judge Vincent L. Leibell outlawed
Stations and the disk companies.
the theatre seat tax; ASCAP now
Virtually all stations in the major
has to collect direct from the pro-,
cities have; banned disks of bad or
ducers.
doubtful taste and do not permit
When coin from the various
the blind spinning of new disks by
and film
Hollywood
producers
their jockeys. WDIA recently instituted a method of weeding out theatres using music other than
film
soundtracks is toted up,
(Continued on page 48)
ASCAP may collect about as much
from the film industry as it once
did. (All theatres using music for
exit arid intermission purposes or
*
for accompaniment to stage shows
must have licenses to use ASCAP
music). ASCAP has been negotiatHollywood, Nov. 2.
Jimmy Durante and Eddie Jack-, ing with the various film compason check in at Decca tomorrow nies for the past few years and has
(Wed.) to etch two sides for single already wrapped up pacts with
release and discuss material for an three majors,.
upcoming album.
At the present time, ASCAP has
Package, which probably will be licensing pacts with Warner Bros.,
called “Club Durant,” will be cut Paramount, Universal and Loew’s.
sometime before the end of the It’s continuing talks with 20th-Fox,
year. It will consist of most of the. RK.O, Columbia and United Artists.
tunes Durante used to sing in his While the. provisions of the ASCAP
own Prohibition-era club when the pacts with the studios are vuriiform,
team of Clayton, Jackson & Dur- each studio is bargaining separtely
on the compensation, factor,
ante was at its peak.

Herman, meantime,

is

circulat-

ing a petition among A.SCAP mem*
biers to get a special meeting to
discuss the seniority question.
He
needs 15% of the total number of
writers to make calling of the
meeting automatic. Herman’s proposals were previously voted down
in the augmented, writers' classification committee.

New amendment in the seniority
bracket, would
further
cushion
older writers against drastic drops
in income. At the present time, the
seniority factor is tied indirectly
to performance credits, which, for
many older writers; have become
to

difficult

iriaintain.

Herman

would revise the rules so that a
writer’s seniority could not fall
below a given mark for each writer, depending on his highest performance rating,

The dispute revolves around the
question whether ASCAP should be
a straight performance society or a
quasi-insurance Operation.
With
the accent in the distribution plan
on rnathematical counting of the
plugs, the tendency in ASCAP for
the past few years has swung in
favor of paying off on what each
writer actually earns in performances.

„

Besides Adams, speakers at the
were Saul H. Bourne,

meeting

and Bernard Goodwi
who delivered the report for the

treasurer,

board of directors;

CAMDEN’S NEW DISTRIB
SETUP ZOOMS OCT. BIZ
Camden Records, RCA Victor
low-priced subsid label, quadrupled
its

sales in October over any/^ pre-

vious

month

since the line

was

in-,

troduced a year ago. Surge was at1921 (The first distribution
1938
1939
1940

1941*
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948 ....
1949t
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954

^

writ-

er-members and
publisher57
members have joined ASCAP, to

slightly ruffled

.

Betty Johnson’s new Christmas tune for New Disc, “I
Want Eddie. Fisher For Christ-

to sign a deal

Bernstein,

It,

of this year, f00

.

Down,”
“Bow’d

Swing

March

over by prexy Stanley Adams, was

;

Jonie Taps, ex-gen. prof. mgr.
for Shapiro-Bernstein Music and
now a Columbia Pictures producer,

Authors & Publishers
heading for a. banner pear in 1954,
with an estimated gross revenue of
slightly over $20,000,000.
Latter
figure is based on a near $16,000,000 gross for the first three quarters of this year reported to the
New; York membership at the Society’s semi-annual meeting at the
Waldorf-Astoria last week!
/While ASCAP’s revenue keeps
climbing 'from year to year, so is
membership roster.
Since
its
posers,

made

to

163 members) $

13.000.

24,000
16.000.
4.392.000
4.695.000.

5.455.000
2.862.000
3.965.000
4.747.000
.6,060,000

7.073.000
7.402.000
7.776.000

,

tributed to Camden’s new method
of distribution via Victor’s regular
distribs. Formerly, Camden disks
Were shipped direct to retailers
from Victor’s factories.
Meantime, the Camden catalog,
taken from masters previously in
the regular Victor line, is steadily
expanding.. Last week, Ben Selvin,
arTists & repertoire chief, acquired
the rights to disks by tenors Chris-

topher Lynch and Morton Downey;.

8 000 000
.

7.500.000
10 000,000
11.500.000
,

000
14.400.000

000

Figures are net distributions to writers and publishers and do not
include deductions for ASCAP’s admi istrative expenses which
usually run to 20% of the total revenue.

*The year of ASCAP’s blackout on radio.
tThe first year after Judge Vincent Leibell outlawed ASCAP’s
collection Of the theatre seat tax from film exhibitors,
i Based on first nine months.

Bob Musel

to Clef

theme

for

Rank

Pic

United Press correspondent Bob
Musel, Who headquarters in London, makes, his spngwriting return
With the theme music to J, Arthur
Rank's pic “To Paris, With Love.”

Tube will be pushed as a pop entry tagged “People Like Us.”
Abe Olman, general manager of
the Big Three, latched on to the
song for publication in the U.S.

.
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T
ine
Lips”
(Mercury).
“Pupalina” is a natural followup to The
Gaylord’s current click, “The Little Shoemaker,” and it should do
as well! Italian phrases are neatly
interspersed throughout the catchy
lyric and it all blends. with the
...

,

.

. ...,,
.
;
.
.

.

.

.

,

zingy. beat. Group delivers in a
zestful fashion.. It’s headed for a
Reverse has an in'big payoff.
triguing shuffle beat that .should
win it a fair share of the spinning
time.

^ 4

some

1

other

etching
material

It’s

will.

with the
right rendition. Trouble with the
LaRosa slice is that it's a bit too
heavy and his "'phrasing too reminiscent of Frank Sinatra’s. “I. Hate
To Say Hello” is another above par
entry that rates. Wider coverage.
I
Mindy Carson: “What
Gonna Do Without You”-“I Didn’t
Mean To Hear You” (Columbia).
There’s a buoyancy to “What Am I

breakthrough

L

Brahms Cycle (Columbia). The
four symphonies, Academic Festival and Tragic Overtures, Haydn
Variations and four Hungarian
Dances, played with \ authority,
Style and grade-A musicianship by
Bruno Walter and the N.Y. Philharmonic. Choice souvenir album.
Midsummer Night’s Dream (RCA
Victor). Neither music lovers nor
Bard enthusiasts will be complete-.
Iy satisfied with this album, made
by the Old Vic troupe currently
touring the U.S. Diction is faulty
arid performance static. But the

fftp “Mobile.”
lV/Tv-kV^I a'
ilho
o nifty
Tune,
a
out for
uptempo number, already is attracting rival diskery attention and
if the LaRosa side doesn’t make it,,

'nnf..

w
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Watch

“Pupalina”-“Won - To Say Hello” (Cadency).
“Pupalina”-“WonThe Gaylords:
M
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Jocks, Jukes
...

.

abetted by fine ensemble work
from the Philharirionia under Herbert von Karajan.
The Ballet (RCA Victor), A balletomane’s treasure.
NBC and
Boston symphs, under Toscanini,
Munch,. Stokowski, Monteux, Fied-

.

.

Am

Four Aces: “Mr. Sandman”-“In
Apple .Blossom Time” (Decca). A
flock of diskeries are chasing The
Chordettes’ Cadence etching of Gonna Do Without You” that gives
“Mr. Sandman.” The Four Aces the. tune a breakthrough chance.
have a strong chance to catch Up, Mindy. Carson gives it S’ delightful
although their version duplicates a interpretation. The dee jays and

Mozart’s four horn concertos are
attractive, romantic pieces calling
for virtuoso treatment. They got
these here from Dennis Brain, wit It.
a warmth arid richness of tone,

ler, in ballet scores by. Delibes,
Ravel, Stravinsky and others. Ballet photos and program notes arc

Mendelssohn music is lovely, arid an added fillip.
album has many other redeeming
Beethoven: Sonatas No. 1
qualities.

LAWRENCE WELK

in F,

E Minor
Wilhelm
Backhaus in charalcteristic form in
E

No. 26 in

&

Schumann: Fantasia in C

Kin-

Flat,

No. 27 in

Vet

pianist

(London).

derscerien (London). .The great C
Major Fantasia in a warm, impas- these sonatas, his restrained style
sioned reading by. the gifted pian- especially Choice in the lovely fraChildhood grant "Les Adieux” (E Flat).
Consecutive Week,’ Aragon ist, Clifford Curzon.
'164th
Calif. scenes on reverse, poetic and reMonica,
Mr. Strauss Conies to Boston
Santa
Ballroom,,
fined,
are. just as appealing.
(RCA Victor). Arthur Fiedler arid
Exclusively, oh Coral .Records
Giriette Neveau Albums (Angel). the Boston Pops in a flavorsome
THERE’S A SMALL HOTEL
Two memorials to the late, gifted, recreation of the waltzes arid
and
YOU R EYES
young French violinist offer the polkas. Johann Strauss played i
Sibelius Concerto, done in warm, the Hub on a memorable occasion
brooding style, with a rich, cello- in 1872.
like tone;, arid other fine pieces: iri
Mozart: Concertos No. 9 & 15
the Chaussori POeme, Debussy So- (London).
Reviews
Characteristic
British
piano
nata, and Ravel Tzigane. Philhar- works, gay though, solid, vigorous
monia under Dobrowen does ari though lights done with flair and
able
assist
on
the
concerto
and skill by Wilhelm Kbmpff. Stuttgart
David Hughes: “Santa Natale”-

and his

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC

.

THE GAYLORDS
(Mercury

PUPALINA

•

,.

)

.

.

.

..

....

FOUR ACES

Wonderful Lips
......

(Decca).

.In

RUSSELL ARMS

SAW

MR.

SANDMAN

Apple Blossom Time

-

Pop

THE POINT OF VIEW SONG

(Epic)

..........

.

lot of the Cadence arrangement.
However, the Aces are a popular
disk .combo and their slice will nab
plenty of attention. Reverse is a
tiptop workover of the oldie.
Russell Arms: “Point., of View
Song -“The Touch” (Epic), This , is
“Hit Parader” Russell Arms’ first
try at the disk market, and it’s a
good one, especially the “Point of
View” slice. Clever lyric and frolic.

some Latino beat give him plenty,
to work with it, and it could come
out of left field for a strong score.
does an. okay crooning job on
the reverse, a neat adaptation of

He

a French tune.
Eartha Kitt: “This Year’s Santa
Baby”-“Hey Jacque” (Victor)! Shellac sequels seldom score as heavily
as the original, so whether
Eartha Kitt can pull “This Year’s

/.

The Touch

Chamber Orch under Karl Munch“Not As A Stranger” (Philips). Chausson.
Jose Greco Ballet (Decca). Wel- inger assists.
Rushed out to catch the Christmas
trade, “Santo” has a mandolin- come novelty, this. Orquestra ZarChopin: Sonata No. 2 B-Flat Miflavored jingle bells in the back- zuela de Madrid, under Roger nor, No. 3 B Minor (Epic). The faground to the singer’s easy render- Machado, in music from the dance miliar B-Flat Minor, with its Fuing. Hughes sings well and. feel- troupe’s rep, with castanets, finger- neral March, and the richly impresAlburn Reviews
ingly, as he also does in “Stranger.” snapping arid heel-and-toe work sive B Minor in skilled, lucid readCrew Cuts: “On The Campus” Wally Stott batons: Could be the for added flavor. Music stands on ings by pianist Alexander Un insky,
This vocal combo is hit disk that Hughes has been near, its own as entertainment,
(Mercury).
whose bold, firm touch pleases!
Mozart: Horn Concertos (Angel).
Bron,
one of the hottest in the disk biz getting for some time.
Norman Grant Orch: “Sway”today, so it was inevitable that
Mercury should rush out a Crew “Cuana” (Esquire). First side is
Idea, to more jerky than sway and there’s
Cuts, longplay album.
package them in standout collegi- nothing fluid about the performmove ance. “Cumana” is better—roughsmart
ate numbers was a
ahd it should pay off in hefty re- er in treatment and more authentic
turns.
As they say in the trade, in conception.
The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
Hutch: “I Love Paris”-“It’s All
“this album should, sell like a
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index,
Group takes off on such Right With Me.” (Decca). Leslie A.
single.”
w!k. camnus items as “Collegiate,” Hutchinson (Hutch) has the kind
Published by Office of Research, Inc.. Dr. John Gray Peatman,
“Betty Co-Ed,” “We’re Working of mannered, over - sentimental
* Legit musical..
Director. Alphabetically listed,
t Film.
Our Way Through College” and voice that is an acquired taste
in
people
Survey Week of October 22-28, 1954
“You Got To Be a Football Hero," but a whole heap of
the coin machine clientele should
Flip side
it in a big way.
is. a routine item that won’t get off
the ground.

go for

v

:

’

—

Santa Baby” through is moot. Tune,
and sexy delivery are the same, in their jazzy, rhythmic style. It’s Britain have acquired the taste
only new lyrics have been added all done with the kind of carefree over the past 20 years and more.
and close listening is necessary to bounce that makes it appealing In fact, here is -the silky songster
tell that there’s a difference be- to the Undergrads as well as the making a disk comeback with the
before.
as
mixture
schmaltzy
tween “This Year’s Santa Baby” alumni,
and last year’s “Santa Baby ” It’s
Frank Chacksfield Orch: “Pre- “Paris” should sell., “All Right”
an interesting try,, however. Not senting Frank Chacksfield” (Lon- isn’t such a good number, but
much hope for “Hey JacqUe,” an don). Title for this longplay al- Hutch gives both melodies everyoffbeat ballad effort.
bum is unusual, in that label al- thing he’s got—which includes the
Bob Manning “Just For Laughs”- ready has presented Frank Chacks- kind, of “swing” piano that was
an LP earlier this popular 20 years ago with the
“The Very Thought of You” (Cap- field’s orch
itol),
Bob Manning continues to year (“Everiing In Paris”), and Hutch fans and, oddly enough, still
accomps,
skirt the hit brackets. He’s a solid that the tunes in this album were is. Bob Sharpes orch
Eric Delaney Band: “Oranges and
legit crooner artd is due for a big previously
singles.
released
as
one, "Just For Laughs” is. a pleas- However, it should be a big sell- Lemons” - “Delaney’s D e 1 i g h t”
'

,*

:

ant item but it lacks the stamina
in melody or lyric to hold up
against the competition. Manning
has a standout interpretation of
the Ray Noble oldie, “The Very
Thought of You,” on the reverse.
Julius LaRosa: “Mobile”-"! Hate

Included are the hits: (Mercury). A new British orch’s
ing item.
“Limelight,” “Ebb Tide,” “A Girl first disks spotlight the drumming
Called Linda” and ‘‘Golden Vio- of its leader. Delaney booms away
There are. eight other tunes on “Oranges,” and “Delight” has
lins,”
in the package and all are given the whole bag of percussionistic
attractive and tasty Chacksfield in- tricks. Good stuff for the modern-

minded young

terpretations.

discbphile.

AU I Want Is All There is. Arid Then Some.
Frank
....
Cara Mia.
.Feist
Count Your Blessings 'f'Whii.e Christmas” ...... .Berlin
Drehm
.... .....
....
Goldsen
Hajji Baba— 1;“Adventures Of Hajji Baba”.
.Remick
Hey There— * “Pa jama Game”
......
...... Frank
High And The Mighty— f“High And The Mighty”
Witmark
Hold My Hand— t“Susan Slept Here” ........... Raphael
* “Fanny”
I Have To. Tell You
Chappell

—

!

r

.

.

.

,

.

.

!

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

, .

, , .

.

.

.

.

—

I

Need You Now

...

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

...........

...

Give My Heart To You
I’m A* Fool To Care
...

It’s

.

.

Miller
Miller

.

If I

.

.

.

;

A Woman’s World— “Woman’s

;

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

Peer
Robbins

.

World”

1

You

Didn’t

—

.

.

.

,

..... ....
Muskrat Ramble
... .........
True Love— i “Gone With The Wind”.
Papa Loves Mambo
...........
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Simon

...

.

My Own

.

.

.Remick

..

.

.

Shapiro-B

.

Bourne

H !& R

Sh-Boom
Skokiaan
Smile

PftRIETT

.

...

A Small, Hotel—>“On Your Toes”
They Were Doing The Mambo.
....
.

1.

IF

I

GIVE

MY HEART TO YOU

7.

NEED YOU NOW
HOLD MY HAND (5)
PAPA LOVES MAMBO (4)
HEY THERE (15)
SHAKE, RATTLE AND ROLL
THIS OLE HOUSE (10) ...

8.

SKOKIAAN

23.
4.
5.

6.

I

(9)..

,

.

.

.

Don

.

.

.......

Davis, Jr.

Bill Haley's
.

,

.

.

.

Victor
Coral

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

Columbia
.

.

Capitol

.

.

9.

10.

SH-BOOM (16)
WHITHER THOU GOEST

...
Crew. Cuts .-.
Stan Freberg
Les Paul-Mdry Ford
.

(3)

......

i

.

...

"...

Mercury

.

.

.

.

.

.Chappell
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Capitol

.

.

.

.Capitol

H & R

IT’S

Kavelin
Southern

(More In Case Of Ties)

Answer Me, My Love
Boy Wanted
Count Your Blessings
jjo You
Dream

.

.

,

.

..

.

*

,

.

.

.

.

.'.

•
.

•

*
.

f
,

»

......

!

..

Bourne
Simon

— t“White

,«.»

.

.

Fanny—*“Fanny”

Christmas”.
.

,.

.

.

.

.

b,

.

>

•

r

*'

*

«.

....

•' •

.
*•
«, .

.

Berlin
.'.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

f
.

.
•

.

.

I

DIDN’T

Four Aces
Decca
Perry Com
Victor
[Nat (King). Cole ..... ...Capitol
...... ... .Victor
1 Sunny Gale
Be Castro Sisters ...... Abbott
{ McGuire
Sisters .... .... Coral
Essex
} Matys Brothers ....
Chordettes , .... .... Cadence
Victor Young
........ .Decca
.

DO

SMILE

TEACH ME TONIGHT
MUSKRAT RAMBLE
MISTER SANDMAN

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

!

.

.

r

-

.

HIGH AND THE MIGHTY

~Les Baxter

CARA MIA
COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS
HONEY LOVE

..... Coral
..... .Capitol
.

of

.

.

.

.London

.Eddie Fisher
.... , Victor
Vicki Young ........... Capitol
.

l

fWaufes in parentheses indicate number

.MGM
.

...

Wliitfield-Mantovani

[

Drifters

Ludlow
Goldsen
Chappell

—

.

.

.

!

.

.

...

.

.

.

;

.

.

Can’t Tell

I

Need You Now

.

.

.

I’ve

.....

.

.

.

—

A

.

.

.

;

.

...

.

.

1

,

.

...

...

;

.

....

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

i

,

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

>

.

.

.. .

.

,

.

.>

....

....

.

.

Eight

Muskrat Ramble
NevCr Underestimate
Papa Loves Mambo

.

.

,

.

Mambo Number

.

........ Miller
Miller

....

My Heart To You
Woman's World
“Woman’s World”.
Known You All My Life. .........

If I Give
It’s

.

My Hand— t “Susan Slept Here” ............. Raphael
A Waltz From A Tango .......
Harman

I

.

>

..

...

.

.

Robbins
Frank
Peer

Simon

,

............ Laurel
.

.

.

.

!

Shapiro-B

Rain, Rain, Rai

Maple Leaf

Show Me

Trinity

i

LeRoy Holmes
Johnny Desmond

*

..

Happy Days And Lonely Nights
....... .>
Advanced
Hey There *“Pajama Game”
....
...... Frank
High And The Mighty-^t “High Arid The Mighty”
Witmark
Hold

A WOMAN’S WORLD

Hamblen
Remick

.

.

,,.

Second Group
THINGS

Mayfair

Top 30 Songs on TV

.

.

.

.

..Victor

.

Columbia
Decca
:
Decca
Columbia
Mercury

.

'.,

.

Things I Didn’t Dp
This Ole House
Time Waits For No One ......................
Whither Thou Goest
You’re Nobody ’Til Somebody Loves You

.

.Decca

,

.

.

,

.

Ray Anthony

.

.

,

Ralph Marterie
Louis Armstrong
Four Lads
.......

(10)

.

.....

.

Comets

Decca

..Victor
...

.

.

.

Rosemary Clooney

....

.

....

.

Como

Sammy
.

.

;

.

Rosemary Clooney
(3)

.

Cornell

Perry.

,

.

.Columbia
.Majar

.

Denise Lor
Cohnee Boswell ....
Dinah Shore
Eddie Fisher

(8).

.

.

Day

.

Shapiro-B
,

There’s
Doris

.

Do Right— f“ White Christmas” .Berlin
Man That Got Away t“A Star Is Born” ....
Harwi
Mister Sandman
........ Morris
Mood Indigo ...
... ............. /
Mills
Love,

...

.

.

.

"

weeks sona has been in the Top

.;

.... Atlantic
10]

Skokiaan

S mile

Some

.

.

..... Shapiro-B
*

.

...

.

..

, .

.

.

.'

.

Diy' .......

...

.

....

.

,

...

...
.

.

...

.

.

:

.

...

...

Bourne
Famous

....

...

There Never Was A Night So Beautiful
Broadcast
They’ll Forget About You .......... ... ,.!......, Roxbury
Things I Didn’t Do. ... ...
H&R
... .V ... ....
This Ole House .,
Hamblen
Three Coins In Fountain--t"Three Coins In Fountain’ Robbins
Whither Thou Goest
Kavelin,
,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. ...

;

.

. .

.

.

.
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TV

License Group Winds;

in B.O. Freezeout

Refunds 78G to Stations
The All-Industry Local TV MuLicense

sic

wrapped

San Francisco, Nov. 2.
The “Star Spangled Fanner" will
continue to wave over jazz and
0 Her concerts in the Bay Area,
but it will no longer cost promoters: the price of a full-classification siandbjr band.
1

The longstanding Local 6 ‘edict
that all jazz concerts, and most
oiher shows, have got to hire a sp-

alled “pit band", equal to the full
classification of the hall and; re-

gardless of the number of; AFM
musicians on the show, has been
All the standbys' ever
opped.
did was to play “The Star Span.

cl'

Ban

gled

•”

pay

their

collect

and leave,
.

instead, promoters

now are

re-

many other cities,
tired, as
icrely to augment the number of
musicians on .their, show by local
men until they reach the classificat ion of the hall.
*.

The Bay Area standby situation
been a rough one for: many
Glassification of the San

.

iias

years.

Francisco Civic Auditorial
is 30
,hjen. and when a standby, band is
hired, it costs the promoter $420.
The situation at the Oakland Auditorium Arena is similar, a classification of 20 men and a cost of
$203 for the national anthem.
In recent years, promoters of
jazz concerts alone have spent an
estimated $22,000 for the one
chorus per night of the “Star
Spangled: Banner,"
Promoters
have fought this unsuccessfully in
the pasty pointing out that this is
ne of the few areas where such is
the practice, and that the difference might put. the show in the
,

.

.

Committee,

new

r

which

i

s

with
up
ASCAP a few months ago, has
.gone out of business and has refunded $78,000 to the industry. The
Gibbons;
Bay Area Goes 45’s
Estate
committee was financed by contributions from a group of indie video
London, Nov, 2.
San Francisco,. Nov. 2.
were
involved
stations
which
in
Northern California and the Bay
Carroll Gibbons, American bandArea are now almost 100%. con- the licensing; negotiations with leader who had lived in London
verted to 45 rpm disks, a. Variety ASCAP over a couple of years. The
survey shows. All the major San stations Shelled out a total of $161,- for some 20 years and who died i
May, left an estate: valued at apPrancisco and Oakland stations are 288.
ASCAP made an unusual gesture' proximately $30i000.. He left no
using 45s and have, been for some
towards the tv station corrunittee will, letters of administration betime now.
The indi stations are also all by footing the bill for the latter’s ing granted to his widow, Mrs.
equipped to play them, but the counsel, ex- Judge Simon H. Rif- Joan Gibbons.
Gibbons was maestro of the
rhythm and blues jocks are tftill kind and. Stuart Sprague. After the
playing some 78s. R&B disk jock- negotiations were concluded amica- Savoy Hotel orchestra for all the
ey service is still mainly 78 rpm. in bly, ASCAP agreed to make a tihre he. was in London and* in
this area With everything else on $100,000 contribution towards de- more recent years, combined that
fraying the cost of counsel fees job with, duties of entertainments
.45.
and other expenses of the tv com- director for the Savoy group,
mittee.
which includes Claridges and the
ASCAP execs; pointed out that Berkeley.
Tonight’ Original-Cast
while the contribution was unusual,
was a gesture of goodwill toDisking Set for Frisco it
wards a customer whose imporHarry Geller, RCA Victor Coast: tance will grow enormously in the Ethel Waters Album
recording, director, heads for San years to cornel
From Indie Masters
Francisco this week to record the
original-cast album of the. Paul
Mercury Records has picked up
ers to
Gregory production, “Three for Toa. flock of Ethel Waters' masters
night." Touring offering, broke in
Decca Records has pacted a new for
longplay album package.
in San Diegoi and. Santa Barbara choral group, The First Nighters* Sides Were independently cut by
over the last weekend and is here for its pop roster. Crew Was re- Miss Waters and have, never been
prior to a 'coast-to-coast tour.
cently organized on the Coast by released.
Production stars, the dancing Don Rolke.
She’s acebmped on the platters
In the country & western field, by pianist Reginald Beane.
Champions (Marge and Gower),
The
Harry Belafonte and the Voices of the diskery added songstress Mimi album is slated for release this
Roman.
Walter Schumann.
month.
a

deal

Although the
panded several

30G

duds
ly

Other groups, such as Stan Ken“Festival of American Jazz,"
Duke .Ellington-Dave BrubeckGerry Mulligan-Stan Getz package
and “Mambo, U S A." have been
doing from fair to poor this season. One group played to only 400
customers in a major city, rece fitly,
with the promoters dropping about
$5,000 for the one date alone. In
ton’s.

the

some cases, unsuccessful efforts
were made to cancel dates because
of the disappointing advance sales.
Unusual aspect of the jazz
cert boxoffice picture this year is
that disk sales have proven to be
very unfaithful indicators of the
pulling power of jazz groups. Brubeck’s quartet, probably the bestselling combo in the jazz field to-,

day on wax, did not

that’s the only, thing;

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

bii one-niters, accents swinging jazz musicians. The “hot variety of 'bop," which may appear to
be a contradiction, pays off because
it moves, while cool jazz tends to

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

be

SNARL OVER ‘M00ND0G’

as Published in the Current Issue

NOTE

The current comparative

TAG GOES INTO COURT
—

The battle oyer who’s got the
right to the “Mpondog" tag: Louis
Hardi
New York street-musician,
or Allan Freed, WINS. (N. Y.) disk
jockey— Will reach the courts Nov.
15, Trial will be set in New York’s

nd Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a s>tatistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These, findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive,
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the
coin machines, retail
of talent
disks) and three ways, in the case of tunes^ (coin machines retail disks, retail sheet music).
•

sales strength of the Artists

,

Supreme Court.
Suit was. brought by Hardin
against Freed. Hardin alleges that
lifted the tag from him and
claiming slander of title and
damages to the tune of $100,000.
Meantime, Hardin has. scheduled a
concert of his original composi-

Last

Week Week

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

ROSEMARY CLOONEY

(Columbia)

2

2

EDDIE FISHER

(Victor)

3

4

4

6
3

DON CORNELL (Coral)......
PERRY COMO (Victor)
DORIS

DAY

RALPH MARTERIE

Pete Kameron, music, pub (Folkways) and personal manager; Associated with him will be public
relations expert Allan Meltzer and
Bill- Smith.
Outfit, to be known as Version
Records Inc,, will deal only in
DPs; First album will be cut late
tins month when Kameron returns
from the Coast,
Version already, has inked Sylvia
Syms,, Charlie DeForest, Robert

8

5

CREW CUTS

.

Singers

of

•

Paris,

French choral group, are prepping
a return tour of the U, S. next
year. Plans are now being set for
(( one-week
trek to kick off next
September. Group will also hit
Canada, during its stay here.
Cleon Cosmettd is handling the
US. and Canadian dates for the

(Decca)

(Mercury)

......

..

To Plug

My Hand

H£

i&P*
/Things
If

New. diskery devoted to intime,
esoteric items has been formed by

Little Singers.

....

(Columbia)

BILL HALEY’S COMETS

Return American Tour

Village’s

at

Saturday

Cap’s Gould Heads Out

[Fanny

Hold

v

7

Paris Little Singers Set

Italiano

i

8

Richard Dyer-Bennett and
will do readings.

Greenwich
Lane Theatre

tions

Cherry

night <6).

Need You Now
...... [Count Your Blessings
1

Intime, Esoteric

Little

.

I

7

The

.

fHey There
This Ole House

{Mambo

0

Clary,

Freed

POSITIONS
This

Granz contended.

static,

Music

Retail Sheet

Retail Disks

to Center

Ken Nordine, who

anybody can

sell.”
He pointed out that the
“JATP" troupe, Which cleaned up
$20,000 in N.Y. and $18,000 in Chi-

cago

5

On

correspond-

.

OF

,

New Diskery

hit

ingly in the concert halls, Neither
did the mambo package, despite
the zoom in popularity for the
Latin. beat in the past year.
Granz, who promoted “JATP" as
Well as several other concert packages this year, asserted that the
boxoffice figures show that ‘‘cool
jazz" is cold in concert halls. “It
doesn’t entertain,” he said, “and

TALENT
Tommy Dorsey again. Rich,
was featured skinbeater for
Dorsey’s orch more than a decade
ago, joined the orch. (how coil el med.
by brothers Tommy and
Jinimy)
on its current swing
through the south. Rich also will
record with the band on its Bell
Record dates as well as get featured billing when it opens at the
Statler Hotel, N. Y., in January.
Rich recently had been touring
with Norman Grahz’s “jazz At The
Philharmonic" troupe.

.

.

(

wli

At The

which,

at flat fees.

,

back

“Jazz.

troupe,

its

.

the

is

ic"

nationwide tour last
an. average gross of bet?
ter than $1 2,000 for each of the 28
cities.
Total J ATP grosss was
$362,000, including 10 college dates

-

classification of the Trail calls for,
Back a few years, a jazz concert
in Berkeley was even unable to.
deduct the local men playing on

Drummer Buddy Rich

promo-

only, consistentthis year has

operation

wound up
week with

,

and Dave Brubeck will be the first
one in local history to play without a standby of. any kind, since
there are more musicians than the

with

The

this fall.

click,

Philhari.

Gerry Mulligan

show from the standby group.
Last year, at the performance fo
the legiter, “The Caine Mutiny,”
Paul Gregory was tabbed with a
standby band in Oakland and only
agreed to hire it the day of the
show after the union threatened to
picket the performance.'

fold, in the last

been Norman Grariz’s

,

Gfctz,

market has exfew

jazz

jazz- concert

have been laying boxoffice

li

.

Although the two most recent
shows, The Stan Kenton Festival
and “Jazz at the Philharmonic,"
both had Standbys, concert this
coming weekend with Duke EllingStaii

many

years,

-

red.

ton,

43

V

I

I Give

S

^

M

.;,

My

Q

Do

Didn’t

to

You

CHORDETTES

IQ

Mister

a

Beechwood
weekend

four-week trip around the

Primary purpose of the trek is
plug the Christmas line, which
includes “Is There A Santa," the
reading version, of the old N. Y.
Sun editorial Which Tex Ritter has

1

(Abbott)
(Cadence)

and

Music,, left here over the

country.

iSh-Bobm
Oop-Shoop
Teach Me Tonight

De CASTRO SISTERS

Ardmore

to

j

9

.iari.es,
j

on

Skokiaan

(Mercury)

Xmas Line

.

Heart

^hake* Rattle and Roll
/ABC Boogi

.

Its

Hollywood, Nov. 2.
In the first such trek in almost
Mike
Gould,
head of Capia year,:
Records’ publishing subsidtol
.

recorded for Capitol, “Midnight on
Cliffs" and
“Mobile, Ala."
While east, Gould also, will make
plans for the opening of a Chicago

the

Sandman

:

TUNES
POSITIONS
This

(ASCAP. fBMI)

Last

Week Week
1

3

2

2

PUBLISHER

TUNE

I NEED YOU NOW
HEY THERE.
•IF I give my heart
•HOLD MY HAND.
.

..

to you.

1

5

S

4

fTHIS OLE

7

PAPA LOVES MAMBO

7

6

8

9

•SKOKIAAN
f SHAKE, RATTLE AND ROLL
fSH-BOOM
•HIGH and the MIGHTY

8
10

;

.

,

.

HOUSE

Miller

Frank

3

8

.

.

4

10

office of the pubberies.

.

.

.

.

.

.....

.

*

Miller

.Raphael

.Hamblen

.

San Antone

Syiiiph Sets
Six-State Midwest Tour

San Antonio, Nbv. 2.
The San Antonio Symphony Orchestra will make a six-state, 3,500mile midwest tour, next February.,
The orchestra will give 17 concerts
in Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota and Arkansas, Tour Will begin Feb. 21 in
Temple, Tex.* and end March 8 at
Marshall, Tex. It will be the secondout-of-state undertaking since 1947.
Orchestra, under direction of Victor Alessandro, will also play sev-.
eral Texas dates on. an “in-and-out"
schedule, Brownsville will also be
!host to two of the grand opera festival .productions on Feb. 14-15.
.

Shapiro-B
.Shapiro-B
Progressive
.Hill

.............

& Range
Witmark

Wednesday, November
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Roberts Subs Reinschild
On CobTranscriptions
Calvin Roberts has moved into
Records’ transcription
division as account exec. Re’s replacing
Reinschild, who reCarl
culosis Assn. A three-way tieup between Decca, Chappell Music and
KTA Will get under way next week to plug Miss Kallen’s Xmas entry, signed his post to take a job in
the
manufacturer’s representative
"The Spirit of Christmas." Tune was penned especially for the Christ-,
A special deejay field.
jrias Seal pitch by Matt Dennis and Tom Adair.
Cab Calloway Award
'54
the
Roberts
Christmas Seals on the iDecca label, is being
will also specialize in
disk, featuring
Cab Calloway last week received
sent to 2, 00b jockeys with an accompanying voice-track intro to the premium and promotional records.
pitching
Seals.
Christmas
Chappell’s sheet, copies He formerly was associated with the 10th annual Award of Merit
song by Miss Kailen
Fulton Recording.
of the tune Will display the new Christmas Seals.
of the George Washington Carver
rInstitute, an association devoted to
Records’ exploitation and promotion artillery is being geared
the advancement, of arts and scifor a big Christmas disk push. Label already has its Yule promotional
ence among Negroes.
Pulley
41
^material- in. the field. Diskery’s Xmas hypo includes special hangers
Award was made, at the Las
listing its seasonal; product and folders listing its Xmas packages suitVegas. High School, Las Vegas, by
Waxing Administrator D.iv.
also has distributed special order blanks to
able as gift items.
Robert Hoday; Institute’s didealers and department 'stores around the country tq be sent to cusAlbert A. Pulley, manager of rector. Calloway is currently play„
tomers With *their November invoices.
also has whipped up a recordings for RCA Victor, has ing at the Sahara Hotel in Vegas.
special oil reproduction of its “Christmas Carol" album cover for been upped to the post of adminisretail store display; Album, Which stars Lionel* Barrymore, is one of trator of general Recording for the
t’s hottest selling sets.
diskery. Pulley will Work directly
with Roy McCiay, general plant
Producers and writers of the Roy Rogers radio show apparently manager,; and will serve in a gendo
a
thorough
didn’t
scouting job when they were hunting for a tune eral advisory capacity to all phases
titled “Nevada." A couple of Weeks ago Rogers; was preppirig a show of Victor’s recording processes.
Coral .Records is continuing its
in
Nevada
localed
and couldn’t find a suitable tune to use. WriterPulley, who recently was elected
director Ralph Rose and musical direector Frank Worth then batted president of the Audio Engineering comedy-on-wax kick With, the pactpirig
of Henny Youngmah. Nitcry
original
an
tagged
out
“Nevada."
previous “Nevada," however, had Society* has been with RCA and its
been penned i
1943 by Walter Donaldson and Mort Greene for the predecessor since 1920, becoming comedian will etch some of his
Columbia pic, “What’s Buzzin’ Cousin?"
The Donaldson-Greene manager-of recording in 1938.
more popular routines for the
"Nevada" is published by Dorsey Bros. Music.
William Miltenberg, former re- label.
cording engineer for Victor on the
In the past year, Bob Thiele,
Juliette, Label X’s Canadian thrush, already a fave on CBC radio Coast
and a- technical staffer for Coral’s artists & repertoire chief,
and tv, says she has an agreement With Jimmy Hilliard, X’s a&r pop several film studios, will step, into has inked such nitery comedians as
topper, that if she’s a disk hit she’ll always, thereafter do one Canadian- the recording manager’s slot vacat- Jackie, Miles,' Phil Foster and Joey
(Continued on page 48)
ed by Pulley.',
Adams for his comedy disk series..
Kitty Kailen, who jumped into the disk bigtime early this year with
Lot," has been selected as official
pecea’s “Little Things Mean.
songstress for 1954’s Christmas Seal campaign by the National Tuber-

Columbia

A

By

.

MGM

Named RCA

.

.

.

MGM

!

MGM

.

A

ARTHUR BRONSON

Certainly
the
most
nusual
event in recent N. Y musical history was last Wednesday’s
concert, at Carnegie Hall, of the
Symphony of the Air. The foymer
NBC Symphony Orchestra, bereft
qf a regular maestro now that Arturo Toscanini has retired,'': and
dropped by the network because
Toscy’s departure permitted th
web to lop off an expensive luxury,
was appearing i
its first public
concert under its new title. Dedicating its concert to its..; onetime
maestro (now iff Italy), tire sympii
decided to play, a full program
(and an overlong one, at that)
without:
conductor.
This was
novelty enough.
What Was perhaps more forceful,' however, was the pungent fact
that in the face of economic realities, this orchestra wouldn’t quit,
wouldn’t obligingly lie down and

.

die.
No symphony can exist
in America without a social-

.

r

today
‘

r.

dustriar sponsor, or. set of backers,
without financial backing or subsidy of some kind.
But this ohe
is trying. . It tried so well ’.that’ th
hall was. hlled, payment for sponsor and patron boxes helped to up
the take to : a fat $13,0.00, and a
concert ensued that was artistically as fine. as. ahy given this yeaiy
and emotionally far more ;po\vcr^

.

’

.

.
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Artist, Label, Title

1

“Hey There"

2

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
“I Need You Now"
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ception; it was a very moving
event. . It made more poignant the
feeling (at least to this listener)
that a terrible thing had been done
.

:

to this crCw.

Orch played not dnly with

spirit

and brio, but wtih amazing cohesion; considering the absence of
a leader to cue in the sections,
modulate the. choirs and weave the
ensemble together; Actually, eoncertmaster Daniel Guilet was doing the
conducting, informally,
from his seat, by nod of Head or
wave of bow, cuing not only his
own section of violins, but all the
strings, and the brass and winds
besides, while playing ..beautifully
besides, for a yeoman :job;« Trumpeter Harry Glantz was also taking a. sub-niaestfo part, helping to
cue the brass and winds,
Symphony Foundation, of
ica, formed to aid the orch, is now
negotiating with several industrial
corporations to back the group for
a
six-week European or South
American
tour;
;in
midwihtqi’,
Meantime, .another Carnegie date
li0s been lined up, for Jan. 19, thi
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stage at tlie start, one after another, rapidly, the applause began
accelerating in volume, to ah.. ovatioh,. as more, and mor
of the
audience, rose, to stand in tribute.
It was not only a most unusual re-
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time with a maestro. Foundation,
headed by Don Gillis (former pro-

3

44

9

37

ducer, of the NBC Symph air pro;grams). is trying to raise revenue
in various ways.
A disk of several selections recorded by th
group
being offered to $10
donors, and over .700 orders have
been received.
Only four members, of the orch
ate now employed steadily at NBC,
although many are called in for
single jobs, as with the NBC Television. Opera Co, series.
Most, are
freelancing, and not getting by too
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A STAR
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Mario Lanza

Judy Garland
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GLENN MILLER
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AND MEMORIES
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EDITION,
^
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FOR

SEVEN BROTHERS

3, 4,-309

Glenn

Victor

LPT 6701.
EPOT 6701

ilm

PAJAMA GAME
roddway Cast

Soundtrack

MGM
E

X

244-

244

Records’ brass
the
Fowler, acting general

top-level huddles.
Dick Linke,.

for.

Meantime,

Cap’s

manager, returned to his New York desk Monafter a three-week, tour
day 1
(

prorpotion

).

,

around the country.

Switch Band on Coward
London, Oct,

26.

Surprise change of dance band
taken place at the Cafe \de

•has

where George Smith and his
orchestra, who have -held the stand
there for two years, were replaced
yesterday-, (Mon.) by Sydney Si-

Paris,

'

6

.

Capitol

10

1

«

5

MARTI

MUSIC,

Jackit

EBB

week

eastern

.

1

Bill

east,

7

10

/

•

For

manager, and Hal Cook, national
sales
manager, headed, for., the.
diskery’s Coast headquarters last,
f

(X)
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.
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to Coast
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29,
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Louis Blues Mambo".
DAVID WHITFIELDJ(Lohdo.n)
“Cara Mia"

18B 20

.*

(Depca)

RICHARD MALTBY
20
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“High and the Mighty"

15;

4

(Mqjar)

VICTOR YOUNG
18A

10

(Victor)

“High, and the Mighty”

17

.

8

10

“If 1 Give My Heart to You"
LeROY HOLMES (MGM)

13

1

Drink".,.

Drink,

DENISE LOR
16

-*•

(Coral)

“Muskrat Ramble"

14B

•

(Crown)

Like"

I

McGUIRE SISTERS
14 A

9

•

(Capitol)

Need Your Lovin’

.12

’

Columbia

ML 4840
A 1098

mone and

his band.

Changeover took place in the
middle of Noel Coward’s cabaret
season, and he rehearsed his act
‘with the new band over the week.

end.
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Creditors Study

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

'Star Night’ Coin
Chicago, Nov.

Survey of

committee from among the 45
creditors af "Star Night" has been
picked to investigate the income
and outgoing monies of last summer’s three-day music circus in ordec to determine feasibility of the
settlement offered by debtors, Bud
Arvey and a group of prominent
but unnamed Chi businessmen who
comprise the Star Night Corp.
have proposed a settlement for
tabs accumulated in Detroit, Cleve_,
land and Chi, the three cities
where the kingsized music promotion was held.
Investigating committee is imde

best

and

were

National
Rating
This Last
wk.
wk.

j

Title

Need You. Now (Miller)
Count Your Blessings (Berlin)
High and Mighty (Witmarlc)
Hold My Hand (Raphael)
Papa Loves Mambo (S-B).

"

.

j

I

!

Smile (Bourne)

(Week ending

.

,

.

IT

"

ih

West

&
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.

of Zanzibar.

Doin' the

.
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203

No.

.Bluebird

Harms-Connelly

Mambo.

Morris.

8
6

.

10

.

8

16

:

11

3

.

27
18

.

10

'

10
.

10

.

6

‘Hit Parade’ Lineup
(On Oct. 30 NBC-TY Show)

LI
3.
4.
5;
6.

7.

Need You Now.
Hey There

.Miller

..

Frank

Give My Heart. .Miller
Papa Loves Mambo
S-B
This Ole House. .Hamblen
High and Mighty. Vfrtmark
Count Blessings
..Berlin
If I

.

certgebouw of Amsterdam, Hague
Philharmonic and pianist Alexander Uninsky,

The Okeh label, a division of
Epic, has made, a dent in the r&b
field with such artists as The Treniers, Wild Bill Davis and Big
Maybelle. In the pop album field,
label has gone into the Col vaults
for masters by Martha Raye, Count
Basie, Cab Calloway and Ray McKinley, among others.
Epic is operated by Bill Nielsen,
national sales manager; Charles
Schicke,
national
merchandise
:

manager, and Marvin
pop a&r topper.

is
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MILLS MUSIC. INC

happy hearts

At the present time, Local 802’s
welfare program
covers
about
1,350 musicians in what is known
as the "steady engagement" branch
of the union. It includes those employed in nightclubs, hotel and restaurants, and arrangers and copyists.
Commissions based on the
welfare policy’s, present coverage
would come to $25,000. The fund's
assets are about $235,000 and it is
financed through employer contributions of 3% of the weekly salary.

•:

l

CHARTS SV.i'-)

wooden shoes and

the .sporisor.
-Manuti implied
that this claim was an electioneering device.

as

Hollywood

:1

OTHER GREAT VOCAL RENDITIONS

in its

•‘almost-soundtrack" album of

Business Like Show Business," an*
will
use Dolores Gray in the
Marilyn Monroe role. Miss Gray
will sing three numbers in the
album.
Miss Monroe, under contract to
RCA Victor, is the only member
of the Cast of the 20th-Fox film who
won’t be heard in the Decca
album.
Plattery got a waiver
from Columbia on Johnnie Ray,
the only other cast topper under
contract to a rival firm.
Ethel
jVlerman and Donald O’Connor are
Decca pactees and Dan Dailey and
Mitzi Gaynor have no disk tieups.

and that Manuti was now releasing it, with a few modifications,

31

NORMAN

On

Decca has decided against .Using
"just any" gal singer to

wel-

Y, State. It will be known as
Musicians Service Corp. arid
have several rion-AFMers, headed
by Newbold Morris, as its officials.
All commissions received by the
corporation will be used to pay for
free musical performances.
Charles R. Iucci, Local 802 secretary and nominee for president
of the local on the opposition Blue
Ticket, claims that his group proposed a similar plan several years

Fills in

Decca’s 'Business’ Album

While

Holtzman,

.

,

VARIETY

m
\&*

8
10

,

ago,

Pres.

Wabash

.

...

.

.

Pgm.

A1 Manuti, incumbent Local 802

Reine

No. Africa, France,

Chicago

|

.

8

prexy, disclosed last week that the
union plans to channel the entire
brokerage commission from the
placement of insurance on its welfare fund to a corporation licensed
by the insurance department of

.

Neighbors

High-Mighty

JOE GLASER.

t"'

..

credit for the idea.

...

.

Friends

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION

-ff:

8

.

welfare insurance program

its

nobody

Spier

Ossenfeffer

IN

v:

3

4

union began digging in for the bal-

Shoemaker .....Bourne
Aberbach
Sh-Boom
Wood
Make Her Mine
.Lafleur
Wait For Me.
Never Land
Keith Prowse

—Germany,

,

10

8
.

loting early in

Little

Scandinavja, Belgium and Italy

mm,

,

10

American

the

tions

HAMPTON

9-4600

.

has become a hot election issije, as
the two mqjor camps within the

Second 12

Itinerary Includes

PL.

.

by Local 802, N. Y unit
Federation of
Musicians, to eliminate kickbacks

Inc.

From Oct. 25 thru Jan.

Ave.

.

.

fare insurance program, both fac-

EUROPEAN TOUR

5 Hi

.

10

A move

of

Kassner
Robbins

1

5

.

.

and His FAMOUS ORCHESTRA
and ENTERTAINERS

74

.

.

Hot Election Issue

.

.

U

York

,

a

longhair
following
via
offbeat
classical outfit pactings.
Recently
deals' have been, set with the Con-

8

.

2.

Cara Mia
I Give My Heart. .... .Robbins
This Ola House .... .Duchess
Sky Blue Shirt. ..... Wright

WAIT FER

New

.

5
2

.

HOWDY, PARDNER

V

.

Epic also has been developing

1

9
3

\

Chappell
Friend
Things Mean a Lot. .Robbins
..Bourne!
Smile
Must Be a Reason. Connelly
Macmelodies
Story of Tina
Feist
Coins in Fountain
.

.

.

,

London, Oct. 26,
..Wood
Hand.

My

My

Gilly-

V

.

802 Welfare

Latin American
Sway
Happy Wanderer ..Bosworth

V!

2

6

Oct. 23)

My Son

LIONEL

3

.

.

Best British Sheet Sellers

Styne and Cahn’s

TEX

.

Skokiaan (Shapiro-B)
Little Shoemaker (Bourne)
Teach Me Tonight (Hub) ..
tShake, Rattle & Roll (Prog.)
Sh-Boom (Hill & Range)...
Chapel in Moonlight (S-B)

THE PERFECT
AFTER-VACATION SONG

and Cahn Music Co.,

.

|

Hold

Styne

2

.

.

*1

I

I-Ioellenden
in
Cleveland.
Chez
'Pa roe, Chi, was stuck for costs of
a party held for 250 disk jockeys,
and the program handlers, publicity
men and printers are also
known to be on the hook.

W

and Publisher

Give My Heart (Miller)
This Ole House (Hamblen)
Hey There (Frank),.

performance.
Other hotels to which" the Star
Night Corp. owes money are the
Conrad Hilton in Chi and the

N 0

In the pop field, Epic has concentrated on young disking talent,
building up such names as Roy
Hamilton, Pete Hanley, Dolores
Hawkins and Helene -Dixon, Hamilton alone has accounted for more
than 1,000,000 disk sales with his
etchings of “If I Loved You,’"
"You’ll Never Walk Alone" and
"Ebb Tide."

*If I

tossed;.

Darlington, repping Jack A. Frost
for the ticket-taking tab. Talent
on the show, including such chanters as .Perry Como, Patti Pa rt e. and
Nat (King) Cole, walked off 'with
the gravy, inasmuch as they had to
be paid by the time of the first

"LEI

BMI

t

j

Leon Rosenberg, who insured the
company against rain, and R. L..

5

week.

last

j

.

and

rented

parties

moved into its second year of operation last week with a solid footing ' in the disk market.
Label,
which functions independently of
the. parent company, already has
lined up a network of 34 distributors around the country to handle
its pop, classical and rhythm and
blues releases.

on reports

based

ASCAP

*

,

|

dejay

Epic Records, Columbia subsid,

music

obtained from leading stores in
and shoioing com13
cities
parative sales rating for this

i

of“
the largest creditors: William B. Strong, repping the Sheraton-Cadillac
Hotel
Detroit,
in

suites

retail sheet
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Herbie Fields dated by Flame In
St. Paul Nov, 8, indefinitely . ,
Louis Armstrong plays week at
D6n Carlos Casino in Winnipeg
starting Nov. 11 and goes on niters
Continued from page 45
in North Central area through Dec.
Kokomo Wellington key12
boai’ding at new Black Oi’chid Key composed song' on every slice. Her second release already has one
such, “Let Me Remember” (by: Gloria Fleming of Windsor, who works
club.
.

Inside Stuff-Music

.

Snow’s

New York

staff as public relations di-

A1 Morgan booked into
rector
the Seven Seas, Omaha, Nov. 26

.

at a tv station in Detroit,, across the. river).

.

Tunesmith Eubie Blake

will be a
Marshall Stearns’
rse “The Role of Jazz, In American Culture” at the. New School
For Social Research Friday (5)
Herb Abramson, Atlantic Records
prexy now a captain in the U. S.
Air Force, cut several disking dates
for the label while on furlough

guest

Prof.

at

,

.

.

week

last

combo, The
changed their tag

vocal
cats

to

avoid

Records’
Chords, have

Atlantic

.

.

to

The Chord-

confusion with

an-

The Chords
(Chico) Reyes began an
engagement at Le Vouvray MonPaul Zitay, violinist,
day (1)
and Harry Waringer, pianist, curother act billed as

.

.

Armando

.

rently playirig at the 400 Restau'.
Mae B. Axion joined Hank
rant
.

.

Pittsburgh
Dean Parker
through Dec. 9
disking sessions
in town for
Larry Faith oi'eh went back, into
Earl Bostic cut eight more the Horizon Room Monday (1) for
rhythm & blues sides for King last a long stay
Archie Tarshis
week before heading out for. a date band picked to play for annual
at the Crystal Lounge, Detroit, Pittsburgh Furriers Assn, fashion
which began yesterday (Tries.
Kerry Pipers
show and ball
Ethel Smith slotted as guest-sol i$t followed thd Calypso Eddie unit
with’ Atlanta Symphony Orchestra into the Carnival
Los Chevales
Tony Alamo, Majar De Espana, with Trini Reyes,
Nov; 21
Records’ crooner, in Bostpn and booked into the Horizon Room for
Providence plugging his coupling eight days beginning Nov. 12
of “Love, You Didn’t Do Right By Herman Middleman orch * closed a
Me” and “Just Like A Fairy Tale” four-month run at the Colonial
Lester Lanin orch playing at Manor
Baron Elliott orch plays
the Seven Crowns Ball at the Wal- a Reservist dance at* the Armory
dorf, the Tip Top Ball at the St. on NbV. 12
Vivien Richman,
Regis and at a dinner for Queen folk singer, opened at the/Oliver
Mother Elizabeth this week
212 restaurant, where she’ll appear
Rosemary Clooney’s Columbia air Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
bum, “While We’re Young," seCharlie Klug band picked to
lected by Woman’s Home Com- play for Duquesne Brewing Co.’s
panion as their “Record of the new
strip
across-the-board
on
,
Moritb” for the January issue
KDKA
Arthur Arturos, mambo
Disk flack Henry Okum compiling combo out of Copa after two weeks
material for two non-fiction tomes but Will be back. when, name ..bookhe's planning to pen
Lyman E. ings run out at downtown room.
G. Suiter upped to general plant,
manager at Fairchild Recording
London
Equipment Go.
v Mitzi Mason,
Ray Noble is
London and
"Records’ thrush, into the
ay be doing some music for films
Shamrock Room, Bostpn. Nov. .8*
Fred Della-PoVta, managing diEydte Gorme, warbler on Steve
Allen’s NBC-.TV show, into the rector of the Premier Drum Co.,
Paraglide, Hempstead, L. I., for had a serious operation a week
Billy Sprotid and his band
t.hree days beginning -Friday (5) ago
The Rover Boys, Coral Rec- are reOpehiYig the. Embassy Club
A five-piece Latinords’ vocal combo, currently at today (Wed.).
Frank Dailey’s Meadowbrook, Ce- Amex'ican Group is also being,
Karen Chan- booked^.
dar Grove, N,,J.
dler and husband Jack Pleis prepping a 15-minute tv-film series to
be penned by Michael Browne and Arrangement Is Part Of
Jay Weston
Willie Restrum
and his Rats, new Capitol Records*
Song, Sez Thiele, Hitting
pactees, began a twb : week engagement at Buffalo’s Copa Casino
Back at Copying Charge
yesterday (Tues.).,
Bob Thiele, Coral Records artists
&
repertoire
chief,, who tobk the
Chicago
brunt of dee jay Martin Block’s
Charlie Ventura due at Blue
slap at diskeries copying click recNote Dec. 8 for two weeks,.
Teddy Phillips set for Flamingo, ords, claims that ai'rangements of
Las Vegas, Noy. 11 for five frames a disclick becomes an integral part
Freddy Martin pegged fox* of the tune and sees ho reason why
Texas Hotel, Fort, Worth, Nov. 13 a rival plattery should not use the
Lou Math doing sam'e gimmick.
for fortnight
Block rapped The Lancei’s’ verfour stanzas, at Jefferson Hotel, St.
Louis, beginning Nbv. 13
sion of “Mr. Sandman” on Coral as
P
a copy of The Chordettes’ click for
Cadence, over his ABC platter
show. In a letter to Block, Thiele
said, “thei'e is no question that
oi'iginality pays off and is responsible for a hit record. I agree with
you that arrangements should not
be copied note for note, but many
times a hit record will contain
unique arranged passages, such as
.
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Count

Basie’s'7 ,20th
’

anni.

a

bandleader drew close to 500 show
biziites into the Starlight Roof of
York's. Waldorf-Astoria Sunday night (31) for a special fete
sponsored by “Friends of Basi ”
Committee, headed by Willard
Alexander, John Hammond and
Alan Morrison, whipped up the
salute spectacular that included
such guest speakers as Nat (King)
Cole, ljtazel Scott, Lena Horne,

New

Benny Goodman, Rocky
Al (Jazzbo) Collins
shall Stearns.
Basie’s

original

Graiziano,

NOW!
ALL RESTRICTIONS LIFTED
3 atfd everybody's playing

§ THE WARMEST, MOST
TENDER HIT OF THE
3

V

small

,

band,

which he helmed in Kansas City
20 years ago, was reassembled for
the shindig. The reunion was a
surprise to Basie, and Erroll Garner filled the keyboard spot with
the combo until Basje took oyer.
Shindig wound up with Basie bringing in his current, big/ band for a
30-minute bash.

‘Ave’ Before ‘Vale’

New

York.

The

|

Hit Tjiat'i

Bex’igan and
much of their

the others. Too
acclaim is posthumous— and needall

Sunday night when the
Waldorf’s
Starlight
Roof was
packed with people who went there

dirty stuff.
SPA’s resolution struck the keynote for the industry in urging
self-regulation, since “any industry

As a Bert Bacharach man from
way back, I detected a certain sig-

must

face
the possibility of outside censorship.” SPA said that “all segments
of the music industry owe an obli;
gation and a duty to the public to
discourage the publication and performance of obscene material.”
Several trade execs pointed out
that the prevalence of off-color
tunes, particularly in the rhythm &
blues field, was old hat. Several
of the great jazz stylists such as
Bessie Smith, sang numbers that
weren’t exactly polite 20 and 30
years, ago. Opinion of these veteran observers is that there’s some
“hysteria” current, on the subject
on dirty spngs with the danger
that the public will get the, idea
that most pop songs are. tainted.
Fact, is, however, that, the socalled, dirty song, is, and has been
a relatively infrequent phenome-

non

in an. industry that turns out

thousands of songs yearly.

all

SHOW ME

|

3
*

on

NEW

DISC 10013

*Betty Johnson

ii the fait riting
ringing star of tho Galen Drake

and conversation n
drenched with the:

to pay homage to Count Basie. We
all of us should be glad that Willard Alexander had the bright idea
that it is pleasanter to offer hail
before one is compelled to say
farewell, It is, God wot, a lovely
thing to remember Bunny Bprigan,
but it would have been even lovelier if we had done so during hiis
brief, tragic lifetime,
Everybody
was there Sunday night and it was

nature

recking Out in the Pop Field

ffj

ax*e

the bad apples before they, get on
the air/
It’s virtually impossible for the
licensing societies to police the
situation by themselves since they
grant blanket deals covering the
full output of publishers. In many
cases songs are not filed with the
licensing societies until after they
hit the market on Wax. And when
they are filed, it’s with a lead sheet
that may or may not contain the

this,

FOR CHRISTMAS

! BETTY JOHNSON* |
S Backed with the. Country

literature

strated

in

EDDIE FISHER

I

Editor, VARiETY:

about jazz

—

WANT

I

I

»

so.
That temps in jazz
need not be perdu in order to be
appreciated was movingly demon-

itself

year

and Prof; Mar-

lessly

matters of

11833

Ken Darby,

Orch leader Elliot Lawrence lias penned three symphonic portraits
of the Isle of Majorca, w.k. Mediterranian rbsort, which Will be
troduced by the Majorca Symphony Orchestra in January. Lawrence
has been invited to guest-conduct the orch,

dettes..”

which does not regulate

K 11833

with lyrics by

publishing,

is

rueful remembrance of men who $
R
perished before their time— Waller
S
and Beiderbecke and

Smut Songs

MGM

Newman

the bell tones employed in The
Chordettes’ record.
This almost
becomes part of the song and i see
no reason why competitive, labels
should hot use the same gimmick.
I still say that The Lancers’ interpretation of ‘Mr. Sandman’ is certainly different than The Chor-

Continued from page 41

of Birdland

written by Alfred
of the Big Three,

:

.

.

REMICK MUSIC CORP.

Record companies are continuing the scramble for tunes with pic
Current splurge is “The Song From Desiree” (subtitled “We’ll
Meet Again”) from the upcoming 20th-Fox film “Desiree.” Eight
diskeries already have cut the tube including Decca (Bing Crosby),
Coral (Johnny Desmond), Capitol (Jane Froman), Mercury (Anna
Maria Albex’ghetti), Columbia (Paul- Weston), RCA Victor (Frank Cordell), MGM (Alan Dean), and Majar (Joe Leahy).
Theme melody was
tieups.

l

;

Shot *11249

Very Light Thing,”

.

MGM

.

Hilltoppers

A

Is

.
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MILLER MUSIC CORPORATION
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,
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I

.

.

v
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,

.
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A Solid

.

Although a flock of tunes fi*om the legit musical, “Fanny,” have
already been issued as singles, the songs, delivered by Ezio Pinza in
the Show have not yet been waxed.. In his deal with the show’s producers, Pinza was guaranteed that his slices of the numbers for RCA
Victor would be the first on the market. Pinza’s two major numbers
in the show, scored by Harold Rome,
“Welcome Home” and “Love

CBS

NETWORK RADIO SHOW and

featured

tV

»

'

Film

girl

new
EDDY ARNOLD

tinger on the

teriei,.

TIME.

Other Fine Record* by
Botty Johnson—
THE TOUCH on Now Disc
NEED YOU NOW on Bell
I
THIS IS THE THANKS I GET on Bell

^
9
H
«
^

It’s

Musle by

JESSE GREER
Program Today Yaiterday's

Very festive.

MILLS MUSIC, INC.

nificance in the faetr that one guest
turned up in an assertively blue
shirt and a tie with horizontal
stripes, if he were at Basie’s obsequies this class of fashion would
have felt, contrained to have a
White shirt going for him
and
that would nave made him absolutely miserable.
I’m sure that
both he and Basie were happier as
it wasT
Anyway, it is, as Willard
Alexander proved, awful nice for
us the living to honor out living.

(HI f Broadway, N.w

—

York)

HOWDY. PARDNER
WAIT

.

PEI

TEX

George Frazier

America's Fastest
~~

Selling :Records!

vaudeville
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Skedded for Houston
Houston, Nov. 2.
new $2,000,000 country club
be built here by Abe Jamail,
dinner club operator. Named “Lost
Horizon,” the club will be located
on a 142-acre site, with lounges,
Mitchell’s
cocktail areas, dining and dance

A

will

Several top niteries have let it
known that their, premises
would be available for telecasts oh
the Colgate “Comedy Hour,” Sundays over NBC-TV. Niteries ire
equally interested in. the piece of
change that would accrue to them
hy the sponsor, as they, are in the
they
that
advertising
national
would get foi^free.
Tlie subtle pitches have been
niade both to talent agencies and
to the Ted Bates Advertising Agency ever since the N.Y. Latin Quarter went on the tele with a portion
of their show. According to the
pitches that have been advanced, a
lot of cafes in many cities are anxious to go network for an evening.
Most of the spots with chorus
lines are especially desirous Of getting into the video act; One of the
needs for the show is ample pro-

he

100G Fire at Mpls. Bistro;

+

The American Guild

North Britain

.

duction.

Should lines be brought

i

floors.

8G Orch Equipment Goes

Starting hi
of the club’s
basement dressing rooms,, blaze destroyed the' entire building, housing nine other establishments, for
a total loss of more than $750,000,.
Fire necessitated the cancellation of Herbie Fields’ orchestra.

Scheduled to open at Vic’s Nov.

Murray, Weinger has been trying
a ca'mera crew into the.Copa
/Miami Beach. The talent
agencies have: also been asked to

networks interested in sevIt’s reported that
Quarter got a mi imum
$15,000 for the use of its name.
The immediate financial return is
seemingly hefty enough to pay 'off
lot of outstanding bills, but the
gravy is expected to come later because of the institutional ads the,
spot jfcts bn the teleshow.
get the.

nightclubs.

the Latin

,

Boston, Nov.

2.

Although the Hub’s Mayor Hynes
sounded, what was to all intents
and purposes the deathknell 6$ the
Old Howard several weeks ago, an-

attempt by one board member to.
shrug it off was followed by series
of sincere expressions of regret.

Carlisle is a prosperous noirth-ofEngland city almost on the Eng-

Hollywood, Nov. 2.
Jack Benny, whose local personal appearances in the last several years have been confined to
such things as the Friars Frolic,
will probably do a three-week vaudate at. the new Huntington Hartford Theatre here next February.
Deal, now near the inking stage,
would have Benny bring in a packaged show, much like the one he
has taken on the road in the past
Tor dates in San Francisco and

land-Scotland border, and has been
starved for star, vaude acts.; Top
price for the Mitchell week is
;

$1.20.

Joe Ahtmari will accompany

the singer, and supporting acts include the George Mitchell Singers,
Niki Grant;
Chris Sands, Norman
Harry Bailey, Vera Cody & Horse,
ventriloquist
and
Day
e
&
Downey

&

The hordes of job-seekers who
are actively looking for paid positions didn’t get any. The union
showed respect: for its impoverished
state. As. a matter of fact, it’s generally rumored that the union had
to go to the bank to horroyv sufficient coin to hold this riieeting.
The jobs of assistant administrative secretary; Coast regional .director recently vacated by Eddie
Rio,

Balaban

&

Chicago Nov; 2
Katz is announcing
/

rector of the theatre, heads for
tonight (Tues.) to settle,
other booking deals which will determine the Benny date. Skinner
wants to bring in a new production
rice

‘

3

1

Lederer’s Quickie O’Seas

downtown Memphis. Belz
a.

Hop on German Talent 0.0.

said that

complete facelifting job

is

on

the agenda, with plans to book top
name talent for weekly floor
shows. Club now operates with a

Hans Lederer made one of the
fastest trips to. Europe in. local
.

local band in session.
history last week. Led-,
erer,
who is in the New York
branch of the Lew
Leslie
Big Tourer
Oracle
Agency of London, received a call from London on Fri-Biggest Show’ Fold
day (22), asking him to look' at
an act playing the Krone Circus in
Question of how many superNurnberg, Germany, for possible shows can be supported
the
representation in the U. S,
road again became a major topic
Lederer planed out that
of discussion around talent agen/riing,
saw the. act the' following cies with the Toldo Saturday (30) in
day, spent Sunday in Paris, Mon- Des Moines of
“The Biggest Show
day in the London homeoffice and of 1955 ” Illnesses
.of Peggy Lee
Was back at his desk on Tuesday. and Pete Rugolo were ostensibly
It
cost the# office more than the reasons for the collapse, but
$1,000 to learn that it wasn’t prac- the layout at the. outset hit three,
tical to import the act, the Cairodays of bad. Weather as a gift of
lis, into the U. S. at this time, alHurricane Haze! and never recovthough it was worth keeping them ered from the blow.
in mind for a special situation.
The various name and jazz units,
Transportation plus salary, of the generally, haven’t done so well on
3 2-people-nine-horses
act
would the road as they did last season.
put a prohibitive price tag on it. In the first place,
there have been
However, agency will play Krone’s a ‘lot of them. Then; competition
Tigers in the U. S. next year..
of the many, type large tourers, including icers, has cut down the
KEY'S COAST DATES
Coin available to each show,
San Francisco, Nov. 2.
“Biggest Show” had two more
Brent Wilson !of the Frisco
weeks of scheduled stands. Miss
office has set Alvino Rey for two
Lee Was willing to go along, pro-,
Weeks in Fack’s, on Market St., viding she had a respite from touropening Friday (5).
ing and Would play the dates later
On Nov., 29 Bey> opens at the in the season; However, it was felt
peLiixe Club in Eureka, Cal., for that it would be better to halt the
three weeks.
toiir.
biz

&

Query
With

l

MCA

•

Draw

The first attempt at job-filling
was made with an effort to have
president, Jackie Bright put into
the

'

.

1

,

di-

soon-to-be-opened

the

be considerable;
.

New

PLANNED

for

Royal Nevada Hotel, Las Vegas,
Lonsdale Theatre is part of the and Dick Jones, who resigned
Associated Cinemas circuit.
AG V A to go into, business for himseelf by founding a rival union,
plus that of national counsel, were
left open. Savings to the union will

of. “Macbeth,” starring MauEvans and Judith Anderson,
Board members Frank Richardaround mid-January, with Benny son and Mae Daniels, and former
to follow,
Dick
director
regional
eastern
Skinner also plans to finalize a Jones, were placed under suspendeal to book the national, company sion by the American Guild of
holidays and may be seeking an of “Pajama Game” into the theaVariety Artists’ national board at
earlier one as soon as “Star” shows tre early next spring.
the three-day confab of the group
signs of quitting.
It’s understood
at the Henry Hudson Hotel, N. Y.,
a Thanksgiving show is being
last' week.
mulled if pic continues bn its pres- Fraday to N.Y. to Finalize
Jones, wlio resigned after leadent weekly decline.
ing a revolt in the union, is alFuture of stageshows at the
Lido Show; leged to have received aid and
Deals for
house, B&K toppers let on, is
from board members
comfort
practically assured as long as they
Package Set for S.A. Tour Richardson and Miss Daniels.
Continue to pay off. Past year has
case, he holds a life
Jones*
In
NoV.
2:
Paris,
been extraordinarily good for the
house with attractions like Crew
Rene Fraday, co-producer of the membership conferred, upon him
convention, last
the
national
by
Cuts, Howard Miller and McGuire Lido and Bal Tabarin nitery shows
Only a convention can reSisters fetching unexpectedly lush with Pierr e-Louis Guerin, heads year.
from
the
roster of life
move
him
results.
for New York today (2) to finalize
The suspension puts
When “Star” was booked sans deals for the U. S. aspects of the members.
freeze, until his lifehim
the
on
stageshow, the management never new Lido show,. “Desires,” which
card is cancelled,
committed itself on a permanent begins Dec. 16. Fraday will also
The others were invited to disstraight pic policy but said it arrange for both, hew pop musife
at
charges
leveled
would follow such a plan if it were and possibly some original music prove tli
Miss Daniels was the only
them.
While there. He returns with Don
feasible,
Arden, the dance director, Nov. 12 one to show up. It had been arand goes into rehearsal immedi- ranged that Paul Dullzell referee:

postively that stageghows will b e/
resumed at the Chicago Theatre
this season as' soon as “Star Is
Born” rounds out its current solo
run.
House is now in process of
booking a show for the Christmas

who became entertainment

rector

'

Tattersall.

'

MEMPHIS

1

i

Mitchell. American singer Will
top a vaude show at the Lonsdale
Theatre, where normal' film program will give way to live fodder
for six days.

New York

nouncing that he would oppose any
application/ for a license to reopen
the spot, he really pulled the rug
last; week with the announcement
SLIPPER SOLD;
that the famed burley house would
be taken over by the city and torn
BIG FACELIFT
down to make room for 4 parking
cage.
While the plan has not as
Memphis, Nov. 2.
yet been officially okayed, hearings
Silver Slipper, Memphis’ only
start next week' and it’s expected frontline
nitery, was sold this week
there will be no serious opposition. to Philip Belz,
furniture manufacAlso included in the proposed turing tycoon here.. Belz bought
plan i# the razing of the adjacent the Slipper from. Tommy. Dickens
Scollay Square Olympia, once an of this bity i
a straight unimportant yaude house, which has, announced cash deal.
0
been shuttered for about three
Nitery >waS one of this section’s
years.
.tops during the ’30s and attracted
elite of area with name talent
j.Club is. located about 12 miles from

show

&

Guy

-j..'

.

;

City,:

I

York, among other places.
Richard Skinner, managing di-

tlie

eral

15.

A potential market for U.S.
vaude stars may be opened up as
a result of a visit here Nov. 8 by
.

!

New

'line,

to get

organization, at. its lowest; financial
point in many years, was sobered
into one of its most successful
meetings with the resignation of
its national, counsel, Silverstone
Rosenthal, early in the confab. An

Carlisle, Eng., Oct. 26.

items.

,

sum

will be a

1

Minneapolis, Nov. 2.
Fire that gutted Vic’s, one of the
Loop’s leading niteries, causing the
bistro $100,000 damage, also destroyed $8,000 worth of equipment
belonging to “Big Jay” McNeely’s
orchestra, which was playing there.
Loss included orchestra instruments, 30 suits, music and other

prospective customers would be
given ah erroneous impression of
the type of show at the cafe and
the tele show therefore Would do
lore ultimate harm than good.
Video advertising of the Latin
Quarter and the N.Y. Blue. Angel
lias increased gates at these spots
considerably, They Have alsO added
to their, institutional prestige in
hipterlainds. The Anger had no
but presented its intime format on a CBS-TV series during the

New Market

Date Cues

house band on
tap seven days a week and a name
band once, a month.

There

of Variety

Artists, in a three-day meeting last
at the; Henry Hudson Hotel,
N.Y., really got down, to cases. The •

week

the hearing, but the prexy of the
Lido will close down, in spite Associated Actors & Artistes of
first two weeks America wasn’t unable to appear
in December to widen the stage «ori the first day. , Miss Daniels
for a new'’ effect to be called the didn't care to wait around and
Lidorama.
House will still have walked out.
the runway, but for the big spec
The major surprise of the meet
numbers the two orchs will slide was a telegram received from
back to either side of the new en- Richardson, a board member, from
larged stage and both the stage Philadelphia, asking, the body to
and runway will be utilized. Blue- forgive him for his defection. Wire
bell Girls will be brought up to stated that he had seen the error
a 24 line instead of the previous of aiding Jones and had broken
with him. He asked the body for
18, and there Will eight Gallic
nudes for the spice counterparts. its pardon, arid will have to face a
IT. S. acts are the Arnaut Bros;
hearing at a later date.
(2) who appeared at the Lido two
years ago, Sid Krofft and his pupCANTINFLAS
pets, Dijon Ice Skaters (2) singer PITCH
Glen Buris, George Matson and
his record mime interps of famed
AS, TELE
US.
personages, Paul Steffens Dancer*.
Mercury Artists Corp., N. Y., Is
Nego(8), plus four chorus hoys.
negotiating with
the top Mex
tiations are also on for the Borrah \
comic, Cantinflas (Mario Moreno),
Mine.vitch Harmonica Rascals (8).
a series of U. S. appearances
Among the foreign acts are The for
on television and. in arenas. It’S
Bruxellos (2). Desire will be the
comic for
theme of the spec numbers with planned to play the Mex
two nights at Madison Square Garthe .various yens paced oiit by the
den. N. Y., and thence for a seizes
Spec- will be changed every
Cast.,
Chicago arid Los
of one-niters, i
year in December from how on.
Angeles. No dates have .been set.
Guerin and Fraday are also packcurrently
working on
Cantinflas,
aging a deal called “One Night At
The Paris Lidp” for an eight- a film, has never played the U. S,
although
he
has been
previously,
month toiir of South America
starting ih April,* *55: It will play asked to work this country oh a
concert
houses and be made up of old
Lido numbers.
Work will start on refurbishing H. B. Cantor on Board
the Bail Tabarin, in Pigalle, in DeWelfare
Of
cember and it is expected to open
ately.

of solid biz, for the

assistant

administrative

post.*

The

spirit of the meeting didn’t
permit this to be done and the
matter was dropped. However, it
was agreed that Bright would serve
without pay while national administrative Secretary Jack Irving took
an eight-week leave without pay
The union stood firm in its hassle with the American Federation
of Musicians over jurisdiction of
musical acts. Feeling was that to

AFM

give in to the
invited further aggression from the musicians.
The board voted not to return to
the 1950 agreement that it had
with the tooters,
A major accomplishment of the
confab was the voting of a resolution to consolidate all regulations
into a rule book to- be mailed to
the members. Work had been done
on this for some years, but job had
never been completed.

The meeting also voted to be
self-insuring. They had been paying premiums to the Union Labor
and Life insurance. Co. on a group
policy giving each paid-up member
$500 at the time, of his death.
.

So far, premiums f§r outweighed
the benefits. They will attempt to
save coin by issuing their own f orm
of insurance to the membership.
Press was barred from the proH
ceedings.

.

TO

AREN

FOR

‘

AG VA

Easter in April, '55. Show will
be called “Vive Montmartre’’ and
be completely in the Gallic tradition, without a word of English.

for:

.

Fund

Hi B. Cali tor, president of the
Carter hotel chain, has been named
to the board of trustees of the
American Guild of Variety Artists
Welfare Trust Fund. He will represent the employers’ side of the
panel along with Nick Prounis,
who owns the Versailles, N. Y., in
conjunction with Arnold Rossfield,
and Nat Abramson, of the

It will give a tourist-eye view of
Paris, such as the Beaux Arts Bali,
a day at the couturiers, an art
class With nude models, etc. Fraday hopes, to get Gwen Verdon to
star and build the show around
Meccano aspects will be
her.
utilized to the. full, such as a
plexiglass swimming pool, full of
nudes, as opposed to. the Lido ice,

Artists Bureau.
Remai ing as representatives of
the union are Rabbi Bernard Birstein, of the Actors' Temple, N. Y.;

and things coming from the ceiling oi\ from the floor with the side
panels also in as of yor

David Ferguson, of the Jewish Theatrical Guild, and former Congressman William F. Brunner,

.

1

Jonas T. Silverstone & Mortimer S. Rosenthal have resigned as
national cdunsel of the American
Guild' of Variety Artists after
13-year.. rUn.
Announcement was
made at the union’s national board
meeting last week at the Henry
Hudson Hotel, N. Y. It’s the Second time that the attorneys have
tendered their resignation, first
having been made-

at

he Boston

convention, about a year-and-a-half
ago; but delegates persuaded them
to

remain.

The
mental,

AGVA

attorneys have been instruin
writing the present

which

constitution,

re-

stored elections and eliminated
one-mian title under which the union was governed for many years.

Attorneys also blocked an attempt
to make^tbe union a junior subsidiary of Actoijp Equity.
They
authored the present constitution,,
the various forms which ai’e being

used

as

agency

employment

agreements and
and were

contracts,

instrumental in forming the present AGVA /Welfare Trusteeship.
They will still be associated with
the welfare fund,
Attempt was made at the meeting by several delegates to persuade Silverstone & Rosenthal to remain with the union, but they refused to go along.

SPIKE $5,550,

WQR

DENVER

Denver, Nov.

4n

a one-night stand at the

2.

Muny

Auditorium, With 2.785 seats and
a $3.60 top, Spike Jones and his
group* came near to filling the
place, doing a big $5,550,
Booked i
by Hazef M. Oberfelder.

-

UhntETY

VAIOF.VII.I.K
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Wednesday, November

l9$4

3,

Saranac Lake
•

By. ftappy Benway
Saranac Lake, N, Y„ Nov.
Murray Weiss of Boston,

2.

Ned

Shugrue and Arthur Mayer both
of N. Y*, execs of the Variety Clubopening. Chez Paree fortnighler
Will Rogers hospital, in for the genNOv. 21, followed by Ernie Richeral inspection. Visit included a
Mannikins, Tommy JLeOnetti
Denise Darcel paqted for the man
personal visit to every patient here.
Dunn on Dec. 6
and Cross
Copa, Columbus; O., Nov. 8
Earl Taylor, with 20th-Fox in
Norm
Dygon
Chez
Paree,
set for Esquire i
into
the
Mae
West
goes
Washington; D. C., staged an exBlack & Dun- Wichita Oct. 27 for couple frames
liberal talent purchaser
Chicago, Feb. 9
,
cellent progress, left for home on
Tony
Caruso
Quartet, which
PhiladelPalumbo’s,
for
dee
set
New Firms Want In
his first day furlough out of the.
Joe E. Lewis at signed a five-year management
Dec. 2
phi
New firms are entering the fold. san.
pact with Mutual' Artists recently,
Chicago’s Chez Paree, Dec. 28.
been
has
who
Walter,
Thomas
R.
Arthur Knorr,, longtime producer,
Bill Kenny, late of The Ink opened Blue Room in McKeesport
of stageshows at the Roxy Theatre, with the Hi way Theatre, JenkinsCharley
Spots, makes his debut as a single Nov, 1 for two weeks
N, Y., who produced the Milton tbvvn, Pa:, for years, registered in
the- Copa, Pittsburgh, Nov. 15 Chaney set for Lasistar’s Gourmet,
at
and rest
Berle show for several seasons,, is for the usual observation
Peoria,
Nov.
29
for
fortnight
Attendance at the Dairy Show,
period.
partnered with Gustave Haenschen,
Jimmy Komac pegged for ToVvne
Dorothy Vogeley, of Subset View Atlantic Cit^, was so big last week, Room, Milwaukee,
Nov. 29 for two
Jong associated, with many top raDrivc-In, Tarentum, Pa:, rated ma- that the Myron Lanin-produced
weeks.
dio programs as a conductor, and
following a special show had to be repeated at the
jor. surgery
Henny Youngman headlining
Kenneth Allen, longtime concert clinic. She’s back at the Will Warner Theatre
Family of the
Nov. 9. bill at Black Orchid for four
manager.
Rogers recuperating. Ditto John late Tiny Sinclair (Julia Schneid) weeks,
with Terry Haven and Ruby
The majors are still studying (IATSE) Anderson rushed into the unveiling a monument to her Nov. Hill featured . . Lucy Reed curLebanon
Cemetery,
at
Mt.:
the field and waiting for the situ- General for an emergency opera- ,14
Tony & Eddie rent headliner at Streamliner, Chi
ation to jell before setting up full- tion; now enjoying solid comfort at. Flushing, N. Y.
Beloit (Wis.) College Fieldhave signed a management contract
At Will Rogers while recuping.
scale industrial departments.
Borrah Mine- house series, booked by Roy Davis,
Ambulatory patients with special with Dick Henry'
this point the closed-circuit deal
Trant, vitch Rascals go into the Sands of Paramount Attractions, hosting
Thomas
are
reports
progress
looks like, it will knock most of
Bob Hope show on Nov. 19 with
.
manager Illihgton Theatre, Chica- Hotel, Las Vegas, Nov. 10
the other facets of industrial show
go; William Hart, theatrical insur- Hamilton Trio down for- the Holl,- Bill May orch and several vaude
biz out of the running. However,
enden,
Cleveland,
Nov.
22
acts; Hume Cronyn and Jessica
Jesus
J,;
Dumont,
N.
ance agent,
there is still considerable coin in
Palacios, staffer Interstate' Circuit, Arthur Blake to the Sans Souci, Tandy iii “Face to Face” on Nov,
most of the other aspects. It’s when and William Hartness, of Caifadjpn Miami Beach, Noy; 23.
39, and Chicago Symphony on Feb.
the. firms decide; that they’d like Famous Players, Ottawa. Ont.
William Morris office set;
5
the big shows to read) vital disWrite tb. those who are ill.
McGuire Sisters for St, Louis Auto
Chicago.
tribution
simultaneously
points
Show Jan. 22 for eight days; first
that they’ll knock out the live clubTwo-week Christmas show at time this show will have used
dates.
International Brotherhood of Elec- talent.
trical Workers opening Dec. 7: spotThere are still firms that belights Dick’ Shawn, Joe Frisco,
lieve in the necessity of personal
Terry
June Valli, and Treniers

New York

myri-.d of touring industrial
shows that were on the boards durpast few years has dwinthe
‘ing
dled to one firm this year. General

in

;

with

Motors,

Motorama,

the.

.

.

W

house and General Electric, most
them designed for the edification, entertainment and inspiration
for dealers, have fallen by the way-

.

side.

Agencies have come, to the conclusion, that they must now offer an
all-around industrial department if
they are to maintain their inter-

.

.

.

traveling

contact. General Motors and various subsidiaries present u its of
their own in various cities. Ford
presented a layout* recently for its
dealers in Detroit. Oldsmbbile has
had a show in New York and elsewhere.. General Motors has a great
deal of faith in. the effectiveness
Of these shindigs.
.

The

GM

Motorama

is

costly

a

produced

is

& Edith Barslow and opens in January at the
Waldo.f-As.toria, N. Y. and goes
on to .five other cities.

RIMAC

.

Three* for Tonight

Haven into Black Orchid on Nov.
San Diego; Cal., pet. 30.
Georgie Tapps.
9 for two Weeks
Paul Gregory Charles Laughton Taylor Maids and Trenier Twins
;

production of
vue starring

concert-theatre

.

.

JOE LAURIE JR.

re-

Marge & Gower
Champion, Harry Belafonte, Voices
of Walter Schumann (19). Staged
by Gower Champion, lyrics and

Hundreds

of

Now Once

Ajgai
at the

“Three for Tonight” is a nice
change of pace for the Paul Gregory-Charles Laughton combine and
it figures to be their fourth click

!

CASA LOMA
MONTREAL
Preparing Our Next Extended

European Tour Under the
Direction of

FOR SALE
Miami Beach, Nov;
The

complete history of comady (wit
and humor) In bound volumes
printed in »ho 19tb and 20th can-

2.

talent

offered for solo undar the
of thb will of the late
JR, for

turies,

terms

JOE LAURIE

$ 3,000
A

Shutdown

London

Opening Dec. 26

MOULIN ROUGE
Paris

Giro Rimac
New York

.

City

0&)

history.
Inquirt:

DAVID L. MARK. Executor
1501 Broadway, Now York 36, N. Y.

.
I

CORBETT
MONICA

Djr.:

tilda;”
It- is

V

/

revue,

RAJAH RABOID
\

CASINO ROYAL

t

Washington, D. C.
f
Los Angelas: Hal

Canada; Maa Johnson

Gordon

'v-

m^
W

’

5-R680

COMEDY MATERIAL
for

All

Bronchos

of Theafnco/s

FUN-MAStER
TUB ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ
First

GAG

FILS

(Tha Service of tha STARS)
13 Filas $6.00-AII 35 issues $25
Slnfly/. S1.6S par script;

a 3 Bks. PARODIES, par book,. 116
$25
O MINSTREL BUDGET.....
o 4 BLACKOUT BKS., as. bk. SJS
a BLUE BOOK (Oaas for Stays) $56

o
o
O
a

HOW TO MASTER THI CEREMONIES
$3.06
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAOS# $360. Worth aver a thousand
No C.O.D.'s
BILLY
200 W. 54th

GLASON

Now York 1*—Dipt. V

St.,

ClrcloMlJO

WHEN

Tho

IN

Homo

Avery

of

BOSTON

Show

A Washington

Folk

Sts.

(5).

who gives the
stature and bite.
With

Belafonte

its

Millard

Return Engagement

ique, N.Y., starting Friday

CO

Gorbar-Wolss. N. Y.

.

York: Dick Henry

comedy and Vaude 4

treasury of

ville

,

.

HARRY FOSTER AGENCY

Ntw

Jr.

A

(>

N. Y.

the

.

.

American Rhythms and Revue

from
Joo Lauri

.voluntas

library of thb iato

material by Robert Weils, music
by Schumann, arrangements by
Nath n Scott; top $4.40.

agencies are
a
in a row. On the heels of “Don spot regarding Florida bookings.
The
major
question
mark
is
whether
Juan in Hell.” “John Brown’s
Body” and “Caine Mutiny Court- the Beachcomber will open, and
martial,” this musical revue is a how much they’ll be spending for
frothy departure that should have talent. So far, this spot hasn’t
even more b.o. potential for the bought a thing, and unless the spot
younger ticket-buyers.
does some buying within the next
The national tour kicked off in few days, the percenteries .will
sold-out
Russ Auditorium here have to. act fast in order to get
(2,400 capaicity) at a $4.40. top- their, top names, who customarily
Miami, NoV. 2.
high for. this city;. And the. audi- play Florida, into a fitting location.
The Olympia Theatre is slated ence cheered for more.
The Norman Schuyler-owned
For ail its frosting on top,
to fold Nov. 10.
It’s one of the
“Three fpr Tonight” has a dig- spot has talent buyers- on the looklast stands of vaudeville, the other
out
in Ne\v York arid Hollywood,
nity in common with the other
major stand being the Palaice,
Gregory-La ugh ton efforts. It’s first- but. at this, point, nothing has. been
New York.
Notices
stageto
rate theatre as well as entertaim okayed.
hands, musicians, ushers, projecr ing,
and if the term “distinThere are several top names that
tionists,
have been given; guished” can be used for a revue,
etc.,
customarily play that spot. One top
Harry Botwick, Florida State The- this earns the appellation,
femme
star has been heckling the
atres director here, stated that the
Marge and Gower Champion, agency regarding
a Florida date,
house was being closed because also responsible for the staging,
which in former years has prethe combination vaudfiimers are Harry Belafonte and the Voices of
Walter Schumann top the cast, sented no problem to them. All
no longer economically feasible.
they had' to do was go through
Cinerama is reportedly inter- which also includes Don Beddoe as the formality of okaying a deal.
the “storyteller” who laces toested in the Olympia, being the
gether the revue’s varied parts. They feel that if they hold out
only house in the area wide enough
Beddoe. an appealing actor with much longer, they’ll have no alterto accommodate three projection
an easy manner, operates from a riative but to book her elsewhere,
setups.
However, interest lagged lectern at stage right. Typical of ft that happens, one of the bulwhen it; was learned that each Gregory-Laughton,
there's
no warks of the Beachcomber’s talent
booth would require the minimum scenery and few props. Yet noth- roster will have been taken away,
crew, with six to eight men would ing seems lost with the bare stage. and thus the spot may be* forced
be necessary at all times.
In fact, the dramatic impact is into a no-talent policy for the seaIn the event Cinerama doesn’t heightened.
son; The agencies feel that tne
While the Champions are on the Beachcomber will have
take this house, it’s possible that
'to
make
vaude may return.
It has hap- floor, there’s never a false or trite either its first major purchase
or
pened in the past when the house move. They’re exciting perform- declare its intentions withi
the
ers,
able
be
without
to
humorous
closed down for several months
next few days.
resorting
to
coyness or tricks.
only to
return to stageshows.
However, at those times, the Their numbers vary from a “LectUTe”^-as
Beddoe’s
commands
house kept open with straight reach their
subconscious— to “Sun‘Pardon’ Folding
films.
This time it’s completely day
Picnic
Social;”
the
with
shuttered.
Chicago, Nov. 2.
Champions and Schumann Voices
good-naturedly spoofing the RodgClosing notice went up last
ers-Hammerstein folksiness,
it's weekend for Olsen & Johnson’s
affectionate, lowpitch satire but “Pardon ^Our Antennae,” a vaude
Tucker’s N.Y. Trip
socko stuff all the way with the layout given legit showcasing at
London, Nov. 2.
Broadway feel.
the Selwyn Theatre
Show wraps
Charles L. Tucker planes to
The anchor man of the revue is Up this Saturday
(6) after a 22-day
New York tomorrow (Wed.) on balladeer
Belafonte, who scores
run,
racking
up
an
aggregate
his biannual trip..
with “Jerry,” “Sylvie,” at beautiful
Anglo-American theatrical agent lament; “Mark Twain,” from his $53,000 for its stay, which is not
Program was unanimously
takes with him extensive list of his hitery repertoire; and a vibrant good.
English standard acts to negotiate “When the Saints Go Marchin' panned by Chi legit critics.
American bookings. Will also con- In.” as it* would sound as a madriO&J had had hopes fpr an exsummate tele and film contracts gal and then if composed by Jo-, tended run here with the vehicle,
Strauss.
Belafonte clicks to be followed by a stint on Broadfor Julie Andrews, who has re- hann
cently score’d in the English musi- with several spiritual-type songs, way.
“Take My Mother Home” and “In
cal, “The Boy Friend” on BroadThat. Great Gettin' Up Mornin’,”
way;
Harvey Stone and Mary Burton
the pop “Scarlet Ribbons” and a
smash audience-participation “Ma- have been signed for La Martin-

In

with His Original, South

15

.

.

CIR0

NEXT NOV.

.

. .

traveling show. Unit
and directed by Dick

St.,

.

.

-

The cream of the coin is now
confined to the clubdate type of
booking, Various firms "areshelling
out terrific sums in one-nighters
As much as $30,000 or more is
being spent for one night of entertainment, at which as many as
5,000 may be present.
Also, there is still a lot of money
in trade shows. The auto shows

W. 63rd

.

.

cities.

33

.

.

shows has made it evident' that the
manufacturers are looking more to
the closed-circuit, type of meetings
which can be televised simultaneously by leased wire to various

PALACE,

.

.

of

complete department.
the,

.

.

all details on a closed-circuit television deal for manufacturers. The
show proposition is
industrial
gradually working itself into a.

of

.

.

ests in that field. The offices must,
be able to put on live entertainr.

decline

...

,

of

The

;

.

.

others, will be the only
investor in travel units.
estingOthers, .including Servel,

among

ment and ultimately take care

&

.

.

.

major

&

various cities spend a considerable amount of money in talent.
The various home shows are also

The

Thomas backing him on

guitar; Belafonte wrings out emotion with precise gesture as. well
as voice.
Robert Wells* lyrics and material are firstrate along with Schu-

mann's music.
According to co-producer Greg
ory,. “Three for Tonight” stands-!
.

not only for the three stars but
also for the show’s three elements
of “color, sound and motion.*’
In
any event, it’s an excellent show.

Don.

CAB CALLOWAY
*

t

•

*r‘

MOW—TENTH

WEEK

HOTEL SAHARA
LAS
Mgl. BILL- MITTLER,

VEGAS
UK (roadway.

N,w

Yarii

VAUDEVILLE

Wednesday, November 3, 1954

In Australia

51

Openers

.Melbourne, Nov.

2.

Armstrong and his AH
drew a record 44,000 attendance in his first two days hr AusNov;
the
opening
production number has tralia.
Chicago,2,
Band opened Wednesday
a company angle tp set the theme,
(27) in Sydney for a matinee and
As industry continues to pour
which may not be regligiotisly fol- evening show, and did two shows
Mary Kelley’s N.O. Base
bigger and bigger greenbacks into
lowed until the closing number.
olubdates, the convention and trade
Thursday. Armstrong’s Aussie proNew Orleans, Nov, 2.
more and more to- Sometimes the shows even have a moters already have upwards of
field inclines
.Mary Lee Kelley, former operthin story line that is handled by
$100,000 in advance sales for the
ward the television trend of “specthe
emcee.
ator
of
Ritz, Panama, will
Kelley's
They may not be as
taculars."
Ne^fro jazz group.
Same trend may bring back the
Satchmo looks like he'll top all open a Fi'ench Quarter nitery here.
costly or as fancy as those, on tv,
It’ll
an
admission-by-card-only
be
seven-gal chorus line, kilty band, grosses for other American musical
but the spirits the same.
Today's clubdates are being built and vocal choruses as the need for outfits to play hereabouts. Among spot.
splashy display increases at indus- them was the highly-successful
Stan Willis Will book.
Into productions with themes, spetry banquets. Clubdate costs are in- Gene Krupa concert and the Ella
cially written music and: special lyrics^-all slanted, if possible, toward creased slightly by the mechanics
Fitzgerald- Artie Shay bash, which
of production, but agents are try- is generally regarded as a finanthe company hosting the party. The
ing to keep them from being pro- cial failure. American iigenCy of
shpivs are becoming intimately in
voived with the ballyhoo* whether hibitive.
Associated Booking Corp., headcompany entertaining, its
it's for a
ed by Joe Glaser, which booked
employees at a pep rally or for one
Armstrong, is currently negotiating
which is wining and dining prosfor another batch of headliners to
Louis

Stars

customers.;

pective

tour Australia.

Now

Producers
This, naturally, is making producers out of bookers who once were
merely packagers of talent. Frank
J, (Tweet) Hogan, a local clubdate
agent* foresees the day when booking offices will set up whole production staffs of writers, musical
choreographer,
stagedirector*
hands and lightmen. "In the past,”
Hogan says, “an agent sold his
clients by way of his own personality, price and the kind of talent

Bookers

could secure.

he

But these days,

all

can offer the same
We
acts at pretty standard prices;
of
are still working on a margi
sell
services
only
we
have
to
20%,.
clubdate ageiits

-

Armstrong's uni* includes clarBarney Bigard, trombonist
Trummy Young, bassist Arvell
Shaw, drummer Barrett Deems and
pianist Billy Kyle.
inetist

Chicago, Nov.

2.

/Major midwesterii booking ofWere hard hit last week when

fices

Laine’s

SR0

in

Glasgow

Studio Lounge in Galveston,
Winds ’54 Invasion Of
Tex., sloughed its short-lived tWoact
show policy.
Studio
had
U.S. Acts of Scotland
picked up the shows tapped for
Galveston’s Balinese Room after
Glasgow, Nov. 2.
the latter was razed by fire last
The i 954 crop of U. S. name permonth, but it suspended the show formers to visit Scotland has
policy when it failed to do biz of ended With Frankie Laine’s SRO
Balinese Room calibre.
yaude week at; the Empire Theatre
A string of William Morris arid here.
acts were cancelled immediBetween now and the end of the
ately
after
Charlie AppelWhite Christmas season, it will be British
and Patsy Shaw ran out their performers only at the Auld Lang
Joan Regain and
dates, Left stranded were upcom- Syne vaudery.
ing bookings of Joe E. Lewis, Toni Tommy Cooper are current topArden, Myron Cohen, and Steve pers, with David Whitfield, Jewell
Gibson and Red Caps, among' and Warriss. Vic Oliver and, Anne
others.
Balinese Room (and later Shelton forthcoming .bookings. The
the Studio) was a major source of Christmas-New Year reviue, “Wpnrevenue for both the Chicago bu- lerful Time,” will be headed by
reau of William Morris, and of English singer Dickie Valentine
MCA, but especially of the former, and Bonar Colleano,
which had had shows tapped clear
It is generally agreed that the
into next March.
current vaude season has been one
It’s hoped by the agencies that of the best to date, with top teenthe reopening of the Preview in age interest in U. S. disk-sirigers.
Collinsville, 111., this week will Mobs outside stagedoors are still
help offset some of the losses from big although more orderly nowaGalveston,
Balinese Room, it’s days* and the highly-publicized
figured,
may take up to nine; railway stations arrivals seem to
months to rebuild, and the agen- be going out of fashion. The '54
cies
had been having trouble season has featured singers mainly,
enough keeping their acts working both of the home-produced variety
with what few niteries are operat- and from America.
U. S. stars not seen around Scoting in the territory now..
land for some timi, and about
due for return trips, include
Danny Kaye, Donald O’Connor,
the

•

too/.’'

Hogan recently staged a company
at the Civic Opera House
which he called “The YIP Revue”
and for which he, a former bandbash

had

Written the special
score and scenario. His redent program for the National Restaurant
Assn, was a production even to the
leader,

point of special

music behind each

the dinner courses served.

of

Show

The

Biz Routine
Spectaculars often need
for rehearsfor the emcee, line dancers,

little

many as three days

as

als, i.e.

The reguchoral group and orch.
and big names are
acts and big
are briefed
in terrific

—

lar

demand—

still

about their entrances

and such

suf-

before the show to carry
without a hitch. They're exto do only their regular
In most cases,
routines* of cour$e.
ficiently
it

off

pected

MCA

,

,

.

W

I

NG

.Currently

CLUB-DATING
FOR MILDRED LANE
Thru Nov. 13
Dir.:

JIMMIE HUSSON AGENCY
57tl» St., -New York

119 W.

WANTED
PORPOISE TRAINER
Prefer

man

W.

Rolletton,

with oxperltnco in training tea lions or chimpanzee!.
Ago
27 to 45. Permanent position. Contact
F.

rineland, Florida.

Marino Studios, Ma-

Mex

Eateries Facing
Strike on Tooter Pact

Mexico City, Oct. 26.
Eighteen swank restaurants here
face a strike unless they obey the
ultimatum of the Mexico City musicians union local’s leader; Congressman Juan. Jose Osorio, to
.

make a collective labor contract,
featurings at least a 50% pay
hike* with their footers.
Restauranteurs aver that the
wage hoist is much too mucho, for
though biz is improving, thanks to
Yankee tourists Who don’t scare
at big checks, it's far from bonanza.
The Federal Board of Conciliation
and Arbitration, as tourist conscious as are the, restaurateurs,
is striving to keep music going in
the spots.

Bob

Hope,

Tucker

and

comparing

the

Sophie

Archie Robbing.
Scot T patrons,

U. S. offerings with British acts,
concede that the Transatlantic imports shine through greater slickness and better-rehearsed routines. The 1955 outlook for Americans looms as bright as ever here-

The American Guild of Variety
Artists will attempt to return to
television. Union’s board met last
week, at the Henry Hudson Hotel,
N, Y., and voted to give authority
to former Coast regional director
Eddie Rio to negotiate With the
Ted Bates Agency for Colgate to
sponsor an
series on “Comedy Hour.’’ They hope to realize
$10,000 per show for the series.

HERMAN

By

A.

LOWE

The

vacation cruise
which has just enjoyed

summer

arid

is

business,

biggest

its

now moving

acts.

Already the cruise boats
about 10% of the market for

acts*

says Nat M. Abramson, director of
the
Artists Bureau, who
books about 80% of all the talent
providing, entertainment for the
pleasure
cruise
steamers.
The
steamship lines use about 1,000
acts during the fall-winter-spring
season and now the expanding
summer cruise business is providing openings for still more acts. In
the summer just: ended, for example, there were 20 more ocean
cruises than in previous summers
—and all of them used vaude acts.

WOR

Summer cruises are a very recent phenomenon which are just
catching, on. There’s plenty of
rooi
for them ..to expand if the
AGVA had one program several boats are provided. Cruises began
years ago on the “Colgate Comedy as a scheme to keep ocean liners
Hour.”
However, Ed Sullivan, operating in the wiriter season
whose "Toast of the Town” was op- when the trans-Atlantic crossings
posite that show, on CBS-TV, pro- —heaviest in the summer months
tapered off.
tested to the American Federation
Cruises* like to Miami Beach,
of Television arid Radio Artists,
and that union soon afterward however, are now expanded into
passed a 'resolution Which forbade the year-around class for vacationstars to work for less than their ists, which is all to the good for
customary salary. That meant that the acts/
Bob Hope, who had appeared on
It is significant that while enthe AGVA show, couldn’t appear engagements are increasing for
on the AGVA shindig again unless acts, this is not true of the musihe got somewhere around $40,000. cians. In fact, fewer musicians are
However* union claimed at the being sighed for the foreign vesmeeting that the customary salary sels-SCritish, French, Dutch; etc.
gimmick has, broken down* Many These boats are whittling down
shows, board members said, Sul- to an American pianist to work
livan’s included, have been paying with their owri permanent steamtop performers less than, their ship orchestras, in many cases.
regular salary. They, pointed out
Reason for this is the high scale
that on the recent Sullivan tribute
charged by the American Federato Darryl Zariuck, 20th-Fox production of Musicians, according to
tion topper, a. whole retinue of
spokesmen for the lines. They sugtele-lures appeared, who if giveri
gest that if our musicians want
their "customary: salary” would
cruise
bookings in competition
:
have drained the show s budget
with foreign musicians on foreign
for a long time. Other shows have
ships* AFM should provide a specalso gotten a whole roster of stars
ial cruise scale for the sidemeri.

AGVA

,

1

—

.

at

reduced fees.
Consequently,

the

it

was

felt

that

MISS

"customary salary” rule has

fallen of its

own

weight. Rio,

if

a

deal is obtained, Will produce the
Show, arid Henry Taylor, who accompanied Rio at the meeting, will
do the script.

Commit

JUST CONCLUDED

Grove Back

4 BIG

To Talent Showcasing

Los Angeles, Nov. 2.
abouts.
Cocoanut Grove of the Ambassador Hotel has returned to an
old policy of talent showcasing as
N.J. Monte Carlo Shift
a regular Thursday night feature..
The recently opened Monte Carlo, Acts which haven’t had a local or
Little Ferry, N.J., which had been bigtirne break are eligible to apon a name binge, has dropped its pear on the show, to which the
expensive shows. Don Cornell, and town’s talent agents, directors and
the Mills Bros, had been slated producers are invited.
Arrangements have been made
for the spot, but contracts were
taken over by the nearby Rustic with AGVA for the payment of
one-night minimum scale for the
Cabin, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
The Monte Carlo is undergoing performance. Program teed last
week with Jack Hilliard, vocalist.
a reorganization.
,

LAKE CLUB,
(Thanks

WEEKS
Springfield.

III.

HUGO, HAROLD, and PAUL)

ENROUTE: to 6 Consecutiva
Weeks In the Northwest
lr.: JIMMIE HUSSON AGENCY
119 W. 57th St., New York

When

in Buffalo

Stop at tho

ROANOKE
APARTMENT HOTEL
An Apartment

for the price of a

Complete Cooking

Currently

Radio City Music Hall
NEW YORK

Pfa&IETT
“Chet Clark is featured with his
mouth-organ solo of the "St. Louis
Blues” in the “Between Acts” bit,
and he brings the house down With
Backed by
a virtuoso rendition.

LEON LEONIDOFF
LEON NEWMAN

the vocal ensemble, Clark does a
crackerjack Job in jiving up the

Management: DAVID JONAS, 1197 Broadway, Now York, N.

Y.

blues.”

Room

Facilities

M. Lenchner, Mgr., 206 So. Elmwood Av.

THE HARMONICA PERSONALITY

Thanks to

into

largest fall and winter season*
continues to provide an increasingly bright job picture for vaude
its

Hijt.
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Hotel Ambassador, L. A.
Los Angeles, Oct.

er is Wynn’s foil arid she scores
best atop the comediari’s perambulating piano oh which the young
charmer belts "Shine On” and

28.

Buddy Lester, Los BarRex Koury Orch (15),
“Tea For Two,” while Wynn
Victor Herbert-Vin- with Peggy Dietriek; $2, cover.
Estelita,.

'

rtmeos,

high rides on a
( onacabana. N. V..
-Youmans
olio
following
Nat (King) Cole & Trio, Morty cent
which Viola crashes through for a
“It, will be .a long three weeks,”
Conlow,
Pete
GuHtv
-- UJ~ Four Lads,
>,x
big score
her .several. hot drums
as Buddy Lester remarked,- for this
_
Bob Sweeney Jean Stevens;- :Mi*. t a rich,on
lyrical contralto, Gwen-. new Cocoanut Grove, show. There’s
An.
chcici Durso, Frank Marti; Bands;
dolyn sensitively essays “Sorrento” nothing above average enough to
$5 nriiTinmm.
in Italian, “I Believe” and “Sum
indicate
hearty., turnover
of
a
|

I.

.

..

...

.

,

me.rtii.ne,” the latter against choral
Jules Podell, now marking his backing by 16 members of the
3.5th anni at the E. 60th St. hospice, orch. Pianist Louise is fluent on. a
make,
out
to.
goiiig
all
is Seemingly
version of the. Tchaikovsky B Flat
memorable .year.. Concerto and, to prove she’s no
fairly
a
this
Opening the. season with- Joe E.. square; .segues: into .an infectious
Lewis. lie’s followed.. that display “Bumble Boogie.”
with the 'current batch, marking
Top. r.elie.f is tossed in by a Spanthe' first appearance of Nat. (King) ish dancer named Rosita, whose,
Cole in the downstairs, room. Cole, slick flamenco interps aren’t .as exIt’s remembered,' during his. climb citing as they might be but pass as
played the upstairs lounge, and okay.. Choir handles a nicely .gadnow he’s not only topping' the geted version of “Hernando’s Hideshow... but he's recognized;, as one' away,” done in dark to a traveling
of the. leading Negro singers of spot, which .ushers- in the featured
the da
Her fiddling,
attraction, Evelyn.
That’s been the story., of the sells, capitally, on “Gypsy Airs/’, a
Copa. Here’s a spot that’s a must current pop ballad, arid “Perpetual
in; the itinerary /of most, of the Motion.” 'Maestro laces, the format
top cafe performers. A singer- un- together cordially, if hyperboliwilling to depend on the vagaries
Orie of the best dance orchs this
of the record-buying public feels
that he ought to make good at roOm has showcased this year turns
the Copa if. he’s to be around show out to be local band of Benny
business for any length of time. Sharp, which really makes the cusOtherwise, it could; be an in-and- tomers feel their dancing shoes.
out proposition, depending upon This unit W as hired to. sub for r eg*
the spin of the disk. Cole’s been ular relief band Of Jack Cavap,
a long time in. coming here, and which is currently engaged by the.
In the meantime he’s near the point Olsen & Johnson legiter, “Pardon
Les.
Where the, failure to connect on My Antennae;”

covers;
Estelita occupies the nominal top
spot, being the closing apt. with 22
minutes of song. She played this
hotel room just over a year ago
and during, the interim has lost,
some of the sparkle arid vivacity
that, made her a click before. Not
that she doesn't still work hard at
selling her songs, bub the previous

1

;

'

.

...

.

.

Series of hits which have been
done in a style that combines sensitivity and rhythm. He’s a singer

With ch rm and ease, and knows
how; to impact color arid individuality. to a tune. He does a stint
lasting, approximately 40 minutes,
to the crowd’s satisfaction,
.Comedy spot is held by Mdrty
Gunty, youthful newcomer, who
has been making a mark locally.
Gunty was viewed about; a year
ago at .the N. Y. Celebrity Club
and has progressed considerably
since then. He - has a good line
of material, Which includes reminiscences of a tenure of teaching
in Brooklyn, which Contains a lot
of laugh material.; He’s good now,
and at the rate of his development. he’ll fracture the customers
the next time he plays here.
The Four Lads, who record on
Columbia, similarly have moved a
long way since they first showcased at Le Ruban Bleu. These
four youngsters, originally from
Canada, are good on the rhythm
tunes with their current plug tune
Skokiaari.” The. Lads are surpris-,
ingly .good at their version of
spirituals,
and they endow a
..rhythm, with a lot of entertainment
.vitamins; On their first show- here
.they were probing the audience
tastes. It took a long time, so they
overstayed,
but generally
they
show an impressive line of tunes,
Copa's. production holds up well
.

.

;

4

.

.

w

ith

Doug Coudy

the

line routines

stIn
re fa i ing
'their
original
|
spark c The production dance solos
are ably interpreted by Pete Con*
lovw and Bob Sweeney and Jean
Stevens bat _out. the songs com.

,

petently.

Jose..

.

:

.

My

its

over the effervescerit antics
of the talent-loaded. Joel Grey
opening nights must’ve shared the
same sentiment, that this lad is
going places arid nothing can stop
hi hi.. In four years, since he was
first discovered by Eddie Cantor
and maestro A1 Goodman as an
unseasoned youngster in “Borsch tcapadeSj” lie has come, a long way,
and the son of Mickey Katz, vet
comic of the Yiddish, stage, is ripe
and ready, for the big time at 22.
To composite his talents is to
conjure tip such; top performers as.
Danny Kaye, Donald O’Connor and
Sammy Davis, Jr." He can rattle
off gibberish with the speed of
Kaye, mimic like Davis and get
off a fast step or song in the mariner of O’Connor. All these he did
on the opener and the plaudits
must still be ringing in his ears.
As a rribnoiogist to rank with the
.

]

.

Oct. 25.

Saturdays.
Hastily put together due to the
illness-enforced
cancellation
of

Helen Traubel, the current lineup
is one of the most entertaining at
this
Greater Cincinnati swank

the proceedings.

Tarineri, satirical

(See

comedian

carries a good wallop iri the second
and winds a solid act in a
begoff .He comes on \vith a dummy
whose face, is an exact replica of
his own— even to the bulging eyes
—but soon dispels the idea he’s
solely a Ventriloquist when ha
takes his counterpart apart and
works with the head alone. Disposing of the ventro chore, the clever
spot:

,

;.

.

Polish will come with ajdded performances, which should insure, the
avoidance of the jostling that was
detected at the opener. Garwood
Van orch is up to its usually efficient par with the show’s score.
Bob.

Day” for big

officer with a

Baker Hotel, Dallas
Dallas, Oct.

3.0.

As. a Nazi
whistle,

revue.

:•

youpg Catron

fresh

Bros.,

singing, tap-dancing dUo, are. pleasingly versatile, managing to sock
over clever comedy routines, between musical chores. Some of the

Sophie Tucker, with Ted Shapiro; Joe Reichriian Orch (9
$3 gags were
to obvious
cover.
) ;

:

returns.

mdnocle and

shouting commarids at the audience, Tannen produces the laughtopping' bit of the fast-mOving
.

.

Sophie Tucker is back in high a few performances under the belt.
The ThUnderbird Dancers score
A Galveston caricellatiori
a nicelyrcostumed masquerade
her wardrobe loss in the i
Balinese Roorii fire there oppor- number, with a member Of the line
tuned a 10-day rest and acquisition performing an eye-pleasing ballet.
’

.

of new gowns here.
Results are
highly rewarding.
She appears younger than ori
her two previous dates in the
Mural Room here and she’s ridded
bounce to every ounce in kidding
her weight, - Also, there’s fresh
material to abet the, new drapery.
After
standing ovation at
walkon, in a startling leopard
gown with orange-lined matching
cape, the sellout room opening
night was in her upraised,, trademarked palm. Her talk-songs vary
in mood from innuendo to serioso,
with resulting blushes, bellies and
pindrop silence iri tribute to the
master showwoman. Stint includes
banter with Ted Shapir
her
accomp for 33 years, a. discourse
on Dr. Kinsey’s reports, and a
dramatic discourse to .encourage
the youngei; generation,
Miss Tucker, now marking her
60th show biz aririi, gives a serious
onceover of her life with “My
Golden Jubilee.”
Supercharged
finale rates another sfandiiig ovation for her sock 40*minute stint.
Her 12-night stand here follows
with a tour extending to N. Y. next
Easter; then -she’ll: rest through
.

,

show

•

I

•

TH
,

I

Bark.

lloiol Raalifusori,
,

Mpls.

Minneapolis, Oct. 30.

Jan August, Don McGuire Orch
(8); $2.50 minimum..
Jan August

iis

an annual, Wel-

) ,

*

-

tunes,

Kdll,.

Gar- tertainment, they had extra tables
or UP: to accommodate the throng at
his second' night’s supper show.
minimum.-.
And, the fact that he was called
Ed Wynn enicees the current' back three times and wound up to
layout, for 70 minutes that are a begoff after .45 minutes of spiel-,
somewhat entertaining. The lisp- ing, bold the full story.
As always, August goes uriprejnfl/ giggling “Perfect Fool” ..with
the high-pitched laugh, as remem^
enliously and graciously about his
bored reverently by oldsters, dis- business of playing the piano well.
ports himself onstage in a zariy coli Smart routining and topnotch malection of hats,. costumes and tramp terial, as well as outstanding ivory
shoes. That he has the affection of massaging talent, are in their usual
the diners is a credit to Wynn’s 50 evidence; Much of it again is in
a mellow mood and all of it stacks
in. the theatre,. His cafe ma
Up as highly listenable. Classical
as is the show’s staging. Star, has as well as pop numbers, ranging
no big spot of his own aside from from concertos to jajzz, are calsorrie isolated mornents for briefly culated. to hit almost everybody’s
typical Wynn hysterics with comic fancy; And the pianistic changes
props,- and he serves mainly to in- of pace arid diversity spell auditro and wind the acts, as he works ence, dividends.
together with one, Iris singing pro*
Haridling tricky and difficult artege, blonde June Roselle
rangements with technical profisome ciency arid warmth, Don McGuire
cheese and his orchestra back up August
ven, silperbly, as well as providing Boff
. .
,
ture into operatic arias. 'The sing- h customer dancing
music.
Rees;
(12»,

Frontier

irood

Van Orch

.

Girls
(11)

(10),

.

-

.

j

.

I

.

lost at. the opener du
jitters but the Vegas
will emerge okay with

.

stride.
due to

come visitor here. In the toriy
Las Vegas, Oct. 25.
Ed Wynn, Step Bros. (4 June Flanie Room, where his piano-playRosselle, Dagenham Girl Pipers ing supplies especially suitable en-

&

policy after renovating, is still
Insertion of okay tap terps arid
up
l
s
Prohibitive talent costs, instrument-playing into a generalu° -?v.
headliner shortages and a general ly clicko:
chart turn sets the Four
slackening, of business has the
man- Guys high in the
agement huddling over a possible Fresh, lively bbys, quartet roster.
(two colored)
change of character for the dinery work hard
at selling disked (Merwinter.
cury > and other, .tunes to collect
1 lor. the nonce, the
S" js made to order—Spitalny j hearty milting. Closer, with Bert
slotting
a choice ^Carroll on piano and Dee Carroll
item lor the regular family clicn* with,
sax accompanying Billy and
tele, being colorful and
slagefiliing Larry Austin’s tapping, gets begoff
yet with- dif nity and reserve.
Gats reception.
are good (o look at, handle
their
Lc
music /in., man-sized fashion, and “shadow,”
»if
Paul White is here with
slack up nicely in dual roles as
in- a standout single in a solid, fast
strumentalists and choir chirpers stanza.
White makes effective use
Its a fast-moving hour, getting
of terps, gab, impressions and
diversity from
shifting musical chant
keep the mob with him
moods and from the spotlighting of all theto way.
Held over are thb
soloists. It also makes the
custom- socko adagio and chant pair, Brun*
ers feel they’re tasting culture, al
bar & Lorraine. Harry. Pozy band,

ow

Last Frontier, I„as Vejgas

Ottawa

its

...

Lindsay line, Dick Hyde’s emceeing
and singing, and splendid backing
by Gardner Benedict’s combo pep

Spitalny’s yearly distaff disregularly means meat-andGii linraii,
potatoes for the Edgewater’s
MaOttawa, Oct. 29.
rine Room. Another fortriighter --Four Guys,
Brurinar
Lorraine,
follows this show, and then
the Paid White; Harry Pozy Orch (8);
room boards up for remodelling. $1 adriiission.

play

resume

Newport

.

of his

Pml

-will

Hills,

Newport, Ky., Oct. 27.
Hal LeRoy, Mary Meade,.. Jay
Marshall, Earl Lindsay Dancers
(10), Dick Hyde, Gardner Benedict Oi*c)i (10) ; $3 'minimum, $4

loss.

'

Don

drum expects who. exude Ezio Pinza

including “Flamingo.”
Three gay routines by the Earl

.

it

where. is Broadway’s,
New: Acts).

newcomers

Beverly

:

’

.Whether

make you believe them all ovei*
again.. She
proves conclusively
that every moment she plays else-

;

,

.

.

.

pipe and

.

nitery in a long span.
Cincy-born, Hal LeRoy, fills the
star spot with his customary, ease
likes of Bob Hope, Jack Benny and and superb lejblogyi His assortother staridup humorists he needs ment of softshoe; tap, chair and
but sharper, material arid more ballrobm stepping is enriched with
relaxed timing, which should come a contagious personality. Socalled
breathers, of Bill Robinson and
with professional maturity.
Grey’s best musical number, for. Fred Astaire takeoffs; permit him
to
give his all in energy-absorbing
which special lyrics were written
by Ray. Evans and .Jay Livingston, specialties. He seemingly enjoys
his 30 minutes ori the boards as
is the “Straw Hat” specialty, which
affords. hiiri latitude to impersonate much as the customers.
Jay Marshall gives the show a
Jerry Lewis, Billy Daniels, Maurice Chevalier, Eddy. Cantor arid: fast, start with masterly showmanGeorge M; Cohan. .All are bright ship mixing of light magic, excepfacets of impressionistic art. His tionaliy bright patter and a selfsatire ori folksongs, and sentimental styled “prepared encore” of ventrispoof singing to a large cutout of loquism in which his haridkerchiefthe bunny
Betty Grable are paw-pounders. No covered left hand
bigger than a minute, he’s a bundle puppet. A fast 20 minutes.
Mary Meade, sophisticated chirpof energy- that explodes all over
er and impressionist, on her first
tli
.stage.
visit
wins friends readily. Her
The line of 10 scantily-clad song here,
cycle is smoothed with special
dancing girls

d. •,
o x ,
Plnl
Spitalny
s
All-Girl
Orch through their by-how familiar baland Choir (.20), featuring Evelyn a !? ci?. g act and the juggling team
and Magic Violin; $1 cover. $3 50 of Vivian & Tassi rourids out the
fortnight booking.
Dick Stabile
minimum
and Bobby Ramos look after the
production arid dance music.
Automatically good biz is in the
Helm.
making with this two-framer, as.
,

91 all season. The reason is Elia
Logan. Still the bombastic hovden
of “Firiian’s .Rainbow,” the Broadway vet with the. big pipes earns
a solid ovation after socko renditions.
Belter .can deliver an old
song in which the lyrics have: been
taken for granted for. years arid

a genuine breath of old Scotland
‘
in a, brief chore cliiriaxed by

:

Barraneos,t the blonde
blonde.
Barrancos
and partner shake their
way .through seven minutes of rea"
fast mambo beats.: Their. musica
arrangements are good.
Rex Koury arid orchestra do a
good job of backstopping the acts
and luring the customers on the
Conducting
floor between shows.
for Estelita. is Armando Herrera
with Jack Costanza on the bongo
Nick Castle staged her act. Brag;
th
1
the Los
distaffer

out, in a rev.ue' that rivals the
best
that’s been presented on Highway

comic does socko impressions of
rind Peter Lorre singing
‘Some Enchanted Evening.” J$n*
tertainer Sings “There’s No Business
Like Show Business”
rousing “Loch Lomond;”
The Last Frontier Girls move French for yocks rind does a mounwell enough, in a pair of numbers. taineer version Of. “Night And

any oldtimers have wondered
what happened to those marathon
and jitterbug dance teams that
used to. tour the country, the an
swer is they are now 'mambo experts, as represerited by derriere
If

I

.

i.

Bob.

Ankara,

l*itt

Pittsburgh,

Octi

28.

Blackburn Twi?is & Genie Ston *
Phil Richards Ice Revnie with Alls
Foster, Chiickie Stein: .and '.Lin
(4); Jimmy Confer, Walter Gable
(7); no cover or minimiivi.-

Orch

Blackburn Twins could organize
quite an

Alumnae

Assn., starting

with Janet Blair and going, down
through Martha Stewart, Vivian
Blaine, Pam KaVafi, Marion Colby
arid, Evelyri Ward;
Now they have
a new partner, Genie Stone, and
the boys have struck gold again.
She’s a blonde looker, straight
out of the Marilyn Monroe school,
and although this is the Blackburns’ first engagement with her
-

.

after* a month of rehearsing, Miss
Stone already handles herself like
a vet. The dancing can still stand

a bit of polishing, especially since
she’s with a couple Cf the best
hoofers in the business, but the

singing voice is plenty okay and
her deportment in the other de*
partments is, too. But even if Miss

Stone, until recently the production singer at the

Sands Hotel
flashes through one numbers by
her piano accompanist, 1955. Maestro Joe Reichman, via Las Vegas arid before that the vonumber with Tina Louise as vo- songwriter
Ted Grouya, who treats expert 88’ing, leads his new crew calist with bands of Harry James
calist. Amin Bros, spin and whirl
in floor-filling terp sessions.
with a medley

llcacli, riii

c hi cago,

room that howled

Packed
delight,

.

A

‘

v

Eilgenafer

(

.

,

.

..

obvious enough.

'

;

.

is

1

,

any of his Capitol diskings can
dd him 'no harm, on the pefsohal(Tiro's, L. A.
.appearance circuits,..
Cole,, aside
froi
being a cafe lure, is also a
dr
when going opt with the pig
Joe! Grey, Amin Bros;, Viuiar. &
are liar styled shows..
TaSsi, Tin* Louise, L<ne /IW
Backed by an instrumental trio, Dick Stabile iQ ) & Rob by Rariios
Cole is associated with
long (4). Orchs;. $2 cover.

ing.' foil

.

-

'

minimum

This playspot, which for some
time now has been rated behind
the competitively highpriced extravaganzas, on the Strip, hits back
with the current Hal Braudis lav*
This

one, a gal with promise,' actually
is cause for. impatience by the audience that she.be allowed to sing.
Wynrfs biggest show lag comes
with liis drape, scene, in .which he
Uses a pair of chorines to drape
gowns specially .styled for him.
This portion consumes about. 15
minutes that are slow. The end
warm naturalness and snap has result,
beautiful gowns indeed,
been replaced by a surface, slickhardly justify the destruction of
riess, so she doesn’t pull the audivaluable entertainment time.
ence* With her.
The Step Bros, are a big aid ill
Buddy Lester is , a funny, man, lifting up the siiQWi The four tapbut often during his 33-minute sters are superb in' slides, glides,
turn he Worics hard at disproving challenge dancing arid comedies to:
it,
with some questionable mate- entertain and thrill at lightning
rial arid routines hardly for the pace.
rriarribo ifi taps number is
dowager pr debutante sets. The boffo. This act would be the logical
rest of the time he is a. rough and closer in the display; for there’s
rowdy comic, dragging down some nothing doing in. the supper room
good laughs with his routine with that can rightfully follow, it.
the hats, throwaway lines and gen
The Dagenhani Girl Pipers, coleral tomfollery. He goes serious orfully arrayed iri Scot kilties, are
for art; encore with a takeoff on pleasantly and loudly deployed
Ba<by arourid the stage in maneuvers.
Ted Lewis doing.' “When
Smiles.. At; Me.”
Clean-looking youngsters are bag-

.

or

.

.

-

.

Las Vegas, Oct. 28

Logdn, Don Tannen, Catron
Thunderbird D'ancers
(8), AlJahns OrcJi .'(11); no covlr
Ellfl

bi-

cycles it arpund the stage. Her
best thing is “Ebbtide,” because
the star allows her to essay the
whole thing. Generally, he makes
a big intro, then interrupts the
gal’s vocals and the spell,, if any,
is dispelled. Wynn’s idea of a sing-

1954

3,

Thunderliir& Lus

and Jerry Gray, couldn’t sing a.
note or knock off a time step, it’s
probable no one would mind anyway since she’s so easy on the
eyes.

As for the Blackburns them*
selves, they’re still genuine class,
with styles and personalities which
grow., iri; stature each time around.
They have a lot of new material,
smart and salable, but of course
their standard, the mirror dance,
still in the act and probably always will be; It*s a trademark by
now and they’d be loco to drop it.
Blackburns and Miss Stone take
over the last half at the Ankara,
with Phil Richards’ ice revue on
i

.

.

at the beginning.
It’ff 20 minutes
of good skating, flashily presented,

well costumed and With plenty of
attention to fine production values
so small a layout.
Richards
hiriiself knows the showier skating:
tricks which earn him dividends
in applause and Alis Foster is a
looker who is long on technique
for.

and flash, and a topdrawer soloist.
Other principal is Ghuckie Stein,
for a long time in “Ice Capades’
and “Ice Cycles,-’ but the little fellow’s value is in novelty stuff, and
he’s not being used to best advantage.
Jimmy Confer sells his
fine voice well in a couple of numbers while the movable rink's coming on and also doubles asxrii.c, and
vocalist with Walter 'Gable's house
•band, a versatile* Combo with a
quick ear for all of the dance
’

rhythms In

thlc cataldg.

-'Cohen.

e

j

,

t(ey

Fort,
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KUtz Carlton, Montreal

that warrants the
$5,50 stipend especially considering that the price includes taxes
and tip as well as dinner. Let’s

with

Washington, Oct. 27.
Charles Carts, Ah
Albert Orch; $2 cover.

Hank

cuisine

face

House Reviews

it:

to

an occasional slow spot. Bill has
Apollo, X. Y.
Big May belle, Gene Ammons a coupe of standout entries in Ciro
Orch (12), Larry Darnell, Jackie Rimac /& Co. (see New Acts) and
Regals the Three Swifts. Latter trio ap(4
Mabley, Colleanos
.

)

Shorts Davis; “Secret of Con- ply a huriiorbiis twist to a juggling
routine for solid results, with guys
(20th).
tossing clubs and patter in a nonchalant manner. Club handling by
billing this show as a
House

(5-),

is

,

'

.

Money Boys

(the South will
again)";
‘Tm No Spring
Chicken (but I'm young enough for
you)”;' "Somethin’ Old;- Somethin’
New," about a Tennessee child
.

’

ence/”'

and all-three members is expert,
Grace Drysdale's hand-pupDet*
eei'ing is effective as she puts net
dancing dolls through a number of
colorful fvvirls. IVIoke & Poke do
okay on taps, but fall flat with

festival,”

..

"Jump

Blues.”

slot, the Shooting Mansfields de-:
mpnstrate perfect marksmanship;
comprised of husband,
Family,
You” and
I Ml
wife and daughter, Work with rifles,
She’s got a fine
of positions,

Cliez Paree, Oil
Chicago,. Oct. 31.

Sam LevenSon
Peggy
Brian
cover,

Peggy Taylor,
Ryah
Rdy McDonald,
Fafnon Orch (10);. $1;50
$3.75 minimum.
,

.

from a. variety
rhythmic style and some uriusual firing
and constantly hitting
offbeat phrasing that makes her
.

Fprt

plays

it

.

with

less

sophistication arid more corn than
Dorothy Shay, “the Park Ave. HilL
billy, but there is a certain kinship
in their actsi

;;

,

lies

Charles
Carts,, good
looking
youngster, who does card tricks
about as well as anybody now
around, has a nice line of patter
and pleasant personality; However,
it’s a Visual kind of act which can
be appreciated only by those close;
enough to the floor to/see the spots
on a regular-size deck of cards;
Much of the material is a total loss
to others in the audience, unless,
the
rhanagement provides tele-

The Usual Chez format of song,
dance and comedy is represented
threesome
by
of acts who are each introduced
by their tv credits
leaving no
question as to which Way the wind is
blowing on the. live entertainment

—

:

.

Lowe.

scopes.

Bar ofMusIe.

L. A.

1

Los Angeles: Oct. 22.
Skeeter, Kitt .C&soh,
Callinicqs &. Freddie
$2'
Katz, Eddie Oliver Orch
5
Constantine

(.

).

;

.-minim

The high ^polish that poodles. &
Skeeter put on their record pantoini
icry should steam up plenty
of patron repeats fob the comics'
current; two-week stand, incidentally making chances better than
good of be mg hold over. Boys are.
clever, and they sock over their
knockabout routines 'with obvious
relish for strong, response. Doodles
previously was teamed with Spider
and this is his first time around
with, new partner.
Turn is fast and boisterous as
they debut with "Lucky Pierre," as
sung by Robert Clary, They, hit a
style Which reaches out to smack
the audience, and their 30 minutes
onstage seems barely half that as
they parade their wares. Besides an
occasional hat or fright wig, only
props actually used.; are in their
,

Dili

St.

Cyr

number,

"Two

to

Tango," click of the show.
Balance of show are holdovers,
Kitt Carson’s smoky voice tuning
in.on special material,

among them

Are Smarter Than PepTi ano team, of Constantine
Callmicos and Freddie. Katz also
turns put a group of classical numbers with skilled ease. Eddie Oliver
and his prch hack Miss Carson for
good effect as terp music.
‘Motels

Whit,:

Honolulu

IViumalii 9

Honolulu, Oct, 18.
lolani Luahine:, Hoakalei; LeinaHaili, Joseph Sonny Nicholas,

m

.

,

hen Band

(4);: $5.50

minimum.

Hotel manager
...Spencer,
who doubles as
producer, has sunk several
sand dollars into building a

.

.

hoofers,

Peggy Ryan

Room.

.

Investjrient’ should

pay

off

-

Go" LUA).
Here

is

a

neat,

diversified. 70-

which,
package
stage
minute
though lacking pretension, is in
the blended vaude tradition and
.

1

trip

the

for

value

customers'

money. On for a brisk opening ir
the Evans Family, always perennial faves here, with mother and
father, son arid daughter, over big
on taps and softshoe routines.
First visit here of Bill Sheppard
sees the young baritone over, on
resonant voice, looks and stage behaviorism.'’ Opens with an okay
"Hey, There” and then into £ medSwitch
ley of Jolson trademarks.
to ballad style is "Little Thing!
Mean a Lot” for top audience, re-.
sponge, and a fine finale of "Somebody Stole My Gal," this sung in
"Dragnet” satire style and over bi|
on deadpan delivery.
Co., man with
Don Phillips

-

,

&

hard-hitting
its drive

a

&

decorative fferrime, follows with
unicycle juggling of, clubs and
from Ammons’ slick tenor Work; rings, soirie rope-skipping on bikgs
The full orch (three rhythm, four arid the inevitable warid-in-mouth
.brass, and five reed) does a solid catches of rubber balls, with wholi
backing job
Gypsy Nina aldcact over neatly,
The Regals, young vocal quintet, get's. over on her interpretive dancshape up as slick singing crew in ing.
But' bill’s top kudos go tc
their Apollo bow.
Group is re- Caesar & Lester, for their whan
Gros.
viewed in New Acts,
comedy act, with latter earliei
acting as amiable emcee j until
Ol.vinpi;?.>3iaiiii
joined by his partner for their own
unit, that

It’s

most of

gets

.

.

Miami, Oct 29.
Eugenie Baird,. Condo's. & Brtindow, Ballantine., Johnnie Morrison,
Tom & Bonnie Parris Les Rhode
Hoiise Orch; " The Unholy Four”

hilarious stint,

,

Eugenie Baird
thrush

is

a

of.

mayhem.

It*s

i

zany routine, with a riotous Cagney and Bogart bit of gouging, another Crosby, and Fitzgerald imitation for chuckles; and some top
These
takeoffs on pops: singers.
are two. funny fellows, in tire clean

(Lip).

solid-enough

comedy

McStay,

level.

who knows her Way around

wlio finished last week, smashed this vauder-s patrons, being a regthe house record in a six-week ten- ular returnee. -Vocally .she is well
ure and is tied up to exclusive equipped, and
equally
visually
bookings in Chi by the Cloister. pleasing, but solid impact is negcouple engages, in soirie showmanly Recently the room plucked the reg- ated somewhat by a not-too-vvise
energized top terp, interlarded ular services of Ralph Sharon, Brit- selection of tunes. Most of them
with moments of clowning by Miss ish jazz 88’er, who is an attraction are too much alike in tempo but
Ryan, and hitting a high moment himself.
withal she scores handily.
in a Charleston burlesque.
Heaviest palm-earners are localCurrent featured thrush, Chris
ites Condos and Brando w, always
Brian Farrion orch showbacks Connors, is getting good dejay
adeptly and is likewise effectual action locally to her "Lullaby of welcomed warmly when they venon the ballroomology.
Les.
Birdland” on the Bethlehem label. ture from their around-toWn caftShe essays this swinging ditty as tv assignments onto the Olympia

and Ray McDonald, contribute a
snappy if disjointed ey eopener
that has a thing of two to offer
in
the cdmedy vein.
Youthful

Empire, Glasgow

:

•

..

at

Glasgow, Oct. 28.
Frankie Laine, with Al Lerher
piano; Vic. Lewis Orch, with

Sylvia Drew, Dean Raymond and.
Ronnie. Chamberlain ; Trio Rayros,
Bill Wadding ton, Lionel King, Rey
&. Ronjy, Bobby. Dowds Orch.

:

-

vaude

wowing the teenage element at this
leading music hall. His name is so

big; with the juve element that they,
de resistance of her sets stage.
In the comedy department, Bal- can hardly wait for his appearance
on present stand. Blonde chirper
in
the final spot, and make it heavy
lantine; vet spoof er of the magico
stylizes in a way that derives from
goin£ .for some of the other acts
artists, earns himself a heavy, load
several other modern femme voon
a very average supporting bill.
calists
and her colorations are of laughs with his .torigue-in-cheek
Singer introduces his new pianr
slightly affected, but what is nat- patter that attends his tricks Which 1st, Al Lerner, who handles the
never quite to come off, Emcee, keyboard
accomplisliriierit,
with
ural with her is fine.
chores: are. haridled by Johnnie
Luflene Hunter reigns here With Morrison is okay mariner but the. arid then .he hushes the youthful
rich, sound
and impeccable approach to humor is on the worn customers with tribute to the late
a
Carl Fischer, singing one of his
phrase,, but seems to be losing im $.ide With his. niusical interps obnumbers, “I’d Give My Life to.
spirat.iqn as she continues to stick viously depended upon to pull him
Have Your Love.” He leaves the
with the same repertory she start-, hbrne/.to fair acceptance.,
customers warttirig mote, as the Vic
ed with. Gal is expecting and Will
Teeoff spot is zingly handled by Lewis orch breaks into the British
be leaving, the .spot in .a couple trampoline toppers Torn and Bon- national anthem.
months; Room will have to search nie Farris. From the Ringling cir-r
Opening terping duo of Rey 8?
some to find a standby singer of. cus, they exhibit gasp-raising Ronjy, two lively young distaffers,
Les
equal merd.
twists and flips to start them mitt- is bright arid: away-from-the-rut;
Bill Waddingtori, northrof-England
ing early and through their
to.
fight latecomers
Les Rhode arid house orch accomp comedian, has to
in his comedy spot, which is aver^
ELLA’S TIME OFF
the layout in skillful style.
age iri first segment and too atLory.
tuned, icr his native Lancashire
NITERY
through football references; etc.
Palace, X. Y.
Hollywood, Nov. 2.
Standout act is the Trio Rayros.
Sharidons; (3L Grace Drysdale, in excellent knockabout antics.
Ella Fitzgerald plays her first
Coast nitery date in three years, Moke & Poke, Gene Jiinae, Three They make novel use of a large
opening at the Tiffariy here Fri- Swifts, Cirq Rimac & Co. (4), trunk on wheels,, which, is reversed
day (5). She has just completed Senator Murphy, Shooting Mans- to reveal a trairipoline, and timfields
(3), Joe Lombardi Orch; ing is near-perfect. Lionel King
a 56-city tour with Norman Granz’
“Golden Mistress ”
A), reviewed takes rip too milch space iri a lorig‘Jazz at the Philharmonic", troupe,
in Variety Oct. 20, '54.
ish card-manipulating act which
When the local stand is /comrequires services of three stubpleted, singer heads east for hudCurrent Palace sesh runs around holders. The Bobby Dowds house
dles oil her upcoming fourth tour '90 minutes and is generally entei> orch showbacks for the support
Gord.
taining. Pace is sriioothi wvith only turns.
of Europe with *?JATP. M

the. piece

MEX TOURIST BIZ UP
FROM SPRING SLUMP

week of
tour, is currently

Frankie Laine, on final
his British

'

,

.

Mexico City,.. Oct 26.
Tourism this year thus far has
more than recovered from a slump
last, spring. It was actually 17%
higher during the. first nine, months
this year than in like period of
1953, the government’s tourist department has announced. Up to
Sept. 30 350,095 tourists had en-

1953;
is

viewed as significant that

ignored. Private sources complairi
that tourist spending this year is
it Was last year and. far
it
was in 1952. Even,
hotelmen coin plain of less tr ade.

less than
less than

handsoiriely on basis' of new enter- Hotels usually get the pick of
tourist tripper trade.
Nine hotels
tainment policy.
He’s staging the “#-13 Supper say that generally current tourist
Show’* (that's the official monicker) trade is spotty. As usual, all in
Monday through Thursday nights tourist trade look for an upswing
and,
If
the
all-Hawaiian show with the advent of the visitors from
cheks, will continue It until' late abroad,
particularly
the -U. S.,
*'•«
*pi’ing.
prompted by the start of cold
r
>

I.t’a

and Down.”

&

Gypsy

(2)

1

1

John only the number of visitors are
show cited and the amount of Spending

thoularge
rnirroivbacked stage arid installirig
an
ultra-modern
stereophonic
sound system in the spacious Canoe

-

;

.

It

Niumalu

Toronto-. Oct, 29.
Co.
Nina,. Don Phillips
Billy Sheppard. Evans- Fain*
Lester, Archi
ily (4), Caesar
Stone's House Orch; “Go, Mail,

lie’s

.

fresh crewcut, Levenson softpedals comparisons of his own
live r by - instinct
childhood with
psychological child-rearing today; bert, then riding a fairly hot; BBS
His tales hit the bullseye every disk in this territory, and Peggy
time, and the, hilarity is constant,
Taft, with Tommy Stat keyboardthroughout his 35-minute tenure.
Timing is masterful on vignettes ing.
A few months later the house'
about germ hysteria, suburbia,
scientific kitchens, and sex educa- was able to snag jazz chirper. Lurtion^ and the teller warmly laughs lene
Hunter, who had built a
along With tile crowd at Jiis own strong Chicago following from: apdevastating insights.
pearances at the Streamliner and
Standup chirper Peggy Taylor later the BlaGk Orchid. She’s been
has a hep offbeat catalog of ballads the houses’s regular attraction,
and specialty ditties that garner teamed eaeli month with a difa nice hand, especially for her ferent new song stylist. Since then
innuendo lyrics. Gal’s a. good- the Cloister operation has been
looker with capable pipes, and. -.click© as a no cover-no mi imum
has the raw ingredients for '-a. fine drop-in bistro, with very few of, the
nitery turn.
There’s something comforts of home.
lacking,. however, in stagecraft arid
Janet Brace played; a brief date
inspiration,
here recently, and Sylvia Syrris,
Beaming
a

Pfthit
Drummers (3 )
Ancient
Hawaiian Dancers
(4)
Modern tered Mexico. Only 299,202 visitors:
Dancers (4), Little Joe, Billy Hew had checked in by that time in
,

raMno. Toronio

tackling a. rhythm number but
he does okay in warming up the
house with his posh ballad, styling.
Jackie (Moms) Mabley changes:
Chanter Proving Grounds the pace between Darnell and Big
Maybe.lie's turn \vith a comedic
Chicago, Nov,. 2,.
monolog. Apollo stage is a familiar
v
In the past seven months, the stamping ground for her, and she
Cloister Inn here has blossomed delivers in a casual,, informal maninto one of those suddenly success- ner that doesn’t prepare you for
ful show; biz phenomena, via the the innuendo arid blue stuff that’s,
route,
evolving coming.
ducklirtg-to-swan
Some of the lines are
from what for years had been an pretty rough but the aud, especialunknown cellar bistro to what is ly the stags, eats it. up.
Shorts Davis puts his limber legs
now a crowded proving, grounds
for the "smart’' brand of chanter. to work in the teeoff spot. He’s
nifty tap technique and
a
It’s become a place where the local got
lot
theatrical; tribe,, touring company enough cleat capers, to rate a
action.
The Colleanos, two
of
initt
casts and visiting nitery performguys and two gals, are a sharp jugers make their after-show visitagling act. Team, only ofay turn on
tions to catch the jazz stylings of.
the bill, has a speedily paced
the latest Cloister Innma.te.
eight-minuter that amazes all the
Last March, bonifaces Pat Fon- wa.y.
Gene Ammons shows off best
tecchio and Paul Raffles made a
desperation policy change from a when he reduces his orch to a sixcombo, (piano, drums, bass,
mail
and
lounge
operation
drab cocktail
began to attract attention with the. tenor sax, alto, sax and trumpet)
blurb “New Names, of 1954.” First, for. rhy thmic workovers of "“Street
"new” vocal names were Ann Gil- of Dreains” and "More Blues Up
;

&

Doodles

Scerie, especially with the ropes
on opening night (31); Sam
Levenson, headlining, walks off
with nearly all the garlands.
Looking professorial and sporting

up

:

Jess.

style,

draws plenty of yells as he
whips through his turies. Darnell
generates most e.xciteirient when
he

,

in This fortnightep

target;

tlie

The Sharidons, terp trio, and.
Gene Jimae. juve harmonicist, ar
also under. New Acts. Joe Lommainly With the femmes and bardi backs show in usual solid

;

.

..

;

.

.the delight of the hepsters. Also
in the hep vocalizing groove is
•crooner Larry ’Darnell. His appeal,

.

Miss

their corny patter. Satirization of
politico spjelers by Senator Murphy pulls some chuckles, but needed sock values in the yock department are missing. In the windup

.

.

bride and her fiftyish husband; and
more of the same, which she offers
kin in the audiio. her "kissi

How Much

Just

;

Walt*

blues

;

'

*

&

"rhythm

they’re not kidding. It's a driving.
80-miriute affair that offers nothing
unusual from the Apollo's past
policy .but it’s jampacked with
zingy iristrumentals and ypcalistics
pegged for the clientele’s cravings.
Topliner Big May belle, in the
closing niche, is a beefy bounce
Garbed in a petite pink
stylist.
frock, she makes' a striking .'appearance as she skips through "Old
Man River,” "You Never Know

Am

tourist attraction.

Lak e"

vict

:

rate.

",

Montreal, Oct,. 27.

Vicky Aiitier, Johnny Gallant,
Joe Seitano Trio; $1.50-$2 cover.

•

rise

53

*

•

tourists haVe riioney and.
Paying her first Montreal date,
enjoy spending it, especial- Vicky Autier shapes up solidly in
seem
\vhy such towns as' New York,
ly when they feel they’re getting this two-weeker as a doublethreat
Hank
to
latch
on
don’t
etc.,
Philly,
in oh authentic Hawaiian enter- for clientele of the lavish Ritz Cafe.
Foit to help up the level of lively
tainment.
A blonde looker with plenty of perfun at their niteries. The blonde
do
can
entertainer
And authentic this is, for lolani sonality, Miss Autier not only
and
songwriter
no wrong in this town where she Lpahine, as mistress of the hula, knocks off a very good song, but is
successful at everything from was dedicated in infancy, accord- a capable performer at the SteinThe combined piping and
her Statler Embassy Hoorn stints ing to Isle custom, to the disci- way.
plined career of a hula artisan. 88’ing is something new for this
to singing her own numbers at
parties thrown by Perle Mesta and She has surronded herself with a room and of questionable value in
c h ant r,
youthful
Polynesian a spot Where the artist concerned
'{lie .like,
v
Miss Fort; who hails, from the drummers, four girls trained in is expected down front with closer
mountain music belt of Tennessee; ancient hula, arid four exponents payee contact. However, the
of contemporary hula. Miss Luahine tier flair and song list overcome
has a jnusical line of Dixie corn
works effortlessly and her versatile this minus and patrons respond
which stirs up the old rebel spirit
troupe is capably backed by Billy readily to. her chatter and talent.
Wilmington,
of
south
everyone
jn
Hew Len on steel guitar, Clem
Routining is carefully arranged
Del;, and delights Northerners as
Low, piano harp, David Kupele, despite lighthearted approach and
Avelibass, Joseph Fiege, console drums. many of (her numbers are backed
Iler current stand at the Statler
Leinaala
Haili,
soprano
and by Vocal gimmick from the Settario
js typical. She alternates songs and.
Johnny Galworking around the member of a famous family of Trio and. house pianist
fast patter,
singers (Hilo’s Haili Church Choir),, lant. Encore sets slip a bit close
floor with a mike on a long wire,,
gets a Warm reception, and Joseph to the cocktail lounge type of enaudience,
brihging
in
periodically
Sonny Nicholas' baritone, voice tertainer but spirited mannerisms
participation and even shoving her
scores with modern Isle songs.
arid Gallic touches lift /her out of
mike at the faces of ringsiders to
Show runs less than an hour; but this class. Biz.is okay in Montreal’s
capture their cooperation .for the
regular Canoe Room talent goes remaining supper room and followentire audience.
on. shortly thereafter. There’s no ing present stint Miss Autier planes
Favorite Fort compositions get*
master, of ceremonies for "8:15” to Paris fqr an opening there on
ting -a big hand are "Put Your.
Newt,
and an. offstage voice explaining Nov. 15.
Shoes On, Lucy," about a gal ho
the
symbolism of the ancient
likes to slip out of her pumps arid
dances might be irt order. Either
wriggle her, toes; "Don't Tell Joe;”
Way, there’s warmth' and color to Duckling-To-Swan Route
the one about Senator McCarthy
this inaugural show, which; seems
Which got national attention some
destined to become
must-see
Pays Off at Chi Cloister;
months agp; "Save Your Confed-

a puzzle to Washingtonians

it’s

,
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Wednesday, November 3, 1954

Statler Hotel, D. C.

,

a supper-audieilce-only show, weather.
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They move with the poise
and demeanor that’s unusual for

appeal.

Apollo first-timers.
Songalog is a pleasant blending
of rhythm ahd ballad numbers.
They have a nifty opener in

WEEK OF NOVEMBER

,

“Margie” and build interest
through “Over Rainbow, “Pretty
Baby,” “Good Lrird” add “High

ELLA LOGAN

FRAN CARROLL

Songs

Songs

40 Mins.

18 Mins.
Cliez Paree, Montreal
Fran Carroll, as the lone

Thunderbird, Las Vegas
Ella Logan is at her remarkable,
talented best in her cafe return,
and ? is- easily as: good as: anything
presented in Vegas, even at the.
height of the big summer season

entertainer in
stands out effectively in both the
chirp and- appearance, categories;

get, that

hit.

GENE

Paramount;

tP)

disk,

Shelley

Corps de Ballet

Candido

Sym

Johnny Smith

Ware

Gloria

.Ore
Palace

5

(R)

fill

6

(P)

'

only.

Am

Mod

Jazz

etc,,

due

’as

•.

.

.

|

i

.

:

•Tommy Wander
Margaret Banks
;

.

.

•

.

-

.

-

.

.

..

.

Ann Andre
Rain Winslow..

Danny Carroll
Danny Desmond
Don Dellair

.

Irving. Fields

Eddie Layton
•Hotel Roosevelt
'

Jim Sisco

Guy Lombardo Ore Salvatore Gloe Ore
_ Hotel St Regis
Fernanda Montel
Milt Shaw Ore
Ray Bari

Panchito Ore
Viennese LanternHelene Aimee
Dolores Perry
Bela Bizony
Ernest Schoen
Paul Mann
Charles Albert

.

Hotel

•

]

Rosemary.. O'Reilly
Carl Conway
Betty Colby

•

|

.

Marshall Izen
Two Guitars
Kostya. Poliansky
Misha UsdanoS /
Marusia Sava
versadiee
”Bon Voyage".Paul Grey.
Louise Hoff

Bone

Genevieve
J Sc J Belmont.
Ted Straeter Ore
Mark Monte Ore
Hotel Pk Sheraton

-

’

1

Melita

Stanley Melba Ore
Hotel Plaza

Harkness
caught, ner- was “Peg O’ My Heart,” which
Williams
to lack of kid delivered neatly via use of two
Eddie Hart
Bd
From “Finian’s Rainbow” her “BeMoria Briody
but general, polishing rnouth organs, one large and the Tanner Sis
and
rouser,is
a
Begat”
gin the
Gene Rib
making
her
a rea- other regular size. Lad is a natural 5 J’s & June
would
enhance
Brooks 4c Harvesy Laura Pearson
“Only Girl In the World” impels sonable. bet for. niteries and tv
for. spottings on video varieties.
Go («p Girls
Potter & Carole
the audience to shout for more. shots.
HACKNEY
Newt.
Jimmy Jeff & June
Jess.
The' little yet is a. masterful per-"
Empire (S) 1
BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M> 1 Roza
former, when it conies to tossing off
THE KORDITES
Tubby Kaye
Vic Oliver.
..the lingo at the audience, winsome- RAY HASTINGS
Dargie 5
Sylvia Campbell
Songs
ness being her biggest weapon. Comedy
Freddie Sales
.2 Mazurs
14 Mins.
Arthur Haynes'
Les Traversos
“Three Lovely Lassies” harkens to 20 Mins.
Keefe Bros Sc A
Empire,
Gaston
Glasgow
Palmer
Paree;
Montreal.
Chez
contrastwhile
a
the old country,
Lingana St Diane
Kimber
Bobbie
Two
males,
and
two
femmes
Ray Hastings, a comedian who
ing “Sunny Side of the Street” is
De Vere 3
Meaton
make up this harmony quartet, al- George
LEEDS
BLACKPOOL
socko. The brogue, the range and starts in a restrained way, only
Empire (M)
Grand (l> 1
are all present in- hits his stride midway through his ready w,k, on English radio, pro- Gordon
the nostalgi
Ray Ellington
Harker
“Gfoccamprra.” hey. “Finian" hit, routines and then detours .from his grams, Act: is not so good to look Marorjie Fielding
Eve. Boswell
at as to hear, ..but partly makes up Gladys Henson.
Morecambe Sc Wise
arid the encores prove as boffo as comedy pattern to windup indifferMarvels
expected for this with well-rehearsed roiir Diana King
ently
Without' the
Bob.
the repertoire.
Norman Vaughn
Sharpe
tine which conies over slickly in Anthony
clincher,
Les Marthys
Sydney King
Manning Sc Lea
Of medium height and posses- stage appearance.
Rosemary Scott
Jackson. Bow & D
sing, all the glib patter associated
Open with “The Best .Things in Peter Rosser
TUNE-UP BOYS
MANCHESTER
Harrison'
with the usual circuit comic,. Hast-, Life. Are Free,” then into medley Joan
Songs, novelty
Hippodrome: (S) .1
Olive McFarland
Kenny. Baker
ings deviates after a few heavy of
30 Mins,
topical
favorites,
Palace
(I)
1
such
as
Jill
Day
Max
Wall
Chez Paree, Montreal
stories, to a solid set of impres- “Friends
and Neighbors,” “The Alma Cogan
Ken Dodd
sions, best
Bells”
Tessier

vousness,
rehearsal,

Norman Pari
Irwin Corey
Dorothy- Louden

Howard Fenton

'Jack Haig

Monk

Julius

.

Jack Whiting

Hippodrome (I)
Frasers Harmonica

On opening show

-

.

Helena BlisS
Bob Downey
Harold Fonvllle
Haze) Webster
Hotel New Yorker
Ralph Flanagan Ore
Belmont Plaza
Joan Bishop
A1 Castellano
John Barney

•Gene.

BRITAIN
ASTON

.

Hotel Pierre
Hildegarde-

..

.

biz chronicles leading to a touching
“Jumbo.”
“Little Girl Blue” froi

4c

Larry Foster

Teddy King Ore
No. 1 Fifth Ave

:

&

:

BROOKLYN

Par

.

Fest

Warner
,

Ralph Young
McGuire Piroska
Art Waiter Ore
B Harlowe Ore
Le Ruban Bleu

Heller

:

Olympia (
Blackburn
G Stone
Frank Marlowe
Harvey Bell
Tommy Trent
Chai & Somai

.

4 to

Manne

.MIAMI

N Sissle & E Blake
Eva Walker
Berk 4c-. HalloW..
Harvey Norman'

*

,

Chet Clark

Les MarCellis

Jackie

(W> Warner

Tivoli;

(SV Stoll;. <T>

Rockettes'

Edward Ruhl

:

RKO;

)

.<

full

Stan Kenton Qm
Art -Tatum'
Slam Stewart
Everett Parksdale
Charlie Ventura 3
Mary Ami McCall
S Rogers 4r Giants

Music Hall (I) 4
Jacqueline Langee

JliyiAE

.

.

3

below Indicate opening day of show

or split week
Letter ip parentheses Indicates circuit (I) Independent! (L> Loewi (Mr .Moss;

Trimly gowned and with a neat fig- Harmonica
ure, she opens in her established 8 Mins.
fast tempo and :.then contrasts for Palace, -N.,Y.
good attentionf> with, a moody
Gene Jimae is the 11-year-old
Songalog for the Columbia recording disker just
‘‘April In Paris,
most, part is fairly routine and returned from a tour of Australia,
la&k of any pattern between songs, Kid, decked out
short pants,
tends to level off overall session makes a nice appearance, with his
•Despite manner and piping, Miss harmonica savvy apparent in topCarroll fails to develop during draW execution of pops, and classongf est and act needs sharper sics. Juve keeps gab down to a
routining to compete against yack- nUnimum and only intros one of
ing, payees to register with ex- lour or five numbers played,
pected .impact.
Tune that, got the advance spiel

the competition, talent-wise,

most formidable. She goes on
from there to rock ’em with 40
minutes of renditions that prompt
She
yells for. repeated encores.
makes lyrics of any, song believShe can tackle a number,
able.
heard a thousand times and from
it transmit such meaning, credibility and feeling; as to vocally daub
the number with a brand new coat.
The star, exhibits pathos in show
is

bills

whether

The Moon.”
Once: they

connection with

in

femme, vaude, nitery arid .tv outlets should
Gros.
the present show, be Wide open for 'em,
NEW YORK CITY

,

when

Numerals

.

Statier

Vaughn Monroe

R Hayman

Ore

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Or*-.
...La
Martinique
.

Village Barn.
Hal Graham
Jack Wallace

Rose Marie

Lenny Kent

Mary Ellen Tri
.

Alan Dale
Kaly Dncrs

Rachel Ellen
Waldorf-Aftorls
Los
Chavales
De

.,

C.

Treniers
Pup; Campo Ore
Latin Quarter

:

Espana
Beyee
Nat Brandwynne
Mischa Borr
Village Vanguer
Robert Clary
C Williams fr 1 ®
.

Trini

’

Mae West
Louise

Beavbra
Ashtons
Debonair*

.

•

Anthony Dexter

-

.

and

Gaston

of

Maurice

which

is

Wedding

his ballet

and “Little Things Fred Atkins..
G Grossetto & Gaby
S Watson
Rexanos

& Melita
BRADFORD

Alhambra (M)
ROhalde

Baxter
Flapk Sc Lucas
Benson Diflay Co
Joan Mann
Billy

Hippodrome

Conway & Day

Jimmy Mac.

Des O’Connor
Yolandos

Ragoldi. Bros

Freddie

COVENTRY

Hippodrome

<0

Cotton

Bd

Billy

.third

time in the

Geo Mitchell

Helene

Cordet

Cairoll & Paul
Claarisse Sc Marvin
La Bola Misteriosa
Ben Alis Arabs

Ricardo
Paul Waring
William Shearer
5 Fisher Girls

EDINBURGH

j.

i

femme

chassis
eyepleaser.
A

Sterling

Maxwells

Empire (M)

.

shapes up nicely.

i

Cousi
Noberti
Gladys Morgan Co
Ray Alan Sc Steve

1

1

1

SHARIDONS
Dance
9 Mi
Palace,:

THE REGALS
N,

.

all throe.

Jess.

i

quality,

GRIMSBY

...

Palace

the plus side.

(I)

WOLVERHAMPTON
Hippodrome

1

.Noble.. 4c

Dehester

Joy

Harris
Janette Fox
Lake. St- Rolls
'

.Nudes

'

WOOD GREEN
Empire

Max

’

Johnny

Lois

Sammy Walsh

Rose
Rita

IS)

Nelida

Ann

Pat Paulson

Marlow

Jo Thompson v
Richard Cannon
Sans Souc! Hotel
Nicholas Bros
George Hopkins
Sacasas Ore
Anri Herman Dcrs
Anne Barnett

•

Nbrdios

new

outfit to break through
it takes.
Arid these
it.
Negro group, fits in

Cabaret BiDs

MEW YORK

got what

boys have

.

:

CITY

Sherri Sheaf
Elba Ocampo..

Alonso Dancers
Ralph; Font Ore
Maya Ore

Copacahana
Nat (King) Cole
Morty Giinty
4 Lada
Bob; Sweeney
Peter Conlow
Jean Stevens
M Durso Ore
Frank Marti
Gale's

Alan Gale

Hoteit

Brito

Maok

Peter,

Jennifer Marshall
Johnlna Hotel
B S Pully
Sam Bari

Harry Rogers Ore

'

;

.

Gloria Hart

Columbus Hotel
Arthur Warren Or#
.

Ronfey Plaza
Jose Cortez Ore

LAS VEGAS.

NEVADA

.

Flamingo.

Golden Nugget
Gas Lights fr pink.
Tights

Desert

.

Hayes

El Rancho
Lillian Roth
Li II St: Cyr

4c

1

,

Inn

.

Kamiori
S Gibson Red Caps

Showboat

Last. Frontier

Minsky's Follies

Ed Wynn

1955

Step Bros

Cortez
Martin

,

.

Thunderbird

Logan
Don Tannen
Ella

Catron Bros

4c

RENO
MapetSkyroom

Rich

Sc

Gibson

Helen Forrest
Dave Barry

WIU Osborne Ore

D Arden Dancers
E Fitzpatrick Oro
New Golden

Moore

S “S" Crothers

Starlets
B Clifford

-

Yvonne Moray

M

Vogae

Jackie

Dagenham Plpere
Cl

U

P

Healy
Clark Bros

Betty Hutton
Sahara
Marlene Dietrich.

Rowan

Sands

-

Kalantan

Hank Henry

Young

Vicki

Ben- Blue
Dehra Paget
Les Brbwn Ore
Silver Slippor
Sally Rand

Acro-trapeze
l0 Mins. Medrano, Paris
Two muscled balance men have
added a neat fillip to their ct by

Phil

Lee Johnson

Jayne Manners
Antone 4c Ina
Sid Stanley Ore
Black Orchid

Miller

Jess.

BERTY & BORREST

Bombay

Charlotte Waters
Nautilus Hotel

1

Reg Salmon. Co
M Sc B Winters
Roy •Stevens.

Or#

Silvers

The. Patio

De Fee
Lynn Star

.

J

4c

Bunty St Clair
1

performing their excellently coBon Solr
ordinated routine up. in the trapeze Tony Sc Eddio
Ciel Cabot
section. On a long steel bar they Thelma Carpenter
easily to both the pop and r&b perform their stands, spins of one Norene Tate
field and is due to build a hefty held by a strap in the teeth of the Jimmy Daniels
Three Flames
following.
other, and various eyefilling arbesBilut Angof
They’ve got a fresh and interest- Cjues which make this an interest- Dwight Fiske
Susan Johnson
ing approach to harmony arid a ing act.
Dick
Drake
youthful appearance that'll win
Possibility for*. U.S. vaude or Geo Lafaye
fans; especially bobbysoxers, Work- high-domed nitery spec reviews. Bart Howard
Jimmy Lyons Trio
ing in front of two mikes, group TV can also take a gander.
Chateau Madrid
stages its numbers for good eyeMosk.
Ernest Bonino
a.

(I)

Terry Cantor
Keif -^Barnes

Hotel

Woody Woodbury
Leon & Eddie's

.

Current pop. and. rhythm & blues
market, is
flooded
with
vocal
combos but there’s always ro6m
if it’s

Pearson

Archie Glenn
-.

Statier

Buddy Baer

15 Mins,
Apollo, N. Y.

for.

.

Costuming and routining are on
(5)

Songs
Y.-

The Sharidons, Comprised of t\v.
guys and. a femme;. Offer a pleasant
terp turn. Trio gets the Palace bill
off- to;, a nice, start with some casual
hoofing
arid
songstering.
Act
opens with male duo, in tails, taking over stage for an intro tune
that brings on shapely femme in
abbreviated costume, bathing suit:
style. Trio’s footwork is okay.
“Gotta Dance,” terp-vocal solo
by one pf the male members, is
good. S tint also includes dance by
other guy and gal and a windup
demonstration of the old buck step
by

Newt

ferings.

(3)

A

Sc

.

1

1

Bonn

Copa

Nicolettes

a sure Lorrae Desmond
tango danced, by Dog Rev
Bailey
Rimac and one of the distaffers HarrySc
A .Alexis
emcee cli6r.Cs foi’ the. show. How- makes other sexy Latin terps look K
Nixon Sc Dixon
ever, during the short stint, this, like; a gavotte. Rimac arid other
GLASGOW
Empire (M) T
yourif* ..and
energeLic performer male turn .loose with some*, fancy
Joan Regan
-

I

:

Sis

SWANSEA

B

Jack

Jackson
with Downey
& Day

Black

IsSy.

Bob Snyder Oro
Dorothy Shay
Ralph Sc Lorraine
Sktiinay Ennig Ore

Clover Club
Saxony Hotel
Kalantan
Tano Sc Dee
Luis Torrens
Nirva
Harold 4c Lola
Phil Foster
Baron Buika
Harold 4c Lola
Tony Lopez Ore.
Baron Buika
Selma Marlowe Line Freddy Calo Ore

B & B Adams

Charles Ancaster
Eric Tinsley /

Luis Urbina.
Eileen Christy

miami-z^iami beach

Lay cock. St
Maureen
Rhodes

Chevalier. Bros

Tony Gentry
Gaby Wooldrldgd

Ramos Ore

Bobby

1

Joan
Joe--

.

Joel Grey
Dick Stabile Ore

Borar CoJleano

Audrey Mann

footwork in an attempt to outdo Tommy Goopef
Muehlebach, and likely' will stay'
He keeps, show moving, without each plhe'r iri a jitterbug bout; Kordas
Dickie Henderson,
several weeks, alternating with the the usual, vintage gabbing arid uri- Other dances, including
.mambo
Cortina
Joe Vera Orch. in the Cafe Picardy. .affected, manner .projects without register solidly. Songs; delivered by Del
Eddie Vitch
Quin.
getting, in anybody’s way.
Okay] one of the femmes in English are .Morris. Sc Cowley
vocally for a spot in. big revue qf- okay and have a definite Latino Louise Pets
N Sc N Grant
.

Empire (M)
Teddy Johnson

(3)

Miss Malta Sc Co
DoUbledaters (4)
Mme Ardelty
Jery LaZar re
Ffolliot Charlton

Giro's

SUNDERLAND

Empire (M) 1
Jewel Sc Warriss
Sally Barnes

2

movement

Davies

(2)

Charlivels

Biltmore HotOl

.

Braiider

Szonys

Romo Vincent
Tippy Sc Cobina
Norton Sc Patricia
Hal :Derwin Oro

Julie Williams
Bail Tabari n Girls

J

Margot

(2)

Eddie Oliver Ore

Marie. Petr off

Sandra

Mocambo

Eileen Barton
Paul Herbert Ore
Moulin -Rougo
Frank Libuse

Tony Martinez Ore

Mark Mansfiel
M St J Day

Foy.

Sid Hurwitz .Oro
Crescendo
Perez Prado Ore

Bar of Music

Anton Petr off

C

Mary

.

.

1

Charley Fox's
Wally Vernon
Charley Foy

Kitt Carson
Callinicos

C

Grand (I) 1
Fred Ferrari "
Ford Sc Sheert
Julife Day.

.

.

Palmer House

:

Wesson Bros

Girls

SOUTHHAMPTON

'

is firstrate,

4

Dorothy Duval

Derek Roy

Rimac, another male and two

Terp execution

Nicco 4c ‘Barba
Larry Green Trio

L Gordon

3

,

:

the couple’s

Allen

femmes, group’s south-of-the-bor- Harmony B
PARK
der material is colorful and excit- FINSBURY
Empire <M) 1
ing.
Stint has all the polish of David Whitfield
Class, nitery act,.

2 Arvings
Freddie Dexter

.

|

'

Harry Money
Jimmy Berry

Band Box
Gray
Leo Diamond
Dorothy Claire
Billy

1

Jeremy Hawk
Kirby Sc Hayes
Tux
4 Del mars
De. Vere Dancers

Elroy Peace

Jean Carroll
Robert Maxwell
Empire Right
Charlie Fisk Ore

Cloister Inn
Chris Connor
Lurie ne Hunter

'

De Pauls
Anpe Hart

Empire (S) 1
Benny Hill
Somers

Jerry

Peggy Taylor
Ryan Sc MacDonald
Brian Far non Ore

Los Barrancos (2)
Rex Koury Ore

Jarrett

Puppets

SaliCi

.

Buddy Lester

Trinder
Sc

.

Dewey Sisters
M Sc B Haggett

Estelita
1

Flying

Virginia

,

is

Woods

CHISWICK

Ted Lewis 4c Ore.
Bert Gordon
Manor Sc Mignon
Sue Evans

Ore

Chez Paree

LOS ANGELES

Empire (M)

Tommy

'

Frankie Masters Ore
Edgewater Beach

Ambassador Hotel

SHEFFIELD

Derek Dixon
Margo Scott
Piccadilly Models

D'Lacy Ore
Angela San Juan
Blue Note
Jerry Vale

Accordianaires
A1 Shaw
.

Pam

Victor Manuel

Ralph Sharon

.Raymond
Burke Sc Koyac

Delilah

,

of

Miss Blandish
'

Burrows

Dennis

Cortez &
Martians

T

<l)

-

Eileen Carroll

;•

Jess

Har^isOii

CHELSEA

Perky Twins

Sam Levenson.

•

Palace (S) 1
Dickie Arnold
Mickie Warren
Earl Sc Elgar

Polo

Ray McIntosh
B Dears. Sc Dona

.

NORWICH

Hippodrome

Harry Worth

Weidemanns

Jimmy Caesar

Chico. O’Farrill

Patricia Morri
Paris Lovlies

Co

'

Margie Lee
Cathy 4c Blair
Shirley Linde

.

New. (I) 1
Jimmy- Bryant

1

Joe Church
Ravlc Sc Babj

,

SONNY CURTISS

(MJ

Beverley. Sis.
Jose Moreno

Youngsters

NORTHAMPTON

BRIGHTON.

[

12 Mins.
Chez Paree, Montreal
Evident, possibilities as a single'
and production singer are overlooked in the current Chez Paree
layout as .Sonny Curtiss spends the.
major part of his time doing

Lee

Nino Nahnl
Teddi King
Rudy. Kerpays Duo
lue Angel
"Calypso Festival"

Duke of Iron
Mary Ann

Max Geldry

1

.

Conrad Hilton
‘Skating Stars'

Tito Guizar..

Trinidad Joe
Calvin Harigah

Geogh Lacy
Pharos Sc Marina
S Sc P Kaye

Jimmy Edmundson

Curzon 3

l

Eddie Arnol
Rusty

Eddie. Ash

j

Songs

Empire (M)
Tony Brent
Russmar 2

1

Roniiie

>

combine a good deal of musical
talent,
Zig fiddling and Vivian
strumming, with the personality to
register strongly on music alone.
To this they have recently added
some novelty work and chatter that
rounds them, into ah act. There’s a
bit of top spinning by Zig, tapping
out rhythms by Vivian oh a toy
/piano,' and comedy chatter interwoven to keep the pace lively. This

NEWCASTLE

Kendor Bros

CHICAGO
Black Orchid

.

Baker & Douglas
Joan St Earnest
Valento i Dorothy

Diane

4c

Mills

,

.

Skyllners.
Jeffrey Lennor

.

When he stays With Mean a Lot.” Wind with novelty
B.Ougi as the Tune-Up Boys com-; sequence.
bine to offer one of the most un- his .established material he scores tune, “Old MacDonald. Had a
inhibited musical-novelty acts to from all sides, but a touch of heck- Farm,” thd breezy quick type of
come this way iri some time. Both ling gets him off stride and he tune they score most in.
Act works throughout at cracklads are Montrealers and have throws way his original bits for
ing highly-rehearsed, pace; Okay
worked the circuit around Quebec the obvious.
Working a good 20 minutes, he for radio and recordings, as well
for some months now, and occasional appearance here in town. seldom strays irito the blue stuff as for general run of English and
This is their first engagement in a and his frequent ad libs are sharp Commonwealth vauderies. Gord.
westend club, and the boys click and sometimes very funny. Adaptenthusiasm, able approach makes him a cinch BILLY BAXTER
their
solidly
with
vocals and wired musical? inven- for vaude and the flashy cafe Comedy
trade.
Newt..,
12 Mins;
tions.
Empire, Glasgow
Garbed in. immaculate, white
JOY
NICHOLS
Young English comedian shows
Boys
the
Tune-Up
dinner jackets.:
Songs, Comedy
premise for future, and talent for
start in a wild flurry of song and
impressions, though confined mainseldom break pacing. They open 20 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow
ly to
'ell-patterned models.
with a -standard guitar for acAustralian
comedy 'songstress,
Tilts in travesty at; Eddie Cantor
conips but soon switch , to their
making British comeback after singing “If You, Knew. Susie,” then
collection (16 in all of gimmicked
instruments, including everything too-long absence overseas, show? at lingo Pf cowboy pix. and is a
from a zither-type affair .to- a' ham- much potential for musical com- standout as a mriuth-quiveririg
edy and film stardom.
Properly Humphrey
Bogart iri
gangster,
mer with strings— all amplified.
directed, she’d be a natural foi’ the guise. Another standard takeoff is
The riotous spirit that prevails U. S. market,
Edward
of
G.
Robinson. Highspot
during the stint is. at. times too]
Current act shows her more re- of act is rendition of “Sunny Side
much, and a change of pace in; laxed than previously, but gal, a
of Street” as it would be. sung by
both melody and. song would help blonde looker
with personality, is a
Billy
Daniels-Frankie Lainethe general effect without spoiling
inclined to soft-pedal her innate Johnnie Ray threesome.
the original intent.
A cinch for vivacity,
with, result her act is.
Baxter
has
an easy style and
any visual medium where the keyslowed up somewhat.
could develop as a personality if
note is variety.
Newt.
Distaffer, With solid reputation provided
with topdrawer gags..
on British radio behind her, tees Risks sameness by coricentrating,
off with a funny story she picked however' successfully,
zig & Vivian baker
on standard
up in Australia, segues with song impressions. For the record, he’s
Violin-Guitar
about habit-forming,
and does a brother of Jeannie. Carson, Eng15 Mins.
travesty of radio thrillers in “Quiet lish musical comedy singing star,
Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas City
Evening at Home,” For contrast, now in America for tv shows,
Zig and Vivian Baker are one of
she offers, the pop tune, “Young at
Gord.
the more accomplished and attracHeart,” the type of number she
tive
musical turns for cocktail
lounges and hotel rooms. More re-, excels in, and follows this with CIRO RIMAC & CO. (4)
the oft-requested “Hippopotamus Dance-Songs
ceritly they have added several
Song,” which garners yocks arid 15 Mins.
facets to their work, and now
good. miitting. Winds with a bride Palace, N Y,
emerge as a floor act as well.
song, “I Wanna Get Married,” and
Cirri Rimac has been
an exThdir long suit continues to be does begoff with the
number ponent of Latino rhythms for quite
sirioottf music,
with an unusual “You’re a Dan-Dan-Dandy. Crowd.”
a few years. This particular comamount of personality- and charm
Gord.
pany hasn’t been documented in
tossed in by tallish, brunet Vivian,
Variety’s New Act file. Comprised
and Zig is an apt vis-a-vis. They]

Rlvorsldo

Lessey
Jones Boys
Les. Matburlns
4c

-

Ore
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.
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By JESSE GROSS

*

Assn, of- Theatrical: Fress Agents
in& Managers , has just becomeAwe,
volved in a snarl over James
for the second time in recent
Latest tussle is an outmonths.
growth of the former, stemming,
from Awe’s employment last summer as manager of the Westport
(Conn.) Country Playhouse. Barn
placed on ATPAM’s unfair
v
list because Awe was not a member

Montreal, Nov.

;

stopped payment.

Recently, producers Richard Aid-

and Richard Myers submitted
We for membership in the union
under the “new blood' clause” with
the intent of hiring him as com-,
pany manager on their production
rich

ATPAM

A

possible that another at-

be made by Aldrich

ATPAM

&

to
to get. Awe into
perform as company manager on
their
scheduled
production
of

Myers

“Wooden

Dish.” Meanwhile, he has
withdrawn his application .for admission and refused to accept regional membership or pay union
dues.

According to an

ATPAM

official,

Awe s initial bid for regional membership was neither accepted nor
rejected at the time it was made.,
and the check was not deposited
nor accepted. Decision to accept
Awe as
regional member was

made almost simultaneously with
the pitch to get him in under the
“new blood” clause;

for

$10,000

the

2.

sizable faction of the
branch, including
maits representatives on the
Equity council and its executive
committee, object to the term? of
the proposition.
Chofusers opposing; the merger
program claim not, only that the
drafted terms
unacceptable,
but that the Equity council is at-

cepted,

best

romantic play about the
critic went solo to the show.
Colorado in
discovery of gold
1858 has been offered by the DenWas suggested last week by Tom
ver: Post;
Scripts will be produced
Patterson, the festival’s originator,
at the Central City Festival in
during a talk to a luncheon club
Entries must be submitted
1958.
here in Montreal.
by July 1, 1957, and the winner
will be announced the following
The prospect of such, a move was
O’HeaTn,
Nov. 1,
discussed
by Walter
drama critic for The Montreal Star,
Frank H. Ricketson Jr., presiSaturpaper’s
dent
article
in
of the Central City Opera
as his lead
House Assn., leaves today (Tues.)
day theatre section. O’Hearn pointfor New York ;tp name a judging
ed out that many who travel to
the Festival might appreciate the
committee. If the winning entry,
addition of French theatre to the
which may be Cither a straight
The League of N. Y..- Theatres play or a musical, is produced on
established Shakespeare presentations. Also mentioned was the fact has finally tossed in the sponge on Broadway following the Central
that there, are other stage facilities its hope that J, J. Shubert might, City engagement, the royalties will
return to the theatre owner-pro- be split even between the author
in Stratforii for visitor attention.
ducer organization.
It
elected and the Opera House Assn.
Patterson didn’t, enlarge on the
H. Martin to the board of
Ernest
suggestion of Geiinas appearing,
whether he would take part in the governors, filling a spot that had
regular Shakespeare offerings (he been held vacant in case Shubert
speaks both languages easily) or might reconsider his walkout of
last winter.
produce a separate show.
Martin, partner of Cy Feuer in
Geiinas, whose play, “Ti-Coq/’
the production of the current
ran for months in Quebec i both
“Can-Can,” “Boy Friend” and the
English and .French and then
upcoming “Silk. Stockings,” is exflopped on Broadway several years
pected to be a militant board memago, didn’t comment on Patterson’s
London production of “Pal Joey,”
ber; As a member of the commitremarks.
tee that has. been negotiating with which closed last Saturday (30),
the Dramatists Guild, he has led paralleled musical’s original Broadthe fight against the clause giving way run. in 1941. Despite lengthy
author’s agents a commission on stands., both failed to pay off.
Loss on Jack Hylton’s West End
the producer’s share of the proceeds of film, sales of legit shows. edition, which had a 31 -week run
ShUbert's exit from the League at the Princes Theatre, was around
followed the board's refusal of his $70,000 on an approximate $90,000
demand for the ouster of Milton investment. George Abbott’s BroadR. Weir as attorney for the organi- way original had a 47-week run
recouping its cost, but ultibecoming a zation. Weir was attorney for the without,
Summer stock
late Lee Shubert, brother and part- mately got into the black on ills
year-round business. In what is
Sale.
ner of J. J. in. the Shubert theatri- film
probably an unprecedented move, cal empire. The two brothers carSuccessful revival of the Richard
Sherwood Keith, \vh6 operates ried on a bitter feud for some Rodgers-Lorenz Hart tuner in 1952
Julie Styne and Leonard Key
by
years
before
Lee’s
death
last
Detwo non-Equity silos in Maine, has
led to the London -presentation.
appointed a five-member staff to cember.
Withdrawal of Shubert, who op- In its second time on Broadway
work throughput the winter in erates 18 Broadway legit
houses, the musical ran 68 weeks, making
advance planning for next year. reduced the League’s, income, so an approximate $185,000 profit.
Hylton’s London edition heeded
Theatres
by Keith are the. the dues were recently increased
about $8,400 weekly gross to break
Boothbay Playhouse and the Deer- from $20 to $25 per week for each even, but despite favbrable notices,
theatre or show.
trees Theatre, the latter at Harrireceipts generally fell below that.
son!,
Musical opened at the. Princes last
Keith was ready to call it quits
March 31, with Harold Lang and
two summers ago after registering
Carol Bruce costarred. Former,
poor biz with a regular stra what
who was repeating his Broadway
’55;
For Music Tent in
policy at Boothbay.
He experirole in the revival, exited the cast
mented, however, by booking New
early in the run.
England community theatre groups
Failure of “Joey” in London may
into his barn. The dates paid off.
have been for much the same reaDetroit, Nov. 2.
With an investment of $150,000, son that it Was originally a flop
As a result, he acquired the
Deertrees and last summer contin- a group, of 10 Detroiters is plan- on Broadway. That is* the musical
ued the policy at both spots. An ning a series of musical
medies may have, been “ahead of its time,”
extensive scouting plan will be to be presented in a circus, tent, just as it was generally figured
carried out this winter for the beginning next June 12,
to have been in New York in 1941;
selection of 20 community theatre
Already definitely set are “Brig-,
The British, public refused to acorgs to play ohe-week engagements adoon,” “Kiss Me Kate,” “Song of cept the musical’s comparatively
at either the Boothbay or Deer- Norway,”. “Merry Widow,” "Fin- sordid characters. and cynical premtrees next summer.
ian’s Rainbow,” and “Desert Song.” ise, despite the generally-praised
Winter Staff includes Keith and Group is promised first call locally songs and click dancing. Whether
{<
wife,his
Louise Winter, who will on “Guys and Dolls” and “Won- Londers ever c£(.tch up” with the
continue as coordinator for Booth- derful Town.”
show, as Broadway audiences did
Noil-star policy is planned. Gus in the 11-year interval between
bay Playhouse, Inc., headed by
Keith.
Others
are
pressagent Sehirmer, of N. Y., will fid the the original production and the
Clifford N. Lenox and. Ruth C. booking. Nut for each show will be revival, may never be known unSchmitt and Marie L. Phillips, about $12,000.
less the musical is revived some
President of the group organized day in the West End.'
resident managers of the two theas Melody CircUs, Inc., is Richard
atres.
A. Connell, Jr., auto dealer and

chorus

jority of

Tandy-Cronyn Caught

All Right’

Hollywood, Nov,

2.

The hazards of concert booking
caught, up with Jessica Tandy and

Hume

Cronyrt a fortnight ago.
why their platform presentation, “Face to Face,” is currently at the Geary, San Francisco,
on a two-week Theatre Guild date
filter a single stanza at the new
Huntington Hartford Theatre here,
Husband-wife team agreed to do
...
the tom* a year ago; with the right
of cancellation at any time up to
That’s

I

ra.ee track president. He said the
arena-style tent would be pitched
in a northwest suburb at a site
still to be selected. Tent will seat
approximately
3,000.
Tentative
prices will range from $1.50 to
London, Nov. 2.
Bernard Delfont sails Nov. 11 for; $3,50 top. Matinees will be SaturNew York on the Queen Mary to days, with no performances Mon-

DEFONT DUE IN N.Y. FOR
REVUE TALENT HUNT

AUg. 1, National Concert ArtCorp. began setting up dates',
creating an eastern, seaboard tour, look for new. acts for his two curplUs three Weeks in California, for rent West End revues.
He /also
which a local agency, Southern intends to gander the Broadway
California Civic Concerts' Assn., ..shows; both legif and musicalguaranteed $22,500. Just before the
Delfont, who last

last
ists

to begin,

NCAC

notified

Cropy ns that the,, California
guarantee had not been forthcoming and the dates Were off.
That left the Cronyns with a
three-week period for Which they
had to shift to. a. production status,
with the attendant expense, and
book dates here and in San Francisco
on the usual percentage
terms. Complicating the switch was
the fact that there wasn't sufficient
time to arrange for the necessary
press campaign.
“It came out all right/* Cronyn
commented before leaving over the
weekend for San Francisco. “But
people Who are considering this
type of tour should be Warned that
Mich, cancellations can occur, It’s
one of the hazards of the operation.”

:

visited America in 1950, will fake along his
wife, former English musical comedy star Carole Lynne.
,

Delfont will also hunt for novelty acts and special material for
the revue, starring Norman Wisdom, which he and Val Parnell are
mapping for the Palladium. This
is inked for late, March or early
April, after the vaude season, to

run

till

fall.

days.....;''

Connell announced Ridge Bond,
associated with the Cleveland Music Carnival last year,; has
been signed as production man-,
ager. Director will be. Bobby Jarvis,
long associated, with t]ie Detroit
Civic Light Opera Assn, and production manager for St, John Terrell, w)id pioneered the Music Circus at Lambertville, N. J., seven
years ago; Scenic designer will be

who was

Greg Kayne,

Rose Tobias, production aide
Robert Breen and Blevins
Davis on “Rorgy and Bess,”

Show

(Nov, 1-13)
the Thousand Days—
Brunswick, N. J. (10).
Heiress— Lenox Hill Playhouse,
N..Y. (3-7).

Anne of

Rivoli,

New

is

currently in Europe with the
It’s her first trip abroad.

show.

During musical’s recent
gagement in Venice, the
left

encity

her unimpressed.

She explained,

“It’s, just

fancy Fire Island.”

a

argument

/

^

’

:

It’s asserted that Chorus representatives Were not given sufficient chance to. present and. argue
their, views, during council consideration of the merger Flan.
It’s
also
claimed that the/ council
turned down a request to have the
matter explained and fully dis-.
cussed at a Chorus membership
.

.

meeting.
Specifically, the Chorus dissidents have four main objections to
the terms of the proposed merger.
They oppose the. suggested re-

quirement of two years’ memberContinued on page 60)
(

.

Old Vic Dream’ Mopping

Up on

U.S.

Engagement

Despite N.Y. Crix Pans
Despite its disappointing critical
reception in New York, the U, S.
tour of the Old Vic production of

"Midsummer

Night’s.

Dream”

is

coining a hefty profit for presenter
Sol Hurok. Against a $55,000 weekly breakeven, including operating
expense and amortization of. the
round-trip transportation cost, the
show has grossed almost $500,000
for 43 performances to. date
Broadway and the road.
.

The musical drew about $325,400
a 29-performance run at the
Metropolitan Opera House, N. Y.
Take for a four-performance stand
at the Academy of Music, Philadelphia; was $45,200.
Gross for
two performances at the College
Auditorium, Bloomington, was approximately $25,000, while three
in

performances at the Northrop Memorial,
Minneapolis, got about
$46,000.

The

Robert

Helpmann

-

Moil*

Shearer

- Stanley Holloway starrer
took in over $55,000 in its first five
performances at the War Memorial
Auditorium, Frisco. Show remains
there through Sunday (7). and then
continues its trek until the windup
Dec. 18 at the Forum, Montreal.

Not 1st Musical /Pan’?
.St, Louis.

Editor, Variety;

Regarding your review of “Peter
Fan,” with Mary Marti now at the
Winter Garden, your reviewer
Kobe says that “Peter Pan’’ seems

San Francisco, Nov. 2.
Luther Nichols, drama critic of
the San Francisco Chronicle sirtce
the mid ’40s, has been let go in
another belt-tightening move at
the paper.

a perfect vehicle for musicalization

-

and asks “how could

it

have been

so long overlooked?”

This

is

probably the one
,

mil-f

lionth (sic!)- letter .you .will receive
calling your, attention to the .fact
that “Peter Pah” opened in New
York April 4, 1950, with Jean. Arthur in. the title role and Boris
«
and
Karloff as Captain Hook

Bill

Hogan, drama

editor,

will

carry the department' alone with
the part-time assistance of Bob
Hagen, second-string music critic.
;.

.

.

with a score and lyrics by LeonThis production
H’wood Legiter
ard Bernstein,
Plan
achieved a notable New York run
Hollywood, Nov, 2.
and also toured with Joan McGround for, a $5,000,000. legit
Cracken as Peter.
theatre and office building at WilThe songs and score .were re- shire and Fairfax has been purcorded by Columbia Records!
chased by realtor Sam Gen is from
Don, Dunn,
the Hollywood Pantages Corp., an
[The 1950 revival of “Peter Pan” RKO subsidiary.
Architects Periera & Luckman are
was a play with incidental music,
while the current “musicalization;” drawing plans for a building reaching
the height lii it and a theatre,
i
which the songs and dance num^
are
bers
integrated
the laige enough to accommodate muWith
sicals/
story.— Ed.]

New

No Shoes?
to

Equity

stifle,

to steamroller acceptance of
the measure.
They dispute last
Wee k s Equity announcement
which stated that the matter had
been approved by the. council and
Chorus executive committee after
It’s
“discussion” and “debate,”
claimed that the statement itself
was issued without the approval
or even, knowledge of Chorus
councilors, executive committee or
executive-secretary
Irving.
Ben
It’s said to be the first time
the union’s history that such
step has been taken.
Four Main Objections
del*

.

In Cal. Booking Mess;

Came Out

tempting to

.

|

i

of

;

signment last summer, Awe had
been general manager uf Aldrich’s
Falmouth. Playhouse, Coonamessett,

was

Denver, Nov.
Prize
original,

.

being eligible for transfer to Othei*
job
locals, and be able to take
on Broadway.
Aldrich & Myers requested;, a
union membership committee meeting to vote on Awe’s admission under the. “new blood clause/’ but no
such session was, held;, Harry
Shapiro, an ATPAM member who.
was standing by, was finally signed
for the job when the deadline was
reached for the “Sailor” .company
to leave for the Coast.
Prior to taking the Westport as-

tour
the

first-string

.

and have 60 Weeks’ employment
Under ATPAM jurisdiction before

It

Every

•

union official informed Aidbei\”
rich that Awe had been accepted as a regional member. As such,
lie. Would have to wait three years

may

Y.

;

of “Sailor’s Delight,” currently in
rehearsal on the. Coast.
on the
Bid was nixed by
ground Awe was “already a mem-'

tempt

N.

,

For top Gold Rush Play

.

mi forwarded a check for the
Application was
necessary dues,
reportedly nixed and he was informed that his check would be returned. When he failed to receive

It’s

Denver Post Posts 10G

er,” at the
al,

Outright revolt .is brewing in.
Chorus Equity against the proposed
merger with its parent
Actors Equity; Although the general
idea, of merger is apparently ac-

.

applied last. August for .local area membership in ATPAM

Mass.

$

“A Stone for Danny FishDowntown Nation-

of

2.

Tlie possibility of Gratien (FriFrench-Canadian
dolin)
Gelihas,
Writer^producerractor, taking, part
in next year’s Stratford Festival

Awe

lie

m

the longstanding theory were
shaking their heads in recognition at the recent premiere

of the union.

ll

There’s a Broadway legend
that critics’ wives have a supersensory gift of picking hits
©r flops in advance. Accord-,
ing to this truism, aisle-sitters’
mates always attend hit openings, but. invariably anticipate,
punkolas and take a powder.
Firstnlghters familiar with

55

•
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Ince Plans to Offer

‘Monday Next’ on B’way
U,

New

S.

rights,

to,

“On Monday

Next,” Philip King’s London comedy hit, are being sought by Alexander Ince, with the idea of a
Broadway 'production this season.
Show, a farce dealing with the
shambles, of a provincial stock
company’s rehearsals a few days
before the scheduled opening, was
a hit in London two; years ago.
.

York.

Editor, Variety:

JENNIFER'S 'PORTRAIT’

For a long time I had in mind:
to write to you about: the state of
bad state) in
the backer tit’s
relation to dramatic ventures; What
“Portrait of a Lady,” currently
brought thisffo a head was that recently, aftei' a long layoff, I de- in rehearsal, is financed at $80,000.
cided to try again and this time, Half the backing for the produc:
with^ more than the average luck, tiori has beeri put up by the pro.

.

.

ducers,

picked some good ones and ended
up Very amazed at how little a:
backer can get even if he misses
the flops. For example: I went into
two musicals (they really don’t
.count because; anyone who figures
collecting, profit from a mu-

1

1

Lynn

Austin,

Festival Ballet

headed,

by Roger L. Stevens, Robert Whitehead and Robert Dowling. Adapted?
by William Archibald from Henry
James’ novel of the same title; the
:

play stars Jennifer Jones,, with
the 50-1 Jose Quintero directing.
Production is scheduled to open
Winner at the track). I went into
“Wonderful Town” (Jerry Cliodq- Dec, 9 at. the ANT A Playhouse,
.New York'.
rov & Joe Fields are good friends
made about $400 profit on a $1,000
investment. When, however, one
considers that “Wonderful Town’' ‘Niiteraicker' Bowing
took in about $3,000,000 gross in
N. Y. in its first year and only
1C0G Advance; Sets U.S.
paid Off $400 on $1,000 it's the:
sical is like trying to find

.

) ,

To

:

.

—

inflation is in the
backer’s market-—-but in spades!
The Whole $1,400 was totally' lost
in “Girl In Pink Tights’’—-again
Jerry & Joe’s show. So I got a ride
for free. The .big point here is the

that

first. -sign,

small percentage 'profit i
“W. T.”
on a big gross.
Tli
nonniusicals I chose. Were:,
“Tea and Sympathy"; “Sabrina
:Faif’’;-.:“Ondine'‘; “Oh! .Men, Oh!
Women’’; arid “Anniversary Waltz.”
Not one. of these was a flop—
they all paid off. “Anniversary
Waltz” is well on its way to paying
off too. (It has returned 55% of
its original investment to date and
there’s more in. the -till) So—let’s
assume I picked five hits out of
five (I define a hit as a play that
gives you a profit from its Broadway, 'run alone)— that’s a good
record and I should be happy.
Not to burden you with too much
detail— let us take, “Sabrina.” It
had a. very good run,, many months
it 90-95% capacity gross ($31,000
per week)* The. profit at the end
of., a year was
60%. This to me
was sor surprising especially since.
I was in about. 35 plays in my life
that I. went to my books and looked
up my pre-war record of moderate
successes (not “Life With Father”),
and I found out to my regret that;
it’s
a very sad picture for the
backer today. Even “Tea and Sympathy,” a real hit with a moderate
hut, did not pay off anywhere as
well as .1 expected it to do. I’m not
mpiaining about “Tea”— $1,800
i’iginal
investment and $2,600
.

even under these inflated cost
times.
Tlie reasons
re very obvious;
Stars take 10% or more of the
gross; the authors also edge to

10%

if
they have a name; take
these two items alone, plus 30%
off for the theatre owner, and you
start with 50% off the top right
from the word “hit.” From the
remaining 50% comes the other
inflated salary list, labor costs, etc.
So the backer of a hit has his
hands on the coat-tails of the
phenomenon known as “diminishing returns.”
I do not tell you all this in anger
or peeve, No one. knows better than
you how. much. I love the theatre
and the people in it; it’s my hobby
.instead of golf or fishing. It’s only;
that someone like you should study
or start a study Of this, situation
before the producers find the angels have really flown away. If a
backer: with “five, hits” feels dis-.
epuraged. what happens to authors
and actors when a recession comes
and the cupboard is bare? Anyway it feels .good getting it off
the -chest;..
N'aiiie withheld By Request

—

tory, when it bows its late fall season at City Center,' N. Y., tonight

.(Wed-* with

Hurok management,

Set for a
national tour from Oct. 12 to Feb.
27, with a N. Y. season to follow.

“The Nutcracker.” The

evening-length- work,' first such in In its first week, troupe racked
up
the trpupe’s setup, was a huge suc- $61,000 in seven showings,
grabr
cess when premiered last year, and bing $5 900 in a single
for its Oct.
as. result, had been booked for a .12
opener in Quebec; $10,500 for
full four-week run this. fall.
two in Quebec,, and a sock $44,700
Company had an advance, mail- for four in Montreal.
order sale, of $61,000 before b.o.
Second week was more impresopened last week, so that a fifth
week has had to be added. Troupe sive, with $65,400 for seven. Com:
party drew $31,100 for three in
is
opening with an advance of
Toronto, despite arriving simulabout $100,000.
If. b.o.
activity,
taneously. with Hurricane Hazel,
continues at its present pace, seaand $34,300 for four in Detroit.
son is likely to go two weeks more,
Fact that it's using big halls and,
or a total of seven, for an unheardarenas is, of course, helping the
of record
U. S. terp annals.
group’s b.o. In Chicago last week,
(Sadler’s Wells' of London puts on
the outfit: had another healthy
occasional -runs with its “Sleeping
stanza, racking up a socko $62,900
Beauty,” aiid. the Moscow Ballet
;

.

also

i

offers

regular-run presentaOtherwise, such moves by a

a

.

by
Fred

New

Ways

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.
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-

,

Between Friends (12-16).
Black-Eyed Susan (12-16).

Stars Person’s Backyd. (wk.

.

urday

(6).

12-

Chi Bits
Chicago, Oct. 26.

Anastasia (12-22).

What Every Woman Knows, City
Center

(12-22),

House of Flowers, Alvin
Flim Flam (12-24).
Purple Dust, Bijou (1-4).
Painted Days (wk., 1-10).
Silk Stockings, Imperial

“Kilgo” originally preemed as a
stock entry in July, 1952, at the
Barter Theatre, Abingdon, Va.
Productions at New. Hope starred
Eileen Heckert and Conrad Janis,
with
Betty
Lou Holland and
Thomas Coley featured^ Miss Heckert has since signed to appear in

(12-30).

12 ).

Sandhog, Phoenix

(11-23).

.

(ll-

...

three-week run,
Miss Chase explained some ways
which the company can meet
its.
financial demands. Formation
in 1947 of Ballet Theatre Foundation, which is non-profit, with confor a
.

in

tributions tax-exempt, has been, of
great, assistance, the Foundation
helping to raise the additional coi
needed annually.
There are several ways now of
hiaking money besides at trie b;o.,
according to Miss Chase.’ One is
troupe's ballet school; also nonprofit, which the company runs in
N. Y. It’s been so successful that
a branch has been opened in Denver, “We intend to open branches

—

over the. country
wherever
said Miss Chase.
Other extra revenue now comes
from summer dates in stadiums,
parks, etc., where guarantees and
all

we are wanted,

are
offered
transportation
(as
against a winter tour,, on percentage dates, which is a garnble); arranging or lending put dancers for
summer engagements at musicals,
beaches, etc.; royalties from recordings, and tv appearances. At
the moment, Ballet Theatre is contracting for a book about the history of the company, and as Miss
“
hoping

Chase

says,

’

.

always

for a film.”

Charltons Double IQOG

Ante

in

American Prods.;

Helena W. Chariton, wife of pro-*
ducer Richard Charlton, has doubled Her $100,000 investment in

American Productions, jrier husband’s setup to present plays pit
Broadway and invest in. other
shows. Mrs; Chariton is sole, backer
of the project.
Original investment of. $100,000
.

was made

in

November and Decem-

ber of last year. Last, month Mrs.
Chariton raised the stake $55,000,
with an additional $45,000 to be
contributed
by next April 1.
Profits from the venture will be
split 50-50. with her husband;
Charlton, who operated the Sombrero Playhouse in Phoenix with
conferences
Howard Newman, Ann Lee for six years, has two
“Wonderful Town” pressagent, off plays under option.. They’re Joseph
to Pittsburgh, show’s first stop Barbera’s “Down, to Earth” and
when, it exits here Nov. 20. His “The Open Window,” by Leonore
baggage will include some 25 paint- Coffee and William Cowen Joyce.
.

.

OFF-B’WAY

Ballet Theatre, celebrating its
15th anniversary this year, opened
season Oct. 26 in Princeton,
beginning a 23-week tour that will
carry it to mid-May and into 83
cities. It will then come into N. Y.
its

.

.

12th Night, Jan Hus (11-9).
Infernal Machine, Finch Col.
i

Producer Phil Tyrell prepping
a touring revival“Gigi,” to star
Margaret O’Brien
Ernestine
Perry directing “Jane” at Evanston’s Showcase Theatre
Pressagent Bernie Simon here to advance “Fifth Season,” opening
Nov. 15 at the Erlanger
Jules
Pfeiffer,
whose
For
“Schools
Brides” is in rehearsal herie, was
in New York last week for booking
.

(12-23).

Grand Prize (wk., 1-10).
Plain & Fancy (1-20).
Desperate Hours (1-26).

.

.

.

19).

Trek, which opened last night in
Boston, will coyer almost five
weeks, with -35 performances in 11
cities. Hub. stand (for seven shows)
is its debut there.
Maxwell Ander.soffs “Bad Seed.*'
,

with Mark Lawton to direct
“DunmOw Flitch,” musical
Philip King, with lyrics by

.

..

Run

(Tues.) on its biggest arid- most ambitious tour in its 11-year history.

London, Nov. 2.
Constance Cox’s new dramatiza“Quo Vadis” will be tried,
out Dec. 20 at the Pilaice, Swansek,

goes into rehearsal Dec. 1, with Ballet
Needs Extra Coin
Jack Del Boridio: as manager and
Violla
George Ross pressagent ...
Only on
Productions;
Rubber’s production of “Put Them
All Together/’ by. Theodore Hirsch
and Jeanette Paiton goes into reVarious
to Get It
hearsal Dec. 6
Ralph Lycett,
A well-run ballet company should
Westport. (Conn.) Country Playhouse pressagent for the: past 10 be able to take care of its ooera^
years, has a similar assignment at, tipns and overhead from its boxthe Paper Mill Playhouse, Mil- office receipts, according to Luci
Chase, co-founder and; co-director
burn, N. J.
James Hughes will be company of Ballet Theatre. But the b.o.
can’t
take care, of the- cost of new
manager and William Weaver
stage manager for Haila Stod- productions, too, and new works
dard’s production of Justin Sturm’s are the lifeblood and progress, of
“One Eye Closed,” scheduled for a a dance troupe. Hence, the need
Nov. 24 Broadway preem-v^ Kim of outside support, or subsidy.
Stanley has been upped to stardom
A firstrate troupe ought to have
in the Playwrights Co. production three new works a season, says
of
“Traveling Miss Chase; At an average proFoote’s
Horton
Lady”
Marian Walters has re- duction cost. of $25,000, .these
placed Parker McCormick in “The to $75,000. With extras, a company
Tender Trap,” currently at the needs $100,000 additional' capital
Longa ere Theatre, N. Y., with Miss
season to keep going.
McCormick going into the upcom- a

.

NX

yesterday morning

Bits

tion of

...

rarity )

.

left

;

London

.

.

Canadian reception indicates that ing “One Eye Closed.”
Karl Malden has obtained a rethe troupe was well-liked,
its
lease from his Warner Bros, conprevious
visit. In other spots, reNightly-run “Nutcracker” is an
tract until the end of 1955 to star
expensive proposition for the. Cen- views were also good arid word- in
the
Howard Erskine- Joseph
excellent. Company haster,- more costly than regular rap-., of-mouth
Hayes production of “Desperate
ertory, due to the enlarged orches- been.. reinforced this year with Hours”
Douglas Wood joined
guest
artists,
in
TamarS. Touma-. the cast of “What Every Woman
tra and double-cast, including a
group of children. It costs, about nova and the. team of Kovach & Knows” in San Francisco last
$34,000 weekly, to operate. Capac- Rabovsky. These., however, have week, succeeding Walter Kingsity of the house is $57,000, and al- been integrated into the repertory, ford, who was stricken with pneuthough
this
has
never
been rather than just doing guest bits monia and taken to the hospital
reached, the ballet troupe hit a like pas de deux, thus strengthen- the final day of the show’s Los An$55,000 figure one week last March. ing the repertory as well as adding geles run.
Hope Hampton will sing and be
With amortization, of the $90,000 to the b.o. draw.
Appearance of Kovach & Rabov- m.c. of “Hello, Paree,” revue to
production cost figured over the
Trenet
Ben Hecht
current run, and carryover, looses sky on the first “Omnibus” tv star Charles
has written a play with music,
added in, troupe can still clear $5,- show of the season, in a 28rininute
titled
“Gallows
Laughter,”
based
stint, has also helped, Anton Dolin,
000 a week,
on the life of the late Maxwell
Although the regular-run is a w.k. dancer-choreographer who’s Bodenheihii which tv producer
departure for the NYCB, and may also been in- a couple of Broadway Harry Saltzman plans to present
have caused raised eyebrows legiters, is founder and artistic di- on Broadway next ^spring
.
among some balletomanes, the rector.
Kermit Bloomgarden’s production
move was done quite deliberately,
of “The Lark,” Lillian Heilman’s
as a. purely commercial venture,
adaptation of Jean Anouilh’s Paris
says management. Org sorely needs
Scheduled N.Y. Openings drama about Joan of Arc, has been
postponed until next season, with
coin, and hopes to clear enough on
(Theatre indicated if set)
Julie Harris still *slated to star.
the “Nutcracker” engagement to
Daniel Reed will give a performput on nevv ballets 'during its Febance of his. one-rnanshow,, based on
ruary-Marcli season;
Abie's Irish Rose, Holiday (11- Edgar Lee
Masters’ '‘Spoon River
Management also hopes to do a 13).
Anthology,”
at
the
Brooklyn
regular-run “Nutcracker” annually
Wedding Br’kf’st, 48th St. (11- Academy of Music,
Saturday evenat holiday time, particularly since .16).
ing (6).
Living Room, Miller (11-1?).
it’s a great draw for kids. Success
Franchot Tone will star in '‘MisHot Rock (11-22).
of the. current run will decide this,.
ter
Roberts,”
second
fortnight
One Eye Closed, BijoU (11-24).
offering of the winter play festival
Kilgo Run (week 11-29).
at the N. Y. City Center beginning.
Mrs. Patterson, National (12-1), Jan. 5
Seek $65,000 Bankroll
Allan C. Dalzell, pressOn With Show, Hell'ger (12-2). agent for the
recently ended tour,
Shoemaker's
Children
(wk., of .‘'picnic,” now managing
•"
the
For Sundgaard’s ‘Kilgo’ .12-3),
Chicago Opera for three weeks
Flowering
Peach, Belasco (week prior to
Capitalization
of
the
Jerome
joining “Sailor’s Delight”
Of 12-6).,
Mayer-Irl
Mowery
in San Francisco Nov. 22 as drumproduction,
Witness For Prosecution (12-8).
“Kilgo Run,”, skedded for -'a. Broadbeater.
Portrait of a Lady, ANTA Playway opening Nov. 29, has been set
Paula Lloyd, featured soloist in
house (12-9).
“On Your Toes,” who began her
at
$65,000.
Arnold Suridgaard
Lunatics.
Lovers, s Br’dhurst dancing career
with The Ballet
.comedy was .tried out several (12-13).
Theatre in 1944, will rejoin the
weeks ago at the Bucks. County
Festival (12-15),
company as a principal dancer.
Playhouse, New Hope, Fa., in lieu
Running Mate (12-15);
She leaves the cast of “Toes” Satof a regular out-of-town test.. No
tions.-

ballet troupe are

.

Troupe

it’s

;

house, has been set for .the Nevv
City Opera Ends 5-Wk. York stand.
Show was. the inaugural production of Mike Ellis' “fall festival” at
With $180,700 Gross the
Playhouse. Under the festival
The N. Y. City Opera Co. wound setup, the. Playhouse footed all proits five- week season, at. N, Y. City
duction' costs for the Nevv Nope
Center, last Sunday (31) with a
tryout in return for an approxi$41,700 take for the final stanza,
and a $180,700 gross for the entire mate 5% cut of the Broadway take.

engagement;.

ings done by himself and meriibers
of the cast,. Including star Carol
Channing, to be shown at Pittsburgh’s Studio 130.

.

.

However,

froi
its
gross and nut, this play, should
have returned easily- $5,000 profit
elate:.

1

;

:

profit to

.

panies in America-L-the N, Y. City
Company came here two years
Ballet is presenting a work on a ago for a brief visit to two
Caregular run basis instead of reper- nadian cities. This time, under Sol

;

:

The. London Festival Ballet, new
tp this country, has been .racking
up imposing grosses in the first
weeks of its toiir. On basis of its
first three stanzas in America, during which it’s taken "
nearly
$190,000, troupe looms as the season’s b.o. surprise. Not only is

Jill.
Harmon, nine - year - old
daughter of pressagerit-prodUcer
Lewis. Harmon and producer-author Charlotte Buchwald, makes
her pro debut tonight (Wed.) at
City Center, N. Y,, as a dancer in
the". N.
Y. City Ballet’s “NutBillie Burke will star
cracker”
in “Mother Was a Bachelor,” by
Irving Phillips, opening Nov. JL1 at
Others
the Pasadena Playhouse.
in the cast are Frank Cady, Florence Thompson, Susan Seafortli,

Mark as Regular-Run the. company new to America, but Dave Showalter, Dona Lowe-' and Tysh, tune by Bernard Gnm may
be tried out by the Bristol: Old Vie.
For the first time in its six-year it hadn't been too well exploited Alan Smith.
Shepard Traube’s production of
history— as well -ak for the first nationally in advance,, to make the
Ronald Alexander’ “Grand Prize”
time in the. hisfory. of ballet coitir. big .takes all the more unusual.

.

—

both Iocaled in the southwest, with femme loading characters.
both were by members of the Talent Associates scripter stable
of tv producer Fred Coe.
“The Traveling Lady,” a dCania by Horton Foote, opened Wednes^
day. night (27) at the Playhouse, as a playwrights Co. production,
with Kim Stanley as top-featured lead (she was subsequently
upped to star billing)., “The Rainmaker,” a comedy by Talent
Associates staffmate N, Richard. Nash, premiered Thursday night
(28) at the Corf, directly across the street from the Playhouse,
as an Ethel Linder Reiner, (in' association with Hope Abelson)
production, with Geraldine Page starred.

And

;

Thomas Noyes

arid the, Producers Theatre,

Last week might have been billed as Television Writers' Week
Young Southwestern Heroines in 48th Street, The week's
two openings on Broadway were both, at theatres in West 48th St.,

for

..

.

.

.

,

...
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‘Caine’ $32,500, Detroit;

B way

Greco Not-So-Hot 12G
Detroit, Nov, 2.
“Caine Mutiny. Court Martial”
grossed a big $32,500 last week at
the 1,482-seat Cass at $4.40 top.
Theatre now goes dark until Nov.
15, when relights with “Oh Men,

2;.

Loop biz sagged last week for
Pre-election
both current shows.
and the absence of any major conventions was figured a factor in
the dip. “Mrs. Patterson,” tryout
starring Eartha Kitt, went off Theatre Guild- American Theatre Society subscription this week.
Upcoming bookings include next
Monday (8), “Saint Joan,” Great
Northern, four weeks, subscription; NoV. 15, “Fifth Season,” Er1 anger, for run; Nov, 23, “King and
1,” Shubert, subscription, run; Nov.
Blackstone,
“Pa.fama Top,”
29,
run; twofers; Dec. 6, “Oh Men, Oh
Women,” Harris, subscription, run;
“King of Hearts,” Selwyri, run.
Estimates for Last Week
Mrs, Patterson, Harris (3d wk)
Nearly
($5; 1,000) (Eartha Kitt).
.

$21,900 (previous week, $24,500).
Wonderful Town; Shubert (17th
wk) ($4,60; 2,100) (Carol ChariAlmost $26,700 (previous
nirig).
week, $31,600); exits town Nov. 20,

4

Oh Women”

‘Breakfast* Mild $8,000,

57

lady

Drops;

Page

.

Chicago, Nov.

,

$14,100 in

6,

Martin

for a fortnight.

“Jose Greco” and his Spanish
troupe did a lanquid $12,000 at the
Biz
n Broadway dipped last $5.75-$4.60; 1,056; $29,000 (Geral4-Show Bow, Wilmington 2,050*seat Shubert in the first week week.
Drops from the previous dine Page). Opened last Thursday
of a two week booking. Top is week ranged from $4,100 for a (28) to six favorable reviews and
Wilmington, Nov. 2.
“Wedding Breakfast,” new Ker- $3.30.
sti'aight play to $8,400 for a musi- one negative, notice (Watts, Post);
mit Bloomgarten production/ drew
cal. Trend was customary for the grossed riearly $14,100 for first four
performances and two greviews.
over $8,00Q gross a four-performpre-election stanza,
Reclining Figure, Lyceum (C)
ance breakin last Thursday-Satufdrily four shows went clean,
day (28-30) at the 1,223-seat Playwith a sole straight play iri the (4th wk; 28; $5;75-$4.60; 995; $23,house here, Reviews were lukequartet.
Sellouts
were “Boy 389),. Nearly $16,700 (previous
warm for the play, the third offerFriend,”
“Gan - Can,” “Pajama week, $18,100).
Seven Year Itch, Fulton (C)
ing of subscription series.
Game’.’ and “Teahouse of the AuFuture bookings include “Flowgust Moon.” Two entries, “King of 102d wk; 813; $5.75-$4.60; 1,063;
ering Peach,” Nov. 11-13; “Caine
Hearts” and “Oh Men, Oh Women” $24,000) (Elliott Nugent. Almost
Mutiny Court Martial,” Dec. 27-29,
are due to close in the next few $21,200 (previous week, $23,000).
Sold Gold Cadillac, Music Box
and “Seven. Year Itch,” Wonderful
weeks.
Philadelphia, Nov. 2.
Town” and “Qh Men, Oh Women,”
Preems last week were “Travel- (C) (52d wk; 413; $5.75-$4:60; 1,077;
The town’s two musical shows,
without final dates.
“South Pacific” and “Fanny,” con- ing Lady” arid “Rainmaker,” with $27,811). Just under $21,300 (pretinued Big last week.
Hedgerow “Quadrille’’ and “Fanny” .bowing vious week, $25,200 ).
Tea and Sympathy, Barrymore
Theatre returned. Saturday (30) to today (Wed.) and tomorrow
:.(D) (57th wk; 453; $5.75-$4.60; 1,the Foyer of the Academy of Music (Thurs.), respectively.
(Joan
Fontaine)
214;
$28,300)
Estimates for Last Week
$19,700
for its winter midtown season and
Keys: C (Comedy), D ( Drama) Nearly $21,400 (previous week,
will offer the first Philly showing
$24,900);
IN ‘SAINT JOAN,’ CINCY of “The Crucible,” starting tomor- CD ( Coinedy^Drama), R. ( Revue).,
( MusiTeahouse of the August Moon,
MG (Musical-Comedy )
row iiight (Wed.).
Cincinnati, Nov. 2.
Other arrivals last night, neither cal-Drama), ;0 (Opera), OP (Op- Beck (C) (55th wk;. 444;: $6;22*
Jean Arthur in “Saint Joan” in the tryout category, were “Fifth eretta).
(Burgess
$4.60;
1,214;
$33,608)
Other parenthetic designations Meredith, Scott McKay). Ariother
grossed a passable $19,700 last Season,” one week, Shubert, and
week in the 1,300-seat Cox at a “Getting Gertie’s Garter,” three refer, respectively, to weeks played, sellout over $34,100.
Tender Trap, Longacre (C) (3d
$3196 top. Subscriptiori helped biz. weeks, LocUst. “World of Sholom number of performances through
Cox relights Nov. 15 for two Aleichem” opens a three-week last Saturday,' top prices, number wk; 21; $5.75; $4 60;; 1,848; $26,weeks of “Pajama Tops” on two- stand at the; Walnut, tonight of seats, capacity gross and stars. 317) (Robert Preston, Kim Hunter,
Almost $22,300
Price includes 109?? Federal and Ronny Graham).
fers. Subsequent bookings are “Oh (Tues.).
Men, Oh. Women,” Cox, Nov. .29;
Future bookings indude Nov. 5% City tax, but grosses are net: (previous week, $22,300),
Traveling Lady, Playhouse (D)
“Moon Is Blue," Cox, Dec. 12, two 22, “Silk Stockings,” tiryout, Shu- i.e^, exclusive of tax.
(Kim
All Summer Long*; Booth (D) ($5.75-$4.60; 999; $23,500)
weeks;
“The
Dark Is Light bert, four weeks; Mask
Wig
766; Stanley).
$5<75-$4;60;
Opened last Wednesday
Wk;, 44;
Enough,*’ Taft, Dec. 27.
Club’s “Tempest in a Teapot,” Lo- (6th
Over $17,000 (previ- (27.) to one favorable review (Atcust,
one week; “Lunatics and $22,000).
Walnut,
two ous week, $17,600); moved Monday kinson, Times) and six negative
Lovers,”
tryout.
notices; grossed nearly $8,800 for
weeks; Nov. 24, “House of Flow- (1) from the Coronet.
Anniversary Waltz, Bfoadhurst first six performances.
tryout,
four
weeks;
ers,”
Erlanger,
Miscellaneous
Nov. 29, “Black-Eyed Susan,” try- (C) (30th wk; 235; $4.60; 998; $28,Sing Me No Lullaby, Phoeni
000) (Macdonald Carey Kitty CarFor
Haven Tryout out, Locust, one week; Dec. 6, lisle).
(D)
(previous
wk;
22; $3,45; 1,150; $20,under
(3d
Just
$20,700
“Anastasia;” tryout, Walnut, two
New Haven, Nov. 2.
000);
Over
(previous
$7,600
weeks; Dec. 25, “Grand Prize,” week, $23,600),
Boy Friend, Royale (MC) (5th week, $11,000).
American premiere of “Living tryout, Locust, twd weeks.
OPENING THIS WEEK
Room” at the Shubert last Thurswk; 36; $6.90; 1,172; $38,200).
Estimates for Last Week
(previous
Quadrille, Coronet (C) ($6.90at
$38,300
day-Saturday (28*30) did practicalSouth Pacific/Forrest (MD) (5th Capacity
$5.75-$4:60; 1,027; $30,000) (Altted
ly capacity oh its four perform- wk)
1,760) (Iva Withers, week, $38,400).
($4.80;
ances.
By the Beautiful Sea, Imperial Lurit,*Lynn Fontanne, Edna Best,
With a top of $4, that, Webb Tilton). Holding steady pace;
Play by Noel
rneant a standout gross of $16,700. nearly $43,000,
(MC) (30th wk; 236; $6.90; 1.400; Brian Aherrie).
Over Coward, presented by John C. Wil(Shirley Booth):
“On with the Show” is trying
Fanny, Shubert (MD) (3d wk) $50,000).
son & H. M. Tennent, Ltd,; .proout this Thursday-Saturday (4-6), ($6;
Walter $24.70Q (previous week, $33,100).
(Ezio Pinza,
1,870)
with “Lunatics and Lovers” due Slezak). Final week of the tryout
Gaine Mutiny Court Martial, duction financed at $75,000, cost
Nov. 17-20 and “Witness for the played without, subscription and Plymouth (D) (41st wk; 324; $5.75- about $40,000 to bring in, includProsecution” set for Nov. 25-27.
edged up for another new local $4.60; $33,331) Lloyd Nolan, John ing approximately $6,000 tryout
Almost profit but excluding boners, and
Hodiak, Barry Sullivan).
record, $53,872.
can break even at around $20,000
$32,300 (previous week, $33,300).
Can-Can, Shubert (MC) (78th gross; opens tonight (Wed).
Continental in ‘Cuckoo’
Fanny, Majestic (MD) ($7.50; 1.wk; 620; $6.90; 1,361; $50,160),
‘King’ Clicko
.

JEAN ARTHUR

MD

,

.

Boston, Nov, 2.
Final week of “Quadrille” at the
Colonial, duplicated its first, with
the house going clean at all performances. “Getting Gertie’s Gar*
ter” wound a six-week stand at
the Majestic to only fair biz.
“Living Room,” starring Barbara
Bel Geddes, opened at the Plymouth last night (Mon.) for a twoN. Y. City Opera
week stand:
bows at the Opera House tonight
(Tues.) for seven performances.
Quickie booking of “Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes” follows at the
Opera House next Monday (8/ for
;

single week at lowered scale.
of “Flowering Peach” is
due Dec. 6 at the Colonial, replacing Eddie Bracken in “Seven Year
Itch,” which will be rescheduled in
a

Tryout

&

.

•••

.

New

}

January.
Estimates for Last Week
Getting Gertie’s Garter, MajesWound
tic (6th wk) ($330; 1,500).
$59,600,
Poor $2,200, Balto Stock
sixth week with near $5,500 on
twofers; house is dark.
Baltimore, Nov. 2.
In
Colonial
wk):
Quadrille.
(2d
Expectations of better grosses at
Memphis, Nov. 2.
($4.95; 1,570) (Alfred Lunt, Lynn Don Swann’s winter stock opera*
“King and I” racked a good $39,Edna
Best,
Brian tion at the Hilltop-Parkway here
Fontanne,
Final
Aherne).
week equalled did not materialize for his third 700 gross in seven performances
at the South Hall Auditorium here
first with record-breaking $36,600,
bill of a projected 27-week season.
week at $4.40 top.
house is dark.
Renzo Cesana (the Continental) last
Take for two performances at

meagre $2,200

“Time
state fair, Dallas;
Of The Cuckoo,” continuing the the
around $19,900.
slow
pulled, a

Haves $27,000, Frisco;
San Francisco; Nov.

2.

‘

set to follow.

Frisco’s fall legit season got off

With a bang last week with'
out

a.

sell-

opening for Helen Hayes in
Every Woman Knows.”

“What

Critical, reaction

was middling.

15|G

Curran, Dec. 6, four $4,400, and five
performances,
eeks,. subscription; “Saint Joan.” Wednesday-Saturday (27-30), at the
Curran, Jan. 10, four weeks, sub- Pabst added around $9,000.

Week
Woman Knows,

Estimate for Last

Curran

Every
(1st

.

Vyk)

(Helen Hayes).-

($3.85:

tiriues.

‘Moon’ $15*000 First
Joe E. 20G, St.’ Loo Stock
Louis, Nov.2,
After a nice first session Joe. E.
St.

Brown

Eddie Bracken starrer
three-stand

split:

in

'

a

again this week.
.

t

1,758)

Fair $27,000;

"Show-Off” drew fine
$20,000 for its concluding stanza
ending Sunday night (31) at the
Empress. Marie Wilson and Mel*
vi lie Cooper have lead roles in
“Little Hut,” opening a two-week
stock stand at the house tonight
in

(Tues.) at the usual $2.50 top.
“Moon Is Blue” wound up the
first of a two-week engagement at
the American theatre with a fair
$15,000
gross.
Jerome Cowan,

‘Ginger’ $12,300 in Split
Biliings, Mont, Nov. 2..
“Time Out for Ginger” took a
slugging in the Montana territory
last week. Comedy grossed.around
$12,300 in a four-way split; with
three Of the dates in Montana.
Series began with an approximate $5,600 take for a three performances, Monday-Tuesday (25*
26) at the Capitol, Salt Lake City.
Show got about $1,600 for a onenighter Thursday (28), at the Marlow, Helena; around $2,000 for
two showings, Friday (29), at the
Bow, Butte, and approximately
$3,100 for two performances Saturday (30), at the Fox here.

Fragile Fox, Belasco (D) (3d wk;
23;

$5.75;

$4.60;

1,077;

(Dane Clark, Don Taylor),

$28,300)

Almost

was

Oct. 24,

BILLS

.

OFF-BROADWAY SHOWS
(Figures denote opening dates)
Clandestine Marriage, Province*
ton (9-29-54).
Dybbuk, 4th St, (10-26*54):
I Feel Wonderful, de Lys (1018-54).

gone even better in a second week..
Play drew “yes and no” reviews
from the critics but the public

.

CURRENT STOCK

N.

In Splendid Error, Greenwich
last Saturday (30).
ProfitOh Men, Oh Women, Miller (C)
sharing theatre parties with local (46th wk; 374; $5.75-$4.60; 920; Mews (10-26-54).
Almost
Sands of the Negev, President
clubs accounted for most of the $23,248) (Lloyd Bridges).
$9,400/ with some twofers (previ- (10-25-54). *
midweek traffic.
Slight Delinquent, Blackfriars
Local theatre-in-the-round un- ous week $11,500); closes Nov. 13
veils “Hasty Heart” tonight (Tues.) to tour with Ralph Bellamy replac- (10-25-54).
Stone For Danny Fisher, Downfor a three-week run.
ing Bridges as star.
On Your Toes, 46th St. (MC) (3d town Natiorial (10-21-54).
Way of the World, Cherry Lane
24; $8.05-$6.90; 1,319; $48,547);
‘Sholom’ $7,500, Hartford wk;
(Vera Zorina, Bobby Van). Almost (10-2-54).
Hartford, Nov,. 2.
$36,100 (previous week, $42,800).
On the first leg of a national
Pajama Game, S. James (MC)
tour, “World #of Sholom Aleichem” (25th wk; 196; $6.90; 1,571; 51,717) ‘SEASON’ SO-SO $16,900,
garnered a fair $7,500 at the Par- (John Raitt, Janice Paige, Eddie
sons Theatre here in three days Foy Jr.).
Capacity again, over
(four perfs.) last Thursday*Satur- $52,100.
day .(28-30).
Washington, Nov. 2.
Peter Pan, Winter Garden (MD)
House is dark uhtil next Wed- (2d wk; 13; $6.90; 1,510; $57,500)
“Fifth Season,” the season’s first
nesday (10), when it relights with (Mary Martin).
Almost $52,400 •entry at the Shubert Theatre,
the. preem of “Black-Eyed Susan,” (previous week, $36,500 for first drew a comfortable $16,900 for its
new A. B. Shiffrin comedy, it’s five performances).
single stanza D. C. stand last week,
set for four days.
Rainmaker, COrt (D) (1st wk; 4; with indications that it might have

.

(Nov, 1-13/
Martha Randall and Wayne Carson
play the top roles. Eddie Bracked
in “Seven
Year Itch” follows,
Happy Birthday (Joan Blondell)
opening next Monday (8) for two Majestic, Ft. Worth (1*6).
weeks.
Milliceht’s Castle, by Frederic
Future bookings include Dec. 8, Morton (tryout, stars Julie Wilson)
'Smnt Joan,” American, one week, —Bucks County Playhouse, New
and “Teahouse of the August Hope, N.Y. (8-13).
Moon,” American, Dec. 20, two
My 3 Angels (Victor Jory)—Paweeks.
per Mill Playhouse, Millburn, N. J.
(

Behrman & Joshua Logan
based on Marcel Pagnol’s trilogy,
with music and lyrics by Harold
Rome, presented by David Merrick & Logan; production financed
at $275,000, cost about $290,000 to
bring, in including approximately
$30,000 tryout profit but excluding
bonds, and can break even at
around $39,000 gross; opens tomorrow night (Thurs.).

.

in Split
Milwaukee, Nov. 2.
Year
Itch”
grossed ended

Ginger,”

What

510; $63,000) (Ezio Pinza, Walter
Slezak).
Musical with book by S.

,

‘Itch’

“Midsummer Night’s Dream”
“Seven
opened last Wednesday (27) to around $15,500 last week in seven
good reviews at the Opera House performances - split between the
and drew over $55,000 for its first Auditorium, St. Paul; Iowa, Cedar
five performances.
It continues Rapids and the Pabst; here.
Comthrough next Sunday (7).
edy completed a four-performance
Future bookiirgs include “That's engagement in St. Paul with an
Life,” Alcazar; Nov. 9, indefinite approximate $2,100 take Sunday
run; Dublin Players. Geary, Nov. night (24). A one-nighter Tuesday
“Time Out for (26) at the Iowa pulled in about
22, two, weeks;

scription.

(previous

Dear Charles, Morosco (C) (7th
wk; 53; $6.90-$5.75-$4.60;. $29,850)
(Tullulah Bankhead). Almost $28,700 (previous week, $29,909).
S

$50,400
just
Sellout,
wfeek, $50,500).

$11,500, with some theatre parties
(previous week, $8,500).
King of Hearts, National MC)
(31st wk; 242; $5,75-$4.60; 1,172;
Jackie
‘Angels’ $4,400 for 16
Cook,
(Donald
$31,300)
Cooper). Almost $14,500 on twofers
In Rochester Stock (previous week, $15,700); closes
Rochester, Nov. 2.
Nov. 27 to tour.
Kismet, Ziegfeld (OP) (48th wk;
“My 3 Angels,” curtain-raiser of
the local Arena Theatre’s fifth fall 380; $6.90; 1,528; $57,908) (Alfred
Over $56,900 (previous
season, grossed a fair $4,400 for 16 Drake.
performances at $2.20 top.
Run week, $57,900).

in

pace set previously.
Bethel Leslie is current in “SabFair” for two weeks, with
Reginald Owen in “Open House”
rina

:

j

liked

it.

“Gentleman Prefer Blondes”
Following are ..the comparative figures based on yArirETY's boxoffice

reports for last

week

22d week of the season* and

(the

the corresponding week of last season:

BROADWAY
This
Season

Number

23
377
$612,500

of shows current
.......
Total weeks played so far by all shows:.
Total gross for all shows last week
Season's total gross so far.
Number of new productions ... ....
.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

$10,379,600
14

;

.

1953-54

Season
24
341
$571,500
$9,810,300
17

ROAD
Excluding stock

Number

shows reported. ,
Total weeks played sO far by all shows
Total gross for all shows last week.
of current

.

.

.

.

Season's total gross so far ....... ...
.

is

currently at the Shubert, second
time it has been in Washington.
The National Theatre, dark last
week, reopened last night (Mon:)
with a pre-Broadway fortnight pf
“Wedding Breakfast.”

20
261

279

$517,800
$7,426,800

$345,100
$6,372,600

16

j

LA.

Los Angeles, Nov.

Town

2.

is. without a legit Offering
week, and nothing due for an*
other fortnight. Then “Time 0ut
for Ginger” rekindles the Biltmore
Theatre with “Sailor's Delight”
going into the Huntingtori Hartford Theatre, Nov 15.
Hartford last week had a smasheroo $17,600 with Jessica Tandy
and Hume Cronyn in “Face to
Face,” a bill of; readings;

this

.

. ..

.

.

.

.
...;.

... .

,

.

.

;

.
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Shows on Broadway
Association with
in three acts,
Nash... Stars Gera’dine

Linder Reiner
of

(in

comedy

by N.. Richard
Page; featyn'es Darren McGavin, Richard
Coogan; Jbseph Sullivari; Albert Salmi,
Tom Flatley Reynolds,. Camerpn Prud’s
Di re c ted

by

Anthony;

Joseph.

Ralph Alswang;
.lighting,
costumes, .Bblasni. At. Cort/N.Y., Oct. -28,
?54l $5.75-$4.C0 top ($6.90 opening;.
Cameron Prud'homme
H. C. Curry

and

.

Jim Curry
Lizzie Curry

.....

:

Sheriff Thomas
Bill Starbuck'. ,

:

.

...... Darren.

,

star.

That

Channon
Meyer
Hennoch

.

i .

.

.-i

.

.

»

.

.

.

.

. ,

,

;

,

Lila Popper
Lou Gilbert
Martin Garner
...... Daphne Vane
.

/; .
.. ,

.

,

... ...

. .

.

.

.

.

“lhood

piece"
fashion,
seei
more of a character study
than
.full-dimension play.. Although it has attention-getting
characters and a provocative basic
situation,; with fairly dramatic incidents; it seems .curiously untheatri-

current

it’s

cal! It’s

.Nachmon
Rabbi Mendel

Dayohim
2d Dayonim

reasonably interesting, but

Stanley gives

a.

.memorable performance. The author; who always writes about his
native smalltown Texas, has created a believable ' atmosphere of
rural, life and. an assortment of:
picturesque but ill-defined charac-

during a prolonged drought he
cons the rancher out pf $100 and
talks the nervously eager daughter
into the conviction that she’s beautiful.. Armed
with this feminine
1

.

some of whom

ters,

consciousness, she's just what the
manly deputy sheriff wants,
Alt.hpUgh the story is thi ;. it
keeps the key characters as the
center of attention and offers a
number, of laughably meaty scenes,

.

occasionally

Overall effectiveness of the story.
Although that is a fault of dramalic construction, it enables the
supporting players to give*notable

.

;

.

.

. ,

.

as well.

.

.

.

.

.

Alex Lord
Ludwig Donath

.

;

.

Irii

imum.

Importantly cast are Robert
Dowdell, the lad turned; Dybbuk,
Rachel Armour, as the girl he:
plagues, and Lou Gilbert, as her
money-hungfy father; Miss Armour
is properly doleful and a little too
:

Gilbert does okay as does
Dowdell. Most of the characterizations, however, are etched along
Edward Caton’s
standard lines.
Second, act beggar’s dance isri’t parwistful;

ticularly impressive.

Jess.

Sands of the IVegev
Benjamin &. Lawrence Rothman productiort oi drama. ; in three acts, by Yigal
Mossensohn. adapted: by Shimon Wincelberg. /Stars Celia Adler, Peter- Capell;
features: Michael .Lewin,
Oakland,
Si
Gregory Morton, Anna Minot, Sylvia
Davis, Elinor Rartdel, George Zlboran.
Directed by Boris Tumarln; scenery and
lighting,
Mordi Gassner; daqces, Ora.
Braunstein. At President Theatre, N.Y.,
Oct. 19, ’54; $4.60 top.
Ruth
.... Sylvia Davis
Zvl
.
Si Oakland
Gaiiah
... Elinor Randel
.

Albert Salmi,

Coogan

is

iriipressionistic ranchhouse interior, with
a sidestage sheriff’s office and

Tlio

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

,

Sheriff..

.

.

.

Launy Chapman
Tony Sexton
.

.

Occasionally an outstanding percan save ah ordinary

formance

play, Kim Stanley, one of Broadway’s' most
talented; young
actresses, gives a truly fine performance in “The Traveling Lady,” but

the Horton Foote drama doesn't
provide her with enough substance

make

a

Satisfactory

evening's,

entertainment.
The Playwrights Co. production
is a respectable effort that may
have a modest and fairly approving
audience, but it’s a questionable
prospect for general popularity arid
therefore a dubious boxoffice bet.

$3.45

It’s
:

starring in
give a lift to

all.

sorrowful

“How

Live Without; a Heart" and Miss Shoenfeld
and Jacobson -team up on a medley
of butchered pop' tunes. It’s a
It may have a moderate run if, as routine they’ve done in
previous
reported,, the management is pre- shows arid has risibid' .value.
pared to; support it with a strong
Music by Joseph Rumshinsky. is
exploitation campaign, but its best rhythmic,
while
Jacob Jacob’s
chance of eventual payoff may be lyrics, delivered in both Yiddish’
from a possible film sale,
arid English, are okay,
Michael
Miss Stanley, the- sort of nn- Saltznian’s living room set is func,

tionable.

Peter CapeU

the settlement, are unconvincing.

Gregory Morton and Ann Minot

I

,

glamorous actress that occasionally

.

...... Celia -Adler
/;.... Anna Minot

Wihcelberg
it
lacks
effective
dramatic treatment.
Performances
generally,
lack
shading. Costars Gelia Adler arid
Peter Gapell, as a married couple,,
with, latter functioning as head of
the civilian population defending

nice job with a

Gari

,

.

convictions!
arid
conflicts
sacrifices are brought into play,
but in a machine-made way. Probably much of the action., is factual, but: either: Mossensohn
or

Goldberg scores on two numbers,
a

..George Ziboran.
Michael Lewin
Gregory Morton

,,
.

Jess.

This is a whiz of a Spanish
dance show. Accent is on theatre
and drama, rather than concert.

Show
ers
ers.

is

almost; a revue, with sing-

and guitarists as Well, ais dancBut Ballets Espagriols, in its

i

register in the respective roles of
a man fed up with destruction and
a radio operator who returns to the
settlement to aid in the conflict,
and incidentally pick up a past

romance.

•

Si Gakland is .okay in , a comic
relief role that’s marred by some
tediqus lines. Boris Tiimariri’s direction has a heavy-handed quality;

but the production design and
Mordi Gassner are im-

lighting by
aginative.

Jess.'

.

1

,

London

ioned

Costumes

home.

range, appropriately from vintage
to modern apparel. Bone.

gowns

Wedding Breakfast
Wilmington, Oct. 28.
Kerrnit

.:

Bloorngarden

production

;

of

Fallen Angels

two acts, by Theodore
by Herman Shiimlin;
'scenery and lighting, William and Jean
comedyrdrama

Reeves.

age,

m

Grossman does

.

Wincelberg’s
English
adaptation of Yigal Mossesohn’s
"Sands of the Negev" lacks dramatic punch or emotional pull. When
originally produced in 1949' at the
Habima Theatre, Tel Aviv, it ran
for nearly two years.: A repeat of
the successful Israeli run doesn’t
look probable.
That the play may have, been
weakened in language transition is
moot. In any case, the situations
and characters are too familiar.
Story concerns a group of Israelis
defending: their settlement on the
Egyptian border during Israel’s
war of independence. Their cour-

the production, /who
an otherwise .tired script. Complicated plot has a husband, wife, her
two sisters and father all living in
the same house. Tile wife believes
,she!s in love, with her younger sister’s fiance, who’s an
'.-beau of
hers and also a con
A cousin!
,of the. family is carrying
a torch
for the engaged girl, while the remaining. sister is trying to lure him
into marriage.
In the various' fortunes, Miss-

.

.

Simon

to

'

this quartet,

.

:.-

top.

isn’t likely

.

.

.

...

Me Luck"

.

Avraham

.

Calvin Thon)a?.
Kin) Stanley

Katherine Squire
Kathleen Comegys

..

'54;

A redeeming feature, however,
is
that several talented Yiddish
performers are given a showcase,
Irving Jacobson knows how to
build yocks and is a pleasur
to
watch. Mae Shoenfeld is. also a
laughgetter, Diana Goldberg; moves
around a stage gRyly and- puts over
a song witlv verve, while Irving.
Grossman: pipes enthusiastically
and .can emote with restraint.

Br ook Sea well
Helen Cai-ew

.

.

'•

.

. ...
.

..

31,

the limited Yiddish-lantheatre audience in New
York,
It’s
a formula job that
should please the oldsters.

Kobe.

... ;

.

Oct.

;

Biinyamj

guage

........ Jack Lord

;

Georgette Thomas

Dap'

Itmar
Rivka
Shosh

enlarge

Playwrights Co. production of drama,
fn three acts (four scenes), by Horton
Foote. Features Kirn. Stanley, Jack Lord,
Loivny -Chapman, Katherine Squire, Kathleen. Comegys. Directed by Vincent J.
Donehue; scenfery, lighting and costumes.
Ben Edards. At Playhouse, N;Y. Oct. 27,
'54; $5,75-$4.60 top ($6.90 -opening).
Mrs. .Mavis
Mary Perry

Margaret Rose
Clara Breedlove
-Sitter Mavis
Mrs: Tillman
Heniy. Thomas

Y.,

“Wish

T raveling Lady

Slim Murray
Judge Robedaiik

N.

.

.

31, *54.

‘

,

.-

.

atre,

Miguel Carmona, Felix Rodriguez, Altiei-io:
Mas, and Marla Vivo, Angel Iglesius,
Jose Romero. Nino de Almaden: conductors, Julian Hannel, Werner Torkanoswky. At Mark Hellinger, N.Y., Oct.

.

.

.

'

Alswang has designed an

ranch outbuilding.

Me Luck

Irving Jacobson and! Irving Grossman
production of play with music in two
acts (six scenes) by William Siegel, with
music by Joseph Rumshinsky, lyrics by
Jacobs.
Stars Jacobson, Diana
Goldberg, Mae
Schoenfeld, Grossman,
Directed
by Judah
Bleich;
scenery,
Michael Saltzman. At Second, Ave. The-

ac-

(

N. Y. debut, discloses a roster of
top dancers who are true artists
In the field, and who carry on the
autheiitic traditions of the Spanish
dance superbly, while giving it
modern styling and swing.
Result is. a bright, fast-paced
presentation, with nary a dud i
the swift succession of varied offercontroversial.
ings, for. as exciting a dance eve-,
“Room” has interesting ele- ning as Gotham has had in years.
ments, such as the at-sword’s-point
Troupe is headed by its organizphilosophies of the married Protes- ers, Teresa and Luisillo, a brilliant
tant, and the crippled priest. Wheth- young dance duo who not only
er or not thp play is strong enough contribute some, of the evening’s
to draw converts to either side is top moments, but have staged and
moot. The dialog is meaty! and a choreographed the whole produccertain undercurrent of suspense tion as well. They’ve used imaginais generated, but peters out in the tion, as well as rich trappings and
end.
costumings, for their presentation,
Performances are good, with while yet retaining a simplicity
Miss Bel Geddes effective as the of background.
confused young girl who goes from
Luisillo is; a versatile dancer,
She lithe; slim arid, quick as a whip;
romantic ecstasy to smicide.
physically attractive and dis- Teresa (his wife) is also adept,
is
plays the exacting combination of and the five men and five women;
youthful innocence and dramatic in support are all accomplished
ability demanded by the role;
dancers, and in other, troupes
Walter Fitzgerald’s interpreta- would be starred. In. addition to
tion of the priest unfolds Rome the .dancers, there is’ a vivid dynacapable acting but occasionally mo of a singer in Maria Vivo and
drifts into a thick accent. Michael a true flamenco chanter
Nino
Goodliffe skillfully warms up to de Alrriaden.
As
tlie part of the married man.
It’s hard to pick out highlights
the girl’s maiden aunts, Ann Shoe- i
the: procession of solos, small
maker arid Nora Nicholson rate groups and large production numplaudits,, the former as the bitter bers, dramatic or cimc, that mark
opponent of illicit romance, the the evening. There is one number,
latter exhibiting a delightfully coy “Luna de Sarigre," a tragic ballet
senility.
about ill-starred love arid gypsy
Brief appearance of Norma Win- feuds, which is danced without muters as the overwrought wife is sic, the story be^ng told dramatimarred by apparently poor direc- cally via a variety of heel-and-toe
tion;
Hazel JOnes is an efficient tappings and finger-snapping for
maid.
gripping event.
A suitably depressing setting,
Luisillo arid Teresa
also
with a novel transparent wall, standout in “El Prisionero,” where
living
places the action, iri the
a jailed lover’s fevered passion
room and hallway of an old-fash- makes
startling ballet, Bron.

,

Richard

.

Play is produced via center stag- herself.
The play may be regarded in
ing in. a one-flight up theatre,: with
the action confined to a small area. some: quarters as an indictment of
attitude
Catholic. Church’s
In a three-way spread^ David Ross the
produced, directed' and performs. toward divorce and those outside
He does okay in the last category, the church, ais well as the Church’s
while his direction, succeeds in failure in this case to unravel the
That
creating an aura of mysticism. knotty problem involved.
Physical production has been kept could make the play exceedingly
to a

ance.

illusions,

Ballets Espagnols
Mlchaux Moody (In associatipn With
Borpn) production in two acta 1.3
number^; Stars Teresa- & Lulsillo; features Carmen Araceha, Amparo Bausct,
Gloria Goma, Mercedes Molina, Mari
Roman, Antonio Cano/. Pablo Canas.
Jules:

;

i

ceptable in the ill-explained role
of the. self-doubting deputy sheriff
and Tom Flatley Reynolds is credible as the fatherly sheriff. Ralph

Breakfast" offers only a snack for
those expecting a full course meal.,

.David Ross
Martin Garner
...... Albert' Valentine
.

"

•

Wish

.

a>

•

;

.

vincing as the smug older brother
with contempt for other people’s

end with fine, feeling..
Anthony Franciosa turns in a
virile and well-balanced performarice as the harried suitor, and
Harvey Lembeck makes the. baffled

’

,

is amusing as the
dimwit
but
sympathetic
Joseph Sullivan is con-

Walter Fitzgerald' she handles a dramatic scene near
Winters the

....

. .

i

,

.

bookkeeper warm and genuine.
William and Jean Eckhart’s multiple settirig, depicting two separate apartments, is a standout and
Herman Shumlin has supplied
perhaps due to sensitive direction. But “Wedding

Albert Valentine

...

.

pathetic,
Playwright
Theodore
Reeves has written a more attractive part in the good-natured sister,
and Virginia Vincent proves aa
accomplished player as her match-'
making efforts draw chuckles and

.

.

..

. .

Mavis Walters
Aileen Passloff

-

.

.

.

.

.

..... .Norp^a..

.

performances. /Lonny Chapman is
Geraldine Page,- who became aii expressive in the relatively brief
overnight star sensation on Broad- role of the worthless husband who
way two seasons ago in ‘‘Mid-Slim- is thrown into panic by responsimer" and repeated last season in bility! Jack Lord is convincing as
“The Immoralist," demonstrates the quiet, intense man Who bethat she’s no single-note' talent, but. friends the harried young mother.
a versatile and resourceful actress. Helen GareW; is unobtrusively beAlthough she’s Still a rather "busy” lievable as his. observant,' generous
player who stuffs a part with, man- and wise sister. Katherine Squire
nerisms, she..- reveals
promising is plausible as a Well-meaning busytendency toward simplicity and body. Mary Perry is amusing as a
economy.
resolutely
eccentric
crone arid
As wasn’t possible" in her tear- Kathleen Comegys is credible as a
jerking previous roles, the actress gullible temperance missionary.
shows an unsuspected but well deVincent J. Donehue, who has
veloped, talent for hilarious com- directed some of the author’s teleedy. From her first coltish en- vision scripts and his “Trip to
trance in blue jeans and demure Bountiful" on Broadway last seahairdo, she is an infectiously frisky son, has staged “Lady" with seemcomedienne, but saves the biggest ingly excessive restraint, but Ben
laughs for a second act scene. in Edwards has provided an expreswhich she “sashays" around the sive setting of a modest cottage
stage imitating the flirtatious tac- porch and yard.
tics of coy local belles, though
Foote has denied that “L^dy"
bordering perilously on outright was originally a video script
farce!
panded for the stage. There’s no
Under Joseph Anthony’s .franti- reason to. doubt him, but it’s also
cally fussy direction, the whole cast easy to see why the question
was
seems in danger of acting the play raised. In fact, “Lady" seems a
right out of the theatre. However, natural, for condemnation as a tv
Darren McGavin does reasonably vehicle.
Hobe.
well with the difficult role of the
itinerant
braggadocio.
Cameron
Prud’homme is believable as the.
rancher with the wisdorn of toler-

brother.

,

.

.

.

occupy tbo riruch attention for the

.

.

dealer into a lawyer.
Lee Grant is excellent as the
girl,
although the script
makes her a prig in many scenes
But the actress succeeds in making
the character believable and sym-

career

...

sell

.

.

.

V

...

This reaction!.is
lack oif solution of the play’s
major, theme, or even a clear
posing of exactly what that major
Chassid
Herbert Rapoport theme is. Also, an innocuous finale
Rafael Sanchez,
Soloists
Rolf Waller stein tends to let down the audience.
Certain phases of the staging,
If all three acts of this, new Eng- too, leave something to be. delish' translation Of S. Ansky's “The sired at various key points, such
Dybbuk" were as powerful as the as a scene in which a hysterical
last,
the 4th Street Playhouse wife overacts a poorly, directed
would have an auspicious, opener. threatened suicide sequence. The
Unfortunately they’re not. Pace of show will require a fair, share of
the initial two, acts is slow, arid the stepping up, with clarification and
perforrnances therein aren’t par- more potent development of present potentialities, before realizing
ticularly stimulating.
Adaptor Henry G. Alsberg hits Broadway standards.
“Living Room!! concerns the
his stride in the final act, however,
with a tremendous assist from Lud- problem of a Catholic girl in love
wig Donath. who gives, a sensitive with an older, married niari, a
arid convincing arid inspiring por- Protestant, and the reactions of
trayal of a head Rabbi. Show also her pious relatives to that situUltimately, the apparent
hits its dramatic peak during that ation.
stanza in which Doriath exercises hopelessness of her future proves
religious methods. -to rid, a girl’s too much for the girl, and wheri
body of the soul of her dead suitor she fails, to find concrete guidance
from her priest-uncle, she kills
(the Dybbuk).
.

but “plain" young woman insufficiently stirring or entertainWhose fluttery shyness scares off ing. It’s likely to be. difficult to
to the public!
Nbt only Miss.

.

.

doxical

Noel Schwartz
David. Roher
Eva Rubinstein
Jack Hollander
... ... -Max Rosen

.

.

Menashe.
Mikhoel
...
Rabbi AZrael
Rabbi Samson ......

sible

possible, suitors arid is thereby the
.despair of her rancher father and
brothers;: When an eloquent charlatan; posing as a rainmaker, arrives

.

.

is something a bit paraabout the American premiere of the current London hit;
“The Living Room;" Although the
production has made a successful
physical crossing to the U. S., its
dramatic essence has not survived

'

. .

.

...

..

.

There

.

.

...
,

.

.

Dennis

Mrs.

.

,

1

James .Browne

Fr.

.

...

Old Soldier .........
draw beyond the show and. part
Hunchback. .. ,
But “Traveling Lady,” in the Bassia
....

an! Animated and fairly
show that. should have a
moderate run. It is also an interesting prospect for film adaptation.
‘'The Rainmaker" has an arresting central idea. It's about a. sen-

to

.

.

diverting

girl’s

, .

,

.

.

Sanford Seeger
Alex Lord
/.
.....
...... Miriam Elyas
Miriam Elyas
Rachel Armour
.

.

.

;

.

.

.Max. Rosen
Robert .Dowdell

...
.

.

‘

:

..

.

:

/. ...
<

.

HarinalvEsther
.

and

...

..... ... ...

.

....

.

.

Charles Brin
Martin Garner
Jack Hollander

.
, .

,

..
with official star billing (she was Frade
given that the day after the. open- Leah
•«.'••
Gittel
but the exceptional actor Sender
ing)
.......
,
whose .entrance animates a play Wedding Guest
..........
and enkindles audience imagina- •Drazel
Blind Woman
tion, a personality with b.oxoffice Drunkard

Tele scripter N. Richard Nash,
whose previous legit efforts have
been the rather serious “The Youhg
and Fair" and , “See the Jaguar,"
has come up with a comedy in his
newest play,. "The Rainmaker.!’ It's
a folksy southwest yarn about a
lively, level-headed girl who escapes the dire fate of spinstei'hood,

-

N.Y., Oct 26, '54; $3 top..

Messenger
Batlon
2d Batlon
3d- Ballon

not simply a player

is,

-

Caton; lighting, Richard Jackson; music
based on Chassidic melodies, adapted by
Thomas Mayer. At 4th Street Theatre,

a tender, sensitive, unabashedly
honest, undeniably touching por-

subsequent suitor from a hardware

Haven, Oct.

28.
Uhert Miller ,and Donald Albery production of drama in two acts (four
'
scenes) by Graham Greene.
Stars Barbara Bel Geddes; features' Walter Fitzgerald, Ann Shoemaker, Michael Goodliffe, Nora Nicholson. Directed by Hugh
•Hunt;' scenery,. Raymond
Sovey; costumes, Kathryn B. Miller.
At Shubert.
New, Haven; Oct.. 28, *54;' $4 top.
...
Mary/. Hazel
Jones
Rose Pemberton .'. .Barbara Bel Geddes
Michael Dennis
.Michael' Gbbdliffe
... .Nora
Miss Terese Browne
NlchplSori
Miss Helen Browne
Ann Shoemaker

of

!

is

McGavin

New

drama in
David Hose
three acts: by S. Artsky, adapted by Henry
G/ Alsberg; Directed by Ross/ Settings,
Edward
choreography;.
Leslie;,
Alfred
production

Stanley’s
Joseph Sullivan trayal that justifies Miss
Albert Salmi increasing reputatibn in the trade.
....
Geraldine Page
It also indicates' that the actress
...... Richard Coogan
.Torn' Flatley Reynolds is on the verge of becoming a real

Noah Curry
File.

The Living Room

The Dyhbult

;

•

hoinnie.
'scenery

1954

3,

Off-B’way Shows

reaches stardoin in the theatre,;
gives the top performance of her
young career, in the title part pf
the inarticulate, humbly heroic
drudge married to a bum, but
bravely determined to be a good
mother to their small daughter. It

The* It a i ninaker
thel

Hope Abelson)

.

.

in

"

Directed,

Eckhart; costumes, Edith Luytens.
Playhouse,
Wilmington, Oct. 28,

(LENOX HILL, N. Y.)
Equity Library Theatre has a
brand new staff, the Lenox Hill
Playhouse has been shined up; and
an attempt is. made with Noel
Coward’s “Fallen Artgels" to giv'e
the 11th season, a happy sendoff.
Sadly,.
Coward’s jest about the
mutual lech of two rriarried women

At

*54;

$3.85 top.

Ruth
.

..

.Virginia Vincent

,

Norman
Stella

Ralph

/;
.

:

,

..

Harvey LembecK

,

.

. .

. . . .

i
,

.

.'-.Lee Grant
rvAnthony Franciosa

,

As of now, “Wedding Breakfast"
dbesn-t have What it takes for
Broadway. In
sense the play for a continental charmer
.

is

tired

ends long before the final curtain,, and tawdry stuff.
Most of the play’s distaff, duopointing up the need for cutting
log is played by Avril Gentles, !a
and revision.
quartet of talented actors Channing-esque blonde with an
make up. the cast, but time and amusing bass voice, and Estelle
again they are stymied by the Omens, a sleepy-eyed brunette with
heavy-handed, script! The first act remarkably loose joints. They both
starts out in a comedy vein but know how to play deadpan comedy,
in the second switches to drama. and their lusty antics get som
Play is about two sisters. One, laughs; but :it’$ a waste of energy.
a good-humored, fix-it type,
is
Barney Biro and Bill Landis apengaged to a smallrtime book- pear briefly as the inept husbands,
keeper. The other, a sophisticated Nancy Quint finds way to make
career girl, has been jilted by a her maid seem different; and Lee
doctor. She carries a chip on her Papell, as the great lover, enlivens
shoulder and almost ruins four the play’s final 10 .minutes with
Geor.
lines by trying to transform ri his mustachioed virility.

A

1
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To two Wonderful Guys

from

U
to

U

JJ

One
comedy

and talented young musical

of the mpst versatile

7'

actresses in the business.

HENRY

T.

MURDOCK

The Philadelphia Inquirer
RICHARD

L.

COE
&

Washington Post
“Miss Withers
who knows what

HAMILTON DALTON
Times Herald

a professional
she’s doing.

is

We

expected a lot of Miss Withers i
‘South Pacific* and she delivers the
goods with gusto.
She put zing
into Richard Rodgers great parade

Philadelphia Daily News
“Iva Withers worthy of all the
best traditions of the Forrest."

?

of songs."

“The

JAY CARMODY

live- wire

Iva

“She is both a singer and an acin the exacting proportions
required to relight Nellie with her
primal radiance."

of the cast. Her handling of both
dialog and songs is outstanding."

IVA
National

and seems

to

must have,
pep up the remainder

zest that

it

Lowe.

WITHERS

as NELLIE
Company

of

FORBUSH
RODGERS & HAMMERSTEIN'S

“SOUTH PACIFIC”
Currently

ia

Exclusive

lead,

Warmth and

tress

in the

new

Withers gives the Forbush role the

The Evening Star, Washington, D.C.

Management

BARRON POLAN

LTD.

444 Madison Avenue,

New

York 22

1

.

^1

59
^

yAniET?
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vidual performer. Soprano Lynne
Forrester delivers folksongs in
style with much charm. The
vocal trio, Walter Canoy, Keith

Current Road Shows

okay

Room

Tlio Living

Paris, Oct. 25.

Mary Morgan production of play in 4
gccn'cs and’ epilogue by Graham Gi’ecne.

;

,

Directed
Translated by Jean Mercure,
Jean Mercure, Sots by Francois Ganeau. At Sairit-Georgcs Theatre, Pans,

“by

•

25 ' ,54

\.

ciair*
Ve l Vj C
u
c vm
Nelly Boi/ £
Cheminat
Theresc- Browne ......Madeline

S&:y

Michael Deriis

B ose

•

.;»•»

.

v.-

•

.*

Pein’iei'ton

Mady. Berry

Helene Browne

Merctire
Abbe James. Browne .....Jean.Jandeline.

Dennis

Mine;

,

.

Novelist. Graham Greene’s first
play, a London, click due ;in NewYork soon. 'is- the dramatic smash
of the present Paris season. Mounted with groat care and intelligence
"•

-

by Jean Mercure and acted by a
superlative ebrripany of which he
is one, “Living Room” has local,
play-goers by the. ears and looks
1

for indefinite capacity; trade.
This despite complaints about its
Obscurity and grotesque characters.
set

.

who

girl

in

falls

middle-aged Protestant
chained by pity to an hysterical
wife; - The girl lives with two
maiden great-aunts and her uncle,

love with

.

a crippled priest, and. the actio*:
takes place in their Charles Ad-

dams-like mansion.
“Living Room” is on talky side,
but Greene manages' to keep it
.

continually interesting, and Mercure’s clever direction and the fine

performances save,

from becom-

it

London

ing static. Unlike, the

;

*

Play presents problem of an or-

phaned Catholic

18th century and cast his wife, Kay
Hammond, as a French comtesse,
with himself as the count.
Although both Clements and
Miss Hammond have an assured
quota of fans for their individually stylised acting, they will have to
rejig this three-acter if Ultimate
success is to be certain;. The first
act is too slow, and the third needs
There are also too
lightening.
many flat passages and the diawhile occasionally witty,
logue;
generally lacks sparkle.
The piece is partly saved by
near-flawless acting by the princiMiss Hammond, with her
pals.
Unusual drawling voice, portrays
wifely giiile and f.emini ity, with
expressive subtlety. Clements has
a- hurt dignity as the Comte Who
dresses up as. a. cleric. There is a
copi masterly- cameo of a cardinal
by Howiesop Culff. George Relph’s
abbe, who masquerades as a solstandout, and
dier at the front,
Basil Sydney turns in commendable work as the Marechal.
The plot is thin and conventionThe newlywed Coiint and.
al.
Countess are preparing for their
wedding night when the groom is
told he: has been upped to a GenrontO to
eralship and is. ordered
the battlefront. The fun is meant
to begin when it’s learned that
the Marechal. who has promoted
him is a former suitor, of the
Countess. But a promising series

origi-

production Mercure as
priest arid Mady Berry asj
aunt .stand out,
dictatorial
though Nelly, Borgeaud. as the girl
turns in an acceptable character)-;
zation. Madeleine Cheminat, as the
weak sister and Yves Vincent as
nal, in this

the
the

the lover are sound, and Jandeline
has an effective scene as the un-

Engen and Werner Harms,

a leading factor in the all-around
excellence pf this show.
Two historical songalogs register
heavily. The scene of the. workers

Quigley;, settings. Michael
,0’Hqrlihy. At- Gaiety, Dubli . Oct. 4, *54.

Richard Sherman ......
Milo O'Shea
spooky Ricky.
Jeremy. Swan
Geneau's
happy wife.
Pamela. Duncan
Sherman .....
‘house decor is atmospheric and: the. HelenMorris
DeirdrC McSharry
Miss
highest
entire production is of
Maureen Toal
Elaine
.

Tin* LiUio Glass

.

Clocb

23.
John Clements Plays Ltd, production of
comedy in three acts by Hugh Mills.
Stars Kay
Hammond, John Clements;
Basil Sidney, George Relph. Directed by
John Clements; setting and costumes,
irig’s
At
Theatre,
Doris Zinkeiscn.
.

'

SI. 20

.

Abbe Mat)

Clare

radley

.

George Relph
Julicn
Andrew Laurence
Comtcsse die Montfort ....Kay Hammond
Comtevde Montfort. ,,
John Clements
Lieutenant
Robert Beaumont
Drummed Boy
.Tony Burton
.

,

.

.

.

;

.:.

Brian Cliarteris
Merchal Francois de Sevres Basil. Sydney
General de Courcelles.
Patrick Barton
Soldier
James Lloyd
Cardinal Pio di Amadorl .Howieson CiilfT
His Majesty Louis XV.
.George Curzon
.........

.

.

,

;

Bob

•

Gallico

Voice of Girl’s Conscience
Jennifer Laurence
Pat
Elpi Mohr
•;

Modern

top.

Gisele

Hypolite

.'

.

.

Glasgow, Oct.

Glasgow;

Marie Whatever-Her-Name-Was
Genevieve Lyons
Paula Byrne
The Girl
Denis Brennan
Dr. Brubaker
T. P. Me Kenna
Toni Mackenzie
Voice of Richard’s Conscience

comedies generwith Dublin

U.’ S.

don’t
audiences,
ally

go.

over

by
O’Shea puts this funny
George
Axelrod
piece
across.
O’Shea is a clever player Who has
but

slick

playing,

Milo

ton (11-13).

For hiS; latest venture John
Clements, w.k, British actor-manager. has chosen a new comedy by
John Mills, set in a gorgeouslyfurnished French -chateau in ftiid-

Booming

Legit

/Continued from page
is,,
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drawing standee trade with

has

the

ADVANCE AGENTS !

thus

Road’s Top Grossers
the road the top grossers
I,” “Fatmy,”

On

have been “King and
.

Midsummer Night’s Dream,”
"Quadrille,” “Caine Mutiny Court
Martial,” “Seven Year Itch,” ‘‘What
1

Every

Woman Knows,” “Wonderful

Town”

and, in most weeks, “South

Pacific.”

For the

21

first

son (that

weeks

of the sea-

through week-before-

is,

the comparative gross totals
for Broadway for the last eight
seasons have beeri as follows:
last)

Season

Total Gross
$8,944,300

i 9.47-48..

1948-49
......
9,164,400
1949-50
....
8,992,800
1950-51
8,705,000
1951-52. .7
8,695,000
1952-53. ......
7,737,800
1953-54
9,238,800
1954-55.
9,767,100
For the correspondirig 21 weeks
the total nurriber of weeks played

of ingenuousness as the
girl frqin upstairs, and there, is an
excellent
piece
of
professional

.

.

suavity from Denis Brennan as. the
psychiatrist. Rest of the cast is
competent.
Stage management was not all
that could be wished at the opening, but the staging is sounds Seating by Michael O’Herlihy is ex-

We

have been serving theafrical
shows, for over 42 years. Ours is
the oldest, most reliable and experienced transfer company on the
West Coast!

* Railroad privileges for handling
shows and theatrical luggage.
.

• Complete warehouse
* Authorized
to

facilities I

and haul anywhere

transfer

in

ON

REQUEST

follows:
1947-48.
428
1948-40. ....
392
1949-50.
...341
1950-51.
.,..370
1951-52. .. ,.
315
1952-53.
283
1953-54,.
.317
1954-55.
....... ...
,354
The gross figures for the road
for the corresponding period for
the seven seasons have been as
follows:
1948-49
..... ;•.... $8,147,100
i 949-50
5,994,200
1950-51'.....
7,141,400
1951-52
5,958,000
1952-53
7,128;900
1953-54.
6,027,500
1954-55.
...
6,891,000
Total weeks played, by all shows
on the road for the 21 week period
have been as follows;
1948-49,
...
258
1949-50
.

Gate and Abbey companies.
Mac.

.

GEORGE CONANT
1

tual 8121 or

.

—

.

Marcel Prawy’s “Singing Amer-

ica” has had its; 250th performance,
a tribute to his personal draw with
his all-American cast. No news-

ROBERT BLAKE SHAFFMEYER
Using

ReWard.

.

heir

of

deceased

HENRY

Attorney,' 149

mother.

SCHOENHERR,

Broadway,

New

York.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

gue that the. proposed representaGraves,
Aud/, Louis- tion of Chorus on the joint council
Dayton (8-13). under merger would not be pro-,
Bel pcitionate to its membership., in
(Barbara

(Leonard

—

I

Living
Room
Geddes) Plymouth, Boston (1-13)
(Reviewed in Variety this Week).

—

Midsummer

Dream

(RobShearer,

Night’s

comparison to Equity’s.
Chorus
wants equal proportionate represeritation on; the council.

Moon

Blue (Jerome Cowan)

Is

—American,
Detroit

St. L.
(8-13).

(1-6);

Shubert,

bership

1950-51.......
1^51-52.
1952-53.

'

is

loaded

talerit and is astutely staged
Written by Prawy. The first
part plays during the pioneer days,
100 years ago, while in the second
part a Viennese reporter glances
at New York around the turn , of
the century.
Pittsburghian Olive Mootefieid,
o soprano, is a strong iridi-

.

1953-54
1954-55.

.

292
7

...... .220

265
...263

..261

.

Operating Statements

.

WONDERFUL TOWN
( As
of Oct. 2, ’54)
.....
Gross,, last three weeks, $89,6857
Loss for. period, $1,745.
Total net profit to date, $203,224.
Total distribution profit, to dale,
$150;000.
Available for distribution, $709.

nancy

TEA AND SYMPATHY

TOUR
,

ROMBERG FESTIVAL

(As' of Oct. 2, ’54)

Gross, last four weeks, $95,718.
Profit for period, $19,111.
Total net profit to date, $254,960.
Distributed last wee^ $20,000.
Total distributed profit to date,
$185,000.
Available for distribution^ $35,130.
.

to;

ratify

negotiated

the

were ignored by the
Moreover, it’s declared
Chorus representatives On

agreement
council.
that the

Mrs. .Patterson (Eartha Kitt)
the couricil who were present at
(tryout)— Harris, Chi (1-13). (Reviewed in Variety,: Sept, 29, ’54). the sessions when merger was conPabst, Mil- sidered; unanimously voted against
Naughty Natalie
waukee (3-6); Hanna, Cleve (8-13). the proposed terms.
Loew’s Syracuse
Oklahoma
Chicago Meeting
(3-4);
Rochester
Loew’s,
(1-2);
Palace, Hapvilton, Orit. (5-6); Grand,
Chicago, Nov. 2.
London, Ont. (8r9); Mernorial Aud.,
Joint meeting of the Chicago
Erlariger,
Ont.
Kitchener;
(10);
Actors Equity, and
memberships
of
Buffalo (11-13).
On with the Show (Irra Petina) Chorus Equity will be held next
La Salle Hotel
Sunday
(7)
at
the
(4(tryout)— Shubert,. New Haven.
here. It’ll be the first local con6); Shubert, Boston (8-13);
One Eye Closed (Tom Helmore) clave for the unions in over two
(13) decades.
Boston
(tryout)
Wilbur,
Confab was originally planned
(Original strawhat production reviewed in. Variety, July 14, ’54, solely for the acting contingent.
under title, “Reunion ’54”).
Switch to a joint meet was made
Pajama Tops
Aud., Rochester because of the pending consolida-

—

—

.

,

—

.

—

(8-13).

Portrait of a Lady (Jennifer
Colonial, Boston
Jones) (tryout)

—

(11-13).

.

Saint Joan

—

(Jean Arthur)

(try(1-6);

tion of the

two unions;

Attendees from

New York

will

Angus

Duncan, Actors
Equity exeq secretary; Paul Jories,
include

assistant exec-sec, and Ben Irving,
Hartman, Columbus.
Great Northern, Chi (8-13) (Re- exec-secretary of Chorus Equity.
viewed in Variety, Sept. 22, ’54).
School for Brides— Court Square,
‘Okla’ 27*40 in Split
WRVA
Springfield, Mass.
(4-6);
Theatre; Richriiond (B-13);
“Oklahoma” grossed almost $27,Seven Year, Itch (Eddie Bracken) 500 iri eight performances last
Murat; Indianapolis .(1-3); Lincoln, week between the; S.R.H.S; AudiDecatur, III. (4); Shrine Aud;, torium,. Glens Falls, N. Y.; the
Peoria (5-6); Americah, St. L. Proctor, Schenectady, and the Ox(8-13),
Bus-andford, Plainfield, N. J.
South Pacific (Iva Withers, Webb truck musical drew riearly $2,100
Tilton)-r-Forrest, Phila. (1-13).
on a one-nighter Monday (25) in
Tea arid. Sympathy (Deborah Glens Falls and oyer $18,900 in
Kerr)—Ford’s, Balto (8-13).
four performances Tuesday-ThursTime Out for Ginger (Melvyn day (26-28) in Schenectady, breakDouglas)
Orpheum,
Spokane ing a 40-year record for the house.
:
(1-2);
International,.
Vancouver
Take for three performances
(4-6); Metropolitan, Seattle (8-13)
Friday-Saturday (29-30) in PlainWedding Breakfast (tryout)
field was around $6,500.
National, Wash. (1-13) (Reviewed
Previous week’s Gross for split
week),,
ini Variety this
frame was under $18, OOb,
What Every Woirian Knows
(Helen Hayes)
Curran, S. F.
(1-13) (Reviewed i
Variety, SepL

out)

......

.

—

.

—

.

—

.

29,

’54).

Wonderful Town
ning)

— Shubert,

Chi

Chan-

(Carol
(1-13).

—

World Of Sholom Aleichem
Walnut St,, Phila; (2-13)/

Current Condon Shows

COMMON STOCK
The Company will employ its funds

London, Nov.

in diversified entertainment enterprises connected with television,
motion pictures and the. theatre.

2.

(Figures denote premiere dates)
After the Ball, Globe (6-10-54).
Air; Shoestring, Royal Gt. (4-22-53).
All For Mary, Duke York (9-9;54).
Bell, Book, Candle/ .Phoenix (10-5-54).

Book of Month, Cambridge (10-21-54).
Both Ends Meet/ Apollo (6-9-54);
Boy Friend, Wyndhami’s (12-1-53).
Can-Can, Coliseum (10-14.-54).
Dark Light Enough, Aldwych (4-30-54).
D'Oyly Carte Opera, Savoy (9:13-54)/
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
'Duenna, Westminster (7-28-54).

I
I

I

Wales

(9-24-53).

Hippo Dancing, Lyric (4-7-54)..
I
Am a Camera, New (3-12-54).
Intimacy At 8:30, Criterion' (4-29-54).
Joan of Arc, Stoll (10-20-54).

Never Too Late, Strand (6-3-54).
No News Father, Cambridge (9-15^54).Off The Record, Vic. Pal. (11-2-54).
Old Vic Rep, Old Vic (9-9-54).

I
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A MAX YORKE PRODUCTION

_

THE UPROARIOUS

SCHEDULED OPENINGS

CQMEDV ABOUT

(11-4-54).

CLOSED LAST WEEK
Sea,

Haymarket

pal Joey, Princes (3-31-54).

.

(11-26-53).

ThI SIXES*

GENTLEMENt

Immoraiist, Art's (11-3-54).

Day By The

I

-Zone.

at/.

Stole.
ei mm

(

Party Spirit, Piccadilly (9-23-54).
Relations Apart, Garrick (8-3-54).
Sabrina Fair, Palace (8-4-54).
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
Separate Tables, St. James’s (9-22-54).
Teahouse Aiig. Moon, Her Maj. (4-22-54).
Wedding In Parts, Hlpp. (4-3-54).
Wild Goose Chase, Embassy (10-19-54).
Witness Prosecution, W. Gard. (10-28-53).
You’ll Be Lucky, Adelphi (2-25-54).

Matchmaker, Haymarket

•

cost.

__

Addrstc
J

le

(10-8-53)
(11-10-53).
Manor of Northstead, Duchess (4-28-54).
Mousetrap, Ambas. (11-25-52).

VS

J

Nom*-*.

•

St.. Mart. (6-2-54),
Cool Place, Savjlle (8rl6-54).

“
Dept.

Send Free Offering Circular without,

Keep

In

INC.

29 West 65th St., H.Y. 23, N. Y.
TRifalgar 4-1015

I

Joyce Grenfell,

King and I, Drury Lane
Love Match, Viet Palace

HOLLYWOOD ANGUS,

*

..

Folies Berger*,: Pr.

a thara

Price 50/

.

arid

(NCAC)

and

King

Patricia Morisort)
ville (1-6); Keith’s,

.

with

Currently on

.

(

Phila. (1-13).

.

.

The two-hour layout
Wanted

.

.

ca nart.

[Information

.

.

American history plus acquainting
the .average Austrian with Ameri-

OXford 9-4764

.

.

Vienna, Oct. 26.
U. S. Information Service production;
directed
and written by Dr. Marcel
Prawy. With Lynne Forrester.
Olive
Moorefieldi
Walter
Canoy.
Werner
Harms, Keith Engen.
rchestra directed
by Heinz Sandauer; settings, Felix Smetana. At Cosmos Theatre,: Josef Hall,

paper propaganda nor any broadcast can- compare with its effect
on
the
population,
“teaching”

100 East 5th Strset

Los Angeles 13, Calif,

.

...

Singing America

..

Company

.

,

the Dublin Globe., a new company,
but includes top players from the

Vienna.

I

Atlantic Transfer

shows on Broadway during

as:

the second production of

S.I

• RATES

all

the last eight seasons have been

.

Equipped

in California.

by

cellent.
is

$100 initiation would be excessive,
It's added that no! specific answers
have been forthcoming to Chorus

.

.

far.

as straight plays. Prospective additions to the list are “Fanny” and
Quadrille,” both arriving this Week.

amount

This

-

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
Equity’s requests for a breakdown
(1-6); Opera House, of economies allegedly due. under
Boston (8-13).
/
merger.
..
Getting Gertie’s Garter— Locust,
Thirdly, Chorus spokesmen ar-

(12-13).

;

COMPANY MANAGERS!

vote would be an undemocratic disenfranchisement of a portion of
the Chorus membership.
A second objection is to the proposed, dues setup for the merged
organization. Chorus dues are now
$18 a year, with $50 initiation fee,
arid Equity's $24; a year dues -and

'

right

.

‘

Finally, the Chorus opposition
which drew mixed critical reaction. ert Helpmann, Moira
Holloway)—War Memorial, asserts that its demand for .parIn fact; only one of the new Stanley
S. F. (1-7); Memorial Aud., .Sacra- ticipation i
merger negotiations
season’s regular-run productions.
Shrine Aud., L; A. and the right of the Chorus memHome Is the Hero,” has folded mento (8-9);

.

Byrne

—

ship, with 24 weeks work in at
least two shows, for qualification
as senior meinber with the right
to Vote. Citing tjie present Chorn
setup of all paid-up members having a vote, they argue that the twoclass membership and restricted

Shubert, Wash,

sss

favorable reviews.
Even though not a single new
show has gotten allout smash notices so far this season, there has
been capacity trade for the two
cited entries and healthy attendance for various, other offerings

time.

Paula

—

.

.

returned to straight parts after appearing in intimate revue for some

.

.

,

(Vincent
(tryout)-—Parsons, Hartford

.

.

.

“

Susan

Black-Eyed

.

.

Curt.

Square, Springfield, Mass.

(12-13).

.

.

ualily.

•]

—

is

Godfrey

— Court

.Kelly) (tryout)

'

.

by

Continued from page SS

Bad Seed (Nancy

Price)
union demanding an eight-hour
(10-13),
\
day in song, and the story of the
Caine Mutiny Court Martial
locomotive engineer,. Casey Jones,
Douglas, Wendell Corey,
(Paul
PaEaster
are best-received. The
Steve Brodie)— Hanna,. Cleve (1-6);
rade on Fifth Ave. is a well-calRoyal Alexandra, Toronto 18-13);
culated finisher.
Face to Face (Jessica Tandy,
Smetana deserves credit
\ Felix
Geary,.
Hume Cronyn) (tryout)
for his settings and lighting.
S. F. (1-13) (Reviewed in Variety,
rensaxophone
David Mathe’s
’54).
Oct.
27,
dering of “Swanee River” is good.
Fifth Season (Chester Morris,
The Heinz Sandauer orch backing Joseph
Shubert, Phila.
Buloff)
Drummer Karl.
okay.
also
is
(1-6); Nixon, Pitt '(8-13).
Maas.
RubeSch is a standout.
Flowering Peach (Meriasha Skulnik) (tryout)—Playhouse, Wilming-

Big grossers on Broadway have
bogged down by included “Kismet,” ‘.‘Pajama Game”
and ‘‘Can-Can” among the musicals,
wordy and uninspired dialog.
Gord.
with ‘‘Peter Pan” an indicated
addition, and “Teahouse of the
Tin*! Seven Vohr Itch
August Moon,” “Caine Mutiny
Court; Martial,” “Dear Charles,”
Dublin, Oct. 16.
Dublin Globe The'alre production of “Tea and Sympathy,” “Solid Gold
George Axelrod comedy In three acts.
Stars Milo O’Shea, Paula Byrne. Directed iGadillac” and “Seven Year Itch”
of; si tu a t ions

Chorus Revolt

(Nov. .1-13)

is also

6 Spectacular Weeks

NOW:

Locusf

St,

in Boston
Theatre, Philo,

C—

,
'

LITERATI

^ .1954

Wednesday, November

plans to move to New York, to reorganize with a new staff, and to
resume production next January.
December issue goes on the stands
*

represented by Cornelia Otis
Skinner and Irving Berlin.
Miss Skinner told of her work
with the actors’ committee that
fought segregation at the National,
She. deD. C., some years ago.
scribed a recent tour of the south
and the experiences she met with
her Negro maid. This tour was the
basis for a piece she wrote for the
"Trouping
the N. Y. Herald Trib,

...

..

granted

however,

Court,

alternative motion to strike
part of the complaint as ‘ir-

post's

•

ollt

and redundant and would
prejudice and embarrass
Lasky
trial of the action,"
directed to submit an amended

relevant
tend to
fair

was

complaint Within 10 days.

charged that Lasky was deand held up to "public contempt and disgrace" by a column
written by Murray Kempton and
published in the Post on April 1,
Named defendants besides
1954.
the Post and Kempton are pubMrs. Dorothy Schiff and
lisher
Suit

.

famed

biz

of Jim Crow.”
\ Berlin opined that the only kind
of prejudice he knows is the prejuof critics and audiences.
dice
"When you have a bad show, they
don’t like you Whether you’re Jew,
Negro, Irish or Chinese.” He emphasized his youth on the East
Side where race differences went
corifinedto the minds of adults. He
stated: that show business was free
prejudice in casting shows,
of
pointing to "This Is the Army" and
its polyglot company..

Through the Land

.

.

.

Cerf’s Platform Pitch
Random House; president Ben"Taking the article as a whole
Cerf
is readying his annual
nett
it
reading,”
giving
natural
a
and
Justice Levy opined, "a clear im- lecture tour again, only this year
pression is left that the plaintiff he’U hit some dozen towns before
(Lasky) is or Was. a. Communist, the end of January when he emthe
As such the publication is action- barks. bn his regular trip to
without claim of .special Coast arid back. He’s also plgn-.
able
riirig three N. Y. talks, brie at Town
damage.:
Hall Nov. if and the others: at
the N. Y. and Brooklyn Public
Feather's Jazz Encyclopedia
Libraries,
Leonard Feather is working ort
Cities in the pfe-January .tour
‘‘Encyclopedia of Jazz” for include Detroit, Chicago, Clevean
publication
Horizon
by
spring
land, Kalamazoo, Crosse Pointe,
Press. It will contain over 1,000
Columbus, Springfield, Cedar Falls,
biographies of past and present Des
Moines, Miami and Baton
jazzmen—‘"from Bunk Johnson to Rouge,
Dave Brubeck," as he puts it.
Paradoxically, apart from the
'Life With Groucho*
sundry Esquire books which were
"A son’sreye view” of his famed
relatively casual, there have been
is the jacket billcomedian-father
no such works in the II. S., whereas
ing preceding, the Arthur Marx byItaly, France, Denmark and
editor

James A. Wechsler.

:

'

,

;

.

.

Eng-

and elsewhere have jazz
cyclopedias published locally.

land

em

and no matter how you slice
With Groucho” is/was
never dull. Even wheri it irritated

line,

"Life

it

his

Doug

.

wife—the

author’s

mother:

and caused other embarrassments
Former foreign correspondent in the zany behaviorism of the best
Ray Brock’s new. tome on the known, member of the Marxmen,
Running concurrently in the
founder of modern Turkey, ‘’Ghost
on Horseback— The Incredible Ata- Satevepost, the Simon & Schuster
turk,” is arousing interest on mul- book version ($3:50) has the same
tiple fronts,
including a possible acidulous footnotes by the subfilmization by Douglas Fairbanks ject-— sardonic, frank one-liriers; as
Jr.
The 150,000-word biog, pub- .frank as is Arthur’s closeup on his
frailties
and fun-loving
lished, this week by Duell, Sloan father’s
& Pearce, has been put on the antics which make for good readBook-of-th e-Mon th. Club
recom- ing. Perhaps the nicest closeup is
mended list, and Fairbanks planed the author’s self-examination and
realization that he had become a
to Turkey, to. talk to Turkish Presibum”, despite his topdent Celal Bayar. Fairbanks would "tennis
seeded rating as an American tenproduce, write, direct and star.
Abel.
Mea Willie, Brock, currently in .nisteri
Jr.’s

‘Ataturk’

.

1

.

.

.

writing
new novel,
“Death Is an Aspirin” for DS&P
publication,- /and. blocking out ariollipr. ‘‘Gale of the World,” conSpain,

is

.

A Hilton Blog
N. Y, Morning Telegraph drama
Whitney Bolton has authored
Silver
(Farrar,
“The
Spade”
tracted lor by Little, Brown.
Straus. & Young; $3.75), the Conrad Hilton story which is unique
‘Son of Oscar Wilde*
in another respect in that the sub“Son of Oscar Wilde” by Vyvyan ject writes the foreward to his own
Holland (Dutton; $3,75), presents bio.
The book itself., is a success
a hitherto unrecorded account of story of a famed hotlelier, whose
the -.playwright.
Vyvyan and his' holdings now comprise some 17,?
brother Cyril were given, arbi- 000 rooms (not counting the last
trarily,. a
family name of their week’s: takeover of the Statler
critic

.

mother's; after their father’s trial
and imprisonment. Cyril was embittered by the experience (he was

killed in World War I, during
his
service as a British flyer).
Vyvyan, however, lived to understand his father’s misfortune and
to know several of Oscar’s friends.
Holland, a professional writer and
lecturer, tells his unusual story
with warmth and often with wit.
later

chain).

engaging story, giving
good insight on a tycoon who
started in the red arid has built an
international
dynasty
but who
doesn’t permit his monumental
achievements to hamper his dining
and dancing and romancing with
pretty ladies as soon as business
hours end.
It also gives a good
closeup on Hilton’s person credo—?
love of country and of God—and,
It’s

an

.

.

Book contains some ,of Oscar’s
epigrams, several from his also interlarded is the inside stuff
Plays, and foqr unpublished "prose
on. hotel
operation, hand
and
poems,” one entitled "The Ac- talent bookings, and the like.
tressy 'Many theatrical celebs appespite the fact that as many
pear in Holland’s tome, whitfh also copies as there are, Hilton, hotel
carries a selection ‘of letters writ- rooms have been ordered—which
ten by Oscar late in life.
certainly underwrites this book as
a publishing venture right, off it
is riot a "vanity” publication.
Anne O’H. McCormick Fund
Abel,
The Anne O’Hare McCormick

wetter

.

,

—

Memorial Fund Inc. has been
Harden’s ‘Ghosts’
chartered in Albany as a non-profit
John Harden, Greensboro /N,
membership corporation "to advance and further the role of Variety mugg, has a riew book, released Oct.. 18. It’s a collection of
jyomc'n in journalism by the establishment and maintenance of a ghost stories, published toy the U.
hind lrrinv which to provide for of North Carolina Press, titled
Heel Ghosts.’ This is the
one- or more, scholarships for the "Tar
study of journalism and related second volume that the. University
subjects to be awarded to worthy Press has brought, out for Harden.
The
:

first was "The Devil’s Tramping Ground and Other North CarMystery Stories,”
olina
msUnguished foreign correspondHarden has a third volume in
ent,
and editorial writer for the
preparation that embraces North
«• Y. Times.

female applicants.”

Fund

is

in

memory

of the late

Balto Sun’s Series

on 'Prejudice’
Hie Baltimore Morning Sun is

ninnihg a series,
mce,

22

Wallace,
*nd

"This Is Prejiiinterviews by Weldon

Sunpapqrs feature writer
music Critic, to parallel the re-

cent

Carolina adventure stories, such as
Blackbeard the pirate, the ride of
Mary Slocumb (North Carolina’s
female Paul Revere), etc. The present volume runs 178 pages and is
illustrated by Lindsay McAlister
with pen arid ink sketches that are
used as chapter headings.

demonstrations in some of the
schools against the Supreme
Recordland Snafu
ruling on race integration.
Recordland magazine,' a fail pubComment men in varied fields lication for the disk industry, has
ve
been questioned on their thrown in the towel on Chicago
J?
yievvpoints On. prejudice, with show after yielding
four issues. Outfit

W

s

j'OiU't

4

won’t be ready until next March.
Frank Rainer, representing three
of the Four. Aces who are known
to be 'barikrolling the venture,
went to Chi last Week to make the
pronouncement Publishing company operates under the banner of
DAL publications, the initials
standing for Dave (Mahoney), A1
(Alberts)

and Lou

;

.

.

of

(Sylvestri)
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Fred Allen’s ‘‘Treadmill to Oblivi-. series on Asia running in Tru
on,” Ben Gross’ "I Looked and I mag, is back in New York after a
Listened/’
et
al.
And in the four-month South America trek
"fringe” category might be in- for the same mag.
Pauj*Aff elder, music, critic of the
cluded the new memoirs of Edna.
Woolman Chase, Elsa Maxwell and Brooklyn Eagle and music editor
at CBS, signed to write a record
Eisa Schiaparelli.
So it's natural, therefore, for a review column (pops and longhair)
working newspaperman like Hy by Cosmopolitan magazine. Starts'
Gardner to put his observations With January issue.
Dwight Cooke’s personal report
between covers. He calls it “Cham*
pagne Before Breakfast” (Henry on Asia, gathered for, his CBS
Holt; $3.95). The Moet &. Chandon Radio series, "Dwight Cooke Inmontage keynotes the "sparkling terviews Asia,” will be published,
autobiographical notes arid anec- this month by Doubleday, -titled
dotes of a Broadway columnist,” "There Is No Asia;”
Oliver Saylef, legit producer,
which is the key to this book. It’s
a very readable book, done With pressagent and writer, has begun
a rare gpod humor by one of the work on a history of Ballet Theaprofessional Bro.adwayfarers known tre* which celebrates its 15th aririi*
to be better equipped for the quips versary season this year. Working

month and next one probably

this

Victor Lasky Vs. N.Y. Post
Motion of the N.Y. Post for dis-,
of a $500,000 libel suit
missiti
brought against it by author-lecLasky on the ground
Victor
turer
state facts suffi*
hat it does not
constitute a cause of accleiit to
by N. Y.
recently
denied
was
tion
Supreme Court Justice Matthew
'
Levy.
M

..

.

the Aces; Group, it’s understood,
is looking for a buyer.
Nick Downey has been' retained
as circulation manager of the mag
arid Vince Fiorino ais Chi rep for a
time, but rest of the staff has been
than
sloughed.

.

title is ‘‘Ballet is

some of his colleagues.
As in all such undertakings, complete detachment by the professional observers ofv the passing

Feminine Shakespeare
"The Dark Lady,” by Cothburn
O’Neal (Crown; $3.50), is a cloakand-cleavage spoof in which the
author,
a
Texas English prof,
pretends that Shakespeare’s plays
were really written by a woman..
Femme, who masquerades as a boy
player in the company Shakespeare
acts with, borrows his name to
conceal
her literary
activities.
Heroine is supposedly the natural
daughter of the Earl of Oxford,
and enjoys a hot romarice with the
Earl of Southampton. Novel succeeds in having the ‘‘dark lady of

show business scene

is

Yukon-born Pierre Berton, man-

hoods and Hollywood folk.
no slapdash "collection”
This
things

"best.”

from

appears,

tori.

'

the

in

aging editor, of Maclean’s Magazine, has his second book, "The
Klondike Rush,” published. Thurs*
day (4), arid the following day his
mother’s first, Vi Married the
Klondike,” by Laura Beatrice Ber-

:

Of

news bureau

compete for Western Iowa circulation.
Omaha paper also has
bureaus in Washington, D. C.,
Council Bluffs and Lincoln, Neb.

impossible

one’s own pursuits become so closely interlarded, Hence,
Gardner name-drops like the telephone book. Gardner also has a
penchant for cataloging his human
museum pieces which run the
gamut from actors to zanies. In
between are champs and chumps*

because

.

Theatre:”
is ripening
Des Moines, to

Omaha World-Herald
a

.

amusements editor

First

his

of th

column. True, some of it has seen Tribune Papers, Dallas suburbari.
Variety
printer’s ink in his. N. Y. Herald weeklies, is Bill Barker,
mugg there. On Nov,' 15 he’ll start
the sonnets” .practically writing Tribune syndicated Column but he
has organized his breezy .21 chap*, a. show biz column for both the
odes to herself.
Star-Tribune and the Oak- .Cliff
This is not likely to challenge ters into a- cohesive collection of
Latter, 51 years-old,
Tfiburie.
existing theories about the origin personal observations that makes
for a strong autobiographical key-, Texas’ largest paid*; weekly.
Bard’s works, but taken
.

.

,

:

of.

the

a

jibe

makes

as

at

Elizabethan

foibles,

note.
stage

it

for light-hearted reading.'

He

recounts

anecdotes

and dog lovers,

fright

newspapermen,
Brazilian
schoolteachers, are exempt

of
of

like

:

-

frrirh

kindnesses and of his, income tax, writes Walter Harris,
Downing,
irt
"stinker file” (Walter Winch ell was just in. from three years there,
There’s
Globe & Mail.
the
first to have a "drop dead” Toronto
Music Biz Whodunit.
where
Rio
in
press
institute
also
a
Terry Rierrian, new among who- file),-He details how he bombarded the scribes get free medical cafe
dunit authors,- has written an en- Mrs. Whitelaw Reid into giving for selves and families, and cheap
him, a job on the Trib arid why
ticing first novel with a show biz
don’t
mind being meals.
slant, ‘‘Vamp Till Ready”. (Harper; personalities
Danny Stradella,. owner of Danphoned to at sea, in Europe, or
$2.75). Mystery yarn, featuring a
ny's Hideway, N. Y, steakhouse,
heroine who is a big-time network half-way arOund the globe.
and Henry Holt & Co. co-hosting a
He
is frank on how a columnist
thrush; deals knoWledgatoly with
"champagne before breakfast” midthe orch-and-agency set, and With operates, and proves the point that night shindig this Saturday as a
various strata of the music world. even a w.rongo, when hooked to a preview to publication of the N. Y:
name,
becomes
palatable
reading.
In private life, Terry. Riemari
Herald Tribune columriist Hy Gard(married to Robert Rieman, sales In a measure, "Champagne Before ner’s memoirs which, by some: coinhead of. Simon & Schuster), man- Breakfast” is a pleasant self-ex- cidence, is also titled "Champagne
amination,
if not an expose; on
ages Turk Murphy’s Band, and Was
Before Breakfast.”
responsible for bringing that ag- that brand of American journalism
Upcoming Look makes a point,
gregation east from L.A. Band, fig- —just entertainment reading. De- that "a revision of Hollywood’^
ures in "Vamp,” and author's years veloped into 303 pages it's also a self-imposed censorship code, now
s
of experience selling phonograph pleasant $3.95 worth of reading allows film stars to call a fanriy
records, plus her work as flack for matter by a seasoned hand with a fanny”. Also that "in New York
Helena Rubenstein, suits her to a. bright touch to: his Remington, the word, ‘carbonized’ implies a
Abel.
deal reliably, with the. characters
that a man
husiriess success ,
she has selected. Book moves briskhas risen to the ranks of those who
ly through multiple murders to a
Dlpsy-Doodle Foreign Rights
receive carbon copies of important
neat climax, its people are suffiAmerican writers are hopeful office memos”
ciently, dimensional to. lead the that Mexico and Holland, will both
Leonard /Bernstein, who. com?
reader to suspect that a good ratify the new International Copy- posed scores for the musicals, "On
screeriplay lurks in Mrs. Rieman’s right convention,, successor agree-,, The,
"Wonderful
and
Town”
pages.
Bob.
rrient to the old Berne Convention Tow
as well as for ballets, sym(from
which the U,. S, itself phonies and operas, has an articlri

human

..

,

:

.

.

.

.

,

,

.

.

.
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A

remained aloof).
Situation
for in the November Atlantic, titled
Shopman’s Memoirs
Title of the late John Murray American authors, is bad in Mexico "Symphony or Musical Comedy,”
Anderson’s memoirs, written by bis where publishers may "legally in which he discusses the conflict
brother, Hugh, is "Out Without. My pirate” any work riot contracted within himself between syriiph or
Rubbers”
(Library
Publishers; for and translated into Spanish miusiCals, and why he decided to
$3.95). Expression stems from the within a specified time of its U. S. write music for the theatre.
Resultantly royalties
fact, that as a boy, though cautioned publication.
Commenting on the N, Y: Daily
by his mother not to go Out with- end at the Rio Grande,- .with- some News head, "Queen Ma Gets Royal
out his rubbers, Murray usually exceptions.
^ Works, Press Gets Bum’s Rush;”,
One thriving publishing house and its story by Josephine Di
disobeyed. As a result, the book
explains, incredible things hap- which turns but: America ri works Lorerizd, Canadian Press’ Lloyd
pened to the future revue-stager. iii great numbers occupies a half- McDonald reported from WashingSupposedly; this set a pattern for block plant on the outskirts of ton (28) that no "lady reporter Was
Mexico City, has over 100 workers physically pushed off the holy floor
Anderson’s life.
.

,

'

1

.

.

-

1

Unfortunately as often is the and a fleet of delivery trucks. It
case With such accounts, this tome- pays not one penny for the texts
bogs into a recital of Anderson’s it appropriates, arid under existing
professional achievements. Occa- law presumably cannot be sued for
chpckly damages or enjoined.
sionally brightened toy
Holland’s situation is different.
anecdotes, much of the writing is
pedestrian. It takes more* than the. Publishers pay a royalty but in?
mention of glamorous names and variably one-half or less than
memorable titles of the showman’s standard. The rub with the Dutch
productions to strike fire. Both fire is that under their cockeyed law
and quicksilver are missing from the publishers alone decides what
to pay on a book. The author
this book.
In a postscript, written after is informed and has no redress if
Murray’s death, Hugh describes the if he doesn’t like the terms. It’s
memorial to Ills brother’s memory not a .negotiable offer, but an
conducted by Leonard Sillman on arbitrary unilateral dictate.
The. foreign market is very much
the stage of the. Curran Theatre,
San Francisco, with the entire in the mind of Yankee: authors
"New Faces of 1952” company nowadays. Magazines as well as
present at curtain-call time. One books are involved. For example.
learns more about the nature of Esquire’s hew British edition has

an elevator,” as she claimed,
and that the longest of the -"long
club speeches’? (which she did not
hear) lasted four minutes.
into

Allied Artists

,

,

1

%

—

Continued from page

.4

handles
world .distribution either in whole,
Hajji
in
"Adventures
of
or
part.
Baba,” a Walter Wanger production iri Technicolor and Cinema-

whereby the

films

latter

,

seeing global release Vi
has* a 25% interest,
the veriture , while the balance
held by 20tH.
Likewise, "The Black Prince’’
John Murray Anderson froi this stirred resentment because until was turned out by A A and 20th on
brief entry than from all the. rest now Esquire has not paid a sepa- a 50-50 partnership, with the forDown.
rate British fee. The one original
of the "autobiography.”
mer company handlirig distribution
American fee is stretched to cover
in the western hemisphere arid
two magazines; Typically an author
Hy Gardner's OK Book
Show biz books have been com- getting $750 from Esquire now gets 20th in the eastern hemisphere.
gross
ing off .the production line in con- two checks,, one for $675 for Amer- With more than 20% of AA’s
stant stream for the past three or ican rights, one for $75 for British. .'Stemming' from overseas’ distribuf 6ur years. Chronicle? by show biz It’s a .distinction without' a differ-: tion, It’s significant to note that
the firm’s foreign take rose 10. 1%
personalities, or those in. affiliated ence.
the fiscal' year ended July 3,
iri.
pursuits, have been seasonal offer“ Moreover;
Steve
prexy
1954.
and
"Tallulah”
hereabouts.
ings
CHATTER
Ethel Waters’ autobiography have
Buck Herzog in. Hollywood to Broidy emphasized in his recent
been notably successful. .In be- prowl the film lots for the Mil?, annual report that "increasing fortween and since there h^ye been waukee Sentinel.
eign revenue” isvanticipated thi
chronicles by and about such perThe Orcadian, island weekly in year.
sonalities as Adolph Zukor, Rodg- the northern Orkney: Islands, of
Aside from analyzing the dlsers & Hammerstein, Bing Crosby, Scotland, celebrating .lOOlh anni- tribution prohlerii, Ritchey also at*
Mary Pickford, Arthur L. Mayer,; versary.
tended the second joint Allied ArBob Hope, Groucho Marx, Bernard
Glasgow Evening Tiriies. follow- tists-Associated British. Pat.he sales
Sobel, Mezz Mezzrow (a jazzman's ing lead of other Glasgow evening
conclave held in MoriCe Carlo and
true confessions which was. perhaps newspapers in running full page
made, -a brief inspection of the
a bit ahead of its time), "Satchmo” devoted to stage, pix and tv.
While in. London
British market.
(Louis Armstrong), Joe Laurie Jr.’s
"White Hunter,. Black Heart,” by
he
supervised. final release arrange-,
exhaustive chronicle of "Vaudeville Hollywood screen - writer Peter
11”
(From the Honky Tonics to the Yiertel, will be published in a re- nipnts for “Riot in Cell Block
Palace),” as well as. omnibuses by print edition by Bantam Books this which is booked on the ABC circuit Nov. 22 along with AA’s "ArArt. Buchwald (closeup on tourism month.
Ilamsoh Forman, who has a row in the Dust.”
with a French postcard flavor),
scope,

is

20th.,

AA

*
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.
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Wednesday, November
Nbv. 15

at
17.

company

Europe and on

,

,

and his actress-wife Peggy back
from a month’s Paris and Rome
holiday
Carl Brisson is in New York
this Week, between hotel dates.
He’ll open at the Statler, Hartford,

End
F.

Hawkins

tress, in,

Rome

play..

.

for fourth role this

Myron

his

.

:

,

.

,

:

Waft
.

.

,

WGA

:

;

-’

.

in Africa.

Agent Paul Marr

in Grant Hoswith heart trouble.
Jack. McGuire and Vic Wilmot,

Cinema

Continued from page' 2

facelifting

pital,

former Recordland staffers, reopening flackery.
Jacqques Tati w French mimic, in
town for three days to plug opening
of “Mr. Hulot’s Holiday’’ at Surf.
Theatre.
Jerry Yale, singing on Howard.
Miller tv show currently, added at
Blue Note to hypo the Chico
O’Farrill- bill,

Vera-Elleri here this week, both
for TOA and to make appearances
in United Artists lobby f of opening
of “White. Christinas.”

“Mambo U.S.A.’V With Joe Loco
quintet, MachitO orch and Carlos
Ramirez set for two performances
at Opera ‘House next Saturday (6).
Pressagent Herb Kraus temporarily has Sam Honigberg talent
accounts While latter is in Hollywood with George Gobel, deciding,
whether to remain.
Bob Qe Vere in town to plug

lery

&

man registration, Fitelson
Mayers told the
that, at no
time, had there been any talks with
anyone for the film rights of the;
show.
Complaint was also that
the registration, and publicity con-\
neqted with it, “interferes with'
the rights of our clients,”

MPAA

Luiz reopened after'
with a new large gal-

S.

and C’Scope.

“Executive Suite” preetned to
arid plenty of biz at
the cftiema S. Jorge.
Bico. Doirado nitery reopened
with the Rebocho and Carvalho

good reviews

1

orchs, just back

from an African

tour.

Two new cinemas have been

It’s
pointed out that Fitelson opened in Castelo Branco and
and Mayers apparently overlooked Covilha, north of Portugal. New
the fact: that the MPAA isn’t a houses
installed
already
have
copyright bureau and acts merely C’Scope.
as a clearing house for title regis*

j

tration so as
duplication,
title

bureau

to

avoid

expensive

Membership

is

in

voluntary and.

MPAA

the;
it

is

By Walt Christie
liommembers. Furthermore, FeldRita Ray followed Helen Forrest
man or any Other producer have a at .the Clouds, new penthouse;
perfect right to register any title nitery.
they please with the bureau and
Harry Nakamura; Chicago nitery
this in no way binds them to ac- op knowri as “Honolulu Harry,”
here hunting new talent, for liis
tual production, it’s said.
Club Waikiki.
SatiSfiers] “Rickety .Tickety 'MelStewart Fern, publicist for Haody,” a Jim Lowe tune; Lowe, forwaii Visitors Bureau, quasipublic
mer NBC. staff announcer, is now
fictional Crime
tourist
promotion
agency,
resettled in N.Y. writing, songs.
Open, to both

members and

1

.

'

•

.

:

.

Continued from

Charlie VentUra combo into St.
Paul Flame,
Hotel Radisson Flame Room has
pianist Jan August.
Star Playhouse lias “Voice of the
Turtle” for two-week run.
Northwest Variety club holding
annual election of officers this
week.
Esther
Williams’
stageshow,
Which had been set for local Radio

1

Smimmmiim,

'

.

,

Europe.
Robert Gottschalk and Richard
to Chicago for the TOA
meeting.
Grace Kelly invited to attend
the British Command Performance
in London.

Mervyn LeRoy received the Vic*
Trophy from French Consul

toire

General Raoul Bertrand.
Moscha Lazrah suffered leg
fracture while rehearsing a dance
for “Daddy Long Legs” at* 20thI

government

Chileari

Uruguayan

Writer,

Brurii.

gade.”

delinquency can not be checked

or pulled back by a new recreation
center of child guidance center or
joining a boys club.
“We do our
ultimate cause ho good by contributing to wave the banner of delinCity, cancelled.
Sol Hurok’s London’s Festival quency
prevention,”
Clendenen
Ballet set for three performances: told the penologists*

and Mrs. Danny Thomas'
and Mrs. American
of 1954 by B’nai B’rith

Mr.

Duke

Schuyler, American pianist, booked for Municipal
Theatre concert.
Aristides Aguilera and singerwife, Diana Ross, Planed to London to join the BBC.
“Dos Gemelos bn Aprietos”
(Twins in Trouble), Silvana Pampanini. starrer from Italy, a real
click at the Real;
Jackson Winter off to Juan Fernandez Island to film documentary
on Alexander Selkirk, the legend-;
ary Robinson Crusoe.
Tito, Mundt arid Alfred Hertzka,
of La Nacion, scribbling new Radio
Corporation show, “What, How,
.Where, When and Why.,” twice
weekly.
Eugene D’Arcy, Argentine dancPhillippa

named Mr.
Citizen

Lodge

487,

.

Portland, Ore.
By Ray Feves;

,

.

.

Ginny 'Simms here to head ..big
show for. annual logger's Convention.

Duke Ellington orch inked for
one-nighter at Jantzen Beach Ball-

room Nov. 13.
Les Blue & Yvette, Vera Mason,
Doraihe & Ellis, Deidre VariCe and
Bill David at Amato’s Supper Club
for one week.
Hoffman,
Paramount
Walter
fieldriian, here to set sock promoith
tion on “White Christmas”
er and choreographer of “Bim- Par manager Dick Newton.
Bam-Bum” revue and co-owner of
Duggan
Attractions
William
King’s Club nitery, deported to shows set for Auditorium in 1954Buenos Aires by Chilean gen- 55 season include Melvyn Douglas
darmes.
in “Tim® Out For Ginger” and
Helen Hayes In. "What Every
Woman Knows,” due in this month.
.

;

.

.

25 Years

After

Continued from page

2

By N. Zarar

Bobby Crawford,

B. S. Moss and.
only a few weeks

Metro’s “Executive Suite”/ big
others' who,
earlier, that fall, would be hosted b.o. at the Melek.
Betty Beilis arid her all-femme
at a 50-franc table d’hote dinrier.
While marveling at the lavish fare orchestra at the Bebek Casino.
Muhsiri
Ertugrul’
“Hamlet”
of a $2 blueplate special in France
•closes Nov. 3 after 35 perform(the franc was then 4c and bought
ances.
plenty of solid values for an Amerswanky nitery, Blue Wagon,
ican in Paris), they would scan the announces
an early November
,

:

.

New

Paris edition of the N. Y. Herald
(it wasn’t the Herald Tribune then)
bnd proclaim such and such stock
just went up another few points.

opening.

German

director Heinz Hilbert

Kucuk Sahne to di“The Parasite” in
Thb moneyed showman all March.
yearly
concert
The
season starts
profiting
seemed to be
thousands
Nov. 4, with the Istanbul Philharjust by sitting; at a table in. a Montmonic. Cemal Resit Rey
conbistro,
that
so as to make
martre
pacted by the

rect

Schiller’s

.

ducting.

table d’hote appear hardly
worth this Variety mugg’s hos-

$2

Peter Lederer and his orchestra
at the Taksim Pavyon with French
dance and comedy act Jean, JacA few weeks later these leisurely ques & Joe on the same bill.
Continental jaunters were hemmed
The English Players preemed at
in by 3,000 miles of Atlantic Ex- the Atlas with “The Importance
panse; there was no transoceanic of Being Earnest” Nov. 2. Peter
air travel; the cables were clogged. Assinder and Edward Jervesbury
Some of the more seasoned tra- play the leads.
A new theatre being built by a
velers hopped to London and found
they could ship out, cable or phone German company at the centre of
the^
amusement section. House will
with somewhat greater facility
from the British capital. In a few. serve as a showplace for Ufa films
and imported legit operettas.
weeks the paper profit millionaires
were paupers, and the frustration
of riot being able to communicate
with their brokers on whether to
By Matty Brescia'
“cover” or sell-out heightened the
Joy Cayler ’and her all-girl arch
personal drama.
to Peabody’s Hotel Skyway for two
The Wall Street contagion was weeks.
not the copyright of the AmeriBenny Bluestein, Memphis
cans.
Busboys arid waiters—les yaudevillian and Variety Tent No.
garcons of the traditional great 20 press agent, on ailing list.
.restaurants and hotels-—were playAdrienne (Vivian Clay) drawing
ing the Paris, Amsterdam and big crowds with her piano and
Brussels bourses in 5-franc stocks. warbling at swank Park Ave. ResThey, too, got caught in the back- taurant here*
pitality.
.

.

,

wash, of the debacle.

;

/

.

Pittsburgh Courier, national Ne-

gro weekly, booked the white Ellis
Variety mugg found himself Auditorium here Fe<b. 8-10 for its
fortuitously iri an objective vantage Home Service Fair.
point for the basic economic reaLeo Burson, Meriiphis showman

A

son of not having anything, with and: promoter, .will introduce his
which to dabble in the market. But chum, Sen. Estes Kefauyer, at
not very subjective were the ashen- party’s $100 plate in New. York
gray, faces. of friends and acquaint- :Nov. 20.
ances hemmed in by an economic
Calls,” running -as Republican can- upheaval
3;000 miles overseas, and
didate for seat in Territorial legr unable
to do a thing about it— exislature.
cept to watch those galloping numFolieS Bergere pacted to visit
bers on the tardy ticker reports oh Havana March 7.
the brokerage boards doing a reBlanquita Theatre, to reopen
'
verse gallop— all downwards.
and show French pix.
Scotland
Film Commission reports; seven
Most memorable tragedy was A1
By Gordon Irving
and Cuban pix producea
Mexican
Woods being able, somehow, to get
(Kemsley House: Kelvin 159Q)
at new studio.
Tommy Morgan, vet Scot comic, through from Paris to his brother,
John Young discusses local enMartin Herman, in New York,' in tertainment on new thrice weekly
bedded with shingles.
James P. Sherwood presenting order to “tell Rose (Mrs'. Woods)
program.
_
annual circus again at Waverley where $1,000,000 was stashed for ari
Both Tele-Miindo arid CMQ-TV
emergency.”
Market, Edinburgh.
That million, too,
annirig to film, video shows ior
“Martin Luther” booked for went down the Wall Street drai
stribution in Latin America.

signed, ..with future plans not disclosed.
Webley Edwards, vet creatorproducer and emcee of “Hawaii

.

the last two or three moments of
the show,” the investigator said.
Clendenen told the Congress
that juvenile delinquency had risen
30?o between 1948’ and 1953 and
only 6% could be ascribed to population increase.
Study reveals
that most youngsters on the edge
of

Allied Artists studio will be
closed four days for Thanksgiving,
Dorothy Lamour leaves next
week for a series of one-nighters i

.

.

j

By Les Rees

L

Fox.
Southern California Motion Picdecorated ture Council handed Universal ari
Blanca Luz award of merit to "Bengal Bri-

here;

.

1

anni.

William Wyler hosted Gen. Carl
Spaatz at Paramount;

,

Argentina Will present the. process to local
head- trade.
Winds,
his
Milestone
Lewis
Producer Nicholas Nayfack, di- Turin - shot pic,
Black
“The
rector John Sturgis, and Cornel Widow,” shortly.
By Hal V. Cohen
Venturini proWilde, returned to the. Coast over duction stars Particia ' Roc and
Marti Stevens makes her local
the weekend after a week of shoot- Massimo Seraio.
debut at Ankara week of Nov. 29.
ing locales for .Metro’s “The ScarSilvana Pampanini set. for local
Noel Mills (Mrs. Tommy Riggs)
lett Coat” in .upstate New York,
production of “Beauty of Rome,”
make some tv conW
Howard. Taubman, music editor new pic directed by Luigi Com- to N; Y* to
of the N. Y, Times, was. cocktail- encini, who made the successful mefcials.
musical director of
all,
May
Jerry
partied yesterday (Tues.) ih honor
“Bread, Love and Dreams.”
“Ice Capades,” convalescing after
of his 25th anniversary with the
an operation.
Times, at home of Margaret Carson Ruff, former publicity rep of
Beiderman, Press sportsLies
the Met Opera,
writer, convalescing at home after
Slate
R.
Hi
Penndorf and Arlene
major surgery.
Francis
have formed as Lady
Continued from page .2
Sam Pearce ih for series of lecArlene Inc. to merchandise simutures for Theatre Guild-American
lated
diamond replicas, of the Barnpuw and Halsted Welles; for Theatre Society.
heart-locket which; has been her ve.epee, Philo Higley and Elihu
DeCastro Sisters booked for the
tv. trademark. Heart earrings also Winer, and for secretary-treasurer,
Copa week of Nov. 22, with Crew
added to the merchandising line.
William Kendall Clarke: and John
Cuts coming in Monday (8).
Jack Mclnerney Jr., son of the Duff Stradley.
The .council will
Mrs. Maurice Spitalny spending
late publicist for the Paramount consist of four Writers from live
a few weeks in Indianapolis With
Theatre, is sports editor of the freelance tv; three from live freechildren arid grandchildren^
weekly newspaper of the Third lance radio; two. from film free- her
Jimmy Stewart iriade a trailer
Bomber .Wing in Japan. He is also lance tv; and one from each of
the magic show of hiS old pal
base sports correspondent for Stars the following categories: staff tv for
fellow-townsman, Bill Neff.
& Stripes and the Air Force Times. news, transcribed freelance radio, and
newly-elected
Club’s
Variety
Fred Bradna, equestrian: director
Staff radio news and staff continu- chief barker, L Elmer Ecker, arid
emeritus of Ringling Brothersity. Three Council members are to his wife celebrated 28th wedding
Barnum & Bailey Circus, critically,
be elected from the “at large” cate- anni.
ill. in Sarasota, Fla. Colorful showNancy Wickwire, Tech drama
man who was .engaged by James gory.
Seen by observers as a block to school graduate, signed for Roland
A. Bailey when the circus Visited
Europe in 1901, is .84 and the TWA interference on the top eche- Alexander’s new play, “The Grand
reprinted portions of Prize.”
acknowledged dean: of all circus lons,
the constitution in a letter to mempeople in America,
Jose Ferrer, scripter Ketti Frings bership yesterday, declaring that
and her, agent-husband Kurt Frings no, pne can hold: office unless “an.
qUickied to Europe over the week- active member in good standing of
By Lewis Garyo
end, directly after, he completed the Guild”: for the past. year. Many
his riiaideri try as a. film director TWAers were also members in one
“Knock On Wood1 (Par) doing
With locations in N. Y, on “The or another of the Guild sections, SRO biz at the Monumental.,
Shrike,’’ TheyTl do 10 days in Italy
but there are thos§ who held out
“Salome” (Col) doing big trade
and Spain on (1), a property buy, until
in its fifth week at the Capitolio
just these past few days.
and (2), some location shots.
Cinema.
Erasto arid his dancers* a Portuguese troupe, off to fill contracts
-'Karlin,
to

returned

quarters.

wedding

21st

.

.

stu-

dio confabs.

John .Ford out of hospital to recuperate at home.
Andy Devines celebrated their

;

.

manager,

Norway.
Spyros Skouras in town for

Mobre

Todd, London recording
manager of Westrex* attending a
special confab in N.Y. before, going
Santiago
,V
....
to Hollywood.
“Knock on Wood” (Par) going
Hannen Swaffer celebrated his
Hep
(1).
75th birthday last -Monday
big at the Rex.
is being feted at an honor lunch
“Beneath 12-Mile Reef” (20th)
by the People next week.
went four weeks at the Astor.
“Jean Simmons returned to LonLee. Ann
Meriwether, “Miss
don after four years to star in the.
Mike Frankoyich and Maxwell America,” attracting real attention
Setton production of “Deadlock

Metro Star Edmund Pur.dom ar- year, in“ Great Adventure.”
riving tomorrow (Thurs.) for twoSir Alexander Korda, at Taorday visit eh route to the Coast
mina, reported looking into Si-from England.
possibilities.
Hazard E. Reeves, prexy of cilian film production
Peter Riethof; prexy. of Amer- for Columbia release.
Reeves Souridcraft Corp. and Cinehere
to o.O. posrama Inc.; named a fellow, of the ican Dubbing Co.,
Edmund Morris’ play, ’-The
Society, of Motion Picture & Tele- sible plant setup to dub tv films ‘Wooden Dish,” which recently had
market.
for.
li.
S.
vision Engineers.
a season at the Phoenix Theatre, is*,
r
Superscope getting local demon- to be broadcast by the BBC next
Maurice Silyerstein, Latin American regional director for Loew’s. stration at Capitol Theatre. Wal- Saturday (6) with Joan Miller in
International, in for homeoffice ter Branson and Joseph Tushinsky her original role.
talks.

Hollywood
Glynis Johns in from London
Jackie Coogan returned from

Jack

(149 Archimedes tel 877443)
Nov, 15,
Steve Barclay, U S. thesper workRobert Vogel, Loew’s Interna- ing here, engaged to Italo actress
tional rep at the studio; returned Lyle: Rocco:
to the Coast following homeoffice
Mara Lane, Anglo-American acconfabs.

Cosmo Cinema,

Night, Scot national day).

.

By Robert

at

Glasgow art house.
London
Jack Spurgeon & Joan Tucker,
John Byram in towfi for casting
on the upcoming Broadway pro- ballet team, launching new ballet
school at Edinburgh.
duction of “Shangri-La.”
Baxter,
Stanley
young Scot
Robert Stannage named WB, director of publicity,. Jack Francis coriiedian, likely to join “Half-Past
Eight” revue at King’s, Edinburgh,
takes charge of ad-exploitation. ;
Mai Zetterling due to leave for next summer.
Claire & Leslie Gonda, terping
N.Y. to star in the Broadway production, “A Night in Sammarkand.” twosome, back to Continent after
After an extended run in the season in “Half-Past Eight” revue
Empress Hall’s summer ice show, at Alhambra, Glasgow.
Auld Lang Syne tv show, with
Belita left for, California last week.
Jack Hawkins to co-star with Jimmy Logan and Kenneth McAlec Guinness in Columbia’s “The Kellar, skedded for national netbased on a recent West work on Nov. 30 (St; Andrew’s
Prisoner

Yma Sumac,
her
Director Richard Thorpe in from
here, for one-nighter at Northrop
to the Coaat,
Auditorium this week for MinnePatricia Ann Kelly engaged to sota U. convocation fund benefit;
Harold Porr* of Variety’s "music scaled at $3 top.
.department.
Old Log Strawhatter Co. to reDore Schary returning to the turn to Lyceum, Ideal legit house,
Coast Sunday (7) after three-week for another single production, “The
Front Page,” with Minneapolis
_
sojourn in the east.
George Cukor arrived from newspaper, people playing most of
several
days the roles. It will be third time the
Europe and will spend
Old LOg has presented this play
in Gotham before Coasting.
RCA Victor’s Steven R. Carlin this. way.
and

start'

1954

3,

"7

Northrop Auditorium Nov, 15-

•
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when struck by the propel- cuits. He’s already' stopped in Chishe was to board cago for talks with* Abe Platt,
while filming “What Never Dies.’- Balaban & Katz exec.
Setup, as conceived by ANTA
Infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. and Care t is for the' sponsoring
Richard M. Landsman, died in San duo to refit the closed-circuit
Antonio, Oct. 28, from, what was equipped theatres on a four-wall
belfeved ’to bo tobacco poison. deal. The theatres would have no
Father is manager of the Statewide responsibility oh ticket sales,, adDrive-In Theatre Circuit..
vertising, or publicity. Si
all
...
the proceeds would be going to,
Mother, 84, of Neil Munro, Brid- twq non-profit prgs, the tickets
lington (Eng,) entertainments man- would be tax exempt.
Present plan is to lay away 150
ager, died in Aberdeen, Scotlahd,
recently. Under her stage. name, of seats in each theatre for special
Madame Lizzie Hunter, she Was. a patrons at $10 per ticket. The orchestra arid loge seats would, sell
noted soprano.
for $8 aiid the balcony pews for
Eliot Gordon, 47, .business man- $4. All prof its after expenses will
ager of screen; players, died of a be split 50-50 between ANTA. and
Each outfit, is hopeful of
heart' attack, Oct. 30, in Hollywood. Care.
.Winding up with $250,000 if the.

Party,” one of radio’s top light en- Spain,

L. B. WILSON
X. B, Wilson, 63, president and
general manager pf WCKY, Cin25
cinnati, which he established

ago and developed into a
oowerful independent 50,000-watt
station, died Oct. 28 from a heart
attack in his suite at the SheratonThe station has
Gibson Hotel.
vears

ENRICO GORETTI

.

.

the right side of his face.
Enrico Paolo Goretti (Albano),
Surviving are his wife, daughter
71, continental clown, died recent- and. .two sops, one of whom is a
ly in Stockholm. Born in Chartres, show biz publicist,
'?
France, in 1883, he Was a circus
acrobat at an early age. Later lie
WALTER STEVENS
joined the Albano Family- and
Walter
Stevens,
50, general secplayed throughout the world,
retary of the Electrical Trades
In
1920 Goretti formed the
died
Union,
in London Oct. 24
clowning act of the Four Albanos, after
he was injured in ah; auto
being assisted by his young sons. accident,
A leading member of
Act was a hit With Bertram Mills’ the
Communist
Party,
he was
Olympia Circus in 1935. When the elected ETU secretary
in 1947 and
turn split up, Enrico helped his was
.returned unopposed in 1952.
three sons to form a new clowning
He had Worked in British studios
the, Three
1

Studies in the hotel:
Following a brief Whirl in vaudeact with his
ville in. a song dance
brother, Hansford, Wilson, operated a poolroom and candy store
across
in his native Covington, Ky.,
Cincy. He and comedy-acro act,
the Ohio River from
Bragazzi. He was manager of this
became president of a bank and
turn up to the time of his death.
owner of several motion picture
theatres in Covington before turnO’NEILL
in
jug to radio, his sole interest
George O’Neill, 46, night cliib
recent years.'
coniic arid phonpriiimic known proSevering affiliations with NBC fessionally. as Buddy O’Neill, died
and CBS some years ago, Wilson’s in Pittsburgh Oct. 25 of a blood,
operation was one of the country's clot. Re had only a short tiine ago
largest to' embark independently recovered from a major operation
and
oil a policy of recorded music
and had been active up until the
has
news. Id-recent years
time of his death.
operated around the clock.
Originally a single, O’Neill had
Small in stature, Wilson prided teamed of late with Syd Magdison
little
biggest
termed
"the
being
in
and his wife, Amy. Berlinger, as
man in radio” and never disclosed the Variety Three. They were one
his first name, preferring to be
pf Pittsburgh’s busiest club date
known as L. B. His death followed RCtS.
by several days the second action
His -wife and four children surfor collection
the

.offices -arid.

ler of a plane

tertainment programs in the..l930’si
During the last war Ridgeway
left the theatre for industry, but
was planning to return in a. new
revue, “Ridgeway Cabaret,” when
he was stricken with paralysis on

’

I.

ii

i

-

..

.

project

BUDDY

WCKY

Government

bv

Loving

In

Memory

of

is

.

.

COHAN

M.
1878

i

1942

the joint, project.

20%

vive.

.

MICHAEL SOB ANGELO
*,

brother, who -continued in musicals as Hans Wilson,
are his Wife, the
also surviving
former Constance Freshwater, who
was an actress under the name of
Jean Oliver;
his

Philadelphia

47, yioli ist
in orchestras of many

and
owner of the

musical

shows

line

in

that

payments

ments,

was director arid
Conservatory of Music,
24 in
died
Oct.
Philadelphia,
Dallas, Texas.
before becoming a full time union
Sorangelo, who lived in Drexel
official.
Hill, Pa., was born in Italy, but
His wife and four children surreceived his inusical education in
FRANCO ALFANO
vive.
he
Franco Alfano, 79, Italian com- Philadelphia. For two years
studio
poser, died Oct. 27 in San Remo, was soloist with the
HARRY J. GOULD
Italy.
He was ‘noted, for having orchestra. He was musical contracHarry J. Gould, 73, retired excompleted Giacomo Puccini’s - op- tor for the old Roxy-Mastbaum
LaScala hibitor, died in Fort Worth recentPhiladelphia
the
era,
“Turandot*” after. Puccini’s and
ly. He opened the first nabe theadeath in 1924.. Working from origi- Opera Co.
,
He originated in 1947 and acted tre in Dallas and in 1916 moved to
nal sketches by Puccini, he contributed the olast part of the last as editor of the monthly magazine, Fort Worth to manage the Hippoact. a duet and the finale.
Arpeggio, official publication of drome Theatre for 10 years.
In 1926 Gould became manager
Alfano, who wrote a number cf the Musicians Union, Local 77. His
of the Palace Theatre, Fort Worth,
works, saw production of his op- wife, son and daughter survive.
a post he held until his retirement
era,
“Resurrection,” by the Chiin 1952.
PHILIP RIDGEWAY
cago Opera Co. in 1926.
It was
also presented the following year
Ridgeway, 63, former*
Philip
at the
GARRETT porter
Opera Comique in Paris. actor, producer and one-time head
His “Madonna Imperia” was pro- of the BBC variety department,
Garrett J?orter,
onetime
50,
duced at the Metropolitan Opera died in London, Oct. 27. He Was United Press, March of Time and
in New York in 1928.
the originator of “The Ridgeway Voice of America staff writer, died
in New York Oct: 24 after a long
illness. After more than 20 years
In the press arid radio .field, he
turned to special writing two yeats
ago when his health, failed.
Surviving are a daughter^ three
brothers and a sister.

made

Brahms

Tax

Continued from page

The Cohan Family

Michael Sorangelo,

who played

Miami, Fla.

Besides

carried out as planned-.

ANTA has been diskering for
over a year with Box Office Television on the possibility of offering its annual show on a closedcircuit hookup. It was originally
Scheduled for last May, then postponed until. this fall, and eventually called off altogether until- the
new; joint effort, with Care,
Willard Swire of ANTA, Joseph
Stanley, head of special events of
Care, arid Joseph Heidt, Care publicist, are doing the field work on

,

of taxes on income which' Wilson
maintained was being reserved for
backing of a television •station. He
sought a tv .permit for. Cincy and

later

.

this

1

“It

for

prior .to

.

is

food,

held

refresh-

merchandise
the beginning of the

-service,

or

entertainment in a cabaret, roofgarden or .Similar place are subHis wife, daughter arid parents ject to he cabaz‘et tax iiriposed by*
survive.
section. 1700 (e) of the Code, where
the patrons or guests by or for
John Paia, 46, Hawaiian screen whom such amounts are paid reactor and night club entertainer, main for. any portion of the. en.terdied Oct. 24 in Los Angeles. At tainnient afforded.
However, the
one time he was a champion surf- tax does riot, apply to payments
board rider. His wife survives,
made by. or for patrons or guests
Who leave the establishment prior
Louis Farkas, 36, and Royal to the beginning of the entertai
Lowe, 45, 'powder, men. for War- men, or who,
enter and leave durners' .‘’Target Zero,” were killed
ing an intermission period, or who
Oct. 26 in a dynamite* explosion oh
enter after the entertainment has
location hear Fort Carson,
.

WCAU

.

'

^

Colo;

Mother

of

Gordon

ceased.”

Girdwood

(Ursula Irving &), singer, died recently at Malyern East, Victoria,
Australia.

MARRIAGES
Julie Harris to Manning Gurian,
Oct. 21.
Bride is. the
legit-film star; he’s, a legit com-

London*
H. Musk Beattie, 67, a founder
of Northampton Repertory Theatre

and

a

former

pany manager and playwright.
.Norma Wilson to Robert C. Dennis, Los Angeles, Oct. ,24. He’s'

director-secretary,

died Oct; 25, in Northampton, Eng,

television writer.

Diane Day to Benny Carter,
Mother, 87, of Milton S. Harris,,
advance representative for “Gen- Phoenix, Oct. 24. Bride’s a vocaltlemen Prefer Blondes,” on tour, ist; he’s a musician.
Lee Phillip to William Bell, Chidied in Brooklyn, N. Y., on Oct. 23.
cago, Oct. 23. Bride is femme, comARTHUR M. VAN DYKE
mentator
at WBBM-TV there; he’s
Dugald McNeil, w.k. tenor, died
Arthur M, Van Dyke, 61, circuit
a McCann-Erickson. copy writer.
Sales manager for 20th Fox* died in Glasgow, Oct. 25. He was known
Shirley
Harmer to. George Muras
“the
Gospel
Caruso” because of
in Chicago Oct. 23 following surray. Toronto, Oct. 30. Both are tw
gery. With 20th in Chi since 1920, his many hymn recordings.
sineers.
he served as office manager for a
Mary Nicolletti to Henry W.
Jean King, who two years ago
time and later as Chicago sales
Bode Jr., New York, Oct. 30. Bride
manager. He had been seriously had been slated to produce a is a member of Metro’s homeoffice
Broadway
musical tagged
“Off special service department,
ill for the past thltee years;
Limits,” died Oct. 21 in New York.
Wife and daughter survive.
Ava Norring to Everett S. MilMother, 80, of the late cowboy ler, Elkton, M.d., Oct. 28. Bride’s
an actress.
ELMER DEWEY
film star, Buck Jones, died
•.

;

In

Memory

of

•

Elmer Dewey,

E

KALMAN
Who passed aWay
OCTOBER 30 1953
,

M.

M.

j.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Murphy,

Dolan, 70, veteran, member
Of the Abbey Theatre, died in
Dublin Oct. 21 after a long illness.
Joining Abbey in 1910, he toured
the U. S. with, the company on
each of its visits. At one time he

’

J.

.

ity
•mmmmmmm

Promoters

Continued from page

1

wife as his partner.,
Mr. arid Mrs. Frank Milsak, son,
Pittsburgh, Oct. 24. Mother's Mildred Don, radio arid tv singer.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wheeler, son,
Father runs
Pittsburgh, Oct. 20.

on the event on their own. Talks
Three daughters and
son are currently being held with •theatre
chains
and indie houses
survive,
which have large screen tv equipAndrew “Ft Kelley, 64, veteran ment. The physical handling of
Cincinnati stagehand, died Oct. 28 the event, including the televising
in that city. A meiriber of Local 5, and arrangements for long line
IATSE, of which his fatheiy the facilities, will, be handled by one
late Edward Kelley, was an organ- of the major tv networks. DuMont
izer, he was a flyman for 45 years. appears to have, the' inside track
He leaves his wife, a sister and at this nioriient since the Album
was* assistant film censor.

.

.

George

Everett.,

McBride,

75,'

died Oct. 20 in Edmonton, Alta. A
bass player, he was one of the original members of the Edmonton
Symphony orchestra arid the Edmonton Pops orch,. Survived by a
son and a daughter.

Joseph P. Quinn,

70,

member

of

several oldtime minstrel troupes,
died recently in Buffalo.. He came
to that city, in 1915 and became a
dealer in picture projectors and
,,

supplies.

Mercedes Aldea, Spanish actress,
was killed Oct. 28 in Sabadell,

Santa Monica, Cal., Oct. 24.
Father is in Metr
casting department.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sigety,
daughter,
New York, Oct; 27.
Mother is Kit Rhine, cooking editor of NBC-TV’s ”Home” show; father heads vip Video Vittles, producers of food commercials, with
son,

DOLAN

.

YVONNE KALMAN

Pilar Palette to John Wayne,
Kona, Hawaii, Nov. 1. Bride’s a
Peruvian actress; he’s a. film actor;

died Of a heart attack, Oct. 28, in
Hollywood, Starting his career as
Edward Piatek, 33, saxophonist
a heavy, he played for a number and clarinet player, died in
Manof years under the name of Don chester, N. H., Oct.
23.
Danilo and later became a character actor,
Joseph Rodin, 75, former conA son, now in the Navy, survives. cert singer and vocal
teacher, died
in Concord, N. H., Oct. 23,
'

five brothers;

VERA MARIA KALMAN
CHARLES KALMAN
ELISABETH KALMAN DAUNES

Oct. 28

screen actor, in Indianapolis.

70,

Pitt ctfiarm

and modeling school.

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Monahan,
28.
daughter, New York, Oct.
.Mother is singer Teresa Brewer.
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Gray,
daughter, Carlisle, Eng., Oct, 21.
will originate from DuMont’s Adel- Father is company manager of
Salisbury Arts Theatre; mother is
phi Theatre in N* Y,
The only other organization, that actress Elisabeth Orion.
Mr. and Mi-sv Rudy Ruderman,
will participate in the project will
be the Empire Producing Co., of son, New York, Oct; 27. Father is
N.. Y.
Kansas City. Latter is a national a producer for
Mr. and Mrs. Graham Davie, son,
promotion outfit whose task will
Mother is
be to oversee the ticket selling Ayr, Scotland, recently;
former Wendy Popplewell, daugh-.
via local Care organizations and
ter of theatre owner Eric Poppleto solicit advertising for a special
well.
program that will be distributed
Mr. and Mrs. B. Elder, daughter,
free. The partici pants in the pro j- San Antonio, recently.
Father, is
ect expect to realize $100,000 from manager of the El Capitan Theatre
alone;
Russell there;
advertising
the
Farnsworth, aide to Empire, prexy
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Gibson, daughGeorge De Haven is currently in ter, Oct. 26, New York. Father is
Sandy
with
the
thewith
producer
confer
associate
to'
New 'York
cir- Howard Productions,
atre tv execs of the vari
.
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Return Engagement

Just Concluded
SAHARA,

BY POPULAR DEMAND

Las Vegas

Opening December 7th
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Liner Notes Bring

shows of

gala Metropolitan
became a
Opera opening night
national event for the first time
on Monday night (8), when the

Hub

Two more' major tv comics with
New York Origihations are plan-

R&H

Alburn ning the live-to-film transition next
season in what now Appears to be
Boston, Nov. 9.
a wholesale embracing Of celluloid
has by video’s top funnymen. Milton
Society
The Watch & Ward
mink-and-music jamboree was tele- requested local record dealers to Berle, “pappy” of all the bigtime'
vised on a closed circuit into -32 remove singer Lee. Wiley’s new tv comedians by virtue of getting
Rodgers & Hart album with George in first, plans to. go half-hour, via
theatres around the country.
The occasion not only put the Frazier’s controversial jacket de- film for the ’55-’56 semester, deMet into the electronics age, but scription from sale here. Album serting the full-hour formula, as so
Storyville many others before him have
it pointed the way out of an annual notes on George Wein’s
done.
morass of red ink. It’s too soon label was tabbed by the indie cen- Similarly, Red Buttons has put
mer- himself on record that,, starting
“undesirable
body
as
sorship
to estimate what the Met got as
event, chandise,” although conceding they next season, he,, too, will berth
its share of the teeveed
because installations, line costs and don’t deem' it necessary to ban it on. the Coast arid transfer to film..
theatre takes aren’t in, but with at this time.
Thus, with the exception of. a
added theatre outlets each season
Action, resulted in at least two handful of the top comics committhe way is pointed in the future, downtown retailers removing the ted to full season shows, among
to offset the annual deficits (last album from .sale.
them Jackie Gleason, Sid Caesar,
season, the Met went, into the red
George Gobel arid Imogene Coca,
for about $250,000). Problem that
the. live-to-film transfer is being
plagues symphony orchestras and
stepped up at an accelerated pace.
ballet troupes as well as opera
Jimmy Durante presently does his
companies—the need of subsidies
every-Othcr-week
“Texaco
Star
to,. offset annual deficits— looks like
Theatre.” half-hour show on a live
it'
might be solved here.
basis from the Coast, but like DonAs. for the Met’s N.Y. take, the
ald O’Connor, who alternates with
gross (at a hiked $30 orchestra top,
him, he’s already made arrangeWith boxes bringing $450 each)
ments for the shift to film! Both
reached a resounding $62,438, not
were one-a-month live comics on
tpo far below last year’s alltime
the Colgate Sunday hour last seathe

10,

PRICE

1954

t

ARTHUR BRONSOtf

.York’s
year
a

...New

1954,

—

Ire

Down on

Max

Conrad’s Publicized
Songwriting Almost Nil
Max Conrad, the; 1954 edition

of “Lindy,” is more proficient at
piloting than songsmithlng. Conrad,
took, off from Idlewild Airport
(N.Y,) Sunday (7) in a twin-engine
Piper plane for a non-stopper to
Paris, was tabbed by the dailies
as a songwriter;
True, he has
,

who

written seven songs but none has

long-distanced light planes before.
In 1950, he flew a single engine
job to Europe' and has made several cross-country flights in private
planes.

'

son,

Eddie Cantor,

Phil Baker arid Bert Wheeler
installations, to explain the differ- have cornbined as a comedy team.
ence. But with subscriptions this Pair
have signed RCA Victor
season running about $5,000 ahead vocalist Wyoma Winters as a
of last year’s; record, list, and about third, iriemiber of the act, which
$1,535,496 paid into Met coffers' by will play a string of nitery dates
subscribers before opening-night before coining' to Broadway in the
curtain, the Met, looks set for* an- new Sid Silvers musical, “Cops
and Robbers.” Baker & Wheeler
( Continued on page 20)
signed a three-year deal this week
with MCA, and their first nitery
booking should be set before the.
Theatre-TV Pulls ’Em In
end of the week.
Combine, represents the first
But Metop Better Switch time Baker has had a partner since
he played with Ben Befnie, and
Hams, Beefy Divas it’s Wheeler’s first partnership
since a short spell with ‘Sid Slate.
By HY HOLLINGER
Silvers and Eddie Moran are writ.If Metopera presentations are to
ing some new material for the act,
be continued, via large screen the- with Baker and Wheeler providatre tv, there'll have to be some ing most of the hew routines themchanges made. While opera lovers selves.. Incidentally, Silvers, now.
.may be accustomed to over-sized a writer, was Baker’s longtime
sopranos and hammy acting, a box stooge in their vaudeville act.
larger-than-life-sife closeup view,
plus facial contortions of some of
.the' performers, presents a situation that induces laughter rather
than making for complete enjoyment of the topnotch vocalistics.
Actors
Chorus Equity
This is not. intended wholly as a
rap of the theatre telecast Of MonAssns.
a Split
day’s ,(8) opening of the Metopera
Instead
of
Actors
merging,
Which went to 32 theatres in 27
Equity
Chorus
Equity
may
and
fcit’iSs,-' for -a good deal of it came
over perfectly and the theatre audi- sever affiliation. That has been
proposed'
Equity,
by
president
ence showed as much enthusiasm
fpr the arias as did the plushly- Ralph BeliamjL and will be; congarbed observers at the, 39th St. sidered by the union’s .council.
Oper^t house. It points up the fact,,
As result of recent agitation by
however, that Met general man- a faction of the Chorus memberager Rudolph Bing will have to ship, the council, yesterday (Tues.)
m’ake a more careful selection of tabled a scheduled referendum on
his principals for the large-screen the subject. Group also referred to
vidcasts.
Chorus the latter’s recommended
From a- technical standpoint, constitutional changes,
Nate Halpern’s Theatre network
Bellamy’s proposal of a complete
(Continued on page 20)
(Continued oil page 71)
|

also out of the Col-

U.S. 8th to Sign,

From

|

&

May Do
.

.

|

j

on

the series, announced
has already, sold the series

paign
that

it

to three regional* bankroilef s~ who
will sponsor in 23 markets. Deals

the

face of accepted syndication,
practice.
First group of 39 will,
average out to a $53,000 per-show

budget, highest in syndication history, and Ziv prexy John Sinn
says that .the show will carry “the
highest rate card ever issued for
a Ziv. show or for any other syndicated .telejrision film property.’’
Sinn said he’s well aware of the
-“industry concern” Over cost problems in syndication, but he'
pressed the belief, that “advertisers want high quality productions and we believe that local and
regiori.al advertisers are willing to
pay for them;”
Three "regional deals Were all to

Washington, Nov. 9.
New- Universal Copyright Convention will go into effect Upon
ratification by four more countries,
12 being needed and the U. S. having become the eighth on Friday
when President EisenhoWer
15)
signed the accord, in a formal
ceremony in Washington. Confirmation of the treaty by ail! 41 par-

(Continued on page 42)

Ballads to Ballots,

Westerns

to Politics,

Rex

Bell Lt. Gov. of Nev.
in the situation is the prerproducrtion film sale to Metro.
The affinity between show biz
Max Shulman-Robert Paul Smith and politics came to the fore agai
comedy, at the Longacre Theatre, in last week’s election. Over the

N. Y., has already repaid; one-third
of its $75, 000. investment.
Wilder
plans another $25,000 distribution
in two or three weeks, with payment of balance contemplated be-

.

!

Ziv Television Programs' biggest
teiepix gamble to date—-the signing of Eddie Cantor to a $9,000,000
seven-year deal calling for production of 39 films a year for
seven* years in the face of a rapidly
tightening, market—looks like it's
going;, to
pay off.
Syndicati
firm, holding sales meetings this
week prior to kicking off its cam-

1

.-stable of stars, preems i
Jan“Tender Trap” is about to beuary with his new half-hour film'
come one the quickest payoff
series,, which will be syndicated by
Ziv. Jack Benny shows more and shows in. recent Broadway history.
The Clinton Wilder production will
(Continued on page 42)
probably recoup the balance of its
cost by the end of this week or
early next week, or only after five
weeks, on Broadway. Major factor

gate

CENTS

been published Or even submitted weie closed before the series, was
to publishers.
He has no other actually on the market.
show biz background. Conrad has ^ Cantor show marks a fling in

.

record of $65,576. The Mpt lost
sjx boxes and about 45 orchestra
seats, to tv this year for camera

25

fore Jan. 1;
“Trail” cost $46,808 to bring in,
including $45,516 production cost

years thesps have been exchanging
greasepaint for Government, and.
lunesmiths have been switching
from ballads to ballots.
Latest show bizite to hit the political front Is former oater star
Rex Bell, who was elected. Lieutenant Governor of Nevada on the Re-

(Continued on page 68)

a la porfe

(

Continued on page 62

Sit

ticipating nations

is expected.
In effect, all: these countries are'
accepting the concept of the U. S.
statutory system of copyright protection based
publication with
notice of copyright.
This, means
that all countries wjJl give the
same protection to. citizens of
other, nations that are given to
their
own nationals Under domestic, law.
Attendees at the Friday ceremony in D. C. included Austin

Keough, Paramount v.p. who represented the Motion Picture Assn,
of America, and Edward A, Sargoy, who heads the copyright seC :
tion of the American Bar Assn.
Sargoy is a member of -the Sargoy
& Stein N. Y. firm which is active
in film business legalistics.

Currently presen Is

Horn* of

Charm

All Girl Oi’clicstfa anti Choir

Featuring

EVELYN

an cl her Magic Violin

under the direction of

PHIL SPITALNY
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Va-riety

MISCEIXANY

With lie, Veep as Guests of Honor,
f

Joe E. Lewis’ Operation
For Ulcers Today (Wed.)
By

LOU WALTERS

Joe E. Lewis, who gobs under
surgery today (Wed;) in Harkness
Pavilion of the Presbyterian Hos-

Chirps Anymore;
Dead, Sez Mary Garden

No Good

Perhaps the most impressive
vaudeville .show that one .might
Wish to see-— certainly the most
imposing one that I’ve witnessed—
beis the Command Performance
fore Her Majesty the Queen. It s
Benevolent
for the Variety Artists
Fund, the recognized charity of the
,

All

Detroit, Nov.
.

pital,

Way„

to. a

lecture

engagement

in

{

There
Ont,, said:
Chathai
no good singers anymore. They re.
British variety stage.;
to be soeme
The show this year was held at all dead. There ought
there
London Palladium last Mon-, among the young people, but.
th
ceritainly none in
day <1), and included Bob Hope,. aren't. There are
you
country
this
in
Europe..
And,
The
Laine,
Noel Coward. Frankie
George
Crazy Gang, Norman Wisdom, Jack have only one possibility.
stars.
London.
British
of
dozens
Buchanan,
Now ; 77 and as tempestuous, as
production numbers front several
herself as
of the current London musicals; when she established
well-known bands \ and one of the top operatic sopranos, of
several
dontinGarden
Miss
century,
telethe
radio'
Screen,
from
talent
vision and the legitimate, theatre, ued: rThe composers are no bet-,
The show is, always excellent. ter. Gian-Carlo Menotfi may be the
only one. Some day .he may write
(Continued oil page 62)
a grand, opera. He at' least is new,
,

,

i.

HORACE HEIDT

,

.

:

k

like

him,’’

She said the financial reward of
nd tv had lured potential
films
way from the. grueling
singers
practice
Which / produces great
singers. Miss Garden added: ’’But,
would.
-rather
have starved than
I
give up my art;

affairs in Paris

Tokyo, Nov. 2.
Although the production of antifilms’ in Japan has declined from its peak of earlier this,
year, When there were as many
as a half dozen hate pix in general

tling in the U.

release;

She’s Not

100% ‘Ready’

..

as Patachou
is winding up her
preparatory to setS. and reportedly
marrying her personal manager,
Arthur Lesser, ..has deferred ...her
Waldorf -Astoria (N. Y.) return unShe was
(191.
til next Thursday

Pritachou,

who

before the surgery. Dan Arnstein,
longtime. pal of the comedian’s/
flew up from Florida earlier this
Week to be with Lewis. Both, incidentally, went into the hospital
last week for a preliminary check*
up, at the taxicab .tycoon’s insist-

the contrary, -queues to see thei
selves in 1953 produced a war pie,
and it was a big hit. A cycle
coming: up,

.There has been considerable MoExport' Assn. and State
Dept, concern over the possible un-v
reaction
among Japanese
favorable
and German audiences to U. S.
screened
to. be
are
pix.
Latter
prior to export.
Koide, producer of, some 30 pix
for Shochiku, including, the sue*
cessful “The Impostor,” said the.
Japanese industry was booming despite the heavy competition from.
Hollywood pix which are getting
some 40% of the Japanese playing,
tion. Picture

of me.”

American

proof

that

hate

time.

care

springs

is seen in. A new produc“For Eternal Peace,’’ made
through the joint efforts of an imposing array of unions and dbcu-.
mentary film companies.
Nippon Eiga and Kiroku Eiga
Companies made the film with
Sohyo
from
support
financial(General Council of Trade Unions
of Japan),, the National Railway.
Workers Union, Federation of Coal
Miners' Union,. National Council of
Gas Supply Workers Union, Japan
Teachers Union, All-Japan Federation of Electrical and Instrument
Worker, Union, General FederaContinued oh page 62)

She.
haye. opened tomorrow.
was supposedly ill but the Hilton
management was assured she would
be in the U; S. a week later. This
marks her fourth' return to the
hostelry’s Empire Room.
Stopgap show, comprising Maureen Cannon and Gloria & Jaro

to

'

York, latter 'making their Gotham
debut, will fill in for the intervening week.

By

HAZEL GUILD

Bonn, Nov. 2
UFA, the goVernment-controlled
Dorothy Dandridge was sought.
headliner and Nazi propaganda film setup of
substitute
as
a
while the “Carmen. Jones” star Wei- Adolph Hitler which was to have
comes the ace hotel’s engagement been split up under the Allied
;

(

;

i

i-

Japanese producers didn't
for this, he indicated,

much

but added th$t he didn’t believe
that Japan would institute a screen
quota,
~
Production costs in Japan were
low by Hollywood. Standards, Koide
“We can tur out a
reported,
-super-special’ in color for around
Unlike many
$500,000,” he said.
the good
other foreign industri
Japanese film does have a chance
(Continued on page 20)

eternal
tion,

to

were common, The Japanese them-

GIs-turned-female, if they’ll make
him “oyer Lii to a horse, maybe
that’ll be one way I can win a
race. Right now they’ll be cutting
plenty, of pari-mutuel tickets out

;

original. I

set up an office for
Koide stated that—
his own surprise—
Japanese audiences appeared to
feel no resentment at all when seeing the Hollywood war films. To
he’ll

somewhat

Lewis has cancelled all his
nitery bookings until the end Of
the year. He told the doctor that
in light of the current trend of

j

»

Shochiku,

ence;

Van; Nuys, California

j

-

my where

.

|

,

N. Y., says he’s “doing,

Christmas flopping early.” Operation is for ulcers and, complicated
with this, is the fact that the
medicos, have had to bring a
diabetic complication under control

9.

Mary Garden, who stopped In
Detroit briefly last Week on her

Tentative Japanese reaction to
U. S. war films is such that there
to be no good reason why
they* shouldn't be exhibited there,
says Takasai Koide, a producer
working with, the Shochiku Co.,
Japan, who was in New York last
Week prior to going to the Coast,

seems

Rainbow s End

,

j

Talent-hungry film companies,
once- found New York a
hunting ground for new
aces,
nbw find they’re having
signing
up.
promising
(rouble

who

happy

Ed Hastings

.

newcomers

contracts.. The
villain of the piece is television.-

to

term

to Hawaii,

Rene Black

to Florida;

.

Talent
constantly
exposed to exciting new personalities
via tv, admit they’re against tough
competition;
“The good ones
,

Combination of Ed Hastings’ and
Black’s, departure from the
Waldorf-Astoria,
NY., for new
berths, has inspired a “cycle” talk;
although it is unlikely that thev
will be any other key departures
from the Hilton Hotels’ flagsh.i
Hastings/ veepee and longtime
manager of the W-A, says that
“after 15 long happy years” the
prospect of being second only to
the president of the Matson Lines’
hotel operations in Hawaii couldn’t
be turned .down. He will reside at
the Royal Hawaiian Hotel, one of
the shipping line’s four hostelries
on the hula islands, the other three
being the Moana and Surfrider,
and with the completion of the
new Princess Kuaialanj next spring
give him 1,050 rooms to
it will

Rene

When

just don’t want to leave N. Y. for
she demurred because she felt she control of Germany, has just signed Girl Bullfighter,
top long,’’ was one
complaint.
owed it to herself to break in her- an agreement with the country’s
'They’re: earning good money on
Mended, Will Do Film iv.
new act three or four weeks out- , chain of AKI theatres, which by
If .lhey're willing toV come to
bf-fown before risking a Manhal- the year’s end Will give it. 100%
El Paso. Nov,. 9.
he Coast, it’s only for specific
control of the nation’s newsreel
tan bow,
Patricia McCormick, girl bull- parts,”
The Yorks carry, their own vi - theatres,
fighter, will hav
her life story
Unavailability of the top people
linist-conductor. "They are a EuroThe.weemergence of some of the filmed.
tv has left the film companies
pea n turn, with experience also in. old
monopolistic practices, that
Roy Brewer will make the film to sift talent, from the very /large
the Fx-u'. East,, but new to America. made UFA the world’s biggest for Allied Artists release.:
Pat number of young
people who tried
filmmaking and distributing studio McCormick will plby herself.
but weren’t able to make a go of
of the ’20s, has the U. S. film com'QANCE TO FREEDOM'
Texas
Western
College
girl,
it on tv.
panies and. the German Indies, daughter of a petroleum, engineer
One of the eastern talent execs,
about its en- here, is recovering from the goring
Hungarian Flights Get U S I S deeply concerned ..
croachments Into their rights and received last month during a bull Maurice Bergman of Universal,
Multilingual Soundtracks
states
that U had decided to face
Continued on page 18)
fight in Del Rio.
the situation and make the best of
Washington, Nov. 9.
it;
“We’re
cataloging the talent
New- film, “Dance to Freedom,”
we find on tv and intend to call on.
produced by the U. S. Information
it as specific parts come up,” he
supervise.
Agency, W’fl be distributed to for*
stated.
That’s in line with U’s
ign theatres by Republic Pictures.
The Matson-Havvaii hookup is
declared intention of improving its virtually a monopoly, even more so
Flm is a reenactment by Istvan
By LEONARD TRAUBE
overall casting approach by pay- than the Furness Line’s tie-in with
Rabovskv and his wife, Nora Koing more attention to character Bermuda, and the like, where a
vach,
famous Hungarian ballet
If
the pollsters can be* wrong the sicjht^dnd- sound pundits - were
parts as well as the leads.
carrier-ship or air— also controls
dancers, of their 1953 escape to on the elections, why not the broad- consulting the Gallups and other
freedom. Portions of the pic -were.- casters?
the hostelries at the point destinatipsters and then trying to make
tion. Pan American Airways is one
sh w
recently on Ford Founda :
You gotta hand, it to the sample- the incoming scores fit the advance
lion’s
such in the Central and South
network show, Omnibus, tasters, though. They were work-. dope.
Project Garland-Lanza
American operations,
Film sound track, now in English, ing as advance men in the Great
Like looking at program, ratings
Hastings succeeds Steve Royce,
is being translated to many lanSpectacular with a cost of DeMil- and deciding that the show -is a
For tuft ‘South Pacific’; w ho
is now prez and g.m. of the
guages for use abroad,
lions and most of ’em fell on their floperoo per se.
(Continued on page 62)
“Dance to Freedom” shows h
honorable
faces.
The radiortv
The returns were coming in so
Capital Gains Via Video
the young couple, though favorites lBM’ers were working from the fast from the more populous disw ith Conn
ist audiences, deterSid Luft huddled all day yesactual results but still couldn't tricts poastin
re
than one
mined to escape to the free world. 'manage to do much more than end Western Union that the aero-pun- terday (Tues.) with Richard RodFILM IN
Their chance came when they w ere up with statistics that looked tike dits couldn’t- see the forest for the.
gers on the proposal to film “South
-invited to dance in East fieri
a Chinese laundry ticket.
trends.
Pacific”
with,
wife,
his
Judy
Gar—
They gave their guards the slip,
There weren’t any
hds- worth
went- into the East Berlin subway;
For a good part' of the: time last the- mention... The guy went into land, and Mal’io Lakza in the origOttawa, Nov. 9.
atid emerged in free West Berlin.
Tuesday Wednesday it looked as if the booth, voted for a Republican inal Mary Martin-Ezio Pinza roles.
Seventh Day Adventist Church
as governor and in the same stroke
will purchase prints “for
in
Canada
Luft and Miss Garland return to
went' for a Democratic Senator or
wide, use”; of a Technicolor film,
their Hollywood home later this,
10
ditto L giver Houseman.
“One in Twenty ^Thousand,” said
If that
week.
meant he was an Ike man w)xen it
to show the. relationship between:
came Ip his slate and a Donkey
He lias some fancy ideas for the cigaret smoking and the incinatiorially, that was the trend as
reported NBC spectaculars, includ- dence of lung cancer.
Enclosed find, check for $
it turned but.
Decision was made at its national
ing a plan for a capital-gains setup
in
Qshavv
meeting
executive
y®”
Please send VARIETY for
CBSvTV’s Univac Out. of Reming- which has to be worked out for a Ont., last week.
?
ton Rand supplied the major com- series of four. They would be 90 t
To
edy relief. With the monster conminute shows, half to be shot on
(Please Print Nam®).tinuing die-hardedly to predict a
Pierre Mendes-France
Democratic, landslide, Charles Col film and: half live; it’s from the
Street
Meets
‘Press’ Nov. 21
Tingw'ood kept apologizing that it’s film versions that Luft-Garland
the hu ni an element that threw Uni- hope to realize that capital gai
French Premier. Pierre MendesZone. . . . State.
vac out of kilter.
the Press” Nov.
will
“Meet
France
It would otherwise be straight in*
So who built. Univac pixies?.
21 in the NBC-TV show’s coup of
While Univac Was being built, come, if on a salary basis, no mat- the year. The international headMr. Remington worked one side ter how fancy.
line-stealer will face the quiz corps
Regular Subscription Rotes
of the body and Mr. Rand the
Luft has his sights On a $300,000- in a N. Y, studio of the web.
One Yegr^$10.0Q
Two Years—-$1 8.00
other., but they weren’t talking to $350,000 production, per each, on
It’s rare that the Larry Spivakeach other.
the theory that the other spectacu- produced forum has presented a
Canada and Foreign $1 Additional per Year
lars, now
average $200,000 and chief of state. Most recent foreign
Neither radio nor tv could keep more. If enough production values statesmen quizzed on “Meet” wier
Int.
UP with the Joneses and the other can go into the filmed portions of- Britain’s Anthbny Eden and Chan154 West 46th Street
voters
because, despite the rumors, the videocasts he hopes to realize cellor of the Exchequer Richard
New York 36. N. Y.
(Continued Cii page 62)
some residual values.
Austin Butler.
’
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DOLLARS

SEARCH OF IDEAS

IN

New DC A,

Mak^liiDy TOA, Other Exhib-Primecl
Product Will by Then Be Felt
Last week’s convention in Chi-

A.

Exhibitors who are attempting to
step up production feel that a
competitive market will develop
in six months to a year. At this
time, the theatremen, backed by
their trade associations, b.elieve
that the. new indie production-distribution outfits, such as Distributors Corp. of America and Makelim as well as other which will
come into, the field via financial
aid from exhibs, will be providing
the '‘market with a steady flow of
This new product; it's
pictures.
felt, will, make up for the void that
now exists and caused by the major companies’ decision to reduce
their output.

In Film Biz 43 Years

'

—

Gleicher the curious

from

His Successor
j.

Nelson,

Wayne Morris Starred In Film
Made By Ex-?Adman

many

'Hollywood, Nbv.

General Films.

is to be edited into two
Was shot by HD producwhich J. Hugh E. Davis,
former ad agency exec is./prexy*
Orville Hampton was producer-di-

Footage

He

“pilots.”
tions, of

held positions

Plainly
Films,. Vitagraph,,
exhibitors are vitally
in concerned
until he joined
about product availGleicher joined Metro in ability. And' the move of
1939.
it1936.
He became head of the self to set up a production f inane1
theatre audit department in 1938. ing company looks “for real.” That

Triangle

with.

and

.

M-G

RCA

TOA

...

9.

“Pacific Crossroads,”, color feature lensed aboard a yacht in the
South Seas, will, be offered for
either theatres or television. 'Stars
Wayne. Morris.

sight.

rector.

a finance company to
stimulate independent production,
the money to be provided by ex-

.

TOA

membership expressed willingness to put up their own capital

sition of being selective. The salesmen will again woo each individual
exhib and the distribs will have to
their terms deCome down
manded for each film. And, it’s
noted, the distribs will no longer
be in a position to hold ..their big
product for specific holiday perioas

hibs.

to bankroll production looks like
a seriously thought-through project that promises to get off the
ground with a pic-making revenue

’

“The major problem facing the
said Raibourn, “is the
one pf ideas. Paramount will have
20 pictures next year but we would
like to have more. Balaban told
Freeman to produce any property
.

industry,”

source,

HArry Cohn* president
apparently

bia,

his

as they’re doing now.
For example, the big beef now
that there’s no top product
is
or
Thanksgiving
for
around
shortly thereafter since the distribs are holding all their blockbusters
for
the Christmas-New
Year’s stanza. With product avail-

some

If

..

one

come

could

up

.

If

are Usually contingent upon star
values ih a projected film’s cast.
When the star can’t retain a fair
portion of income due him as his
share of the profits, his interest in
a deal, wanes and the task of the
producer is made thAt more difficult. “It would be a terrific break
for the film maker,” Aldrich declared, "if an answer to the problem could be found under existing
tax laws.”
Aldrich, who is readying four
projects for the cameras in the
next 11 months, returned to the
Colist earlier in the week after
a short Gotham stay to select four
actresses to costar in “Kiss Me
Deadly” for United Artists release.
Basdti on a Mickey Spillane story,
the Park Lane production rolls
Nov. 29 at the Goldwyn studio.
Also on Aldrich’s slate are another Spillane yarn, “My Gun Is
Quick,” which he’ll do for Park
Lane next October, along with two
for The Associates & Aldrich, First
of the latter pair to move into
production will be “Pot Luck For

standing on line
the percentage
has hit Hollywood.
That's the observation of writerdirector-producer George Seaton
who’s in New York for promotional
.

timed

pany and exhibitors. We’re only
(Continued on page 14)
Skyrocketing costs of film-makhas some eastern observers

ing

Wondering
aren’t

money albne were the answer,

screen 1
writers are entitled to similar percentage arrangements as the a uthors of Broadway plays.
“If lie
turns Out a good work, he should
profit,” Seaton said.
“If it’s bad,
he should take it on. the chin.”
Seaton said “the whole town” is
on a percentage kick.
“It’s the
only intelligent way,” he stated. “It
makes for enthusiasm. You don’t
find pictures 'made just for the
sake of being made.”
Seaton and his partner, William
•Perlberg, have their own production unit, an outfit wholly financed
by Paramount. They work on the
Par lot and have access to Par
story properties ’or can originate
their own yarn purchases.
Their
deal with Par calls for a percent,

/

;

,

Pomeroy, based on

a story by
ert Wallace Russell. Other is
Are,” which will star
Way

.

We

Dr. Alfred N.

.

for

Associated Artists Produeti
No one argues that films Inc., former distributor in the tv
shouldn’t, be reasonably accurate, in
field, has beeh reactivated, by Eliot
However, it’s
their portrayals.
Hyman to engage* in the. produce
pointed out that the insistence on
lion and distribution of both, thecomplete historical fact is a costly
atrical and tv pictures. Hyman disproposition and that only a minute
closed in N. Y. yesterdAy (Tues.)
audience sector is in a position to
that the outfit already is set with
know to what extent a picture has an extensive lineup
of films which
or has not compromised on correct
will be sold to theatres first and
detail.
then to tv outlets plus a wide range
“I don’t really see where this vol- of product solely for tv.. He said
uminous kind pf research one reads
(Continued on page 18)
about is really necessary, or where
it helps any at the boxoffice,” one
exhib. opined in N. Y. last week,
“if they kept it down to a rea( Continued on page 14)

Goldsmith
explores the question

After Widescreen:

.

an interesting byline piece

in

the

.
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Trade Perking Up; Christmas’ Again Topper, ‘Star’
Second, ‘Widow’ 3d, ‘Sabrina,’ ‘Contessa’ Next
the week after fairly new, an'd “Bengal. Brigade”
Election Day, film biz .shapes up (U) round put the Golden Dozen in
solidly. In many respects, the cur- that order. “Suddenly”. (UA) annd
rent session is following the trend “Black. Knight” (Col) are the runof the stock market. With two such ner-up pix.
smash grossers. as “White Christ“Carmen Jones” (20th), a newie,
mas’’ (Par) and “Sta-ri Is Born” is rated fancy on preem week in
(WB) out in circulation and. other L. A. while continuing smash in
strong b.o. draws, trade.
piling second N, Y. stanza.
“This Is My
up big figures^
Love” (Col), .also new, ranges from
"Christmas” is easily setting the light to fair this session. “Passion”
pace, for the second week in a row, (RKO), fine in Chi, is mild iri.K. C;,
arid by a ;Wide margin. The $565,- and Denver.
000 gross being registered in some
“Drum Beat” (WB), good in In17 key cities covered by Variety dianapolis, shapes nice in Philly.
—currently follows the $525,000 “The Detective” (Col), another
racked up last week in 1.2 keys. In newcomer, is wow on first week
several. spots, the pic is holding at N, Y. Fine Arts.
“Reap Wild
very cloSe to first week, figures;
Wind”-" Appointment With Dan"Star Is Born” O^B) continue* ger,” Par reissue package, is doing
very big in se corid place, Same as surprisingly well in L, A.
a week ago. It currently is play“Sitting Bull” (UA), hangup in
ing in some 16 keys, “Black Widin Detroit
ow” (20th) is pushing up to third Louisville, looks good
“Four
and. fair, in Indianapaolis.
position on its first week around.
Guns
to Border” (U). looms fine in
“Sabrina” (Par) is climbing. from...
N. Y.
fifth spot to. fourth position via
“Her 12 Men” (M-G), nice in St.
some additional fresh playdates.
in Portland;
“BArefoot Contessa” (UA), out this Louis, is moderate
“Human
Jungle” (AA) looks good
round for first time tp.any extent,
in K. C. and Frisco,
is ending in fifth slot,
"Woman’s World” (20th), big in
“Cinerarria” (Indie) is drppping
Toronto, shapes okay in L. A. and
16 sixth place, with end of run anC.
“Down 3 Dark Streets”
K.
onfe
ticipated
or two cities,

Although

Rob-

“The
Joan

Crawford.

*

Whether the studios
overboard in their

going

absolute authenticity.
Argument is made that producers
of period pix are going to extreme
—and expensive— lengths to recre-.
ate the precise detail ,of the era
with which they’re dealing.

quest

.

work on his two Paramount .entries, “The Country Girl” and “The

com-

that looks tp.be helpful to the

$10;-

(Continued on page. 18)

;

join

Colum-

000,000 exclusively, for the backing
of
indie
production,
separate
from and in s r 'ion to the studio’s “full pr t,ram of cofnpanyma.de pictures.”

with a solution which would let
an actor keep his earnings, the
lot of the independent producer
Would be an easier one in the opinion of producer-director Robert
Aldrich. For, he pointed out in
New York this week, bank loans

(Continued on page 109

of
carefully

“announcement” allocating

Paramount stands ready to finance film production by Any theatreman who has an acceptable plan.'
“Anyone, members of Theatre
Owners of America,
anyone,
with an idea for a picture can present it to Barney Bala ban and Y.
Frank Freeman and they will have
a sympathetic ear,” states Par v.p.
Paul Raibourn. Par will put. up the
money, he added.
Balaban,
of the company,
and Freeman, studio v.p;, are former exhibitors, Raibourn noted.
Raibourn made the statement i
commenting upon the TOA convention in Chicago last week where
the theatre organization voted to
establish

.

.
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$75,000

(MAYBE MORE)

Hamilton Basso’s recently pubnovel,, “The View From
Pompey’s Head,” is being purchased, by 20th :.Ceritury-Fox for
SCRIPT $75,000, There.’s an escalator clause
in the ,deal whereby the purchase
Hollywood, Nov. 9.
First
package deal for Joan price can be increased above 75G’s
Crawford is “Queen Bee,” in which if the book hits and holds the
she will' be reunited with Jerry bestseller list.
Buy is in keeping with the
Wald and Ranald MAcDougall. prorducer and writer of her former stepped-up interest of the Hollywood studios in presold literary
starrer, “Mildred Pierce.”
Actress- bought screen rights to properties.
the novel, hired MacDougall as
writer-director and then sold the
Astaire May Produce
package to Colombia.
Wald will
produce, personally, starting in
Hollywood', Nov. 9..
February.
Next assignment for Fred Astaire
at ,20th-Fo.x may be as a producer
lished

TO

.

-

K. Craig Retiring

SOUTH SEAS FOOTAGE

cur-

ig

.

.

W.

*of “shortages”
outwardly very

industry

,

producer-distribs, it’s
be able to provide
theatres with another 75 to 100
pictures annually. The addition of
this total, it’s pointed out, will
again place theatremen in the po-

,

an'

head of Metro’s
The retailers decry
shortage
contract, department
years, will retire on of both product; and prints; the
He’ll be succeeded by manufacturers decry a shortage of
Nov. 26.
William Gleicher, beach of the both stories and stars. Thus, the
theatre audits, staff of the sales venerable law of demand and supdepartment. Functions of the' top- ply is being bottlenecked by a bafper of. both departments Will be fling combination of offsetting facconsolidated, with Gleicher as dual tors. Exhibitors demand more features; plenty of financing for more
chief.
Nelson was associated with the pictures is readily available; yet
film biz for 43 years, starting with more pictures, in total, are not in
A.

for

will

Bridges of Toko-Ri.”
Seaton contends that

array
”

film
rently suffering.

homeoffice

The new

Writers
waiting to
trend that

which

prosperous

:

hoped,

cago of the Theatre Owners of
America served JO spotlight anew

NELSON RETIRES

J.

instead of a star.
His contract
with that studio calls for one more
picture after “Daddy Long Legs,”
And he admits the possibility that
he will take over the production
.

1

.

Hollywood, Nov, 9.
W. K. Craig, Metro comptroller
Since company was formed in 1924
“Rear Window” (Par) is finishing (UA),. is good in. Philly.
and with the old Metro company reins.
“High arid Dry” (U), looms good
in seventh with “WateNtenl” (Col)
previously, retires on Nov. 30 unMeanwhile Astaire has a commit- taking eighth money.
in K. C., N. Y., Boston, L. A., and
der Metro’s pension plan.
“Hell Raiders, pf Deep”
ment to star in “The New Orleans
-Frisco.
is
“Hajji Baba” (20th) agai
He also is a member of the five- Story* at Metro next year With winding up ninth, same as. a week (IFE), is okay in Chi.
man board which directs studio Dolores Gray as :femme lead and ago; “Brigadoon” (M-G) will fin-^
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
end of Loew Retirement FUrid.
Arthur Freed as producer.
ish in 10th "Beau Brommel” (M-G), Pages 8-9, )
‘
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Hudson

Rock
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Profit
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a

as

ifuture

on

producer,

film

A

.

Howard Hughes.
,

.

fered the production, helm at

of-

RKO

me

for
the

and, I

wanted

picture

first,

duced came

to see

how

ever

pro-

I’ve

put;”

PoWeli reported.

He

re-

However; wlien, on Nov.

Took Five Years

negotiations

memos

of

w

i

t

h

to be very,
agreernerit

services.

.’’
adds
the nai
“ Y ou may; never hear

1

.

.

BOXOFFICE

'

page

From Home,” “Rear Window”

18)

Eve of

"Sabri

WGA Fusion

when
B. DeMille,: currently in.
Egypt lor location shooting o.f his
new film version- of "The Ten

it

SWG

effect

Earnings,

months

the
for
first
of this year sire up

nine
to.. $6,-

390,000, which equals $2.89 per
share and includes a special rakein of $832,000 ori sale of a block
Of stock in Famous Players Canadian. Theatres.
The first nine
months of 1953 brought a net of
$4,996,000, or $2.21 per share ..

Writers

I

According to the sales topper,
theatremen abroad want, one projection system Which would be
compatible with the various prpe(Continued on page 71) *

The Par board

last

Friday

L.

.

Edgar Carter
Chip Cleary

,.

Tom

Abner j, Greshler
Edward Everett Horton
Morgan Hudgins

Marquee Humor

Jearimaire

Marquee on the Roosevelt

This year its $98,000, repre
sen ting only $9,800,000 paid ..writer
—of which $13,000 came from, tele
ers.

’

New

Kimjmel
Frank King
Maurie King
Eugenie Leontovich
Jess.

York’s Har-

lem section, drew raised eyebrows last week with:
"Seven Brides For; Seven
Brothers” and “Go, Man, Go.V

being shown in various
parts of the world.
Thirty years ago, the undertaking of
biblical subject repre- vision.
tenlod a delicate undertaking. Before commencing op the production.: be toured the country, WithDeMille , to discuss., the. project
with religious' arid civic leaders.
DeMille,
who has completed
five weeks ol‘ location filming in
Egypt, will wind up his on-the$500,000 Payoff at $25,000 Annually —• Spillane
spot camera work- by the end. of
Stuff Plots ah Influence,
the year., lie then returns to the
Paramount studio for. three more
months of work, making a total
Prod u c£V-d ivecl or Robert Aldrich was -a time element.. Mitchur
shooting schedule of about six
working
in
Stank
ioriths; Should be released in fall and a group, associated .with him currently
recently offered Robert Mitchum Kramer’s “Not as a Stranger,” fe
of 1956.
Digressing from, the "Command- $500,000 to do two Mickey Spillane that, he couldn’t squeeze in ty
ments,” Zukor termed as "uri- pictures back - to -hack over an pictures between “Stranger” ar
founded" the exiiib charges that eight-week- period but 'the actor another coinitnient he has comir
up.
"the' film companies were deliber- turned it down..
lid is still

.

...

Bill

Lyon

Rouben. Mamouli.an

Margo

-

Marilyn Maxwell
David Miller
Phil

Moore

Hugh O’Brian
A1 Pakula
Debbie Reynolds
Sheldon Reynolds.

:

.

.

Rough

Corridine

Marlene Dietrich
Paul Gregory

•

Theatre,

A. to N. Y.

Eddie Albert
Richard W. Altschuler

(51

declared
a
regular
quarterly
dividend of 50p per common share,
payable Dec.. 14 to holders of record on Nov. 29.

Leon! Shamroy
Bobby. Short
Elizabeth Taylor

Too

Franchot Tone
John K. West.
William B. White

[

'

.

1

N. Y. to Europe

;

'

»

him output.
Had the deal gone through it
ago when -the would have been. an unique payoff
low ebb.” he for Mitchum was to receive his
were pictures
mperisation some 10 ye^rs later
-busirie.
was at the *ate of $25,000 "aflnually.
blamecl on everything from- tv to While agreeing it would be a
sports,. W'h at kept the public away ‘.’wonderful annuity” the star’s incutting their
“Two or three years
industry Was at a
pointed out. “there
in quantify.
Bad
ately

fact' .that there weren't
pio’ ui'os for theni to

!

1

.

•

.

.

•

i

1

Hence; when his agent remind*
him of the nature of the Spillai
yarns he assertedly opined that tl
stories were a little too robust

terest cooled later,.

Factors in the turndown., it’s reported, arc twofold. Firstly, there

is .said to

trying to live down some esc apad
of the past, in favor of a mo
conservative mode of existenc

'.

,

....

Secondly. Mitchum

j

1

light of his attempts to get aw;
from too much sex, etc.

.

•

Douglas Fairbanks Jr.
Joseph Fields
Joe Glaser
Stewart Granger
Harry Kurnitz
Rev. Sydney' MacEwan
Jane Po\y ell
Ethel Linder Reiner
Jerome Robbins
Mrs. Charles Sanford
Harold Steinmari
Jacques Tati

to N,

Y

Claudio Arrau
Arthur Askey
Irving Berlin

Henry Berman
Ferdinand Pecci-Blunt
Val Buttignol
j

1

.

Europe

on the overseas personnel,

said Branson,,

cor-:

responding period of 1953.

working, on
is
an unlimited budget. This was d; Guild’s healthy financial statu
closed this week: by Adolph Zukor, resulted, largely, from
drastic ecor
Paramount board! chairman who omy program which accounted fo
was associated with the producer $41,000 less in operational expense
In the silent “Commandments” 30 according
to
treasurer
Harol
years ago.
n
Greene.
Said Zukor: “If DeMille brings
S.WG
income
this year was $116
the -picture in at as low as $8,043, as compared to $127,937 las
000. 000; I would consider it reayear.
Greene comments drop Tt
sonable.”
The 1925 version of .the biblical suited largely from panic in pic
ture
business.
Last year’s inborn
drama cost about a $1,000,000. an
expenditure Zukor believes equal fr nv assessments was. approximate
ly $11,000, representing $11,000
to $10,000,000 in Our modern econmy. The picture ran for 15 years 000 in fees and wages paid to wrii
:

This compares
89c per share

on 2,256,158 shares, for the

in final finanbefore its ab-

cial report of
sorption into the hew
Guild of America-West.:

.

is

standing shares...
with $2,005,000,

closed $20,000 In the.rOd!

was disclosed

Thi

,”

RKO

:

Cecil.

:

arid demonstrated the.
Monday he agairi struck the
latter’s Superreflected in Para- scope widescreen system in London, “there’s nothing doing”
note on the
financial
statement.
mount’s. new
Paris arid Rome; Also; Branson deal.
However, his associates in
Corporation reported a net profit conducted meetings among
N. Y. said that, to their knowledge,
the
third
quarter
of $2,428,000 for
sales reps. .Screenings of new films the talks were “very active.”
ended Oct. 2, which is equal to and his reports of: deals, for future
$1.10 per share on 2,208,133 out- product had a highly /encouraging

Of Screen Writers On
Hollywood, Nov. 9.
Even though earnings of theatre
film;
scripters
over
past year
dropped $i;500,00Q, the Screen.
Writers Guild is operating in the
black, as compared to last year

Commandments,”

.

NET

ECHO

'

ori

.

.

.

in.”

“hot,” with

.

mplctely giving up his
thesping chores, .be said: "I’m obalue. as. a boxoffice
jective. of my
i.’ in
star,
not the biggest star in
the business, but I’ll, continue to
act if the right part comes along.”
"Tire Conqueror.” which originally had a shooting, schedule of
57 days, was fi ished: in 61, with
the hulk of the work done on location in Utah at a locale resembling
the Gobi Desert area inhabited by.
the follower of Genghis Khan. The.

the

Combine’s

Hughes are understood

mercury dropped to 15
and streets and roads had icy

•

actor turned producer-di•particularly enthusiastic
"It
about his role as a director.
took me five years to get put of
musicals.” he said, "and. five years
Although
to become a director. ”

Vvas

the.

1

is

enough good
be interested

1,

town,

near-blizzard hit the

a

the.

,

Tli

(Continued

U

io^

dickering

composed of
is
Zeckendbr.f,
Lawrence
Rockefeller arid Aristotle Onassis,
the Greek shipping tycoon. Spyros
P, Skouras, 2Qth-Fox prexy, is acting as intermediary
briTiging
the parties together.
empire

,

mind,' including a westmusical, arid a suspense

not'

out.;

It’s

Syndicate

William

.

story.

lie’s

the latest that any of
territory’s
ozoners lias

held

stage.

Hughes

.

;

rector

progressed into, a very advanced

.

.

’

industrial holdings, including
are on agai , and; this time
negotiations
said
are
to
have

RKO,

on about 90% of the deal already
coatings, plans for continuing
initialed..
While details of the
further" into the winter were
Secondly, and considerably more
talks
hay^ never been obtainable,
abandoned by 7-Hi owner,
important from U’s point of view;
.”
it's understood that the discussions
Maitland
Frosch.
likely
to
catathe. “Giant” part is
cover Hughes’ holdings in . the
pult Hudson to the top rungs of
'film, tool manufacturing, brewery,
screen stardom and pay off in
airline
and aircraft production
plenty of marquee value on future
fields.
Price, of some $400,600,000
U releases. That's particularly
for the entire works has been
significant in the light of the: fact
bandied around,
that Holiy wood is experiencing a
Both in Paris
pronounced dearth of male b.ov.
Skouras, although not feeling
names. .Hudson
was recently
well,, left NY Y. for Paris
over
starred in “Magnificent Obsession”
the Weekend. Also in Paris at the
Hollywood, Nov. 9.
and collected critical kudos for his
Despite its. continued slim supply
monient is Onassis;'. ostensibly on a
of new product Oil the domestic
Jose Bohr, Argentine producer- theSping in. that weeper..
Example of Hudson to U execs front, RKO’s gross business abroad shipping deal. Observers feel the
director wh
starred in. “Somto’as
De Glori .’’ first talking. Spanish- is the. tipoff 'that their expensive is running nearly 6% ahead of presence; of the two riien in the
French capital might be more
language feature made in Holly- ‘•talent farm” on the Coast is pay- 1953.. Walter Branson, global sales
wood 25 years ago, is here: on visit ing the kind of divvies that had chief who’s now back in N.Y. fol- than mere coincidence.
Insiders say that Skquras’ “comfrom Santiago, Chile, Bohr, .will been expected from it. Feeling is lowing a .five-week swing of Engsound, out producers oil possible that if. oniy one out of ten names land and the
Continent, cited mission” in the event of a deal
would
run! to
over $2,500,000
cp-productiori .deals in Chile. He breaks through the barri
U’s quota restrictions as among the
rather than the $5,000,000' originreasons for the upbeat!/
will also study television technique investment is fully 'repaid.
reported.
Last
October,
tor his upcoming Weekly .ArgenIn France, for example, RKO is ally
Studio has also great hopes: for
tine video program.
George Nader whom it picked up- permitted 12 import licenses an- Skouras ^spent several days in Las
Bohr, ,in. Chile for. last 12 years, as an unknown and who, without nually. Films riot sent to that coun- Vegas in meets with Hughes.
Back in N. Y., he would say; no
reports that- production there is a major release, is. already drawing try in previous’ years are. nqw
relatively cheap. A feature can be large volumes of fan mail and has being used.
This obtains in all more than that* he had discussed
made, for about 40% of, Hollywood roused much fan mag Interest. areas which -have quotas and in “industry matters” with, the RKO
head.
cost. No u ions;
He’ll be seep in “Six Bridges to every case. RKO is selling a full
Zeckendorf arrived on the Coast
Chile is also, lenient about film Gross” and the “Lady Godiya” pic quota program. In nations without
which
he
plays
opposite restrictions on the number of last, night (Tues.) from N. Y., fok
being flown to American labs for in
lowing
a Denver stopover.
filt
American
Imports,
the
It’s
com-,
Maureen
O’Hara.
processing although country has
pany has had a substantial number assumed that he’ll huddle with
one well equipped studio operated
Hughes
for
of
reissues,
Branson
further
noted.
discussions
These,
of
by. gover rnent owned corporation,
account for the full programs of the deal.
Last time Zeckendorf
which is anxious to develop film
CLICKS
,pix peddled ori foreign: terrrairi was queried on the status of the
industry there.
and the general improvement in Hughes empire purchase—that was
IN PAR’S
theatre business is attributable to a wee.k ago—he said lie had been
RKO gross revenue gains.
active, but was now "completely
Succession of click b.o. pix,
eluding “Knock On Wood,” “Money
Improved Fiscal State
Branson and Joseph Tushinsky cold,”

turned to the Coast Monday (8 V
“T don’t know what will happen
at RKO,” he said. “I.t’s.'/ndne Of/
my business, but I do know I’d like
We’ve had. a
to. stay with Hughes,
good relationship and he gave me
production
of
the
a free, hand in
Powell said
‘The Conqueror Y”
.he
chance
that
still
a
was
there
would handle ail of .Hughes’ personal projects as. producer-director
as well as produce several pictures
h his own. He has several proprties;

.

Those ofc&galn-off-again talks for
sale of Howard Hughes’
n-

tire

this

.

U

“Remember

Barris.
it agai

The. John, Wayne-Susan Hayward
now being scored, will be
released either In March or. about

ern,

As U execs see. it, the benefits
them of the> lliidsori casting are.

particularly since the
for
star was recently signed by
a new seven-year contract. First,
gets a cash consideration of
close to $150,000 for Hudson’s

•,

starrer,

Easter,-

to

.

.

U

manifold,

.

by Hughes, -but had turned down
he said,,
"After all;
the offer.
‘production is a new: experience

Hardy Exhib

of the brightest
talent stable, will
portray Bick Benedict, head of the
vast Texas ranch, In the filihization
of the Edna Ferber nOvel which
Werner Bros, will release.

.

the

Minneapolis, Nov. 9.
Surviving approximately six
weeks of night temperatures
ranging from 30 to 40, the local 7-Hi outdoor theatre attained its goal of. remaining
open until Nov! 1, regardless
of adverse weather conditions.

talent-

one

entries in the

saying her conditions for star r
dom are: "I won’t pose for
cheesecake; all statistics, including "age, height, weight
riiy"
and -measurements,
own business; I refuse to hire
an agent.”

.

confirmed that he had been

Hudson,

Star Yet!

Ottawa, Nov. 9,
-Alex Barris, Toronto Globe,
and Mail columnist, quotes Alber.ta-borri Wendy Remington,:
a film bit player in London, as

“If this picture. turns- but to be a huge, sucI’ll 'get out of television and
devote full time to theatrical picIn New
tures,” Powell declared.
York to drum up interest in the
story of Genghis Khan, Powell,

for

its

/

K

deveipping program.

banking his>-

"The Coriquerer,” tl>e $6,000,000
Cinemascope production he made

from

benefits

gible
is

Studio

Gets

Prestige Via ‘Giant’

Universal’s Rock Hudson loanout to George Stevens, and Henry
Ginsberg for their production: of
“Giant” has U contemplating the
arrangement with more then ordinary satisfaction as proof of tan-

9

Actor Dick Powell

DEE-ttGHTED

IS

John Byram
Marian Byram
Elaine Chenuil
Clifford Curzott
Harry Foster

Guy Gachon
Paulette Goddard
Hilde Gueden
Tyrone Guthrie
Bill

Johnson

Frankie Lai

Jerome Lawrence
LeCrayon
Robert E. Lee
John Mackwood
Joseph Marais
The Moreos
Robert Moretoii
Parity
C. C. Philippe
Riccardo Pontremoll
Erich Maria Remarque
.

Prudence Rennick
June Richnrtfbnd
David Rose
B^bara Stanwyck
Archie Thomson

Max Thorpe
Charles: Trenet

Sarah Vaughan
Brueie Weil
Jerorrie

Whyte.

N. Y. ty L. A.
John Aaron
June Allyson
Henry Berrilan
H. William Fitelson
Charles N. Hill

Danny Kaye
Howard Keel
Kimmel
Edward Morey

Jess

Dick Powell

Edmund Purdom
Norton, V. Ritchey

Arthur Rosen
Richard Skinner
Carleton Smith

—

)
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WHO

LOVES OUR FILM CRITICS ?

Banker Readers of Times as a Reason For
Hollywood Rage at Pans

He

By GENE ARNEEL

ficials,

New York

Des Moi

What

The Cowles

ever

*

blasted

really

a

picture

.

criticism
|

,

stirring resentment
among filmmen -taking objection to
his notices, is incessantly courted
by visitors from the film colony,

often

to by publicists and execs in the east. Since
the Times is limited in penetration
in comparison with, say, the mass
is

constantly

bowed

circulation N. Y. Daily News* why,
then, the salaams for this “terror
of the Times?”
Crowther himself figures the answer lies in his paper's audience.
The Times; is especially important
to the industry' because it’s, “read

he opines. This
key; factor. In short,
the Times has weight in influential
Circles. It’s important to the trade
On the corporate arid institutional

by

of
in

ownership?

The film industry seldom says so
out loud, looking a publisher right
in the eye, but it -is widely felt
that newspapers
cannot justify
charging theatres special “circus”
rates without providing “circus”
cooperation.
(On today's tight
daily, nearly every department suf-

everything.

Sometimes

do

columnists

the

Use a paragraph or, two bn a film
they’ve enjoyed or didn’t enjoy
and they say so. For some reason
it is
used after the picture has
departed its first run.

fers space starvation.)

But focusing down to film criticism* as such. The best reviewing
occurs in cities with truly competitive newspapers. Poorest criticism
is on the papers run by the business offices, openly so, or where a
Single ownership has the one. morning and One evening sheet. Such
dailies are apt to assign any city
room reporter to be the critic of
the day. He. or she, Signing only
initials, lacking either pride, training or incentive, is likely to “describe the plot,” an excuse for
criiticism.
always recognized by
pros as the sure mark of a reviewer who doesn't care or dare.
There is considerable evidence

Phones Portland

Public:

Critics

On

the. bankers,”

is clearly a

it

versation than the recent $10 chain
All of the boys
letter business.

among the sour grapes is immateri- and girls appear to have hearts,
The point is that Crowther, gold who can find *some good
al.

and

representative sprinkling of key;
centres in a realistic try for a balanced 1954 evaluation.
But one
thing must be separated from the
discussion of film, criticisrii itself—
namely* the broader question of the
local newspapers’ amusement edi-r
tor* and section.
Where do: both
rate in the thinking of newspaper

would probably create more con-

,

while

.

any of the initialed reviewers

If

For Guidance

‘Best

By

RAY

Now
M.

In

Town’

FEVES

.

levels.
“I write for the readers of the
N. Y. Times and never- to instruct

Portland Ore., Nov.

9.

Opinion of exhibitors, arid distributors in this area regarding the
impact of film criticism on boxoffice can be summed up as follows: Patrons have made up their

Hollywood,” declares the critic, A
film might be a commercial suc-

minds regarding the worth

readers might have stayed away.”
Crowther says he has no prejudices: “It might be. that I’m negative on five pictures in a row from
But then I
the same company.
might be high on the next five from
the same company arid then they’d
say I m a great reviewer.”
Crowther refuses to applaud the
pictures out of a foreign country
simply because of their Origin, "It
would be hard to find 20 pictures,
say from Italy, that could stand up
against 20 fine Hollywood pictures
of the past year,” he notes.

“Since big product is presold
comments
advertising*
through
of the local critic have little or
no effect on boxoffice. However,
most critics do have a following.
I believe we have a boxoffice effect on ‘sleeper’ or foreign product
where neither the film nor the

picture before

it

hits the

of. a

screen.

Here are some direct quotes:
cess despite his downbeat appraisr
Arnold Marks, Oregon Journal:
al. “But I think many of the Times

'

Today’s Admission Prices
Give Practical Value

To

Critical Tipoff

By LES REES
Minneapolis, Nov.

9.

In these hinterlands the general
feeling among exhibitors* distributors and even the newspaper film
reviewers

and

columnists

them-

selves is that film criticisms exerAt
cise little boxoffice influence.
the same time* paradoxically perhaps, adverse reviews- of what they
consider “good” pictures anger exhibitors and they relish favorable
notices.

affect firstruns. as against

word-of-mouth? Do bankers read
film reviews and is that one reason
Hollywood studio officials
sometimes holler so loud?
On this page Variety presents, a
compendium of analyses from a

are carried.

particularly' “big” productions, because he simply feels these
had no right to be “big” in the
valid

comment

9.

.weight film criticism in a

one-newspaper town?

tries,

there’s

,

Nov.

morning, and evening RegisterTribunes have four local columnists with followings but none pays
much heed to thO films. While
botfi editions carry reviews no one
Initials only
individual is critic.

distribution ex-

first place.

MOORHEAD

By IONE

Cinemascope, pans some en-

Whether

LANDRY

does the industry think of critics?
What do critics think of themselves?.. How much does in-print

HAVE HEARTS OF GOLD

ecutives and theatremen generally
have expressed suspicions that he
favors foreign product over Hollywood's output, reserves his most
devastating raps for 20th-Fox pix
in

J.

American film criticism^-does it
have standards or standing? What,

reviews touch off as much
intra-trade conversation arid controversy as those written by. Bosley
Crowther on the N.- Y. Times. He’s
regarded as just about the. toughest of all critics on metropolitan
Hollywood production ofdailies.

Few

stars are to well, known... Good example of a ‘sleeper’ film helped by
local criticism, might be Metro’s

By

HAROLD COHEN

Pittsburgh, Nov; 9.
General feeling among theatre
owners: here is that criticism has
small effect on the boxoffice except
in very isolated
and art
houses. There they agree the daily
can
make
or
break
reviewer
a picture*

Principally, however, break it.
bad notice for something in a
sure-seater is the kiss of death'.:
But, on the other hand, a good
one doesn’t always mean that the
film’s in the bag* Most of the time,
yes. But exhibs can recall many
instances where critics went .Overboard and they died just the. same.

A

.

In the first-run hpuses, however,

nobody seems, able to make up his
mind how much the reviews count.
Managers will admit that a small

‘

.

audience, fringe is influenced by
reviews, but admit this section of Katz theatres, for example, never
ads
its potential is very, small. Some lift quotes from the reviews for
regardless how favorable they may
(Continued oil page 22
This chain sells pix by issuing
be;
as much information as possible on
them to the press* and criticism
merely fits into their pattern of
Denver Premise:

One

Films Are Merchandise,

Who Reviews Groceries?
By

B. J.

I

9.

The motion picture critics here
are modest. Both Alex Murphee, of
the Denver Post, and Frances Melrose, of the Rocky Mountain News, Vickei’S;
are, not sure whether their reviews
On the other hand, a film like
influence many to go to or stay “Fanfan the Tulip” drew a great
away from* Theatre managers, and ovation in all four daily newsexecutives believe that good re- papers here and flopped at the
views help in Denver*
Ziegfeld boxoffice. There’s no preSome managers argue that re- dicting*, evidently.
that
reporter’s-turned-critics
or
The truism, “a good review: has
Critics' new to their jobs consult views are unwarranted comments
Bosley Crowther in the New York on merchandise. What newspaper never harmed a picture,” is subevaluates
quality
advertised
the
of
mitted
to by all exhibs regardless
Times and Variety for clues as
to what: to say.
Some startling goods in department .stores. Some Of their attitude towards criticism.
fe^l
that
critic,
a
definition,
by
Chicago
Daily News critic. Sam
echoes h.aye been picked up. Some
Lesner expressed it rhore pointedly
local
newspapermen are quite must be “arty.”
One
manager
branch
guesses
when
he opined that, “criticism is
frank about it. Note, too, in Ray
Feves story from Portland, Ore., that a good review might conceiv- more effective in the positive than
ably
for
the
account
of
gross,
10%
in
the
negative, because most
the hardship of covering a lot of
(Continued on page 22)
first-run pictures within a rigid 40- and in some instances this could
be
the
difference
between
profit
hour city room work week.
and loss. Another felt that wordImportant to Arties
of-mouth plugging was much more
Everybody agrees, and the point, effective than reviews, good, or bad. Crowther Praise Discounted
is
made, repeatedly, that critics
Alberta Pike, who was first a remake or break art and foreign re- porter and critic on the News be-,
Exhibs But They Quote
leases.
But that’s, about the only fore going into theatre publicity,
area of unanimity this journal un- and' from there to own and operate
Pans to Exchanges
His
covered.
Views on criticism run the Vogue, an art theatre, had this
from the extreme hostility of those to say about reviewers in general:
By JAMES L, CONNERS
Who think pictures should be en- “Count me in the cheering section.
Albany, Nov. 2.
tirely
exempt from -newspaper Critics share equally with the
“Industry” consensus as regards
evaluation, like a can of beans, to artists and technicians of the in- Albany and Schenectady is that
those who esteem criticism as an dustry, and the movie-going public, critics have rip great effect upon
institution which helps build up the honor of having helped to raise the success or failure of regular
films as. an institution*
For more the standards of movie-making, to releases but it is thought they can
detailed itemization of these points, elevate the taste of theatre-goers, help or hurt foreign product playread the various stories under sepa- and dignify the screen as an art in Jarties to a discriminating, sperate bylines herewith.
form as well as mass entertain- cial clientele. One circuit., pfficial,
Saul J. Ullman of Fabian,, comOn the question of critic incen- ment.”
Frank H, Ricketson Jr., president mented “The present generation is
tive, one provincial critic
who desmart to have any critic tell
clined to be directly quoted put it of Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres, to
this way; “It’s a very delicate, sore operating in seven western states, them. They can make up their own
point that under the publisher’s was a newspaper man prior to en- minds; arid do.”
“Don’t get me* wrong,” he conagreement in this b.urg- none of us tering the theatre, business, and lie
agrees to the premise that film tinued. “Word-of-mouth criticism is
is permitted to accept air
or theacritics
are
constructive
even Very impprtant. If one member of
tre engagements.
Publishers say
they fear Outside interests would though they may at times turn out the family comes home and says,
‘S uch-a nd-such is a great or an enwarp our judgment, cause logroll- adverse criticism.
Tom Smiley, general manager, of joyable picture,' others will be i
ing.,
collusion, and .breakdown of
loyalty and discipline. We’re paid Wolfberg Theatre, votes that te- fluenced. The same, holds true in
offices and plants, where people
Somewhat better than' the average views have a boxoffice impact.
know one another, But the critics
in compensation but. our ambitions
no,”
are nonetheless, effectively frusSHOTS! AT
PIC
Unirian pinpointed, one local film
trated.
There is just no financial
critic as “praising too much and
incentive to undue expertness.”
Sunday Repeat Disturbs Theatres too broadly to carry much weight”
Gossip A Staple
(Unless It’s Favorable)
and he said of another critic that,
The point is frequently repeated
he “spoiled” his reviews by dethat the reviewer must turn into
a
By JOHN QUINN
tailed description of plots, Ullman
gossip columnist to build a regional
regretted that editorial writer Clift
Kansas City, Nov. 9.
following and circumvent the pubNewspaper critics’ influence bn Bradt, who formerly reviewed for
lishers
tendency to clip amuseKnickerbocker News (Gannett)
the
.be
chalked
film box office has to
ment-as-such space.
Hardboiled
of n
longer did so.
.New York exploitationeers say up as one of the intangibles
R. Roseberry’s review on “The
C.
consensus
trade,
according
to
a
they d rather see more, reader in- the
and industry execs here. Egyptian” in the Times-Union
formation and' less critique pub- of exhibs
Opinions expressed ran the gamut (Hearst.) some months ago was
lished., They are concerned with
It was perhaps
froi “definitely a factor” to “virtu- a ‘barn-burner.
“sell/’
Another reiterated comthe roughest local rap of an
ineffective.”
ment is that critics, by work habit, ally
iO years.
release in
It seems generally agreed that important
veer to the highbrow. The fancier
a marked adverse effect may fol- Roseberry received a, tonguelash( Continued
ori riage 22)
(Continued on page 22)
( Continued on page 22)
.
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TWO
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i
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.

ROSE

Denver, Nov.

news.
Large, but offbeat firstruri theatres
like McVickers, Monroe arid Grand
have found good reviews to pay off*
As witness a terrific response to
the much-lauded “Seven Brides for
Seven Brothers” and the weakisli
turnout, by comparison, to the
tepidly-treated “Brigadoon,” which
followed “Brides” at the Mc-

By

.

It is conceded that “a certain
^percentage of people, probably not
very large*
swayed, by the exciting.v
Herbert Larsen,. The Oregonian:
critics.”
(Continued on page 22)
Minneapolis Morning Tribune
columnist Will Jones, who has a
ARTIES ADMIT DEBT
very considerable reader following
and should influence many people,
But
Market Street Only
has rapped such pictures as “The
Bothered By Pans
High and the Mighty,” “The Magnificent
Obsession,”
“Sabrina,”
By RALPH J. GLEASON
’‘Rear Window,” “Woman’s World,”
etc.,
and they all enjoyed long
San Francisco, (Nov. 9.
runs,,
“Sitting Bull” was fairly
“We don’t care what the critics
torn to shreds by St. Paul Dispatch say, but don’t give us any bad recritic Bill Diehl, but turned in an view's,”
That just about sums
above par gross.
up the reaction of Market Street
Says Diehl: “I recently roasted first run houses to the film criti’The Malta Story’ and it did so cism of the four metropolitan
poorly that it was yanked after two papers,
days. But maybe that would have
To a man, managers of the main
occurred anyway because 'Sitting stem theatres, while, individually
Bull’ did. good business.
In re- requesting not to be quoted, colviewing a picture, I try very much lectively agreed that their public
to consider if it’s worth the .aver- was not swayed by pro or con
( Continued on page 22)
(Continued on page 22)

‘MEANT TO BE READ,

Chicago, Nov. 9.
Theatremen here vary in their
estimation of the effects of criticishi oh their bpxoffices, and apparently the watchdog influence
tends to depend on the kind of picture and the house at which it is
Smaller
playing.
and* offbeat
houses And the criticism a help or
a hindrance, according to; the temperature of; the notices, while the
larger theatres incline to regard
reviews as just another part of
their publicity cafnpaigns.
Art theatres .especially, like the
World Playhouse, Surf and Carnegie, are anxious for the reviews
frequently gauge
to break arid
their prospects on the climate of
Their manthe in-print opinion.
agements do a burn when the reviews break several, days after an
opening, wince when their fare is
treated in a joint^riotice with: four
other pix, and curse at a. panning.
The larger and established houses,
which showcase for the mass audi?
ence*. don’t even shrung. Balaban &

•

‘Lilli,’

“Frequent telephone calls asking
“What’s the best picture in town”?
are difficult to answer since it is
not possible to know the likes and
dislikes dr the telephones.
Most
of the time the answer can be
given by stating that “Alan Ladd
plays paratrooper, and he’s not
bad.”
“On the Oregon Journal the job
is more than reviewing films.
Details such as
Sunday deadlines,
wire copy, spot news on entertainment, etc., crowd the day. A daily
column also takes considerable
time.
Thus reviews sometimes
must be “dashed out,”
Evening
private screenings are most helpful
especially at the first of
.
the week.
The idea of spending
two hours per film (and we have
first
sijf
runs) in a theatre on a
Wednesday with Sunday and daily
copy waiting to. be completed by
5 p.m, and with an enforced 40hour week ruling* makes the job
hectic, as well as interesting and

BROWN

By LES

By ROBERT
\

!
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Vahiety
(C’SCOPE— COLOR)

(C’SCOPE—COLOR)

Topflight costumed actioner on
Atilla, the Hun, with; entertainment values for hearty b.o.

Grim, outdoor melodrama with
entertainment
only
60 - so

Universal release of Albert J. Cohen
Chandler,. -Jack Hunter, features Btcula Bondi, Philip
production; Stars
Palance, Ludmilla Tchctlna,. Rlla^ Cant, Tongc, William. Hopper. Carl Switzer*
Morrow, George\ DoLenz, •Directed by! William A. Wellman, Screenol'f
features
AleXandci play, A. I; Bezzerides; from the novel by
Hayes,
Eduard Franz, Allison
a Scourby. Sara Sliane, Pat Hogan, -Howard Walter Van Tilburg. Clark; camera (War*
Michael -Ansara.’ Directed-, by ncrCpIori, William H. Clothier; editor,
Petrie,
Brodney, Fred MacDowell; mtislc, Roy Webb. Pre
Oscar
Douglas Slrk; Screenplay.
:
•C ".
J \Ti..
102
'54. Running time,
Bar re Lyndon; camera (Technicolor), Rusviewed
Nov
editor. Milton Carrutlv, Al MINS.
sell Mctty;
Williams;
Kenny
choreography,
Clark;
-Robert: Mitchum
Curt
.Salter;
J
Hans
.music, Fraiifc Skitjner,
Teresa Wright
music supervision, Joseph Gershcnsoir. Grace
Diana Lynn
,

:

'

.I

’.

I

i

.

.

Previewed Nov.

1,

Running

’54,

Owen

ti

•

'MINS.
Marcian

.

.

Kubra
Paulinus
Theodosius
Astrologer
"
lldico
ChrySaphSIs"
...

.

.

Jeff

...

,

.

;

.

;

.

.

.

Allison

...

-

H '.yes

Alexander Scourby
Sara .Sh»ne
Pat Hogan

........
;

.

:

.Howard Petrie

Gundahar
Edecon

ichael

Arisaia

Leo Gordon

Bleda

Rusty .AVescoatt

'Tula
Mlrral-

.

.

..

.

,

Ult

Chuck Roberson

...

.

Charles Horvath.

.

Pope Leo
Chilothe.

.......

.
.

Moroni .0'*en

Hobo Beehi

.....

,

Sim Incss
Walter Coy
(Aspect ratio: 2.55-1

Herculnnus

:

,

Universal has good action Spec.

in

this

;

topflight
It

.

Cinem

,

-

should register

heartily at the bokoffice generally.
Unlike most screen spectacles,
“Sign of the Pagan’s” running time
.is a, tight 91 minutes- in which the
flash of the Roman Empire period
is not. permitted to slow down the
telling of an interesting action
story.
Plot deals With Atilla, the Hun,
the Scourge of God, and his sweep
across Europe somtj 1,500 years
ago. Particularly noteworthy is the
treatment of the barbarian in writing and direction, and in the manner in which Jack Palance interprets the character. Instead of a
straight, ail-evil person, he is a.

human being

.

Philip

'illiam

Tongo
Hopper

.Carl Switzei;

.

2155-1

:

of lensing, in color,
a picture, designed to reproduce
black-and-white is rather dissipated
in this Wayrie-FelloWS production
for Warner Bros. If there had been
some entertainment impact to go

:

forte.

is

Much

okay.

is

(Colorama),.

United Artists release of W. Lee Wilder
production: Stars' -Paul Langton, Leslie
red and black mackinaw Denison, Teru Shimada, Rollin Moriyana.
and a light-colored blouse. Every- Directed by; Lee Wilder. Screenplay.
Wilder; camera -Floyd D; C.rosbjJ;
thing else is in tones of black and Myles
Armenia: Ruth
editor, Jodie Copelari; music composed
.

1

..

a drunken father and a vindicative,
Bible : reading mother, plus a girl

from

neighboring farm who is
the
intended
of
the
younger
brother. As the melodrarha unfolds, first, the older brother, William Hopper, is killed by a mountain lion. Then the middle brother,

tions.

Columbia release of Sain Katzman pro*
duction. Stars Johnny Weissmuller; features Judy Walsh, David Bruce. Directed
by Lee Sholerh. Screenplay and story,
Carroll Young; camera, Hfenry Freulich;.
editor,
Edwin Bryant; music, Mischa
Bakalelnikoff, Tradeshown N.Y. Nov. 4,
,

even

and conducted by; Manuel Cornpinsky.
Nov. 5, *54. Running
Tradeshpwn. .N.Y
time; 80 MINS.
Paul Langton
Frank Parrish
Leslie Denison
Peter Wells
Taru. Shimada
.......
Subra
Moriyana
Rollin
....
...
Leva'
Robert Kino
Inspector Karma ...
Robert Hinton
Airline Manager
Darlene Fields
_.
Joyce Bartish .......
George Douglas
Coifey. Jr
.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.-. .

.

.

.

. .

.

.

;

; .

.

.

Du Barry

.

.

-..

diately^Shc

.

-

—

...

.

-.

.

-

.

,

-

'

.

.

...

.

Sauerhr uch

.

.

:

'

.

...

.

Women

Elaborately costumed performers
the various countries go
through their routines with zest
and skill. Every type of folk dance
is repped— the Cuban rhumba, the
Hungarian czardas, the Irish reel,
the
German
“Schuhplattler,”
they’re all there. Outstanding turns
are by Robert Lee House who does
an African ritual dance to the
throbbing accompaniment of the
tom tom drum; the Ruth St, Denis
Dancers in an exotic Armenian

(BRITISH)

.

.

Busdviver

....
...

.

.

Mary Lewis
Nancy
Hannah
Ben

:.

...

:

.

.

.

.....

.

,

.

.

bruch’s popularity in this country
and the excellent cast, domestic
b.o. prospects are excellent.
Pic
also, may have chances outside Ger-

many.
retells

;

“Wedding
r
m
_

'

j.-

•

•

.

Fantasy”'.
*«•.

i

•

George and
•

»

•

i

.

»

-

.

:

Julie Milton
Elra- Griffiths

Ronnie' Harris

There is. a pleasant Welsh atmosphere about this modest British
production with a strong local cast
which will prove a valuable selling

.

.

•

.i

I

market
.a

Film

is

based on Eynon Evans’

play, “The Wishing Well.”
'Action ocf;yrs in a Welsh village
wire re a trio of unhav)D,v vvomori
hope, their problems .will be solved
stage,

j

*

i

•

On

the contrary, the acting is
perhaps the best thing about the
film, Ewald. Balser’s characterization of the title character is almost
a
masterpiece.
The supporting,
cast is exceptionally well chosen
with many fine performances
suiting.

highlight of the show.
U.S. contribution comes, towards
the latter part of the film and includes
an
oldfasHidned
square
dance
and
vocal
numbers by Caro*
«
g
AM
lina Cotton and Merle Travis. Considering that the pitch is for American audiences, the selection i.s

dor.f,

.

.

A

*

•

something

dualer.

«

!

;

trade. It is a

but should have some appeal as

•

«

home

light prospect for the U.S.

'

.

portrayals.

and furious heel work via a group
of Andalusian dances. They’re the

.

factor for the

the.

less

whole,:

-

a

-

than satisfying. On

exhibs

should

in

1

Katrine Tatar who Whirl through
a fast-moving czardas, with Rinia
Rudina making the fiddle sob in
an outstanding, Magyar bit; the
Lucas Philippine Folk Dancers in
an intriguing Bamboo Pole dance,
John. ;Lewis and, best of all, Antonio and Luisa
Mary Jones' Triana who go through some fast
-

centers on Satierbruch’s
the last world war and
flashbacks sortie of his
most characteristic episodes. A1-:
though this covers much of his
life, it doesn’t result in an episodic..
jerkiriess and
in flat
character
•

This

life -after

;

j

,

.

.

enough emotional impact to please
local audiences. Because of Sauer-

from

...

....

in

'

.

Three

The Happiness

-

.!•*

—

:

•

__

;

.

.

_

she goes for immeWOri' by het fresh-

.

.

_ 1

is

ness. Then fallows ihtrigue to get
her, introduced at court, the sudden death of the King and her
abolition and final beheading at
the hands of the revolutionists.
Pic is told in a sort of flashback

.

,

.

Whom

the king

St.

-

.

•

invited

.

'

._

is

.

.

Columbia’s “Jungle Jim” series
with Weissmuller portraying the
title role.
However. Col recently
turned oyer the “Jim” rights to
Screen Gems, its vidpix subsidiary,
and as a result the star is cast as
himself instead of. the comic strip
adventurer.
For that matter, it’s understood
King” he Was: also set for the role that producer Katzman has only
two
more Weissmuller pictures
of Joshua in “The Ten Commandcoming up after the current rements!”
lease. One is .vwmpi-cusu
completed auu
and the
me
k
Dni-oVc fil'd innp’iiriiiwi*
A
- Al_
>
A
**
«
P a n C -ivlll
other ls to roll shortly.. Reportedly,
i A
^ King,
o
f« rf Dec.
r?Q , 10.
stalling
I
c
(j ie
onetime swim champ prefers
ip
^ something le$s strenuous now that
*'
in -lOifit
1955 \yh.en Cecil B, DeMille re* he's somewhat older.
turns lrom Egypt.
As for “Attackj”.scripter Carroll

who

1

-

Derek Busy

picked up as a shop-

to the

-

..

Hollywood,. Nov.
As far as- John Derek- is con
corned, business is picking up since
ho became a Paramount paCleo. On
t)io .same day- he Was assigned to
co-star with Kathryn Grayson and
Oresle Kirkop in “The Vagabord

is

of easy virtue

girl

Connell;

...

.

Lt. Dunbar
..........
Edwards
Guard in Warehouse

.

....

I

method by a barker using lantern
Robert' Bite Isralow; Africa: Bob Lee House and slides at a fair.
Rudolph Anders -Group with Louis P. Brown on Congo
has
Christian-Jaque
Director
Bill Phipps Drums; Bavaria: The Mountain Dancers;
Jack Daly Lead by Williariv Reordan, Ernest Muster;- played this very much tongue-inRusty Westcott England: Richard Dehr. Audrey Share's cheek and still has given it
English Folk. Dancers; Japan: ’Mrs.. Fuji*
ma’s Japanese Dancers; Directed by Mrs. measure of royal lushriess in the
“Snow Creature” is bush league Ftijima. Kansurria; Philippines: Lucas court scenes. Miss Carol , plays th
Philippine -Folk Dancers; Directed by
Produced on a Andre
science fiction.
in a pouty mannqr and gives little
Lucas:.. Poland: The Gandy Dane*
minimum budget, picture discloses ers; Lead by Edmund L. Szablowski; evidence Why the king went so
an amateurisH script, pedestrian Scotland: Scottish Dance Group; Lead by madly for her. while the sultry,
-Jean
Montgomery;
MacDougall,
Margaret
direction, repetitive footage, and Ukrainia: Konstantin Hopfer and Jane bosomy Gianna-Maria Canale Was
uniformly unconvincing perform Mueller; the Malent jew Sisters singing; .nightly Waiting for him. Daniel
ic a bvnAinip rsniHlv mov—
ances. It may contain a. few kicks Sweden: --Vasa Folk. Darice Group; Di- Tirpfnpl
rected by Andrew H. Wendell; Greece: fvernei IS a aynamiC, rapiaiy mpv^
for the kids but hardly ranks with Creek Folk Dancers with Alexandria mg Du Barry while Andre Luguet
the kind of stuff moppets get for Kappas.
is fine as the aging, lecherous king.
free on video.
Lensing is fine but colors have a
..
,
An interesting idea has bqeii car- tendency to unbalance in certain
Yarn Wanders from Tibet to Hols om6- success in- The interiors with flesh tones going
lywood While, going nowhere al^ ai\C r S ;, a feature-length bluish. Editing is good and the rich
open in g promisingly
though
enough with an expedition of an collection of folk music and. dances production dress is also an asset,
short this ctuurt and bedroom
American botanist questing some from some 20 nations. Full of
offbeat species of mountain .flofa earthy grace and rhythm, it should, charade will depend bn the drumThis, however, is only appeal both to terpsichorian en- beating that accompanies it on
in India,
-•*
t
«
.-..v.-rathe’ takeoff point for 'sdme unim- thusiasts and to; the various na4 U.S* dates. There is talk that its
aginative meandering into .the w.k. tional groups that are represented corrupt eye-view of 17th century
here:
France may ban this for exporta-:.
myth of “the abominable snow
Produced
and
directed
by tion which would be ironic because
man” of the Himalayas.
In this pic, the snow creature is Brooke L. Peters, the film makes of its obvious attempt to avoid any
serious
attempt to
provide excuse for a U.S. nix.
Mosk:
a shaggy, and barely scarifying, a
giant who is captured and trans- each dance team with its Whys
wherefores.
Apart
from
ported to America in a refriger and
ated cage. Absurdities crowd fast that, Peters, has spiced his lineup
(GERMAN)
on each other after the U S. immi- with refreshing location shots from
Berlin, Oct. 19.
gration office refuses entry to the various countries and this ten ds to
SchorcM release: of Corona production.
creature because he’s not on: quota. relieve the sense of mohbtony Stars Ewald Balser. Heidemarie HathCvcr
arid Maria
Directed by Rolf
Wimmer.
which
creeps
into
the
pic
after
a
The snow man eventually escapes
Hansen. Screenplay* Felix Luetzkendqrf;
in Hollywood and the manhunt while.
camera, Helmut Ashley; music, Mark
Colorama process used here Lothar. At Gloria Palast, Berlin. Running
through the sewers. of the city is
time, 109 MINS.
of a piece with the rest of the pro- setves its purpose, but its hardly Professor Sauerbruch
Ewald Balsef
...... Maria Wimmer
duction in its lowercase execution the best tint variety. Although the Frau Sauerbruch
lensing
Olga Ahrends.... Heidemarie Hathcyer
work
is
generally
good,
the
and lack of suspense.
Secretary
......
Sclvultze*Wostrpm
Edith
Paul Langton, as the botanist images aren’t all sharp, particu-. Wendlandt
Paul Biidt.
.......
Frlederlch Domin
Leslie Denison, as his assistant and larly when there is a lot of move- Hindenburg
Kurt Horwitz
Mikulicz
Teru Shimada, as a Tibetan guide, ment. Color registration also is un- Professor
Sister
Liria Carstens
walk through their roles in color- even and hues change from scene Sister
Hilde Koerbcr
..
Songstress
Edith Plat*
lessly deadpan style, as does the to scene.
Various folk groups, are introed
rest of the supporting cast.
by tv and radio announcer George
“Sauerbruch,”
biopic
the
of
Herm.:
Fenneman who has a pleasant and famous German surgeon who died
authoritative mariner of delivery. some years ago, turns out a wellof
Color is particularly unkind to him. made; entertaining picture With

Fleet
Dr. Dupont

,-.

.

the offbeat and shock aspects
are held to the corrupt aspects of
the court as the mistresses fight
and struggle for the bed of the
king. Lushly mounted and directed,
this may have some appeal' for the
U.S. in special Situations because
the action is confined to the
boudoir intrigues of the reign.

.

.

.

And

-

.-

Running time, 69 MINS;
Modest Britisher given small
Johnny Weissmuller. .Johnny Weissmuller
chance in U.S. market.
Lbora , ...
Judy Walsh
London, Nov. 2.
Arnold King
.....
David Bruce
Adelphi Films release of David Dent
Rovak
.....
,
Bruce Cowling production.
de Banzie,
Stars' Brenda
Commissioner ...
Charles Evan
Houston. Directed
John Ki
Stevan Darrell- P.etula Clark, Donald Screenplay,
Eyrion
Jason .........
Joseph A. Allen Jr. by Maurice Elvey.
Evans, based on .his story. "Wishing
parts are Jeff Morrow. George
1:854)
( Aspect- ratio:
Well’’: editor, Robert Jordan Hill; cainera;
Stan Pavey; .music, Ted Astlcy. At Studio
Dolenz, Eduard. Franz, Alexander
London* Nov,. 1, *54, Running time.
A Johnny Weissmuller starrer, 1,
Scourby and others.
79 MINS.
Milton Cat-ruth and A1 Clark “Cannibal Attack” is standard ac- Jane
renda der Banzie
share the credit for the tight edit- tion-adventure material for juve- Delith
Petula Clark.
Donald Houston
ing. The art direction by Alexander nile audiences.
As such there’s John *
Patricia Cutts
..;...
Golitzeh and Emrich Nicholson, the nothing pretentious about this Sam Irene
;,,'Eynon
Evans.
Arios
set decorations by Russell A. Gaus- Katzman production
but it will Ann
Patricia Burke
Bill O'Connor
man and Oliver Emert, costuming o mfortably fill demands of the Peter'
Amelia
Gladys Hay
and other, technical ^contributions secondary situations.
Morgan
lyn. Houston
re firsl.vate.
“Attack,” incidentally, original- David
i‘ya Leyshon
Brog.
Hugh Pryse
ly was. intended, as another entry Minister
Blodweri
Jessie Evans
.

ner

XVs

.

.

.

m

gallery ot great courtesans of. hjstory as she essays the shopgirl who
last mistress..
became Lpuis
Coproduction obviously, had U.S.
in mind for nary a bosom shows in
this, the. first time for Miss Carol.

;

,’54.

.

Martine uaroi continues

-

.

.

Gabriel Dorziot.

Noel R.oqueyert

Guiiiamei

Denis Dancers with
Karoun Tootikian and Eric Ward: Fran«:
Mme, Etierine’s French Dancers
Pauline Parrel; Hungary: George and
Katrine Tatar, Ripia Rudina on Gypsy
Violin;. Mexico:
Lourdes Chavez; With
Louis Gonzales jind -Pat .Lugo Singing;
Italy: Sy Melano, The Village Dancers;
Lead by Phillys Bloorii; Ireland; Barry
O’Hara, The Irish Rovers; Lead- by Edward
Masterson; Israel: Israeli Folk Dancers;.
Lead by Barry.. Denovitz with Dvorr

•

;

Jean Paredes.

.

tion; site, a

emphasis what unpleasant persons
most Qf them are.
Story deals with a farm family of
three brothers, an old-maid sister,-

Madame

:

direction,
L. Swital;

art

situations.

,

.-

"...,

most famous bagnio of the
music, Alcix.' Alexander;
era by its sharpeyed rnadame. Here
Daniel Hall;, research; Chet
editor. Connell; narrator, George Fennc- she is discovered by the scheming
mian.. Reviewed at the 55th St, Playhouse,
Count Du Barry Who makes hef
N.Y., Nov. 7, ^54. Running time. 70 MINS.
. Hanlilp
wnrthv Ol.
of the
king
ine. King.
paupie wonny
a
Featured perfotmers by country:
America: Carolina Cotton, Meric Travis,. When they gO to introduce her the
jb Osgood & His Hill Bfillles; Cuba: AVra king doesn’t show, and she gets
Sari Juan,. Ramon; Talavera, George Dal*
n
vuchpc nff lOCKHlg
lrinkine .net
her
vos* Tao Porchon; Spain; Antonio & Luisa lea Up ana lUSnes Olt
Triana and the, Spanish Mountain. Girls; mentors, m R TOOm. She runs mt.0
camera

Science fiction entry for strict-

minor

W. Merle

.

seriito

‘

-1

Lebed

a Brooke
by Peters;

Festlvai. Pictures ‘ release of
L. Peters productiori; Directed

Snow Creature
ly

Majamo

choisoui

IntOpnational folk dancing exhibition interlaced With songs
and.' scenic shots. Could catch
on in specialized situations.

for the course.

-

...

(SONGS-r-COLOR)

of

the background, however, consists

respon-

whiter It gives the right “mood”
to the Walter Van Tilburg Clark
story, which is a -’moody” piece,
at best. A. 1. Bezzerides scripted,
getting the. characters involved in
a lot of dreary talk that serves to

^^^-^i-;iv^S8a.KgSa.
.Anna Maria Canale
Madame Gramont.

.

also

The World Dances

much with

Henry Freulich.

is the flesh tones of: the ehaiv
acters, the green of the trees on
the snow-covered, Mt. Rai ier loca-

voice.

standout is Rita Gam, as
the daughter of Attila who turns
Christian and is killed by her
father. Allison Hayes, the abused
slave Wife of the Hun, does well as
the instrument of his death at the
climax.- Also, impressing in their

.

this one, apparently
the implausible story was. too mur).
Camerawork of
of a handicap.

seen

he makes the.
other performers seem less colorful, although Chandler is. good as
Marsian and Miss Tcherina pleas-

Femme

IS;

Lee Sholem’s direction couldn’t
do

sible for the novelty idea and directed in a. manner to achieve some
rather startling effects. Only color

in his role of Attila,

speaking

other

.

,

William A. Wellman

.

people’s jproblenis.
the romantic Side
issue of the innkeeper’s paralyzed
son Who feels that his. impending
marriage to a local girl is a major
mistake. Brenda de Banzie, Pet.ula
Clark, Donald Houston and Pa
tricia. Cutts head the cast in competent fashipn .while the author
makes a promising screen debut in
the role of the postman. Maurice
Elvey has done a straightforward
job of direction. Other credits are
up to standard.
solve

There

the

'

Pulcheria,

others.

•

shots of jungles and aniphotographic treatment, of stQCk
mals. Mischa Bakaleinikoff’s score
the combination might have paid
and Edwin Bryant’s editing are par
Off. strongly. The; outlook is not
Gtlb.

with

with sortie good; here
and there, to shade and make;
understandable the bad. This single
touch, almost alone, makes the
Albert J. Cohen production, strong
frosting JRobert Mitchum dies
screen
entertainment,
& fall
what is. otherwise, a, good combina- while out looking for the “cat.” At
tion
of
action
dramatics
and the finale, the younger' brother,
heroics that has been attractively Tab Hunter, comes into manhood
packaged in Technicolor.
when; he kills the lion and claims
Douglas Sirk’s direction of the his girl, Diana Lynn. The lion is
excellent script by Oscar Brodriey never seen in the picture and symand Barre Lyndon catches the bolizes the; “cat” every man carries
sweep of the period portrayed with" on hi$ back and Which must be
out letting the characters get lost thrown off before he. is a man.
in spectacle. Representing good in
The performances are very good
the plot is Jeff' Chandler, centurion in realizing on the demands of dimade a general by his princess. rection and the story characters.
Ludmilla Tcherina. to fight off Had these people- been less unAtilla’s advancing hordes and save p 1 e asant characters audiences
Rome from a sacking,. It’s not the would warm up more to the show,
might of the sword that fells the but as it is, there’s little' to keep
barbarian, but the might of the them engrossed for the long 102
Lord, the one force Attila feared minutes. Each of the players named
most. Picture handles this angle of, have, their big scene, well done, as
Christian spirit: exceptionally well. do Teresa Wright as the drab old
Scope of the lensing by Russell maid; Beulah Bondi, the warped,
Metty sharpens the mass action mother; Philip Tonge, the alcoholic
scenes of Attila and his followers father, and Carl Switzer, a wizened,
on their ruthless march and has old, superstitious Indian.
just: as much impact in the more
The C’Scope- lensing by William
individual sequences; keeping the H. Clothier is effective and the
footage a constant visual treat. other technical
assists
equally,
Abetting, too, is the score by Frank good, although the editing lets, the
Skinner and Hans J. Salter, even, footage run long.
Brog <
though the stereophonic sound is
so misused that it keeps up an unCannibal Attack
relenting assault on the ears, particularly from the surround horn
Johnny Weissmuller action entracks.
try for the secondary situaWith Palance scoring so solidly

ing as Princess
with a dubbed

vam

Eventually it develops that Judy
Walsh,- a lialf-caste native gal, mine
owner Stevari Darrell arid his
henchman, Bruce Cowling, are
swiping the cobalt for a foreign
government... Their plot is exposed
by..Weissmuller- after he foils the
opposition with familiar heroics.
little
Weissmuller, although
beefy, is still adept in the Water.
Miss Walsh wears a sarong With
the. best of ’em but her thesping is
another matter. David Bruce is
fair as Weissmuller’s aide While
so-sdi support is provided by Cowling, Darrell and Charles Evans,

among

The novelty

Valentinian

Scope feature.

...

..

.

(Aspect ratio

Morrow

George Dolen/.
Eduard FrahZ

Myra
Snngiban

Arthur- .,
Joe Sam

’

;

Tab Hunter

Beulah Jibndi

Pa Bridges

.

......

,

.

......

.. ..

.Bridges

SI a

Jeff Chandler
Jack Palnnec
Ludmilla Tcherina
Rita Gain
.........
.

.

Attila

Princess Pult’hei'i

.

.

Harold

Paris, Nov. %.
Cinedis release of Arlane-FllmsonorFrancinex-Rizzoli production. Stars Martine Carol. Directed by Chriatian-Jaque.
Screenplay, Albert Valentin; adaptation*
Valentin* Henri Jeanson* Chrlstian-Jaque;
The
has a leisurelv Welsh- dialog, Jeanson;- camera (Eastmancolor),
Christian Matras; editor. Jacques Desag.
chaun, mainly derived from tne neaux. At Le Paris* Paris. Running time*
homely philosophy of the village no Mins.
t. Martine Carol
postman who believes that he can, Madame Du Barry .

shortly before the finale.

9.

Warner. Bros; release of Wayne-Fellows
Mitchum,
Robert
Stars
production..
Teresa Wright; co-stars Diana Lynn., Tab

9.

(FRANCO-ITALIAN—COLOR)

.

Hollywood, Nov.

Hollywood, Nov.

fanciful tale
of cobalt mysteriously disapbearing in a crocodile infested river.
There are numerous fights be-

values.

possibilities*

Madaiue Dn Bgrry

by tossing a coin into the well
One is a top-wealthy widow, bored
With her idle existence; another
has lost her husband in the war;
naand the third finds life difficult
men,
white
tween Weissmuller,
tives and crocs but just* what it’s with her husband after he had
duties
all about is rather confusing until been away on military

Young Whipped up a

Track of the Cat

Pagan

Sign of the

find

Screenplay by Felix Luetzkenbased
on
Sauerbruch’
.

memoirs recently published
top

in

German magazine;

is a routine
glorify the famous
medico a bit. However, ^‘Sauerbruch” still remains as a, pic ahead
of the German postwar standard,
Rolf Hansen’s direction is generally smooth and loses its pace
only slightly towards the end.

one.

It

tends

;to

“World Dances” uniquely exploit- Lensing by Herbert Ashley is firstable,, particularly in neighborhoods rate. The musical score and other
where foreign nationalities nre- technical contributions are
"

dominate.

'

Hif.t.

noteworthy.

Hans.
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EXCHANGE UNION SPLINTERING
;

s

Decency ratings shows that out of

CAN

73 films in its Class C. or^ “Condemned” category, only two are

Geoffrey Shurlock, the new production code administrator, doesn’t
think much of the idea of having
exhibs and iiidie producers participating in the operation of the code.

,

rigin.

Would

haVe to agree among
on what they want. union.

first

themselves

that in the past!”

—

;

|

—

.!

Warner

Allied Fire

Bros.,

listed

by Allied

States Assn, as the “most unpopu.

The Italian “Bread, Love and lar” film company after Columbia,
breams” (IFE) was reclassified is due for the limelight shortly via
from Class B to Class All as a refrontal attack by the outspoken
sult of revisions made on the film. a
for the assault

hind-the-scenes

Jurist In

WB’s general

Hoping Censoring

Born”

is
.

release of

“A

Is

tated by the. thought that it would server as an ideal target, since it
be wise to have an Indian, familiar is an extremely expensive producwith the local mentality, speak for tion that will require hard selling
the Assn. It so happens, he’s also by
to get off the nut?
a former Indian chief censor;.
In the past, according to an AlIndian censorship is getting pro- lied leader,, exhibs have come

WB

to

the

the aid of Metro and 20th-Fox, for
example, when these companies
have been saddled with extremely
costly productions. The exhibs, he
pointed out, have been willing to
give these companies an extra 5%
on a percentage deal since they
have dealt fairly With the theatremen in the past.

recent
in the

months have been “Man
“Flame and the F16sh,’’
“The Wild One,” “Devil's Canyon,’

Attic,”

1

Is

Blue,”

“I,

the Jury,” “99

“Wicked Woman,”
for Murder,” “The Big
“Phantom of. the Rue
Morgue,” “The French Line,”
“Ride
Crooked Road” and
River
“Dial
Heat,”

St.,”

M

“Cease Fire,” the latter for

scheduled for

economies did the

trick, he said.
Blaustein, who credited Cinemascope With jolting nodding audi-

ences into a realization of Hollywood’s re-awakehing, nevertheless
didn’t think producers had as yet
fully explored the potentials of the
new medium; “It hasn’t been used
properly so far,” he said. “Its true
values have only begun to be applied.” He said he was concerned
over reports that theatres are trimming the. CinemaScope pix on the
“In picture and sound, we- deliver to the exhibitors the very
best that’s to be had,” he commented, “and look what’ happens. Take
the question of sound. We put bn
the film the best sound available
anywhere. It’s as perfect as we can
get it. And then you go out into
some little movie house, and the

WIN
YOUR TOWN A PREEM

CHARITY
.

.

ward C. Raftery, as former officers
of Shea Theatres apd executors of
the Shea estate, and members of
the M. A. Shea family. As for the
charges that Grainger and Raftery
had mismanaged the theatre opera-

Hollywood on the Re-Make
Studio’s Currently Enthralled
Classics For Today’s

By

New

McGrath decreed their admin“was marked with care
and prudence and crowned with
exceptional success.” Grainger was
president and Raftery treasurer of

tion,

Yesteryear’s B.O.

istration

.

Generation

'

politi-

Film studios are oh a remake
binge.
Scissoring of American pix is
On the assumption that a new
based primarily on violence and
Prints Off ’Scope Neg.
generation has grown up that
sex.
Musicals are cut because the
never did get to see the old
Indian censor maintains the body
For Its 2-D Versions classics,
and that the wide screen
movements of dancers are indeAfter shooting duplicate 2:D ver- offers an exciting new canvass for
cent. Drinking scenes are out.
In
“The Student Prince,” footage! was sions' on its first, two CinemaScope the money-makers of yesteryear,
Snipped off merely because the pix, Universal is now relying solely producers are scouring their vaults
words ~“Beer” and “drink” are on optical reduction prints made for likely repeats..
from the original squeeze-type negAdding fuel to the fire are the
.mentioned in a song, Metro reaccording to Alfred E. Daff,
exec v.p. Company is the only
one releasing its C’Scope films simultaneously with their standard
atives,

U

RED NICHOLS TURNS IN
2,500 ARRANGEMENTS

versions to. non^quipped houses.
Daff also said in N. Y. this week
(8) that the action in U C’Scope
productions was being confined to
Hollywood, Nov 9.
a 2 to 1 screen ratio, even though,
In preparation for Paramount’s the films
themselves are being shot
screen biography of Red Nichols, in the regular 2.55
to 1 aspect,
tentatively titled “Intermission,”
directors and cameramen have
U
the band leader has turned oyer strict
orders to operate within this
2.500 musical arrangements and. restriction.
scores to the. studio’s musical deThere, have been various reports
partment.
Appropriate numbers that exhibs are showing Cinemawill be used in the picture.
Scope films composed for 2.55 to 1
Included in the scores, for which in a 2 to 1 ratio, thus lopping off
Nichols' functioned, as musical di- the sides and any action that may
rector, are John Murray Ander- be taking place theta. Distribs also
son’s
“Almanac,”
and
George knQW What a good jm&riy theatres
Gershwin’s “Strike Up the Band” are failing to mask off the screen
and “Gill Crazy.”
(Continued on page 18)
.

.

sides.

Drive-in season in the eastern
and midwestern sections of. the
country is winding up following
one of the. most successful runs in
Teamsters Union, Office Workers
many years. Ozoners this year are
Union, etc.
more irfipOrtantly in the
The Frisco unions made their figuring
distribs’ take than ever.
decision when it Was decided on a
example of the b.o. potency sound reproduction is terrible.
Good
national poll of the exchange
of the open-airers is 20th-Fox, What can you do? No one can force
unions that negotiations this, year
the season with a a little fellow to spend a lot of
would be handled on a national which started
distinct handicap due to Cinema- money oh something that he can’t
basis by IA topper Richard F.
Scope
and
the initial restrictions even be sure his audience appr
Walsh;
A simple majority deter- re stereophonic sound which kept ciates,"
(Continued on page 18)
Blaustein found current Hollymany of the drive-ins from booking the 20th' top product until wood casting problems “enormous”
and observed that the studios were
quite late in the spring.
SPUR:
According to William C. Gehring, Caught between the demand for
20th exec assistant sales topper, new faces and exhib clamor for
the company during the first three marquee names. Casting difficulties
quarters of 1954 netted $4,400,000
(Continued on page 16)
Hollywood, Nov. 9.
Town showing greatest mail sales in ozoher! rentals, only a little more
of Christmas seals in proportion to than $1,000,000 less than during
population, dufing first three days the comparable period in 1953. Grainger, Raftery Upheld;
of its. local drive will be gifted Projecting to the entire year, Gehrwith the World premiere of War- ing indicated that 20th’s driVe-in
Shea Family Is Ordered
ner’s “The Silver Chalice.’’
earnings would run to approxiArt Linkletter, National Tuber-, mately the same as last year
culosis Assn, and Warner dreamed about $8,000,000.
up plan for a town to “win” a
At the start of the ozoner season
Bronx Surrogate Christppher McHollywood-type premiere, tenta- this year, 20th still insisted that Grath has put into formal decree
his rulings in the legalistic bout
tively skedded for Dec. 17.
(Continued on page 16)
between E. C. Grainger and Ed-

cal reasons;

ports.

in line

.

WB

“Moon

is

“Thaty reasonable,

,

Star

will serve as the. whistle for

Be

Among

hearing

setup in the IA, forcing the picture companies to deal separately
with
unions belonging to. the

being set in be-

maneuvering and

the launching of. the barrage.
Eased
Of Fix Can
While soundly denounced at the
Increasing severity of Indian cen- recent Allied convention in Milsorship was one of the factors conwaukee, Warners was a comparatributing to the appointment of Sir
secondary target as the
Clifford Agarawala as the Motion tively
Picture Export Assn.’s permanent brunt of tlrtf firing was levelled at
rep in India. Agarawala, a promi- Columbia and its sales manager,
nent Indian jurist, was picked at Abe Montague. As explained by
the suggestion of Irving Maas, the an Allied leader, “first things, come
MPEA’s Far Eastern supervisor first." Columbia, he rioted, was
Who headquarters in Tokyo.
singled out because of. its terms
Naming of anjndiah rep by the for “Caine Mutiny.” The convenMPEA had been in the wind and tion report on the film companies
under discussion for some time. blasted
for being tough on all
At one point it had been thought deals and for its failure to make
that an American might get the adjustments.
post. Choice of Agarawala was dicThe Alliedites feel, that “Star”

gressively more severe..
films
banned there

.

A

30.

Film Companies* interest in the
outcome of the situation here is
based on that fear that it may lead
to a deterioration of the exchange

exhibitor organization., The. stage

India,

higher.

.

with what appears on the screen,”
he opined.
Studio overhead at 20th, where
Blaustein is under contract for
another year, at one. time stood;
at
52%., It’s been “vastly decreased,” he said, adding that,
year ago, “Desiree” might have
cost around $3,400,000. Stringent

Drive-Ins’ Share

Of

.

;

Yanks Retain

—

“These revisions,” Zahuck explained, “will make it unnecessary
for Miss Hayward to go on locaAction of the two Frisco locals tion.
Should there be a change
has caused considerable concern in the court order, she will fly to
at IA national headquarters in
Hong Kong to join the cast.” Clarke
New York, and among the film dis- Gable, the male star, and directribution companies; Both the I
tor. Edward Dmytryk wiH lead an
and the film companies are re- advance guard of 15 to China this
portedly sending out to S. F. their week!
best legal talent to appear at the
NLRB hearing. According to local
unionites, a quick settlement on
a national basis between ; the IA
and the film companies on a hew
exchange pact will be made so that
it can be argued at the NLRB talks
that a contract already exists between the film companies and the
union.

They haven’t done, too well With Nov.

Target-to-Come

.

.

“I can’t see what good it would
do,” he said in N. Y. last week.
‘•And at any rate, the exhibitors

?

HONG KONG

move

Line—Blaustein

Economies, and the resultant reduction in studio overhead, are
instrumental in putting on the
screen more of .each production
dollar spent today in Hollywood,
producer Julian Blaustein said i
N. Y. last week.
He reported that his latest films
for; 20th-F6x
"Desiree” arid “The
Racers”— had budgets of $2,700,000
and $2,600,000 respectively, with
the “Racers” figure possibly going

v

,

Comparative lack of Hollywood
features with theatrical appeal in
the Legion s “C” class indicates
the extent to which the moral
standards of the Legion parallels
It further rethat of the code;
flects the distribs’ reluctance to
take on films that lack Legion approval at some level.
ratings
put
latest
Legion’s
“Crest of the Wave”, into Class AI,
Morally Unobjectionable for GenFour others
Patronage.
eral
Over
“Fire
Widow,”
“Black
Out” and
Ways
“Four
Africa,”
“Sign of the Pagan”—rated Class
All, Morally Unobjectionable for
Adults. Five—“Bowery to Bagdad,”
“Golden Mistress,” “Jesse James’
Women,” “Phffft,” and “This Is My
Love” rated Class B, Morally Objectionable in Part for All.

9.

-

-

CAN'T VISIT
threatening the entire,
setup of the InternaRole
Revised To Avoid Courttional Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees has taken place here Banned Absence of Hayward Kids
with the withdrawal from the IA
.Hollywood, Nov. 9.
of Local B- 17 and Local F-17; repDarryl F. Zahuck ordered, a reresenting both the backroom and
White collar exchange employees.. vision of the script of “Soldier of
The two locals, headed by Dave Fortune” in order to keep Susan
Wilkerson and William J. Lanning, Hayward in the cast. Actress had
have filed an application with the refused to go to Hong Kong with
National Labor Relations Board the troupe because of a court order
seeking separation from the IA preventing her from taking her two
and affiliation with another AFL sons out of Californi

A

Help to Code

They are “The French

Line” < RKO) and “The Moon Is
Blue” (UAL. Neither of these two
releases have a production code
The vast majority of the
seal.
are of foreign
condemned pi

San Francisco, Nov.

in

— — ——

exchange

Otherwise Shurlock Doubts Their

being-handled by American major
distribs.

EXHIBS AGREE?

——

Col.

Barney Oldfield
hMmoroutly recall* a

Safari

With Gregory
Peck

reps of foreign producers who’re
importing quite a few films from
abroad for the specific purpose of
rousing American remake interest.
Reasoning here is that while the
European version may not be suitT
able for U; S. audiences, the fill

the circuit until the heirs of M. A.

Shea

[

an amusing bylln* pUaa

In the

.

49th Anniversary Number
of

mismanagement

McGrath

ordered members of
the Shea family to pay $221*000
for commissions, counsel fees and
costs and in the 'event of appeal
basic theme might be adapted by they are to post a surety bond of
Hollywood filmmakers.
$250,000.
Incentive for the studios to renovate their old hits is the fact that
some of. the remakes such as Universal’S “Magnificent Obsession”—
have done extremely well at the
JIM
b.o. Furthermore, if a studio picks
Theatre Owners of America's
its own film to do over again, it
automatically saves on the story new production finance committee
purchase, even though a new script “will be pleased to meet” with
RKO prexy James R. Grainger and
is prepared.
Trend towards musicals also has. Studio chief C. J. Tevlin on the
a bearing on the picture.
Metro, possibility of financing some of the
for instance, is planning to reshoot company’s productions. This was
“Waterloo Bridge” as a musical, indicated yesterday (Tues.) by E,
Martin,
newly-elected TOA
starring Gene Kelly and Leslie D.
Caron. Warner Bros, shaped the prexy, in reply to Grainger’
into quest for such -a meeting;
“Four - Daughters”
1938
Martin said that TOA’s board of
“Young in Heart,” a tuner starring
Frank Sinatra and Doris Day. And trustees, chairmanhed by Sam Pin20th-Fox is planning to refilm anski,! will soon hold an organiza“Anna and the King of Siam,” its tional; meeting for the formation of
1946 hit, in musical fashion as “The a finance company and “when the
King and I” (picking It up from plan gets off the ground, the comthe stage /version based on the mittee will be pleased to meet with
you.”
(Continued bn page 16)
’

—
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.

j

brought

charges,

;

.

!

GRAINGER

:

PICTURE CROSSES
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‘WIDOW’ SMOOTH 14G,
ST. L; ‘12

‘Widow’ Hotsy 256, ‘Contessa’ Boff
I2G, ‘AlibT

43y2G; ‘Xmas’ 33G, 2d

Los Angeles, Nov. 9. 4
Entry of several stout newcom
ers is giving a decided lift to first
run pace this round after severa.
First frame of
lagging weeks.
'•.Carmen .Jones;” in two theatres
$38,500
fancy
with
finished
"Barefoot Contessa” is gunning for
smash .$11000 in initial stanza at
the small Fine Arts.
‘‘Black Widow” is rated good
“High
$25,000 in four situations.
and Dry” looms okay at small El
"Naked Alibi” looms .iust
Rey.
okay $13,500 in three spots while
"This Is My Love” is mild $11,000. also in three.

And

"Alibi”

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
$562,700
This Week
(Bdsed on 21 theatres.)
$616,300
Last Year
(Based on 25- theatres;)
.

.

.

Fox (F&M)

(5,000;

cluding N'. Y.
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year .....
$2,846,500
oh 22 cities and 203
( Based

Orpheum

Men”

(Loew’s) (1,700; 50-75)

San Francisco, Nov. 9.
weather and football
Better
crowds over the past weekend are

(20th),

$9,000.

(Indie), $9,000 at .50c-80c scale.

$38,500.

:

|

Golden Gate (RKO)

—

‘‘Sitting Bull” (UA) and "Khyber
Dry” (U);
Modest Patrol.” (UA). Modest $8,000. Last
Last week, "Down 3 Dark week, "Brigadoon” (M-G), $10,000.
Lyric. (Cockrill-Dolle) (1,300; 35Streets” (UA) and “Victory at Sea”
70)
"Passion” (RKO) arid "Sins of
(UA) |2d wk-5.days), $i;i00.
(RKO). Sluggish $4,000 in
Rome”
Ritz.
Orpheum, New Fox,
Loyola
(Metropolitan-FWC)
965; •six days plus Sunday afternoon,
(2,213;
$1-$1.50):
"Black Last week, "Not Wanted” (FC) and
1.363;
1,248:
(20th)
and. "Outlaw’s "Jail Bait” (Indie) (reissues);, $4,Widow”

and

—

—

120th).
Good $25,000.
in different units.

Warner Downtown, Wiltern, Hol-

fSW-FWC) (1,757;
70-$l. 101— "This

lywood

2,344;

500,

‘Xmas’

setup.

Wham

My

Love”
(RKO) and "Two Guns and Badge”
Mild $11,000. Last week,
(AA).
"Passion” (RKO) and African Adventure” (RKO), $13,200.
Hillstreet,
Vogue, Four Star
756;

same

(RKO-FWC-UATC)

Toronto, Nov. 9.
Christmas” and "Rear
.

"White

Window”

‘Sitting Bull” (UA) (2d wk), $10,with
Vogue,
Four
Star
000;
Orpheum, "Bengal Brigate" (U)

also are hefty in third stanza plus
"Betrayed” in the second stanza.
Estimates for This Week

Romance”

"Ricochet

are -off to wham sessions
on nightly tUrnaWay biz, to top the

round.
here
this
"Brigadoon” and "Woman’s. World’’

newcomers

(U),

Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
State (Taylor) (1,059; 955; 698; 694;

Palace, Iris (Metropolitan-FWC)
(1,212; 814; 60-$1.10)— ‘.‘Reap Wild
Wind” (Par) and "Appointment
with
Danger” (Par) (reissues).
Nifty $15,000. Last week, Palace,
sub-run; Iris with Los Angeles.
Ritz, Loyola, "Egyptian” (20th) (3d
wk-5 days), $14,200.
Warner Beverly, Downtown Para-

40-70)— "Saracen Blade” (Col) and
"Devil Girl from Mars” (IFD); Oke
Last week, "Southwest
$12,000.
Passage” (UA) and "Kyber Patrol”

$9,000.

mount (SW-ABPT)

—

3,200;

(1,612;

90-$1.50)
"White
Christmas”
(Par) (2d wk). Smart $33,500, Last
week, $37,400.
State, Egyptian (UATC) (2,404;
1,536; 70-$1.10)— “Athena” '(M-G)
(2d wk). Slow $13,000. Last week,
$19,300,
Hawaii (G&S) (1.106; 80-$l) -r
"Julius Caesar” (M-G) (3d wk).
Neat $4,000, Last week, $5,000.
Chinese (FWC) (1.905: $1-$1.75)
-r- "Woman’s World” (20th)
(5th
wk).
Okay $9,000. Last week,
$ 8 200
Pantages (RKO) (2.812; $l-$2.25)
—"Star Is Born” (WB) , (6th wk)..
Good $18,000. Last week, $20,000.
,

.

Hollywood

Paramount

—

(1,364;

(Indie)

Sunday

(7)

—

(2d

wk).

is still fairish.

!

and

Jekyll

Woman’s Face”

.

(UA), same.
Hyland (Rank)

(1,354;

60-80)—

"Doctor in House” (Rank) (10th
wk). Big $4,000. Last week, $5,000.
Imperial (.FP) (3,373; 60-.$lK-

"White Christmas” (Par). Wham
Last
week,
"Broken
Lance” (20th) (2d wk), $10,000.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,090; 60-$l)
Brigadoon” (M-G) (3d wk). Hefty
$25,000.

$12,000,

Last week, $16,000.
(Rank) (2,380; 75-$l)—

Odeon
"Woman’s World”

(20th) (3d wk).
at $12,000. Last week,

Holding big
$14,500,
Shea’s
.

(FP)

"Rear Window”

(2,386;
75-$l)—
(Par). Smash. $20,-

000. Last week, "Caine
(Col) (4th wk),. $6,000 in

Mutiny”
4..

days.

Uptown (LoeW) (2,745; 60-80)
Betrayed” (M-G) (2d wk). Hefty
$10,000, Last week, $12,000.

—
—

..

.

.

—

.

.

—

while "Down
3
Dark
Streets” is rated good at Goldman,
best showings for. new bills. Bulk

Stanley

of strerigth is being furnished

by

holdovers, with "White Christmas”
leader in that regard, being smash

current, frame
after good $22,500 last

’

week.

9G. ‘Xmas’ 20G. 2d

Cincinnati, Nov. 9.
at $23,000 or better. Second L. &
Downtown trade holding to crisp N. Railroad excursion from Louis‘SABRINA’
16G,
fall pace this, week despite oppo- ville,- Ky.; will bring
folks: in for
sition from Liberace sellout at Saturday
matinee.
Last
week,
Music Hall, "Sabri ” is shaping $21,500.
PORT.; ‘BABA’
solid at the Albee while "Beau
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)—
Portland. Ore., Nov. 9.
BrummeU” is stackihg up okay at "Highway Dragnet” (AA) and
Best bet here this, round is “Sathe Palace, "Highway Dragnet” is “Loophole” (AA). Just okay
$6,brina” which is soaring to a sockbarely, okay tempo for the Grand. 000.
Last week, "Her 12 Men”
eroo total at the Broadway, “Ad"White Christmas;”
in
second (M-G) and "Law Vs. Billy Kid”
ventures of Hajji Baba’’, also looms
stanza at Keith’s continues to top (Col), $6,500.
lusty at the smaller Fox Theatre,
the major stands with another
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
"Barefoot Contessa” shapes hotsy
smash week.
"White Christmas” (Par) (2d wk).
second Liberty week. .''Down
Estimates for This Week
Still plenty sock at $20,000 in.
Three Dark Streets” is just okay at
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 50-90)— wake of record $25,000 preem.
Orhpeum.
"Sabrina” (Par).: Solid $15,000. Last Holds on.
Estimates for This Week
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 50-84)
Broadway (Parker) (1.890; 75-$ 1) week, "Star Is Born” (WB) (3d
wk), at $1.25 top, $10,000.
"Beau BrummeU” (M-G). Okay
—"Sabrina” (Par).
Smash $16,Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corp.) (1,- $9,000 or over! Last week,
000 or over. Last week, "Bengal
"Wom376; $1.20*$2. 65)—-"Cinerama” (In- an’s World” (20th) (2d wk),
at 75(Continued on page 20
die (20th wk), Continuing strongly $1 scale, $8,000.

SOCKO

FAT 8G

,

.

m

.

,

‘Bengal’

Okay $6,000

Omaha;

‘Star’

In

11G, 2 d

Omaha, Nov.
Only two new.

9.

week,
second Randolph roilnd. Opener
"Brigadoon” at the State and
terrific, "Black Widow” shapes
"Bengal Brigade” at. the. .Omaha,!
smart at the Fox as does ‘Barefoot
Both are okay but far from sensaContessa”. at the Midtowri.
tional. "Star Is Born” still is stout
Etimates for This Week
in second week, at the Orpheum
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 80-$1.35)-rwhile "Black Knight” is light as
“Rear Window” (Par) (11th wk). Brandeis
holdover.
Bright $5,600. Last week, $6,000.
Estimates for This Week.
Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25)— ‘‘CineBrandeis (RKO) (1,000; 50-75)
rama” (Indie). (57th wk). Fair $10,"Black Knight” (Col) and "Un200. Last week, $10,000.
holy Four”

in

Into

—

:

.

Last

"Cinerama”

—

Baltimore, Nov. 9.
Christmas” is the big
week, mopping up at
Keith’s. "Rogue Cop” is enjoying
the overflow at the Century, but
this

,

(Par)

Warner Hollywood (SW)'

82 G, ‘Waterfront’ 8G,3d
"White
one here

Double bill of "Dr.
Mr. Hyde” arid "A
is modest at the
New but "Bengal Brigade” is pleasSlim $5,000. Last week,
Pittsburgh, Nov. 9.
Second week
Mayfair,
the
ing
at
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$D—
Only one new entry here this "White Christmas” (Par) (2d wk). of "Black Widow” shapes okay at
round but biz is holding very, well Sock $23,000. Last week, $32,000. the Town.
Estimates for This Week
at most first-runs. Lone, new pic
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.50)
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 25is "Black Knight,” fast at the Har—"Star Is Born” (WB) (6th wk).
80)—
“Rogue Cop” (M-G). Mild
ris. "Sabrina” Was a surprise holdOke $7,500 in 5 days. Last week,
$8,500.
Last week, "Brigadoon”
over when it soared to a huge $25,- $ 11 000
000 opening, week at the Pehn. It is
Orpheum (Cinerama Theatre, (M-G) (2d wk), $7,000.
Cinema (Schwaber) (466; 50-$l)
still big in second round! “Star Is
Calif.) (1.458; $l!75-$2.65)— “CinerBorn” shapes to get practically the ama” (Indie) (45th wk). Good $21,- —"High And Dry” (U) (4th wk).
Good $2,500. Last week, $3,300:
same as the third round, making 000:. Last week, $19,500.
Film Centre (RappapQrt) (960;
the fourth week very sturdy at the
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
"Sabrina” (Par) (5th wk).
Stanley.
70-;$l)—-“Shield for Murder” (UA) 50-$l )
Last
and "Yellow Tomahawk” (UA). Holding nicely at $5,000.
Estimates for This Week
week, $6,000.
Okay
$8,000.
Last
week,
'‘Bengal
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-$l)—
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;
Brigade”
(U) and "Diamond Wiz"Hajji Baba” (20th) (2d wk). Held
50-$ 1)^ "On Waterfront” (Col) (3d
over at last minute when biz took ard” (UA), $7,500.
Stagedogr (A-R) (400; $1-$1.25) wk). Still potent at $8,000 or near.
a spurt.. Looks okay $5,500. Last
—"Little Kidnappers” (AA) (3d Last week, $11,000.
week, $7,500.
Keith’s (Fruchtman) (2,400; 30wk). Good $3,000. Last week, $3,Harris (Harris) (2,200; 65-85)— 700.
$1)— "White Christmas” (Par). Big
“Black Knight’’ (Col). Getting a
LarkiU (Roserier) (400; $1)— $21 ,000 or! close. Last week, “Reap
break since it’s the only new pic- "Bread, Love and. Dreams” (IFE). Wild Wind” (Par) (reissue), $6,500.
ture in Golden Triangle. Fancy Sock $3,800. Last week, "Hobson’s
Little (Rappaport) (310; 50-$l)—
$10,000, being helped bv sneak Choice” arid "Last Holiday” (AA)
‘Victory At Sea” (Indie). Nice $3,preview.
Last week, "Woman’s (6th wk), $2,300.
600. Last week, "Turn Key Softly”
World” (20th) (2d wk), $8,000.
Clay (Rosener) (400; $1) ‘‘Holly (Indie), $1,200 in 4 days.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)
Penn
(UA)
65-85)— and Ivy’? (Indie). Good $3,000.
(3,300;
Bengal Brigade” (U); .Nice $4,000.
"Sabrina” (Pat) (2d wk). Was to Last .week, "Naughty .Marti ”
Last week, "Princess of Nile”
come out last Friday (5) for "Sud- (Indie), $2,000,
denly,” but held so well it was
Bridge (Schwartz-Reade) (399; (20th), $3,000.
New (Fruchtman) (1,800; 30-90)
continued for six days and $12,000, $1-$1.20)— "High. and Dry” (U).
fine.
Last week, "Sabrina” was Nice $3,500 looms in first week —"Jekyll and Hyde” (M-G) and
Woman’s Face” (M-G) (reissues).
above early expectations at terrific ending Wednesday (10); Last week,
$25,000.
"Hulot’s Holiday” (GBD) (8th wk), Mild $5,000 i 5 days, with "Barefoot
Contessa” replacing today
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 65-85)— $2,400.
(Tues). Last week, "Hajji Baba”
"Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) (3d
(20th), $7,500.
wk). Holding up nicely and should
Playhouse (Schwaber) (420; 50rate at least one more h o. Looks ‘Drum’ Beats Solidly In
$1)— "Rear Window” (Par) (3d wk).
like fast $2,500 on top of $3,000
Sturdy $5,000 after $5,500 in secloef Vl/Anlr
Philly, 18G; ‘Xmas’ Sock
ond.
Stanley' (SW) (3,800; 75-$ 1.25)—
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 50-$1.25)—
“Star. Is Born” (WB) (4th wk). This
34G,
‘Star Is Born” (WB) (4th wk).
‘Contessa’
16G,
d
2
looks like the same as third sesSlipping to oke $7,500 after $10,sion or about $12,000. Stays a fifth.
Philadelphia, Nev. 9.
Last week, sturdy $12,500.
Notre Dame-penn grid game 000 for third.
Town (Rappaport) (1,600; 35-$l)
Warner (SW) (1,365; $1.25-$2.65) boosted midtown biz over the past
"Black Widow” (20th) J2d wk).
"Cinerama” (Indie) (49th wk). weekend, with strong holdover list
Oke
$8,000 after $12,500 opener.
Pre-holiday drop let this down to cutting into possible take of newfair $8,000. Last week, $8,500.
comers. "DrurmBeat” looms fine at

week, $10,000.
$l,20-$2.65)
(80th wk),

or

—"Rogue Cop” (M-G)

(F&M)

(1,430; $lr$1.50)
"Sabrina”
(7th wk). Handsome .$9,500.

80-

.

.

and

.

.

20G, ‘World’ $12,000, 3d

885;

(2,752;

“Her Twelve

the strong side
Last week, "Man
With Million” (UA) and "99 River
Street” (UA), lean $8,500,
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; .50.$D_“White Christmas” (Par). A
really bright spot for this hurricane-ravaged house with .SRO $22,
000 or better. Last week, "Push-

.

Toronto; ‘Window’ Tall

60-$L10)— "Naked Alibi” (U)
and ”Four Guns to Border” (U).
Modest $13,500., Last week, HillUptown,
street with New Fox,
900;

(2,859;

Week,
Last
near.
"Shanghai Story”, (AA) and "Tobar
the. Great” (Rep), $7,000.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$! .50)—
"Black Widow” (20th) (2d wk).
Okay $11,000. Last week, $15,000.
Warfield f Loew’s) (2,656; 75-$l)

,

$25,000 In

.

$11,000

(2d wk), $11,000; at $1 top;
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-80)-r-

$3,500.

—

"Human Jungle” (AA) and'
“Weak arid Wicked” (AA). Good

$1).

Indiana. (C-D) (3,200; 50-80)
Fine ArtsjF.WC) (631; $1-$1.75)
(UA). "Drum Beat” (WB). Good $12,500.
Contessa”
i— "Barefoot
Smash $12,000. Last week. "Van- Last week, “Star Is Born” (WB)

ishing Prairie” (Disney) (11th wk6 days), $1,800.
El Rey (FWC) (861: 70-$1.10)—

arid

On

(M-G).

contributing to a solid session, at
‘.‘Human
the wickets currently.
Jungle” looks, good at the Golden
Gate while "Shield For Murder” is
rated okay at the United Artists. over’’ (Col) and “Law Vs. Billy
Topping the holdovers is "White Kid” (Col), $6,000.
Christmas,” still smash in second
round at the Paramount. "Black
Widow” looms okay in second ‘Xmas’ Brilliant $21,000,
frame at the Fox,
‘Rogue’
Estimates for This Week

.

75-

50-75)—

at $12,000 or near.

Men” (M-G) and

.

—

((2,200;

"Suddenly” (UA)

"Re"White Christmas”, opened sen- turn. Treasure Island” (UA). Fine
Last week, "Brigadoon”
here,
helping ..other $6,500.
sationally
downtown, attractions with' its (M-G) (2d wk), $6,000.
Pageant (St. L, Amus.) (1,000;
weekend overflow. .Smash, at the
Fast
Circle, it’s sure to hold: "Drum 82)— "The Assasiin” (UA).
Beat” at the Indiana looms good. $3,500. Last week, "French Touch”
"Sitting Bull” at Loew’s drawing (Indie), $3,000.
St, Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000;
big Saturday-Sunday kid trade, for
75)— "Black Widow” (20th). Fine
modest results.
$14,000.
Last week; “Hajji Baba”
Estimates for This Week

Week

(RKO)

,

$11,000 after $16,000 initial

—'.‘Her 12

.

"Crossed SWords” (UA) and "CapKidd and the Slave Girl” (UA).
Good $8,500. Last week, "Human
Jungle”
(AA) and "Meet the
Monsters” (AA), $7,500.
Majestic (Fay) ((2,200; 75-$1.25)
Is Born” (WB) (2d wk).
Still hotsy at $17,000 after terrific
$27,000 opener.
State (Loew’sV (3,200; 50-75)—

.

9.

Albee

‘

—"Star

Loew’s (Loew’s) (3,172; 75-$l)—
"Caine Mutiny” (Col) (2d wk).

Indianapolis, Nov.

;

tain

theatres.)

75)—"Drum

Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800;
Fox Wilshire, Los Angeles
Shady Oak (St. L. AmuAJ (800;
(Par),
Christmas”
(FWC) (2.296; 2.097; $1-$.1.501— $1) "White
82)— "Holly and the Ivy”. .(Indie).
SmAsh
$27,000. Last week; "Bengal
Finished
(20th).
"Carmen Jones”
Good $3,000. Last week, "Le
Fire”
"White
and
(U)
Brigade”
first week Sunday (7} with fancy
Plaisir” (Indie), $2,500.

Daughter”
Last week,

.

$15,000.

Good

$29,000 in four drive-ins..
.Second week of "White Christ
•imas,” fn two houses, is smart $33.:
000 "Star Is Born” is good $18,000
"Sain sixth week at Pantages.
” continues handsome $9,500
bri
in seventh week at Hollywood Par.

"High

.

theatres, chiefly first runs, in-

frame.

Wind” and
"Appointment With Danger,” With
nifty $15,000 in two hardtops. plus

Estimates for This

Estimated Total Gross
..$2,618,800
This Week
( Based on 24 cities, find 216
.

9.

Christmas has arriydd early for
the Strand, this proving a wonderful week there with "White Christ-,
mas.”
session
Capacity
looms.
Majestic is. next in line with "A
Star Is Born”. in second stanza with
a great total! "Suddenly” shapes
strong at Loew’s. “Crossed Swords”
looms! fairly good at Albee.
Estimates for This Week

City Grosses

Beat” (WB), Opened today (Tues.).
Last week; "Human Desire” (Col)
and "Bullet Is Waiting” (Col), trim.

is

reissue

is

Key

(49th
(Indie)
after $15,500

wk). Good $14,500
48th week.

Providence, Nov!

•

in

oners.
.

Louis,

$2.40)— "Cinerama”

.

adding about $30,000 from six oz
grosser
Surprise
combo of "Reap Wild

MEN’ $6,500

Nov, 9,
Biz is spotty here, this frame,
with "Black Widow” grabbing the
heavy coin with a nice week at
the St. Louis. "Caine Mutiny”
looks good in second round at
Loew’s. "Her 12 Men” is rated
fair at Orpheum. "Cinerama” continued to hold with a good average
at Ambassador. "Human Desire”
got a trim total last week at the
?
Fox.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $L20St,

entries, this

was

'

;

<

Fox

(20 th)

99-$1.49)-(2d wk).
Smart $19,000. Last week, $25,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 65$1.30)— "Down 3 Dark Streets”
(UA). Fancy $19,000. Last week,
"Reap Wild Wina” (Par) (reissue),
$13,000.

"Black

(2,250;

Widow”

(20th)

Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 75-$1.30)
—“Star Is Born” (WB) (4th wk).

(Lip) (2d wk).
$3,000 after $5,000 opener.

Omaha (Tristates)
—"Bengal
Brigade”.

(2,000;

Slow

50-75)

and
(U)
Anne” (Rep). Okay
$6,000. Last week, "Sabriria” (Par)
(2d wk), $6,000 at 70e-90c scale.
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 75$1)—"Star Is Born” (WB) (2d wk).
Neat $11,000. Last week, $16,000.
State (Goldberg) (875; 50-80)—
“Brigadoon” (M-G). Okay $6,000.
"Laughing

Steady $17,000. Last week, $19,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 74$1.49)— "Barefoot Contessa” (UA) Last week, ^'Rogue Cop” (M-G) and
"Cowboy” (Lip), $4,500 at 55c-80e
(Continued on page 20)
scale.

—

—

—

i

‘Hajji

i

‘Xmas’ 17G, 2d

Seattle, Nov. 9.
“White Christmas” still is standout here this session although it is
in its second week at the Music
Hall after a mighty opening stanza
“Adventure of Hajji Baba” is rated
solid at the Coliseum while' “Sabrina” shapes great at small-seater
Music. Box.
Dearth of new product and usual
These two pix are
making the best showings of the letdown after Election Day will cut
the overall business total at Broadfew newcomers..
way film houses this session, HowEstimates for This Week
ever, an end to the rainy weather,
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 90- which lasted for; several days last
$1.25)
“Vanishing Prairie” (Dis- week, helped provide the past
ney) (6th wk) (m.o).
Good $4,- weekend with healthy boxoffice.
000 for sixth week downtown.
Lone new straight-filmier; “The
Last week. “Passion” (RKO) and
Detective,” is soaring to a mighty
“Africa Adventure” (RKO), $2,200.
$19,500 for the first week at the
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 75- Fine Arts. While not a new record,
$1)^— “Hajji
Baba”
(20th)
and it is second Only to the hijjjh re“Black 13” (20th). House debuts
cently established by “Vanishing
its C’Scope with this bill.
Solid Prairie,” the film which “Detec$12,000.
Last week. “3 Hours to tive” is supplanting. Also it is
Kill” (Col) and "Human Desire”
easily the biggest ever done by: a
(Col), $7,400.
Alec Guinness film at this house;
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2;500;
“Four Guns to Border” witlr
90-$1.25)
“Barefoot Contessa”
(UA) and “About Mrs. Leslie” (Par) vaude looks like fancy $25,000 at
Good $7,500 in 8 days. the Palace. Champion is “White
(2d wk).
Christmas” with stageshow which
Last week, $10;000.
Music Box (HamrickY (850; 90- probably will hold at., big $142,000
$1.25) ^— “Sabrina” (Par).
Great in current ,(4th) stanza ending to$11,000.
Last week, “Vanishing day (Wed:) at the Music Hall. Cpntinues on, likely until sometime in
Prairie” (Disney), $4,500.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300; December.
Second week Of ‘Carmen Jones”
90-$1.25)
“White
Christmas”
(Par) (2d wk). Sockeroo $17,000. is heading for a great $4.7,000 at
the Rivoli after $52,000, over exLast week, $19,400.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90- pectancy, in opening round. “Black
$1.25)— “Private Hell 36” (Lip) and Widow,” also in first •holdover
“Deadly
Game”
Mild week at the Roxy, landed a good
(Lip).
third.
$4,000 in 5 days.. Last week, “Ben- $45,000, and is staying a
“Star Is; Born,” day-dating at the
gal Brigade”
(U) and “Unholy
still is in
Victoria
and.
Paramount,
Four” (Lip), $5,100.,
Paramount (Evergreen! (3,039; the chips, although nearing the end
$lr$1.50)— "Star Is Born” (WB). of its engagement, at the Par flagJames Mason
(5th wk). Good $5,500 in 5 days. ship. Judy Garlandstarrer landed a very big $60,000
Last week, $7,400.
in its fourth stanza at the Par while

t

9G

lot 7G, Passion
Brace of

new

six

9.

-

week

hills this

Estimates Are Net

helping the Main Stem out of its
recent doldrums. There’s a significant swing to dualers this round;
after the Loop had been devoid of

is

Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities; are net; i.e.,
Distribwithout usual tax,
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are; net in-

double bills a month ago. Four
houses are pairing product currently.

The

.

news

big

is

the terrific $53,-

000 being racked up by “White
Stated-Lake;
the
at
Christmas’’
“Black Widow” is grabbing a
smash $28,000 at McVickers.
Roosevelt shapes socko $23,000
with “Bengal Brigade” and “Private Hell 36.” “Bread, Love, and
Wine” is great $7,000 at the World.
Monroe, looks dull $5,000 with
“Hell Raiders of Deep” and “White
Hell of PitzrPalu.” Grand looms
okay $9,000 with '“Passion” and
“Massacre Canyon.”
In its second week,. “Hajji Baba”

amusement

S.

:

tax.

.

rated fair at Oriental. Adultsonly combo of “Shield for Murder” and “Overland Pacific”, at
Washington, Nov. 9.
Monroe also looks fair. “Mr.
Downtown theatre biz is picking
Hulot’s Holiday” continues great up after dull pre-election biz.
at the Surf.
“White Christmas” is smash in its
Third round of “Barefoot Con- second week at Keith’s.
“Cinetessa” shapes bright at United rama” is strong again as it goes
Artists. "Star IS Born! looks nifty into its second- year at Warner’s.
in fourth at Chicago. “On Water- “Suddenly” looms nice in second
front” is still going strong in sixth Palace session; “Star Is Born” still
week at the Woods while “Cine- is doing, well, day-dating in two
rama” runs hotsy in 67th at the houses.
Palace.
Estimates fOr This Week
Estimates for This Week

—

•

Ambassador (SW) (1,400; 9098-$1.50)
(4th wk). $1.25)— “Star Is Born” (WB) (4thfinal
wk) Okay $5,000 after $6,000
Bright $45,000. Last week, $48,000.
Grand (Nomikos) (1,200; 98- last week,
Capitol (Loew’s (3,434; 60-80)
(RKO) and
“Passion”
$1.25)
Fine “Beau Brummell” (M-G) (2d wk“Massacre Canyon” (Col),
Last week, “Sitting Bull” 3Y2 days). Okay $6,000. Last week;
$9,000.
$15,000. Monday night blacked out
(UA) (3d ivk), $7,500.
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.25)— for Metropolitan Opera closed cir“Shield for Murder” (UA) and cuit tv.
Chicago (B&K)
Is

(3,900;

Born” (WB)

the same week hit a likewise big
$34,000 at the Vic, “Star” stays on
indefinitely at. the latter house, but
is supplanted by “Drum Beat” with
Jackie Gleason on the stage at the
Par Nov. 17.‘
“On Waterfront” still is the. ace
longrunner, holding at sturdy $21,000 in the 15th session at the Astor.
“Hansel and Gretel” improved
over the preceding week by getting
a sock $25,000 in its fourth round
at the Broadway.
a
with
continued
“Sabrina”
fancy $20,500 in its seventh week
Con“Barefoot
Criterion.
at the
,
tessa” looks to. hold around a. good
$22,000 in the current (6th) stanza
at the Capitol, “Last Time I Saw
Paris” is due in Nov. 18.
“Suddenly” looks .to hit mild
$10,000 in the fifth week at the
Mayfair; “Phffft” preems at the
State today (Wed.) after “Beau
Brummell” dipped to okay $13,500
in third week ended last night

,

—

'

.

“Overland Pacific” (UA) (2d wk).

Okay

after

$8,000.

last

(Loew’s) (l r l 74; 60-80)
of Nile” (20th) and
“Royal Tour” (20th). Not so hot

$11,500.

McVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65$1.26)— “Black
(20th).
Widow”
Racking up sockeroo $28,000: Last
week, “Betrayed” (M-G) (3d wk),
$ 12 000
,

“White

and

Hell

of

;

65-87)

(IFE)
Pitz-Palu”

Last week;
Dull $5;000;
’Southwest Passage” (UA) jand
“Khyber. Patrol” (UA) (2d wk),
(IFE).

$23,000 after $25,000 in
tremendous opener. Looks good
for long stay.

$5,200.

Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 90$1,25)— “Star Is.. Born” (WB) (4thfinal wk).. Fancy $10,000.
Last
week. $12,000.
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 70-95)—
“Suddenly” (UA) (2d wk), Solid
$10,000. Last week, $12;000.
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$l)—
“Rear Window” (Par) (10th wk).
Strong $5,500 after $5,100 in previous stanza. Holds indefinitely
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40)
‘Cinerama” (Indie) (53d wk).
Back to $14,000 With help from
first anni promotion. Last week,
$ 12 000
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 70-$l)—
"On Waterfront” (Col) (8th wk).
Holding nicely at $6,000 after $6,500 last week.

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$l. 25)

—“Adventures Hajji Baba”

(20th)
with so-so

(2d vvk),. Finishing run
$18,000.' Last week, $23,200.
Palace fEitel). (1,484; $1.25-$3.40)
“Cinerama” (Indie)
(67th
wk).
Strong $31,000.. after last week’s
.

$28,000.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-98)—
“Bengal Brigade” (U) and “Private
Hell 36” (FM). Smash $23,000 or
close. Last week, “King Richard

—

Crusaders” (WB) and “Shanghai
Story” (Rep) (2d wk), $13,500.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98$1.50)— “White Christmas” (Par).
Mighty $53,000. Last week, “Egyp-

,

tian” (20th) (6th wk), $15,000.

$7,000.

‘Xmas’ Again Tops Buff.,

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 98$1.25)— “Barefoot Contessa” (UA)
(3d
vvk)..
$17,000.
Last week.
$24,000.

wk).

Buffalo, Nov. 9.
Bright spot here continues to be
the
Paramount where “White
Christmas” is in its second session.

98(6th

Great $22,500 a£ter $25,000
week.

World

(Indie)

(697;

.

.

Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 95)—
“Mr. Hulot’s Holiday” (GBD) (2d
wk). Still hot at $6,000. Last week,

last

Last week; “Rogue Cop”
(M-G) (3d wk), $4,000.
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 65-$l)—
“Hobson’s Choice” (UA) (2d wk).
Not up to hopes at $4,500. Last
week, $4,500.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 75-$1.25)—
“White Christmas” (Par) (2d wk).
Terrific

.

Woods (Essaness) (2,150;
$1.25)— “On Waterfront” (Col)

Bing

Crosby-Danny

Vista98)— Vision opus continuesKaye
socko after

“Bread, Love, artd Dreams” (IFE).
Sock $7;000 or over. Last week,
“Sensualita” (Indie), $3,700;

$32,400 opening which was oyer
expectancy. The strength of this
pic apparently is helping all

down-

town

‘Widow’ Trim $30,000 In
Det.; ‘Bull’

Fancy 18G,

Minneapolis, Nov. 9.—
“Barefoot Contessa” is standout
here this round, with a wow total
at Radio City. Also new, “Vanishing Prairie” looks big at the Worldr
and in for a run. It’s the 30th
week for the phennomenal “Cinerama.” Hajji Baba,” another fresh
entry, is the first C’Scope picture
to be offered here at regular 85c.
scale after 5 p.m., ahd is okay at
the State, Near blizzards and icy
streets cut down last week’s biz
under previous estimates.
Estimates for This Week
Century (S-W) (1,140; $1.75-

at $5,000.

.

Monroe (Indie) (1,000;
—“Hell Raiders of Deep”

in Mpls.

—Columbia
“Princess

week’s

sp 9 ts.
“Black
Knight”
shapes trim at Lafayette while
“Beau Brummell” looms nice at
the Buffalo. ‘’Star Is Born” looks
okay in fourth round at the Center.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3 ,000; 50-80)—
*

‘Xmas’ Bright 32G, 2d “Beau

Brummell”

(M-Q)
and
Detroit, Nov. 9.
“Khyber Patrol” YUA). Nice $13.Biz is spotty this week at down- 000. Last week “Brigadoon” (M-G)
town houses. “Black Widow” looks (2d wk), $6,000 in three days.
good at the Fox. “Sitting Bull” is
Paramount (Par) (3.000; 80-$l)-^sitting fancy at the Palms while “White Christmas” (Par) (2d wk).
“Beau Brummell” is disappointing Still socko at $24,000. Last week.
at the United Artists. Same is true $32,400, over hopes.
of “Shanghai Story” at the BroadCenter (Par) (2,000; 90-1.25)—
vvay-Capitol. Holdover of “White “Star Is Born” (WB) (4th wk).
Christmas” at. the Michigan still is Down to okay $9,000. Last week,
smash, “Star Is Born” looms nice $13,000.
at the MadisOn.
Lafayette (Basil) (3;000; 50-80)
Estimates for This Week
—“Black Knight” (Col) and “Egypt
Fox (FoX-Detroit) (5,000; $1- by Three” (Indie). Trim $10,0001
$1 .25)— “Black Widow” (20th) and Last week, “Bengal Brigade” (U)
“Fast and Furious” (A A),
Good and “Deadly Game” (U;);. $8,000,'..
$.30,000. Last week, “Hajji. Baba”
Century (BuhawkV (3,000; 50-80)
(A A) and “Unholy Four” (Lip) (2d —“This Is My Love” (Col) and
Wk), $17,500
“Massacre; Canyon” (Col).
Fair
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000; $8,000.
Last
week,
“Passion”
$l-$1.25i
“White
Christmas” (RKO) and “Hell Raiders of Deep”
(Continued on page 20)
(IFE V $10,000.
;

.

—

I

$9,600

at

$2.65)— “Cinerama”
wk).
Great $18,000.

(Indie)

I

“Suddenly”

(30th

Last week,

(1,600; 65-85)

(UA) (2d wk). Nice
Last, week, $6,500.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-75)^-“Lure
.

$4,000.

“Carmen Jones”

Sila”

(DFE)

D—

—

85-$2)—

(2,092;

wk).

(2d

(20th)

holdover session ending tomorrow (Thurs.) is heading for
smash $47,000 or near. First week
was $52,000, better than anticipated
by about $2,000. Stays on indef.
Radio City Music Hall (RockeInitial

fellers)

—

95-$2.75)
“White
(Par) and stageshow

(6,200;

Christmas”

wk). Looks to. reach bright
$142;000 in current stanza ending
today (Wed.). Help from Election
Day (despite rain), enabled third
week to hold at smash $165,000,
only $3,000 off from second round,,
and better than mahy opening
weeks here. Stays on. into December. Last Sunday’s business was
biggest of engagement. ..
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) 45,717; 65-$2.40)
(4th

.

.

—“Black Widow”

(3d-final

(20th)

Second session landed yesterwas good $45,000 after
$61,000 opening week. “Desiree”
(20th) opens the night of Nov. 17;
with command performance preem.
Regular run starts Nov. 18.
wk).

day

:

(Tiies.)

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 70-$1.75)
“Phffft”
(Col).
Opens today
(Wed.). Last week, “Beau Brummell” (M-Q) (3d wk), was okay
$13,500 after $18,000, below hojpes
in second.
Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$ 1,50)
"High and Dry” (U) (11th wk). The
10th round ended Monday (8) held,
with oke $6,200 after $6,500 for

-

—

—

ninth week.

—

,

$1-$1.50)

•

and “World for The 14th round was $22,000.
Broadway (Myerberg) (1,900; 74Ransom (AA). Poor $3,000. Last
week, “The Raid” (20th), $3,500 at $1.50)— “Hansel and Gretel” (MyerFourth session,
berg) (5th wk).
85c. top;
ended Saturday (6) climbed to
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-$
“Barefoot Contessa” (UA). Boffo great $25,000 after $23,000 in third
Last week, “Brigadoon” week. Stays on indef.
$20,000.
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$i.55)
(M-G) (2d wk), $8,500.
“Leonardo Da Vinci” (Indie) (reRKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,890;
65-85)
“Black Knight” (Col). Fair issue) (2d wk). First round ending
$8,000. Last week, “Star Is Born” last Sunday (7) was just okay $3,(WB) (4th wk), $7,000 at $1-$1.25. 200. Stays about a week longer,
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-75)— with “Sea Around Us” (RKO) com“Law Vs. Billy Kid” (Col) and ing in on revival run.
“Jungle Man-Eaters” (Col). Okay
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; ,85-$2.20)
Last week, “On Water- —“Barefoot Contessa” (UA) (6th
$4,000.
front” (Col) (6th wk), $3,800 at wk). Current session ending today
65c-85c.
(Wed.) looks like good $22,000 or
State
(Par)
65-85)— less after $23,000, much below
(2,300;
“Hajji Baba” (20th). Okay $7,000 hopes, in fifth week. Stays on,
or over. Last week, “Gambler Nat- with “Last Time' I Saw Paris”
chez” (20th), $5,800.
(M-G) due in Nov. 18..
World (Mann) (400; 65-$1.25)—
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$l. 85)
“Vanishing Prairie” (Disney). Big —“Sabrina” (Par) (8th wk). Sev$6,000; Last week, “Sabrina” (Par) enth
stanza finished last, night
(6th wk), $3,500.
(Tues.) was 'fancy $20,500 after
of

$10,000 for sixth

(UAT)

Rivoli

Trans : LUX 60th St. (T-L) (453;
“Little Kidnappers”
(UA) .(11th wk). The 10th frame
ended
last night (Tues.) was good
(Tues.).
$4,700 after $5,000 last week.
Estimates for This Week
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
Astor "(City Inv.) (1,300; 50-$1.75) $1-$1.50)— “Lili” (M-G) (88th wk).
—“On Waterfront” (Col) (16th wk).. The. 87th stanza ended Monday (8)
Still very strong with $21,000 in was fine $5,000 after $4,300 for,
15th week ended last night (Tues.)., 86th week. Holds, oh.

$17,000.

Gopher (Berger)

after

week,
.

..

i

*

—“Star

on fifth week, with "Drum Beat”
(WB) with Jackie Gleason stageshow opening Nov. 17.
Paris (Pathe Cinemaj (568; 90$1.80)— “Bread; Love and Dreams”
(IFE) (8th wk).
Seventh stanza
ended Sunday (7) continued sturdy

—

is

head-

“Four Guns To Border” (U) and
vaudeville. Week ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) likely will hit fine $25,000
or near. In ahead, “Golden Mistress” (UA) with vaude, $22,500.
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,664; $1$2)— “Star Is Born” (WB) (5thflnal wk).
Fourth round ended
Monday (8) was very big $60,000
after $65,000 for third week. Stays
through Nov. 16 for an extra day

.

.

is

ing for mild $10,000 or less. Last
week; $14,000, over hopes,
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60)—

.

parenthetic admission
however, as indicated,

The
prices,

the U,
include
"

round ending today (Wed.)

—

come.

.

9

Baba’ Tall 12G,

Seattle;

Chicago, Nov.

PICTUBB CROSSES

USsSIEflCT

Wednesday; November 10, -1954

—

‘

;

—Victoria
“Star

(City Inv.) (1,060; $l-$2)
(5th wk)..
in fourth

Is Born” (WB)
Held with smash $34,000
round ended Sundal

;

(7)

after

$37,000 in third week. Continues
indef at this pace.
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;

—

“Cinerama” (Indie)
The 74th week ended

$1.20-$3.30)
(75th wk).

was fine $36,000 after
$36,700 for 73d round. Continues
Saturday

(6)

on.

K.C. Better; ‘Jungle’

Hot

6G, ‘Brigadoon’ 4G, 3d
Kansas City, Nov. 9.
Town is heavy with holdovers,
but biz perked a bit. following the
election.

convention

Annual state teachers'
Thursday and Friday

New

also gave a boost to biz.

films

are “Human Jungle,” good at the
for sixth week;
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) Fox Midwest foursome and “Pas“Tfie Detective” (Col) (2d wk).: In-, sion,” mild at the Missouri. Strong
itial frame ended Sunday (7) iiight holdovers are “Star Is Born” at the
soared to. mighty $19,500, next Paramount for third week and
best after house record of $22,400. “Woman’s World” in fourth round
Looks in for run. In ahead, “Van- at the Orpheum. Latter is due to
ishing Prairie” (Disney) (11th wk). hold. Fairish biz is being garnered,
$5,500 for highly successful, long- from “Brigadoon” at Roxy and
run. “Detective” had a line ex- “Oji the Waterfront” at Midland.
Estimates for This Week
tending to Park Avenue last SatGlen (Dickinson) (750; 85-$l)
urday night for final show of day.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$l,50) “Highl and Dry” (Indie). Moderate
-“‘Black Knight” (Col) (2d-final $2,000. Last week, subsequent runs..
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 85-$l) —
wk). initial holdover round ending
today (Wed.), looks to reach okay “Man with Million” (UA) (3d wk),
Oke
$1,500, Last week, $1,700.
$13,preview
after
including
$9,500
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 65-90)
000 for opening week. “Bullet Is
Waiting” (Col) opens tomorrow —“On Waterfront” (Col) (3d wk).
So-so $6,000. Last week-,-$7iQ00.
(Thurs.).
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-80)—
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.80)—
“Passion” (RKO) and “My Heart
toOpens
“Crest of Wave” (M-G).
In ahead, “Martin Goes Crazy” (Indie). Mild $6,000.;
day (Wed.).
and.
Luther” (Indie) J4th wk-5 days), Last week;. “Suddenly” (UA)
(2d wk), $6,400.
held at okay $4,000 after $6,000 “Malta Story” (UA)
Orpheum (Fox Midwest). (1,913;
for third full week.
World” (20th)
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; $1.80)— 75-$D— ^Woman’s"
(Continued on page 20)
“Suddenly” (UA) (5th wk). This
$26,000

—

‘BRIGADOON’ BIG 43G,

.

HUB; ‘XMAS’ 35G, 2D

:

Boston, Nov. 9.
Having broken all house, records

.

in initial

week

at

Paramount and

Fenway, “White Christmas” continues smash in second frame, it
again is standout. “Brigadoon” at
Orpheum and State looms fancy.
“Black Knight” at Pilgrim is nice.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 70-$1.10)—
“Sabrina”
(Par)
(7th-final
Wk).
Neat $8,000 after $9,400 last week.
Boston (Cinerama Prods.) (1,354;

—

;:

"Cinerama” (Indie)
$1.20-$2.85)
(45th wk). ^Steady $20,500.
Last
.

week, $2L000.
Exeter (Indie)

(1,300;

.

60-$l)

“High and Dry” (U) (4th wk), Oke
Last week, $6,500.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 70-$ 1.25)
-“White Christmas” (Par) (2d wk).
(Continued on page 20)

:

$6,000.
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Gamby’s Italo Pic
Maria Gambarelli, ballerina, has
been signed tq appear in “Gli Ermelini,” an Italian film scripted by
Cesare Zavajtini. Eleanora RossiDrago will hq starred in the Pentagon Films production. Film is due
Municjh, Nov.

The West, Gentian
loved

quickly

fullest the

exploit

to

newly

2.

to roll in

f
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the

to

‘Roman’ -Hepburn Champs

sovereignity

In

Record Finland Run

republic.
federal
the Bonn
Helsinki, Nov. 2.
Exactly 24 hours after Chancellor
“Roman Holiday” (Par), ended its
regained
government
..Adenauer’s
first-run success here after a recDr.
Johaiies ord-breaking 37 W^
independence,
its
thus windSemi er, the German Producers ing up to the: biggest hit in HelsinAssn. Bonn rep, presented, a de- ki since the war. More than 185,tailed memorandum to the federal 000 of the city’s 400,000 inhabitants
He asked the govern- saw the picture. Without question
authorities.
ment to draft a. cinema aide bill, Audrey Hepburn is the most poputailored for the needs of the still lar star here at the moment,
Among other top hits during the
ailing West German film producMay-Sept ember period, four are
tion;:
His proposals hint a new levy French,, four Finnish and one was
Of

being placed on all film, releases.
called a “premiere-fee” and
ill be applied to ail pi
foreign
German.Dr. Semler further suggested
the establishment of a new selfgoverning film administration by
federal law;
The administration
It’s

,

.

.

will take care, of the collection of
its. redistribution.
The money will go
90% into direct subsidies for live
German producers, ,109' into a
new export drive.
Semler.; ,who incidentally
was
fired by
S. occupation chief General Lucius D: Clay seven years

the new quasKtax and of

ly wood pix.

;Sydneyy Noy. 2.
There’s a splurge of interest in
ozoneis here, following the success
of the first drive-in for this country,
Because it’s still only midspring, plans are moving forward
slowly until thevsunnier season gets

:

in Paris;

Paris,

Of the
.

ine

top

Were

of

Nov,

9.

grossers this
U. $.. origin.
was the Marline
•

,

$24,000 for its sixth week at two
industry..
small, seatCrs.
for free
Walt Disney’s “Living Desert”
.entry;, of all foreign films in Gergrossed $165,000 in six weeks at
many.
the; film

The agreement; provided

The German Bundestag seems
ready to do all in its power in order to halt the “inflation” of the
German film market (over 500
films are being released in the current season) reduced to a healthy
level which most experts fix at 250
to 300 films per annum.

“Glenn Miller Story”

SET
London, Nov. 9.
terms Of- contribution to the Eady pool was reached
at a meeting of the four trade asSettlement

of:

sociations last Thurs. (4) subject to
ratification by the executive of each
.body and to the. endorsement by
the president of the Board of
Trade. Memorandum of agreement
calls for a reduced rate of levy
from Aug. .1 last to Oct. 23, with
the full rate to operate from Oct.
24 until the end of July, 1957.

(U)

was

Gallic “L’Air

fourth week,

houses.

TOUGH

some assurance that
subsequently the pictures rnay get
general release. The French and
Italian product featured during the.
respective film weeks have been
released throughout this year’s
best playing’ time, absorbing most
of the. go'od situations and generally
creating aif impression that European films are now predominant,
and that Hollywood has lost its
grip.

The advent of the Metro Film
will be followed by
an American- Film Week and was
expected to recapture interest i
Hollywood pix. The pictures Me.tr
wanted to Use on its week were.

Week probably

“Mogambo,” “Lili,” “The Merry
Widow,” “Queen of the Sea/*
“Julius Caesar,” “Ivanhoe” and
“Prisoner of Zenda.”
Relations With Arg, Better
Relations with the Argentine authorities have been better since th
Mar del Plata Festival got ;such
whole-hearted support from the
Motion Picture Producers Export
Assn, .of America.
But, although
frozen coin has : been, released at
different times, the Entertainment

Board

.

Night People’ Banned But ‘French
Line- Okayed With No Cuts

TO

Helsinki, Nov. 2.
.Board of Censors here reOrient,
cently surprised the film industry
The six-man crew from Columby banning, several pictures. The
most unusual action was the veto bia has reached here to scout loca-

Th

on “Night People” (20th), the:
Gregory Peck C’Scoper, rated a
possible draw here because of the
star’s popularity. Reason for ban
admittedly was politico.
Decision on “People” was appealed but the case was lost on all
points, Reported that one govern-,
merit topper personally intervened
to uphold the ban.
Still Examining
Other pix banned were either
crime
yarns or westerns.
’51 -’52
“Jack
Slade” (AA) was turned down beLondon, Nov. 2.
cause
of
the
cruelty
show
Because each case of quota de- “French Li; ,” which hhs had
fault has to be proved individually, sprial troubles many places, was
the Board of Trade is still examin- passed without a single cut;. Local
ing the defaulters’ situation for the cri poked fun at U, S. censors on
1951-52 quota-year. It will be some this and viewed the controversial
time, however, before it will be dance scene as harmless. Sans any
ablp to indicate li.ow many prose- trouble with the censors, the pic is
cutions vfill be instiiuted l’or that slow at the. boxoffice.
.

.

period.

tions for “The Gentle Wolfhound.”
Later a cast will be sent here to
begin filming the story of a U.S.
infantry regiment’s devotion to a

Japanese

orphanage.
Producer
Fred Kohlmat headed the crew.

Cinerama Probable For

2 Jap

in

views.

London, Nov. 2.
“Caterina” by Felecian Marceau,
Peter. Ustinov, who appears in
a costumer of 15th Century Venthe Royal Command film, “Beau
ice and Cyprus. It deals with the
Brummel,”
to direct the stage
conflict between love and ambition.
Although well staged and acted, it presentation for this year’s gala at
the
Empire,
Leicester
Square, Nov.
is too stilted and literary in style.
The harping On nationalism and 15. The actor-playwright did a
similar
chore
.in
1947.
amour seems it is too. verbal
is.

.

Robert S, Wolff, joint chairman
to make a dramatic effect. This
member of the looks
only in for a fair run here of the Benevolent Fund executive
Regiment who
on
actihg contributions of Paul committee announced, that Jane
was directly responsible for initiBernard and Jacques Francois. Russell and Rudy Vallee were comating the charitable work done by
Otherwise, it is not of sufficient ing over for the stage show.

Hugh

27th

O’Reilly, a

(Wolfhpund)

his outfit,
-

Next

is

to

technical adviser.

come

here

will

be

Buddy

Adler, who will shoot a
film tentatively titled “The Tokyo
Story,” for 20th-Fox.
Adler said
while here- recently that it would
be made in Cinemascope and that
technican? and cast would be in
Tokyo in December and stay until
.

mid-January.
Currently Shooting in India is
Metro’s “Bhowani Junction,” di—
rected by. George Cukor. Cukor is
finding the going tough because
unable to obtain, help from the
Indian government. It objects to
“derogatory” things iii the original
book by John Masters, Cukor, says
the script has eliminated anything
which might be objectionable' but
is still unable to get Indian troops
before, his cameras or to get the
special runs of Indian trains he
;

Tokyo, Nov; 2.
Cinerama will be shown, in Tokyo and Qsaka during the coming
and 2340 supporting program de- New Year Season,
according to
faulters..
an announcement made here this
week by Ichizo Kobayashi, president of Toho Enterprises, K ObaNBC’s ‘Zero’ for BBC
yashi signed a prelim pact with
Alex Caplan, who was acting for
London, Nov. 9.
Henry Salomon’s NBC produc- Nicolas Rcisini, prexy of Robin
tion of “Three-Two-One-Zer ” is International, which holds worldwide rights to the show.
to be screened by BBC-TV next
In
Tokyo, Cinerama will be
Thursday (11). It was originally
show
out. of 771 first feature defaulters

.

'

Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn,
has called a full session of their
general council tomorrow (Wed.)
to consider the terms. Originally
it had only been intended to call
the Executive.

In England and Wales, there already
have
been
eight
quota
prosecutions for the 1950-51 quota
year and a further 11 are contemplated. With other, prosecutions in
Scotland, this makes a total of .25

Entertainment

to guarantee release permits for the seven Metro
films to be featured, one on each
different day of the Film Week. It
is scarcely worth while to transport the stars arid spend lavishly
on publicity and entertainment, un-

;

with $17,500; after, a complete
four-week run did $93,000 at. two

FINN CENSOR GETS

and Italians.
However,
the
Board is refusing

has backed down again
granting exhibition permits, which
are doled out one at a time, with
no indication of yvhen the next will
be available. This system makes it
doubly hard to arrange for t jy» best
distribution.
It seems absurd that
to date Argentine patrons have yet
to
see
such
vintage
productions as
boff
hit
in
the last two years.
Work; 3 Cos.
“Quo Vadis” (M-G), a 1952 picture;
“Living,” on the other hand, Is
Tokyo, Nov. 2.
“Greatest Show” (Par), dr; “Snows
a
prestiger which benefits from
“Go Fair East” seems to be the the knowing and delicate drama- of Kilimanjaro” (20th).. At the
present rate of release, these will
advice, which is getting more at- turgy of Jean Mercure who has
still be unknown in 1955 or 1956.
tension in Hollywood as location adapted, directed and acted with
shooting in Japan, India and Hong a rare versatility. This should also
Kong got underway this week keep the Theatre St. Georges filled
while more plans were announced to capacity this season! Both refor
future
production
in
the ceived excellent; if not rave, re-

run.

The
De Paris” wound its

.

,

two small seaters while “Demetrius
and the Gladiators" (20th ) took
$21,000 in two smaller houses.
FernandOl starrer, “Le. Mouton a
Cinq Pattes” (The Five Legged
Sheep), did $18,000 at two houses
in an extended continuation of its

in for $18,000.

With Flood of Plays

,

,

personal appearances at the theatre
during this Film Week, following
the lines of such film weeks staged
in November, 1953, by the French

less there is

.

:

in

for two days last month;
In Tei-Aviv. the strikers ..sat for
48 hours in' the office of the Secretary General of the General
Trade Uniori in order to enlist his
support, They returned to work
after a decision had been reached
on- the question of their salaries.
It will be dealt with through the
Cinema: Employees Union. Originally the operators demanded recognition as an independent union.

.

Leading fill
ago front an high administration Carol color starrer, “Madame Du
post because of bis caustic re- Barry,” which took a fine $72,000
at three big first-runs.
Next was
marks' about American food— shipr
menls to then starving Germany, Danny Kaye’s “Knock On Wood”
(Par); with sock reviews and a
also joined the side of those who
terrific first week run of $60,000.
press for
streamlining of the
“Caine Mutiny” (Col) followed
how local./amusement tax.
Several days ahead of Semier's. with $33,000 for its third week,
important move, the Bonn parlia- making a total of $138,000 for
lent voted unanimously., to order three weeks at three houses. The
the gover ment to work towards reissue of Charles Chaplin’s “Modan early revision of th
GATT ern Times” (UA) came in for

agreement

Metro’s Film Week, which had been
Tel- Aviv,. Nov. 2,
proposed for the plush Opera Film
Cinema operators bele, and Iri Theatre here Nov. 11-16. It was
Ramat-Gan* and Haifa, striking- for to. b£ part of Metro’s 30th arini
higher pay, forced most of the film celebrations.
MtG was to have
houses in these cities to close down brought in a bunch of stars fpr

Hoyts loop. Same circuit is working on another drive-in at Geelong,
important industrial and commerParis, Nov. 2,
cial centre about 40 miles from
Inexhaustible French legit, goes
Melbourne, Simultaneously, -other on as each week sees three to four
interests are readying ozoners at plays opening. The low overhead,
Croydon, Preston and Morabbin, general Gallic prolific output, and
all Melbourne suburbs.
RCA is the launchings here instead of
supplying the equipment for these roadshowings make for this abunthree.
dance, Out Of the recent, batch,
There also is an ozoner under- only two emerge as hits. One sure
way in South Australia. Interest sock is the Comedic-Francaise resgenerally has been accentuated by urrection of Moliere’s “Les Amarits
a
thoroughly
abnormal
Magnifiques.” The other is a fine
tinuity of fine weather.
transcription of Graham Greene’sThree or four outfits are inter- “Living Room.” Three others likeested in providing drive-iris near ly: will have shorter lives although
here.
About the same number one, a boulevard farce, may stay,
are viewing the Brisbane suburbia for. its usual one-year rim at the
as well as South Australia fpr Palais Royal. Clientele of Palais
ozoners.
Royal is satisfied with sexy sugThe. Sydney prospects are stalled gestiveness and nudity such as
by a licensirig situation in the abounds in the current “On S’Dit
state of New South Wales.
The Tout.” (We Tell Each Other All).
Theatres and Films Commission
“Magnifiques,” which has not
must hear objections by existing been performed since
1677, was
exhibitors as to the need for a
written by Moliere, is a royal romp
drive-in.
of the period with spectacle, ballet
and music combining for eyecatching results. The C^F now vies with
Yank Prods, Swing To
the! other great spec houses here,
and comes out a winner with a
show that looks SRO from now on
Far East for Location
in- It promises the C-F its first

‘Knock,’ ‘Caine’ Leaders
week,

Cinema Halt

For 2 Days Over Wages

nearer.
Aussie’s sole ozoner on the U. S,
pattern, the Skyline,, was opened
i
a .Melbourne suburb by the

6 Yank Films Out Of

.

U

Israeli

titude taken by the Argentine Entertainment Board Is so far proving
a. roadblock to the realization of

:

U.. S. made. The American favorite
was “Act Of Love” (UA), Present
include “Rhapsody”
(M-G), “Genevieve” (U) and the
reissue of “Modern Times.”

B O. Pix

The

,

favorites

9 Top

Buenos Aires, Nov. 2.
singularly uncooperative at.

.

,

.

Rome.

Story deals with Italian artistdc-:
racy and its difficulties in adjusting to a changing world. This will
be Miss Gambarelli’s first dramatic
screen role. She’d previously appeared in terp parts in three Hol-

film industry

needs.

calibre to be listed in the hit category or to make for any importance as a possible vehicle for the

Widow Seeks

Revamp
JUDGES

WANT TO

DICTATE

of

War

Film

London, Nov:

9.

A

last-minute Objection by til
Brit. Bench Wants to Control Xmas, widow of Guy Gibson, V.C., may
necessitate
.partial reshooting of
Easter Film Fare
“The Dam Busters,” the film based
on his epic wartime raid on the
Manchester, Erig., Nov, ,2.
Mohne Dam. Robert Clark, head
Lobal magistrates ’ at. Church, of the Associated British Elstree
Lancashire, are trying to institute Studios wfiere the pic was lensed,
a “censorshi
of the type of en- said he would be prepared to shoot
tertainment to be offered to the the whole film again if necessary.
public; on Christmas Day; Cinema
Th widow, now Mrs. Hyman,
exhibs are up in arms over the claims that she first learned of the
idea,
project from a newspaper clipping,
Prexy of the local magistrates’ although the studio insists that a
bench announced he would like to script was sent to her agents in’
know more about the type of films N. Y. on March 16, two* months
set for Christmas Day and, Easter, before the film went into actual
stating: “We should like to know production.
the subject and have a summary of
The film, scripted by R. C. Sherthe story before us in order that iff is based on Paul Brickhill’s
we can satisfy ourselves that ‘the book, “The Dam BuSters.” But
films are fit and proper to be Mrs. Hyriiart contends that some
shown at such mes. ”
of the material was taken from her
.

.

20th-Fpx producer Frank McCarthy recently in Tokyo after an
exploratory trip to Hong Kong,
said he will return to the Crown
Colony about Nov, 15.
At that
time, Buddy Adler and Edward
Theatre managers were taken
at .the l,300-:seat Imperial. Dmytryk,
aired via NBC Sept. 13.
Clark
Gable,
David completely by surprise by the
In Osaka it will be seen at the Niven
*n<| Susan Hayward will go move, which is without precedent:
Under an earlier NBC-BBC deal, OS Theatre, Exhibition
equipment to Hong Kong to shoot exteriors here; Matter arose aftpr the Owner
Salomon’s “Victory at Sea” series will be rented
to Toho, eliminating for /‘Soldier; of Fortune.”
Mc- of the Palace at Oswaldtwistle' apwas shown recently on the British the need for a huge
use of scarce Carthy praised Hohg Kong as a plied for. sanction
to open ion
network.
foreign funds to buy the projectors. location spot*
Christmas Day*
,

Gibson’s

U. S.

,

jt-i

.

r

late husband’s book; “Enemy Coast
Ahead,” without her permission.
In effort to, settle the issue with
Mrs: Hyman’s agents, BrickhiU
planed to N. Y:. She is now in London for discussions with the; local
office of her agents*
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How Much

distribution income in Japan amounts to $36,750,000
yearly* according to Tadayoshi Asao and Motomu Ohno, representatives of the Shochiku Co., now visiting the U.S; They passed
along some other data concerning the picture business in the
,

films,

34%

for. foreign;

is split

number

on the basis of 66% for domestic
Of theatres in all of Japan as of

the end of 1953, 3,959; pictures produced in 1953, 302; expected
to be made in .1954, 330 (Shochiku. turned out 70. of the 1953 total)
average cost of production, $50,000; theatres adopting CinemaScope, 45; theatre program makeup, (a) a new feature and one
released the previous week, (b) new feature artd one usually,
released more than six months before, (c) two new features (Usually
linor ones), and (d) one new feature-^-all accompanied by newsreels and sometimes by stage attractions; average admissions
price, 14 c.

the action of Superior Judge Allan
Ashburn in granting a motion for
In his memorandum
a new trial.
the judge held that the damages
fixed by the jury in the first trial

is

the exhibitors’
Feeling
that the theatremen
to the following
have matured
triple reasoning: (i.) The type of

in-

many

distribs.are basically,

ill will
tire length.”

Judge

throughout:

its

very difficult

we

for us bearen’t In n

very /good position:”
In part as a result; of the. wide-

spread switch to Cinemascope,
20th - Fox’s
Movietone hewsreel
revenue has dropped approximately 10% in 1954 and the number of
regular

'

theatres

served
'

'

is

down

15%.
At the same

time, however,, perthe reel in the
More than 60 of the nation’s top print earning
production* distribution and exr U. S. has gone up 5.3% over 1953,
Value.. liibitigri companies were named indicating that 20th has been able
outlived
their theatrical
They have no further potential for defendants Monday (8) in two sepa- to convince exhibs to raise their
rate treble-damage, antitrust suits rentals slightly.
reissues.’’
It’s understood, that the Movie“Why couldn’t they come brought in N.Y. Federal “Court
straight out and say. that they had which ask a total balm of $1,530,- tone experience is by no means
Austin Inc., operator of the confined to 20th and is shared by
a batch of old films on their 000.
shelves which they couldn’t use Austin Theatre, Forest Hills, L. I., all the other reels; In. fact the
any more arid wanted to get rid seeks $1,080,000 while Laskey Movietone operation as such is in
of,” was the comment at one of the Bros., operators of the Stirlite a favored position due to its tieup
ival distrib offices.
“Either you Drive-In, f’girmont, W, Yai., Want with United Press at the tv end.
Newsreel problems have been
do release to tv or you don’t. If $450,000.
Both the Austin and the Laskeys mounting with the widescreen inyou do, and you’ve made it clear
(hat these are old films useless for charge the defendants with con- novation and particularly where
theatrical 'exhibition,
why beat spiring to discriminate against lo- exhjbs have taken to double-billing
around the bush. No one is fooled cal independent exhibitors includ- Cinemascope. Various efforts have
ing the plaintiffs
by it,”
respect... to been made to stimulate, circulation
Sales exec at one of the other runs, clearances, film rentals and of the reels but with little results.
In bringing the TV competition also is hurting the
distrihs said that, all the compa- admission prices.
nies Were in the same position as action the two theatre outfits, as- theatrical reelers.
.Two ways of. boosting, tire hew.
Columbia; but added that even sert not only are they suing in bewithout exhib pressure— most of half of themselves but also are reels have been suggested. One is
them wouldn’t sell to tv. “When pressing the case for the benefit color. The other is to Cinemayou come down to it; it just doesn’t of other exhibs in similar straits. scope the news. There, has been
Named defendants aside from talk at Movietone of switching the
make very much sense,” he commented. “There- isn’t very much the eight majors are Allied Artists reel to. C’Scope, but nothing has
money in it, and. we'd just bite off Pictures Corp., Republic Pictures, been done about it and, according
Stanley Warner, National The- to the best advices available; nothour nose to spite our face.”
Another signal factor is the atres, American Broadcasting-Par- ing will be done about it for some
healthy economic position of the amount. Theatres, United Artists time. Main obstacle is the exhibs’
majors. It’s freely admitted that, Theatre Circuit, Skouras. Theatres, unwillingness to raise rentals suffiMetropolitan Playhouses, Comer- ciently to make up for the addir
if times were bad, there would be
much greater temptation to give ford Circuit, Brandt Theatres, Fa- tional cost of producing a C'Scope
bian Theatres, Schine Circuit Inc;,; reel. Apart from that, 20th. execs
into lure of tv coin.
and the Motion Picture Assn, of want, to wait until there are more
One view is that the tv sales of America, among others,
C’Scope installations at home and
Republic and Col serve a very useRepping the plaintiff exhibs is abroad before even considering
ful purpose from a legal point-ofnewsreel expansion;
the firm of Malkan & Ellner.
view. “Now that Col has broken
Problem of color also brings up
the
no one cah accuse us of
the question of added, costs. And
‘conspiring’ to keep our product
tinting also would dfelay delivery
from, tv,” was on§ comment.

toons and westerns which we have
just disposed of have long since

.

’

—

.

,

k

.

Barcelona; Nov*

9.

Headed by prexy Arthur Loew,
40 delegates from Loew’s International Corp. In New York and
Metro offices in Continental Europe will meet here tomorrow
(Wed.) for a f out-day European
sales conference.

Attending from New York are
Samuel N. Burger, the company’s
sales manager; Maurice SilVeystein,
regional director for Latin America, ahd Arthur Pincus, assistant
pub-ad director. Sessions will concentrate On special sales and publicity plans for. the coming year’s
product, with particular emphasis
on getting European exhibs to install Perspecta Sound., Company’s
has earmarked a special budget of

for

Sam

Hollywood, Nov. 9.
Assignment of Samuel C. Engel
as producer of “Tigrero” at 20thr
Fox makes a total of six pictures on
his
shooting
schedule;
Others
are:
“Daddy. Long Legs,” “A
Man Called Peter,” “Pink Tights,”
“The Lady and the Lumberjack”
and “The Sheriff of Fractured
Jaw.”
Filming of “Tigrero,” a tale of
jaguar hunting,
will
be done
chiefly in, South America.
^

A

Grim Alec Guinness

of prints.

s

are

making

visiting the states.

Arthur B, krim, United Artists
president,

'

who

recently visited the

Far East, said he found that none
of the larger film companies in
Japan leans to the left. Asao and
Louis B. Mayer, chairman of the
board of Cinerama Productions,
and the board of directors of the
company agreed to a settlement of
Mayer’s five-year $1,000 weekly
contract this Week. Ending, of the
pact,, which started Nov; 1, 1952,
does not, however, alter Mayer’s
He’ll
position with the company.
continue in his post as board chair-,
man but without a salary. The
Settlement is merely an effort to
reduce the company’s liabilities.
Previously Cinerama Productions
reached a similar settlement with
Merian C. Cooper who. received
$1,100 weekly as the company’s
production topper.
Since company operates solely as
a “watchdog” outfit, receiving a
percentage of the profits from the
exhibition
of. Girierama,
it
no
longer requires high-priced executives.
It gets its cut for turning
over the exhibition and production
rights to the medium to Stanley
Warner.
Mayer, whose stock holdings in
the. company give him about onequarter control, has agreed to
guarantee a, $200,000 bank loan
.

called u
UA execs, ther
being a tieup via Schochiku’s distribution, of UA releases in japan.
Also, a deal is in the works for an
indie Yank picture to be made

Ohno

‘

that country.

Speaking through an interpreted
the jap envoys said they’re in the
U;S. to study mOdem pic techniques and find the answer to what
they consider their '“biggest question.” This is hoW Jap films can

be shaped

to have appeal in the
world market. In line with this.
Shochiku is now starting two new
pix which, it’s hoped, will be given
a spotlight at the Cannes and Venice film .festivals: next year* Also,
they reported that Thomas Brandon has taken U.S. distribution
rights to the recently-completed
“Imposter” which, the execs said,
“has commercial taste, is rio t I Ob'?'
artistic like ‘Ugetsu’ and ‘Roslio:

l

That Choked Feeling
Asao said he was also curious

new screen processes

about

(he

“a choked feeling” when it
comes time, to decide which equipment to. install at his theatres) and

gets

the competitive effects
sion on theatres.

of

telev'

TV, he commented, is riot much
for Cinerama Productions.
Sum of a problem for Jap exhibs. Tokyo
will be used to pay off the .Series has two stations, one. of them gov“A’’ debenture bonds which fall ernment operated with “program
due Dec. 1. Company was short a that are riot entertaining” and th
a
commercial operation
little under $200,000 to meet the. second
The “but the sponsors will not spend
$400,000 debt due Dec. 1.
original Series “A” debenture to- money because there’s such a limtalled $600,000. Series, of “B” and ited audience.”
Tokyo has 20.000 sets in use, the
“C” debentures are. due in July.
They have been brought down to price per receiver bfiin^ prohibi$350,000 from an original loam of tive, for the average Citizen. Further, transmission is difficult be$386,000.
Although Mayer was clown for cause of the mountainou terrain.
.

$1,000 a week since Nov., 1952, he
has not collected any of this coin,
the sum accruing: in his name. The
settlement agreed to a cutoff date,
Aug. TO, 1953, the day the contract
for the
takeover was signed. It
gives Mayer a total of about $40,000, However, he’s not Withdrawing this $um, agreeing to a defer-

MONTREAL FOR CINERAMA
Operated By Stanley Warner Itself
14th City Before Xmas

—

.

SW

Canada

ment: until all of Cinerama Productions’ debts are paid off, including,
debentures, and bank loans,
Cinerama Productions stockholders will meet on Dec. 7 to approve
the Mayer settlement and' to discuss other company business, particularly it's relationship with Stanley Warner.

will get Cinerama about
Christmas time when, the medium
debuts at,, tlie 1, 200-sea); •Imperial
Theatre in Montreal. This will be
the second out- /V0 S. dale, for the
Widescreen process.
Unlike the London operation,
which is under the supervision of
Robin International, the Montreal
showing will be under, the direction
of Stanley-Warner,
which
controls the domestic exhibition
and production rights to the medium. In a deal with Robin, SW
gave the international trade firm
the right to open Cinerama the-

in

a

number

.

of

European

cities.

+

.
.

> ++

The addition of Montreal will
give S
a total of 1 4 Cin era ilia

+

W

is grooming two reissues to cash in on the new popularity
and Frank Sinatra. Pix are “South Sea: Sinner”. (Liberace)
Michael Myerberg to London
and “Meet Danny Wilson” (Sinatra)
for confabs with Robert S. Wolff of RKO on distribution of “Hansel
,
20th-Fox
arid Gretel” and thence to France, Germany, and Italy.
Will release the indie-made C’Scoper, “The Magnificent Matador;”
starring Maureen O’Hara, and Anthony Quinn. Pathe Labs has shagged
the processing job from the production company, National Pictures.

Universal

of Liberacc

.

.

•

•

*

.

John Rosenfeld, in the Dallas News, reported Mori Krushen, exploitation director, standing up to address the United Artists staff,
but first passing round cards which read: “Introducing the So-and-So
ness for Columbia release will be from the home office with,
Spearspecial problems and big ideas”
“The Prisoner,”. a grim drama, in- head of the anti-cigaret propaganda these days is Roy Norr, who will',
stead of “Madam, Will You Walk?,” be recalled in film biz as an aide to Will Hays years ago (he later, was
a comedy, as originally planned.
a consultant to David Sarnoff at RCA)
Filming will be done in Belgium
Dick Powell ..has had talks with Columbia executive producer Jerry
and. England with Peter Glenville Wald on the possibility of producing a musical version of the comdirecting and Vivian Cox produc- pany’s' boxoffice whammo of yesteryear, “It Happened One Night.”
$2,500,000 in addition to its; regular ing uhder supervision of executive June Allysori might ha ye the Claudette Colbert role ... Robert Mitchum
advertising for the drive.
producer Sydney Box.
also fnay be in the picture.
.

now

are

atres

»»»

*_i

line

fare.

,

of not releasing Our features for
television showing,’’ and explaining on the other that “The car-

40 Metro Foreign Sales
Reps Hit Barcelona

relations.

of the Outside pictures

cause, legally,

Red

There’s a small Commie group in
the Jap picture business, said the
visitors,
and they made seven
party r line features last year. The
first few of these went over okay
but their boxoffice collapsed. Thus
influenced by the b. o. the left
vvingers switched to non -message

en-

“If we don’t sell to tv, and
va release hasn’t done well in.
the theatres, the banks pressure for a tv sale,
it Makes
it

who

Now the org intends putting
on the payroll a “Film Grievance Director.” He’ll take to
distributors all beefs which
members have concerning film
company

the

only straight entertainment. This
was reported in N. Y. Mon. (8) by
Tadayosbi Asao arid Motomu Ohno,
board members of Schochiku Co.
Ltd* Japan’s;, largest production
distribution and exhibition outfit,

Ashburn

exec said.

nd

follow

9;

for th
previously
job
known as “Coordinator,” Board
meet last, spring; decided to set
up such a post hut its specific
function never was made clear.
Still-unfilled

ruled further
that the plaintiff has
right to
Some damages, but only iriamodest amount. He added that $10,000
would, be top much.
;

distribute a film to maximum
advantage,” one distribution

more: anxious: than the theatres; to
strengthen the tv competition With
strong product.
There was comment in both
exhib and distrib ranks on the C01
explanation Which had Jack Cohn
stating on one hand that “This in
no way alters our company’s policy

as a result

TOA has a hew name

that,

very explicit in stating that
every effort must be made to
is

product that C61 let go on to tv
isn’t likely to hurt the current b.o.
(2,). What with the product shoctr
age and all, theatremen aren’t in
favorable position to retaliate
against any one offender company.

The

contended

the Conference was dominated by
Communists arid; that “the plaintiff
either knew of that fact, dr he
was for m^ny months consciously
ignorant, a state of mind which
is the legal equivalent of knowledge.”

personal

Bank Pressure
Fact that some good theatrical product of pre-1948 vintage has gone on the air is attributed to the pressure from
the banks.
“Our contract on

being interpreted in some
sign that
industry quarters as
this question ho longer ranks tops

(3.)

Chicago, Nov.

were excessive.

Memorandum,

Japanese theatre au.diehbes are.
Communist propaganda and
Nippon producers who

nixing

‘Grievance Director’

At the same time, the court held
that the Guild newsletter, which
led to the original libel suit, was
“libelous on its faceThe language of the publication breathes

.

tv

Too Much For

Los Angeies, Nov, 9.
Mike Jeffers, former head of the
Conference of Studio Unions, is
reopening his -libei suit against
the: Screen Extras Guild .following

'

Silence that followed Columbia’s
decision last week to release some
of its oldie westerns and shorts to

in

Being Dubbed ‘Red’

Gross

Nippon state:
The distribution money

Is

jnm

pif/i

ANEW

JEFFERS SUES

Hollywood; Nov, 9.
Next picture starring Alec .Guin-

.

.

“

theatres- in the U.S’.

The

and Canada,

theatre;, chain has its sights
20 theatres; in both territories

on
combined. Cinerama theatres currently operating are in New York,
Detroit,
Chicago.;
Los Angele.b
Boston, Philadelphia, Washington,
’

.

Pittsburgh, Sari Francisco, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Minneapolis arid
.

Dallas,
In- Washington, where Cinefam
was honored on its first anni in
D. C„ Lowell Thomas said, the

SW

.to set
State Dept, .is pressing
up the medium in Bangkok, believing it will have some iihpact on
the Siamese as the recent sh wings
in Damascus had on the Syrians.
He also said cinerama theatres

would be opened
Buffalo.

in

.Mi nii

and

.

Wednesday, November 10, 1954

Exhibs’ Long Gripe Against Integrated (Production
Theatres) Operations Reversed by
-

TOA

---

.4

anteed' outlets for their productwhile, theatremert went into production as a means of building
supply.
of
source
their , own
Loew’s, Warner Bros., Paramount,
thus came to be
2Qth-Fox .and
They, were integiant combines.

J'

•

;

v

.

.

Add: Popcorn Gags

Last week’s Chicago convention
of Theatre. Owners of America had
many an industryite commenting,
“This is where we came in.!’ Their
reference was to the TOA decision
to ask the Department of Justice
(and 'apparently Congress itself,, if
necessary) for a ruling that \yould
permit the now-divorced, major
theatre circuits to participate in
the financing of production.
Through, the 1920’s, film producers bought up theatres as a means
of providing themselves with guar-

Omaha, Nov.

9.

Managers of Hastings, Neb.,
theatres last week fielded an
unusual appeal.

One of the city's staunchest
filmgoers; who has a strong
liking for popcorn but can’t
eat it because his physician
has ordered him not to, asked
the house bosses to permit him.
to enter through the exit.
“The temptation to buy pop-,
corn is just too much for me.
I’ll have to use the rear entrance or stay home,” he told
them.

RKO

grated companies' each engaging
in production, distribution and exThe courts, of course,,
hibition.
put an en^ to this with the divorcement decrees which first took effect with the split of Paramount

on Jan.

Keep Home

in

as

Active

Kansas

Cattle

..

.

ments at'
same major chains want a direct not

TOA

gathering was asked how this
could come, to be in view of the

a surprise to the -home office
crowd, but neither was it expected.
•

when Rhoden .left for
board meeting of last week was

Word

here,

the
that he was not seeking the post.
.

“It’s a
The new se.triip will call for his
courts’ nix of integration.
economic presence on. the Coast much of the
desperate
matter
of
said, adding that the time, while many of his ties apd liis
.necessity,’! h
theatremen would submit to vari- residence are here. Rhoden is reous safeguards against the trade ported to have told Senn Lawler,
restraints that led to the court Fox Midwest ad-pub chief, that he
on separating exhibition will not move his residence out of
orders!
Kansas City under any circumfrom production.,

stances.

He continues to head the FoxMidwest unit of about TOO. theatres

CARTOONS TOO CRUEL

was such a thing as overthe. research angle, lie maintained that it was difficult to know
just where to draw the line,
“If you don’t pay fiiil attention
there,

doing

authenticity, you may abandon
research too early," he said. “You
might riot know where to stop. A
to

in.

needed on where

rigid yardstick is

the producer can afford to

make

compromises and where practica-:
bility sets in.
.

It’s difficult to

spell

put the difference, but even though
an audience may not be; able to
point to the exact detail, they can
tell whether a film is authentic or

The sum

shows up in

total

its final

of the;
value."

work

Blaustein said ini his own. film,
“Desiree,” he had made certain,
compromises to effect savings-^he
skipped a set which would have required showing a huge, mirrored
ballroom— but observed that, in the
long run, it was “almost as expensive to do it properly as tq. do it
improperly."
Point being made by film company publicists is that, while it may
add comparatively little to a pic’s
value to have every button of the
correct design, this kind of attention to dqtail provides, them with
plenty of meaty press copy which,
.

Cily, Noy. 9.

Election of Elmer. C. Rhoden as
•New,' on. the basis of developpresident of National Theatres was
tlie TOA conclave, the

One
Jink -with production agai..
of the champions of the plan at the:

question came in N. Y. last
week from Julian Blaustein, a 20thFox producer. While agreeirig that,
this

not.

Rhoden Roots Deep, May

1950.

I,

sonable level, perhaps filrris would
cost less, and they couid sell them
to us at a more reasonable price."
The Hollywood pbint-of-view on';

Common-

a five-state area, arid

wealth Amusement, a circuit of
about 65 houses. These are the outToronto.
growths of a career that began in
Editor, Variety:
1925 with a single house and grew
T notice in a recent Variety that into the Mid-West Theatre circuit.
Hollywood’s cartoon makers are It was this circuit which waa'cbmmeeting to honor Walter Lantz. I bined with the Midland circuit to
should like to suggest to them (ex- form Fox Midwest in 1929.
cluding. Disney and Bosustow). that;
Rhoden and partner, L. M.
they discuss ways arid means of Miller;' Wichita, were paid $3,000,making cartoons attractive and en- 000 by Fox West Coast Theatres, for
tertaining- once again instead of their interests. Rhoden
was per-,
vulgar -display, of., violence and suaded to become head of Uve new
viciousiiess.
Their creations these circuit of about 125 houses.
He
•days are made up of crude and stayed; on, seeing tlie company
hrelnted incidents iii which ugly through bankruptcy
during the.
liimals inflict the riiost painful
depression, and later'- buying -in,
rid cruel acts upon each .other. In
with the Skouras Brothers, to Narecent Tom and Jerry the cat’s tional Theatres.
Rhoden sold out
Whiskers were torn out and its :his interest in.
1946, but continued
claws cut off; it. was frozen, bat-:, to head
Fox Midwest.
different
shapes,
into
tered
He once operated the famous
squashed and stripped of its fur.
“Bugs Bu ny” are the same. This Star Lane farm, here, with an outhappens in ^cartoori.-after-cartoon standing, stable of palominos, but
withoiit relief; eyes are bloodshot, has since sold that interest. He.
teeth fall out, ugly lumps rise on continues as a stockman with a
heads and dynamite is the climax ranch in the Santa Ynez Valley
to every scene. It’s enough to make near Santa Barbara;
On the Kansas City scene
sensitive people ill, and those who

FOR MAT KID TRADE?

turn,, translates itself into
creased interest in the filrii,
in

§ide aspect, of Hollywood’s

.

sit

.

Metro’s “Ticket Selling Workshops," designed to aid exhibitors
promotion of pictures, may
have the indirect effect of eliminating
many credits from film adof
eral film theatres for Sale
vertising. For example, at the first
.its corned-beef sandwiches at
workshop
session recently in Pittslobby concession counters.
burgh,. Edward M. Hyde, advertisOne local ozorier has already
director
of the Sharon, Pa.,
ing
the
sanddecided to .include
Herald, suggested that many of the
wiches among its edibles nextcredits that are now carried iriean
season.
nothing arid, waste space.
While the film, companies ar
bound by contract to include cerAssociates; tain names in the credits, exhibitors feel they, are- not under a
similar obligation. They are conSees Exhibs Sharing
vinced that the names of directors,
Burden of Production producers, associate producers,
sound engineers, etc,, while;, imLos Angeles, Nov; 9.
portant toward the. 'making of a
Elmer G. Rhoden, new .president picture, do not mean anything at
of National Theatres, in his, first the: bpxoffice. A move has started
decision selected Frank H. Ricket- to
eliminate
“extraneous"
the
son Jy„ president of Fox Inter- names “in order to concentrate on
mountain, to head up circuit oper- what you know will sell tickets,"
Under
ations east ‘of Denver.
Another idea advocated: by Hyde
Ricketson’s supervision will be the is the listing of the time
of the
Fox Wisconsin division the Fox feature, in all ads. There are sorne
theatres in Detroit and Philadel- theatremen
who oppose this idea,
phia, and the Roxy in New York.
pointing out that, it does ript enRhoden also named John B. Ber- courage continuous traffic but has
tero, NT vice president, as his
the customers coming in spurts.
choice for president of the "Fox Those who favor the time
listings
West Coast Theatres Corp.. It is note that it helps a patron’s enjoyexpected that Bertero will be ment of the film.
awarded the job at the next meeting bf. the
board of directors.
At his first meeting with, the
Minneapolis, Nov. 9.
restaurant
kosher
Mike’s
here is negotiating withh se.v-,

.

'

Rhoden Names

The

.

,

,

FWC

:

relations

Said, is long range selling oF pictures. “We don’t have the opportunity for longrange selling be.

Raibourtl
;

Continued' from, page

3

limited by the ideas for th

pic-

tures."

(The T0A-ers are backing the
finance company as a .means of alleviating what they Term a severe
shortage -of product. They allege
the distributors intentionally created such a shortage.)
Parariiount’s proposal to finance
exhib production is believed the
first such invitation ever made by
a

major

film

company.

Started the Trend
In pursuit of fresh screen material, Raibourn declared. Par started the trend of major studio partnership deals with outsiders via
its
tieiip with Hal Wallis eight
vears ago. This was .followed by
tne company’s acquisition of Liberty Pictures in the stock transaction that brought George Stevens,

cause of the product shortage and
the selling methods brought about
by various regulations. 'Hence the
full, potential of many pictures is
not realized.”
National Theatres, he predicted,
must be in a position to build new
film houses to take care, of the entertainment, needs, with th
nation’s population increasing arid
new corimiunities springing up
overnight.
It was revealed' at
the; press,
conference that none of NT’s divisions has entered into the Makelim
Plari, regardless of reports. Recent
report that Fox 'Wisconsin had
signed was inaccurate.
Signing
was done by Harold Fitzgerald,
who recently retired as Fox Wisconsin president, for his personal
theatres which have no connection
with the division.
Concerning the various widescreen installations, Rhoden declared the circuit has spent $5,000,000 because of the new devel.

.

opments and

more

if

is

ready to

spend

better

processes

come

Henry

:

.

'

...

.

'

period were

slightly higher
total bite ,of $875,000.

that

U

moment releasing standard versions of
Cinemascope pix sirnultaneously
at the

the
anamorphic versions.
C’Scoper in release so far
‘‘Black Shield of Falworth." The
exec explained that the company
was making 2-D prints On its
C’Scope pix so as to protect the
exhibs who didn’t have CinemaScope equipment installed; “Black

With

U

Only
is

U

,

being booked without
any special protection to C’Scope
houses.
However, Feldman said,
practically
everywhere when a
C’Scope theatre was available, the

Shield"

’

exhib would book the film in that
form.
It’s
U’s intention to continue
serving standard prints of future
C’Scope releases simultaneously
with the C’.Scope version, Feldman
indicated.
It costs the company
about $200,000 to lens a duplicate
edition

flat

of its C’Scope films.
installations in The

Cinemascope

U.S, run over 8,000 at the moment,
leaving some 6,000 of U’s regular
customers still without the widescreen ‘equipment.
.

It’s

rioted that,

whereas “Black

Shield" is doing nicely, U’s -biggest
grpssers this year will.be standard
version pix—-“Magnificent Obsessession" and “The Glenn Miller

9.

.

.

.

that the exhibitors will
close their, theatres if a satisfactory

Ted Allan has resigned as manof Ted Allan Studios, Inc.,
will be reorganized under

.

agreement

isn’t

reached.

ager

which
a

Ed Svigals'

New

Job

Edward

Hollywood, Nov. 9.
Prints of four Metro pictures will be transported over. the North
Pole Nov. 15 on the first west-to-east passenger flight to, the Scan-

Svigals, vet in foreign
pic distribution,, has joined Harrison Pictures as sales manager. Out-

dinavian countries via the new Arctic route.
Films, in possession of Metro player Walter Pidgeori, will be
“The Last Time I Saw. Paris," “Brigadoon,” “Rhapsody" and “The
"
Student Pri
They will be shown in Sweden, Norway and

fit

Denmark.

stressed

:

.

a

-

Release of the "Revenge" 3-Der
next May cues the possibility of a
Local independent subsequent revival of the third-dimensional
run .exhibitors are in a deadlock fad which died out early this year
Nevertheless,
in their negotiations with the AFL after a brief flareup.
projectionists
on new contract a lot of theatres Cashed in on the
3-D: ypgue at that .time, and they
terms.- The. booth operators - are
asking for what amounts to a 25% still have the equipment installed.
Feldman said the 3-D version of
pay boost and other concessions.
"Revenge" would be in the two-,
A North Central Allied commit- print;
form. Combination of both
tee,
headed by Ted Mann, apeye
views on a single print hasn’t
pointed to negotiate for the. theworked
out too well.
aitreowners, has countered with a
demand for a 25% reduction from
the present pay scale and the two
Allah’s Chahge of Status
sides continue, far apart, with the
Hollywood, Nov. 9.
Minneapoiisi/Noy.

showed

1953
with

also

was the only ^company

Theatres-Boothnen Snarl

“threat"

Republic Earnings Off

.

Feldman

;

Story."

.

1953. Take amounted to $776,971
after provision of $84i,000 lor various Federal taxes.
Federal taxes for tire comparable

money left in 3-D. “Some of our
customers think so, anyway,” he
said this week. “And, as always,
we are willing to service them."

.

.

Earnings of Republic Pictures
the 39-weeks ended July 31
a drop of $46,184 from net
profit of $823,155 racked up over
the similar 39-wcek stretch in

Come next May, Universal is going to have another go at 3-D when
it’ll revive “Revenge of the Creature” in both third-dimensional
and flat versions. Film is already
in the can,
According to Charles Feldman,
U v.p. and general sales topper, U
feeis that there may be some

,

.

for

-D

press Rhoden promised to do all in
his power to bring about better

between exhibition and
production, “I aril holding my hand
out to the producers," he said.
“The time has come when the. exhibition end must furnish some, of
the risk capital.’’
lipstick-arid other female makeup,
Independent producers, he addwhile women of stature would ed, will be encouraged to produce
would shave their heads bald. None more, and the shortage of quality
of that showed up ori the screen. pictures will be eased throughDuring the. 17th century, French financial aid coming from exhibi-.
women vied with one another for tion. Currently National has a 4%
The interest iri: “Oklahoma!’’ and holds
the sheerest dress material.
mode of the day was much too. re- $1,000,000 debentures of Magna,
present-day screen controlling the widescreen process.
vealing
for.
What the industry needs, he
standards.
flair,

in the

'

.

in-

to see intelligent pictures must Rhoden, is
prominent in civic
through this so-calic.d enter- affairs, is a director on the board
tainment. And they are shown to of a department store, and a leadchildren by the. score on- Saturday ing bank, a governor of the Ameriafternoons!
can Royal Live Stock and Horse
Do the makers of these cartoons Show, director of St, Luke’s Hosnot realize what harmful effects pital.
these horrors have on children arid
Operating set-up at Fox Midwest
adults in their appreciation of films apparently will peri it him
time on William Wyler, Frank Capra and
and attitude toward, and treatment the Coast as he desires, as. it is Sana Briskin into the Par fold.
If it is not possible
of. animals?
organized into five divisions with
The exec disclosed that Par now
for them to use intelligent stories .an operating head
for each one, has $25,000,000 tied up in per-,
arid artistic interpretation, as do three
of them here, on in Wichita centage
with
production
deals
the UP A and Disney studios, then and one in
St. Louis.
other producers, Par’s percentage
the other producers should stop
of negative ownership varying with
making ‘cartoons; for. they are deeach deal.
basing one of. the most skillful and
Ephron’s Epaulets
These demonstrate, said Raiexpressive forms of film making.
bourn in effect, how the company
Hollywood,
Nov.
9..
This much is certain: if producers do riot cut put this Violence
Henry Epliron, collaborator with is reaching out. in its effort to. come
there will soon be such as outcry his wife., Phoebe Ephi’on,
many upon suitable properties for the
from parent-teacher associations of 20th-Fox’s features, in past six carneras.
stricter
they
will
bring
censorRaibourn said Par disowns rethat
years, has been signed to a proAll that is ducer; corilract by Darryl F. Zan- sponsibility for the cutback in the
ship, upon themselves.
necessary is a little, beauty', art uck.
availability o.f pictures for theaimaginati
They cost no
rid
Ephron will produce both scripts tremen;. He stated the company
more than the ugliness \ve see at written by his wife and himself and hadn’t made more than .2 6 films in
presept.
the work of other writers.
Mrs. any one of the last five years, conGerald Pratley,
Ephron will' not be associated with sequently next year’s sked of 20
(CBC Film Commentator)
doesn’t represent any drastic drop.
his duties as a producer.

go

Sandwiches Yet

for authenticity is that it quite frequently gives way to new mores.
In “The Egyptian," for instance,
20th found that the men of the period were in the habit of Wearing

.

r

Desire to Minimize Screen Credits,
Pare to Selling Bone

Exhibs

how has “Ugetsu,” Japanese

entry, iri release.
Svigals left N. Y. for L. A. yesterday (Tues.) to set up openings
of the film..

to

new corporate name, according
Andrew Berger, president and

Allan, who rechief stockholder.
tains his holdings in the company,
will remain as an indie producer
with a tunefilm ori his program.
Studio will continue as a rental
lot for both motion pictures and
television, Berger is sole owner of
the “Hank McCurie Show."

.
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PfifilETY
JOHNSTON TO FAR EAST
Thaw Filipino Chin
to
v—Head Off Jap. Jokers

Wants

Smallness of

Home

Sets

Rob Film Scenes

Motion Picture Export Assn,
prexy Eric Johnston leaves N. Y.

of Their

Widescreen Era

today JVedV) for a. month’s, tour of
Australia and the Far East,. He
around
expects to return hoi
DOOR
FROM
pec. 15.
STAY
Extent to which use of tv helps
While Johnston’s Australian visit
has
still
Y.
N.
in launching a film; in
Anti-Red Plot Has River Shift As. is more in the nature of a goodwill
tlie film company admen puzzled.
mission than anything else- his
Politicial Nemesis
They’re: experimenting in various
stopovers in Manila, the PhilipMays, but haven’t been, able to arpines, arid in Japan have specific
Hollywood, Nov, 9,
for.
rules
fast
and
rive at any hard
in film biz. import. In the Philippines
currently
,Owen
Crump,
playing -the tv game;
Europe, closed a deal to release about $3,000,000 is froaen and
Experiences with punching up a his indie feature,- "The River Johnston will attempt to unthaw
preem via tv vary to sucliari extent Changes,” through Warners. Pic- that coin.
that any sensible conclusions are. ture, filmed neat the Communist
In Japan, where import restricdifficult to come by.. One outfit, for border, shows, the plight of the vil- tions are looming for next year,
instance, used tv generously to lagers when a flood alters the Johnston will discuss the situalaunch an action pic, and did very river’s course arid puts them be- tions with Japanese industry and
Then it tried a mys- hind the Iron Curtain.
-'\v.elt with it.
government' officials, priori to the
tery, and tv didn't seem to make
which will be start of official n e g o t i a t i o ri s.
Cast of the .fill
any difference at all. Up came a completed in Hollywood, is headed The; MPEA prexy originally had
musical, and the' outfit .skipped the
Rosanne Rory of. Italy and Har- planned to stop off at Hong-Kong
Film opened by
tv plugs, altogether.
old Marisch of Gerrii.any, with vil- arid Singapore, but these places
very strong anyway arid has main- lagers playing, minor roles.
have now been: stricken from his
since,:
tained that pace
'itinerary.

Grandeur

in This

t

-

MY

AWAY

;

Opinion is that a lot more experience with various forms of tv .ad-

be quite happy-

it

if

runs to no more than a paltry $10,000,000

peri film.”

There’s one thing Blaustein objects to* re the -showing Of pix, on
video: Those tv screens aren’t big enough!

DINNER CONCERT
Music and Ballet Cultural Salute
To Spyros O'.Skouras
’

A

special dinner-concert honoring Spyros Skouras "for. his many
years, of active support of cultural
and educational institutions In Israel” will be held Jari; 5 at the

Waldorf-Astoria, S. H. (Si) Fabian
is. chairman of the sponsoring com-

Eric Johnston

re-

for San Francisco on the first- leg
of a trip to the Far East is accompanied by. Mrs. Johnston, secreSiriith and:
tary Merri
ide Leo
Hockstetter/ Schedule calls for
their departure from .Frisco to-

explored the .wriys ’arid
cently
wherefores of the companies’ failto plug romantic; stories oh the
.

'

ure

Chicago, Nov.. 10.
Operation of subscription
television, inay take place in Ays-,
trialia arid New Zealand. Rola Co.
of Melbourne, and Zenith Radio
Corp. have entered a deal whereby
Rola, which .'manufactures radio
and tv components,, has the rights,
to Zenith’s Phorievision toll, ty system. Company intends to. seek early
governmental green-lighting and
indications are the, down-under
countries will: experience this new

of the considerations about
tv promotion is that the screens
aren’t big enough to do justice to
the scale and the color of HollyThus a
wood’s current output.
scerie that’s over whelming on the
M.ide screen, emerges, unclear and
with limited scope on the tv set.

One

First

morrow

direct: to

(Wed.)'-

/

9.

of
ready .includes

it’s felt,

are giving the public the

that
“Prairie” is being
in -its entirety for free on
television. Exhibs, of course, had
paid a good price for the pie
which opened last Friday (5) arid
wrire afraid of losing biz over

notion

shown

Sydney,

Australia.

Johnston called on President
Eisenhower Friday. (5) to invite
him to speak at a" conference in
New Orleans in February to promote private investment in Latin

.

Chicago,. Nov.

Radio and tv plugs by local commusic and, ballet alRobert Merrill, Rise mentators for tomorrow’s (Wed,)
Stevens, and Pierre Monteux with "Disneyland” on ABC-TV have led
either -the NBC or N. Y. Philhar- to a misunderstanding that has
monic Orchestra., Ballet stars 'will irked some .15 exhibs here Who
are day-arid-dating the "A” weekbe added.
of "Vanishing Rriairie:” The plugs,

Program

Washington,. Nov. 9.
who took off today

A

for Hollywood,

L

mittee.

Wife Goes Along

vertising is necessary l^efore a defiUnited
nite pattern emerges;

Paramount Theatres committee

possibilities”

,

.

,

"enormous

Subscription-tv holds

20tli-Fox producer Julian Blaustein opined in N.Y. last weeld
The most recent of a long string of Hollywood names to express
interest in toll-tv, Blaustein said .it was his impression that 85%
of the Screen Producers Guild members agreed with, him on that
point.
He added that he wasnt familiar with the technical, details and
difficulties, but that, he was impressed with the theoretical earnings potential of films via pay-as-you^see* "They’re throwing
around figures, like $20,000,000 and $30,000,000,” he said., "1*4

the Weekend because

of the an-

nouncements

television's

abdut

.

If the response of George .<3. "Disneyland.”
the visit in his.
Exhibitor complaints led to post
capacity, as chairman of the Inter- McConriaughey, the Federal Trade
national
Development , Advisory. Commission chairman, before the haste publicity work on the part
of the local Disney bureau to corannual
of
meeting
the
National
Board and, was accompanied by
M lien applied to a pic opening, Outcommercial adaptation, of tv ahead Life-Time exric C.. p. Jackson, Assn, of Educational Broadcasters rect the: misunderstanding in the
fits still, may spend any where beand on the brioadcasting
in N. Y. recently could be talcen press
former White House aide.
tween $10,00.0 and $15‘,0pQ for tv on of the U. S.
as an indication of what’s in the media. Actually, the "Disneyland”
Leonard C. Webb, managing dithe N, Y; run without knowing
program
will show behind ,the
toll-tv
proponents
of
will
wind,
of
via
press
>rector
Rola,
a
statewhether they’ll get their money
the filming of
have a long wait before the FCC ^scenes work
ment, said that neither- government
“It’s still very much of a
back.
"Prairie” and. very little of the
hearing
on
that
issue:
calls
a
nor
advertising
have
sponsorship
niment this
'as one'
gamble,’,*
Drive-In
"
been able to solve the major tv
McConnaughey skipped all dis- actual pic at all. In the end, thi
week.
Continued: from page: 7 ;
costs problems in many countries
cussion of fee-tv in his speech be- should hypo the filrp at the thea(Australia doesn’t have video yet)’ its. Cinemascope pix couldn’t be fore the educational broadcasters. tres, just as the. extra corrective
and. he figures Phoney isiori might played without stereo sound. Few Later on, answering questions, -lie publicity helped this past weekWell be the answer.. It will make drive-in operators saw tlreir way neatly juggled that hot potato by end.
“television broadcasting in Austra- clear to undertaking this expense. Simply declaring that he wasn’t
lia commercially profitable arid culWhen 20th dropped its sound bars, familiar with any of the problems
turally outstanding without danger however, drive-ins began convert- involved.
ST.
St. Louis, Nov. .9.
of
.over-cqmmercialization,"
!he ing to C’Scope, with wide screens
Observers took this to mean
Smalltown theatres were warned, opines.
and lenses.
that, with its chairman yet to be
to consider many, .factors, before
Eugene McDonald, Zenith presiAt the moment, 1,217 drive-ins briefed on such fundamental issues
deciding,, on large; screen projec- dent,. said. his. company is "well
St. Louis, Nov. 9,
are equipped for C'Scope out. of a. as pay-as-you-see, the' commission
tion and- new types of equipment. advanced” in working out licensing
Prediction that there will jbe
total of some 4,100 ozoners in. the M'asn’t likely, to be in a rush to set
Advice on these matters vvas given; agreements in other countries.
10,000 theatres in the U. S. geared
country. Conversion to the wider a hearing date.by Albert M, Pickus, vip, of Thefor CineniaScope films irt 1955 was
screens has been most, pronounced
atre Owners of America,' to the.
expressed by Alex Harrison,
in the south, southwest arid far
Missouri - Illinois Theatre Owners
sistant to the general sales manwest, where the openairers keep
at
Assn, at its annual convention
ager of 20th-Century-Fox at tli
their doors open the year 'round.
the Chase Hotel here yesterday
opening of the two-day annual conDistribution execs say one of
Conti ued- frdiri page .7';
(Mon.),
Continued front page .7
vention of the MissOuri-Jllinois
the Outstanding drive-in developPickus declared, that "there, is becoine particularly pressing when ments of tlie year Has been the:
Theatre Owners at Hotel Chase
"Daddy
picture).
Longoriginal
no necessity to change from the scripts are skedded faster than an- trend for tlie ozOners to go firstMonday, About 60.0 were in attendOne Night” ance.
so-called small screen to a larger ticipated, he said.
run. This means more money for. legs” and “It Happened
picture ralib,. provided,, however,
Harrison also declared that it is
The 20lh producer said Holly- the companies. At the same time' also are being re-made as tuners.
that 2 : D prints of Cinemascope, wpod was; no
the. trade policy of his company
.different from any- it makes it impossible to arrive, at
More Examples
and of the. other new processes one else in looking high and low an accurate comparison of 1954
to make Cinemascope films availClassic example, of course, is
pictures, are made available.” He for
able to all theatres on a basis of
proper subject material and ad drive-in revenue with 1953.
WB’s "A Star Is Born,” jilst re- what they can afford to pay.
pointed out that. A1 Lichl man, libbed that it Was important for the
Sales toppers say that, from
2()th-Fox sales chief, said at the’
He expressed regret that i
studios to turn 'out pix that ..are their point of view this has been leased as a musical starring Jivcly
TOA Chicago convention last week good as M’ell as commercial.
Latter the iriost lucrative drive-in season Garland. The 1937 Selznick Version instances- the optical sound ver"that, his company’s CinciriaScope tag
sion
of pictures have become availalone, he thought, increased on record, which, is due in part of the same theme was straight
pictures were riot yet available in
the chances of failure.
also to the still growing number of drama and played Radio City Music able before the full stereophonic
2-D; that he., hoped they never
Future projects on the Blaustein ozoner installations. Feeling is that Hall in N. Y. with considerable sound prints were delivered by
would be, even though his
:
the laboratories. Commenting upon
docket include "A Many Spleri- the d rive- ins, while they obvioasly success.
pany still .intended to- keep it? clored Thing,” which John Packard drain 'oTF
the
number of houses being
a certain percentage of
promise to release them.”
Couple of other examples are the readied for Cinemascope, Harrison
is scripting; "Good Morning Miss
customers from the regular houses,
Pickus said that exhibs willing Dove,” for Wliidh no writer has attract. a completely different audi- upcoming “Ben Hul” from Metro, said there are 4,900 with the optiW'hich the studio did twice before, cal sound, versions and about
to 'wait for that day have, ho prob- been assigned, and Hamilton; Bas- ence.
3,500
in 1926 arid 1931. Metro’s "Hit the equipped
lem, but for those who could not so’s, “View. From Pompcy’s Head,”:
for
full
stereophonic
Attempt is being made by some:
Mail because of a product short- Which 20th acquired last, week for of the ozoners to lengthen their Deck,” due for 195$ release, was sound, but. the present ratio of new
in 1930, and. the stu- installations: favors
age or coihp.elilion, he suggested, $75,000, and which Philip .Dunne, season via special' heating devices. done by
full
stereodio’s "Beau Bruirimeil” was first phonic sound.
iarge screen will adapt for the screen. Blaustein Latter have been installed
the installation of
a
by
in
"Rose
made
1924
WB.
at. a cost of not more, than $1,000
In 1955 there should be Cfroi
explained: that he would have liked couple of. drive-ins and 'the results
Marie,” the Metro CinemaScoper, all distribs) some 125 new Cinema..arid
the purchase of a pair of Basso doing the job, but that the are being watched with interest.
also had been lenSed by the studio Scope pictures.
anamorphic lenses at $750,
He novel was a tricky subject to dra’i on two prior occasions, in 1936 and
stressed that there was no need to atize.
Herman Levy, general council of
in 1028.
make any: investment
.slercoTOA, stated that there is nothing
Blaustei
indicated hri; had no
.plionic sound,
Paramount is going in for re- wrong with the industry which
particular preference
doing
makes with- a vengeance. It has steady flow of reasonably good pix
He advised exhibs to "rnake bestsellers, as against originals, bul
Continued from pace 3
Cecil B. bcMilld’s “Ten Command- made available at reasonable rent-,
these 'decisions after due irivesti- observed that the latter seemed to
"
:
gali
and pot to “get high pres '.provide the producer with more, of age. of the profits on each picture ments” coming up, and Michael als can’t cure; He ;ma.de a, .vigorous,
Curtiz is skedded to haye another appeal for exhibs in this area to
’sufed. irito things you do riot \yaiit a challenge.
they make.
'Under "the arrangement Seaton go at ‘‘Covered Wagon,” one of the participate in the proposed new
or do not need.”
He suggested
they
consider
these
factors:
and Perlberg, make two pix a year. riiost celebrated, of the early west-.' financing' company that is to be
1
“VVhat. is your coiopetitive poOn one Seaton serves: as writer- efrisri Bing Crosby is slated for formed to encourage picture prosition?
Are you being hurt be-'
director arid Perlberg as producer. “Anything Goes,” which Par made duction by indies. Each exhib M»as
cause you have not modernized
This was: the arrangement on before in 1036, and Martin & Lewis asked, to invest one, week’s film
Continued from pafte 3
jour projection, equipment? What
"Country Girl.”
On the. second, will star in "Anything, Goes,” rental in the new organization.
are
Levy deplored development of a
your neighbors doing? (2) able from sources other than the pic, "Toko-Ri,” for example, Seaton filmed in 1942 with Ginger Rogers
sellers’ market with a shortage of
"What amount of product is avail- majors, “we’ll be able to be more and Perlberg are the co-producers. arid Ray Millahd.
product,
able to you if you do nothing, or, selective at. ..Christmas tim
a shortage of prints and
and .Valentine Daves wrote the screen-,
There’s been talk of David O.
if you do part;
if you do all?”
can, if riecessary,. bypass the ma- play and Mark Robson directed,
Selznick remaking "A FarevVell to filrii rentals reaching a point imjor: company offerings,” one theNext project on the Seaton- Arms” and
is said to be con- possible for most exhibs to ’’meet
alremen said. Lie asserted that Perlberg slate is the film version sidering filming "One Way Pas- and. make:, a profit, or to even pay
it’s too bad that DCA did, not have
of the
Lucy. Herndon Crockett sage’’ .again. J. Arthur Rank has. themselves a week’s wages.
Others who. addressed the meetits
first production, “Long John novel, “The Magnificent Bastards,” had another g 0 at "Romeo and
Omaha, Nov. 9.
'Silver,” ready for Christmas dis- which is being laundered to. "Dev- Juliet” arid Sir Alexander Korda ings were Sgt. Hugh" Nelson of
Burglars -who took $800 from « tributipn. “If it were possible for ils” for, the screen; It’s a story ol is remaking his celebrated "Four U. S., Air Force, Edward Arthur;
safe at a 'Denver .drive-in last Meek DCA to have the picture avail- a .Marine and a Red Cross girl in Feathers,” this time: with all the Tom Bailey, Albert Pickus, George
obviously didn’t pay much atten- jable.” h
said, “the major com- the Pacific.
William Holden and widescreen trimmings. Ditto 20th Kerasotes, Louis Ansell, Mike Sition to the show playing there at panies m* uld learn for the first Deborah Kerr are set for the leads, with "The Rains Came” and .WB mons, William T. Powell, Paul
the time.
time
m hat direction exhibitors Shootirig starts next July in the With its "Helen of Troy” which Krueger, Kroger Babb, Alfred
It was. ‘.‘Dragnet.”
would take if they had a choice,” South Pacific.
it fast made in 1927.
StalT, E. D. Marti

What

frustrates film execs is the
lack of consistency, in the pull of
tv, as far as it can be measured
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Dollars-ldeas
Continued from page 3

(N.Y. Stock Exchange)

appears that theatremen should
cure for their featureshortage migraine near at hand.
Yet, some.;. execs on the production-

‘it

find' the

WEAR

By MIKE

Amusement, shares,

particularly.
;.

Continued from page

wherewithal.

territories, through what may be
“secret alliances'- with the Bonn

Reasons--‘Why

Wall Street
government.
normal as soon
UFA. Whose initials represent
as the ‘elections were out of the Universum Film A: G.» rose under
off
help to where almost no
Hitler’s
sloughed
most, shares
foreign films were shown in prefor several, .days prior to actual
World War II Germany. When the
but few had anticipated Allies came in, they closed the
voting
the bullish upswing of Wednesday UFA interests and planned postwar
and Thursday,' Many shares soared.; breakup of the enterprise.
Ever since, the war, they have
one to; seven points, in Wednesday’s

Many

2.

that

felt

would be back

14% Am Br-ParTh
41% CBS, “A”
41% CBS, “B”
33% 19% Col. PiX.
:'r

financing

right

.indies;

63% 4634
19% 131/4
6%:
10%
36
26%
37% 28
36% 22%

along;.

United Artists for the past couple
of yea rs has been setting up leriis*
ing funds via the Walter Heller
Co. of Chicago and N. Y, banks;.
:

i

7

i,

.

9%
,

being 'that .there Manned dismemberment of the
three-he.aded monster, (1) UFA’S
.WaS. nothing bearish in .the elecchain of 44 theatres; -<2) the studio
tipn returns,
called Munich-Bavaria; (3) and. the
V/hlle.SUCll radio .stocks as
TTITA..
p'pntprs in
in' -Wpfit.
West
UFA production centers;
RCA and Zenith advanced to their Berlin and Wiesbaden. But With
.best prices of 1954, numerous film all the other, problems under Alissues also made an excellent, show- lied control the UFA settlement
More or less in this category never got off the planning boards.
ing.
was General Precision Equipment The Bonn .government itself was
(with its -link to films' and tele) permitted to set up its 12-man
which climbed three points on UFA Liquidation Board to dispose
Wednesday to 46%. Talk of a of the three interests separately by
Year-end extra melon-cutting arid June, 1955.
But any one of the
the favorable earnings statement three, if rebuilt to its postwar
w ere the explanations given for the form, cbuld endanger the German
lip beat.
indies arid the U. S. film producers,
Both classes of CBS stock hit 79 especially if it has the backing, ofon. Thursday, this price; represent- ficial br unofficial, of the West
ing a gain of nearly nine points German government.
An, American industry spokes-;
since the -rniddle of October. RCA
soared .two points to a riew peak at man, who asked not to be menZenith’s new top for the tioned by name, said that the AH.
35 4.
year was 79, which represented an lies’ recent note to the UFA liquiadvance of better than eight points dation Board was “unfortunately
worded” in that it stressed that
irice mid-October.
had (£A production should not be rewhich
Pi*,
Paramount
activated, arid that .the old UFA
slipped down near 32 in recent
not be used. The
week, came to life to push to 34% emblem should
production is not, at the moment,
on. Thursday,: and closed at. 35 2
At this a prime problem.
for a gain of .two points.
$4,500,000 Price
level it was -only •fractionally away
the year’s best quotation.
The Munich-Bavaria studio interfr m
Ear
gs of .better than $1 per ests are up for sale at a .price of
share, for the third quarter, pub- about $4,500,000. In addition, the
UFA Liquidation Board claims
..lish.ed last week, was responsible
as well as the grosses coming in] that the Gerntari government, owes
from “White Christmas,” the com-,; it another $2,000,000 for keeping
pany's first-released Vista-Vision the studios in good, repair and supAdvance was tempered some- plying new equipment over the last
pic.
what it was. felt by some by the nine years, since the studios have
failure to boost the quarterly divvy been rented out to the German
indies While the Allies, were decidfrbm 50ri.
climbed easily to mg " hat to do. A large banking
-Columbia Pi
firm and a financial organization
gained
1%
and
Thursday
on
27%
At rcccril iu Germany are said to be. dickerpoints on the week.
levels around 29 and 30, the stock ing for purchase of these properhas meant $4 per share for stock- ties, which will add to the already
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the Scales?
Tip
I
feeling in TOA
rels^son
There’s-some

.

trading’,

9%

15

These factors .are underlined:

Many major companies have been

to

attitude

.20

circles that the theatre organ-ization’s plan for

1

formation of

1

financing comproduct!
pany may not eve have to be
.use.
TOA, has
actual
put to

.

•

some

feel,

this

have the effect of spurring major studios to stepped-up pro/
duction schedules. If such a

-

.

materializes,

situation

;

TOA

Paramount
PhUco

214
226
946

,

.

^

36%
6%

55
151

IJniv. Pix.
Univ., pfd.

Zenith

26%
14%

28%.

25%

29%
80%
19%

27
80

7934

763/4

6
1034

10

15%
14%

9
113/

33/

zv

3-y

Allied Artists
Ail’d Art., pfd.

% DuMont

Technicolor

Trans-Lux

4%

35-

20
27%.

29%
80
19
79
t

4%

4%

10%

10

10%

13%

15

671
16

143,4

.14%

14%

;3%-

3%

3%

Over-the-Counler Securities
Bid
Cinerama Inc.
Cinerama Prod.

;

13

3%
1%:

4%
2%
4%
1%

42%

.44%

14
16

15%'

13/4

.

4

j

;

1

:

Official Films.

financiers abroad have beer, on the
.prowl for tieUps. with Yankee
dependents.:
“ v
a
In other rords, anyone with
pic property or package that had
apparent' merit should not have had
much difficulty in oblai ing the
It follows, says
required money.
some industryites, that TOA,
surriing its financing operation will
crime to be an accomplished fact,

Polaroid
V. A, Theatres
Walt Disney
+ Actual volume.
.

'

.

will still face, a

major problem

(

Quotations furnished by Dreyfus
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+ %
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Ask

12%

;

'j

'

15%-

*

+:2.7

12%.

15
706

Capitol Records
Chesapeake Industries

.

-

..

+5
+4%
+2%
'.+ y
+2 %•
+
+. %
+ 27/'
*'+ 3/

6%
9%
5%

18%

American Stock Exchange

.

‘

ZttV

5

28%.

,

37

12%
17%

'20

'

.36%

9

5-%

86-

9

.

6%,

,12.77

*270
68
89

14%
60%
17%

333/4

9%

.

13% Warner :BrOs..
637/

373/a

'

.

79%
78%

16%
.8%
33%'
35%

Change
week
+13/

for

75
75

58

,9
36

225
23
Stanley War. 302
20fh-Fox
311
Rep., pfd.

633/4
3/

15

60%
17%

Republic

>

the

setup might be held" in

abeyance,

461
162

18%

283/4

112-

Loew’s
Nat. Thea.

21%

,

might

Decca
Eastman Kdk.

81
"'TO

full intentions of establishing
the operation, of course.

But,

3

28% 48%
18%
29>r

;

.

RCA
2% RKO Piets.
4% RKO Thea.

10%
11%

20%
79%
79%

612
54
31
52
564

793/4
791/2

;

Tues.
Close
20

.

21 14
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High

High Low

distribution end of the business
say the road to more product, iis
plenty uphill: despite the necessary

UFA Regrowth

shares, participated in'Uic
sharp: climb in the stock rparket
Which followed the election; of Nov.
•ijcUo.-ty

*
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Continued from page 3
finding the “right” properties.
The theatre org, in seeking to
the operation will be on a world- sold them to Motion Pictures for
build the production 'capital, has
Television, headed by Matty Fox,
wide basis.
asked all exhibitors, not alone its
Hyman reported the program in- who in turn relinquished them, to
own members, to. invest. the equivcludes 24 features which were ac- Hyman.
alent of one week's film rentals
quired from London Films on a
Associated’s homeoffice has been
In Chicago
for all their theatres.
“flat” deal involving a cash pay- opened in N. Y. and, said Hyman,
last week, “several hundred” exof over $500,000. All new to negotiations are underway for the
ment
hibs signed pledges to go along
TJ. S., these will be peddled
establishment of regional distribuwith ..the idea, according to TOA the
exhibitors via a distribution net- tion offices in Chicago, Dallas, Boscounsel Herman Levy. Exec com- to
which Hyman is now setting ton,
Philadelphia,
Washington*
mittee chairman Alfred Starr, said work
arid a couple of years hence will L.
A.,
San Francisco, Detroit,
looks like $5,000,000 will be up
it
available to telecasterS..
Pittsburgh and Charlotte.
added, no be Jnade
raised although, he
The plan cjearly is one of the
Hyman is. president. Others inspecific amount is being sought,
intermin- clude Kenneth Hyman, v.p.; SamThe TOA board voted to place most ambitious projects
gling the playoff of pic product in uel .Haims,
coritroller :tr easu r er;
holders as a result of the $1.25 l'at UFA purse.
The prime UFA problem to the. the project in the hapds of five theatres and tv. The 24 British pix Jacques Kopfstein, domestic
discash divvy declared this fall plus
U'.S. is its current control of 44
include on the player rosters some tribution chief; Norman Katz, for-:
two 5 (r stock dividends.
theatres in Germany, This number,
*
I,
-.i.u. n«i
Of England’s top names and; credits eign
sales
and Herbert
head,
UniAnolhev.star
seemingly ,a sm i U factor 1 a the.
Columbia Inventory
include productions iby Herbert Richek, head of booking departs
verbal common, which went f om cou „ tl
y 5 000 theatres, is actual*
Wilcox and Leiyis Milestone and ment.
to
2
report
Columbia’s annual
a Nov. 1 pnee .of
the major block for the ..other film
properties based On works by Gra^
nearly .two points. advance foi the, rotlucerSi fol, it includes a large
shows, the company at last
ham Gxeerie, J. B. Priestley and
w eek. The company gradually has portion of firstrun houses that
June £6 had inventories of
Somerset Maugham.
that
so
been buying in the common
$16,914,000 and advances to
could control the success or failAssociated’s lineup also includes
th actual number of shares^ in the
outside producers, less amorure of a film in the nation'. In
limited.
theatrical reissue and tv rights to
tization, of $17,627,000.
Comhands of the public is
Continued from page 7
Hannover, a key city, it has six of
in
productions
not
14 films originally released by
Naturally,, on any swung, this gives, the
yet
pleted
town’s: eight houses.
United Artists and, in the case of mined the manner of negotiations,
listed
at
$8,the issue that much more leverage.
release wer
The UFA theatre chai
it was
a couple of them, by 20th-Fox and and under this .arrangement every
Dccca also pushed up around a formerly
657.000.
f brmerly
be
supposed,
would
"point to 147 h..
Col’s current and working
-RKO. Two, “The Second Face” and local group, is bound by the nabroken up into groups of 10 or 12
“The Scarf,” were taken from the tional pact that Walsh makes and
assets were $45,375,000 and
ABC-Paramount advance nearly theatres, but since it is. now being
Titles of others does not have the right of approval
current liabilities were $?,Bank of Ai •'
two points to 20% at the close. disposed of through stock sale, its
Last year the exthis group include “Syncopa- of disapproval.
679.000.
in
The up-beat was stimulated by a power
as art integrated unit is
Gottlieb's
“The Fight- change groups conducted the talks
Alex
tion,”
revival of: reports that it was buy- ominous.
The Theatre Owners
er,” “Lucky Nick Cain,” “The Big on their own, holding individual
Nobody ever Assn, of Germany at first opposed
ing into DuMont,
trustees, these four of whom al- Night,” “Chicago Calling,” “Once negotiations with the film comhas confirmed such reports but its continued holdings, but since
ready have been appointed: John a Thief’ and “Park Row.”
panies.
they were trotted out again last some of their members are; now on
Rowley, Dallas; L. S. Hamm, San
....
.,
„
A
T
Hyman said he bought outright
Since the exchange unions have
Improved theatre carnsession.'
Liquidation Board, the Francisco; Sam Pinariski, Boston,
from Emil Jensen, onetime part- long beefed at the pacts concluded
irigs more likely contributed to the. fight is less intense,
Blank, Des Momes. ner of Joseph M. Schenck in the by the IA international, the defec-.
Myron
and
bullishness.
These four are TOA reps; the fifth industry's early days, a package of tion of the S. F. exchangeites is
trustee, yet to be named, will iiot oldies which he plans to book in being
observed carefully.
The
he a TOA. member. The board fur- repertory under the title, “Hall of film companies' stake in the matU’s Opticals
ther voted to provide the trustees Fame Classics ” These include “Son ter is evidenced by the
Powell
fact that
Continued from page 7
with a. loan of $5,000 to me.et or- of the Sheik,” with Rudolph Valen- they’re sending their
top. labor
Conli
from pago 4 .;
— Lx
ganlzation expenses in the forma- tino and Vilma Banky; “Reaching negotiators to the NLRB
o
hearing,
1 1C ^ lne
Scope " tiop
of
tbe financing company,
(
* l0
hieh
'f a wide
for the Moon,” Douglas Fairbanks; with Arthur; Israel, for example,
high- 1 .type"p.ix-.s6
preiure is
spectacle, the j*
Pix so that
white space£ Col’s $10,000,000 .separate “Be Yourself,” with Fanny Brice representing Paramount.
Re
light being .a clash., between the shows up on top of the image.
Mongols .and the. Tartars. The]
Daff said the. U policy was adopt- [Vln d< Cohn stated: .“We are aivare arid “The Swan” \yith Gloria SwanA similar disaffiliation move
the. so-called product shortage
son, This series, is set to open was
story
was originated by ed “So as not to prejudice, our foridea
contemplated, last year by
has ^en
and will continue to be shortly at N. Y.’S: Fifth Avenue Local H-63, the Ne\V York white
PnvuoTl and
Anri Oscar
Ospar- Millar
;itpiuh business.’
hdcinocc '» He explained that ^s
I
PovueTl
Millar was as
eigri
I I.Playhouse.
signed to write the screenplay the company ha.d some 19,000 the industry s prime problem.
collar,
ion, but it withdrew it*,
Associated, said Hymarii, now has action after reportedly receiving;
milliard, is' employing his filni re- cream -of -the -crop
.possibilities; can think of no better way to alsearch material ..to write a full- abroad and that most of these. ^ Viale the. situation than to pro- (the following for tv for ail coun- assurances: of closer cooperation
vicl e a large sum of money for the
tries: all DOuglas, Fairbanks en- from the IA International.
length paperback novel dealing houses could riot show Cinei
o..>.
..
r. .J
r.
... uQi.innnr)'. nf np\i; film. y»rr»ior»fc
rinr
\vjtll Gchgllis Khan
..Scope in its fuii ratio'. By sticking support, of new film projects. Our tries completed and still to be proWhile
Miil.e. waiting for the reception
to the 2 to i frame within the 2.55 pwn. studio will continue to deliver duced; the “.Candid Camera” seprogram of cOrnpany-made' ries with Allen Funt, comprising
of
his. first
production eflort, to 1 overall- picture, the telling of
pictures. We are planning an even 89 half-hour shows, and 100 quarBelated
of ‘Ecstasy’
Pow.ell is continuing his aetiviii
the story is. preserved, he said.
greater
. number
of top-quality ter-hour segriients;
ihe. tv- series,. "Fpur Star Play-|,
39 “Johnny
At 20th'F oxi Earl I. Sppnable,
Chicago, Nov. 9.
v
But we Jupiter” half-hour episodes; 12
hpuuse.” in which, he is partnered research director, said his. spot sur- films than in the -past.
“Ecstasy,”
famous for Hedy
with Charles Boyer ancl David vcy of U. S. theatres showed that intend to. supplement the studio’s “Sierlock Holmes” features star- Lamar nude scene and a perennial
Niven.
He disclosed that getting the majority could "accommodate program with a lihriup of the best ring Basil Rathbone and Nigel reissue in. this town, has been
,
the proper material foi- the.; weekly 2.55 to i screen ratios even though independeritly-made films we can Briace r previously released theatric nixed for exhibition here by Pofilmed series “can drive ;riu out many are apparently unwilling to attract."
cally by Universal; 199. Monogram lice Censor Board which took the.
of your mind,”
go through the trouble or expense
Columbia, of course, has been features (for foreign tv territories); pic lip for f e-review recently.
Powell plans to follow -through of .fitting in such wide screens.
ah active backer of indie pix for and 83 Spanish and 40 Western Board decided on a second peek
n “The Conqueror” arid will visit
The.
GincrnaScopers
two
fbr some time; Recent. of its “outside” Germany features which will; be when an exhib, who purchased the
tlie various exchange areas “with
which U lensed protective versions entries include “On the Wcjter- dubbed into English.
pic,, applied for the permit the pic
Ihe
of film under my ann.”
“Black Shield of Fal worth” front,” “Paratrooper” and “HellThe “Sherlock Holmes”, pix, in^ has held for. many years.
IIo said the picture will have to arid “Sign of the Pagan.”
Com- Below Zero.” Arid deals for future cidentaily, were first;acquired from
Recent French entry, “Le Plaigr
about. $10,000,000 to break .bined cost of lensirig tlie extra edi- indie alignments have been in dis- !U by James Mulvey, president, of sir,” was also banned by the morals
tions ran to about $600,000.
Samuel Goldwyn Productions.. He watchdogs.
cussion right along.
.
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Well-chosen exlarly standout
cerpts gave the operas’ highlights,
eliminating some dull stretches, to
tllllo 'Clin
And the
point up their appeal.
.till III
lavish victory scene that closed
’’
"
"
continued from page *
the "Aida’’ segments gave the eve"
full.sc'al-e-sjpli:sh,--the- vistic
T h chnipv » r "ning thewell.
Television presentation showed re- qUl
as tonally magnificent
as
K rlmriin 'N T d?pw oniv
y a
markable improvement over the
windup that the unique occasion
-.state -in j5t.
experimental "Carmen" 'telecast fair audience Lpcw^ State in St
two years ago: However, there s Louis grossed $8,000 with, a $4.25
to $5.25 scale
still room for updating the quality
In Buffalo,, the Centre Theatre..
of the picture aftid the sound. This.
I Si»jk
lovers,
lovers;
opera
1,150
only
only.
drew
was
was.
observation is based on wh'at
lldUS
I "
r
JiiL ri
J mi
kt
V- wiAAfintf Viftfft; nnrhnptlf.lftn Irom
'irOlU
.
seen at the Guild Theatre, N. Y;, meeting hefty competition
Continued from page % ssf*
where a* specially -invited aud Liberace at the. Memorial Auditor- =55:
viewed the’ .telecast/..' Reports., from ium. Other
ft®" to recoup its cost in the domestic
Variety correspondents through- mond. Va.r
This is
Japanese market alone.
Cleveland,* -Luuu, nariimiiaHv tn.P nf tire fihnehiku
1.000; Lieyeia
du t the country indicated generally Houston, L00Q;
out
particularly true of the Shochiku
...
good, sharp pictures and sound and Salt Lake City, 900.
pix since the company is active! in
Milton Cross, familiar to listen-,
with, only occasional lapses of focus.Hi distribimon aHd
Saturday biav^iwvi*. hiHrin
uic oaiuiuaj
of- the
ers ui'
CIS
and fuzziness of sound.
uu
radiocasts of the opera, handled
The production apparently was tfiS-necessarV' commentary With* his'Nevertheless, Koidt’s mission is
" S
th
geared fot telecasting, and the
sec what can be done about exto see.
f
competence.
usual
special lighting of the Met stage
porting' Japanese films to the U. S.
made fot better video viewing. The
and also to arrange for possible cowork by a DuMont teievir
production with American proion crew was excellent and Kirk
ducers.
Shochiku is the distribuBrowning’s direction, of the camtor in Japan of United Artists prodage 1
Continued frot
The
era shots was outstanding.
uct. There is a possibility that U
concentration was on closeups, and 0 t her healthy b.o. year. Certainly may eventually act as Shochiku’s
Br wning succeeded, in composing- it has become big business.
rep in the U, S.
excellent pictures that took in the
if was a night, of nights at the
Koide explained that, the allocadis^It
necessary stage action.
Broadway tonsil emporium, and a tion of Japanese permits, to
was
played mastery of the televising night of "firsts.’’ The largest pay- limit ed and that Shochiku devoted
v
technique in conquering a most .jng. audiehce in. opera history— jt s own import licenses to bringing
assignment
TNT em- estimated at 60,000 people in the i n additional
difficult
pix.
Production staff 27 cities where the 32 theatres
a
Japanese star salaries are very
pf 475 people, believed to be the showed the event, plus the 3,800
high, Koide said, due to the limited
largest number .ever- to h
in the N,Y. auditorium— watched number of b,o. names. At first, the
Single television, pip- the affair. It was the start of the
volved
studios had only the. old- and popducti
Met’s 70th season tactually the u iar players to call on. Later, stuThe large screen viewers were. Met is 71 years old, but one season dio competition extended to the upgiven something which the. live was .burned out by a fire). And by CO ming talent,
Koide said that
New York audience did. not have common agreement, the audience while his company, was the. only
intermission visits to the. Opera, was the most brilliant-— in. celebfi- otm s tm engaged in tur ing out
Club Room in the. Met,, where ties,., society, business,’ show biz thie. traditional Kabuki theatre-aiidand and. diplomatic toppers; in ermine, dance pix, the general trend was toCelebfities were introduced
omen’s gowns -shown* and .de- chinchilla; tiara and lavaliere^—-in wards the western approach of filmbefore making. This, he indicated* was in
These portions. of the the Met’s history
scribed;
telecast were unintentionally funny World War I.
line with the orientation towards
It was. also the most novel open- ^he
and occasionally, brought forth hysyounger audience- bracket
terical laughter from the theati’e. ing in Met history.* Defying tra-. which had adopted western ways,
audiences.
Edward Johnson, £6r.- ditiori, which dictates opening with
Japanese, audiences are different
iner general manager of the Met, a strong and certainly a complete, from their American counterparts;
roained about the room chatting full-evening opera, the Met for the Koide observed, in that they like
While Johnson first time offered up excerpts fr
with the celebs.
un ] ia ppy endings.. "They like to
appeared to know, them by their four operas. This was definitely in Cr y in the theatre,’’ he said. "If
deference to tv and the him* 1°
first nariies; he frequently forgot to
film isn’t sad,: many of our peoopera more palatable for tv pfe just won’t enjoy it!”
them to the tv viewers, make
introduce
*
>J
.'-k
kl> j; MM-yt AM
M M #1
A nK A
.A tV A W
In addition* there seemed to be audiences, and to show off as many
off-screen of the Met stars as possible,
the
conflict between
Accent was on tv instead of on
introcs of Alan Prescott and Johnson arid the camera kept coi ing anything else. The house looked
back to the same embarrassed different, with camaras, lights and
celebs and society people over and other’tv equipment scattered about,
‘ARCHAIC’
Eight cameras ,\vere used, lour inver agaim
® a timore> N °^.
others in
unsel ’s fashion: com- side the auditomi
Patrice
,
^
i
The fate, of film censoisnip in
the lobbies.
;
mehtary and interviews- were also-. Sherry s bar and
laugh .provoking. Every govvri was. Traditional, ligliting and' staging Maryland, would-be determined, by
or "beautiful’’ was altered for tv’s sake. Makeup the public under a proppsaladit her' "ravishing”
and there seemed to be a snobbish of singers was different, due to tv. yanced by Gerard M. Cahill, repappeal in the fact that they came Leonard .Warren led off the pro- ping the Motion Picture Assn, of
from either Paris or Rome 'de- ceedings With the Prologue from America. In a statement inade tosigners.
Some of the society folk "Pagliacci,” dressed in evening day (Tues*). before the subcommitr
appeared to. be film and stage tails— biit the shirt and tie were tee of the .Maryland legislative
blue instead of white, in deference Council, he urged "prompt repeal
atires of high society.
From a performance viewnbinr.. tp. tele. Even the. audiehce looked by the 1955 Legislature pf the aras seen via television, Roberta different with cameras, lights. anS chaic movie censorship law.”
If the law-makers are unwilling
Peters Jerome Hines and Mario big on ty during the evening.

rUII5 ’Em
Theatre-TV Pulls
—

In
In
—

.*

DETROIT

>

,

^

—

?

Louisville, Nov. 9.
Town’s two big seaters, the Rialto
(UA) and "Africa
and
are
the only houses with
State,
Good
$18,000.
(RKO).
Adventure”
Rialto,
Last week, "Human Desire” (Col) fresh product this week.
Wilting” (Col), with "Sitting Bull,” shapes hangup
‘‘Bullet
and,
but "Beau Bruihmell” at State
$17,000.
"Holdovers of "Rear
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1.25-$1.50) looms fair.
1
Kentucky and
at. the
‘Star. Is Born” (WB) (6th wk). Window’
Nice $12,000. Last week, $14,000; "Star Is Born” at- Mary Anderson
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500; are in third and fourth weeks:,
80-$l)-—"Shanghai
Story”
(Rep) respectively, arid both are fine;
Estimates for This Week
and "Outcast” (Rep). Mild $10,000,.
Kentucky (Switow). (1,000; 50-75)
Last week, "Jesse James' Women”
—‘‘Rear Window.” (Par) (3d wk).
(UA), $» 000.
United Artists (UA) (F.938; 80- Solid $7,000 after last week’s
$1)— “Beau Brummell” (M-G). Un- $ 8 000
Mary Anderson. (People’s) (1,000;
exciting $11,000. Last week, "Woman’s World” (20th) (3d wk), $8,000. 75-$l)—"Star Is Born” (WB) (4th
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc-- wk). A winner for this house, fine
tions) (1,194; $1.40-$2.65)— "Cine- $6,000. Last* week, same.
;

;

.

—

«

-

.

.

.

,

rama”
<

Baba Stout
?

—

.

Denham

.

*

LAW NOW
...

.

.

1

.

(RKO), $8,500.

’

(Continued from page 9)
sock at $11,000. Last week,
record $15,000,

'

Memorial (RKO)

State

(3',000;

An Admitted Stunt
to do this, he added, the blue-penIntermission features added to cil issue should be decided by the
the glamor and circusy air of the people "in the privacy of the elecIn many
a gala occasion, with many of flic proceedings, with ceLebs dawdling tion booth.” Cahill concluded! "If
stubholders showing up in evening over drinks or food in Sherry’s the. people of Maryland voted, we
with
ex-manager EdWard are confident that they would overclothes. The boxoffice result, al- bar,
though not fully tabulated, was Johnson interviewing a gathering whelmingly vote tp make the Free
sock to fair. In many cities, charity of names in the opera club room State free of censorship.
and soprano Patrice
r—
orgs placed their influence behind for; tele,
tire event and seats went for as MUnsel femceeing a fashion show
_
high as $7. Nate Halpern estimates of Met singers tand pro models) in Warners Sliver Chalice
b
that 60,000 persons saw the opera gowns of leading couturiers.
A i '1> AM rii*
Evening was admittedly, a stunt I U16llQ6r ai x ar, IlItlGS &Q.
in theatres.
The RKO Fordham Theatre in by the Met for cash and publicity"
Robert Shapiro, managing dirthe Bronx 'was tilled to its 2.100 purposes.
Yet it was surprising rector of the N. Y. Paramount The-,
capacity and Fabian’s Fox Theati’e h w Well the artistic side stood up atfe, has set "Silver Chalice,” a
in Brooklyn sold 3|0Q0 of its 4,000 under these conditions, so that diepicture, as the Christniias film
spats; In Washington, a near capac^ hards among the purists who came production for the Par flagship,
ity audience of 3;200. bought seats to scoff, remained to thaw out and This followed his return from a
at the $3, $4, $5 scale at Loew’s enjoy the spectacle for its musical two-week trip to the Coasts
Capitol Theatre. House, which in- values.
“Chalice” booking moves back
eluded a. sprinkling, of. national
The. Met put its best, tonsils for- the playdate for "Battle Cry,”
celebrities and ranged from full ward as it stepped into the elec- which originally had been set to
evening dress to informal sports tronics era. .Using a three-platoon follow "Star Is Born,” current in
...clothes,
furnished
enthusiastic system of stars for its three-and- its fifth ..and final week at. the Parar
proof; that audiences, will buy this a-half-ring cif ctiS (the solo appear- mount. "Drum Beat>” another .Warkind- of performance. -Arias, dmv, ance of Warren in "Pagliacci” ac- her production,, goes ip, next, as
burst after burst of applause, coin- counting, Xof the,, "half”)., ..the Met' the .accompanying pic with the
p.letely drowning out UV
matting offered soi
grade-A bperalics Jackie Gleason stageshow, bpening
from the New. York audience,
-that shone, out above .all the frou- ^Nov. 17.
v
'The
2,200-seat
Orph.eunv in frou.
.
Hollywood drew 909o of capacity
After the Warren solo, the Met
for.a gross of about $5,000. It was presented the. first act of "La'
rnlnmfiio’c
a
vUIllIU.UICl O Chicago Meet
lUCCl
Columbia’s
well received by the straight opera Bohenie,” with Victoria de ios Ancrowd, dressed for the occasion, .geles*
Richard
Tucker,
Frank .. Columbia will open a sales conSilks and, minks gave the theatre Guarrera. Norman Bcott and others, verition in Chicago next Monday
a; plush lpok it hasn’t had in some
Then, came the second act of "Bar- (15) and the company is billing
time., Opinion,, favored the pro- ber
of
Seville,”
with Roberta; the meet as one of its most imgr
s variety, but the 4:45 p.m.
Peters, Jean Madeira, Gesare YaL poi’tant.
Upper-bracket, budgeters
start \vas ah. awkward hour for the letti
Robert- Merrill,
Fernando on the .Col lineup will be given^the
C oast. The. Uptown in Chicago was
Corena and Jerome Hines.
This spotlight -. while
promotion and
r
75 o of capacity with a $2.50 ad- ivas followed by Act I, Scene I, sales for the entire pic lineup are
mission, Audience was dressed for and Act II of "Aida,” with Zinka mapped.
the occasion and responded to the Milanov, Blanche Thebom, Mario
Total of 18 sales and ad-pub
show as if it were an actual live del Monaco, Leonard Warren and execs from the homeoffice will sit
opera. The Paramount in San Fran- Jerome Hines.
in with 38 domestic division and
cj s'co grossed $4,200 at; a $3.85 to
Singing throughout was first- branch managers and the top
$6.80 scale, with day-long rain rate, with Tuckeiv and Miss de los seven sales execs in Canada. This
-the- .boxoffice.
Angeles’ work in "Boheme,” Miss hiarks the first time that the
The Stanley-in Philadelphia drew Peters arid Coreria’s stint in "Bar- Canadians .wall be present at such
near capacity at $5 scale under the ber," and Miss Milanov and del a huddle.
Abe Montague^ Col’s
sponsorship of. Philadelphia In- Monaco’s w.ork in "Aida” parlicu^ sales v-ji.,' will preside.'

,

Softly” (Astor); Fair $10,000.

KANSAS CITY

$32,000.

-

(Loew’s)
—Orpheum
"Brigadoon” (M-G).

(3,000; (65-$l)

Fancy

000. -Last week, “Betrayed”

(Continued from pagp

$28,-

(M-G) (4th
wk).
Satisfactory
and "Yellow Tomahawk” (UA) (2d Holds. Last week, $7,000.
.

.

.

’

Paramount

*

$1.25)— "White

(NET) (1,700; 70Christmas” (Par)

$25,000 after new Last week, $12,000,
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 70-90)—
high of $35,000 opener.
"Brigadoon” (M-G) (3d-final. wk).
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 65-95)
"Black Knight” (Col) and "Con- Good $4,000. Last week, $5*000.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Granvicted” (Indie) (reissue). Fast $15,000. Last week; “Four Guns Bor- ada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2.043;
700;
"Human Jun1,217; 65-85)
der” (U) and "City To Cross” (U),
gle” (AA) arid "Casanova Brown’
$10,500.

—

WB

.

.

(Indie)

(Loew’s) (3,500; 65-$l)—
"Brigadoon" (M-G). Big $15,000.
State

Last week, "Betrayed” (M-G) and
"Yellow Tomahawk” (UA) (2d wk),
$6,500.

.

-

:

UHldgU

506.

Guild
ing

.

.

,

;

;

,

.

!

.

$15,000.

Stanton (SW). (1,473; 50-99)—
"Westerner” (UAVand "Dead End”
(UA) (reissues. Mild- $6,500. Last
week, "Shanghai!’ (Rep) and ‘Thunder Pass” (Lip), $8,500.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 80-$1.50)—
"Sabrina” (Par) (3d wk). Brisk
$10,000. Last week, $11*500.
Born” WB) (4th wk), $5,500.
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.30)—
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 6590)— "Her 12 Men” (M-G.) and "Brigadoon” (M-G) (5th wk). Thin
"Crest Of Wave” '(M-G). Modest $6,000 or near. Last week, $6,500.
Traiis-Lux World (T-L) (604; 99*
$6,000. Last week, "Rear Window”
(Par) and ‘‘Hot News” (A A) (3d $1,50— "Suddenly” (UA) (4.th wk).
Fast $8,000. Last week, $10,500.
wk), $6,000.
(

;

j

(

;

l

;

.

or better;

Stanley (SW). (2,900; 74-$1.30)—
Last "Drum Beat” (WB). Nice $18,000.
Last week, "Human Jungle” (AA),
wk).

(

I

i

Smash $34,000
(2d wk).
$1)— "Vanish^; Last Week, $40,000.

(Disney); (6th
to fine $3,000.

week, $2,600.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 75-SI)
—‘‘Barefoot Contessa”
U A) and
“Man In Hiding” (UA) (2d wk),
Torrid $7,500. Last week, $11,000.
Orpheum (Evergreen)
1 ,600;
65-90)— “Do)vn 3 Dark' Streets”
(UA) and "Dragon’s Gold” (Indie).
Okay $6,500. Last week- "Star Is

:

•

(Indie)' (400;

Prairie”

Pushed up

:

•

W

.

I

1

Mediui

Between”

PHILADELPHIA

.

m

(Indie).

(Continued from page 8)
Brigade” (U) arid "Ricochet Roi dnee” fU), $5,900.
(Continu'ed from page 8)
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536;) $1$1.25)— "Hajji Baba” (20th) and (2d wk); Neat $16,000. Last week,
Fine $26,000.
"Neighbor’s Wife” (Indie).
Randolph (GOldirian) (2,500; 74*
Last Week, " Om$8,000. or near.
an’s World” (20th) ('3rd wk), $8 r- $1.49)—" white: .Christmas” (Par)

.

,

:

$14«000.

Last week, "Bengal Brigade” i-U)
and "Trent’s Last Cace” (Reph
same.
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$lj—
$1,800. Last week, "Man
(UA) (2d run), $1,500.

PORTLAND, ORE.

;

•

Good

(reissue).

"Madame De”

.

;

$6,000.

Wow

wk).

(2d

;

.

9)

Paramount (United Par) (1,900;
75-$l)—"Star Is Born” (WB) (3d
wk). Nifty $8,000 to wind up run.

wk), $12,000.

^

1

>,

—

•

.

60-90)—

•

Stillman
(Loew’s)
90(2,700;.
Last week, "Passion” (RKO) and $1.25) -"White Christmas” (Par).
"Queen Sheba” (Lip), $10,500.
(2d wk).
Terrific $23,000.
Last
Metropolitan (NBT) 14.367; 80-. week, $25,000.
$1.50)— "Star Is Born” (WB) (3d
Okay $22,000. Last week,
wk).

’

.

(2,700;

.

"Bengal Brigade” (U) and "Turn $7,000;

Key

(Loew’s)

"Sabrina” (Par) (2d wk). Good $18,000 in 9 days. Last week, "Rear
50-$l)-r- Window” (Par)
(.
..wk-4 days),

Still

.

best. Latter
films.
cities, the telecast was

“This Is My Love” (RKO). Slight
$9,000 or less. Last week, "Passion”

BOSTON

:

Del Monaco came off
appears a good bet for

.

.

-

,

(1,750;

.

MARYLAND CENSOR

M

2d
9,

.

1

:

Nov.

.

*

4

-

Cleveland,

Not much new product, here this
session, and none shapes, as big

*

.

•

(Cockojll)

—

.

,

Smart $14,000 r
Cleve.; ‘Xmas’ 23 G,

‘Hajji-

$18,0001

:

V

(M-G), $7i000.

as the holdover fare arid extended70- runs. "White Christmas,” on second
round
at the Stillman, still is
"White Christmas” (Far)
$1.25)
Stays on. smash enough to easily pace the
(3d Wk). Big $18,000.
city
again
this week.
“Sabrina”
Last week, $25,000.
looms good in nine days at the
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 50-85)
"Hajji Baba” (20th) and "Racing State. "Hajji Baba” is rated smart
Blood” (20th)., Okay $12;000. Last at Hipp.
Estimates for This Week
week, "Star Is Born” (WB) (3d wk),
Allen .(S&W) (3,000; 90-$1.25)—
$12,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 50-85)— "Star Is Born” (WB) Wth wk). Nice
“Passion” (RKQ) and "River Beait” $10, 500. Last week, $17,500.
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 60-90)—
Mild $7,500. Last week,
(Lip).
"Brigacloon” (M-G) and “House of "Adventures Hajji Baba” (20th).
Smart $14,000. Last week, "Bengal
Blackmail” (Indie), $7,000.
Paramount (Wolf berg) (2:200; 60- Brigade” (U), $10,500.
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,200; 60-90)—^$1 (—"Barefoot Contessa” (UA) (2d
Fair $9,000 or over. Last "Rear Window” (Par) (m*o.); Neat
wk).
week. $16,000.
$9,000 in 9 days. Last week,“TarTabor (Fox) (1,967; 50-65)— "Un- zan Escapes” (RKO) and “Tarzan
holy Fbur” (Lip) and "Silent Raid- and Apeniari” (RKO) (reissues),
ers” (Lip). Good $3,500. Last week, $4,000 in 4 days.
Palace (RKO) (3,287; 60-90)—
on subsequent run.

•

•

>.

(3,000;

75)*-r‘‘Beau

.

,

AveriUe)

Waiting” (Col), $11,000.
State (United Artists) (3,000; 50Brummell” (M-G) and
"Diamond Wizard" (UA). Fair
$10,000. Last week>.. ‘‘Brigadoon”

9.

"White Christmas” is still leading the city although now in its
third session at the Denham. It is
staying on, "Black Widow” looks
good in second frame at the Centre, and holds again. "Hajji Baba”
shapes okay at .the Denver while
"Passion” is rated mild at. Orpheuni.
Estimates for This Week
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 6Q-$1V"Black Widow” (20th) (2d wk),
Good $11,000. Holding. Last week,

-

.

$12,000,
Denver, Nov.

(Fourth

50-75)— "Sitting Bull” (UA) and
"Khyber Patrol” (UA), Patrons
like this Indian stuff, and responding with neat $13,000. Last week,
"Pushover” (Col) and "Bullet Is'

Denver; -Xmas- 18G, 2d

UA

.

Rialto

Good

wk).

Last week,. $15,500.

.

. . .4

(86th

(Indie)

$15,800.

UA

m

,

;

}

Accent on

:

80-$l)

;

.

:h**?*a

IN L’VILLE; ‘BEAU* 10G

.

(2,961;

Bull”

“Sitting

•

%

$41,000.

(UD)

Palms

'•

*

wow

vveiek.

LIK0

‘

1

‘BULL’ BRISK $13,000

(Continued from page 9.)
(Par) (2d.wk). Sturdy $32,000, Last

[

.
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Fi

you need

your shows •••get good

>

the holidays into

to sell

and build
the biggest boxwill

season of the year. Study the
fill out the order on the
lack.. /cause the earlier you order***
the sooner you'll be on your way to b
big successful season!
office
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///

plan.*. then
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Variety

PICTURES

22

Any Reporter a

Who

Loves Our Critics

Critic

Continued from page S
this
the vocabulary, tpe less the critic’s make lip his own mind. But
theory is weakened by the comboxoffice influence.
Joe’s
average
the
panion idea that
It is interesting to discover that,
ahead of
In certain towns, film, critics con- mind has been made up
stantly get telephone calls request- time by the advertising and exploinaing guidance as to the best films tation campaigns,, including
However, tional magazine eppy,
currently in firstrun,
m-. / There, are about 350 film critics
critic, influence varies from
munity to community and. critic to in the United States. Only one city,.
It would probably take an New York, has a Film Critics Circle
critic.
exhaustively detailed Ph.D. thesis and it manages to meet only Once a
to correlate "quality” of reviews year to bestow awards.:
Personal devotion to his job over
with boxoffice results. Every filth
man. has a few classic examples of some 15 years, plus the great, presthe N. Y. Times, undoubtedtige'of
up.
cleaned
a turkey. v release that
“Fabiola” in 1951 collected perhaps ly explains the special status of
Bosley
Crowther as No, 1 film
recent
in
pans
of
the wor.rt set
An Italian import landed critic. Who else is held in reyears,.
spect?
Such a list must necesunder
$75,000,
for
shores
on these
this "poor man’s Quo Vadis” has sarily run the risk of invidious
something like $900,000 in the till omissions. Difficulty in getting: a
'
balanced estimate prompts Variety
Yet it rates as a stinker.
far.
.

,

,

Critics

Babysitter Angle
in somd instances offer

themselves as a conscience- in the
light of today's high admission,
prices.. If it costs $5 for’ a couple
:

to travel downtown to a picture,
and maybe more with babysitter
rates; then the. choice of theatre
becomes increasingly pertinent.
Operators of film exchanges and
firstrun theatres profess npt to es^
teem criticism as boxoffice influence, Still they tend to quote lavKatz in Chicago
ishly (Balaban

&

unusual in systematically never
There is little tendency
doing so)

is

.
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Buffalo

Meant

to

Be Read

on the Side But

Continued from page 5
say a good send-off may help a
Reviews Hold Public Eye bit but that iif a majority of ca&es
a bad one can’t do much harm.
By SID PFEIFER
To substantiate that, they point to
Buffalo, Nov. 9.
the stinkers which never get off
That .film criticism is feather- the floor on opening day before
weight in its impact on the box- the reviewers have even had a
local
inoffice is the consensus in
chance to get their hooks into it.
well as critical circles. By the same token, /films which
dustry
Unequivocal thumbs-down no- take off big and then are rapped
tices are thought to have; some show po noticeable drop in attendon attendance, Word-of- ance, below the norm, down the
effect
,

By JERRY

.

GAGHAN

.

mouth plugging from satisfied
v.iewei’s is assigned as the . chief
reason for strong turnouts, arid it.
v
is believed that the public forms
its opinion beforehand via metropolitan newspapers, syndicated columnists and national magazines, so
that what a local reviewer may say
—either good or bad— is not taken
too seriously. ,
Why then favor reviewing

at, all?

Philadelphia,, Nov.

stretch.

Of

.

course, despite their feelings;
love good notices but don’t
scream to the high heavens at a
bad one and go rushing to the advertising departments the way they

they

9.

Majority reaction of the first-run
theatremen here is that the critics
do not matter, but “For God sakes
don’t quote me!”
Consensus gives critics an impact
only on “art” films.' “Salome” got
poor notices and did big business.
‘"Betrayed” got bad reviews and
did fine. “Sabrina’s” mixed reception had no effect on boxoffice.

all.

used to do locally. Older reviewers
can recall another generation of
exhibs that, even though they
didn’t believe an unfavorable reLone
view wds too. damaging, were burnt;

.

among

dissenter

men

film

was Joseph Cull.ihan,. manager of
to be continued beto a crisp and raised the roof at a
Arcadia. Theatre.
625-seat
shows the public we’re bad opinion. Present crop of ex- the
“Good reviews help. They’re the
the
helps
in
business,”
still
and
film
hibs, however/isn't so corny .and
trade is sensitive to film criticism industry stay in the public eye as knows long before a critic tells him backbone of the industry. You can
quote me.”
C. A. an institution.
in England, two women
when he. has a turkey.
Much of the ineffectual quality
Critics here are not influenced by
Lejeune of the London Observer
As for the local critics them“provincial”
attributcritiques
is
of
boxoffice
popularity
of
and Dellys Powell of the London
selves, almost to a man they’re known
ed to haphazard assignments, the aware of their minor: influence on stars/ “Who would admit they were
Times, 'are notably appreciated.
mere reportorial character of local the box-office and subscribe to the- influenced?’' asked. Laura Lee, of
reviews, and a general “whafs the old: adage that “Critics
Evening Bulletin. “I’m a.
are meant the
use” top-desk attitude. Local pa- to be read; not agreed with any- rugged individualist and follow my
pers have first, second and third way.” One of them, who has been own standards,” declared Mildred
Portland Phones In
string reviewers, and with several covering pix
for quarter of a cen- Martin; of the Philadelphia. Inpictures sometimes opening the tury, said he tried to make his no- quirer.
from page 5
same day much of the coverage is tices as entertaining as possible in
Miss Martin, stated, “I feel that
“in reviewing a film, I attempt to apt to be matter-of-fact and lackput myself in the position of the ada isical Reviewer is frequently order to at least get them read more people road reviews nowaaverage filmgoer to determine if just, a reporter without, critical ex- even if he had little hope that days due to the high prices. I reVery many prospective customers alize, that an audience goes for
the picture will provide good
perience and ,/ with the exception
corn: and I judge any Martin &
tertainment for
audiences/
Of of the first stringers, none shows Were being swayed by them.
Midst of critics here double as Lewis picture simply as good or
course, quality of story and play- signs of taking their assignments
daily columnists.
bad Martin & Lewis, as/the case
ing must be taken into considera- too seriously.
may be. I make less Allowance,
tion. I am not swayed by the boxWith only one morning and one
however, for the .pretentious type
office pull of stars.
Even the evening paper left in Buffalo, town
of film.”
most popular stars can not carry has only two first string men—
Crowther Both
a poor story.
Chuck Melven, of the Daily
Just because a fa- Ardis Smith of the (evening). News,
News, said he didn’t think the
vorite is playing a stellar role it
Continued from, page 5
Who is also in charge of the drama,
does not: follow that the film 'will desk, and W. E. J.; Martin of the ing on the phone from Nat C. critics have too much influence.
be a good One.”
who Rosen, 20th-Fox branch manager; “My primary purpose is to inform
Courier-Express,
(morning)
the public of the general idea of
Grocery Angle
has held the. berth, together with “What are you trying to* be, Bosa film, its story and acting. I try
Herbert Royster, Publicity Di- other general duties for bver a ley Crowther?” was the snapper/
riot to get too far away from the
Asked
what
effect
thought
he
his
rector,
J.
J.
Parker Theaters: quarter of a century. Neither be“Deep ‘panning’ hurts boxoffice lieves that his work has much ef- slam had on patronage, Roseberry audience. I praise an art show, but
won’t kick another film in the teeth
Up to 30% whereas a polite tact- fect on the retail trade: Smith tries (a columnist) quipped “Well, RosCn
because it isn’t arty.”
ful criticism will only hold a few to i>e ‘‘readable, amusing, informa- was awfully, mad.”. “The Egyptian”
grossed
Wayne Robinson, Sunday film
around
good
but
$13,000,
away.
Customers at a food mar- tive and honest." He feels that; if
not great, at the 1,920-seat Strarid editor of the Bulleti
said, “A
ket buy canned goods, sight un- he were less, he would be out.
here.
However,
rave
never hurts. The trade tells
as
a
generality;
Martin,, the veteran, is convinced
seen
depending on the quality
of product on labe ou tside of can, that newspaper reviews assert no Roseberry did not feel reviews you the critics have no effect; but
if a picture gets good reviews they
ads,, and merchandising campaign. influence on the box office. A bad were a weighty boxoffice factor.
If the critics mean little at the promptly put them in the ads and
Therefore why should a critic tear one may just be “another nail in
boxoffice,
in front, of the houses. The reader
do
distributors
why
and
coffin.”
the
down the merchandising program
circuits Cultivate- them, give them soon learns the likes and dislikes
of
theatre, and display the merof a critic; and if a critic hates
attention?
One
manager
replied:
chandise concealed in the earn?’’
“Because It’s human mature to slapstick he makes allowance for
Russ Brown, Oregon District
work,
it and follows his own tastes. The
on
the
assumption
that
a
Shots,
Pic
Manager for Evergreen Theaters:
specialized house arid the special
boost
better than a knock.”
"A critic can distract from the
Continued: from page 5
film have an audience that follows
Had
an
exhibitor
ever
cited
an
boxoffice, if he does not use a techor a Schenectady review to the critics/’
nical approach to his review;
He low a bad rap, but a good review Albany
can also add to. the boxoffice take. doesn't spur biz proportionately. / him, in bargaining for a picture?
Most managers feel there is a No, replied one branch manager,
A critic who writes well and has
a ^public approach rather than a segment of the paying 'public that, but Crowther’s N. Y. Times crit- More Artistic the Filin,
technical one, can carry a great carefully' reads the reviews, but tiques had. been brought in. “If
there also is a large segment which you are trying to sell a feature
deal of weight.”
More Weight the Critic
no attention to them. Readers and mention Crowther’s favorable
Dick Newton, Manager Para- pays
generally pick up a- review to find comment/’ the manager explained,
By SAM X. HURST
mount, Theater: “Generally, drama
“the exhibitor is likely to sluff it
out what the picture Is about.
criticism has little, effect on boxSt Louis, Nov. 9..
•A good mahy papers In this area off as of no account. On the other
office.”
Critics don’t carry much weight
follow the policy of simply recount- hand, if you are offering a picture
Marty Foster, Manager, Guild ing in their reviews just “who is in that Crowther. has panned,' the ex- at the b.o. of flicker houses in the
Art Theater:, "Beyond a doubt, it” and “what it is about/’ without hibitor may mention it, to prove St. Louis area, according to film
local criticism couild be of great expressing a
reviewer’s opiniop. you are wrong. The exhibitor uses exchange heads' arid exhibs. And
value if it were an honest review, Springfield,. Mo., and
Kansas City, Crowther both ways, for his own the two local critics themselves
If the critic were able to praise
agree, in a measure, that this is
Mo., papers,: however, go in for advantage.”
the- worthwhile pics and without rating
IndustryitCs feel that Bradt, in about correct.
the films. The Kansas City
any hesitancy disclaim the medi- Star follows policy of reviewing his reviewing days, and Roseberry,
Clarence Hill, manager of the
ocre ones, without pressure from picture on opening day
and recap- when he had the beat regularly, Columbia Pictures exchange, cited
the newspaper executives, then in ping with its famed
"little man” in were strongly influenced by Crow- “From Here to Eternity” as a rethe long run the exhibitor, public; the Sunday section.
ther. At present Harold Henderson
cent example. One critic couldn’t
and
newspaper
critic
himself
This has raised objections from is still newish on. the News and
would benefit. The public would some, film men. oh grounds it gives Edgar Van Olida of the Times- see it and even after it had played
Loew’s State for eight weeks at an
etsablish faith in. the critic’s re- the paper two pot
shots at a pic- Union seldom writes “critically.”
upped scale, which is a rarity here,
views and could' align their tastes ture; but on good 'pictures
it turns
and
had copped an Academy award,
with his.
As the situation' exists, out to be two happy shots.
this critic would hot budge from
llie public forms an. opinion of the
to.

They ought
cause

duck this aspect;
As far as the New York

“it

.

1

;

;

•

nowadays

to

blast the' blaster,, to

.

appeal to the business Office in an
effort at retaliation against a saucy
reviewer; Still the boys burn. The
biggest of the Hollywood bigshots
burn easiest, and most, at the reviews. of Bosley Crowther in the
N. Y. Times, Crowther’s own interpretation of why this is so (see
separate story) is arresting.
.Interestingly, considerable emphasis is. put upon "Americanism,’’
Critics are not too powerful, it is
argued, because the average Joe
exercises his American right to

•m9

:

Ways

:

.

,

l

By FRED

TEW

Detroit; Nov. 9.
Detroit exliibs, distribs and film
..

are about evenly divided on
the question of whether criticism
does or does not have an effect on
boxoffice receipts. Borne just •throw
up their hands and say: "I honestly
critics

.

don’t know."

The four local, film Critics had
•dme' interesting things to say— in
addition to agreeing their reviews
had 'little influence on the boxoffice
-7-regarding the standards they use
In judging a feature and whether
or not they are swayed by the

known

.boxoffice

pull

of

popular

stars.

The

film critics had this to say
regarding their influence:
Helen Bower, Free Press:
"I
have no illusions that any review
of mine can make or mar a picture
at the boxoffice, especially in first
run.. But I know for a fact that
readers and exhibitors (particularly
In the neighborhoods and in smaller towns outstate), are guided by

my judgment

of; a picture, though
have uo way of knowing how exactly this, influences the boxoffice
of a given movie/’

I

A1

know

1

Two

...

.

.

:

Weitschat, News, ‘‘1 .don’t
what, effect my reviews hav

on business;”
Walter Stevenson, Times,

picture

aid he

fill

little ..influence

of

mouth

is

.

1. don’t' believe' a.

.

Al Today’s Prices

Dick Osgood, whose five-times a
Continued from
Week, 1 5-minute "Show World” lias
been, on W.XYZ 16 years,, said; age- person’s money. In these days
‘•Filin criticisms have almost no in- of
$1
admissions, parking: and
fluence on tfie mass audience, al- transportation costs .and th
though exhibitors have indicated pense. of baby sitting, moviegding
th ey do. V Di s c r mi na ti n g people are is a costly proposition, the night
Influenced/’
but running; to as. much, perhaps,
SOI Krim, who operates an art
as $5 for a. couple, which is a conthinks: "Reviews, have a great in- siderable chunk out of the
local
fluence on the boxoffice in. my type entertainment: budget.”
Of operation.” Joseph J. Lee of
Harry /B. French, United ^Para20th-F ox belieV.es “Film criticism mount circuit president, says:
“I
is, very helpful, as a rule. Even if
kn w of some people originally
a Critic pans and raps a picture too staying away from a picture
after
hard, people go to see it to sec reading
adverse comments
but
just how bad it is,” Says Joseph B. later
influenced
to
see
it
by
Rosdn -of Universal, "Anything friends’ word-of-mouth,
in such
helps a good picture. I don't know cases, the critics or
columnists a i?e
Whether a. bad review hurts a pi
discredited and .th'eir ,vi. ivs therei

.

tuie/’

Popcorn

before

arriving; i
a terrific, assist.
Critics should be given a free hand
to make their criticism -become irmportant at the boxoffice.”

Word

reviews have ‘’very
on the boxoffice.
fan .will stop going just because he reads a bad
”
review
feels his.

Same

after carry less weight;”

&

hiS initial stand.

Arl

San Francisco

pepple would rather be persuaded
Continued from
to see a picture, than: dissuaded.
Lesner feels newspaper reviews
comments in the press. /And oddly
enough, this was. no news to the at least help on the opinion-formfilm .critics themselves/ .The sit- ing level, fomenting talk among the
uation/apparently, is well known literate minority who generally express arid extend their influence to
to both sides.
However, it applies only to the. the masses. Word-of-mouth then
Hollywood product..
In the art builds a picture.”
film field,, the theatre operators
Importance of Popcorn
In. general,, the four daily critics
were just as adamant, that criticisi
played a vital role in the here tend to be more lenient than
success or failure: of thei^. pictures. severe with pix in order to keep
“We even clip out and* post the the industry buoyant. All show an
review's on the lobby wail,” one awareness for the vital part the
manager reported while another popcorn trade plays in film busisaid that in the. case of art films, ness, and they rate pictures flexicriticism
had built them into bly by what they purport to be.
a profitable business.
Ei
tor Kean, who pens for thd
One critic, Luther Nichols of the Sun-Times Under, the nairie bf
Chronicle, was cited by almost Doris Arden, believes a critic owes
everyone in the art. film biz as her readers a report on “the picpacking; a powerful wallop in his ture's purpose and how well it is
reviews with a definite and dis- accomplished.”
Therefore,, west•cernable reaction in the boxoffice, erns are treated on their own terms
.(Nicholas has/ just left the Chroni- and corn comedies by how they sat“
” tastes.
cle after some seven years).
isfy the
'

;

,

;

;

in this area have come
the Conclusion that the critics
their; reviews, are expressing
individual opinion. What
only
they may like the public doesn’t
and vice versa,”. Hill said. “St.
Louisans are canny shoppers for

“People

Continued, from page 5

to
in

their entertainment whether
films, legit or anything else.”

it

be

Myles Standish of the Post Disthe p:m. Pulitzer rag, and

patch,

Herb Monk

of the Globe-Democrat,
the a.m. rag, each alone in his respective field, agree; that it requires fine reviews to put British,
French and Italian films in the
black at the three small, art theatres,
a

but for American

made

films

Even a

matter;

different

it’s

foreign-made picthe b.o. appeal as such

mild review of

a

ture kills
houses cater to special, trade/ Monk
believes “the. more artistic the picture the greater the influence of
the critic.” Natives who like Abbott and Costello and Martin and

Lewis

will nqt

review.

be swayed by any

And Monk added

same yardstick

applies' to

that the

Wester

!
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Unite Under Reade

Led .by circuit operator and tv
Variety’s issue a/ last week went to press unusually early, Tuesday
station owner Walter Reade Jr.,
(2) having been Election Day.—Editor)
Asbury Park's show business eleFabian’s Hospital Collection
ment and reps of allied fields
S H. (Si) Fabian told the meeting he intended a one-day audience ganged up on the New Jersey recollection in behalf of the Will Roger? Memorial Hospital and en- sort towii’s City Administration
couraged other theatremen to do the same. Fabian’s announcement and killed a proposed tax of 3c on
followed ah address made by Abe Montague, president of the hospital, a dollar on gross income at theatres, hotels/ barroom trade, etc.
who pitched for financial support.
Responding to editorial urging
NBC’s Spec Gesture To Exhibs
by the Asbury Park Press, the city
the fathers, just 10 days in advance of
Robert J. O’Donnell related that Fred Wile, NBC-TV v.p.
Coast, has proposed a one-shot “spectacular” sometime In January the NoV; 2 elections, , passed an
which would be “in dedication to exhibitors.” Program-, which Would ordinance placing the tax matter
be sold to an outside sponsor, if it goes through, Will have as its up to a referendum vote. With
format the use of clips from new pix and “live” appearances of screen Reade as prime mover, an anti-tax
personalities. It’s now O'DonneH’s job to put the show in shape via committee was formed comprising
members of the theatrical industry,
studios’ cooperation.
(

Lack

Columbus, Nov. 9.
Continuing Its pressure to
keep admissions taxes down or
out; the Independent Theatre
Owners, of Ohio exhorted, its

members

-

Columbia News Wasn't News
Some theatremen Wondered what was new about

Gesture To St. Sophia
tTOA membership Voted to furnish a Sunday school classroom at
the Greek Orthodox St. Sophia Cathedral, L.A., as a memorial to
Charles P. Skouras.
Sentiment widely expressed for\holding next year’s convention in
L.A .This will be decided formally at the mid winter board meeting
next February in Washington.
TOA reportedly wound Up the year with a surplus of over $80,000,
a neat achievement in view of previous years’ deficit operations.
i;

..

'Gives Away What It Sells'
On receiving his “Star" of the Year” award at the* convention’s
Windup banquet Thursday (4), Danny Kaye discoursed on his pride
in his profession which he called “the greatest self-sustaining democracy in the world,”
“Some may have the notion that we’re all a bunch of eccentrics,”
Kaye said, “but: perhaps we have something to give them that may
be lacking. Only show business knows how to organize charity benefits
in times of need. It’s probably the 6nly business that gives away
free what it has to sell.”

|

Much Legalism Beset
Herman Stern’s House
The N. Y. State Labor Relations
has thrown out the com-

Board

plaint of Local 306, Projectionist
Union, -charging Herman Stern, operator of the Fair Theatre, Jackson
Heights, N> Y., with “discrimination

and unfair labor practice.”
Stern's attorney will use the
labor board's; decision to reargue
the denial of a temporary injunction against Local 36 picketing,.
The union, affiliated with the International Alliance of. Theatrical
Stage Employees, threw a picket
line around Stern’s theatre when

in

it

had been closed for a

D.

TOA.

Cincinnati, Nov.

Everybody

is

a

their opinions

9.

and the
are fair in

critic,

one who gets paid for

it

and helpful to the
That sums up

picture industry.

the thinking of Cincy exhibitors,
distributors and film reviewers.

Rube Shor, Who operates down?
town Keith’s and a chain of nabes
and admits to verbal clashes with

critics is quick to say that they
have a place in the trade and do
manent injunction. Point made is a good job of it by and large. Yet
that the indie union is legal labor he feels that film fans are not
group and the Local 306 'picketing too critic-minded and that most

constitutes a jurisdictional suit.
When the dispute on jurisdiction
first broke out, with the indie men
manning the booths, the theatre
suffered several waves Of vandalism, with screen and projection
equipment being destroyed. Stem
charged that the job. Was done by
men who knew their way around

theatre equipment.

TEXTILE SLUMP CAUSES

FIRSTRUN SHUTTERING
Burlington, Vt., Nov. 9.
After 42 years of operation, the
Majestic Theatre has closed here,:
the victim of a declining economy
in the area, plus growing competition from, television and drive-in
establishments.

Raymond J. Burns/ manager,
said the first-run /house had been
adversely affected by the shutdown
of big textile mills in nearby
Winooski and layoffs at the Burlington plant of the General Elec1

tric Co.

“Then

there’s, the, competition of

television

he

and drive-in theatres,”

said. “It's a national' trend that
has finally reached Burlington,”

are presold.
Ed Carberry, Cincy Post reviewer for 20 years, said he aims
to tell what a picture is about,
how he liked it or didn’t, and why,
keeping in mind what the picture
people are trying to do. He puts
patrons
two classes regulars
and shoppers. And believes that
honest criticism does have an effect on the small and growing
group of picture shoppers. ...
E. B. Radcliffe, who; has been
calling ’em for the Enquirer since
1937, and grading them alphabetically all that while, says he has
checked
himself
up
via
Variety’s
of
listings
boxoffice
pictures

’

—

winners from time to time anil
found his opinions to be 83-85%
tested with, the top grossers.
Both of these reviewers, and the
Times-Star's
Henry Humphreys,
testify
that they receive complaints; from readers who disagree
withtheir
Opinions,
but very
rarely “hear about the good ones.”

“Dream No More," Israel-made
young Polish immigrant adjusting to the new Jewish
state, opens Nov. 18 under auspices
of
Temple Sinai Brotherhood,
Toronto.
film about a

on

.

,

You

will

remember how

useful your acquaintance with
Congressmen was
the tax
fight.”

>

WRTV

Films Export, on his

v.p. of Italian

return from a midwestern swing.
This, plus, the lack of distrib concentration on suburban ru
hurting the industry, he said.
Jacon observed that last year,

when

the industry found itself in a

too many exhibs shuttered
many houses in too much of a

crisis,

top

hurry..

Today, he

“There

it.

profits

said,,

less of

is

they regret
turnover of

now than there would be

were more houses

ha

operating,’’

declared,,

The IFE

topper said the
good films were enjoying long runs,
but that the second, lesser, group
of films was not exploited neatly
as well.

sales

He knew

many

of.

he reported, where

Reade’s
(channel 58), trailers were shown at theatres, lobby
signs Went .up, letters were sent
to the public and a door to door
canvassing was engaged in.
All
designed to influence the balloting

dpne. very

well

instances,

had
tun

a picture

the

in

first

but had to be held over in the
sanie house for lack of adequate
rnoveover
outlets.
“There just
,

aren't

enough

theatres

on

the.

Mainstreets today,” he said.
AS Jacon sees it, distribs ar
missing an. important bet in over?
looking the importance of the
suburbs. “That’s the center how,”
Allied States Assn.’s plan to seek he said. “That’s where people ar
government regulation of the in- moving to. More of Our money is
dustry
sharply blasted by coming from those runs than ever
before. It’s time we paid some atMitchell Wolfson, Wometco Thetention to them.” He urged circuits
atres topper and
influential and indies to reopen houses “so
leader of Theatre Owners
of that product can be played off
America. In statement issued both properly.” IFE is studying an exby Wometco and TOA headquar- periment under Which one of its
pix may be opened in a suburban
ters in New York, Wolfson said situation to study the results.
Allied general counsel Abram F.
Jacon plans to go to the Coast
Myers’ proposed bill “gives me the Dec. 13 for huddles with indie producers. IFE is still in the market
shivers.”
for from four to six U. S. indie
The Florida theatre operator films a year “provided We can find
said the Allied plan“speaks of. reg- the quality product We want/’
ulation but invites regimebtation.” Jacob reported.
He said he was strongly opposed

against the tax,
The tax was killed by a vote of
4,000
against
approving.
1,200
Which proves, state Reade arid his
associates, " that team work pays
off when there’s a fight to be
fought by varied groups commonly
.

affected.

.

.

Many

of

the

N.Y,

arties,

and

particularly the sub-runs, are sufsult is that a

number

of these situ-

are trying their luck with
“revival” shows.

ations

“to the loss of the American concept of a free market which this
bill proposes by substituting con-

Series of one-a-day classics from
France, Italy arid Britain is current at the Normandie Trans-Lux
pending the incoming British pic,
“The Heart of the Matter.” The 5th
Ave. Playhouse, also is prepping a

by the Federal Government.”
Wolfson said that exhibitors

trol

should continue a United fight for
fair prices and policies, “but we
should hot seek the help of pro-

fessional politicians who owe no
-allegiance of heart and may well
become guests who will eat more
And Thomas Brandon has put to- than we can place on the table.
gether a repertory “package" of
“The making of more pictures
Continental vintage faves under
must be encouraged by exhibitors,”
the title of “The Grand Repertory
"he declared.
“For this reason,
of the World Cinema.” Part one,
there must remain hope of gain
consisting of 12 films, launches
if we are to hope that there Will
later this month at the 55th St.
remain those willing to risk makPlayhouse: ,‘n N.Y. Brandon is curing pictures of unusual boxoffice
rently in Paris in connection with
Value. Limit the hope and you
this project.
limit the hazard men are willing
The Normandie festival, pitched to face; predetermine his potential
to New York’s “discriminating and and you will preemept his persophisticated iriotion picture audi- formance.”
ences,” includes such past critical
Wolfson emphasized that' “we
foreign
successes
as
“Paisan,”
more pictures— not more poli“Open City,” “Justice Is Done,” Want
cies.
We should work to that end
“The Little World of Don Camillo,”
In unity and not force prices up
"Forbidden Games,” “Devil in the
by trying to outbid each other.”
Flesh/” etc,

string

of revivals on

a “see ’em

again’’ note;

.

Says Cincy of Critics
By JOE ROLLING

long, time,

keep

Members

;

.

Important, But Not Too,

the veteran theatreman, Who recently took over the house after
installed boothmen belonging to
the rival Independent Motion Picture Machine Operators.
The pickets were Withdrawn
when a temporary injunction was
obtained and were reinstated when
Queens Supreme Court Judge Stoddard set. aside the temporary injunction after a hearing.
Before
the labor board decision. Stern’s
attorney planned to continue the
case by seeking a hearing on a per-

Allied

Chicago, Nov. 9.
Martin, new TOA
and Alfred Starr, continuing executive committee
chairman, are also members
“in good, standing” of the rival
Allied States Assn.
They have theatres in some
areas where only Allied exists
and both being exhibitor organization-minded, they’ve continued their association with
Allied despite their key roles
E.
prez,

to.

with legislaare urged to
send a letter of congratulation
to their 'newly elected Senator
or Congressman, “no matter
What your personal politics
tors*

fering from a product shortage. Re-

TOA,

little, politi-.

,

.

In Both

diplomacy
terms

cal

the Tavern Owners A£sn., hotel division of the Chamber of Com-

Serious-Miiided Convention
Observers were impressed with, the active and serious participation
of nearly all TOA-ers in the various business sessions. Little time
was given to hi-jinks.

Jurisdictional Crossfire,

to use a

friendly

Columbia merce, Rooming House Assn. Pack“announcement’’ of setting $10,000,000 aside to finance, indie produc- age Liquor Dealers Assn., Tobacco
tion, They pointed out that Col has had heavy investments, in “outside” Dealers Assn, and the musicians,
pix for some time and there -hadn’t been any doubt that this policy, bartenders and waiters Union.
Forums Were conducted on
would be continued.
the

last

%

.

of rnoveover. houses in the

was deplored in N. Y„
week by Bernard Jacob, sales

grass-roots

Write Legislators

;

Artie ops say the plight of the
is largely the result of a
scarcity of top product and a tendency towards long runs in the

sub-runs

first-runs.

The 5th Ave. Theatre,

for instance,
has been having
trouble finding the proper French

film fare. Theatres like the Little
Carnegie and the Paris, on the.
other hand, are set for many
months to come, the former haying slotted “Aida” and the latter
likely following up “Bread, Love
and Dreams” with “Wages of Fear.”

Chicago, Nov, 9,
Last Week’s Theatre Owners or
America; convention, in keeping with
retiring prexy Walter

Reade

Jr.’

advice to “keep abreast of changes”
if future
investments are to be
economically sound, showed an increase in equipment and concessions exhibits, with 208 trade show
booths engaged in gladhanding and
giveaways.
The International Popcorn Assn,
joined for the first time the combined displays of the Theatre
Equipment Suppliers and Manufacturers Assn, and the Theatre
Equipment Dealers Assn. In wooing exhibs with 44 popcorn booths.
Exhibitor interest in- the “mutual
benefit” trade show was at a peak,
as improvements in concessions
and updating of equipment continued to be stressed as vital to
the film industry today.

TO HUB REVIEWERS
By RUDY ELIE
Boston, Nov. 9.
Although there are a few local
exhibs Who feel that the film critic
has very little or no effect on the
boxoffice,
the majority believe
they wield influence ranging from

Still '-another factor; has been the. “some” to
a great deal.”
One
decline in American offrbe^t pix
exhib expressed the opinion that
that used to channel into the arties.
a
poor
review
hurt
can
but
on the
Britain has in; part filled this gap.
Meanwhile, Sure-seater operators other hand doesn’t believe a good
ate showing interest in Third Ave- notice helps appreciably.. Another
nue in N.Y, where, within a couple
pointed out that a critic’s notice,
of years, the elevated structure
no matter how unfavorable, will
Will come down. It’s expected that
not hurt a “mugg” pic but defthis will transform that area into
initely figures in when playing a
a giant shopping center with room
Still another feels
class product,
for several new showcases. At least
film shoppers, at today’s scales, are
two exhibits have already scouted rapidly becoming more choosey
possibilities
for
acquiring
the
and inclined to bypass a pic if their
necessary properties.
reviewer gives It the
favorite
Art
thumbs down treatment.
% Texas Ozoners Sold
houses gladly acknowledge their
San Antonio, Nov. 9.
debt to critics.
Sale of two local ozoners anThe lone tribe who practically
nounced by Thurman Barrett, Jr.,
owner. Buyer is %one Star Thea- ignore notices are the distributors,
rely on hefty tubthumping
who
tres, Inc., of Dallas, owned by the
campaigns to sell a pic and
Pack-Murchigoh interests!
couldn’t
admit publicly the pic was
The ozoners are the Lackland
and the Kelly. The two are report- a clunker although they best of
ed to have been sold for $275,600. all know if.

New York Theatres
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Television Bureau of Advertisthe all-industry promotional

ing,

Have Python, Wilt Travel
Although the principals con-4cerned remain silent in the matter,
understood the decks have
it’s

been cleared for ABC’s

.practically

absorption of the DuMont network.
Finalization of. such a deal would
not come as too much of a surprise
to the industry in view of owner
Allan B. DuMont’s testimony bethe Potter. Committee in
fore
Washington that the network was
losing more than the individual
•

’

stations

were earning.

The deal

involves

flock, of

a

maneuvers.

checkerboard

Du-

.

WDTV

in
Mont’s, prize property,
Pittsburgh, which has just about

reached .the end

monopoly

of. its

status, Would, i|’s understood, be
to Westinghouse, .which has
long cherished the desire for an
owhed-arid-operated tv property at
Sale would probits home base.

sold

ably. fetch DuMont; in excess of
$10,000,000 (lie was Once. Offered
$14,000,000 for the Station). With

an
grabbing Off
Pittsburgh, it
affiliation i
that,
reports
the
into
all ties neatly

Westinghouse

NBC

Marlin

Canada

TV

Goofs

week

.

Represented by

GRACE LYONS

Embarrassment was heightened by the presence in an Ottawa classroom of CBC’s top
man, A. D. Dunton, watching
the show with the, pupils. After
phoning CBOT’s transmitter,
Dunton announced line troubles were causing the blackout. The teacher raged, "This
is maddening|”

I

It

would

in

all

probability paye the wdy fob ABC’s
inheritance of the choice DuM
properties and clients, such as the
enviable pro football schedules,
Bishop
Admiral-sponsored
the
Sheen series,, etc. It Would give
ABC an excess of studio space,
some of which it could sell.
understood that DuMont
It’s
would hold on to hi New York
operation to use as a
''showcase” for his .manufacturing
division, but obviously not in competition with ABC Or any other
.

WABD

network.
As for DuMont’s WTTG o&o station in Washington, it’s reported
that ABC would grab off the more
favorable Channel 5 facilities and
quits with the
call: its
(Since
Washington Star outfit.
ABC already enjoys a maximum

WMAL

of five. V stations, it is in no position to add the DuMont stations to
its o&o lineup).
Lending credence to the reports
is the fact that ABC. stock has
taken a spurt.

Borden

TV Show

On Tap

for

Young & Rubicam

is

NBC

working up

a new type of 15-minute daytime
tv show; for Borden’s,
it’s a dramatic series fitting into the cross-

the-board soapopera groove but
with the stories to be concluded
in two weeks.
Y&R figures that
daytime audiences will go for the
"quick solution” setup with hew
followup story material instead of
thte orthodox 'hearts and flowers”
route strung but indefinitely. Of

be to sell television as A
medium, without favoring any particular level of tv sales and regardless of whether the networks

tion plaint is losing two of its concross-country
the
to
tributions
the Farm," the
“Out
cables.

or the stations are the beneficiaries
of particular purchases resulting
from TvB promotion. He said TvB
will offer advertisers advice on all
alternatives of timebuying,
but
would, not pitch network over spot
or spot over local, etc,
One of the primary sales jobs
Norman Knight is the new top- Treyz envisions is selling the top
advertisers
on television as a sales
per in the General Teleradio Boston-New England setup. Announce- medium. He points out that of the
255
advertisers
top
spending
ment of his takeover as veepee of
GT and exec veepee and general $1,000,000 or more annually, only
year.
used
tele
last
146
of
them
manager of Yankee network and
and WNAC-TV is the an- On the other hand, many of them
it’s
print,
Treyz
believes
used
and
swer to the Wide trade speculation
that began early last month when up to TVB to demonstrate to these
Knight, quitting DuMont’s N. Y. bankrollers that tele can move,
their products faster and more
flag, WABD, would only say that
On
he’d signed on with an. "out of economically than print ads,
the detailed level,, he plans to do
town station.”
Deal was engineered by GT top- individual research jobs in several
per Tom O’Neil, with Knight re- fields, such as insurance, banking,

On

Sunday afternoon remote from an
farmstead, is due to be
after the Nov. 21 show.
which first tried out last
summer and was reprised In September,. is being dropped from its
Illinois,

:

shelved

SUstaiiner,

p.

m. berth, to make way for

“Juvenile Jury,” coming back for

Pharmaceutical Inc.’s Geritol.
Sid Caesar has inaugurated his
Also scheduled to be axed the
own tv version of an "out of town" first of the year is the morning
tryout on his NBC Monday night
soaper "A Time to Live.” Its 9:30
show, but with the difference that
a.m. strip has been ordered by Borfar from being a boxoffice payoff
den’s for a serial being put to(unlike; the legiters where
the gether by Young & Rubicarn.
ticket
windows are open for
Despite the pending cancellapre-Broadway performances), the tions/ it’s understood the NBC’ers
budget is upped. Caesar, known here are prepping a concrete dolas one of the prime perfectionists lars and cents pitch to the homer
in the business, ordered a weekend office brass for more network ackinnie showcasing the full hour of tivity out of the 'central division
his show immediately preceding operation.
Argument, it’s figured,
his last week’s stanza, thus being will be based on the economic justienabled
to
trouble-shoot
the fication of getting the maximum
sketches, etc.
programming mileage out of the
it’s figured the one kino reported
Windy City shop;
so far was brought in at an outlay
of between $10,000 and $12;000.
Regular (nonrehearsal) kihes cost
up to $20,000. Understood that 12
Caesar footed the bill himself. InGIVEN V.P. STRIPES
cidentally, his sponsors, Speidel
and RCA, have okayed "Caesar’s
Music Corp. of America raised
Hour” for display over the full 12 execs to v.p.’s within five of its
Canadian web of 17 outlets. Last corporate subdivisions, and named
week, another NBC show, "Medic,” a current veep to the board of diwent CBC Wednesdays under the rectors of one of the subsids. Chief
same Dow Chemical auspices which emphasis was In MCA-TV Ltd., the
fronts the vidpix series, on Mon- telefilm
operation,
syndication
days.
where David Sutton was made a
member of the board and Alexander (Sandy) Stronach Jr., James L;
Stirton, Pat Kelley and Jennings
ABC’s Hot Disney
veepees.
B. Lang were nained
ABC-TV’s "Disneyland” ebriti Stronach and Stirton joined MCA
ued to take the Wednesday night only a couple of weeks ago, Stronine-city Trendex play away from nach in N. Y; after his longtime
the other webs in its second go- stint as v.p. in charge of ABC-TV
and Stirton as central division chief
rounc^ last week. Th
"Alice in
of the same web,
Wonderland” presentation got a
Other promotions to vicepresifull-hour Trendex of 30.3, with a dencies were Freddie Fields, Dick
49.2% share, compared with CBS- Rubin and Jay Kanter in ManageTV’s full-hour 17.2 arid NBC’s 9.8. ment Corp. of America, the live
In the half-hour breakdowns, Ar- tv packaging subsid; Kay Brown
thur Godfrey showed up best arid Audrey Wood in MCA Manamong the competition, with a 21.7 agement Ltd., which among other
compared with the second-half things handles literary representa"Disneyland” 29.8.
tion; Edd Henry and Ned Brown in
Show also boosted sets-i -use for MCA Ltd.; and Jack Bolton in the
the Wednesday 7:30-8:30 period. parent MCA.

,

t

EXECS AT

WNAC

;

...

placing Linus Travers. The Knight
disclosure came on the heels of
Travers’ announced intention of
opening his own consultancy firm
for radio-tv promotion and advertising.

-

L. B. Wilson’s death at 03 closed
out a unique force in broadcasting.
During- the late 1930’s, L, B. was
a big influence upon the thinking

and accounting

Monday-Wednesday-Friday
under a 26-week pact with

NBC.

probably go. into the
10:30 morning segment.
It’ll

-

JANE KALMUS QUIZZEft BOWS
"Where Have You. Been?'’

travel

packaged by Jane Kalmus',
will be launched by NBC Radio toquiz

morrow
p.

m.

(

Thurs.) in the 9:30 to 10

slot.

Moderator

is

Horace Sutton

arid

Brought up among Kentucky state
politicians, he was a born dealmaker, a match ariy time for a network vice president in Charge of
gobblygook clauses; Station relations reps both liked him as a
jovial companion with a rich fund
of ariecdota and feared his surgeon’s eye on the terms of their
contracts.
His suite at any convention, or at the Plaza when he
was visiting Manhattan, was always,
:

’

-

Biz;

he’ll

NL&B

Invade N.Y.

Chicago, Nov. 9.
With its billings topping $29,000,000 this year, nearly a 100%
crease in the past three years,

Needham,-Louis & Brorby is setting up a- full scale Manhattan operation. Veep Fred Mitchell has
bgen. shifted to New. York to head
up the new shop.

Richard Eastland will continue
Shop talk went in charge of the N. Y. radio-tv acon into the wee hours.
tivities. Agency’s 1954 radio-tv bi
A great host; Wilson did not him- will run close to $12,000,000.
self drink.
He Was a big eater of
.

a. rallying point.

.

sectors.

$29,000,000

of his fellow-station operators attending N. A. B. conventions.

20-Gooig*on-21 People

Cay.,

Borden’s would back the show
basis

to

Likes of L. B. Again been decided at ABC whether
be replaced at the web.
By ROBERT J. LANDRY

Names make;

panel consists of Merrill Mueller,
Harriet Van Horne and Peggy Me-

merits.

looks

Wilson—

prime interest

actors otherwise committed cannot
take on longterm, dual, assign-,

appointment

Another immediate task is memand TvB board chairman
last week that he
expects 100 stations to join by the
end of the month. Organization is
charging monthly dues equal to the
bership,

Dick Moore said

highest quarter-hour local rate of
the stations, and dues for networks
will be the sum total of their o&o
membership, rates plus a small
WNAC-TV Will probably be lim- overcharge for the webs themStation reps will be inited to a DuMont-ABC affiliation. selves.
(WBZ-TV is an NBC wrapup and vited to join as associate members,
the new video operation shapes and TvB is mulling a similar invistrongly as a CBS affiliate. O’Neil tation to telefilm distributors, although that hasn’t been entirely
is apparently hanging his decision
to a great degree on Knight’s decided yet.
Treyz was picked as president at
Gotham record,
a quickly-called meeting of the
TvB board and selection committee last week. Director of the ABC
That’s All!
web since early this year, he previously headed radio and tv reB’casting Won’t See
search for ABC and prior to that
was an agency researcher. It hasn’t

MCA

the news.
Come' next Wednesday (i7),
it
lust to all calendars, these 21. names;
Williarii C. Gittinger
(v.p. ), Howard -Meighari
(v.p.V. James
Kane (trade press), Lester Merrick, Bertrand Olton, William H.«
Berry, Helen Brattr.ud, William R. Busch, Ed Hall, Marie Dehler,
W. S. Hendrickson,. Robert Heuberger, James Keebin, Anthony
Kizis, Charles McCarthy, Robert 'Monroe, Victdr Rubei, Robert
Sammori, A. B. Treat Jr, Paul Wittlig, .Arthur Godfrey, will,
inake this news:
They’re this year’s additions to CBS’ 20-Year Club of longevity
staffers who’ll be partied and parchmented (not to mention those
$100 Defense Bonds, and 20-year gold pins).
Joining them will
be those who qualified for the "20” tiara before this. year.
Last
year, 22 employees joined the list, which now totals 133,
On the
N. Y. side of operations, among others in the elite society (excluding "Mr. CBS” himseif, board chairman Williapi S. Paley) are
Herbert Akerberg (statiori relations), J. L. Van Volkenburg (tv
prexy), John J. Karol (radio web Sales veep) and such other
execs as Jim Seward, Larry Lowman and J. Kelly Smith, plus director Jean Hight. The biggest quota
from the engineering

.

Knight

foods, etc.

tradesters like "a fresh blood”
angle, what with the imminence of
competition from
third Boston
tv Station, and, coincidentally, that

‘

also is the fact that
playouts limited to 10 chapters
lend
themselves
to
consistent:
changes in cast* With legit and tv
talent much more available, since

Treyz as presi-

dent and the final Resolution of intra-industry problems that slowed
its development.
Treyz, who will
remain at his post as director of
the ABC Radio network until- the
end of. the month, is starting to
select his staff, but hasn’t znade any
appointments yet.
Immediate
project
occupying

Said, will

Chicago, N6v. ft.
Unless there’s some last minute
switches, the Chi NB.C-TV produc-

3

following the se-

are five-footers, delivered in cases
be hoped they were!)
(it should
6-8330 and the simian was wearing a
diaper, probably for easier recognition by J. Fred; Muggs of the' "To-

;

ABC

from DuMont.

JU

setup.

1,

lection of Oliver

Treyz’s. attention is the filling of five
top spots in the organization, which
will carry a first-year budget of
They are a researcher,
$400,000.
a station relations chief and sales
promotion experts in the netwrirk,
national
spot
and lockl sales
day” shpw.
Treyz said this week that
Centralized in the animal deal fields
people
he’s
several
in mind for.
got
were exploitation values for Perkins’ "Zoo Parade” book being is- the posts, but hasn’t approached
.He
of them
them
yet.
said
most
sued by Rand McNally.
would come out of N, Y. agencies.
Overall approach of TvB, Treyz

Norman Brokenshire

;

NBC

below-cost “come-on” propositions

in a

.

the opener (2) but classrooms
in Ottawa, Montreal and Quebec sew and heard only five, of
scheduled 20 minutes.
the
First leased lines snapped,
then the Bell off ff ice snafued
cues on the emergency carrier

Westinghouse would
swap with. NBC on;
their Cleveland and Philadelphia

ABC

New York last
reptilian mood. He or-

gray-cheeked mangabey
dered
(monkey) and two ball pythons
from a local animal dealer, for
preliininary Use on a couple of the
web’s Gotham-based shows. Monkey and pythons are earmarked for
Chi’S. Lincoln Park Zoo.. Pythons

acting Corp.’s television series
Was properly
schools
for
goofed.
Schools in Ontario
and Quebec Were primed for

a

WPTZ

of Chi-

qulckied in

cago,

Ottawa, Nov. 9,
Opener of Canadian Broad-

return,

Westinghpuse’s
with
properties,
and
in Philly going to
the, network’s Cleveland o&o opration going to Westinghouse.
DuMont acquisition by
would be beneficial to the latter
from a variety of standpoints, but
primarily because, it would eliminate a sore spot of competition
which too often has resulted in
being obliged to make deals
with clients in order to meet the

ringmaster of eration on Dec.

NC-TV’s "Zoo Parade” out

'

maneuver

Perkins,

organization, Will go into full op-

sweets
’

but not otherwise a big
eater.
His move to Florida over
a decade ago was partly for health

He picked up a fabulous
depression-lemon
palace
which
cost around $375,000 to build for a
very nominal sum. Always a canny
guy for a bargain. This same canniness brought WCKY up from a
station across the Ohio River to
the leading mailorder operator in
the industry. Along the way Wilson had warm romances with, and
cool divorces from, both NBC and
CBS. He was too much the indg(Continued on page 48)
reasons.

WCBS Casualties: Joan
Edwards, Bill Leonard
With Joan Edwards in a sudden
nervous breakdown, her morning
five-a-weeker on WCBS, N. Y., will
be taken over as of today (Wed.)
by Lanny Ross. Latter singer already has two other cross-theboard stanzas on the CBS radie
flagship.

Another
Leonard,;

WCBS

casualty
hospitalized for

is

Bill

emer-

gency appendectomy, with Martin
Weldon subbing on "This Is New
York.”

)

.
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MURROW’S TOMORROW?

IN

Here’s the lineup On NBC-vs.-CBS personalities with the former
far outnumbering the latter; in getting the “Person to Person’’
profile treatment:

NBC

CBS

David Sarnoff
Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis
Groucho Marx.
Eddie Fisher
Iiripgerie Coca
Wally Cox
Sid Caesar
Martha Raye
Bob Smith
Ezio Pinza (While on the
,

Arthur Godfrey

Ed

Sullivan

Bil

&

By GEORGE ROSEN

:

Cora Baird

The scheduled appearance of
two more NBC personalities—Red
Buttons and Dinah Shore on the

PENCILLED IN

By

—

Robert Q. Lewis
LoWell Thomas
Garry Moore

Ed Murrow “Person to Person”
show on CBS-TV cues speculation
anew as to whether Murrow. might
not sever relations With William
S: Paley’s Columbia Operation, despite the fact that he enjoys the
dual status Of performer and member Of the board of directors, to
pledge allegiance to David Sarnoff
.

“Boninp’’ show)

Guy Lombardo (WRCA)

PENCILLED IN
Red Buttons
Dinah Shore
Vaughn Monroe

,

and NBC.
Once before Sarnoff had made
overtures to woo Murrow over, but
nothing happened. Whatever Mur-

Maurice Evans (Star of the
Hallmark Shakespearean pro?
ductions)

row’s wishes in the matter at the
moment, he’s bound to CBS by a
contract, reportedly a longteriper.
Murrow and Sarnoff are friends,
but the close bond that has existed
through the years, between Murrow aiid Paley is well known to
those familiar with the CBS picture.,
Nonetheless, it’s no secret
that Sarnoff envisions the day
when the transfer can be success-

Liye

&

Learn Dept.

Very. much in .evidence these

days in walking through the
wardrobe dept. at. the NBC*
TV Brooklyn, studios (major

home

of the color specs) are
the gowns ordered for Ginger
Rogers for her recent “Tonight

Nobody
at 8; 30" apearance.
knows just what to do with
them, and it’s been the cause
of a lot of wincing as NBC
execs, have occasion to visit the
studios..

,

—

.

.

.

.

To go by an

RCA

estimate, there
are about 10,000 television sets in
the U, S. that are geared to re-

ceive color; exaggerated, maybe,
but even so, a mere drop in the
bucket against some 32,000,000 of
the monochrome machines. Vet the
biggest current enthusiasts when it

up” their shows
are the auto manufacturers. With.
November as the key month when

coriies to “tinting

the

Miss Rogers’ gowns ate up
ap appropriation of $7,5.00. The'
whole thing, some say, could
have been wrapped up for a
few hundred dollars.
*

The Star

&

Next week’s

the Gar
“Shower

(18).

of Stars” will be a direct plug
in part for Chrysler Corp.
models in an “Entertainment
1

on.

Wheels”

reported seeking a"
same.
And,, inch
on the DuMont
scene, Paul Dixon returns to his
casing, coming regularly from. N.Y.
on Monday (15) after a month’s
is

upcoming Buttons, Shore stints),
whereas thus far only Arthur, Godfrey and Ed Sullivan among the
top CBS personalities (with Robert Q. Lewis coming up) have been
exposed to the “Person” treatment.
Question of Prestige
That Paley and CBS would re-

illness.

Such

hoopla.

corporation talent as William
James Dunn, and
Bishop.
(Chrysler’
O’Shea
‘TVs a Great Life’’), Eddie
Mayehoff, Rochelle
Hudson
and Gil Stratton jr. (Plymouth’s “That’s My Boy”) and

Michael

gard any such

Murrow defection as
a vital blow goes without saying.
Not so much for. the sponsorship
coin, entailed in his “See It Now”‘Person to. person” brace of tv
shows, plus, his radio bankrollers,
but because of the enormous prestige redounding to the network. So
much so that today Murrow is regarded as somewhat of a symbol
and a pattern setter, With practically the whole school of Columbia commentators cut of the same
Murrow cloth.

Murrow’s Champ

.

Status as

Femme

Danny Thomas (Dodge’s “Make

Room

for Daddy”) will be

i

the sketches; along with Betty
Grable, Harry James and Ed

Wynn.
Second part of show will he
around
the
various
makes, also including De Soto
and Imperial.
built

the major auto outfits are kicking off displays of their 1955 models, there’s a great big “cry” for
the hue as the four-wheeled sponsors present their regular video
all

fare.

Not known whether

Ed Mur-

it’s

row’s furrowed brow, Ralph Edwards’ dapper dan deportment or
the ‘.‘human interest” subjects examined by. the respective shows,
but “Person to Person” (CBS-TV)
now has a larger femme audience
than “This Is Your Life” (NBCTV). And that, according to the

Of
the

the

all
,

CBS

personalities on

Murrow

alone

enjoys

unique privileges for which he’s
answerable to no one. The fact
that he did a “Person” profile oil
NBC board chairman Sarnoff last
March may have created some uneasiness among the (CBS hierarchy,
but Murrow’s decisions on these
matters are unchallengeable. It’s

latest American Research Bureau
figures, gives “P to P” the “lady
looker” title nationally, with a
distaffer score of 56% to Edwards’
52%. Latter figure drops “Life”
to third in the Weaker sex sweepstakes, edged out by CBS’ “Studio
One” with 53%. ABC’s newly ac.

Ford Motor Co., for instance, has
been on a “tinting tonight” push
since mid-October on its Thursday
“Ford Theatre” vidpix dramatics
and comes through tomorrow with
“The Road Ahead,” Robert Bas- quired ‘‘Masquerade Party” sneaks
ing’s adaptation of a story by into fourth place via its 51%, in a
Mexican standoff with NBC’s “Rob(Continued on page 44)

known, too, that the CBS management and Murrow’s sponsors have
long sought to bring the non-inter-

connected

affiliated

stations

into

fective at year’s, end.

•‘what do you have to do to get a
rating” poser, for one thing, finds
the late afternoon. Pinky Lee show
virtually rebuffed on the agencysponsor marts, despite the fact that
it boasts one of the network’s high.

daytime ratings, second only, to
“Howdy Doody.” NBC is frankly
puzzled by the client brushoffs,
which has necessitated making it a

est

Co-op venture.
On the other hand there’s a lot
of Colgate coin riding on the post*

noon “Feather Your Nest”

cross-

the-board half-hour show (an Esty
agency-built package, but apparently
it’s
been going nowhere
either oh the rating front or in
(Continued on page 44)

can.”-.

-

dented “incentive plan” to expedite additional savings, which is
expected to be put into effect
shortly, after

months

The

of study.

network’s 40 or so tv unit managers have already been tipped to
trie
"incentive” scheme whereby
they’ll share
new production
‘

savings, v
One of the

With some- stems from

’

.

m a jor

raps, of course,
union contracts, nota,

bly NABET and IATSE, both of
which drain off a considerable

thing like $1,500,000 going into the
Sunday 'night monthly Max Liebma.n specials which it shares with
Hazel Bishop, Sunbeam decided to
do some retrenching at the end of
the holiday buying season.
The cancellation of “Ethel & Albert” may well represent sort of a
reverse English victory for NBC
prexy Sylvester (Pat) Weaver who
came out for a hand holding visit
With Sunbeam execs a couple weeks
back. While the Sunbeam people,
unlike
HB’s Raymond Spector,
have kept their disappointment
oVer the 90-minute hooperdoopers
to themselves, they're known to
have expressed concern. However,
the appliance firm decided to stay
with the big ship, casting off the
half-hour comedy instead.
Meanwhile the network expects
no trouble finding a new client for
the Saturday night period.
One
hot
prospect
is
Swift
which,
through the J. Walter Thompson

amount

of the coin.
The web
realizes its hands are pretty well,
tied on these fronts. .Nonetheless,

NABET’S

contract With the neta couple of months
to the scene say the'
in anticipation of forth-

work is up in
some close

arid

fur will

fly

coming

NABET

demands.

Eddie Mayehoff has become the
major tv casualty of the season with Plymouth checking out on
“That’s My Boy” in January coincident with the 39-week playout
spilling over from the previous
semester;. CBS-TV is in the midst
of attempting to sell Plymouth
house show but nothing finalized as
first

agenfcy, has been shopping around
y.et.
a. time slot in which to berth a
Horace Heidt package it has op“Boy” had a rough road from the
tioned.
The Heidt project, would start, aijd with NBC installing
be a roadshow affair built around “meteoric” comic George Gobel opthe homecoming of big name stars. posite the Mayehoff Saturday night
stanza, that marked a coup d’grace.
Mayehoff ’s second bumping
It’s
80G ‘Hunchback’ Load
since he had only a few weeks of
Two-parter of “Hunchback of exposure on his ”Doc Gorkle.”

for

the “See It N6w”-“PersOh to Person” picture via the delayed use of
Notre Dame” (Nov. 8 and 15) is bekinescopes, but Murrow has nixed
any such overtures, insisting on ing brought in for $80,000 in talent
ert Montgomery Presents.”
and production,
'good 10G above
Incidentally, this Friday’s (120 “all live” pickups of the shows.
It’s reported that a new “situa- the usual budget of the IlRobert
“Person” will include Rabbi Abba
tion”
has
developed
at
the
network.
Hillel Silver of Cleveland (others,
Montgomery Presents” show on
from the Coast, will be Tony Cur- This purportedly involves Mur- NBC-TV. Also at peak for the
$ desire to move his two late
tis & Janet Leigh).
It’s figured row
femme -viewership will be specially night shows, with their limited sta- Neptune Productions package is
hypoed because In Chicago the con- tion lineups, into so-called prime the cast of 80, plus the biggest sets
ever /handled by the web, with vet
gregation of Temple Beth Torah
(Continued on page 44)
legit-tv
designer Syrjala haying
will: rrimain after Friday night’s
worked on his drawing board: fbr
services to watch the show! Rabbi
eight weeks arid supervised the
Silver’s Son, Daniel Jeremy Silver,
execution over a three-Week per
is the leader of the Chi congregaUnder the two-part setup,
riod.
tion who
“arranged” the mass
the cost will * be divided' since
viewing.
show has a pair of alternating sponPackard Motors is dropping its sors in Johnson’s Wax and Amerquarter-hour Sunday night musical ican Tobacco.
starring Martha Wright on ABC-TV
(“Hunchback” will be reviewed
Mike Dann has been upped in after Dec. 5. Move, occasioned by
the Nov. 17 issue.
the NBC-TV echelon, from manager its purchase with Studebaker of in full in
of network programs to director the Chester Erskine “Reader’s Diof web program sales, a berth cre- gest” series on the web Monday
JACK CARSON’S REVAMP
ated under program v.p. Tom Me- nights; once again op^ns the 9:15
Hollywood, Nov. 9.
Avity. Dann will rep the web in post-Walter Winchell period for
Jack Carsbn has reshuffled the
house-produced shows and serve as sponsorship.
writing staff of his once-a-monther
officer liaison for clients and agenWeb is currently pitching sale of for Pontiac on NBC-TV, dropping
cies sponsoring NBC properties.
the time, but it’s not going to re- one writer and adding four. Leo
Within the web itself Dann will gain the show, which features the Solomon remains as one of the two
supervise arid coordinate the spec- Bobby Hackett orch in addition to original scripters, while Cy Rose
taculars in various areas, embrac- Miss Wright.
There’s an ‘option out, and Hal Goldman, A1 Gordon,
ing talent, press promotion and out on the period which expires to- James AUardice and Harry Winkler
have been, added;
-morrow (Thuts.),
l client-agency contacting.

SINATRA BLOWS DP

A HURRICANE HAZEL
Chicago, Nov. 9.
Toni brass arid their agencies are
simmering over Frank Sinatra’s appearance on the Hazel Bishop por.

tion of Sunday
spectacular. Toni,
,

ight’s

NBC-TV

which' recently
introduced its own ViV lipstick,
sponsors the singer twice weekly
on NBC radio for its home permanents.

What is especially rankling is
that Sinatra's name was used during the Hazel Bishop blurb, as a
tacit endorsement of its own lip-

Mike Dann Upped

I

wherever you

.

program directions.
The web, it’s understood,
now
ready to embark on art unprece-

,

Those NBC-TV daytime problems

“

is

Not that, this takes. NBC off the
spec expenditure hook, with such
items as, “Satins and Spurs,” “Lady
in the Dark,” “Tonight at 8:30”
going way above the sponsor-committed coin for the 90-minute extravaganzas. But it appears that
NBC is salvaging
good, chunk
of ..this coin from savings in Other

.

apparently are far from solved. The

break-even

on ty production in licking
“runaway cost” problem. It

year

fully maneuvered. When arid if it
does, the stakes will be high, not

for
also

a

a secret that
the network has been laying plenty
“out; of; pocket” coin on the line to
give the sponsor a financial assist in combating the “high cost of
tv living.” The month of September, it’s reported, has been the best
yet for the network toward closing
the
gap
on
outgoing-incoming;
coin on top-budgeted, entries arid
the keynote for the balance of the

him an NBC-RCA
Vincent Price Quizzer
directorate status, from all acVincent Price has a new roll— counts, but permitting Mprrow to
that of quizmaster on a tv series Write his own ticket
coin-wise.
by Bernard Schubert. A kine was
Whether by accident or design,
cut last week called “Key Witness” the intramural kickaround
of top
during which emcee Price queries, broadcasting personalities
Chicago, Nov. 9.
on “Peraudience re filmed dramatic vign- son to Person” has gone
overway
Sunbeam has handed NBC-TV its
ettes.
Show also has actor Don board on the showcasing of NBC
resignation
from the Saturday
Morrow.
stars on the Friday night show
DuMont, which cut the kine for (more than, a dozen, including the night “Ethel & Albert” show, efSchubert,
bankroller

achieve

hasn’t exactly been

only clinching

'dentally,

NBC

the year

of

first

to

status

;

Automakers Pluggin’ Away on Color as Sparkplug
For Sales in Race to Showcase *55 Models
4

the

hopes

stick.

Heflin’s

15G Nif

Hollywood, Nov,

Van Heflin turned down

I

9.

a $15,-

000 offer for a lead role in “The
Philadelphia Story,” on “Best of
Broadway” Dec. 8 on CBS-TV.
Heflin was paged to recreate the
role he had opposite Katharine.

Hepburn

in the Broadway presentation of “Story.”
Heflin said he nixed it because
he doesn’t want to do live tv now,
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Crosby sings and talks

in radio’s

most winning new show — live
nights a week, fifteen minutes a
night.

And whatever he

talks

about there’ll be guests to
,

every subject: show business,

fit

sports, philosophy, or a

word or

two on the'ponies. Coming at
9:15 (est)

it fits

of a fabulous

right in the middle

CBS

Radio line-up

that’s exactly right for informal

nighttime listening. Just before
Bing, on various

nights', there’s

.Perry Como, Stop the- Music,

Rosemary Clooney. Right

’n’

Andy Music

after

Amos

him, every night, the

Hall. This is the

crowd that draivs the crowd,
and the sponsor who
is

wise. For with

sells

here

The Bing

Crosby Show the advertiser will
find himself pleasing all the

people who’ll buy his product...
(as well as the people
sell it).

And when

so

who

many

enthusiasts get together,
vosts

come out next-to-nothing!

BiUllO^ELEVKIOIV
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WEBS
studio space problem on its hands, these
as it has ever been— particularly as it
Things are So bad that the
daytime programming,
web is contemplating originating two separate cross-the-board
shows from the same studio (8G, which also houses the Sunday
Studio 8G now
night Philco-Goodyear Television Playhouse).
houses the Colgate^sponsored "Modern Romances," and it now looks
another
the same studio
set
off
in
strike
like it*lL be necessary to
for the "First Love" cross-the-border which was brought up from

NBC-TV has a serious
days— about as serious
relates to

.

Hollywood, Nov.

By JACK LEVY
Washington, Nov.

:

Philadelphia.

NRG

.

meanwhile has been sending out some scouting expedi-

tions to explore theatre availabilities in Manhattan, but apparently
(Ironic aspect of situation
no- one wants to yield any properties.
is that NBC, as with alT the tv networks, found themselves relinquishing some valuable legit houses and turning them, back to
their owners: a couple seasons back when tl^e initial livedo-fiim
scare indicated that.the webs might be stuck with them. 1
Present serious shortage items from new daytime live, entri
and the flock of Saturday morning shows oil tap, including the
Paul Winchell-Jerry Mahojney half-hour, the new Dunninger and
Happy Felton shows and the possibility of NBC-TV acquiring
’‘Space Cadets" for Kraft. Moving "First Love" up from Philly,
coupled with the Colgate brace, of "Feather Your Nest" and "Modern Romances” as added starters, have all contributed toward the
daytime squeeze.
There has been talk, too, that "Lux- Video Theatre” may love
east because of a need for tv .scriptei's, but where NBC woufd
house the show is anything but settled business.
:

9>

in party control over the
next Congress is almost certain to
afreet the broadcasting industry.

Chances are with Sen. John W.
Bricker (R.-O,) going out in January as' chairman of the Senate In-

Commerce Committee

the

networks Will breathe easier.
Bricker will be succeeded

by

.

on

strictly

Sen* Warren ,G. Magnuson (DWash),: who is likely to call for an
evaluation of the current network,
probe pushed through by Bricker.
Magnuson may decide that a study
of network operation is needed but
for different reasons than those believed to have motivated Bricker;
Latter blamed web commentators
for defating his amendment to
limit the President’s treaty pow'ers.

Whether former Comr. Robert
F. Jones, who was appointed by
Bricker as majority counsel for the

his

He. wants

to

9.

Growing trend toward sharing

Career

sponsorship, on high budgeted

tv

shows took a startling turn this
it was learned that "I
Love Lucy” and two other highly
rated CBS comedy shows will give,
up half their time to Procter &
Gamble' starting first of the year.
Others are. "Favorite Husband” and
"Topper.”

Jackie Cooper has been doubling from his current ."King
of Hearts” legiter into the control rooms of tv. shows, where
he can be found these days
making copious notes. Tlve
ex tra - curricula r activity

Change

terstate

New

Jackie’s

week when

,

own.
be a tv director.

It is

considered Significant that

two of the clients are cigaret
makers; Phillip Morris, for "Lucy”
and Cameis for "Topper.” International Silver and Simmons mattress
co-soponsor ”H u s b an d.”
This
touched off speculation that the
cancer scare may have cut into
P. Morris sales and forced a tightening of the tv budget. It is not
known whether International
Simmons is dropping out.

Network Talks; No

P.& G

sharing will take .Morris,

off the hook. for. around half of th.e
time and talent costs of $2,500,000
Although AFTRA’s radio-tv confor the 39- week. season; Camel
tracts with the networks end next around $2,000,000, and eith er SimMonday ( 15) there’s no immediate mons or International; around
j

network investigation, will con-,
tinue on the study is to be detefprospect of a 'strike, against the
ined.
l
J ones, also an Ohio Republican, has been openly hostile to webs, George Heller, the union's
before
the networks in proceedings
exec secretary,, said this week. Neth FCC. It is unlikely that if he gotiati
which have been, going
stays with the inquiry, he".will play on sporadically for the past three
a dominant role.. Harry Plotkin, weeks; will be stepped up this
former FCC. assistant general coun- week, and if what Heller called
sel, would’ doubtless become ma- "signs of progress" continue, the
jority counsel for the inquiry if union will allow the negotiations
it is continued under Magnuson.
to spill over the contract period
His approach to a study of the net- without any strike action.
works would be more objective
Heller said that while, there
than Jones’.
hasn’t been any. actual progress in
Democratic control of the Com- the talks, there were signs that
mittee is also likely to affect FCC they would go smoothly.
He
operations, particularly in handling wouldn’t elaborate, but his comAlthough Sen. ment indicated that both the union
of UHF problems.
Charles E. Potter (R-Micli) was and the webs were in more conready to attack the UHF problem, ciliatory frames of mind than in
after hearings by his subcommittee, the past. Union is seeking, among
Tie was never permitted to issue other things, a non-contributing
a report on the subject., Magnu- pension and welfare- plan to which
son may resurrect the UHF in- employers would contribute 10%
quiry.
Sen. John O Pastore (D- of the. actor’s gross payments, and
R.L) is slated to succeed Potter as a 20% cross-the-board increase in
chairman of the subcommittee on network radio and tv shows.
Communications.
While
th
union-management
McConnaughey Opposition?
talks have been going on, the inIt’s possible the Democrats may
dustry itself has been meeting to
oppose Confirmation of George C- present a united front on the penMcConnaughey as chairman of the sion plan, with wide areas of disFCC. McConnaughey received a agreement reported among the
recess
appointment, as commis- webs as to a suitable proposal to
the let’s-get-dovvn-tosioner a month, ago. It was not ex- the union i
pected that the Senate would act work last-minute negotiations.
on confirmation until it meets in
January. But Bi’icker has already
called a hearing, for today (Tues.)
nomination al- STRIKE-BOUND MUSIC
to consider the
though the Senate did not convene
STATION IN PERIL
for the special session on McCar-.
In
thy censure until yesterday.
San Francisco, Nov. 9.
fact, Bricker issued his statement
KEAR. the strike-bound "good
on the hearing before the nomina- music
tation”
in
nearby San
But he had Mateo, will suspend Operations untion was submitted.
called on the President before- less its listeners join the “Friends
,

Jill

Corey, Applewhite Bookings Cue Charges
Agreement Violation

Pittsburgh, Nov. 9,
Civil war among three of the
town’s leading disk jockeys, and
along with it boycotts of records

by

certain

vocalists,
rowjy averted here last
result of a tv show on

Michael,

WCAE;

week

naiv
as a

WWSW;

Pallan,
as the rotating em-

featured

It’

Faces

Joan Blondell and Betty. Furness
have been pacted for "Let’s Face
It” on NBC-TV’s "Colgate Comedy
Hour” Nov. 21, with male lead not
yet set. "Face” was Danny Kaye’s
Broadway starrer and Bob Hope’s
Par pic.
This would mark Miss Furness'

which Jay
Barry Kaye;

WJAS, and Art
re.

was

Set ‘Face

Of

telemusical debut.

cees.

Program
Rhythi

,”

is

called

"Lullaby in

WDTV

over

Thursday

nights at 11:15 for half ain hour,
and it recently changed its format whereby Bob Parks, m.c, for
last year, had to pull out on
th
account of his production .chores
at
and the Thrift Drug Co.,
sponsors through its agency Friedman & Rich, signed Michael,
Kaye and Pallan to take over,
each every third week.

KDKA

.

was that the
three platter-spinners Were to use
Pushing the door ajar via ABCpaid guest talent whatever Paramount, with its dual tv and
as
ingers were in town working in theatre allegiance, Local H-63. the
clubs at the moment:. or here on New York white collar film union,
record promotions. " Michael was is making its first effort to unionthe opener in the* new series and ize office woi'kers in the television
last week it was Kaye’s turn and field. An organizing campaign got
when he announced that Charlie underway at ABC -Par 10 days ago
Applevvhite, of the Milton BeiTe and* according to Russel Moss, biz
pro gram, and Jill Corey were fly- agent of the IATSE affiliate, “it’s
ing in from New York as his first a little too early to prophesy the
guests, tile
next thing to hell outcome but the results so far are
broke loose. Both Michael and encouraging.”
(Continued; on page 42)
Local H-63 represents the N. Y.
!

white

the film
companies,' the exchanges, the labs,
and most of the large theatre
chains.
The United Paramount

9.

collarites

of

all

NARTB’s

Circulation

Imple-

mentation Committee, said last
week he expects that a separate
all-industry tv audit authority will

Meanwhile, the I A white collar
union has completed an rganizing
campaign at National Screen ServContinued on page 44)
(

NBC-TV’s Dec., x 13 .(Monday
night) spectacular will be a trailersalute to the Overseas Press Club
coinciding with latter’s dedication
its new clubhouse in New York.
Apparently the sky’s the limit on
this third "Producers’ Showcase”
tinder the Fred Coe banner, with

of

(

•

name members

of the fourth estate
group, regardless of their network

of Good Music,” a "non-profit society” formed to operate the station
duration of the
for
the
joint NABET-IBEW-AFTRA strike
against it.
Steve easier, president of the sta-

identification,
For instance,

brought into focus.

Bob Hope (NBC)

will

the emcee chores with Edward
Murrow (CBS), and among
R;
other scribe -and-describe princials will be John Daly (ABC), Bob
e onsidine (INS, et ah) and top byliners of the wire services. Already
booked is Sid Caesar, with additional star value -in the making.

split

made

the announcement in
broadcast last night
said union pressure
(Mon;).
forced over 30 accounts to drop
from the station, leaving only 10. A
There’ll be half a dozen writers
previous appeal fo^ funds from lis- involved,
with
Carl
Sandburg
teners in the course of the six- week working on a piece for the dedicastrike brought in $11,272 from tion ceremonies
and Robert E..
1,420 listeners. If the new appeal Sherwood to do a vignette. Richard
is successful, KEAR will operate as
Rodgers will contribute his own
a./ 'non-profit .station for the duramusic and is skedded for an appeartion of the strike ahdthen return
Included in the entertainance.
to normalcy/' If it’s, unsuccessful,
ment phase of the format will be
it will suspend operations tp reorballet briefie, an original pas de
ganize later along different pro- deux enacting "copy boy.” and
Washington, Nov. 9.
gram lines.
"copy girl” in a newspaper’s city
stations
television
Radio and
peopled
room
by. journalistic
WMAL-TV were
and
names playing themselves..
Finer for Dinah
struck .today (Tues.) by the AmerDinah Shore’s. Chevrolet show
ican Federation of Television &
will add ip minutes on Nov. 23
Chas, Powers to McC-E
Radio artists. Stations, which are fT.ues. for one-sbolter dramatizing
Vet tv director Charles Powers
owned by the Evening Star and the 50.000,000 car to come off theweek
General Motors line that, morning. joins McCann-Erickson next
continued
tion,

a

special

He

5

;

OKAY TO LUX
ON PIX PROPERTIES WMAL

COL’S

-

'

.

:

,

’’Lucy.”

William S., Paley, CBS board
chairman, now in Hollywood for
program discussions with Harry
Ackerman and Guy della Cioppa,
program veepees for tv and radio,
respectively, declined to comment
on the significance of P & G's sharing arrangement on
the three
shows because it came as news to;
him and lie wanted more time to
study the reasons behind it.

.

.

;

sales have never -risen above fourth
At. one time, Alfred Lyons,
topper of Morris', made an appeal to
televiewers to buy more of its cigarets
to
support the expensive

place.

.

.

be formed.
Such, an authority
Hollywood, Nov. 9.
would be financed by the industry
Columbia Pictures has agreed
an independent basis and per- to permit its pix properties to be
forin measurement work on a per- adapted
"Lux Video Thcatr
lanent periodic schedule.
third major filmery to sanction, are ABC affiliates,
to
Tfie new methodology, developed such teletranslations.
operate by Using network proby Dr. Franklin Cawl of New York,
Cornwall Jackson, vp.. of J. Wal- grams i
place of the shut-down
will be checked against viewing ter Thompson agency here, is cui- local shows.
meters, attached to tv receivers in renlly clearing. property rights of
An AFTRA spokesman said the
niple. homes.
These meters, de- Columbia product following stu- union’s New York office had been
vised by the electronics industry, dio’s okay. Previously, Paramount notified and. would take steps to
record
n tape the exact time a ami Warner Bros, had okayed Lux shut off the flow of live net shows
set -is in use and the channels adaptations of their pix on the in ex’eess" of th
ndiinally carwhich are tuned in.
hour-long NBC-TV show.
ried by WMAL- v
.,

half-shai'e.

;

Radio and TV Broadcasters. However. Robert D, Swezey,. chairman
of

,

hand).
In explanation of the short notice of the hearing, Bricker said
Theatres homeoffice has been one he has to. leave for Australia toof the main holdouts so far, and morrow (Wed.) with a Congresthe new drive is aimed to corral sional group studying atomic enthe theatre employees as well as ergy;
He said McConnaughey,
the tv staffers;
whom he had appointed as chairThis is the first move to or- man of the Ohio Public Utilities
ganize the office employees in the Commission when he was Gevornor
television field. Local IL63’s ef(Continued on page 42)
forts, therefore; will be Watched
With more than passing interest by
the networks and the vidpix pro-

Active pre-testing of the .new.
video circulating audit and measurement plan is to begin this week
by the Alfred Politz Research organization of New York.
It’s expected that the. test in the first ducers.

community will be completed and
data, compiled by mid-December.
The' study was initiated and developed by the National Assn; of

its

P, Morris has sponsored "Lucy”
since its inception four years ago
and it comes as a surprising move
that it will share half of the Sponsorship Of a shovy that has topped
every rating list almost from the
outset.
Despite the vast audience
attracted by "Lucy,” P; Morris

,

Understanding

Washington, Nov.

$1,000,000 fob

)

,

Curtsy from J. C: Swayze's "Camel (15) as chief of live; commercial
Caravan” will be the two-a-week production. Powers, currently disinger the 7:30 to 8 ride off

recting

NBC-

NBC-TV’s

"First

Love”

soap strip, produced "Welcome
'for
"Magic figure” car will be a Travelers” la.sL year in Chicago
Chewy (natch/; with event to be (Procter & Gamble,
an.
lie
was.
Pri
to freelancing,
filmed for inclusion on sh w, ,and:
Dancer-Fitz*
at
producer
special guests planned as addi- exec,
^geral'd-Sampie.
tional hypo.
TV.-

.

i

j
I

upper
upper

left:

John Cameron Swayze, from Los Angeles
from Chicago
Richard Harkness, from Washington, D. C.

right: /j/n Fleming,

lower

left:

lower

right: Bill

Henry, from

New York City
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VICE PR ESI DENT RICH ARP NIXON

model

*

-1

SENATOR PAUL PPUGLAS
NBC-TV planned its election-night coverage to provide the fastest, the fairest and the most
dependable news of

last

week s

exciting balloting.

The first was a telephone call during the telecast

Part of the reward came in the form of two messages.

from Vice President Richard Nixon. “T he
It is particularly excellent

screen

of the political fence another

“No one could have been more fair than NBC.

So much

coverage

for fairness. Vice President

method of reporting is

You saw the four-way

Nixon

It

have ever seen. You are to be complimented.

also said

”

said Vice President Nixon.

message came

in, this

one from Senator Paul

was a model of fairness,” said Senator Douglas.

:

“It is the finest technical job I

have seen*., the

split-

tops.”

split-screen, didn’t

you?

It

brought into your living room for the

continent- wide editorial conference. This engineering miracle

four top

1

coverage because of the objective reporting

Then from the other side
Douglas.

finest election

first

time a

made it possible to see and hear on one screen

NBC hews editors, in New York, Washington, Chicago and Los Angeles. You sat in as they met around

an electronic round-table and pieced together
informed national picture.

The

their inside regional information to give

You knew what was happening, all across the nation.

press echoed the Vice President’s words. “Technical legerdemain that

breath,” wrote Harriet

THE

had engineers holding

Van Hornev in her Radio-TV column in the New York World-Telegram and

FINEST... MODEL

OF FAIRNESS...TECHNICAL LEGERDEMAIN. ..words we

proud to hear. Put them together and they
television,

you a detailed and

accomplishments that have won

that of the next network, or nearly
1
•

1

testify to the leadership

and the

distinction that

NBC-TV an average evening audience 25%

V% million

more homes.
»

their

Sun.

are

NBC brings to

greater than

•

There’s

vin

Producer-Director: Sam Dann
80 Mins., Mon.-thru-Sat., lI a.m.
TPpical problem of juvenile delinquency is getting a going over
by the New York Times’ radio outA seven-part weekly
let. WQXR.
series covering that subject: was
inaugurated by, the' station Monday (8). Series is being aired over.
Alma Dettiriger’s cross-the-board
'*
stanza, ^‘Other People’s Business
Her usual half-hour stint has been
expanded to 40 minutes for the

New York
thought

of

school

a

which takes the position that

a
dramatic treatment of a real-life
than
a
situation has more impact
straight documentary on the. topic.
Not, at any rate, if the
Tairi’t so.
documentary goes straight to the
heart of the matter and deals’ with

On. “Babies
the people involved.
C.O.D:.” CBS’ expose of the baby
Monday, sessions.
market, the sobbing voice of an
Show’s format has Miss Dettinunwed mother who -can’t get .her
baby back, the consciously-re- ger interviewing authorities On judelinquency. Her guests on
venile
.who
woman
a
voice
Of
strained
itialer were Dr, Adele E. Streesehad One illegally-purchased baby
become blind and: another taken rrian, a practicing psychiatrist and
away~r-no actors could Simulate consultant for the Youth Consultathem, no script Could, possibly tion Service and the Women’s
Prison Assn.,, and Mrs. C. Frank
pack the. emotion they exhibit.
“Babies C.O.D.-’ was another in Naumburg, vice chairman of the
the series of continuing documen- Women’s. City Club Youth: and Law.
the
taries produced by CBS’ featured Committee. Latter reported on
projects unit (rid longer named work done by her group, while
that -now. that radio-tv news are former gave an interesting analycombined^, and presented on. an in- sis of the psychological aspects betermittent basis.
This.. ..was prob- hind juve waywardness.
ably the most powerful the web'
Dr. Streeseman cited poor parenhas ever done.. Story of the black tal care, as the major cause of jubabies is not new— venile
She also
market
delinquency.
there’s been newspaper and maga- tagged alcohol and the availability,
zine coverage a’plenty.,
But it’s of. transportation as other imporver been presented in such strik- tant factors;
Another View exing; human terms.
Producer Jay pressed by *her was that the punMcMullen and reporter Don kel- ishment should fit the personality
lerman could retire after, this one and not the crime. Opening show,
and still merit the lasting grati- incidentally, was subtitled “Youth
tude of the listening public.
and Crime in New York. Gity.’’.
There were the usual statistics,,
"ReFuture, lineup includes
of course, via interviews of welfare sources
For Prevention.” “The
service officials.
But these .were Child in juvenile Court,” ‘‘The
secondary to the stories of people.. Youth in. Criminal. Court,”. “TreatThere was.
taped interview with ment and Rehabilitati
“Instia
childless couple who, turned tutional Care” and “As T See Dedown by legal adoption agencies linquency in New York City.” a
for no apparent reason, turned to summation of the series by Kenthe black market, only to have one neth Johnson, dean of the N. Y.
baby turn out blind and a second School of Social Work, and Mrs.
returned to its natural, mother. Thomas Philips, chairman of the
There was. a short talk with a con- WCC Youth and Law Committee.
victed
black - marketeer,
who
Jess.
turned the blame on the apparent

WMGM,

and sticky pipes,

get

and CBS did

it

in spades.

aegis) major contribution was the
standard but listeriable collection,
of disks. Some of those easily re“Auf
“Valencia,”
called Were
Weiderseh’n,” “Count Your Blessj

,

ings,” etc,

it

22 arid currently understudying Geraidine Page iri “The Rainmaker”:
Peter Stqrer tapped as CBS spot saies account exec,
on B’way
while Edward G. O’Berst has been named asst, research director , ,T
Industrialist-painter. John. Myers and thrush Mary Ann Cohan guesting;
Ex-baseball catcher Joe
on Mutual’s “Manhattan Crossroads”
Garagiola, Who’s quitting the game for sportscasting, getting some
Vince
Scully
in
action on. CBS’ “Football Roundup.”
hints watching
Dr. Lee De Forest
as scribbler-director
James Rubessa to
feted last week at Fraunces Tavern by members of the De Forest
Paul Godofsky, topper at WHLI,. to. assume, a gab role
Pioneers
on a special stanza observing National Radio and Television Week
WAAT riow up. to three
William J. Murray to sales at H-:R reps
stanzas weekly ori “Hayloft Hoedown”* with thrush Tennessee Dawn
“Music Magazine” returns To
and Lou vCamis’ Singing Riders
First
tonight (Wed.j, Show; scribbled by Arnold Michaelis
place in Broadcast Advertisirig’s current “Best Satesrhan of the
Nancy
Month” contest is Bill Dalton, KOTA, Rapid City, S.D.
Ranson winner of Griumbacher Award in casein at Brooklyn Society
publicity
of. Artists’ annual .exhibit; She’s wife of Jo Ranson,
.
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Terpsichore Traffic, Or Harder’s Harem: Earl Harder, traffic mgr.,
of WRCA-plus-tv, puts in the claim that surrounding hirii in. the dept,
are six unparalleled, beauts in an eight-member sector! Orie of them,
Barbara Klopp, was Queen, of this year's! Mike-Press-Screeri dinrier,
and the others ’are knocking at the door for Miss and Mr. America
titles. One trouble, though, across the hall from Harder is the administrative asst to Peter Tintle, mgr. of NBC’s guest relations dept. She’s
Mrs. Earl Harder.
‘‘Caravan of WCBS Stars” opened Greater N.Y, Fund cariipaign
at Macy’s emporium yesterday (Tues.) via rallies on seven floors; With
a station persoriality assigned to level. Included in the Talent parade
were Lanny Ross, Bob Haymes, Joan Edwards, Martin Weldon, John
Henry Faulk, Galen Drake and Jack Sterling,
.Mindy Carson featured at ABC’s Plaza Hotel, shindig for advertisers yesterday (Tues.) arid oddly enough, she’s not contracted tp
that or any other web, so the affair may have beeri an “audition” for
Ed Robak installed last week as president of the
the chantoosie
Terry -Van Tell
National Society, for Crippled Children and Adults:.
pacted by Musterole for 13 weeks o.ri the ABC “Weekend News” packPegeen Fitzgerald prepping a pre-Christmas, onri-woman showage
irig of 35 of her oil paintings.
Ahierican Horne Products Corp. has inked as bankrolled of the
Mutual Friday night session of the Gabriel Heatter 7:30 p.m. strip
WOR’s merchandising boss Art Dawson collected the Mennen Co.
Art Rust Jr. has joined the
media rrierchandising award for. ‘54
merchandisirig staff.
,

OUTLOOK

:

With Wayne Collins
10 Mins.: Mqn.-thru-Fri., 9:30.

KGMB,

«m,

.

Honolulu

What Wayne Collins, top newscaster on a :top bracket station, is
his
attempting to prove With
nightly “Outlook” is an eyebrowraiser. *It’s

:

debunking— or
around

skirtihg
local

least

at

—the

edges

the

show

commentary

a

of:

scene,
his
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WWRL

Last week American Research Bureau made its top tv program
ratings available as per first-week-in-October measurement. This
week, the Nielsens covering the fortnight to Oct. 9 are ready for
the “look and see what we did” crowd. Strangely enough (or is
it? L of the six on the Nielsen Top TO which didn’t riiake it on
the ARBs, all of them are NBC shows, with only the Martha Raye.
show not applicable to weekly exposure (although Milton Berle
is not “regular” either, with 20 shows for- season). The only point
at which the two services happen to. coincide, is the down-themiddle fifth with Jackie Gleason unanimous in that spot and with
scores only about four points apart. Differing in positions but
with figures fairly close in both riieasurem.ents are “I Love Lucy!’
arid- “Dragnet.” CBS made it 8-fpr-lO on ARB, with NBC 7-for-10
in- Nielsen’s reckoning.
Coincidentally, and on the .theory that the No. 1 market of the
country! New York, with perhaps i(K?> of the nation’s te.tesets,
is strategic in the national ratings, the Gleason show was posted
No. 1 on ARB’s Gotham seoreboard,. with a 56,2 that ran past
“Lucy” for the first time since February, 1952. (Period is for second
week in October.) “Lucy” racked up 53,1. had. never been topped
ink N.Y. on the, ARBs, and- before the latest rating had never fallen
below a 60. ARB points oil t, by the way, that the October study
indicates a higher percentage of total tv sets in use, in the area,
but that, individual programs are rating: lower than they have:
the past. Current N.Y. scores range from the 56.2 Gleason high
to the 31.3 “This Is Your Life” low in’ the Top 10, while last year’s
rresprinding period ranged from 66.7 to 40,
ith latter figure,
the
li imu
needed, heretofore for inclusion .in the charthed,
.

:

30 Mins., Mon.-Fri. 2:30 p.m.
Participating
WFIL, Philadelphia
There’s nothing wrong with “At
Home’’
a
that
new blueprint
Couldn't fix.
The. hostess Mary
Dorr is gracious and charming, but
the plans for entertai ing need a
shakcup. The session opens with
closeiip of Mrs, Dorr asking view-.j
ers. to come in and join her in her
living rod;
The three visitors sit;
about the large- set; evenly and
widely separated; three- strangers
who only mix with the hostess are
introduced to the audience,, but not
to each Other.- They sit, and. bide
',

'

|

.

•

the prickly quality of most' femme
interviewers., she nev
takes the
play away from her guests.
On frame caught, ,a representa-

Sun Life Assurance of
Canada spoke on value of talking
oyer with an agent when

tive of the

things

planning financial future;
vet*
emariart expounded about four: of
life
92
diseases
communicable
from animals to man, and an archi.

showed slides of the “House
of the Week;’’ a regular, feature.
If there were a crying, need for an.olher interview show for free
tect

.

WMAQ
,,

.

WGN

ARB

of 35,4

:

compare:

ARB

:

Town (CBS)
Love Lucy (CBS)

Toast of

.-,52.3

1.

,521

2.

.47.7
4. Dragnet (NBC)
44.0
5. Jackie Gleason (CBS)
.41.6
6! Godfrey, Friends
CBS). 36.9
7. I’ve Got Secret (CBS)
.35.5
8. G. E. Theatre (CBS)
.35.4
9. Godfrey Scouts (CBS)
.35.3
TO. What’s
Line (CBS) .34:8

3.

2.

I

,

.

,

.

..

.

phia.”

IN

MINNEAPOLIS

kEYP-TV,

Tvvin Cities’ fifth video, station, going on. the air Jan; 9,
it has worked out deal with DuMont network So that
while furnishing many programs, will have no control, over
station’s tirne. Among other things, station will run the same movie
three nights a week, Tuesdays through Thursdays at 9 jp.nl. A new
Ch.ariges
tv studib is now under construction by the radio station.

announced

1955,

latter,

.

.

Bob Hope (NBC)

'.

.

My

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

.

9.

.

10,

.

in sales department of KSTP. tv arid radio, find Marvin L. Rosene
advanced from radio regional sales manager to general sales manager
for both tv; and radio; Karl A.. Plain, formerly national Sales rtianagei,
named radio sales development manager, arid William R. Brazzil re-

“GE Theatre,” which
to swamp the T9.2 of

,

1.

...

;

.

half-hour

.hourlong' “TV Playhouse’’ in the competing 30 minutes,. It
the GE telepixer's third; show of the season, with Ronald Reagan
si arring (he’s usually the host) arid: opposite: him was his. wife!
Nancy Davis. In rriid-October of last year,- “Playhouse” nabbed
41.9 to GE’s 2L5, but latter’s format vyas altered this season, with
dramatics holding sway.
Here’s how the .previously printed ARBs; and the latest Nielsens

3.

PHILADELPHIA

Charles Vanda, v.p. in charge of tv for
the board, Dec. 26, 1949
has accepted invite to speak at 10th anni of U. of Georgia’s
Bobby Shantz, Athletics
Radio and Television Institute, jan. 26-28
pitcher, will debut his own sports program on WPTZ, Nov, 20
Bob Horn’s “Bandstand” celebrates it» second yea^ pn WFIL-TV, Nov.
13
Michael Ellis, Bucks County;Playhouse impressario, starts a
nightly 10-minute tv show on WPTZ (8) tabbed “Tonight in Philadel-

.

the.

.

.

.

WCAU-TV,

.

Of considerable interest is
Tor Oct.. TO posted, a -national

.

.

.

.Circle.

.

'

.

Gabc Millerand celebrating first anni on his late night KYW radio
American Red Cross has cited WIP for outstanding support
show
Boake Carter, Jr., son of
of organization’s blood donor program
the late broadcaster, has started with WPEN as a news commentator
“Marian Kemp’s kitchen” celebrates its sixth anni on \yCAU^TV
Nov, 16, under the continuous sponsorship of American Stores Co.
Show started with two programs a week arid, was expanded across

i

i

then the three-a-day for-

.

.

.

//V

.

seeming to try. Not depending on
glamor or brashness, with none of

Boswell transferred to Radio Sales, New York!
Indie WAIT now ensconced in its
rep for the station
Judith Waller, Chi NBC’s education
Bldg, studios
and public affair’s topper, awarded an hqnorary membership, in theVirgil Reiter* Miitual’s
National Assn, of Educational Broadcasters .
midwest sales manager, into Gotham for homeoffice conferences
.
Maynard Bertsch airing his WLS “Dinrier Bell” show from the WisJohn
consin Farm Bureau convention iri Madison Tuesday (16)
strips featuring the Art Van Damm
Keown producing two daily
Keystone Broadcasting keeps
Quintet and hosted by Henry Cook
adding to its transcribed affiliation string, with 12 new outlets signed,
bringing, the total;, to 783
farm director Norman Kraeft
named, to the. American Farm Bureau committee to pick winners of
Don
the bureau’s distinguished service and citizenship awards
Evaris
Anderson hosting a new disk Session at 7 p.m. on
Fur bought a. trio of weekly segments of Bill Evans’ eye-opener ori
WGN
Actor John Barclay joined J. Walter Thompson’s Loridori
office-..,..; Late switch has Richard Orr, ex-farm columnist, rather than
John Fink taking over as the Chicago Tribune’s No. 2 radio-iv writer,
vice Tony Remenih who ankled the sheet to move to the Coast.
as eastern

new Daily.News

WMAQ

With Mary Dorr,

their time until spoken to.
Mrs.. Dorr has the knack of coming
through
stronglywithout

IN CHICAGO
WBBM salesman Jack

..

AT HOME

Gagh.

.

.

,

justified.

:

.

,

WCBS

.

Aft,.

as well.

’

cludes television spots to get the
widest audience, possible. “Babies
C. Q. D.” is worth at least a few
weH-promoted repeat exposures.
Ned. Calmer did a fine job as
.narrator; Alfredo Antonini’s execution of Ben Ludlow’s music Was
good and the. entire show had the
aura of bigtime, professionalism
about it that, alone can. retain network -radio’s position as an important entertainment-comm unications media.
Clian.

would be

CITY

CBS prexy Adrian Murphy addressed luncheon meet of Texas Assn.
Lanny Ross’ 6:30 p.m, show
of B’casters in Houston Monday (8) ,
Elizaon
gets crossboard sponsor in Auto Mfg; Specialties
beth Lawrence (“Road of Life,” etc.) ori “Aunt Jenny” through Nov.

chief,.'

about time that the network threw
promotion facilities behind
these documentaries, and that in-

lat

4444 44 4 444 4 4 4 > + +•

44 4 4 44

WMGM

Continuing as an objection is
of two gabbers when
there isn’t enough of interest for
one* to say. Tonally, these particular voices bear too much similarity
utilization

jts full

pitches,

.

.

and

Freitas

Accepting that premise, some of
programs seem sure to set up
that
stamp the top.
reactions
drawer scripting and voicing as
Program seems
“controversial.”
sure to win listeners, though good'Closer’ Closes
will is another matter,
ABC-TV is dropping <? Come
There’s an unfortunate chip-onCloser,” the Jimmy Nelson panel, the-shoiilder tone to Colli
choice
segment, after its .first 13-.vveek of words. He. either is a ShrevvQ
cycle is completed Dec. 13. Show student of word semantics or he
would have had to make way for needs an elementary course in that
“Reader’s Digest’- come Jan. 10 subject Even though he never
when. “Digest” preems. for Packard- quite draws a bead on the crux or
Studebaker, but the network will each problem or situation lie disfill
the, intervening three, weeks cusses, his comments are stimulating and add up as interesting liswith.film.
tening.
“Closer” was placed on the web;
Could be Collins is simply trying
this fall, as. a “must” sustainer by
to encourage. John .Public to think
virtue of a deal. set. with- Nelson for himself and riot blindly, swallow
Web couldn’t sell the propaganda. It’s an adriiirabie .aim
last spring.
show in the time it’s been oh the but isn’t it- equally true that a
air arid consequently is letting it. go crusader .unconsciously becomes a
altogether rather than switching it propagandist for his own opinions?
to a different time period.
Walt.

back and was presented with phony
death certificate.
No dramatic
approach could have rivalled the
obvious heartbreak of the mother,
and, incidentally, t e 1 e vis i o n
couldn’t, have done the job that
radio did on this program.
This
was something that only radio can
do,

44 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

.

Gaiivi 'V were
adept at clipping, off a series of
words that had continuity but no
and that
meaning
particular,
throughout ..the entire half-hour
heard. The hew ..casing’s (the second so far under the Art Tolchin

De

‘

.to

pseudo roman-

in

motif;

tic

1

tried

is

other as well as from competing
d.j ’s), depended on lazy delivery

.-a-

embarrassment to herself.
The real heartwringer, though,
was the in-person story of an unwed mother,, who, turned away by
legitimate welfare and unable to
support, herself, went to the black
market,
She had the baby -and
had it. taken away, but after many

i:
,

,

.

heartlessness of the; legal agencies.
there was a hidden-microphone interview by a pregnant
CBS staffer: with a black-niarket
doctor, who told her all the techniques for getting rid of an illegitimate Child without expense or

the Production Centres

NEW YORK

IN

going to buy.
sugar substituted for substance is
highly questionable. Dick De Freitas . and Aime Gauvin, who; didn’t
come across in the launcher (8) as
distinctive personalities, (from, each

haU sf ran

Y.

N.

'

And

f4 4
-

Woman’s World” from the averWhether the
age.. deejay stanza.

:

nights,

N. Y.
There’s little to distinguish “It’s

’

»

From

.

<

-

a

,

:

%
.

Participating

i

steepness

1954

10,

.

.

With Dick De Freitas, Aime Gau-

others

Producer: Jay (McMullen
Reporters: Don Kellerman, others
45 Mins., Mon. (8), 10:15 p.m.

CBS, from

A WOMAN’S WORLD

IT’S

BABIES C.O.D.
With Ned Calmer,

We^needa^ November

Variety

RADIO REVIEWS

32

.!;
•

signing as Minnesota: tv sales manager to join WJIM-TV, Lansing,
Bill Lansing, formerly of General
Mich., as general sales manager.
Mills, joined
to handle mercharidising arid special services
,
Walter Cronkite, CBS network personality, visited Bill Stevens, MinNorthwestern Federal Savings
neapolis Star executive editor,, here
radio’s Minneinked for sponsorship of
& Loan association
1
apolis Lakers basketball games play by play broadcasts
.

.

WCCO

.

.

.

.

.

WCCO

NIELSEN

Love Lucy
.....
Martha Raye (NBC)

52.9
.51,3
.49.7

I

Milton Berle (NBC),
Toast of Town
Jackie Gleason
,
.

Dragnet
Groupho Mar.
.

.

.

.

.

.

45.2
.

i’.-;

.45.1
.43.1

(NBC)
42.0
Comedy Hour (NBC)
.37.9
This Is Your Life (NBC) 37.8
Caesar’s Hour (NBC)
,37.5
.

.

.

IN

PITTSBURGH
WDTV

Bill Kelley,
salesman, is the new coipmander of the Variety
“Faith That Works,’- new Sunday
Club’s American Legion Post
night series at 10:30 over KDKA, has just been launched by Dr.
.
Samuel M. Shoemaker, rector of the Cavalry Episcopal Church
in
Kathy Senior; tv model, starts her own radio, show over
Latrobe next week. It’ll run for an hour at 3:30 Monday through
Friday afternoon, a combination phone quiz and platter session origi.

.

.

‘’

.

,

,

.

.

(Continued on page 44)
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1949

.

average

28.3

.

average

33.9

........ .average

29.7

.

.

1950,

.

1

951

.

.

.

.

1952.

...

average

26.4 against

DANGER

1953

....... .average

23.2 against

GLEASON

1954.

.....*

.average

22.2 against

GLEASON

.

.

.

6 YEAR AVERAGE
POINTS

1/2 the price of most

TV shows

1/20 the price of a super duperl

AND

SALES ARE

OLD GOLI
PET MILK

HOUR
New York

902

—

1270 Sixth Ave.,

!

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

THE ORIGINAL AMATEUR
Suite

i

City

1740 Broadway

RADIO-TELEVISION

54

P%rije¥y

Wednesday^ November 10, 1954

Nighttime and Daytime Overall Costs Include Production Expenses, Actors, Musicians, Writers,
Royalties , Freelance Directors, Set Construction, Commercial Announcements, Agency
Directors, But Not Time Charges, Figures Are Gross, Including Agency Commission ,
(Agencies listed by Initials are Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn; Dancer, Fitzgerald, <& Sainple; Foote,
gone & Belding;.J, Walter Thompson; Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles.)

Minneapolis, Nov.

Twin

down the

line

9.

newspapers

Cities’ daily

now

are' very

.

all

much

in the tv and radio swim.

PROGRAM

NETWORK
DuM
.CBS

About Baby
Gene Autry
Morgan Beatty News,
All

Beat the Clock

.

.

.cbs

.

CBS

Jack Benny
Milton Berle Show
Best of Broadway

.;

$1,800'

NBC

.

(Every 4th Week)
Big Payoff
Big Story

AGENCY

12,500.

Sylvanja

1.7,500

.

CBS

45.000

NBC

23,000

CBS

NBC

.

Ray Bolger Show

;

.

«..

.

.

,

.

.

.

Breakfast Club .......

&

.

.

Day
Allen.

.

...

Hour

......

.-Esty

ColgaterPalmolive

.

. ..

...

..SSC&B

.

,

.

Spark
Rr

A. 0

&

ABC.-

42,500

Lehni

CBS

P.abst'

ABC

22.500
23,000

Dodge

ABC

2.500

P'hilco,

.

.

;

.

.

Chi.

.

.

.

.

.

H’Wqod
N. Y.

•

..

.

......... .Milton

.

.

.

•

•

•

.

.

.-.

.

*

Martih Manulis

•

Wait Framer.

.

,

i

.

;

.

,

.

.

.

:

.

.

Pontiac

NBC

90,000

American Chicle

.

Goodrich

F.

;

.

,

.

.

,

,

.

.

;

.

NBC

,

Captain Midnight

RCA

.

.

.....

DuM

.

—

ABC

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

/.,.

,

. ...

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

,

.

.-.

.

.v.

.

.

.

.

Compton
....
Erwin, Wasey
.

.

.

BBD&O

audio

N. Y.
N.. Y.

D-F-S

Mary

......

(

Harris.

.

Frederick de Cordova

.

Ben Brady .....
Leo Morgan.
.

.

.SSC&B

Phila.

H’wobd

N. Y..
Var.
N.-

%

7;5.00

Wander

W. H. J phnson Candy

Co.

.

y.

.

.

.

. ,

.

...

.

.

. .

;

.

Francis ^McCall,

.

.

.

.

H'vvood

.N, Y.
,N. Y.

WCCO’s 53% majority interest.
is a minority
stockholder in the present Star
and .Tribune Co. stemming from
the local newspapers’ realignment
However, the latter

.,.N. Y.

...

Screen Gent

,

..;.N.

Y.

.....NBC

.DuM

........

Franklin Bruck.

Frink Telford

.

..N. Y.

Pontiac

....... .MacManus, John

35,000

DuPont

BBD&O

Mann
...

Holiner
Jack Denove
.
Jack Chertok
Ed. Wilhelm ........
Robert Jennings.
.

.

.

.

.

.

*

H’wood

.

.

.

... .

.

.N. Y.

.

.

.

.

CBS

ChronOscope

.NBC

Circle Tbe'atre

CBS

Climax
Imogene Coca Show

NBC

’

Gillette
P. Lorillarb
•

.

.......... .Maxon
V.

.

.

.

Armstrong Cork

,

Chrysler Corp.

,’d-f-s

.

Griffin Mlg.

Comedy Hour

NBC

..........

Perry Como Show :•*.
Concerning Miss Marlowe

CBS
;

.NBC

.

.CBS

Contest Carnival

Bob Crosby Show

CBS

.

.

15.000
(Per day)
60.000

.-,

wine

Colgate-Palmolive

.Ted Bates.

.

CBS

le.ooo

•

Larry Le Sueur. ........
Talent Assoc.. ....
Bretaigne Windust.
Ernest D. Glucksnian.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

•

.

.

.

.

.

.-•

.

.

•

.

...

•

.

.

.

&

.

...

Various

.

Lee Cooley.

.

.....

•

,-

.

.

Tom

.

.

N. Y.

...

’McDermott.

.

,

.

/

.

.

.

*

.

Tidewater Oil

.

.

.

..... N. Y.
.

.,.

.....
.Phila
....... H’wood
.

.

.Young & Rubicam
,Knox-Reeves
McCann-Erickson

.

......

.

,

,

.

NBC

Dear Phoebe

CBS

December Bride

NBC

Dish yland

.

Paul Dixon Show

.

.

Dragnet;
Douglas Edwards News

.

DuM

.

,

,

.

.

ABC

,

ABC
NBC
CBS

Block Drug

.

34.500
;
27.000
1.400
General Mills
(Per 15 mins.) Gerber Prods.
Internatiohal Shoe
Wander Co.
.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

400
(Per 10 mins*:
23.000

own

.Harry B. Gollen
Geyer Adv,

John Daly

&

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.David Heilweil.

.BBD&O,.-

.

;

.

.

...

N

.

Y.

.

Alex Gottlieb.
..... H’wood
.,
Frederick de Cordova
H’wood
Frances Horwich.
Chi
.

.

;

.

,

!

Weiss-

&

Qhller

Walt Disney

.

.

talent

H’wood

components that worked

with him prior t'o “Morning.
Armed with a newly created
business manager, Paar apparently is in full charge of the show’s
destiny from here in, come low or
high rating*
The Bairds .had six
weeks tq go on their CBS contract
and won’t lose any coin, but with
only those few weeks to go, it, was
felt by many in tlie trade that the
“dismissal” was “brutal.”

As
a

.Roger Gerry.../
*.

.

,

.

.Jess Kiinmel,

.

.

.n: y.
.

& Myers
Cunningham &*Walsh.,. Jack Webb
American Home Prods. .Blow
;. ... Douglas Edwards
American. Tobacco
.SSC&B.
Don Hewitt

Liggett

30,000

.

.N. Y.

.

.

Mogen David Wi

'30.000

.

people the crossboarder with his

.Benton A Bowles.
.Tatham-Laird
.... ,D Arey
.D’Arey
Tatham-Laird
American Motors
.Geyer ....
American. Dairy ...... .Campbell-Mithu
Derby. Foods
....... .Mc€ann-Erickson
Vitami
Corp.
BBD&O

65,000,

Dropping of the Bil &' Cora
Baird Puppets as a feature of CBSTV’s “Morning Show” was the
web’s why of palsy-walsying Jack
Paar, who ringmasters the 7 to 9
ayemer. Paar was able to cut the
puppeteers out from .under via an
updated paict with the network. He
took over the reins. in August afterthe show had been floundering,
since its preem last March.
Although many reviewers figured the

.

.

*

Nash Kelviriator
Campbell Soiip
General Foods

made

so.

figurines as one. of the stanza’s tbpl
ingredients, Paar was anxious to

.

.Tatham-Laird
Weiss & Geller
........ .Buchanan
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ABC News Dept
Danger

&

.N.- Y.-

.

H’wood

.

,

.

it’s

do

With Parr as Bairds

N- Y.‘

.

,

and,

N. Y.

H’wood
H’^ood

y.

Marquette,
..... Sherman
Charles Vanda
.Campbell-Mithun
'American Dairy ....
...
.-.Herb Allen, ...
Leo Burnett
Englander Co. ......
.’.

.

.

.

."MCA

.

.

&

Quaker Oats

advertising

Clear, will continue to

N. Y.
..N. Y.

Castlei

.

.

John Daly News

.

McCann-Erickson

S.O.S. Co.
.
C. A. Swanson
Toni Co.
... ...
3.300

•

.v..:,.

.

‘D'Arcy

.

ABC

.

Pierce
...Young & Rubicam

Coca-Cola

General Foods
General Mills

.

•

•

.Cunningham. & Walsh
Liggett & Myers
... ...
Miles Labs.
.... Geoffrey Wade
Benton & Bowles
Procter
Gamble

50,000
2,600
(Per 15 mins.)
6,500
40,000

.

&

S.O;S. Co.

NBC

.

.

'

Bermingham,

.

Johnson •& Johnson.

Coke Time

Bennett...

..Victor A.

..
•;.fc&b
....
McCann-Erickson ...

.

Lewis Howe Co

.

:

Lentheric
Longi nes-Wittn auer.

20,000
25,000
40,000
42,500

.

Lennen & Newell
Cunningham & W alsh

;

The Cowles* Minneapolis news?
papers do not accept liquor or beer
advertising; the Bidders’ St. Paul
dailies do.
WCCO tv and. radio
both carry considerable beer and
'

&

37,000

25,000
10,500

1941.

.

:

Cavalcade of Sports
Chance of a Lifetime

The other half of Mid-Continent
Owned by the Minneapolis. Tribune Co., a holding company of
which W, J. McNally, former local
newspaperman, is Resident.
It was explained that the present Star and Tribune. Co. has no
ownership in the Minneapolis Tribune Co., owner of half of th

in.
.

ra-

is

-/N:

:

Tatham-Laird

.

General Mills

WCCO

53%. controlling interest have
been and will continue to be owned
by Mid-Continent Radio-TV;! Inc.
One-half of the latter is owned by
Northwest Publications, Inc., publisher of St. Paul’s only two odaili
the Pioneer Press and Dispatch, in
turn owned, by the Bidder family
which also has. newspaper, interests
in other cities.*

Chi

.

.

2:500

fields.

The WCCO-TV and

&

.MacManus, John

......

...

Adams
... ...

.

. .

.

.

.

(V hour)
Jack Carson Show
(Once a Month)
Cavalcade of America

.

.

Kenyon & Eckhardt
Reynolds........ William Esty

.

R; J,

•;V

.....

.

Adams

6,000
( *4 hour)

.

.

.

JWT
.

Speidel Corp.
.

.

.

.

40,000

Rosenthal

.

.

Corp.

NBC

.

Charles Vanda*.
Gross-Krasne

.

.

.

Everett

Only two dailies, the Morning
Tribune and Evening Star.
/This
marks the Minneapolis
newspapers’ entry in the video and

dio’s

.

Div.

.- .

Mc-Cann-Erickson
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather
Lennen & Newell
..Stanley 'Shapir
Paul Henning
Warwick & Legler ... Bill; Warick
,v,
.Herbert Wolf
Grant
Jack Rubi
...
Petersen
.Hutchi
, Cliff

.

CBS
CBS

.

...»

.

W. Ayer

SSG&B.

’

.Quaker Oats
Procter & Gamble.
,
Carnation

hoiir)

..

.

D. P. Brother

Pl-ug'Di-y

Fink

•

.

the result of the purchase

The. company publishes the city’s

H’wood

N. Y.
,,.,N,'Y.

Berle,

.

It’s

by the Minneapolis Star and Tribune Company for $3,950*000 of
CBS’ 47% minority interest in local WCCO-TV and WCCO radio.
,

,:Wash.

,

,

.

.

SSG&B

.V. •N.

..

14,000
32,500

V

Camel News Caravan

Captain Video

.

.

;

.

.

.McCann-Erickson

American Tobacco

B;

Red Butions Show
Caesar’s

.

Jean Hollander
....... Hilliard Marks

........ BBD&O
......... .Kudner

National Dairy

10,000
25,000

(]

Burns

.

.

.

Simohi'4

Chrysler

Brighter

.

.

.

B'uick
Wes tingh ouse

.:

.

.

.

/Lever-

.

grig:
.

•t

Big Top
Big Town

Boxing Bouts
Break the Bank

,

,

Lucky Strike

42.500
90,000
100,000

PRODUCER

......... ..McCahh-Erickson ...... .Jules Power Prods.
.’.
.Ruthrauff & Ryan
Arman d Schaefer;
.....
, Geoffrey Wade
Scudder Boyd
......
....... jwt
Bud Collyer

Wrigley
Miles Labs;

22,000

.DuM

.

.

.

SPONSOR
Swift & Co,

COST

.

.,

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.....
....

.

.

.

.

...

.

,-N.

Y.

I .H’wood

.N.,Y.

;

of this week (8), Paar added
French singer, Michel Allard, to

regular
troupe
consisting
of
Charles Collingwood (news), Betty
Clooney, Jose Melis and Pupi
Campo. Elsa Maxwell goes in
‘•social editor” on Tuesdays.

.

Elgin

Hour

v.

.

.ABC

ABC

Stu Erwin Show

.

Fa ther Knows Best
Feather Your Nest

NBC

18.000
2.500

.

.CBS

.

,

...

NiiC.

NBC

Fireside Theatre
First Love

,

,

.

Ford Theatre

.

.

.NBC

.

.

N ±J U

CBS

...
;

42,500
28.000

..ABC

,

.

Faith for Today.

A’veo Mfg. Corp.
Pliarmaccut icals,.
Elgin Walclt

32.000
2.500
(Per 15 mi
231000
2.400
(Per 15 mins.)
29,000
30,000

t

Liggett

&

Sunbeam

Myers

.

Inc.

.

.

,

...

Corp.

.

...

.

Jackie Gleason Show.

..

.-»

.

.

.

.

,

CBS
CBS

37,500

CBS

72,500

11,500

/Young ^.Rubicai
.Cunningham &' Walsh.
.

.

.

P.

Lbrillard:

..

....

Young

.

Cp’lgate-PalmoUve.
:

.

&

Herbert Brodki
Hal Roach, Jr/.
Roland Reed/TV Prods
.

Thomas Loeb

Perri -Pa us

Seventh-Day Adventist Roekhill
Church of
America

.

Rubicam

William Esty

..

.

..

./.

,

.

.

Faith

for.

.-

; ..

.

.

.

.

:

.

.. .

.

,

.

.

N-.

Y.

.

N..

Y.

.

N. Y.

ios

Today ........ .N. Y.

Eugene B. Rodney.
Jack Selden ....
.

.

.

H'vvood

.

,

. .

.

.

,

.

.N.

.

Procter

&

Gamble

.

.

.

Andrew. Jcrgehs

Ford Motor
Parker Pen

enough time

Y.'

to

Nestle
Schick
Schaeffer Pen
.

,

•

.

.

.

.

.

......

JWT
JWT

.

.

Frank Wisbar.
A1 Morrison

.

....... Sc r.e e n Gems
Don' Sharpe,.

.

.

.

.

....... .H’vvood
;
-,N. Y.
.

.H’wood

.

.

'

.

.

/

....

.

..N.

Y.

.Young ;.& Rubicaj
.

.

;

....

.BBD&O
.BBD&O

.Sherman
........ Kudner

Byron Paul ......
.Mort Abraham
•

&

.

Russel Seeds
(Continued oh page 35)
.

prepare

new com-

mercials.

Compton

.Robert Orr
.......
.......

Singer
General Electric
General Electric

.

TV Ads

Philadelphia, Nov: 9,
Consumption of beer or wine on
tv commercials for showing on
WFIL-TV. will not be accepted
after Jan.
General Manager
1,
Roger W., Clipp set the year’s end
as a; deadline to permit agencies

)

.

Jane Froman Show
...
General Electric Theatre ...

Earle Lucl',fin
Edward Kletter

Marqur’te.. Jack Hurdle
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

. . .

.N. Y.
.

. .

.

.

N. Y. &
H’vvood
N. Y;

“WFIE-TV is proud
many beer, and wine
among bur accounts,”

to

number

advertisers
Clipp said.

“This step cannot be regarded
a

criticism

of

their

a

commercial

messages^ This development stems
from the" growing feeling on th
part of viewers that drinking beer
and wine can, and should; be re-,
moved from the commercials.”
Two years ago WFIL-TV barred
staffers from sipping wine, or beer
t as; part of the qommercials.

Wednesday, Novfittber 10, 1954

PROGRAM

NETWORK
NBC

George Gobel Show,

Golden Windows
Washington* Nov.

High

prices

of

tv

color

,

NBC

.

9.

Godfrey

sets,

.

.

COST

SPONSOR

35.000

Armour

2,500

.

.

.

CBS.

..NBC
.

.

.

4,500
12,500

CBS

.NBC

,

25,000
45,000

CBS

...... NB C

NBC

Home

Weiss

.

,

„

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

Puck

&

Rubicani

Leo Burnett

.Will Roland

..

N. Y.

BBD8cO
Bozell 8c Jacobs. ...
Jerry Frankcn.
..i..... .Liiiiy Ferri.
•

.

v N. V.
Albert McCleery ....... .H’wood

.

.

.

....

.

.

.

,

,

.

.

.

William Frye ....

.

.

.n. y;

,v,

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.Ben Park:
•

&

.

.

.

.

Leo Burnett
Weiss 8c Geller

,

.

.

Y

N,

.

Compton
FC8cB
.... Leo Burnett
.

... ,N. Y.

.

.

McCann-Eriekso..

....

.

,

Sc Geller

Young

.... ....

N:

Y.

Chi

Dick Liiikroum

.

......

..

.

n: y.

.

.

t

.

"Sunbeam
U. S. Shoe ....
U. S. Tobacco ...
Wesson Oil
.

.

Honestly, Celeste

,

CBS

.

26,000
90,000
2,085
(Per 15Mihs. )

NBC
NBC

Bob Hope Show.
Howdy Doody

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

The Hunter ........

30,000

CBS

......
I Love Lucy
I Married Joan
It’s a Great Life

comparable month of
Output has been pointing

.

-

;

.

Campbell Soup
Colgate-Palmolive
Continental Baking

.

Shoe

.

.

since.

Got a Secret

Justice

WDTV Goes Into

.

.

r

•.

•

*

«.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

..

...

1

i

Rocky King

.

.

.. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

?;Biow

i

•

.

... . . . . ...

.

Chrj'sler-Plymouth

CBS

22,500

R. J; Reynolds

Borden
American Chicle

NBC

28,000

.DuM

10,000

Kraft Theatre

....

ABC

25,000

Scibetta

i

;

•

N.;.

Y.

Jack Hope
.H’wood
Roger Muir............ N. y;
.

.

Edw.

Esty

J.

Mon tag ne

.

;

,

.

.

.

.

H’wood

Jess Oppenheimer ..... H’wood
.... H'wood
Young 8c Rubicam ..... P. J, Wolf son ..
........ H’wood
Ray Singer
McCann-Erickson
>
Dick Chevillat
Gil Fates
N. Y,
Wm. Esty
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Young
.

.

.

;

.

.

.

Pharmaceuticals,. Inc.

Own

.

-

•

.

.

Wm.

.

Joseph

....

......

Henri/Hurst 8: MacD
Leo Burnett
J. M. Mathers
Ted Bates
KenyOn Sc Eckhardt

.

.

Philip Morris
General Electric

NBC
NBC

Rubicam...

Rubicam

.

.

Welch Grape Juice
R: J. Reynolds

40,000
30,500
35,000

8c
8c.

.... Leo Burnett
Ted Bates
Ted Bates

Standard Brands

.

Fitzgerald

Young
Young

General Foods

Ludens

1

SSC8cB
Perrin-Paus
Stockton, Westi Burkhart

Kudner

.

.

Kellogg

color.

;

Bristol-Myers

Inti.

was in December that

on

...

ORIG.
H’wood

Bud Yorkin,
Ed Sobel
ThOmas Riley

.

FC&B

„Speidel

I’ve

Pitt’s

.

Earle Ludgin

consumer waiting-forcolor resistance until June when
production for the first time ex1952.

.

Friend-Reiss-McGlone
Curtains
Glidden Co. ........... Meldrum & Fewsmith
,BBD8cO
Oneida, Ltd.
Peerless Electric
... Hicks Sc Greist
Pepperell Mfg.
.... Benton 8c Bowles
Carvell, Nelson 8c Powell
Sawyers ... ........

Production this year continued

upward

..... .

;

Cameo

evident that the FCC would approve the current system of color
video, 'Production during December, usually the best month, was
less than half that of December

the.

.

.

Black and white $et sales began
ago when it became

ceeded

V

...

AVCO

falling a year

to

.

National Biscuit ... .... McCann-Ericksbn
.Fitzgerald
Wesson. Oil.
2,588
(Per 15 mins.)
Aluminum Co, of America. Fuller, Smith &; Kos
2,450
Ross
Fuller, Smith
American Greetings
(Per
Benton Sc Boles 8c
Mfg;
Participation)

-

NTSC

...

'

..

.

reflect

.

.......

Toni ....
Mutual of Omaha
Procter Si Gamble
Hallmark Cards
Inti. Harvester

of the tv freeze.
Even if
the current high rate of output is
maintained for the balance of the
year, total ^trunout for 1954 will
still fall short of 1953 when the
Industry produced 7,2141000 sets.
This was pnly slightly below the
record year of 1950 when the Korean war caused a buying rush.

It

;

.

Pillsbury Mills

lifting

authorized

.

35

PRODUCER

:FC8cB
Gardner
Young. & Rubicam.

FC8cB
........ Leo Burnett

Lever Bros.
Minnesota Mining

tuning.

of 1952.

.

i

Kellogg

.

FCC

,

,

.

Bristol Myers
Frigidaire

2,250
(Per 15 mins.)

.•

Approximately 20% of receivers
produced were equipped with UHF Hawkins Falls

.

Toni

.

,

AGENCY

Pet Milk
Procter Sc Gamble.

(Per 15 mins;)
Frigidaire
60.000
Pillsbury Mills

CBS

Friends.

Sc

while discouraging tint purchases,
apparently are causing a boom in
black and white sales.
A report Arthur Godfrey Time
issued by the Radio-Electronics-TV
Manufacturers Assn, last week
shows that the industry; is now producing at the rate of nearly 10,000,000 sets a year. September Output
hit a new record of 947,796 sets,
Greatest Moments in Sports,
based on. a five-week work month.
Turnout lor the first nine months Guiding Light.
of: 1954; totaled 4,733,000 sets, Of Hall of Fame.
which .only 14.538 were color units. Halls of Ivy/;.. ...

Untii recently* tv set production
has been running substantially below last year despite the opening
of new markets as a result of the

nADIO-TELEVI$I«!V

Pi&J/J55V

Kraft Foods

.

.

.

8c

Rubicam

..

Stark-Layton

JWT

%

John Riist-Talent Assoc -N.

.

.

.

D-F-S
Harry B. Cohen

......

:

Stanley Quinn ..........

i.

:

N. Y.
N. Y.

Fred Carney

With Studio-Built Groans
t

*"V

.

The day

Pittsburgh* Nov.

when heavyweight

visualize^

Kraft Theatre

9.

25,000

Kraft Foods--..

25,00c

Campbell Soup
Ihtl. Shoe
v

Lassie

title

.

CBS

....

.NBC

Pinky Lee Show.;,/.

fights might be staged in a tv center for an audience of several hun-

1,833

(Per part).

dred million

is going to be realized
somewhat abridged fashion Robert Q. Lewis
with the launching of wrestling on

in. a

.

18,000

...

they’ll sit

in— at

.

.

.

.

.

.

S

C.

C. .A;

regular admis-

BBD8iO

.N. Y.

Maury. Holland
H’wood
Robert Maxwell Assoc
Lee Wainer ...
..... H’wood

...

.

.

.

McD.

Henri, Hurst 8c
J. M. Mathers.
(no agency)

.

Johnson

.

..

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

,

.

Swanson

.

.NBC

200,000

Oldsmobile

.

.NBC

200,000

Hazel Bishop

.

.

,

.

;

|

.DuM
.DUM

4,500

.

.

.

..

Rai Purdy,

...D-F-S
.

Mi)es Labs.

Max Liebmari Presents
sion-on the bouts.
(Saturday Series)
Anchor Sanitary Co., which sponMax Liebmah Presents
sors a late' night movie on WDTV
(Sunday Series)
every Wednesday at 11: 15, is bankrolling the idea on an experimental

.

Lvjderis

Sweets Co!
Best Foods
DOeskin
General- Mills
Helene Curtis

WDTV right from its studio. Channel 2 recently moved into the new
Gateway Center and can accomniodate; an audience of more than 300,
and

....JWT

.

been

in the future that’s

Cook
Dick Dunlap
Fielder

'

.

.. ..

.

N., Y.

Grey

BBD&O
Ludgin
Needham, Louis

8e

Brorby

Geoffrey Wade
Tatham-Laird
D P Brother

.Max Liebm

.

.

.

N,.Y.

,

.

;

Sunbeam

basis;
For the present, wrestling Life Begins at 80 ,
Life Is Worth Living,
will be a once-a-month attraction,
(Bishop Sheen)
with pix. continuing for the other
Life of Riley
three Wednesdays.
The
Lineup
Alex Bentley, well-known impreLinkletter’s House P-arty
sario
the
.

.

.

.

*

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

in
grunt-and-groan business, will be the matchmaker and
Wayne Griffin has sighed to come

on from Chicago as the announcer
The Lone Ranger
arid
commentator.
If
wrestling
works iup the expected interest, The Lone Ranger
Anchor may drop the movies alto- Love. of Life.
gether and stick to the mastodon- Lux Video Theatre
Daddy
murdering on a regular weekly Make Room for
.

basis.

ti

s

15,000;

NBC,
.CBS

34*000
25,000

CBS

31,000.

M

'

Reynolds
Serutan
Admiral t>or;\
.

Gulf Oil

Brown

i(

on

.

CBS

NBC
ABC

25,000
17,500
12,500
36,000
40,000

(Danny Thomas)

.

'

*

;

.

Barry, Enright

...

Erwin, Wasey,.

.

Tom

Friendly N. " Y.
N- V.
;

.

McKnigh.t
.Jaime del Valle.
John Guedel.
.

>

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

H'wood
H’wood
H'wood

BBD8cO

,

Knox-Reeves
D-F-S
......
Biow

American HomeLever Bros.
Dodge
American Tobacco

&

Frank Bunetta

Leo Burnett

*

Pillsbury
General Mills
General Mills

Perrin-Paus

Buchanan
Edw. Kletter

Young 8c Rubicai
Ted Bates.
N. W. Ayer
Leo Burnett

.

8c Willini"'

Hawaiian Pineapp.e
Kellogg
Lever Bros.
.

.ABC
CBS

,

.n; y.

Raymond' Spector,

.

Jack Chertok
Jack Chertok

.

.

.Richard Dunn.
.Cal Kuhl
, Louis F. Edelman

JWT

.

Grant

.

.

.

.

H'wood
H’wood
N, Y.

H’wood

.N. Y,

BBD8tO

,

(Alt. wks.)
!

Mama

CBS

....

Toliy Martin

Show

Masquerade Party’

IN

NBC

.

.ABC

.

26,000
12,000
20,000

,!•

-

-

ization.

NBC

Medic

31,000

Dow

CBS

21,000

NBC

9,000

Ray Millahd Show

CBS

37,500

Garry Moore Show

6bs

40,000

Meet

Millie

Meet the Press ......

.

!

.

.

•

•«

•

t

•

MacNrinus, John
Adarns....

•

Carter Prods.
O’Cedar Corp. ......

-

Pan American

...JWT

Revere
General Electv?
Small Appliance
Best Foods
Borden Milk

Chun King

•

.

.

•

•

•

;

St.

.

Georges

Maxon
Young

;

8c

.

•

Hoover

•

Leo Burnett
Leo Burnett
Leo Burnett

.Leo Burftett
Maslond
Anderson & Cairns
Miles Labs,
....... .Geoffrey Wade
Simoniz
.Tatham-Laird
Soilax,
............. Scheidelerj, Beck Sc
-

.

.

Werner
Toni
Yardley

.JWT
.

,

.Leo Burnett
N. W.. Ayer

(Continued on page 38)

.

Lawrence Spivak,

.

.Harry Tugend

Herb Sanford

Kellogg

Swift

•

.

,

.

Frank Galen\

.H’wood
;

.

,

,

.

H’wood

...

.

Wash
H’wood

Rubicam

DCS8cS.

Converted Rice

C. H.

N. Y,

Key

8c

Leo. Burnett
.

Frank LaTourCtte
.

...JWT

.;>•

San; Antonio—Wayne Kearl has
been named new national sales
manager here for KGBS-TV, according to Frank G. Huntress, Jr.,
prez of the Express Publishing Co.,
new owners of the outlet.

-

.

Comstock Foods

H’wood
•

Turner

.

•

.N, Y.
.

8c

;SSC8cB,;.,

•

...
•

Carol Irwi

i

Chemical
:

.

Alan Yorki
.Herb Wolf.

Young Sc Rubicam
Emil Mogul

Remington Rand
Knoriiark Mfg,
(Alt. Wks.)

RTDG CLAIMS

Chicago, Nov. 9.
National Labor Relations Board
has rejected.-' changes of unfair
labor practices filed against WGNTV by the Radio-Television Directors Guild,
Chi regional board
refused
to
issue
a complaint
against the station oh the grounds
of “insufficient, evidence’’ to support the Guild’s claims that several
directors
were discharged for
Union activities.
'Station has refused to bargain
with the Guild on an initial directors’ pact, arguing that the cuemen are supervisory employees
and therefore not subject to

Benton Sc Bowles.;
Tatham-Laird

General F(?ods
...
Tohi

N. Y.
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WBNS Sez Columbus
Discovered America’s

——

V—

Modern Romances

Mr. Peepers

,

.

Husband

.

.

>

.

.

.

.

.

My

Margie.

Little

.

.

Colgate-Palmol.ve

2,400
(Per 15 mins.)

American' Tobac:.
Johnson’s Wax

40,000

NBC

20,000

Reynolds Metals-

CBS

27,500

Inti..

NBC

30,000

Simmoijs Mattrc
Scott Paper

CBS

25,000

American Home:

-

Name That Tune,

AGENCY

SPONSOR

COST

NBC

Robert Montgomery Pres i\U

My

.
_

Silver

ABC

19,000

CBS

71,000

Aluminum, Ltd.

On Your. Account.
One Man’s Family

CBS

13 500
3,447

Procter.
Serutari

Same.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

Ozzie

&

NBC
CBS

....

.

.

.

ABC

Harriet

People Are Funny

•

.

23,000

ABC

22,000
24,000

Person

to

CBS

Person

Place the Face,
Playhouse of Stars.;
Portia /Faces Life..

.

NBC

.

CBS

CBS

Private Secretary

Producers’ Showcase:
(Once-a-Month)

;

.

.NBC

.

ABC
NBC
NBC

.

Roy Rogers Show
Mickey Rooney Show

.

100,000
25,000
28,000
33,000

ABC

Sec It Now
Seeking Heart
Dinah Shore Show

.

•

Shower of Stars
(Every 4th Week)
Smilin’ Ed’s Gang,
Sp Yoii Want to Lead a B""’ 1
Space Patrol
.

Sports Showcase
Jo Stafford Show ....
:

Stop the Music

NBC

.25,000

CBS

100:000

ABC
ABC
ABC

21.000
12,506

General .Foods

.

Hal Roach,

Jr.

.

/

.

Art Stark.

/

.

......

..

.

.

.

;

N, Y.

H’wood

.H’wood

.

,

N.Y.

.

v

.

.

.

N. Y.

was in Columbus in 1950 arid
not in Chicago in 1952.
I Well know the futility of claiming first because .someone will now
come forth with documents proving that in 1922 the first tv children’s program was actually broadcast for the Indians in a hut in.
Jack Rabbit, New Mexico.

.

.

.

.

.

/

.John Guedcl

......

..,

.

,

.

.

H’wood

.

,

Raymond Spectov

.

;

Kenyon.

,

.

Bentori

.

.

Jesse Zou:’
Joe Landis,:.^..
.Wiliam- Self. .....

;

.

.

.

.-

.

& Eckhardt
& Bow.es.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.Ellington.
.

Hollis

.

.Leo Burnett.
Leo Burnett

.

N. Y.

Var.
.

.

i

,

.

*

.

H’wood

.

..

Prods
Beverly Smith
.
Jack Chertok-, ......
-...Fred Coe.
......

;

.

.'N/ Y.

.

,H r\vnhrl

.

.«rv,.

N. Y.

Eckb'Tu.t

.

,

.

.

.

1

.

,

,

Biow
Blow

.

Carl Hoffenberg
Herbert B; Leonard
Jack C, Lacy
Joseph Santiey

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

1

.

.

...

.

.

.

,N. Y.
.

A. Burke. Crotty

H’wpod
K’wpod
Var.

Myron. Goldriian;
.

.N. Y.
N. Y.

.

.Geyer
.Biow
.Fullei*, Smith & Rr
.Compton
.Campbell-Fward
McCann-Erickson

Gartil;

Fred Friendly .
.Minerva Ellis/..
Robert Banner
.Nat Perri

s

.

:

.Leo Burnett.

....

.

.JWT

..

.

Ralstori-Purina
Nestle

.Gardner

.

.

Boyle-Midvva

.Geyer

Cecil

.

Gold Seal

&

.

Exquisite Form
"
Quality Goods. F T

.

Grey

,

Edw.

.

...

Frank, Perrin,

...

.

.

.

.

.•*

Jim Lichtmari.,
Helen Mosejr

.

N. Y.

Chi

H’wood

Gould,.,.

.Joe. Cates.

.

,DuM

10.000
15.000
20.000

V CBS

DuM

.CBS

Sunday News Special
Super Ciicus

CBS

3.5.000
.8,000

...ABC

5,000

.

Talent Scouts
Television Playhouse

CBS

That’s

My

.-.NBC

.........

Boy..

.

.

Thfey Stand Accused/
This Is Your Life.

Toast of

.the

to

.

CBS

.

DuM

.

NBC

.

Three Steps

Lipton

Young

Heaven

.

Tow

.

NBC
CBS

Today

NBC

'.

Texas Co.

27.000

Chrysler Corp.

.

40.000
5,000

W,

.

Y.

,.N. Y,
N. Y.
N; Y.
n. Y;
, .Chi

.

.

.

.

•

f

%

r.

Mario Lewis

H’.wood

.

.

.

lit
.

,.

.

.

.

,

.

.-.

.

.

.

Chi

H’wood

.N, Y.

.;.... Var.

Sullivan

Robert

“Garroway At Large” is being
blueprinted for revival by NBC-TV
under the same Ted Mills production banner that masterminded the
show during its pioneering Chicago
originations which
weft halted
some three years ago. Mills is a
producer for the web, his current
big ^identification being via “Blackground.”

Dave Garroway’s ex-variQty format will be dropped.
"such, but.
not his “wanderings’’ around the
set.
It’s being- mapped by Mills
as a half-hour, “profile” of famous
persons .merging live and film

sequences in semi-daramtic form
arid
utilizing
th
“catch-all"
employed
for
“Background/’ the films of which don’t
come from the celluloid studio but
from an electronic camera photographing
the
rear
projection
screen (thus closeups, etc., are

camera

.

.Caroline Burke.
.

air.

!

H’wood

....

the

Jerome. R. Reeves,.
Program Manager.

,

Bendick,

N. Y.

worked up

after the shooting).

Also out of the Mills production
beltline i§ a film series that’s been
worked on for three months and
nearly ready for auditioning as a
transatlantic tv stanza involving
persons and places in widely separated areas.
_•

.*

»»

& Adams

.BBD&O

Wash.

JWT
.MaxOn
.Ted Bates
.Charles... W. Hoyt
vCampbei 1-Mi thu

ChemioaJ
Helene Curtis

.

Beattie' Nov.
Washingtonians spoke out

Move would
advertising

-William

BBD&O

.

&
BBD&O
Hicks

Wm,

.N. Y.

I

&

......

John W, Loveton
Robert Sloane
.....Ed Bailey:.
George Elber
.

Newell.

.

.JWT

(Continued on page 40)

.

& Ada ins

Cariipbell-Ewald

L&nnen

Harbach

Greist

Esty

.Lertneri

on

have, banned liquor
television

in

the

Broadcasters Assn.

.Campbell-Ewald

.

9.

defi-

between the hours of 8 a. m.
and 10 p; m.
Committee that,
worked against the move was spear-,
headed by the Washington State

.Krupriick & Asso.
.Young, Sc Rubicaf
N- W. Ayer
.Fitzgerald
.Kudrier

.

Move

state

.MacManus, J oh n
.Earle Ludgin

.Peerless Electric

Defeats

nitely against “censorship” of television in the. Nov; -2 state election
by rriore than 3 to 1.

-McCarin-Ericks
.Ted Bates
.Gardner.
.Henri, Hurst, iVlcD
McGarin-Ericksori

BBD&O

Dow

Strife

To Censor TV liquor Ads

:

Telechron

P. Lorillard.

Harmon,

Fran"

.Bo Bernstein

U. S. Tobacco
Chevrolet. Motor
Curtis Publishing

Florida Citrus

;n:

.

.

,

.MacManus. John

,

P. Lorillard

,.

Richard Vori Albr
.... Axel Gruenberg
.

&' EckharJ.l

.BBD&O

Westclox
R. J. Reynolds
Chevrolet

Puck

Compton

.Honig-Cooper
.Lynn Baker

,.

Publisliu

Wembley

35.000
26.500
21.000
11,000
25.000

Larry-'

Cy Howard

..Ayer

Cu.rlis

.

1,500

New5i Film.
Patton.

.N,:

..

..Gordori Duff,/;.

Wi

Coast F'sherics

Reardon
Royal Typewriter,

.

-

...

.John W. Sbaw
.Richard A. Foley

Owens-Coi'ning
Polaroid

(Per part)'

.

CBS

Ed

Armour
Atlantis Sale.

Morton Packing
Nebraska Conso'
John .Oster Mfg

.

N«.

.Kenyon

..Maytag

.

.

.Geoffrey W.a'de.
.

Lincojmivlercui'y

General Electric
Grocery Store P-.
G, Washington
Malt-O-Mcal

.

.

.

.

.Compton

Florida, Citrus,

.

Rubicam.
Rubicam

Raymond Spector

:

Chemical
Empire. Pencil
Fedders-Quiga

.

.

.

.

,

Hutchins

Frank E; Duggan

Dow

.

...

.

(Durante Show)
Donald O’Con nor

Brown & Ha'ey

Topper
...CBS
Treasury Men in Action.
ABC
Truth Or Consequences ........ NBC
Twenty Questions
... ...
ABC
Two for the Money;
CBS

.

Plymouth Div.
5,000
35.000

/

NBC

.

.....Phil

.Kudrier

Consolidated C
Hazel Bishop
Procter & Gair
2,588Miles Labs.
(Per 15 mins.) Procter & Gam
>•,

(Per Part)

Tonight

&
&

..Young,

Goodyear

50,000-

,

=.

.

,Le.o Burnett

Phiico

Texaco Star Theatre,

.

:McCarin-Ericks6ri
.Bcintpn & Bowles.
.Leo Burnett,,

Norwich Pharm;

30.000
40.000

NBC

.

F.sly
.BJaxori'

Kellogg

(Half-Hour) Mars

.Frank Telford. -r.
Wait Framer.
...Revue Prods.
Felix Jackson

Klclter

.Wiri.

we know,

as

“Aunt

.

,N. Y.

(Alt.

The Stranger
Strike It Rich
Studio 57
Studio One

as far
started

‘GARROWAY AT LARGE’
DUE FOR TV REVIVAL

Chi

..Paul Harris;....

.

H’wood
H’wood

,.N; Y.

.

.

.

WGN-TV

....

.Grey

weeksl
Pharmaceuticals
Colgate-Palmolive
H. J: Heinz
Westinghbuse •"

.

.

we

over WBNS-TV, Columbus, four
years ago, we had the first successful tv program built 6n„ sound
and proper teaching principles
and aimed at stimulating children,
not Creating hysteria among them.
We’re not alone: in our. high
opinion of this show, which Is on
daily. It has a very high rating,
having been consistently in the
“top: lCi” multi-weekly shows for.
this, area, and is frequently sold"
out.
Some of its sponsors are:
Bosco,
Pickerington
Creamery;
Gerber’s, F. & R. Lazarus Dept.
Store, and Mystic.. Tape.
So—for the record, we were
first. But more important, there’s
room for many more, enlightened
children’s
programs and we’re
never happier than when we see a

new one-on

...... N. Y.
.n. y;

,

Pr.esbrey

Campbell-: Mi thu

.

v

....

.

.

However,

When

Revue Prods /

.John Aaron...

.

.

!

.

Brown Shoe
Brillo

....

.

Fcasi cy

Rubicairi ,

&

.Keriyon

Co.

Procter &
Chevrolet
Chrysler

Larry Berns

...

Ozzie Nelson.....,/
:

& Eckhardt

.

.

Aluminum

&

Young
Keriyori

.

:n. y.

...

;

.

&

.”

Well, Sir, with all due respect to
Miss Waller, Mr. H§iriemann, Dr.
Ilorwich .and sill their little dings
and dongs, if any pattern was set

y.

N'

.

.

..i..Bob Quigley.,.
.. Carlton E. Morv

.

.

.

American Horne
Bpyle-Midway

20.000

.

.

Robert Saudek

,

.

Berrii

.ABC

,

/

Rubio-

Leo Butriett

.

& GamK

Procter

&

Lambert

...Bbd&o
.

Bayuk Cigars

1,776
11.500

.....

.FC&B

.

.

General Foods
Green Giant

1.0,000

.DuM
CBS

.

/i ...

22.500
13.500

.

....

it

Bowles

.Edw. Kletler

Whitehall Pharm

CBS
CBS

...... ....

Norman Tokar.

Gbodson-Todman

.

.

Hazel Bishop
National Biscuit

14.000
13.500
13 .500

CBS
CBS

Secret Storm

&

Benton

.Biow
..Katz ......
Campbell-Mithu
v. .Leo Burnett
Lenrien & Newe

Pillsbury

Saturday Night Fights..
Search for Tomorrow

.

Bu-

.

American Tdbac.
Ford

35,600
240,000

&

.

.

.

RCA

Martha Raye Show
Bin Tin Tin

-NBC

:

.
,

.

this “set the patter

.

...

;

Schlitz
•

Hal Keith,.
.

.

:

.

.

American Oil
Ha m m Brewing

.

cago Oct. 12 dateline stated that
“It all started back in 1952 when
Chicago NBC education director
Judith Waller and program manager George Heinemann launched
‘Ding Dong School’ as an expert
ment .on WNBQ.” You also say

lv.

.

...Young
..Maxon

Toni

Toni

Y.

,N.

..;.N. Y,

.

JWT

Pepsi-Cola

15,000
32,500
14,000

.CBS

Your recent story with a Chi-

/.Abbott Kimball
.

(Per 15 mins .)
29,000
Gerieral Foods
34,000
Hotpoint.

NBC

,

...JWT

& GamK

Frawley
.

,

Editor, Variety:

Louis A'RvoVby

.Guild, Bascorii

.

Lambert,

Pepsi-Coia Playhouse

.

ORIG.

Wilbur Stark..
Jerry Layton
Robert Montgoi

.

SSC&B
SSC&B

.

Scott

.

.

JWT

.

, ,

Norcross

Our Miss Brooks

,

.

..

.

.

Buchanan & Clir/.on
Frank
Young &;.Rubicarh >
Young & Rubicam

.

.

.

.

...

BBD&O .....

,

;.Needhai

.

PRODUCER

.Bryan Houston

,

,

'

Omnibus

the

.

.

.

Carter
Ralston-Purina

Nairic’s

Ding Dong Kid Pattern

n

^

Columbus.

NETWORK
NBC

PROGRAM

Favorite

——

Continued from

.

.

&

Newell

.,

.

.

>

Gil

Fates

.

.

..

.

.H’wood
.

f.

i.

.

..

N, Y.

H’wobd

.N, Y.

,,

N. Y.

SHIRLEY

GODLEY TO DuM

Shirley Stone Godley. is DuMont’s .hew manager of advertising*
promotion and merchandising. She
replaces Norman Ginsburg, who
ankled the outfit last week.
Mrs. Godley is the third femme
in the web hierarchy, the other

two

beirig biz manager in sales
Lynn Cleary, and account exec
Marge Kerr. The new appointee
joins DuMont after a stint at ABC.
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Lone Ranger thunders

across the

In

its five

ABGrTV

fabulous years on television, this program has

udience in the millions.

RIDES AGAIN

channels.. •sponsored by General

The

fiery horse, the faithful

won award' after award, and has an
Masked Man

Indian friend Topto, and the

himself have been renewed- again and again by their pleased sponsor, General Mills.

American Broadcasting Company

You're in smart company on

Made^in-Britain
The welcome mat

is

thriller,

“The

out for an old sponsor

Vise,”

makes

nd a new show. The show

i

hit
“The

guing series which introduces some fresh British talent. Sponsor: Sterling

Bayer Aspirin and

Phillips

on

ABC

Vise”.

.

.

Milk of Magnesia, old friends again demonstrating confidence

You're in smart company on

A m erica n

an

intri-

Drug Company
in

for

ABC..

Broadcas ting Co tup a ny

—

,
...
.
..

:

tiAPio-TELEvisioiv

4«

.;. .

.

..
.,
..

.
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Pfiisi&rr

Cooking Expert

Pitt’s

TV Program

Estimated Weekly Network

Costs

Plug, Welches

Continued from, page 38

NETWORK

PROGRAM

CBS
......ABC
Valiant

Lady.

COST

SPONSOR

7,500
35,000

Lever Bros.

......CBS

14,000

.ABC

25,000

.BBD&O

U.

S. Steel..,.
(Alt. Tues.)

Tom

a

/

«

*

•

•

...
...

.

.

.

*

.

.....

Drug

Sterling

•

.*

...

.

,

.

.

.Leo Burnett ...........

»

*

...

.

.

.

.

.-.

*

i.

.

i

.

.*»*'•

&

«•

25,000

Firestone Tire

CBS
CBS

35,000
27,500

.D-F-S
w...
Procter & Gamble .
Jules Montenier ...... .Earle Ludgin.

DuM
.CBS

.ABC

.

.ABC

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Carl

.

Green

....... .Sweeney

••*««••••

•

James.

.

.

.

Young

&

has been branching out on the

....

.

....

.

.

;

Edward

.

J.

&. Harry Lee

Danziger
Fred Heider

.

.

.

...

.

Charfes Powers. ...
.Gil Fates;..,.....
.

.

,

.

....

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.Chi

'\

.N. Y.

.

•;

.

.
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.

N. Y.

.

.

H’wood

.

H’wood

decided to switch to their wines
the, pre-holiday season. That
Neumann’s cooking
gave
Miss
backers pause for thought.. They remembered how a lot of mail used

.

N;*Y,.

to

for

.

.

N. W. Ayer.
Prudential Life ...... Calkins & Holden
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli
Rosefield. Packing
. .
.

.

...

.

. .

.

.

....

.

.

Chas. W. Russell

•

N. Y.

..N.

•

•

« >

i

i

NBC

.NBC

.

De-Soto-Plymouth
Procter &. Gamble,
American Tobacco

Warner-Hudnut
10,000

.

.

LA

1

.

.

. . .
.

. .

.

.

... .
.

Quaker Oats

BBD&O
John Guedel.
A Bowles. ...... Tom Lewis
BBD&O
.Don Lounsbery
.Kenyon & Eckhardt
.Benton

.

.

.

.

Y.

>

.

17,000
35,000
33,000
37,500

.

.

... .

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

H’Wood
.H’wood
.

.N. Y.

.

Needham, Louis

&

Brorby.

Reinald

.

Warrenrath^.

,

.

sta-

as a commercial spieler on
programs other than her own. One
was for the .Welch people, on
Wednesday nights over Channel 2.
So long as the Weleh pitches,
were for jellies, etc., everything
was all right. But recently they
tion

Y.
.N, Y.
,N..

Rubieam

.•

.

Electric Cos.

WDTV

,N. Y.

•••«»•«•*» .David Lowe. . >
Allen B/ DuMont Labs
3,500
.... ...
.Edw; Kletter .......... Fred Henry.
.....
,
Serutan
2,500
(Per 15 mins.)
.William Spier. ...... ...
General Mills
31,000
Gold Medal Flour..... .D.-F-S
O-Cel-O Div. ......... .Win, Esty
.McCann-Erickson.
...
ABC News Dept; ......
Gruen Watch
18,000
American Safety Razor McCanmErickson
(Alt. wks.)
.Matt Harlib
,
.Maxdn
; . , . .
Packard Motor
7,200
22,500

Kay -Neumann, who has been the
recipe expert every day on
for the last couple of years, is a
case in point. Lately Miss Neumann

.N. Y.

....

•

Remington Rand

Willy

........

ABC

......NBC

....

Theatre Guild

General Mills
.

.

on Welch

Pittsburgh, Nov. 9;
Cooking experts on tv obviously
have to live in ivory towers, too.

PRODUCER
ORIG.
James Green .......... .Chi

AGENCY
.McCann-Erickson

...

a Stew Over Wipe

In

.Chi

come whenever Miss Neumann,

occasionally put vino in her ehafing
dishes. It was all of a protesting
nature; against the lady chef’s
of anything with in alcoholic
tent.

They didn't, like it at all and
made *06 bones about saying so.
Since then, Miss Neumann has
been careful to keep spirits of any
kind out of her dishes.
So when the Welch thing came
up, Miss Neumann figured it would
be the better part of valor to clear
than be

out: of the picture rather
putting in the plug for a

product
her cooking audience might fake
offense at.: The Welch spot has
since gone to Eleanor Schano, local
tv model and announcer, who has
no Compunction about being associated with the product..
,

MOVING vanGBS-TV

Prexy’s Double Take
In Electronic Age

Van Volkenburg found

J. L.

out

the hard way that parents should
be more aware of what their children are up to.
The GBS-TV
prexy was lunching in a private

dining room of. New York headquarters last Friday (5) when in

walked an aluminumized Cardiff
Giant to Confront him with his
mechanistic antics.
The promenading bulk of a geometric Frankenstetin was the “Electronic Man,”
devised as a publicity, stunt by
pressagent Bob Fuller to call at;;

tention to this new identifying feature of: the 9 to 10 am. “George

Skinner
N.

Show”

on

WCBS-TV,

offspring of “Van’s Web.”

Y.

The bossman did an

B G G E ST
I

SWITCH

N TV H STORY
I

I

electrifying
double take, hypoing his metabolism as: the towering gent with the
:

capared uround
Van Valkenburg
nonplussed and completely
minussed, to say the. least, until
informed of the ruse, and then displayed his sense of humor, by shaking the hard hand of the men
encased in the silvery habiliments.
The Electronic Man stopped
traffic during the lunch, hour last
Friday in and about 485 Madison
Ave. He and his mentor, Skinner,
made a tour of hq, paying respects
to Merle Jones: and other v.p.
brass, with one special payoff.
Dub Rogers, the promotion-happy
metallic shroud;
the di ing table.

was

Bell System technician stands

switch Light's

Diamond

by to
program

Jubilee

(0

television’s largest single audience,

of
KDUB-TV, Lubbock,.
Tex., took one look at
while
starting out to lunch with the
web’s Ed Scovill anl put
an
order pronto for a replica.
If
there’s an agent in on the fabrication deal, that makes still another

owner
It

EM

was Sunday, October 24,

The

largest:

history

and

o'clock

EST

the switches, were

Diamond

Jubilee program to

people than have ever before watched a
event as

it

person happy;
EM & Skiner didn’t do too good

thrown

two hours the television networks

for

carried Light’s

This

’

was only a few seconds away.

At nine
......

commercial television hook-up in

early that morning on West 49th
on the outside looking in on
Dave Garroway^emceed "To-

mor

St.*

the

singlet

day” show on NBC-TV.
There
was nothing on the metal-bodied
hombre to indicate identification.
There must have been, private

occurred.

is still

another milestone in the

eye* at work, however,, for the
NBC.’ ets held lip placards Which
"Hello,
readi
George Skinner”
and “Go Back to WCBS.”

development of the Bell System television
network that nly
of less than

six years

ago consisted

1000 channel miles. Today that

network, adds

up

to

more than

61,QOOi

Yablakoff’s Yiddish

channel miles.

TV Dramatic Package
The
nd

job of building

more

Yiddish actor-producer Herman
Ysblakoff is prepping a tv dramatic series in that tongue with

facilities

of adapting existing channels to carry color

—will continue to keep pace with the
television industry’s rapidly

Howard

The
Liss collaborating.
of New York’s Second Ave.
legiters Will star himself and have
w.k, players in the supporting
vet

growing needs.

cast.

Providing transmission channels
for intercity television

today and tomorrow.

EL

L

TELEPH O

N E

SYS TE M

Included in the package, with
William Morris Agency handling,
is an adaptation Ot “The Pyatz”
(The Clown), a Yablakoff . vehicle
for some 20 years.-
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ZtiStiET?

who wants

Here’s the phow for the advertiser
the tremendous

New York

wrap up

to

juvenile market.

f

It’s

the brand

new Ramar

New York area

.

.

*

series

.

.

Judging by the performance of
markets,
in

New

it

will

.

never before seen In the

available for showing on any

new

this

TV station.

series in other

smash the records chalked up by the

old series

York.

And what

records those. are!

On WPIX, on Sunday

at 6

pm, with

attracted the top audience in

its

its

period

5th re-run,
.

.

.

won

Ramar

a bigger

audience than any other regularly scheduled program on

WPIX

.

.

.

any other

^on a larger

station, in

The Ramar record

is

audience than any other program, on

any period up
a revelation.

feature to a national phenomenon

opening show. In

to 7

It’s,
:

pm

on Sunday !

grown from a weekly

Berle plugged

it

on his

Sunday Dispatch ran a full
page on youngsters playing “Ramar.” Fbr one advertiser,
St, Louis, the

400 route men (and their helpers) wear Ramar pith helmets

—and boost
special

sales. In Philadelphia, Lit.

Ramar

.department

The new Ramar series can
in

New

Call,

—with

Brothers

is

opening

a*

a 25V admission charge!

help you write that kind of success

York.

write or wire to get the complete story

—now.

A

.

,
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Harvey’s Hospital Plan

ABC

Radio sold its second 15minute Sunday night news segment
featuring Paul Harvey, this one to
Bankers Life & Casualty Co. of
they pull on me at the close,” she Chicago, which will bankroll the
named newscasts at 10 p. m. on the Sabwrites ... Leon I. Mirell
a$st. director of CBS-TV biz affairs bath.
Harvey’s other Chi originain H’wood, and in N.Y. an appointtion on Sundays is at 6 15 for Belment is Lawrence B. Gumbiner, as tone. In addition, he’s got a quarHoover
of traffic
acting
ter-hour crpss-the-bpard afternoon
cahcels CBS-TV’s Gary Moore (in
which it has alternating Monday /strip;
Bankers deal, for its White Cross
stock in the 10:15 a,m. segment)
after Nov: 29, but will enjoy Deg. Hospital Plan, was set via the
13, and 27 plugs on a “no charge, Grant, Sclnvenk & Baker agency of
no pay" basis. A. E. Staley Mfg. Chicago.
Co, (Sta-Flo Liquid Starch and
Swectose Syrup) picks up the quar-

New York

,

Cheerful Note of Week: Surgery
performed last week on Mike Boscia, of CBS Radio press, while revealing a shoulder tumor, showed
no malignant tissue. He's already
Dummies on
on road to recovery
the new Curtis Publishing TV
with TV
competition
Week (in
Guide) already making the. rounds.
First issue due about Jan. 5.
In the wake. Of last Week’s elections, Roger Price suggests that
both political parties hire Hazel
Bishop to develop a. ripri-srnear
Jack Grossberg, excandidate
scenic coordinator for “Hit. Par
rade” and Milton Berle show, pacted by Guy Lombardo as production
mgr. on the orchester’s telepix
shows via Music Corp. of America
WCBS-TV’s Margaret Arlen to
Washington, D.C;> to attend, special
White House reception, during
which President Eisenhower will
Harmon aviation
the
present
awards. Harry Marble her sub on
“Morning Memo.” for one day.
Doeskin cancels its segment of
Robert Q. Lewis CBS-TV show
mid-December but reorders as of
Gillette will
JanT 7 for 26 weeks
underwrite Blue & Gray (north vs.

:

i

.

.

,

’

.

hour On ABC; Alfred Hopson,
toi
“Justice”
(Thurs.); Doreen Lang, same web’s
“TV Playhouse” Sunday (14);

wow

'

Dame
Lealiy,. ex-Notre
Frank
coach, dramatic teledebiit on “Cavalcade of America” last night
(Tues.) on ABC; Merrill E. Joels,
doubleheader (Nov. 8 and

'

W

in

15)

“Hunchback of. Notre Dame” on
NBC’s “Robert Montgomery Presents.”

ducer,

Joan Sinclaire, tv proon lecture platform with

Television, U.S.A.” “You
Should hear some of the questions
‘‘Inside

.

!

.

i

.

.

TV Comics

Script Writer

....

blonde.”

•

<*

.

CBS-TV’s “Lassie” show of Nov. 14 will; find the canine W'helping a
of TO pups, with sponsoring Campbell Soups going; all-out
“name-the-pup” contest and bther gimmicks with big prizes.) to
capitalize on the accouchement.
Lassie is currently taking, lessons in mothering since he’s a male.

litter,
(

WestinghoUse Broadcasting Co. putting out Program Cues, a newsIt’s masterminded by Richard Pack,
national program manager, and Vol 1 No. 2 funs six pages encompassing tips, service items, tidbits and breezy one-liners.
letter for its radio-tv stations.

WBC’s

Seventh annual communion breakfast of Radio-TV-Ad Industries is
set for Nov, 28 in grand ballroom of Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N. Y., to
follow 9 o’clock mass at St, Patrick’s Cathedral. NBC’s Jack Costello
.will toastmaster and WCBS’ Jack Sterling will emcee.
Moderator is
the Rev! Timothy J. Flynn, radio-tv director of N. Y. Archdiocese.
Unit is known as CARTA ( Catholic Apostolate—Radio, Television and
Advertising), with membership, of 2;000.

when he mentioned his forthcoming tv show coining up, Miss Corey
him she’d like to appear, on it
because it would give her a chance
to see her folks, Pittsburgh befold

ing her home town, and Applewhite figured he could tie .in a

.

Must Hava connections with Now
Box #116,
Variety, 154 W. 46 St., Now York.
Yprk booking agonfs.

1

Columbus—-Williairi H. Spericer,
and director 6f the South Bend
Corp., has been named manager of
WCOL, Air Trails Netork station
here, effective Jan. lv Air Trails
is owned by former secretary of

v.p.

Commerce Charles Sawyer.

disk promotion job, which lie had
long before planned, here at the
same time. So Kaye told them to
come ahead, he'd be delighted.
Kaye said he hadn’t gone out
specifically and made a pitch for
the two singers, and Michael and
Pallan were somewhat mollified.
They wanted to be assured, however, that from now on, no talent
except that in Pitt actively working at the time would be used by
any of them when their rotation
comes up. on the show..

Assured that would be the case,
once more settled over
Row and the contemplated
more preference for film rather boycotts were cancelled.
Dallas— Larry Rasco has been than doing his programs live. Such
named director of news and spe- major entries as Danny Thomas
cial events for KRLD, AM-TV here and Ray Bolger
have long since
succeeding J. Hogan. Rasco has deserted
Bricker
the live camp for the
been a member of the radio and
Coast-made
celluloid route, not to
Continued from page 29
tv staff for the past three years.
mention the whole roster of situation comedy personalities (Lucille of the state, was his “life-long
Ball & Desi Arnaz, Joan Davis, Eve friend.”
Whether the Democrats will alArden, Ozzie & Harriet, Stu Erwin,
low Bricker to push McCbnnauetc,).
The move comes in the wake of ghey’s nomination^ through witha growing conviction that, with film out full consideration will doubtContinued from page

Pirates.”

Wanted

for Hitrb Shrliter typt material

“dumb

CBS Radio’s public affairs sector dame through last Friday (5)
with a “sleeper” called “A Queen Comes Calling,” based op impress,
sions of the N; V. phase of. Queen Mother Elizabeth’s U. S. visit. Reporters Don Kellerman and Jack Kuney followed the royal party
about during the first days, interviewing salespeople and elevator operators in shops and department stores where she shopped; caretakers at the Met Museum of Art; waiters at Canadian Club luncheon
Airing also included excerpts from
and ushers at “Pajama Game.
her talk at Columbia U.’s bicentennial convocation and at Columbia
Charter Day dinner.

,

:

sold list.
Casting Dept.: Geraldine Brooks
into last night's. (Tites.) U.S. Steel
tv

{

:

Montgomery,

NBC-TV

.

as the

.

,

Ala.,

.

legitei’

The Lofidob mupicomedy performer arrived in N, Y. last -week
aboard the Queen Mary to start rehearsals for a pair of NBC specolas
under the Max Liebman banner, the first of them on Saturday, Nov, 20.
She’s here with husband-manager William Lowe,

>

.

in

.

Makes Whoopee

.,

.

i

Jean Carson, British comedienne, has altered her name to Jearinie
Carson for her tv and other appearances in the XL S. . This is to
avoid conflict' with the Jean Carson who’s in the “Anniversary Waltz”

\

.

game

10, via Ruth& Ryan.
Ziv
Producer John A. Aaron and coContinued from page 1
director Charles (Chuck) Hill of
CBS-TV’s “Person to Person,” to
the Coast to set up Ed Murrow’s breweries, with two in the midremote visit with Janet Leigh & west and one on the Coast. MidTony Curtis, slated on the show western deals were with Die wry’s
Friday (12). Aaron, incidentally; Ltd., which is picking up 10 major
will be guest speaker at luncheon markets. Including Chicago, Demeet of N.J. Medical Society in troit, Indianapolis, Toledo, DavenPaterson next Monday' (.15 on sub- port, Grand Rapids, Lansing, Ft.
ject, “Does Television Have a Con- Wayne,
Saginaw and ElkhartScripter-actor James South Bend. Second midwest deal
science?”
returning
aboard the is with Blatz Brewing; for eight
Costigan
Liberte Noy. 18 after eight-month Wisconsin markets including Miltour of Europe seeing scores.. Of
waukee. Coast deal, for San Diego,
plays. In Paris he obtained rights
Francisco,
San
Los
Angeles,
to a brace for translation as legiters with several qthers eyed for Seattle and Spokane, was set with
San Francisco Brewing CO. (Burliul-houf tv productions.
Beer).
Meanwhile,
germeister
Ziv’s 76-man sales staff is holding
Chicago
concurrent meetings in New York,
Lawrence Woolf has ankled the Cincinnati arid Los Angeles for
Leo Burnett agency to take over briefings on the sales campaign
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample su- for the show. Sales v.p!, M. J. Rifas
pervisor on CBS-TV.'S “Welcome kin said that the campaign will be
Judith Waller, Chi the most intensive ever launched
Travelers.”.
NBC’s public affairs and education for a Ziv show.
director, will serve as a program
Extent of the gamble is indiconsultant to WTTW, the city’s
educational outlet which expects cated in tlie fact that other distribs
to hit the air next spring. .Ernie are cutting the costs of their shows
Lukas, ex- GN-TV d i r e c t o r as low as possible, and in the face
signed on as a Kling Film director of a wide-open competitive battle,
...Bill Hohmann switched from are also cutting their prices to staHal Smith’s NBC ietwork promo- tions and sponsors. Furthermore,
tion department to the web’s new there's no apparent return slated
THT sales force With . Bergan from residuals, since Ziv’s con-,
Evans knocked out with a virus, tract with Cantor calls for producErnie Simon was drafted as mod- tion' of a new group of 39 halferator of DuMont’s “DoWn You hours every
year for the seven
Go” last week. .First Federal Sav- years of the
pact.
Sinn, however,
ings & Loan repacted the Liberace
reported
“such
enthusiastic recep.Norm
vidpix series via WGN-TV
Barry subbing for vacationing Bob tion from prospective sponsors
Murphy on WNBQ’s daily “Bob & that we believe the show will go
Kay” show... Bill Hamilton pro- into the black in record-breaking
ducing and hosting new Thursday time, regardless of its high budget
night amateur talent showcase on and high price.”
Show employs
two formats, one of which is a
WBKB sponsored by Polk Bros,
Atlas Film Corp, has shot a 15- musical revue, the other a situaminute public service, film' for the tion
comedy.
Brian
Aherrie
Disabled American Veterans built guestars in the first film in the
around the Conrad Hilton’s ice re- series, Don De Fore and Pat Crowvue.. “Hit Parade” singer Polly ley in the second.
Bergen in to appear at the .Ambassador East Pump Room’s annual
Kenny Bowers and
fashion show
Hots Michaels pinch h itting foi’ ailing Dick (Two Ton) Baker and Art
Hern on WBKB’s noontime; “Happy

WQCO

.

.

ter-hour starting Jan.

.

on Xmas Day, via NBC-TV,
but Cotton Bowl game still on un-

.

rauff

:

south) grid

Last week’s official announcement' of the sale of the CBS, Inc.,
Y^CCO and WCCO-TV, Minneapolis, to the Star and Tribune
brought into reprise the outlet’s proving ground for many
alumni who’ve been springboarded out of there
a staffer. The
include Earl Gammons, top brasser of the yveb in Washington, D.C.;
Merle Jones, v.p. over tv station relations; Wendell Campbell, radio
station, administration v.p;* Gene Wilkey, g,m. of St. Loofe KMOX;
Sig Mickelson, news and public affairs veepee (and -Ralph Backlund,
news-pubaffairs production head); Tom Dawson, tv sales mgfr.; Carl
Ward, g.m. of WCBS-N.Y.; Tony Moe, mgr. of Detroit office of tv
spot sales;. Doug McNamee, radio producer, and a number of others
spread around the country in important CBS berths.
interest in
Co. there,

New York/Calif.
presently 'operating own
desires N.Y.-CaKf. association,
with established Talent/TV agency; or
motion picture producer whose past
record should match his. future vision.

Young agent,
office,

Thorough

POWER

WGALTV
LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA
AN
r

I

\TTsj
316,000 WATTS

.

(actors,

wri-

head— of

to right

If YOU need a 24-hour, perfect contact-THROUGH-result man, who sin-

No

cerely feels that There's
Like Show Business— but

Deejay

,

large-agency

TV

for invaluable right

organization ih
need of two welt-shod feet, and an
organized, always-aggressive mind.

peace

techniques so far advanced, a less await party startegy meetings.
comic can show up to just as good A protest against McConnaughey’s
advantage on film anjJ that if appointment was recently submitthere’s anything, wrong with his ted to the White House- by the
show, the basic fault seldom stems Utility Users League of. Illinois
from the filming per se, but rather which charged the FGC topper’s
from the show’s, content. The cel- law firm represented Ohio Bell
luloid eheimpions find it easier companies in efforts to obtain highwork— and far more pleasant, usu- er rates. The FCC has jurisdiction
ally bringing in a show in three over interstate telephone rates.
days instead of the six or seven
Opposition may also be made to
required on a live basis.
McConnaughey because the FCC
No small factor, too, is the lure now has four Republicans, two
>f Coast living, which is a “history Democrats arid one Independent.
repeating
itself”
situation
that The Democrats; may attempt Id obfound all the comedians back in tain a distribution more favorable
radio’s heyday deserting the New to .its party, although the party .In
York climes for Hollywood.
power, is allowed four of its members on the Commission.
Aside from any direct actions by
the Senate Committee and the
House Interstate Commerce Corrirhittee,, where Rep. J. Percy Priest
Continued from page 29
D-Tenn. ) will replace Rep. Charles
Pallan. said Kaye was violatin|j A. Wolverton TR-N. J.) as chairtheir, agreement in order to make man, the .change in; controV may;
a better showing than the others affect. FCC decisi ns on competiand that they were going to ban tive tv applications. The agency
the Applewhite and Corev plat- has been reversing
unusually
ters from
their regular dee jay large percentage of examiners’ rec-

makes

etc.),

arm

'

Businesi

who knows
means more than just the title
of a song by Irving Berlin— contact:

that

it

BOX Yu 854,
154 W. 46th

=5

SUPER
fsi

knowledge

procedure, Legit and
ters,

:

Varloty,

Now

St*.

York 36

unusual

for the
in

gifts

.

• CERAMICS
• GLASSWARE
• stainless STEEL
ver the World

Import? Front All

POTTERY BARN
231 Tenth Ave. (23rd-24th Sts.)
Closed

Mondays

Open

til f
5-4434

Thurs.

OR

Sundays 12-6

WRITERS WANTED:
you are

If

verbal

an

Is

21

to

exceptional

Interesting and

a

factual

of

eluracter,

sood

Imagination,

visual

opportunity;

profitable

Support

soclatlans'.

us

30,

and

fluency

to

itji

there

develop

future with fine

your

IndUlry

presentation

on

by

an
as-'-

writing

yourseff.

your

.

Covers a vast, prosperous

(

territory— a rich target for

your advertising dollar

education

and

experience.

Believing -talented';

writers are our best Investment, this outstanding

production

organization

will

require

no

previous professional Writing experience.

Box

48491,

riggs Station, L.A. 48, Calif.

SPECIAL WEEKLY

'

Stdinman

Stati

Clair McCollough, President

sessions.

Kaye pointed

out, however, that
hadn’t solicited either Applewhite or Miss Corey, He had been
with them the', week before in
New ‘York when they appeared in
the show arranged by Kaye for
lie
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Inc.
FPANC'SCO

show, train.
the Stars” here,
his

“Week-End With

ommendations.
The Republican members of the
agency may also be inclined to
waiver on the Edward Lamb case
which already has put the Commission in a bad public light because
of the character of witnesses it has
presented to support its Coriimie

nd insisted that charges.

FROM

$19.00

tSansIent *ooms also available

HOTEt
hotel

VV

MadUorl Ave, & 55th

Ralph Hamrick, Mpr.

t

New

York City

St.

°
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ROMANCE.

ACTION...

J&,

5

v .v\. s

-

Wm
SNOKTH

MR.

AND

AMERICA'S FAVORITE HUSBAND

*C

a

%

%

Entertainment's best-known thrill-adventure. "North" has the greab

%

loyal fan following in the entertainment field. The public loved "North" in the

•st

WIFE

New

Yorker

read every ^North" book published; followed "North" to Broadway and Motion Pictures;
have been keeping "North" in radio's top ten rated shows for more than 12 years.
series;

•

.«

as

Pam

North

.

,

.

.

blonde

beautiful Barbara Britton

vivacious

.

.

Put them together

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

North

exciting!

.

AND YOU HAVE

John W. Loveton Productions

57 COMPUTED FILMS

.

.

.

.

.

smooth

»
• . .

.
*

Richard Denning

handsome

BUY produced by
and "Scattergobd Baines"

TELEVISION'S BEST

creator of "Topper"

NOW

.

AVAILABLE IN

MANY MARKETS

l

.)

: v.

.

*
•

.

. . as Jerry
dynamic!
dyn
.
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heavily accented his w.k- outdoorsmahship, with some colorful bits
on mountain climbing, hunting, riding and the aforesaid rod-andreeiing.. Sirice Murrow and the jurContinued from page 32
ist are hepSters on Washington
28
Continued from page
(State of), there was a brief exHarrison Eagles,
nating in the lobby of the Manos Theatre there
Bill Stern change of courtesies on that phase.
brant are quizzed for a $25 prize A tape with sportcaster
did riot get on the air;. a live date (Murrow vras reared in the Ever- formerly with WKJF-TV here; now defunct, has landed with WJNO-TV
warded to the celebrant..
BUI
Fla.
Lynch,
former
and
WJAS
announcer,
Troy,
Palm
Beach,
of
Taylor,
in
green State; Justice Douglas is an
Tins all sums up. to fairly di- by Rep. Deap P.
Main difficulty an officer, pf WROW, failed to alumnus of Whitman. College in arid his wife and father-in-laiy, Pat Kelly, flew to Ireland Saturday
video.
verting
M. West
the
Weeks
tour
Continent
for
a
Hurley
materialize.
will
few
in
(6)
and
and
taught
YakiWalla
the
Walla
seems to be that the biog of
When O’Brien and Snyder match ma.) End segment was reserved. for has been appointed manager of WKS,T radio and tv in New Castle.
celebrant too often lacks a uniwill—
undoubtedly,
they
as
closer—
philosophy,
a
with
home
justice’s
Graham,
resigned
make
his
A;
W.
who
succeeds
has
and
the
to
He
real
in
very
versal touch. While
good Word put in for the Hima- Florida
Noel Mills,, wife of
dee jay Tommy Riggs, to New
human, interest to those show is bound to pick up. Jaco.
ol' great
„
place
to get away York for some television commercials
ideal
an
layas
that
as
Cal
Mara,
WJAS
material
p.a.
is
who
'.this
it.
to
close
from it all, and a punchy plug for was injured several weeks ago in an auto crackup, has gone home
lacks impact for the average viewer, PEP RALLY
book, “An Almanac from the hospital, but her splintered knee is taking longer to heal
uhles. it is .marked by worthwhile With Kenny Bowers, Chubby Jack- Douglas’ latest
(Doubleday) being than they thought,
Liberty”
of
as
prominence,
accomplishment or
son arid Tlic Blazers Orch
issued this week. Head’s-up work
Edwards’ subjects usually posses;
Schuffman
Dan
Producer:
throughout by coproducers John
As host, Bailey Goss reveals the Director: Doing Gibrielle
A. Aaron arid Jesse Zousmer arid
assurance, he has gained, in the 60 Mins.;. Sat., 11 aim.
Franklin
Schaffrier,
directors
last decade as sportscaster and ansaw the departure of announcers Rob Evans
Staff cutdowns at
Participating
Charles N. Hill arid Robert Samnouncer for' National Bohemian WBKBy Chicago
newscaster washed announcer Tom Armand Alan Jenkins
Trait;
rrion.
Beer, Phyllis Leftwich, Miss MaryWDOK’s Bob Aricell
a
result
of
a lost football bet
strong’s
car
as
Per its tag, this hour variety
land of 1955, lends an assist, as
Paul Mahrer back on
doing* patter stint from Sky-Way
"
.
highthe
for
angled,
spread
usher and introducer of. the party
Murray
Lincoln
president for
prexy
named
CARE
staff
...
to
warmup
schoolers as gn early
guests.,
the sixth consecutive time . .
“Lights, Camera,. (Questions”
NCAA
for
Ed Satrow’s direction, is. satis- the pare nt ABC-TV web’s the disFitzgerald, Howie Mather, Gloria Gale and
John
program
switched
Helming
telecasts.
football
Burm.
factory.
Continued from page .25
Louise Baker for. John McCormick and Ann Deesirig
Cleveland
play: with its little bit of everything
Henry Pildner doing
format is Kenny Bowers wlio Kiirt Vonnegut Jr. and starring Press, radio-tv editor, Stan Anderson ailing .
pf
.everybit
Dorothy Kilgallen doing
nightly opera contest pitch on
seemingly 6an do a
.
VIEWPOINTS
Domergue
arid
Faith
Calhoun
Rory
his singing,
daily broadcast stmt from WHK; studios via Mutual to New York
With Leo W. O’Brien, Bob Snyder, thing himself with
on NBC. JtFord is also fint-repped
dancing, c aririet tootling arid genflack Bob Horan in. from New York.
iVlarty Ross', others
on the web’s specolas.) Oldsmobile
eral comedies.
Direct : Gene Soarez
Canto seen (6) rounded out into has gone down the lirie on color via
30. Mins.: Suft., 6:30 p.rii.
Hidbiggies
on
NBC.
monthly
its
kids
the
lively gallop during which
HOT POINT APPLIANCES
taking part obviously were enjoy- den behind the rush toward the
C. L. (Chick) Dety takes over Nov. 15 as WCPO-TV sales manager.
WROW-TV, Albany
at- ing themselves. Chances are:. good hues is the fact that some sponsors,
stations iii York, Pa.
Waite
Program, presenting in. ..
He formerly, was manager of
were such as Ford, are seeing to it that Hoyt’s assistant on next season’s airings of the Cincy Reds’ baseball
their contemporaries
tractive living room set the views, that
at home. There their
dealers-distribs throughout games will be Jack Moran, WSAI announcer
of well known/ people ort a range dittoing setside
Crosley staffers
. New
music
jivey
of
the country are well supplied with are Wayne R. Wolfert, from. WHAS-TV, Louisville, as a producer and
of subjects, should have reasonably was a smattering
with Bowers clarinet doodling in the compatible product to show off
st rong appeal when loose ends are
scenic designing chief of WLW-TV, and Alexander Field, formerly bf
sharpened, front of. the staff band; some fairly the commercials to, invited auditiming.
tightened,
KENT, Anchorage, Alaska, as assistant director of WLW{s special
balance is improved, Live amusing slapstick between, the em- ences stocked with prospects arid broadcast services department
'riel
Gil Sheppard,
disk jockey
. .
and 'recorded, it is rather preten- cee arid Chubby Jackson, arid lots trade-in trade. (Some sponsors con- adding
to his list of fan clubs . . 1 Bill Thall back as emcee on WLW-T
segments.
participation
audience
tious lor a locap origination. Fea- of
Bowers works well with the sider it money well spent even if after sick spell and Helen Daly, assistant to Gil Kingsbury, veepee of
tured are Rep. Leo W. O’Brien as
viewing is confined to the deal- public relations for Crosley stations, mended from an injury after
and Bob teenagers and reeled off several the.
panelist
permanent
Show should ers themselves, who are thus en- eight lrionths.
‘Snyder as moderator. Marty Ross, breezy interviews.
who with, Snyder does a weekend develop fans among the various abled to “get ipto the spirit” by a
show, “Matinee high school student bodies with direct lpoksee Of models iii their
dee.j ay-interview
at Palace Theatre” over WABY, the cheerleader showcases and the true colors.)'
’SAT.
team. Gig amateur talent and terping conproduction
billed
re
as
The competition is becoming so
Dave.
Continued from page 25
Pogan is credited with technical tests,
keen that one of the Big Three,
IN
production. O’Brien, is- also a comChrysler, will present its “Shower
helping to reestablish NBC in tlie
and WRGBmentator over
ON CANADA
NBC-TV’s Saturday morning kid
of Stars” next Thursday (18). opt
T:V.
Wiih Clyde Gilmour, guests
daytime
tv
program
picture.
Whethof turn, since the maker’s “Climax”
show lineup is nearly all set and
Premiere uncoiled taped inter- 30 Mins., Fri., 7 p.m.
was originally scheduled. But next er it’ll go beyond the current cycle will be unfurled Nov. 20 regardie.Ws by Snyder with Richard H. Sustaining’
Thursday is the target dale for of 13 is still to be determined.
BAlc.h arid L. Judson Morhouse, CBC-TV, from Toronto
Chrysler’s unveiling of. its 1955 Colgate also picks up. the tab for less of whether all or part of th
chairman of the Democratic and
Clyde Gilmour, w.k. radio gabber
AlRepublican state committees, re- and magazine columnist on motion line. As a result of this self-pro- the. late afternoon “Modern Ro- two-hour bloc is sponsored.
spectively, on the election results. picture, is the sole regular credit pelled curtsy in favor of ‘'Shower,” mances,” but this, says the net- ready pacted is Tootsie Rolls for.
the
“Climax” prograni will be work, appears to have shaken down the
Also a comriientary on sariie topic in “Window On Canada” Which
Paul Winchell-Jerry Mahoney
by Rep. O’Brien, and a too-brief combines the production and doc- staged for four weeks in succession into an audience grabber.
10:30 to 11‘ slot. Preceding that
exchange with Garrett Cashmari, umentary
Canadian instead of the regular three.
efforts
of
27-> ear-old Albanian' who has re- Broadcasting
will be the Happy Felton show. An
Corp. and National
Pinky’s Cleve. Panic
cently won national publicity on.
Film Board. No other production
audition was held Monday (8) on
Cleveland, Nov. 9.
balloon trips with a home-made credit is given. Besides showcasing
contraption. Election post mortem NFB films, stanza has Gilmour
More than 20,000 adults and chil- Dunninger the mentalist, to be
would have been more stimulating directing a discussion on the
dren jammed Hotel Statler (6) to berthed at 11 if it shapes up.
Continued from page 25
were comments by Belch and subject of each filrri (one per show;
see Pinky Lee, causing a major
The 11:30 to noon stanza is wantMorhouse phrased challengirigly. his, guests usually, including exevening time.
The lanagement tl'hffic tieup by spilling onto Euclid ed by Kraft for a moppet display,
First part of show, dragged, leaving
perts on each subject. Show caught differs. from Murrow on this score. Aye. in an effort to see the comic
insufficient time for interview with
with Rockhill Productions’ “Space,
5) screened “Ballot-O-Maniac,” an
the modest, personable Cashman, NFB 20-minute documentary on While conceding that “See It Now” imported by Halle Bros, for a Xrrias Cadet,” a tv absentee for some
.part time
hypnotist and teacher, voting and how an enthusiastic but and “Person to Person” enjoy toy hypo.
months, being strongly considered,
via recordings, of school, dancing.
steadfast, loyal audiences and repAfter giving two shows with 15,- for the slot.
unwise election worker can get
himself and his candidate,, into resent a major plus, in the whole 000 still waiting, Lee mounted a
court by his misplaced enthusiasm. programming scheme, nonetheless, bus on Euclid Ave. to entertain the
Topic was mulled by Gilmour and it’s questioned whether they’re the throng. Cops finally furnished an
guests Dr. Roby Kill, director of types pf shows designed for mass escort, successfully breaking away
Canadian Assn, for Adult Educa- audience pull. Further (see sepa- from the crowd. Police estimated
tion (one of two groups backing rate story) even in iLs present six women fainted.
Ten. kiddies
Can. Film. Awards), ana Dr. R. O. 10:30 period “Person” has been were lost while score of police lost
MacFarlane of Carleton College, building an enviable rating status buttons to spectators seeking souOttawa.
as opposed to the cpriipetitiori, par- venirs.
'Fifteen police patrol cars
“Window” ’s format is simple: ticularly in its lure of femme view- were called to handle crowd.
Gilmour introduces, switches oil ers.
It was a far cry for the NBC
16nT projector, film runs on video
The fact that “Person” also has comic who grew up in. Cleveland
screen, discussion follows, Gilmour.
closes. Pace of show varies with Vaughn Monroe, tentatively, pen- and last played here March, ’42, to
film and tenor of huddle. “Ballot- cilled in for a Dec, 10 appearance half empty Roxy burlesque.
O-Maniac” is one of NFB’s better (along, with CBS’ Lowell Thomas)
efforts, moving smoothly and fast, could conceivably touch off some
but the show’s pace dipped when added feeling. This, stems from
the mull period arrived. Show is Monroe’s new identity as an RCA
Collarites
wisely scheduled in. an early even- spokesman
in his pacting.to do the
Continued froni page 29
ing slot and through Its simplicity
hard-sell on the RCA-sponsorecl
dt th«
and documentary earthiness, ought
Monday night Sid Caesar show and ice and is in the process pf bringto garner ample audience on a
Piano * Organ • Celeste
Currently
cne-a-month
ing
the
150
office
staffers,
spectaculars.
of
NSS
regular basis.
Gorm.
Coincidentally, Fred Friendly, into its fold. It has received cards
Murrow’s co-producer on “See It designating it as- its bargaining
Hollywood
Now”'-, (and a vital behind-the- agent from more than 50% of the
I
REMEMBER
scenes personality) was wooed Over employees. On the basis of these
William Mot rit Agency
pledges, the union is petitioning
to CBS from NBC.
Continued from page 28
the
National
Labor Relations
• Radio Registry.. •
Board for an election. About a
they knocked off that Mozart conChicago Milt Blink, prexy of year ago, a similar organizing step
certo and in his walk from the Standard Radio
Transcriptions
ON EVERY CHANNEL
a
A ROLE
house, to the grounds where he Services,, has named Harry Blue- at NSS failed and Local H-63: made
and the younger “Benjy” halted stone western sales rep working no move for an official election
JUST
when it could not obtain sufficient
by the old stream to continue the out of Hollywood, and
Wallace signatures.
SECRETARY
two-way huddle, with the shy but Stone eastern sales rep.
Mean-:
(M«ohlnt ih orth and)
charming little, girl throwing a while Gus Hagehah has
Publicity and writing crxperlanc
resigned
Fait, Aocurata, EflUleiit
stone into the water to show this his homeoffice
sales berth With
Dallas—Bill and Jim Boyd on
By appalntmant during day
1 WeitAUlSt., N.Y.C.-fel.f 7. 5 tOO
Was no ma.kebelieve setting.
\
Available evening*, tmlidayi.
Blink Supervising all selling activobserved 22 years in radio
LU 7-3025
The Justice Douglas yis-a-vis ity personally for the time being. Monday
on
here.

From the Production Centers

Television Reviews
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KQV

.

.

.

.

WCAE

!

.

.

.

i

.

i

.

.

IN

CLEVELAND

\

.

.

.

WHK
WGAR
.

.

Hue

Cry

,

.

WERE

.

.

WGAR

WXEL

.

.

.

.

WGAR

:

.

WTAM-WNBK

1

IN CINCINNATi

:

WSBA

.

.

.

,

WCPO

,

.

*

•

.

NBC’s Wrong Nest

AYEM TV

NBC

BLOCK

WPTR

NOV. 20

BOW

WINDOW

.

,

Marrow

1

.

i

]

White

Eileen

NALLE

BARTON

|

|

!

MOCAMBO,

MAMA

—

NOT IMPORTANT
CAST ME
MALE

BROOKS

COSTUMES

,

.

l.

WRR

SALUTING EDDIE DAVIS ON HIS 25th YEAR

IN

SHOW BUSINESS

Eddie Davis has written for such "greats" as Eddi
Cantor, Milton Rerle, Jackie Gleason,
Danny Thomas, Martha Raye, Ritz Brds., Olsen and Johnson.

LIMITED EDITION
Just released:

GAG

DAVI

pf.

the PERSONAL
The finest compilation

FILE OF EDDIE
gag material ever
the professional and

Carefully edited for
the semi-professional in all phases of the entertai
ment world.
Perfect for the M.C.
Toastmaster,
After- inner Speaker; Comedian, Gag Wr'let, Cgr-

Send check Of money order

to

Special Offer
For $l.(

Jimmy Durante/

THE EDDIE DAVIS PERSONAL GAG FILE
—

For the Top Gag When Yow Need It
A Million Dollars Worth of Comedy Material I
Over 500 pages, alphabetically arranged and indexed to cover every popular subject: EASY
REFERENCE. This. GAG. FILE containing the select gags of EDDIE DAVIS, who today is one 'of
tho greatest writers of Show Business Comtdy is being offered
for a limited time only,
Tho
price for. this edition, containing over 500 pages, printed by
mimebgraph, in a De Luxe! Binder
for lasting strength

CAR-CAR ASSOCIATES,

147.

and easy reference

W. 4$nd

Sl„

is

only $50.00, including

New York,

first class

postage.

N.Y., Suite 609, Wisconsin

7-6270-1

f0

write

‘ash, checlf

,WAT:
today^s

Si

rnoney ord..

m

Of

BROADCAST TIME

>n

TELEVISION and RADIO

IS PARTICIPATED IN

WEEKLY BY OUR

DIRECTORS

PROGRAMS
•

We

are proud of

this

achievement

and wish

to thank all the sponsors,

networks

and

who have made

agencies
this possible,

FRANK COOPER ASSOCIATES AGENCY
SY FISCHER, Manager, New
Hollywood Office

MARTIN SPERBER
4277

SELMA AVE,

Hollywood

28, Californio

New York

Office

WILLIAM COOPER
521 FIFTH AVE.

New

York, N. Y.
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, ..

.. .,.. . .
;

.

Spot Film Chart

time factors * since sets-in-Use and audience composition vary according to
time slot* i,
a Saturday afternoon children’s show* with a low rating, may
have, a large share and. an audience composed largely, of children, with corresponding results for the sponsor aiming gt the children’s market Abbrem
viations and symbols are as follows- ( Adv,), adventure; (CH), children’s;
(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary ; (Mus); musical;
(Mysi),., mystery; (Q)y quiz;. ( Sp )* sports ; (W )* western » (Worn),
Women’s, Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta-

VARIETY’S weekly chart of cUy-by-cUy ratings of syndicated and national spot film covets 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bureau
a monthly basis .

be rotated each week with the 10 top-rated
All
their competition shown opposite-

Cities will

,

by ARB, based on the

ratings are furnished

latest re ports-

chart represents a gathering of all. pertinent
tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors,
stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of
show in the specific market- Attention should be paid to time
This

.,

and

film shows listed in each case,

\ ARIETY

informaagencies*

a filmed

AND TYPE

STATION

Those ad agencies

channels above IS are VHF.

SHARE
C%1

OCTOBER
RATING

TIME

DISTRIB.

all

whom the

distribuiors rep the national spot sponsor for

DAY AND

TOP 10 PROGRAMS

channel;

tion’s

— day and

SETS IN

USE

film

listed as

aired-

is

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM

|

PROGRAM

(

RATING

sta.

t

•

—

KTTV
KTTV

Badge 714 (Myst)

2.

Waterfront

3.

Death Valley Days.

(Adv)

,.

.

Superman (Adv)

5.
7.

Life of Riley (Com)
Atinie Oakley (W).
I Led Three Lives (Dr)

8.

My Hero

(Com)

.

.

;

.

Liberace (Mus)
Mr, District Attorney (Adv)
Kit Carson (W)

9.

10.

.

.

.

.

,

CHICAGO

WBKB
WBKB

5.

Badge 714 (Myst)

.

WGN

6.

Liberace (Mus)
Mr. District Attorney (Adv)

Hans

9.

Janet Dean, R. N. (Dr),
Abbott .& Costello (Com).

.

CHirstian-

,

.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9'.

.

.

.

.

.,

...

.

.

.

.33.6,.
.26.2
:21.9. ,
;21.0.

,

..ABC.

.

,
..

,Ziv

.

.

.Interstate.,:.
.-

.

.

8:00-8:30
..Wed. 9:30-10:00
,.Fri. 9:30-10:00
.Sun. .2:30-3:00
.Sat. 10:30-11:00

.

.

V.,

;

...

...

Sat. 6:00-6:30. .. ...

.Ziv

.

WCAU.

.

.

.

.

WCAU,
WPTZ
wcau.

.

.

.

.

,

UTP
NBC

.

.

;

,;Ziv,

,

WPTZ.

.

.

Mon.

,

.

7:00-7:30
6:30-7:00
...Fri;' 7:00-7:30
.Sat. 11:00-11:30
.Thurs. 7:00-7:3.0
..Tues. 10:30-11:00
.Sun; 6:00-6:30
.... .Sat. .5:00-5:30
.

;

.

.

.

r

.

29
Uv

<

WFIL.

WCAU,.

.Ziv

.

,

.

.

Ziv
.CBS..,..

(2),
•

•

•

»

•

T

«

.

......

.*

.

>

.

;

,

.

.

.

.

.

.....

24
25...
50,.
37;..
.

>

46.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

53
60
55...
.

,

.

.

..

.

.11.7,

.

.

..,.>13.7

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

...

;

.

48.

,

34

.

.

51,.

.

59

Ro.bt,

Studio

WNBQ

......

•

•

•

.

.

.

•

,

•

•

,

.

Montgomery
One

.

...

.

.......

.

WBKB

(5),

(7),

.....

U. S; Steel Hour
...
Millie
Best of Broadway
Person to Person

,

.

.

...

.

.

.

....

..
.

.

WCAU

Sheldon Reynolds

BALTIMORE

Approx. Set Count

t

WBAL,

1.

Ramar

2.

Superman (Adv)

WBAL.

3.

WBAL'.

5.

Badge 714 (Myst)
I Led Three Lives (Dr)
Cisco Kid (W)

WBAL.

Ziv
Ziv

6.

Wi?d

WBAL.

Flamingo

of the Jungle

.

,,, 11

Sat. 7:00-7:30

.

.

7 ;.. ......

—625,000

TP A.

Mon.

43.

.

.21.5,

.

4.

WBAL

NBC.

.

.

.

Wed.

Flamingo;.,.

7:00-7:30

WFIL

10:30-11:00

./Tues.

.

20.8

Wed. 10:30-11:00
...Tues.

7:00-7:30

.

.

.......

19.8

..

......

.

.

.75.,.

.

.

.

Hickock (W)

.

..Fri,

7:00-7:30

...... 19.3

...

72

.

.

.

WBAL

(2),
7'

—
News —

News

.

7.

8.

9.

10.

City Detective (Myst)

......

.

Liberace (Mus)
Abbott & Costello (Com)

.

WMAR.

MCA

WBAL

Guild.

WAAM

.

Sun, 11:00-11:30

MCA

Hans Christian Anderson (Ch)WBAL

Sun. 7:00-7:30
.Su
6:30-7:00

.

.Thurs,

.Interstate.

.16.0.

.

13.9
v,.

.

.

,

.

7:00-7:30

68..

.:

.12.2,

.37

li;9

57

33.0
21.0

J.

-

St.

1.

Badge 714 (Myst)

2.

Mr. District Attorney (Adv)
Hopalong Cassidy (W)

3.

Supreman

5.

Wild Bill Hickock (W)
Liberace (Mus)
Racket Squad. (Adv)
Hopalong Cassidy (W)

6.

7.
8.

KSTP
KSTP

.

4.

(Adv)

—

PAUL

NBC.
,

.

.

WCCO

.

WMIN.
WCCO,
WCCO,

...

Stations--WCCO ( 4),

Approx. Set Count- 450,000
Mdn. 9:30-10:00

Ziv

.Fri.

NBC

Sat. 6:00-6:30 ....
Wed. 5:30-6:00
Sat. 5:30-6:00
Tues. 7:00-7:30

Flamingo
Flamingo,

.

Guild.

WCCO
WCCO

ABC

.

.20.2..

.

-

.

.

7:30.-8:00

.

Men. 10:15-10:45

..

..NBC ......

......

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.,

;

.

.

Sun. 11:00-12:00

78

13.4

.

.

J.

.

.

.

.

WCCO.

10.

Boston Blackie (Myst)

......

Ziv-

Dqiy

y„

DAYTON
1.

2.
3.

Kit Carson (W)
Death Valley Days

Ky Liberace (Mqs)
5.

6.
7i

I

.

Ziv

.

.

.

.

.....

.

WIIIO.

12:15-12:45

Sun; 3:00-3:30

.

>13.4,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

MCA
Guild

13.3

it

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

41

......

.

.

.

.......

.

.

7:00-7:30
Sun. 6:00-6:30
Mon. 7:00-7:30
.Thurs. 7:00-8:00
.

.

Mr. District Attorney (Adv)
Range Rider (W)

.

.

.

.-WHIO,
.

.

.

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

Ziv .............
Ziv

..

CBS,....

.

Flamingo,

,

.

WLW-D
WLW-D.

.

.

,

.

.

WLW-D
WLW^D ......
WLW-D

.

...

,

.

.

...
...

.

.

....
.

.

.

.

....

.

.

.33.4
.26.6. ....
.23.4..
.22.2. .

83 ....
.

.....

WMIN

.

.

.

.

Tues. 9:00-9:30
....
18.6.
.Wed. 10:30-11:00
... 18:4 ,
Tues. 6:00-6:30
.17.3,,

.

.

...

.

...

«

•

•

•

....

»

*

.

•

.

.

.

.

,

........ .16.2
....
..Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ...... 16.0
.Wed. 6:00-6:30 ........ 15*2 •••••••*•
•

i

*

•

•

i

f

.

79.........
75 ..
51

72.........

......

..
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

16.3
9.3
8.5
3T

...

8.1

.

(13)
5,2
4.8
4.4
3.7
... .13.5

.

(

7.4
1

9

5.2

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

4.3
7.4
3.3
,
.18.3
14; 1
4.3

.

7.3.

WCCO

.33.7

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

326

.

.

:

.

586
t

.

...

WAAM

*

.

.

.

.

38.6
21.9
21.8
31.3
21.1

13

.KSTP
American Inventory
The Christophers
.... ...WMIN
;

.

.

,.

.

.

.

.

;

.

;

.

.

.

Football

.

.

.10;$
.10.8
7.8
.10.8
13.0
.11.8

...

.KSTP

&

;

32

(10)

.WCCO:

.

.

...

40.5 Politieal
.
32.8 Masquerade Party
58...,..,.., 40.0 Ozzie
Harriett
42. .
52.7 Dinah Shore

48.

.

•

.

.

,

8:8
8.9

.

.

'

(ll) ,/WTCN (ll)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

; .

.KSTP
..KSTP

.

.

.

.

Fireside Theatre
Best of Broadway

...

.....
.

.

,

.

.

,

.

.

;

.

.

.

WHIG

.

1‘3

Political

Western Theatre
...
Meet Corliss Archer ,
Barker Bill's Cartoons
Don’s House .......
.

,

WHIG
WLW-D
.WLW-D
WLW-D
..... WLW-D
;

...

.

.

.....WHIO
....;whio
.....WHIO
.....WHIO
. .

.

.

.

WHIO

2.4
4.7
16.9

(7)

.....WHIO

.

&

,'Mo'n. 6:00-6:30

Ziv

Flamingo

.

.

.

.

.

News Caravan
(Dr)

.

Stations— WLW.D (2),

Su

McCann-Erickson

WHIG

...

.

9.6
Town
7.8
.wcqo
29.2 Akel
His Dog ......
II.,..
.WMIN .. ..... 1.2
18.3 Captai
..KSTP—.
... i ......
55.1 Boh Hope
9.4
: v
KSTP,
26.5 Waterfront
4.3
17.2 Sunday Morning Marquee. .-'.KSTP

18

74..

....

.

—-300,000

NBC.

WLW-D
(\V)

.

Led Three Lives

Superman

.

WLW-D.

(Adv)
9. Favorite Story (Dr)
10 . Wild Bill Hickock (W) ......
8.

.

Approx. Set Count

Badge 714 (Myst)

.Sun.

.,.

.

,.

.

.WAAM
.WBAL
WBAL
,WAAM
.WMAR
.WMAR

.......

Paul Giel

WCCO

.

....

.

17.5
.,21.6
36.0
.

.

.

Cisco Kid (W)

.

;

.

WAAM
WMAR
.WAAM
WMAR
.WMAR
WMAR
.WMAR
WMAR

,

.

One

Big

.

.

.WMAR

Topper

:

.

.

(5),

61.6 Studio

>

61.. .......
93
27..
52.

.

—

5.7

.

....21.1

.

.

WAAM

7 O’Clock Final
News— J. Daly

KSTP

33,. .......

37
60

.19.6.
.19.0
, .17:9.
16.9..
... ,15.1.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Daly

You Asked For.
You Are Thebe
|..

MINNEAPOLIS

.

.

.

(11),

News: Sports; Weather
Picture Playhouse

23.6

33,..

.

.

.

.

.

,

Bill

3.8
.

.WPTZ
.WPTZ
WFIL
.WPTZ

,

44.7 Wrestling
46.9 Best Of Broadway.
26.3 7 O’clock Final
Political
26.8 7 O’clock Final

46... ......
43,:. ......

.

......20.2,,.

(9)
82

.

WCAU

(6),

O’Clopk Final
J. Daly
27.4 7 O’clock Final
27.4

77... ......

......

.21.1..

.

,.21.6

WBBM

News

.

.

.

.

;..

WBBM
.WBBM
WBBM
,

.

27.2

79... ......

.

.

WFIL
.WPTZ
WFIL
..
Stage “S”
.WPTZ
Meet Corliss Archer
...... .WFIL
NCAA Football
WFIL
Scoreboard; Political
.WFIL
Hopalong Cassidy
,,

—WMAR

... ..

.

Ford. Playhouse

Stations

7:00-7:30

.

Award Theatre

19.7

.

...

.WBBM
.WNG

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

Foreign Intrigue

...

WGN

.WGN
.WBKB

.

..

.

Adventure

(3),

83
13.4
6.8
8.6
16.5
.14.5
. .18.8
21.4
.20.9
.,.13.4

.

WBNQ

.

.

Meet

Wrestling
Gene AUtry,

(7),

.WGN

Feature Film; No, 2
Meet the Press
Feature Film No. 1

-27.1

.

,

.

.

•

.

>

>

,

.

36:5
31,7
43.3

48.,

.

.

.

;

.

.

.......

369 Award Theatre
36.3 Award Theatre
31.9 Janet Dean
34.3 Award Theatre

59.

,

.

.

Boy

Place The Face >
Studio One
Best of Broadway

28.0
30kl
26.1
59.1
64.7
60.1
56,7
27.5
35.3
24.8

24;

.

.21.9.
.19.3
19:1
.18.9
.17.6,
.15.2
14.8

.

.

:

...

.....

68
52.
67,

.

......

.

.

.

52.1
61.3
48.4
59.0

.

..

My

.

.

Life With.. Father

—WPTZ

;Wed. 7:00-7:30

.

.

.

.

;

.

That’s

.

KABC

KNXT
KNXT
KNBH
KNXT
KNXT
KNXT
KNBH
KNXT
KNXT
KNBH
KNXT

......
.

Archer .>....

Jackie Gleason

Stations

;Sun.

Guild.

.

.

.

Flamingo

.

23

—WBBM

.

.12.9.
11.3.

.

.

.

,

28.

.

.

.

...

.143.
.143.
13 8.

...
.

.

.

27,

23

;

.

.

CBS

.

.

.

.MPTV.

.

.

.

...

.19.1.
18.1
,17 5.
17.2
.15.6.

..

Tries.

.

i*

:

.

.

,

.

.

•NBC.
Guild ,.

•

;

.

.Sun. 1:30-2:00
Tues. 8:30-9:00

.

.

•

See. It Now
Corliss

Meet

•

i

.

.

.

Stations -r

;

.

,,

.

.

.

...

—-1,840,000
..Sun. 2:00-2:30
Sun. 5:00-5:30

,

.

.

.

,14.0
.13.7,
.13,7

,

..

.

.

.

14. 2

;

.Mori.

.

.

...

.

«

t

.

Harry Gwens

58.

i"

*

.*

...... 62.5
45.5
47.. v
47... ...... 45.0
31.
,62.4
51,9
36...
61.6
25
42:

'

,

.

.

19 6.
.18.6
1 5 i.3

.

..‘.58

•

.

.

.

.

.

Werl. 7:30-8:00
10:00-10:30
Mon. 7:30-8:00.

.

.

.

Ziv
.Flamingo,

.WCAU.

Badge 714 (Myst)
Liberace (Mus)
Boston Blackie (Myst)
Mr. District Attorney (Adv)
Annie Oakley (W).
Cisco Kid (W).
.

.

.

WCAU

I Led Three Lives (Dr)
Superman (Adv)
Waterfront (Adv)

.

.

.

Approx. Set Count— -1,600,000
’

2.

.

:

.Mon, 7:00-7:30

,

CBS

WNBQ

PHII.ADEI.PHIA
1.

.

.

.

..Sat. 8:30-9:00

Guild

WNBQ.
.

...

Tues. 7:00-7:30

.

.Ziv

;

.Sat,

.

Official, ...

MCA

Sat, 7:00-7:30
8:00-8:30

.

.

Ziv

WBKB
WBKB

.

7:30-8:00

.Thurs. 7:00-7:30

..

KNXT (2), KNBH (4), KTLA (5),
—KIIJ
(9), K1TV (11), KCOP (13)

Stations-

Tues. 7:30-8:00

CBS.,,.,.,...

.WGN.

,

Anderson (Ch)

.Sat,

.

:

NBC,.,..,

WGN.

8.

1 ,850,000

.

WBKB.,

...

3.

....

.

.McCanmErickson
Flamingo......
-

Approx. Set Count

-L Annie Oakley (W).
2. Cisco Kid (W)
3. Wild Bill Hickock (W).,
4. Racket Squad (Adv).

10.

NBC
UTP

.

KTTV
KTTV
KTTV
KTTV
KCOP
KNXT
KABC

.

.

.

.

.

.

KNXTV.
.KTTV

.

.

4.
6;

•

A p prox, S el Count

LOS ANGELES
1.

....

•

——»KlL

3.2

mm
.

.

..'.36.2

.

.

,

.

«

4 »

.

.

;

>4

19.6
2.1

41

.

3:5
2.9
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DISTRIBS NIXING GUARANTEES
Syndication being the tough, not-so-sweetness-and-light business
some distribs would be wise to stop issuing those glowing
statements that include puffed-up grosses, in the opinion of some
tradesters who are concerned about the field’s future.. Those “lookat-us, we’re rich’’ announcements are only going to bring grief
to the industry as a whole, it’s feared.
Reasons they hurt are (1) stars get the wrong notions of how
much moniey can be made and ask impossible deals; (2) syndicators will be a* a distinct disadvantage when new Screen Actors,
Directors and Writers Guild negotiations come up, with no chance
to plead poverty that actually may exist; (3) station managers,
impressed by the big figures, will tty to cut price on the basis
that the syndicators are making more dough than they know what
to do with; and (4) sooner Or later, a new price pattern will have
to be evolved around a higher per-market base, and it’s going to
take a lot of convincing that it’s really needed if the syndicators
persist in inflating their gross billings figures.
it is,

But

It

on 'Conqueror

All Hinges

if his new feature film, “The
Conqueror,” pays off, producer-di-

rector-actor

Dick Powell

step-

is

ping out of vidpix. The move isn’t
motivated by a lack of financial
success in telefilm, since “Four
Star Playhouse,” the corporation in
which he owns a quarter share with

Don Sharpe and

actors David Niven
is running well

and Charles Boyer,

in the black; but by an exhausting
search for new tv material.

‘turn

V Abner Abroad’
as

.Hollywood, Nov. 9.
Norris Goff and Chester Lauck
have returned from Europe where
they have been vidfilmlng a new

comedy-adventure series for the
past two months. “Luni ’n’ Abner
Powell alone does 10 hilf-hour
Abroad”
is tag for the series.
vidpix a year for the Singer SewJames Kern produced and diing Machine-Parker Pen sponsored
rected, With Carl Herzinger script“Four Star.” In addition, he, like
ing. Series was filmed in conjunchis partners, is responsible for
tion with the Nassour studios here.
okaying nearly, all casings made
Vidfilms were lensed in Monte
under their production banner.
Venice and Zagreb.
Jill
That includes 39 “Star and Story” Carlo,
British ballet star, is in one
Morse,
Vidpix, some of which are being
of the episodes, nd will come here
lensed with Henry Fonda as host.
to appear in some of the films to be
After losing $160,000 in its first
year (1952), FSP is running comSubstantial
fortably ahead now.
profits are being made from,. the
outfit’s outside production duties,
including an hour-long tint pic of
Dicken’s “Christmas Carol” for
CBS-TV with Basil Rathbone and
Fredric March. The firm maintains
its own staff, With two directors and
a complete backlot setup.
The “Star-Story” deal calls for
Fonda to host a Reinghold 14-mai ket regional deal in N. Y. and CaliDon Sharpe, the fourth
fornia.
partner (who shares a small part
Roger Clipp; topper at WFIL-TV
of his fourth with the incorporat4

ing lawyer) says, the

near 59 markets

in

show
all

is

sold

Of-

told;

ficial is distribbing what Will total
39 pix, With Budweiser having another 14-market deal.
The “Playhouse” skein, judged
of fairly high calibre; Will have 90
stanzas in the kitty by the season’s
end, and they have a strdng residual potential once the national
sponsorship pact ends. This should
increase FSP coin immeasurably.
Sharpe has still to firm a distrib
deal on the reruns, but it looks as
though Official has the inside
.

in Philadelphia, still believes

a:

re-

adjustment in teiepi
price pat-r
terning must be made in spite of
the rebuff his plan for prices based
on a proportion of the Class A
hour rate met recently from vidpix

distributors.

York

last

week

Clipp,

in

New

for the Television

Bureau of Advertising kickoff
meeting, said that the distribs must
come up. with a standardized pricing plan to get rid of inequities and
to
give the business
economic

As. an example of such inequiSharpe said that th company is
ties, Clipp pointed out that feature
pitching another series now.
It’s
a dramatic layout with ex-Notre films cost him around $1,500 each.
Dame coach, Frank Leahy, as host. His Class A hour rate i6 $2,000. Yet,
There are two already made, one in another smaller Pennsylvania
city where a particular station’s
of which got airing last
ight
(Tues.) via DuPont’s “Cavalcade of Class A hour rate is $900, the feature film distribs charge that outlet
America.”
only $200 for a feature. Since rate
cards are based oh circulation, the
disproportion between
the two
.

film prices is

ABC

Syndication this week sold
“Passport to Danger” Cesar

its

Romero

starrer

to

Canadian Ad-

miral for airing over the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. network.
It
marks the first time a syndicated
show will be aired over the net
itself, rather than being placed in
each of the web’s markets
a
spot basis..
Series, which starts on CBC-TV
Nov. 18 on seven stations with
others picking it up later,
the
iourtir major
Canadian sale
this year. Others were “Racket
Squad,” also sold to Admiral, and
'

!

‘.The

Bender,

AH

ABC

Playhouse,”

Gruen

to

Jacoby-

and McCormack.

the Canadian Sales were set by

Nat Donato out of the N. Y.
fice.-

of-

Way out

,

.

DEAL

ON

Tors,

Producer-writer Edmund Beloin
testing for other leads in the
show sponsored by Toni. Richard
Bare is director-associate producer,
and series rolls Nov. 26 at the Hal
is

Roach

lot.

,

making

his

initial

.

plunge

into tv, has signed a deal to proa scientifiqtion vidfilm series
for Ziv TV.
,

duce

Tors exited the Hal Roach studios to check in at California studios, production home of Ziv.
He

Bernard L. Schubert threw a
stumbling block in the path of
Guild Films’ deal to film Paul
Coates’ “Confidential File” and sell
it

.

“Going Hollywood,” new vidfilm
on NBC.

*

(

sell
“File,” a local live-and-film
in Los Andocumentary on
He claims he
geles, in mid-July.
spent a good deal of money and
time in the negotiations, and went

series beginning Jan,' 1

would

,

Cass Daley, Gordon Jones
Hollywood, Nov. 9.
Cass Daley and Gordon Jones
signed for two of the top roles in

consummated,

1

nationally to its Vitapix station
lineup by filing suit against Coates,
Confidential File Inc., agent Ted
Ashley and Guild last week. Schuorder enjoining
bert seeks
Coates, Ashley and Confidential
File Inc. from making any deal to
film the show other than orte which
Schubert claims he’s been negotiating for more than three, months.
Schubert claims he entered into
negotiations to finance, film and

Into ‘Going Hollywood’

if

MCA-TV into a topdog
guarantees because of increased planning to produce a telepix series status in the syndicated; field, with
competition and consequent lower based on the hitery and using its more product than any other
grosses, new devices are coming talent. Series is in the plans. stage distrib including Ziv, NEC Film
into play to keep both parties now, with Walters slated to pro- Division and CBS Television Film
duce and own the package outright. Sales,
happy.
That there’s a good chance that
General demands for guarantees Understood he’s planning to put it
the. negotiations will succeed and
by established producers these days in syndication.
that
this deal is more than one of
call for from 50% to 100%, rea dozen rumors of mergers and
coupment of the first year’s negaconsolidations is evident in the
tive cost within 15 months to two
remark by a Gross-Krasne spokesyears.
With toughened competiman on the Coast that the only
ti
many distribs are finding it
thing holding up the sale is price.
impossible to meet their guarantees,
Apparently, Jack Gross and Phil
and while they’re paying off the
Krasne, who bought out other
old ones, on new deals they’re
partners in UTP at the beginning
avoiding the guarantees and comof the" year, want to move out of
ing up with alternative payment
distribution and concentrate solely
methods. A canvass of top distribs
on production, This in spite of the
finds only a few of them making
fact that UTP over the past several
deals with straight guarantees.
Guild Films took its first signifi- months has emerged as one of the
One method is to go into actual
financing- of the films. It’s pointed cant step toward the. Creation of hottest contenders in the telefilm
out that financing is in actuality the filmed network concept stem- sweepstakes and has been operata pre-payment of the guarantee. ming from, its agreement with Vita- ing in the black for the first time.
On the. MCA side, the octopoid
That being the case, distribs find pix by signing Dave Savage, director of film procurement at NBC, outfit has been building its film
it worth while to pay out 'the coin
in advance and get a share of the as director of station relations and activities strongly over the past
syndication of Revue
profits over and above their dis- announcing that former NARTB year, via
reruns plus acquisitribution fee and have to come up vip. Robert K. Richards has been Producti
signed by Vitapix as a “consult- tion of outside packages.
It’s
With the coi
later on anyway
Without sharing in the profits. What ant to help coordinate details of significant too that MCA this week
the. national setup.”
made MCA-TV veep Dave Sutton
it amounts to is floating a bank
Both Richards and Savage will a member of the board of the
loan with existing station-sponsor
have two immediate tasks, the syndication operation, and also
contracts as collateral, and financsigning of more stat ions to the now that
form e r , ABC’ers Sandy
ing the vidpix out pf that loan.
Loan is paid off over an 18-month 37-Outlet lineup of Vitapix mem- Stronach and Jim Stirton, who
bers
specific ostensibly had joined the agency
and
the
clearing
of
or two-year period in the same
manner as if the distribs were pay- time periods on thdse stations for on the live television side, were
deals on Guild shows. named v.p.’s of MCA-TV, whose
ing off their guarantees. They have national spot
Richards, who resigned from the only function is to syndicate film.
to. pay interest, but that’s compenNARTB
this spring to set up a conUTP properties which would be
sated for by their having a piece
sultancy operation, will operate absorbed under the deal would
of the property.
Vitapix end, while Savage include: “Lone Wolf,” “Mayor of
from
the
There are other variations on
will work out of the Guild office the Town,” “Where W.ere You?”
this theme, such as partial financSavage additionally “Waterfront,” “Rocky Jones,” “The
ing to take the place of the guaran- as a staffer.
will work: on program planning for Ruggles,” “Counterpoint,” “Heart
tee, or installment payments under
Guild.
of the City” (“Big Town” reruns);
a schedule which would simulate a
Savage, who was brought into his “Royal
Playhouse”
(“Fireside”
guarantee. Main reason for guarfilm procurement post at NBC by reruns) and a load of assorted
antees from the producers’ standthe then Film Division v!p, and other product. MCA-TV’s latest
point is that he’s got to pay off his
now exec v.p. Robert W. Sarnoff acquisitions are “Man Behind the
production
loans
and
backers
organized the film department of Badge,” “Long John Silver,” “Guy
within the specified period of the
WCBS-TV, the CBS-TV N Y. flag- Lombardo Show,” and an Xavier
guarantee.
Distribs
don’t
like
ship.
He developed the feature Cugat color series. In addition;
them because it puts them on the
film programming concept there as it’s got “Abbott & Costello,” “Kit
hook if the property isn’t a hot
embraced in “The Late Show” and Carson,”
“Follow
Tljat
Man”
one,. But in cases where they feel
th ‘.‘Early Show,” and before mow
‘Man Against Crime” reruns),
fairly certain of a show’s quality,
ing over to NBC was in charge of “Biff Baker,” “I’m the Law,” “City
they’re now willing to finance di'filmbuying for all the CBS-TV o&o Detective” and. more than 200 halfrectly so as to get a share in it
stations.
hour dramatic anthology films
rather than; take it on a straight
under the “Famous Playhouse”
distribution basis. Key to the entitle.
A valuation of the productire situation, of course, is the eastion
cost of all the properties held
ing of financing; which enables the IVAN TORS’ ZIV
by both, firms homes to near $2d,distribs to borrow enough coin to
000 000
finance instead of having to pay
SCIENCE FICTION
the producer off out of the show’s
Hollywood,
9.
Nov.
revenues.
Theatrical film producer Ivan

of line, Clipp
thing holds for. syndicated half-hours, he says..
Clipp, who did a lot of telepix
purchasing ..this year, say’s he’s
going to ease up in the cbming
year. “We can’t go selling $1,500
programs when our half-hour rate
is $1,000 and, in some cases as low
as $700,” Clipp said.

Same

feels:

the* tele-

up In the
Music
current
negotiations
b.v
Corp. of America to buy out
United Television Programs -and
absorb its catalog. Such a -pur-

where the producer is making deOn Lou Walters’ Roster
mands for higher guarantees over
Lou Walters, operator of the chase,
a shorter period and the distrib is
finding it tougher to meet those Latin Quarter, N. Y., is reportedly project

sense.

track.

Wildcat expansion' of
film industry is pointed

Day of the distributor’s guarantee in the telepix field appears to
be on its way out. In. a situation

KTTV

out and got firm commitments from
sponsors who would bankroll
Fully expectthe filmed version.
ing his deal to be consummated,
he charges that the deal with
Guild has. cost him money, time
and embarrassment, and seeks to
have the court prevent the Guild
dec'll and any other but one with
him.

tw

Flamingo

Films,

which

last

week tied up tv -rights to the Nash“Grand Ole Opry,”
immediately begin prepara- ville-based
has.
set
a
surefire
promotion
tions for anthology series of 39
He lensed the first film in the se- scheme with the Opry members
the show.
ries at the Roach lot, with William and WSM, which
Lundigan and Ellen Drew starring. Scheme will enable; every sponsor
to have an “Opry” Unit headed by
one of the stars make a personal
appearance in every city in ivhich
the tv series opens at the time of
Bud Austin to
opening. With some 125 members,
Bud Austi
longtime national
will

NTA

sales chief of Official Films

in the

and for ures

six months v.p.-general
manager of Charles Wick’s Telefilm
Enterprises, last week joined National Telefilm Associates as head
of a newly-created national sales
department... He’ll operate independent of NTA's syndication operations, but Will report to sales
v.p. Harold Goldman, with his first

the

past

.

assignment the peddling of Desilu’s
Charles
Coburn - starring
pilot,
“Country Doctor,” which NTA is
repping .on a shortterm deal.
Meanwhile, Goldman set one of
the firm’s biggest regionals to date,
a 10-market deal on “The Passerby” .with “Charles Furniture Co.
Deal, set through the Manson-GoldMiller agency of Minneapolis, is for
the midwest and runs 26 weeks.

“Opry”

cast,

Flamingo

fig-

it won’t be difficult to schedule such appearances.
Firm is also planning
record
promotion patterned after Guild
Films’ “Liberaee” p r o ni o t i o n.
“Opry” members, led by such
country singers as Roy Acuff and
Hank Snow, have piled up record
royalties of nearly $40,000,000
their aggregate disking careers, so
that Flamingo topper Sy WeinIraub sees a. near-unlimited field
for such a promotion. Weinlraub
planes down to Nashville Nov. 18
‘

WSM’s three-day country mupromotion, at which some 1,400
disk jockeys. will be in attendance.
He figures that these deejays will
return to their stations as virtual
“salesmen” for the filnled-in-cnlor

lor
sic

series.
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Morgan-Solow ‘Journal'

On Sponsorship

Block

Series based on Lloyd C. Dougnovel; “Dr. Hudson’s Secret
Journal,” is being offered for national sponsorship by United TelePrograms on behalf of
vision
las’

The United Nations Educational,
and Cultural Organiza-

Brewster Morgan and Eugene Solow, who have tifed up rights to the

Scientific,

tion is 'encouraging a plan for an
international tv film and kinescope
distribution setup for both com-

book. Decision to go to. a full seon the story came about
through good agency reception of
one of the films in the MorganMAC
Solow "Authors Playhouse” series,
already in production with UTP
the series oil sales.
repping
“Bulldog
latter’s
Films to handle
“Playhouse” is an anthology seDrummond” and “Topper” series,
ries
on Works of top Ameribased
feaRoach
Hal
of
plus a bundle
can authors. Morgan and Solow
tures.
Hudson’s Secret Jour“Dr.
made
departits
orch
dropping
is
MAC
ment to step up its vidpix activi- nal” as one of the films in the
series, but they’re now using the
ties.
pic as a pilot for a new series on
the Douglas character, who’s a‘ sci-ir
“Journal” first appeared as
entist.
a segment of “Magnificent Obsession,” but Douglas later wrote ah
entire novel as a sequence to the
“Obsession” insert. Series Would
be based on this novel, with John

Chicago, Nov.

mercial and educational interests;.
Though UNESCO will not take an
active part in the “clearing house”
its start, a meeting under its
aegis will be held next spring or

after

summer

and currently

in Europe,

the “dos” and “don'ts” of importing and exporting kines and telefilm

are

by

surveyed

being

9.

McConkey

Artists Corp. is expanding further into the telepix
Studios subsid,
arena, via its
Prexy Dick Shelton has inked a
syndication .pact with (Governor

-

UNESCO

specialists.
The film festivals at Venice in
July and at Cannes in April have
both extended invitations to the

group.
Besides announcing these activiUNESCO’s Henry Cassirer
warned vidfilmers in the U. S. not
to expect nations abroad to act as

ties,

.

Screen

“dumping grounds” for American
telepic product. He said that all
of Europe is alert for fear the U.S.
will not permit reciprocal, agreements- ° ne of the “clearing house”

Johnny

Gems

week

last,

Weissmuller

“Jungle Jim.”

to

tied

up

Star

in

;

ries

sell in
First thing, Cassirer

this'

market;

ably.

be offered for national sale

•

foreign
against

+»»>+»

»

militating

this

vidfilni,

more

extensive

use

of

Plenty Info
pattern calls for
information on the preparation of
more useful in
would
be
that
film
all languages and in all countries;
.

The

> »»

Vidpix Chatter

same.

UNESCO

>»

New York

Don Kearney, ABC Syndication
sales

starting

the

lecture
machinery for,
both educational and commercial route, via a talk, Week before last
vidfilm (not features) via setting to the Third Annual Business Symup a central office able to supply posium at Manhattan College and
info on (1) video rights, that in- a scheduled appearance for' Febcluding music rights, union clear- ruary at the N.Y. Advertising
ances (on kine shows particularly); Club’s radio-tv cliriic of its adver(2) separate sound tracks (music tising and selling course,
Byron
and effects tracks); (3) scripts for Lord, a director of Pearl
Dean
foreign language translation; (6) Ltd, of London, producers of motion picture
theatre advertising
lip sync methods.
Cassirer said that producers to-, Which is planning to start, turning
day do not think in terms of inter- out tv filmed, commercials, in. town
distribution
on either for a series of discussions with Joe
national

improvement

of

v.p.,

son’s official residence for many
years was In Miami Beach, where
he was buried Wed. (3):
Thomas A. Welstead, New York,
the station’s eastern sales man-

Ziv has just firmed a contract
opening the Italo market for its
product.

After weeks of negotiat-

ing, the vidpix outfit

came

to terms

with Radio Audizione Italian, the
government-protected network.
For the rights to play 13 halfhours of “My Favorite Story,” 13
of the “Cisco Kid” and a mixed
package of 13 segments from “Boston Blackie” and “Mr.rDistrict Attorney.” RAX has in turn promised
to dub these 39 properties for use
in other Italo-language markets—
certainly South America (Brazil,
for one) where Italian is spoken,
possibly Africa and ultimately- for
redistribution to Italo stations in

Furthermore, Ziv is
the U. S,
getting from RAI an estimated
$240 for term use of each pic. The
dubbing deal was the chief matter
for concern in negotiations, arranged through Italian Films ExN. Y; and finalized via
port i
in the last few
its Rome office
days.

RAI chose the four series from
among seven offered, by Ziv, The.
others were “I Led Three Lives,”

)

part

the

of

“clearing

recently

moved

to the homeofficd,

On Fuller, Other Shows
midwest; and Jules V.
Arbib, formerly with Permabook,
Regional reps of Screencraft Picorganization of the deal will be who’s added to the N.Y. sales, staff tures planed in to New York this
Official
Films veep Herman week for a series of
difficult to consummate.
A couple
homeoffice conof educational broadcasters who’ve Rush off on a three-week sales tour ferences on upcoming syndicated
.Guild Films’ client relations
already been approached (National
product
firm,
which
the
thus far
and sales promotion departments
Assn, of Educational Broadcasters
moving into new temporary quar- has restricted itself to the feature
having resolved
to
study
the ters
field,
plans
to
put
on
the
market.
pending the entire firm’s Jan.
UNESCO proposal) are fearful that .1 move
to ease the overcrowding One of these is “Jimmy Fidler in
commercial telecasters will frown ... Mike O’Shea back from his Mo- Hollywood,” which preems Nov. 28
on giving product a “more inter- tion Pictures for Television Coast in 40 markets.. Another may be
national flavor” since it might de- trip and cleaning up prior to exit- the Arthur Lake family comedy
tract from showing in the U.S.
ing the firm Nov. 15.
show.
also in the

I

.

t

•r

Those new "Groucho in Europe’’
(every

Lenox Lohr, the army eniriajcr, who Was President
of NBC for a time, had been a
particular peeve of Wilson's; Lohr,
with his lack of humor, Which
eventually fouled him up with the
advertising agencies, was not a
ploded.
gineer

“Yesterday’s Newsreels” and. the
“Unexpected^’
The deal strengthens Ziv as the
Forest, creative director of Trans- U. S, vidpix distrib with the largest
filmed or live (kine shows. In adfilm. .NBC Film Division took on stake in foreign exposure.
Along
dition to performers' rights being
three new salesmen: Edward Quin- lines of its two-yeaf-old Latino disan obstacle to international dis- cy Adams,
former assistant ad tributioh, the company lately pacttribution, there are more basic manager
of Standard Rate & Data,
deal with Bogota.
things like failure Of producers to who replaces Tom Shull, now prez ed a
supply "international soundtrack” of Inland .Broadcasting, in the midto facilitate foreign usage.
west; Robert D. Ingwerson, exSince UNESCO cannot actually Borden Co., replacing John Burns, Screencraft Huddles

house” idea but can only “organize
and advise,” it’s feared that final

'

Thursday on Be Soto’s 'You Bet Your Life”!)
.

let

Wilson had been
with
show business.
With his brother Hansford, he did
a tumbling act in the varieties.
They got a last-minute booking in
Spain before World War I and
zest always lay,

connected

cancelled passage to return to the
States on a brand-new liner, the
Titanic.
Brother Hansford stayed
in show business.
Wilson came
tb own five film houses in Covington. He was also a banker (see the
story, Separately printed in this
issue, of Wilson’s estate) and very
much a participant in all sorts of
side-businesses.
He had a natural
talent for making money and for
the
showmanship flair. Wilson
astonished the broadcasting industry, arid this publication back in
the depression years, by contracting for several splurges. He’d take
eight consecutive half pages in a
single Variety issue. You couldn’t
help loving the. man.
Wilson went to the theatre for
his Wife.
Jean Oliver, now co-executor of the estate, Was playing
dramatic stock leads in Ohio back
before radio and talking pictures
assassinated this form of public
entertainment.
Jean Wilson has
said that it was as much fun, and
better paying, being the wife of a
broadcaster;
L. B. Was a lavish host but he
fought shy of those who tried to
reciprocate.
He Was a nervous
guest. He was happiest when engaged in radio shop talk and he
once stood in the water at Miami
Beach,
reaching
this
present
writer’s shoulder, brilliantly, dissecting the CBS versus the NBC.
managements for an hour while

who spoke arid he who listened. It
was always an education to hear

//

Producing films for Television and Industry in our own air-conditioned
studio at 1600 Broadway in the heart of New York City, Circle 7-2264

Wilson

talk.

Topmiller

Hollywood, Nov. 9.
the books” on
the “Ruggles” tv series with the

AFTRA

TV

agreement between Raisbeck and
exec secretary Claude Me-

AFTRA
Cue,

Payment brings to more than
$100,000. the coin paid to date to.
AFTRA members for reuse of “Th
Ruggles” kines.

‘RACKET SQUAD’ AS

THEATRICAL FILM
Hollywood, Nov.

9>

“Racket Squad” is. the latest tv
film property headed for conversion into a theatrical film.
Allied Artists, which registered
the tag With the
Oct. 29, is
negotiating a deal for filming the
.

.

MPA A

show with Hal RoacK Jr., producer

AA

of the t'eleversion.
may produce, or Roach may produce it for
Allied release, but that hasn’t been
determined as yet, exec producer

Walter Mirisch

said.

Reed Hadley starred in the video
show which is no longer in production, Roach shuttering the show
after canning. 78, replacing it with
“Public Defender,” also starring
Hadley. AA wants Hadley for its
film version.

WANT E D
T.V.

AND COMMERCIAL SHORT
FILMS

Named

Cincinnati, Nov.
Charles H. Topmiller is the

“closed

payment of $20,000 to cast members as a result of the sale by Robert Raisbeck of
productions' of
91 kinescopes of the show to KHJTV. Deal is in accordance with- an

A

large number of broadcasting, advertising
and tradepaper gentry will not see
his like again.
L. B.

doit!

,

WCKY

1

the waves broke unnoticed by he

k

ager;

.

:

\

.

was elected v.p.
Mrs. Jeanette Hei
exec secretary of the sta tion was named
corporate secretary. Wilson’s widow, Mrs. Constance F. Wilson,
Miami Beach, was elected treasurer.
All officers were bequeathed stock
man with whom Wilson could feel
comfortable, and Wilson had the in L. B. Wilsori, Inc., parent of
politician’s innate skill in most
andi applicant for television
interpersonal relationships. In the channel .10 in Miami,
They were,
end, the 20th floor at CBS and elected to the company’s board of
There directors.
L. B. agreed to disagree.
Value of the Wilson estate was
Were euphemisms on both sides
but basically it was a case of CBS’ estimated at $2,500,000. Mrs. Wilslick
management finding too son and the Miami Beach National
probing an interrogator in the fast- Bank were named executors.
thinking and colorful talking KenThe will provides that 50% of
tuckian.
the estate shall go to Wilson’s
,
A Variety wag when he saw widow, including 40% of the comL. B. Wilson for the first time pany stock, and 50% of the recracked, “He’s the only guy smaller mainder will go to his brother,
than Abe Lastfogel,” There was a Hansford B. Wilson, New York. The
legend that the L. B. stood for other 50% of the balance will go
“pound,” arid that was all he mainly to Topmiller, Welstead,
weighed at birth. Nobody ever es- Mrs. Heihze and Mrs. Essie Rupp,
tablished that L. B. stood for given director of continuity. Each of the
names. One version had the L. 60 or so statiori employes at the
for one side of the parentage, the time of Wilson’s death will benefit
B. for another. Ever the showman, under the will to the extent of $500,
L. B. was not one to choke off an
interesting
speculation
line
of
about himself.
Before he became a broadcaster,
and that’s clearly where his true

.

were filmed abroad by.

—

In the

pendent

snakepit which was radio station
relations in the mad, bad days, this
Was loaded: Being loaded, it ex-

.

become

(LB.)

All

Continued from page 24

tion compensation terms.

of dickering. Series, based on the

would like to before any thought is given to.
see exchange. agreements negoti- syndication.
ated.
Pictures
subsidiary
Columbia
He said the “clearing house aiso signed ex-Paramount producer
will delve into such problems as an Mel Epstein and William SackhCim
equitable means for international to produce the half-hour dramatic
vidpix payments and establishment anthology series for Falstaff Brewof mobile; screening facilities, par- ing Co. which Will preem in 40
ticularly for Europe Where tele- markets next fail.
casters how have difficulty viewing

Wilson—That’s

WCKY, succeeding L. B. Wilson,
founder of the independent 50,000
waiter, who died here Oct. 28 in his
hotel suite at the Sheraton-Gibson.
Principal heirs to the Wilson estate elected Topmiller at a meeting
Friday (5) in Miami Beach, following the filing pf "the will in the
Dade County Probate Court. Wil-

King Features comic strip, goes
concepts is to see that there is an
exchange of celluloid product, be- before the cameras in January,.
cause,- it’s; said in effect, no organi- With
Harold Greene producing
zation can work effectively unless and Earl Bellamy directing the
European producers are given op- 26 half-hours.
Series will probportunity to

1

.

’by nature to be an obedient affiliate. Very definitely he got
in both networks’ hair.
L. B. had one rule of thumb he
He
liked to apply to the webs.
wanted to be assured that his terms
lead:
Pilot
playing
the
Was.
Howard
were
as good as whatever other
directed by Peter Godfrey,
50,000-watter he had reason to believe had the best obtainable sta-

several weeks

after,

Sheldon Reynolds Was quoted in Art Buchwald’s Paris column in the
N. Y. Herald Tribune last week as: saying that, to protect himself
against some one else releasing any Sherlock Holmes films on tv, he
“had to buy up the 11 feature films Which were owned by UniversalInternational Pictures’’ and that he “now owns all the film rights for
Sherlock Holmes.”
Apparently there’s no argument on theatrical release * rights, but
there seems to be some dispute as to ty Clearance. Reynolds, producer
of the “Foreign intrigue” series, also is repped on syndicated-tv With
the Sherlock made-for-video half-hour skein.' However/Universal sold
12 Sherlock Holmes films (with. Basil Rathbone and others) for tv
In New- York, for instance, WCBS-TV, already has shown
display.
eight of the features (distributed by Associated Artists) with four to
go in a playoff that started in September and will conclude next
September with six ruins for each for a total of 72 presentations. The
Reynolds-made 30-minuters are running on WRCA-TV in Ni Y.

9.

new

president and general manager of

BRITISH NEWS-REELS, LIMITED
147 Wordour St., London, Eng.
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BIG PUSH FOR 45’S IN N. Y.

“Dixie” to “Over There,” from “There’ll Be a Hot Time
Old Town Tonight” to the Nazi paean of,hate, the “Horst
Wessel” song, from “Break the News to Mother” to “The Stars
and Stripes Forever” and “God Bless America,” the impact of
music on the masses has .been something more casual than just
another popular song.
This is a perhaps devious approach to the recent wave of

From

in the

7-f

of intensive intraindustry study. It has long been the feeling that a certain group
regard,
with a fervor
kids”
“the
of recording favorites, whom
bordering on. fanatacism, could do much to curb juvenile delinquency, if the chips were dovpi. That goes for the current
crop of hot faves with young America like Eddie Fisher, Johnnie
Ray, Frankie Laine, Perry Como, etc., as it was true in the yes-

,

,

.

-

teryear Sinatra -Benny

Goodman

vogue.

The Common denominator

of pop music has alchemist effect
on these kids, hence the obligation to feed them the right type
of lyrics is more than a casual thing. It is one of the most intimate mediums of masS Communications because, emotionally;
the audience, identification with almost any song is so direct and
personal.

in an industry where the facts of life can be projected in such
euphemistic terms as “hug” and “kiss”—as substitutes for earths
connotations—the creation and popularization of a “cute”
Song, just because it may sell a few records, carries with it a
greater responsibility.

ier

This caution is. not born of imagination. The Songwriters’ Pror
Assn, last week formally “condemned” smutty lyrics in
the public interest. Just because the prime offenders have been
the so-called “rhythm & blues” tunes does not minimize the fact
that almost every one of the major labels, at one time or another,
has been the subject of similar comment. The criticism may not
be as sharply directed at them; but sundry “interpretations” have
been unsub tie, in their lyrical treatments.
t.ective

There

always be qulck-dollar opportunists, and if the
so important in today’s scheme' of song popularization, it is the obligation of the broadcasters to screen every
platter they put on the air. That string of questionable r&b
titles on that Memphis station, as reported last week, would
never be the target if the station’s program department exercised a little common sense in a quick run-through of some of
those “mama” and “baby” and “rock me” titles. That also goes
for a bigtime deejay who, on the one hand, brags that he “likes
to hear the records for the first time with my audiences,” and
coincidentally expresses shock at some of the double -entendre
stuff, resulting in- sharp comment as he yanks the platter off
the turntable. How much v/iser it would be never to expose this
brand of blue stuff in the first place!
will

record thing

is

Tin Pan Alley’s obligation to its public has been almost idealmanifested over the years. The treasury of American
pop songs that inspire the sentimental, nostalgic and rhythmic
moods is a tribute to the ingenuity and productivity of the
American music business. But in ah era when the moral fibre
of all nations; is threatened by a deterioration of what once were
basic, principles, it is the more Important today that something,
as intimately associated with the young Amerca as a popular
song, be most carefully screened before being given permanency
on wax.
This is the kind of quick buck nobody in the music business
wants or should risk.
Abel

the failure of N.Y. retailers. to push
the 45 rpm machines. In other
notably Philadelphia, the retailers sold their full quota of. 45
machines and now that speed has
gradually displaced the 78s in the
pop field. N.Y. dealers have tended to brush the 45 machines in
favor of three-speed players, which
are not as handy as well as being
more expensive than the single
cities,

speed machines.
It’s, estimated that New York is
losing $10,000,000 annually in 45

—

trustee, through his attorneys, Julian T. Abeles (& Bernstein), has

established two more important legal precedents in his all-out drive
on behalf of music; publishers'
against unlicensed and defaulting
disk labels. The decision was handed down last Friday (5) by Judge
Archie O. Dawson of the N. Y, Federal Court in actions brought by
Fox on behalf of ShapirorBernstein
Music, Gershwin Publishing Corp.,
Edward B. Marks Music, Miller
Music, Lewis Music and Mutual
Music, in conjunction with the
'

Glenn Miller

estate.

The

action was brought against
the manufacturer and, distributor;
of off-the-air recordings of the
propaganda broadcasts of Major
Harry Fox, publishers* agent and

land during the last World War,
and against the retail dealers, in
New York City who purchased, and
sold the records. The decision was cision to Supreme Court, which regiven in a motion made by Abeles fused to review the lower court’s
for judgment against the manufacr ruling. 0 The final determination of
turer, Joseph Krug, individually the case, either in the form of a
and doing business as A. F. N. permanent injunction against the
Record Co.
AFM or the dismissal of Stein’s
In his efforts to stamp out such application, is still before the Ap(Continued on page 56)
peals Court.
.

to pay music performance
by film theatre exhibitors.
was brought by a Swiss “theatre
group against the' Society
Suisse Des Auteurs et. Editeurs,

will be played by the N. Y.
Philharmonic, D’Artega conducting, at New York’s Carnegie Hall, Nov. 26.
Gloria Vanderbilt Stokowski made a stab at songsmithing about a year ago.

the

'

Swiss equivalent of

ASCAP.

The Swiss performing

rights socithe suit in
lower court several months ago,
but on appeal, the exhibitor plaintiff
won the right to a retrial,
which is now ih progress.
According to the Swiss exhibitors’ contention, they don’t have to
pay special music performance
febs for playing music on filpi
soundtracks, since their deal with
the picture distri butors also covered the use of the music in the
films. The fundamental contention,
of the Swiss performing rights so-'
ciety and the music industry is
that the music is not owned by the
film producer or distributor but by
the publisher.
Similar cases involving the same contentions by
film exhibitors were previously defeated in Germany, Belgium and

ety

originally

won

While net earnings for Decca
Records for the first nine months
of this year have soared over last
year, Milton R. Rackmil, prexy of
both Decca and Universal Pictures,
arid a group of associates have Holland.
taken over control of more than
For the writers and publishers,
500,000 shares of the diskery ’s 1,- this suit is of major importance
602,501 outstanding shares.
since performance coi from theaLast Week,: the Rackmil group tre exhibs in Europe represents a
bought 103,000 Decca shares from big portion bf their revenue. The
Lansall Corp.; an investment firm Screen Composers Assn., reprecontrolled by David Baird and Rob- sertting Hollywood background
ert R. Young interests. About the
(Continued on page 54)
same time, Rackmil was made trustee for another 75,000 shares of
New stock ownerDecca stock.
ship and control by the Rackmil
group puts the Decca prexy in a
virtually impregnable p o. s i t i o n
against any attempt to unseat the

,

30, amounted to $2,272,602, equal firm.
to $1.42 per share of the outstandLevy's bid topped the $3,500
ing capital stock. The net includ- offer made, later withdrawn, by
ed the undistributed earnings of Eli Oberstein; head of the Varsity
the diskery’s subsidiary. Universal and Royale loW-priced disk labels.
Pictures, of Wh ich Decca owns 718,- Ben Selvin, artists. & repertoire
585 shares or 73% of the picture chief for RCA’s Camden label, was
company’s total common stock.
the court-appointed appraiser of
In'the corresponding period last the assets of the Derby company.
year, Deccas earnings were $471,Exactly what Levy will wind up
593, equal to 35c per share on 1,- with hasn't exactly been deter*
354,158 shares. The 1953 net, how- mined, although it’s known thaf
ever, did not include Decca’s then Larry Newton, head of Derby when
proportional share of Universal’s it was functioning, had made nuundistributed earnings, this indi- merous purchases of masters. Newcating that De'cca’s Universal in- ton sold to other labels a coupl*
vestment has ben chiefly respons- of dozen masters before the bankible for the sharp rise in the disk- ruptcy declaration for $1,000, and
other masters made by Dwight
ery’s earning statement this year.
Fiske and. a couple of bands will
revert back to the artists under
terms of their individual deals.
It’s expected that there will be a
legal hassle over Whether Newton
had the right to dispose of the
bankruptcy
Tallulah Bankhead Is currently masters before the
declaration.
heading a. special committee to
.

;

Hollywood, Nov. 9.
Jimmy Wakely heads the Coral
Caravan, unit of performers featured on the Coral label, which
leaves here end of this month for
a series of dne-nighters through
the Pacific Northwest that may be
a forerunner to a coast-to-coast
tour. It’s the first Coral Caravan
to take to the road but the diskery,
subsidiary of Decca, may haye
others going out next year.

Seattle, Wash., and Albany,
Coquille and Klamath Falls, Ore.
In addition to the personal appearances, unit will visit deejays,

make television appearances and
visit Coral dealers in the area.
Washington, Nov. 9.
The American Federation of Musicians suffered a technical kayo
Pitch Pix Deal on DeSylva,
before the Supreme Court Monday
(8) when the justices rejected an
Brown, Henderson Combo
AFM appeal from
Appeals
Danny Winkler
Court decision affecting the “unagent
Coast
fair list.” Case involved a Nashville headed back to Hollywood last

Abe Stein, who was placed
on the AFM “unfair list” after he
had brought suit for damages because of alleged failure of DUke
Ellington’s orch to fill a date he
had booked.
Last year, the Appeals Court in
Tennessee granted Stein a temporary injunction against the AFM’s
move to put him on the “unfair
list.” The AFM appealed this de-

need

fees
Suit

'

‘UNFAIR LIST’ APPEAL

agent,

of a current legal action, in Switzerland aimed at eliminating the

kah Harkness, widow of William
Harkness
(Cleveland
Standard Oil clan), has penned
“Tropical Nocturne,” which

-

and

AFM

Rebe-

Alley.

Publish-

Lou Levy, head of Leeds Musi
bought a disk company yesterday
with a bid of $4,200 for the assets
Decca earnings for the first three
quarters of this year, ending Sept. of the bankrupt Derby Recordi

ley Ballroom in Medford, Ore., and
has subsequent dates slated in
Newport, Ore., Olympia, Tacoma

HIGH COURT NIXES

Pan

&

film

feated.

With Wakely in this unit will be
The Three Rays, Tommy Duncan
and Don Weston and his band. Outfit opens Nov. 27 at the Rogue Val-

Harry Fox, publishers agent and

crack at Tin

major

companies
are closely watching the outcome
ers and. the

socialite is taking a

rpm business due to retailer shortThis attitude is all
sightedness.
the more unusual, it’s held, because. th 33 rpm market in N.Y. is
shot through with discounters to
the extent that retailers can hardly,
make a profit on longplay platters.
On the 45s, however, the dealer
can make his full markup of 40%, present management, Last, spring;
since the discount houses cannot George L. Lloyd, a former board
afford to cut prices on the lower- member, attempted tb oust Rackmil in a stockholders’ proxy fight,
priced lines.
but Lloyd was overwhelmingly de-

istically

,

Another

Execs of the American Society
of Composers, Authors

Society Stuff

i

single-entendre songs, and its possible relationship to juvenile
delinquency. But it is as realistic as the current examination
which responsible authorities are making in the fields of crime
comics, whodunits on radio and tv, grisly realism in films and
the like, in direct relationship to America’s current problem as
regards the deterioration of morals among adolescents of the
grammar arid prep school age.

Fop songs should not avoid the same kind

In the first major attempt to
crack the New York disk market
with 45 rpm disks, Macy’s; N.Y.' department store is cooperating with
several major disk companies in a
“45 rpm
Festival”
this
week.
Macy’s disk department is putting
the major accent on its 45 rpm
merchandise for the week and major label names. are chipping in by.
making personal appearances.
John Reeves, Macy’s platter buyer, set up; the promotion with Phil
Silverman, exec of Bruno’s, which
distributes Victor disks in the met-,
ropolitan area. Also instrumental
in setting up the project was Paul
Sklar, special Victor field rep in
N.Y. specializing on pushing the
45s. Other companies, such as Columbia and Decca Records, are also
joining in the campaign, by taking
spreads in the daily papers.
Although the 45s have been
pushing ahead in all other areas,
they have, not been clicks in the
New York; metropolitan area. Major factor in the lag is ascribed to

week

to

pitch

up

a

picture deal

.

TALLU HEADING DRIVE

raise funds fpr the

W.

C.

Handy

Foundation for the Blind on the
occasion of Handy’s 81st birthday,
Nov. 16. Other members of the
committee are. ASCAP prexy Stanley Adams, Df; Rufus E. Clement,
Gilbert, Andy Razaf,
L.: Wolfe
Noble Sissle* and Arthur Spingarn!
The Handy Foundation is a national interracial organization dedicated to aiding sightless persons.
'

around the songwriting
combination of DeSylva, Brown &
Winkler locked up
Henderson.
Lion’s EP Albumettes
okays from Lew Brown and Ray
Records
Lion Records,
Henderson and also got rights to
originally formed to
a biopic on the late Buddy De- subsidiary
has.
packages,
LP
pop-price
Sylva from Dave Shelley, stepson market
of DeSylva and heir of all his cre- been, enlarged to handle 45 rpm
reInitial
as
EP
albumettes
well.
ative rights.
Interest in the DeSylva, Brown. leases are now on the market.
sinavoid
will
continue
to
& Henderson team from .Holly- Lion

framed

MGM

wood

is

part of the pic cycle

of.

biogs on such tunesmiths as Gus
Kahn, Bert Kalmar & Harry Ruby,
Rodgers & Hart, Jerome Kern and
Sigmud Romberg, whose Metro
biopic, “Deep in My Heart,” Is due
for release shortly.

gle

78

releases

in

favor

of

thr

Chandler to Disk Film

Speeches for Decca
Decca is dickering for the purof
an independently-rechase
corded
musical
background to
frame a new. record on which Jeff
Chandler will read r o m a n ti c
speeches adapted from a pair of
Music was written, and arranged by Dennis Farnon and was
recorded by Bud Freeman’s indie
Belfry Records. Package is tagged
films.

“Woman.”
Freeman had the speeches
dubbed end submitted the package to Decca as an idea for Chandler.

Plattery will use the back-

ground music, dubbing in Chandler’s voice on a new track.

RCA ADDS HILLBILLY
packaged goods.
Herb Shirter, hillbilly singer, has
Label also will begin printing
joined
RCA Victor’s country &
to
the album price on the sleeve,
prevent dealers in scattered areas western roster.
' He formerly worked for Decca
at
from selling Lion packages
Records.
prices higher than list.
.
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season, for 'Christ in the U, S. market. This excellent
las tunes and all the diskeries coupling of ballads makes for an
re shooting for that big smash attractive launching of Hilton in
with a flock of novelty entries with this country.
Archie Bleyer: “The Naughty
top vocalists. One of the strongest
sides to turn up thus far is Kitty Lady of Shady Lane”-“While The
Kallen’s “Baby Brother,” a cute Vesper Bells Were Ringing” (Canumber which Miss Kallen bounces dence). Archie Bleyer again takes
brightly for Decca. The flip, “The on a major label with a “cover”
Spirit of Christmas,” is a lovely disk that may prove to be the
ballad with a more adult approach best
one.
Ames Bros; sliced
and it’s the official song of this “Naughty Lady” for Victor and
year’s Christmas Seal drive.
Bleyer, as in the case of “HerRed Buttons, for /'Columbia nando’s Hideaway,” has come up
Records,, has another good juve- with a swinging choral and instruslanted seasonal entry in “Bow- mental arrangement that may. well
Wants A Boy For Christmas,” pick up the marbles. Flip is a softwhich has the same kind of idea tempoed change-of-pace side that
as “Baby Brother,” and, for that also makes for attractive listeningmatter, the oldie, “All I Want For
Joan Weber: “Let Me Go Lover”Christmas Is Two Front Teeth.” “Marionette” ^Columbia).
Col’s
and hit
MUSIC
Spike JoneS made the latter tune new songs treSs, J oan Weber* debuts
about five years ago and now comes auspiciously with this coupling. 165th Consecutive Week, Aragon
Monica*
Calif.
Santa
Ballroom*
Exclusively on .Coral Records
It’s

,

,

.

Wow

Handel: Messiah (Angel). Brilliant sounding a$ well as emotionally moving version of the oratorio by
Sir Malcolm Sargent with British

preludes and fugues Nos. 17-24,
II) played as expected, with
authority and taste, by harpsichor-

Book
:

Wanda Landowska.

dist

soloists, chorus and the Liverpool
Philharmonic.
Orch and choral
blend is vivid as well as smooth.
Good soloists are headed by a fine
tenor in Richard Lewis.
Casals Festival (Columbia). Lush,
full tone and grand style of inter-

Beethoven: Sonaias No. 7 A 10
(London). Violinist Ruggiero Ricci
and pianist Friedrich Gulda a good,
(..artistic team for the impassioned
C Minor (No. 7) and the lighter
but emotionally strong G Major,
in an appealing coupling.
pretation offset technical flaws in
Piston; Symphony No. 3 (Mervet Pablo Casals1 version of the cury). Striking, imposing modern
Schumann cello concerto. Album wbrk (the long lyrical line of the;
also has flavorsome short pieces by slow movement .builds up beautiBach and others, played solo or fully), well-handled by the Eastman
with the Prades Festival orch.
orch under Howard Hanson.
Brahms: Violin Concerts (Decca).
Berg: Violin Concerto A ChamFamed Russ fiddler David Oistrakh ber Concerto (Vox), Coupled with
shows his lyrical tone, massive the bare, sparse violin concerto,
technique but a somewhat florid ably interpreted by gifted young
style here, and accomp of Saxon Ivry Gitlis, is the lesser-known
champagne
State Orch under Konwitschny is chamber concerto, also terse and
solid, not airy. An Intriguing ver- lean, but melodic and interesting.
sion, nevertheless.
Virile reading by Gitlis, pianist
Offenbach: Bluebeard
THERE’S. A SMALL HOTEL
Helen Charlotte Zelka and ensemble;
Bach: Cantatas No. 78 A 106
«nd
of Troy Suites
(Capitol).
Two
SAW YOUR EYES
charming ballet suites.
“Blue- (Vanguard). Two lovely, devout
beard,” especially, is fun, and works, simply and poignantly sung
played with verve by the Ballet and played by the Bach Guild
far-fetched for pop appeal: Wan
Choir, and Orch. No.. 106, intended
Theatre orch under Joseph Levi
derers' acceptance in the pop field
Chopin: Etudes (Epic). Two sets for a funeral service, is especially
come easily with “The
could
appealing. A fine coupling.
Wrong Party Again-” It’s brisk of 12 etudes each, widely conI
Music! (Angel). Two fine
and frisky, but that's just the kind trasted in mood, tempo and style, albums by a brilliant bunch
of
of tune and delivery the teen- but all lovely creations, and interyoung
Italian string players, interpreted
here
with
taste and skill by.
agers have been requesting from
preting lovely, tuneful 17th-18th
their pop platter spinners.
They pianist Alexander Uninsky.
century baroque music in great,
also give “Three Roses” a vibrant
Tchaikovsky: N u t c r a c k e r A style. One disk has four Vivaldi
workover and it, too, rates turn- Grieg: Peer Gynt No. 1 (MGM). concert! for strings and cembalo.
table time.
Lush, familiar melodies in suave Other offers a charming
Rossini
Peggy King: “I’m Gonna Put style here, tonally and technically sonata, a slower-paced but no less
Some Glue ’Round The Christmas firstrate, by the Philharmonia of appealing Galuppi concetto; a
Hamburg;
Tree” .- “Counting Sheep” (Columgraceful, stately Tartini concerto
Bach: Well-Tempered Clavier and a lively though refined
bia).
The 1954 Yule season is.
MarFinal instalment cello suite.
loaded with novelty tunes and it’s (RCA Victor).
Bron,
,
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KITTY KALLEN
(

...

Decca

BABY BROTHER

.....The Spirit of Christm

DORIS DAY

.

READY, WILLING AND ABLE
... Hold Me In Your Arms

(Columbia)

1

.

Want Eddie Fishef For
Christmas," also on the RCA VicIt’s an unusual plug for
Fisher that Jones handies straight
via a vocal by youngster Linda
Strangis and the/ St. Mary's Magdalen Choir.
For the hillbilly
youngsters, Eddy Arnold has cut
“I’m Your Private Santa Claus”
on Victor, while the hepper kids
may go for “Santa Plays, the Trombone.” as. played by Poppa John
Gdrdy A His Dixielanders, also on
Victor.
On. the same, label, the
Walter Schumann choir has sliced
“Calypso Christmas,” a beautiful
carol in calypso tempo.
Doris Day: .“Ready, Willing And
Able”-‘‘Hpld Me In Your Arms”
(Columbia). “Ready” is a rowdy
rhythm number which Doris Day
belts with commercial sock against
a jazzy harpsichored background,
'up'* with- “I

tor label.

“Let Me Go,” froi
“Studio One”
production,
is
a
country-styied
torch song which Miss Weber gives
a very intense and effective reading. “Marionette” is a dramatic
opus again projected With emotional

point.

Wandra Merrill: “If You Could
Only Read My Mind”-“All I Do Is
Dream Of You” (Victor). Wandra.
.

Merrill, a recent addition to Victor’s roster, is an unusual stylist.
She gives the ballad, “If You

Could Only Read My Mind,” a
straight treatment, but on the oldie
on the reverse* she shoots the
works with a stridently jazzy ren.

dition;

Jane Morgan: “The Heart You
Break”-’“Why” (Kapp). “The Heart
You Break” is a snappy rhythm
time that Jane Morgan belts for

maximum results with a simple
a jukebox natural. “Hold Me projection. “Why” is in ;a quasiIn Your Arms,” from the Warner religioso groove that has been
Bros, pic, “Young At Heart,” is worked and overworked since the
given a highly attractive rendition click of “I Believe ” This one is
and could emerge as the top side okay for the genre but the format
in the long pull.
is too familiar.
Johnny
Desmond- Alan
DaleBillyFarrell
“Booten Baby’’It’s

.

Buddy Greco: “Doh’t”-“There’s No “Runaround” (Mercury). Billy FarHappiness For Me” (Coral). As in rell is a high-powered Crooner who
“Heart of My Heart,” Coral has drives his material to a fare-theeteamed a group of its top. male well. It’s the kind of delivery that
vocalists

in a songfest coupling
heat/ results. “Don’t” has a

usually pays

,

becoming difficult to tell one from
the other. This one is pegged on
the idea that if you put glue
around the; Christmas tree,
will stick around all year.

Santa

Peggy

King’s whispy delivery makes the
whole/thing that much cuter and
the juve set ma^ go for it. Miss
the moppet
King continues
groove
Sheep.”
on “Counting
She’s got a better potential When
she acts her age.
Morton Gould Orch: “Fariny”Why Be Afraid To Dance?” (Victor). Morton Gould gives the dee’

jays some excellent programming
material with his coupling of Harold Rome melodies from the legit
musical, “Fanny.” Both tunes are,
given lush and .stylized orch workovers with the title song coming
through as the more listenable
Nothing wrong with “Why
side.
Be Afraid To Dance?”, but it lacks
some, of the ear-catching melodic
phrases that Rome put into “Fan-

the
with
juke level. He brings a lot of
contagious beat with strong poten- punch /to “Booten Baby,” a Wild ny.”.
tial while the flip is a pretty ballad novelty
Myron Cohen: “Soup And Fish”number, and the freealso attractively, handled.
wheeling “Runaround” on the bot- “Mr. and Mrs.” (Coral). Myron
Ronnie Hilton:, “I Live For You”- tom deck,
•
Coheri, latest of the .comics to give
I Still Believe” (Victor). Ronnie.
The Singing Wanderers: “The a few samples of his routine on
Hilton sounds like a British Eddie Wrong
Again” - “Three wax; does the. unusual in the diaParty
FisherHe has Fisher’s direct, Roses” (Decca). This vocal combo lect field, He manages to be very
open-voiced attack and a set of has definite rhythm
blues in- funny and, at the same time, honfine pipes. He has big. possibilities clinations but its style is not too
( Continued on page 56)
off,

especially

oil

.

.

..
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The top 30 songs of-week ..(more in cade of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research. Inc.. Dr. John Cray Peatman
,
Director. Alphabetically listed
* Legit musical.
t Film.
.

Week of Oct. 29-Nov.
Things Happen— 1“ White Christmas”
Survey

Best

Fanny— t«“Fanny”
........
Chappell
Baba— “Adventures Of Hajji Baba”. ....... .Remick
Hey There— *“Pajama Game”
Frank
High And The Mighty— t“High And The Mighty”
Witmark

I-

IF

I

MY HEART TO YOU

GIVE

Doris Day , .......... Columbia
Majar
Denise Lor .... ... ....
Connee Boswell ....... .i Decca
. .Victor
Dinah Shore
,

(9)

,

X

.

X

•

8.

NEED YOU NOW (10)
PAPA LOVES MAMBO (5)
HOLD MY HAND (6)
HEY THERE (16)
THIS OLE HOUSE (11)
SHAKE, RATTLE AND ROLL
TEACH ME TONIGHT (I)

9.

SKOKIAAN

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

10.
;

;

Eddie Fisher
Perry Como .......

I

SH-BOOM

Don

...

... .

Cornell

.

.

Davis, Jr.

.

—

If I Give
It Worries
It;s

A

Me.

Four Lads
Ray Aniliohy

Crew Cuts

(17)

.

.

.

;

Sian Freberg

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Columbia

.

.

Capitol

.

.Mercury

.

.....

.

.

.

...

Woman’s

.

,

.

. ,

.

,

. ,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

...

. . ..

.

A WOMAN’S WORLD
X THAT'S WHAT I LIKE
f MOOD INDIGO
THINGS I DIDN’T DO
MUSKRAT RAMBLE
COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS
HONEY LOVE

Capitol

.

»

Victor

...

l

&

Don, Dick

Perry
(

.

. .

.

Jimmy

Petty Trio

v.

...

Capitol
Victor
.

.

.

,

.

,

.

,

.

Decca

Capitol

.Crown

X

.

Como

.Label
.Victor
Coral
...

.

McGuire Sisters ......
Matys Brothers
Eddie Fisher .....

| Vicki Young
...
Drifters
l
.

number of weeks tong has been

-»

...Capitol
.

.

.

Essex

»»»
\.

»

.

.

Ray Anthony

Norman

Cadence

.• .

.

(Figures in parentheses indicate
l

Chordettes

Vaughn. Monroe
l
Les Paul-Mdry Ford
( Nat
Cole .....
( King )
Sunny
Gale
(
Aces .........
( Four

IT’S

.

.

. .

...

in the

,

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

....

.

.

....

Top

.

.

.

Shoemaker

Bourne

Love, You Didn’t Do Right— t“White Christmas”
Mister Sandman
Mood Indigo .....

.Berlin

Morris
Mills

Muskrat Ramble
....
..Simon
My Own True Love— t “Gone With The Wind” .,. Remick
"
Oop Shoop .... .....
Flair
Papa Loves Mambo
........ ... Shapiro-B
Sabrina— t “Sabrina”
Famous
,

.

.

. .

.

.

H A R

....

—

.....

,

.....

....

Shapiro-B

.

...
...

Me Tonight
......
This Ole House
...
Time Waits For No One.
Whither Thou Goest
Wooden Shoes And Happy Hearts
You’re Nobody ’Til Somebody Loves You

Teach

.

.

.

....

Bourne

Hub-L
Hamblen
Remick
Kaveli

.

.

v

...

.Marks
Southern

.

.

Top 30 Songs on TV
(More In Case

I

of Ties)

Boy Wanted
.... Joy
Champagne Wine ...... ......
...
... ... ;
^blpntclaire
Cinnamon Sinner
Raleigh
Count Your Blessings— t “White Christmas”
Berlin
Hajji Baba— t “Adventures Of Hajji Baba”
.Remick
Happy Wanderer
..........
.... ... Fox
Hey There—*“Pajama Game”
........ Frank
High And The Mighty— t “High And The Mighty”
Witmark
Hold My Hand— t “Susan Slept Here”. ...
Raphael
I Have To Tell You— +“Fanny”
Chappell
I Need You Now
.... ......
......
Miller
I Never Felt More Like Being In Love
Korwi
If I Give My Heart To You
.Miller
It Worries Me
Bourne
.

.

,

,

.

.

,

...

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

$

.

.

.

.

X MISTER SANDMAN
} WHITHER THOU GOEST
SMILE

.Raphael

...

....

.

.

De Castro Sisters ........ Abbott
Ralph Marterie ...... .Mercury
Louis Armstrong
....Decca,

(11)

.

...

>;Lila

Little

.

.

Miller
Miller
...........
..... ... ....... ... Bourne
World— 1“ Woman’s World”. ...... Robbins
. .......
........ .. Garlock-S
.

Rosemary Clooney ... Columbia.
Bill Haley’s Comets .... .Decca

(4)

...

.

My Hand t,“Susan Slept Here”
Need You Now ...... .... .....
My Heart To You ...

Hold
I

,

.

1

Columbia
........ Decca

Rosemary Clooney

Sammy

Victor
Victor
Coral

.

.

Hajji

Skokiaan
Smile
.

X

Berli
Feist
.Berlin

Cara Mia
/
Count Your Blessings— 1“ White Christmas” ......

Sh-Boom

on

1954

4,

101

.Victor

.

Capitol

.Atlantic

*

.

.

.

;

Crazy ..........

It’s

Lila

...

.

•

.

.

4

i

.

.

.

,

»

.

Little Shoernaker
Little Things Mean

.

,

...

.

,

...

.............

A'Xot

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

...

.

Crestvievr

/.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Morris

My Own True Love— “Gone With The Wind”
Oh, Baby Mine, (I Get So Lonely)
Papa Loves Mambo
t

m

_

Shake, Rattle

Show Me

;

.

And

.

.

.

...

i..

....

Remick
Melrose
Shapiro-B

,,,,

. .

Feist

.Harwin

Mister Sandman .;.....

1® OO

Garlock-S

Bourne

... , ;

...... . /
.
Star Is Born” .......
.

Man That Got Away— t“A

...

.

.

Roll

H

3iC

Progressive
.Trinity

Smll6
...... .........
...
Stars Never Cry .:.
...
Teach Me Tonight
,
.......
r This Ole House
.

.

. .

.

,

,*

1

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

. ,

,

j

;

,

,

, . .

.....

...

.

.

.

.

. . .

,

,

Bourne

BVC
Hub-L
.Haiqblen

.

*

,

. .
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Kennedy Quits

Lyricist

‘Parce’ Legit in Hassle
Jimmy Kennedy has withdrawn

Resentment against the smutty**'
songs that have been getting disk
showcasing is mushrooming around Bob

Latest organization
the country.
to step into the picture is Boston's
Catholic Youth Organization. The
CYO beef is aimed at the Hub disk
jockeys who have been spotlighting the waxings at their, record
hops.

& Ray

as lyric Writer -for the upcoming
legit revue, “Hello,. Paree,” due to
a
contractual
hassle with
the
show’s producer, William L. Taub.*
Row stemmed from a difference
over whether the writers or producers would control th"
tune
copyrights."

Debut On

New

Unicorn Label

O'

—-

•’

;

...

ly

——

Jenkins, Decca Huddling;

Going to Another Label?

Music for the show is being writGordon Jenkins, Decca Records
by Charles Trenet, Michel
label, is making its bow this week
"musical director; is currently talkwith an album by Bob (Elliot) & Emer and Alex Alstone. Show is ing with the diskery about a hew
Ray (Goulding) radio-tv comics.. slated to open in N, Y. Dee. 14, pact; His current deal winds up
although no house has been set at the
end of this year and there's
For the past few years, the dee* The Bob fie Ray set is tagged 'as- yet.a possibility that he may wind Up
jays in the Boston area have been “Write If You Cart Get Work,’’
Label
also
pitching
for
the
long\yith
is
other label.
some
sponsoring juve dances with Waxed
Jenkins, besides cutting disks
music and sortie of the hops have hair market in its first release
with
longplay
album
of
a
12-irich
and backing other Decca artists, is
even, been CYO-Sponsored.
T^e
surge of the: allegedly sensual Erwin Bodky’s “Music of the Baroa Iso a composer.
His “Manhattan ToWer” album Was a bestseller
spngs oil wax has alerted the CYO que Era for Harpsichord and Clavifor Decca and last year he cut anOfficials to the situation and they’ve: chord.”
Diskery, which headquarters In
other one of his major Works,
begun to police the hops, request"Seven Dreams,” for a Decca set.
ing the jocks to cut these tunes Boston, will peg its album sets
along
classical,
comedy
and
jazz
from their programming.
lines:
San Francisco, Nov, 9, *
No official acti
has. been taken

Unicorn Records,

nejy

indie

ten

lumbia Records.
Donald Gabor,
head of Remington, charged that
the major publishers, represented
by Fox, and the disk companies are
conspiring; to. put bi£ low : priced
record operation, out of business
by refusing to give him a royalty
rate less than the statutory 2c, per
tune, Gabor claims he lost $500,OOp on this basis and is suing for
treble damages.
.

•

but

jdeks

Community Theatre
day

:

.

present Kenton was signed
in the

earijf

summer.

Tunesmith Al Hoffman has inked
an exclusive writing pact with Bob

Hollywood, Nov. 9.
A glamorous disk background,
chorus is in the. works as a result
of
talent
discovered by John
Huston during the filming; of
“Moby Dick’’ in. England. Chorus

Loves Mambo.”

The

Sautef-Finegan

orch

of “Concerto For Jazzband
And Symphony Orchestra,” a new
piece composed by Rolf Lieber-

man.
The pop orch will -debut' the
work Nov. 18* at Chicago Symphony
Hall. Victor will release the platter in February,

Policy of

actors
Gregory Peek,
Richard Basehart and Leo Genn.
Huston used the tliesps as part
of a chorus to background a group
of sea chanties sung by West

Includes
.

The

—

berson’s goal is to hit the 100,000
sales mark the first year. Reorders
from Richalready are coming i
mond and Baltimore.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

Mason-Dixon line.
Album, which retails for

.

a

.

Second 12

tol’s

Osserlfeff er

Sh-Boom
Wait For

.

.

,

Me

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

is

.

.

.

.

songs

benefit

tential hits from any territory. Even
if .the shows concerned eventually

reached the affected countries, he
felt sure the boxiffice would beneby the pre-selling done on disks.

Decca Inks Mae West
Mae West

.

.

have her

fling

Polly Bergen’s Platter

on

Polly Bergen cut a special sesweek and personal manager
Clarence Freed has a platterof. her’ nitery song repertoire for a
pact -cooking on the basis of the
disk package.'
custom biscuits,

.

.

High-Mighty .Harms-Connelly
I Love Paris ...... Chappell
Bron
Idle Gossip ...
.Bluebird
West of Zanzibar,

will

She’s been inked by Decca
Records and will likely slice part

wax.

.

.

the.

pioneering, its action will
the record industry as a
whole. According to Weiss, it was
just bad business to withhold poactual,

|

.

.

distributors,

.

.Bourne
Shoemaker
Never Land
Keith Frowse
Wood
Make Her Mine
Little

-

tories.
.

War

,

fit

Spier
Aber bach
Lafleur
:

.

,

manufacturer

Although Capitol has done
$10,

.

Gilly

Austri

giving them the green light to release the records. The masters ar
already available in these terri-

by Richard Bales. The 12-inch disk
has been packaged with 32 pages
of pictures and; text. The essays
were written by .historians Clifford
Dowdey and Bruce Cation.

;

Happy Wanderer
Bosworth
Sway
Latin American

compilation of Civil

Switzerland,

in

the pact does not apply to Scandinavia, as there is a likelihood of
the production being staged there.
Cabled instructions were sent Off
from London last week to all Capi-

;

j

.

.

tunes

West Germany, France, Bleigum
and Holland. For the meantime,

Lieberson,. \yho last went .on a
personal exploitation trek a few
years ago for “I ‘Can Hear It Now,”
expects to; tackle several key cities
in the midwest in. a few weeks to
help launch the album north of. the

Wood

.

situations.

Richmond, Charlotte, Atlanta, New
Orleans, Dallas and Memphis. Lie-

Friend.
......Chappell
Things Mean a Lot .Robbins
Smile
...Bourne
Story of Tina
.Macmelodies
I Give My Heart
Robbins
My Son
.Kassner
Coins in Fountai ....
Feist
This Ole House
Duchess
Must Be Reason
Connelly
Sky Blue Shirt. .... Wright
Cara Mia
.....Robbins
.

Coluriibia

plugging the label’s new package,

30)

My

Lieberson,

In the arrangement made with
“The Confederacy.” Lieberson, who
Feuer. & Marti
association
had been boning up on Civil War.
with the British music pubbery of
off
year,
kicked
stuff for the past
Chappell
&
Co., authority has been
the album on radio stations, lunchgiven for release of the “Can-Can”
eons and lecture platforms in

Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week Ending Oct.
Hold My Hand

Through
to actual presentation.
the initiative of Robert Weiss, European representative of Capitol
agreement
has
been
Records,
reached for the release of “CanCan” tunes in a number Of Continental countries.
Weiss launched his campaign
last summer, using as his main
argument the fact that the majority pf Broadway tuners did
not
ever reach most European capitals,
and that Operation of the
embargo involved the exclusion of
hit disks from, key and profitable

Records veep, returned to his New
York desk last week after a sixcity swing through the deep South

—

American policy

which places an embargo on European recordings of Broadway
and Hollywood show tunes prior

Trek With ‘Confederacy’
Goddard

London, Nov. 9.
breach has been made

first

in the established

Lieberson Winds Southern

Indian folksinger Edric Connor in
the film.
Writer-director then
placed Connor under personal contract
Huston’s first venture into
personal management and sent a
dub of the. chanties to Decca, suggesting that the platiery might get
an album out of the material.
Deal' now is in the works, with
Decca considering a "Moby Dick”,
album for release next year in conjunction with the opening of the
film. Huston, as personal manager,
also has offered Decca an album of
West Indian folksongs by Connor.

Show Tunes On

Continent Before Prod.

feared that the resolution
will eventually require all radio
and video stations, press services
artd all other firms using telephone
lines for the dissemination of information or music to file for
N; Y. C. franchises.

.

Will

ance

to

It’s

.

get an unusual longhair showcasing on an RCA Victor Red Seal
platter release of their perform-

we made a settlement on

the summary judgment due the
publishers.” Abeles, however, refused to make such a settlement.

.

Hoffman, who’s been

freelancing his songs the past
couple of years; was pacted by Mer-.
i*i.ll
for three ..years at a reported
$20,000 annual guarantee.
Merrill formed the Goldenbell
and Rylan fiijms a few months ago
in association with deejay Murray
Kaufman. Hoffman currently is.
rapped on the hit lists With “Papa
' -

its suit if

within the streets of the City of
N. Y, without haying secured the
consent of ;the. city, to submit petitions to the Board of Estimate, Bureau of Franchises, for the right
to use ;the streets, of the city in
reference to such services.”

For Decca Disk; Huston’s

.

established

1 1 vi

-

.

recently

vui

i/iiv *

$4

who

‘

100G

stories that ran during the* hours
preceding, his shows in the Philly
dailies. Feld, said his contract .to

at

N. Y. Supreme Court for breaqhof-contract, claiming that it had
an oral agreement with Fox under which the disk company would
get a lower royalty rate.
Abelea
said “Remington offered to drop

Issue of whether publishers have
grant rates to diskeries may be
determined in the Remington action. Diskery is claiming that both
Victor and Columbia, have contorium,
The N. Y. C. Director .of Fran- spired with the publisher defendAfter Wrapping up, his final con- chises asked the following firrns ants to drive it out of business by
cert date in Los Angeles Monday to apply for such franchises: Auto- Way of insisting on the highest
permissible' royalty. * Diskery is
(8), Ellington is heading back ‘east
matic Fire Alarm Co., American
vi
a series of one-niters and cafe District Telegraph Co., John An- suing under the restraint-of-trade
dates.
Ellington said It’s likely drew's Music of Distinction’ Inc., and conspiracy provision of the
that the same package will go out Super-Market
Broadcasting
Sys- Clayton and Roblnson-Patman antiagain next year oh another concert tem, Muzak Cprp., Central Station trust laws.
Gabor also operates Plymouth
swing. While several other jazz Signals Inc. and Personal Music.
concert troupes had to Cancel dates The resolution directs all outfits Records, which sells at even lower
because of bad biz, the Ellington “engaged In the transmission of prices, than Remington.
package played every scheduled music, burglar, alarm signals, fire
auditorium since opening in N.Y. alarm signals and other telegraphic
Oct. 16 at Carnegie Hall.
signals or information through the ‘Can-Can’ Disks Open Up
ownership, operation orv leasing of
transmission lines and conductors

Mark

Rendezvous at that time. The .suit
was Withdrawn by agreement sevWeinhold has been flooded with eral days later and Miss James
requests for repeats, and will have continued her run at the Latin
tile group returning next season.
Casino.
Tour Will cover more territory
Principal sufferer from the unthan this fall, with Weinhold hop- expected legal hassle was Super
ing for at least a 10-week mini- Attractions, and Irving Feid, comum stay. School, angle is in- owner of the Baltiinore firm, is
volved, Which will determine the consulting with his lawyers to seek
length of the return tour.
redress for the damaging news

both

Granz,

Remington initially filed
Fox last September in

suit against

the following

payees,

3,300

Norman

action,

proAn obscure resolution recently
moted the concerts, called in a de- passed by the N. Y. City Board of
tachment; of special police to han- Estimate has
now turned into a
dle. the kids, but it proved untax bite of the wired music serv-.
necessary as the audience was the Jces and similar operations, using
best behaved of any concert ever transmission
lines
within
the
held here. .Gross was surprisingly streets. Under the resolution, all
high i view of the short-term pro- such operations have to appiy for
motion of less than two weeks a franchise from the city, with a
caused by the uncertainty of the fee of $150 to Cover the Cost of filavailability of the Frisc
Audi-' ing.

:

tions);

to'

tops.

:

niusic firms,

publishers.
Amount of coin
volved is being set by a court-appointed master.
After the publishers won their

The concert played in. the Frisco
'Auditorium Saturday (6) to 3,100
customers and in nearby Berkeley

...

Merrill’s

won a summary judgment against
Remington for 'royalties due to

beck - Gerry Mulligan - Stan Getz
package grossed a big $15,000 here
in two shows over the weekend.

The CYO’s mai squawk stems
from the fact that some of the hops
have, been turning into orgies and
they believe that the stimulant has.
been the obscene tunes. It’s also
expected that the org also will
Philadelphia, Nov, 9.’
have something to say about these
An injunction failed to halt Stan
records going out over the air on Kenton’s
“Festival
Modern
of
the dee jays’ regular programs.
Jazz,” which played two shows before large audiences at the Academy of Music Friday night (5), although. the newspaper and. radio
German Kids Choir Sets
publicity attending the court action
undoubtedly nipped attendance.
Concert
With Sock
Two local nightclub operators,
Lee Guber, owner of the RendezShort-Notice
Take vous, and Bill Gerson, operator of
The Obernkirchen Children’s Pep’S Musical Bar, obtained the
injunction
Friday afternoon in
Choir of Germany flew home from
Common Pleas Court No. 7, averN. Y. yesterday (Tues.), carrying
ring they had made an oral agreewith it one of the m«st unusual
ment to sponsor the concert here
records in concert annals. Troupe
on . Sept. 10. Friday night's prowas scouted abroad by Columbia grarhs were
presented under the
Artists Mgt. prez Frederick C.
auspices of the Feld Bros.’ Super
Schang last spring. On June 15, Attractions
of Baltimore.
when the booking season for 1954Much confusion resulted from
55 was over, announcement was
the fact that the restraining orders
made of a new, unknown attrac- were served on Kenton and
Art
tion, to start concertizirig In the
Tatutn, who was featured in the
U. S. Sept. 15. Nevertheless, group
package. Kdnton conducted the
weeks, drew
did 31 concerts in
first show, but remained backstage
about $100,000 at an average $3 after: opening the
second performtop in small concert halls (like
ance at 11 p.m., W’hen a lawyer, exN. Y.’s Town Hall), with about plained the
restrictions of the
$50,000 for the attraction’s share, court
order. The show went on,
Success of the group, on such short however, with Charley
Ventura
notice and- to SRO houses, everytaking over the fronting duties.
where, is almost unprecedented in Tatum
played both: shows.
the concert, field.
Guber and Gerson later explainChoir, composed of 30 girls and
ed that their fight was not against
five boys, age nine to 18, was
the bandleader and the blind pianformed a few seasons ago by Maria ist, but with
the bookers, the Gale
and F. W, Moller, and attracted Agency, of New
York City, With
attentiort via a short British tour
they claimed a verbal agreewhom
Columbia’s Kurt Wein- ment
last year.
/was reached.
hold took over personal manageKenton was mystified by
ment here, and booked three con- proceedings. He said Super the
Atcerts in N; Y;’S Town Hall the
tractions had been handling many
start of October;
But the group of his promotions
for several years
had to give six concerts in all in and he
was satisfied with their
N. Y., five at Town Hall, and one
sponsorship. He said he knew of
in Brooklyn, winding its tour Sunno deal involving Guber and Gerday (7) in N. Y. Grosses were as son.
high as $4,400. in Boston and $6,800
Guber filed a similar action in
in Chicago. Group played on colApril, 1953, to restrain singer Joni
lege subscription series as well as
James from appearing at the Latin
open percentage dates, with the fee Casino.
He contended Miss James
ranging from $1,250 to $1,750 (conhad a contract to appear at his
sidered high for unknown attrac-

Exclusive With Merrill

Remington’s difficulties with Fox
go back to last year when attorney
Julian T. Abeles, representing Fox,

The Duke Ellington-Daye Bru-

ft’s reported that ..if the
don’t clean up their turntables, a strict edict will be handed
down. The CYO has enlisted the
aid of. several jockeys in the Boston area to pass the warning along
to their colleagues in charge Of the
hops.

yet,

VVI IVI Viyt/VVyVVV

In a precedental challenge, to the'
2c, royalty provision of the Copyright* Act, Remington Records last,
week filed a $1,500,000 suit in
N.
Y.
Federal
Court
against
Harry Fox, publishers’ agent arid
trustee, and. RCA Victor and Co-;

sion last

'

La West
,!

is

currently playing at

the Latin Quarter,

New

York.

Johnny Richards arranged and
i

conducted.
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RETAIL DISK REST SELLERS
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Survey of retail disk best,
based on reports ob-^

w.

tained from leading stores in
21 cities and showing comparative sales rating for this
and last week.
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EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
“I Need You Now” ...
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To Serve as Museum
ML. Vernon, 0., Nov. 9
The shaky: frame birthplace, of
Daniel Decatur Emmett,- composer
of “Dixie” and “Old Dan Tucker,”
was moved six blocks recently and.
will: be restored to the condition it
was in on Oct. 29, 1815, the com-
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EAP

the
world
of
unite’’ will be the keynote of
the worldwide organization being set up by Stan Kenton under the banner of Jazz International.
Former British Broadbandleader
casting
Corp.

1,

2,

3,

EDITI

M

Muzak

Corp. won a $750 judgin N. Y. Federal Court last

Wilskers

Inc.,

a

Yonkers restaurant,
a copyright
infringement suit, involving threes
copyrighted by Muzak,
It
was*alleged in the suit that Wilskers had installed an FM receiver,
in the resstaurant with a device to
eliminate
commercial
npuncetu

hients and all other vocal material,
thus getting the same material
transmitted to Muzak's subscribersi
The suit only involved ‘Wilskers use
of tunes specifically, copyrighted
by Muzak. After the court decision,
incidentally, Wilskers signed up
;

subscriber.

Maryland

Federal
Court,
Paul Sojka, operator of the Sunset
Lounge, Glen Burnie, Md., was
similarly hit with a $750. judgment
in a copyright infringement action filed by three ASCAP publishers.
Sojka was charged with
playing tunes in his spot without
license.
Tunes involve^ were
“Oh, Lady Be Good" (New World
Music), “I’ll Walk Alone” (May*

son).

My Baby Back
Brown & Hender-

and "Walking
(PeSylva,

.-

7

4,-309

ilm Soundtrack

\

Howard Lucraft has been

set

as the org’s managing-director.
Aim of Jazz International is
to unify devotees and musicians via International jazz festivals, supply a steady stream
Of jazz news and to produce a
series. of radio and tv programs
and films in various countries
to spread the jazz idiom. The
Organizers point, ut that you
don’t have to be a Kenton fah;.
to belong.

LPT 6701
EPOT 6701

1

|

3

J».

MGM

MGM
E

3135
263

program

X

i

I

:

.

244
244

—the .show— the

j

,

tv

pres-

entation.

Here I am,
minstrel bard—
rhymester so emotional, and why?
Because of ASCAP, the haven, the

—

last

Editor Variety:

1904.

port of security for serious, as

well as popular composers. ASCAP
recognized this great man, Edward

,

writing this, after watching
the “Hallmark Hall of.
Fame” presentation of the life of
Mrs. Edward MacDowell. If I \v ere
the producer; and of course “I”
would overlook the viewers and.
think onjy of ASCAP— I .would
have called the Show “ASCAP Gets
In The Hall of Fame.”
Ai

STOKY TO OFFER ORFF
CANTATA IN N. Y. BOW

MacDowell, and realizing that income from serious music is so- inadequate, quite some time ago, it

and

*

—

“Carmina

val

K1DISK ITEMS FOR

grand womnurtured,, and

[

poeriis,

set

to

Carnegie

modern music

by the cojnteniporary

German

coj

Presentation will be coupled
with; “Prairie,” tonepoem by. the
American
composer,
Norma nd
Lockwood. Andrew Schulliof is

managing the event.

XMAS

Hollywood,. Nov. 9.
an— who married,
Columbia has a “super-rush” tag
Oven financed this great talent, so
Trade Reports that.. Julius" La- that he could compose such mas- On the material, etched by Red
terpieces as ‘‘To. A W'ild Rose,” Skelton last week, in a frantic efBosa was ankling Cadence Records
“Woodland Sketches” and the “Irir fort to get it out in time to, corral
for a Coral pact were denied by dian Suite." The little, money her as much of the Christmas trade as
Archie Bleyer, who heads up the father left her in Peterborough, possible. Session consisted of two
former diskery. LaRosa’s contract N. H., provided the cottage, the items,, both kidisk material, tagged
with Cadence has another two manuscript paper .and the pencils “The Little Christmas Tree” and
“Baby Factory.”
years to run, with an option that’s and piano.
Skelton penned the material,
up next month.
Whether it’s
She played piano. He was her
picked up Or not is up to Bleyer.
tutor— he hated to teach, he 'want- which is of an unusual length. PlatBleyer is now sole owner of ed to compose: He was. offered a tery will probably issue it as an
Cadence, which was formed almost job at the college, to teach for the EP album ette. David Rose and a
two years ago -with LaRosa as its rest of his life.
The faith of a big orchestra provided the musical
first disker.
woman what a story. That’s the backing.

at

poser,

COL RUSHING SKELTON

sacrifice of this

Burana”

Hall Nov. 21, with his orchestra,
soloists, and
Boston TJ. Chorus:
Work is a cantata based on medie-

L. Wolfe Gilbert.

lie \vas the first, of the American
serious composers to be recognized
by the world—‘with all. deference
to Victor Herbert.

'*

Leopold Stokowski will present
the N. Y. premiere of Carl Orff’s

voted an emolument to the estate
of this great man. And that is our
legacy— recognition of those whose
works (if not subsidized by patron
saints), earn so little. I’m proud,
as a Tin Pan Alley songwriter to
look at the culture of America
without an apology,

This great story of the woman
behind the. man was a gem.
Like George Gershwin, he went
too early because of a brain tumor,

—

other rneri got Up a little blackface
entertainment that was a hit, which
some claim was the first minstrel
show.
In 1887 Emmett returned to Mt.
Vernon and built with his own
hands a two-r.oonrl cabin on his
grandfather’s farm.
In the 1890s
he went on sentimental reminiscent minstrel tours with the
Al G. FielcU company. He died in

[
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“Jazzsters
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BRIGADOON
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Capitol
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Fellow Jazzters, Unite

fair)
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MARTINIS

MUSIC,

Jacki* Gleason
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10
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Mari

ALBUMS

Muzak

-

4-4
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(Capitol);

1

as a

piccolo,:

(Capitol)

(Capitol
,
a Fool to Care”

Need Your

.

Emmett’s violin,- his
his
canes and all the
home’s old fur ilUre, now owned
by Winlermute.
Emmett worked on newspapers,
played his fiddle and flute fbr
dances and parades arid composed
“Old Dan Tucker” when he was
15, He joined the Army at 17 and
wrote the first A rm y drummer’s
manual; ..Emmett played in circus.,
bands until 1847, when he was in
New York,. Where he arid three

11

(Victor)

STUDENT PRINGK

Against

house

manuscript,

1

lerit

double-sided fireplace.
Into the
will go the original “Dixie"

J.1

PAUL—FORD

week

poser’s birth date;

The 140-year-old Emmett house
was saved from wrecking here by
Dr. Robert L, Eastman and Ogden
.WinlermUte, an antique dealer. The
two will put in doors and windows
of the period,, uncover the home's
fine wood paficling and relay the
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NORMAN PETTY TRIO (Label. X)
“Mood Indigo”
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“That’s What I Like”.
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ROSEMARY CLOONEY;
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“Mambo
'

.

from Irving. Berlin’s “White
Christmas” pic in Which she opwith Bing Crosby, Danny
Kaye and Vera-Elleri. Miss Clooney
currentl'y Is repped in the album,
•field with “While We’re Young”
and it, too, is pulling
hefty
tii
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Italiano,”

Despite the steady sales being
racked up by these three platters,
Col
prepping her waxing of
•White Christmas” and “Count
Your Blessings” for release within
the next week.
The sides w
CMlled from the “White Christmas”
album, which also is being readied
for. rush release.
Album contains"

3 102
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“Mambo
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cd
c>

and

.

is nearing the 200,000 sales
bracket in Jess than three weeks
ion the. market.
Her etching of
“Sisters” and “Love You Didn’t Do
Right By Me,’’ which was released,
a
few,
weeks before “Mambo
Italiano,” also: is developing into a
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“Hey There”-.

“This Ole House” coupling .(already over the 1,200,000 disk sales
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riding high with the
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Rosemary Clooney is setting a
hot selling pace for.; the disk biz,
with, orders for her Columbia releases coming in at the rate' of
60.000. a day.
Thrush currently is
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Label's 1st Cincy Sesh

Disks ‘Mr.

&

Mrs. Melody'

Ciricinriati,

Nov.

9,

session under
Crosley-RGA “X” label contract was coriducted here last week
by Eddie Kissack, assistant ‘to
First

recording

the.

Jimmy

Hilliard, general manager
division;
of the
Billy and Phyllis Holmes did the
firsk»four of 20 sides to be cut by
century and Western talent on.

RCA

Crosley radio and tv stations.. The
Holmes’ are “Mr. and Mrs. Melody”
of Crosley 's “Hayride” tele show.
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MUSIC

54

Ufi&IEfY

Pegged on the theme that "music

Wednesday, November 10, 1954

Scoreboard

about the most vulnerable piece

is

OF

man can bring
“Copyright And The

into the world,, especially .today,” a
Public Performance of Music/' by
new book,
Stanley Rothenberg, covers the operation of performing rights societies
in the U. S., England and the Continent.. Tome has been published
by Martinis: Hijhoff in Holland where Rothenberg completed the
work under the supervision 'of G. H. C. Bodenhausen, a delegate to

of property that a

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

the Universal Copyright Convention and Government Commissioner
of the Dutch performing rights society (BUM A)*,
Rothenberg, an American who began the study in the U. S. Copyright Office, has written a. valuable handbook for the music trade in
giving a detailed rundown of the functioning of both the American
Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers, Broadcast Music Irtc.
and' the overseas societies. In addition to the. administrative and legal
technicalities, Rothenberg also covers the payola and cut-in angles
in discussing the modern accent. Of performances* particularly, in the
U. S. The appendix publishes the full texts of the ASCAP and BMI
consent decrees in addition to the BMI publisher and writer conIn its description of ASCAP distribution system, the book
tracts.
was written before several changes in the payoff plan- for the writers

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

.

Coin Machines

j

instituted.

I

Time’s current cover story on pianist Dave Brubeck,- progressive jazz
San
leadei, raised howls of anguish in his native- San Francisco.
Francisco Examiner .columnist Herb Caen .and, Chronicle radio editor
the
four-page
nowhere
print
that
in
in
Terry O’Flaherty both noted
Time takeout on Brubeck was there, a mention of Jimmy Lyons, former
Frisco: dec >r.y, vho discovcr. d BrubcCk. got him started via Lyons’RNBC radio show, .procured for him his record contract, got him.
signed by Clif A ro risen, then. with Associated Booking Corp., and landed
as: well as -driving the!
him his first Frisco nightclub job at Cir
late-night audience from. Canada to Mexico dippy with repeated plugging of Brubeck’s disks.
;

’

.

.

,'

1

new Record Room at the Hollywood Brown Derby .debuts today
(Wed.) with a special ceremony in which record stars who’ve made
million-sale disks gather to. hang their own portraits On the wall,
Room will boast .-'caricatures ..of -disk personalities as' the adjacent main
dining room of the Brown Derby has represented pix names for the.
Brown Derby proxy Bob Cobb commissioned Nicholas
last .30 years.
The.

NOTE

The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
under a statistical' system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. Thpse findings are correlated with- data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored,, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).
rrived

:

TALENT
POSITIONS
This

Last

Week Week

:

—

.

George Shearing will drop his quintet for a solo stint on a special
Records alburn. Shearing will introduce a sequence of six miniatures composed by a longtime friend from England, Alfred Heckman.
The musical, sketches are in a longhair groove and will be included
in the album with two original Shearing compositions, “Cradle Song”
”
and “Roi
Barnee Breeskin, maestro at the Shoreham Hotel In Washington,

MGM

'

for the past 25 years, has become air-minded. He learned to
and was made public relations advisor to Gen. Lucas Beau at the

C.,

Bolling Air Force Base. , He recently completed a trip to Italy fOr the
Air Force and the State Dept, on the international Cadet Exchange

program.

;

Capitol Records’ eastern brass, Bill Fowler, actirig general manager,
and Hal Cook, national sales manager, return to New York frOm
top-level Coast huddles next Monday (15). Duo was at Cap’s horrfebase
Cook takes off Nov. 19 for the hillbilly
in Hollywood for 10 days,
jamboree in Nashville, accompanied by Dick Linke, label’s eastern

——

promotion manager*
!.

J-.
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TUNE
(Columbia)

.

(Hey There
{This Ole House

(Mambo

j

EDDIE FISHER

,

(Victor)

:

j

4

PERRY COMO

4

5

5

3

DORIS DAY (Columbia)-.
DON CORNELL (Coral)
BILL HALEY’S COMETS

3

(Victor)

6

6

7

10

8

9

9

7

CHORDETTES (Cadence)
De CASTRO SISTERS (Abbott)
RALPH MARTERIE (Mercury)

10

8

CREW CUTS

(Decca)

(Papa Loves Mambo
Things I Didn’t Do
If I Give My Heart to You
Hold My Hand
(Shake, Rattle and Roll
“*|ABC Boogi
Mister

...

•(

(Mercury)

Sh-Boom
-Shoop

TUNES
POSITIONS
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'<

Week

1

1

2

3

3

5

4

2

5

6

6

4

7
8
9

10

(ASCAP. fBMl)

Last

This

TUNE

PUBLISHER

I

NEED YOU NOW
IF I GIVE MY HEART TO YOU
fTHIS OLE HOUSE
HEY THERE
PAPA LOVES MAMBO

.... .Miller

.

Miller

Hamblen
Frank.

Shapiro-B

HOLD MY HAND
MISTER SANDMAN
TEACH ME TONIGHT
(SHAKE, RATTLE AND ROLL
COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS

Raphael

.

Morris

.

8

...

.

.

.

,

Hub-L

.

Progressive
.

Berlin

impounding of the matrices,

the

OF

etc.,

78;

The 78 rpm albums have all but
In redied out, but riot quite.
sponse to dealer demand, Decca
Records is pressing a “limited edition” of 78 albums of its Bing
Crosby-Danny Kaye album, “White
Christmas.” Edition will be limited
from the. field,
Records has also been releasing some of its soundtrack alto initial Orders

MGM

bums; iri 78 fOrm, in addition to the
now standard 33 rpm and 45 rpm
packages.

enjoining the defendant

arid

from further manufacturing the
infringing, records until judgment
for the 8c royalty, damages and

Decca Readies ‘Xmas’ Set

"The finest sound on record"

Sandman

Teach Me Tonight.
Skokiaan

=

There’s Life in The

RECORDS

Italiaho;

Need You Now
Count Your Blessings
Fanny
Heaven Was Never Like This

fl

.

Jerry Vogel, vet music publisher, is kicking off the 31st year of
his Thanksgiving Blind, which sends packages of candy to institutions
and hospitals around the country. The Thanksgiving pitch is part of
Vogel’s year-round candy-distribution practice. .During the first six
months of this ye'ar, Vogel’s Foundation shipped, out 750,000 individual
packages and bags of candy.

ARTIST AND LABEL

ROSEMARY CLOONEY

]

areers.

d
Although they -have rival versions in the works, -RCA Victor
Decca are splitting the cost on -sortie of the work on “No Business
Victor is prepping an; album of Marilyri MonBusiness.”
Like Sir
roe’s ..tunes iri the 20th-F0x film while- Decca has the “almost soundtrack” album in which Ethel Merman, Johnnie Ray. Donald O’Connor,
Dan Dailey and Mitzi Gaynor will be heard with Dolores Gray doing
Engineers from, the two platteries showed up. At.
the MOnroe tunes.
•20th simultaneously: to work on the soundtrack, so the waxeries are.
sharing the expense of that part of the platter production.

D;

.

at

'

Voipe to do the pastel portraits.
Record .Room will also serve as origiriation point for a new coast:
to-coasl.. ABU program presided over by A1 Gannaway with diskers
dropping in Wednesdays at 6:30 p.m. (PST) to tell the stories Of.

fly

Sheet Music

Retail

.

’
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Retail Disks
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,
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Continued from page 49
counsel fee has been rendered for
unlawful operations, Fox had been every record manufactured in addi- his respective principals and fully
plagued with a prior decision of tion to such damages as the pub- paid.
the U. S. Court of Appeals in N. Y. lishers could establish, plus taxable
back in 1920 in G. Ricordi & Co. v. costs and counsel fee, and referred
Ethel Smith will be guest soloist
Columbia Graphophone Co., iri the matter to a special master to with the Atlanta Symphony
Orwhich the court held that an in- ascertain the amount of royalties chestra Nov. 21.
and
damages.
use
of
notice
fringer could serve
under the compulsory provision of
Judge Dawson likewise made the
the Copyright Act (Sec. 1 (e) any novel determination that the mattime after the institution of the rices, tapes and other matter for
SEASONAL
infringement action, arid thereby making the infringing records
lawfully continue the manufacture should be impounded hy the court,
preS r
records
and
e aid C a h n s
arid sale of the
and enjoined the defendant from
vent the copyright proprietor from manufacturing any additional rechaving
obtaining an injunction or
ords regardless of the service of
the masters impounded by the notice under the compulsory licourt.
cense provision of the Copyright
Act, until the defendant has paid
Cite Prior Actions
in full all such royalties, damages
Furthermore, while the Copy- and. counsel fee awarded by
the.
right Act provides that in an in- court.
fringement action, or In an action
Under this decision Fox can now
to enforce payment under the compulsory provision of the Act, the make an immediate application, to
MUSIC
court may award the copyright pro- the court against an infringer for

A WONDERFUL
SONG
I

i

'

‘LET IT SHOW!"

HAZEL
SCOTT
STARTED
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P-4600
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Chicago

I
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f

Blvd

prietor in addition to the 2c. royalty damages of three times such
sum (a total of 8c), there is no
reported decision Of such an award
of damages ever haying been made.
While in a prior series of actions
against Paradox Industries Abeles
had Obtained for Fox the first ‘adjudication that the $250 minimum
recovery applied to infringing phonograph recordings, the 8‘fc royalty
was not involved.

Judge Dawson held that Fox’s
principals were entitled to 8c for

COMPANY

America's Fastest
Selling

Records!
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Thanks For Everything
"Tara’s Theme,” Max Steiner's melody from the background score of "Gone With

opened on Chelsea Embankment
.Monday (7). .John Mills, proprie-

New York
Belle Nardone, Larry Spier’s secretary, collabbed with Al Hoffman
and Dick Manning on the new Yule
time, “Santo Natale/’ Spier is pub-

MGM

Singer
provide the music
AI Calder hitting Jimmy Young operated on for aplishing, natch
the road for Porgie Music promot- pendicitis at University College
ing June Valli’s RCA Victor slic- Hospital.
ing of .‘.‘Wrong, Wrong, Wrong”,. ,
Frank Sorrell Trio at the Hotel
Edison's Piccadilly Lounge for an
Pittsburgh
Platter promoter
in.defi ite stay
Bunny Benack orch Sigped for
Morris Diamond setting up a Disk annual Penn State Gridiron Ball at
Jockey Mailing Service for pub- William Penn Hotel Nov. .20 fol lishers, managers and indie disk
lowing Pitt-Penn State football
companies - Rover Boys, Coral game here at Stadium
Spike
Records’ vocal combo, play the
plays two shows Sunday (14):
Jones
Rochester
Eastman Kodak Show in
at nearby Aliquippa H.S. auditomorrow (Thurs.) and move into torium before coming here the
the Club 86, Geneva, N.Y., the fol16th
to entertain the Shrine at
lowing night for a three-day stand
four shows in three days at Syria
.Ford Lile, who recently wound
Mosque
New recording session
up an assignment in Howard
musi.

.

.

.

.

.

]

The

,

to

the

Steiner

melody were penned by Mack
David under the tag, "My Own
True Loye.”
Remick Music*

.

.

,

.

.

.

is

publishing.

j

.

.

.

in

at

the Center Ave. Cafe for a run
Louis Amen, pianist at the Pittsburgh Athletic Assn, for the last
15 years, is recuperating at home
after an operation and expects to
be back on the job. again shortly
/ Option of twin pianists Reid
.

secutive, plays.

,

London

.

.

.

Omaha

.

.

.

—

.

.

r

’
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.

.

.
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JESSE GREER

.

rounding up five of. the
crew as a cocktail, lounge unit
Mcllo-Larks foursome follows cur-,
rent,. date at Eddy s’ Restaurant
outfit,

is

.

Program Today Yesterday's

with va date at the
Room, Dayton, O.
and harinonica have
opening
at Eddys’,
stand Nov. 12
.
warbles with the

FLAPPERETTE
MILLS MUSIC,
(1619 Broadway,

IPLC.

New

.

.

among the guests.
Affair, first of its kind, will have
his Na-*
tional Symphony. Orch.
Numbers

radio critics, etc,,

Howard Mitchell leading

a Year

Jerry Gray sets a new record for
return dates at the Hollywood Palladium when he opens, a three-week
stand at the terpery tonight {Tues ).
Will be his third date
since the first of the year.
It

ther

Yultetide

stration.

Among

firms whose equipment
be used on stage in the playback are Fisher Radio Corp., Berlant Associates arid Jensen Speaker
Manufacturing Co.. Technical presentation is being handled by two
D. C. engineers/ both past presidents of the Washington Audio
Society—Al Preisman and Irwin
will

Stein.

|

.

;

comedy

tossed

by big

Les Elgart, date marking the first
stand here for the Columbia Rec.

ords band,

The

f

tube

television

holds

brighter promise of the future
than, the ballroom biz, according to
Don Tosti, so the Latune bandleader has given lip some lucrativ*
worfc and opened Nov. 5 at the Pal-

J

ladium Ballroom as relief band.
It’s a 31^-week stand.
Palladium has a weekly telecast
and Tosti feels it’s important hi*
outfit be seen, on tv.
As a result,
he cancelled several one nighters
and series of one-riight-weekly
stands;, as at, the Club Del Mar in
Santa Monica, to take the Palladiui

“The Three B’s,” "The Heart Is
The Indianapolis Symphony OrQuicker Than The Eye” and "Too
chestra, under baton of Fabiert
Good For The Average Man,” are Sevitzky,
launched its 25th season
expertly arid lucidly handled by
last Saturday (6).
the lead singers and a supporting
cast of Jack Williams, Eleanor
Williams, David Winters, and Ben
HEADING FOR THE :1 SP0TI
Astar, with Joshua Shelley and
chorus doing "Quiet .Night.” *
Gene Kelly-Van Johnson: "Brigadoon” (MGM).
NORMAN Fllitt TRIO
Soundtrack albums have become big sellers
these days and there’s no reason
OTHER GREAT VOCAL RENDITIONS
why "Brigadoon” shouldn t carry
IUST RELEASED
on the tradition.
Album lacks
: v
Biur Ecru v.
some of the zest that was put into
U
DELTA RHV
RCA Victor’s original cast album
a couple of years ago, but once the
hv.'.n
FOUR
REE
Metro pic gets around, it’ll be the
:
0MODE RN AIRE
album- the consumer will be
I:
R^ (HiS.U.
NEIL HE
asking for.
Gene Kelly is. appealing, though a bit weak-voiced,
on "Almost Like Being In Love’’
MILLS MUSIC, INC
and "There But For You Go I.”
Van Johnson comes across as a
slick disker in a duet with John
Gustafson on ‘Til Go Home With
Bonnie Jean.” Cyd Charisse, who

MOOD
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MGM
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writers

Glasgow
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Up'

Hit

THE TOUCH
Recorded by

the commanders
THE THREE SUNS

“

“““treo HEATH AND HIS* MU'
V
the three
THKE
harry james orch -.....Victor | THE
^Coiumbio
SY OLIVER ORCH.
HARMONICAIRES
-...New-Disc ROSANNA
JEAN WETZEL
JUNE with
Columbia
RICHARD HAYMAN
ORCHESTRA
MorcOry STANLEY
RUSSELL ARMS
BLACK STRINt
'

•

•

•

.

•

•

•

•

.

.

Epic Betty
Johnson
Published by
Ouches, Music Corp.

•

W2949

CORP..

Hew YoHt, *. Y.

arid,

each major studi
Film company music copyright

Iegalites of

•

1

.Capitol
- REMICK MUSIC

Deutsch, has been concerned Over
the situation
Switzerland.
Deutsch, in fact, recently returned
from, a European trip to study the
significance of the Swiss exhibitors’ suit. Leonartf Zissu, N. Y, attorney, is repping the SC A.
The copyright committee of the
film
producers,
meantime, has
been meeting in N; Y. this week
also to study the Swiss suit. Adolph
Schimmel, general counsel for
Universal Pictures, head.sthe copyright group which comprises the

'

.

NAT "KING” C0U

‘

in

.

specialist, attorney Julian T. Abeles
(& Bernstein) may have to make a
flying
trip
to. Europe
on this

matter,

fit

Maestro Music, wired music outwith approximately 150 loca-

tions

in

L. A., is Switching

complete 45

rpm

setup.

to

a

1
|
|
J

J
\

|
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co-stars in the pic, isn't on the
six
In
years “Rudolph” has track.
It’s Carol Richards warbScotland
picked up more than 75 separate ling "Waitin’ For My Dearie,” and
Cooper, w.k, chirper, and
Dave Kidd teaming up as brother- disk versions with Gene Autry’s okay, too. The Alan Jay LernerColumbia version leading the pack. Frederick Loewe score remains
sister vocal twosome under name
racked up more than flavorsome and inviting.
of Mae & Tony Cooper;' they were Autry has
Percy Faith Orch: "Music of
members with brother Nicky Kidd 5,000,000 platter sales. Marks also
has
issued.
60 different arrange- Christmas”
(Columbia).
Percy
of the prewar singing trio Nick,
ments on “Rudolph” including one Faith’s Workover of 14 assorted
Mae & Tony
, Maori vocal quai>
Christmas carols and hymns is a
let supporting Gracie Fields on her for boys with changing voices.
package that will delight dee jays
Dean
concert tour of Scotland
and disk-buyers alike.
For the
Martin’s waxing of "Sway,” on
deejays, it offers topnotch proCapitol label,, topping Auld Lang
gramming material for the Yule
Syne hit parade, with Don Corseason and for the at-home spinnell’s "Hold My Hand” (Vogue) in
ner, it’s perfect for any Yule musiJohnny Dank- .5555- Continued from; page 49
second slotting
worth orch to St. Andrews Hall,
headed by Adoiph
.

J
I

t

.

>t

his .plugthree new
staff.
Joining Marks’ St.
ging
Nicholas Music firm for the Yule
push; are Burt Haber in New York,
Solly Wagner in Chicago and. Joe
Whalen on the Coast.

y

I

I

songs, such as

?

INTO TUNE’S SIXTH YEAR

(

date.

,

‘RUDOLPH’ RIDING HIGH

Esquire Red
publisher
Johnny
Composer
Stan Fisher Marks is prepping for his sixth,
a return date year on “Rudolph the Red-Nosed
q two-week Reindeer” with the addition of
Eddie Fisher
contactmen to

.

1

I

play all the. private party .dates.
Les Brown opens Christmas
night for a tour-week stand, to b«
followed Jan. 25 by Harry James.
Latter will be followed Feb. 22 by

the performers:

"On Your Toes” (Decca); This is
the "original cast’’ album of the
current revival, with Vera Zorina
and Bobby Van starring. This score
by Richard Rodgers and the late
Lorenz (Larry) Hart has long since
passed the test of time and this
new package gives it an appropriate highgrade showcasing. Van
and Kay Coulter team up on the
great standard, "There’s A Small
Hotel,” with Elaine Stritch delivering "You Took Advantage of Me,”
interpolated from “Present Arms/’
and the long "Slaughter on 10th
Avenue,” one of the pioneer ballet
numbers in musical comedies,, getting an .instrumental workover by
the orch under the baton of Salvatore Dell’IsoIa. The topnotch ma-

parties

Mae

.

£

Southern
California
industries.
Orrin Tucker and his orchestra will

cast are veddy British for the most
part, with Paul McGrane.’s orch
backgrounding with a jazzy beat
typical of the flapper era. Both
the album lines and the disk label
fail to give full naine billing to

wilT be picked up on tape arid then
immediately played back for the
audience on hi-fi equipment to
demonstrate. the quality; Deal with,
the AFM provides that the music
must be wiped from the magnetic
tape irnmediately after the demon- terial and

.

Kansas City
Philharmonic Orch as guest artist
on the annual concert for Katz
Drug Co. Nov, 13 in Municipal
Auditorium.

York)

:

'

.

.

Washington, NoV; 9.
A hi-fi "Sburidprama” symphony
concert will be offered at Constitution Hall Nov. 13, in a tieup involving National Symphony Orch estra - A merman Federation of
Musicians, audio engineers and
three manufacturers of high fidelity equipment:
Unusual concert, to promote hi-fi,
will be sponsored l?y .station WGMS
(Washington’s Good Music Station), with professional music and:
,

Jayes and Bobby CardiUo picked
Singer David Whitfield is to ap- up at Carlton House’s Town and
pear on Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the Cotmtry Lounge.
Town” Dec. 12. He will spend six
First signdays in the States
ing for the London Palladium varBud Holloway orch booked for
iety season next .spring, when all
the American stars make their an- V. C. Sloan’s Pla-mor in Lincoln
with Bobby Mills,
Saturday
(.13),
nual top-of-the-bill appearances, is
Eddie Fisher, who has been booked Skippy Anderson, Eddy Haddad,
.and Lambert Bartak
for two weeks, commencing March. Mai Dun
"Grand Ole Opry”
Irving Berlin arrived last following
28
“White. unit featuring the Carlisles, Dottie
(2)
Tuesday
for
the
Christmas” premiere.
He is do- Sills, Tommy Warren and Lonzo
& Oscar toured the state last week,
ing a couple, of broadcasts here
Pianist Winifred Atwell top recr getting $1.50 at the door.
r
/
ord-seller in a ppp-boogie style;
is to be soloist in Grieg’s Piano
Kansas City
Concerto With the London PhilRalph Marterie rch in for one
harmonic Orchestra at Royal Alof its periodical orie-nighters at
New club the
bert Hall Nov, 28
Pla-Mor Ballroom Saturday
Tiny Hill orch traipsing
(13)
through low arid Illinois with a
finale at Indian Acres, Streator,
If* Music by
ill.,
Sun.day (14). After that the
crew takes a long vacations with
leader, back to the farm at Lupton,
Colo; Joe Bride, drummer of the.
.

in

Hollywood, Nov. 9

largely; lost Without the .visual setting. Performances, by the legit

Wednesday through Saturday are
Frances.
now being presented
.

3d

Palladium;

.

.

has. checked

Return Bates at H’wood

'

vocalists Ralph Granada arid McElhoe Sisters in a new number
called "If I Hurry,” by Jean Matthews, a Pittsburgh .musician /..
Stella .Brooks, pianist, into the
Al FreCarnival for a stay
mont’s band has returned to the
Merry-Go-Round, where floor shows

Organist,

His Comets: “Dim,-

Album Review*

of Bigelow label owned by
cians Al Marisco and Dick $tutz
features the Marisco orch and

Gill,

&

.

"The Boy FriCnd” (Victor). “The
Gray closes Nov. 29 and PalBoy Friend” may be a critical and
ladium then shuts down, as far ai
boxoffice Broadway click; but the
public is
the
concerned,^ until
original cast album of the Sandy
During those
Wilson Score makes for a thin wax Christmas night.
four,
weeks,
terpery
is
sold out
package. A parody of the 1920s,
the music has the flavor of that nightly on a private party basis,
period but the humorous point is continuing its annual schedule of

one of the Warner Bros, firms,

.

Hughes’ pic, “Thunderstone,” setting up an indie label with Bill
Davis,
Plattery will be tagged
Joe
Pianist
Shield. Records
Moon will alternate at the Hotel
Earle’s Waverly Lounge with the
Herman Chittison Trio beginning
Sol Yaged’s Quintet
Friday (12)
into Birdland for a one-night gig
Tony Scott’s Quartet
Nov. 22.
take over Philadelphia’s Rendezvous Room for two weeks beginDisk jockeys are
ning Nov. 22
going in for marathon spins on a
single disk. Now it's Bill Stewart
of KELP, El Paso. Last week he
kept Spike Jones’ "Japanese Skokiaan” on the turntable for 56 con-

Haley

Bill

(Decca). This group has been having considerable impact in the pop
field; as a result of the rhythm &
blues influence. It’s a combo that
never stops, bouncing on typical
r&b numbers. "DiTn, Dim The
Lights” has the better prospects
oh this coupling.;
.

lyrics

——

Gray Setting Record For

.

Dim The Lights”-"Happy Baby”

show;

.

;

throughout.

penned “thank you” notes to
Marshall, who’s been reading
them regularly over his disk

.

.

.

'

.

.

sensitivities

the subject. On this disk, Cohen
delivers four or five short yarns in

per-

•

.

on cale that’s being planned. Faith
treats them all with the reverence
and spirit they deserve.
Liner
notes, which are. unbylined, supply
his trademarked manner, and al- .helpful, background info
on the
though some of the gags are weak, tunes in the package.
'
the dialect is handled humorously

any

to

irritating

WNEW

Bob Thiele is thanking
Meyerson and Marshall for giving him the Idea to make a
version * with Johnny
vocal
Desmond; Both a&r men

.

Disks

Continued -from page 50

toire chief, is thanking
(N, Y.) disk jockey Jerry Marshall for ^giving him the idea
to record the tune with LeRoy
Holmes, and Coral’s a&r top-

tor of the Milroy nitery, is also responsible for this, new club, the
Riverside, and pianist Joe Say
and his trio have been installed to

&

Jocks, Jukes

the Win)d,” is bringing a. lot
of disk company gratitude into
the open. Hairy Meyerson,
Records artists & reper-
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BETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS
Vienna, Noy. 2.
Arrival of Wurlitzer representawith the intention to introduce jukeboxes in. Austria has
aroused interest in the entertainment industry.
Situation: is not favorable for
Wurlitzer. Contrary to the situation in America, the Austrian Sen
ciety of, Authors, Composers and
Musicpublfshers (AKM) will have

Survey of
best

tives

is

and
*

not even being dis-

AKM

wk.
1

last

rating

for.

Title

and Publisher

2
4'.

*1

^If I
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5
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6

tomers..

11

10

& SIDEL WIND
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BANQUET STAND

•.
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•
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*Papa Loves
‘‘‘Hold

Mambo

My Hand

(S-:B)

.

.

(Raphael).

.

.

and Mighty (Witmark).
Me Tonight (Hub-L)
*Mister Sandman (Morris). .G
^Skokiaan (Shapiro-B). ...
^Little Shoemaker (Bourne)
Things I Didn’t Do (H&R)
’“Smile (Bourne). ....
’“Doing the Mambo (Morris)
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Northern Ohio operators of coin
music boxes have fought against

N
T

the

10c

lake

for

several years,
association’s
either to i
crease, prices or go out of business,”: because. costs have tripled.

S

Cohen said, but, his
members were ^‘forced

gg
88
82
68

One of the first major operators
new dime jukeboxes
was Sanford Levine, of Atlas
Music Co. who pointed out that
machines costing $265 each several
years ago now come to more than

...

to install the

59
45
42
26

.

$1,200 wholesale for latest models.

Quick spot-check indicated that
are
going
along with the. hike amicably, although there are still some beefs*
moist ..tavern-keepers
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WITH ITS ‘HEART’ ALBUM
MGM

Records is hopping on the
deluxe-package bandwagon. Label
is
boxing its 12-inch soundtrack
platter of Metro’s ‘‘Deep In My
.Miller
2. I Need You Now.
Heart” with a four-page brochure
London, Nov. 2.
.Hamblen
3; This Ole House.
of text and photos about the pic.
A deal has been fixed between The
.Raphael
4. Hold My Hand.
package will be priced at $6.95.
..Frank
5. Hey There
British bandleader Ambrose and It’s MGM’s first try at deluxe al.S-B
6. Papa Loves Mambo.
RCA Victor for him to record titles bum merchandising.. Previous
.....S-B
7. Skokiaan
specially for the United States mar- albums had been priced at $4,85.
ket with a hand-picked 40-piece
Soundtracker will feature the
orchestra.
The deal was Inaugu- works of: Sigmund Romberg sung
Maestros to Double As
rated by Joe Carlton on his visit by Jose Ferrer, Helen Traubel,
here last week;
Rosemary Clooney, Vic Damone,
Setup
Bookers in
Ambrose has not been recording Tony Martin, Gene and Fred Kelly,
for a couple of years or so, nor Jane Powell and Howard Keel,
Of McConkey Ex-Veep has he had a regular band in a among others.. Columbia Records
resident spot f~r the same period. gave
the okay for Miss
Chicago, Nov. 9.
He is being given carte blanche Clooney, while Mercury and RCA
Bill Black, v.p. of McConkey
In regard to musicians and choice Victor released Vic Damone and
Artists Corp., is ankling MAC on
of numbers for disks for the Ameri- Tony Martin, respectively) for the
Nov. 15 and is pulling out the band can market.
special set.
department with him. Company
will pitch wholly at tv films and
cocktail units: henceforth!
Meanwhile, Black is setting up
Jazz
an unusual corporation with the
George T. Simon, jazz critic, and former McConkey orchs to be
Stanley White, plastics manufac- known as Orchestras Inc. Bandturer, have organized a new com-' leaders Ray Pearl, Russ Carlyle,
pany, B Plus Records, which will Jimmy Featherstone, Don Reid and
make masters and sell them to ma- Larry Faith will double as bookjor companies, The outfit will use ers in the office maintained by
freelance jazz and pop artists in Black whenever they are playing
various packaging formats.
dates in this area.
RCA bought the first B Plus
Most of the orchu have been
package, “Cool Yuletide,” and is playing location dates in hotels and
releasing It via its quasi-indie Label ballrooms In the midwest and
X. Set is a cool jazz workover of south, Black reports that at least
several Xmas standards by a com- two other orchestra leaders have
bo headed by trombonist Urbie invested, money in the new venture
Green.
Records, meantime, and will join Orchestras Inc, as
has. picked up a couple of masters soon as their present contracts exsliced by songstress Louise Tobin, pire. There’s to be constant crossformer Benny Goodman
band plugging among the orchs in the

MAY

‘Hit Parade’ Lineup
(On Nov. 6 NBC-TV Show)
>1. If I Give My Heart. Miller

FOSTER ANOTHER

ENG.

MAESTRO AMBROSE
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MGM

....

New

MGM

To Make

ago.

Over n ight Smash!

.

Mister Sandman
H

(I.

.

Morris)

Words end Music by
Pal Ballard

.

(Writer of "Oh,.

(And,

Baby Mine”)

tourto, dozeni of

unpub lithod

hittl)

MGM

vocalist.

corporation.

Campus Combos Ready
Carnegie Hall Takeover
New York’s Carnegie Hall, which
has*housed virtually every variety
jazz from Granz to
of. modern
mambo this fall, will swing to an
educated form of dixielahd Nov.
27 when a couple of Ivy League
will take over. It’s reportedly the first intercollegiate jazz
concert to be held in the longhair
auditorium,
/Lineup. will feature Stan Rubin’s
Tigertown Five, an aggregation
hailing from Princeton U., and the
Spring Street Stompers, from WilThe two combos
liams College.
wiiralternate on the program and
combine for the finale. Eddie Condon, a non-academic jazzman, will
emcee the bash.
Rubin’s unit toured most of the
large colleges along, the eastern
seaboard and recently played a
date at Frank Dailey’s Meadowbrook in Cedar .Grove, N. J. This

Betty Madigan

combos

.

ALWAYS YOU
b/w

‘

.a

Cfpo£tto9(bt/

"ILL

group also played at Maxim’s on
the French Riviera a couple of
years ago. The Stompers also have
been swinging along the campus

NEVER

.

F4LL IN LOVE. UNLESS 7
•

9.

Sudden hike in jukebox playing
fees from 5c to 10c per platter, or
three for a quarter, is causing nubbles arid; some grumbles along the
circuit of approximately 4,000 taver
About. 500 of them have already /climbed aboard the dimepet-spin bandwagon, beaded by
Jack Cohen, prez of Cleveland Phonograph Merchants Assn..
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15
Robert Se\del, RCA exec vice15
prexy over consumer products, and
Manie Sacks, v.p. over the Victor
disk division, are winding up a
two-day banquet stand at the com- ‘DRAGNET’ VIDPIX
pany's Indianapolis plant today
HIT
(Wed.). Seidel spoke at the 25year annual service awards dinner
Hollywood, Nov. 9.
yesterday (Tues.) while Sacks is
Looks like another instrumental
addressing the annual record club hit may come out of the "Dragnet”
dinner there today (Wed.).
vidfilm series.
While in the midwest, Sacks will
Last year, the title theme bevisit RCA distribs in Detroit and came s hit, landing atop the Hit
Chicago.
Parade in a matter of weeks. Now,
Jack Webb is arranging for the
publication and recording of. a new
Decca Ties Cuban
tune, "Funny Man,” which created
interest when
immediate
Maestro to Exclusive it was used audience
on a "Dragnet” telepic
Riding with the mambo cycle, a few weeks ago.
Decca Records has wrapped up an
Tune was written by Arthur
exclusive deal with Bebo. Valdes, Hamilton and used in a yarn in
conductor - arranger - composer which a psychotic killer plays a
known' as. "the Glenn Miller of jukebox before he tackles each new
Cuba.”
victim.
Decca was among the first companies to click with mambo in this
country via Sonny Burke’s ‘‘Mam- Simon Into Indie Setup
bo Jambo” package a few years
Masters
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Nevertheless, a few spots far
outside the capital have tried it,
but so far haven’t received any
favorable response from the cus-
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National
Rating
This Last

has a monopoly,
cussed, as
is state-controlled and has a priori
the right to collect.
the
Greatest difficulty lies
fact that cafe-bar owners, etc.,
of the
were asked to pay a flat
total turnover for rent. This is out
of question, replied the owners*

INDPLS.

based

obtained from leading stores in
13 "cities and showing .comparative

no difficulty at all to collect fees.
This question

c
0

music
on reports

retail sheet,

sellers

»6unf tqtjovri

WHllmberk\th8hm SmnqBand
t

Dinm «ono*W
.WWLiUM

"

jazz loop.

That

Heart You Heard
78 RPM
K 11812
45 RPM

MGM

MGM
THE G

Bob Cross orch booked for a return date at the St. Anthony Hotel,
San Antonio, opening Dec. 9
through New Year’s Eve. Cross is
currently at the Studio Lounge in
Galveston.

Was My

^

E

A

11812

RECORDS
\

EG

.

Vednttday, ^November 10, 1954

VAITDEVIIXE
Hold Atlantic City

Vaude, Cafe Dates
Vs. Mpls. Nitery Figure

Collapse

Billy Daniels goes into the Copacabana, N, Y., starting Feb. 17 . .
Will Mastiri Trio signed for Copa
City, Miami Beach, Feb. 3
Harold
producer
'‘Hippodrome’’

term..

inspection

Philadelphia, Nov. 9>
White’s
George
of

•Christmas,
montii stand at
..pn

strength

patron

of

about

Washington, Now. 9,
hotels are armscramble to increase bana Thursday* quet and convention business, They
said he was hope to bring all of the largest
Lee for the Conventions to the nation’s capital
21, but ill- regularly.

set for

Gerson
opener.
frying to sign Peggy
following week, Nov.
ness of. her child makes songstress,
a highly tentative booking.

Casino ops were praiseensemble even though the
highpriced package failed to bring
them in. "It is a very good show
and everybody that saw it" liked it.
Unfortunately; 'in this town you
have to give them a name to bring
them’ out at all,’’ Gerson said.
Misplaced confidence in White’s
show finds the Latin Casino virtuLatin

.

ful of

without a fop attraction for

Top Washington

ing: for a

American Legion's

first

D. C. na-

convention last summer
proved it could be done and now
The National Assn, of Radio &
.Television Broadcasters convenes
here next April, first time they
have set one of their big national
conclaves for this city.
Biggest -job of improvement is
currently under way at the Sheraton Park which, with the Sheraton-Carleton, was acquired last
year by the Sheraton Corp. Sherational

600,

with

all

!

Plaintiff's case, as presented by
attorney Stanford Clinton, hinged

American Guild of Variety Art- on the interpretation of AGVA’s
ists “pay or play” ruling has stirred
mandatory fund as. a violation of
up a hassle, between Epic Records’ antitrust
legislation.
However,
crooner Roy Hamilton and Morris Judge Campbell opined
that AGVA
Levy, operator of Birdland, N. Y., was not in
an industry affecting,
up
last
Dispute
flared
jazz nitery,
interstate commerce and construed
week When Levy claimed that .personal efforts of performers and
Hamilton, was skipping out of a athletes
not being subjects of
Birdland commerce.
previously
committed;
He cited an early Sudate to take an engagement at the preme Court ruling in a baseball
case to substantiate his decision.
Attorney for AGVA. was Alfred

,

AGVA

.

.

Kamiri.

.

BAR OF MUSIC IN DALLAS
Dallas, Nov. 9.

Bob Williams, who

built the Bar
of Music at Las Vegas, has opened
a similar spot here.

AGVA

.

Williams also plans to use outstanding keyboard
rtists at th

.

'

local soct.

.

nex \yill -offer 20,000 square, feet of
banquet and meeting hall plus an;

other 16,000 square feet for exhij

JOE LAURIE JR.

j

I

Banquet hall is exbition area.
pecte.d.to hold 2,000 for sealed di ers and, up tov 3.000 for dances.
In recent years, the- bulk of
.

I

volumes from the
library of the late Jot Laurie Jjr.

Hundreds

of

FOR SALE
A

complete history of comedy (wit
and humor) in bound volumes
printed in the 19th and 20th cenoffered for sole under the
terms of the will of the late
JOE LAURIE JR. for
turies,

$3,000
comedy and vaude-

treasury of

Washington’s convention business,
has centered about the Statler and
Mayflower Hotels, >The two now
under the same Conrad Hilton
management, indicate that- they believe they will be able to take, care
of themselves, despite tire hew
competition, by working the Two.
Hotels as a unit for conventions
and other large affairs. Mayflowballroom seats about 800.
er’s mai
Statler now has the largest in
town, its connecting Presidential
and Congressional Rooms able to
hold 1,200 comfortably for major

beginning Nov.

Omaha
.

pects to add Monica Lewis and Gil
the near future.

Lamb. in

HART SUBS MORGAN
IN HUB AGVA POST
Boston, Nov. 9.
Smiley Hart has replaced Ralph
Morgan as national rep of AGVA
here. Morgan, who held the post
for about six years, was ousted last
week by the union’s national board,
acting in New York on the recommendation of the local executive
board.
Hart, who transferred here from
Montreal, has also been AGVA rep
in Kansas City and Baltimore and
more recently, manager of the
Hotel
Hub's
Bostonian
Jewell

Stamp To

Circus on H’ford
Hartford, Nov. 9.
Paid-in-full
stamp
has
been
placed on all claims arising from
the disastrous Ringling Bros; circus fire here on July 6, 1944. In
his final report to the Hartford
County Superior Court last week,
Atty. Edward S. Rogin, receiver
for the eircus, said that all claims
for. personal injuries and deaths,

LEW
and PAT

DUNDEE
(Beauty and
the. least)

A new

note in

totaling

Slamor Comedy
8ta«ed 0>
Mervyn Ntl^on

$3,946,155.70,

Room.

2d Ziegfeld Follies

Club

have been

Direction

1650 B'way

New York

Is

Formed

in

NlY.

A

second, organization of former
Ziegfeld Follies members. lias been
formed. New group, tabbed The
Ziegfeld. Alumna Assn., has named
Mrs; John Russell Green as its
prexy. Dorothy Brown Fox is first

paid in full.
As a result of the holocaust,
America’s worst circus disaster,
169 persons died and 500 were injured. A total of. 676' claims was
filed against the circus.

NAT DUNN

Hamilton developed into a hot
marquee name via three disclicks
for Epic, “If I Loved You.” “You’ll
Never Walk Alone” and “Ebb

Direction

.

DAVID

BUCK

Currently

‘

'

Paid-in-Full

KAY MARTIN
(and her TRIO)

and

accepted. According to
Tim Gale, agency’s topper, Levy
agreed to let Hamilton out of his
option time ^f the singer would
appear in the Birdland, Jazz Confast

Don Romeo of Paul Moorhead
BASIL'S
Agency has signed the Mills Bros:
New York Sapper Club
to top his week-long new auto cert which played
show here in. February, and ex- and ^Boston last month.
Kokomo, Ind.

fflquire;

L. MARK, Executor
1501 Broadway, Now Torh 3f, N. Y.

19.

DYNAMITE!

SHE'S

•

.

dinners.

ville history,

*

.

,

of

performers, -represented
the
Cafe Owners Assn., ivho were seeking damages and injunctive action
against AGVA’s welfare fund.

the late RivieYa, Ft. Lee, N. J., to
assume similar chores at the Latin
Tessa
Quarter, Miami Beach
Smallpage joined the show at the
.Albany Club, London, last week
singers Lord Templar
. Calypso
and The Charmer go into the Golden Slipper. Glen Cove, L. I., Nov;.
rival Basin Street nitery at a high, British comic Paul Rodney
11
Methuhe has been added to Kay er fee..
Thompson's act when she opens
decision on the rhubarb
the Persian Room of the Plaza Ho- was that Hamilton would have to
Polly Bergen
tel, N. Y., Nov. 18
pay Levy the $700 he was to reinto the Thimderbird, Las Vegas, ceive
for two weeks at Birdland.
Dec. 31,
Ruling, however, doesn’t Satisfy
Levy arid he’s planning to bring it
Chicago
up before the.
board later
Joe E, Lewis and Peggy Lee this week.
helming Dec. 28 Chez Par.ee bill
Leyy claims that since he.
Robert
for couple of weeks
Clary headlining four weeks at launched Hamilton’s nitery career
Black Orchid, beginning Dec. 21, last February before the singer
Buddy Baer and Naomi broke out as a click disker, and
with
Phyllis since he already had picked Tip
Stevens featured
Hamilton
Branch set for Dec. 8 calypso show the singer’s options,
at Blue Angel, with eight-week owes him the playing time.
lineup including Count Daville.
Basin Street offered Hamilton a
Phil Tucker, currently at Chi’s Sil- hefty deal to come into the club in
ver Cloud. pegged for indefinite December and the Gale Agency,
stand at Chase Hotel, St, Louis, which books the singer, moved in
.

a block away., Sheraton Park, largest in town, lias 1.200 rooms.. An-

ringside

tables.

A

I

emcee.

.

.

seats

j

.

remainder of the year. Situation ton Park is building a $1,500,000
wasn’t helped any by ari-indiscreet •annex which will contain ah enormember of the program’s cast, mous ballroom and exhibition hall.
who went on a late-night radio Annex is slated for completion
show and announced “Latin didn't next April, in time for the NARTB
have more than 15 people at the convention which will be based
second show:”
Remodeled room there and at the Shoreham Hotel,

now

Chicago, Nov. 9.
now, the iriidwester
AGVA bureau is in the clear again,
having untangled itself from the
legalistics that have pjagued it
for almost two years, A couple
weeks ago the union settled its
differences with the Entertainment
Managers Assn. Out of court; and
restored the local booking agen try
to good standing. And last Friday
(5), Federal District Court Judge
William J. Campbell dismissed the
suit of a group of cafe owners and

As

.

Eddy Arnold booked for the
Home Exposition, in February
Nanci Crompton tapped for the
Town Casino, Buffalo, Dec. 27
Dick Hallman goes into the Hotel
Ambassador. Los Angeles, Dec. 1
Bonardi, former maitre d’ at

replacements.

for

(ill

ally

will,

moves ^ out. tomorrow
and Lenny Kent and.

night. (Wed.),

Rosemarie are

on

.

and
Gerson
Dallas
Owners
Dave Dushoff knew the worst by
first weekend and started castPackage

Jury

her envelope empty; Her lawyer
charged that the beating was “savage and brutal” and said it was
the fourth time the nightspot .operator had beaten women employees. Nathan denied the charges as
he acted ^as his own counsel.

.

New

Grand

assault and
battery Thursday (4) by Municipal
Judge Stephen A. Damico.
A Waitress at the spot testified
that Goldberg beat her twice: when
she asked for her pay after finding

,

.

County

lantic

charges of atrocious

Christine
booked for an
.

season. James Grady is booking
the spot ... Jackie Kanrion cancelled out of a Dec. 1 stand at El
Rancho; Las Vegas, in order to
go into “School For Brides”
Irving Gray to produce and direc.t
the annual ‘‘Lights On” benefit
for The Lighthouse. Milton Berle

York.

the
ing

tour

.

a talent

Europe for

.

.

.

off to

was accused of re- Jorgensen

woman

18-

of. its

the. Versailles,

Steinman

being
the Australian tour late this month,
cruiting a
starting at thd Palladium. Sydney.
club for prostitution, later inducPianist Stea Free currently at
ing her to become a Superior,
the Beau Brummel, N. Y.
Wis„ resort inmate and participat- Lucille & Eddie Roberts go into
appealed
He
ings.
her
ing in
the British Colonial, Nassau, Jan.
from the lower court verdict.
27. Jenny Collins set to play -there
Dec. 31 at the opening of -the
Rosenfield

v

"Glad to See You" as an attraction
has caught the Latin Casino with
Flagship of
its dates wide Open.
•town’s niteries booked "Scandals’’
options,
With
weeks
two
for
pecting revue to run at least four
through
oossibly
and
weeks

.

.

.

Help

Atlantic City, Nov, 9.
Nathan Goldberg, who has operated the Yacht Club in midcity,
nightspot for many years known
as Babettes, was held for the At-

New York

Minneapolis, Nov. 9.
Supreme Court here has affirmed the white slave conviction
of Joe Rosenfield, who was floorman at Vic’s; leading loop nitery j
here, at the time Of his arrest, and
he must serve a two-year prison

Op

Femme

For Beating

.

MERCURY ARTISTS

Tide/'

COMEDY MATERIAL
for

DeWitt Ducks Date For
His Critically
George

Ilf

All

of T heat ricalc

Branch os

FUN-MASTER

me

original SHOw-aiz gag rue
(Tho Servlet of the STARS)

Kid

Firof

DeWitt

postponed his
date at the Boulevard, .Re-go Park,
N. Y., to be near his three-year-old

13 Files $7.00-AII 35 issues $25
Singly; SI, PS per script.

• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book.. $10 e
.... .$25 O
O MINSTREL BUDGET.
0 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk...$23 e
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50 o

who was in critical condition in
Variety Children’s Hospital, Miami.
Comedian flew down after his son
was bitten by dog belonging to a
neighbor, Willie Pep, a fbrrner
fighter. Kid's upper lip had been
badly torn.
During the operation the lad,
Nicky, was said, to be “medically
dead.” His heart stopped beating,
and surgeons cut a hole in the
chest cavity in order to massage
the organ. The Same situation occurred agai
and again life was
restored by the same process.
Jack DeLeon substituted for DeWitt at the Boulevard.

son,

.

.

.

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
$3.00

OIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth ovtr a thousand
No C.O.D.'S

GLASON

BILLY
200

W.

Haw York It— Dept.V

5 4th St.,

Circle 7-1130

WANTED
PORPOISE TRAINER
man

with experience in trainAge
ing usd lions or chmtpanxees.
27 to 45. Permanent position, Contact
W, F. Rolleston, Marino- Studj , MaPrefer

,

1

.

rineland, Florida.

Barbar
Idyl: is second ‘Follies’ in Double Bonus
vicepresident; Tess Redfield, third
Omaha, Nov. 9.
Gertrude Vanderbilt,, treasv.p.;
Switch of iceshows from the old
urer; Mosellecita Stapp Van Wyck, Arena to the Stadium in Chicago
secretary, and Kathryn Cornelli, has. resulted in a double bonus for
recording secretary. Marcella Eng- the Shipstad Sc Johnson “Ice Follish and Consuela Flowerton will be lies.'’
on the board.
Not only will they do as much
Group, will maintain quarters in biz in 11 days as they .bandied in
the Hotel Beverly, N. Y.
The 35 at the Arena, but the extra time
Ziegfeld Girls Club is the othei enables them to pick up three more
organization.
cities— Pittsburgh,
Spokane and
Des Moines—In the 24 days.
v.eepee,

.

at the

MOCAMBO,

BILLBOARD
“Will
.tough

Jordan

proved

opening-night

to

a

crowd

that he’s one of the cleverest

young Comics
in a

to

Holly wood

VARIETY
“Will Jordan, peer of. th
present im ressiohlsts,”

come along

long time.”

St.

;

currently, celebrity

room, Philadelphia

'•

i

friday,

|

!

steve alien's ''tonight” wrca-tv
Management: JACK ROLLINS

Direction:

MCA

jam

.

|‘j

of

Show

A Washington

Folk
Sti,

of the

as a recabaret,

of allegedly unpaid
and miscellaneous Federal taxes
from December, 1952, through
March, 1954.
Bureau of Internal Revenue

filed a $28.190, .06 tax lien against
,

Home

Avery

the

ANNOUNCING THE RE-OPENING

'

floor shows, is in a

The

BOSTON

IN
It's

Jam

Minneapolis, Nov. 9.
Paul Flame; one of Twin
Cities
leading
iteries
playing
suit

november 12th

Paul Flame’s Tax

St.

i

WHEN

H. & G. Go. Inc;, which operates
the establishment.

JOE RQLLO AGENCY
205

S.

Beverly

Dr.,

Beverly

Hills,

Col.

CRestview 6-2069

Wednesday, November

14),

-

VAUDEVILLE
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May Be

Philly

U.S. Centre

AFM

Of Can.

Auxiliary;

Joint Council Gives

OK

Philadelphia, Nqv.

Lou

of 4he. zens in a business way.

operator

Walters,

Ne.W
York and Miami Beach, returned
blast
with
a.
from Eiitope last week
at the. Miami Beach bonifaces who
have been influenced by Las Yegas

Quarter

Lati

salaries

iteries

their bids for talent.

i

"They pride

themselves on being able to cut
three cents from the price of a
pound of meat, or cut a busboy’s or
waiter’s salary, Or place one less
roll on the table in order to save
a minute sum. But all bets are off
when it comes to buying talent."

According to Walters, salaries
being bid by several cafe, operators
in the area are virtually equal to
those being shelled out by the Nevada spots. He stated that Betty
Hutton was being offered $20,000
a week by one; another, according
to Walters, offered Martin. & Lewis
a record $40,000 per Week, and
others are being offered salaries
which may be impossible to recoup

9*

The powerful Joint Council
the Hotel and Restaurant

of

and

.

of Musicians Auxiliary,
which has supplanted the recentlyformed Actors International Union,
variety performers group.
Dick Jones, former regional director of American Guild of Variety Artists,, and Charles Garvey,
former Philly branch manager for
the AG VAT attended the meeting
and received the go signal from

eration

troactive to last Oct.

Negotiations between represenof the two sides started
shortly after the union submitted
its proposals, last Aug. 1, but have
been unavailing.

stipends in show business outside
of Las Vegas. Later, he said, Las
Vegas may be taken into that territory. He said that this bidding
makes nitery operation more difficult in New York, Chicago, ^Hollywood, Boston, or any place.

CORDOBA DANCERS SET
FOR NITERY IN MIAMI

observation that, generally,
these owners are reasonable citi-

his

WING

'

The. Hurtado

de Cordoba con-

cert troupe of flamenco dancers are
paring down their concert reperThe
toire to nitery proportions.

group, comprising 11, which includes two guitarists, will preem
their cafe routines at the Saxony
Hotel, Miami Beach, Dec. 20.
ImporUfrom Spain recently did a
stand at a. N. Y. legit house, but

were virtually unanimous in
their appraisal that this was priMercury
a nitery turn.
Artists Corp. is representing them
in this field.
marily

.

..

on
Gleason will probably
work at the Paramount, N; Yy, for
the sheer joy of jmaking fun for a
The CBS-TV comic
live audience.
will probably shell out most of his
stipend for cast and production
when he plays his first vaude date
in years, starting there Nov. 17 for
two. weeks.
GleasOn will be getting a .50-50
deal for the first $110,000; after
that, the split goes to 80-20 in his
favor.
Out of that sum he’ll pay
for 50 musicians which he will conduct (so he’li save money on the
leader) special arrangements* a
dance line of; 32, Audrey Meadows,
Art Carney,, and outside, acts including Lou Wills Jr. and Rudy
He’ll have a special
Cardenas.
producer on this show, special sets,
and a curtain which will cost
$ 10 000
Jackie

.

.

W. J7th

SI.,

N.w

house ready for the
stageshow.since. the place went
a straight pix policy a
couple of years ago. For the first
time in two decades, the Par will,
use the full stage.. During its long
tenure as a bandshow house, the
pit was the only part of the stage
that was used.
Gleason will double between the
Par and his teleshow. After that
he’s set to do a straight dramatic
role on "Studio One.” After that
he’ll be so tired that he’ll take two.
in getting the

To Head N.Y. Pierre Show
Cotillion Room of the Hotel
Pierre, N. Y., will attempt a Latin
show built around Mex matador
Manuel Capatrillo. According to

The

York.

Marcel Ventura, who booked the
show* el torero doubles as a baritone and gets $5,000 each time he
enters the ring.
Naturally, he’s
taking a cut for his Pierre stand,
which opens Nov.' 16; He’s also
done radio and films in Mexico.
Dancers Rafael Ruiz *& Conchita,
and flamenco guitarist Carlos Montoya* complete the lineup.

Brasselle Answers Claim

On

.

weeks
Bros.

January. The Dorsey
Gleason's summer replacewill again be

off in

ment on the network,

However, in this insubs.
stance, they’ll get an expanded
budget so that they can get some
highpowered guests to assist them.
the

LYS

Los Angeles, Nov. 9.
In answer to writer Alan Wilson’s breach of contract suit in Su-

Jennie Grossinger Fete

perior

A gross of nearly $100,000 is expected to result from the Jennie
Grossinger testimonial dinner
which was. held last night (Tues.)
at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
The dinner, which was held in
honor of the hostess of the Catskill
Mountain hotel, will benefit the
Grossinger Memorial Hospital in

money

in advance but failed to de
liver material for the actor’s nitery

act.

Sensational Subtle

STRIPPER
EXOTIC PRIM A BALLERINA
•
•
•
•
•

Fox, Indianapolis......
4-10
.
Oajoty, 'Detroit. .... ..Nov. 11*17
Folly, Kansas City
Nov. It-lJ
Mayfair, Dayton
Nov.SS-Dec.l
Falaco, Buffalo.. .......Dae. S-l

Contact

DICK HENRY
JU t-0014

17IS B'way., N. Y.

Waters,

the

fountain

is being, sent on the CenAmerican route. The aqua
spray has been set for two dates
at San Jose, Costa Rica, which will

tral

ment problem

existing for many
particularly in the Canadian

acts,

.

region

where

Walter Murdoch,
has organized a local for
performers,
and has forbidden
musicians to work behind, any
AGVA acts unless they resign from

AFM

v.p.,

that union,.

Union toppers felt that with the
decline in employment, it would be.
better part of valor to concede (lie
issues involved in an effort to get

more acts, working.
Should the agreement be signed,
both sides will be spared the ex-,
pense
continuing several cases
now. on the dockets of various
courts. AQVA got one temporary,
injunction .in, Canada, and lost a
plea: for one.. Several AGVA members, are suing. AFM in Canada because of damages sustained when
the AFM refused to abide by their
agreement, and play for acts.
'

.

Discontinuance of the court cases
would help alleviate AGVA’s precarious financial condition. Union
is scraping bottom because of the
expenses involved in the various
legal tiffs. This consideration is
said to be another reason for the
pitch to renew the old agreement.

Board gave assent to the move
week in a wire referendum
by the national office.
There had been some reports that
open at the. Nacional 'Theatre,, the AFM had been preparing to
there, Dec. 18, after which it plays notify U.S. locals not to back
AGVA acts, but this was unconthe Costa. Rican Fair, Dec. 22,
Both dates are iirider auspices firmed.
promoter Raul Volio. Sam
of
Shay on, of the N, Y. office of
Dancing Waters, will go down to
serve as an audition point for
other dates. Dancing Waters will

.

this

initiated

Costa Rica to set further stands
for the fount.
'

’Antennae’ Spurts to Stay

o
•
•
•

Wilson claimed he was to get
$3,000 plus $250 weekly for writing,
directing and staging the act. Brasselle said there was no such agreement and declared he paid the
writer $500 for gags that were, not

m VUI)

•

Chicago, Nov,

M

9.

Sudden business splurge last
week caused backers of Olsen &
Johnson’s vaude-legiter, "Pardon

My

Antennae," to rip off the closA run at the wickets last
gross to over
built the
$20,000, which gave the show a new
lease on life after the first three
weeks of teetering biis.
It’s now planned to keep the
show running here indefinitely,
and backers, encouraged by past
week’s response, again have their
eyes on Broadway.
ing sign.

week

.

Dir.:

Russell Again Picked To
Head
Midwest Office
Chicago, Nov.
Artists Representatives

A^n.

CO

Gtrb«r-Wolsi, N. Y.

5-I4IQ

Chant* With a Chuckle

9.

“WORKING*
AS

re-

elected' Jack. Russell president of

the nMdwest regional office and reDir.)

tained Fred C. Williamson; Asso-

GAC’s Floyd
MCA’s Marvin
Moss. Goldie Cohan was named
Second v.p.
Shaw, and third
prez.

JIMMIE HUSSON AGENCY

119 W. 57th

ciated Booking v.p.* as first vice-

St.*

New

York

is

NITERY MATERIAL

secretaryrtreasurer.

ForNew Yur't

Board of Governors lists Phil
Levant, Sidney Epstein, and Milo
Israel.
Others
emceed.
Jessel
all of Chicago; and Ray Auler
Stelt,
George
forthcoming.
making appearances included Ed- of Milwaukee, Jack Blue of Dendie Fisher and Debbie Reynolds, ver, Tom Reardon of St. Louis, and
Stan Scottland, formerly with Milton Berle, Jan Peerce, Sen. Ruth Best of Cincinnati.
the Kenneth' Later Agency, has Estes Kefauver, Barney Ross and
opened his own: agency in New others. Attendance was estimated
York.
Chairman of the event,
at 1,200.
Eddie Cantor, had to remain on

Evt

rder your Sptdil Material nowl

A.

GUY VISK

...

Writing Enterpriser

Troy, N. Y.
194 Hill Street
"Creators of Special Coftedy Material"

,

the Coast because of his health.

CAB CALLOWAY
NOW—ELEVENTH

WEEK

HOTEL SAHARA
LAS VEGAS
Mill.

FOR CENTRAL AMERICA
Dancing
display,

ministrative secretary, conferred
yesterday (Tubs,) with AFM execs
on renewal of the old contract.
Move: was taken by AGVA
effort to alleviate the unemploy-

ARA

Nitery Act Material

Court,
Keefe, Brasselle
charged that the plaintiff collected

de

ous services.
Under the proposed plan, union
would finance travelling troupes
but of. its welfare fund.
These
troupes would then perform in
theatres
an effort to recoup
costs and raise travel expenses for
he show, and double into various
hospitals at: no cost to the government.

over to

,

GABY

.

end the warfare with the American Federation
of Musicians, The performer union
has okayed a move to renew the
1950 agreement, which defined the
jurisdiction of musical acts bn the
same terms that had been in effect
when the agreement was abrogated
by the union about a year ago.
Jack Ifying, AGVA’s national ad-

first

Nov. 13th)

JIMMIE HUS50N AGENCY

19

a

Others were Blossom Seeley and
Sophie Tucker.

N

At the same time, the Paramount
will undergo considerable expense

FOR MILDRED LANE
Dir.i

be tendered

will

AGVA

,

STILL CLUB-DATING
(Until

Martha Raye

testimonial luncheon by the Friars
Club, Nov. 17 at the Park Sheraton
Hotel, N. Y.
This marks the third time that
this alLmale theatrical organization
has honored a femme performer.

AGVA

tatives

critics

Currently

Friars to Fete Martha

the joint Council to organize.
Local entertainers are b'eing organized under the charter of the
Auxiliary, No. 149,
Toronto
and plans are underway to make
Philadelphia the American headquarters of the Auxiliary..
Move of the Joint Council inWashington*. Nov. 9.
dicated that union lines were being
Secretary of Defense Charles E,
hassle.
formed here in the
The action stemmed the entrance Wilson last week told Jack Irving,
Stephen "Blackie" Cardulo, national administrative secretary
of
head of the Seafarers International of;, the American Guild of Variety
herb, into the picture. Cardulo’s Artists, and Jackie Bright, prexy
of that union, that he would study
stevedores are. supporting
plan advanced by ihe union to
and allegedly put the heat on entertainers belonging to the Auxil- furnish vaudeville shows in Veteran
.Administration .hospitals as
iary.
well as those Operated by the vari-

1.

he is paying Miss West.
Walters further blasted those
who have been offering "fantastic"
sums to names as being "salaryhappy." They want to be known as
being responsible for the highest

of Variety

Artists has decided to

went on record with an offer of
support to the new American Fed-

.

Walters closed, his attack with

The American Guild

Workers

AFM

Minneapolis, Nov. 9.
supper, clubs here
in their spots.
face the threat of shuttering as
Walters stated that these night- the result of a 10-day strike notice
clubs are tying themselves down filed against all restaurants and
by the. Minneapolis joint
to the necessity of doing capacity bars
business every night in order to board of the AFL Hotel and Rescome out only slightly ahead or taurant Employees union. All bisperhaps Only even. A lot of food tros and cafes serving liquor and
affected by
and liquor has to be. sold in order 2,500 employees
to make up these big salaries. This the action.
Present contract doesn’t expire
kind ,0f wages; he stated, is impossible without the help of a until Oct. 1, 1955, but includes a
clause permitting either side to recasi
At the N. Y. Lati
Quarter, open it on Oct. 1, 1954, which the
which now has a show topped by union has done. Its demand is for
Mae West, Walters stated that his a 10% across-the-board Wage inown. profit in the current show is crease, a third week of vacation
considerably iess than the salary after 10 years of service, re-

Night

59

DLL MITTLER. U19

(roadway,

New

York

Fontainebleu’s Teeoff
Miami. Beach* Nov,

RAJAH RABOID
Return Engagement

9.

The new Fontainebleu has signed'
the Lecuona Cuban Boys to start
in January for the season, when
the hotel bows.
Although a talent policy hasn’t
fully been decided upon, indications point to the possibility that
floorshows will be staged at this
hew hospice.

CASINO ROYAL
Washington, D.
New

York: Dick Htnry

C.

los Angeles: Hal Gordon

Canada: Mae Johnson

;

:

.

;

«

i

.

.

P&niEfr

REVIEWS

Las Vegas, Nov.

Shorcham

2.

&

&

and his present date
St« RegiSf
Fernanda Montel Milt Shaw
"’lleS is aboard
Qfcft $2 and $2.50 convert.

is

only a fort-

.

;

;

&

mWmm.

actively

all the 80. minutes his reEsther Williams makes a beautiwhat he
vue scopes, demonstrating
ful picture in her nitery act with
1. i
oi-llt
says repeatedly-—that: there’s still, husband Ben Cage. The pair work
some life in the old dog yet. He together in an act that is top-heavy
essays those- dramatically rhythmic, in songs and dialog, and it must be
monologs that are ageless, talk- admitted, a little light on the talsings his perennial, lyrics, engages ent side. Tightening of their turn
in corriball banter that harks back and the inclusion of more, suitable
to the old. school of burlesque, material is necessary before, it can
fronts his orch with clarinet on a justifiably
seriously,
taken”
be
rowdy ".Tiger Rag,” and of course Miss Williams is a picture of grace
vaunts: his trademarked battered and charm ..in her striking gowns
cane.
hat and
that set off a figure better known
Lewis’ present "shadow.” Elroy to her pic fans in a swim suit. As a
Peace, gets leave to execute a brace matter of fact, she even parlays her
of fancy tap., steps during, the swim-suit-draped shape in water—
course of the show,, and., pert Sue it’s actually a fountain streaming
Evans handles the distaff side of upward in vari-colored lights as
team Of-' she stands under a many-pointed
Darice
song solidly.
beautifully nautiManor. & Mignort .executes, fluid headdress for
baliroomblogy in two moods with cal effect seen, only in her MGMers.
proper flourish,' and the Dewey The acquatic filmstar is making her
aero local cafe bow in a three-framer
Sisters attractively dish
fcrp.in rapid synch.
which won’t, pile up the turnstile
Midge and Bill Haggett are the- click of the preceding Marlene
hit of the show, with their imagin- Dietrich show.
No less than a dozen songs enatively modern terp exposition of
a sprightly' tour about New York. velope, the. overlong turn of 45
On the mirth side, Bert Gordon rriinutes that has the tendency to
of the popping ears., standup hair lag as the couple lay it on too thick
and "Mad Russian” accent oc- with: windy discourses of their docasions a smattering, of laughs for mestic bliss. Miss Williams does
The display a neat sense of showmanhis rejoinders with Lewis.
three trumpets, three reeds, trom- ship and is in nice command, of
bone, violin .and rhythms .which the act;, singing in a pleasingly natGage shows a good
make up ttie Ted Lewis orch back ural voice.
the 'show aptly and play for the personality and a nice baritone in
“Hey There.” The best work by
ballroom" besides.
Ironically, the fare healthy biz thb duet is "Don’t,”; with lyrics
Bell and Jerfy
this layout forecasts has come in that are socko. Hal
time to ring down the curtain on Rush work well with Miss Williams
the Marine Dining Room’s 35 years in dance sequences, while the trio
When the of Don Carson and Brian and Linas a talent showcase.
Lewis group packs up r this hotel da Peters render good vocal backnitery will get. a complete over- ing. Gerry Dolin leads the Cee
hauling in decor, and. present Davidson orch for the stars in effi
cient style,
pl'aris are to reopen for the new
Joey Bishop is back with bpffo
year with a straight dine and dance

nearly

agag

There’s

about the British
trad-

beinfi such intensive overseas
ers that when a merchant became
the parent of triplets*, and his Wlie
asked with, true mptherly concern
Oh.
as to their future, he said.
don’t worry} we’ll, keep one of

them and export, the other two.
The French are now rivaling the

English as international tradesmen; exporting French singers to
America seems to be .the No* 1
industry.
If they’re of the stripe of Fer-

Montel , there apparently
Will always be an, England,- an
America, a 'Brazil, an Argentine
arid kindred markets for. the; Mo.^t

nanda

a
no diseuses.
didoi icoc
Thppp’s no
nn civ
ril'
There's
martre
tion but that they offer something
‘

i-v-i

speciai'for the international saloon

market which. seemingly the. homegrown brand of song delineators
lack::

This is another return, to the
Maisonette of the St. Regis for
Miss Montel, and she’s better than,
ever. She is marked .for her chic
style and. Commercial brand of
songalog, in itself a marked contrast to the severe approach that
G enevieve gives herself at the
nearby Plaza Hotel, Both Gallic
gals opened on the same night,
and by further coincidence under
me Barron Polari managethe
Genevieve is of the Piaf
ment..
school of suffering songstresses;
Miss Montel is a tall lissome
blonde with a plus chic brand of
haut couture and not so haughty
,

:

’

songs.
tailored to the Manhattan
which means, that she may
broadened her commercial

She

is

njpriner,

have

sorigalog appeal, but there’s nothing wrong with not- handicapping
yourself if: .primed for a certain
market; From “Rue Lepic”— Paris
sorigsmiths write with beaucoiip
passion about Place Pigalle; the
rue.de Rivoli, St Germain-de-Pres
and contiguous* quartiers and rues
like George M. Cohan writes about
the Grand Old Flag—to the lament

e.

i.

.

Hotel, p, C.
a hard-working, showwis® pair of
Washington,, Nov* 4.
hoofers and singers, with a warm,
to the fablers
Stringer, Nancy
approach
Tippy
amiable
Michael
.Ben Gdge ,
Esther Williajns
that establishes rapport within a Mann, Harp Quartet (4), .Shore*
Joey Bishop, Romano Bros. (3), short time. This time but they ham Ballerinas (6). Singing VioSaharem Dancers
Ferre,
Cliff
Orch; cover
again mark up a click with the hep lins (10), Barnee
(12), Cee Davidson Orch ;( 11 )
trade here, via a 'fast-paced ses- 50c, $1 Fridays and Saturdays.
or
sion of: nimble heel and toe work,

_Saliara,Xas Vegas

Hotel

,

Wednesday, November 10, 1954

spjit slides and plussed
The Shoreham’s big Blue Room
by their version of Latino tempos. is .contiriuirig the production style
Spanish lyrics are handled authen- entertainment which Mernie Bra-

climaxed by

tically, ditto the hip-weaves inject- love originated early last summer
ed to add color to the routine: They at the hotel’s outdoor Terrace.
Current bill features two noveltop matters with a jive session that
gal
harpists
keeps the aud happy, sending; them ties—rf our
whose

,

off

—

-

.

:

,

,

.

.

comedy

to.

heavy, plaudits.

ranges; the gamut
classical to boogie-woogie, and
ballerinas who start off on
their toes in the classical manner
and. wind up doing a Cancan*
Rounding out the. bill are Tippy.
Stringer, who has been singing in
Shoreham Shows for the past few
months; the, dancing duo of Nancy:
Michael Mann, with the unit
since last August, and the 10 Singing Violins, group of male violinists whoi haye.novv become a kind
Of signature for Shoreham entertainment;.
>
The dinner show has a strong
Parisian accent, with its finale featuring the cancan, in which, the
ballet girls rip off fancy garters
and toss them out into the audience.
There is a. solid, fast-moving 35 ..minutes of entertainment
here which could stand lengthening fpr another TO minutes. Audience eats it up. Late show is not
quite up to the earlier one.
It is
completely different and is built

string-plucking

Young George Hopkins

.

is

from

a local

product who, in the past several
years, has had several chances to
start the climb up, thanks to a shot
with Godfrey and bookings at the
better Miami clubs, such as the
Vagabonds. He hasn t, however,
hit the route, although equipped
with a pliable pan and sharp sense
.

?

,

timing. Fault, mainly, lies in
the material. The gags; are pickups, while some of the visual maof

is not in the, 'best of taste,
such as a carbon of a monkey. Best
of his catalog is the series of impreshes. They’re smartly handled,
although in the standard vein as
He
characters chosen;
regards
rises above that, facet to display
definite talent in the metier. With
proper material and disciplining
poin; routining, he’d add up as a

terial

.

tent bet.

_

Sacasas and his orch, in themselves a draw here, are one of; the
best units around for show backings. On the dansapation side they
boast a sock library of brillantly
muaf ranged Latin arid American
.

sic.

six

&

.

around music: from. "St. Louis
Blues” to "If I Loved You,” with
a medley from "Carmen.”

One

of the novel features of the

Blue Room entertainment is th
appearance of a small revolving
stage near the rear of the room.
Paris, Nov. 1.
Action nioves between- this little
Maurice Mesle presents "Chdeo- stage and the large dance floor
lat-Show” revue in two parts (24. arid occasionally both operate tosketches) by Roger -Pierre. Staged gether, to keep the heads turning
Michel and necks straining to watch
by Roger-Pierre: music
Emer, Dary Cowl; Jean Delbecco, what’s next*
Success, of the new.-style enter?
With Cowl, Pierre Mondy, Jacquel-.
Duvaleix, tainment, which 'hotels in .other
ine Maillan, Christi
Tanguy, Jean hefebvre; cities are reported scouting, is the
Ariick
fact that Blue Rboni business is
$3 Mmimum.
up substantially over what it was
a year ago when the former policy
Three talented young comics, of straight acts, without
producThibault
Roger-Pierre, Jean-Marc
tion
effect! were used.
Lowe.
and Jean Richard, have made this

I.’Anilral,

Paris

,

.

,

material* Satirical jokebuilds his material cleverly
socks the purich lines with
of Bilt inoro, I,. A.
good timing, to net big returns.
Los Angeles, Nov. 4,
Bishop has long been one of Vegas’
Romo Vincent; Tippy & Cobina; more, popular comics.
Norton & Patricia; Bit tinore StarThe Romano Bros, are three
lets (12); Hal Derwin Orch (10); aero artists who tomfool around cellar club, off the Champs-Ely.sees,.
Aiitours* Paris
for the hep cafe Club
Cover., $1, $1.50.
while thrilling with somersaults into a mecCa
of "Pauvre Jean” she is a bell-:
Paris, Nov. 9.
biz circles desirand flips and balancing stunts that crowd and show
ringer all the way. By' the way. a
revues.
Noel
Guyves,
Florence Veron,
topical
With Romo Vincent as marquee evoke plenty of mitt-stinging in a ing neat offbeat and
sort of "French Danny Kaye,” one
Constantin,
Trio
Mexico,
All three have graduated to the big Jean
bait, Joe Faber has dished up an- fast opening* routine:
Philippe Clay, of the Paris bistros,
new
this
Maya
Medwar,
written
Orch
(-4)
have
$4 miniother confection of comedy, choreThe George Moro Saharem time, but
introduced “Galante Pauvi'O
.first
keeps in the same old 7 hum;
which
show,
ography
arid color to sate the tour- Dancers do without the four walk
Jean” in the French capital last ists
who comprise, the bulk of his ers this time out, the 12 chorines zany vein. Though familiar, its
spring, and .it’s a tune to which
pacing, agile crew arid good timing
rade.
It’s a good show, albeit not
Small
off
the Champssume Yank publisher should attach up to the standard of. some he’s display nice; terps in edifying roii give this, enough laughs to keep Elysees,' boite,formerly
was
called the
tines. The costuming and lighting
himself—:it has all the ingredients
Bank- Night Club. New policy opens show,
had in recent months.
are excellent. Cliff Ferre is a tal- up the prestige of this Left
for an offbeat international suctype club on tire Right Bank. Biz to young songwriters, Who perforin
ented
song
and
dance
who
emcee
Vincent
does:
usually
fine
his
job
cess.,
caught.
their own ditties, and hence the
with some comedy material that garners a big hand, with tap was, solid when
.Intersplicing her songalog with
Show starts With a drunk and new. club monicker. This is a laudBob.
•registers, strongly and he sells his chores
brief American lingo intros, Miss
plant arid then goes, into its tumb- able attempt, but lack of names,
He’s
stuff for constant laughs.
Montel runs the gamut from songs whittled away some
ling skits as- one is piled upon the and: lagging nitery biz of late, is
50 pounds but
Majpcs Skyi'oom,
by Michel Emer (France) to Har- he’s still no stringbeari,
other. Twitted are cli ical sex pix not helping this house, and though
and he
old Rome ("Wish. You Were Here’’).
Noy.
Reno,
5.
in a takeoff on a recent film on .word-of-mouth is good, biz was low
makes use of his bulk for some
She, even kids herself with a reHelen Forrest, Dave Barry, Dorm nymphomania, abstract painters, When caught. Next show goes back
added laughs, Best of his stuff is
"
prise of what she calls
corny
discourse on the wonders of Arden Skylets, Eddie Fitzpatrick camping, explorers, clippo niteries to name status, With Leo Mar jane
a
medley, of surefires,” meaning the Paris;
and beachtime. Standout is the iri for her first Paris sing stint in
and a “Deacon Jones”, rou- orch. No cover, $2 minimum.
now somewhat ovei-ly familiar
riitery bit with a howl sketch of two years.
tine that, gets an audience hand"La Seine,” "Mile, do clap parlicipatioh.
•f fains.' of.
Npel Guyves opens show with a
Here is a real sleeper. It may be a harassed client; who gets the
Paris,” "April- In Portugal” and
guitar accomp of self-cleffed ditMonkey .act of Tippy & Cobina hard .to sell but word .travels' fast full treatment in a supposedly,
the like; Not corny is. her salute
a ties, Songs are fresh and clear, but
almost
This
is
in
nitery.
town.
chichi
It’ll
be
against
up
some
to Charles Trenet’s "L’aine des seems to have slowed somewhat.
he adds nothing definite to the
big name attractions, too..
training film for wary tourists.
Poetes” (“At Last,” in the U. S.. Their stuff doesn’t appear to be
myriads of guitar acts springing
Helen Forrest, vet of the swing
Christian Duvaleix emerges as
“Paris Canaille”; and a as sharp as in previous visits, al- bands, shows, the
•ver»
up
here, and would be more at
advantages
her
of
and
‘lazy”
mbef. Her generally an- though they still build to a good fine training. Her mike treatment a comedian of excellent timing
home in a Left Bank bar. Howcorriic sense, with Pierre Mondy a
tlibritative .style is as fetching as ,)a yoi'f with the "People Will Say
ever, Canadian folk aspects of his
is
a
technician’s.
Her
honeyCowl,
Dary
man,
and
fine straight
We re In Love” instrumental by
her repertoire, and makes for
smooth voice does a job of spell- in His fey antics and droll dialogs, turn make for neat offbeat interest
Tippy on the electric organ.
solid 40 mi utes,
and listening.
Veron
Florence
a definite comedy find. Pulchritude
,b*pcn> &
She .„ a towering sUm blonde.
brings no voice but a pleasing in!n
S
(
is amply supplied by Ani.ck Tanguy
\vlrose' contrasting black dress and
^
|>hfh ai!>^hihg more than straight and i*est of the troupe is excellent. souciance and comic patter aspect
high-rieck are an arresting floor
song-selHhg sans dramatics and This looks in for a good Gallic to her well-known ditties, made
effect.
As attractive^ is maestro- easily and have a freshness and gimmicks.
season and is worth a tourist look- famous by the bigname chanters.
their
particularly
inviolinist Milt Shaw’s slick accomp; appeal.
Very effective is a Gordon Jen- see, provided a French friend is She gives them a personalized ren.L/qnv
in
ah
,x<(u
inter.pretaevu
•'.Dancing
MiE,
the
me
v
i^a
me
Dark”
n,
i
always a big plus to any performer
dition that makes the club aims
klI s special material entry which along to keep the gist in mind.
They'll be out of the, opener
in the class Maisonette. He goes tion.
?
plausible, and is in for big mitts
outlines
her band career, with the
Mosk.
with the lease— and should—be- soon.
too.
themes' of the big bands as a backcause his sympatico musical iriterMoro-Landis productions Involv- IVA.vfc'
Jean Constantin, is a fey type in•* nun
-narration.
drop
her
wuvm,
Then
she
guv
to
yv.
'ii .ri'ii
i
pret.atioris are no small force in in rt the Biltmore Stai lets include &>
EriilysYK. r.
dividualistic songwriter who goes
goes into w.k. disks-such as Artie
the excellent results. Same goes toreador number, and the .inevi- s ha w'c ‘‘Honorable. Mr. So
in for the musette styled songs.
Kansas City; Nov. 5.
So,”
Shaw's
&
fdr maitre d* August and his crew
table
black
light
presentation. w hieh she warbled' for him, and
Mello-Larks (4), Russell Swann, His patter is good and his songs
like their head-man Garr NelsPri handles vocals and
The. captai
Harry. James’ "You Made Me Love Tony DiPardo's Orch (8'; $1 cover. have the street appeal arid twang
at the tape,.: are to the manner the Hal Derwin orchestra does its
of Paris for pop appeal. Trio MexYou.”
born jn service and knowledgabil- usual good job of showbacking and
Conibo of musical comedy four- ico add an authentic carioca note
Dave Barry has returned with a
i ty, f requerttly in
marked contrast providing the. dance beat* Kap,
fine. load of new stuff arid Will have some and magico-comic is a some- to. proceedings: and Maya Medwar
to the new, type of hotel help
no trouble keeping his opening what riiodest bill at the Eddy es- supplies the exotic with a neat
which is more and inore encouri*
Mosk.
tablishment. Entertainment is sat- bellydance.
slot filled With ybeks.
So von Soas* Oiualia
tered, ,with the tempus fugil dor
The Donn Arden Skylets .are gla- isfactory. in 40. minutes, albeit
Omaha,. Nov. :4.pai-tmerit fillingT in fronv t he ranks.
(jinlineniu
Shecky Greene; Al Lamm Trio; morous fbr their opener, and against heavy coni petition from
Savvy veterans are amazingly efgathering Of conventioneers
flap perish foi* a closing "Roaring the
Ottawa, Nov. 3.
•Jective buffers and antidotes to no., cover, or minimum..
•20s” number which is a. fine wind- and other noisy patr.ons at show
Four Guys, Ted
Diana Peters,
some of the waitering help with
up for this show'. Costuming is of caught.
Shecky
Greene
is
from
the
back
Juvelys
which many a hotel arid restaurant
(2),
Harry Pozy Orch
Opening
wedge
by
Russell
Sw'arin,
the. eta, even to the rouged knees
Chicago and. Vegas yvai s and boniAbel.
must fence on occasion.
admission.
$1
(8);
still
magician,
who claims he
is a
face Don Hammond reports -he’s and cupid-bow lips.
Eddie Fitzpatrick handles Helen more or less kids the trade, fum"doing as much, business as the
|]ilgoivator Btoach. Clil
Usual switchover day at the
arrangement just fight.
bling a rope, trick,, a bit. with a
last tiirie;”
Since the. hard-work- Forrest’s,
Chicago, Nov. 5.
customer and the "disappearing” Gatineau Club is Thursday but
Mark;
ing comic set a house record the
Ted Lex vis R exrue, .with Sue last time, that’s an indication of
napkin, and turn at hypnotizing a manager Joe Saxe brought in t\v
E-vahs. Elroy Peace Bert Gordon;
rabbit, who Won’t, sit still. He gets riew acts arid held over Four Guys
9
cli
Souci, bllinml
.Manor & .Mi non, Midge & Bill IV vv busy Hammond and his maitre
a degree of humor out of it all, but last Tuesday (2). The Guys ai’e
cl\ Harold Fisher, are these nights.
Miami Beach, Nov. 5.
Haggett; Dewey Sisters (2), Ted
could stand with a bit livelier pac- still top-billed.
a
At show caught Wednesday (3),
Nicholas Bros., George Hopkins; ing. Works with a comely assistTed and; Diana Peters w 0
Lewis Orch (10); $1.05 cover, no
the house was packed with 48 Sacasas Orch; $2.50^ bev. minimum. ant, Virginia. Oaks, a neat trick in clicko adagio session to good re.Viinimum.
standees. And Greene, even more
turns; Their slight touch of Comher own right.
No other act in this room! this polished after playing the big
Four Mello-Larks add one more edy is effectively underplayed, givThe Blue Sails room, in this
year has had such a strong open- spots, responded with another of ocean-fronter is entering its early to the lengthening list of musical ing: most of their time to the flashy
ing night turnout as Ted Lewis, his topflight- shows;. He opened Winter booking schedule With a po- groups to have played Eddys’ re- terpsing-. Juvelys have a standout
who had the ropes up for both the With a new sock football stint, t.ent lineup of acts set for the- en- cently, COnibo, of three lads and a balance and juggling act, work diworked in a hilarious takeoff on a suing Weeks, most of them for one- gal makes it first stand in town vided nicely and evenly between
dinner and liate. Shows. Evidently,^
the market is still very good for ^.eench singer, did his fighter roii- week stands.
Previously estab- and comes off well enough. They male and femme. Act goes smooththis trouper who represents, more ^ ine and rounded out matters with lished draws, however, are some- run through a list of standards and ly and shows .top' savvy.
Harry Pozy band plays for Custhan nostalgia, some of the con- a botfo ..ad lib session,
times booked in on a two-fraine some special material in good muAl Lamm Trio expertly .backs deal, such as current Nicholas sical, style and with* suitable chore- tomers ‘to dance and bncks sho\ys.
stancy arid tradition of show biisi^
ness.
He’s been absent from the Greene and shines, in 'hetvvCen--. 13'l’os.-,. and. Arthur Blake to follow. ography to marry their portion of; Al'Co«?ti chants and 88s in lounge.
Gorin.
Chi. nitery scene over, four years, show sets.
Trump.
The vet Nicholas duo are. always the show in good shape. Quin.
Les.
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REVIEWS

Wednesday,. November 10, 1954
the amount of punishment each
Embers, N. Y.
Boys end by
apparently takes.
Hazel Scott
Don Elliot
(3),
winding in a human wheel over a Quartet; no cover or minimum.
table, around the floor and back
(underneath for bi* Sendo*.
It’s been more than five, years
since Hazel Scott last appeared in
muni.
a Gotham nitery, but her keyboard capers are still full of
L. A.
La Martinique is presenting a
bounce. During the five-year lapse
Los Angeles, Nov. 4
fullbodied show that's difficult to
been concertizing, touring
Eileen Barton (with Lee Pities), she
cut into the regulation nitery runEurope
and making guest shots on
a
be
cover.
seems
to
There
Orch
Paul
Hebert
$2
(10);
time.
ing
tv, keeping her digits well-oiled
surplus of talent, all of it in an
with midnight
There Will be some mighty for her flashy keyboard work.
entcrtai ing yei
Working in 30-minute sets here.
show customers getting a plus pleased customers for the next two
Miss SCott pounds out a driving
value, with Nejla Ates, doubling
Weeks at the Mocambq if Eileen
from the latest legit hit, “Fanny.” Barton stays with the entertain- repertoire that never seems to let
up.
.She’s got a
keen rhythm
Initial show ran over the 90-minute
ment’ pace she demonstrated open- sense arid a neat flair for
improvise'mark, but pruning and tightening
night. As a peddler of music,
ation.
make, this a Smoothrunning ing
It’s a blending that keeps,
Wil
she is more the performer than
the Standards in her book fresh
enterprise.
straight songstress, ancj rocks off
The
trouble,
There seem to be a lot of per- a varied tune catalog with a sock and interesting..
though, is that there’s no letup.
formers (most of them in the touch
besides
of showmanship,
Each
number
is
packed
so
with
the
department)
who
get
comedy;
looking extremely good While she
r
much energy that it tends to wear
billing here.. Category \ - does it.
10.0 'o
down th.C listener, especially in
eludes" Harvey Stone, Mary BurThe little girl Who parlayed a this room. Interjection of some
ton, Miss Ates, Kirby Stone Quarbiscuit about a cake into a disclick mellow piano moods would help
tet and Pupi Campo. In smaller
starts: her song stint with “If I the overall effect.
An ini porta rit
lettering are the Caribbeans and
knew You Were Coming’ ” (what plus in Miss Scott’s favor is her
the Anthony Roberts orch. It’s a
else?), and then tosses off “From impish, smile and the display of
lot of talent for this session.
On” and “H.ey, enthusiasm for her Work.
This Moment
a
On top of the show, Harvey There?? before getting into the magnetic technique and holdsIt’sthe
Stone, has a smartly-tailored cafe more solid portions of the show. tablets.
turn. Most of the material on disThese are a really sock medley
She works with Rudy Nichols
play here is new and it seems to
treatment on 10 Harold Arlen (drums)
arid
Charlie
Mingus,
be his. first postwar show in which
tunes, with takeoffs on the artists (bass); Both give her a pleasant
he hasn’t trotted out his <31 bit.
with Whom they are identified,
He has 'a wealth of material^ which and a good A1 Jolson finale medley rhythmic lift.
Sharing the podium with Miss
jhe can mould to fit the needs of
on “Swanee,” “Toot, Toot, Toot- Scott is the Don Elliot Quartet,
the. particular audience. His line
sie," “Mammy’? and “Rock A-Bye,
it’s out of the modern School of
ranges from the hep to the familBetween
Arlen and Jolson jazz but it doesn’t
Baby."
temper of
go overboard in
iar. After getting the
she kuddes vaudeville and her par- its arrangements.
The boys, all
the payees, he settles down into
ents; Ben and Elsie Barton, exlooking, like undergrads, have a
accomplished bit of laughmakfunny
patter team, and refreshing
song
and
with an instruWay
His 52 minutes provide a reing.
does an onstage costume change, mental that makes: for attractive
warding session.
complete with blackface, for the .listening/ The youthful maestro is
Miss Burtori, who recently made, windup.
Opening night, all this
comeback at the Copackbana material was wrapped up in a fast featured on vibes, trumpet arid
a
rnellophone, and tackles each with
after many years of retirement, is 20 minutes.
Brog.
sure musicianship. He’s backed
a punchy performer who fights her
by Judd Woldin (piano), Ted Koway bn top of an audience. Miss
Y. tich (bass) and Jim Campbell
Burton Uses special material which Chateau Madrid, X.
Ernesto Bonini, Sherri Sheaf, (drums). All work at an easygofits
her hearty style of comedy.
Ocampo, Alonso Dancers ing pace and. deliver the kind of
Her solo venture into impressions Elba
iristrumental backing that’s perfect
with one of Sophie Tucker is an (8), Maya & Ralph Font Orchs;
for the dining and tippling crowd.
extremely strong bit and gets her minimurns $3,50, $5.
Elliot is standout on a meilophone
a healthy sendoff.
Prior to that,
Workover of “Gone With the
in
a
brought
Lopez
has
Angel
she has a set of tunes dealing with
Latiri- Wind” arid a trumpet treatment of
a variety of subjects, all of them sort of. interim show at his
Gros,
“What’s New?”
in an irreverent vein that makes erie. It's not one of the stronger
sessions, but it'll hold the customfor laughs.

Martinique, N. Y.

I^i

Stone

...

'

y^Ates *Kirt>v

Marv

Burton

Stone Quartet

NeW

ZtThottn,

.

.

JOHNNY JOHNSTON

Moeambo,

;

:

'

.

‘

.

comprising two boys and
girl,
break their act into two sections;
although on this display,
single
viewing Would have , been sufficient, because, of the extraordinary
length of the show.. They are a
well-drilled turn, with each capable of solo Work.
They put oyer
a series of sexy dances.
Girl is

terp in the Castilian manner. The
Alonso Dancers are well-gaited,
have a trio of colorful routines and
make a good impact in this house.
Although handicapped by the small
floorspace, they hit a fine stride,

:

&

B1 in sir nil’s, Boston

Reno

Reno, Nov.

Boston, Nov.

1.

Patti Moore
Ben Lessy , Jones
(4). L es Mathur.ins, Riverside Starlets, Bill Clifford Orch;
no coper, $2 ininimuin.

Boys

.

Satisfiers

(3.1,

Harbers

(2),
lord

Shirley.

ist;
It’s

(4)

&

,

Edwards
Dale,

1.

Bros.

Virginians

Vann, Michael Gay-

Orch (7), Lqu Weir,
minimum..

organ-.

$2.

beeh a long time, since the

teain.’

|

Bill fees off with Shirley .Vann,
a longstemmed looker, who scores

nicely With a sesh of terps. featur*uuck out alone, have been held ing whirlwind spins arid, taps. The
over from the thrush’s show.
Virginians,; a mixed duo, uncork
Greatly
improved since they sorne fancy Indian club juggling,
debuted here earlier in the year, garnering hefty response.
Pair
the foursome has some really fine Works
very nonchalantly while
stuff in a mambo, “Marry a Rich Whipping
through the difficult
Woman,'’ and “Sweet and Low," tricks, tossing in some aero work
in a neat tempo with
tricky count- for. plus values. Harbers .& Vale
erpoint. Their schedule of Imprest shape nicely ih a ballroom terp
sions is only average and is mostly turn, each number graceful .end
Recognized by the obvious tiines routined for strong visual impact.
Vhvy Choose— “If I Didn’t- Care"
In the next-to-closing spot, the
and “Cool Water."
Edwards Bros., three acros, nab
An acro-slapstiqk duo; Les Math" strong customer response with a

irn?,
* u !ts.

some spectacular reThey throw each ‘Other

gets

•round with
l he

*

a-

violence that hurts

aud.and otherwise amaze with

of

her

potential.

Her renditions '.-indicated’, she could
have done several more numbers
than she attempted.

Josp.

Dickie Henderson
Comedy

.

spears guffaws' somehow. riiore original hoofing/
in convenis. fast paced
Okay for most, vaii defies and a
format.
The movie bur- good bet for niteries as typical
lesques are segued into a lively young English comedian.
Rates
blues impression by foursome.with high on versatility.
Gord.
the Shaw babes stripping to slinky
evening gowns. If Johnston doesn’t KENNETH
McKELLAR
have any more mishaps with that Songs
tempermental wireless mike, it 17 Mins.
-should pump up keen interest and
Gaiety, Ayr, Scotland
become a great asset to this DotHandsome young Scot tenor,
Pull.
pourri.
with increasing marquee name vi
radio and tv in Britain, shapes up
HARVEY
as a singer lb note for tlie future,
Songs
although his gabbing will have to
12 Mins.:
be taken in hand.
RKO Palace, N. Y.
His strongest asset is firstrate
Harvey Norman, made four sides vocal
powers, and he gives out to
hence the billing, of
gruity

Opener

.

tional

:

response.
table-pounding
rants
There’s no doubt too that the crowd
here is more interested in the evergreens and the shouted requests
emphasise the continuing devotion
of the flock.
Miss Fitzgerald is working here
with Red Callender on bass; Don
Abney on piano, arid Bobby White
on drums, for backing. .There’s
nothing, cool about it, despite an
occasional excursion into bop to
prove she knows all facets of the
music, field, and she wins a sbeko

NORMAN

for

:

—

More

Grief for Dallas Op;

in

ballads,

pops and

operatic airs! At show caught, he
in dignified evening
dress, but also, sports the. Scotch
kilt.

Gabbing between numbers, how|

ever,

*

too. conversational
arid
lacking in finish, arid crisper effect
here should: come With experience
of a songalpg act, which he’s currently.

breaking

tive fields of

in to

more

vaude after

a

lucraspell

BREDICE & OLSEN

ELBA OCAMPO

Music, Cbmedy
28 Mins.

Flamenco
8 Mins.

Dallas, Nov. 9.
Troubles continued to pile up
Here for Joe Bonds, local nitery
operator, who is under three mo-

Chateau Madrid, N. Y.
Elba Ocampo, a flamenco dancer,
riiust

Angelo’s,

This

is

Omaha
an unusual pairing, with

Tony Bredice a short, Italian acget along cordionist and Joan Olsen a tall,

make some concessions

to

commercialism if she’s to
on the cafe circuit. MrsS Ocampo blonde singer and irijmic. Howattempts lb fit all her numbers ever, the duo works hard to get
into the traditional groove. How- results and has a good routine for
ever, some further gimmicks are smaller; niteries and yaude dates;.
Couple’s best bit is When Joan,
needed for nitery audiences.
This is especially true in a cafe who wears platform shoes to ensuch as the Chateau Madrid where hance her height arid a black gown

came

when

the Texas Liquor Control
Board advised Bond that it has
revoked his beer license for the

Blue Lady, Bond has 30 days to
dispose of his beer stock, but it the bulk of
the patronage feeds on
must be in one transaction, with the. excitement of the mambo. Anybanned. The board also thing less energetic than that which
series of tricks performed atop a retail sales,
pianb, clinching with the boys bal- failed to renew Bond’s beer license the customers put into their own
ancing on' two chairs set on four for his Sky Club, which puts- Bond efforts on the. floor are apt .to get
Jose.
the go-by;-'
out of the nightclub biz here.
Eli*.
pop bottles.
:

.

good effect

was garbed

With Carl Rosa Opera. Singer also
has a strorig sense of humor, which
he could usefully introduce. Okay
arid performance of the p'erfprnier
for vaude, radio and tv.
Gord.
Abel.
require bolstering.

2 Spots Lose Beer Permits

rals indictments.
The latest development

M-G-M

“recording star.” He’s a personable
lad who evidences a little of the
Tony Martin influence in style but
who hasn’t the firmness of barytone delivery of his rnore seasoned
confreres. He. is said to be this
Side of 20, and undoubtedly wilt
develop with time. At this catching
he was. inclined to sorrie flatties in
his vocal modulations.
He opens with “Bye Bye Blackbird” and heralds “Angel” as “one
of my latest,” The four numbers
are standard pops. The authority

’

'

she essayed
which failed to give

caught,

.tunes

account

full

chants

,

‘Mommy” bit.
The Jones Boys, a group collect-,
lor Kay Starr when the Lancers

a

to

.

.

On show
only tw

amplifieati
Magical
seemed
made to order for 'his warm, hearty
baritone. It gives his stylized act
It
more fluidity and vividness;
hypoes his romantic; ballads, as. well
as a nostalgic dip into a ”1 Want

Although election activity bopped
has billed a comedy
Vet duo of Patti Moore. & biz at the opener, the lineup, per
here, is topnptch, Fast arid
custom
Ben Lessy is a real switch from
the long line of single singers and Well-diversified to insure appealing
it
various
ringsider
tastes,
packages. The change comes, sand- to
response, in takeoffs on Rose Murwiched between Kay Starr and the scores down the line.
phy and Louis Armstrong.
Topbilled is the vocal grou
..Mills Bros.
She’s on arid off alll night in a
The perpetual
team The. Satisfiers. three guys and a Succession of shows that this
motion
quickly revs the house into happy femme who dish out easy-to-listen- timery. needs to. maintain a turnha me with a flying, medley opener tp harmonies Wrapped lip in slick over and it’s a. cinch she’ll pull.
and from there, on in the flight arrangements.
Group, which is When she’s offstage, house has
never sets down.
Miss /Moore’s featured on the local weekly tver, Jimmie Joyce, a pianist and. singer,
bounce and Lessy’s delightful dizzi- “On Stage,.’' adeptly handles vari- .maintaining the entertainment.
ness sparkle throughout, Lessy still, ous types of sprigs with nice barKap.
structure
and balance.
can collect enough laughs for an. mcnic
evening
with his “Darice
For They're Visually ckay too.
Riverside

ability.

astonished blase, rmgsiders who
kept wondering how he performed
the trick.

Be Happy” medley. He smartly
“Hey There,’?
rollicking 14 Mins.
“Gambler’s Guitar" and a crisply Empire,. Glasgow
done “World On a: String’’ alTiffany. Los AnjteloN
Dickie Henderson, son of Dick:
though his dancing attempts, aren’t Henderson, vet. English comedian,
Los Angeles. Nov- 5and brother of the former HenderElla Fitzgerald, with Red Cal- going to 'Worry Fred Astaire.
It will take more than electron- son Twins (Triss & Winnie), shapes
tender (bass), Don Abney (piano),
Bobby White (drums); Jimmie ics to spark the so-so humor, par- up as a talented young newstylo
ticularly in the Shaw trio’s corn- comedian who can rouse yocks both
Joyce; admission, $1.25.
juiced caricatures of oldtime Hol- with' patter and eccentric dance
Plenty of singers, good and bad. lywood leading ladies. Girls are routines and sebre in impressions.
have been cut down by Father flashy, hard-working .hoofers but
Opens with topical patter, iriTime in the last two decades, but they, don’t, have the light satiric cluding subtle tilts at the U.S, invaElla Fitzgerald is still going strong. touch of personalities to put heavy sion of British yaude. Follows niniAnd if there’s any doubt about travesties across, despite head- ible line, of eccenrtic terping with
the appeal, even to this newer gen- liner’s commentary.
a standout impresh of Norman Wiseration, business at the Tiffany for
A barefooted calypso dance In dom, topline English comedian,,
this
session should dispel ’em. Cuban costumes comes off much singing “Don’t Laugh At Me” and
She’ll pack ’em in.
better.
While no more tropical engaging in stage-falls. It’s a honey
Fresh off a “Jazz at the Philhar- than a Lake Erie clambake, this of a travesty, Henderson catching
monic” tour.; and choniping at the number has lots of color, dashing all the physical attributes of. the
bit fof another tour to Europe, this action and only needs, sharper tim- London. Palladiurn star.
His own
marks, the first local nitery date ing as far as girls are concerned; deep-set eyes and. build are a prim
Miss Fitzgerald has essayed in
Johnston
gambols around in asset in achieving the effect.
years.
rounder,
three
She’s a bitSegues with Cantor, Jolson and
skin-tight, barber-pole outfit like a
but the. voice, phrasing and. techhappy trained bear but. the incon- Dariny Kaye tunes, and Winds with
nique haventt changed. She’s still

;

Riverside,

5 Mins.

,

“O
interpret
would
Marie.” Another good item is a
medley pi tunes of Italian origin
especially
pliable and makes a that have made, good in the TJ,S.
good centerpiece in the act. Their He segues
between His .native
work runs from flamenco, to a tongue and English quite easily.
slithering blues piece, to Egyptian In
addition, he can throw in a a singer Who needs no tricks and
and East Indian pieces, all of Which tune, in French and Spanish as
no apologies, whether it’s on a .rere well executed.
well. He does okay in this situavival of “A Tisket A Tasket.”
Pupi Campo emcees and plays tion.
(which she wi ote 16 years ago with
the rhumba relief, with Anthony
Other
acts at the Lopez spot are A1 Feldman and made into a smash
Roberts doing the, show music. Miss
both in the. New Acts column.: disk with Chick Webb), or the curAtes, a longterm feature at the
nearby Latin Quarter,, rushes in Singer Sherri Shear and Elba rent “Hey There,’’ Shie even atflamenco dancer! com- tempts a good-natured ad lib veras soon as her chores in her legiter Ocampo,
Jose.
plete the lineup.
sion of “This Ole House” that warre through,
Jose.
countries

easily

.

|

in a few showings around New
York, Bonini is a likeable singer
who has a solid song turn. He’s
well-schooled in the tune department, in addition to which he has
a few gimmicks that make for an
act. His magnum opus is an impression of how singers in various

Songs

re

Resyits were more, dramatically Chateau Madrid, N. Yi
Sherri Shear is a pleasant newgratifying When Johnston tried, his
wireless microphone on
second comer in local cafe. She’s a youthful looker who has yet to develops
aroiirid
Singing
gustily
night.’
At present, she
tables, into lobby on a tricky bow- her own style.
sticks to a straight rendition, which
off, and while dancing with trecarries
a
high
degree
of listenmendously amped vocal power,, he

.

ers. One of the surprising aspects
of this bill is the reliance placed
instrument- upon the line; It’s, a well-routined
group comprising, four couples who

SHERRI SHEAR

and loose parts that
fixed.

.....

similarly es-

he discovered the gadget had one dead tube

possibility of sabotage,

,

Their

.

.

‘

comedy.

a

It’s

..

!

vocal pieces are laugh-producing.
Their Work has a broad base with
occasional satirical thrusts.
Their
lampoons encompass special niaterial as well as unique treatment of
pops, and they walk off ton crisp
mitt. They are a reliable group, of
performers.
'The Caribbeans, a dance turn

teain,
class

combination of
femme harp strumming and male
terping. Gibson. handles. th,e latter
amplifying gimmick to add more assignmerit. 'with partner on the
show.
strings. Hoofing and harping are
novelty to his ow
Troubador had rough going, al- nicely integrated for strong remost embarrassingly so. on open- sults. Definitely'' on the plus side
ing night when his tiny Link/ wire- is smart costiu ing; Distaffer, a,:
microphone for coat lapel looker, makes, an offstage switch
less
His from a black to white gown, While
went completely .haywire.
pocket-sized electronic device arid Gibson makes a similar tux change.
Only weak spot, in 12-minute
his hidden control-box. amplifier
suddenly began picking up static, turri.. is a Windup: “Me arid My
sounding like. A; cemerit-mixing ma- Shadow” number where dealer
chine. Horrified, Johnston snapped darns femme garb to carbon partner.; It’s coiripletely out of keeping
it off. and quickly grabbed Vogue
with act’s motif. Duo execute InBoom’s regular .wired mike.
By. sheer force of personality dividual stints with polish,. An
and showrnanship he got. through agile acro-tap routine by Gibson
Miss Miller
itial performance with gets turn underway.
a 'ragged.
the Sonia Shaw dancers but he joins in at the harp and does niceWas nervous, as seven henpecked ly' in a solo slot; Her occasional
cats and wringing wet before it delivery of; a lyric line or aside to
was; over. After brooding about dancer is. done tastefully! Jess.
calibre.

.

.

The Stone Quartet

.

Hildegai’de last year, breaks out as
a songrand-dance man with production effects and a new voice-

1

al

12 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.

Vogue Room, Cleveland
Milled & Gibson, Negro
Johnny Johnston, partnered with have worked up an act of

’

says

Danice-Harp

(3)

34 Mins,

,

:

MILLER & GIBSON

WithN Sonia Shaw Dancers
Song and Dance

.

1

Acts

that bring wolf howls, goes into
hep Betty Hutton impressions. She
also dons a cowboy hat to spoof
“San Antonio Rose”/ and bangs
away with cymbals on “McNamara's
Trump.
Band.”

.

.

.

-
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or on a night like tonight I’d blow
a fuse rind short circuit the whole

Why Not

program.”

Command

U.S.

Continued from page

“It could be that many people
flat tires on their way to the
and blamed it on the party in

had
2

WEEK OF NOVEMBER

polls

the circumstance dramatic stage run a show every
that surrounds, the appearance of year for the dramatic actor’s relief.
position to
not in
Her Majesty in the. Royal Box, the
AGVA.
dignity of, the proceedings, thrill give the vast amount of money our
even a non-Britisher, when at ex- scheme entails. The cost of adQueen ministration of a union, their busiactly
eight o’clock the
steps into the Royal Box. and the ness expenses, are treihendpus;
band strikes up “God Save the their setup is primarily labor and;
And
Queen;” Fact is that this is not a management, pot charity.
stiff, arty highbrow show, but a while the Four A’s does have a
real vaudeville, show, whieh in charity fund, only a proportion
spite of the presence of royalty goes to. the vaudeville actor
not
becorties.
downright
bawdy in nearly enough to look after the
Many of the scenes and need. Arid all of these unions
spots..
gags, in fact, are far broader than have,’ as I .say, adrriinistrative exwe are accustomed to seeing, on penses,. ,If an actor is not in good
the too-highly criticized American standing with ..his- dues paid up,
stage; But the audience, .the royal the' unions do not or cannot give
party, everyone, enters into the relief.
Actors who are ill, have
spirit-; and. for over three hours been out .of work or are indigent,
one sees a smooth, enjoyable, cannot keep up with their dues,
funny,: sometimes buriesquey show, and this project as I say makes it
that is staged arid presented by a possible for every worthy vaudemaster showman.
ville riefor to get help after his
Tickets are always at a premium. playing days are over.
An American Command PerThe theatre is always sold out. The
seats which f occupied were priced formance— what do you think?

The pomp and

‘

•

—

power.”

Numeral!

NEW YORK

,

.

.

at 21
$50),

pounds each,, (approximately
and if we suppose that on

the average the seats, sold for $20
each, in a house seating 2;000 Reopie this would total $40,000, hot a
bad suifi to use for the relief, of
vaudeville actors,. yvho today have

no reah relief:.
$75,000 Boxoffice
In addition there are thousands
of dollars worth Of ads in the pro

and the souvenir programs
are sold by society .leaders and
well-known stage and screen stars,
When I asked the price the iady in-

•grai

,

.

formed me that the program was
five shillingsj.or more, so on a sir 7
it might be quite easy in
..

lar scale

the United States to raise $75,000
or more. That, for the use of indigent vaudeville actors, would be
quite a sum.

Everybody Got Elected
Cont^/iied

from

2

the b’casters run well behind the
tallies and could not possibly deliver a reasonably accurate picture on a national basis. The local
stations appeared best equipped to
pinpoint how candidates in the
area were doing, but many of these
were caught with a preponderance
of their commercials showing.
Even the most astute politicians
in and out of office were caught
with their “horse’s mouth” tabulations awry.
There were so many
concessions it resembled the New
York World Fair of 1939-40 in re^

There isn’t in this country any
GoyerriorrElect Ave H^rrirnan of
agency set up for the relief of
vaudeville actors.
The Saranac N. Y. thought late Tuesday he was
fund, the Jewish Theatrical Guild, a shoo-in with a 100,000 plurality.
Catholic Actors Guild and Negro The updated score (with a state
Actors Guild are all, of course, recount on. the way) gave him no
splendid and worthwhile charities. better then an il.OOQ or so edge
necessarily over, Senator irv Ives.
is
But. their scope
Franklin Roosevelt (D.)' funning
limited, by the amount of money
they are able to raise, and none as N. Y. attorriey general, was winning
handily on radio-tv; but Jack
of these organizations has ever
captured the imagination of the Javits (R.) will go to Albany in a
sweep,
nbt having heard what the
Command
audiences as does the
.airialists were saying about, him
Performance.
on
the
scoi-eboard.
advocate
Arriencan
ComI
an
So
The kiloioatt and kinescope boys
mand Performance; A once-a-year
show held perhaps at the N.Y.' were fair game. for. the politicos.
Palace, or the Winter Garden, on Biggest of the beefers was Vice
a Sunday night when most legit- President Nixon, after.. NBC nixed
his request, for time to -folldiV Adlai
imate shows are closed.
.

.

;

What

A Show

Stevenson's

"villifyin

”

Palace

Tivoli

Palace

;

.

.

,

:

.

1

!

.

.

I,

j

.

p at*

T

Genevieve
J

Ted Straefer Ore
Mark .Monte Ore

Be vans

Ballet ’ Girls

years..

A show

biz

J.ohn.

Tivoli

:

Are My

Sunshirie’’)

Girls

PERTH.

G Dawn & F

His Maiestys (T) t
Michael Bentine
Latona & Sparks

ASTQN

,

"Hippodrome

Cleary

Girls

|

Jimmy Bryant
Patricia

:

Morrissey

.

Hippodrome <M)

•

Frankie Vaughn
2 Maxwells

.

Wise

8c.

Marvels

Manning

Black

8

Orchid

Henny Youngman

'

Terry Haven

Jerry Allen 3

Jeremy Hawk
Kirby 8c Hayes
4 Helmars
"

.

Ray McIntosh
B Dears 8c Dons

Allen Bros
Mel Taylor

Hale-IK S. Pix
Continued, from page 2

8c

J

Wbodward
Cooper

Ambassador- Hotel

8

Jimmy Mac

Movie and Theatre. Workers
Union and the New Japan Motion Burke & Kovac
EDINBURGH
Picture. Co. It will
offered
tion of

be

free

Empire (M)

.

to distribs.

Film opens, with the Hiroshima
atom bomb explosion, moves to a
closeup of a skull and a destroyed
church at Nagasaki arid plays up
the 300,000 casualty toll. Moving to
Korea in .1950, the film shows UN
troops fighting
a Korean town:
with no enemy in sight, merely
fleeing- refugees. Next come shots
showing U. S, atom bomb* production and Japan’s elementary at’

tempts

at atomic power..
Next,,
extracts of the U.- S. Navy films
of the Biki i explosion are shown
and there is a segue into; the; atom-

dusted fishermen of Japan.
After di.agramatic views of the

8

Vic' Oliver
2 Mazurs
Sylvia Campbell

Palmer

Gaston
Mills

& K

Melita

Stuthard

FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M>

8

Diana Decker’

Rcy & Ronjy
Jimmy James Co
P & S Sherry
B Kayes Pekes

Tommy
L 8c E

Barnes

G Grossetto
Eric Tinsley
Harmoriy. 8

Empire

ued from page 2

Crescendo
Eileen Barton
Paul Herbert Ore
Moulin Roiiga

Frank Libuse
Margot Brander
Szonys

Q

8c

.

.

,

-

’

Empire (M)
Peter

Madden

Ossie

Noble

L Raynor &
Candy S's &

(S)

8

Bonn

Nicholas

.Kalantan
Luis Torrens
Harold & Lola

& Rita
SWANSEA

Rio Ron

8.
8c

Woody Woodbury
Leon & Eddie's

Betty
Eddie

:

Lois De Fee
Lynrt

Rose Ann

Michael Mitchell

Rita Marlow
Charlotte W.atere
Nautilus Hotel
Danny Crystal

Hippodrome. (I) 8
FTasers Harm Bd

Tanner

&

5 J’s

Sis

&

Anlone

June

Sid

Billy. O'Sullivan.

Ina

Ore

Stanley-

Orchid!
Jimmy Jeff 3c .June Jo Black
Thompson
B Brooks 8c Harvey Richard
Cannon
:

YORK

Flamingo

.

’

.

Baddy Baer
Kalantan.
Desmond
Cormock 8c Sharhei Ilahk Henry
3

Darlys Dogs

,

.Desert

L Walters'

NEVADA

Frank Sinatra
Harmonica Rascal!
,

.

L Q Rev

Clarke Bros'
El Rancho Vegai
Billy Daniels

Showboat

,

Minsky’s

Ed Wynn

Thunderblrd

Dagenham Piper

Bon $olr
Tony 8c Eddie
del Cabot
Thelma Carpenter
Norene Tate
Daniels

Three Flames
Blue

Angel.
Dwight Flske
Othella Dallal

Dick Drake
Geo Lafaye
Bart Howard
Jimmy Lyons Trio
Chateau Madrid
Ernest Bonino.
Sherri Shear
Elba Ocampo

-

4 Lads.

Bob Sweeney
Peter Conlow
Jean Stevens
M Durso Ore
Frank Marti Oro
Gale's

Logan
Don Tannen

Ella

Cortez
Martin

Catron Bros

8c

CITY

Alonso .Dancer!
Ralph. Font Oro
Maya. Ore
Copacabana
Nat (King) Cole
Morty Gunty

Follies

1955

Step Bros

NEW YORK

.

Sands

-

inn,

Sahara'

El

Young

Tights

Last Frontier

ROwari

Hotel

Brito
.

Golden Nugget
Gas Lights 8c Pink

;

,

Terry Hall

R oyale

Bombay
Phil

Lee Johnson
Peter Mack
Jennifer Marshall
Johnlna Hotel
B S Pully
Sam Bari
Harry Rogers Ore

Vieki

3 Ritz /Bros
Silver Slipper
Sally Rand

Jack.

Petbr Cavangh
Joe Church

Nirva

LAS VEGA$>

(I)

Jack Storey
Hilda Meechein:
Cooper Twins

Saxony Hotel
8c
Gorman
8c Dee

Carroll

Tano

Gloria Hart

Jack Bradley.

Empire

Ann Herman
Anne Barnett

Freddy Calo Ore
Johnny Silvers Ore

Star

Jimmy Gilmore

WOLVERHAMPTON

Brds

George Hopkins
Sacasas Ore

Baroh Buika
Tony Lopez Ore
Selma Marlowe Line

A
•

Tommy Ashworth

Penny' Nicholls.

Jimmy

(3)

•.

Marlene Dietrich

Iluntmgtori Hotel, Pasadena,, arid
who will be Matson's general, contact on the mainland, in, light of
his longtime connections with .the
class trade which has periodically
traveled to Hawaii.
As for Rene Blaek, Whom many
regarded as the logical successor
to the famed “Oscar of the Waldorf,” When the latter died, his decision, too, is to. seek a balmier,
clime.
He becomes the general
cuisine factotum at Ben Novaek’s
lavish
new Fontainbleu, Miami
Beach, on the old Harvey Firestone estate. Black, now around
74. is considered by. hoteliers as
still a virile operator.

(?)

Charlivels

Miss Malta & -Co
Doubledaters.
Mme Ardelty
Jery LaZarre
Ffolliot Charlton

Eddie Oliver Ore
Henderson & Kemp Tony Mar.tinez Ore
lltmore Hotel
Alexanders Dogs
Tony Gentry
Romo. Vincent
Joe King
Gaby Wooldri
Tippy 8c Cobina
Lee Toungster
Luis Urbina
Norton 8c Patficla
Rolf Hansen
Eileen Christy
Hal Derwin Ore
SUNDERLAND
Bob Snyder Ore
Empire ..(M) -8
ciro'!
Statler Hotel
David Whitfield
Joel. Grey
Dorothy Shay.
Bow Jackson 8c D Dick Stabile Ore
Ralph 8c Lorraine
Jack Jackson
Bobby Ramos Ore Skinnay Ennis Oro
Harry & Betty
Terry Sbolt
Ml AMI-MIAMI BEACH
Lowe ,8c Ladd ;
Sans Soucl
Clover Club
Lorrae Desmorid

.

Audrey Mann

HACKNEY

Cortti

C. Callinicos

Marettas'

Robertis

Tss.v

Nicco & Barba;.
Larry Green Trio
,Bar of Music
Wesson Bros (2)
Kitt Carson

8

GLASGOW.
Empire (M) 8
Jewel & Warriss

Susie

;

Empire (M)
Josef Locke

Ronald Chesney

,.

Hastings

•

Peter Brough

Fields

damage to the human body from
GRIMSBY
inhalation of radioactive dust, the
Palace (I) 8
film ends with, pleas for: .atomic B 8c A Pearson.
2 Nadias
control by world leaders', with the Hengler Bros
Billy Machett
west
represented ,by
Churchill Lucille
Gaya
.alone,- the- others. being ;Nehru, Cal McCord
Peggy Cavell
Chou En-Lai and others.

Ed

Dorothy Claire

.&

Roy'!

Abbey- Browne

Mocambo

Billy

& Ernest
SHEFFIELD

Charley

Ann McCormack
Perez Prado Ore

Band Box
Gray
Manning Leo Diamond

Roberts
Kirk Stevens
D Rosalre & T

Sally

Los Barrancos (2)
Rex Koury. Ore.

.

8c.

George Meaton
J

:>

•

Dave Apollon

Buddy Lester

Colvelle
,

Charlie Fisk Ore

Estelita

Joan

Metropolitan
;

'

Robert Maxwell
Empire Eight

IPS ANGELES

DUlay

Peter:

4 ..Nordics

Ruddy Bolly
Ragolol Bros
Jan Harding

.

8c

Jean Carroll

'

:

8c.

Frankie Masters Ore.
Edgewator Beach
Ted Lewis & Ore
Bert Gordon

Manor & Mi
Sue Evans
Dewey Sisters.

Lurlene Hunter
Ralph Sharon

.

Morgan

Polo
Eileen Carroll

Cloister Inn
Chris Connor

-

Gordom

Weidemanns
Perky Twins

Chez Pare#

.

)8

.

Peggy Taylpr
M 8c B Haggett
Ryan & MacDonald Elroy Peace
Brian Farnon Ore
Palmer House

:

(I

.

Trinidad Joe
Calvin Harigan
Victor Manuel

Sam Levenson

.

EAST HAM

Conrad Hilton
'Skbting Stars*

Jimmy Caesar

Dizzy Gillespie
Terry. Gibbs

.

Granada

Williams Trio

Duke of Iron
Mary Ann

.

,

Skyliners

;

:

C

Margie Lee'
Cathy 8c Blair
Shirley Linde

D’Lacy Ore
Angela San Juan
Blue Note

-

5

Nat Brandwynna
Mischa Bdrr
Villaga Vanguard
Robert Clary

Ruhy Hill
Rudy Kerpasy Duo

Blue Angel
"Calypso Festival”

Noberti

De Vere Dancers
8c Marlowe
j.
New Medlock
NEWCASTLE
S 8c P Kaye
York) Wiiliarn' H, Wobdiri ( Secre- Max
Geldray
Empire (M). 8
CHISWICK
Joan Regan
tary
of
Treasury), Charles G.
Empire <S) I
Cooper
Tommy
Dawes (Vice-President ) and Con- Lita Rosa
Louise .Pets
E Avnley 8c Glbrla
gressman (N. Y.) Sol Bloom. Lat- Tito Hums
8c
Freddie. Sales
Rex
Bessie
ter operated his own rnusic publish- Dargle 5
Fayne ,8c- Evans
ing firm in the early 1900’s and 4 Cassandres
Del, Cortina
Haynes
Fred Lovelle
Woodin established. Miller Music Arthur
N Lingana & Diane
NORTHAMPTON
(now in. the Big Three orbit) with Barbara
New (1) 8
Billy. '8c Betty
Reggie Dennis
the late Charles Miller,
COVENTRY
Alan & Alan
Vet music publishers often have Hippodrome (I) I Torn Jacobsen Cb
5 Speedmacs
repeated that it’s easier for Song- Billy Cotton Bd
Derek Roy
Henri Vaddeh Co
writers to get into office than on Helene Cordet
NORWICH
Hippodrome (1) 8
the Hit Parade.
Stuart Hamblen, C Cairoli dc.Paul
Marvin
-8c
Carroll :Levls Co
disproved that theory.
Hamblen Clarisse
La Bola Misteriosa Violet Pretty
Teen Agers
failed to get into the White House Ben Alls Arabs
3
PORTSMOUTH
on the Prohibition ticket in 1952, Farlow
Rbna Ricardo
Royal (M)
but he did make this year’s hit 5 Fisher Girls
Anne Shelton
Paul Waring
Kelroys
lists With “This Ole House,”.

Walker (Mayor pf

William Shearer..

Da

Trini Reyes.

CHICAGO

MANCHESTER

;

•

.

Anthony. Dexter'
Ralph Young
Piroska
Art Waher Ore
B
arlowe Ore

Lea

8c

Piute PeteWaldorf-Astoria
.

.

Hippodrome (S)
Benny Hill
Virginia Somers

Hippodrome <M)
of Ore- Tony Brent

,

McMahan

Los
Chavales
Espana

D.eboiiairs

Norman Vaughn

Bonar. Colleano

James

Larry

Louise Beavers
Ashtons

'

;

Ray. Ellington 4
Eve Boswell
Les Marthys’
Kay & Katrina

Morecambe

Audrey Jeans.
Vic Perry
Dickie Henderson

2
Preceding them on the, road, to Russmar
Eddie Arnold
were such other tunesmiths Brian Andro

as

Pupi Campo Ore
Latin Quertar

& Ferris
Ellen: Trio

Mae West
.

:

Mary

LIVERPOOL.
Empire (M) 8

.

,

Hal Graham
Senna & Gyle:
Jack Wallace

Givens

Nlcolettes

BIRMINGHAM

M

Harvey Stone
Mary Burton

Copa Cousins
Ravic & Babs
R Allan & Steve

Paris Lovlies

Viennese Lantern
Helbhe Aimee

Sfatier

Nyla Ates
Kirby Stone 4
A Roberts Ore.

..

(I)

Igf

Dolores Perry
Bela Bizony
Ernest Schoen.
R Haymfan Ore
Paul
A
au& Mann
iUdUH
Hotel Taft
noiei
l«TTVtnoem Lope/ Ore Charles Albert
Martinique
Village Barn
Hotel

Dancing Boys
Ballfet

And Andre

Vaughn Monroe

BRITAIN

.

gon.

Ray Bari

Singers

.

.

W

O’Reilly

S»V! <*>»»«
Betty Colby

•

.

Davis getting the nod as Governor
Vogelbeins Bears
of Louisiana, and bandleader Vic Mundy & Earle
BRIGHTON
Meyers dropping his. baton for the.

Lieutenant Governorship

Fernanda Montel
Milt Shaw Ore

Howell & Radcliffe
Harry Jacobson
2 Cha dells
Atelc
Latu

Jimmy Wheeler
crooner-composer Conway & Day

with.,
hillbilly,
Jiriu ie (“You

(T)

Jerry Lester

Lloyd Martin
Vocal Octette
Mate Dancers
Ballet

^HoterVoosevelt

;

SYDNEY

David Eadie
Bluthal

background, however,

doesn’t guarantee; Votes, Actress
Karen Morley made a poor showing
in last week’s race, for Lieutenant
Governor of NCw York, running on
the Americari ‘Labor Party ticket.
Ex-film actor John Cabot Lodge
lost in his: bid for reelection as
Governor of Connecticut;
Tin Pin' Alley ites constantly
•have-, been disproving the bromide
‘-I’d rather write the nation’s songs,
than write tlie nation’s laws” by
moving into the political foray at
every opportunity.
Vote-getting
power of the music biz was proved

jl

Rosemary

W
VUST* 0" K»ny «I0"

Max Blake

.

'

Versailles

"Bon Voyage”
Paul Grey
Louise Hoff

ommy Wander
wanaer
staniVv Melba^ O^c Tommy
Stanley
Margaret Banks

Heylen

Seyler"

Hotel Pierro
Hildegarde
Jack Whlti

Gene Bone
Howard Fenton

Dyk

Francis Vain
Irene

Yorker. Melita

.

,

’Myrons

.2

.

•

Buck 8c Chic
Dagenham G Pipers
O’Hagan 8c H Stead

K

Monk

Julius

Norman' Paris
Irwin Corey
Dorothy Louden

Ralph Flanagan Ore Marshall Izen
Belmont Plaza
Two Guitars
Joan Bishop
Kostya Poliansky
A1 Castellano
Misha Usdanoff
John Barney
Marusig' Sava

13 -only

<P).

Dead

publican ticket; Bell, husband of T Fontane 8c
Vaughn
ex-screen star Clara Bow, has been
Margaret Brown
operating a western goods store in Julian Somers
Las Vegas for the past several Nina. Cooke
Eddie Edwards

Le Ruban -Bleu
:

.

House of Living

8

New

Hotel

only

12

(P)

PEORIA

hoy Barbpur

=

,

Tattlers

Dead
Palace.

Gerri

(T)

Wo- 1 FlOb Ave
Helena Bliss
Bob Downey
Harold Fonvllle
Hazel Webster

Buck

House of Living
,

week

independent; (U. Loew; (M) Moss;
<T) Tivoli; <W> Warner

(I)

Stoll;

fill

AUSTRALIA

1

..

t

(S)

GALESBURG

MELBOURNE

from page

RKO;

)

B Lenn &

12

)

Ballads to Ballots

-

.

{

Ferdinand.
Joe Ho war

Coiiti

or split

Renards
3 to

.

tion.”

(

Little

11.

programs in this
Les Marcellis
Ware
go to something called audience Gloria
Chet Clark
participation,
So— send in your Rockettes
favorite trend to your local sta- Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore
iip

speech.

,

A show, ait which the President But Nixon pulled a heat switch,
and the Vice-President would be After- ..lowering the boom on the
web and giving the press a handguests of honor and sponsor.
Tickets priced from $5 to $100. A out of a statement lie. .said he
show that would excite the pub- would have made oh the air had he
lic.
What a show we could put on been granted the time, he told NBC
hat theirs toes ‘‘the. finest elecif this was properly sold to tlie:
people iiv show business as well as tion coverage: I have ever seen
Bing Crosby and .particularly excellent because of
to the public,
Bob Hope, Jack Benny and Mar- objective reporting:"There was no. good word for the
lene Dietrich, Judy Garland and
Lena Horne, Eddie Fisher and Election Night coverage '.of the
Sophie Tucker, Martin and. Lewis, other networks, apparently 'beMilton Berle, Jackie Gleason, Sid cause the Veep's' hassle had' turned
Caesar,
A sketch with Marilyn strictly on NBC, Which had: been
Monroe, Humphrey Bogart; Clark caught in the middle.
It now develops, according to a
Gable and Tallulah Bankhead,
Scenes from “Pajama Game” and. Washing-tori authority, .that a V P.
“Kismet,” the Radio City Rock- of the U.S: does riot have 'any sperights
etles. Mae West and Betty Grable. cial
the- exercise
in
privilege unless and
Guy Lombardo and Harry James,; “equal Urn
Lauritz Melchior and Helen Trau- until ,he c himself has been under
bel, scenes from “Tea and Sym- "attack” on. the air by the opposipathy” ancl .from “Teahouse of the tion,. The D C. expert claims, the
more authoritative voice is that- of
August Mbon.”v. What a show!
So I suggest thd.t some of us. get the. national chairrnan of either
party; that the Veep’s privileges, if
together and promote.
And the' money raised without any, stem from the White House,'
any deductions of. any kind lor of- i.e., the. President,, arid that the
ficers’ salaries, administratiori ex- Chief Exec rarely exercises the:
penses -of anything else, 'all to g-6 “demand” privilege.. Protocol .dicto the relief of the indigent vaude- tates that requests for cuff a time,
ville actor,? so many of whonv in come -direct
from, the national
these days need help, and relief,' a chairman,
The latter (of both
clubhouse and home Where .the parties) -were previously awarded
oldtimers may meet and reminisce the very time, that Nixon' hadand be taken care of.
sought.
Charity At Home
If our American actors, can go
NBC was keenly aware of Unito England to. help the British ac- vac’s star billing. So it pitched a
tors, why isn’t it just, as great a. newsirian out of Washington
as
cause to help out the oldtimers “NBC’s improvement on electronic
who helped to make show, busi- computers.” But CBS is no .dummy.
ness, so many of whom need help, Its Murrow Sc Sevareid, among'
so many of whom are too. proud others in Paley’s Comet, poohto ask for charity but who, because poohed the: “giant brain” all along.
this would be a recognized and
bonahde arrangement strictly for
NBC's Joe Harsch was even inthem, would be happy, to take ad- triguing the competition with his
vantage of
clubhouse with ho typical Harschisms. Soine examdues, no strings, just a place to ples: “This is a terrible day for*
take care of and look, after those Irend-spotters. There hasn’t been
a good fat trend a man could sink
who need it.
I. know, of course, that some one his teeth, jnto.” And a crack on
will Say, “How about AGVA or' Univac: “I’m glad I’ve got brain
Actors’ Equity?”
Equity and the cells instead Of electronic devices
.

(I)

Langee

'

Edward Ruhl

politics

vival.

.

•

CITY

Music Hall
Jacqueline

making
business, we

trouble

.

.

Paramount;

tP>

it.”

“When we Kaye

full

Letter in parentheses indicates circuit.

(type of balloting) comes from giving women the vote. But personally
I
can't.
go that far. My wife

10

below Indicate opening day of show

bills

whether

“One of iny male' colleagues
has expressed the opinion that this

wouldn't like

connection with

In

RENO
Mapes Skyreom
Helen ;Forrest
Dave Barry
D Arden Dancers
.

E

Fitzpatrick Ore

New. Golden
S *‘S” Crothers

Yvonne Moray
Rich

8c

Gibson
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Apollo, N, Y.

Olynpia, Miami

up to local paby naming odd-sounding

the couple playing
triotism

Sonny Thompson

Miami, Nov.

5.

Treiiier* ( 7 )
place-names as they balance and
Blackburn Twins & Genie Stone,
Orch (11); mth Lulu Reed; Miller cartwheel. Les & Len Rogers do
& Gibson, Pembroke & Johnson, a musical stint on the kylophone, Harvey Bell, Frank Marlowe, Chai
LeOmrd” Reed; “A Blueprint For but their brand of humor is n.s.g. & Somai; Tommy Trent Puppets,”
Les Rhode Orch. “Thunder Pass
Murder (20tn).
;

Standout offering is provided
Apollo has a high-voltage head- immediately prior to the intermisTopping the sion by Elizabeth & Collins, knifeact this week.
She’s a brunette
bill are. the Trehiers* a seven-man throwing pair.
combo that gives machine-gun pac- looker. He tees off by surrounding
ing to a 25 : minuf e instrumental-vo- her With knives While stationary.
cal stint. Grou p, alm ost constantly After play with rope-spinning, revolving wheel is readied, distaffer
in. motion, gives frenzied handling
to its material. Turn, for the most is strapped on, and the male; whirls
sustains
high
quality. series of knives through air as
part,
a
There’s an occasional tendency, wheel rotates rapidly. Lights are
however, on the part of the leader downed to show up fluorescent effect.
towards excessive mugging.
Charles Warren & Jean provide
Also on the card are Miller &
(reviewed
under New the second-half comedy in patter
Gibson
and
crosstalk. He’s a crisp-gabbing.;
Acts); Pembroke & Johnson, acroterp team, comic Leonard Reed comic who needs better material,
and the Sonny Thompson orch, and femme is better part of the
mical walk and
featuring songstress Lulu Reed. act With her
Band; comprised of four brass, rhouth-twisting, working herself
three reed and four rhythm, opens into the oddest-looking positions
with, an okay jump number, break- and gaits.
line

1

|

(Lip).

Berk & Hallow, The Nivellis
bill fdr this last of the
(2 ) Harvey Norman, Sharkey the
vaude houses is a welff
Seal* Joe. Morris & Barbara- Barry,
balanced one that adds up as a Noble Sissle & Eubie Blake, Will
satisfying package. Aud reaction Mahoney (1), Eve Walker
1
to the proceedings indicate that a “Four Glins to the Border” (U),
'54.
might still reviewed in Variety Sept. 22,
Closing

.

south’s

:

(

return to the: medium
be in the cards, &hen and
2,100 seater

is

if

the
J

relighted.

The Blackburn Twins return
with a new, eye-catching femme
in the person of Genie Stone. The
looker' is easily their best songdance partner in a long time, Once
the timing is sharpened, the trio’
will add up as a turn with solid
aud impact for all mediums. The
Margo Henderson & Sam Kemp, Blackburns have retained all of
vaude favorites here, make a solid their standard routines with their
impression with their rriusicai act. trademarked, mirror dance and the
Male half scores with singing of softshoe-strawhat routine still the
“My Friend," and di$taffer is a standouts.
standout with travesties of Rose
Local tenor Harvey Bell has
Murphy, Jimmy Logan and Gracie
been playing this house forbears
Fields.
rates
for the closing
and
Kenneth McKellar, new vaude show. His booking
is a standup and sell ’em
tertor^ is listed in New Acts. The
ranging from pops
Harry Broad orCh gives sound session of song,
to the “Vesti La Guibba” aria for
showbacking.
Gord.
steadily
the
canto.
;

.

&

.

&

&

Casino, Toronto

Varied valide

notable for
its tv slant, the two headliners
both having shot to fame via the
bill

is

Toronto, Nov/ 3.
Ooldn Farley, Jackie. Marlin,
Laurie Sisters (3 ), Edna & Leon, home screens.
Wallace Bros: (2), Archie Stone
Joan Regart,. blonde blue-eyed
Orch; “ They Live By Night ” chirper, who has become a show(RKO).
biz topper in the United Kingdom
in- the short’ space, pf
months,
No top-name draw, this 70-min- has more verve and 18
personality
ute stage package is hefty on di- than on her last time hereabouts,
versity and all in the vaude tradi- When she occupied
a much smaller
tion. Brisk opening has the two position on
the layout. She regisWallace Bros, on for sliding taps ters high .with; her tuneful songaand a softshoe routine, with plenty log. Distaffer, garbed i
tasteful
of cross-stage slides, plus ballet red dress which sets
off her blonde,
leaps and splits, all to top response locks* is
a looker with pleasing
when caught. Trailing are the feminine s. a. An extra load of
Laurie Sisters, a harmony trio of gabbing between
tunes would add
three blondes in sequined pink to personality
of act.
gowns (one pair is twins, the other
Tommy Cooper, crazy magician
a year behind), for a bouncy introductory “We’re Three Little wearing a red fez, relies largely on
Sisters” and then into “Three his mad infectious chuckle to keep
Coins” and a neat ballad delivery the stubholders happy. He boobs
of .“Because You’re Mine,” which oh a majority of tricks, all in the
Was their top topper when they re- simple category, and adds to
cently sang as a vocal trio, with the laughter by his constant flustered
Ted Lewis unit. Kids are young mien. His gags are of the corniest
and very pleasing, though they but tickle the risibilities all the
teem to be an intentional carbon same. Cooper is another with tv to
thank for his. current marquee
of the Andrews SisterS.
'

:

1

&

Edna
ith their
Leon score
acrobatic antics. Headliner Oolari
Farley is over big in a novel dance
act. Blonde in simple black street
clothes does a reverse strip in a
dignified dance-story of a dressstarved mannikin donning pretty
clothes on the salon rack when
everyone else has gone.
It’s a
poignant dance-mime,
beautiful,
enhanced by on-toes work and evident ballet training in leaps and

value.

whet

Top comedy kudos go

to Jackie

Marlin for his quiet, well-mannered
emceeing arid then his own nextto-closing stint for cowboy patter,
a fine takeoff of a Met singer who
Went out with a road company of

“Oklahoma,” some Cockney

tales,

and a series of song-style takeoffs,
ranging frorn Rudy Valleeto Billy
Eekstine, to demonstrate pop delivery changes in the last couple of
decades. Marlin is a funny fellow
who, when caught, was getting top
returns from all age brackets on
nostalgia and present pops appeal,

McStay.

Cowley, vet English

half of the layout, winding with a
medley of oldies.- After interval,
male couple clicks moderately in
their w.k. classic, sketch as two red,

coated war veterans or Chelsea
Pensioners recalling days of 50
years back, and again wind with
bid

war choruses^

Get much auparticipation
song )but
first-segment comedy.
Eddie Vitch, in longish miming
act, plays a clueless diner coping,
with, a Waiter, and scores with.stubholders.
Act is entertai ing despite length.
As begoff, he does
more miming, to threading of
needle while fixing a "button, and
’

n.s.g. in

exits to

good palming.
assisted by two ycTung

Louise,
_

has a conventional dogsand-ponies act, in which one assistant is a standout when she does
back-somersault and retains one
pooch walking over her body.
Kordas,
mixed juggling act,
close the. bill With more convendistaffers,

1

Gaiety,

Ayr

.

tional ball

Ayr, Scotland, Oct. 29.

Kenneth,

McKell.ar,

Margo Hen-

& Sam Keni Charles
Warren & Jedn, Gloria's Educated
Bogs; Elizabeth & Collins* Two
Aberdonians, Les & Len Rogers,
Danny Regan & Bentley Sisters

derson

man &

and

club-tossing.;

£Jor-

Niki Grant, Del Cortina
and Dickie Henderson .are in New
Acts.

The Bobby Dowds house

orch provides support from pit..
Gord.

Harry Broad

Orcli.

La Dietrich Limits Cafe

Neatly-tailored vaude biff at this
Dates to Vegas, London
Clyde coast theatre makes for
Las Vegas, Nov. 9.
well-balanced fodder, and most of
Marlene
Dietrich will henceforth
the acts, are aiid-pleasers.
The opening section is briskly confine her nitery. appearances to
taken care of by the ter ping trio Las Vegas and London, she reportOf Danny Regan and the two Bent- ed in’ signing a hew two-year conley Sisters. This is a fresh, lithe- tract with Bill Miller for annual
some turn With heat terping all appearances at the Sahara Hotel
round. In second segment, trio re- here. She will work a total of eight
turn for a further rapid offering, weeks per year in niteries,
four at
the gals being garbed Scotwise in the
Sahara and four at the Cafe de
tartan .kilt.
Paris in London.

Two Aberdonians and a. middleaged male twosome gab in counScot dialect and indulge in
simple aero chores.
Casual easy
style of act takes it out of the rut,
!

tr.v

eral

Breen

Miss Dietrich’s Sahara contract
flat $25,000 per Week
for a four-week stand in 1955 and
another in 1956.
calls for a

.

arid

anew

kindred

for

dumb

vaudeville

Mahoney and Noble Sissle
Eubie Blake are the topliners.
is
as solid with his
knockabout hardshoe coniedy dancing* topped by the surefire xylo-

eranship,

a

.

surefire

periodic

re-

turner to this last-pf-the-Mohicans
vaudery.

more “polite” but also efinterlude
are. the
vet
colored songsmjths, Sissle & Blake,
whose
surefire
excerpts
frorn.
their “Shuffle Along” ( great Nephone taps and the “battle” of. gro revue starring Miller & Lyles)
the chimes with his looker of an are ASCAP perennials! arid who
(to
aide
“Skater’s Waltz”), as err only
by ov'erlength. They
when Skig first “noticed” him. in Could drop that World War I “no
Variety in .1921 at the Colonial, man’s land patrol” burn bei* (with
a credit, to the late Lt. James
Reese Europe, a great colored
istolfe, Paris
bandmaster),. They are generous
Will

&

In a
fective

Mahoney

In

.

Harry

as

spot*

falls,

Paris, Nov.

There’s nothto the imaginati
Andre Sanlaville
ing subtle about his approach, the tival International
overall effect winding hun a win-

presents

.

of

2.

Fes-

Magic

&

Fakirism with Karmah, Mac Rohdy, Robot Mekko, Zambalo & Co.

ner.

in their credits also to Andv Fazaf
wlip fashioned excellent woi’dage
for “Memories of You” (to Blake’s
melody).
Both have a honey of a

new number, “Boogie the! KeA l Scott, * James Crossini, gUlne,” with a lyric credit to
2)
expert /pup- Professor Carthy (2). Flczkis 12), Count Basie and Xavier Cugat
peteer, he warms all segments of
Fakir Yama-Kevadi, Georges Cou- for blending the Latin and the
the audience with a Punch & Judy
They work as a
longes,
Orch Harlemania.
Darius
Citfanovd
climaxer that features an. ice-skatbench combo, polite and easy,
(5)
$2.50 top.
ing figurine. Routining iS imaginasave for the occasional levmani
tive and a cut above the standard
The French haVe a penchant fdr iriterludes; and then it’s deliberstuff.
Slick acroantics as worked
ately on the undcr-strenuous side.
out by Chinese team Chai & Soniai magico and fakir turns, though Sissle, now prez of the Negro Acgarners them an unusual amount stateside this would be primarily tors’ Guild, kids bis rniddieage
sideshow
stuff.
However,
show
of gasps. The smooth-working pair
paunch, but adds that “my partlooks in for a good run here; with
sets up lifts and twists to. mountner Eubie Blake never had any
ing response. Les Rhode and house its mixture of eastern mystery, hair, even when he was younger.”
space
gadget
stuff, horror bits and
orch handle showbackings in sock
Blake is a man who kriows how to
straight prestidigitation.
Lary.
style.
jay-it-on at the keyboard.
Both
First up at this legiter-becoine- have played the Palace befor
vqUder is a straight magic number singly and in combo, the team
in the Flezkis (2), with the male having split
for a time When
Unit Review
performing the tricks while the gal Sissle headed a band and Blake
flits airily around in dance, strains.
headed a tab show, but in the
He goes through a well-organized Variety files is evidence of the
Off. the
series of passes and illusions and former’s penchant for that No
ends on a nice new note With a Mart’s Land number, which, it was
London, Nov. 3.
Jack Hylton presentation of re- phosphorescent glow" ori stage and observed, was. also dated, in the
vue in two acts 14 scenes ) Stars costumes as he peoples the. §pace late ’20s as in the ’50s.
Eddie Calvert, Nat Jackley. With with figures, buildings and props,
After the Jo Lombardi overture
Ken-Tones (4), Arthur Wor§ley, to wind with good applause. A1
Ronald Rogers, Marianne Lincoln, Scott does a Martian gambit with kickoff, Dick Berk & Bunny Hallow
open with professional taps
Falcons (3), Jimmy Clitheroe, Son- a costume right out of Captain
nie Willis, Sammy Curtis,. Dennis Video, lights and unlights lamps Which reoiiire a li’l something exMurray, Leslie Want, De Vere and makes a spatial appearance, tra if this youthful pair are to
progress beyond the opener or
Girls (12), Harold Haddock Orch; This has added advantage of reDirected by Haser Neal: At Vic- cent Martian scares here: Okay for deuce slot on what is left of the
farnily
time.
They’re
obviously
toria Palace, London, Nov. 2, ’54; the tent department.
well schooled in their buck & wing
$1.75 top.
James Crossini brings a high and the aero variation^ That twonote to the proceedihgs with a deft
This revue has been brought to escape act in which he gets out of tone gown on Miss Hallow tends
town from Blackpool, where it had all sorts of manacles, a trunk tied to impart an illusion of heft where
a more judicious costuming would
a prosperous summer season, to fill up by members of the aud in which
work in reverse.
the gap at the Victoria Palace until he is put in a sack, and a fine twist-,
The Nivellis, in the deuce, is
the new Crazy. Gang reviie is ready ing out of a strait jacket suspended,
actually
a one-man show.
And a
to move in next month. For this by his feet. This is worthy of bigshort run, it should get by quite time vaude or tv. Professor Carthy good one it is;, as this Continental
profitably as a twice-nightly' attrac- (2) is a Frankenstein takeoff with orestidigator makes with water,
birdcage, orarige-leriion-dove. handtion, even though it falls below the
a professor building a doll-like
accepted standard of West-end creature that finally takes off his kerchief. and other professional
illusions.
He’s an obvious vet,,
entertainment.
cardboard head. Good doll moveMain interest in the productibn ments and lab gimmicks make this probably rarely lacking for. theatre
or clubdates.
is in the London debut of trumpacceptable.
Harvey Norman (New Acts) is
eter Eddie Calvert, whose diselick
E. Wendling unleashes his robot followed by
Mark Huling’s standof “Oh Mein Papa” has pitched Mekko, Which
Is run by a photohim into the headline class. On his electric cell. Interesting in an off- ard Sharkey. truly) “The Wonopening night hie lured comedian beat way, the robot moves its der Seal.” with his amazing reJimmy Edwards from the audience joints, stands up and can fire a sponse to the smooth-working
Huling.
to join him on stage for a comedy
pistol. Zambalo & Co. (2) do a
Another vet is Joe. Morri
duet, but his strength as a solo
phantom bit, with two men cavortperformer emerges clearly via his, ing in a reddish light to have things (Long & Campbell), now partnered. with Barbara Barry. Somefine rendition of such numbers as
disembodied, and tables flying to a
“Midnight” and “My Son, My Son.” ^veil-placed rhythm. More sideshow how this is an instance of seasoned
material— the heckling from th
Costar Nat Jackley, an eccentric shenanigans,; well applauded by
rubbernecked comedian, is always the crowd, which wants to be tital- box not coming off as well as the
good for laughs, but the slapstick lated. Mac Ronay is a welcome bit other standards on the bill. The
be goggled Morris strives a 'shade,
sketches in Which he’s featured as a fey magician who bumbles all
too hard, and perhaps that infollow a crude pattern and lack the his tricks.
clination to the indigo seems out
necessary inventive humor. The
Star is Karmah, the Fakir, who
Ken-Tones are an adequate close- is not for the squeamish. He of kilter. Incidentally, .the spotharmony quartet (three men, one seems, a slight, garrulous fellow as light on the box puts a spotlight on
that worn red velvet oh the rail
gal) and fill their single spot with
he explains all his acts of self- of the box perches; a little repair'
lively arrangements of pop songs.
tortiire. A pin is d riven th rou gh wouldn’t hurt.
Arthur Worsley is an adroit ven- his neck or into his chest, liquid
Sissle & Blake next, followed by
triloquist
who shrewdly allows lead is spilled on his haiid, he lies Mahoney and his blonde cutie of
most of the patter to come from on a bed of nails with three men a straight. Incidentally, like Bill
his dummy*, and gets a hefty and oh him, jumps on glass, walks, up Robinson’s stair-dance
although
well-deserved mitting for his high- a ladder of razorsharp: blades and towards the end of a few acts did
speed gab. In two production num- hangs from oiie by his .hack. No manage
Bojangles’
to
“adapt’’
bers, Ronald Rogers does a reliable doubting the eerie appeal Of this traderriarked
routine— Mahoney’s
job of dramatic vocalizing, includ- turn. He also descends into the xylo-dance is certainly something
ing a spirited interpretation of aud to prick many to show that he which is *so indelibly identified
“Granada.” Marianne Lincoln is an can do it without their feeling it. with him that no vaudeville Rafattractive,
energetic comedienne He does, and claims that auto-sug- fles would dare.
whose one solo slot consists of lur- gestion is the key to it ali, A less
Eve Walker is another Palace
ing three males on stage and get- savory bit
the Fakir Yama- standard with her high rope and
ting them to join in a rather banal Kevadi in a mass .hypnotism stint. trapeze work, as surefire indoor
party game, while the Falcons are He quickly gets a bunch on the as under canvas. She’s an ingenuea conventional knockabout dance stage arid weeds out those riot lookirig vet who, with a femme
trio.
ready for a hypno submission, arid aide, does her aerial stuff with disOne of the production highlights settles on two likely subjects. He patch arid not a little awed attenof the show is the impressive water makes one sleep and has him actu-. tion from out-front; her one-legged
breakaway trapeze
a
baffet and waterfall which winds ally bleed on cqriimand. However, catch on
thriller.
particular
the first half. The attractive line this preemptory act is the type that swing
good
of De Vere girls provides an added creates aud, irritation and hostility, Even the western feature
Abel.’
Mosk.
and was booed here.
touch of color.
MyrO.
loo.
Another Miamian on the

Tommy
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(2),

veys his

appetites

acts
and
staples.

Frank Marlowe purwaggery and genself-mayhem that leaves little

comedy

comedians

:

&

Morris

comedy twosome, after an oldtime
comedy skit at the piano in first

dience

spins..

buildup

a

paring him with such other “nut”

both
This Palace bill
burner-upper and a puzzler on Mahoney for his evidently hard
and
audience application to bolstering his comtastes
audience
values.
It is one of the better edy
routine and observed, “No
show biz bargains (85c mat; $1.25 single man act ever held a house
and $1.60 nights) around. The phi- more solidly
He’s a study for
losophy on the irritation is because vaudevlllians for all time. Wotta
such entertainment values merit boy!” (referring to his prowess
stronger support. It may never as a potent pomediari). Well, Mahappen in this cycle, but; who honey, despite the temous fupiL is
knows but that tv perhaps may still, "wotta boy,” belieirig Iris vet-

'

Empire, Glasgow

those

Bert Fitzgibbon of that era, but
Sime. in a second New Act review,
in 1927,. gave, him a “rayc” rea view at the Palace.
He lauded

.

&

first

.

.

ing down 'later in the show sijt
pieces for some neat instrumentalSextet (electric guitar,
ization,
piano, sax, horn, bass and drums)
delivers two numbers prior to giving backing to Miss Reed on a trio
of tunes. Chirp’s offerings are in
the rhythm and blues vein.
TP and aero display by PennJohnson is good. Male
broke
and femme partner work together
ahd solo, with latter taking spotfor contortionist, activity.
light
Guy shows up well in a terp routine involving dancing on
two
Glasgow, Nov. 4,
drums. Duo winds up With a fastJoan Regan, Tommy Cooper, Ed
moving combination of different die V itch, Dickie Henderson, Mordance steps.
ris
Cowley, Del Cortina; Louise,
Reed; functioning
emcee, is Dogs
Ponies; Kordas (2)* Noraffable, with chatter getting okay man
Niki Grant, Bobby Dowds
Jess;
audience response.
Orch.

)

Because the
Variety review was one of
faint-praise critiques, com-

N. Y., in fact better.
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’
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Eddie Davis
Kermit Blopmgarden’s production of “Wedding Breakfast,” drew
favorable reaction from Washington, critics last week. In a followup
column Sunday (7), Jay Carmody, of the Star, tagged author Theodore
Reeves “ new and promising “dramatist,” He noted, “
the
tentative condition of a work in. tryout, ‘Wedding Breakfast’ has the

hoc authored a humorous place on
ballotmanla

Sought in Stratford (Conn.) 'Shrew’
Jose Ferrer

Festi-

Theatre at Stratford, Conn.,
next Jurie as Petnichio in “Taming
Shrew.” Katharine Hepburn
the
of
has been approached to play KathThe comedy would be one
erine.
Shakespearean works
three
of
planned by Lawrence Langner for.,
a 12-week repertory season.
Langner, who initiated the festival and has spearheaded the suc-

big btz

On Your

Westport, Nov. 2.
may inaugurate the.

new American Shakespeare

in

flirted

Toes

earmarks of a bright prospect.” He also called it “a lively, funny,
moving play.” Richard L. Coe, of the Post-Times Herald, rated the
comedy “a fine instance of the tryout at work,” predicting it “Will live,

Eunice Healey’s ‘Shame’

val

one; of the

Now

Set for

Eunice. Healey

an

immediate

many

Broadway
In

going ahead with
Broadway produc-

byline pi

A

49th Anniversary Number

“Shame

scious bachelor,

Julie

;

Afterward, he huddled with Langner on ideas for a. two-week season
of the City Center Ballet and a
two-week season for the opera

company;
Location of the Stratford
considered excellent for a festisite

is

The

project.

val-theatre

property.., is on. .a rise

12-acre

Overlooking

the Housatonic River, approached
through elm-lined village streets.
The town is a half-mile from new
New York-Connecticut thruway
paralleling Merritt and Hutchinson
River, parkways.
Route is expected to cut New
York City-Stratford motoring time
will link
It
almost one hour.
with the richly heeled
Connecticut shoreline cities of
Norwalk,
Stamford,
Greenwich,
Westport, Bridgeport, New Haven,
Stratford

etc;

Langner, Theresa Helburn and
Armina Marshall, representing the
Theatre Guild, have given the
festival

costing

century-old. dwelling,
a
$60,000, adjacent to. the
.

will

It

site.

administrative

be

Hunter assetting up the

Mary

headquarters!

sisted Langner in
project. Richard Grayson,

ministrative
first staff

coordinator,

as ad'

the

aide at his
Country Playhouse;
is credited with maintaining the successful subscription
setup, will probably direct press
and promotion.
principal

ROBBINS OFF TO ISRAEL

ON TERP STAGING STINT
Jerome

Robbins is flying on
Friday (10) from N. Y, to Tel
Aviv, where he’ll spend the next
three weeks directing and coordihating the Inbal, a Yemenite group

Sol Rurok will present the group,
here, on behalf of the American
for Israeli Institutions!

Robbins, who will be making his
fourth trip to Israel in. as many
years, on invitation of the Fund,
will be working out with the Inbal
group without fee. Following his
directing chore,. Robbins will take
a vacation returning home around
New Year’s.
Robbins, now repped on Broad-.
..way by “Peter Pan,” which he
!

and

.staged

by “Pajdma

Game,”

which he co-staged with George.
Abbott, has no assignments on tap
following: his return..
He turned
down a couple of Hollywood
choreographic bids recently,

between

&

and

Romberg

in

motion by the defendant to dismiss the suit will be argued, next
month.

do Christopher Fry’s translation of
“The Trojan Wars ‘Porgy’
Giradoux’s
Shall Not Take. Place” (or “There

Seen Springboard

For Concert Careers As

Be No War In Troy,” which,

is another free translation of the
French original)!
Leads Get Steady Bids
Byram-Burr also have Paul Vi “Porgy and: Bess,” the Blevins
cent Carroll’s Irish play, “The Day is-Robert Breen revival curWayward Saint,” oh their agenda rently in Paris, is becoming a
for Feb. 1, and between Burr lin- springboard for concert careers.
ing up some casting in New York Two of the four current Besses
and the playwright dittoing from takes leaves of absence shortly for
the London roster of talent, that recital appearances.
In addition,
should go forward With greater Leontyne Price, a former Bess

than “Shangri-La.”

with the troupe, is now doing concert work, as is her husband, William Warfield, a former Porgy in
the company. (Miss Price will sing
title role in NBC-TV Opera Theatres “Tosca” next month).
Martha Flowers, one of the present Bosses, having been upped
from the role df the Strawberry
Woman, has a three-week leave
ending Dec. 7, the climax of which
will be a recital Dec. 6 at Town

If the Redgrave play clicks, it
would further minimize his Broadway chances, as he would probably
do it in America for Robert L.
Joseph. Stephen Mitchell is producing in the West End.
Co-author Lee flew directly to
the Coast, where his wife does the
“Corliss Archer” radio series, but
Lawrence has taken an apartment
to hq in New York until their
three plays (Margo Jones, has one

Hall,

hT.

Y.

She.

was a

Juilliard

student and won a Naumberg fellowship before joining “Porgy and

of ’em) reach the boards. The
third is another musicalization of
a novel, Theodore Pratt's “Miss
Dilly,”
with music by Vernon

Bess,”

Gloria Davy, a Juilliard alumnus
joined the show bn the Coast

Duke.

who

last May, is taking a week’s leave
starting next Sunday (14) for three
The
recital appearances in Italy.

Scheduled N.Y. Openings

Vince
|

tour,

their

theatre indicated

Balto to

23G Advance

Baltimore, NoV,‘. 9.
Legit season at Fold’s opened
last night (Mon.) With Deborah

“Tea and Sympathy.” November is booked solidly for the
Kert’ in

time in many seasons,
“Tea” opened with a $23,000 advance sale, insuring near capacity
or better for the week.
Subsequent ^bookings, are Nov.
15,
“Flowering Peach, tryout, subscription, one week; Nov. 22, “Bad
Seed,” tryout, subscription; one
week.

first

Moon

is

press-

Blue” on

Wife will celebrate
Wedding anniversary.

his

28th

Saturday (13).
Robert Gallico, second Of author
Paul Gallico’s two sons, is currently an actor at the Globe Theatre, Dublin ... This is a group of
alumni from, the Gate and Abbey
theatres that is about to present
Dalton Tryimbo’s “The Biggest
Thief in Town
Staff for Saint
Subber’s “House of Flowers” pro.

duction includes C. Edwin Knlll,

set)

if

.

.

.

.

.

will vacation at .Franconia, N. H-,
with her husband, film producer

Collier Young, and two daughters?
America.
Composer Leonard Marker,
Cab Calloway, who played a si - who recently collaborated on a
gle recently at Las Vegas, may re- book With N. Y. Times music critic
Anastasia (12-22).
Bess”
turn to “Porgy and
next Oliii Downes, has a current hit in
What Every Wompn Knows, City spring in the role of Sportin’ Life, Munich with a musical titled, “The
Cehter (12-22).
which he did in the U. S. last sea- Ministry Is insulated,” with book
House of Flowers, Alvin (12-23). son following the European tour. by B. Engler and lyrics by H,
Film Flam (12-24).
Part was originally written for him Lengsfelder. Hungarian film acSt. Bleecker St., B’ way (12-27).
by the Gershwins; but he never tress Marika Roekk is the star.
Purple Dust, Bijou (1-4).
Edna Thomas, Who was s’et for
played it until this revival.
Painted Days Uvk., 1-10).
During the current Peris run, the role of the grandmother in the
Silk Stockings, Imperial (12-30).
upcoming Equity Library Theatre
“Porgy
the
Bess”
and
company
Grand Prize (wk., 1-10).
production of “Take a Giarit Step,”
will
start rehearsals of
“Blues
Festival (1-12).
has had to withdraw because of
Opera," the Harold Arlen musical illness; She’s in Brooklyn Hospital
Plain & Fancy (1-20).
Running Mate (1-20),
to be done in repertory with the following
a heart attack, Actress
Desperate Hours (1-26).
Gershwin Work. New musical will appeared in the stage and film
be preemed in late January. Ac- versions
OFF-B’WAY
“Streetcar
Named
of
Infernal Machine, Finch Col; (11- cording to present plans, it will Desire.”
be done in the U. S. for the first
12 ).
Mrs. H. Allwyn Innes-Brown,
Sandhbg, Phoenix (11-23).
time during the fall of 1955.
president of the N. Y. Chapter of
(12-16).

Backyard

for the tour of

“Oh Men, Oh

Women,”

in which Ralph Bellamy
be star and Peggy Cass play a

will

Gilbert Miller,,
featured role.
has frequently expressed dislike Of plays like “Death of a
Salesman” and “Streetcar Named
“
Desire” because they hid
pleasant” elements such as suiservices,
insane
cides,
funeral
characters and generally depressthemes, has apparently
ing
changed his mind, since Graham.
Greene's “Living Room,” which
he’s producing,, has all those in.

.

.

who

gredients.

The Westchester Ballet Co; (formerly the Scarborough Children’s
Ballet Theatre) will open its 195455 season at the County Center,
White Plains, N. Y., Nov. 28; “Cinderella,” a new ballet by Iris Merbe presented for the

rick, will

first

time.
Stella

,

Unger and Vic Wolf son,

Henny Youngman, whom they

vis-

ualize for the lead.. Tentative title
Dollar.”
is “Diller

A

London
“The

.

.

Person’s

man

*

.

in.
(wk., 12-19).

Light Enough,” succeeding Manning Gurian, who is temporarily
remaining in England after .marry-

London, Nov. 9.
Stephen Mitchell’s production of
Night of the Ball” with
Wendy Hiller and Gladys Cooper
starred, opens a five-week tryout
at Glasgow next. Monday (15).. Play
was authored by Michael Burn and
Broadway this season,
Standirected by Joseph Losey .
Leontyne Price, who played ley French back into management
Bess in last year’s production of with “The Love Machine,” by Ron‘Porgy and Bess” on Broadway, ald
in
Wilkinson,
trying
out

='

.

of the revival of
is switching to
similar assignment with Katharine
Cornell’s production of “Dark Is

tative script in mind, a straight
farce about two
actors turned
agents.
They held conversations
about it recently at the Thunderbird, Las Vegas, with cafe comic

)

Dept, arrangements, Spain, Portugal,
North. Africa
and South

Richard Horner, comToes,”

currently adapting “Seventh Heaven” as a musical, have another ten-

manager; Lucia Victor;'
production stage manager; John
Ryan and. Dan Brerinen,
Jerry
Arlen
stage
managers;
(brother of the show’s composer,
Harold Arlen), musical director,
and Dorothy Ross, pressagent
John Bartis, singer in the offBroadway production, “I Feel Wonderful,” has been elected Equity
deputy of the revue.
“Lawrence of Arabia,” co-authored by John Huntington arid
Erskine F. Gilbert, will be preemed
Dec. 8-11 by the Ithaca (N.Y.) College drama department. Huntington, incidentally, operates the Spa
Summer . Theatre, Saratoga, N.Y.,
and is slated to bring John Cecil
Holm’s “Southwest Corner” to

1

Hello Paree (12-14).
Between Friends (12-16).

,

“On Your

Barry

...

(12-13);

gram

pany manager

gerieral

.

Tea’ Opens

and

.

Black-Eyed Susan

in

.

other two singers sharing the Bess
role at present are Irene Williams will sing the title role in Puccini’s
and
Fredye Williams, .Three sing- opera, “Tosca,” for the NBC-TV
BROAD WAY
ers currently alternate as Porgy, Opera Theatre on its broadcast
Living Room, Miller (11-17).
;
Pamela Draper, eightThey
are Leslie Scott, La verne Jan. 23
Abie’s Irish Rose, Holiday (11year-pld 'daughter of classic tap
Hutcherson and Irving Barnes.*
1 8 ).
dancer Paul Draper' and ballerinaWedding Br’kf’st, 48th St. (11The George and Ira Gershwin musical comedy dancer Heidi Vos20 ).
folk opera, adapted from the Doro- seler, is dancing bits as a soldier
One Eye Closed, Bijou (11-24).
thy and DuBose Heyward play, and bird in “The Nutcracker,” at
Mrs, Patterson, .National (12-1
“Porgy,” is currently in Paris,- City Center, N.Y,, in: her pro debut.
On With Show; Hell’ger (12-2).. where it Will remain at least until
Former Broadway actress Doris
Flowering. Peach, Belasco (week
Dec. 4.
Subsequent engagements Dudley is a member of thie resident
of 12-6)..
\
company at Margo Jones’ Theatre
Witness For Prosecution. (12-8). will be ployed in Germany,.. Bel- ’54-’55, Dallas
During the prePortrait pf a Lady, ANTA Play- gium,! Italy (including one. or two Christmas
week layoff of the
weeks at the La Scala OpeTa,
house (12-9).
Broadway; company of “Tea arid
Lunatics & Lovers, Br’dhurst Milan), Holland, the Scandinavian Sympathy.”.! star Joan Fontaine
countries and, subject to State
(

Stars

Deborah

now

McKnight,

agenting “The

;

Richard ing actress Julie Harris there!
Jim Miller will be company manager and Ted Goldsmith! advance
.

A

Warren songs, etc., but. is stalemated by a spring commitment to

arid

Skinner, on adjoining floors of an
East 60th St., N.Y., building, last.
Thursday (4), and made off with
clothing and other valuables
12 - year - old
Lancourt,
Joan
daughter of Sol Lancourt, manager
•of
Leblang’s ticket agency and
house manager of the 48th Street,
N. Y., is making her professional
debut as a dancer in. the N. Y. City
Ballet production of “Nutcracker,”
at the N. Y., City Center.

in. 1951 and $50,000 for the
It also
period since his death.
seeks an accounting of all production rights to the operetta.

.

Myron McCormick

of

death

Courtney Burr are producing
“Shangri-La” and their quest for
“a British singing Ronald Colman”
focused on Michael Redgrave. He
likes the property, heard the Harry

Shall

them

the American National Theatre &
Academy, has informed associates
that “because there has been some
criticism,” she’s hereafter using
the title of vice-chairman, rather
than coordinator, of the organization’s International Exchange. Pro-

;

Suit asks $50,000! damages
1924.
for the period before Romberg’s

.

Hay don.

.

(Marian.) Byrams returned on the iQueern Elizabeth oh
Monday (8), a day after Jerome
Lawrence
Robert E. Lee, authors
of “Shangri-‘La,” musical version
of James Hilton’s “Last Horizon,”
got in by air from abroad. Byram

of folk dancers, for their prospective tour of the U. S. next season.

Fund

on Redgrave

&

.

Herman Bernstein, general manager for “Peter Pan” and the upcoming road production of “Teahouse of the August Moon,” will
company manager of
double
“Pan,” succeeding Abe. Cohen,
who will go out ahead of “TeaGertrude Bromberg, adHoward E. Reinheimer, the estate’s house.”pressagent
for the Old Vic’s
Vance
executors, also are asking that the
“Midsummer Night’s Dream,” is
licensing,
discontinue!
Shuberts
being sought to drumbeat the
publishing and recording tunes “Teahouse” tour
N. Y. drama
from Romberg’s .“Student Prince.
critics seem to have a crush' on the
Plaintiffs claim. that the Shuberts word “contrived” this season.
have violated the contract made
Thieves broke into the apartment

The John

facility

member!

Ralph Lycett, who has long been
Langner’s
Westport
where he

Iffy

Jr.,

commented

.

Pfatmfr

..

.

;

N.Y. Post drama critic and a rather self-conlast week as follows in one of his “Ranon
This
and That” columns: “What good are propadom Thoughts
No sooner had George
ganda plays to the .causes they advocate?
Jean, Nathan, the Eddie Fisher of the intelligentsia, seen and liked
‘The Tender Trap,’ which advocates the joys of the unmarried state
for men, than he decided to turn his back on 72 years of bachelorhood.”
Nathan recently announced -his engagement to actress

Richard Watts

the Devil," drama
of
by Louis Pelletier and Jacques
Fink, which she tried out last summer under the title, “The Other
Devil,” at the Pocono Playhouse,
She’s financPa.
cessful. drive to create a Shake-, Mountainhome,
ing the project at $60,000.
Connecticut,
spearean center in
Rehearsals are tentatively slated
revealed this week that the Stratwith a Broadford Theatre will be a year-round for late December,
The festival will be way preem around Feb. 1, after
operation.
O’Shaughnessy,
John
tour.
tryout
a
season;
summer
limited to the
when pilgrims are expected from Who staged the tryout, will repeat
the stint for Broadway, and Paall parts of the world.
Playhouse will be available to tricia Benoit, Cora Witherspoon
the
and Joe Maross are in line to play
of
balance
the
other shows
Executors of the Sigmund Romhad
year, The N. Y. City Center is the same leading roles they
berg Estate slapped a $100,000
in
the barn presentation.
four-week
a
planning
already
of contract suit against the
breach
Connecticut season of ballet and
Shuberts in N. Y. Supreme Court
opera, Langner says,
Lincoln Kir stein, City Center,
last week. The composer’s, widow,
production head, inspected the
Romberg, and attorney
Lillian
Stratford Theatre site last week.
tion of

——

a long time.”

the

is

.

next Monday prior to
in the New
Year. Griffith Jones, Diane Hart
and David Hutcheson are starred.
“Waiting for Gillian,” presented
at the St. Janie’s Theatre last sum-,

Brighton

West End presentation

mer by Broadway producers Albert.
Selden and Morton Gottlieb, will
be televized BBC-TV next Sunday
(15) with a repeat the following
Thursday (18). Anne Crawford and
Patrick Barr have the roles originally played by Google Withers
and John McCullum, with Michael
Denisioii in the Frank Lawton part
“La BClle Aventur” moves into
the Sayille, Th’eatre at the end of
.

.

.

the month. Pere Aabel, Harry
Clare and Leslie Philip are starred.

Grossman Exits ‘Blondes/
Vice Adler with ‘Figure'
Toronto, Nov.. 9.
M. Grossman has re*
Signed effective Nov. 6 after eight

Joseph

weeks as company manager of
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes” to go
to New York to succeed Phil Adler as company manager pf “Reclining Figure,” on Broadway. Adler is moving over to be company
manager of “Lovers and Lunatic?,”
forthcoming comedy by Sidney
.

He will also be general
of “Figure” and “Lovers;’
of
producer
Davis“Blondes,” will also be company
manager of the musical tourer.

KingslCy.

manager

Manny

.

Pfiwt&i
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i

Musical little

LEGITIMATE

1

9.

Former strawhat producer Mgude

Franchot has optioned a musical
version of "Little Women,” and
employee knows f'
Shubert
^~A
plans to present it on Broadway
who’s his boss, if he doesn't know
next
spring. Show is titled "Jo,”
That was one eye- Jacobson Switching To
anyone else.
and has book and lyrics by Donald
brow-raising item turned up last ‘Game* Tour From ‘Fancy’ Parks and William Dyer, With iriuof the injured
week in the
Clarence
Jacobson,
company sic by the latter.
‘‘South Pacific" pit musician verMrs. Franchot was operator of
manager of the upcoming Richard
sus the Shuberts.
Kollmar-James Gardiner product the Niagara Falls (Ont,) summer
Testimony to the effect that a tion, "Plain and Fancy,” will re- theatre for several seasons.
Shubert house manager had never main with the musical only until its
heard of anyone named Rodgers Broadway opening, then transfer
and 'Hammerstein, even though to the touring edition of "Pajama
“South Pacific" was playing his Game.” Maurice Trir.et, currently
theatre at the. time and despite pressagenting the touring "Time
the fact that he had once been an Out for Ginger,” will switch to go
employee of the composer-lyricist ahead of "Pajama Game” on the
duo, occurred during a final hear- road.
ing of the case before a State
During Jacobson’s absence with
Workmen’s Compensation Bureau the "Plai arid Fancy" tryout tour

and the "Pajama Gariie” trek, his
independent booking business will
bO handled by his assistant, Emma
Mascolo, foririer secretary to Augustus P.itou at. the United Book-

The hearings Were

to decide the
question of exactly who
was horn player William Miller’s
employer., last November
actual
when he plunged down a pit in
the basement of the Broadway
Theatre,. N. Y., during an intermission* fracturing his back' and
five ribs.
If the , Shuberts establish that they were his employers,
they merely face a compensation
claim of $32 per week. If Rodgers

slippery

ing Office.

.

&

Hammerstein as "South Pacific”

.

&

:

The Shaw revival, with a cast of
then testified that in his opinion
eight doubling and tripling in 20
Miller was a Shubert employee.
roles in modern dress, with a few
In reply to a question, Shubert
admitted that he was embarrassed, simple props, travels by bus and
can operate oh an unusually small
as he didn’t know how the money
budget. It has been, playing mostly
(Continued on page 68)
One-night stands in small Canadian
towns.
It has received generally
rave reviews.
Ann Casson, daughter of British
.

.

Producer Paul

Gregory,

who’s

.and Gower Champion and Harry
Belafonte.

As soon as Montague arrived on
the job and looked over the show’s
touring setup he protested to Gregory about the arrangements for
scheduled dates, arguing
would be virtually impossible
to arrange transportation.
There Was a flareup and Montague
exited, with the producer required
by union regulations to pay approxcertain
that it

imately $1,000 in minimum, salary
and round-trip plane fare.
Gregory’s current productions, in
addition to "Three for Tonight,”
include two editions of "Caine Mutiny Court Martial” and his former
ventures have included "Don Juan
in Hell” and "John Brown’s Body,”
all with multiple star setups.

GIEGUD-ASHCROFT TO

TOUR EUROPE

IN

BARD

London, Nov. 9.
John Gielgud and Peggy Ashcroft will head a Stratford-on-Avon
company in a Shakespearean tour
of Europe next summer. Itinerary
has not- been set, but the company
is likely to appear in France, Italy
.

and Holland. Plays being considered for the tour are "King Lear”
and "Much Ado About Nothing.”
Laurence Olivier and Vivien
Leigh will star in next season’s
productions at the Stratford Memorial Theatre.
'

‘Hearts’

Tour Dropped

Plan to tour "King of Hearts”
been, dropped.
Failure of
producer Elairie Perry to land a
Theatre Guild subscription run
cued the move.
has

The Jean Kerr-Eleanor Brooke
comedy, currently in its 33rd week
at the National Theatre;
N. Y., following a switch several weeks ago
Jrom the Lyceum Theatre, is slated

to close

Nov. 27.

Allehtown, PaEditor, Variety:
I hate to buy an orchestra seat
a legit show because I never,
use the seat. I like the balcony,
and if I were able, to buy my seats
up there ;I’d get to see a lot more
theatre.
I’m in a wheelchair, and I find
that no playhouse in New York
is equipped with special arrangements for patrons who are confined to Wheelchairs. So when I
wan|t to see a show, I must wait

to

plications

iri

legit.

At

least

two

more

difficulties have arisen within the last few weeks.
A serious poser is the matter of
the ticket code for Broadway. The
League and Actors Equity, partnered in the code, have begun attempts to negotiate with the ticket
brokers for a new agreement to
replace the expired One. However,
since the Shuberts are no longer
members of the League, the code
would, not apply to the 16 Shubert
theatres in New York,
^
The brokers have cited that fact
as an argument against
new
code, "claiming that such an agreement would now be largely a
meanirigless gesture.
It’s a moot
question Whether the expired code
remains in force pending agree-

the demand Wanes and then
buy a choice orchestra seat. .Since
I aril unable to ..leave my chair,
I park in the rear of a side aisle
or behind a box. As I sit there,
I pan see the seat I should havb
ment on a new version.
Meanused. It’s empty, beside the seat while,
however, the brokers have
of hiy companion.
stopped paying the 3c-per-ticket
.

till,

House seat situation for "Pajama.
has gotten so hectic that
the producers have had to protest
to the backers; Letter accompanying the; Jast accountant's statement
warped "that requests would have
to be cut down, as "What com-;
mericed as an accommodation has:
been construed recently by a few

Game”

Is there a plan for wheelchairs
fee to the code enforcement fund.
that I don’t know about? I’ve often
Another JShubert-invoIved headthought of buying, standing room, ache was highlighted
last week
just to see if they’d teach me how
with the appointment of a comto stand, to keep mri; from getting
mittee,
as
provided
under
the
to be an obligation.”
a bargain.
Equity-League agreeroent. to make
Letter,
signed
by producers
Charles Gerras
theatres
"safe
and
itary,”
Frederick Brisson, Robert Griffith
Frank Maxwell is chairman, of -the
and Harold Prince, accompanied
Equity portion of the committee,
payrnent of the final portion of
with Herman Bernstein chairman
musical’s $250,000 investment. Reof the League delegation.
turn was made during show’s 21st
As with the ticket code situation,
week on Broadway. According to
the fact that the. Shuberts are boya Sept. 30 accounting, the balance
cotting
the
League creates a:
available
for
partners
totalled
dilemma for the sariitary commit$98,249, with $62,500 due back On
tee. It’s assumed that all the grorip
the original capitalization.
can do is to try to persuade the
London, Nov; 9.
Gross for the four weeks covered
in
the
accountant's
amounted
For the second time in recent Shuberts to make the. renovations
to
their various theatres that have
to
Operating
$206,793.
profit months, the Lord Chamberlain has
for
the
period
was $49,630, banned public presentation of a brought complaints from actors in
recent,
seasons.
including. $371 souvenir program Broadway stage import on the subSince virtually all the perroyalty.
With $13,880 still to be ject of homosexuality. "Tea arid
(Continued on page 68)
recouped as of Aug. 30, the net Sympathy” came under the axe last
profit as of Sept; 25 was $35,749.
summer and now the Ruth and Au-i
“Pajama” touring edition has gustus Goetz dramatization of
been budgeted at about $100,000, Andre Gide’s "The Immoralist,”
compared to $169,468 production has been nixed.
,

KO’s Immoralist’

Lewis Casson and Sybil
Thorndike, plays the title role and cost
for the original.
her husband, Douglas Campbell, directed and plays two parts.. They
and other members of the troupe
were recruited by producer Tom
Patterson from the Stratford (Ont.)
As Hedgerow Theatre
Shakespeare Festival, which he
founded last year. After touring
through next spring, they will reOpens Winter Season
turn to Stratford next summer, but
Philadelphia, Nov. 9.
go out iri "Joan” again next fall.
Philly had to wait three years to
Patterson Was in New York over See
Arthur Miller’s "The Crucible,”
the weekend for preliminary disbut the delay hasn’t, dimmed its
cussions about a possible Broadway reception.
Critical and audience
engagement, road dates in the reaction has been amOng the best,
U. S. and a prospective television evei; for a Hedgerow
Theatre probooking.
He appointed El wood duction here,
Emerick as regular New York repKermit
Bloomgardert’s
original
resentative for the show.
Broadway production of "Crucible”
was first scheduled to tryout in
Philly three seasons ago, but the
SHURERTS’
booking was cancelled in favor of
stars

used to paying big coin to stars,
varied the routine last week by
forking over $1,000 to a .pressagent
for one day’s work.
”
v
When pressagent Martin Wagner
had a heart attack and was hospitalized on the Coast, Gregory
phoned vet advance agent John
Montague to plane to San Franciscp and take over, on “Three for TO-,
night," the revue costarring Marge

For Wheelchair Patrons

Recent withdrawal of the Shufrom the League of N, Y.

berts

Thetres continues to create com-

.

Canadian Players’ lecture platjury suit.
form-style production Of "Saint
Sol Qusikoff, Rodgers
Ham- Joan,” a current toUring hit in the
merstein orchestra personnel con- Dominion, may come to New York
tractor, testified that .it Was he next spring or; at the. latest, next
who selected Miller for the "South fall. Several. New York managePacific" pit, thus backing up Mil- ments, including Phoenix Theatre,
ler’s assertion that the producers
are dickering for it.

Single Day’s Pressagentry

No JLiegit Accommodations"

.

producers were Miller’s bosses, as
he claims, the Shuberts can be
hit with a $100,000 personal in-

were his employers. John Shubert

65

Women’

Buffalo, Npv.

I

referee.

,

Maude Franchot Plans

•

100G Injury Suit Hinges on Answer

'

;

Application for the Lord Chamon “Immoralist” was
made by the Arts Theatre Club,
who had intended to stage it at

Cambridge prior

a Wilmington breakin.

opening at

to its

club premises last Wednes(3).
The censor rejected the
play -unequivocally, and made no
suggestion of reconsideration if
certain cuts were made;

their

day

Refused

to

Tour

‘Sea’

Composer Arthur Schwartz is the
only one receiving full author royalties from "By the Beautiful Sea.”
Others on royalty deals are taking
cuts. Schwartx also went along on
reductions prior to Sept. 1 8, but
has been collecting his full take
.

Under

British licensing laws, since that date.
Club theatres which restrict adSchwartz Was taking royalty Cuts
mission to their own members and
the assumption Shirley Booth
do not admit the general public are Would tour with the show. Howpermitted to stage plays banned by .everj the star wanted to have two
the censor.
The Lotd Chamber- new songs added, to the Robert

approval is only required in
cases of public presentation..
lain’s

According to informed insiders,
the H. H. Tennent organization is
hoping that "Sympathy” will eventually be licensed for public showing, and is' reportedly dickering

ANTITRUST

CASE IN D.C. HEARING

Royalties Since Booth

berlain’s seal

The show

was

Fryer-Lawrence Carr production,
and declined to go on the road

when her request was

refused.

Schwartz and lyricist Dorothy
Fields were busy on a Hollywood
film assignment arid were Unable
to supply the numbers, it was explained.
So instead of touring,
"Sea" will fold Dec. 18 at the

later supposed to open a tour with .the Lord Chamberlain’s office
here following its Broadway run, on the matter.
but that proposal plso fell through.
Imperial, N. Y.
So it was not until last Wednesday
A^of Oct. 2, the musical’s unrenight (3 ) that local audiences got N.Y. TIMES SETS BIG
couped cost was $230,786. Gross
a look at the opus as the opener
for the previous five weeks totaled
in Hedgerow’s second winter repIN AMUSE. ADVERTISING $161,443, for an operating profit
fred McCormack, attorney for the ertory season in the Academy of
How far the N. Y. Times is out- of $9,263. Total operating profit to.
defendants, presenting his brief. Music Foyer.
distancing the other New York date was $105,397, less $1,049 movPhillip Elman, repping the Govdailies in amusement advertising ing expense from the Majestic to
ernment, gave full testimony towas graphically demonstrated by the Imperial last Oct. 4. Capital
day, while McCormack’s case was
the sheet’s amusement section of available on Oct. 2 was $69,214.
only partially heard.
last Sunday (7)'.
It carried
Vfc
Musical is currently in its 32d
Action was brought before the
Resume Silo Rules Tiff pages of ads and news-comment,13on week
on Broadway.
top judicial body directly from the
Perennial slimmer s-cock man- legit, films, dance, concert, opera,
N. Y. Federal District Court where agers-Actors Equity
radio.
records,
television
and
battle is on
it was thrown out last year on the
Herald Tribune drama section the
again.
grounds that legit, like baseball,
Thomas G. Ratcliffe Jr., presi- same day had seven pages Of show
was not subject to ahti-trust laws. dent of the Stock Managers
Assn., biz ads and news-comment.
IN
The Government appealed the has asked members to bypass a
Times had four pages devoted to
decision, based on the Toolson
London, Nov. 9.
strawhat operators-Equity council legit, except for one display ad and
baseball case, and the Supreme meeting today (Wed.)'. Equity, in- one column of critical comment on
"The Matchmaker,” by Thornton
Court agreed to hear the pros and cidentally.doesn’t recognize SMA, pictures. Herald Trib’s legit cov- Wilder, with Ruth Gordon, Eileen
cons.
but some of the barn impresarios erage was limited to Walter F. Herlie and Sam Levene iri the
Defendants listed in the com- invited, to the confab belong to the Kerr’s critical comment column leads, opened at the Haymarket
plaint are the late Lee Shubert, latter group. Conclave will be the on the. first page, plus ads. and a last Thursday (4) urider manager
his brother Jacob J., Marcus Hei- first since the windup
Tennent Productions,
of
of the sum- legit feature on the second page. ment
man, United Booking Office, Select mer season.
In addition to Kerr’s piece, the Farce, directed by Tyrone Guthrie,
Theatre Corp. and L. A. B. AmuseRatcliffe
feels
that
another first page contained a picture Vyas origirially staged in New York
ment Corp. Government charges month is needed before all the spread and feature on opera, the under the title of "The Merchant,
group is a monopoly in violation data necessary for discussion with regular critical comment column of Yonkers.” A polished, highlyof the Sherman Act. Defendants the union can be assimilated. This on films, John Crosby’s radio-tv diverting farce, it was enthusiastiare charged with being a monopoly includes answers to questionnaires column and a feature on the Bel- cally received and warmly renot only in control of booking in sent out by him several months gian
Congo by correspondent viewed. It looks set for a profitNew York and on the road but ago to approximately 90 silo man- Art Buchwald.
able run.
also a monopoly in the ownership agemerits.
"Off the Record,” a hit summer
two pages of
Ratcliffe has thus far
Times had
of theatres.
at
Blackpool,
has been
received only two returns, both in- legit ads, compared to about three- revue
Elman, in his brief, coritended complete.
quarters of a page for the Trib. brought to town by Jack Hylton for
that the Government was not given
Questionnaires deal primarily Amount of ad space for other a short’ season at the Victor!
an opportunity to present its case with the effect of Equity's barn show biz categories was in more Palace, where it opened last Tueswhen the suit was thrown out in pact revisions made early last or less similar ratio for the two day (2) as a twice-riightly operaN. Y. He stated "this is a classic year. Silo manager objections to sheets.
Sunday circulation and tion. Production stars trumpeter
case of Sherman Act restraint of the changes, which included elimi- agate-line amusement ad rates for Eddie Calvert and comedian Nat
trade.” Argument offered by Mc- nation of a five-day rehearsal pe- the two papers are: Times, 1,200,- Jackley, arid although frankly unCormack so far was in keeping riod and upped minimum salaries,- 000 and $2.37, Trib; 550,000 and sophisticated, should hold up profwith the trial court’s verdict.
itably.
were rejected by the union.
$1.82.

Washington, Nov, 9.
U. S. Supreme Court today
(Tries;) heard briefs in the Government’s anti-trust suit against
the Shuberts. Hour-long hearing is
due to wind up tomorrow, with Al-
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chrlsteiiberry Jr., and Byrle Cass;
dances and musical numbers staged by
Gem* Beyliss; scenery and lighting. Leo
costumes. Michi; orchestrations,
jj on Walker;
Don
walker: musical director and. vocal
arranger. Arthur Norns. At Shubert, .New.
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Gary Wright. Daniel Lsbeiiie. do ne with open-pursed taste. But
no; coated,
mere are no
although there
somehow,., aitnougn
•'Gold Cream Jar Sonc/* "Octopus Srtng/*
US:-' sonieiiow,,
“Restless Heirt.” “Why ns
"* Afraid to; bad: moments, there are no great
uriwelcome publicity
“wlSome
"Welcome nr .lihlifHntr nni»s pifhnr “di
Shlka,*’
Danced”!hika ‘Thika
Dance ?*’ .‘-Shika.
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for their do-nothingriess, ft social
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aihlescents
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Wedding everyone may
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^Trthdly. Song/*. “To My
than
that
Ho be
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b Very moie than
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Light
The gimmick is that while his over\
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Hearts/’
“Be itinii^to^Your^Parenti?
Kind to Your Parents/’
fond parents are vacationing, the
Quadrille
aidJohn c. Wilson & h. m. Tennent Ltd. 16-year old son of a prominent
After one of the biggest
ctl
6
vance buildups in Broadway his * fs i°vlri s°cenes) bv^Noei Coward staS juvenile epurt judge masquerades
tory, it was. practically inevitable Alfred Luht, Lynn Fontanhe,* Brian as ,lhe delinquent.
While the author s craftsmanship
"Fannv” would be just a bit Aherne, Edna Best; features Brenda
that "Fanny'
of a letdown
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Princeton, Oct. 26.
After 14 years of ups arid downs,
Ballet Theatre entered a new season at the McCarter Theatre apparently on the uptrend again.
New works, the return of ballerina
Nora Kaye after a sojourn with the
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UJ-N.Y. City Ballet and Broadway muDon McHenry dancer.
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..Xogan has directed
scifuinacher- ..Xogmi
m.* opeher
Huth'sSSlS^ft
Ruth
Lloyd Reese tioh with galvanizing vigor and pace, Guild’s 14th season, "Slightly De£u g ur a successful season for this
Mike, M^son J
M1
Mielziner has provided tons linquent,” is a satirical farce about major. American company.
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Diana Drake, Dona Driver, vera Kryimer,.
Winston Ross, Grace Olsen. Joseph KaW
ii n i,
Joseph Leberman. Book by Frank
O'Neill; music byFredericoValerio. lyrics
by Elizabeth Miele. ; Directed 4>y Charles
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talent
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and_the
stars.
dwarfed against the.
/• Horwa Dpgsgtt.
iiends of Fanny
fy^g It^hould have a successful
run and, despite its brutal percentWaiter siezak bert, with a black hair-dye job, age setup, and may make, a mode$t
Panisse
the restless, ir T profit
as
Herb Ranke i& likable
Sailor
Kobe.
Jerald iPrice r e S 0 risible youth, but the part re-: F
^
Admiral
p
a
,qh ^r
n
"'^
secondary;
Other, persuMichei mains secondary.
Hlri?v*MiSS!
SlrirV
2i®Matl
d Mate”
Steve, w.iiand asiye supporting performances are
...
Fisherman
Saiimaker
given by Edna Preston as Honorirte,
Jl***
Off-B’way Shows
postal.
t lie girl’s raffish mother, Alan Gar.
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A
,
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K
ne key.
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Star
star
t
second-billed

rangements, Lehman Engel; orchestral
arrangements, Philip J. Lang; musical
continuity. Trude Rittman. At Majestic,
N;Y., Nov. 4. ’54; $150 top ($ 9.20 opening),
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powerful,

orrasion it is needed
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Otherwise. ^Quadrille^ ]s pretty.
,
In , the smlll part of a northern
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inconsequential. Aherne and
Albert M. Ofteniridustrialist,
Best are SKUiiui anu duuuivc, x
chows wizened SU
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SDOWS
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within the limits of the
^
WlCnmcneiimuboi
Loins Guss is busy as a judge who
if unrewarding TOles, Ot tne errant,
Lincoln will make much of
doubts
fatuOUS marquis artd the querulous,
priaripp Tavitor
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Plays
layior blavs
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President,cillv wife 01
of the' American capital*- 1
Silly
Douglass loyal wife, Maxwell Giansup-jji
1st.
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and
frtr freedom,;
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Don McHenry, staged by Logamcostumes,
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restaged and revised version of tuneful music, appropriate lyrics.

“Mam’zelle Angot,” the Leonide fin e solo and ensemble: singing,
Massine ballet which has been re- srade-A dancirtiz (both individual
.created ;for: Ballet Theatre by Mas- I nd group), a personable east; a
sine himself,
fresh and- attractive decor arid a
On the opening night Valeria generally commendable list of sepBettis for the first time danced the arate components. But the blend
lead role of Blanche in the Wil- just simply doesn’t jell—at least,
jiams work, for this occasion only. nd t let.
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fair share of the fault lies with

century opera troupe being strand-

Frenchman
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tp have a sizable public.
B “ ffet Manaeere
Moreover, with an approximate
Rev, Edgar
frugal aicvi
stevi
an «cv,
$900,000 advance sale, it has ail

bound

blay which Valei*ie Bettis ner struggle to onng tills opus tp.
originally, created, for the Slavens- footlights, producer Elizabeth Miele
ka-Frariklih Ballet Company, and has come Up with an assortment of
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n
n th e /ending of his
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?
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father s. lurid case histories, Gerald
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»is wife ............. Phyllis Connard
plus -'MSendSvn
enormous starting impetus, Plus
0 3
the boxoffice draw of costars Ezio Waite?
waiter !...
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Bruce* w^b^er
!? 777.
Courier
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ichard
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Pinza and Walter Slezak,. arid the
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.
n Longman
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wLter stock fllin-reportei- but he wraps ^h^v/^sUndoit performance
up into a tight package, Lee an d Christine Mayer was imit

Jyrics

Alfred Lunt
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Rre not standout, but ai

gtaniey is
dead end prototype, and Beulah
.. Michael Lewis
ognn is prim as, the indomitable
V
r~ t
f
for
the
are
head of Youth Service. Ann Pnti
p> e ?t all s wel1 0I^ »ro?-dway.- chard and Gerald Campbell are the
A^least •i2?
he stars seen}. more captivating fatuous patents, Jerome Richards
twn of
n7ih/^rns
w^‘ prod
nroduced
as S.
need a?
^^the >?rns were
t\\o
than ever— as they always do.
is an earnest social worker, and
1
To us the bromide that has be- Vanita May displays a trim, figure
9
fl med
traditwnal in -the, asfiis co-worker and girl friend.
JPierre
an

than .adequate,
of Stella.
Vocally, the music ranges front
“streetcar may well prove, to bethe “ham and eggs’ ? work in the pop to opera, with satisfying re*
suits. Some of the numbers that
Ballet repertoire
'The oldstandby, "Les Sylphides” lend themselves to jukebox acceptshowed the cor ps de ballet to good ance are “Mr. Right,” “No! No!
advanta g e with anew-found pre- No!,” .“Remember the Night,”
Time” and
c fsion and lyricism, and the danc- “Just a Wonderful
riza and Lupe Ser- "Dynamic.”
ing of John
In
rario was entirely acceptable.
Sprightly terping helps the pro-
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tbat/it can ririt $14,000 a
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animation.

It’s very sentimental
and visually stunning, but it seems
imposing rather than entertainirig.

The Rome songs seem musical
recognizably melodic or
hummable. There are a few excellent songs, notably “Welcome
Home” and “Love IS r Very Light
Thing,”
sung
impressively
by
Pinza; "To My Wife,” sung by
RlP7!llr
onH IKd
onrtnoirtrt. ^Tla
Slezak, and
"Be Kind
the amusing
to Your Parents,” duetted by featured femme lead Florence Hen.

derson arid, youngster Lloyd Reese
her auu.
son.
as in:*
The dance numbers, are fairly
spectacular, in some cases roundtrig
out, if riot developing the
story; and in other instances, such
as the visiting circus, being merely
Fortunatelj', tiie sec-

e „® r
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The Heiress
(LENOX HILL, N. Y.)
Equity Library Theatre’s produce

on
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tion

hi«
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S^f^s shenanieans
- R & b ert Fitzfiinmons
playing a
D
cr isn d e tectlve arid^^Joseph clmnSnella a^ an IndS ri Rubber Fril?
fbi-B?ush man^^rise^^ With^^^Miss^
Lbigh a litttl”aboi^ the crowd
Geor
Walter Markey directed

and

J
S?od.

‘‘The. Heiress,” by Ruth
Augustus Goetz, has some
Performances and first-rate

of

^ir®^ 110.?’ In proportion as it di1947 Broadvorces lts lf
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f
cAunterpa^
W,
nyat-gains in warmth

I

somewhat; sedate
adds itiv
engaging bit of softshoe.
Trra Petina
Irra
peUha heads the cast
cas f in
£j
ne .'’Oicebut
VO i Ce but works too
fine
to® hard to
CQnv
j ni,e
the audience
that an
»udMm«
convlnce
.
0 nera star
can also be regular.
ight lenda ai
Uy f0 the bf nkcP
role, without being stuffed shirt,
and he handles vocal assignment
well. Valentine, as romantic menace, draws on a terp background,
Vera Brynner is standout vocally,
and other featured roles are handled efficiently by Grace Olsen as
a casino soUbrette, Joseph Kallini
as an opera maestro, Winston Ros
as a saloon prop and Joseph Lebermart as a sourdough.
Out of practicaily nothing at all,
Leo Kerz ha5 created outstanding
budget-conscious settings. With a
series 0 f traveling slats and a few
pieces, he achieves
striking results. Costumes by Michi
r

^

and impact,
tersely aomidomi- bit
Bernard Hughes’
Hughes tersely
the
hit a colorful note,
hbte7hiehlighting
highlighting th«
neering father, who fears that his varied apparel of the era,
va
fortune
itMiiw
will
Into, unworthy
nyi
Vi*i*
fall
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In Splendlfl Errol*
clarhands, is distinguished for its <5lar-'
The play’s content, a jour(GREENWICH MEWS, N. Y.)
ificatiori
iflcatioh of the man’s tragically
neyman fiction of the 1870s about "In Splendid Error” is a sober re- confused motives. Miriam Stovall’s
an American railroad tycoon and counting of episodes in the life Of performance of the title part is a n« +ho-hiii« ntu* hrtfWlinic' it
and ex-slave, Frederick- composite of small touches vyhich !7S 0 «-nS n-?Bifi#«a?5nrt a 'F'^onr!* trv
a wise, gracious British niarchion- editor
ciassuicaiion as a goqu i j.
ess who meet and fall in love when Douglass, and his influence on the accumulate into a moving portrait,
o
Bone.
tme.
career
of
J ohn Brown. In mountr
their respective mates have
John Mackay seems less happily
eloped, is like a routine exercise ing William Branch’s history lesson cast as the gallant who loves the
a
by a long-practiced performer* It’s with painstaking care, Greenwich girl less for her face than her forCircle Skedt
Skeas 2
Mews. Theatre has beferi thorough tune, his jauntiness being more
a little sad.
,
».
Hollywood, Nov. 9.
When the Lunts are onstage, to a fault,
playboy than adventurer. In lesser
b«
and
however,
Branch
intelligently
particularly
writes
pleasin
their
roles, Josephine Nichols is
Pair of small-cast plays will ba
pair
...j.
cnonaci
lAtfAfVtAu
o
nlbonlv
rhacfoi*
Af
Tiic
CithioAl
hnf
inn
ns
fLn
nA'AK.fl/v^iiral
1 o
slbfnV
scenes together, “Quadrille” comes is clearly master of his subject, but ing as the ne’er-do-well’s sister, tried out here during December
alive and momentarily becomes de- he has submerged his vital theme Hope Sansberry is garrulous as the hy the Circle Theatre central-staglightful and occasionally touching, in a welter of biographical detail, heiress’ romantic aunt and Kay j n «
« r0U p
headed'* by George
For although the Lunts are play- When Brown and Douglass are in Kendall is a pertly efficient maid, phroff
\ /
sagacity oi
of auatAattacking themselves
me sagaaiy
inemseives as they
ins
vney always ao,
do, conflict over the
Bill .miner
join
«
Butler nas
has erred in pacing
Th
V aii anwl Tt”” t\v
Thpv
“Vah
rather than creating characteriza- ing the Federal arsenal at Harper’s the second act at a snail’s gait, but
Darhaia
pae ™_.
tions, they are such
interesting, Ferry, the action flares brightly, in other respects his inventive diwoman wnh
ana.
> ne •uJlIL
captivating stage personalities that only to Subside during lengthy pas- rection shows finesse. The excel2
^
Hair,
a three-character piJ.
the effect is irresistibly engaging,
sages of political discussion.
lently designed Victorian parlor
inds(>r as femni
Through the years that they have
Although Salem Ludwig’s direc- deserves but doesn't get program .with. Mane
lead;
delighted audiences, Lunt & Fon- tion tends to accent the tedium of credit,
Geor.
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Coward of post-World War^
The author is apparently more
I.
sentimental noW; and perhaps more
tolerant of his leading characters,
but those are matters of degree.
.With-, the: meomparftble, .Lupt .&
Fontanne and the expert assistance
of Brian Aherne and Edna Best as
supporting: costars, “Quadrille” is
superbly
vuvDV&lwai ouu
gui'V*
WJJ theatrical
and therefore
A
j_
%
|
undeniably, absorbing and enteiv

will .obviously be. diverse
to t;his
this rather
sombre
Some- will find it tender,
warm
and moving,
while to
vvuvio.
others
VV
1
_
_
Jl ..,11 1 ^
^
_
_
J
it will seem;slo\Yi.' -heavy "-and" 'stubr
bornly lacking in gaiety or in taining.

reaction
musical.

^

A

ideas, attitude and'limitatioris

of the

.

distractions.

•

,

“Carousel” without the unforgettable Richard Rodgers music;
But although it has touching and
occasionally
amusing
moments,
Fanny never, seems ^to. acquire
momentum and it rarely gets far
ofL he ground

mixes terns Tith vocals effectively

“Interplay,’’

..

.

,

riot

Ballet Theatre’ fans:

B^ins-

'

’mr

'mar

_*

'

.

Kibbee portrayed Panisse, Frances is that the talented BritisivauthorTorchiana enacted Fanny, with actbr-direMor-composer has little
Alexander Kirklandla
asS Marius and h»t era i'KrnaGtshin left
Tf “DnadHonorine,
Honorint rille” is evidence, Coward no
Alton^^ Skipworth
Skinworth^ as
as
Alison
Fanny’s mother. a The show played longer has anything urgent to say.
ntefird Tm^kridSp
es
16 performances. ^
As the play’s heroine phrases it in
c
-fhi? iSJiVal
Story, localed on the Marseilles speaking of her own life, the emo- a ior/uf‘
fJ'^n^Knrn
6
C
waterfront, is about a boy and girl tional fires are banked.
it,,™ thi? ii
A1Ke *
m
saems
who love and separate,* he to go to
“Quadrille” has flashes of the
MS
sea and she to have his son. but playwright’s old, sardonic wit and ney® luftoioh
Leigh
Sylvia
role,
the
WStaff
ns the wife nf n rirh fat middle- nf cm.rtn hie .nc a nwv thontr^nl

biit

the

pravura dancing, uonn Driver and Diana uraxe con-

^ ^
^
a
i. ^
other
of
other' Robbins
reminiscent
reminiscent" of'
well
wear wqll.
(SHOWCASE THEATRE; N.Y.V works and does not wear.
The orchestra under musical di1
® ef
E
showed poor
pm>r
Levine
JoseohLevine
L
^
w!th
Rroidwa^'Artore' " rector
rertor Joseph
P
h o°n '^
e^L,^’i Theatre
dui
but
T h. a
fnnl
“SvlDhid«
oyipmaes, '’
lthe
ae
in
is giving Owen tone
Showcase
evethe
throughout
strengthened
and
“Mr.
mystery-comedy
Davis'
1S
y'
M?;
,,
Tup nin
w
Grif.
R ng

m

Iaa on.

"xSfdl^rSgM

.

role

#

’

in^SwkhSS
Fre/^
SS S-fSinW

the

i

.

•
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1

»
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'Dream'

ling;
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RAT $7,800 (7)

FOR NORTHWEST SPLIT
Vancouver, Nov.

9.

“Time Gut for Ginger” took another beating in the northwest last
week. Melvyn Douglas starrer drew
Saa Francisco, Nov. 9. 4
a gross of under $7,800 in seven
performances split between the
It looked like the summer legit
Orpheum, Spokane,, and the Interhere
again
swing
in
full
was
season
Current Road Shows
national here.
Comedy took in
last week, with four houses playing
( Non. 8-20)
about $2,800 in three performances
Broadway dropped again last
to hefty attendance.
(Nancy Kelly) (tryout) at the former location Monday- week, with the election and generBad
Seed
“Midsummer Night’s Dream”
Court Square, Springfield, Mass. Tuesday (1-2) dnd nearly $5,000 in ally rainy weather figured contriracked up a. smacking total for its (12-13); Shubert, Wash. (15-20).
four showings at the latter spot buting
factors.
Practically
all
15-performance run at the War
Black-Eyed Susan (Vincent
shows, except the smashes, were
Memorial Opera House in a .Civic Price) (tryout)—Parsons, Hartford Thursday-Saturday (4-6).
Show is at the Metropolitan, affected. Last minute radio-tv. poLight Opera post-season presenta- (10-13); Plymouth, Bost. (15-20),
Seattle, this week.
litical speeches Monday (1) night
tion. “What Every Woman Knows”
Caine Mutiny Court Martial (Paul
and election coverage the follow?
continued strong in its second week
Douglas,
Wendell
Corey,
Steve
ing eve cut into receipts.
GregPaul
and
the
at the Curran
Brodie) Royal Alexandra, Toronto
ings,
Last week’s two
ory production of “Three for ToMajesty’s, Montreal
did
night” sold out its four perform-, (8-13); Her.
“Quadrille”
and “Fanny,
ances at the Alcazar and “Face to (15-20)
standee business, with large adFace to Face (Jessica Tandy,
Face.” was okay at the Geary.
vance sales. There are no preems
—- Geary,
this week.
“That’s Life” opens an indefi- Hume Cronyn) (tryout)
S. F. (8-13) (Reviewed in Variety,
“All Summer Long” becomes
nite run at the Alcazar tonight
’54).
Oct.
27,
inbookings
^Tues.) and future
the second fplderoo of the current
Fifth Season (Chester Morris,
clude, Nov. 22, Dublin Players,
season,
calling it quits next SaturNov..
Boston,
9.
Geary, two weeks; Dec. 6, “Time Joseph Buloff)—-Nixon, Pitt. 18-13);
Also shuttering that
Legit biz continued strong here day (13),
Curran, four, Erlanger, .Chi. (15-20).
for Ginger”
Chit
night, to tour,
“Oh Men, Oh
last
week,
with
Living
Room,”
“The
Flowering Peach (Menasha Skulweeks, subscription; Jan. 10, “Saint
Women.”
Other
shows that have
Theatre Guiid-ATS third subscripJoan,” Curran, four weeks, sub- nik) (tryout)—Playhouse, Wilming- tion play of the season, a sellout set closing dates are “King of
(15-20).
ton
(11-13);
Forge,
Balti.
scription.
Hearts” and “By. the Beautiful
Gentlemen Prefer B 1 bade s— on its initial stanza at the Ply- Sea.”;;
Estimates for Last Week
mouth. The N-.Y. City Opera Co*
Opera House, .Boston (8-13).
Estimates for Last Week
was
also very big in a seVen-per- (
What Every Woman Knows, CurGetting Gertie’s Garter Locust*
Keys: C ( Comedy), D (Drama),
formance stand at the Gpera
ran (2d wk) ($3.85; 1,758) (Helen Phila, (8-20).
CD
(Cdviedy- Drama), R (Revite),
House.
Big
(Previous
$29,000
Hayes).
King and I (Leonard Graves, Pa( Musi-'
Two newcomers last night (Mon ) MC (Musical-Comedy),
week, $27,000).
tricia Morisoh)
Keith's, Dayton
were “On With the Show,” in for cai-Drama), O (Opera), 0P (OpFace, to Face. Geary ($3.85; 1,Hartman, Columbus (15-20). a three-weeker
at the Shubert, and eretta),
(Jessica Tandy, Hume (8-13);
550)
Living Room (Barbara Bel Ged“Gentlemen
Prefer
Blondes,”,
Profitable $10,500: for
Cionyn).
Other parenthetic designations
des)— Plymouth, Boston (8-13) (Re- ticketed
for a single week on two- refer, respectively, to weeks played,
star couple ih a program of read- viewed
in Variety, Nov. 3* ’54).
fers. at the Opera House. Other number of performances through
ings.
Lunatics & Lovers
- Shubert,
action this week includes Jennifer last Saturday, top prices, number
Midsummer Night’s Dream, New Haven (17-20).
in “Portrait of a Lady,” at of seats, capacity gross and stars.
Opera House (15 performances, $6;
Midsummer Night’s Dream (Rob- Jones
the Colonial Thursday (11) for a Price includes 10% Federal arid
(Robert Helpmann, Moira ert
3.252)
Helpmanh,
Moira
Shearer,
with
10-day
stint,
“One Eye 5% City tax, [but grosses are net:'
Shearer; Stanley Holloway). Drew
Stanley Holloway) Memorial Aud.,
Closed” due Saturday night (13) at i.e., exclusive of tax.
a total of $162,600 for its 15-perSacramento (8-9); Shrine Audi,
the Wilbur.
fprmance. run, inciudihg $108,000
All Summer Long, Booth (D)
L. A. (12-20).
Estimates for Last Week
for last week’s final 10 perform(7th.
Wk; 52;
$5.75-$4.60;
766;;
Moon Is Blue (Jerome Cowan)—
Living Room, Plymouth (1st wk) $22,000).
ances.
Under $7,000 (previous,
§hubert, Detroit (8-29).
1,200) (Barbara Bel Geddes). week; $17,000); closes next SaturThree for Toiiight, Alcazar (five
Mrs. Patterson (Eartha Kitt) ($3.85;
Very hefty $23,700; final Week is day (13).
performances, $4,40; 1,147) (Marge (tryout)—
-Harris, Chi. (8-20) (Recurrent for the pre-Broadway try& Gower Champion, Harry Bela- viewed
Anniversary Waltz, Broadhurst
in Variety, Sept. 29, ’54).
out.
Sellout for all four per•font.e).
(C). (31st wk; 243 $4.60; 998; $28,Naughty Natalie— Hanna, Cleve.
N.Y. City Opera, Opera House 000) (Macdonald Carey, Kitty Car?
formances for $22,100.
( 8 20 ).
(one week) ($5; 3,000). Very satis- lisle).
Almost $18,900 (previous
Oh Men, Oh Women (Ralph Bel- factory
$50,000.
week, $20,700).
lamy)— Cass, Detroit (15-20).
Boy Friend, Royale (MC) (6th
Oklahoma— Grand, London, Ont.
wk; 44; $6.90;
$38:200).
1,172;
(8-9); Memorial Aud., Kitchener,
Capacity at $38,300 (previous week,
$26,600
Ont. (10); Erlanger, Buffalo (11-14); ‘ITCH’

—

;

'

..

—

;

MD

^

—

1

.

:

-

.

’

to tour with Ralph Bellamy replacing Bridges as star.
On- Your Toes, 46th St. (MC) (4th

wk;

32; $8.O5-$6.90; 1,319; $48,547);

(Vera Zorina, Bobby Van). Almost
$40,200 (previous week, $36,100).

Pajama Game,

James (MC)

S.

Wk; 204; $6.90, 1,571; $51,717)
(John Raitt, Janice Paige, Eddie
Foy Jr.). Capacity again, over
(26th.

$52,100.

Peter Pan, Winter Garden (MD)
(3d wk; 21; $6.90; l,5i0; $57,500)
(Mary Martin).
Almost $51,000
(previous week, $52,400).
Quadrille, Coabnet (C) (1st wk;
R6.9O-$5.75-$4.60; 1,027; $30,000)
(Alfred Lunt, Lyim Fontarine, Edna
Best, Brian Aherne). Opened last
Wednesday (3) to five affirmative
notices (Atkinson, Times; Chap6;

man, News; Coleman, Mirror; McClain,
Journal-American; Watts,
Post) and two unfavorable reviews
(Hawkins, World-Telegram; Kerr;
Herald Tribune); capacity at over
for first .6 performances
and One preview.
Rainmaker, Cort (D) (2d wk; 12;
$27,700
.

$5;75-$4,60; 1,056; $29,000 (Qeraldine Page).
Almost $18,000 (previous week, $14,100 for first four
performances and two previews).
Reclining Figure, Lyceum (C)

wk; 36; $5.75-$4.60; 995; $23,Nearly $16,100 (previous
week, $16,700).
Seven Year Itch, Fulton (C)
(103d wk; 821; $5.75-$4.60; 1,063;
(Elliott
Over
Nugent).
$24,000)
$18,800 (previous week, $21i200).
Solid Gold Cadillac. Music Box
(C) (53d Wk; 421; $5,75-$4.60;< 1,077;
(5th
389).

Almost

$?.7;811).

$17,800

(pre-

vious week, $21,300).

.

.

OVER

Kitt $29,100. Chi
Chicago, Nov. 9.
Biz in the Loop picked up last
week, with party bookings aiding

Royal Alexandra, Toronto (15-20).
On with the Show (irra Retina)
(tryout)
Shubert, Boston (8-13);
Plymouth, Boston (15-20). (Review-

—

ed in Variety this week.)

One Eye Closed (Tom Helmore)
(tryout)
Wilbur, Boston (13-20)
Town.”
Scheduled (Original strawhat production re‘Wonderful
’54,
opening last night (Mon.) of “Saint viewed in Variety, July. 14,
’54”).
Joan” at the Great Northern, has under? title, “Reunion
Tops
Pajama
Rochester
Aud.,
been delayed a week, with star,
Jean Arthur, confined to bed with (8-13); Cox, Cincinnati (15-20).

—

.

—

Postponement cuts

a virus.

a

Portrait

week

of

Lady

a

(Jennifer

(tryout)-^Colonial, Boston
four-week Jones)
which has a mild ( 11 20 ),
Saint
Joan (Jekn Arthur) (tryadvance sale.
Future bookings include Nov; 15* outs Great Northern, Chi. (8-20)

scheduled

show’s

olT

subscription run,

—

.

Season,” Erlanger, indefi- (Reviewed in Variety, Sept. 22,
’54).
nite, run; Nov. 23, .“Ring and I*”
School for Brides—
A TheaShubert; subscription* run; Nov.
29.
“Pajama Tops,” Blackstone, tre, Richmond (8-13); Parsons*
run; twofers; Dec. 6, “Oh Men, Oh Hartford (15-20).
Seven Year Itch (Eddie Bracken)
Women,” Harris, subscription, run,
and “King of Hearts,” Selwyn run. —American, St. L. (8-20).
South
Pacific
(Iva
Withers,
Estimates for Last Week
Forrest, Phila.
Mrs. Patterson, Harris, (4th wk) Webb Tilton)
($5; 1,000) (Eartha Kitt).
Almost 8 20 ).
Tea arid Sympathy (Deborah
$21,900 on first stanza without subFord’s, Balti. (8-13); Nascriptiofi (previous week, $23,500). Kerr):
Wonderful Town, Shubert, (18th tional, Wash. (15-20).
Time Out for Ginger (Melvyn
wk) ($4.60; 2,100)' (Carol ChanMetropolitan, Seattle
ning).
Nearly $29,400 (previous Douglas)
(8-13); Yakima, Wash. (15); Washweek, $26,700); exits Nov. 26 to re
ington, D.C. (16); Portland, Ore)
sume. tour.
“Fifth

WRV

i

—

•

(

—

—

$38,300).

By the Beautiful Sea, Imperial
(MC) (31st wk; 244; $6.90; 1.400;
Peoria, Nov. 9.
(Shirley
Booth).
Over
$50,000).
“Seven Year Itch” grossed over $20,500 (previous week, $24,700;
$26,600 in a three-way split last closes Dec. 18;
week. Comedy took in nearly $15,Caine Mutiny Court Martial,
700 in four performances Monday- Plymouth (D) (42d wk; 332; $5.75?
Wednesday (1-3) at the Murat,. In- $4,60; $33,331) Lloyd Nolan, John;
dianapolis; over $4,300 in one per- Hodiak, Barry Siillivaii). Almost
formance Thursday (4) at the Lin- $28,900 (previous week; $32,300).
coln, Decatur, 111
and over $6,600
Can-Can, Shubert (MC) (79th
in three showings Friday-Saturday wk;
$50*160).
1,361;
628; $6.90;
(5-6
at
the Shrine Auditorium Almost $46,600 (previous week,
here.
$50,400).
Eddie Bracken starrer is Current
Dear Charles,. Morosco (C) (8th
at the American, St. Loufs.
Wk; 61; $6.90-$5.75-$4.60; $29,850)
(Tullulah Bankhead), Almost $26,600 (previous week. $28,700).
Fanny, Majestic (MD) (1st wk; 4;
‘Breakfast’ $12,200, D.C.;
$7.50; 1,510; $63,000) (Ezio Pinza,

IN

Tea and Sympathy, Barrymore

,

'

THREE-WAY SPLIT

.

;

(58th
wk;
(D)
$28,300)
1,214;

Nearly

$5.75-$4.60;

461;.

Fontaine).,
(Joan
(previous week,

$18,600

$21,400).

Teahouse of the August Moon,
Beck (C) (56th wk; 452; $6.22.

(Burgess
$33,608)
1,214;.
Merddith,. Scott McKay). Another
se 1 lout over $34,000).
$4.60;

Tender Trap* Longacre

(C) (4th
29; $5.75; $4.60; 1,048; $26,317)

wk;

Kim Hunter,
Preston,
(Robert
Almost $23,200
Tionny Graham).
•

(previous week, $22,300).

Traveling Lady, Playhouse (D)
(2d wk; 14; $5.75-$4.60: 999; $23,:

.

(Kim

500)

Almost $11,-

Stanley).

600 (previous week, $8,800 for first
six performances).
Miscellaneous
Sing Me No Lullaby, Phoem
(D) (4th wk; 30; $3.45; 1,1.50; $20,000).
Nearly' $7,700
(previous
Thurs- week; $7,000); closed Sunday (7).

Walter Slezak). Opened last
day: (4) to three favorable notices
(Atkinson, Times; Chapman, News;

Twofer ‘Blondes’ $8,500
Washington, Nov. 9.
“Wedding Breakfast” drew a
slim $12,200 in the initial frame
of a fortnight’s stand at the National Theatre last Week despite
being on Theatre Guild subscription. Rermit Bloomgarden production looks a little better this week,

Hawkins, World -Telegram) and
four unfavorable notices (Coleman,
Tribune;
Mirror;
Kerifc. Herald
McClain, Journal-American; Watts,
Post); capacity at almost $50,300
performances and
[•Tor first four
two previews.
Fragile Fox, Belasco (D) (4th wk;
follow-

with favorable Sunday (7)
31; $5,75; $4.60; 1,077; $28,300).
up reviews helping.
“Gentlemen
Prefer
Blondes” (Dane Clark, Don Taylor), Almost
(17-18); Sacramento (20).
racked up $8,500 on twofers at $10,200, with some theatre parties
Wedding Breakfast (tryout)— Na- the Shubert Theatre last week. (previous week, $11,500).
King Of Hearts, National (C)
tional. Wash. (8.-13) (Reviewed in House is dark this stanza.
(32d wk; 250; $5.75-$4.60; 1,172;
Variety, Nov. 3, ’54).
Cook; Jackie
(Donald
$31,300)
What Every Woman Knows
(Helen Hayes)— Curran, S.F. (8-20) Jean Arthur N.S.G. $14,000 Cooper. Almost $13,600 on twofers
closes
(previous, week, $14,500);
(Reviewed in Variety, Sept. 29,
In
Joan,’
‘Saint
Columbus
Npv. 27 to tour.
’54).
Kismet, Ziegfeld (OP) (49th wk;
Columbus, Noy. 9.
Wonderful Town (Caiol Chan
Legit season opened at the Hart- 388; $6.90; 1,528; $57,908) (Alfred
nirig)— Shubert, Chi: (8-20).,
Over $53,200 (previous
World: of Sholom Aleichem-» man here last week with. Jean Ar- Drake).
thur
in “Saint Joan” doing: a mea- week, $56,900)*
Walnut St., Phila. (8-20).
eight performances
gre $14,200 i
Oh Men, Oh Women, Miller (C)
(47th; wk;
at. $4 top, tax included.
382; $5.7$-$4.60:. 920;
House, is dark currently* but will $23,248) (Lloyd Bridges). Almost
$10,400 IN 3,
be lighted next week with “King $8;900, with some twofers' (previand I.”
ous week, $9,400); closes Nov. 13

OFF-BROADWAY SHOWS
(Figures denote opening dates)
Dybbuk, 4th St. (10-26-54).
I Feel Wonderful, de Lys (10.

18-54).

Splendid

In

Mews
.

Error*

Greenwich

(10-26-54).

Sands of the Negev, President

(10-25:54).

Slight

Delinquent^
'

Blackfriars

'

(10-25-54).

.

‘S.P.

$41,200 IN PH1LLY;

SHOLOMMOG, TO FOLD
Philadelphia, Nov.

“South Pacific”
lush pace for the

9.

continued

its

:

week and

sixth:

engagement has been extended
two
more
semesters
through Dec. 4.
Best of the newcomers last week
Was “Fifth Season” in a return
si and
at the Shubert.
“World of
Sholorn
Alei.chem”
had" rough
going in its first five days at the
Walnut,
and "Getting Gertie’s
Garter” disappointed on twofers
at the Locust.
Estimates, for Last Week
South Pacific. Forest (MD) (6th
wk) ($4,80; 1,760) (Iva Withers,
Webb Tilton). Slightly off, but still
b°f f. $41,200.
_ Getting Gertie’s Garter, Locust
'1st wk) ($3.60; 1,580).
Avery
the local

,

;

;

.

Ruloff)..
Critics cooi,
Public enthused; fair $14,000.

w^nut
'•Jacob
SKyi.

hf

.

Shplom

but

Aleichem,

(D) (1st? wk) ($4.20; 1,340)
Ben-Ami, Morris Carnoy-

Theatre parties failed to
enough, and the gross of unurr $10,000
involved a loss; tour
S
*lere
next Saturday
ight
(13)

Bus-Truck ‘Okla’ $32,500;

Opens Loew’s

to Legit

of film houses for
bookings has spread to the

Availability
legit

circuit; Chain is duplicating .the Walter Reade outfit in
li
ing lip touring productions to
augment regular screen product..
Bus-and-truck edition of “Oklahoma’’' has been set for approximately 16 Loew’s theatres in up-

Loew’s
Touring company of “Tea and
Sympathy,” starring Deborah Kerr,
grossed about $10,400 in three performances
last
Friday-Saturday
(5-6)

at

tlie

1,600-seat

St.

James

Theatre, Asbury Park, N. J. It was
initial road booking for the Playwrights Co.— Mary K* Frank offer-

Following are the comparative figures based on VAnrF.
office reports

for last

week

the corresponding

ing.

week

(the 23d
of last seaispn:

week

’Sabrina’ $3,500, Balto
Baltimore; Nov. 9.
Bethel Leslie in “Sabrina Fair”
pulled a modest $3,500 last week
at Don Swann’s Hilltop-Parkway
winter stock operation. Gross was
better than for the previous two
stanzas, but still not healthy.
The Samuel Taylor comedy continues. for a second round, with
Reginald Owen in ’’Open House”,
set to follow.

of

box-

1

the season)

and

'

BROADWAY
This

Season
.....
Number of shows current
Total weeks played so far by all shows.
Total gross for all shows last week.
Season’s total gross so far
Nlimber of new productions
.

.

.

25
402
$659,800

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

$11,039,400
16

1953-54

Season
24
365
$597,600
$10,407,900

20

ROAD
Excluding stock

Number of current shows reported
Total weeks played so far by all shotvs
Total gross fori all show's last week
Season’s total gross so far.

20.

.

.

.

...

.

New York and New

state

England.

As is the case with the Reade
houses* bookings are: usually for
Hammerstein
two days. Rodgers
musical began its trek of the
Loew’s spots lasit week.
Tuner
played Loew’s, Syracuse, MondayTuesday (1-2) and Loew’s, Roch-

&

.

hJ^ht helping; $8*000.
Fifth Season, Shubert (CD) (1st

Closed Last Week
Clandestine Marriage, Provinceton (9-29-54).

DEBORAH

Robert, Anderson drama is at the
Hopwood evergreen not taken
^npusly by press; on. twofers with Ford’s, Baltimore, this week;
double
performance
Saturday

Wk) ($4.20;. 1.870) (Chester Morris,

(10-2-54).

:

.

•

Stone For Danny Fisher, Downtown National (10-21-54).
Twelfth Night, -Jan Hus (11-9-54).
Way of the World, Cherry Lane

231
$467,800
$7,894,600
.

16
295
$897,100
$6,769,700

ester,

WednesdayTThursday

(3-4).

Show wound, up week with four
performances at the Palace Theatre,

Hamilton,.

Ont.,'

Friday-Satur-

day (5-6)..
Gross for the eight performances was nearly $32,500, Approximate takes were. $11,700 in Syracuse, $7,700 in Rochester and $13,100 in Hamilton, Show played to
a $3

top all three stands.

—

1

,

^

I

.
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legitimate
Shows

‘Moon* Full 20G, St Loo;

Rehearsal

in

‘Trap’ Payoff

i

Keys:

CD

“January White Sale” and “Kabuki

The Secret Tent

MC

Lil,” in which* she’s a geisha girl
Glasgow, Nov. 2.
Alfred Black production pf interrupted by a two-second exdrama In three acts, by Elizabeth Addy-.
The
man. Stars Richard Greene, Nora Swin- cerpt from “Three Coi
Directed
burne.
by .loan Swinstead; Fountain.”
costumes.
Weight;Michael
scenery;
For her solo stint; Miss Lillie
Josephine Clinch At Theatre Royal; Glas.

:

.

Kowj $1.20 top*
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.
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Ppticnce
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.Collier

•

Gwynne Whitby-

first

play by Elizabeth Ad-

builds tension through two
acts and has the customers' gasping
With extra suspense
in the third.
added tb the sentiment in the last
last stanza, it Would be a real
honey thrill-drama,

dyman

As .it

is;"

,

(MY LI’L PAL)
Paris, Oct. 12.

the oUtfronters are sent

Caslille presentation of operetta
M.
dir.r
two acts- (six scenes), by Marc-Cab,
Plain
Jean Vsdrny.. Staged by Jacques-.HemT
Duval;- music, Jack .;Ledru: danegs by Kollmar
Luska; sets by Luc.ien Dertaux. At Euro-

in a satisfied frame of mind.
Play,: capably acted, is one of the
best seen at this legit house fi)r

in

-

.

.

third

act..

Mary MacKenzip

wife,

the

as

pean, Paris; $2.50 top.
Jojq
Mousti
Didier

.Pichette:

..

.

predecessor, "Baratiri,” which
featured the same brash low comic,
possesses
He.
Nicolas.
everything to appeal to the masses,
and does display a fine comic timits

Roger

able

who

loves and hates

his wife,

Patience Collier is ideally cast as
the nosey neighbqur who .butts in

moments

inopportune

at

Gwynne Whitby

and
de-

suitably

is

feeling

slapstick

tached as a sympathetic matron.
Robert Desmond is excellent as a
village idipt and Ewan Roberts is
convincing as the police inspector.
Joan Swinstead has directed
skillfully, and Michael. Weight has
constructed a. cozy set typical of
Gord.:
an old English cottage..

‘SHOW’ FAIRISH 18G (4)

as of Oct. 30 to $12,527, less $3,859
as the show's share of the weekly
additional Metro payments to date;

TMViimMMffl!

,

.

M

Edinburgh, Nov.

9.‘

•

Edinburgh; $1.20 top.

Other-

function

more than

little

may

thus

theoretical.

be

For

Jojo, a perennial
simpleton, whose attempts at good
deeds usually backfire. Here he is

if

Amour

is

from

.

style.

Star appears in sketches in the
first half of the evening and. does a
one-woman show for the second.
Entire program is a highly amusing evening for sophisticates.
Among the sketches, all done by
Miss Lillie in previous full-scale
shows in the West End and on
Broadway, are “Star’s First Night,”

—
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m
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“The Hot Corner,” .by Alien
Boretz and his wife. Ruby, Sully,
may be done shortly, depending
on one of two producers,

-

roduction of

1 1

<1

1

Phnnm

.

.

—J

Crouse and Herman

make

London, Nov.

9.,

(Figure* denote premiere dates)
After the Dell, Globe (6-10-54).
Airs Shoestring, Royal Ct. (4-22-53).
All For Mary, Duke York (9-9-54).
Bell, Book, Candle,' Phoenix (10-5-54).

Book of Month, Cambridge (10 :21-54).
Both Ends Moot, ApoRo <6-9-54).
Boy Friond, Wyndham’s

(12-1-53).

Can-Can, Coliseum (10-14-54).
Dark tight Enough, Aldwych (4-30-54).
D'Oyly Cart# Optra, Savoy (9-13-54).
Dry. Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
Duenna, Westminster (7-28-54).
Folies Bergore, Pr. Wales (9-24-53).
Hippo Dancing, Lyric (4-7-54).
I

Am

Camera,

a

New

(3-12-54).

Immoralist, Arts (11-3-54).
Intimacy At. 8:30, Criterion (4-29-54).
Joan of Arc, Stoll (10-20-54).
Joyce Grortf ell, St; Mart. .(6-2-54).
Keep In Coot Place, Saville (8-16-54).
King and I, Drury Lane (10-8-53).
Manor of Northstead, Duchess (4-28-54).
:

fl

:

a quick

Current London Shows

comedy

T*l

&

Lindsay

Levin, both expect to
decision on it.

National Theatre, Washington, for- board member.
After the recess, Shubert audibid ,its members from playing
Shubert houses subject to actor tor Sid Michaelson. testified that
complaints.
But that might be a Miller was on the Shubert paytre. Paris; $3 top.
'T'Uaa/Iaha'
Ttir-A n
A Dauphin
nVll
Claude
Theodore Jqsan
complicated and perhaps risky roll, followed by the remarkable
Suzet-Mais
Micheline Allze
testimony of Edward J. Scanlon,
In any case; it’s unlikely.
Andre. Bervll step.
Dominique Jusan
Vervil
....
Nicole
Simone Fardier
now house mariager at the ShuEquity’s Problem
Micheline Dax
Gladys
bert-operated
Cort Theatre, N. Y.
Rene Sauvaire
Maxence Ivaur
The sanitary committee is due
Philippe Dumat.
Bernard Ocelot
Scanlon began by stating that
Equity’s deleRoland Rodier to meet shortly.
Louis Aliz
worked
he
had
for Rodgers &
Anne Vernone gates on the group are reportedly
Annette Ocelot
Francine AuClain
Clemence Jose
Hammerstein long before, he was
action on
deterrriined to obtai
house manager at the Broadway
Andre Birabeau, pop playscribe gripes about filthiness, inadequate during the run of “South Pacific.”
of between-the-wars vintage, has toilet facilities, poor heating and Sidney J. Feltenstein, who, with
made U.S. sales in the past. His lighting arid unsafe conditions Joseph Benisch, is represeriting
“Breakfast at Sunrise” was filmed backstage at various theatres.
Miller, then produced a transcript
as a silent in the late ’20s. and the
Under the Equity-League agreepre-trial testimony,
Theatre Guild produced his “Dame ment, the producer-theatre owner pf Scanlon’s
under oath six months ago.
sworn
Nature” on Broadway. His new one organization is obligated to atHe quoted the following dialog,
is a U.S.-British possibility, as it is
tempt to obtain satisfactory back- with Feltenstein asking the quesa sound dual star vehicle arid has
stage conditions, with the under- tions and Scanlon answering:
a share of amusing material.
standing that if it fails, the union
Q: Now, I suppose, a man as
Play is- an ironic version of the may take action on the matter on
Ultimately connected with the
grovv-old-alohg-with-me theme, but
its own.
There is no clear indicatheatre as you has heard of
has a bittersweet rather than biting
tion what Equity could do in that
Rodgers & Hammerstei
A:
flijar

Matchmaker, Haymarket (11-4-54).
Mousetrap, Ambas. (11-25-52).
Never Too Late, Strand' (6-3-54).
Off The Record, Vic. Pal. (11-2-54).
Old Vic Rep, Old Vic (9-9-54).
Party Spirit, Piccadilly (9-23-54)...
Relations Apart, Qarrick (8-3-54).
Sabrina Fair, Palace (8-4-54):
Salad Days, VaudevHl6 (8-5-54).
Separate Tables, St. James’s (9-22-54).
Teahouse Aug. Moon, Her. Maj. (4-22-54).
Wedding In Ports, Hlpp. (4-3-54).
Witrtess Prosecution, W. Gard. (10-28-53).

.

.

...

:

.

|

SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Popple Wonderful? Embassy (11-16-54).
Lost Oonoratlon, New Lind. (11-16-54).
Talk of Town, Adelphl (11-17-54).

.

cynical flavor, as Birabeau treats
the story with hi usual delicacy

and humor.
It’s a mixed story of lovers and
mistresses, with the cute moral
that only love affairs that have
never taken place* last.
Claude Dauphin,
a disillusioned, romantic (Theodore) and

case.

other committees were created last week, under the EquityLeague agreement. One is to study
teh idea of setting up a permanent
library of films and records of
legit shows, for future reference.
The other is a legislative committee to keep tabs on pending or pro-ith
the
dealing
posed laws
.

Suzet-Mais as a capricious longrange teaser (Micheline) register
throughout under youth-to-old-age theatre.
makeup. Nicole Vervil, as a hus- ... Shubert withdrawal from the
bandsnatdher whom time turns
League, which has complicated
into an insipid, blondeized lollythese Various matters,, took place
pop; Micheline Dax, as a Riviera
winter,
after
the League
floosey, and Andre- Bervil, Rene last
Sauvaire, Philippe Dumat, Roland board of governors ignored J. J;
Rodier and Anne Verone in sup- Shubert’s demand, for the ouster
of Milton R. Weir as League atporting roles, are okay.
Curt.
torney.
Shubert apparently was
after Weir’s, scalp because the attorney had for years represented
Current Stock Bills
Lee Shubert, older brother and
(July 8-20)
senior partner of J. J.
The two
MilUcent’s Castle, by Frederic were bitter enemies.
Morton (J ulie Wilson, James Daly)
(tryout)^— Bucks County Playhouse, Patricia Bowman will be guest
New Hope, Pa. (8-13).
speaker at session of the N.Y, BalMy 3 Angels (Victor Jory) •— let Club at the Theatre Studio of
Paper -Mill Playhouse, Millburn,, the Dance, in N.Y., next Sunday
N. J. (8-20).
afternoon (14).

VIOLA ESSEN takes great pleasure

in

CLOSED LAST WEEK

Love Match, Viet Palace (11-10-53).
No News. Father, Cambridge (9-15-54).
Wild Ooose Chase; Embassy (10-19-54),
You'll Be Lucky, Adelphi (2-25-54).

FOR LEASE

No.

Two

.

Sint*

—

Allen Boretzes’ Play
Between Two Producers

.

‘

.

prises conrfecced with television,
||
motion pictures and die theatre. :

.

Prosecution.’’

19.

.

COMMON STOCK g
m
in diyersifiea entercaihment enter- S

The Company will employ its funds'

I

which breaks in Nov. 17-20.
Following week, Ndvi 25-27, gets
the opening of “Witness For. The
ets”-

MY

-

Last seen in Engtuneup tour.
land in “Better Late” eight years
ago, Miss Lillie, maintains her top
popularity as a sophisticated actress, and clicks with her unique

1

House is, dark currently for
rehearsals of “Lunatics and Lov-

Mon

.

*

R&H, Who Dai?

the Shuber.ts decline to make
Continued from page 65
the requested cleanups arid safety
repairs, there’s apparently little from the show was accumulated.
response
In
to the question of why
seduced by a. carioca bombshell that the committee or the League
into stealing letters from a sup- or Equity can do by the way of the Broadway was a penalty house,
that Local 802
Shubert
asserted
Howposed blackmailing gigolo.
enforcement.
laid down coriditions which the
ever, they turn out to be irnportant
Since the Shuberts are no longer
industrial plans arid rest of the
Shuberts found objectionable, and
riot
show is spent in recovering theni: League members they are
they therefore refused to sign a
the
Equity-League
by
All is telegraphed, and nondescript bound
contract with the Union.
until
unless
agreement.
Also,
and
easily
line,
chorus
and
and
dancing
He added the charge that. the.
forgettable music add nothing to they, become ..producers under their
own name, Equity would have dif- union was run like an army, with
Mosk.
this in the musical line.
the
executive board acting like a
Shuficulty forcing any action on
bert theatres.. The union conceiv- kind, of general staff. ’During the
Soiivicns-Toi
recess
which followed, Shubert excase
the
ably coUld, as it did in
of the racial exclusion policy of changed heated accusations with
LOVE)
(REMEMBER
Max.
-Arons,
Local 802 exectuiye
of
the
management
the former

Book concerns

Paris, Oct.

quantity lacking a roster
On four performances
gross hit just above

of names.
at $5 top,
$18,000.

.

the; Beatrice Lillie reNew York specially
angled for the United Kingdom
and currently on a pre-London

I

known

three acts by Andre Birabeau. Directed
by—'Pierre Dux. Costumes, Maggy Rouff;
sets by Akermann; At Edouard VH Thea-

Beatrice Lillie

t

New Haven, Nov. 9.
Breakin of “On With The Show”
Shubert last Thursday-Saturday
(4-6), drew okay biz for an un-

at

.in

H; M. Tehneht Ltd. production ot rcyue.
by various: authors. -and composers. Stars-.
Beatrice Lillie; features Leslie Bricusse.
Constance-’ Carpenter, John Philip. Eadle
& Rack, Frances Clare. .Gwen Plumb.
ing’S Theatre,
Scenery, Rolf Gerard. At

This

star.

time.

Elisabeth

An Evening With

vue

recommend-

make him

roadshow-type

.

10%

sss

song

arid

,

,

As the wise he lacks the spark for the big mittee’s

rriother-in-law, Nora Swinburne’s
superficial friendliness towards her
son’s wife is riot top" 'well revealed
Greene
in
the opening scene.
never falters in the longish role of

—

;

nabe-type

the

is

ing,
ability to

the husband

Mado Franc

...

.

to $30,000, less

St. Louis; Nov; 9.
The second week of a fortnight
stand of “Moon Is Blue” wound up
Sunday (7) at the American with
a hefty $20,000 gross. Hypo in the
fonn of eiiinination of matinees
and subbing of twinight performances was a factor. “Seven Year
Itch,” with Eddie Bracken, opened
last night (Mon.) for a three-week
stand at $3.92 top.
Marie Wilson heads the cast of
“Little Hut,” which drew a nifty
$16,000 for the first stanza of a
two-week stock run at the Empress,

commission/ so that reduces the amount to be recouped

estimated $3,500 operating profit
on last week’s $23,100 gross, plus
the more than $800 additional as
the show’s of the weekly payment
from Metro. On the basis of a total operatirig profit of over $4,000,
"Trap” should get. into the. black
S. Kaufman, dir.; Hildegard Neff, this weekend.
Don Ameche, stars.
Unusual, if not unique, factor in
Witness For the Prosecution .(D)
—Gilbert Miller, Peter. Saunders, the situation is that “Trap” drew
mixed reviews with three favorprods;; Robert Lewis, dir.
able notices, three pans and one
Moreover,
inconclusive reaction.
two of the pans were from Brooks
Shuberls-LeaguiB
Atkinson, of the Times, and Walter
F. Kerr, of the Herald Tribune,
Continued from page (S
generally regarded as the most informer beefs have involved Sliu- fluential critics at the boxoffice.
bert theatres', both ori Broad\yaiy
and out of town, the sanitary com-

Georges
...v.,.-

payment came
agent’s

Delight (C)—Richard
Richard. Meyers, Julius
Fleischmann, prods.; Arthur Sicrom; dir Eva Gabor, star.
)^-Cy Feuer &
Silk Stockings
Ernest H. Martin, prods.; George

Rene Bourbon

.

—

(

.

Her Jeud with her mother-in-law
not clearly brought’, out;

........

(M)-^-Saint

Aldrich,

Cora Camoin

musical
Which still can flourish here, hut is
vintage
and hokumy
definitely
No
from the U; S. viewpoint.
chance for this cliche-ridden pop
piece to make an ocean hop, but it
can well run here for years as ..did.
This.

.

doesn’t fully convince, though she
wins the stubholders’ sympathy.
Is

.

.

...

,

Flowers

&

Roger Nicolas Costa, dir.
Eliana Thibault
Sailor’s
Charlstlan Selva..

.

Mercedes
.Ducourneau
Phroul

of

Fancy (M) Richard
This actual remaining deficit of
James W. Gardiner
Yvette Schumer, prod.; Morton Da- $8,668 was further reduced by an

.

,

months. and with Richard Greene;
and Nora Swinburne for star
names, should pull in the customers on its forthcoming London
bow,
Melodrama takes place on a
poultry farm cottage in Kent, Eng;,
during four dramatic days of October.
An apparent, happily-wed
couple, with two young children,
go out for the evening, he to a
class, reunion and she to a film,
with a fernme acquaintance. When
she fails to return and a body identified as hers is discovered, her
uncovered.
is
past
scandalous
Complications are unraveled in the

House

Marie Wilson’s ‘Hut’ 16G

ssssis

—

Subber, prod.; Peter Brook, dir.;
Pearl Bailey, star.
Lunatics & Lovers (D)—Maiy
Kirschrier, prod.; Sidney Kingsley,

Moil lTTH Pole

home

1

.

Fishes,” her w.k. lessojiwith a. fan,
“Maud, You’re Rotten to the Core,”
“Come Into the Garden, Maud”
Philip),
J o h n
singer
(with
“Rhythm,” “Not Wanted on the
Voyage” and a farewell number as
Gord.
curtain-winder.

1> aWamI
liAcmnnrl
Desmond
Robert
Ewan Roberts

:

.

including

favorites,

old

“There Are Fairies at the Bottom
of Our Garddn,” "Three Little

Mary Mackenzie
Nora Swinburne
7
it AM AA-. a* aIIiAP

.'.'V

.

Miss Mitchum-Bro\vne
**
Ernie, Briggs
Inspector Thornton
Miss Pearce

This

presents

Richard Greene.
.

Continued from page

MD

)

1

Christopher Martyn
...
Ruth Martyn
Martyn «* ..
Naomi- xviartyu
iNaoiTU

C (Comedy);

Comedy-Drama ), R

(Drama),
(Revue);

(Musi- and a $1,292 loss on the $44,847
(Musical Comedy),
cal Drama ; O (Operetta).
gross for the two week tryout. For
Abie’s Irish Rose (C)—Michael the first three weeks, on Broadway,
Rose, prod.
through Oct, 30, the comedy
Elaine Perry,
Anastasia '(D)
grossed $62,345 and earned $7,282
Dir.;
Schneider,
Prod.;
Alan
operating profit. That, left $39,527
Viveca Lindfbrs, Eugenie Leontoto be recouped, Without figuring
stars.
vich,
on reveriue from the film sale.
Dark Is Light Enough (D)
Deal with Metro, called for. a.
Katharine Cornell, prod.; Guthrie
McClintic, dir.; Miss Cornell, Ty- $75,000 down payment, plus weekly payments equal to 10% of the
rone Power, stars.
Paree (Ri—-William L. boxoffice gross; with a ceiling of
Hello,
Taub, prod.; Meryyn Nelson, Dir. $150,000. Show’s share of the down

&

George

(

D

Q:

You

don’t

know

SUMMER THEATRE

either of

them?

A: No.
Q: You know they were the
producers of “South Pacific”?
A: No.
I don’t know that, I
cannot swear by it, I don’t

know.
Scanlon appeared to be

Completely equipped modern house,
276.
Reputation established
stock company past three, suin*
mors and by 25 years of winter

seats

by
.

ill-at-

community theatre.
17

village

Only
house

miles

In

picturesque

from

Cleveland.

summer

other

ease as Feltenstein remarked about
the testimony, “To be charitable,
Scanion
I'll call
it ‘inaccurate/ ”
went along with the hearing reM
eree’s suggestion that perhaps he
had beeri seeking a legal Ioopholp_
in the apparently simple; questions.
Scanlon relinquished the stand

CHAGRI

Frank Steirihauer, Rodgers &
Hammerstein accountant, who fur-

Rehearsal Rooms Availablt

to

ther

beclouded the

question

of

stating that

employer by
he never saw the man’s

Miller’s

name on the R & H payroll;
The referee concluded the hearing by announcing that he would
reserve his decision, thus making
it fiecesfiary for an adjournment
of Miller’s damage suit in Supreme
Court against the Shubert’s, which
had been scheduled for Nov. 15.

announcing the opening of

and prospectus fot The President,
VALLEY LITTLE THEATRE
40 River St.
Chagrin Foils,

Facilities

Used by Outstanding Legit
and Tv Shows

STUDIO ONE

KRAFT
COLDEROS
CAN CAN
Modern

O.E. THEATRE
BEST OF BROADWAY
FRONTIERS OF FAITH

~

ARABIAN NIGHTS

Clean
Spacious
Elevator-Switchboard* Servlti.
Moderate Rental!
Pianos
/
Several Air-Conditioned
Centrally Located
.

ventilated

•Well

—

—

THE NEW YORK ACADEMY OF DANCE
Attention: Special "Children's'* Clattts
and Eveninq "Adult Beginners" Classes.

111

2nd Ave., Near
2 blocks east

AL

4-9800

7 th St., N.YiC.
Wanamakr.ri
B. BIrnS, Managef

'at

WILLIAM DOLLAR
* HUGH LAING
Modern * SHIRLEY BRAUGHTON
Ballet

Jazz

FRANK WAGNER
* BRENDAN FITZGERALD

Ballet (Beginners)

,

At CENTRAL PLAZA

Production Class

CARNEGIE HALL, CO 5-5319

..

Reply, giving background, references

.

who was

ity

red.

i

:
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LITERATI

69

1

Kay Campbell
gives a literati

free commercial produces an ini:
(Walter
mediate desire to buy.
Winchell has been known to hypo
many a book, but in his case, too,
there’s been many an instance
where a bookstore, has been caught
with its type down.),
A lot of noise was made last
week on Steve Allen’s .‘‘Tonight”
revival, makes it again a fpur-way show (NB.C-TV) when Hy Gardsweepstakes among the ner’s “Champagne Before Breakgossip
quartet of local dailies,
fast” (Henry Holt) was given a big
play. But there was quite a twist
TV A .Room To PM Dailies?
attached. Dust, jacket of the book
Television is proving a boon to had a pencilled statistic which
evening newspapers, N.Y, J ournal- Allen “just happened” to read off.
American executive publisher John It was a phone number—-Judsoh
Televi- 6-3000. ^the switchboard at that
j\. Herbert said last week.
sion, once the novelty factor wears number was jammed, immediately
thereafter. It “just happened” to
off, increases circulation which in
turn increases, advertising linage.
be the number of. the Astor Hotel,
& N. Y., where Gardner is cooped up.
Herbert: said Cunningham
Walsh’s latest “Videotown, U.S.A.” Last week also, a pre-sale hypo
study of viewing habits in. New. was undoubtedly given to “An AlBruswick, N.J.j points up the fact manac of Liberty,” by Supreme
that families are readjusting their Court Justice William O, Doiiglas,
tv habits so as not to. give Up read- via his person-rto-person on the
Murrow avoided
ing time and other interests. He Murrow show.
said early-evening news shows and making any reference to the fact
sports programs stimulate interest that a tv adaptation of the book,
“Studio One”
in reading the stories in detail in was upcoming
the papers, and fact that the fam- Monday (8), coinciding with issuily watches tv in itself makes them ance by Doubleday. Murrow probturn to tv listings in. the paper. ably- felt that “publication day”
Herbert reported, that in N.Y! the plug was more appropriate and
total gain in ad linage for evening left it. to the dramatic program of
papers during the. past six months his ovvrt network to carry the ball.
Trau
over the same period in 1953 has
including
lines,
been
1,108,359
N, Y. Times’ Pep Text
Sunday papers. Gotham’s morning
Arthur Krock’s post-election colpapers, lie said, have lost 803,833
umn i the N,., Y. Times went a
lines in the same period..
bit show biz last week in a couple
of particulars,
Pickfdrd, Garbo Bios.
Subheads of Krock’s “In The
Mary Pickfprd’s autobiography,
“Sunshine and Shadow,”; will have Nation” pillar read, “A Good Mann introduction by Cecil B. De- date These Days Is Hard to. Find”
Mille, when it’s published, at $5, and down the middle was a cross“
ii
‘Apathy’ Went Thataway.”
next February, by Dotibleday.

Chi Trill Revives Oossip Col.
The Chicago Tribune revived its
Tower Ticker gossip column this
week with Herb Lyon, former freelance publicity man, its conductor.
Ticker Was launched originally
in 1948 under the Jimmy Savage’s
byline tout was dropped in 1952 a
lew months after his death. Trih’s

TV Has
Names

By Frank

on interesting

editorial, feature

49th Anhversary Number
of

P'A'RIETY
lie .opinion

is

restriction

on

solidly in

imported

favor of
comics.,

Norman Lobsenz has taken over
as editorial director Of See.

Jack Balance profiled by Richard
Hubler in the Nov. 13 Satevepost.
Pines resuming publication of
True Life Stories early in 1955.
It. had been temporarily suspended
last August..

.

f.

:

.

John Bairibridge’s

biog! of

“Gar-

also:, slated via Doubleday
for March. It’s supposedly the first

bo”

/

is

“authorized’-’ bio.

Baseball, comedian-restauranteur
A1 Schacht’s autobiography “My
Ovvn Particular Screwball” also
will be published by Doutoleday
next March.

More Newspapermen’s Books

:

Norman Nadel’s
Norman Nadel,

Spieling
theatre
the
;

party-leading drama and music
Columbus (O'.)editor
of the

has been signed as a
lecturer
by the Lee Keedick.
Agency. This is the second drama
critic on the list of the Agency,
John Mason Brown having been
one of its star performers for
Citizen,

,

years.

I

Dr; Glenn S. Dumke, dean Of
Occidental College, sold his first
novel,

“The Round

&

Brown

City,” to Little,.

CO.

Doubleday is bringing out a
boxed edition of T. E. Lawrence’s
“The Mint,-” at $20 a copy, limited
to

,

1,000 Copies.

Somerset Maugham, now living
in the south of France; has accepted nomination as a candidate for

>

like. this.

Jeano Bailard, chairman of the chamber of commerce publicity committee, held a prerseason seminar at Chi Cili’s and invited Alex Evewho formerly was W^Ber’s top flack; Bill B*est, manager of the
L A. UP; Lynn Spencer (Choliy Angeleno), of the L.A. Examiner,
and Alan MacElwauu a former UP iriari and now publicity director
of the All Year Club, to tell Villagers what, was wrong with th
current publicity setup.

Rectorial election of Edinburgh.
Herbert R. Mayes, editor of Good
the
Housekeeping,
chairmaning
magazine division in this year's
National Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis campaign,
Film Culture,, new. bi-monthly
magazine devoted to the asthetic
and so social aspects of the cinema,
will appear Dec. 1. Jonas Mekas is
editor and publisher;
Morton E Grossman joined staff
of TV Guide as manager of advertising
Grossman
promotion.
resigned as promotion manager of
the WOAI stations, San Antonio.,
to accept Philly post.
John H, Montgomery has published, from. Camden, Maine, a $1
guide to the N. Y. restaurants
titled “Menu.” It is carefully crossindexed,. as to type of cuisine,,

love,

The

proriiotional activity

the percentage for the house, Eveiove explained. “It made it possible
to stage top show attractions and fine food and rooms at comparatively low rates. These are advantages that are tough to beat. They

:

mean an excitement
petitive efforts.

goes

that, regular business cannot offer in its comup a paradox of a human nature which
talks about, the bargains, in roorri and food rates.”

It also points

home broke but

But despite the lure of Las Vegas for those people who like that'
kind of excitement, Eveiove pointed out there are millions who, for
family reasons, do riot like the idea of staying a whole season at Las
Vegas. These, are the people who have been home-building like mad
at Palm Springs.
Around 3,500.000 people still come to Southern
California each year. The task is to get them first,, when they are
tired and need a rest, and then if they want some wilder forms of
fun. point Out that there is plane service daily from Palm Springs
to Las Vegas.
In the old days the fight was between Florida arid Southern Cali-

.

.

fornia for the tourist dollar. Now it is more between the sort of
people who go to Bermuda and the Bahamas and .who would like for
a change to try the desert. Bermuda has plenty of water but Palm
Springs is not lacking in this, as there is one swimming pool to every
three persons but, alas, not a public pool iri the whole town. For
this, visitors have to go to the Desert Hot Springs, 15 miles to the east.
.

,

-

.

Newsmen Pay

Than Prez?

Off Better.

Ike’s visit last season, gave the town carloads of publicity but Evelove said a general and systematic catering to the press would in the
erid do as well by the town. "The expenses of hosting can be charged
off to advertising expense and. will create powerful friends around
the country.”
.

He urged

’

.

,

no earthly reason- for spending the money. Hotels were turning them:
away a few years ago but last season was n.s.g.
Dat Debbie Up North
Las Vegas proved the devastating competition.- Gambling provided

.

,

skull session, attracted about 100 people. Eveiove gave by far
He pointed out that it was human nature to forget
when, things: were going well and there seemed

the best solution.

.

Ex-N.Y. Post columnist Samuel
Nadel, Who Will be given three
Grafton has written a novel, “A
set Weeks’ leave of absence from the
Contagious
Game,”
Most
Citizen each spring and fall, will scale, tips on tipping, etc.
against a realistic N.Y. underworld
Magnum Publications, which
start his concentrated tours of
locale. Doubleday to publish,
U-, S, and Canada in 1955.
The turns out the pocket-sized CelebAnother newspaper gal, Pulitzer critic has filled about 70 speaking rity and Our Life, has taken over
Higgins,
Marguerite
Prizewinner
engagements in the Columbus area TV Revue, from A; A. Wyn. New
has done her memoirs, “News is a the last year and has 40 more on editor of the tv mag will be BerSingular Thing,’’ will be published the
books for the next nine nard Seeman, who previously was
in March by Doubleday.
editor of Show' Magazine.
months.
Bob
newspaperman,
Another,
Helen Chappell White’s “This Is
Considihe, has .written the saga of
the Life,” based on the tv program
Attwdod and Kerry Shifts
tii'e
fire insurance 'industry titled
.William Attwood, veteran for- of the same name, will be pub-,
.“Man
Against Fire,” also for eign correspondent and for the lished in January, by Doubleday:
Doubleday publication.
past three years Look’s European It’s sponsored toy the Lutheran
editor, is moving into the N. Y. Church-Missouri Synod and the
Reader’s. Digest Ads
homeoffice as. a senior writer and National Council of Churches..
Decision to chrry advertising for editor. He’ll be replaced
William Willis, who sailed a raft
in Europe
thq first time in its. 33-year history
by Edward M.
who’s resign- across the Pacific, is slated to have
may cause some, changes in edito- ing as United Kerry,
Press manager: for his. first book published. It’s tenrial procedure
by the Reader’s France to accept the post.
tatively entitled “The Gods Were
Digest. Fact that it runs “reprints”
Both newsmen have racked up Kind.” E. P. Dutton is publishing
from other magazines which comsometime
next- year oh a deal set
highly
publicized
beats.
pete for the advertising may cause some
by his brother-in-law, Charles V.
more stress oh original pieces. Of Attwood ’s most recent was an in- Yates.
terview
with
India’s
Prime Miniscourse, the Digest for many years
A new publishing firm, Vulcan
has been known to “plant” origi- ter Nehru, Korry was!' the only
Press, is
getting
underway., in
nals in other mags,' reprinting press, service staffer to get into
Birmingham.
John BOdette, forthem later and giving credit to the Budapest to cover the Cardinal
Mindszenty trial. Kerry, incident-, mer New York editor, is in charge
oilier publication.
of it. for Elton P. Stephens & AsDigest, which has a circulation ally, did a short stint with NBC
sociates. First book off the presses
of 10,000,000. and has never carried, before joining UP.
is “Coach Tommy of the Crimson
ads except in its international ediTide,”
by Naylor Stone, sports
Sigma Delta Chi’s Eihcees
tions,. said that increased publishCBS President Frank Stanton editor of the Birmingham Posting costs plus“the fact that it had
Herald.
Firm has an outlet to
be
will
the
banquet;
speaker
for
tripled in size since its founding
brought about the decision to Carry the 45th annual convention of PX’s arid Army installations overseas through the Stephens comSigma
Delta
Chi
which
opens
here
ads.
Magazine otherwise would
More than 400 pany.
have been faced by a deficit, a tomorrow (10).
Spokesman said. First edition: with, delegates representing 22,500 members
in
the
professional
journalism
advertising is scheduled for April.
'Comic’ Plot Reprise
fraternity are expected for the
Woodstock. (N. Y.) TownsCaught With Their Type Down •meet. Toastmasters for the various
in an editorial blast at
man
meal
sessions include Earl. Wilson,
Publishers and authors are un“comic” books described the
derstandably
enthusiastic
about N. Y, Post saloon scribe; Robert
plots and content of a newsH.
Ferger,:
Cincinnati
Enquirer
getting a plug, for their, books, on
stand lulu; Quote;
radio-tv, but a temporary disad- publisher; and Phillip W. Porter,
'< “A
successful bookmaker,
Plain Dealer Sunday
vantage; seems to be accruing to ..Cleveland
in hapd and martini balgun
editor.
them when the exploitation is
anced on knee, is leaning perPremature.” Book housed of late
Keynote speech will be delivered
ilously elds to a. hard-faced
have been making discreet inquir- by John Cowles, Minneapolis Star.
blonde Sphinx, who has little
ies of program producers,
et al„ as & Tribune president and publisher.
else on but a shiny object in
1° the when such plugs are due. Cartoonist Milton Caniff is also on
her
navel.
Says the book-*
-Keason is that in quite a number the long list of speakers.
maker, inspecting that shiny
'

Palm Springs realizes it has lost the skirmish for the fast buck to
Las Vegas and is now going to pitch for the tourist trade from another
angie. It’s going to urge that the T.B.M. first come with his family,
for a rest at Paim Springs, and then ,.fly. to Vegas for a fling.
That way he can go home broke and relate how he nearly made
$50,000 till his luck at the tables turned against him. But if he goes
to Vegas first, he won’t have anything left to pay his bills' while loafing
iri the sun at Palm Springs;
This switch puts the Village about back where it was when the
late Nellie Coffman first discovered the unquestioned recuperating
qualities of Palm Springs 40 years ago. A1V realize that the chances
of winning 'California legislators oyer to allowing Golden State resorts
to" permit, visitors to’ gamble are practically, nil. That means that the
Dunes and all those private gambling spots which once flourished at
Cathedral City are as dead as dinosaurii."
A Horse of Another Distance
Efforts to work the back door and institute a racing season have
been watered down to quarter-horses, which is like offering a man''
dying of a wasting, disease an aspirin. Still, the Villagers are going
ahead with It and have built a track for: the sprinting nags and will
open it this winter.
To interest those who prefer to gamble with their, bones instead
of their money, the Villagers are pushing ain aerial; tramway from
towri to the iriouritains to the west for skiers and toboggan addicts;
All official and local opposition to this outlet for lovers of winter
sports :haye been eliminated and now the job is to get the millions
necessary to complete. Atty, Gen. Pat Brown told villagers recently
that the .state- parks will give every cooperation to resorts, in matters'
-
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Scully tt ,

Displaced Fix
in Slick

,

.

SCRAPBOOK

'SCULLY’S

perspective

on hew

j

that eve'ryone

who

is

in.

a course in public relations; “Did you
Hills has seminars for all its municipal

touch with the public be given
know,” he asked, “that Beverly

employees

in public relations?”

A

The

effect of this crack was immediate.
cop seeing an out-of-town,
car overparked at a meter stand, put a note in the windshield reminding the. driver of this, oversight instead of handing him a ticket. Mayor
subsequently got a letter of thanks from the guy -when lie got back
to

Minnesota.

‘‘Take the example of the Ford Motor. Co ,” Alex added as. a clincher.
“It has made a tremendous surge upward when it put public relations
secret, was slipping. Henry Ford at one time
to work.- Ford, it."
made many enemies for many reasons. With the ascension of Henry
Ford 2d, however, a new concept came into the company. Itwas a
The company retained a
.concept of getting, along with people
public, relations counsel arid in a few drastic moves eliminated its
serious problem, It began its work of placing the company back in
the American consciousness: iri better Ways. It. seems to have sucany Chevrolet, dealer ;can tell, you,”
ceeded,
.

.

.

.

,

.

:

1

'
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instances, a cuffo commercial
a Current tome finds given
bookstalls short on the plugged
product. So the prospect is turned
^'av, perhaps never to become a
hti.ver of the
book in question.

Comics Harass British Too
Because the present laws on
obscene libel,, under which a number of publishers .have recently
been prosecuted for indecent literature do not apply the British
it’s known, for* instance,
that a
snow with a big impact on book Government is contemplating insales is Ed Murrow’s
“Person to troduction of a bill to deal with
Person” on CBS-TV (he’s had a horror comics, the majority of
number of authors on his stanza which are printed, locally from
®r performers with
imported U. S. matrixes. Three
..a.- book they
.Hist happened
Britist
publishers
have
to write’’ and might major
have handy for showing on bowed to public opinion, and have
me screen). But with poor coor- withdrawn from the comics, busimnaUon in having publishers and ness, but many small concerns find
nook .distributors alerted
to an up-: it a profitable, undertaking.
plu 8. a mention on the.
While there has been genuine
,0w show could easily go to concern at th^ prosecution of rep"asie, since it’s
a w-k. fact that a utable publishers, responsible pub.

.

,

'

.

r

,;.,

’

object in the navel, and inspecting the navel, too, While
‘Look, baby,
he’s about it:
why should you. pay for your
own meals? This little gat of
mine, aimed at your husband’s
guts, will put us on the. gravy
;

.

train together.’

“In another section of the
‘comic strip,’ a buxom brunwearing a sweater of.
such limited proportions we
gain the impresssidn that the
ette,

.

wool market

is due for an incollapse,
calmly
is
stabbing her sister to death.
Seems they had had a slight
altercation over a bottle of
cologne presented to one of
the ladies by a male friend.”

evitable

.

The general effect of Evelove’s pep talk was a terrific shot in th
arm to those who want Palin Springs to be right up at the top where
it used tp be. Everybody began immediately to spruce up the joint,
pencil in all sorts of tournaments and. otherwise hang. out the^ welcome
sigh for tourists;

Chi Chi's didn’t wait
It

wooed Tommy

till the season got rolling to bring in top acts;
Noorian, fresh. from his triumph in “A Star Is Born,”
bill, which also featured Pobahantas, his Irish-

head a pre-seaSon
Cherokee wfife.
to

Some Disenchanted Evenings
Chi .Chi management dropped $400,000 in six years by bringing in
like Nelson; Eddy ($4,000) and Sophie ‘Tucker ($5,000), which
were too high for. the niiery’s very limited capacity. But they feel
the losses paid off in prestige arid, other ways. As proof that. they
“do not intend to mend their ways, they are after top acts riot. Only
for Palm Springs but. a new nitery they have opened at 29 Palms, a
Spot 50 miles further into the sand dunes.
The Strebes, who own The Doll House as welt as the Village,
such granpicture house, threw an October patty usually reserved i
diose terms for mid-season. When the Sun-Air hooked “The Egyptian”
into the outdoprer while it was still in its first run at GraumanChinese, Strebe, not to be outdone, booked Metro’s super-sleeper,
“Seven Brides for Seven Brothers,” as opposition; Both did well.
The town looks good and has every right to feel that last season
was its worst and there is no way now to go but up;
acts

,

,

:

,

.
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pic season are “Sauerbruch,” biog

that it is returned to the donor
London
for possible framing. There is a
Broadway
tv hookup' via the Ella RainesIrving Berlin came to town for
the
from
in
Reynolds
Debbie
“Jariet Dean,' R. N.” show.
‘‘White Christmas,”
preem
of
the
Coast for a Week's Gotham stay.
and feted at a Paramount cockEdmiihd Burdom returned to the
tailery,
Coast following a European vacaCarol Bruce, star of the London
tion,
edition of "Pal Joey,” to Paris on
Kahn
Nat
Ex-tradepaperman
Ramsay Ames
a quickie before sailing home on
{Gastellana-Hilton; 37-22-00)
launching own public relations
Friday (12).
firm.
Vic Perry talking over as emcee
United Artists contracted for
Berman
Studio
Hehry
space at Madrid’s Sevilla of “People are Funny,” the radio
producer
Metro
in from Europe and on .to the Films, starting Jan, 1 for its Alex- program broadcast weekly from

on German surgeon; “Kaisermanoever” gaudy Viennese tinter spec;
“Gypsy Baron” operetta; Walt
“Living
Disney's
Desert”
and
“Caine Mutiny” (Col).
William Dieterle on location in
northern Bavaria for his Richard
Wagner color biopic, “Magic Fire”
starring Yvonne de Carlo, Rita
Gam and Alan Badel (as Wagrier).
German supporting cast has been
signed for the Republic pic.

,

.

.

’

.

Coast.

veepee of ABC;
bedded with flu; doc ordered him
to bed early this week.
Sarah Vaughan, accompanied by
husband George Treadwell, returned from Europe last week.
Theatrical attorney H. William

Bob

Weitmairi,

Fitelson flew to the Coaist Monday
(8) for a week on business matters.

Jane Powell^ who wed Pat Nerney on Monday (8), planes to,Europe Friday (12) on her honeymoon,
Paulette 'Goddard and author
Erich Maria* Remarque in from Europe Saturday (6) on the Nieuw.
Amsterdam..
Elizabeth Taylor arriving from
..

the Coast Friday (14) to bally the
charity opening of “The Last- Time

Luxembourg.
Jack Oliphant celebrated his sil"La ver Wedding arini alone in London,

ander, the Great.”
While shooting a fight scene with

Fernando Ferriari-Gomez in
By Jerry Gaghan
Otra Vida del Capitan Contreras” Nov. 3 because his wife is 6,000
Club Zelmar switched from
(The Other. Life of Captain Con- miles away in Hollywood.
actor Fernando Sanchp
Not having had a holiday in the iriambo to name policy.
treras),
Emerson’s Musical Bar, South
broke his right shoulder in a fall last six years; musical comedy star
Lizbeth Webb goes to America for Philly musical nariie spot, shutterdowri some stairs.
ed.
Among the guests at Pedro Chi- six weeks vacation Christmas,
Monte Proser's Playhouse, New
A radio series recorded by Anna
cote’s cocktail party for Miroslava
were Dolores del Rip, Luis Miguel Russell during her recent London Hope, Pa., plans to remain, open
Dominguin, Cesareo Gonzalez, pro- season is to be aired on the BBC/ all winter.
N ellie Lutcher making her -first
ducer Benito Pero jo, Mexican act- Home Service starting Nov. 17.
Stewart Granger in fro in Holly- local appearance in four years at
or Tito Junco,. Lola Flores and
wood over weekend to co-star with Pep’s Musical Bar./
writer Mercedes Pinto.
Victor Borge will present orteVictor Pahlen here preparing (in Jean Simmons iri “Deadlock,” a
.association with Mike Frankovitch): Mike Frankovich production for jman show at the Arena Dec. 5 under sponsorship of Philadelphia Inthe Spanish-American co-produc- Columbia release;
Christopher T. Higgins appoints quirer Charities.
tion "Tormenta,” which Will star
Patti Ross, dancer featured in
Pahlen’s wife, Erika Vaal; goes be- ed personnel, manager of Granada
fore the cam'eras Dec. 10 on loca- Theatres, replacing Victor Chap- George White’s ‘Nice to See You”
tion in Mallorca. Film’s Spanish man who was recently upped to at Latin, Casino, is opening ballet
.

'

.

;

.

producer
Saw Paris.”'
Howard Keel heads for the Coast
this week after several days in

I

town following
p.a.

his.

is

Solozano.

tour in in Britain;
Reno;, secretary to

Lee

:

Thomas

.

By Gene Moskowitz
Rue Hrichette-Odeon 49-44)
.

(28

school in New York.
post of chief booker.
Ben Martin,: owner of the RipHoward Harrisom, recently named
joint m.d. of London Films Inter- tide, Wildwood, N. J., purchased
national, to Australia and New the Club Bolero, another name
Zealand for confabs" with Ernest showcase at the resort.
Skipper Daves, former radio-tv
Turnbull of the Hoyts Circuit and
with Universal, which releases producer and commentator, named
manager of Theodore Press store,
Korda pix.
Dick Hurrah, Bernard Delfbnt’s music publishing house,
City
production manager and show proRecreation
Department
ducer, off to Italy, Spain and Por- dedicated Frank Palumbo Playtugal on three-week talent hunt grbund named in honor of caifefor Delfont’s new show due at the man and philanthropist.
Heitor Villa-Lobos, dean of con-Prince of Wales Theatre late in
April; will also seek novelties for temporary' Latin American comhis other West End shows for next posers, slated world preem of two
latest works during his appear-;
year.
ances with the Philadelphia Orchestras in January.
;

return from a

Gerety of Metro’s homeoff ice publicity dept., marries Joseph Vergara on Thanksgiving Day.
Hilde Gueden, Met Opera soprano, flew in. last Friday (5) from
performances at the Vienna State
Opera and Salzburg Festival.
Arthur Rosen, assistant. to Nat
Lapkin, Stanley Warner’s Cinerama production chief, planed to
the Coast over the weekend.
Charies J. Freeman’, former RKO
head booker and now with InterCircuit in Houston, celestate
brated his 73d birthday last week,
Frankie Laine; who appeared at
last week’s Royal; Command variety performance in London, returned to New York yesterday
(Tues.) on the He de- France.
Treasury Dept.’s Savings Bond

,

:

Pfeiffer, Gallic jazz pianist; signed for Embers: Club in

Barnard

N.Y.

...

1

Bob Kingsley and Mike Mindlin
here after winding chores on Ilya
Lopext’s “Summertime” (UA)
which was made entirely in Venice.;
Prizewinning Jap film, ‘The Gates
of Hell,” now in a long run Via its
original Version, will be the first
Japanese pic to be dubbed Into
French for general release.
By Hal V. Cohen
Preston Sturges will make a film
Bill Kenny, the ex-ink Spot,
here this season, “The Garnets of
Major Thompson,” with a cast booked to open week’s stand at
headed by Alec Guinness, Robert Copa Monday (15).
Local actor Gene. Lyons signed
Lamoureux and Danielle Darrieux.
“Wit-,
Gregory Peck having a few. days, for a role in Gilbert Miller’s
for Prosecution/’
ness
off from the shooting of “Moby
Jimmy Finks, Steelers’ quarterDick” (WB) in London, and spendwill be “Fall Guy” at Circus
Division in Washington this week ing them here at the better res- back,
Dec.
handed Judy Holliday the Minute taurants before heading for loca- Saints and Sinners fall party
.

Man Award

Columbia Pictures
a Distinguished Service Award.
arid

Italo "Bread, Love and Fantasy”
Brokenshire,
whose, in its sixth month with its original
Norman
autobiography has gone into its version on the Champs-Elysees.
third printing, hack from a lecture Looking in for a long subtitled run
tour on the tome, and is moving in this area also is “Knock On

back into the radio-tv business;
A third anniversary memorial
mass will be celebrated for Jack
Mclnerney at nodn next Wednesday (17) in Saint Jean Baptiste
Church, 76th St. and Lexington
Ave.
Richard Skinner, general manager, of the Huntington Hartford
Theatre, Hollywood, leaving today
(Wed.) for the Coast after, a week
here lining up attractions for his

Wood"

(Par).

Vandals defaced the walls and
of the Fontaine Theatre/
now showing the play “Responsibilite Limite,” dealing with antisemitism. Police are now on hand
for all performances.
Martine Carol has accepted a
fiye-year contract with 20th-Fox to
make one pic .per year. Hubby
Christiari-Jaque is also' in on this
and will direct Miss Carol’s second
house.
commitment. First film is “CanPorfirio RUbirosa, the Dominican Can.”
diplomat and former husband of
The film house Saint-Marcel
Barbara Hutton, will drive in the Pathe is the first one to feature
fifth
Pari
American road race regular large screen tv, arid is billwhich will end after five days in ed as the “tele-cinema” here.
Juarez, Mexico.
House plans to have, regular pix
Claude C. Philippe, major domo plus tv transmissions at every,
of the Waldorf, quickied to Lon- show.
don on a five-day hop to visit, his
Ludmilla Tcherina will probably
wife, Mony Dalmes, of the Comedie accept the offer of the' MetropoliFrancaise, with “expenses paid by tan. Opera of N.Y. to be its prima
Election winnings/’
ballerina, starting in February, ’55.
Joe Glaser, topper of Associated Iri December; she heads for LonBooking Corp., planes out. today don to play i nthe Michael Powell
(Wed.) for a quickie trip to Lon- pic, “Rosalinda.”
don, Paris and Rome for talerit
Looking like another legit hit
gandering. He’s expected back at here, with solid crix, is Jean Anoiir
his N. Y. desk Monday (15).
ilh’s new long one-acter, “L’Ec.ole
Arthur Askey, British comedian, Des Peres” (School for Fathers),
composer-ccfnductor David Rose, sharing
billing
with
Anouilh’s
actor Bill Johnson, pianist Clifford adaptation of Oscar, Wilde’s “The
C.urzon and the Theatre. Guild’s Importance of Being Earnest.”.
Jerome Whyte arrived, from EuBorrah Minevitch’s He St. Louis
rope Monday (8)
the Queen bistro is becoming a “must” for all
posters

Morocco.

;

-

.

auditorium during same
week. Former group booked two
days by Mrs. Emil Brudho Who
“Fanny.”
Clashed with G. Bernardi, sponsorGeqrge Murray, Casino manager, ing other edmpany.
arid his wife have moved from
Bob Ancell, Hipp theatre’s procloser
Hotel
Hall
to
Edison
Haddori
motion director and disk jockey, is
to the theatre.
new member of Fred Strauss bookGoofers did so well at Vogue ing agency.
Ancell is handling its
Terrace they’ve been re-optioned local
nitery
accounts
during
for three dates, in May, October Strauss’ trips
with the Crew-Cuts
December.
and
as their personal biz manager arid
partner. Tex Ritter brought in by
backers of new O’Neil-Sheffield
Shopping Center to open it. Three
By Les Rees
Suns and Four Aces also making
“Life With Father” on tap at personal appearances for spot.
in

for new
is
;Ez1o Pinza-Walter Slezak musical,

TOA convention in Chicago.
Herbert J. Yates returned to hi
desk after recovering from surgery.
Edmund Purdbm checked in. at
Metro after three weeks in Eng-

the

land;

Kim Novak, Eva Gabor and
Johnny Weissmuller returned from
N. Y
Richard Steeriberg moved from
to Paul Sinall Artists as an

MCA

associate,

Stewart Granger to London for
Command Performance of
“Beau Brummell.”
George Murphy to. Charlotte for
the North and South Carolina Theatre Owners convention,
RUfus Blair returned from “The
Ten Commandments” location in
Egypt, on doctor’s orders.
.

the

Steve Broidy will be keynote
speaker at the Publicists Guild’s
annual; Panhandle Dinner..
Richard Steenberg shifted from
the Sam Jaffe agency to Paul
Small Artists, as an associate.
Cyd Charisse will christen the
Royal Vikingi first Scandinavian
plane to fly from L. A. to Europe.
Motion Picture Relief Fund sold
about 40,000 Christmas cards
first month of its annual campaign.
John J. Schulman in town as
guest of L. Wolfe Gilbert to address the. Los Angeles Copyright
Society.
;

i

Claudio
Arrau,
who
played in Vienna, Berlin and Milari
last week, wound his European
tour Monday (8) with a recital in
Paris, then flew in. to N.Y;, to. begin,
his U.S. season next Sunday (14)
in Newark.

Thomas Schernian
Orchestra

Society;

arid the Little
will
present

Theodore D. Steinway, of the piano
family, illustrator Lisl Weil and
Abbott Lee Ruskin, nine-year-old
pianist, at a Hunter College gout
cert Saturday morning (13). Max
Leavitt will be the narrator.
Ellen Morris; daughter of music,
publisher E. H. (Buddy) Morris,
left for the Coast last week after
month’s stay iri Gotham to resume as registered nurse at the
U.C.L.A.
Medical Center.
She
stopped over at Columbia, Mo., to
see her sister Lynn, who’s, an undergrad at Stevens College.
Irving
Trust,
where
Walter

Winchell banks his Damon Runyon
Cancer Fund, has co-oped. on a
penny-a-day prepared check ($3; 65
per annum) foe benefit of the fund.
It also lias a “souvenir” pitch, in

.

.

Edward Morey

Norton

arid

V;

Ritchey in from N:Y. for Allied
annual board Of directors
meeting.

Artists’

George

Jessel

emcee

will

the

on the Paramount lot.
Luckily she had .her back turned
Humphrey Bogart,
to the light.
star of the picture, and three members of the crew were cut by flying

Hours”

glass

'

and treated

at the studio hos-

pital.

'
j

civic

.

.

Edyth Bush Little Theatre.
Star Playhouse offering “The
Hasty Heart” for a fortnight.
Herbie Fields following Dick
Marrone into St. Paul Flame.
Jan August to give way to RUs-

Frankfurt
By Hazel Guild
,

(24. Rheinstrasse; .76751)

“Canadian Video Films” signed
Hotel Radisson Flame
a
deal with UFA for films on
Minneapolis Symphony sriasdn’s Canadian tv.
First
Perspecta
Stereophonic
opening coricert drew audierice Of
opens in town Nov. 15 when Metro
3,500.
“Hippodrome of 1955” rounded preems “Knights of the Round
out week’s run at St. Paul Audi- Table.”
sell Nype at
Roorri.

;

German actress Maria Schell
Hollywood Ice Revue started 13- heads for Hollywood in November,
perf.ormance date, at local Arena fori, her first pix, “Backfire," with
Gary Cooper.
this .week,
torium.

Hadda Brooks filling in the last
days of Tito Guizar’s stint at
Black Orchid.
Morris
Williarti
Sid Epstei
agent here, yatationing for two
weeks with frau at Miami Beach.
Edgewater Beach Hotel unveil.

five

.

new dinery, the Charterhouse,
and the Cinnabar cocktail lounge
Nov. 15.
Blue Angel opening doors on
Sunday nights beginning Dec. 5
seven-day
embarking
on
and
schedule thenceforth.
Sam Katzman. looking over town
to set- sites for filming “Chicago
Story,” which Will star Dennis
O’Keefe, Xavier Cugat and Abbe
Lane.
Lily Pons dated for Anshe Emet
Temple last night (Tues.), together
with Jessica Tandy and Hume
Cronyn in performance of “Face
to Face.”
“I Come For to Sing” folksong
group, comprising Studs Terkel,
Chet Roble, Big Bill Brobnzy, and
Larry Lane, reorganizing for Monday night performances at Playwrights Theatre Club.
ing

,

7

WB

planning gala preem for
“Biggest Show of 1954” with
Billy Eckstine, cancelled Nov. 5 “Star Is Born” at Berlin’s Film
Buehne Wien Theatre Dec. 25, first
date at •Auditorium. here.
Old Log Strawhatter abandoned European showing.
By Gordon Irving
Columbia set to release “Mirror
( Glasgow ; K,elinri 1590)
Steve Previn. Prestoh Sturges. plan to present “The Front Page” of Beauty” in Germany. It is a
at; Lyceum, local legit house.
Chaz Chase, Spivy, Anita Loos and
“Martin Luther” opens fourGerman- Austrian co-production by
Jay
held
for
Big
Benefit
dance
Anatole Litvak.
week run at Cosrno, Glasgow Nov.
McNeely’s band which lost instru- Schonbrunn Rex-Films, now shoot- is.
ments in fire which destroyed Vic’s’ ing in Austria.
G. H. Elliott, currently at Pavilbusiness,
legit
In
bid
for
better
appearirig;
nitery where they Were
Glasgow, celebrating 70tn
ion,
Barcelona
now ate playing orie-riighters in thesps are bringing two American birthday.
,
stage hits, in German. “Caine Muthis territory.
By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomis
Jjban Stuart to play Principal
tiny,” starring Wilfried tier,- Rick(Angli, 43 Tel 24-00-18)
in pantomime, at *Pavilion.
lef Mueller and Thomas Fabian, Girl
“Men In My Life” at the Rome a
started at the Kleines Haus. On Glasgow.
Munich
where Ernesto Vilches’ company
“Purple Plain” (Rank) given
Nov. 15, ‘‘Teahouse of the August
did well With Argentine Eduardo
Hungarian director Ge.za Rad- Moon,” will be done by the City charity preem at New Victoria cinPappo’s play,
ema, Edinburgh.
vanyi plans to move his residence Theatre Players.
The Barcelona Theati’e has An- from Paris to Hamburg.
“White Christmas” (Par) given
tonio Molina in the show, “Hecligala trade screening to exhibs at
Italy’s Raf Vallone and German
izo,” plus prima balleri
Odeon, leading Glasgow cinema.
Tona " femme Ruth Deuwerik partnering
Radely and her ballet.
Olive Gilbert, here in “Dancing
in Rolf Hansen’s “Beloved Enemy.”
American pix at Barcelona cinefinished
Rossellini - Bergman
By Fred Woodress
Years on Ice,” to play her prig'naf
mas are “Island Iri- the Sky” (WB), work On their first German pic,.
Stan Kenton plays at Auditorium stage role in film of Ivor Novello s
“Caine Mutiriy”. (Col), “Law and' “Fear,” based on Stefan Z.weig’s Nov. 14.
“King’s Rhapsody,” set to roll
The Lady” (M-G).and “Beachhead” short story,
Ringling -Bros, circus here at New Year With Errol. Flynn and
(UA).
Anna Neagle,
“8/15” filmization of German Fairgrounds Nov, 5.
Actor.. Enrique Guitart off to bestseller on army life, is. set for
Eleanor Steber to open Symph’s
R. Catori (Bob) Horsley, manage
Glasgo-’,,
Theatre,
Madrid for a performance of. “The release in 100 theatres. Gloria is sixth season Oct; 28 at Auditorium.
Empire
*
Hands of Euridice” at the Fourth distributing. This saturation reinupped to manager of Victoria P?
Recent Birmingham visitors
Ntional Convention of rieuro-psy- lease is unprecedented in postwar clude
Applewhite, the ace, Londonv His successor «
Charlie
oi
chiatry; he is surrehtly at the German show biz,
Chordettes, Spike Jones group and Frank Mathie, former manager
Rigat in the same play.
Wilson Barrett stock company.
First b.o. hits of German fall Stephen MltchelL
.

visiting show biz people. In arid
out. this week were Robert. Siodniak, Erik Charrel; John Byran,
^

|

escaped injury w^eri a large spotlight exploded' yvhile she was visiting the set of “The Desperate

;

Elizabeth.
Pianist

.

-

in

master property man

Gilbert Roland to Mexico City
on vacation.
Jan Sterling to Toronto to drui
beat for “The Human. Jungle.”
Charles Watts emceed, the Sunday show at the Hollywood USO.
Robert L, Lippert returned froi

By Glenn C, Pullen
were down in September to $125.35
Four Aces into Sky-Way Club from $129,80 average of August acfor four days, succeeding Three cording to California Labor StaSuns;
tistics Bulletin. But Sept. 1953 was
Johnny Morocco bought Pagli- $107.40 average.
acci Club, renaming it the Val
Mrs. Eleanor; Roosevelt narrowly

Fanny Arrns, former Halle’s dey
town ahead partment fashion editor; joined
Play House’s publicity bureau.
Nixon
Town,”
which
“Wonderful
of
Leoriard
Gray from Detroit
gets for two weeks opening Nov.
made new. Paramount exploitation
22
man
in- this area; replaced Harry
Phil Doyle, biz agent for stageWeiss, bound for N.Y.
hands union who was recently hosBalletmaniacs were caught in
pitalized for heart attack, back for
middle by Ballet Theatre playing
Surgery.
against Monte' Carlo Ballet Russe
Ken Rossignol, Tech drama grad,

Howard Newman

Jesse L. Lasky in from N. Y.
Michael Wilding home from the

Screen. Producers Guild’s annual
Milestone Dinner, honoring Joseph
and Nicholas Schenck.
Film workers’ average earnings

10.

tion,

.

hospital.

.

,

:

,

.

.

;

;

.

.
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livan principal at the Savoy thea- widely known during World War I
entertaining American troops overtre there.
Before turning to the stage as a seas with his ventriloquist act,
career. Green was a pilot In the died Nov. 4 in, Philadelphia.
Graham, who gave up show busiBritish RAF in the first World War
and for five years, a tea planter in ness to become a plasterer, in later
years,,
entertained at veterans’ hosBengal.
In 1931 he came to the.
U. S.'after playing leading roles in pitals around Philadelphia.
His 'wife survives,
London.
1

.

HOT UPS* PAGE

War

World

II.

playing

After

Oran (Hot Lips) Page, 46, noted aroUnd. the East for Some time,
Green supported the late Leslie
trumpeter and vocalist, died both with his own orchestra and
two-week Howard during the American tour
^ 0\/ 5 of a heart attack in New that of others, he took a
York. Bom in Dallas, Tex., he be- booking in Pittsburgh thaF extendr of "Hamlet" in 1936-37 and in
apparently 1938 was in “Murder in the Cathegan to play the trumpet at the age ed into years and had
iar/

Minh;4 Coo’k /Mrs, M. A.
87, died at Leicester,

,

,

'

Gam-

ble',

decided to make Pitt his -perma-: dral.” He was later with Hie origof i2,
band for several years. nent home at the time of his death. inal company of “Kiss Me, Kate.”
brass
His only known survivor is a son, The “Sherlock -Holrriies” arid “u reWhile at Texes College he organs
be in New gory Hood” serials were among
izod several bands,; his first be- Luis, Jr., believed to
However, several days after his radio writing, credits.
ing “The Original Blue Devils,” York!
had been
death,
nq
.one
Morales’
pianist.
His wife and mother sur
Basie
as
Count
with
Page went to Kansas able to contact Luis Jr,, and Luis
n, 1927
lay unclaimed in the
PIETRO DEIRO
Oi iw where he joined the Benny Sr.’s body
Pietro Deiiro, 65, former vaude
MoVen and Count Basie orchestras. Allegheny County morgue.
performer, accordionist; composer
Alter coming to New York with the.
JOY HATHAWAY KENNY
and music publisher, died Nov. 3
group, tie was subsequently
Basi
Mrs. Joy Hathaway Kenny, radio- in New York after a brief illness.
hired as third trumpeter and voBorn, in Italy,., he studied piano
Shaw’s, band, thus tv actress and wife 'of Charles
calist by Arti
becoming one of the first Negro Kenny, assistant radio-tv editor of abroad before coming to Uie U.S.
died Nov. 4 in 1907. He started, his vaude career
•playera with an all-white orchestra. tlie.N.Y. Daily Mirr
after con- in 1909 in San; Francisco, and later
jnever to play the same in Bridgeport, Conn,
Kri
appeared at the- Palace Theatre,
N.Y., among, other houses.
AS an accordion soloist Deiro
performed on the B. F. Keith and
Pantages circuits as well as on

.Em;,.

'Oct.. 24 v She began her stage .career
at the age of five.at Leicester, and

;

acted

.

in

such

“Barnes of

ble,

j

fromer

Pavilion

plays

New

Tom’s. Cabin;’.’
Surviving is.

.

as

“Caste.”

York,” and “Uncle

a',

son, Archie.

manager

stage,

Theatre,

Gamthe

at

Leicester.,

i

HELEN HARTLEY

,

:

i!.

,nes.

..Known

professionally,

,

'

:

Mrs. Echo Yoshida,. 61, vet. circus performer, died in Denison,
rTex. Oct. 30 following, a'-' brief

.

.

l

separation of Equity and its chorus
affiliate was coniained in a letter
to council members./ In discussing
Chorus objections to. merger, the
message suggested that the opposition steins from a small segment
of the Chorus lriemborsh:
without the knowledge or approval .of
the majority.
Asserting that the
verwhelming bulk of both Equity arid Chorus
Equity favors merger-, Bellamy .pro-!
posed that the question of a showdown n the -q ue.st
with tli'e
Chorus,. me mb e r.sh ip nriilci ng up its
.iriind eithe
to accept merger or
be prepared to "go, it alone;” He
>xpve.ssed “amazement'’ a t personal attacks made upon him on the

MINNA COOK

appearing with a children’s

as

issue'.

Helen Hartley, she was appearing
The merger roposak endorsed
in Denison with Hagen Bros. Circus
recently by t.h
Equity council,
when she was taken ill.
with -.Chorus- repT.ercntali.vcs
-.M'rS:- Yoshida had been: a big top.
performer for more than a quarter ent, was (o have been submitted
to referendum of the riieinberships
of a. century.

,

i

!

•

,of the two. affiliates wiih'
a month,
beAlice Sniycke, 44, died NOv, 6 .at \vi ii actual amalgamati
recording artis^ for RCA Victor her home in Banstead; Surrey,. conie effective about Jan.
since 1921.
He helped popularize England. She was the, wife of the
winning jockey.
the accordion in flip U.S. by im- famous Derby
proving. the instrument's keyboard Charles Snrirke, arid belonged to
as well as writing several concertos: the family of Marie and Alice
for it/ Since 1935 he headed the Lloyd, oldtime headliners in BritConlirincd front pa^c 4
Accordion Mpsic Publishing Co. / ish riiusic halls. Harry McNauchHis wife, a son and. a daughter tpri. the American comedian.:
This is the main feature of
eousi
survive,
the Tushinsky lens,
Now.
Frank D. Byler. 93. organizer of films \vi 1) be available in standard
FRANZ STEINER
formal
plus
anamoiphic
for ihe
Seven brass bands during his 65Franz Steiner, 81, baritone li. year music career, died Novi 4 in Tushinsky present at ion. Developder singer and: a close- associate Reading,
ment
the
of.
Tushinsky
lens
-lias
Pa.
He was- awarded a
of Richard Strauss, died Nov, 4 in
silver cup from. John Philip Sousa readied, the point where theatres
Mexico City. Born in Vienna, he in
can
recognition of his skill as a equipped for Cinemascope
was: for years a professor at the
march composer. Surviving are a now show iri a ratio of /up to lw
Conservatory for Music there;, and
to one the anamorphfc prints procdaughter arid two sons.
performed at the Royal Opera
essed by Tushi sky. “Underwater,”
House in Dresden.
Dennis J. McNerriey, 70/ for 25 Jane Russell starr
is to be the
From 1910 to 1928 Steiner was years
partner in Bltiriierithal /first
a
film to be made available
believed to have been the first to
Theatres, died Nov/7 in. San. Fra, - iri bbtli the conventional and anasing Strauss’ lieder, and toured
cisco. He previously was. Coast dis- morph ie prints.
with the. composer on many octrict
Manager for .United Artists/
casions,
Surviving, are a sister Surviving
are' his wife, two sons!
and a brother.
and a daughter.
Elsa Latzko to Jano Endrst, New
CLEM BERNARD
Wife, 58, of Louis Rosenfeld,
.Clem Bernard, 49, corriedy pi- president and general manager of .York, Sept. 18: BoUi bifide, and.
groom- are with Radio Free Europe.
anist with the Billy Cotton orcli,
Columbia Pictures of Canada, died
Peggy Caldera to Dan Love, Ausdied in a London hospital Nov. 1,
of a cerebral hemorrhage recently tin. Tex. Oet; 16. He’s a KTBC,
haying collapsed in a BBC studio iri, Toronto.
Surviving besides her AM-TV, staffer.
the previous day just before a
husband are a son. a daughter and
Joanna Donat to Christopher R,.
broadcast/ He was associated with a ister
a nd a broth er.
Wellington,
Great 11 a
p d e n,
the maestro for 30 years, acting as
Bucks..
.Eng., ; Oet. 30.
Bride is
arranger, scripter and gagman.
Theodore Rand, 47, member of sin ger-daughter of actor Robert
Bernard was a key personality the vaudeville troupe
known as Uie Donat; lie’s-.. a. ,yipla-Ji>la?er,
in the Cotton band show. He filled,
Dancing Theodores, died. of cancer
Billie
Webster .to. Jay Tj’oinTroina leading role on stage as a pocketNov. 4 at the Motiori Picture Coun- peter, Chicago. Oct; 13.'
lie's a
Ile's
sized comedian, as well as performtry, HOirie in California. He lost- a" Windy City disk jockey on stall
1
ing .bn the ivories;
leg. last June because of the same WIND.
Survived by his wife and two ailment.
| ; Esther B. Oeslsehlaeger. to Ken.children,
neth Peters. Laconia. N. H., reMrs. Elsie Riesenfeld Mark, 69 cently. Bride is a station
M. DOL1NSKY
Widow.' of Moe Mark, pioneer film staff'er in that city.
Herman M. /-Doli risky. 66, a exhib and original co-owner with
Joan Seralirii to Joe Negri, PittsLoew’s Theatres manager, died his brother, Mitchell Mark; of the. burgh, Nbv. 6; He’s a musician,
NOv. 2 in Brooklyn. Starting with Strand Theatre/N. ,Y.. died Nov. 8. ".Rae Harrison to .Jerry Rofey,
Loew’s in 1911 as an assistant man- in New York, after a ^long-illness, Pittsburgh, Oet. 24. Bride’s with
ager at Loew’s Delancey Theatre,
exchange,
the
he subsequently became manager
Harry S. Godfrey, 71, New York
Connie Bull* to John Bartolotta,
of several Loew theatres in Brook- newspaperman arid publicist, who "Pittsburgh. Oet. 3-1. Bride’s
lyn,
He was manager of LoeW’s worked, on motion pictures for IWDTV staff;
Coney Island Theatre for' 15 $outh America while On the staff
Darlene Sharp to Ken Fiske, Chiyears. At the tiriie of his. death he of
the
Affairs cago. Oct. 23. Bride is a former
Inter-Americanwas a relief, .manager for the cir- Assn! during World War II, died NBC-TV script girl in Chicago; he’s.
cuit.
in Adamant, Vt.. Oct. 27;
the
network’s farm
consultant
Surviving are three daughters.
there.

numerous radio shows.. He was

Remembering

Conti
I.

a

!

.

RKO Abroad

November

7, 1

945

'

RKO

Liliion

.-.

.

1

pneumonia. She was hos-

tr acting

:

pitalized since the death of the
couple's infant daughter only three

days earlier;

A

i

native of Vancouver, B.C., Mrs.

Kenny portrayed the title role
“Amanda of Honeymoon Hill,’-

.

in
a

popular radio serial of the 1930s,

She was

;

RKO

,

j

also cast in several other

soap operas including “Young Widder Brown,” arid ‘‘Stella Dallas:”

She appeared in the. Broadway production of “The Women.”
Surviving besides her husband,
is the brother of Mirror radioeditor Nick Kenny, are three
sons and her. mother.

who
tv

JAAP VAN LAREN
Jaap Van Laren (Johannes Jacob

|

-

MARRIAGES
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.
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|
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•

•j

.
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j

;

!

NOVEMBER

TO.

1945

WLNH

I

HERMAN

{

with
proceeds going to Page’s
family.
His wife and a son survive.

Becker),, retired .vaude and circus
pefforirier, died, recently of a heart
attack at Plymouth, Eng. Known
as . the “Jolly Dutchman' on the
wire,” he. was a native of Hilver,

CATHERINE WILLARD
veteran
actress who played leading roles
for more than 25 years, died Nov.
Willard,

Catherine

4 in

New York

Born in

54,.

after a Short illness.

Dayton, O., she studied at

Comedie Francaise in Paris
before making her debut at the
Theatre Roy ale in Exeter, England,
"The Taming of the Shrew.”

the

bi

Miss Willard, a former wife of

sum, Holland, and was an acrobat
and wire-walker in his teens.
In J 9.12 Van Laren went from
the Continent to. England with his
comedy wire act, in which he was
assisted by his \vife; Wilhelmina.
The couple made their home in
Britain and toured the world in
Vaude and circuses. In 1938 he retired from show biz and opened a
bookshop in Plymouth, Eng.

Ralph Bellamy, subsequently
Shakespearean parts at the
CLEO MAYFIELD
Old Vic, London. Returning to the
Cleo Mayfield, 57, former musiI'.S.
in 1921 to appear with the
Henry Jewett Co. in Boston, she cal comedy actress, died Nov. 8,
portrayed some 86 roles in various in New York, after a long illness.
912, she first attracted notice
bsen, Shaw and Galsworthy plays In
'resented at the Copley Theatre.
in' the role of Miss Understood in
Following her Broadway debut “The Military Girl,” at the Ziegn 1924 she was seen in such plays
feid Theatre in Chicago. Among
actor

played

M

’

i

I

WB

I

j

:

!

.

Vincenzo Battoni,

H. HOLZHAUSEN
Albert H, Holzhauseri 56, musi-

ALBERT
and

vocal

Nov.

6

Youngstown, O,.
the music faculty

HARRY

D.

SQUIRES

her other successes were roles in
“Young Love/’ “To- “No, No, Nanette,” "The Blue Par“The Deep Mrs. Sykes,” adise,” .“Miss 1917,” “Look Who’s
l,e la
si appeared in the 1951 pro* Here!” “The Blushing Bride” and
nction of IT Am a Camera" at the “Innocent Eyes.”

Great Gatsby,” “SitnOn

VTlie

!?

,

ailed

Ijze"

Peter,”

’^PU’c,

N.Y.,

surviving
!

,

nlv.

HlSl

Miss Mayfield, with her late husa son, Willard Bel- band, Cecil Lean, had appeared
and tv producer as a comedy team In vaudeville
Miner is her first and in legit. Her last Broadway
stint was in 1944, in the comedy,
“Right Next to Broadway.” She

is-

Theatre

°nhirigton

merly

on

miis

Jit

,

survive.

,

Capaclcs.”
Gwilyin Price Ji’.,
Mr., and Mr.;
son Pittsburgh. Qel. 28, Mother’s
Harold Long,. 49, chief .account- on Pitt Playhouse executive board.
ant /for Telemeter; a Paramount /" Mr, and Mrs; Harrison Mueller,
subsidiary;- died Nov. 4 in Molly- son. Bethel, Gonn., Oct 28. Father
and mother are dancers.
wood.
He joined Paramount
Mr. and Mrs. David Van Devcer,
1939.
son, PiU.shurgh, Nbv, 2, Mother’
Mother of Sam Gardner, Metro Shirley Summerville. ex-WDTV
,

.

:

i
1931. Among his
screen credits are “Rornirice of the
Rancho,” “The Great Mystic” and
“The Strange Mr. Gregory.”
A. son survives.

a .film scripter

0.

ley.

.

.

Charles Belderi, 50, screen writdied Nov. 3 of acute pancreatitis
at the Motion Picture Country HosStarting his
pital on the Coast.
writing career, as a reporter on the
Syracuse Post-Standard, he became

ARTHUR

Pittsburgh, Oct. 26. Mother’s ShirKinder, of radio’s .singing
Kinder. Sister, formerly; with “Ice

Cecil H. Taylor, 83, dance directbiY died at Manchester. Eng... Oct.
27; He went to Africa and A ust rail a
five years ago to reyiy
inter-,
est in oldtime dancing.

:

-.

branch manager

'

in

Sari

aff;

Franci.se

Mr., and: Mrs.

died Oct, 31/ in Philadelphia.

MAY

•Sant

.

Monica.

TI.

Cal,.

Robert Gluck,
Nov, 1, Child
Mrs.. Florence

Ray Mainella, 42, member of f the grandson, of.
75;. actor
known professionally; as Arthur O. Metro’s-, construction department, Tlralhciinei-,- educational television
May,: died Nov. 4 in Chicago. He died Oct. 31 in Venice; Cal. His producer.
Peter Graves,
and. Mrs:
Ml’:
retired from the stage in 1949 after wife and two children survive,
T
\
.daughter. -Santa. .Monica. CaI./i
nearly 50 years during which time
K, Roller Whittredge, 50. former 1 .Father is a screen actor/
he played most of the major vaude
Mr; and Mrs. .A. Alan Friedbcrg.
sound editor, died. Oet, 29 in
circuits.
daughter. New York. Nov. 1, Child
Ventura, Cal,
Survived by a sister.
granddaughter. Of Milton E.
is
Constantine Klein, 48, Pa-ra- Cofien, United Artists eastern diviCrawford, 50, prexy arid mourit grip for 25 years, died Nov. sion manager.
Bii.d
Mr, and Mrs. Alan Carloun. son,
chief engineer of Custer County 1 in Hollywood.
New York, Nov. 5. Father is proBroadcasting Co., at Broken Bow,
Father, 92/ of Max Shulgold. in- duoer of CBS Radio’® “Lon gin os
Neb., died Oct, 26 in a Loup City
Arthur O. Donaldson,

:

.

!

;

;

RKO

.

i

:

c

:

j:

BIRTHS

of

LUIS MORALES
appeared in. “Big-Hearted
also
Morales, 58, bandleader who Herbert,” “The Milky Way” and
BUD CRAWFORD
£ een working in and around “The .Bishop Misbehaves.”
‘itsburgh for the last few years,
Surviving are her mother and a
found dead of natural causes,
‘us rooming house in that city. sister.
31. He recently closed an
DENIS GREEN
pasi'inent
at
Pitt’s
Carnival
Pittsburgh’s
distributor ...on
hospital after a three-month ill- die
where he had worked off
Denis Green, 50, actor and ness. The company owned and Film Row, died Oct. 30 in that
on since 1950.
writer for radio, television and operated KCNI, Broken Bow.
city;
•Vv nban, Morales was a trumpet motion pictures, died Nov. 6 of a
p His wife and daughter survvi
.In the Army Band
Leslie. Sloman, 35, writer, died'
of his heart ailment in New York, Born
,'9. land for a couple of decades
Her
in London, lie was the son ^of
Nov. 3 in Pacific Palisades.
WARREN~>1.
01 e
coming to the U.S. before Richard Green, a Gilbert and SulWarren M/Graham, who. became parents survive.
.

,

actress.

Youngstown College, he previously
Mr, and Mrs. Jack Moffett.
Job
T.
Everitt,
radio-lv
47,
had lived in New York for 19 script writer, died Nov; 2 in Hunt-, Pittsburgh, Oct. 3l. Mother’s the
years, where he was with CBS’ ington, -L.I., after a short illness. daughter
Byron F. /Dinty)
of.
"The Cathedral Hour ” and sang Surviving are h is wife, a son, a Moore,
district
Stanley-Warner
with the N. Y. Oratorio Society,
manager in Pitt zone.
daughter arid his mother.
Two sisters, and three brothers.,
Mr. arid Mrs. Jack/Moon. son,

arid

!

film

a

;

’

er,

1951)

riev,
i

.

in

.

9,

Jane Powell to Patrick W. NerHollywood, Nov. 8. Bride’s

,

Charles belden

(November

who sang

basso for years at La Scala and
other top opera houses throughout
died, the world, died ..of a heart attack
For- NoV, 4
Milan. Italy,

cian

instructor^

73,
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.
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Symphoneltc”

and

“The

Choral-

iers.”

Mr. and Mrs.

Ritdoll'

Petrak. son.

Port-,Chester; N.Y.. Nov. 7.

Mother

is. .former Czech
icefkating chainp.; father i«f tenor
lead with N.Y. City Opera Co.

iSedora .Kalencik)

;
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ROBERT W. DANA
N. Y, World Telegram &
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TIME MAGAZINE
“The audiences rousing applause
meant- another successful night
club opening for four one time
Toronto choir boys
the young
Four Lads climbed into entertai
ment-s major league with almost
no preliminaries.”
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Las Vegas, Nov.

Moving picture theatre operators
The

department store buyers in
the range and variety of items. they

rival

Real Captive Audience

purchase. While the main business

i

breakdown

of-

the

number

of

salesmen peddling different items
on theatre operators
call
would surprise the average nonThe past
theatrical businessman.
two years, of Course, has seen a
considerable stepup of purchases
of protection equipment, including
screens, lenses, and sound systems. In addition to these buys to school diploma.
maintain a showcase for the show-

who

.

equipment

involved

this

community, but the payoff

—

San Francisco, Nov.

Here to Suburbia’
The postwar population

COMPO.

the

nitery
number of urban cafes is amply
compensated for by the largeseaters in the outlying districts. Virtually all of them have big capacities,
and large parking areas. Because
of the tremendous seating, they’re
able to charge comparatively low
prices and get by with only a weekend trade.

(Coritinued on page 79)

Janet ( Altoona) Blair

shift to

now catching up to
industry.
The lesser
is

.

Has Hometown on Edge
For Ado Annie Guester

Another point making the path
of the suburban spot a lot easier
lies in the fact that many of them
are in neighborhoods that enable
them to get a lot of family dinner
trade. Virtually all of them have
erased the prewar “roadhouse”
(Continued on page 06)

Altoona, Pa., Nov. 16.

As far as AltoOna is concerned,
there’s no show business like Janet
a
Blair.
The actress-singer
girl,

With* the bus-truck touring edition of “Oklahoma” scheduled to
play here Dec. 2-3, co-producer
Nick Mayo recruited Miss Blair
(Mrs. Mayo) to take over the role
of Ado Annie just for the occasion.
When that was announced, the two
scheduled performances were vir-

100.000

in

August,

The gross take

according

Don’t Allow

the type of music, to. be played on
the indie station,
“We don’t wantfhat goofy, wide>.eyed stuff on the air,” Foster’s

memo

“No

said.

face,

liisic

probably will be watching carefully
how Gottesman makes out
when he opens his new Dunes
Hotel here next February on a
show policy based on production
rather than personality.
"The constant demand for name
to see

and

no rhythm and blues,”

it continued.
blues records, incidentally, are enjoying an unprecedented popularity in the Bay area
with sales up almost 1Q% iii the

Rhythm

&

month.
Most
since
“Sh-Bobm,”

last

grammed r&b

pop

talent

have

As Video Policewomen

If

No ‘B

V Where

:

the council’s 8,000,000
join in

pro-

that could easily destroy them if
Everyone,
it
gets much bigger.
knows that the casino has an edge,
or percentage, against the players

platters.

—but

England, Too, Gets

Charlotte, Nov, 16.

Hollywood’s
concentration
oh
“A” pictures i ight jeopardize the
development of new screen stars
who. over the years, broke in via
the type of “B” product that is how
being abandoned; Commenting on
this, Leonard Goldenson, president
of United Paramount Theatres,
said either television or secondary
leads in pix may now have to be
the approach to player buildups;
Addressing the Theatre Owners
or North and South Carolina at a
convention here yesterday (Mon.),

Jocks Aiding Del. Cops In

^

hotels are heading;”

onetime

New

London, Nov.

16,

As an experiment, the Postmaster-General has given his okay for
BBC-TV coverage of the England
vs. Germany football game on Dec.
1 to be picked up live by a number
of key picture theatres In London
and the Provinces.
This is the first theatrecast to be
sanctioned since the Coronation in
June' last year. It is believed that

Eng-

(Continued oh page 66)
^

No Respect for Symphs In
K.C, as Fisher Fans

Make

Shambles Out of Concert

Kansas City, Nov. 16,.
Kansas City Philharmonic Orch
be 'limited to a total played before one of its biggest
of eight theatres, comprising four crowds, 12,000 persons jamming
in the Rank circuit, three news into the Municipal Auditorium last**
houses and one hair controlled by Saturday (13), but its playing fell
Associated British.
on virtually deaf ears. Nearly 90%
Trie telecast will be. picked Up of the crowd were femmes and
at the Odepn, Leicester Square and most of those were bobbysoxers
by other Rank theatres in Leeds, who came to see and hear guest,
Manchester and Doncaster.
The artist Eddie Fisher.
one ABC theatre is the CommoThe occasion. was the annual
dore In the London suburb of Harii- Katz-Philharmonic concert, which
mersmith.
(Continued on page 60)
.

a

la porte

ST.

JEAN

QUEBEC, CANADA
Currently presents

Tile

Hour of Charm

Juve Delinquency Fight

Detroit, Nov. 16.
Disk jockeys, in cooperation
with United Music Operators of
Michigan,
have,
donated
their
services at the request of Police
Commissioner Edward S. Piggins
in an effort to stem the rising tide
of juvenile delinquency, in Detroit.
ttaitfnierstein 2d,’ who made the ing pistols, barroom brawls, grueThe plan is to hold weekly dance
trip. from New York for the oc- some villains and
excursions into parties' with UMQM,. an organizacasion.
space as fit fare for our children,”
( Continued on page 60)
i

doubt if. if is large enough
extravagances to which

Gottesman,

to
tv pro-

grams for youngsters. Mrs. Smart
cific,”
the actress-singer never asserted that “women are the
Played Altoona, but on the; show’s buyers and sponsors listen to them;
first 'engagement in Pittsburgh, t^e
30 letters can effect any program
Pennsylvania .Railroad ran a spe- adversely.”
cial show train the 90 miles there
Continuing, she declared, “In
and back with 700 of her home- Chicago there are more tv sets
tbwners:
than bathtubs and it’s safe to pre.' This;
performance took, place on dict that by. 1960 there will be as
Miss Blair’s birthday arid the capa- many sets, as there are families. It
city audience, included author-pro- is our duty to question the value
ducers Richard Rogers and Oscar of programs that feature crack-

I

to offset the

some of the

land circuit exhib who sold his
chain to Warner Bros, early in 1929
for $15*000,000, has been in both

members

demanding proper

salaries,”

facilities will

Boston, Nov. 16.
Speaking, before the National
Council of. Catholic Women at
their convention here last week,
Mrs. Winfield D. Smart, national
vice-chairman of the organization’s Goldenson said his main concern
public relations committee, urged
(Continued, on page .79)

was extended through Dec. 4, adding a matinee and evening show:
It will be Miss Blair’s first professional appearance in her hometown since she left about a dozen
years ago to break into show business as a vocalist with the late Hal
Kemp’s band* During her long tour
s Nellie Eorbush i
“South pa-,

increasing

at.

Gottesman contends, “has got to
stop somewhere. The hotels have
created a Frankenstein monster

stations,

.

(Continued on page 28)

.

engagement

big-

,

to

at U. S. theatres,

is

16.
which may be why vet
ger. too
No Goofy showman Alfred Gottesman wants
MUsiq in Here” is the new theme to revolutionize Las Vegas nitery
song of Oakland radio station habits by shunning
the easy way
KLX, owned by the Oakland Trib- bf buying talent at Astronomical
une, Station manager Bud Foster figures. At the moment it’s strictly
has just memoed the staff about
a bnc-mim revolution, but show biz

“Mama

of

Average weekly, admissions were
up to 72,500,000 last July and 80,-

the suburbs

w

tually sold out, so the

disclosed

Frisco -Goofy’ Disk Nix

in

16.

The odds are much greater on
way” in this gambling

the “hard

concern.

to these such items as air-

hometown

started

Motion Picture Organizations in a report on a
boxoffice analysis conducted for
this film industry outfit by Sindlinger & Co., independent research

with

conditioning and ventilating equipment, amplifiers and amplifying
tubes, architectural and theatre design materials, lighting equipment,
and accessories, cabiboxoffices
nets for film and carbons, change-

;

that

The upbeat was
week by ti^e Council

daily operation.

Add

theatre busireversing the

vious year’s pace.

ing of the new process films, there
are basic replacement items, such
carbons, and
carpets,
seats,
as

other

is

An experiment

,

A

film

currently
downbeat trend

Washington, Nov. 16.
1946.
Gross income for the curto determine the rent year looks to hit $1,191,200,feasibility of teaching prisoners in 000, which is a jump of $183,700,penal institutions via educational 000, or 18.2%, over 1953.
tv is being carried on in PittsAdmissions, which hit a high of
burgh through noncommercial sta- 82.400.000 as the weekly average
WQED. Among the 680 in 1946, and had been falling regtion
students enrolled in the station's ularly since, toppling to a low of
“High School of the Air” are 25 45.900.000 last year, also are on.
inmates of the Allegheny County the upclimb. Total ticket purchases
Workhouse at Blkwnox, Pa.
for the se'cond quarter of this year
The inmates, selected from .75 exceeded the same period of 1953
applicants, have paid the regular by 42,900,000, or, 7V^>r, and the
enrollment fees of $5 from their same rate of improvement is eviown personal funds. Course offered dent in the third quarter.
this semester by WQED are EngUntil the current year there had
and world history.
lish, algebra
passing
the courses been a steady falling off, each year
Students
bringing admissions under the prereceive full credit toward a high

house is, of course, entertainment delivered in steel cans,
candy, popcorn, soft drinks and
other food items (to which fullbodied cofnbeef sandwiches have
recently been added) also elicit
the exhibitor’s business judgment.
A wag has said “it’s harder to pick
the right candy than the right picof a film

ture.”

nation’s

ness

All .01 1*1 Orchestra

Featuring

EVELYN

and

Clidlr

and her Magic Violin

under the direction of

PHIL SPITALNY

“

.
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Varying Grosses at Ballot B.O.
Washington, Nov.

4

16.

The fortunes of political war
turned some friends -of show

(D.,

N.

•

?

n ow

irilbortant elec*

i,
1

;

ran un-

Commarid

the

am

i

;

surprised

-

riot

that

you
that

but

article,

the-

ublis j le(i

'

An ift edi+AU
upon,
d.dn t, comment „„
successfully for Senator of New you
Jersey against Clifford Case. How- torially. As you well know the Acell will be long remembered here tors. Fund, of America is a charity
as the author of bills to create a for a n t he peoples of the theatre,
J.-)i

.

j.

%

Aether

Vaudeville,

bur.esc.ue

.

or

before the House La- so-called legitimate,
now 86
bor and Education Committee but
At present, there
never built it to the polrit of gel- :\V audevill e
receiving
performers
ting it through Congress.
contrlbutidns from the AcHowever, hope for the measure
Th
H
ihcldde
is hot dead. :XW0 ,aut}iors of. simi-.j
Actors F«md Home,
lar bills in the House were re- r,
„
n ,Wo wuinh
which
Home
mms
elected— Reps. Carroll D. Kearns
iRv, Pa.) and Emanuel Celler (D,.!?
N, Y. )
Author Of still anotheriStions:
tod
(Continued on page 70)
One doesn’t need to be a star, nor
'
within
come
to
player,
a featured;
«r j
(he scope of the Fund's charity.
f .i"
( n
player
vevaudeville
lowliest
tile'
Library 0I Lon?. lUlGOCS
ceives the same kindly considera.
•
il*
inn
i
i
among the pe °-

got his

bill

|
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Box
Van Nuys,
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Gets Rodgers’ Scores

of nearly alt

of:

his autograph

By

.

r

a “deposit”

—
—— —America).

—

mAtnA

.

It’s

e

scripts for next spring.
Gift was
Y. at Carnegie Iiail
in N- Y
m.
last Thursday (11),
(11).

Milwaukee
Prists sports columnist Milt Gross
nrtrldrti with
tirlfH
KoCfiO V a
a
bases,”
quip, “ait. asylum
description that the local citizens,
The fever has
do not dispute.
spread to housewife, dowager, and

from Hart,

Nov.

neither: Catalina

9.

Floi*:

nor,

MRS. BING CROSBY

chambermaid. Afternoon telephone
gossip during; the season is more
concerned with the exploits of
That’s one reason, why Hawaii
Eddie Maitthews than with the
AjOS "ngeies# i
soultalk
to xaiic
promoters, are. doing some .soulpromoters
supposed xo
things women, are supposea
Estate of the late. Mrs. Dixie Lee a bout. A business marr who takes
these days as they ponsearching "these
j_*. XI
\r Irt
f Aliricf
der the. future of Waikiki’s, tourist. Grosby amounted to $1,332,571, [the afternoon off from his work to
industry arid its whopping, effect on bpfor taxes according to a report go to the ballgame is not neglectenterlainmerit.
_
.entertainment.
(Continued on page 28)
by state

« V « TV »

ida, neither

RORERT ALTON S LINK
"
TO ‘ZIEGFELD FOLLIES’

Sensi™ eSr'if

WALT CHRISTIE
Honolulu,

-*

_ ______

mu-

go-aheads
several
vau o
spite ovj
the styiriie is still on.
.

fPl esldbnt>

Library of Congress has received

from Richard Rodgers

efSK^'Sltr”

g* ffig*

P

,

»«m

m

Big Musical Tnumnhs,

Coney Island nor Coro-

nado.

ESTATE $1,332,571
•

1

•

-

;

Hollywood, Nov. 16.
of
Robert. Alton, choreographer Of
i,s<„
„u» at
Rush
Girl r>
Frederick Bnsson s .Wi
j
tt
r,
o
;Gi)Urt
HammerAmong the Rodgers
..
&
,
supervise tlie
Progiess has blighted out much
William
appraiser
stein
productions whose scores Paraniount is set to
n iel-itarice.
Hawaii’s nostalgia natural charm
have been turned over to the Li- production arid handle all chore- of
a gg€ tt Jr. Net, after deduction
p
living,
arid
and .indolent mode of
to
drops
fees
arid
taxes
bra ry arc: "South Pacific,” “Okla- ogfaphy- forcOrriing "New Zieg_
turned Honolulu into a city ihac
Broadway, He. says superficially at least’ ressmbles >oou,oip.
of
consists
Bulk, of the estate
popu'nnit musical; is budgeted at .$400,- any Mainland city, of 300.000
motion ,u° lure “state Fail-:'
community property owned jointly
N._ Y. late next iation.
into
an
due
d
Was,
Remainder
•Rodgers & Hart, productions rep-But tourists say- it’s a natural, at with Bing Crosby.
resented in (he gift are: "Garrick suirim
her own individual property.
(Continued on page 28)
“Babes ,in
".Jumbo,
Gaieties.”
Also. it’s a possibility that AltonArms.” "Boys from Syracuse,” "Pal \y \\\ coproduce. Stage musical rou"By Jupiter,” "Evergreen"
Joey,
ncs f or new show with Jobn
(both stage and screen) and the O'Hara book which Elia Kazan
film/ "Love Me Tonight; Included would direct. Alton-O’Hara worked.
together last season on "Ral Joey.’
(Continued on page 70)
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made Milwaukee famous

Beer

and travelling actors years ago
Vienna, Nov. 9.
it
infamous when they
Efforts to produce “The Man made
quipped that the two worst weeks
Wh«
ram*
fn
Dinner”
here
are
Who Came to Dinner
g, ghow business were the weeks
apparently being stymied by a dis- before Christmas and Milwaukee,
agreement between the comedy’s But now a fabulous change has
American authors, George S. Kauf- been Wrought iff the burg by its
vi
ii/Tnr-n
u membership, in the Rational,
ls
HarU r
Moss
man and
The enthusiasm gerierL e a g ue
said to be willing to have the play a i e<j by baseball has spread -to endorie here, but the fonrier is re- tertainment generally,
-However, a gloomy-superstition
portedly ixing it.
goes wi|h the present situation:
Ernst Haeusserman. magging
director of the 'jweftMdt.Tiffatt*..
Ur,,
been trvirifi to obtain the ball fan lays out $175 to $200 foi
a season-ticket to theBrayes’ basg.
rights to “Man Who Came to Dinnor’»
nonriv a
» year;
vear;
eot ball park, this is a big. dent in an
He got
for nearly
net” (ap
ainusement budget
frdrii average Joe’s
an okay .many months ago from
the year. So even while Milw^subseHart but the
with unwonted
jumping
is
waukee
duently eaneelled by Nina Tallon
patronage of all forms of paid en,
(Mrs. Oscar Karlweis), representthere
is
this -fear that
tertainment,
Latter is said to
ing Kaufman.
there is.tap much compe^ion.
have vowed during ghe Nazi reshow biz acof
new
flush
The
gime never to allow his. plays to be
stems fro,ip the arrival of the
done in Germany or a German- tivity
Oi»atx
Vtwn.tin
controlied country, and. has never
reiented from that stand,
,

Walters article
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Louis
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Editor,
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was Rep. Charles
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Congress in the Nov. 2'election, defeated others,, and sent at
least one on to a bigger job in his
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Divas as Bing Decrees No

;

More Solo
A

.

;

;

t

politan

j

;

sent

of the

out

Metro-

is

Lionel Barrymore, Dead at 76, Had Been Painter,
Etcher, Musician and Star of Stage and Screen

^

end of each act arid
performance will be. permitted.
The howls of anguish, of outra g e d pride, have reached to Air
bany (Georgia, that is). This will
take all the fun out of singing, said
qne basso. It will kill off the w'hole
calls at the

.

Metro^Goldwyn-Mayer— an asLionel Barrymore,. 76, painter, with
continued up to nis
composer, director, and one of the sociation that
all-time great stars of motion pic- death..
few years of his
first
the
For
Angeles
tures died Nov. 15 in Los:
film contract, Barrymore continued
of a heart ailment complicated by
roles.
With the adstage
to
accept
his long wheelchair semi-invalidvent of sound, however, he turned
ism. His sister Ethel is the sole
exclusively
attention
to the Celhis
from
immediate survivor apart
.

.

'

.'

.

._

luloid.

memo

Opera by general manager

Birig, just before the season opened recently, has caused
consternation, grief and threats of
diplomatic action among the tonsil-

.

arid nieces.

Curtain Calls

members

Rudolf

.

nephews

confidential

to leading

Italian ..wing,, declared

a

concert

manager; The Met doesn’t pay its
much money; he added,
s ingerB
they sing for, the love of it.

medium-

:

Edict, won’t sit well witli Met
Barrymore was no stranger to
broad sense, Barr
evenrvmore was almost as famous for films- when he. signed with Metro, artists, said, one relatively
his
made
film,
debut
in
had
tempered impresario/ hinting that
hie
avnr-vtinnc ao
for his chosen Hea
Hlo avvtaiiuno
m/iri
in _ -1.1 d:
t_
/i-.
n.j
u
ti.

An

artist

i

ri

a
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Enclosed find check or m.o.
for $ ....
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earded as far better than average
and his etchings were considered
by many among the best of our

^

time. Additionally, lie was. a hortiroses
in
specializing
culturist,
r 1 sed °” hls ch

-s

one year

.
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certain

health

permitted.

(It

was

A

.

theatre, Lionel Barryinore achieved
star stature in ”The Copperhead,”
and he maintained that billing for
the next six years, in such plays
as “The Jest.” "The Letter, of the

Law,” "Macbeth,” "The Claw,”
"Laugh,
Clown, Laugh,”
"The
Piker,” "Taps” and "Man or Devil.”
It Was after appearing in the latter
production in 1926 that

lie.

signed

l

.

^

Ed Sullivan,
Sullivan was toastmaster last week at ithe dinner of the
Joint Defense Appeal in
He lit out
out against "sm
vs’*
York
in New York.,
did others,
Wliat follows is; from, the “ horse’s
in show
shoio biz, as did
others.
mouth"—-from
from Sullivan's Nov. 13 column in the N. Y. Daily News:
mouth’—
innuendi
"Performers, smeared by whispered innuendoes,
can't get jobs
people in
Neither can they find any grdup
grbup bf responsible
res
on tv.'
tv.the industry who will permit therii
theriv to
to/answ’er
/answer the.
tl
smears; There
is np
jobless!by these whispered
no jury to which the pferformer, made jobless
smears, can present Iiis defense or explanation.
“Such a jury may emerge frorri the .'MOO-a-plal
$100-a-plate dinner held thi
week at the Waldorf-Astoria Seft
Sert Room by the
th
important AntiDefamation League and its parent body, the Joii
Def.am.ation
Joint Defense Appeal.
The dinner honored presidents of five tv and iradio networks for
their fight against bigotry and for other public services.
“This column long has pleaded with tv and ra
radio to set up such
a jury or board of eminent Americans to hand down decisions in
the cases of performers who deny subversive leanings.: At this
dinner, crowded with network brass and top pe<
people of advertising
and allied fields, he asked the Anti-Defamation
Anti-Defamati
League to do
something about this.
“Judging by the reaction of Henry Schultz, chairman of the
powerful. Anti-Defamation League, and network
network heads, something
finally will be done.
“A meeting will be arranged within the next 10 days to explore
the subject thoroughly.
The pros and cons, tl
the large and small
terrors, will be
he brought out into the open, in an effort to give
accused performers the chance to have their ‘day iri court.’
If
they can’t clear themselves, the industry can blacklist
b
theni with
clear conscience.
a clear
"If the performer can prove his innocence, th
then he’ll be able to
feed and clothe ins family -arid
arid regain the Self-dignity
Self
which has
been stolen from hii .”
.

and

in 1905 he departed for Paris .arid
his art studies.)
Barrymore’s return to show business was. with his brother John In
"Peter Ibbetsori,” in 1917. He never
left the entertainment world again.
year after his return to the

.

.

Louisa (Mrs. John) Drew.
His actirig career was sporadic
from 1898 to 1912, appearing, with
such companies as Nance O’Neil
and Janies A. Herne when his un-

ADDRESS

_

-

'

Ed Sullivan on Show Biz

Drew Barrymore. He

NAME

-

J

;

n'

his

more,

»_'

low Streak,” the film version of soprano
10 Zinka Milariov and tenor
stage success, “The Copper- Kurt Baurri
Baum in
in various operas to(Contlntn
(Continued on page 70)
(Continued on page 76)

father, Maurice Barryhis mother, Georgia
had. made his
debut at the age of five /with his
grandmother was
His
parents.

from

i.

bis

Lionel Barrymore studied art in
Paris and returned to this, country
to work for a year as an illustrator.
before deciding to return to the
of acting he inherited
professi

two years

i

1

.

.

—

;

.
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Zeckendorf Agree They Don’t Fancy One Another
RKO Studio—Meantime Owner and

Hyman Eyes

.

Louse Us Not Up!

continue about
buying RKO from Howard Hughes,
apparent comof
wake
the
the
in
plete collapse of the projected deal
ZeckendorfWilliam
the
hereby
\v
Still

the

talks

Metro

If

can make any real progress toward a firm deal it appears he
could set up bank financing and
bring in United Artists as one of
lie

the

new RKO

would pick up

“Don’t

talk,

downbeat,” The

the Metro house
all bookers, salesman, shippers, contract clerks,
and fieldmen. Gist, of the warning. is:. Be careful What you
Since you ’re a. Metro emsay.
ployee you have a potency beyond your imagination in this
business. “If you say a picture
strong, there are
is hot too
plenty of people ^ ready to
swear that you. said it was
awful.”

release as its part of the blot.
The purchase price (for
pictures) being, kicked;.;, about. in
nversation is $25,000,000.
3ut neither banking reps, nor
officials reportedly figure Hynian
has made enough headway to warrant their serious consideration of
ny .plan at this time. Hyman himhas been, reticent, ducking
self

RKO
.

UA

questions on -what encouragement
he's had from Hughes, if any.
Zeckendorf deal blowup,
;The

to the distribs’ Irritation
is the fact that some of the companies’ stockholders have begun to

thing' to

different version.

of

had a
he wing-

realtors,

He

said,

ed to the Coast from N. Y. last
Wednesday (10) with the hope oi
wrapping up the transaction and
Hughes reneged, He stated: “We
consider the deal, absolutely off
due to a unilateral and completely
unconscionable reversal on the
part of Mr. Hughes.”

“This
film

Is 'Your

in

color

Army,” 55-min.ute
produced for the

(

'White Christinas’ Pacing

incidental expenses. If there’s any
15% will go to
money left

‘Army,’ Musical All-Timer

Treasury and the balance
Warners “This Is the. Army,”
Relief Fund.
put out in 1943, looks to be losing
Trade’s handling of the pic is its croivn as the industry's alltime
public service all the way. Nine top grosses in the musical catefilm .companies are sharing its dis- gory. Paramqunt's “White Christmas,” in current circulation, - is
tribution on a territorial basis. Nathreatening to top it. Either way,
tional Screen Service is releasing Irving: Berlin
can’t
for
lose*
the trailer, plus a press book pre- “Army” was the composer’s show
pared by 20th-Fox. All without
page 24)-.
( Continued on
the U.

iS.

to the

Army

:

San Francisco, Noy. 16.
Warner Bros, has been just as
ineffective as gangsters and rogue
cops in curtailing the activities of
private eye Sam Spade.
According to a ruling passed here
last week by the Ninth United
States Circuit Court of Appeals,
Dashiell Hammett can continue to
in
adventures
Spade’s
feature
novels and on the air despite the
fact that Warners’ bought certain
rights to ‘^Maltese. Falcon” in 1,930.
The court ruled that this did, riot

the author from rising
Spade in other stories and turned
down the film company’s claim for
damages on a copyright infringe-

prevent

ment

suit.

in

Minneapolis, Nov,

received widespread attenin 14 cities re-

it

Newspapers

many

of the

Metop

principals.

According to James Conners,
Variety rep, in Albany, tile Grand
Theatre, a 1.500-seater, had a turn-,
out of only 850 and reduced its top
from $3.30 to $2.50, a result which

:

“left dangling the future of operacasts here.” “In contrast, ‘Carmen'
in Dec., 1952, drew around 1.100,
at a $3.60 top in a driving
‘

*

(Continued on page 8)

Hollywood, Nov. 16.
Film studio executive^ and rep-

NBC

resentatives of

will rheet this

to decide on the format for
an all-industry. 90-minute televilast week’s meeting
sion show.

week

-

At

,

reached an “agreement in
but there Were differences of opinion about its manner

Metro,

is

making

a determined efCaesar” to every
in the country

principle”

fort to sell “Julius
possible situation

of presentation.

no matter how small the community. Picture, first issued, in May,
1953, has never been placed in general release, but has been sold on.

Offer by NBC of 90 minutes in
the “spectacular time” on Sunday,
Jan, 2, was vetoed because of the
short notice in putting together a
mammoth production with all studios presenting their stars in person and clips from forthcoming reMost of the 40 industry
leases,
leaders attending the meeting favored a later date sometime in
February or March. Chief objection to the proposal of three minute-and-a-half clips from each stu

(Continued on page

a special-handling basis.
It’s now hitting the small towns
of 10,000 Or less population and
the company ’is pressuring its sales
staffers to obtain dates. M-G is

dismissing the arguments that
(Continued on page 78)

“my

77).

POUNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN
164

Biz

Big; ‘Xmas’ Again Champ, ‘Widow’ Second,
‘Star’ Third, ‘Cinerama,’ ‘Contes^a’ Next

Still

defense program.
In a letter to the Council of MoPicture Organizations, which
handling the project, Gen. Matthew B. Ridgway pledged that all
Iheatremen booking the pic will
have available the services of the
military. Recruiting officers in each
area will provide Army personnel
if they’re needed for promotional
purposes, stated Robert W. Coyne,
COMPO’s special counsel.

West 46th St.
New York
JUdson 2-2700
Hollywood 28
6311 Yucca Street
Hollywood 9-1141
Washington 4
1292

tion

Trade is holding up very strongview of fact that there is the

is

ly in

usual dip at the b.o. following the
Nov. 11 holiday. Clear, mild weather in many sections of the country
also

was

a

downbeat

factor.

New

product being launched this session
is proving satisfactory for the most
part.

“White Christmas” (Par) is again
champ, for third Week in succession,
Bing CrosbyrDanny Kaye starrer
ranges from big to record in 19 key
cities covered by Variety, with a
total gross of $788,000. That makes

ic

Censors, Arrest Exhib;

“Rear Window” (Par) and “Suddenly” (UA) are the two runner-up
pix this frame; Former has long
been high on the list.
Varied Array of newcomers is as
varied boxoffice-wise as the type

36,

N.Y

Notional Press Building
STerling 3-5445

Chicago
612

<11

No Michigan Avo,
DElawarc 7-4984
London WC2

8 St. Martin’s PI.. Trafalgar
Temple Bar 5041
•"

SUBSCRIPTION

Annual

of pic.. List is notable for number
“Carmen
potential
winners.
of
Jones”. (20th). shapes as a comer,
beirig smash, in Frisco, solid in L.A.
and .still sock in N.Y.

810

811
Foreign
25 Cents

Single Copies

ABEL GREEN,

Editor

.120

Vol. 196

Time I Saw Paris” (M-G),
this week at N.Y. Capitol, is

No. 11

"Last,

due

in

INDEX

hefty in Indianapolis p.reem, being
best new entry There... “Phffft”
(Col), is hefty in N.Y; and fine in

Bills.

70

Chatter

78

•

$1,878,000 this
has registered

Miami Beach, Nov.

'

first

in

Vista VisiOjri pic
the past three
.

weeks.

16.

“Black.

First attempt by police Officials
motion picture exhib-

Widow”

(20th)

pushing

up into second position; supplanting “Star Is Born” (WB) in that

to censor a
ited in a

Miami Beach theatre
came Saturday (13) when Martin spot, “Widow” is in some 20 keys,
Caplan, manager x>£ the Roosevelt but jiot all of them are big. “Star,”
.

Which

is finishing third, is suffering
fact that it is playing in just
10 key cities. Pic also is riot rated
as stout
in the previous three
weeks..

from

.

!

|

of the latter’s importance or lack of it, declared Babb,

tion.

Published Weekly by VARIETY, INC
Harold Erichs, President

pendent producer;
Addressing the annual Bennie Theatre, was arrested on a charge
Berger 13-theatre circuit “conven- of running a film “contai ing obtion” here," Babb declared that part scene pictures tending to corrupt
the morals of youth.” The feature
oi" the recent boxoffice troubles of
which the industry now is ridding in question, “Lucrezia Borgia,”
itself was due tq its failure to continued showing, however, pendcurry on research soon enough to ing disposition of the charges.
An indie house, the Roosevelt
determine changing public tastes.
He cited the auto industry’s tC- had been running in the red for
searchi resulting in the present some time with resultant decision
new models, as a pattern for the to book foreign films such as!
"Borgia” and “Ecstasy” to hypo
film industry to follow.
•With product scarce, it behooves box office take..
Legal experts here take, a dim
oAii.bitors to extend themselves to.
l.iie; ’limit in
selling every picture, view of the: police power to en".icga.rdless

that

viewed the event on their front
page. However, there were reservations on the picture quality and
the appearance and acting ability

Trade Mark Registered

Film is designed to acquaint the
public with the scope of the Army,
the; varied skills and talents required to make it function effectively and the new weapons and
equipment necessary to the nation’s

16.
‘

was $3.
The response to the telecast was
divided.'
There \was no question

charge.

By Economics, Says Babb
Exhibitors’ present encouragelent to and .financial aid for
dependent production and increasing booking of reissues will gradually ease the hardship that product
shortage how is causing exhibitors
arid eventually drive major producers to greater activity to protect their markets, in the opinion
of Kroger Babb, himself an inde-

undetermined since full reports of
the charity organizations involved
have not been forwarded. In all,
12 .charity-sponsored affairs were
held, with the benefit groups charging up to $7 per seat. The average
price for non-charity
situations

they

Dept, of Defense, will be released
to exhibitors ’Dec. 13 at rentals sufficient only' to cover print costs.ancl

closed-circuit telecast of last

week's IVIetopera opening to 32 theatres in 27 cities grossed an estimated $180,000. A breakdown of
the cut Of Theatre Network Television and the Metopera is still

of

ask the question: “Why. can’.tyou
institute the kind of economies
that these theatre men are proposing in their wri film handling?”
And the .‘opinion is expressed
freely by distrib spokesman that
the problems of the companies,
and their explanations of the vvhysand wherefores of their policies,
aren’t given a proper airing and
are being ignored in the face of
continuing exhibitor attacks.
The sales topper quoted above
cited as an example of exhib iriContinued on page 21)

‘•completely untrue.” He added: "I
have no intention' of selling any-

Mr. Zeckendorf.”
Zeckendorf, who is head

ing talks with local interests
about the possibility of setting
up a film studio in Carson
City, Nev. Cited as advantages
for filmmaking in the state
rere no film taxes,, no state
income, taxes, the free port
law, arid the lack of smog.
Silliphant and Barnwell are
currently filming "Five Against
the House’’ hole.' Film; set
for Columbia release, is the
story about the robbing of
Harold’s Club, local gambling
house.

Adding

bitterness.

Webb & Knapp,

and John Barnwell are hold-

past..

Hughes,
in a press statement, branded the
entire situation as “rumor” and

was not without

RenOj Nov. 16.
Producers Stirling Sillipbant

“After years of griping and Complaining about our methods of selling, the exhibitors are now adopting a line which* were we to follow it. would have, every theatreman in the country setting up a
hovvl and charging us With every
unfair and unethical practice in
tlie book,” one company sales topper squawked in N. Y. this, week.
He claimed, that, if the exhibs
Were to follow their announced
plans to the letter, “they’d do a
greater injustice to the little man
they’re ostensibly trying to help”
than had been laid at the doorstep
of the distribs :at any time, in the

organ, urges

pix for

The

Nevada Uber Alles

.

Distributor,

UA

parties.

participating
.

sales

which you depend .for your
bread" and butter.” The warning was prompted by a’ report
made by an exhibitor that a
branch office staffer had remarked in the presence of tw
theatre managers that a forthcoming M-G film was a “little
light” on the boxoffice side.

Hughes' varied business
prises excepting the film company.
Obviously interested in acquiring the outfit is Eliot Hynian, thedistributor.

its

the company's pictures “upon

>;

'

and telepic

cautioning

make downbeat remarks about

Laureiice Rockefeller-Aristo tie Onassis syndicate was to take oyei*

atrical

is

department employees not to

While, on the surface at least;
they're giving their blessings to
exhibitor efforts to close the product gap by going into production
and/or production-financing, the
distributors afe getting riled over
the apparent contradictions in the
exhibs’ position.

force censorship to the point where

(Continued on page 8)

!

I

Fourth place goes to “Cinerama”
(Indie), Which currently gave further signs, of wear, “Barefoot Contessa” (UA) again is winding up in

“Drum Beat” (WB), just getting
started this round,, will capture
sixth money. “Waterfront” (Col) is
taking seventh position while “Sabrina” (Par) is a close eighth.
“Brigadoon” (M-G) rounds out the
Big Nine

Seattle.

“She-WOlf” (Rep), having ail the
marks of a. great exploitation pic,
shapes smash in Chi and great in
Buffalo. “Athena” '(.M-GL light in
.L.A, ..and Detroit, looms big in Chi
and fine in Frisco.
“Twist of Fate” (UA), okay in
Chi, is fair iri Denver. “Track of
Cat” (WB), fair in Denver, is rated

weak

list.

My

Love” (RKO),

mild,
in Omaha, looks lean to fair in
three other spots. “Sands of Iwo
Jima”-“Wake of Red Witch” (Rep),
Is

nice in Cincy,
combo,
Minneapolis and okay in

reissue

‘

in

Indianapolis,

“High and Dry”

fU),. shapes

okay

big in five keys. "Bengal Brigade,” from same company, is
smash in Chi and nice in N.Y,
to

(

Complete Boxoffice Reports
on Pages 12-13)
'
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Kansas City, Nov, 16.
of th* Philadelphia Athletics to Kansas City making
major league town is being greeted with something less
than ah accolade by theatre managers and film industry execs.
They reason;, big league ball brings one more topnotch com-

The advent

this a
%

a

'
-

Independent producers, who only
lew short years ago found financ-

450 Chr^stm&s Prints

completely
almost
urces
ing
dried Up now can draw on a fund
variously estimated at between
$35,000^000 and $50,000,000.. The
fact, that the coin is around for
indie efforts does not necessarily
mean that, the sources can be

As

to

if

shortages, Para-;
addi56 prints of "White
.Christmas."
This brings the total to
claimed, which
45Q, it’s
unusually high.

The

are
holders
pursestring
tough business men,, with years of
film industry experience, and any-;
one seeking to pry loose some of
tine coin has to be a tried hand at
picture-making. Experience in- film
production, however, is not the
must; be
It
only consideration.
packed with a ‘‘hot" package
solid story property, a name cast,
and a director with a record of ac-

Sell

Hard Work,

Skill

organization had frequent requests
from schools, colleges, universities
and other groups for SDG mem-

"Hollywood isn’t just dollars and
glamour” and still other speaking
..dates

"Facilities for financing will

made- available
the

this

be ber of other essentials are

basic

all

by Columbia for ingredients of a
both
on

film.
recalled, ran a
five-week course last spring at the
U, of Southern California and a
similar session later at
as
well as lectures at the San Francisco Museum of Art. Among mem-

SDG, Mamoulian

chief exec.
He added: "We feel
is a great deal of undiscovUCLA
ered material in N; Y., London,
Paris, Rome and other world centres of. culture, which has not yet
We bers participating were King Vidor,
been tapped by Hollywood.
Walsh*
Anthony Mann,
will make every effort to discover Raoul
and utilize this material."
George Seaton, George Marshall,
Cohn is now in N.
looking in Jean Negulesco, George Stevens
on Broadway production^ Arthur and himself. Ini addition, Meryyh
Kramer, story editor at the Col Le Roy spoke at Stanford U.
studio, is. due in Gotham from the
Mamoulian, who also appeared
Coast next weeknd to work with at a Minnesota U.. film festival last
eastern story chief Albert John- year, said the practice at most
ston on the company’s financing lectures was for each director to
operation.
show some of his pictures, then
Major factor tie term in in g Col’s
(Continued on page 26)
angeling will be the "screen potential” of stage material.
Also as a means of building its.
pic product supply, the company
recently announced It had set up
Hollywood, Nov. 16.
a special fund of $10,000,000 for
Net profit of $92,697, after payfinancing independent producers. ing
$108,000 in Federal income
Following up on this, Cohn this
taxes, \yaS announced by Allied
week said the company’s studio
Artists for the first quarter of the
facilities and player talent (when
not at work in Col’s own pix) will fiscal year ending Oct. 2. Amount
be made available to the indies falls slightly short of the $98,990"
with whom .financial deals are net for the first quarter in 1953.
Gross income for the first quarter
made.

there

.

,

New York

'

Broadway and abroad," stated the

.

Mamoulian

week, "to do
all we can to acquaint the public
at large with the hard work that
goes into motion pictures." Fan
magazines, he added, accent the
glamour but aside; from that it’s
important to. realize, that acting,
the story, photography and a. numsaid in

properties

right

are in the offing.
high time,"

‘.‘For it’s

Columbia

participation agreements and indie
financing, seems to be loosening
Its recent deal with Lucille
up.
Bail and Desi Arnaz for an independent picture is an example of.
In adM-G-’s changing attitude.

.

..

Film Occasion

was $2,907,177, compared
London, Nov.

16.

Blumberg’s Attack

Royal Command film performance. at the Empire Theatre, Leicester Square, last night (Mon.)
.had a share of flaws in the pro-

were

re-

with. $2,-

781,491 last year. \
Board of directors voted a quarterly dividend of 13 l4 cents a share
on the company’s 512 Cb cumulative
preferred stock, payable Dec. 15 to
stockholders of record Dec. 3, 19.54.
In addition, a dividend of 10 cents
a share on common stock will be
paid Jan. 3, 1955 to shareholders
of record. Dec, 10, 1954. This, is the
first common stock dividend in the

i

j

company’s history,

!

A ne in

ihe russ ot Reality

finger
But in
the' years that followed: and which
brought both of them great wealth,
both .were too busy being picture
people: to be just people.
Theywere oh again, off again, but never
really on.
This is a bitter-sweet
romance as Mack Sennett recalls

BBC-TV producer

Eric Fawcett.

the
of
silent
the person who. taught
Charlie Chaplin to be a niqvie actor
this irrepressible garni
with a Remarkable flair for im.

was the ninth royal film
gala and the third time an M-G
pic- was. selected, (he earlier two pudent comedy."
being “Forsyte Saga" and “Because
Mack Sennett
You're Mine,"
youth,
would-be
This

.

.

.

to

critics,

lay

’
.

and

i

,

gawky

j

i

singer,

1

Oper

.Theatre,

headed by Samuel
under the baton and

'

,

*

.

-

TV

In Foreign Countries
Hollywood, Nov. 10.
Walt Disney is combining his

"Davy Crockett” telefilms
into a full-length feature for theatrical screening overseas, but not
in the U. Si or Canada.
(Three
telepix, each running 48 minutes,
are "Davy Crockett, Indian Fightthree

untitled.
Other telepix series which have
been combined for theatrical release abroad include "Ramar of the
Jungle,’’ "Superman," and "Stories
df the Century."

Europe

to

N.Y;

Carol Bruce
John Davis
Richard Burton
Bernard Delfont
Kurt Frings
Vic Hyde
Sir Arthur Jarralt

Gypsy Rose

size more or less felicitously Is
the opera comique, or such works
as "Barber of Seville,” which already has been done. There are &
number of others, whether ponderous. or "petty," that would lend
( Continued on page 21

L. A. to N. Y.
Tige Andrews
Jack Benny

Joe Corey
Michael Curti
Marcel Dalio
Pat Duggan

Don Fedderson
Nina Foch
John. Forsythe

Mitze Gaynor
L. Wolfe Gilbert
Jack Gordeaii
Milton Grossman
Bob Hope.

Morgan Hudgi
George Jessel

Van Johnson
NOrman Krasna
Peter Lawford

Mary

Trying

Isaac Stern.

M^x Thorpe
,

Edward Morey
Pat Nerney
Paul

N. Y. to L. A.
Maria Angelica

Russell
Colette

DeHaven

Holman
Marchand

Milburn McCarty
MilOrad ;Miskovitch
Milton Pickman

Joe Schoenl'eld
Jan Sterling
Tyrone Power
Paul Szilard
Robert Wise

Manheimer

John Montague

Spencer.. Tracy ,
Sheila Van Damni

Gloria

Livingstom.

Nat Lopkin
John Lupton
William Lyon

Lee.

Bert Freed
Margaret Hayes

of the

Chotzirioff

'

name was

Much

Latter

artistic direction of Peter Herman
Adler, is. in its sixth opera-forseason with its score running from
The. theme of the campaign:
click to sock as 90-minuters in tint.
"The Brandy of Napoleon
The web’s opera division has
Salutes the Brando of Napor
been kicking around a I ardtop theleon."
atre edition for a couple of yean
but is apparently no nearer to blueprint than at the start. Meantime,,
the NBC Film Division has participated In the launching of a featur
film version of "Victory At Sea,"
tailored down from the 26- week
series of half-hours. Disregarding
the b.o. values of “Victory" entirely, the condensation imposed no
"soul searching" as compared to
reducing an outsized Opera to theatrical proportions. There was no
particular "integrity"
volved in
abbreviating the televersion of
Members of the executive com- American naval
warfare during
mittee and board of directors of War II;
the less so since it lacked
the Council of Motion Picture Or- the evergreen
classical score charganizations, 42 in all, at a N. Y, acterization,theme and trappings
meeting, Monday (15) voted to ap- associated with
the traditional lyripoint a special committee to work cal showpieces
of which an "Aida"
'out details of a widescale theatre is a
model example: Moreover, it
audience expansion program. Com- was generally
agreed that “Vicmittee, to be named by COMPO tory
would have to be gaited at
toppers A1 Lic.htman, Wilbur Snap- a maximum hour
and a half or so
er and Sam Pinanski, will have for the
celluloid circuits, based on
as its mandate, the job of proceed-’ the
opinion that in the great maing with an audience poll on best jority of
situations it would be the
pictures, and players, development second
feature.
of a television "spectacular" show
Heavy
or Light?’
designed as a salute to the pic InWith "Aida" out of the way,
(Continued on page 78)
NBC’s opera unit would have to
examine other durable fare for
screen; treatment. And, the question is asked, should it be heavy
Fuse 3 Disney
Pix
or light? Typical of the most wanted fare that can be cut down to
For Theatrical Screens

Toby Roland

involved.

of the Ital-

"Desiree.”

.

Sennett book centers on the stillunsolved iiirder mystery of William Desmond Taylor. It was a
dramatic payoff at the end of the
fabulous 1914-1924 period of incredible expansion of the film market, and of Hollywood,
It seems a pretty obvious guess
that with this book in hand, somebody may be inspired to do the
(Continued on page 24)
l

NBC

ished by the
unit r

theatre ad-

personalities as part of a promotional stunt for 2Qth-Fox’s

Mabel. .Norm and,, who died in
1930 after spending: the last 10 or
12 years of her existence in madcap escapades in New. York, London. Paris and Cannes, was one of
the first to make enormous money
and .to throw it away. Twice her
carefree, but not happy; life was
clouded by shootings in which her
-

kudosing of Sol Hurok’s

ian-made "Aida," first full-length
opera with the color additive, re-,
prises lyrical film hopes long cher-

and radio and tv

Ilya’ iiopert

‘

it.

j

opera

.

.

1

comedienne

Biograph

old

Mabel Norm and’ s

,

drama

the

on 14th .Street in Manhattan.
On a ferry to Staten Island
he put a phoney .diamond ring on

-

first

around

stooge

t

’

week

last

studi

.

:

way

tradepress
pOb execs

still

.’

installed lor the lv portion' of
In charge of this was

..More than 1,000 miniature
bottles of Courvoisier brandy
and bottle corks, were on their

"Davy Crockett Goes to Congress” and "Davy Crockett at the
Alqrno.” The theatrical feature is

‘

the show.

LEONARD TRAUBE

Critical

American presentation

er,"

Those, presented to Queen Elizabeth included film, industry execs
By ROBERT J. LANDRY
Sam Eckman. Charles Goldsmith
Like a good studio, administra.d Robert Wolif and players Valancl showman,. Mack Sennett
tor
entina
CoiTcsa;
Brian Donlcvy.
'Mona Frocma
Stuart Granger, has got himself an experienced
writer,
Cameron Shipp. .ResuitJean Sijnm
Vallee,’ Miss Wm-'
antly his. autobiography;- "King’ of
.tyrs aiid Miss Russell.
Comedy”,
which, will be on Uie
,,-Film
shown.Mctro/s' , “Beau.
Doubled ay',' $4); this
Brummcll,"
received .with, counters
highly
readable and freweek,
is
a
moderate enthusiasm blit didn't
It
measure up to the occasion. Shorts quently touching book!
so
like
many
mostly
nostalgic,
-on the
•ogram. were ‘•Tonight in
Britain; a survey oT show .bus! 'ss volumes, these last, years about
by Associated British, and Wall show-, biz.. Btit it has a “plot" and.
like comedy often does, has an
Disney’. “Mc'qdyvV
Mack'
•performance' vvii-s cxpoc-lcd Mo' Undercurrent of sadness.
raise $70,000 to $30.0(10 for the Sennett who never married; loved
Cinemaiograph Trade. Benevolent one girl, Mabel Nonnand, Who finFund. As Wus 'donc previously,. the ally married, as the climax, of
arrival .of the Queen the Duke of Hollywood shindig, Lew Cody.
Edinburgh imd Jh-ineess Margaret,
Mabel. Norm and was one of the
and the -present a t’ons of s'.ars arid, true pioneering personalities of
exec, were televised 'on a closed early
“movies"
before
dialog.
circuit to tlvc Empire audience:. Sennett quotes Robert E. SherSpecial equipment. including- a wood, in the days ;when he was a
screen measuring 17 by 23 feet, film critic, as caliing Mabel “the

was

Brando and Soda

;

Nate J. Blumberg, Universal
board chairman, who is 60, yesterday (Tues.) suffered a mild heartgramming. Stage show; developed attack in N.Y.
around the theme, "All the World’s
was taken to Doctors’ HospiA Screen," lacked cohesion and talHe
where, according to late reports,
dramatic impact and overran to 45
he
was
resting comfortably.
The
minutes. It was scheduled to go 20.
Even so, the array of performers attack came at Blumberg’s apartmerit
in the Sherry-Netherland.
was given little chance for an' cnterla.i. ment workout; Rudy Vallee
and Jane Russell were allowed one
umber each and Shelley Winters
xeorpted a reading from "A Place
in the Sun." Peter Ustinov (who
also directed) scored with his impressions and -other artists
stricted to brief walkons.

By

;

bers to appear as lecturers. This
year to date. some. 22 directors have
rriounted the rostrum to show that

.

Roy al Command

petitor to a front already extremely competitive.
On the civi
front its conceded that the new Athletics will be a boQn to the town.
Industry sources report that towns with .the big baseball hoopla
such as Milwaukee and Cleveland have made it tougher for picture houses, and that development is expected here.
Many theatre men are in a torn-between attitude, most of
them being baseball fans personally/

in
the opinion of Rouben
Mamoulian who is first vice-president of the SDG, Ih the past the

Pictures has blueamount, and United Artists also printed plans to take an active
have large sums available for. this role
legit theatre bankrolling
purpose. Only last week Par v-.p.
PaulRaibburh staled that anyone as a means of tieing uj> screen
with a valid package could obtain, rights to new plays, according to
liis company's financial support.
Harry Cohn, president of the film
Even Metro, which has avoided company.

TO

r

r

.

Continued on page. 26)

.

off

Columbia earmarked fog -independent production. Warner Bros., Par-

t

!

.

Screen Directors*
Guild to improve the film industry’s public relations are paying

.

.

-

t

Efforts of th

complishment.
Included in this overall production fund is the recent $10,00,000

.

-

Vs. Fan Pap: Mamoulian
By GEORGE GILBERT

—

ly recently that Metro ‘‘would be
willing to listen to anybody with
satisfactory package."
Exhibitor financing of production is also gaining momentum.
Fred Schwartz, prexy of the new
Distributors Corp. of America,
vealoci at the recent Theatre Owners of America convention, that
exhibitors had subscribed. $1,000,000 so far for stock o\v ership in
in
A., .itself,
is.
the company.

-

'

.

tional

easily.

dition, a top-echelon Metro exec—
mpany’s
one influential in the
privatedeali gs— said
financial

~t

answer exhibitor

about

beefs

-

Lectures by Directors

mount has ordered an

:

tapped

-jn

,

<

Newman

*Jane Powell
Earl Re voir
Norton. V. Ritchey

Arthur Rosen
George Sidney
.

Elizabeth Taylor

George Waggner

N* Y* to Europe
Milton Diamond
Jascha Heifetz
Joseph S. Hummel
Harry Kurnitz
'

George Minter
Jane Powell
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Following is a list of the 12 international film festivals recognized for 1955 by the International Federation of Film Producers
Assns.:

Venice—Aug. 29-Sept

—

13 (competitive).

Cannes May 3-20 (competitive).
Punta Del Esie—Jan. 14-31 (competitive).

Argentina— November
Berlin June 24-July

(competitive).
5 (recognized subject to an amendment
to ohe article of its regulations which appears to have some, politiicdhc6) *
c<il
San Sebastian—July 19-26 (color films only with a prize for

—

•.

..

The decision (anticipated) was
part pf a general streamlining of
the festival setup by the Federation's. admi istrative council which
met in Madrid, Spain,

—

However the.
Karachi (Pakistan)—December (Still tentative.
Federation attaches a condition: In the event of a fest, the govern^
ment must reduce the high import duties).
Dubrovnik (Yugoslavia)— September. (Special Federation conditions: There should be. no ceiling on prices to be paid by th
monopoly for films acquired by it; terms for pi shown can, be
freely negotiated; the festival can have no political implications

Among
r

:

whatever!)

other things, the council

ended the rivalry between the
Venice and Cannes fests, stating
that as of 1956—only one of them
could be. a competitive (i.e.> awardalso

—

—

year the
other being noncompetitive in that
giving)

By HAROLD MYERS

Enough

of This

London, Nov.

16.

Facts and. figures to substantiate
Arthur Rank's contention that
British pix were not getting a fair
return from the American market
were given to Variety by John
Davis, deputy chairman and managing director of the organization,
prior to his departure for N. Y. and
,

week.

the best tinter),
proLocarno—July (can last only one week instead of two,
posed. Also can't overlap with Berlin).
Edinburgh—Aug. 21 - Sept. 10—Cortina D’Ampezzo (Italy)—
February.
The Federation warns that
Durban Aug. 8-20 (No prizes.
recognition doesn’t spell out a precedent for 1956).
.

Starting with 1956, the International Federation of Film Producers Assns. will authorize only a
single competitive film festival giving out international prizes^ the
American distributors learned last

festival

eaCli

year.

In the western hemisphere, the;
council authorized two competitive events for 1955, one in Punta
Del Este, Uruguay, Jan. 14 to 31,
the other in Argentina in Novem:

Los Angeles, Nov. 16.
Attorneys for Samuel Goldwyn and Mary Pickford, joint
owners of the Samuel Goldwy
studios, were ordered, to appear tomorrow (Wed.) in Superior Court
where Judge
Paul Nourse will set a date
.

for the sale of the property.
For five years both parties

about
been
arguing
haVe
which partner, owns, what &t.
thife studio, Miss Pickford owns
41/80ths of the lot, and Gold-

wyn

39/80ths.

her. Both will be allowed to hand
out the Grand Prix of South AmerHowever, the Federation said
ica.
it. was greenlighting, the Argentina
fest only with the understanding
that it actually was a 1956 competition “moved forward into .1955
for reasons of climate and conven-

J.

Hollywood tomorrow (Wed;).
Davis’ present mission to America is not connected with their
eventual plan to acquire a chain of

key theatres in the U. S. That will
probably have to wait, until th

pound

is freed, arid full convertibility of sterling is permitted by the
British Treasury., The Rank No. 2
executive is going! over primarily
on a routine survey to check latest
reaction to British films, and, while
on the Coast, to huddle with
Herbert J. Yates on their recent
deal for a number of Rank films
to be released through Republic.
Amplifying his chief’s recent

statement in connection With asreadying a
Stanley Warner
quisition of theatres, Davis averred
mobile Cineframa unit which -it
Rank was not intending to hecoriie
hopes will be ready to tour, the
operators of a majoi U. S, theatr
ience.”
country this spring. This unit, will
Thus, the Argentines will hand play cities which cannot support circuit. Indeed, fewer than 70 ther
Rank
out the Grand Prix Of South Amer- the permanent installation., that atres would be required.
wanted these key theatres to con^
ica for 1956. The Uruguayans have
require runs of a year /or more.
been informed that their festival As an example, it's pointed out, vince the average American exwon’t be recognized in 1956. There that the traveling Cinerama could hibitor that U. S audiences would
pay to see British films.
is a fine distinction being made bebe set up in a city such _as BirMay Not Form Theatre Chain
tween international: prizes, such. as mingham for 10 or 12 weeks.
“It may be,” said Davis, “that
are awarded at Cannes and Venice,
Cinerama Inc,, the equipment
this may riot eventually be neces(Continued on page 78)
manufacturing
and
installation
sary. There are spme signs of
firm, is .now working on the .enchange of heart. Only a few days
gineering details. The temporary
ago Alfred Starr, a former presiinstallation would be set up in
SEEKS
dent, urged American exhibitors at
or
large auditoriums, armories,
the Theatre Owners of America
12 PIX even possibly tents.
COIN
convenion in Chicago to screen
‘Meanwhile, SW is moving ahead
more British films. Arid earlier
Hollywood,' Nov. 16.
with preparations to install permaFilmakers Releasing Organiza- nent Cinerama outlets in Montreal this summer, Leonard H. Golden(Continued on page 8)
tion, through its president, Irving and Buffalo. The Canadian date is
H. Levin, has offered to produce set for Dec. 27 arid Buffalo is
12 features a year with corfinancing scheduled for shortly thereafter.
by TOA. Levin has asked E. D.,
According to S. H. Fabian, SW
Martin, TOA chief, for an early prexy, the company hopes to open
meeting to discuss the proposition. a total of 24 pemanent Cinerama
Currently Filmakers is preparing outlets. This is the limit allowed
and "Mad at the by the Dept, of Justice since SW
“Crashout”
World” for release and has a pro- is subject to consent decree reguduction program of seven features lations., However, this does not pre* Arrival in N.Y. today (Wed.) of
.in 1955. This will be raised to 12,
vent SW sub-Jicenslrig other comDevin says, if TOA confirms the panies in the U. S, The Montreal John Davis, managing director of
co-financing deal.
and Buffalo additions Will give. SW the J. Arthur Rank Organization,
a total of 15 Cinerama situations is expected to determine award of
in the U. S. and Canada. The com- Rank’s “Young Lovers” for which
bidding
been
spirited
there’s
John Collier Yarns With
( Continued on
page 24)
4

The Portuguese government, act-4
lng through an American middleman. the. American Production
Group in Portugal, is in the process of completing deals for the cotwo theatrical feaproduction
tures at Lisbon studios.
One of the projects involves the
fllmization of “Bullfight,” the Leslie Stevens, play which attracted

attention

during

its

off-Broadway

at the Theatre de Lys
The “Bullvvich Village.

run recently
in

Gr

package was assembled by
It will bp under the produc-

fight”

MCA.
tion

auspices

of

tv

director

Sid-

ney Lumet, Who collaborated with
Stpvehs on the screenplay and will

Story Analysts in

I

Hollywood, Nov. 16.
Screen Story Analysts Local
854 is the latest member of
IATSE. Charter was presented by Hollywood representative George Flaherty and International veepee Caul Cooper
and accepted in behalf of the
local by prexy Leroy Liriick.
Business agent of SSA is
Kay Lenard, the only screen
writer in town holding a b.a.
job in an IATSE local.

also direct. Tentatively set for the
principal roles are Farley Granger,
Franchot Tone, Rita Gam (Lumet’s
The film
Wife), and Maria Riva.
.

have been made as

The other
which
City

Will

yet.

film is “The Flight,”
be. produced by MidCorp,, a company

Pictures

headed by former RKOite Edward
Levin.

Latter’s

film

is

set

for

However, before
shooting.
embarking on the theatrical feature, Levin’s group 'will film a 39picture vidpix series based on the
secret files of European police departments. The material was provided by Robert Musel, United
Press correspondent in London.

March

FILMAKERS

TOA

TO MAKE

.

scheduled to roll in Lisbon in.
June. No release arrangements
is

'

Fresh version of the much-produced “Carmeri” is being prepared
for the screen by veteran director

Rouben Mamoulian whose partner
in the venture may be Robert. Haggiag. Latter has a distribution organization* in Italy and finances
films from time to time. Project,
according to present plans, woulc
roll in Spain next Spring from a
script by Mamoulian and' Maxwell

among

Mixed Anglo-Yank Stars
Hollywood, Nov.

.

16.

Short story writer John Collier
and director Henry Cornelius are

MOSS HART’S 3 FOR
COLUMBIA PICTURES

Anderson.
forming their own indie to make
His upcoming filmusical, Mamou- “Weird Tales," based on three ColMoss Hart has been signed to
lian declared in New York this
lier yarns.
Will shoot in London
in Portugal is headed by Albert
week, will be an English version next spring In Technicolor, with script three pictures for Columbia,
J. Amateau, a Los Angeles attorMerimee
Harry
the
Prosper
story.
Cohn, Col president, disof
all-star cast.
ney and head of a Coast dubbing
closed in N. Y. yesterday (Tues.).
company. Amateau is on his way Conveniently, the director obEach yarn, "Mary,” "Evening First is to be “The Eddy Duchin
to
served,
holds
the
rights
Haggiag
to Portugal to seek certain concesthe Georges Bizet music under the Primrose” and "Biottle Party,” will Story,” biopic on the late piariistsions from the government on the
have both an American and Britmanner of recouping costs and Berne Convention. Exteriors are ish star. Alec Guinness is the only orch leader. Jerry Wald will produce and George Sidney, on his
Under the pres- to be lensed in and around Seville name set thus far.
splitting profits.
on
Spanish
with
interiors
first loanout from. Metro, will dithe
coast
ent arrangement, the government:
Collier, who just finished the rect. Other two properties haven’t
demands first money to repay the either in Rome or London.
screenplay
for
"I
Am
Will
V
Camera,”
been set yet.
No
has
been
for
film
cast
set
the
(Continued- on page 8)
Both Cohn and Hart will leave
as yet nor has a distribution deal do the adaption of his shpri stories.
been discussed.
Picture will be Rank will distrib in Europe, but Gotham for the Coast within the
done in Technicolor and in wide- United States release is not set yet. next few days.
screen but whether Cinemascope,
VistaVisioh or some other process
is undecided as yet.
Also on the
Mamoulian film-making slate is
“The Barber of Seville” which
would be made shortly after the
Let it never be said that the 20th-Fox p.r. boys aren’t delivering
Completion of “Carmen.”
American film companies, dealthe goods— even if it means rewriting history.
Mamoulian said that he had been
ing collectively under the Motion nurturing
Sunday’s (14) papers carried an AP story, irom Stockholm,
the “Carmen” idea since
Picture Export Assn, banner, and
telling of the discovery of 127 letters written to Napoleon by his
1932 When he was with Paramount.
DenmariThave hit a snag in efforts “At that time,” he reminisced,
Empress, Marie Louise, in 1813 and 1814 when his Empire .disto work put a new trade agreement.
integrated.
The epistles had been brought to Sweden by Empress
"Paramount had the rights but
Basic differences concern Metro
Desiree who— it so happens (or does it?)—-^is also the subject, of
couldn’t cast the title role and later
which wants the Danes to permit dropped its option on the property.
20th’s latest, “Desiree,” which opens at the Roxy today (Wed.).
the licensing of "Gone With the
Declining credit, the 20th pluggers do point with pride to some
But in recent years there’s been
Wind” without restriction; So far, an enormous growth of interest in
other remarkable coincidences!
There were those Jnews stories
the Scandinavian interests have,
about
black spiders being found, just as “Black Widow” preemed
musicals and I feel today is a right
nixed this, insisting that all Ameriat the Roxy.
Then there was the. fox who led police a merry
time to branch out with such a
can films be subject to a distribuchase in the Bronx, just in time to accommodate the opening of
venture.”;
tion rentals ceiling pf 40%,
“Prince of Foxes.” And when “The Day' the Earth Stood Still”
Adding to the problem is the atwas about to bow, the papers had scary reports about flying
titude taken by other companies
6. W. HungeHord of Hollywood
saucers being sighted near N. Y.
since M-G made its position known has been named manager of the
The classic “coincidence,” of course, was the discovery ‘of
re “Wind.” Now they each want, Southwest Film Productions, Inc.,
Cheops tomb just as 20th Was readying “The Egyptian” for retwo pix annually as freely nego- in Houston by John Paul Goodwin,
lease.
Just how he managed the timing of that one is Charlie
tiable items in Denmark.
prez.
Einfeld’s deep, dark secret.
‘Seeks Concessions

The American Production Group

.

.

the indies.

Film,,

by

which has been passed up
Universal and United

both

Artists, is considered a good b.o.
property by the indies, with more

than $50,000 already offered for
the feature. Among those in the
running are Walter Reade, Fred
Schwartz and the Edward KingsleyArthur Mayer combination.
That’s the second pic to rate
fancy offers. Rank’s newest Guinness starrer, "To Paris With Love,”
which is still lensing, reportedly
has been acquired by Reade for a
cumulative guarantee of around
$400,000. Trade considers this an
extremely generous offer.
Unusual aspects of "Young Lovers
is that it has political implications
apart from being a love story. It’s
not known whether it was this
‘

.

factor that
pass it” up.

prompted

U

and

UA

to

High price brought by the new
Guinness pic, which Reade bought
sight-unseen, is seen reflecting, the
belief that the Guinness name
packs an increasingly potent b o,

punch. Guinness' latest, "Father
Brown,” had mixed reveiws; but
is holding up very well. His “The

UA

Captain's Paradise” has netted
a $900,000 domestic take to date.
Davis is expected to go to the
Coast for huddies with Alfred E.
Daff,
exec v.p. He may discuss
a possible coproduction deal with
Republic. Davis-paff talks are seen
paving the way for a lessening of
the tension between the Rank and
Universal outfits, Davis has been
consistently unhappy with the performance. of British features in the
U.S. Position of U is that it’s doing
the best possible job with the Rank

U

films.

"

.

.

'
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NIPPONESE FILMS’ BIG NIP-UP
Ij

lilt

UlUl

I

—

DaIa<ii»a

This Year’s Best Bets Defied Prophets ‘Hulot’
(French) and ‘Happiness’ (Swedish) Standout

puzzling aspects.
generally
Out. of

Hollywood, Nov. 16.
of- the Screen Extras Guild have been asked by
executive board to vote
its
against compulsory attendance
at Guild meetings. A special
recomrecently
committee

two dark horse foreign
lingualers are emerging as the
best bets of 1954: The French
“Mr. Hulot’s Holiday'’ and the

mended, fines
alties

board

members for non-attendance at meetings ds in keeping with the democratic principles on which the Guild Was

fining

^
'

been

seemed

looks as
for'*

if

poor bet.

a

of.

It

Keeps Up Tests

troubles, with the N. Y. censor at
the. stark-— it's now been passed—:
and -opened out-of-town in what,
hot so long ago, would have been
considered a cardinal violation of
Nobody is Willing to lay any bets
It’s had a wide
the rule book.
including many circuit on this, but the industry’s technical
playoff,
William
bookings, according to
brains are convinced that the next
(Continued on page 28)

Of New Methods

technological step forward in the

film industry will be the adoption

WANTS

$4,000

of wide-gauge, negative for all or

OF ACTRESS' WAGES
Los Angeles, Nov. 16.
Columbia Pictures, filed an attachment proceeding for $4,000
against Evelyn Keyes, claiming
that amount is due under terms of
a contract signed in 1950,
Plaintiff claims that under the
exclusive pact Miss Keyes was to
pay the studio 25% of her earnings if she worked on any other lot.
Complaint adds that she collected
$16,000 from Bon-Xir Pictures,
.

in
$4,000.
Inc.,

in Rome
Eitel Monaco, italo industry
that Italian Films Export
would in the future accept French
as well as Italian films for release.

by

head,

Monaco

1951 and refused to pay

35m

film

but exposes a negative

Many

of the studios are experi-

Drive-In Renege Case menting. with

A

N, J. judge last week refused
to giant a defendants’ motion to
dismiss in a suit brought by Walter
Reade Jr. against Eastern Drive-In
Theatres and William A. Scully
Monroe E. Stei
and James J.
,

Thompson and their wives.
The defendants had cited

the
"statute of frauds” iri arguing for
dismissal of the action. Ordering

either

wide-gauge

Judge John Drewen observed
he could hot allow the statute to
Question is .being asked what
be^ used to cover up a possible Todd-AOi for one, will do to Cinerfraud.
ama which requires three synchroThe Reade complaint stated that nized projectors to give the full
Scully, Stein and Thompson had image. Those, who have seen sampromised to sell him six N. J; ples of the Todd-AOed “Oklahoma”
drive-ins and that, following some say it’s as good as. Cinerama and,
written commitments, they had re r with the proper optical adjustneged on the deal. Furthermore, ments, could also be presented on
he charged, promise of the deal a curved screen. Advantage, of
had been used to get him to grant course, is two-fold: 1. It requires
trial,

.

certain concessions to the defend-

only a single projector. 2. Standants.
ard prints in any dimension can be
The judge said he had studied reduced from the original nega.the pleadings, affidavits arid briefs tive without any difficulties.
and that the Controversy didn’t end
Observers see every indication
with the, application of the statute that, with the emergence of
the
of frauds which requires the con- wide-gauge systems, a new type Of
tract to be put on paper. “There roadshow biz:' will
emerge, accentare allegations of fraudulent in- ing size as well as content.
They
ducement in the reply which, if say this makes sense since only a
true, and were the court to do no comparatively limited number of
more about them than the 'defend- houses are capable of Installing
ants Would have it do, would show screens wide enough to
make this
that the statute of frauds has here aspect still a special attraction.
been made the means of defendTechnical experts at the film
ants' acquiring wrongful and pocompanies feel that the period of
tent advantage,” he stated.
industry advancement at the optical
technological levels is far:
from oveir.
Wide-area negative
processes still require a good deal
Hollywood, Nov. 16.
of improvement and so do contin-.
Production
activity
will
be gent area of color, sound and proresumed on the Republic lot the jection. A “continuous” projector,
day after Thanksgiving with a pro- pulling down the film at a steady
gram of five features set to start. rate rather than with a frame-byAt present the company’s only pic- frame movement, is being experiture in action is “Magic Fire” in mented with. Aftd new lenses are
Germany.
in the offing.
1

fol-

femme stars, very nearly
whole show at the Venice
Film Festival at the Lido in Italy,
Eyebrows went up.
Two weeks ago, Time mag did a
piece In its business columns on
Jap picture-making. Current issue

distribution of French pix. IFE
topper' Renato Gaiilin
due
in the. U. S. next Week, presumably to set details:)
John G. McCarthy, the U.S, rep
for George Lourau, the leading
French producer, indicated that lie

—motion
Film

pictures.

house

Operators

demanding future recognition.

reactions

“art”

to

films

'

of Life does the subject up big
with a six-rpage report, four of- the
pages in color.
Life's coverage,
centers ob three films produced by
Masalchi Nagata, head of Daiei
Studios,
Tokyo.
These
are
“Ugetsu,” which recently opened
in N. Y., and “Hell’s GateV and

“Golden Demon,”

appeal of their pix without actually aping Hollywood’s filmmakers.

Japan

drawing

is

closer

had had no word

Thurman Arnold
pressed

the.

last

Week

antitrust suits should carry indictments on criminal charges, that
the corporations and Individual
officers involved should be tried
by a jury and that the individuals
should be subject to jail sentences
if

found

Arnold

Picker,

make three

company's

that

pix in

all

for distribu-

.

‘MOBY DICK’ LOCATION

•

NEEDS

•

.

Of distribution

New

WARM WATER

London, Nov. 16.
At the completion of studio
work here, John Huston will move
his “Moby Dick” cast and crew to
South Africa for two' weeks of

LIGHTMAN MOVES FOR

AMPP

the U.S,

:

the frequently-heard argument tljjat
defendants in trust Cases .were unaware they were violating the law
by their business practices.
Arnold was among the participants in ah open meeting on antitrust sponsored by the Federal Bar
Assn, of N. Y., New Jersey and
Connecticut.

goes through.

in

two months ago, the question of a
possible release, of French pix by
IFE was put to him and he denied
any. such plans were afoot. He explained at the time that IFE was
in a position to take on only ItaloFrench coproductions.
Earlier in the year, the French
were considering the opening up
(Continued on page 26)

Owners of America) in the industry trust suit, said this approach
would have the effect of discouraging violations of the antitrust statutes,
He brushed off as invalid

Lichtman said he’d do this on
by that company. He’ll start
on the trio after finishing “The his own, meaning it’s not to be
construed
as a COMPO project.Deep Blue Sea,” for 20th-Fox.
In a second tieup, invloving Japanese government cooperation, Co- Allied Artists First
lumbia producer Fred Kohlmar,
Member Since 1941
writer-director
Richard Murphy
Hollywood, Nov. 16.
and cameraman Burnett Guffey
Allied Artists resigned from, the
wing over the Pacific the first week
Motion Picture ProIndependent
of December to begin shooting of
“The Gentle Wolfhound.” Lensing ducers Assn, and became a member
Assn,
of.
the
of Motion Picture
will be in and around Osaka.
Hollywood branch of
The .story, based on a New Producers the
Steve Broidy, A A
the. MPAA.
Yorker article by E. J. Kahn Jr.,
prexy, resignned as head of the
concerns a Yank army sergeant
group and Was sucWho at first hates the Japanese and independentEdward
Finney, former
ceeded by
later has a change of heart, begins
IMPP
secretary.
A
to take care of orphaned children
Explaining his resignation from
and marries a Jap girl.
the indie group, Broidy said: “Allied Artists hak embarked on a program of expansion production-wise,
which is in direct contrast to what
Steinberg Cops a Ph.D.
it has formerly undertaken. In line
Dr. Charles S. Steinberg
It’s
with this development we have
now, making the Warner Bros, as- found it advisable to.aply for mem-

his

.

Arnold, who repped the American Theatres Assn, (now Theatre

tion

from

Monaco’s Denial

When Monaco was

guilty.

in

other respects.. While on a recent
Far East swing, Arthur B. Krim,
president 'Of United- Artists, and

at all

‘

Paris office re the IFE integration.
Some months back, consideration
was given to an IFE release of
some of the Lourau pix, specifically “Wages, of Fear.” However, it's
understood the proposition was
eventually nixed by Lourau.

ex-

view that Government

A1 Lichtman, 20th-Fox director
and member of tne
governing board .of the Council of
Latter either reduces the wide foreign department v.p., set up
Motion
Picture
Organizations,, told
machinery
for coproduction: deals
image into a standard 35m frame
a N.Y. meeting of COMPO leaders:
or else can be projected horizon- involving Nippon interests and
Monday
(15)
he’d
talk to film comAmerican
indie producers.
As a
tally from the expanded^ framed
pany presidents in an effort to set
2dth-Fox has acknowledged It is followup, Anatole Litvak is now set
huddle
on trade
an
industry
up
to
make
a film on location in the
working With an improvement on.
This is to be part of problems, including exhibitor-disthe old Grandeur Wide-guage sys- Far East.
Exhibitors,
disRelations.
tributor
a
new
arrangement which Litvak
tem.
Metro also is working with
has with UA, under which he’s to tribs and producers will sit in if it
wide-gauge film.
film or else with systems pointing
in the direction of VistaVisidn,.

which

from Tokyo were favorable a year
back. Then during the past summer Japanese features, and three

overlooked its most important amusement advertiser
tirely

world more conscious of, and receptive to, the product turnout in

Life‘sees significance in the Jap
most of the top pix.
product to the extent that it will
At the same time, they’re con- have “a profound "effect on the
vinced that CihemaScope is here to technique of Hollywood producers,
stay, mostly because it is still a who will find much to learn and to
good deal cheaper than any proc- follow In the Japanese films’ uness involving wide area film.
It surpassed use of color' and their
does not, however, provide the clear, delicately composed pictorial images.”
same, sharpness and definition,
In the past few months a number
The experts who have seen print
samples of the Todd-AO system of Jap industry reps, including
Nagata
and execs linked With
with its 65m film are impressed
With the clarity and the- great Shochiku CO., which Is the largest
pie'eriterprise
in Japan, have been
sharpness
of
the
“Oklahoma”
images. Latter compare with the in the U. S. studying Hollywood
techniques.
They’re
on the prowl
definition of Paramount’s VistaVision system which uses regular for clues on how to broaden the
area two and a half times the normal frame size.

Judge Won't- Dismiss

statement,

lowed a Paris powwow with
Jacques Flaud, head of the Centre
National de Cinematographies took
foreign film circles in N.Y. by surIFE execs said they were
prise.
completely unaware that such a
move had. been planned;
(In Paris, both Flaud and Lourau were noncommital re the
Monaco disclosure: In Rome it
Was confirmed that. IFE bylaujs
had been changed to allow the

stole the

“One Summer of Happiness,”
handled by Times Films, had

pix

Week following disclosure

Japanese

around

$250,000.

STUDIO

16.

End Fund Guide” in Saturday’s (L.A.) Mirror. It listed
television
and
night clubs,
other sources of fun but en-

course, is to slant at least a small
future production for
of
worldwide marketing; the present
promotional buildup is figured to
pay off via making the western

handling

outfit,

from three or four nations, Was envisioned by observers in N.Y. this

Film theatres in this town
didn’t get any fun’ out of the
front page box titled “Week-

part

First

the film should be

distrib take

Los Angeles, NoV.

.

releasing

al

Fun Sans Films

though the Nippon state has had
very few features to warrant playing time in U, S, theatres, the
Japs have copped wide attention on
the press and public relations
Their ultimate aim, of
front.

of

b.o, in

'

good

Possibility of a truly internation-

projected itself into prominence
within a relatively short time. Al-

general;

founded.”

British,
the
the U. S. and
“Hulot” type of slapstick in

exception

particular-

now

in other unions,” the
said; “shows that many

members recent such compulsion. We do not believe that

;

the

for absentees.

“Experience with such pen-

ness.”

have/i’t

the Japanese picture industry has

.

field,

the

their heads in

Members

mediocre

Swedish “One Summer of HappiNeither had Outstanding,
and “Happireception,
critical
ness' hasn’t eVen had a N; Y.
preem.
“Hulot,” starring the French
comic Tati, is a surprise winner if
ever there was one. When it was
first shown abound, nd one would
touch it. Foreign Comedies, with

CvaiiaIi DvAlllinfr

Yankee film execs are shaking
wonder at the way

Oppose Compulsion

Foreign film biz in the U. S-,
hit-or-miss-proposition,
always
a
this year has taken on even more

a(

.

concentrated location shooting. The
additional outdoor footage is necessary because Of the delays caused
earlier by bad weather in Ireland
and Wales,
Originally it had been intended
tp move the unit to Madeira for the
final fortnight’s location, but the
action calls for several members
of the cast to be in, the Ocean for
long periods. There Was some
doubt that the Waters around Madeira would be warm enough at
this time of the year.
The added location work-" has
upped the budget of Moulin production for Warner Bros, release
an extra $1,000,000, making the
total cost of the picture $4,000,000.

.

sistant

eastern publicity director
probably: the only film publicist to
carry the imposing title, Stein Derg
nabbed a Ph.D. degree this week

at

NYU, winning

philosophy

card

his doctor
for a study

of
of

communications media,
Steinberg’s

also

a

Phi

Beta

Kappa and Summa Cum Laude
graduate. Before becoiqing a picture ballyhoollgan some 10 years,
ago, he taught English at secondary schools and colleges.

United Artists Extends

With

Italy’s D.E.A.R.

United Artists releases Will continue to be distributed in Italy by
D.E.A.R. Films under a long-term
'extension of a pact negotiated in
Rome over the past weekend, by
Arnold M. Picker, UA’s foreign,
chief.
Italian
organization
was

repped by Angelo Rissoli and Robert Haggiag.

Latter

two

execs

have

been

financially interested in indie pix
lensed in Europe for UA.

bership in the other body.”
‘Toko-Ri’ Into Music Hall
Allied Artists is the first com“Bridges of Toko-Ri,” starring
pany admitted into AMPP Since
Seven other William Holden, Grace Kelly and
Republic in 1941.
Fredric
March, has been booked*
members are Columbia, LoeW’s,
Paramount, RKO, 20th-Fox, Uni-, for N.Y.’s Radio City Music Hall.
It
Metro’s “Deep in My
follows
versa! and Warners.
New IMRPA officers, In addition Heart 0 which goes in after the
current
“White
Christmas.”
Parsons,
to Finney, are; Lindsley
“Bridges” will be the first Par
John Champion and Jack Broder,
pic
from
the
William
Perlbergtreasveepees; William F. Broidy,
John Burrows, assistant George Seaton production unit to
urer;
house.
play
the
king-sized
treasurer.
[

-
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PICTURES

Hy Dabb, Vet Showman,

Print Costs (Especially Color)

PR As

Heads Makelim

Exhib-BIessed Plan Starts
Hy Daab, veteran film publicist,

Cloud Foreign Hinterlands;

named public relations
director of the Hal R. Makelim
Daab, former puborganization.
and Columbia
ad chief of
and on the press staff of David O.
Selznick will immediately take
over supervision of a global press
0r Makelim’s exhibitorcampaign
campai
g n ffor
plan.
guarantee picture plan,

Robert Rossen in from London Monday (15) for calls at United
He has a Jan. 15 starting date for the production in Spain
will release .
Some N. Y. trade
of “Alexander the Great,” .which

Artists.

has been

No

U.S.

Like Over-Dependence

Improved flow of quality prod--*
C AmilF Wlufnmj’c Fo*»tiii*AC
uct and increased bookings, parDlUiey S reaiUreb
OOnDy
of forticularlv
UCU
y

W

in the hinterlands

Hollywood, Nov. 10.
bpine credited
eign coun
New indie film company, C. y.
_
everai
rise in sevtuai
pi c t ure s, Inc., was formed
for the continuing
grosses abroad. kere
Vanderbilt
Cornelius
by
of the film outfits’
Cooper.
Comnanv thinking on ways and Whitney and Merian C. president
function
as
will
Former
eticks in the
thp st
means of, tapping the
and latter as yeepipe in charge of
duc pro duction. Program calls for two
clittei,
territories
foreign
basic features a year.
there’s no question of the
Company has acquired the new
nrnhiprm i.e.
p how to buck rising
problem
A1{m LeMay nQyel( The Aven ging
distribution costs created by the Texans,” and will produce it as
industry’s swing to color and yet “The Searchers” as its first film.
cover an alien market as close to Meanwhile Cooper will continue as
president of Argosy Pictures, in
100% as possible.
partnered with John
Foreign markets break down which he is
Ford
something like this: (1) The hard111
constituting
core key firstruns
25% of the theatres. (2) Smaller
1
BA a

Meanwhile,

.

i

..

-

'

1

.

n

.

and more outlying
counting for 50%;

ac-

situations,
(3)

The

Mgt

HfiBlV
"

rest,

scattered in the hinterlands, making up another 25%. Its this last Wfta
“ eat

Continued from page
lor
ier

j.y
‘

|
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Makelim

speed-

is

his sai es drive. Latest clrCldt to sign for the 12 Makelimpro*duced attractions is the Allianc e circuit, operators of 53 theatres in the Chicago area and the
p ac ifi e Northwest. According to
Makelim, this boosts to 232 theatres signed within the last 10
days> al i on play or pay contracts

ing

up

the complete Makelim schedThe. producer, who has alu j e>
ready traveled over 73,000 miles
ln a pitch for his plan, left for the
south and southwest this week
for talks with exhibitor leaders.
His itinerary includes the convention of the Theatre Owners of
North and South Carolina in Charf or

00 ir

3

»

as

lanta

and Dallas.

w

e

well as stopovers in At-

lotte

mmmmmmmmmmtmmammm
;

pill

lUgdl
p««

5

vides.

\

—

‘

find a
theatres

way ro i es they are
in

Within the past year, one or two
of the companies have leaned to
the view that it’s more economical
to pull in the horns and effect
all the savings possible by concentrating on the keys where, of
course, a greater part of the revenue is obtained.
Other distribs
are
a more expansionist mood,
realizing all the while that a careful check has to be kept on distribution costs to prevent service
in group three to become uneco-

m

nomical via an unbalanced ratio
of income and expenses.
‘Penetration in Depth’
One of the wavs in which the
distribs think they can lick the

i

when observed

d>

the inevitable closeup on the
theatre screen.” In contrast, Crowther notes that the use of dubbed
voices in the IFE film “permits the
combination of fine singing and
handsome characters appearing on
the screen.”

The

“Aida” sequence of the
telecast, the Italian
version of the opera, and the

closed-circuit
fi i
<-

m

T his

Cinerama”

Is

sequence

La Scala served
com P ara?ive com

filmed at Rome’s

reviewers

f<£

me nts Otis Guernsev in the N Y
Herald Tribune felt that the filmed
triumphal march of the IFE film
could

not hold a candle to the
Cinerama version while' Crowther
commented that the IFE picture
surpassed the operacast and “the

problem

of serving the outlying
theatres is by providing blackand-white prints of color pix. This
r&iscs the Question of where to
draw the line between group two
an,d three, since-in the fringe
area one exhibitor may pay a
lot

for a

man
for
the

-tint print whereas the
near him may pay much less
black-and-white edition of

a

same

film.

“Penetration in

way one
scribed

depth,” is the
foreign market exec de-

company’s efforts to
widen* the scope of bookings in
given territories.
We are convinced that a scheme can be dehis

vised which will help us to get
a larger share of a foreign market
area which we are now barely

A
on

Coast

recently

scene on the current Cinerama prog
...
The production cost of, present ing the televised version of the
opening night cost $100,000, according to TNT topper Nate Halpern. The telecast required 350,000
watts of special lighting as compared to the 30,000 to 40,000 watts
for an average television show.
T 1 e ^ as 1?10r
an
feet of
vf,
Wlre ln 4.K opera house for
*

^

*

„

Metopera will receive a cut
the .overage oh the charity take
addition to a percentage of the
b 0 receipts which it'll share with
Halpern.
~

m

-

•

'

x

that the income
from abroad was rising at the rate
of 1% each year. That’s fine with
the sales execs, as long as this
rise corresponds to
similar increases in the domestic u. s. revenue.
At the moment, the formarket gi\ es the AmcriPATi
companies around 42
of th» r
revenue, with the figure fhwtnat.

,

.

e telecast

%

Only

from
a

company

coinoanv"

to

comparatively

few

10^4

are expected to rise to a rrrmvi
u u
$180,000 000
One commnv t nn
^ ned
^ out
thls
P
,u°t 8
«f fol
a
elgn mar'
ket ever lise
el ., fir
.1
K.CI
to the
DOinf. Whpro
h re
it accountV for f,
'J f,
50 °^ot
the
industry's ta
W0U
be a
disastronc
cifnotJ?
He ex ~
*.
nlained that SUC
cmpi! a
ra ^ 10 would
}„•
fnfpr
j
g
domestic market,
and wi„i5 S??
ma ke the industry too
fipnondinf ° n
uncertain forei 6h
remittance

Eld

^
-

.
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story.

last Monday (15) at the Cafe de Paris
his first film role in some time, “GentleBrunettes,” starring Jane Russell, which was shot in Paris,
Monte Carlo and England. Interesting angle is that Vallee was picked
for the part apparently as a direct result of a summer stock notice
when he played Oquinquit, Me and was covered by Variety’s stringer,
That lameduck holiday, Armistice Day, the celebration
Curt Elie .
.
of a journalistic blunder, pretty much closed all the film offices in
Robert Reinhart, who was once a Variety staffer has finally
•town .
decamped the Hotel Ansonia, where his family moved in 1913 .
he now has a magic gadget manufacturing business and lives and
this sheet’s recent review of Mae
works at Montgomery, N. Y. . .
West at the Latin Quarter, recalled that when she opened with a
new act at Keith's Colonial in 1922 her ”& Co.” was Harry Richman
latter has now emerged from retirement, having lost a bundle
.
breeding cattle in drought-afflicted Nevada
.
he's currently at the
Bradford Roof in Boston . . . his ninth appearance there over the

in

Rudy Vallee who opened
London has just finished

men Marry

.

.

.

.

.

.

’

.

.

,

Per Harvey Hickey of Toronto Globe and Mail staff, Field Marshal
Montgomery hits for Hollywood after his N. Y. visit. "I’m going to
see it with Sam Goldwyn,” he told Hickey. “They say he’s the fellow
Arthur M. Loew, in London for Monday' (15)
to see it with.”
Royal Command Performance of Metro’s “Beau Brummel” at Em.

.

Swiss couple featured
pire Theatre
. . Fred and Beatrice Troller, the
in Louis de Rochemont’s “Cinerama Holiday,” have returned to their
native Zurich to resume their ordinary lives after the fling in picture
making . . Theodore Streibert, head of the U. S. Information Agency,
told the Overseas Press Club that “This Is Cinerama” will be .shown
at the international falr.In Bangkok where it is hoped it will duplicate
the success it had at the Damascus international fair where Cinerama
overshadowed the Soviet exhibit' reported Steibert, “it’s rumored
that the Russians have learned of our plan and may not exhibit in
.

Bangkok.”

.

.

»

™

.

.
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John Davis Cites Cases

.

^

’

Cinerama Retires $758,000 of Loans

——

‘Productions’

Due

for

Added

M
0 1
x*
Newest
Situations
.

From

.

a

Cinerama Productions, with a.
net
$163,000 from Nov. 1.
1953, to ^ ept 25, 1954, has paid
back ^ 758 000 in principal and $36,000 in interest on outstanding
loails
Debt P a y ments were made
from Aug 13, 1953, date Stanley
Warner took over the rights to the
medium until ° v l 2 1954.
Total of $794,000 in debt paynients represents 42% of Cinerama
Pl’A^lintinnc'
snftt
rhnro
(
Productions'
share n
50%
of
the
Prints of the four theatres Ciner'

*

‘

*

N

•

-

ama Productions opened
the

Stanley

Warner

before

takeover.

These houses are in New York,
Detroit, Los Angeles, and Chicago.
The four situations chalked up 'a
net profit of about $1,800,000 durring the 15-month period, with Cin-

return

to

Britain

of

$338,000.

“The Pool of London,” domestic
gross was $392,000; U. S. gross

;

’

^ to

ago, the percentage ,vas 35
eign dollar remittances in

.

Louis Lober, United Artists general manager of the foreign department, had two occasions to celebrate last week. He rounded out 25
years in the industry and at the same time marked his 25th wedding h
anniversary. He’s one of the vete to be inducted as a Motion Picture
Pioneer Nov. 17
Once the boys at 20th-Fox coin a slogan, they
find it tough to give up. Some years back, 20th tried to lift the industry
for taking the responsibility for the by its bootstraps by organizing “Movies are Better than Ever” camconduct of the producers it recom- paigns throughout the country. Drive was a temporary success, with
mends. It is also charged with the Cinemascope replacing the slogan in more tangible fashion. Now
duty of making sure that a film along come the fancy 20th Invites to the “Desiree” preem at the R.oxy,
completed in Portugal receives an Nov. 17 which is billed as a “Command Performance.” Atop the inviAmerican release. In addition, it tations, under a picture of Marlon Brando and Jean Simmons, is the
ac ^ s as arbitrator in disputes be- inscription: “Les Films SOnt Meilleurs Que Jamais.” 20th obviously
'
tween American producers and the thinks “Desiree” proves that point!
Por ^ u 2uese government and serves
Lynda Lynch, 17-year-old daughter of Fred Lynch, ad-publicity dia overse «- to see that work sched- rector of the N.Y. Music Hall, is now a dancer in "Pajama Game”
?
ul s
h d
to
Joe Scboenfeld, editor of Variety’s daily in Hollywood,, has returned
:
^
Eventually, the American Pro- to the Coast.
.
ductl °n Group, which has 10-year
exclusive
deal
with
Portugal,
hopes to finance production in PortugaL 11 * s now in the Process of
amassing funds for this purpose,
° b 3 ect of the co-production arContinued from page I
om the standpoint of
«
4b Portuguese
government, is to son had appealed for more British $600,000 In the U. S. In the event.
f
pictures geared for American au- I have apparently been proved
{^he'locaf iSdusti^ ^It has°Sere- diences to meet the anticipated wrong by just over $2,000.”
fore introduced a new cos t factor, product shortage.”
Davis reckoned that a good reknoWn ag between-the-line costs.
While welcoming these over- turn for a top British picture in
This provides for the bringing over tures, Davis shares the viewpoint the U. S. should be approximately
nf lcev American technicians with
of his chief that, in broad essen- twice its earning capacity in Great
the^ cost being ahared 50 50 bv the tials,
This had never been
the American/cinemagoer en- Britain.
Amerkan p^oducm and Portugal joys the same entertainment as achieved. In fact, at no time had
The government-owned studios in film patrons in other parts of the one ever approached such a return.
Lisbon are currently being sur- world. They find it difficult to Even such major hits as “Hamlet”
veved bv Maurice Seuss a Hollv- understand, therefore, why British and “Henry V” had not got anyW ood technical exnert
pix which click in Canada, other where near that amount.
To encourage American produc- parts of the Dominions, in Europe
’Red Shoes' Biz Topped Brit.
e rs to film yarns with specific Porand the Far East still fail to get
However, “The Red Shoes” was
tuguese themes or backgrounds, an little more than a
nibble out of the an exception. After playing 108
American producer can, obtain an vast American market.
weeks at a small N. Y. theatre, subadditional 30% of his production
sequently, it went on countrywide
Breakdown on Big Pix
budget if the government feels cerChapter and verse on the com- release and American receipts
tain the picture will do a good
public relations job for the coun- parative earnings of key British were double the British total gross.
Emphasizing that they were only
try.
pix in the domestic and American
markets was provided by Davis as seeking a fair crack at the market,
follows:
the Rank aide illustrated the boxThe domestic gross of “Gene- office stamina of British films in
vieve” in. the U. K. was $1,050,000; the home market by pointing out
that, on their two circuits last
its U. S. gross was $400,000, of
which $220,000 will be remitted to, year, the top grossers were 12
American
ana 12 locally-made proBritain. For “The Cruel Sea,” the
domestic gross equalled $840,000; ductions. The earnings of these 24
Profits
Nine
films
were
almost equal.
*
U. S. earnings were $600,000, with

r

ing

j

.

(

back, or
servicing
these
*°me fashion.

.

.

Continued Iron.

below-the-line costs which it proAmateau is seeking an
agreement whereby the Portuguese
government would receive its cut
the women singers.
from the eastern hemisphere disand the high cost of tint prints.
The appearance and acting of tribution while the American
Take a Technicolor feature
launched in the keys. By the time the opera performers came in for group would get its share via the
western hemisphere rights. This is
the print has played through its comment
on seT eral fronts this
the system usually employed in cobookings in category one and two wepk
N Y TimM
iwi* v
representing 75% of the market Crowther discussed the
P roduction deals with foreign film
subject
i£
J
--the prints are worn out. The dis- hls Sunday (14) rounduP( c ompar_ makers.
trib then has the choice of order- ing the vidcast with t he IFE
T he American Production Group,
color
Ing additional color prints for the d i m version of “Aida.” He said which acts as liaison, “policeman
remaining 25% (the small houses) that some of the mu sica i ar tists and accountant,” receives a perand take the risk of not getting « look incongruous to the romantic centage for arranging the deal and
.

money

.

years.

:

omy, the American
been reaching in

his
of

.

execs burning oyer the meager play given President Eisenhower’s
Korean war victims. Only 3,000 theatres
Albums of stills from
.
ran the clip, others simply didn’t bother
.
films starring Greta Garbo, Charles Chaplin, Rudolph Valentino and
other early-day luminaries have been placed on public sale by N. Y.'s
Museum of Modem Art. Portfolio containing 10 separate prints is
priced at $4. Group of stills from pix directed by Sergei Risenstein
Director Frank Lloyd
(Remember?) which are heavier stock, is $4.50
accompanied by location technicians Henry Holmes and John Burke
are scouting San Antonio area for prospective re-telling of the Alamo
brief i^ film plea for aid for

.

.

for last weeK s
ciosea
which, for reasons of econdistribs haven’t circuit was perfect.”
the past and
Connors, however, points out
r °° m
6 * ““
that th * audienCe obviouSlj' en ‘
.Mansion"
expansion.
joyed the videocast, “although
The reason why the Americans
tittering
e 1 of
s 1
g at1 sseveral
have been abandoning that theatre
J"
„
He notes that the
sector to the native competition the interviews.
Photography
was
not
nattering
to
is, to a considerable extent, color

25%

UA

RKO

erama and SW splitting the take, $40,000, with half that sum to be
Cinerama Productions earmarks remitted.
^ for tbe payment of bank “The Promoter” (Alec Guinness
loans, leaving 8% as its

42<

-

Miami Cops
Continued from page

3

sa

a house can be closed down unless
U. K. earnings totalled
the showing of the disputed film
As yet Cinerama Productions has $476,000; U. S. gross was $400,000, was stopped. They have power,
received no income from nine ad- with $200,000 remitted. “Outpost however, to make an arrest if a
ditional Cinerama outlets opened in Malaya,” with Claudette Colbe'rt scene considered objectionable in
to provide U. S. marquee appeal,
in the U. S. under
the obscene category, is contained
jurisdiction.
It will receive a share of the profits had a domestic gross of $509,000; irr the exhibit. To close the theatre
after all expenses, including the its American earnings amounted to local officials would be forced to
i
/_i
l
only $90,000.
cost of installing equipment
seek an injunction from the Cir(about
The biggest individual British cuit Court, no known local ordi$100,000 per theatre) and the expenditure for the production of grosser in the American market nance providing for such a drastic
“Cinerama Holiday” (about $2,000, in the last year was the Rank move.
Coronation film, “A Queen is
000), are recouped,
Odd factor is reaction of the
Financial report went out to Crowned,” which racked up a gross detectives who made the arrest:
stockholders Monday (15) with the of $602,702. “I had protested pre- they thought the European product
announcement of the annual meet- viously,” Davis commented, “that was a dull job except for the scenes
ing Dec. 7.
this film would not earn more than found “obscene."
profit

gin.

SW

j.

mar-

starrer),
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None was ever so decorative or will r
nationwide fame as quickly as sultry
Dorothy Dandridge

“It is

a

”—

!

terrific picture! Hope you

won’t repeat my experience when you see ‘CARMEN
JONES’. I got so excited I burned a big hole in
the front of my dress. Yep, the film is that hot.”
Hedda Hopper

—

music
Dorothy Dandridge

is

a bewitcher

—Walter Winchell

“A great and

eXciting picture!”

—Louis Sobol
up and cheered!”
—Ed Sullivan

r

“Bound to make a sensation!”
—Dariton Walker

Color by

DE LUXE

•

In

the

Wonder

of High-Fidelity,

STEREOPHONIC SOUND

starring

Produced and Directed by

Books and Lyrics by

OTTO PREMINGER -OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN, 2nd
HARRY KLEINER
GEORGES BIZET
Screen Play by

«

Music by

Released by 20th Century-Fox

fei

!

Wednesday, November 17* 1954
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«

l.

Sure to b©

bi^ bit

This is a ‘Carmen’
that may blister the rear walls of many a movie
house. The audience is not merely stimulated,
it is all but electrocuted. Even the huge
CinemaScope screen seems hardly big enough
if
to carry the mass scenes
O.

!

—Louella 0. Parsons

Dorothy Dandridge becomes an
incandescent Carmen, devilishly Willful and
feline. She is one of the outstanding
dramatic actresses of the screen.
Newsweek
Great show!”

—

"A

great picture!”
—Earl Wilson

Audiences
Dandridge’s beauty
—Dorothy Kilgallen

Wednesday, November 17, 1954
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‘WIDOW’ FAST $14,000,

HIT; ‘SUDDENLY’ 12G
i

Pittsburgh, Nov. 16.
v
“Black Widow” shapes as best
bet here this session with a big

i

y

it

where a holdassured. “Suddenly” looms
okay at the Penn. “Star Is Born”
shapes sturdy in fifth round at
Stanley, arid may stay a sixth. All
spots were helped by Nov, 11 holiday.
“Little Kidnappers”
Was
.brought- in hurriedly at Squirrel
Hill, arid is dping well considering.
Estimates for This Week

y

total at the Harris,

over

‘Xmas’ Mighty 55G, ‘Widow’ 20G, 2d
-

Chicago, Nov. 16.

swing is upwards in
this round as. four fresh
and stronger-than-usual fare
“Athena” is
a hypo.
Is proving
opening to .a sock $36,000 at Oriental while “She-Wolf” captures a
smash $14,000 at the Loop., Monroe eyes weak $7,000 for “Twist of
Fate,” and Grand is great $15,000

•

Estimates Are Net

Loop

bills

.Film gross estimates as r.^.
ported herewith from the various key cities, are. net; i.e.,
without usual tax,,. Distrib-'
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, henc.e the
.estimated figures' are- net ih-

.

with

“Naked

Guns

to Border."

Alibi”

and

‘‘Four

The

parenthetic adhussion
however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement

:

Good

returns loom in same

Love

tax.

Mc-

at

.

applies to “Bread,
Dreams”, at World.

and

Roosevelt's “Bengal Brigade” and
“Private Hell 36” looks socko;.
“Mr. Hulot's Holiday” still is yery
•lively in third at the Surf.

in fourth Week, “Barefoot Contessa” winds up in the; plump
brackets at United Artists.. “Star
Is Born” shapes large in fifth at
the Chicago and still shows going
Woods is making a tidy
power!

haul in seventh with “On Waterfront” while “Cinerama” is racking up another great total in 68th
week at the Palace,
Estimates for This Week

Chicago (B&K)

(3,900; 98-$1.50)
(5th wk). Sturdy
$40,000. Last week, $43,500,
Grand (Nomikos) (1*200; 98$1.25V— “Naked Alibi” (U). and

—“Star

Is

Born”

“Four Guns

Border” (U). Sock
$15,000 or over. Last week, “Passion” (RKO> and “Massacre Canyon” (Col), ditto.
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.25>—
“She-Wolf” (Rep). Adults only pic
Last week,
looks wow $14,000.
(UA) and
“.Shield for Murder”
“Overland Pacific” (UA) (2d wk),
to;

.

$ 8 000
,

.

..

McVickers (JL&S) (2,200;
$1.25)— “Black Widow” (20th)
wk).
Fancy $20,000 after
.

65(2d
last

week’s $28,000.

Monroe

(Indie) (1,000; 65-87),
“Twist of Fate” (UA).' Weak $7,000

Cincinnati, Nov; 16;
“Black Widow,” this week’s only
pic. shapes solid at the Pal“White iChristmas” continues'
ace.
very sock in third stanza at Keith’s
while. “Sabrina” stacks up oke in
second round at the Albee. “Cinerama” holds to high level in 21st
;

new

session at the Capitol.
Estimates for This

Week

.

Albee "(RKO) (3,100; 50-90)— “Sabrina” (Par): (2d*wk). Okay $10,-,
000 after $15,000 bow.
(Ohio Cinema
Corp.)
Capitol
$l,20-$2.65)
(21st wk).

1,376:
(Indie)

(

•

— “Cinerama”

Looks

like

an.

week’s
last
over
strong $22,500, with steady support
of out-of-town groups.

improvement

(RKO) (1,400; 50-75)—
“Sands of Iwo Jima” (Rep) and
“Wake of Red Witch” (Rep.) (reis-

Grand

wk

Last week.

Pleasirig $6,000.

sues).

‘Drum’ Beats Loudly In
Mpls.,

11G; ‘Contessa’

—

What with an army

Wow

attracted

Warmish

weather isn’t hurting the musical.
“Black Widow” is rated fancy at
the State.
“Weak and Wicked”
looms okay at the Omaha.
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1.000; 50-75W
“This Is My Love” (RKO) and
“Terror Ship” (Indie). Modest $3.500.
Last week, “Black Knight”
(Col)

of visitors,

by the Minnespta-Iowa
football game which

homecoming

pulled a turn away crowd of 65,000
payees and with pleasant weather,

and “Unholy Four”

(Lip) (2d

500, Last week, “Bengal Brigade”
(U) and “Laughing Anne” (Rep),
$ 6 000
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 75“White Christmas” (Par).
$1)
Lofty $19,000 or over. Last week,
.

,

Was another lively Weekend fojf;
Loop showhouses. Lineup of fresh “Star Is
entries stacked up thin again, with $10,500.
it

;

.

—

only

“Drum Beat”

arnohg

newcomers calculated

to

any substantial boxoffice

—

It is lofty at

Last week, $22,500.
World (Indie) (697; 98)—'“Bread,
Love, and Dreams” (IFE) (2d wkl
Nifty $7,000. Last week, $6,500.

at

week

Fast $19,000.

Born”

(WB)

(2d

wk),

stir

interest.

the State. It’s the 31st
for the amazing “Cifierama”

Last

week,

“Brigadoori”

(M-G),

$6,500.

‘Drum’ Lusty $15,000 In

Estimates for This Week
Century (S-W) (1.140; $1,75-

Denver; ‘Brummell’ 10G

$2.65)— “Cinerama” (Indie) (31st
wk). Helped by heavy transient
trade. Terrific $18,000. Last Week,

Denver, Nov. 16.
continues
Christmas”

“White
packing them in at the Denham,
arid is so strong, it will hold a
Gopher (Berger) (1.600; 65-85)
Current smash fourth
fifth Week.
“Suddenly" (UA) (3d wk). Winds Week is. virtually, the same as the
up profitable run ate okay $3,000, third, session. “Beau Brlunm'ell”
Last week, $4,000.
is good enough at the Orpheum
Lyric
<1,000:
50-75)
(Par)
and .will stay: a second round. How.

$19,000.

30G

Philadelphia, Nov. 16.

—

-

"Sands Iwo Jima” (Rep) and “Wake ever, brightest newcomer is “Drum
Red Witch” (Rep) (reissues). Oldies Beat," fancy at Paramount.

However Armistice Day and Penn- Army game
Lone new.
helped last weekend.
comer is “Private Hell 36” and. “Bob
Mathias Story” combo at Stanton
ly, biz if off slightly.

getting nice attention.

.

Good

$4,000.

Last week, “Lure of. Sila" (IFE),
and “World for Ransom’’ (AA),
:

...

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 50-85)
‘Twist of Fate” (UA). Fail' $2,500.

Last week, on reissues.
not gaudy session $3,000.
Radio, City (Par) (4.100; 85-$l)—..
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 60-$ 1).—
Holdovers are carwith “White Christ- “Barefoot Contessa” (UA) (2d wk). “Black Widow” (20th) (3d wk).
mas” standout with socko total, at Has delivered at boxoffice. Good Fair $9,000: Last week, $11,000;
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 70Randolph.
“Barefoot Contessa” $10,000 or near. Last week, $19,000.

where

a neat

if

is in prospect.
rying the bail;

—

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,890; 65- $1.25)
“White Christmas!’ (Par).
looms smash in third Midtpwn
Theatre round but “Drum Beat” 85)— “This Is My Love” .(RKO). (4th wk). Smash $20,000, Holding.
shapes mildish at Stanley in. sec- Light $6,000. Last week, IlBlack Last, week, $20,500/
Knight” (Col). $7,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 50-85)
ond stanza.
RKO-Pan (RKO) 1,600; 50-75)— “Track of Cat” (WB) and “Two
Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 80-$1.35)— “Captain Kidd and Slave Girl” Guns and Badge” (AA).
Fair
“Rear Window” (Par) (12th wk). (UA) and “Return Treasure Island” $9,000. Last week,. “Hajji Baba”
Fair $5,000. Last week, $5,600.
UA). Okay at $4,000; Last week, (20th) and “Racing Blood” (20th),
Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25-$2.60)— “Law Vs. Billy Kid” (Col) /and $ 12 000
/ •Cinerama”
(Indie)
wk). “Jungle Man Eaters” (Col), $4,000.
(58th
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 50-85)
Par $10,000. Last week, $10,200.
State
(Par)
65-85)
(2,300;
“Beau
Brummell”
(M-G)
and
Fox (20th) (2,250; 09-$1.49)— “Drum Beat” (WB). Alan Ladd a “Deadly Game” * (Indie),
Good
“Black. Widow” (20th) (3d wk). magnet here. It’s second successive $10,000. Stays.
Last week, “PasFair $(4,000. Last week, $19,000.
C'Scope pic to be shown here at sion” (RKO) and “River Beat”
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 65- regular scale. Tall $11,000, Last (Lip), $7,500.
$i.30)
“Down 3 Dark Streets” •week, “Adventures Hajji Baba”
Paramount (Wolf berg)
(2,200;
(UA) (2d wk).
Sluggish $10,000. (20th),. $8,000.
.
50-85)
“Drum Beat’' (WB) and
Last week, $19,000.
Woitd (Mann) (400; 65-$1.25)— “Paris Express” (Indie).
Fancy
Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 75-$1.30) “Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) (2d $15,000 or near. Last week: “Bare—'“Star Is Bom” (WB) (5th wk), j,wk). Holding steady. Robust $6,000. foot Contessa” (UA)
Wk)*
(2d
*
s
(Continued rin page 21)
Last week, same.
$9,000.
.

—

(

•

•

,

.

—

.

—

.

•

•

;

1

session at the

.

—

lines

that

.

Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5.717; 65-$2;40)
—“Desiree” (20th); Opens with a
command performance preem to-

,

(Wed.). Regular run starts
ahead,
In
(Thurs.).
“Black Widow” (3d wk), fair $36 Week.
second
for
after
$45,000
.000
State (Loew’s) (3,450;: 78r$1.75)—

night

tomorrow

•

.

“Phffft” (Col) (2d vvk). First stanza
ended last night (Tues.) hit socko
$3o>000. In ahead, “Beau Bruirimell” (M-G) (3d Wk), $13,000.
Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)
‘‘High and Dry” (U) (12th wk). The
11th week ended Monday (15) was
oke $5,500 after $6,200 for 10th

frame.

Trans-Lux 60th

St, fT-L) (453;
“Little Kidnappers”
wk). The 11th round
ended last night (Tues.) held at
okay $4,800 as against $4,700 for

—

$1-$1.50)
(UA) (12th

10th week,
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
$1-$1.50)— “Lili” (M-G) (89th wk).
The 88th session ended Monday
'

(i5
was fine $5,000 after $4,800
for 87th Week.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060;, $1$2)
“Star Is Born” (WB) (6tli wk).
Continued: very big at $31,500 in
)

—

Mayf air.

fifth

Week

Sunday

ended

(14),

Fpurth round was $33,000: Stays
Estimates for This Week
on indef,
Astor (City Inv.) <1,300; 50-$l, 75)
Warr.er (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;
“On Waterfront” (Col) (17th wk).
$1.20-$3.30)
“Cinerama” (Indie)
Still perking at $19,500 in 16th
week ended last night (Tues.). The (76th wk), The 7:5th stanza ended.
(13) climbed
smash
Saturday
to.
15th stanza was $20,500; Stays on.
$38,800 after $36,000 for 74th Week.
.(Myberg)

—

'

.

Broadway

(1,900;*

74-

$1.50)—“Hansel and Gretel" (MyFifth frairie
State (Gqldberg) (875; 50-80)— erberg) (6th Wk).
up “Black Widow” (20th). Fast $6,000. ended Saturday (13) held at lively

City,

Too many holdovers here current-

.

With

day and also Saturday and Sunday.
Fourth .Week was $144,000, oyer
Continues on until
expectancy,.
first or second week in December.

four

Century. “Barefoot Contessa” is
nice in. second week at the Radio

‘Contessa’

Hotsy 17G, ‘Xmas’

*

Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 50-75)
Nice 10G, 2d, ‘Love’ 6G —“Weak
and Wicked” (A A) and
Minneapolis, Now 16.
“Jungle Gents” (AA). Okay $6,-

“White Christmas” (Par)
$1.50)
(2d wk).
$55,000 after $58,000
last week.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 95)
•‘Mr. Hulot’s Holiday” (GBD) (3d
wk. Lively $5,600. Last week,
$ 6 000
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 98$1.25)
“Barefoot Contessa” (UA)
(4th wk). Brisk $12,000. Last week,
$17,000!
Woods (Essaness) (1,206; 98-$1.25
“On Waterfront” (Col) (7th wk).

Hep 7 G,

Orpheum.

the

at

wk), $3,500.

Hell 36” (FM) (2d wk)., Smash $17,000. Last week, $23,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98-

‘Hell’

take

sock,

particularly

'

“Barefoot Contessa” is winding
its run at. the Capitol today (Wed.)
with a good $21,000 in prospect for
this final (7th) week.
“Last Time
I; Saw
Paris” preems tomorrow
(ThursA
“Hansel and Gret.el”
held with lively $20,500 in fifth
stanza at the Broadway.
“Sabrina” continues at around
the same gait as recentWeeks, with
a fancy $19,000 racked up in
eighth round >at the Criterion.
“The Detective.” held with smash
$15,300 dn second frame at the
Fine Arts, “On Waterfront” continued hotsy at $19,500 in 16th
week at the Astor while “Suddenly” shapes okay $9,000 in sixth

.

.

.

Keith's (Shor) (1.500; 75-$1.25)—
Omaha,. Nov. 16.
“White Christmas” (Par) (3d wk).
“White Christmas” is standout
Another smash week at about $18,- new entry this week with a rousing

Hefty $31,500. Last week, $31,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-98)—
“Bengal Brigade” (U) and “Private

,

(

.

(AA)^ and
“Highway. Dragnet”
“Loophole” (AA). $5,500.

•

(68th

sock extended-run
Paris Pa the Cinema) (568; OO$1.80)— “Bread. Love and. Dreams”
Eighth round
(9th: wk).
(•IFE)
ended Sunday (14) was. solid $9.300 after $9,600 lor seventh week.
(UATi (2,098;. 85-$2'-^
Rivoli
"Carmeii Jones” (20tlf>) (3d wk».
Current stanza ending tomorrow
Thurs.) is heading for very big
$41,000 alter $47,500 for second
week, being helped by, Nov. 11
holiday especially; Stays on iridef.
Radio City Music- Hall (Rocke95-$2. 75)—'“White
fellers)
(6,200;
Christmas” (Par) and stageshow
climb to smash
to
Looks
wkh
(5th
$157,000 in current session, and
holds again. Trade Nov. 11 was

.

:

000 after $22,000 second stanza.
Holds.
Palace (RKO) (2.600; 50-84)—
lu” (IFE). $5,000.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25) “Black Widow” (20th). Swell $12,—“Athena” M-G). Smash $36,000 500. Last Week, “Beau BrumiheH”.
Hajji (M-G), $8,500.
week.: “Adventures
Last
Baba” (20th) (2d wk), $16,000.
Palace (EitelJ (1,484; $1.25-$3.40>
(Indie)

days), sock. $55,000 after $60,000 in
fourth week, for a remarkably

.

Last week, “Hell Raiders of Deep’
(IFE) and “White Hell of Pitz-Pa-

—“Cinerama”

)

'!

—

3d

—

.

Same

Vickers.

ville.

—

prices,

.

Lake.

theatres are
feeling the lull after the holiday
(Nov. 11) currently.
Many spots
will receive added benefit from
that day’s trade in present week’s
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 50-75)— toials although there was an ob-.
“Naked Alibi” (D>. Lean $4,000. vious letdown in subsequent days.
Last week, “Hajji Baba” (20th) Warmer weather cut a large slice,
out of the, Sunday take, it being
(2d wk). $5,500.
especially felt after thp fine SaturHarris (Harris) (2,200; 65-$l)
“Black Widow” (20th).
Pulled day (13) upbeat.
some good reviews and getting
Only four.
bills launched in
nice word-of-mouth.
Best here present stanza, with “Phffft” at
this week, big $14,000.
Holds. the State standout.
This Judy
Last week, “Black Knight” (Col), Holliday starrer went tb a strong
$11,000, helped by sneak preview $35,000 opening week,
“Crest of.
of “Phffft”. (Col) on closing night. Wave” looks, good $4,000 at the
Pen (UA) (3.300; 65-85 (—“Sud- Guild but won’t stay long. “Buldenly” (UA). Okay $12,000 or near. let Is Waiting” shapes as someLast week, “Sabrina” (Par) (2d thing of a dud at $8,000 ooening
wk)j $13,000 in six days.
frame at the Globe.
‘.‘Bengal
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 65-85) Brigade” and vaudeville is heading
“Little
Kidnappers”
(UA). for a trim $21,500 at the' Palace.
Brought in at last minute without
“White Christmas" and stage
much chance of a campaign when show,
with a great' boost on Nov.
“VaffTShing Prairie” (Disney) came
11, is topping the fourth week to
out after three weeks over bugs land
a great $157,000 in fifth sesin a deal between producer and
sion at the Music Hall.. Naturally
exhibitor,
“Kidnappers’’
looks it is holding
a sixth week, with eria
over $3 .1)00, fine.
Last week, of run not
in sight until sometime
“Prairie" (3d wk). $2,500,
in December.
Stanley (SW) <3,800; 75-$1.25)—
“Carmen Jones*’
holding at
“Star Is Born” (WB) (5th wk).
Fancy $12,000, and may hold a Srn ash $41,000 or close at the Rivoli
in the third frame. Third week
sixth round. Last week, $14,000.
Warner (SW) (1,365; $1.25-$2,65) of “Black Widow” at the Roxy
—“Cinerama” (Indie) (50th wk). finished at a mild $36,000. “DePulling ahead again a little with siree” is being launched tonight
extra show Veterans Day, which (Wed.) with a special command
resulted in biggest matinee here performance preem at this vast
Solid $10,000 or near. house.
in months.
“Star. Is Born” is holding with
Last week, $10,500.
big $86,500 day-dating at the Para-,
mount and Victoria for fifth week.
The latter hit $31,500 while the
Par did $55,000 in the eight-day
fifth round.
Jackie Gleason and
his full tv show will open on the
stage of the Par flagship todiay
(Wed.) with “Drum Beat”

Week

ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) looks to reach trim $21.500.
Last week, ‘.‘Four Guns To
Border” (U and vaude. $23,000.
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3.664; $1$2)
with
‘‘Drum ..Beat”
(WB)
Jackie Gleason tv show on stage.
In ahead,
Opens today (Wed.).
“Star Is Born” (WB), (5th wk-8

first- run

t

me‘.

continues
Christmas”
“White
mighty in second week at State*

round for “Black Widow”

5th, ‘Carmen’ 41G,
Broadway

,

Boxoffice

the

is

$20,500

after

$25,000

‘Christmas’ Paces Prov.,

fourth

in

week, Continues on.
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.55)—
“Sea Around Us” (RKO) (reissue).
Opened Sunday (14). In ahead,
“Leonardi Da Vinci” (Indie) (re-

Giant

$18,000 for 2d;

‘Drum’ 16G,

‘Star’

13G,

34

Providence, Nov. 16!
(2d wk), okay $2,500 after
“White Christmas” is still out$3,200 opener.
distancing the first-runs burrently
Capitol (Loew’s) (4.820; 85-$2.20) to give Strand a torrid second
-r-“Barefoot Contessa” (UA) (7th- stand. Majestic’s “Star Is Born”
final Wk).
Present frame ending big in. third. RKO Albee’s “Dru)
today (Wed.) looks to reach good Beat” is soiid. State’s “Brigadoon”
$21,000 or near after $24,000 for is rated fairly good.
sixth week.
Estimates for This Week
“Last Time I Saw
Paris”
(M-G) opens
tomorrow
Albee fRKO) (2.200; 70-851—
(Thurs.).
“Drum Beat” (WB) and “World
Criterion (Moss) ('1.700; 50-$l, 85) .For Ransom” (AA). Lofty $16,000
“Sabrina”(Par
(9th
wk). Or near.
Last week, “Crossed
Eighth ‘session ended last
ight Swords” (UA) and “Captain Kidd
(TuesJ held at fancy, $19,000 after and, the Slave Girl” (UA), $8,000,
$22,000, over hopes; for seventh!
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 75-$1.25)
Stays on until “Country Girl” —“Star Is Born*’ (WB) (3d wk).
(Par) opens in December.
Nifty $13,000 after cornering $17,Fine Arts (Davis.) (468; 90-$ 1.80) 000 in second.
—“The Detective” (Col (3d. wk);
State (Loevv’s) (3,200; 70-90 i—
Initial holdover round ended Sun- :“Brigadpori”. (M-G). Hefty
$14,000.
day (14) held, with smash S15.Q00 Last week. “Suddenly” (UA) and
after $19,500 opener, second high “Her. 12 Men” (M-G). $13,500.
preem. week here.
Strand (Silvermanf (2,200: 50r$t).
Globe (Brandt) (1.500: 70-$ 1.50)
“White Christmas” (Par) (2d \vk).
—“Bullet Is Waiting”. (Col). First Huge $18,000 after $24,000 opener.
week, ending today fVVed.) is heading for light $8,000 or less.
In
ahead, “Black Knight” (Col) (2d
‘Aida’ Boffo in N.Y.
issue)

•

,

—

*»•

:

.

.

'

.

‘

,

.

)

—

:

.wlrl

-700

“Aida,”

(450; $1-$1.80)—
“Crest of Wave” (M-G) (2d wk).
First stanza ended last night Tues.)
Was good $4,000. In ahead. “Martin Luther” (Indie) (4th wk : 5 days),
$4,000.
79Mayfair
(Brandt)
(1.736;
$1.80)—r"Suddenly” \UAi (6th wk).

Guild (Guild)

S,

Hurok

presentation,-

released in the U.S, by Italian
Film Export, proving one of few
opera films, to score heavily

smash’ in its initial week
Little Carnegie^ N. Y.

.

While hot playing

to

at

Ih

capacity

every show, biz is strong enough
special
scheduling
warrant
This stanza winding today (Wed.) to
seldom
performarices.
held with okay $9,000 or near. ihorriing
dorie at arty houses. Based on first
Last week. $10,500.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50'$1.60)-*- foui’rday pace, “Aida” may estab"Bengal Brigade” IU) and vaude- lish a new L'iftle Carnegie high.
.
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ILLIO
I

Last week,
l a
.V

i

.V.

,

/ v*>

.

every day

&

s’

this

week and next

Monday through

Friday, the

•
.

famous Art Linkletter Show on CBS
Television and Radio,

World Premiere of "The

is

offering the

Silver Chalice”

i
as the prize to the city --large or

4 f

small --which scores the highest

mail sales during the

three

first

days of the 1954 Christmas

C

leals

Warner

Bros, and

Art Lmkletter volunteered
to spearhead this year’s
efforts

on

behalf

of the good people
in every

who

community

annually support

Christmas Seal

NEW YORK

CITY

AKRON

.

.

.

......

BUFFALO. ....
CEDAR RAPIDS

CHICAGO

.

J

V/CBS
WCBS-TV
...
WADC.,..

WCAO WMAR-TV

BALTIMORE

BOSTON

TV

Radio

City

.

WEEI
.WGR.

.

.

.

.

WMT.

.

CINCINNATI.
CLEVELAND.
DES MOINES.
DETROIT

.

.

WNAC-TV
.

.

.

V/FBM
.KMBC
KFAB

PROVIDENCE

.

.

.

.

.

.

WHAS
WCAU
WJAS
WPRO.
.KMOX

ST. LOUIS
SYRACUSE........ .WFBl

.

WFPG.

TV
.....

.

.

VT.

WNBF WNBF-TV
WCAX .....

.

i

.

WDWS

CHAMPAIGN.
TV

Radi

City

WASHINGTON.

..

WTOP

.

WFBM-TV
WHB-TV
KMTV
WHAS-TV
WCAU-TV

WDTV

DU

BOIS.

.

COLUMBUS, O..
DAYTON.
.

.

W. VIRGINIA.
WCHS.
CONCORD. ,
, WKXL,
CUMBERLAND. .. .WCUM.
DANVILLE. ...
.WDAN.
DECATUR
.WSOY.
ELMIRA...
WELM.
,
EVANSVILLE... ...WEOA.
FAIR MOUNT.
WMMN
PT. WAYNE....
WANE.
,

WHFN

,WHIO
WHP.

.

.

.

.

.

WVET*TV

ALTOONA...;.... .WVAM.
ANDERSON, IND... WHBU.
,

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

;

.

,

.

FREDERICK. ..
...
WfMD.
GLOVERSVILLE. ...WENT.
GRAND RAPIDS. ..WJEF
.

.

WHOl.

...

.

.

.

WHEC

..

.WTRY
..

.

.

.

WBNS-TV
WHIO-TV

... WB.N.S.

.

HARRISBURG.
ROCHESTER.
TROY.

ALLENTOWN.
KSO-TV

WTOP-TV

WTAG.
WCED,

WORCESTER.

,

.

WClA-TV

Radio

City

.

.

INDIANA.,,...

...

WDAD,

TV

ITHACA.
.WHCU. ....
HOPKINSVILLE.
.WHOP, ....
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.. WTAY
JOPLIN
KSWM
.

.

JOHNSTOWN.
KALAMAZOO.
KEENE.

,

.

.

, , .

....

........

WKZO WKZO-TV

SUNBURY. ........ WKOK.
.WTHI.
TERRE HAUTE.
,*,..WIBW.,, »•••••
TOPEKA...

.WKNE' ,.
WIOU.......

.'.

UNIONTOWN

...

UTICA.... i,,...;.VWlBX,....

.

WARD,

.
,

.

.

.

.

.

...
.

.

.

.

.

.

V.

.

.

,

.

.

MANCHESTER
WFEA. ....
MILWAUKEE.
WISH WCAN-TV
ROCK ISLAND, ILL..WHBF ^ WHBF-TV
MUNCIE.
WLBC.
WPAR.
PARKERSBURG.
,
PEORIA.
.WMBD.
.

I

...

.

...

.

.

Radi

City

SPRINGFIELD,
WMAS.....m<<
MASS....
SPRINGFIELD, MO. KTTS.

.

.

.

KOKOMO.
.

WJBK-TV

....

WGUY ..........
.WJLS... ........

WKRC-TV

KRNT.

INDIANAPOLIS

.

.

BANGOR
BECKLEY. ......

BURLINGTON,

.

WEW-TY

KANSAS CITY
OMAHA-LINCOLN

,

...

WGAR

HARTFORD

LOUISVILLE
PHILADELPHIA.
PITTSBURGH

...

WBBM -TV

WJR
WDRC.

.

.

.

WBBM
WKRC

Radi

WCMI

BINGHAMTON..

....>.,

..

City

ASHLAND:
ATLANTIC CITY.

sales.

...

. .

.

.

.

, .

:

.

.

RICHMOND.
WRVA
SCRANTON ....... WGBI
SOUTH BEND
WSBT
.

WTVR
WGBI-TV

YOUNGSTOWN.

, , .

WILLIAMSPORT.

.

PADUCAH ...
CONCORDIA.

,

KWfW

WKBN.

.....
.....

ANDERSON.,,

WWPA.

.

,
1

u ••

,

..-•*•

WICHITA. ........ KFH

. . * . .

.

....

.

.WWNY.

.

.

,

PORTLAND, ME.. .. WOAN. .
PORTSMOUTH. .... WPAY ...........
QUINCY. ........ WTAD. ........
READING, ....... WHUM WHUM-TV

WATERTOWN.

WHEELING. ...... WWVA.

.

.

WMBS.

WATERBURY, ...... WBRY

, ... .

....

*»

WPAD.
KFRM
;WAIM.

ASHEVILLE. .......

AUGUSTA

v
mm*'
WWNC.
WRDW...."

CHARLESTON, S.C. WCSC.
CHARLOTTE. ...... WBT
.

. • •

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.,,

.

.

.

.

,

...

..

.

.
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PEOPLE TO CHRISTMAS. ..AND

ere will be a five-times-a-week campaign

over 69

TV

Warner

with

and 203 radio

stations

stations - -

Bros, proudly staging the

World Premiere of "The

Silver Chalice,

with Art Linkletter, in person, as Master of Ceremonies,

and

TV,

stars, lights, press,

radio and newsreel

coverage in the winning city or town.*

^

THE DATE OF THE WORLD PREMIERE:
DECEMBER 17th
how you

Tell your patrons

how

are co-operating

The

in proporti

to the population

of the cities

community

GREAT CAUSE!. ..A GREAT PICTU
A GREAT PROMOTION!
A

condition

not

is

.

the only

is

that the

.

.

be

local theatre must

equipped to exhibit

a CinemaScope

#•

v*

and

towns. Size of the

•

they can co-operate!

important

* •

be

results will

judged

*

From thftNovtl by

production.

THOMAS BvCOmiH

» *

WCTOfi SAVlltE Prod««on sUmag

.v.v.’.v.'.v,-

9
4

*

>

VIRGINIA

intr^lnc

*

PAUL

The record-setting
Bed-Seller that

hat told over

coKoycTKo »y

CiOMP0#ISO

3 million copi
Written for the screen

N EmaScOP^

Call
Associate Producer

dill

it s

gplng strong |

WarnerColor

m

STEREOPHONIC SOUND

%
SC.

;

WMSC.

.

,

.

,

[AYETTEVILLe

WDNC
WFAI

.

WEENSBORO.

.

.

.
.

...

^

.

.

,

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.WAPI

RUMBUS. GA.

.

TOON,

MISS.
"NOXVIllE

ROCK

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WRBl

,

.

MEMPHIS. .... ...

OKLAHOMA

WTSK-TV
.

WHBQ-TV

.

*

.RGBS.
KTRH.

.

.

CITY.

SHREVEPORT.
TULSA.

.

.

.

.,

.

.

KTBC-TV

KWTV
KOTV

.KWFY
KWFT-TV
MYERS.
... .WINK.,
JACKSONVILLE. A .WMBR WMBR TV

FT.

.. ..

.

..

ODESSA
PHOENIX
SCOTTSBLUFF

WBAY

KENNEWICK.

.

.

CITY.

MINNEAPOLIS
MINOT.
YANKTON.

,

....

,

WKOW.
KGLO.

.

KCJB

KBOW

.

CARLSBAD..;;.... .KAVE
CEDAR CITY...... .ksub

•

*

•

•

^

'

.

<

.

.

.

.

.

.

KNOG
KOOK

.

KG VO.
POCATELLO. ...... KJRL.
SALT LAKE CITY. ;.KSL

MISSOULA

>

t

»

»

r

m

» * |

SANTA

.

.

.KVSF.

SILVER CITY.....

.

.KSI

FE.

.

.

..

.

'i

..

..KEEP..

YUMA, ARIZ....,

.

NORTH BEND....

.

KOLD.
.KFIR.

.

.

.

.

;

KSI -TV
1

•

«

•

*

*

1

.

,

KNXT

KOIN
KOLO.
KROY.
.

.

.

KGDM

.

.

KYJC.

•

•

•

•

».

'<

•

.

KFMB-TV
KPIX

KCBS

.

i'

KO.IN-TV

KCBO

.

.
.

KERG.
.KHUM..
KMBY.
SEATTLE .......
KIRO V »•«««••
KXLY -TV
SPOKANE. ...
KXLY
YAKIMA
KIMA.
REDDING, CAL.. ..KVCV..
HILO, HAWAII.. . KHBC. .
.

.

.

..

MONTEREY
i

.

KNX
KCMJ.v.

.

,

t

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

KOPO.

TUCSON.......

TWIN FALLS

.

,>

.

.

.

MEDFORD..
EUGENE. ..
EUREKA

JCFRE.

.

;.

SACRAMENTO.
SAN DIEGO.
SAN FRANCISCO.
STOCKTON
.

.KOLT.
.KWIE.

.

. .

J

KOOL.

.

.

.

.

RENO

..KOSA.
.

..

FRESNO.
LOS ANGELES
PALM SPRINGS
PORTLAND, ORE.
.

• .#

KERN..
.KXOC.

.

,

.

.WNAX....;
RAPID CITY. ...... KOTA..........
ALBUQUERQUE.... .KGGM. .......
KDSH
BOISE
BUTTE...

.

BILLINGS

....

WCCO WCCO-TV

'

•

KIZTV

.KFBB.
..KID...
..KLAS.

NOGALES

..

#

.

LAS VEGAS.

.KILO.

.

.

.

.

GRAND FORKS.

MASON

KEYLrTV

.

•

•

KROD.

.

TV

Radio

City

BAKERSFIELD.
CHICO... >. ....
.

KLZ

.

PASO
GREAT FALLS...
IDAHO FALLS.
.

WJNO.

.

:

.

DENVER........;

.....
JAMESTOWN..... KSJB
DULUTH
.KDAt ..........

.

l

KOMA

WDAE

GREEN BAY.
MADISON.

KRDl-TV

.

.

.

;

EL

TV

Radi
KVOR.
KCKY.

City

COLO. SPRINGS..

COOLIDGF

.....

.

.

.

.

ktSa
.KWKH.

ijCTUl

.

KFOA-TV

.

KIOU.

.

.

TAMPA...
W. PALM BEACH.

.

.

.

.

WICHITA FALLS.

WHUB..........

WREC

.

SAN ANTONIO.
’
.

.

.

HARLINGTON.

HOUSTON
LAKE CHARLES.

WINSTON-SALEM
WTOB.
gATTANOOGA....WDOD.

gOKEVIllE

.

WBRC-TV
WBNS-TV

......

.

.

.

.

.

KTHS.

WMAZ.

!

.

WJQS

WNOX
.

.

.

.

.

WAGA WAGA-TV

JUANTA.
JIEMINGHAM

H5°N....

.

.WGBS
.WDBO.

ST. AUGUSTINE. A WFOY
WSPB...
SARASOTA. V ...
.WTAL. .... .....
TALLAHASSEE.

WLACTV
•

TV
WTVJ

Radi

City

MIAMI.

•

.

WGPC
WGAU;

GA......

•

.

.

.

.

.

ALBANY;
}!«ENS

.

,

.

.#

.

.

RANpKE.
...:WDBJ.., ........
AVANNAH.
WTOC. .......
...
OARTANBURG.
WSPA ...
» SON
........ WGTM..........

-4

•

ORLANDO.

..WCOV,
NASHVILLE
1WLAC
NEW ORLEANS... WWL..
PENSACOLA. ... WBSR.
SELMA. .......
.WGWC
AMARILLO.
KLYN
AUSTIN
KTBC
CORPUS CHRISTI
KEYS
DALLAS
.KRLD
KFPW
FORT SMITH

WFMY*f\

.WAKE*.,

.

tv:
•

.

.

MONTGOMERY.

.

WBia

....

WEENVILLE, S.C,

City
Radio
MERIDIAN. ...... , WCOC.
MOBILE.
.WKRG.

TV

Radi

COLUMBIA,

J[TLE

— and

Directed by

VICTOR SAVILIE

.

.

.

,

.

HONOLULU,
HAWAII

.

.

KGNB..

•

•

-

.

INTERNATIONAL
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Marie fr

LONDON DMICI

• ft. Martin'*. Place, Trafalgar

Square

Austrian ‘April’ Cost
Taxpayers $200,000
The

London, Nov. 16;
Despite a silght drop in admisduring the second quarter 9 Winocour Cinemas In
this year (March 28 to June 261,
takings show a
Scotland to Green, Ltd.
gross., boxoffice
si iglit im provemept.. The review of;
Glasgow, Nov. 9.
the three-month period compiled
A deal involving fiver $600,000
by Board, of Trade shows that total was finalized here when .George
paid admissions were 322,000,000, Green Ltd.; indie cinema group,
which was only 1.1%’ below the took over the nine pix houses of
In the same the late Harry YYihocour’s circuits
first quarter this year.
period, gross receipts were just This gives Greens, pioneers in the
short of $77,000,000.
cinema trade, control of 23 film
The survey is based fin returns theatres, in, Edinburgh, Dundee,
submitted by 4,508 picture the- Glasgow, Ayr and other parts of
ualling 99.6% of those op- Scotland.
atres,
erating in that period.. They had
Leading houses in tile takeover
capacity of are; Cranston's, city-center cinema
a combined seati
Admissions recorded. in Glasgow, and and La Scala,
4,154,692.
Were a shade below those in the Dundee. The Green family already
corresponding quarter of 1953, owns the 4, 000-seat Playhouse;
when attendance received some Glasgow,., and the Playhouse, Dunstimulus from the. exhibition of dee. Deal, which lias been in necoronation films. It was in that gotiation since April,
one of the
period last year when first signs most important in the Scot cinema
appeared of an arrest in the de- trade
clining trend of admissions.
[

.

the

same

three

upped), to cover fees to vaudeville
London, Nov. 16;
As the government Was reassur- talent, expense of hiring vaude
turns, backstage Costs, etc.
tlie House of Commons thaf the
present studio situation gave no
Now that the special vaude price
r

..!

,

cause: for concern, figures released
by. the Board of Trade showed, as
of last Sept. «f0 that 25 of the 52
available stages were idle,
They
represented' 4(18% of the total
studio space in the country.
The issue had been raised in the
House of Cpi moris by Stephen

“well below” the quarterly
average for previous years. In the
quota year ended last Sept. 30, 140
British pix and 394 f o r e i g n
fils
were, registered against 124
is

Swingler, who sought an assurance
that deals by commercial tv producers would not rob the British
film production of facilities for
making first feature and supporting program films to fill the quota.
Speaking for the government,

’

.

and 428.

The report adds that the total
of 4,237 persons employed in film
distribution at the. end of June was
the lowest figure so far recorded.

is

out, the cost of the

fW

£UU

By ERIC GORRICK

1

is
|

foot yet sighted by this

too.

..

Henry

TIME FOR BBC

i*

|

e*

a

i

-

NeW UrUHE

i

About
marks.
“Sponsors of the. code, as well
Berlin, Nov. 9.
as the congressmen and senators
Latest cycle the West German
who approved it, must believe that film industry
going through
children and youths in Mexico are seems to be the making of pix with
fast asleep, or at least not radio espionage subjects. Apollo's “Rittor
television
audiences
after meister Wronski,” scheduled for
JO p.m,," comment the hardhit ra- immediate release here, centers
cllo-tv station operators.
around a Polish officer acting as a
Commercial, pic men are not com- spy against Germany. Faina's “Die
menting. Probably, because their Muecke,” another soon-due pic,
shorts are being so. drastically concerns a female spy who wants
pruned, due to violent protests to quit her job. but has to realize
against commercials by cinema there is no way back.
Another

Program has featured' most of
Broadway and Hollywood celebrities, although Danny
Kaye declined to participate this
the visiting

year as his contracts preclude tele
appearances.

‘Hill 24’ Israeli Pic,

Set for ’55 Distrib

.

Fama

audiences; they just don’t feel like
aying anything.-

production,

tentatively entitled; “Abwehr,”
deajs with the
wartime activities of. the contro-

Te Aviv, Nov. 9.
“Hill 24 Doesn’t Answer,” produced by the newly founded SikOr Film Co., is now in its latest

stages
of
technical
processing.
German Admiral Ganaris Filming under the British director
(portrayed by
uy \j.
O. E.
ju.
Hd»sc;, " who
Hasse),
wuu Harold Dickinson was completed in
secretly .worked- against Hitler and September.
“Hill,-' set. duri
the
was shot.- Still another local pic Arab-jewish war of 1948, comes
Berlin, Nov. 9.
Another German film about with an espionage theme is “Ver- from a story by an Israel journalist,
Americans, “The Golden Plague,” rat an Deutschland,”
Zvi Kolik. Peter Frye of the HeIn Japan, Veit Harlan is Shoot- brew Chamber Theatre Jn Tel Aviv
depicting how a. small- Teutonic
tow is affected by U, S.. soldiers ing a. GCrman-Japanese coproduc- played an important part in the
ion based on th' ‘life of Stalin’s' production of the film.
stationed nearby, is currently, in the
Cast inproduction stage at Wiesbaden, j. master spy. Dr. Sbrge. Latter, in- cludes Michael Wager, Edward
John Brahm is directing the pic r cidentally, is reportedly also the Mulhara of Dublin’s Gate Theatre,
which attempts to show how. dif- c.cfltral figure in another sched- .Aryeh.Lavie of the Hebrew Chamficult it is to satisfy needs, of the uled German film.
And there are ber Theatre (Tel Aviv), trip Yemesoldiers and those of the town, at rumors that still, more Teutonic nite singer Shoshajna Damari and
the same time.
the
Company asked spy pix in the prepping.
Yemenite dancer Margalit
Yank troops in the Wiesbaden area
Ovcd. Dialog is predominantly in
to. participate in the film. Film’s
English.
Weiss in Vienna After 18 Yrs.
title, incidentally, is derived from
Vienna, Nov. 9.
Various sections of Israel are
the supposition that the American
Austro-American composer Ste- used as background— the Negev
dollar will buy anything..
phan Weiss' is in his home town desert, in tlie southern part of the
Both Americans and Germans of Vienna after an 18-year absence. country, Jerusalem, Haifa and a
arc anxious to see how this pic Weiss wars widely known here up Galilean village,
However, the
tomes out; Last German effort to 1938 through many international scenes in the Old City section
of
along this line,, “Columbus Discov- hits,
Jerusalem could not be filmed, on
ers Kraehwinkel,” which starred
Pubs and disk companies now are ..the spot, as this area of the divided
....
,
the Chaplin boys, turned out to be competing to buy his latest songs tovvn is now under
Jordan adminisdisappointing.
plus reedited oldies.
tration.

German Film

Depicts
tt Ci nn
l*enei OUS LJ ,p. Lroops

versial

-

i

‘

\

some good acting

to

recommend

ut

of the territory,

Gerrriaine

it

Moritefo,

Philipri

,

-

I
,

:

I

1

.

in

“Lprenzaqcip,” “Richard II,” “L«
Prince De Hambourg” and “Ruy
Bias” plus Corneille’s “Cinna” in
a new staging by Vilar, “Le Cid”
toned up and watches the dancing and Moliere’s “Don Juan,”
girls with his back against the
nearest wall.
Here for the right
coinage, one can buy anything
Sell 2
Pix to Russia
from a bottle of Scotch to the
Mexico City, Novi 9.
finest U. S.-mnde. wrist watch. The
Mexico
got
slight
break in the
a
natives have the art of salesmanship at. a, top level for this neek- Russian market via the sale of two
pix
for
Soviet
$25,000
to
Export’
pf-th
woods.
Films, official Russo film firm, by
Along Chatham Street
(Co- Peliculas Nacionales, oldtime indi
lombo’s
Avenue)
Fifth
touts distributor. PN said the price is a
pounce on the tourist arid guaran- basement bargain, but the deal
is
tee to complete a silk two-piece,
major as it promises to bow Mexisuit within, four hours for around can pix ini
Pix will be
Russia.
$25.
Arid they make good!
dubbed into Russian in Moscow.
To this mugg, it would appear
Films are “Rio Escondido” and
that shoivriianship was really born “Masclavai.”
Both feature Maria
here ages before Hollywood was Felix, a top boxoffice champ here.
even thought of and Broadway was She is currently topping the cast
still a dirt road used by the Dutch. making “French Can Can” in Paris.
,

.

-

counterparts in the U- S. Play is
uneven arid conventional in mood
and atmosphere.
It
does have

Mex

,

-

.

“Responsibil-

for the
visitor is the dative; quarter, where
the Visitor keeps his pockets but-

’

,

Rosseiri’s

Lirnite” deals with the touchy

theme of. anti-semitism on the
framework of a drama of murder
and conscience. It is familiar in
treatment and has already had its

Most fascinating spot

)

.

Robert
ite

Ceylon

profit-

‘

i

•nice attributes.

handed down either. Recent hoodlum attempts
itself,
from generation to. generation, to mar the Fontaine Theatre where
They work without benefit of stage playing may help this gain, a good
Crix were good, but it is riot
settings, spotlights and the usual run.
stage setup, squatting down oh of adequate calibre for export.
Jean Vilar’s Rep Company
the sun-baked earth with popeyed
Jean Vilar’s state-subsidized reptourists forming a circle a few
inches from each performer. Their ertory company, Theatre National
selling spiel is a mixture of broken Populaire, comes into its home
English, Yankee, and Ceylonese. spot, the Palais De Chaillot, this
And the boys certainly know how week for a fourmonth stint. Company has just returned from, a tour
to rope in the rupees.
The “Broadway” for the show- of France, the Continent and Canmen, who work fr ni sunrise to ada.. Paris will see only one new
creation in Shakespeare's “Macsunset,. include the Buddhist and
beth” with Vilar arid newcomer
Hindu Temples, along the Pettah,
Maria Casares. Since Vilar took
Cinnamon and Peradenlya Garover
this
languishing group in
dens, Temple of the Tooth arid the
1951, it has played to almost 2,000,
Galle Road.
000 patrons. The immense ChailMajority of the cinemas are op- lot is usually packed for every pererated along European lines, with formance,
iriost
Gallic
culture
patrons favoring the Yankee ac- groups having block bookings for
tion product and sexy stuff simF- the season.
Plus its exemplary
jar to “Miss Sadie Thompson” theatre, the TNP has a solid trump
v
(Col), current at the time of our in the presence of screen satellite
There is also a Gerard Philipe, star of many of
short stopover.
good market for Indiari-made pix the plays. He also is director of
to cater to Ceylon’s 6,000,000 pop- some of them;
ulation.
TNP has given 739 shows since
Few Stageshows On Tour
its inception and played in 87 difUsually
played
Few top stageshows visit Co- ferent places.
lombo because of the high trans- without, scenery, except for such
portation cost.
Virgil, American romantic or expressionistic plays
magician, who did an Aussie run- like “Ruy Bias” or “Mere. Couraround about three years ago;: was age,” this concentrates On acting
the only foreign performer spotted and text for fine results. Most of
in the city.
Despite solid native the rep is classical except for BerThis
talent
opposition,
this
magico thold Brecht's “Courage.”
looked, likely to take a load of time it will have “Courage” with
as

|

TOWN’ ON AIR FOR

Variety

niugg with itchy feet on a global
runaround..
On the road to Mount Lavinia,
snake .charmers and magicians line
the route to woo the rupees from
the tourist, They have 'their trade
down pat, and likely would be a
riot in any Broadway or London
Their art is as old
night spot.

i

Yi

Colombo, Cgylon, Nov. 9.
This city set in the Indian ocean
probably the greatest show biz
Sellers.
spot on either’ side of the Equator,
Top. downbeat and stilted for
with more showmen to the square Broadway, it still is stamped with

ceipts.

While, som vaude is fairly good,
the general standard is low and
Strauss, Parliamentary sec- audiences still protest having to sit
retary to the Board of Trade, said through the vaude portion of the
the prexy understood some studios, show.
The vaude union now is
had been bought or leased by com- trying to get a special scale under
on
panics interested in production of the new setup at houses playing
filnis £or television, but he was not stageshows.
Pir
Ic ILOp
fin
ShflWQ*
JllUYVb, aWape of any present shortage of
lie
IS
1
studio space or of any need for
‘Pernicious’ Info to Kids .government? action. Hie added that
the transaction at Nettlefold would ‘IN
Mexico City, Nov. ,9,
The about 80% liquor dryness not lead to any contraction in film
production
facilities and he Under737th
the new federal sanitary code, just
enacted, stipulates for pic com- stood there were no negotiations,
London, Nov. 16.
for the take over of Shepperton
mercials and radio-tv, is figured by
“In Town Tonight,” Britain’s
Studios by Vickers* aircraft.
Ac-i
the air services operators to lose
only simulcast, celebrates its 21st
them around $800,000 yearly, in cordinig to the BOT returns, the 27 anni next Saturday (20) when,
it
stages in use last September had
1UULC
the
LHC 11SLU1
form Ul.
of. IJUVUIK
having "to
drop more
LU UiUi;
n
niA.n/\A
flo 1
246,909 -square feet, will be on the air for the 737th
than 200 lucrative programs.- The ,p, °. ,,a,:ea f
time.
It
became
a
combined
accoimted
for
a
code bans anything about liquor
radio-tv feature earlier this year.
Iuunei 17U,1 ^U
on screen and radio-tv between.
Program was first aired on sound
6 a.m. and 10 p.m.
radio Nov. 18, 1933, with A. RV.
“Mexican children and youths
Hanson as its producer. Peter DunPlCtUrCS
must be protected from such percan, the present producer, assumed
nicious information, ” the code reAll
Espionage control in 1947.

tom

.

stage, fare
re-

must be met out of general

U. S. distribs refused point
blank to share in the cost of the
vaude, citing that since exhibs previously denied them a share of
profits from the vaude (via the
special vaudeville price), they certainly can’t be expected to help,
shoulder the expense of vaude. Native pix producers also have, refused to. pay the vaude expense,

bucolic
drama of passion
ClaveFs
“Balmasedih”
This story has a father, mother and
daughter playing out a tragic triangle at a high dramatic pitch. It
is
well handled by it's actors,
Jacques Dumesnil, as the. stepfather in love with' his daughter;
Marguerite Jamois and Catheii

Maurice

ing

•

total

.

i

1%

;

Worth $800,

New

‘

to

Station,

.

.

below the
year, but
Net takfirst quarter of this year'.
ings and the exhibitors’ share,
for. the
exceeded,
those
however,
first quarter because of the refax; Of;
admission
of
duced rate
the total gross rentals charged in
the first six months of the year
about
to $33,367,000)
( amounting
re-'
$16,920,000,. was
32.7%
ceived by British filnis. This is the
best result for; British pix in recent
years, the 1953 figure' being 30,3%.
The. EOT analysis reports a “considerable fall” in the number of
British and foreign pix registered
during the third quarter, and the

.

Mex

.

.

mphred
months last

Paris, Nov, 9
Comedie Des Champs-Elysees
Theatre is in an odd predicament
with two; plays* now showing as a
double bill, but getting a very;
Fined $2,400 by Govt. legit
split review.
Jean Anouilh’s one
Mexico City, Nov. 9
$400,000 was spent; an amount that ,
acter,
“Cecile ou L’Ecple Des
reportedly would coyer four ,to five
A fine of $2,400 on a property Peres” (Cecile or the School for
pictures if made by a private en- worth only $806 is /a phase of a Fathers), got unanimously rave reterprise here.
problem confronting radio station views while* the main legiter,
XESP at San Pedro Tlaquepapque, Anouilh’s adaptation of Oscar
thriving Jalisco state pottery town. Wilde's “The Importance of Being
The assessment, payable in three Earnest,” received cool notices,
Yank Distribs Balk At
monthly installments, was imposed “Cecile”*’ (runs about an hour) is
by the Ministry of Communications an engaging, brilliant and witty
Paying far Any Vaude
and Public Works, ruler of air Af- treatment of father and daughter
fairs
down here, on Herminio relationships, and the vageries of
Arg. Scale Masias, XESP's owner, because he love. Unlike his. other plays, this
Under
had sold the station; Which, violated breathes joy and delight, and
Aires, Nov. 9.
Buenos
Mexican radio law forbidding any might be worth pairing, for poshave been
distribs
A)
sale or transfer of franchise within sible Broadway chances, with anin five years of obtaining that right. other short play.
huddling with exhibitors her
recent weeks over tlie outlay for Macias, the Ministry said, had only
“Earnest” lacks the spirit of its
original and it loses much in this
obligatory vaude
w that, cinema run the station about a year.
Macias must pay the fine, to pre^ translation. Besides it is already
admission scales have been upped
Some exhibs are de- vent losing, his rights to XESP playing here in a fine! adaptation
in, Argentina.
manding that the distribs share all (cancellation of franchise), the by the Theatre En Rond Co., which
expenses in connection with the ministry insists. The. case is the not only has a better version, but
vaude acts, which, of course, lias first of its kind in Mexico. The has the lettef or. its satirical overministry contends that the fine is tones in the theatre-in-the-round
been shunned by every distrib.
justified.
version. However, on the response
To mat:e the situation more comto “Cecile,” the Comedie is doing
new admission scales
plicated, tii
a great biz byt a, change of the
have eliminated the extra ioo
main piece in midstream might
Which had been permitted by
make it even more potent.
thorities (before the scales were
Theatre Hebertpt has a heavy,
cost the taxpayers. $200,000,
loss stems from the, high
Cost of production and small income from play dates. Though the
pic
was in black, and white,

The net

t

Gross receipts, are slightly up as

Vienna, Nov. 9.
“April 1, 2,006,”

ists),

..

sions

.

flop film,

produced by the Austrian government (in strict conformity with the
coalition of 50% Conservatives and
50% Conservatives and 50% Social-
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W. MacQueeii-Pope
(oftho Drury Lane, London)

ft

raprltet the traditional whyfores of

9

London, Nov; 16.
dean of Britcolumnists and affectionately

Hannen
ish

National Celebrations

HAROLD MYERS

By

as the Pope of Fleet St.,
celebrated his 75th birthday Nov, 1
and. eight days later was feted, at
a luncheon tossed by The People,
one of the two Odhams national
publications to which he contrib-

known

London, Nov.

celebs,

nalistic

mem-

Politicians,

9.

Forthright criticism of the 20thFox policy in acquiring its own
theatres in opposition to established exhibs was made by Harry
P. E. Meats, a former prez of the
Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn.,
when presiding at a meeting of the
Hants and Dorset branch of the

,

bers of both Houses of Parliament CEA.
and by Swaffer’s own intimate
The eXrprexy said it was a Serifriends, was the most impressive
ous siate of affairs when such a
of a series of functions that have
been taking place over the past five company could take over buildings
years since he attained his. Bibli- like music halls ahd roadshow their
films against an exhib merely becal span of threescore years and 10.
Two years ago, the London tent cause they would not pay 20th-Fox
or install its equipment. He
of the Variety Club honored Swaf- terms
fer on the occasion of his 50th an- regarded this as a strong point in
niversary in Fleet Street (London’s favor of consider a tidn of divorcenewspaper rod'), and, on that 0<y. ment, and feared- that the situation
to oihei companies,.
casion, a. distinguished show biz might, extend
audience feted a friend who has become a legend in his own lifetime.
At the time of his 70th birthday,
;

I.

made

Swaffer

on

his debut

televi-

sion and he was again featured by
the BBC-TV.in their peak Saturday
night program, “Limelight,” to
mark the attainment of his threequarters of a century.
One of Swaffer’s proudest boasts
is that he can and has been caricatured by a cartoonist with a
drawing showing only his hat and
stock and It is true to say that for
half a century he has beCn the best
known and most hated columnist
in London’s Fleet Row.
If published as a collected work,
the Fleet St. stories about its own
“pope” would undoubtedly make a
bestseller. They serve to illustrate
the ego which pushed. Swaffer to
the tpp of his profession and indicate how, in the course of half a
century in the Fleet St. jungle, he
has beoome a confidant of prime?
ministers, politicians and celebs ih
all walks of life.
1

Berli
First

half

majority

of

of

In

Quota Default Suit

Nov. 9.
British films were dealt another

Kilmarnock,

blow in

this

Scot.,

busy industrial town

when

a court case was dropped
against Alexander Maitles, a local
Charged .with failing to
exhib.
exhibit the prescribed quota Of
15% British films during the year,
he told the judge that to have accepted his full British quota would

Nov.

16.

the

in

currently

fulness.”
in

October

West Germany’s most important
cities was
“Sauerbruch,”*- a
domestic production. Second best
grosser last month was also a German film, “Bildnis einer Unbe-

in

key

kannten.” Austria’s “Kaisermanoever” held third spot.

Williamson Sets Italo

some

At the
“slapstick and" westerns.”
reps of British film companies said that Maitles had rejected
almost every film they had offered
him. .‘Phe exhib argued that the

also

pix he had been asked to accept
all had been nixed by the larger

ture was profitable, and the company toured Australia and New
Zealand 15 months, claimed to be
a world record operatically. Meanwhile the. National Opera Co.,

trial

circuit.

Sees 200 Widescreen

Mex Cinemas

in 1955

Nov, 9.
First. 1955 predictions for the
Mexican pic trade were made by
Oscar Brooks of Mier Sc Brooks, a
City,

top
comproducing-distribution
pany, as he planed for the U. S.
Brooks, ex-20th-FoX assistant here,
forecast
least
200 cinemas
at
throughout Mexico would be widescreen next year and that next
year would see the start of widescreen pic/ production down here,
There are now 80 cinemas in Mexico that are widescreen, he said.
Brooks revealed that he will do
most of his dickering with 20thFox in Hollywood while in Ameri-

in. the.

rently

;

Conan Doyle, headed by

U. S. Fix Again

Pace B.O.

t

latter’s

oldest son, Adrian M. Conan, Doyle,
have reopened suit against the
which Weis interrupted because of the outbreak of the last

UFA

In Aussie; ‘O’Keefe,’ ‘Moon’ world war. Action
y

over the German film, “Der Mann der Sherlock
Holmes War” (The Man Who Was
Sherlock Holmes) whch was produced by. the UFA in the '30’s.
Plaintiffs are charging that UFA
misused the Sherlock Holmes name
in the film title, utilized Doyle’s
characters Sherlock Holmes and
Dr. Watsbn (which they claim as
the author’s “absolute own property”) and also claim" that the .film,
a comedy, ridiculed Doyle. It is
is

•

Sydhey, Nov.

Exhibs are again starting

9,

to pull

a notch, figuring it
will be the old story from here
until Xihas. This seems to be especially True this year since pix biz
is quiet with only a few standouts.

their belts

No Return”

“River of

include

(20th) sur-

at the. Melbourne Regent
by starting to even better figures likely the, Doyle heirs might have
than the boff “Coins in Fountain^ forgotten about the. suit which was
(20th) at the same house. But first filed in 1937, had it not been
“Coins”, kept on for 12 weeks, for reissued after the end of the w

prised

will

which exists in Sydney as a nonprofit venture, is far in the red.
Its deficit is reported as $84,534 or
more.

.

Italo

Widescreen Newsreel
Rome, Nov. 9.

.

First Italian widescreen newsreel was demonstrated at the Capitol here last week, with Italian in-

dustry toppers present,
Labeled
InconiScope and produced by the
INCOM newsreel group, reel was
shot in Ferraniacolor, Using the

Cinepanoramic widescreen system
with ratio the same as CinemaScope,
Press reaction was favorable, alca, His shopping will be for wide- though use probably will remain
screen exhibition and production limited to special events and semiapparatus and equipment.
documentary use.
|

the Plaza's “White Christ-

is

Capitol debut.
(20th)

si ons.

Melbourne, UA’s “Mobn Is
Blue” is still running after 10.
weeks at the Plaza, “Magnificent
Obsession” (U) bows out after four
frames at the 3,371-seat State.
In

“Garden Qf Evil” (20th) is tops
Brisbane Regent on. initial
round. It also is bright in second

at.

week at Sydney Plaza.
“Knock On Wood” (Par)

at the
Majestic in Adelaide continues into
6 th round, “Million Pound Note”
(British) was a bright starter.

Among

the holdovers, “Modern
leads with an outfor
its
fourth
$8,400
round at the London Pavilion
while “The Egyptian,” day-dating
at the Odeon, Marble Arch, and
the Carlton, looks good $13,000
fourth weeks,

Times”

still

standing

‘

“Cinerama”

fails to.

come

lip to

week

expectation, its fifth Casino
just topping $12,000.

Estimates for Last Week
Carlton (20th) (1,128; 55-$i.70h—
(20th) (4th wk).
Okay $5,590. Last week, $6,000

“The Egyptian”
“Broken

Lance”

Nov. 11.
Casino

(20th)

preei

70-$2.15)—

(Indie). (1,337;

“Cinerama” (Robin) (5th wk). Good
$12,200 but below hopes. Holds.

command performance

follows as

the

at

record.; “Barefoot Contessa” .at
Odeon, Leicester Square, is great
$15,000. British-made “Mad About
Men” looks nice $7,300 in second
frame at Leicester Square yheatre.
a

Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70)—
“Rogue Cop” (M-G) and “Tenhessee Champ” (M-G).
Average
$12,000. “Beau BrummeU” (M-G)

“Miami. Story” (Col) was a happy

pic Nov. 15.

'

.

•Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$1.70)
r-“Down 3 Dark Streets”. (U A) and
Parii,

Nov.

9.

The Syndicat Des Producteurs,

a

committee

representing
French
producers, decided this week that
the best way to combat growing

“Yellow Tomahawk” (UA) (2d wk).
Fair $7,000. or near. Previous week,
$7,600.

Leicester Square

—

(CMA)

(1,753;

5b-$1.70)
“Mad About Men”
(GFD) (2d Wk). Steady $7,300. Last
week, $8,400. Holds a third,
London Pavilion (UA) (1 .217; 50-

pre-production censorship in govcircles was to start a self$l,70)--“Modern Times” (UA) 'alii
censorship organization like the
wk). Good $7,800. Fourth week,
U. S. production code administra$8,400. Continues.
tion.
Chairman Henri Fresnay
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
outlined the committee views in
50-$1.70)— “Barefoot Con(2,200;
an opeh letter on the subject.
tessa” (UA). Smash $15,000. Holds.
He stated that public pressure
Odeon, Marble Arch (20th) (2,groups and the governmental Com- 200 5O-$1.70)— “Egyptian” (20th)
mission De Cphtrole were dis- (4th wk). Good $7,500 after $8,400
turbed by the surplus of violent previous frame. “Garden of Evil”
gangster films as well, as pix on (20th) opens Nov. 18.
prostitution which havp been apPlaza (Par) (1,092; 70-$1.70)—
pearing in great quantities on. the ‘‘White Christmas” (Par)., Terrific
agenda lately.
He $16,500 and may hit record. Stays,
production
opined that this might lead to a na- natch!
tional pre-censorship bureau which
Rialto (LFP) (592; 50-$ 1.30)—
would not be desirable to the free- “Coins in the Fountain” (20th) (4th
dom of the film here.
wk). Pleasing $3,600 following $4,Fresnay maintained that the Syn- 400 third round.
Ritz
dicat
Was categorically against
(M-G)
50-$1.70)—
(432;
any pre-censorship and fervently “On Waterfront” (Col) (5th wk).
hoped, that the government would Steady $3,000 or close. Stays on.
Studio 1 (APT) (600; 30-$1.20)
'refrain from any measure like this
"Living Desert” (Disney) (25th
so opposed to the principles of
French freedom of expression. It wk). Big $3,000 or over. Stays unwa's made clear that the industry, til Nov. 24 before going on genas a whole, would object to any eral release.
Warner (WB) (1,735; 50-$1.70)—
official move of this kind.
As an alternative he offered the “King. Richard Crusaders” (WB)
(3d.
wk). Fair $6,200 after $7,000
fact that the industry could not
remain aloof from this problem, in second week. “Crowded Day”

ernment

;

;

TV INROADS WORRY

NORTH ITALY EXHIBS

.

Rome, Nov. 9.
Reports that tele is beginning to
make inroads into northern Italian
boxoffice is worrying Italian exhibitors, who have been pressing
for the further enforcement of the
radio-tv
exhib agreement. This
among other things calls for discipline in the use of television in
public places.
This pact recently
denounced by locai exhibs,
that bars and restaurants were adding to tabs during
teleshowings and that such untaxed use of the medium was unfair competition to the heavily
was

taxed cinemas-

Number

of Italian telesets

is

—

.

and that the following measure had .(Adelphi)

now been

well past the 50,000 mark, and
prices are showing a slight drop.

Col Plans to Increase

A new

taken.

altd

“Happiness

Three

Com- Wonlen” (Adelphi) opens Nov.

body, the

mission De Lectures (The Reading
Committee) has been created. It.
Exiled
behooves all producers to send

11.

Actors Allowed

scripts to this outfit before sending
in Arg.
it
it to the Centre Du Cinema
was stated. The Lecturfe CommitMontevideo, Nov. 9.
tee would give its opinions on the
Arrival in Buenos Aires recently
script and suggest any needed of Tilda Thamar, Argentine cinechanges. Committee would give, mactress, who has been resident i
i

To Resume Work

.

in

leading

singers.
The chorus
be engaged here.
.Williamson last undertook an
opera tour in 1948-49. The ven-

Australian

9,

is booming
West End; .Standout cur-

mas” which
Berlin, Nov. 9.
Heirs of the late English author

who claimed

will

i .i

is terrific $16,500 for
this fairly small house, It may liit

—

.

Conan Doyle Heirs Sue

of

November sees a one on its Sydney
preem houses “Broken Lance”

moneymaker

>

First-run cinema biz

49th Anniversary Number

local

have meant “financial suicide.” He
Opera for Aussie Tour
said he had shown six British proSydney, Nov. 9.
ductions, and one of them cost
J. C. Williamson Theatres Ltd.
him $75 on a twoaday showing.
Maitles said that most of the will take on ah opera venture next
cheaper seats in his Savoy Cinema year, importing the bulk of a comwere filled by youngsters who pany to tour Australia and New
Firm has lined up an
compelled the management to Zealand.
show “nothing highbrow” only Italian company but the. group

Mexico

by lint piece

showing Hollywood pix. Six of the Regent is past its seventh week.
11 principal cinemas playing, tl. S. “Gone With Wind” (M-G) at Liberty and Metro King’s Cross, is
films, three have local pix while
into third rounds. “Seven Brides”
one is. showing a French pic and (M-G), is holding past a fifth week
at St. James, “His Majesty O’Keefe”
another has an Italian film*
Three of the six U. S. pictures (WB) at Mayfair went for four ses*

Biggest

ra/i

»

London, Nov.
an. intertitlng

,

1

Out

1

this big 3 ,250-seater’s 'longest rims,
“River” is not expected to show
this stamina.

playing at local preem
C’Scopers,
namely
houses
are
“Three Coins in. Fountain” (20th)
at Filmbuehne Wien, “River of
No Return” (20th) at Capitol and
‘.‘High and Mighty” (WB) at Filmtheatre Berlin. Crix particularly
praised the high technical standard
Tenure in Politics
of these pix.
For more than 20 years, SwafF
Walt Disney’s “Living Desert”
has played an active journalistic
role in the political field, but on is in its ninth week at the Cinema
both sides of the Atlantic he is Paris while “Gone With Wind”
known and respected for the virili- (M-G) is due shortly to complete a
ty of his dramatic criticisms in the full year’s run at the Kurbel. The
Daily and Sunday Express. To il- German version of RKO’s “CarniStory”
(Rummeiplatz
der
lustrate what he himself caHs his val
52 years of frustration in Fleet Liebe) is in. its 11th week, at the
Tauentzien -Palast. Astor preemed
On page 20
( Continued
the Gallic film, “Le Defroque”
(Union), while Kiki currently is
showing the Italian, film “Unfaith-

British Filins Lose

oaa n

Theatres Rapped

Brit.

The companion
utes regularly.
sheet is the Daily Herald;
The luncheon, attended by jour-

Olff

l

.•

iri

in the British Theatre

20th-Fox Takeover Of

Swaffer,;

i fan

Frankfurt, Nov. 9.
Columbia Pictures, which has
out-distanced nearly all the other
major U. S. companies in film production in Germany, has plans for
even greater German production in
the future.
Nick P, Pery, Continental manager of the company,
gave out new plans for the producing setup here this week.
With the increased pix-niaking,
Dr. Oskar Kalbus, German general
director, will be in charge of - production exclusively, Eric Mueller,
former general sales manager, will
handle all administration .and distribution in Germany.,
Col has
completed five productions for
November and December release
here.
They are “Love Swindler,”
“Girl From Paris,” “Double Des!

.

advice and discourage any outright
lewd projects, but would protect
all works deemed produceable.

May Force

U.S. to

Show

Pix Before Jap Board
Tokyo, Nov.

A move
U.S. major

is

filhi

underway

to

companies

in

9.

force

“New Ways

Libertad Lamarque are restored to
grace (provided they never make
to the reasons

Japan any public reference

submit their films for screen- for their exile).
ing by the Motion Picture Code
Miss Marshall has made a big
comeback in radio and has th top
rating fOr mbst popular air comedienne.
Delia Garces starts work
in “Andrea” for Argentina Sono
foreign Countries must have the. Film this mOnth and also has legit
Board’s stamp before they are re- commitments.
Amanda Ledesma
to

.

of Ethics Board before exhibition
here. Presently, U.S. majors are
exempt from this pre-screening.
Japanese, and films from other
<

leased.

“Encounter in Rome” and
Majors contend their product is
to Youth and Beauty.” passed by pre-production censorThe three still in. work are “Last ship in U.S., and therefore should
Act,” “Phantom, of Great Circus” not be subject .to double censorand “Heide & Peter.”
ship. The Motion Picture Promotional Council has asked the government to force the U.S, comOther Foreign News
panies to submit their pix. The
on Page 20
Educational Ministry wbUld .be the
one to pass on the matter.
tiny,”

France for the last six years, means
that most entertainment folk, who
had to go into exile through having
earned the enmity, of the dale Eva
Peron, are now able to resume
their careers; Ninf Marshall, Delia
Garces, Amanda Ledesma, Tilda
Thamar and even t,ango warbler

has been warbling tangos on Radio
Splendid and in a lhusica.l revue all
winter.
Now Tilda Thamar is to
work under Ralph Pappier’s direction in “Miercoles Santo” (Holy
Wednesday), with Portuguese actor.

Antonio

On

Vilar.

Miss Thamar claimed
.six years’ absence
she had been working in 18 picarrival,

that during lier
tures:

If
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Montevideo, Noy. 9.
A second film festival (first Was
held in 1950) Is being organized
for Jan. 15-31 next year at Uruguay’s beach resort a.t Puiita del
Este; celebrating the 125th anni of
16.
Nov.
London,
its founding.
If British film producers geared
The International Federation of
Military
$350,000 in Eady Coin
their product to the American marMotion Picture Producers has ap:
ket and discarded domestic type
For Juvenile Films proved this 1955 event, and an
Pix Seek U. S. Dates
stories with insular appeal,- the rev
award to be made for .the best
•Frankfurt, Nov, 9.
London, Nov. 9.
turn from the American market
pic submitted.
Despite the persistent talk in
The Children’s Film Foundation.
might be substantially greater .than
far Argentina, Brazil, GerSo
This v again is to receive a grant of many, Mexico, Britain,
France, Germany that films with a military
it is at the present time.
the viewpoint of Macgregor Scott, $350,000 from the Eady Fund. An Italy and the U. S. are reported to theme are no longer a big draw,
sales interim advance of $28,000 Was have, agreed to participate/
British-Pathe
Associated.
two major productions with a
chief, who recently returned to paid over recently, and the balsoldier background are bidding for
London after attending the Allied ance has now bean approved by
U. S. playdates. Hottest current
four
associations.
the
trade
<
ChiArtists sales convention
Film’s
Gloria
contender
Swaffer
cago.
The Children’s. Film Foundation
“08/15,” which is playing to huge
Referring to suggestions that the was set up a few years ago to inContinued from page 1?
audiences in Germany’s key cities,
U. S.. exhibitor or public Was anti- sure a steady flow of suitable prodwith Gloria’s, largest distribution
British, the AB-Pathe sales chief, uct for the Saturday morning /mati- St., Swaffer told at last week’s in history, 100 prints now being
said, the typical, theatre owner was nees. The Foundation, with only birthday lunch that in the early, out.
concerns a German
. Plot
concerned with only one thing: a limited income always will be days of the Daily Mirror, Lord soldier in the prewar Nazi army.
entertainment. “You cannot blame dependent, on financial support Northcliffe objected to his frank Gloria has turned down a U. S. tv
plays.
criticisms
of
them for asking fur that,” he com- from some group. Rentals from and occasional
offer
and is holding out for
the pix are returned to the Eady He also recalled that William
mented.
American theatre distributi
/pool.
Berry, later Lord CamrosO, said to
He added that he’d discussed
Second production for U. S. re“Are you a critic?”
hii
With salesmen the type of British
is “The Golden Pest” (AlliHe was discouraged as a drama lease
pic likely to succeed and hatd
which/ tells of a small Geranz
critic on The People when he was,
gained the impression that Ameriinto which an American
man
editor, and wheri he left that paper,
can audiences would be more i
army
post moves, with resultant
after leading a successful strike
terested in the historical costume
complications, * Added draws for
for his and his staff’s salary, Lord
drama than in modern domestic
U. S. business are that it was
Beaverbrook named him drama megged by Yank director John
comedies. Whether or not their
scribe of the Sunday Express, but
production schedule at Elstree
Brahim and used American soldiers
warned he was only to have a
would undergo any revision would
who were stationed near the shootcolumn. Yet within a few months
depend on the studio executives,
ing location in Wiesbaden.
Nov. 9.
Rot
of his doing plays for both the
lie added.
The local legit season has gotten Daily and Sunday Express, with a
Macgregor Scott cited that of
to a slow start.
With the ex- double page spread in. the lattet
the five British pix. which were off
paper, Swaff was the most talkedin tlie ception of Luigi Squantina’s prescurrently in distributi
of critic in the country.
to get entation of "Caine Mutiny Court
U., S. only one was cerfai
To this day; he says, although he
top billing. This is “Duel in Jun- Martial,” there hasn’t been ah outhas been out of criticism since
gle/' a Co-production which is estimated to gross at least $2,000,000 standing hit So far. Concerts, arid 1931, when he gave up the theatre
in the; U. S. of which as much a£ revues are also getting under way, for Socialist politics, U./SZ artists
arriving in London/ often ask at a
$1,200,000 might* be returned to with opera to follow' Dec. 6.
Buenos Aires, Nov. 9
press confab, “Where’s Hannen
Britain. “Weak and the Wicked”
The strong version of the “Court
Was now on release in the lower Martial,” whibh Pan successfully Swaffer?” They still look upon him.
Nitery entertainers are in a desleading
critic.
England’s
as
bracket of dual program with comperate plight, with the shuttering
several yVeeks. at the Valle before
mitments on Warner, RKO and beginning a tour of Italian key
Swaffer explains this by the fact
Loew circuits: This was estimated cities, held the early; legit spot- that for years, “really as a labor of no less than 18 niteries in
These
to earn between $75,000 and $100,love,” he wrote for Variety Buenos Aires this winter.
light along with Poarecca’s Pup? of
000 for the British company. In a pets, which returned to Rome
what he himself describes as “a were the King's Club, Golden
afsimilar money bracket is “The Yelcolumn
wit,
challenge
weekly
of
AutomoTibidabo,
Gate. Novelty,
ter lengthy world tours to become
low Balloon,” but he declined to
Podrecca is and anecdotage.’/ 'This, he claims, bile Club. Turf Club, Lau Coupole,
a holdover hit here.
sti'mate'
".early the
potential
currently working the strings at is still remembered as outstanding
Hotel, Ascot Club, PreVersailles
earning capacity of. the other two,
the Orione Theatre for a repeat, journalism.
mier. Luba, Le. Perroquet, Casino
“Affairs of Monte Carlo’’ and “ToMore Drama Outside
week. Previously, a well-meaning
„
de Paris. Casino Russe! Lyra, Babir
iglit's the Night.”
Little, Theatre group from Bolzana
Why did Swaff give up the the- Ionia. Aguaribay and El. Polio
presented an amateurish two-night atre for politics?
In his own Dorado
(Golden Chicken),
Of
staging of Goethe’s “Faust.” and words he sums it up as follows:
these, only the Novelty and Tibi20th-Fox’ Breaking Of
a new Italian version of Wilde’s “I got tired of seeing a world of
dabo have reopened under new
“importance of Being Ernest” pretense, I. saw outside the themanagernent, only to reshutter
without drawing mtich notice. The atre a much more moving drama,
Single-Week Run Plan
within a Week or. so. The Novelty,
season’s first revue! Macario’s “All more bitter tragedy and more livlike many of the others, has been
Except
Me,”
wound
a
Women
up
ing comedy, than anything that was in existence around 32 years.
Poses Problem for
moderate
local run.
acted on the stage. In the theatre
<
These were all firstclass spots
London, Noy, 9.
Several preems are scheduled it was the same every night. Outwith lavish restaurant facilities
By breaking from the tradition
every
the

Paris, Nov.

- in
looksee at films
production gives some indication of

.

present and future trends pf the
French film.
The 29
shows that numerically
things are in a. healthy state. The
fact that 15 are completely French
and the bthers coproductions shows
that this latter type of filming
still about .haH of the output. The
cinema boxofflce is rising as well
as the take per picture/
Most important is the fact that
the Film Aid Law has smoothed
out most .difficulties and kept em-

filmed

'

I

;

!

’

1

’

ployment at a good

.

and robbers pix. These
10 of the current crop
production.
There also is /a.
tendency to concentrate on costume color-specs. Falilng off of

,

boiled, cops

make up

,

in

) ;

original

duced.
°Constaiitine Pix

.

side,

j

;

;
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,
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quo,

day.

different

“when

I

be-

were discussing me instead of the
I was the center of all eyes,
and I hated it.”

1

.

was

gan to attract more attention on
my arrival in the theatre than was
caused by the rising of the curtain,
I felt it was time to get out. People

I

.

it

“Besides.” he adds,

play.

Swaff believes sincerely that bis
quarter-century of Socialist propaganda has had a great deal to do
with the creation of the welfare
state, which he avers, “one day the
whole world will copy.”
At the honor lunch, Swaff spoke
for more than an hour in reply to
a toast proposed by Lord HdreBelishe and seconded by Sir A.
Beverley Baxter. It was a speech
crammed with anecdotage. in which
the honor guest commented on his*
own relations with the press lords
for Whom he has worked and on
his pioneering work in bringing
about a change/ of news coverage.
“I have worked for the Beaverbrook
he
press
three
times/”
quipped, “which is three times’
more, than Lord Beaverbrook.”
The Express topper was one of
.many press* thiefs who sent messages of congratulation.
Others
followed after the event. One described it as a wonderful occasion
set for staging at the Rome Opera and
another commented, “Your
House.
power,, your clarity and force and
Later this winter, among other the admirable grouping of the subitems, Rome is slated to see ait jects were a lesson to. all speakers.”
Italian version of “.Rose Tattoo
But Swaff likes best the message
and “Tea- and Sympathy” with acr. that ended, “No other journalist
tress pleanora Rossi Drbgo.
in the world has ever held the po..

'

1,

.

Thrush Marti Stevens
off,

tit*

London.

While

sition

will kick

European tour with
engagement at the Cafe

lO-eily
:>ril

in

Lon-,

doii. she’ll etch two albums for
British Decca. with her accompanist Don Pippen orchestrating
and recording. Miss Stevens- will
continue to record in! the U; S.
for the
label.
Meantime, warbler is set for a
tw -week stand at. Pittsburgh's Ankara Club beginning Nov,. 29. Miss
Stevens is the daughter of Loew’s

MGM

proxy Nicholas M. Schenek.

Okay for Chile
Santiago, Nov.: 9.
Board here considered

'French Line'

you do,”

:

!

Censor
“French Line” (RKGh virtually j
harmless, and did not change a
foqt of the Jane Russell starrer.'
The much discussed dance went
through unScissor.ed.
Blue-pencillers gave “Line” a
“for adults only” tag and RKO is
applying the saturation treatment
by booking it in six downtown and
neighborhood' houses simultaneously this week.

!

I

Rosson Renamed Prez Of
Western Canada Tooters
Regina, Sask

,

Nov. 16,

Way

Caution films.

These turned out to be thb top
grassers of the season,, and were
low-budget pix.
Constantine, an
American
the
singer,
played
Scotch-drinking, skirt /chasing GMan with the aplomb and violence
needed to click here.
Although
these Seem to be parodies of the
U. S. counterparts, the old adage
of the French preferring their own
worked here! and the race was bn.
Coproduction also helped to give
the necessary financing for bigscale specs to meet this staple public taste. Now two C’Scope pix ar
being made here with 20th-Fox
.

distributing,

Crlx Berate imitation Trend

BOT

Castellani

Led

This swing to cops-and-robbers
pix stems from the solid successes
of the Eddie Constantine - Lemmy

.

sector.

(

,

,

,

legit

as

Diaboliques’’ and “Bonnes a Tuer?
(Ripe For Killing).
Give some
idea of the type of pic being pro-

:

in

marked

Racket)
“Ca Va Barder”
(Things Will Pop), “Du Rififi Chez
Les Hommes” ( Trouble Among the
.”
Men) “Les Clandesti
“Les

,

run for every pic and opens a “Hamlet” at the Goldoni,
encouraging extended playing-time while that theatre’s name sake.
w herever results justified it, 20th- Carlo Goldoni, is current with two
Fox has' upset the conventional pat? presentation, one live and one
tern of the British release system, puppet: the Cesco JJaseggio comMost important of -all. by giving pany is staging “The Good Wife”
fi.'st-run playdates to anamorphi- at the Ridotte deli’Elisea.
The
callv-cquipped theatres; which hith- other Goldoni item is being puperto had only played second run, it peted at the Opera dei Burattini,”
..a 1*0
has upset the barring system. Harlequin, Servant of Two MasResult is that this has created an ters.”
The Valle, which just had
now opens Fritz
interesting poser for the Board Of “Caine Muti
Trade. Is a theatre which plays Hoechwalder’s “The. Holy Experi2Qth-Fox programs first-run and ment,” shown in Paris some years
has subsequent-runs from, other ago
“On Earth As It Is in
distributors to be classified ..as a Heaven.” Eduardo De Filippo has
first-run or subsequent-run house? brought
company Up from
his
Tins, is of importance to the BOT Naples to play “Palumella Zompa
in
determining; quota relief, as e Vola.” by A. Petito, at the Ellseo.
favored treatment
frequently
In the ballet-concert field, the
metccl out to theatres whose book- Sadlers Wells Troupe had a sucing position does not enable them cessful local at the. Opera/ and is
to have a free choice of all avail- continuing its- Italian trip with
able product.
dates in Turin, Genoa. Naples, etc..
Th
British
Fill
.Producers An impressive list of artists has
A'W. reckons that such theatres been booked into the various con?
cert series now; in full swing i
should. continue to be classified
the principal ones/
capital,
h e sccondrrun ca tegoi;
Its argu- the
Argentina, the Filarnient.' is. that it would be unfair to being the
pe a li/.e. an exlilb. whq had retooled monica, and- the Aula Magna.
season opens with “La
for X inemaSc,ope'Hjut,.st'ni-;-di'd’''h.bt Opera
Gian carlo!
have first choice on available Brit-. Forza del De.st.ino.”
product. In consequence, it is Meno.tti’s ;‘!.\in.ahl .artd the Night
Urging the BOT to retain the status Visitor*” is among, the productions

is

*

The

,

of a week’s

scripting

novels and plays are copiing more
frequently the basis for” films.
Such titles as “Pas De Souris.
Dans Le Bizness” No Broads i

.

.

Thus

level.

the main problem confronting the
film Industry here is the actual
film content.
Many are against
the trend towards the present hard-

.

.

(

9.

A

Two German

Some. film

crix feel that this imitative aspect of French film biz is

not healthy for the industry'. They
fear French is losing its individuality, Inventiveness and more pro-

which periodically engaged international floorshow talent to lure
Stars of the
the carriage trade.
1

found treatment of humanity^ They
Jean Sablon and Josephine Baker say that even their top directors
calibre have performed there at are turning to the melodramatic
and spectacle films.

one time or another.

Fuhd§mental cause of the folderoos has been the high cost of operation because of the demands by
the Gastronomic Union, a closed
shop labor group which “protects”
the interests of hotel, nitery and
safe workers. These took 169a on
earnings and sent prices so!
all
High that feiv except, tourists could
And the diningafford nitelife.
dancing habit has gradually died
j

point
Diaboli-

H. G. Clouzot s “Les
ques,” Claude. Autant-Lara’s vision of Stendhal’s “Le Rouge Et Le
Noir” (The Red and the Black),
Jacques Becker’s “Ail Baba.” Robert. Bresson’s "La Princesses Des
Cleves” and Rene Clement’s desire”
Even
to make a gangster pic.
Jean Renoir’s return to the studios
here is with a costumer, “French
;

to

Some, operators of shuttered ni?
teries have recouped some of their
capital via advantageous sales of
their leases, with the premises
converted to other uses. The Novelty by next, season will have become a 600-seat legit theatre.

Cancan.”
However, as long as biz stays at
healthy pace, there will be
no rapid shift In the present trend.
Some have suggested a special
prize, under the Film Aid Law,
this

for

more

outstanding

.

original

which With spme state subbacking would tempt proout.
ducers to change their present,
Another factor was the co^t o£ ideas on productiona municipal license to bpera'te a
growing from $2,000 to
nitery,
2,790 Belong to Mex ANDA
$4.0*00 in one year.
In addition.
Mexico City, Nov; 9/
•“
rotection money” had become a
Latest census of. active member-,
settled habit and had to- be paid ship of. the. National Actors Assn.
out to municipal, police and union (ANDA) shovys! 2,790 belong.' But
officials.
The difficulty in obtain- including administrators and other
ing good liquor was another^ snag j functionaries,
the
the total
nd frequent ly/j ANDA family is 3/742.
to contend ^Avith,
off-the-cuff entertainment had to
met
ANDA is now readmitting,
be dished out to influential parties. bers who drop out because they
The decline in trade and shut- haven’t worked in two years—
tering of so many spots has cut when tliey get engagements and
employment prospects for resume dues paying.
into
nitery talent, with the Vaudeville
Oldest Mex /House as Museum
Entertainers Union beefing plenty
Mexico City', Nov. 9.
It’s a case of locking
about it.
One of America’s oldest theatres,
the stable door after the goose
with the golden eggs has gone. As the Teatro. de la Republica in
mbst operators went bankrupt be- Queretaro City, capital of Quereto be a national,
fore
shuttering, musicians’ and taro state.
j

scripts
sidized

,

|

•

'

.

'

Henry Rosson. Regina, was re- talent fees ape still 'owing. This museum because the federal govelected president of the Western added to the lessening employ
ernment has abandoned brav
conference, American Federation ment chances.
plans, to make it an elite play|

of Musicians; for a ninth

term

at a

New Cinema

of

convention in Saskatoon.
Locals
Winnipeg. Brandon. Regina,
Saskatoon,
Calgary,
Edmonton,
Vancouver and Victoria were repre-

Jerusalem. Nov. 9.
A new cinema, the Ron. has been
opened here, being the 11th in the

sented.

Israel section of the city.

in

Jerusalem

*

,

Some

house.
"It .was found that the venerable
would
playhouse, (vintage 1793)
have to be nearly taken, apart and
put ’together again, making it too
expensive.
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Rhoden Realigns
Fox Midwest Execs

PHILADELPHIA
(Continued from page 13)
Okay $14,000 or near; Last week,
$ 17,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 741.49)
‘-Barefoot Contessa” (UA)
Last
(3d
wW.
Sock $17,000.
Week, $18,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 74$1.49)— “White
(Par)
Christmas
Socko $30,000.
Last
(3d wk).
Week, $34,000.
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 74-$1.30)—
“Drum Beat” (WB) (2d wk). Mildish $11,500. Last week, $16,000.
Stanton (SW) (1,473; 50-99)—
“Private Hell 36” (FM) and “Bob
Mathias Story’* (AA). Neat $7,000.
Last week, “Westerner” (UA) and
“Dead End” (UA) (reissues), $6,500,

—

.

Trans-Lux (T-L)

—“Sabrina”

80-$1.50)

(500;
(4th wk).

‘WIDOW’ ROBUST

Kansas City, Nov. 16.
New alignment of officers at Fox
Midwest Theatres, Inc., finds Richard Braus, formerly counsel, as
president* and Serin Lawler, formerly director of advertising and
public relations, as division manager, Joe. Redmond, .Who has been
•*

Louisville, Nov. 16.
product- in town

Not much new

week, but both Rialto with
“Black Widow” and State with
“Barefoot Contessa” are doing
healthy biz despite summerlike
temperatures. “Star Is Born” in
fifth week at the Mary Anderson
and “Rear Window" on fourth
this

over, $. H.
be honored
Mqtion PicGETS REASSIGNMENT ture Pioneer of the Year at the
National Theatres, who spent sevChicago, Nov. 16.
Hotel Sheraton Astor, N. Y., would
eral days here following his recent
Duties of Columbia sales execs
stanza at Kentucky are still okay. election to the job.
again select the exhibition end of
final
One.
have been reshuffled. Louis Astor,
Current week looks like
‘Tve had my ups
for Judy Garland opus.
vet circuit account exec, will have the .business,
”
Estimates for This Week
his area of operation broadened and downs in the theatre busi
Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 50-75)
arid will take on heavier sales he said Monday (15), “but I’m just
(4th wk).

—“Rear Window” (Par)
may stay

(•Good $6,500, and
days.

seven

Last

responsibilities.

another

week

(3rd),

.

.

.

.

—

:

;

Ambassador (Indie)
“Cinerama”

$2.4,0)

wki.
last
.

—

Fine
week:

(1,400; $1.20(42d
(Indip)
after $16,000

$15,000

Fox (F&M)

(5,000;

,

Fox Monday

Office;

(15).

;

75)— “Human

.

Mont’l; ‘Apache’

OK 16G

Montreal, Nov. 16.
“Egyptian” at the Palace continues very big in second round with
only “Garden of Evil” at Loew’s
topping it. Latter is smash new
entry currently. “Apache” shapes
okay at Capitol. The imperial is
shuttered temporarily for installation of Cinerama, now due to open
around Xmas.
Estimates for This Week
Palace (C-T) (2,625; 60-$l)— “The
Egyptian" t20th) (2d wk). Fine
$22,000 following $3Q.OO0 opener.

Jungle” (AA) and “Bowery Boys
Meet Monster” (AA). Opened to-'
day (Tubs.). Last week, “Drum
Beat” (WB), solid $17,000;
Loew!s (Loew’s) (1,720; 50-75)
“On Waterfront” (Col). Big $18Capitol (C-T) (2.412; 45-75)—
000;
Last week, “Caine Mutiny” “Apache” (UA). Okay $16,000. Last
(Col) (2d wk), $11,000.
week, “Sabrina” (Par) (2d wk),
;

.

.

Only two months ago the

city’s.

$6,500. Last week, “Her 12 Men”
(M-G) and “Return Treasure Island” (UA), same.
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
82)“Horse’s Mouth” (Indie). Fine
$3,000.' Last week, “The Assassin”

—

(UA), $2,500.

13 firstrun situations ridded themselves of double features completetime in many years.
Last week, three of these houses
were on combo policies arid the
.present week has added a fourth.

Both the Grand and Roosevelt
theatres are equipped for G’Scope
but are indulging currently in 2-D
fare.
Last week, the Roosevelt
.

doubled up with a CiriemaScoper,
“King RichajEd and The Crusaders.”
Loop and Monroe theatres, with

of
600
arid
capacities
seating
1,000 and both without Cinemascope, hadn’t operated as dualer
outlets in the past, but now both
$17,00T).
are pairing up “B” product because
Princess (C-T) (2.131; 40-65)—
their bidding has been short on
Last
$8,000.
Poor
“Passion” (RKO).
/
week, “Duel in Sun” (SRO) (re- bigger pix.

500. Last week,
Festival, $3,000.

L.

.

Arhus:)

CUA).

Trim

(400;
$3,-

Alex Guinness Fix

Shady Oak
$2) —.^Illicit
Fancy $5,000.

$8,200.

Loew’s

(C-T)

:

.

50-85)—
(2.847;
(20th). Smash

“Garden of Evil”.

$24,000. Last week, “Rear
(Par) (3d wk)* $15,000.

(St.

L. Amus.) (800;

‘You’d Holler’

Interlude” (Indie).
Last week, “Holly

Robust $15,000,

Indpls.; ‘Xmas’ 19G,
Biz

is

2d

Indianapolis, Nov. 16.
setting hottest pace of fall

here ’this stanza*
“White Christmas” still is socko
to lead city in second week at
Circle. Will hold again* "Last Time
I Saw Paris,” preemed at Loew’s
Thursday with Van Johnson here,

at

first-runs

S

consistency the operational plans
outlined by Fred Schwartz for his
Corp. Of America.
Distributors
Here are a couple of his beefs;
“They said they’d arrange regional releases of their pictures,
presumably as a print-saving de.

vice.

(Indie), $3,000..

20G

:

.

—

DCA—

SEATTLE

.

—

—

.

,

.

—

.

—

.

Similar post goes to Vincent Bor-

upped from an assistant’s
spot, Named assistants to circuit
exeris are Daniel Rothenberg, who
had been Josephs' aide, and Milton
Goodman, previously in charge Of
relli,

16m sales. In another switch/ Joseph Freiberg hops from manager
of the sales accounting department
to head of the homeoffice bidding
division.

Changes were
sales

disclosed, at Col
Chicago this

i

convention in

week. Irving Wormser recently
ankled the company’s top sales
cabinet to join Distributors Corp.
of America.

it all

will

as the

Corp. arid Fabian Enterprises* separate theatre chains with, a total
of some 350 theatres, Fabian has
demonstrated his confidence in the
theatre business by undertaking
new ventures at a time when most
His takeindustryites. shy away.
over of the theatre assets of Warner Bros, in March, 1953, is an example. “I bought it,” he said; “at
a time when the theatre business
vva? aM tS: lowest ebb." Then, suddenly realizing that it was only a
year and a half agq, he added with

some amazeirient,
that was!”

“How

recently

“Our

statement for the first
quarter of this year (ending Dec. 1)
will be considerably ahead of .last
“And our
year,” Fabian Rioted.
which
financial
report
annual
should be out in about two weeks

He
will also show a good gain.”
credited 20th-Fox prexy Spyros
Skouras “for taking his company’s
life in his hands and creating tli
excitement that brought about the
resurgence of the business.” SW,
in
he noted, would continue to diversify into other fields, but“\ve’H
Dallas, Nov. 16.
take a good look first.”
The Federal District Court Judge
Like most exhibitors, Fabian Is
has granted, six distributors per- concerned about the current prod-

Books Back

mission to consolidate their separi
ate percentage actions and for a
broad order of inspection of exhibitors’ theatre books and records.
The actions were brought by
Universal,
Warners,
Columbia,
20th

Cen-

tury-Fox against William A. Smith
and Texas Theatres, Inc,, as defendants operating the. Texas Theatre in Pharr.
The defendant is being required
by the court to produce all of the
theatre's books for a six. and onehalf year period, from Jan. 1, 1948
to the present date of the filing of
the suit.

Continued from page 4

themselves to the condensed approach without hardships in the
mechanics or catcafls from the purists. But the problem here is to
offer the public a work immediately
recognizable^ that does not have
to be presold-arid these works are
.

—

generally of the outsized variety.

There’s also that not Unimportant

matter of cutting down

presumed demands

—

on—

as per
of the so-called

general audience the “fat tenorsoprano”
baritone-suetted
beefy
casting (excepting possibly where
such heroic dimensions happen to
fall on the great names of opera);
It’s one thirig to be an opera lover
“by remote control,” i.e;, via radio
and records;, the idea seems to be
to. expand, the aifficibriado population by pairing good faces and
on
with
ditto
voices
shapes
,

“live” (meaning film) presentations.
“ Aida” approached this Candidly by
having the voices impersonated (as
Was done for established pop singers Dorothy Dandridge and Harry
Belafonte in Otto Preminger’s pro-

duction of

“Carmen

l

6%

That means that one .month

they play off a film in that exchange
and a month or two later in another area. That sounds just fine,
also is great.
but just imagine what would hapEstimates for This Week
‘Track^ Slow $16,500,
(2,800;
(Cockrill-Dollel
pen if one of the regular distribuCircle
Det.; ‘Xmas’ Rich
75-$lj-L_“White Christmas” (Par). tors would adopt such a policy.
Smash $19,000 in second week Why, they’d throw the book at us.
Detroit, Nov. 16.
Downtowners are mainly in the after $28,000 opener,
We are already accused of hoardIndiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-80)^ ing prints in an effort to change
doldrums this stanza. “Track of
Modest availability arid suit thern^ to our
Cat” is average at the Palms. “Black Widow” (20th).
r
“This Is My Love” shapes slow at $10,000. Last week, “Drum Beat” purposes;
the United Artists while “Athena” (WB), $12,000.
“Then, there is this business of
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-80)—
Others are
is slim at the Adams.
theatres
be-'
concentrating
on
3,500
Christmas” “Last Time I Saw Paris” (M-G).
“White
holdovers..
cause from them comes 85% of
tops these, with a big third round Hefty $15,000. Last week, “Sitting
sold,
the
revenue,
and
they
be
can
Bull” (UA) and “Khyber Patrol”
at the Michigan.
by telephone. I’d hate to be the
(UA), $8,000.
Estimates for This Week
35-70)— distributor who makes such a stateLyric
(1,600;
(C-D)
(Fox-Detroit)
Fox
(5,000;
$1
I Would, immediately be
and ment.
(Rep)
Jima”
“Sands
Iwo
;
fl .25)—“Black Widow” (20th) and "Wake Red Witch” (Rep) (reissues). inQUndated with complaints; from
“Fast. Furious” (AA) (2d wk). Oke
Oke
$5,000, with Kitty Wells stage- every "exhibitor in the country.
$21,000. Last week, $26,000.
show replacing second, feature at They are always complaining about
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
Last week, being ignored by our selling force.
Sunday only.
$1-$1.25)
“White Christmas” $1.25
(RKO) arid “Sins of
“And what is the exhibitor, reaLast “Passion”
(Par) (3d wk). Big $20,000.
Rome” (RKO), $4,000 in 6 days soning in this concentration oh the
week, $30,000.
arid Sunday matinee.
After >11,
if it
key
spot?
80-$l)—
Palms (UD)
(2,961;
works it that way—would: then be
“Track of Cat” (WB) and “Return
guilty, of doing precisely the thing
Sea” (AAV. Weak $16,500. Last
week, “Sitting Bull” (UA) and
that it was set up for to offset; Ig(Continued from page 12)
“Africa Adventure” (RKO), $16,noring the little riian in favor of
$7,500 after $12,400 with C’Scojpe
000
the; big, money-making .situations.
debut
ait this house 'for opener.
$1.25Madison (UD)
(1,900;
“It’s odd, but we know very well
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500;
$1.50)— “Star Is Born” (WB) (7th
that the policy which we are often
“Out(Col)
and
“Phffft”
75-$l)—
wk).
Oke $10,000. Last week,
economizing, by igaccused
of
law Stallion” (Col). Fine $9,000.
$.12,000.
noring the' small theatre—-isn’t
Broadway-Capitol '(UD) (3,500; Last week, “Barefoot; Contessa”
practical:
need the income
We
Mrs.
Leslie"
(Par)
“About
and
80-$l)
“3 Hours to Kill” (Col) (UA)
Sloughfrom the grassroots.
and “Black Dakotas” (Col). Slow (2d wk-8 days), $7,400*
90(Hamrick)
cutting off your
Music
Hall
(2,300;
is
just
ing
them
off
‘Last week, “Shanghai
$10,000.
Story” (Rep) and “Outcast” (Rep)* $1.25)—“White Christmas” /(Par) nose to spite your face.”
(3d wk). Huge $15,500 after $16,700
The sales topper also expressed
$ 1 000
*
considerable misgivings over the
United Artists (UA) (1,938; 80- last week.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90- eventual workings of the so-called
$1)—“This Is Love” (RKO) and
Thin $1.25) “Rear Window (Par) and Makelim Plan worked out by pro“Murder Monday” (AA).
Last week, “Beau Brum “Dawn Socorro” (U). Great $18,000 ducer Hal R. Makelirri and involv$6,000.
or over, Last week, “Private Hell ing playdate pledges for 'a dozen
mel” (M-G), $7,500.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1-$1.25) 36” (Lip) and “Deadly Game” pix from a minimum of 3,000 ex—“Athena” (M-G). Slim $10,000. (Lip), $3,800 in 5 days.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039; hibs. “We did something like that
Last week, “Brigadoon” (M-G)
$1-$1.25)
“Drum Beat” (WB) and once, when we had block-booking,”
(3d wk), $6,300,
“But then we
Good he commented.
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc- “Diamond Wizard” (UA).
at what price
tions) (1,194; $L40-$2.65)— “Cine- $10,000 or close. Last week, “Star knew at least exactly
rama” (Indie) (87th wk). Steady .Is Born” (WB) (5th wk-5 days), we Were able to afford to offer
these pictures;”
at $1*50 top.
$16,000. Last week, $16,200.
I $5,600

and Ivy”

do

who

as confident as ever that nothing

RKO, Paramount and

Window

Continued from page

‘Paris’

—

St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000;
75
“Black Widow” (20th) (2d
Wk); Good $10,000 following $13;500 iiiitial session;,
)

issue),

:

Richmond (St.
82)— “The River”

to

George Josephs has been pro- will replace theatres as the mai
homeoffice sales
moted from
source of public entertainment.”
post to the rank of circuit exec;
As president of Stanley Warner

ly for the first

:

Orpheum (Loew’s) (1,500; 75-$l)
—“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (m.o.); Nice

Fabian,

toriight (Wed.)

.

(Par)
Fine
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000;
Last week, $10,000.
(5th
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.30)— 75-$l)— “Star Is Born” (WB)
Cnicago, Nov. 16.
“Brigadoon” (M-G) (6th wk). Slow wk). Windup looks fair $5,000.. Last
week, $6,000.
$5,000. Last week, $6,000.
To producers and others in the
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
Trans-Lux World (T-L) (604; 99have loudly dewho
industry
(20th).
Widow”
$1.50)— “Suddenly” (UA) (5th wk). 50-75)— “Black
Last week. “Sit- nounced the pairing lip of product:
Fancy, $12,000.
Good $6,500. Last week, $8,000*
the business, Chito.
“Khyber
unhealthy
as
and
(UA)
Bull”
ting
cago’s swing, back to tandems may
Patrol” (UA), $13,000.
Perhaps
regression.
State (United Artists) (3,000; 50- represent
‘Waterfront Boffo 18G,
(UA). it is, but theatremen here— espeContessa”
75)
“Barefoot:
Crix lavish in praise, but only okay cially those of the smaller deluxSt. Ldo; ‘Drum’ Solid 17G $10,000 shapes. Last week; “Beau ers— ate growing nervous about the
Brummell” (M-G) and “Diamond high film rentals asked for. HollySt. Louis, ..Nov, 16.
(UA), $9,000.
wood’s choicer product, especially
“On Waterfront” is the hefty Wizard.”
when a number of these supers redraw this session, with a big total
cently failed to deliver at the box
at Loew’s. “Drum Beat” wound up

.

(Si)

he had

.

$7,000...'

“Black Widow” looms good in
second round.. “Illicit Interlude”
is grabbing a heavy play at the
arty Shady Oak.. “Caine Mutiny”
looms okay on moyeoyer.
Estimates for ’This Week

If

Chmiges were made last week by
Elmer Rhoden, new president of

$10;000.

a solid stanza at the

By HY HOLLINGER

assistant to Lawler, gets the post
of director of advertising and public relations,

Jones”).

With last week’s Metopera preem
having gone large screen theatric
tv over a 32-house circuit in 27

but his attitude is
conciliatory than denuncia“This is an industry” he said,
“that Can prosper only if all elements of it prosper. Therefor
there must be a mutuality of responsibility within the industry and
that, mutuality of responsibility
quires a sufficient flow of pictures
into theatres. And, on the reverse
there
must be assurance
side
that producers, find a market for
uct

shortage),

more

tory;

their pictures.”

Fabian; maintains that ’this ideal,
existed during the days of block
The producers, he said,
saw to it that there were sufficient pictures available and the
“exhibitors felt a responsibility to
their suppliers.” As an example of
the latter, he said that if a producer “was stuck with a shaky picture,” the exhibitor would try to
bail him out, either with extra
promotional effort or by spotting
the picture in double feature ter'

booking.

ritories.

Wjlile placing himself in favor of
“any -plan that will, put pictures on
topper feels
the market,” the
thiqj: the basic economic law of supply and demand will eventually
take care of the current shortage
problem; “Where there is a demand,” he said; “the supply will

SW

come through In our democratic
system.”
in. looking back at his 40 years
in show biz, Fabian recalls with
fondness the days of First National
Pictures, the exhibitor-owned production company which was later
absorbed by Warner Bros. Present.

day conditions,

hie said, “are. greatly similar to the days when Firsts

National was
attributed
tional to a

first

organized.”

He

end of First Nanumber of reasons, in-

the

cluding the deaths of several of
the prime organizers and sellouts
to the production companies by a
number of chains involved in the
First National setup.

Fabian doubted that anotheri
First National could be organized
figured that the public’s
today.
‘The laws have changed,”
appetite for the rbcoco division of
he said.
the amusement industry has been
of
the early boosters of theOne*
acutely whetted, despite or perhaps because of the fact that that atre tv, Fabian is stilL high on the
an added source of
as
medium
was a foiir-in-otte made up of “popular” excerpts as a sop to the peas- revenue for theatres. “If we keep
progress.” he
‘technical
with
up
ants and apparently with little comthe greatest bi
plaint from the poets. It’s figured said, “it will be
business.”
show
ness
in
also that a good deal of this will
Fabian started his career as an
rub off bn film house audiences
when and if there’s an upbeat in exhibitor on ‘Aug. 24. 1914, when
furtherance of the grand opera his father, Jacob, opened r.he Regent Theatre in Paterson, N. J.
motif.
cities, it’s

.
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‘While Christmas’
Continued from page 3

World War

of

San Francisco, Nov. 16,
Charges that Local 162, AFL In-

3-Man

Panel Paces Metro's
ternational Alliance of Theatrical
and Stage Employees forced proIndianapolis
pay a percentage of
Indianapolis, Nov. 16,
their gross earnings to the local,
A three?man panel, consisting of
yet denied them the privileges and
theatre operator, a
a
big
town
aired
rights of membership were
Friday before i California State smalltown exhibitor, and a newsexecutive adpaper
..advertising
Senate Labor Committee.
dressed’ the second bf Metro's
Three projectionists, all mem- series
of Ticket Selling Workbers Of the I ATSE, testified that by
shops here at the Marott HoteL
being; denied membership in Local
Session was held today (Tues.) in
162 they .were relegated to relief
conjunction with, the convention of
and temporary jobs, were subject
the Allied Theatre Owners of
to being “bumped” anytime by a
Indiana.
journeyman member of the local
Ervjn J. Clumb, managing diand were deprived of seniority
rector of the Riverside Theatre,
ights.
Milwaukee, represented by the big
In addition to paying an assess- city viewpoint; L; J. “Bill” Wilment of
of their gross earnings liams, operator of theatres
in
to Local 162, the men said they Union, Hermann, and, Owensville,
have been required to pay all as- Missouri, discussed smalltown prosessments; leveled by the local in- motion activities, and Wayne Botcluding, according to One witness, kin, retail ad manager of the
a $2,50 tab for a wedding gift to a Muncie (Irid.) Evening Press, talked
union business agent.
about newspaper advertising in re-

Workshop

jectionists to

.

(N.Y. Stock Exchange

and he penned

II

For Week Ending Tuesday (16)

the entire score for “Christmas.”
“Army” is credited with $8,500;distribution
domestic
in
000
money. “Christmas,” assuming its
present boxoffice pace will be
maintained* will do about $9,200,
000, or more,

Net

.

,

3%

Radio City Music Hall,
“Christmas” figures to wind up an
eight week run with a b.o. tally of
$1,330,000. This would mean $500,000 in rentals to Par. Same company’s “Greatest Show on Earth”
went 11 weeks at the same house
but the final few,, stanzas were “not

At .N. Y.’s

5%
12

20

600. In light of ex-

Wiltermed their
testimony a plain case of “taxation
without representation.”
Mathew O. Tobriner, attorney
for .the union, told Senator F.
Presley Abshire, who heads the
committee, that the union’s answer
to the charges will be made at a

committee meeting in Los Angeles
next week. The union is holding a
business meeting Monday to discuss them.

The State Senate Committee

is

Investigating grievances.' by union
members against their officials

throughout the

state.

First^jpf the protesting projectionists was .Richard Reed, of Daly
City; who said he had worked as a

projectionist since 1937. He made
several attempts to join Local 162,
he claimed, but was always ignored
or rejected. He said he became a
member of the International's
Local B-18, a union of doormen,
Ushers arid cashiers, and paid dues
to that local while working as a
projectionist within the jurisdi tion of 162.
At present, he says,
;

162' assessments* inof his gross earnings,
cluding
and also pays dues to B-18. He
says he has no seniority, or voting
rights in Local. 162 and can be
bumped off any job.
More or less the same story Was
told the committee by Fred Elsholz
of Sari Francisco, who has been
working as a projectionist for the

he pays Local

3%

past 11 years and by Russell Voss
with 11 years as a; projectionist and
by Richard Sloan.
Voss testified that several members of B-18 had filed suit against
Local 162 earlier this year asking:
$600,000 in damages. Voss also testified that he had received only two
vacations in five years although
regular members of Local 162 receive annual paid vacations.
Attorney Tobriner announced at
the close of the session that the
Situation in respect to exclusion
from membership has been corrected by a recent change in the bylaws and that the membership is
i

now open

to

all

qualified

appli-

cants.

.

Am Br-Par Th

perience With “Show,” these initial
datings with “Christmas” indicate
the full playoff gross revenue of

.

.

,

.

66%'

%
%

89
Zenith

+1%

—m
%

80
80

-f

15%
«§%

tm

4i

353/4

36

38%

4-2%

WA
20

12%
19%
27%

6%
9%
5%

9

36%

6%
9%.
5%,

80

12%
19%
29%
30%
80%

187%
78

1934
88

29

'

4-

%
—
— %%
—%
-f-1%

+

for a writ of mandate to compel
the union to admit :them, approximately 30 members have been, admitted.
Elsholz says he too joined the
auxiliary unit but charges that a

now deceased
off

all

business agent shut

work assignments and that
worked for the next

as a result he
eight years i

Washington, Idaho
and elsewhere but continued paying dues here. He returned about
seven months ago and goes to the
union hall every day but has been
denied work.

Background
which,

Of

among other

dispute,
the
things, centers

around a struggle for control between old and young elements in
local, includes a case earlier
this year before the National Labor

the

Relations Board Which charged
conspiracy, between theatre owners
the union because of the for*
itter’s policy of hiring through the
union. The NLRB ruled that the
owners were hot in interstate commerce and kicked out the ebse.

arid’

7%.

%

-f
4- §4

4-9

15%
14%

3%
10

Allied Artists
Ail’d Art., pfd.

9% DuMont
i1

%

2%

Technicolor

Trans-Lux

83
34
381
138
7

4%

43/4

143/4

10%
15%
14%

3%

3%

10%
15%
14%

5

.

10%
15%

44-

%
%

3%:

Over-the*Counter Securities

Sennett

Bid
Capitol Records
... ..... ... ...... . . ..
Chesapeake Industries . . . . . . . ; . . . ; .... .
.

almost
a natural a la “A Star Is Born;”
Oddly enough oply the other day. a
news item in this journal reported
a change of title on the Coast.
Somebody wondered if this generation would understand. “Abbott
It’s

Cinerama Inc,
Cinerama Prod,
Polaroid

12

1%
4

.

42%

.

U. A. Theatres
Walt Disney
* Actual volume.

Ash
123/4

3%
13
17

33%
2
4%'

44%
14%

—
—%
—
_%
—1

Richard F. Walsh, president of
—1
18
the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees, has desigVfut A Co.)
nated Joseph D. Basson as a
Sc
Costello Meet The Keystone Special investigator to probe the
Kops.” Sic semper Gloria Swan- defection from the I A of two Sari:
Francisco exchange locals.
son:!
The locals, representing hack“King of Comedy” is a fascinatroom and white collar exchange
ing addendum to trie history pi
employees
in the Frisco area, filed
moving pictures. It is a blessing to
application with the National
have it in print; ’twould have been an
Labor
Relations Board to withdraw
a pity to have Tost the story as only
Wall Street Has a Bullish
in
from the IA and affiliate with anthe wholesaler of custardpie comother AF.L union. A hearing is set
edy -could tell it. Of himseif SenShares Generally
for Nov. 30. Basson will leqve for
nett says, “Many people allow that
S. F. shortly for a preliminary inI was the originator of motion picvestigation before attending the
By MIKE WEAR
ture comedy. That may be stretchmore had been expected. Certainhearing.
NLRB
ing things a; bit, but I like the idea,
With the stock market climbing ly, these high quotations had indiMeanwhile, Walsh has appointed
and my denials are weak.’’
cated: a higher divvy, in the opina committee to negotiate with the higher for five successive days
ion of some inarket observers.
Born Michael Sinriot of Irish- film companies on a new contract
Universal was another fast-movCariadian descent, a boilermaker in for the exchange unions. The de- (Wall Street was open as lisuaH
Connecticut, before he hit show biz cision, by ia national poll, for the Nov. 11), the amusement stocks er last week, pushing up to 30, new
high
ground for the year at the
arid rode the incorriing wave of IA international, office to handle
cashed In on the bullish trend with
close. This was a gain of 1% on
cinema, Sennett describes himself: the talks on an industry-wide basis
riot much help in the way of better
the week. Decca presumably went
as from good , practicing Roman prompted the Frisco, unions to
financial news. This is best indi- up in sympathy, hitting' a fresh
Catholics. “When we made a gift make their move.
They favored
to St, Anthony we stated explicitly dealing with' the film companies on cated by the fact that nine new peak of 15% for a fractional gain
highs
for the year were marked on the week. Another new high
what we had in mind and counted their own rather_than accepting a
on the saint to keep his end of the pact negotiated Dy Walsh. Talks up by radio and film issues. While was made by Stanley Warner at
many
motion picture shares re- 19%, qp 75c for the session. Conbargain,” he recalls. Up to the Wall begin today (Wed.) in N.. Y..
cently indicated that the present tinued high grosses for “CinerStreet crash, which wiped out Sen*
leyel
reflects
current earnings and ama,” despite some tough, new
nett’s fortune, he had something
immediate future prospects, in- competition from such pictures as
like $15,000,000 to show for the
dividual
situations
saw. some stocks “Star Is Born” (WB) and “Whits
Ex-Con Shakedown Agent
good saint’s goodwill.
soaring even higher than the most Christmas” (Par), appeared to be
There are interesting revelations
optimistic hoped for a few weeks back of the move.
Seeks
IA Power; back.
about many of the slapstickers and,
RCA continued to go steadily
bathing beauties who became faAn example of a special situation forward;
a new high for
mous.
One learns that Charles
Dick Walsh Digging In was the action of* ABC-Paramount *54 at 37,reaching
but closing a bit lower
Chaplin’s two first films were reTheatres and DuMont shares, the and a gain of 1% on the stanza.
Newark, Nov. 16.
leased four days apart in February
Richard F. Walsh, president Of latter being on the American Stock Columbia Pix pushed ahead to 29
1914 arid by April of that year
the International Alliance of The- Exchange. The former, on the' 'Big for a two-point advance. TechniChaplin drew his first screen
atrical Stage Employees, is in- Board, climbed, to a new peak of color upped 25c to 14%, only an
credit as writer-director as well as
vestigating the candidacy of. Louis 21% or a gain of 75c on the week. eighth away from the year’s best
actor. Sennett recalls that Marie
Kaufman for business agent of The latter, which went, into new quotation.
Dressier and Raymond Hitchcock,
Local
244, Motion Picture Machihe fresh ground at 15% and an adwho scorned him
a candidate
Operators Uriion of Essex County, vance of two points in the previous
for fame as an actor, later Worked
Jersey.
New
This is Kaufman’s week, hovered around 15% .and
for him in pictures. He also recalls
Demand for both shares
first attempt to regain trie post he 15%.
Shart-Runs
his passing up Harold T.Toyd, a
held
years
.before he was stemmed from reports that ABCr
for
20
story which Lloyd has sirice never
Continued from page 5
Par was buying into DuMont.
passed up. Of W, C. Fields, who convicted in 1945 in Federal Court
Reports that Paramount Pix also pany also has its eye on theatres
on the charge of extorting money
g£ts one of the final chapters, Senwas interested in purchasing the in Seattle, New Orleans,
nett testifies that nothing ever from film companies. “When the
Milwaufacts of Kaufman’s candidacy are whole DuMont layout whetted -the
printed “about Bill Fields’ prowess
kee, and Cleveland.
“1 will appetites of traders for Par shares,
with the martini pitcher contained ascertained,” Walsh said,
The advent of the Todd-AO procthe film company issues climbing
have something to say.”
a syllable of exaggeration.”
Kaufman, served, three of his. to a 1954 high of 36%. Stocks ess with “Oklahoma” as its first
Siennett speaks of his writer, seven-year sentence in
a Federal closed near that point for an ad- entry is riot causing undue conCameron Shipp, as described by prison before he was paroled. vance of nearly a point on the cern among SW executives. AlJohn Barrymore in these words: After his conviction, the I
the process is said to be
A de- week. However, both Par Pictures though
“Shipp has the heart of a Borgia clared a state of emergency and and ABG-Par levelled
similar to Cinerama, Fabian mainoff Mnoday
and the curiosity of a postmis- assumed control of the local’s af- and yesterday (Tues.). when word tains that “the cities we’re in can
tress." It was Shipp who tricked
fairs.
The IA restored the local spread that neither Paramount afford to take more than one hit
Mack Sennett last March into an autonomy in 1951 after Local 244 deals for DuMont were going at a time.”
appearance on Ralph Edwards' tv agreed to certain stipulations, one through at present time.
“Cinerama Holiday,” the Louis
show, “This Is Your Life.” On of which
But trie greatest gain for a film- de Rochemont production, will rebeing that Kaufman
that note the book ends;.
would be barred from holding any' type company was General Pre- place the current “This Is CineraThis is a book that rings true office
for
five
Harry cision which soared almost three ma” in New York shortly after the
years.
(if you discount some exaggeration
Schocket, the Incumbent business points to 48%. At one time in Fri- new year, Fabian stated. The SW
in the legendary anecdote).
The agent whom Kaufman is opposing, day’s trading, it hit 47% or frac- chief said trie company’s fourth
picture is warm, the romance with said he wa's not contesting Kauf- tionally from the top ’54 price. film, following Lowell Thomas’
Mabel Normand on ' the classic man’s candidacy because of the Biggest advance, by a radio stock currently-shooting “Seven Wonder?
might-have-been
torch-me-a-sdrig violation the five-year ruling.
was Zenith; which roared ahead to of the World,” would be a storyside.
Much wit, considerable “This time Is as good, as any to 82, the closing price, which was a line project. He said SW was talk*'
wisdom and a wonderful treasure- settle the rule and ruin policy of new peak arid a gain of 3% points ing with Warner Bros, as well as
house of early film history is here* Kaufman;” he said.
other production companies.
“I am cer- on the week,
He
Throw in the perennial specula- tain the members appreciate the
CBS shares went into new high said the Louis tend Clark project
tion about William Desmond Tay- democratic process now concern- ground, Class A stock reached in conjunction with WB had not
lor and there’s lots to enjdy and ing the union.
The union's finan- 80% while the “B” shares hit 79%. been completely abandoned. Nat
think about.
But don’t expect cial status has .been stabilized, un- While the company’s melon-cut- Lapkin, SW v.p. in charge of pro“scandal,” Sennett learned the employment has been materially ting last week was generous, both duction, returned from the Coast
hard way, from cranks and holier- reduced, and welfare and insurance issues backed away from those over the-weekend following explorthan-thous, not to esteem pryings benefits
have been established high marks on the theory either atory talks ori possible Cinerama
into other people’s private lives.
since Kaufman’s conviction.”
that the good hews was out or that production ventures.
.

.

.
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Voss says he works urider a membership at large card issued by the
international but that all San Francisco job assignments are made by
Local 162 in accordance with their
contract with theatre operators. He
added that there are projectionists
who have worked for as long as 20
years without being admitted to
membership. Since last April’s suit
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15%

.

$9,200,000.
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Mabel Normand
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88
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lation to theatres.

Mack

14%

41% CBS, A’>
41% CBS, “B”
19% Col, Pix.
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Howard

Y

29%
29%

300 bookings arid $4,400,000

.

.State Senator J.
liams of Porterville*

723
87
70
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9% Decca ... , 221
46%' Eastman Kdk. 265
13% Loew*a
297
‘6%
201
26% Parami
152
28
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22%
803
2
45
4%
144
3
Republic
167
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10
7
*255
11
Stanley
183/4’ 20th-Fox
230
18% Unlv. Fix.
76

9%

The way Par figures it, “Christmas” is picking up $1,000,000 in its
first 100 dates, $2,800,000 from the
first

21%
80%
80%
33%
15%
66%
19%

.7

rentals.
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Low

10%
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too profitable. Hall’s ’’Show.” engagement gave Par $550,000 in

first
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PICTURES
Civil Liberties Issue

in

Nation’* Metropolis Usually Take* Reviewing

A

The Art* Seriously—Hence New York’* Lead

Variety’s roundup, last week of
comments and angles on American
iderable reaction. “It proves/'
writes one critic, “that most ^reviewers and most' industry people
don’t know what .film criticism is or
does.” Did Variety neglect the
New York critics, in general? In

stressing the peculiar preeminence
of the N. Y.. Times and of its byliner, Bosley Crowther, it was not
•pointed, out,., or.up;' that N,. Y. is
unique in having so many fiistrate

A

District

change here.
The Union,
Court
profit

voluntary nonunincorporated association

GOOD TASTE, GOOD BIZ
CAN KEEP COMPANY

erties’ protection, alleges
last Week when, he denied
22-page brief, which the court acmotions made by two of the de
cepted, that the restraining order,
dendants. Suit' was filed by James
granted,, “would be a substantial
Jqvan, owner of the Monroe The.* if
& Katz, infringement of the defendant’s
against Balaban

atre,

Bros,',

is

.....

.

.

,

Your roundup on film

j

to make publishers apIt is perhaps,
preciate criticism.
pertinent that the film critic exists
ide-by-side with the legit critics,,

do combine

some of the latter being scholars
di intellectual standing.

The same

situ-

,

ton Cook

World-Telegram after exporting on
radio programs for many years.
New York is, in brief, headquar-.

B&K

is

Sez Mrs.

Heavyduty Highbrowing
A certain amount of heaVyduty
highbrowing on the arts finds out-

Frank for Retaliation

Minneapolis, Nov. 16.
St! Paul Pioneer Press-Dispatch
film editor-critic Bill Diehl has
taken umbrage at a statement
made for publication by local circuit owner and Hollywood producer W. R. Frank that the critic’s
employer “spanked” and “repudiated” Diehl for panning Frank’s
current release; "Sitting Bulk”
The "spanking” and “repudiation” occurred, in Frank’s opinion,
when the Dispatch published in. its
news columns a letter from Frank
assailing Diehl arid refuting the
bad things he had said about the
!

Dawson

picture.'

Albany, Noy.

16.

In a speech here Mrs. Marjorie
Dawson, of the Motion Picture Producers Assn., checked off these
points:

univefsity-sponsored
the
quarterlies around the country,
quarterlies around the country.
Films are given the “eineplastic
in

The Hollywood production code
reflects American ideas, ideals and

analysis test and measured by other criteria largely unintelligible to

attitudes.
It renders: censorship
but unnecessary.
Since the adoption, of the code
totally, unrelated to the boxoffiqe.
But back to the New York film no state has adopted new censor-

mere filmmakers and

totally,

ship laws.

First of all, the full list of
principals on each sheet:
critics.

Foreign producers claims of “dis-.
crimination” against their product
was nonsense and U. S. distribs do

Kate Cameron, News
Alton Cook, .World-Tele-Sun

not fear, such' competition.
can audiences are, simply

Bosley Crowther, Times

Guernsey

Ameririot

al-

ways “educated up to” foreign
themes and emphases. We are a
people addicted to happy endings;
Europeans are not.
Horatio Alger sagas are popular
with Americans because they believe that* 'big dreams can come
true, but these sucess stories on the
screen often strike Italians and

Herald

Jr.,

Tribune
Rose Pelswick, Journal American
Frank Quinn, Mirror
Archer Winsten; Post
All of these writers have considerable experience and status. No
other American city has such a
roster On film criticism. But the Frenchmen as sheerest fantasy.
dailies are only part of the corps
The United States has a perverof reviewers of the cinema in the sive “Puritan” influence.
big burg. Other important'names,
Mrs. Dawson buried verbal harin the film companies’ books, are poons at Lloyd Binford, Memphis’
magazine connected. Arthur Knight 88-year-old. censor, and at the. Bosof the. Saturday Review, John Mc- ton “Sunday Show” board.
She
Carten
of
New.
the
Yorker, rapped states which climb the
Florence Somers of Redbook, Ed “gravy.” trai
via film censorship
Miller of Seventeen, John Morris —a considerable source of reveof Ladies Home: Journal, Tom Pri- nue to them.
cleaux of Life. Jess Zunser of Cue.
A detailed consideration of reand Mrs. Jess' Bader of the Chris- cent. film censorship caSes taken id
tian Herald, have standing.
the U. S. Supreme CouftyT-^Gurly,”
“Pinky,” “The Miracle,” “M” and
“La Ronde”— brought from. Mrs.
5

;

Diehl now lights out against the
producer and the film again and
deriies that his newspapers have
taken him to task.
“My bottom ‘ain’t*, warm at all
and at no time has any of my editors altered a word of any review
under my byline,” wrote the critic,
adding: "I have watched With in-

,.

|

.

Dawson the Statement that three
grounds for denial of license had
been “knocked out,” Only “licentious, obscene and inddeent” are
police laws can cope with
left;
:

BISHOP OF
A

.

Albany, Nov.. 1(5.
powerful figure in the Na- them,,
Legion of Decency and in
Her reviewing board, on which

volving
motion
seventh
bishop of. tli
Albany Catholic
Diocese last week! He is the Most
Rev. William A. Scully, previously
coadjutor bishop. His predecessor,
the Most Hey. Edmund F! Gibbons,
is retiring at the age of $6.
Bishop Scully has been chairman
of the. motion picture committee of
the Catholic bishops in the United
States, and as such, is intimately
acquainted. with the film field. He
numbers influential friends within
the industry.
His bishopric includes 300,000

all

Catholic

questi
pictures, became

.

Catholics...

'

...

titles to

be intelligible!

As in the other arts, music, theatre and literature, the film qritic
more appreciative
makes for
audience, By the same token, the
public, not the industry, judges the
critic.. How often can he go wrong?
How often cbn he love a picture
the public hates or vice versa?
If Variety were to keep a boxscore it would probably indicate
that the ratio between hits and
raves
Very close indeed, al-

TOA

must back away from the

policy!

of

not helping

fel-

little

lows.”

.

91

—

-

’

though discrepancies do exist* and
probably aljyays will. It does not
follow, however, that good taste
precludes good business; nor that
good business implies poor reviews. More often than not, the
reverse

is true.

Lillian

Gerard

(Vice Pres.* Paris Theatre )

Continued from page 4
multiprocess of forming
million dollar film financing company. The National Bank of Bos-

the

.

13 oi ganizatioris, including representatives of three major ' faiths,
are represented, functions with
great harmony. The Catholic rep
rCSentatiVes— Mrs. Dawson called
Mrs. James F. Looram, of the International Federation of Catholic

Alumnae, a “delightful, person”—
haye gone along except where “I
suppose you would call it a Church

dogma” interposed.
Mrs. Dawson expressed no criticism of this; thought that members

rule or
;

of every faith have a right and a
duty to withhold patronage from
pictures they do not like or think
offensive.

Minneapolis, Nov. 16.
In a brief filed in Federal District Court at Minneapolis, S; D.
Kane, North Central Allied executive counsel,

7

p j£llclty , offlce * or
y.‘
thei~ industry. These plans eventually fell through, primarily be-

was

felt <by

argued that Allied

empowered

is

Flaud and his
funds

insufficient

Were available for such an undertaking.
The French are getting
$375,000 from* the Motion Picture

.

law.

Allied

marched

ernployed pickets, who
for three days In front of

Colurnbia exchange, carrying banners accusing company. When Go-,
that the Italo-French move re IFE
lumbia's suit was filed,. Allied withwasn’t altogether surprising due to drew
and
pickets
voluntarily
the close working cooperation that
agreed not to resume picketing unexists between those two indusdecision.
.

it

was

felt,

independent production packages
is taking on a competitive angle.

to picket local

“Caine Mutiny” terms.. Contesting $10,000,000 pool arid technical aid.
company's application for tempoIn a statement issued by Jack
rary restraining order, Kane cofiWarner, v.p. and executive
L.
tended U. S. Constitution’s free
l
producer, WB reaffirmed its “open
speech provision confers upon his
policy to talent and ideas
door”
organization right to inform indethe company is
pendent exhibitors via picketing re- arid claimed that
financing an industry record
“now
garding Columbia’s attitude toward
number
of independent producthem.
denied
Columbia's
He
tions, has many special deals
charge of conspiracy ip violation o
progress, and stands ready at any
anti-trust

Export Assn, over a two-year period.
However, the coin has already been allocated.
Opinion /in N!Y. this week was

tries.

Turkey and Yugowant to talk deals.
Major studio wooing of “hot”

Israel, Portugal,

slavia also

Warner Bros, yesterday (Tues.)
Columbia film .exchange because made its pitch on the .heels of
of company’s allegedly excessive Columbia’s announcement of a

Monaco

it

Both
production arrangements.
sources have been willing to provide all below-the-line costs in return for Eastern hemisphere rights
Picture men in Engto- the films.
land, France, Italy' and Spain continue to make overtures to U, S.
The governments of
producers;
!

legally

colleagues' that

TOA

Foreign governments as well as
film men abroad* are ready to confinancing on copartial
tribute

the picture’s reception by
other reviewers and I’ve heard exhibitors’ comments on it.
I can
understand, charitably, Frank’s attempt to protect an lnvestrrient
even to the* extent of teeing off on
critics, but the continuing flow of
opinion on the film further saddens me when I reflect that What
others are echoing caused, my honesty and fairness to be attacked by
jFrank.”

cause

which has been active in film

financing, has been appointed to
act as depository for the
According to Sam Pinangroup.
ski, who heads a five-mart board of
trustees, incorporation papers for
the financing company will be
This will be
completed shortly.
followed by a meeting of the trus-

TOA officers, and other interested exhibitors to outline future

terest

Continued from page

ton,

tees*

.

,

tional

TQA

.

.

Jane. COrby, B’klyn Eagle.
Otis

Berger, North Central Allied: president, lost no time replying to Wal-

.

the theatre and music (but not- the
film) nerve centre of Italy.

let

Minneapolis, NoV. 16.
Europe, Bennie

from

officer, who
ter Heade Jr.,
in effect rebuked him for failing
to use influence as Allied States
director to bring about merger of
own personality, taste, prejudices, two organizations so that better
knowledge, experience and some- united front could be effected. If
But how else anything, charged R^ade at exhibitimes; emotions.
could it be, assuming that all tor meeting in Minneapolis, Berger
like the rest, has worked in opposite direction.
just
critics are people
of us..
In his reply, Berger said he
f u noimportant
most
/Perhaps the
doesn’t think present time is ripe
tion of the critic is not only that for such an Allied-TQA merger,
he evaluates, but that he serves is but he hopes for it eventually. He
an elixir in-helping the public to realizes that in
ion there is
understand and appreciate the strength. “But, prior to combinfiner points of a film in its com ing,” Berger stated, "there must
tent and treatment. This is prob- be removal of certain present Obably why the critic is so effective stacles* Allied must be assured
in attracting audiences: to art films,
here’ll. be a proper setup and
some of which need mere than sub: program for all exhibitors and

.

—

though Milan rather than Rome

:

B&K

ters for nearly all the best criticism
published stage, screen, air, literary^ music. This is natural. The
metropolis of any country usually
is the centre of the arts— Paris for
France, London for Britain, Mexico
City for Mexico, and so on, al-

on

Back

.

.

few weeks.

Of Exhibitor Bodies
„

of

:

^

This, may
ation is scarcely duplicated on the
sheets. It
staffs of other, citieswill be recalled that drama critic
Y. Post.
N.
the
of
Jr,
Watts
Richard
up from second “B” week to first
served a long apprenticeship .on the
B.”
Judge Hoffman nixed both
Altwist:
Another
circuit.
screen..
became film critic of the motions and will hear the case in a
rub. off.

York.

the
weather everybody talks about it,
but nobody does anything about" it!
Certainly the critic isn’t someone you can either predict or
change. He reacts according to his

.

'

comment

Leader Sees Time

Not Ripe Yet For Union

critics last

exhibitor

this

Mark Twain’s

independent exhibitors’ orgamzalion, Lee Loevenger and G. E.
a g ntlS0 p t the Union’s counsel,
make clear in their brief that the
Union is not concerned as to
whether there is in fact an unlawful Allied conspiracy or boycott, as

alleged by Columbia arid denied by
Its concern, they state, is
Allied
simply civil rights which they
claim the injunction would violate.
fresh product.
to
pickets
employed
Allied
>
subsequently
mo- march in front of the Columbia
Paramount
tioned: for summary judgment on exchange
carrying banners dethe grounds it had sold its pix to nouncing the company as “unfair
which it. Owned during that to independent exhibitors.’* This
period arid which actively was; was in protest against the terms
motioned demanded for “The Caine Mutiny.”
legal at. the time.
to be dismissed, from the case on
the basis that it had entered into
an agreement with the Monroe in St. Paul Critic Chides
1947 whereby the house was moved

reihinds

issue

Taking up the cudgels for the
i'

New

/

Allied

Editor, Variety:

civil rights.”

Paramount, UnivjprUnited Artists, Columbia, and

Warner

because New York RKO.
*1
*
he had asked
Jovan s: case is that
is New York. Consider the circulaand only by
tions. Each N. Y, film critic has for fii*st runs in 1947,
permitted
May
was
following
an enormous potential audience; the
Although circulation is not the to bid by Loew’s. A few. months
pix
firstr.un
offered
20th-Fox
later,
basis on which Manhattan reviewhut Jovan claims
ers’ influence can be rated, viz., to the house,
for
majors
other
from
the
damages
Tribune;
the Times and the Herald
competition for readership and the hampering the theatre’s effectiveof
its
limiting,
supply
ness
by
town
big
metropolitan flavor of the
Partly this

,

Hoffman

sril,

critics.

Federal

oh

been

appraisals of current releases:
"Suddenly” OJA) ybuTl decide you are not very bright when
you count the receipts on this one.”
"Black Night” (Col) indeed! That is just what you will have.”
"Beau Brummel” (MGM) died in the 17th century; still dying.”
"Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) is the story of the vanishing dollar;
It is doing 30% less than “Living Desert,” arid you know what
they wanted for "Desert” and how you came out.”

.

Chicago, Nov. 16.
for damages, which has

suit

wn

in Columbia Pictures’ application
for a temporary injunction to restrain North Central Allied’s picketing of the company’s film ex-

REACHES CHI JUDGE

has provoked a con-

critics

film

Minneapolis, Nov. 16,
North Central Allied’s current bulletin includes the usual “our
reviewing stand” section with its unique one sentence or less

Minneapolis, Nov. 16.
Federal judge G. H. Nordbye
of.
has granted the Minnesota branch
of the American Civil Liberties
Union’s petition to appear as “a
friend of the court’- intervener on
the ‘‘free speech” issue involved

til

however* that—

the arrangement works but satisfactorily— IFE may well constitute the nucleus of a much more
ambitious undertaking, with the
Germans and possibly some British
producers joining in.
The Germans have been talking
some time in terms of “united action” in the U.S, market which
they have been unable to crack to
far.
any considerable extent
Only move so far has been a local
one, with Muriio Podhorzer setting
up his United German Film Enterprises to push the German industry and negotiate deals for German producers.
IFE, which has been struggling
in the red due to a poor run of
product so far this year, is picking
up considerably and expects great

after court’s

tirne to give careful consideration
'
to others.”
'

Warner

that the financing

of indies is nothing new to WB,
and that at present the company

21
top-budget independent
pictures completed* in production#
or in preparation:

has

David Sheerer, Columbia, counargued that picketing constituted an illegal effort to. injure
company, no labor dispute being

if

said

sel,

involved.
No group- is privileged
to picket a business concern because it objects to latter’s, selling

:

prices.

Whether or not Columbia application for temporary injunction is
granted by Judge G. H. Nordbye,
case will go to trial to determine
if permanent injunction should be

.

issued.

arid

|

participate

later

in

a

q.

and

a.

forum. Audience reaction to the
SDG’s attempt to provide a “different slant on Hollywood” has
been excellent, he feels, for queries
from the floor have been, intelliy
gent and interest keen,
“Moreover,” Mamoulian noted,
“there's an. extra, advantage in
speaking before' university groups
for students come from all parts

from its two current re-,
“Aida” and “Bread, Love
forDreams.” The outfit is. angling of the U.S. and a number of
when they
for four or five indie U.S. pix a eign countries. Thus,
of
word
from
gain
we
home
return
year, but hasn’t been able to pick
mouth in their own communities.”
up anything to suit its sked.

things

leases,

|

Lectures
Continued from, page 4

.
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PICTURES
Shapiro Novel
Off Doubleday Galleys

Buy Lionel

Milwaukee Now Good Show Town

“Of Hope and Glory/’ a threequarter completed novel by Lionel
Shapiro, has been acquired by 20th-

Continued from pa g* 2

booking the top dance
ing his business but performing, a Ballroom
A season pass is a mark hands. Wayhe King, Les Brown,
civic duty
Charlie Spivak, Dick
May,
Billy
of social distinction.
Jurgens and Buddy Morrow ate
First. Comes Baseball
aggregations being ofthe
of
some
the
Baseball gets first' crack at
entertainment coin, and that’s left fered..
Television is also ap important
is earmarked for other. attractions.
medium in Mil?
T.he Braves started selling season entertainment
tickets a week after the close of waiikee with three stations cur-'
the 1954 season: and. expect to have rerttly Operating and a fourth set to

Fox from advance galleyproofs.
Doubleday is due to publish the.
book in the spring.
Deal provides for 20th to pay a
minimum of $65,000 and. a maxi-

is

.

mum
;

$125,000 to Shapiro, de-

of

pending on the success. of the tome.
"Of Hope and. Glory" (tentative;
title),

a

is

1

a

story laid against

lovfe

wartime background.

It is a particularly hot
one-night town. It has a municipally :
\Vrted arena and auditorium, with
seating capacities of .11,000 and
5,800, respectively M B6th houses l\ave
been kppt especially busy, recently
and their future booking schedules are crowded- lee and skating
shows are arena favorites'' and, it’s
said, that almost ahy big ice show
can get a Milwaukee date:
Skating shows such as Harold

band,

80%

claiming that

of

;

arena-style

Do

“Nicely
Nitery biz is also perking, with
the local ops eyeing big names;
Jimmy Fazio’s Supper Club, on the
outskirts, of town, is the top local

legit

It
has been featuring a
of disk names, including,
the Grew Cuts, Don. Cornell,, Kitty
Kalien, and The Billy Williams
Quartet, Frances Langford, and
Rusty Draper. Fazio who m.c.'s his
own show, has been telling his
,

.Sinatra and
possibilities if

Frank
are

showS have

—

series

that

Travelling
been few, but

theatre.

those that come in have drawn
good business;
Only one legit
house remains in town, the Pabst
Theatre. The old Davidson is now
being torn down.
However, two
film
houses -the Wisconsin and
Pala,ce-T-are used occasionally for'
legit shows, particularly for musicals:
‘The Caine Mutiny Court
Martial" road edition was a sock
draw recently and “Seven Year
Itch," starring Eddi
Bracken, is
booked for the Pabst.
While baseball has resulted in a
general resurgence of entertainment here, not every one in town

bistro.

Tony Martin

:Cont|nued from page

they can squeeze in dates between
He’s had
picture commitments.
considerable success with teenage
matinees on Sundays with a 75c is happy.
Some of the smaller
admission. charge and serving cokes: restaurants are complaining, pointand sandwiches; He sets up a -spe- ing out. that those heading for the
cial room where the dungaree set night games' don’t have
time to
can get autographs.
stop in for dinner or those who
The Towrie Room of the Towne stay home to listen don’t go out
Hotel is also on the prowl for for dinner. It’s noted that the rest
names- impressionist Will Jordon, of the city might as well shut down
who has built up a following via on the night Of the baseball game.
numerous tv exposures, was a sock
Hotel space is beginning to get
draw recently. Christine Jorgenscarce and there’s been talk of
sen appeared at the Club/26 while
new
building. A parking lot rethe Tic Toe Club, across the
portedly has been taken over for
street from the Schroeder Hotel,
a hotel site and the Schroeder is
is featuring; semi-names known to
planning an addition.
If
more
mid west, fans.
The town is also on a jazz kick, hotel space can be obtained, it’s
felt that the city can make a bid
with three bistros on N. 3d Street
for some of the bigger conventions
booking the top jazz names. The
The
White Pub has featured Louis which usually hit Chicago.
Schroeder is the class hotel' and has
Prim.a, The Four Fresnman, The
Gaylords, Louis Jordan, and George a plush room in the Empire Room
which features the outstanding soShearing. The Three Dolls has featured Muggsy Spariicr and Jack ciety, ore hs, such as Benny Strong
Teagarden and Phil Napoleon. and Gay Claridge. Twice a year it
Schaler’s House of Jazz has booked veers from the band only policy to
Herbie Fields and Charlie Ventura. present Hildegarde, a hometowner,
Many of the lesser known pubs are and Carl Brisson.
Among Milwaukee’s Ion grange
presenting musical combos while
about half a dozen others, are fea- plans is a new Memorial Center, on
the
iakefront which would have a
turing strippers. The jazz spots
are following a no cover, no mini- theatre suitable for legit and concerts..
The/city is looking forward
mum policy,, but have raised t.ie
price of drinks from 35c. to. 60c. to the future with optimism, feeling
that
it has only started to grow.
Entertainment at these spots- is. an
St.
Lawrence seaway
innovation, and dates from the time Once, tli
project
is Completed, it’s felt Milthe Braves came to town.
George Devine’s Million Eioilar waukee will become ah important
port city, a factor that augurs well
for all business, including show
.
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Odd aspect of this year’s" foreign fiim derby .has been the lack
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August 80,100,000.

Mainland operation, opened with Helen Forrest and now has Rita Ray. It’s a
grand showcase for song stylists,

.

BrO.

—

.

.

COMPO

attributes

money

the

two sources: 44% from
upped attendance and 56% -from
that part of reduced admission
taxes which were retained by exgain

to

hibitors

part of ticket prices.

as

The Federal admissions tax 'was
cut to 10%, from 20%, effective
last

April

1.

The COMPO survey further
found that peak attendance is now
registered in the third calendar
quarter of each year.
Prior to
1952 this was. the lowest period.
The switch is attributable to the

new importance of drive-ins, which
now account for nearly liklf of the
country’s weekly attendance during July and August. As of last
AUg. 1, states COMPO, there were
18.251 active theatres, comprising
conventional houses and
14,310
4,050 ozone rs.
Average admission price in the
second, quarter of this year was
47.33c, of which 3.28c was Federal tax and 44.05 was net to theatres.
This total price represents
a gain of 4.16c in theatre net over
the price of a year earlier.
It
amounts to 10.4%; If the entire
tax cut. savings had been retained
by theatres— a portion, was passed
on to the public— the increase, in
the. exhibitors’
net would have
been 12%, COMPO points out/
.

(In Millioris
66.6
64.5
65.5
68!7
66:3

‘

curately slant for tourist dollars,
for the vacationists can’t be typed.
They jam luxury suites at the
Royal Hawaiian and Halequlani, and
they crowd low-cost housekeeping
They breakfast at
apartments.
economy drug counters and dine
at Don the Beachcomber’s.. They
rent chauffeured limousines arid
they ride streetcars. They saunter
out i white dinner jackets or cotton sports shirts.
Even Hawaii’s military population, which contributes lavishly to
In
defies type-casting.
niteries,
general, they’re heavy spenders,
though GIs stationed here insist
on getting What they consider their
money’s worth. With Schofield
Barracks now housing the Army’s
huge 25th Division, lots more service cash’ is flowing, though it’s still
a heavy Navy town.
.

How

do you lure Hawaii’s tourand Gi dollars and also get
home towners to spend? If you
have a pat formula, a, lot of Honolulu clubs and taverns would love
to hear, from you.
Donn E. R. G. Beach (Don the
Beachcomber) merely shifted his
atmosphere
Polynesian
surefire
from the- Mainland to the heart of
ist

theatre admis-

Waikiki and, after some early reverses caused' by shipping and
dock strikes) emerged as a major
grosser. Good showmanship, good
iood arid, good drinks help.
His entertainment is Polynesian,
with Alfred Apaka back as headliner. That’s the only name Beach
wants or needs, for the atmosphere
invariably overshadows the pro

began

talent.

in

year“are

1946

shown

Tourists,
who have pre-conromantic
ideas
about
Hawaii, want Island
entertainment, and that’s what they get at
the Royal Hawaiian, Moana, Edgeceiveti

1953

of Adrilissioiis)
39.3
35.4
46.7
43.9

Quarter
83.8
2d Quarter
824
«
77.8
3d Quarter
75.6
69.9
86.0
43.3
4th Quarter
34,4
Year average
82.4
514
45,9
Figures for the third, quarter of 1954 were not fully ready
in July the average weekly attendance was up to 72,500,000
1st

AND

to

*

on

•

when compared

“Hulot" and “Happiness”
that $140,000,000 a year influx of tourneither is outstanding on an ar- ist dollars. This boom is attributtistic level and the critics had no ed largely to the advent of lowhesitancy Saying so.
cost tourist air fares, plus the newer travel loan gimmick. About 100
overseas flights come into Honolulu each week, the majority of
’54 Film
them catering to the box-lunch aircoach traffic.
Continued from pate 1
in .1940, Waikiki— which is a
excluding Federal taxes, fell from state of mind as well as a genuine,
$1,499,500,000 in 1946 to $1,007,- if small, district of Honolulu had
500,000 in 1953, representing a only 1,400 hotel rooms.
By next
33% lopdff. COMPO Says a simul- spring, with the opening of the
taneous drop of 44% in admissions Waikiki-Biltmore
Princess
and
was accompanied by a 25% in- Kailulani Hotels, there’ll be 3,400
crease in operating costs, for the- rooms and more in the offing.
atremen arid an increase of 20V6%
Hotelroom Dearth
in the average admission price.
Lack of hotel rooms has been a
Attendance began to improve sad bottleneck since World War II
early this year, it’s said. For the and even now hundreds of tourists
300.000.quarter,
first
gross
business who arrive by ship in the a m. wait
amounted to $216,100,000, or about hours before they can get into
$5,500,000 under the same period rooms vacated by guests leaving
of 1953. This was an improvement
later that day on the samri ship.
in that the rate of decline had
Competition is mor% brisk than
lessened^
ever, not only among hotels but in
The second quarter of the cur- nitery circles.
The lavish new
rent year brought a gross of $270,- Biltmore operation may set the
compared with $227,700,- pace, though its show policy is yet
000' for the corresponding 1953 pe : to be announced.
riod, representing a gain of $42,acIt’s tough for a nitery to
600.000, or 18.7%.

Council of Motion Picture Organization reports
sions in a comeback.. The downward trend that
and the upturn in the second quarter of the current
in the following breakdown:
Ave rage weekly
Attendance, by
1948
Quarters
1946
1952

VlstaVIflon starring

Continued from page 2
least

•
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“WHITE CHRISTMAS’

BING CROSBY

all levels.

,

Rockefeller Centers

mitments from law-maitirs on

This
of strong Italian entries.
vAcation centers, and. there’s a disdoesn’t include two recent newshapes tinct lure that keeps hotels filled
“Aida,"
which
comers,
and “Bread, Love Virtually year-round...
strong in N..Y.
and Dreams" for which Italian
Travel sources sky Hawaii can
Tilms Export has great hopes, parr
set a goal of 300,000 to 500,000 Visiticularly since it stars the muchtors
a year in the next decade.
Lollobrigida.
publicized Gi
about
both Within live years, it can expect a
angle
Intriguing

Hi

Mr Kp

local taxation on tickets.
Exhibs are urged to. organize
iri their respective areas and to seek out anti-tax com-

committees,

7

..

shows.

Lee.:

clientele

of 12,000 municipalities, reportedly- is taking the
position that Congress cut the, Federal adrrfissions level so that
False, says
local governments might move in for a tax grab.

now have

the

owners have provided for.
UHF reception... The newest sta-^ Shelton, Times Films sales topper.
tion, WOKY-TV, will also be on the Pic stands to earn anywhere beUHF, band. On VHF are WTNJ- tween $250,000 and $300,000 in
TV, the NBC outlet, and WTVW
rentals.
which gets the ABC and DuMont

,

Cafes

membership

The industry organization offers statistics purporting to show
how. the percentage of theatre closings is higher in areas which

city’s set

With the end. Of the baseball season, film business .has been picking up and films are holding over
for two or- more weeks, something
Steininan’s “Hippodrome of 1955." new for this area. Wisconsin Avethe Hollywood Ice Revue, the nue, the city’s main street, appears
Slripstads &t Johnson show, and crowded
deluxe
first-run
with
the Sonja Henie offering nave houses, but ail report Satisfactory
played or will play the arena. The business.. The riabe houses are
arena is also employed by the local, also, doing okay.
hockey team and for public skatLegit arid Civic Pride
ing, The Shrine Circus and a numCivic pride, Started by baseball,
ber of trade shows are also booked,
is spreading to the legit field. Unfor, the areha.
The aud is a fave spot for one- der the direction of Frederick C.
The Stan Kenton crew Miller, prexy of the Miller Brewriighters.
drew 8,500 .recently and Jazz ing Co., a .$105,000 fund is being
at the Philharmonic also chalked solicited to establish a permanent
up good returns as did the Fred local professional theatre, the City
Waring show and “Biggest- Show of Circle theatre. Group has taken
.1955," the. Moe Gale agency pack- over an old film house, the Oak-;
age featuring Billy Eckstein and land, and hopes to convert it to an

Peggy

COMPO

committees and all COMPO members.
Booklet warns that 44 state legislatures convene this year and
ahy one Of these could be a source of more tax trouble. It’s further .noted, that the American Municipal Assn., with a claimed

COMPO.

The CBS outlet,
$1,000,000 in pledges before the bow shortly.
WCAN-TV, is a UHF station and
team enters. spring training,
getting
serves, perhaps, as the best examMeanwhile, Milwaukee is
a chance to view the top show biz ple of convertibility to the higher
attractions.

Council of Motion Picture Organizations this week began distribution of 10,000 copies of a booklet detailing steps to be taken
by the industry in combatting state arid local admission taxes.
special counsel, said it is going to the
Robert W. Cpyne,
Various exhib tax committees in the field, regional press relations

1954

waiter

354
47.2

—
—
—

but

and

and Niumalu

hotels.

.'

'

‘

incidentally.

Western music

featured

is

several
downtown pubs
cater largely to GI trade,

Japabrought in

entertainment,

nese

at

which

solidly at

Club

Ginza, the Oasis arid a few

sec-

Isom Tokyo, draws
ondary locations.

The Brown Derby has the Blinky
Allen Quartette, with Linda Hopkins shoutin’ the blues. (Same spot,
which has hosted Louie. Arm\

Red

strong,

Krupa

in

Norvo

Gene

and

times past, flopped on

a short-lived switch to \yestern
music.) Ramp Davfs Quintette and

Gwen Dunbar, from Los
hold

out

at

the

Angeles,

Winds,

Trade

downtown spot which advertises
“the jiveiest jazz in town.”

Several locations, notably restaurant bars, feature pianists or
organists, with Paul Lingle tickLau Yee
ling the 88’s at Giro’s,
Chai caters to local and tourist

dancing enthusiasts in its huge
main dining room and LeRoy’s h

One

Freddie Norton’s orch.

of the

most successful spots is the Niurmalu Hotel’s Canoe Room* which
bids for tourists in early evening
with a Hawaiian floor show, then
draws heavy localite trade and
more varied entertainment.
Spence Weaver, Hawaii’s top
concentrates live Hain tlie op-beacii
Momi
although
Jones is playing piano in his Gourmet.
Sky Room and. Fisherman’s
Wharf, however, are sans entertainment, although Weaver might
be smart to restore live talent to
the latter room.

Operator,

waiian
Queen’s

talerit

Surf,

Weaver's
closest
competitors,
<Tony and Peaches Guerrero, operate both of their Tropics without entertainment, but Pete Canlis
pianist

utilizes

at.

his

swauk

Broiler.

Top Talent Outlet
South Seas today
Mainland name

for

is

a. top outlet

talent.

Com-

bine brings in a name act and
then takes over Civic Auditoriui
or McKinley Auditorium for one
or two special shows built around
the same act.
Same unit sometimes can get military base bookings, with headliner doubling at
the South Seas.
If the drawing

power is there, riiucho profit can
result, but one or two flops (it has
happeaned!)
are
costly.
Spot s
?

closest
erates

rival,

Lau Yee

.Chai,

op-

on a smaller nut.

Can entertainers make money, i
Hawaii?. Maybe.' It depends upon
the spot, the promotion, and of
course the contract terms and
you’d better read that small; type
carefully before ypii sign.,
One caution: if you’re in lirie for
a Hawaii booking, clean up your
routine arid leave, the', risque songs
home.
Even if some 'nitery operators would love to see Haw ii
liberalize its divorce laws and start
competing with Nevada for the
divorce trade, there's a
quick!
strong, staid missionary influence
in the Islands.
(That’s one reason
why a Bikini bathing suit is as
rare on Waikiki beach as a $20
gold coin.) Smut and/or nudity
just, don’t get by here.
If you accept a Haw ii booking

—
.

a
happy, sometimes hectic,
combination of work and vacation,
as

Nightclubs such
South Seas
and Lau Yee. Chai go in for name
and semirname headliners. Delta
Rhythm Boys are back at the former emporium and Arthur Walsh
is in the midst of a long run in

you’ll like the 'sipcere, warm aloha
(welcome) you’ll, experience during your stay.
If you're out to
make money and nothing else.
Watch out. For even if Honolulu
is a socko nitery. lield right now,
it still has a maddening, frustrat-

the latter’s Gung Ho Lourige, The
new Clouds, an intimate penthouse

business.

ing “Hawaiian style"

way

of doing
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EVERY EXHIBITOR

LOOHNC

IS

FOR THIS KIND OF BUSINESS!
-against the toughest opposition
OPBNBO.0.
LAFAYETTE THEATRE-buffalo

OUTGROSSING IN 5 DAYS THE 7 DAY BUSINESS
OF EVERY PREVIOUS PICTURE PLAYED
IN RECENT WEEKS
+

*

f

“

*

2

tuc

5

k* -Wo%
}

OPENED...

THE IOOI» THEATRE-chicago.
WITH RECORD BREAKING GROSSES FIRST THREE
DAYS.. .SECOND WEEK HOLDOVER ALREADY SET
.4

3 tke Ske - WojG^

OPBNBD...

CINEMA THEATRE—san francisco.
TO SMASH BUSINESS INDICATING HOLDOVER
AND EXTENDED ENGAGEMENT

AVAILABLE

NOW FOR TOR BOXOFFICE CROSSES

CONTACT YOUR NEAREST REPUBLIC BRANCH

Wednesday, November 17, 1954

RADIO-TELEVISION

so

Cohan’s Dual Role

Washington, ISfov. 16,
Sen, John W, Bricker (H.rO )
getting his “lifetrouble
having
is
long friend” George C, McConnaughey confirmed for .the chair-

Hollywood, Nov. 16.
Phil Cohan, former radio partner with Jimmy Durante, is carrying hucksters on both shoulders.
A tv production exec at N. W.
Ayer, he is doubling oyer to' the
Leo Burnett agency to supervise
production of Mickey Rooney’s
“Hey Mulligan.”

-

WMCA’s Editorials
WMCA becomes the first

,

station

Friday

this

(19)

'

to-

Admittedly borrowing from subscription tv, municipal backers
New York City-owned tele station on Channel 31 would utilize the
scrambled picture for many of its programs. It’s understood that
Police Commissioner Francis Adams will use the video station
This would necessitate
for his police lineup of hoodlums, etc.
scrambling the pic bn the city-owned facilities, to prevent all of
,N. Y.’ video viewers from peeking in.
Police lineup is just one case in point. Facing a difficult task
in getting City Council okay on the Video operation, chief proponent
Sy Siegel, director of WNYC and boss of city communications,
of

..

N,Y.'.

air

a

manship of the FCC. Bricker, who regular., series > of editorials since
chairman of the Senate Inters
the Federal Communications Comstate Goi rnerce Committee, ran
mission some time back okayed
into opposition from Democrats management views on controverthe
push
when he attempted to
The radio indie’s boss,
sial,. topics.
nomination through the committee Nathan Straus, will handle, the
last week. Republicans on the comweekly.
program
half-hour
mittee voted unanimously to recThe Dodger baseball telecasts for
Straus is setting up another
ommend confirmation. The Demoshow as well, to permit opposition next season are securely berthed
crats abstained from voting.
editorial with WOR-TV, N, Y., for the sixth
aired.
The
views
to
be
When Bricker attempted to bring stanza
tagged “The Editor’s straight year. Agency BRD&Q for
the nomination before the Senate, Desk.”
Schaefer’s and Lucky Strike and
Sen. Lyndon Johnson iD.-Tex.),
the Dodgers okayed the new pact
an ex-

seeks further justification for a UHFer in a seven-station' VHF
market by offering educational .programming to large selected
groups. This too is to be done by means of scrambled transmission.
For example, Siegel suggests stanzas for the large body ’of Gotham
medicos stuff that needs scrambled transmission since much of
it will be too technical or gory for public consumption.
In the past, Siegel recommended that the U station also carry
programs for training of city personnel. These shows would be
carried by scrambled transmission as well.

is

—

.

minority leader, objected to
ecutive session to vote on confirmation. Johnson, who will become
majority leader in January if the
Democrats organize the Senate, ex^
plained that his party has adopted
a policy Of Opposing action on any
Presidential nominations at the

;

with the General Teleradio outlet,
despite considerably lower- offers

from WATVj Newark.
The WOR-Dodger deal was con-

summated after a couple of nervous days at the General Teleradio
station when Bert'Lebhar, WATY’s
new sales chief and longtime- friend
of Dodger top brass, made his
pitch to carry the games. He recoverage .for
offered
portedly;
about $70,000 less per annum than

special session which are controimittee hearversial or require

.

ings.

Knowland
F.
William
Sen.
(R.-Cai.), majority leader, said at
Columbus, JNov. 16.
a news conference Saturday ( 13)
That on-the-air editorial .which
that the Senate probably would not
act this session on nominations CBS president Frank Stanton tele :
facing “substantial opposition.” He cast a. couple of months ago against
said he would hot give the green the ban of television coverage of
light for voting on nominations the Watkins Committee hearings
Seri.
McCarthy
censtire
of
“unless they have substantial bi- on
wasn’t merely, a one-shot affair.
partisan support.”
That would seem to dispose of Stanton- told the Sigma Delta Chi
uestion for Convention meeting here over the
the McConnaughey
But Bricker has in- weekend that the web would rethis session.

WOR-TV, and he
.

.

He turn

The Democrats differ.
They want to look; further Into his
time
record when there is mor

to the editorial “from, time
He told the journalism
to time.”
fraternity that “at CBS, we think
can,
and
broadcaster)
he
(a
should” use the “great opinionmolding power of that newspaper

for any opposition to manifest

institution, the editorial.”

McConnaughey’

that

feels

pointment

is

apnot of a controversial

nature.

it-

self.

In the meantime,

serving, under recess appointIf the Senate fails to con-^
him this session, his nomination will have to be resubmitted
by the President at the next session in January. It’s a possibility,
although remote, that the President might decide, in such an even-

ment.

firm

tuality, to appoint

someone

else.

Stanton spoke to the convention
the. “johnny-come-lately side of
journalism,” pointing up the manner in Which newspapers and
nTdio-tv can supplement each other.
Radio, he said, has done a good job

on spot news from various points
in the world; but while television
has added pictures, it "reckoned
the high proportion of
without
the day.’s news that lies in the realm
And ideas are hard to
of ideas.
.

.-

.

photograph.”

When “w

can add

fully the services of the television
camera to a radio news program
‘World News Roundup’ we
like
shall have something very impresIn the news feature
sive indeed.”
field, however, “the television camera has joined the procession as a
full and equal partner,” as in the

The N. Y. Chevrolet Dealers
has scrammed, its entire
schedule on WCBS-TV effective end
Upward of $250,000month.
of the
peivyear axing stems from the outreported internal dissension,
fit’s
but this Will not affect the station’s

(Continued on page 38)

Assn,

money lineup for the present.
Dropped in the Chevvy bundle are
the Tuesday - Thursday - Saturday
“News of the Night” and two "Class
Stepping in pronto to
spots.
fill the news gap was Pi el's Beer,
already one of the CBS station's,
key sponsors, giving the lager outfit a six-a-wcek hold on the newscast to, add to its three-a-wcek on
the segueing “Sports of the Night,”
The “A” spots have been picked up
by Oldsmobiie and National Bis.

A

cuit.

Individual dealers in the group
are understood dissatisfied both
with factory policy and allocation
of coin, with one faction favoring
tv exclusively and another camp
preferring wider bally- via radio-tv and newspapers. Apparently there'll be. a formal splitoff with
a splinter group being set up. Ini
danger of axing for a time was the

Dealers’
“Lone Wolf”
(U.TP) vidpix series starring; Louis
Hayward on WRCA-TV, but the
next cycle has been okayed via the
Compton agency at a $3.500-perweek clip. Spots, on the station
have been dropped,. h wever.
The Chicago counterpart of

Chevvy

Chevvy disbanded

a.

lew months

like

with the
steady asking
price was around $165,000 for the
five years

example, after

same

WOR’s

outfit.

,

Mpls. Union Buys Time

year.

At the same time
pact was pencilled;
threw

Alert

-

also,

WMGM

Ward Wilson and Jim Gordon on
the pre- and post-game sessions.
deal
brings
The new tele
Schaefer’s in for its sixth year and
Lucky Strike (both via BBD&O)
in for its fourth time.

tion,”

he stated.

Without making a definite recommendation that the broa'dcasting
industry might do well to appoint

!

.With Milton Berie

now

a “czar” to regulate itself, he pointed out the success with which the
motion picture industry and, more
recently, comic book publishers,
It
N. Y, Trade Schools Doin'
have employed this method to get
House-Building ‘Tripp’
their houses in order.
’55-’56 ride reAfter an introduction in which
Dec. 4 from 9 to 10 a m. is house- his sponsor for the
building time for WGBS-TV, N. Y., mains to be resolved. Mattel* will he paid tribute to Oveta Culp
come
in
January,
the
up
since
Hobby,
Secretary of Health, Eduwhich via Paul Tripp’s "On the
Carousel” is puttin’ one up as a auto company has until Jan. 30 cation and Welfare, his fellow FCC
notify
to
Bdrle
one
way
the
or
Texan Robert T.
Commissioner,
“screener for the teeners” with the
help of high schools in the voca- ether.
(Continued on page 38)
Buick is happy with Berle’s
Edifice proper will
tional groove.
be e reacted by Hamilton HS as a rating status in. the Tuesday night
prefab job 11 feet high, seven feet 8 to 9 period (he’s: consistently
long, and four and a half feet wide. among the Top 10 Nielsen leaders),
Trappings will be supplied by Cen- but it hasn’t made up its mind

EARN YOUR VOCATION

definitely

committed to going film in halfhour •weekly form next season,
Via abandoning his longtime stauts as
an hour live comic, the question
of whther Buick will continue as

.

:

.

Needle Trade School

uel

(furniture,,

draperies),
Central
motif), Murray

upholstery,

Commercial

(floral

Gompers HS

(electrical

fix-

Minneapolis, Nov. 16.
tures, wiring); victuals from Food
Teamsters AFL Union 1145 at Trades HS; care of tots in the
Minneapolis Honeywell regulator studio audience, High school of
15-minute Home
13
bought
Co.
has
Making; warmup music,
WTCN-TV periods to enable the Stuyvesant H.S.
8,000 members to follow negotiaNo worries about booking the
tions by Robert Wishart, union. sec- schools’ participation:.
“Carousel”
special
a
retary-treasurer.
and
is public service series Of station
committee of. their new contract and Board of Edubation.
by tv.
Wishart and others not only will
report verbaly on the progress of
Rating the Dramas
the negotiations and explain deDifference In network faciliprograms,
the
velopments,
but
ties,
and viewers’ identification
scheduled for 4:30 p.m., also will
with a particular network is
include films of the actual negotia-

shown pointedly

tion sessions.

The 13 programs,

starting this
week; will extend until Feb. 1
when the present contract expires.
The union is seeking a lOrcent-anhour general wage increase, im!•

provements

the leadership of this great industry arid I feel confident it-will find
the. solution to these problems and
continue to provide the nation with
the finest entertainment in the
world and that they will do it
without the necessity of any major
additional legislation or regula-

in

whether it wants to ride with a
weekly vidpix series.
While the films will probably be
Negotiations Hill Vocational (plumbing), Sam- shot on the Coast, it’s possible

Members On

Teamster

BBD&O

again with radio Indie
the station Lebhhr left to
take over at WATV. Sportscasters
have not been set yet, but
will again use Marty Glickman,

tral

To

WOR-TV

the.

WMGM,

in holiday

and vacation

provisions and other changes.

Motorola’s $3,500,000

the

in

fact

October Nielsens
for full-hour dramatic shows
put VKraft Television Theatre” in both first and last place
that, the first

,

among

hour-long
dramas. The NBC version of
Kraft, of course, was on top.
With a 34.3; ABC’s Thursday
night Kraft was the lower, case
version with a 12.8. Ratings
covering the two weeks ending
the

10

Oct. 9 follow:

Billings to Burnett

Kraft Television Theatre

—NBC

ago.

Chicago, Nov. 16.
Leo Burnett agency emerged as
the top suitor for Motorola’s bill‘Veeps’ Costello
ings, and will take over the acRobert Costellq, one of the key count Jam 1. Radio-tv set maker
behind-the-scenes staffers of Tal- revealed a couple weeks back it
ent Associates, has been awarded, was severing its relations with
veepee stripes with an “in charge Ruthrauff & Ryan after a five-year
of production” tag by the packag- association.
ing outfit.
Motorola’s next year ad budget
Costello is associate producer of is
presently
being blueprinted.
‘Mister
Peepers,
“Armstrong’s Firm is spending nearly $3,500,000
Circle Theatre” and “Justice.”
this year.

TA

unknown quantinew camera crews, for

unwilling to risk
ties

r

McConnaughey on

is

of

prexy Walter O’Malley) and the
agency decided on WOR-TV on the
basis of “proven ability.” It’s understood that decision-makers were

.

dicated he hasn’t given up yet.

j

reportedly threw

in other considerations.
The Dodgers (by decision

Houston, Nov. 16.
Robert E. Lee, FCC Conimiskeynote speaker for the
Texas Assn, of Broadcasters conNew York.
vention which met here last week,
Editor, Variety:
bluntly warned the broadcasting
Your piece last, week about the industry that something must be
possibility of my leaving CBS re- done about “ill-conceived programs
minds me, of my faflier, who was a being, put on the air.”
locomotive engineer. When' asked
“Despite what I believe is a
how he was doing; he was wont to rather tolerant attitude on . my
reply: “I can still relish my vic- part,” Commissioner Lee said, “I
tuals,. am still on the rails, and on feel that there are ill-conceived
the payroll.”
programs being put on the air and
That’s about my position here I believe the industry would be
and I have no intention to leave well advised to put their house i
and no appetite to do so, unless the. order before someone does it for
Air Force develops its rocket to the them.”
He quickly added, however, that
moon. Regards.
he did not believe it necessary for.
Edward R. Marrow.
an outside agency to be called in.
“I have the utmost confidence in
.sioner,

Murrow’s ‘Who, Me?’

34.3

....

Robert Montgomery Pre-

may continue to berth
in New York via the cdmi Utation
route. His aversion to living in
Hollywood is no trade secret.

that Berie

Bid for Latino Market

WHOM,

N.

nouncer Mari
fired from -the

Yi,

De
rival

has
Lara,

hired

anwas.
for al-

who

WWRL

legedly deviating from Wire copy
his news reports. The hiring

in
of

De Lara is seen, as another
tempt by one of the stations
;

at-

to

jockey for control of the lucrative
Spanish-laiiguage market, where
the gabber has become thi center
of controversy since being axed
for calling Defense Secretary “a
Republican millionaire” in one of
his

WWRL news reports. A WHOM

exec denied, however, that his rastation Was directly bucking
said that instead it was
a “case of having ^n opening on
our staff and he (De Lara), happened to be available.”

dio

WWRL. He

.

sents (Johnson’s)

Lux Video Theatre

.

....

.

Philco Playhouse

Goodyear Playhouse
Studio One.

Robl

Montgomery

sents (Lucky
Elgin Hour

U

S. Steel

Hour

.

..

.

.

.

32.9
30.8
30.7
29.9
29.2

Pre-

Strike)

.

.

.

25.7
22.0
19.3

Kraft Television Theatre

—ABC

12.8

De

Lara,

axed by Edith Dick,

WWRl?

boss," just before elections,
implied then that the move was
motivated, by political reasdns. Miss
Dick denied that, saying instead
that he had deviated too often from
hews wire copy, a matter for which
he was previously warned. De Lara
in turn denied that he ever had
received Warnings or that he ever
seriously deviated from copy*
,

Big “hero” around -NBC these
days is Joe Culligan, head of the
sales operation for the “Today”triumvirate.
“Home”- “Tonight.”
He’s brought in $18,000,000 In
gross billings as his contributions
the three-way “T-H-T” mag
to
concept.
As result, Culligan has just been
given the nod as the No. 2 man in
the tv network’s overall sales division under veepee George Frey,
although he only checked in at the
network a couple years ago, starting out as a salesman on the early
morning “Today” show. Like exec
veepee Bob Sarnoff and public

veepee Ken Bilby* he’s

relations
36.

TEXACO REPRISING

ON OPERA PICKUPS
Texaco has again picked up the
Metropolitan Opera Co.’s Saturday
afternoon performances on ABC
Radio, with McColl-Frontenac Oil
airing the operas in Canada via
CBC. Fifteenth consecutive year
of broadcasts begins Dec. 4 with
Chenier.”
“Andrea
Giordano's
Schedule includes 17 Saturday afternoon performances and one
evening (New Year’s Day, when
the web airs the Sugar Bowl game
the afternoon).
i
Same staff will be back agai
this year, with Milton Cross narrating, Boris Goldovsky, Deems
Taylor
and ilobert Lawrence
handling the features and William
Marshall producing.
,

.
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NO GAMBLE

IT’S

CBS wasn’t too happy When it learned last week that NBC
initiated * overtures to spot Ed Murrbw in a co-emcee, slot
(With Bob Hope and Eddie Fisher) on the projected 90-minute
spectacular to salute the Overseas Press Club.' Spec is scheduled*
ight, Dec: 13, to coincide with the Press Club’s
for Monday
dedication of its new clubhouse in New York. Since Murrow is
so prominently identified with the Overseas correspondents, it
was felt he would be a natural to emcee the showcase;
What clinched CBS’ unhappy state in the NBC Murrow slotting
was. the; fact that the spec chosen for the oecasion Was the one
co-sponsored by of all people; RCA, .Nonetheless plans are going
ahead for Murrow’s appearance as per original schedule.
had

ABC

GEORGE ROSEN
When Procter & .Gamble decided

‘Nothing Doin' Pop'
Fact that Tommy Sarnoff,

last week to pour
l ill ions of dollars .into established nighttime television programs through its alter*
nate-week sponsorship of “I. Love

brother of exec veepee Robert
Sarnoff, has been sitting in
on some high level NBC ses-sions in New York has. cued
some wonder within the network whether Boss Man David
Sarnoff is propping for a
switchover
of
his
Coastberthed son to New York.
However, Bob Sarnoff has
dispelled such reports, assert-

By

.

i

revolution in terms' -of bigtime advertiser thinking.
In the process of pouring an approximate $8,000,000 into the four-

WRCA

Lecture-and-Merchanciisihg Circuit Keeps
Talent Busy

in

itself

probably

the

bundle of program buying

in

ham home

tv

Selznick,

NBC

Huddles

reported finalizing a deal whereby
the film, producer will moVe into
the tv network operation, probably
identifying himself With spectaculars or other major production, ef-

erants on the leCture-and-merchandislng “glad to be here?’ circuits.
It's basic to their craft as actors,
newscasters, cooking and cosmetic,
But it’s the
demonstrations, etc.
Staffers
behind-scenes
sedentary
whb; by dint of either hard work
or previous experience on th “personal appearance” route, are makmaybe hot .so
ing surprising
surprising forays into the service
charity,,
chain
store and kinclub,
It
dred extra-curricular .fields.
figures to boost their stock with
networks, stations or, as the case

forts.

Since doing his recent two-hoy
all-network. Light's Diamond Jubilee Selznick has. been bullish over
the medi in's jpotentialiti
with

,

may

NBC

and David 6; Selznick are

,

NBC

echelon reported sharing a
view as' to Selznick’s contribution to video/

sjahiiar

WRCA-TV

the
with
(formerly
Bill
N. -Y. .call letters)
He’s long had a practical
yen for mastery of. the ceremonials
and in his indie station work of
some years ago did that very thing
as a sideline .tied in to his functions as a special everitsman. What
,

Jackie Gleason’s two-week Paramount, N.Y., engagement, Which
gets under way today (Wed.f and

Berno.

features his entire video
company, poses a ticklish problem
on just, how he’s going to squeeze
in those two Saturday nights on
CBS. Situation has. never come, up
before since the comic’s ventures
into presentation houses occurred
during his summer layoff period
.

it

gallivanting falling
the “I-have-^n-A&Pspeech-Wiil-travel” designs of Max
Buck, the ad-promotion-merchanfactotum of the o&o’s.
dising
(They’re always surprised in and
found. 30 Rockefeller Plaza when
with. Berns’
rieatiy
into

from tv.
Gleason will.be doing five shows
seven days a week. It’s just
a case of trying to squeeze in
enougn time for rehearsals. Gleason’s writing staff, on instructions
from the comic, has prepared two
full-hour Scripts
based on the
Honeym ooners, but if the rigors of
a day,
.

(Continued on page 42)
j

TV ‘Comedy Hour

the

’Par.

engagement are too de-

manding

it. could well be that Gleason Will reprise some old flTaterial

which would .require

a

minimum

of

rehearsal-. Then it becomes a question Of what the tv sponsors, will
say.

Hollywood; Nov.

16,

Gleason, incidentally, is doing
tv sketches, as part of his

What may be the first interna- three
tional revue .telecast live from out-' stage
side the U,. S. is being formulated
in Mexico City by Fred Wile, NBC-

TV program

veepee

in

Hollywood.

Hour show using Mexican

snow

In negotiations With Emilio Azcarraga Jr., exec veepee of Telbvicentro, Wile will be joined today
(Tues.) by Austin Peterson, Ted
Bates agency veepee in Hollywood.

company

charging
abuse of

Web

in-

Finalization of the deal last week
whereby the Eastman Kodak-sponsored “Norby” color telefilm s<r- convenience.
Ties will wind up in the NBC WedABC made the point that th
nesday evening at 7 period starting “Firestone” show
had been fed to
in January accents anew the plight
Richmond by. ABC through the
of *new clients being forced (into phone company
every week since

in radio

isr on the "sponsor
prowl for “I Love Lucy” in reprise form.. .Plan is to run. the
earliest installments for a Sunday afternoon feed of appeal
riot only to teenagers or lower
but family gi'oups who .missed
’em because either they didn’t
have a telesot Then or never
got around to Ball & Arnaz
until they got noised about.

figured

It’s

would

repeats

the

Gen. Mills’ 2-Network

Hoopla to Mark 22d

Anm

(and
oil

-

start early next year.

now

daytime serials

in tv). Its

networks have spelled sucand sales through the years,

probably the biggest single factor
in the

emergence

of

P&G

fringe time areas, regardless of trie
major coin rap it entails?,
Kodak series of half-hour films
represents a $3,000,000 expenditure for a cycle of 39, making it
one of the most expensive 30-niinute entries in video. Yet as a latecomer in. the programming sweepstakes, it couldn’t even get to first
base at either NBC or, CBS in trying to penetrate the prime 8 to
10:30 periods.
In desperation it
settled for the 7 o’clock segment,,
which, is station time; thus throwing itself, at the mercy of the affiliates who are riot obligated, to
take it at that hour. NBC did a
lot of cajoling before it finally
managed to get itself a 7 to 7:30
network lineup, so the “Norby”
pact was. finally consummated.’

of ‘Lone Ranger’

as the

No.l company among, u. S. soaps
and suds. But nighttime has been
With the
something else agai

is

proceeding with discussions

.in

anticipation’ that facilities, for
transmitting the show from;: the
Mexican capital will be established,
soon after the first of yeaf.

Silvers,

‘You Are There’

largely

exception

on

of

NBC-TV

attributable

to

its

post-

as
for example, with its Loretta Young
Sunday night vidpix. series, the recent. Sunday at 7 Paul Winchell
show on NBC-TV which was a sea-:
son’s-end casualty, etc. But these
were “by and for” P&G, with, exclusive identity and with, the client
a

which P&G’s sole thinking is
based on the magazine concept of

in

CBS-packaged Phil Silvers tv series will be filmed in New York
via DuMont studio facilities.
But
there’s, another switch in that the
director of the show. Al DeCapno,

is currently in Hollywood observing telepix techniques.

The Silvers show, with Nat
Hiken as chief writer, is the second CBS series to be shot in Gotham, with “You Are There,” live
since its kickoff a few seasons ago.
having already gone before -the'
cameras.

will air

not

on AB.C-TV and
in

th

regular

time.
That’s one of the phases, of an
Overall
merchandising » publicity -

promotion program launched this
week by Lone Ranger Inc,, the new
group headed by Jack Wrather
which purchased the property this
summer from Trendie-CampbellMeur
original owners of the
At a dinner for, network,
show."
agency,, sponsor,
merchandising
and trade press personnel, Wrather and his associates unveiled an
jail-round

program

the property.

to

“revitalize”

went

to

ABC

and

Pan

Will ‘Peter

Web

is tellcirculation.
In effect
ing. all and sundry; “Let the others worry themselves about the

show biz facets of the medium;
we’ll pay big money but we got to
have guaranteed circulation.” Coming from the biggest advertiser in

,

the medium, it practically clinches
the status of the major networks
in retaining; control over program-

.:

NBC, of course, would like to
he couldn’t comment on the negotiations, another get Miss Martin for a (‘Peter Pan”
meeting would be held today one-shot' -which was the original
(Wed.)? and hie “might. have some-, intent when Leland Hayward was

ler said that while.

.

Monday

thing to announce by the end of identified, with the
the,

week

”

Heller said there’s been no headJ
line set for a contract s? .t;lemorit,
arid the fact that' present contracts
have expired is no cause ;6f conHe indicated
cern to the union.
that length of the negotiations are
indefinite insofar as union action
settlement
re conto force
cerned.

ing with Tonto,. the silver bullets,

but

it

the line has been kept by ABC on
an eight-hour-daily basis. Topper
to the entire situation is that under
its contract with the phone company, ABC will be charged for the
half-hour feed it never got.

NBC has been initiating fresh
overtures to bring Mary Marti
into the spec picture.
However,
with her "Peter Pan” legiter a
As
Pacts Expire click in New York- with likelihood
Negotiations between the Amer- of an indefinite run beyond the
scheduled
ican Federation Of Television & •originally-"
16 - week
Radio Artists and the networks arc Winter Garden booking, neither
apparently proceeding smoothly; the star nor her husband,. Richard
although the AFTRA contract with Halliday. with whom the. web: has
the nets expired Monday (.15 L. been huddling, will commit themAFTRA exec secretary George T Toi- selves one way or trie other,

complete turnabout

—

Show

.

Wayne-starred “Norby.”

..

etc.

WTOV

June when

rollers bringing in their own packages, as in the case of the David

involved in production.

Now comes

in

But
has been carrying
programs all along arid the
release never went into effect.
“Firestone’s” been: carried since

ABC

changing shows. But these. are-|
rough days for first-time-up bank-

from after-dark programming,

affiliate

folded.

cancellations are in the offing, the
clients obviously aren’t going to
relinquish their franchise on the
periods.
It’s just
a question of

Milton Berle Tuesday, night, slotting) it. has had .indifferent results

When ABCs
Richmond had

favor of Norfolk

UHF

While some prime time program

“Fireside
(and this

General Mills and Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample are clearing time on ming.
two networks for a January oneAnd since, like the. automotive
hour one-shot celebrating the 22
industry, the Soap business is a
anni of the “Lone Ranger” show. highly competitive, one, the
P.&G
Program will be on .film it’s al- move is bound to open the Roodready been shot by Jack Chertok gates. in terms' of rival companies
on the -‘Coast and -is in the cutting embracing the “circulation-happy”
rooms:— and will: trace the: history concept.
of the cowboy character,, his meet-

Being Filmed in N. Y. CBS-TV,
“Ranger”

iri

_

i

.

possible

Theatre”

.

Wile

June, that it regularly serviced
more than 50,000 families, whereas
the Met theatrecast was a one-shot
that would be seen by perhaps 400.
persons in Richmond., theatres.
Phone company maintained that
ABC had released the line under
a verbal conversation and some
months ago had , given written notice to release the Richmond line

last

:

the.

cess

“arbitral"

its.

insisted

:

for years has

been the biggest spender

an

.with’

it

position of monopoly^”
that AT&T had,
“contractual obligation” to carry
the “Firestone” show, that the rob
was eritiitled to “prior, co.nsideration” in .the public, interest and

to

P&G

I

talent,

would be slated for “Colgate Comedy Hour” early next year.

soap,

,

which,

hunky-dory all around is
that the web’s Gotham outlets are
merchandising - conscious,
ultra

makes

paying anywhere from two
three times the cost of, the.
dividual, shows.

Television for the theatrecast of
the Met opening- ABC protested all
day long, but without success.- it
thereupon filed a long wire of protest
to the telephone company,

‘Lucy' as Catch-All

good will vis-a-vis afaround the country
filiate groups
and sundry organizations.
One of the most active in the last
year or so, dating from about the
time he was tapped as news’ and
special events boss of WRCA and

.

department notified the web
Monday morning that it was turning Over the line which would
normally
feed
“Firestone”
to
WTOV there to Theatre Network

lines

.

is

The

Otherwise.,

California for anything.”

CBS-TV.

be, in

“NBC”

P&G

•

base,

.

Ernest Lee Jahncke, is considering
one of three courses of action: (i)
Releasing the full text of its wir
of protest to AT&T, (2) Filing
complaint with the Federal Communications Coriimissiori, or (3)
Filing suit for damages.
According, to Jahncke’s version
of .what happened, AT&T’s long

you couldn't pry him out of

P&G

annals)
served notice then
and there that it was;, abdicating
from, show biz While embracing .exclusively a circulation yardstick.
has thus decided to play it
safe, but in the process it will have
no control over any of the newlyacquired properties, merely .fitting
in the commercials in its allotted
time slots.. And for th privilege
of staking an alternate-week claim
in guaranteed mass circulation, it
.

It’s getting so a radio or tv departmental executive is practically
ineligible for .hiring unless .he has
a bicycle built in. Many on-the air
newsmen, personalities, et al., have
long since, established reps as itin-

closed-circuit theatrecast in place
of the network’s regularly sched“Voice of Firestone.”
ABC,
according to station relations veep

“Tom wanted to see the
Brooklyn color studio setup
and? other phases, .of The Got-

biggest

boiling mad over what it
“arbitrary abuse" of

led

ing

show network parlay (representing

an

American Telephone & Telegraph
Co. in preempting the web’s line
to Richmond, Va., last Monday (8)
in order to pipe in the Met Opera

:

Lucy,” ’‘My Favorite Husband” .and
“Topper” (along with the previously pacted “This Ts Your Life”),
it was tantamount to fomenting a-

is

terms

NANETTE FABRAY AS

REGULAR FOR CAESAR
Nanette Fabray has won one of
.

for

Canada

.

night

series of specs; But. at that tim.
the future of “Peter Pari',” trying
out in Frisco, was. iri a nebulous
stale, with.
certainty that it

would be brought in to New Yprk;
AlsOi Hayward’s.- bowout from the
spec, picture because of his health,
-

altered the situation
It isn’t likely that
.

co-producer
Halliday or Miss Martin would
hold still for a video. version until
after the Winter Garden run.

1,000,000
cushiest berths of the season
Ottawa. Nov. 16.
and certainly No. 1 on the postBing’s ‘P to P’
receiver
television
Millionth
script parade.
She’s pacted as
made
in Canada copies off the asEdward R. Murrow will “Person
regular of Sid Caesar's NBC-TV
Monday nigliter and the first sembly line qf one of 23 Canadian to Person” Bing Crosby, from latfemme mainstay .since stanza’s companies one day this month. ter’s; Coast home Dec. 3.
This year’s production alone lias
Der • Bingle’s new cross-the-borlaunching a couple of months ago.
Singer-aCrres.
'as cast for the exceeded 500,000 .and they’re sec- der for the radio side of the CBS
Caesar “Hour” Monday (15) as ond only to cars in order of value web will, kick off next Monday
but. “P to P” comniitnients
one-shot guestar and on that out- of consumer products bought by (22
They've been made made it impossible* to sked Crosby
ing had the deal sealed perma- Canadians;
advance
in
of that date.
nly
•here
since 1948.
nently^
the.

)",

|
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Ed

Sullivan

Goes In

There and Plays ‘Toast’s’

a number of subscribers
in the kitty, lately including Proc-

With

.

& Gamble and three radio

ter
o&o’s, Nielsen

-

is finally

getting

Berle’s

its

Milton Merle’s show was to get a
four in one”. N. Y, origination(Tues.) as a special
last. night
stemming from the fact that sponsoring Buick, along with the other
major auto outfits, are preeming

report under* Way. By
the end of January, the initial
Nielsen Station Index will be finLos Angeles (practically
ished
saturated with NSI buyers) arid
Covering both radio and
Philly..

first

ltfbal

.

tv, it'li

move on

to,

4-Way Whirl

two new mar- their

*55

models

month. Show

this

kets monthly, maintaining its slow proper was from the regular base,
pace until there are buyers in; 50 NBC-TV’s Century Theatre, With
Buiek's fanfare emanating from
markets.
Nielsen, moving cautiously after the web’s Brooklyn studio and its
ustaining an $11,000,000 loss in film clips sector in N. Y.
Other originating point: was the
radio and, video coverage, since .its
in
Theatre
inception, took since the beginning network’s' Colonial
of the year to primarily feel out Manhattan for an expanded proagency response to its entry into duction sequence
18
involving
local ratings. Reaction has been dancers and 12 voices with chorepretty much split, with a number ography by Herb Ross (Dancers).
of stations claiming the new Nielsen service too costly and. with too
limited a listener-viewer sample.
been a recent, surge
There’s
against such opposition, however,
in addition to the CBS stations in
L. A.. Chi and St. Louis and P & G
in some markets, there are five
irie all told
subscribers in' Philly
in L; A., three in Seattle, five in
L
Baltimore, Noy. 16.
Chi, three in Boston, three in. San
Francisco and one in N.Y, (The low
WBAL-TY has designated, toGotham figure is believed the re- morrow (Wed.) as color television
sult so far of strong support of; day in Baltimore, to hail the first
Pulse and Telepulse.) There was a locally-originated tint- show for the
recent list of nine agency subscri- city.its
Station, will tint up
bers for NSI (local service) as well, “Hoiriernakers’ institute” full-hour
including Benton. & Bowles, Pan r
will add a
segment,
and
daytime
Young &
cer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
show; based on the DecemJRubicam, and Foote, Cone & Beld- fashion
ber issue of' Good Housekeeping
ing, etc.
and a half-hour color film on the
Nielsen revealed the number of
Housekeeping Institute. In
udimeters (the original' electronic Good
.addition, Reginald Owen will be on
machine used by the company for
for the '‘colorcast.
hand
its national radio-tv reports) and
y3how will be aired coincidentally
electronic
recordimeters
(new
appearsetup giving duration Of listener- with the 'speechmaking
of NBC prez Pat Weaver beance
ship), the latter each accompanied
by diaries. For example, in N.Y,— fore the Advertising Club of BaltiStacity with the largest Nielsen more at the Emerson Hotel.
th
machine saturation— there are 318 tion is installing colorsets in ttfe
homes, 106 of which have audi- hotel, and they’ll be unwrapped for
meters; in L. A. there are 281 a pickup of the show as Weaver
homes, 61 with audimeters; and in winds his speech.- Program feaPhilly there are 243 homes, 31 con- tures localites Molly Martin, Mary
taining the audimpters..
Landis, Kitty Dierken and Bob
Two. of the points explained by Jones.
Nielsen researchers are that (1)
WBAL-TY has been airing the
unlike any other reports, NSI covNBC color specs , all along, and
ers every radio and tv set in the
about
three months ago got in its
house, and <2) since each rating
period covers an eight-week re- color projection equipment, since
time
airing a regular half-hour
that
covered
each
port,
with
home
seven days a week and theoreti- tintfilin segment on a daily basis.
cally 24 hours a day, the original Camera, equipment came in at theing of the month, arid Will
“fixed sample” of 243, or whatever begi
it may be from city to city, is con- be put in use for the. first time exsiderably increased.
Nielsen ex- cept for a three-minute on-the-air
that
services, test Nov. 4. After the color preem,
other
plained
whether- phone or recall, covered station will do
two-week shakeonly certain shows or certain hours down on the equipment and its
of the listening day.
studio setup, then will go on the
air with color on a regular basis.
Since it has only one camera, at.
present, it will probably tint up its
.

,

.

.

,

CHRYSLER’S ADS REFUTE

late-night

show

news

for Esso.'
involve live color but

This would
black-and-white film, except where
station could get hold of color
newsreel clips. It’s already aired
one color newsreel, and therefore
feels it can get at least some news 4
or feature footage for the color
newscast.

ANY PITT PRESS POUT
Pittsburgh, Nov, 16.
Trade circles here got a bum
steer On report that Chrysler people had pulled their national. ads
out of Scripps-Howard’s Press as
result of tv-radio columnist Fred
Remington’s peeve following the
first Lanza-“Shower of Stars” pro-

5

CROSLEY’S HOLIDAY

gram when

lie wound up his pillar
"As far as. I’m concerned,
Chrysler can go over Niagara Falls:
in a Buick.”
Stories around were

with,

that

SPONSORSHIP DEALS
V

broke the camel’s
back and that Chrysler didn’t mind
the pans, and even figured they
.may have been deserved; when the
CBS press gang tried to mislead
newspapermen on the old Lanza
record fuss.
Rumor couldn’t be pinned down
immediately since it was before the'
new Chrysler line came out; and
there was no way of checking
whether the Press had been left
out in the budget; But last week
definitely spiked the yarn When
Press got its share,' along with all
the others, of Chrysler lineage;
Chrysler made a point of refutthis

line

of

Avco Mfg.

tooling up for the Xmas and
post-holiday season via buys on
NBC Radio, Teleset and appliance
outfit is in for four spots each on
cross-the-board ‘‘Fibber McGee
Molly” and ‘‘Great Gildersleeve,”
plus another foursome on “Friday
Co.

is

&

...

Cesare Siepi, Cesare .Valletti arid
Fernando Corena; singer Jimmy
Bdyd and Rudy Horn’s novelty
act.

Sullivan pays drily
attention to his rivals,

Apparently
routine

.

:

are

“Gildersleeve”

(

IQ),

and “Weekend”

an advertising medium, it would
countenance pressure on columnists or editors who Were entitled
to their: opinions regardless of
whose or what feet were stepped

(six each).

CHICLE'S

NEW

YEAR'S GRID

ABC-TV

has

gotten

off

the

.

.

.

night’s vacation.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WMGM

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

ance the web has achieved with,
the show, with only about 175 out
of the 375 stations carrying Block.
has had plenty of orders on
and three sponsors even
went on the air with the .show
pending further clearance last
summer. However, the web couldn’t
get more stations in, and since has
decided it’s useless to try to sell
the segment. Block, whose Nevv
York-only
late afternoon
show following his network Segment is all but sold out, airs on
the web from. 2:30 to 4:30, with
records and live, celebrity guests.
Block, however, will probably,
continue indefinitely as a sustain-,
er, according to Charles Ayres; v.p.
oyer ABC Radio. It’s understood
his contract calls for payment: for
his network stint even if he goes
off, and the web under the pact
has the right to take trim off the
network after Jan. 1, which is the
end of a year. Ayres, however, said
that “we can always use a fine
sustainer,” and that Block wolild
probably continue after the first of
the year.
t

,

WABG

Trouble stems from the basic
conflict between network and affiliates,
the old problem of the

30%

ABC

cut

of th
rate card.
feel that they can sell
their local disk jockeys on a 100%
rate card basis, so why take a network deejay at 30%, in spite of his
recognized talents as a personality
arid a. salesmen; So. despite
Block's,
affiliates

As Wile’s NB.C-TV Aide
.

The New York-to^Coast

drift

on

and production patterns is
accented in the shift of Harold F,
(Hal) Kemp to the Pacific ramparts
as general program executive under Fred Wile Jr., v.p. of the divitalent

there, for

Kemp

NBC,

in the

N, Y.

.

G. W. (Johnny) Johnstone, NAM’s radio-tv director, to Chicago tomorrow^ to. attend three-day annual convention of Radio and Television
News Directors
. Jerry Franken, producer with Lester Lewis office,
.

,

Web

Block,

has beep a familiar face
talent setup which he
headed for the web.
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Com-,
Before his NBC entry, he Was a
mentators for the game, which will
go on the afe at ,2 p.jp., haven’t been vaude booker; talent scout and percenter (Keith, Warner Bros., Wilset yet.
from somebody to somebody else
J.
It.
Reynolds sponsored the liam Morris Agency). He was inin the Press’ business department. gam
in full last year after pur- and-out at NBC, first in the midFrom there it mushroomed but of chasing it in one of those last-min- ’30s and agai in 1.950, working on
proportions.
ute deals.
both coasts.
sale of pne-tbird. sponsorship,of the
event to American Chicle, through

,

,

ground on sale of its New. Year’s sion
Day Sugar Bowl simulcast with

;

The rumor caused Chrysler coniderable embarrassment in many
quarters and when checked .and rcchecked was discovered to have
had the flimsiest foundation, possibly a chance, off-thfe-cuff remark

CITY

.

‘‘Second

Chance” and “Pays To Be Mar(12 each) and “Roadshow”

ried”

NEW YORK

Oscar Brand, oh leave front his bahadeering at WNYC, is in Boca
Raton, Fla, shooting animal scenes for a motion picture- short. He’s
just finished an industrial film for Allied Chemical, and. soon planes
to Cuba. With a tape-recorder on another project
His newest song,
incidentally, has just been recorded for Decca by Ka.ye Ballard
Lin Cook in his 11th week on “This Is Nora Drake” *
Announcer
Nelson Case, currently ori Red Buttons ty shOvv, to guest on WOR’s
“Llincheon At Sardi’s” Friday (19)
Young &. Rubicam’s Paul
Gardner is iri current Golf Graphic with a piece on Why they put
Helen Gerald appearing current week on
dimples in golf balls
ABC’s “Moderri Romances.”
What’s “new’’ at WRCA?: Gabriel Pressman, station’s new Roving
Reporter (ex- World Telegram & Sun), got launched with a claimed
beat on the town's traffic ticket scandal. Mary O’Connor tapped as new
sec for program mgr. Steve White. Mary Ann Freine joined Max
Buck’s ad-promo-merch dept.!
Director Allin Robinson
fort-

.

Kemp

ing fhe report at: point, of its origin,
insisting that, just because it Was
in the entertai ment business, via

IN

Tom O'Neil, Mutual topper, to head committee planning the '55
whether or not a spectacular coBertrand Russell's 1950
incides; As “Sleepy Jim” Crowley, Brand Names Day slated for April 13
was: wont to quote mentor Kriute Nobel prize acceptance speech gets an airing via Pola Chasman’s “The
The First Church of Christ,
Rockne, whether it was. Army Spoken Word” tomorrow (Thurs.)
“Just go Scientist, to bankroll Sabbath Series on Mutual as of Jan. 2
Marvin
or Canisiiis against hii
Mutual repeating:
in there, Jim, and play, your usual Mpdell'to WLIB sales from WGBS, Oyster Bay
(But these are. “Auto last, year's Turkey Day broadcast, which featured Ethel Barrymore,
game.”
Preei
days on tv— and that's the Keefe Brasselle, Pat O'Brien, Bing- Crosby, Perry Como and Nan
WLIB observed W. C. Handy’s 8 1st birthday with broadobvious answer to the why s of the Merriman
On the other hand, cast (16) originating from. home, of the blues cleffer.
talent parade.
“Comedy Hour” will be on a “baby
When U. of Miami (Fla.) dedicates new music buildings tomorrow
presenting
Cole (Thurs.) WQXR music director Abram Chasins will be principal
binge
spec”
Porter’s ex-Broadway “Let’s Face gabber'
Van Patrick and Bob Reynolds doing Mutual’s pro ThanksIt” fronting Bert Lahr, Vivian giving pay footballer between the Lions and Green Bay
Blaine, Gene Nelson, Joan Blon- is adding another time -slot for the canned LiberaCe stanza. Plus th
dell, Jimmy Gle.asoh and Betty
five Weekly: casings, Sabbath afternoon has been added
WINS, via
Furness.)
boss Elroy J. MsCaw’s negotiations, inked George Clark as the Gotham
outlet’s midwest sales manager.
Clark’, 11 also rep the other McGaw
interests, KYA, Frisco, and KTVW, Taeoma
James Fassett will
be commentator this season for Philharmonic Symphony Society’s
Young Peoplels Concerts getting WQXR airing,
Stanza; bowing
Saturday (20) will be directed by Wilfrid Pelletier.
Producer John NqwhoUse of Jack Sterling’s WCBS waker-upper, recuperating at St. Joseph’s hosp in Stamford, Conn., after oral surgery
separating him from his uppers
John Henry Faulk to emcee Nov.
.
23 benefit for Mentally Retarded Children of Bridgeport, Conn.
ABC is no longer offering Martin John David Held to Galkins. & Holden agency as radio-tv producerWCBS sales mgr. Henry XJhtermeyer in Chi for spot
Block’s afternoon network deejay director
Richard Buckley, WNEW’s new boss,
segment for national sale. Instead, sales huddles with CBS’ers
taking no chance pn losing key personnel—giving them share-theit’s now going after regional netCoincidentally,' a little incentive (girl)
the profits bonuses as incentive.
work deals, particularly
In from CBS o&a stations for
south, where the clearance; picture arrived at the Buckley’s last week
on the disk jockey is* best, Reason sales and merchandise powwows: Emmett Heerdt and Howard Johanfor the withdrawal of the program seh, from Boston’s WEEI, and Paul Gibson and Bob Everett fronru.
from national safe is the poor clear- Chi’s WBBM

good ratings where he has been
With Garroway” Crosley has also airing on the web, clearance, hasn't
bought four participations in Rich- eased any. Locally, where he’s
ard Harkriess’ Thursday hews cap- aired for nearly a couple of decades via WNEW and riow WABC,
sule,
Web gets ah even bigger, bundle he's sold solidly.
from RCA itself, which lias earmarked 46 additional spots on five
shows for the first quarter of next Hal
to Coast
year. Stanzas and number of spots

,

f

Crosley division

With no NBColoracular against
him, Ed Sullivan is causing the
raised eyebrow department to rise
of his CBS-TV
st notch as. details
“Toast of the Town” talent array
for Sunday (21) come into focus.
The Sunday conferenqier flew to
London, this week to film a quickie
interview with Gregory Peck who’s
there making “Moby Dick.” Other
components set so far are Victor
Borge, the Ballets Espagriole with
troupe of
Teresa & Lisillo arid
12; the Metopera’s Roberta Peters,

out of Doctors Hospital after a four weeks’ siege (appendix)
CBS
doorman Mike Donovan back at bis “485” post after several months’
i

illness.

IN

CHICAGO

Earle Liidgin, prexy of the ad agency bearing his name, elected to
the U of Chicago's board of trustees
Kirk Logie, ex-WBKB
staffer, named supervisor of radio-tv at the Illinois Institute of
Technology
CBS’s
pacted. for Neilsen’s station index reports
WLS news director Bill Small new veepee of the Illinois
Associated Press Radio Assri.
Norman Kraeft, WGN's farm chief,
to handle the commentary on the station’s coverage of the annual
State St parade Saturday (20)
Olson. Travel Orjganization tepacted Norman Ross Jr.’s Saturday morning deejayer on
for
the. fourth year
NBC farm commentator Everett Mitchell marked
his 31st year in radio last week
Don Gordon working the blurbs
for Rockwood Candy’s Wednesday and Friday segments of ABC's
“Breakfast Club”
newsmen JTim Cooper, awarded the Legion
of Merit for his work in Korea as non-com in charge of the 8th Army’s
.

.

.

WBBM

.

.

.

.

.

WMAQ

.

...

;

.

.

...

,

_

WGN

WLS live stock maz-ket reporters Bruce
Davies and Bill Morrissey working from, a bi’and new studio in the
Union Stockyards headquarters
Both Life and Look mags prepping spreads on CBS discovery Mahalia Jackson ,
education
director Virginia Renaud addressing Fenger High school students today (Wed.)
the Paul Rhymer, who used to write Vic & Sade out of
for
many yeai's,.will contact George (The Real) McCoy care, of Variety -i
radio-tv

info

section

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

WBBM

H

WMAQ

New

Yoi’k.be’s got an interesting scripting assignment waiting.

IN

SAN FRANCISCO

Weaver, KCBS disk jockey, starts his sixth yearly ‘‘Old Folks
Collection” this week to collect occupational therapy and recreational
materials for Bay Area aged
broadcast itr first local program in full color celebrating its fifth birthday Monday (15)
Alev
West, KCBS salesman; leaves next week to join CBS affiliate KIRO i
Seattle
KSFO’s move to new quarters in the Fairmont Hotel now
set for mid January
Mike Cassidy, one of the salesmen let out
.
in the recent
reorganization, has. joined the
sales Staff
... Gordon GranUJs, formei’ly
publicity directoi', has been named
head of promotion and publicity, for
.
, KGO-FM will be off
the air for 15 to 30 days while the transmitter is being modified.
Bill

KRON

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

KGO

KOVR

KGO

KOVR

IN

.

BOSTON

•

.

‘

V?

.

,

Carl deSuze, WBZ announcer, was presented the “Oi'der of Ouissam
Alaouite” by His Excellency the Councillor to the Sultan of Moroco,
Sidi Mohanad Mokhtar Temsamani, last week.
The awards, Which
is equal to the ^‘^nch Legion of Honor, was in i*eC6gnitioh of his
nevvspaper articles and lectures about Conditions vin Morocco which he
visited last spi’ing
Howard Johaiisen, for ..the past three years
.
exec with WEEI, has been upped to' national spot rep at the
, sales
station; He succeeds Bob Sinnett, who is bieoing ti’ansferred to Chicago
... A1 Burns has joined the
announcing staff .
Bill Buchanan,
Herald tv editor, has donated two cents to. start a fund to enable
deejays, Ken Malden and Bob Martin to replace the 78 speed
platters Shefm Feller,
late night gabber, smashed during
the airing pf the Maiden-Martin disk Sesh recently. The two boys
took a dim view .of Feller’s Outburst due to the scarcity of 78’s nowa.

.

_

WMEX

,

.

WVDA

WVDA

days.

:

IN

CLEVELAND

.

.

Wayne. Mack, freelancer, takes over the WTAlH hour-long Halle
WEWS partied press (15) on Lake
Sunday at 4
boat to hypo guest appearapee of Preston Foster for kickoff of “Water( Conti
ued on page 38)
Bros; disk stanza

.

.

.

—
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‘TOO

MANY & TOO LONG’ PLUGS

Automobile, advertising and tv bigwigs are seen missing a good
bet in not scheduling auto “announcement Shows" for network tv.
These are the. .productions which have been shown exclusively
the past few years to dealers and the press to officially "present"
the new. cars.
Shows have good-sized budgets With Oldsmobile shelling out
$200,000 for its 1054 extravaganza which was presented 19 times
in various parts of the nation. Chrysler’s $100,000 show announcing cats in all its. divisions was a One-shot deal. Dodge spent
$300,000 and other makers were in similar bracket#, Figures include talent, production and wining and dining of guests after
'
> the show.
Featured or supporting performers usually are used rather than
stars, but this, along with the original book, music, lyrics and
choreography Which make up these productions^ may be a plus
Show'# have received
factor because of the -freshness generated.
rave notices by show biz crix.
As a one-shot tv presentation just prior to unveiling of new
models in dealers’ showrooms across the nation, shows could become a powerful sales stimulant, as well an even bigger revenue

producer in many branches of show

biz.

Television originations from' Mi-

By ART

WOObSTONE

Increased laxity in radio in respecting the good, broadcasting
practices of the National Association of RadiOrTelevisiOn Broadcasters (chiefly among the Indie operators) is Causing fresh concern,
with the growing lament that commercials are “too many and too

Colgate

.

“Comedy Hour” on

Sunday (14) hit the bottom of
the Trendex barrel, coming up
with a 10.7 10-city rating (with
a 17.0 share of audience).
On the other, hand, Ed Sul-,
livan’s “Toast of the Town”
hit a 48.8, with a 77.4 share of
audience.

long."

In new, or perhaps sustained,
era of “one long commercial,” the
few broadcasters who manage to
stay Within, reasonable limits of
good taste (and there seems only
to be just that few) or those anxious to impress with their high
moral purposes (while they blandly
continue building their own commercial spots to grating excesses)
have brought the matter to the. attention of the trade press. Armed
with transcriptions Or strong hearsay evidence, they roll before onlookers the long skein of the competition’s. malpractices. And while
many “indignant" tradesters are
merely trying to draw attention
away from themselves, there’s ample proof of real malpractice.

ami for

Who’* Laughin'?

,

GM’s

50,000,000th tar Hoopla
Live tv Will be introduced to seven cities never before reached
by direct AT&T facilities for the General Motors closed-circuit
telecast on Nov. 23.
Telecast, celebrating GM’s celebration of
the 50,000,000th car manufactured by the company, will be beamed
to hotels in 52 cities, with 15 other cities receiving the program
by audio only. There is a possibility that the Video outlets will be
stepped up if additional line clearances can. be obtained.
In addition -to reaching seven “new’’ tv areas,, the telecast,'
cording to Theatre Network Television, the closed-circuit producer, involves special AT&T line construction in 13 cities. TNT
prexy Nate Halpern said the new tv cities included Bedford, Ind.;
Bristol, Conn.; and Bay City, Flint, and Pontiac, Mich.

Unless the J)ept. of Justice Can
get its anti-trust suit against the
International Boxing Club Into the
courts,

hope

is

held

out

by

tradesters in breaking the almost
exclusive hold CBS add NBC have
On the bigger named fights by virNew chairman of the FCC, Frank tue of contracts with IBC. Last
C. McConnaughey, was; prompted week, the Government pushed for
to note the situation in an address allowing its case into the lower
a Couple of weeks ago: “Many peo- courts.
ple feel, and rightly so, that some
The suit by the Government was
commercial blurbs are overdonedismissed earlier this year aft£r
that “Now a word from our spon- Supreme Court cited a 1922 ruling
sors" has become the longest word on baseball that removed that
in the English language.”
sport from Federal purview, since
There’s no law for either the it was of a local nature. Governnetwork or local radio programmer ment lawyers have argued for adthat forces him to remain within mission of the suit on the grounds
certain bounds for airing commer- that IBC prompted all but two
fights
since 1949,
cials, but NARTB provided an ethi- championship
cal code allowing a maximum of and that with the advent of tv and
the
1922
sports
ruling
three commercial minutes per 15 radio,
or seven per hour. That’s during doesn’t hold sway any longer, parthe day or after 11 p.m. It’s less ticularly since the electronic, media
during prime time:. However, these supplied over 25% of the fight reby - broadcasters - for - broadcasters ceipts since 1949, contends the

CBS, has written 4
off any possibility of the network
moving into Detroit with a UHF Hotel
operation under the new FCC regas with

five V’s. Nor is the writeoff surprising, despite the fact that
had had such a move under con-

NBC

Milwaukee, Nov.

ever

the "plus
two” ukase was adopted.
It all stems from the fact that
Detroit is the home of the .automotive industry and the automotive industry today Is the hottest
industrial sponsor segment in the

10.

The Dolero Hotel Co.^owner-op-

.

sideration

Sore Because

TV Station Takes Up

which permit: the networks to own two U’s along With
ulations

since

erator of the

houses

Towne

Hotel, which

WCAN-TV,

has filed petitions for injunctloni against the
station, alleging the station with
usurping hotel lobby arid stairway
space* facilities.
WCAN-TV operwhole tv programming picture,
ates from the second, floor of
plus the fact that, once color takes
hotel.
hold, the annual automotive budgIn the affidavit, Mrs. Eleanor j.
et will be multiplied by many millions more. (Already Ford, Chrys- Ries, Towne Hotel manager, state^l
ler and Oldsmobile have a major the station jammed hotel space
with 200 teeners, police were
stake in the tint spectrum),
called at the time to quell trouble.
Naturally trie networks are in no
Other overcrowding instances were
position to sluff off Detroit, the nar
alluded to.
tion’s No. 6 market, by going UHF
at expense of scrapping a V affiliation. It’ll take at least three or
four years to do an effective conversion job and no client playing
around with top-budgeted tv coin
can afford to hold Still for a U covBy LEONARD TRAUBE
erage in Detroit..
One way to get a fast and cushy
Only ABC among the webs owns
booking
on the tv circuit is to bea tv station in Detroit (WYZ-TV).
come president of a network— and
it’s a cinch that the present NBC
can
you
be sure if it's NBC beand CBS affiliations with their V’s
cause Pat Weaver knows his way
will remain unmolested.
around the biz than which there is
none like arid can chitterchatter
with the most informed of the
breed.
He may not put on the
supercharged palaver as well as
when he’s doing a “think piece”
on papier or in ex tempore stance
before his staffers as they're all
working up a draft of thisa or thata
or perhaps latching onto some
Something unusual in relation- new electronic wunderbar like
ships, a leading advertising agency David. Sarhoff’s seering into “a
retaining a leading public, relations screen for every wall and a tuning
counsel, stirred much buzz buzz in box for every chair"; but his Vend
the boites along Ad Row late last of the dialog was pretty good at
week. Foote, Cone & Beldirig is that when he was not reasoning
the ad shop. Carl Byoir & Asso- subjectively, that a tv show is a
ciates the PR operation. Byoir will good spct wherein to pursue the
undertake to enhance the repute trade-talk route.
of this agency.
There was too much of the inAnything of this nature is quick- tramural stuff on last Tuesday's
ly identified by presidents of all j (9) post-midnight segment of “Toother agencies as having bearing night.” overalled by Steve Allen
on the eternal quest Of new busi- arid with the latter— natch— ofness. Hence the wondering as to ficiating as the boswelL. Weaver
the possible account - switching got ah intimate, eye witness closeangles involved.
up, not once but several times, of
Arrangement may be fairly the irritant factor occasioned by
straightfaced inasmuch as Byoir the cutting in Of plugs in spots
has been the public relations serv- where they were either mandatory
ice of some four accounts whose or deliberately delayed.
This was
advertising is with FCB. Close col- overaccented in that the Weaver
laboration sparked the idea that vis-a-vis was a back-and-forther
the agency could use some of the encompassing some 30 mins, of
same buildup for itself.
elapsed time, so there was bound

(

precepts are treated lightly. The
excesses have, been noted to range
from something like a minute extra
on the. hour to as high as 11 minutes out of 15.
,

Webs Not Absolved
While the malpractices are moat
evident

among

indie

raidio

oper-

.

ators,

networkers are not absolved.

was brought out jtfst recently
that a network stanza was running
It

above NARTB limits in its
commercial segments. It was a new
(Continued on page 42)
well

The Horn Blows at

:

Long

‘

likelihood that Saturdaynight

Out of the Pro Book

will be devoted to musicomedies; Sunday night to revuesvariety and Monday nights to

wasn’t all Alien, although the
gags fell better from him and quite
natural,, too, since it was from the
pro book,
When he asked the
boss to sound off on tv of the
future and Weaver took off on General Sarnoff’s “screen on the walls’’
prognostication, Allen supplied the
final punctuation mark with, “And
when it’s cold you knock on the
wall for the janitor to send up the
It

dramas.
desig-

nated last week as director of
program sales (taking Over
previous functions
of
Bud'
Barry) and to coordinate operation of the spectaculars in

was the signal
on bigger arid
better specs” for next season.
Slotting of Dann, in his new
it

to “get. rolling

incidentally, makes the
ex-press dept, aide One of the
key functionaries in tne overall program division. He's 33,

television, has set'

Jimmy Durante

for two

weeks, starting Jtm. 22,
with at least one of Durante’s Saturday night NBC’ers for Texaco
set to originate from the spot,
Weinger, in N. Y. at present, is
dickering for Perry Como to play
the room and originate four of his
telecasts there, and is talking to
Other on-tv talent for Miarni origi-

among them George Gobel

and Dick Shawn. Fact that the
nitery can originate shows from its
oWn stage steins from the installation Of a second outgoing cable i
Miami plus the completion of renovations in the nite spot itself which
can now house largescale shows.
Copa City, rebuilt in 1949 by
Norman Bel Geddes at a cost of
$1,400,000, was designed for the
potentialities of tv. Building is now
valued at $2,000,000, arid Weinger
arid Chesler have bought up additional land in the rear on which,
they’ll erect two buildings housing
an additional three studios and rehearsal spape at a cost of $250,000.
At present, they feel they can
originate shows from three points
at the City, the large room where
the name, talent performs, the exhibition area and the smaller room.
Installations already made are
sliding rariips on which cameras
can be

slid

stage after
facilities
of sight,

under the main
the

telecast,

robrit

lighting

which can be hoisted out
an audio; booth offstage

and a direct wire to the telephone
company for: video which Would
eliminate the need for a mobile

eration back to normal.

.

various areas

may bepome

networks

City of Miami is kicking in
Government.
With $25,000 this
Charges against IBC declared ing the project, year for promotwith $100,000 earthatthe
promoting group re- marked by the
city for next year.
strained and monopolized inter- Room
has been done over by Frankstate commerce in the promotion, lin
Hughes with an eye toward colexhibition, broadcasting and tele- or tv
originations.
casting and filming of championWay
in which the setup would
ship bouts.
operate is this: performers would
The renewed effort on the part play their
regular dates at the
of the Justice Dept, is only one of room,
rehearsing their show in anthe legalistic maneuverings going other
room or area at the city. On
on this week In fighting. In New the night
of the telecast, the large
York, a newly organized group of stage
would be set and guests
fight managers, the Metropolitan
Would be invited. Teleoast would
(Continued on page~42)
take place on the stage, then
cameras, lights, sets, etc.,
would be
moved out and the regular floorshow started, with the room’s op-

to be those interruptions although night.”
Allen managed to cover the sitA couple of f’rinstarices via
uation by alerting the looker-inners Allen: “I tell you, Mr, Weaver,
as well as the prexy to the incom- we’re going to take one of those
ing plugolas.
It was undoubtedly one-minute
commercial
breaks
the kind of guillitine operation again to help you pay the cost of
that must have seemed academic Karl’s tip while he puts the brandy
before it “happened to Weaver,” on here and burns the whole place
but with the saving grace of candor up.” (The reference was to the
by the alert ringmaster of “To- nian-in-waitering at the Blue Ribbon eatery in N. Y., next door to
the Hudson -Theatre where show
originates, With the wit remark
Live the Specs
ing elsewhere that the name reNBC is already projecting
minds him of a beer (Pabst) that
'55the spectaculars into its
isn’t in his book because his long'56 season’s plans arid the word
time local sponsor is Ruppert’s
has gone out to all key enterKnickerbocker).
“Here we. are
ment components; (film stuagain and now you're sort of up
dios, William Moms, MCA,
thing,
very
against
oldfashioned
a
a
legit talent, etc.) to “think of
sort of interruption called a sta
joining the spec parade next
tion
break.
The \Vord lriterrupseason.”
There will be no
ti on sort of sends, a cold waVe down
diminution
size, ambitions
your spine.”
or multiple
slottings,
with

When Mike Dann was

all

a reality this season via completion
of originating equipment installations at Copa City, the nitery operated by Murray Weinger and
Lou Chesler. Nitery, which for the
past two years has Suffered a talent
dearth because of lack of tv facilities for entertainers regularly oil

nations,

.

NBC,

83

picture, is that it?” Weaver’s retort to that was to play the joke
straight with a ’'precisely.” But he
segued into air checks with, “You

role,

I

(Continued on page 46)

Although its consolidated statefails to break down earnings
by divisions (radio, tv, records,
set
manufacturing,
etc.),
the nine.

ment

montli

64

financial

picture

for

Inc,,
shows the. company
never had it so good. Net earnings
per share for the nine months were
$3.12 as compared with $2.74
for
the comparable period of ’53,
with
a special cash dividend of 30c
per
share declared by the Board of Directors at its meeting last week, in
addition to
regular dividend
.

of 40c.

Record gross sales for the nine-

month period

totalled $263,746,543,
18% hike over the '53 sales of
$223,109,649, the previous record
high.
Net earnings were $7,299,130, .an increase of 14% over ’53.

an

Hollenbeck’s Posthumous
Slotting on ’Search’
Don Hollenbeck, the late newsman of CBS, will appear as th
narrator on “The Search,” tho
web’s Sunday aftennoon filmed sewith Colleges.
It’s slated for Dec. 5 on childbirth theme researched by Vale U.

ries dorie in co-op

,

1
'
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IN THE MAKING
With Prof. Robert Iglehart, Prof.
Bayrd Still, Albert Christ- Janer
Producer:. Warren Kraetzer
Director: Lewis Freedman

AMERICA

30 Mins., Sat., 1:30 p.m.

iHMMfUt n tt ttt tir

» »

-

»

»>

+

THAT'S

MY DAD

With George Grim
Producer-writer:
Directors:

Grim

William

Garin,

John

Degan
15 Mins.; Sat., 5:30 p.m.

CLOVERLEAF DAIRIES

vblved little guesswork; other$*|
were more obscure, arid Bernstein
had to make assuriiptions. on their
It inay take lots of. failures, but
places in the Work. But all these
one of these days both broadcast“Robert Montgomery insertions were accompanied by
going to Dame” on
and educators
Presents” (NBC-TV, Nov. 8) could Bernstein's commentary, on wily
And
realize- that they can’t transplant very nearly be classified as an they were finally discarded.

A seven-day intermission can
serve as an advantageous breather
for both producer and consumer.
Parti of “The Hunchback of Notre

WCRS-TV, New York

»»

»» » » »44

»

.

names as Leo Durocher, Bob KSTP-TV, Minneapolis
an offbeat youngster
Here's
Lemmon, Fred Haney and umpire

Reardon.
Action, took show, arid a good one, too. It has
place in the Giarits’ dugout during sure-fire elements that give it a
the last World Series game at strong adult as well as kid appeals
Cleveland' and in a courtroom There are the father-son relationwhere Benny, as. Giants’ captain ship, Interesting and at times ex.Alvin Dark, is tried for taking over citing silent, films revealing the
to
led
better
(15).
commentary
a
his
II
all
Part
to
elongated preface to
ordinary college, lecturer
th
understanding of. why the, sym- command of the game from Du- dad at work, and also both son and
initial entry had its moments
television and expect the public The
With
father facing the lenses;
it all
rocher,
was
grbat.
Nor
phony
is
so
buffoonery
low
and
'pathos
high
of
KSTP-TV perto watch and listen to him. There a la the Parisian Middle Ages as an aural lecture. He used facsimiThe premise, had promise but the George Grim:;
course, in the. conceived by Victor Hugo; but les of the manuscripts to demons script lacked, a sustained attack. sonality, ait the program’s throttle,
are exceptions,
persons of showmen like Dr, Frank there’s much loo much to estab- strate the many changes made by It was. scattered with several hits, the show moves fast and pleasBaxter,' who by. their, innate talents lisli in this “unreal” pomp and., cir.- Beethoven in what he described as mostly in the infield, and there ingly.
Each week the show introduces a
implant interest in l’lieir subject
cumstancer arid it’s questionable, an ‘agonizing” effort toward per-.| were no long drives tb ring up a
different son and his father; The
but these: are lew and. far; bet\v
whether the small screen, is equal lection. Arid in the final wrapup; big score.
'"Certainly, Profs, Robert Inglchart to the burden of accommodating performance of the entire movechild is interviewed by Grim about
top
Benny’s
comedy-thesping talemcee provides th
arid Bayrd Still- and Albert Christ- this sweeping -pageant with its tv. ment, Bernstein’s intense batoning ents 'were in
evidence throughout dad and the
Janer; don’t fall into that, category.. cast of about 80, peopled in arid was also something fascinating, to and Durocher
narrative accompanying the film
played his “Lip”
These are the three scholars who; around sets of huge /dimensions behold. Point is, though,^that the tag to the hilt. The others, all in that has been especially shot by the
conduct ‘‘America in the Making,’.’ Skillful iy wrought by Soiatu Syr- treatment of the work could easily the uniform of their trade, added station to picture pater in the peran “illumination of. history through jala, with special praise for the be extended into a regular series little more than window dressing, formance of his livelihood duties.
covering other works, and Bernarts<’ as Christ-Janer put it; being tow ring cathedral.
The Lucky Strike plugs were At the end the father also appears.
stein is just the man to do it.
This particular father was a trafproduced by WCBS-TV in conjuncPast Monday’s concluder played
neatly Integrated into the script.
fic police sergeant in a local subOther segments on the show
tion yyith N. Y., U,, the Mctropoli : it more swiftly, what, with the
Gros:
urb and the camera followed him
tan Museum of Art and t he Educa- “riiaterial”— the tremendous climax were a Danish-made film on the
on a typical day as lie reported at
tional Television & Radio Center. and the leadup thereof, with the training of a young ballet dancer,
Mischa Elman, the violin virThe title is self-explanatory and assault on* Notre Dame alter the narrated by Susan Strassberg, and tuoso, as special guest on “I’ve Got the police station for orders and
the illumination is provided by the royal order removing it as a place a filmed visit by Alan.. Funt to A Secret,” over CBS-TV last Wed- then cruised in his squad car on
the lookout fop traffic law violators
three lecturers and props from the of sanctuary, and the Hunchback’s Oberlin College and Denison U. nesday (10) night, appeared
a
Museum’s. American Wing. On the tr.agic defeat-— a sort of “Old Man. in Ohio for a study of snialLcollege somewhat historical jam session arid suspicious characters. Keeping
Chan,
up a running fire of gab as the
surface, a highly agreeably; arid in-; arid the Sea” with switches. This football.
with moderator Garry. Moore doumovie unreels and explaining the
teliigent, idea, this visual pr senta- was no ton Chaney or Charles
bling on drums, and Skiteh Henaction when necessary, Grim, with
ti'on of early. American -h-istdry,. liu.lt Laughton iri a personal, pyrotech“Studio One” had one of its derson,: accordion, Mitch Miller;
friendly,
winning approach
his
the key pitfall encountered is the nical spree, but Robert Ellenstein’s off
when
(15)
Monday
nights
oboe; and Morey. Amsterdam, bass
built to order for juveniles, riiade
unfortunate fad that the emphasis', Quasimodo was superb even under •a mystery nieiler. failed to be
viol, coming from the wrings.
El- many
pertinent observations calthe visual' in the. its truncated form (an acrobat
seemed less.
or
melodra- man’s “secret” was his first public
mysterious
either
preem than on the oral encumber- doubling on. the .bellringing ropes, matic. Titled. “Let Me Go, Lover,” performance that night, as a pian- culated .to create in. youngsters
respect for the law and police and
three lecturers,
inents of th
by .th .way, in deft transitions).
the play revolved around a confus- ist, on which instrument he has
pride in their dads.
•And lecturers they are; Christ.-.
The point has been advanced ing, and occasionally frantic, plot been tutoring himself. He did a
Emphasizing the police “make it
Janer, a member, of N. Y. TJ.’s ed- that: Quasimodo’s
facial, about a midnight tv disk jockey neat job on the black-arid-whites
classic
ucational arid, research planning ugliness had .been softened for Who correctly suspects that an with “Tea For Two,” in a manner safe for all of us” and that they’re
“men
of courage who risk their
staff, is ail-round emcee and. gels video
the
purposes, blit surely
escaped convict and his girl friend that would make a sprightly relives in doing so,” Grim elicited
in some lecturing licks of his own, deformation, self-pity and the gib- are using his apartment for a cording
if Columbia’s a&r chiefincluding a bit of rather annoying berish wailing were sufficient save rendezvous. The cast included Joe tain Miller hasn’t already thought from the severi-year old youth sitting next to him that the boy wants
name-dropping. Prof. Ingle hart is for the Ultra sadists. A much more Maross, as the somewhat too ex- of.it/
Abel.
The
to, follow in dad's, footsteps.
chairman of the' Dept, of Art. Edu- damning ease can be made for citable jockey; Anthony Ross, as
film’s climax had the father “apcation at the school, and Prof. Still turning Bramweli Fletcher’s arch- an improbable detective with a
Sometimes Ed Sullivan’s ‘.‘Toast
Is a professor of American history.
deacon into an orthodox saintly taste
for Beethoven; Connie of the Town” is torn between the prehending” and questioning a prebacked
by character, in a reverse from Hugo, Sawyer, as a romantically minded demands of entertainment and the tended speeder.
Their cbmmehtafy,
maps, photographs, household ob- and this, is
severe indictment. If superintendent; four ojt five addi- video version of boxoffice, that is
Commercials seemed over long,
jects arid the complete interior Of it were necessary to bring about tional characters and one Colum- ratings.
Too frequently; the ap- but maybe the kids need a lot of
a 17th Century New England home, such radical alteration to suit the bia Records’ disk of “Let Me Go, pearance of names doesn't offer the selling. Also, they were ingeniouspossibly: might have provided some Polly annas Of the medium, the play Lover” as sung by Joan Weber. desired entertainment
It’s ly and interestingly conceived on
quota.
insight into the thesis that early were better, left to gather more The title tune was woven Into, the generally the. case of the headliner’s film and Grim is adept in handling
American culture was merely Eu- dust on the shelf.
yarn arid hence received an un- appearances in the fllmclips. Ori them,.
Rees ,
ropean culture transplanted, but
Norman Felton’s work on the usually concentrated plug.
Sunday’s (14); exhibit, the ftlmsters
It’s questionable whether they had
staging, was cut. out for. hjrii. There
The best part of the sho\v was Van Johnson and Elizabeth Taylor
WILLIAMS
to
hear it.
muell of an audience
was a tendency toward confused the back-of-the-camera stuff on the spoke a few lines prior to the pro- With Barbara Rettig, Jess Carter,
It’s not a question of sugar-coat; grouping even unto such cluttering tv deejay’s job. This was handled jection of a scene firom “The Last
Hank Needham Orcli (5), others.
ing a bittev pill, this business of and interference that the cameras with some deft self-ribbing satire. Time I Saw Paris.”
Presumably, Producer; Jack Jacobson
educational telecasting. The ordi- Were often hard put to centralize Unfortunately; the main action oc- it wasn’t one of the best scenes in
Director: Marian Gange
nary dial-twister has far more the key action; But iri general it cui*red outside of the studio- the show.
60 Mtns.; Mon.-thru-Frl., 4 p.m.
right to turn off this type of show was a valiant job, complemented wlthin-a-studio and was conceived
This segment took a healthy slice Participatingthan the college student who cuts by the costumes, apparently pains- in completely routine terms. The out of Sullivan’s time budget,
WHIO-TV, Dayton (Tri-State)
his boring lectures or who instead takingly researched by Jane Bur- play Was adapted by Henry MisSubsequent acts had to be cut
Successor to the Wendy Barrio
catnaps during them. Arid- with roughs. The casting was excellent rock from a Redbook magazine down to the bone, and this
gener- Show, this series has for its top
three gents like this N. Y. U. trio, in the\ overall, especially so in the story, “Who’s Been Sitting In My
ally happens to. turns near the end personality
Don Williams; bespecthe absentee rate would probably Poet of Hurd Hatfield and. the Chair.”
of the show.
this session, it tacled young puppeteer anr
On
emcee.
find a high level: If educational Phoebus of Scott Forbes, and in
made the audience conscious of He was. Miss Barry’s assistant for
television is to succeed, it’s got to the sharp portraits of Celia Lipton
They’ll do it every time, those the fact that a lot of cute youngbe more than a' stiff and dull lec- as Esmeralda and the Colombe of talented
moppets,
and Donald sters from various cities, who got the nine months of her reign,
ture, and it’s got to be presented Mary
Sinclair,
With their lush O’Connor now knows how it feels the Seventeen mag' doll awards, which terminated abruptly, ana
by people who can inform In a looks squaring the romantic divi- to have a show stolen from under couldn’t even get a fair shake be- carries on in a businesslike, manner,
pleasant and interesting way, in- sion. Other fine portrayals were him. He and his writers put to- fore the cameras.
Moderate. late afternoon fare for
The Harlem
stead of a merely pedestrian one. the Beggar Clopin of Tim Duggan* gether a whimsy that called on Globetrotters
the housewife; there’s a variety of
got only the briefest
After all, the ordinary viewer, or the Provost of Fred Worlock (the Sharon- Baird, all of eight, to fall time with
music, singing, guest entertainers,
their
trick
passing,
even the circle of highly intel- trial, scenes, provided some rich in love with him. Well, what Miss*] which happens to be one of the reading of fan mail, spotlighting of
ligent viewers, have the option of comedy stemming, of course, from Baird did to O’Connor was little best
features of. this highly: en- the femme audience, and .plugs by
switching their dial, and unless the jurist’s deafness),, the Paris short of larceny. When O’Connor tertaining hoop aggregation,.
representatives of civic goings on.
the subject matter is presented in Executioner of Janies Milhollin wasn't dancing he was stooging
Series feeds to the Tri-State NetOne of the best segments, of the
an interesting manner, they're go- and the' innkeeper of Ronald Daw- for her and this made up, most of
work’s
WKRC-TV, Cincinnati, and
ing to switch. “America in the son. A word also for the makeup the play. For the kiddies it must show was the one In which Richard WTV'N-TV, Columbus, which send
Hearne
(Mr.
Pastry)
appeared.
His
Making.” despite its tie-in with fashioned by Robert O’Bradovitch. have been sheer delight and to the
fans
in buses one day a week to
wrestling
with
a
bass-tuba w.as a
the Museum, is verbose and stiff,
The reaf tv story lay in the fact elders just as diverting in its fan- rollicking affair that encompassed the originating studios, in Dayton.
and until there’s a change, it’s not
that the Lucky Strike-JohnsOri’s tasy form.
Williams gets along nicely with
a bit of well-regulated slapstick.
likely to attract much audience or
VVax stanza elected tb tackle a
O’Connor took a long gamble
A top bit of singing on this show members of the audjence. Barbara
•altenti
Chan.
work of such heroic proportions. It and made it pay off. Aside from was by Rosanna Carter;, a new- Rettig and Jess Carter are pleasing
did not fully ring the bell and was Sidney Miller, Gale Bonnie and comer
who is zooming along in vocalists and the Hank Needham
perhaps too
passionate
toward Joyce Smight, the rest were suh- operatic ranks. She did an aria instrumental quintet, swings in
A
pageantry with inevitable detri- teeriers. All gifted dancers and from “La BohemC” with a bare
modern trend. Ori the show caught
With Oliver Wakefield, guests atment to the 'delineation of the key precocious thesps, they joined tic as the setting. She was too a Hawaiian combo guested. AnProducer: Michael Pym
rohv; but. it was a grand design, O’Connor in a fast finale at the finely garbed
Writer: Rick Matthews
and too elegantly be- nouncement of the woman singerdone on a grand scale and, as such, ice cream shop that would have jeweled to carry out her character, dancer sounded like Momi Ki.
30 Mins., Sat., 7 p.m.
a credit to the producers and to
KolV
been a joy at Christmas time, even but her rendition was topnotch.
Sustaining
the 'transplanter, Alvin Sapinsley. as it was last Saturday.
CBS-TV, from Montreal
Another singing turn was by
Trait.
Oliver Wakefield,- w.k.
nitory
The kids, especially the Baird Elaine Stritch who dipped into
comic now a Montreal resident,
tot, took over so completely that, “You Took Advantage, of Me.”
It
Leonard Bernstein, ne of the the song shop bit with
monitors Canadian Broadcasting
O'Connor seemed, to be slotted in. the wrong
Corp.’s new panel qiiizzer., “Make more active conductors, and com- and Miller seemed in the way. The spot, arid thus didn’t attain
its full
A Match” in which, a. panel tries ..-Rpsers- iri American, music, emerges Bing: and Gary song sketch didn’t value.
'V •
to pick married couples from thiiee. as a highly engaging personality in rouse much interest. This feature
Dick Pack, recently installed as
Julius LaRosa seems to be imunidentified
males
and
three still ...another medium, television. is getting a ..little shopworn arid
femmes. Panel comprises a married Appearing on Sunday’s (.14) Omr must depend on clever lyrips, proving steadily. He’s getting to national program manager for the.
carry
in
ore
authority
and
assurWestinghouse
Broadcasting Co; has
nibus”
on.
CBS-TV with the. Sym- which it didn’t. get. Trick sartorial
w man, single" 'woman, married
ance.
His two numbers hit a: fa- called a three-day program seminar
of the Air (former NBC .effects
man, unmarried man,. Show caught ph
aren’t enough to corhpen- vorable; impression.
The
Mask
&
for
Symphony),
chiefs of all five
in
the
program
an
analysis,
of
the
(6) had; as panelists Gerald Fitzf
sate for the time it consumes.
Whig Club of the U; of Pennsylva- Westinghouse radio stations. Sesmovement of Beethoven's
gerald, columnist of the Montreal first
Tlief
re so. many clever young- nian put on a tango number. These
sions, covering Westinghouse proGazette; Mrs. Barbara Carswell, Fifth Symphony, he did a. highly sters
around like Sharon Baird and football-built characters, in drag
gramming as well as that of other
housewife; BUI.. Petty, staffer with professional job of commentary, Ricky Vera
that: they would- seem made a good. Imprint.
The^Fa'rias
radio station CFCF, and Dell Sher- with a poise and glibness that a
today (Wed,) at
stations,
start
perfect teaming with a surround- scored with their balancing aero.
would,
turn
iriany.
a
regular
perman. advertising agency staffer.
the Hotel New Weston In N. Y.
ing
of
moppets
Jose
for
one
big
Xmas
Panel questioned men and women former a tint of green.
show.
This would be tv’s gift to
Sessions;
will
be opened by
More important, however, was
to try to match them, with WakeLast Sunday (14) CBS-TV’s “The Westinghouse Broadcasting prexy
Helm. !
the fact that he opened a com- the little believers.
field
re referee than emcee,
-j
Search-’ lit out on folk tunes in the Chris J. Witting with an analysis
pletely new field for television.
Show moved slowly with notice- The tv musical show,. when dealing
T.\
comedy writers seem en- Arkansas Ozarks with mixed re- Of the chain’s' programming patf
able lack of sparkle. This might with
serious music, up to now has chanted with the “you’ve seen the sults— mixed because too much of terri. Next up will be taped sambe expected of the panel but not been merely a concert remote. •pictlure now
see
the
parody” this particular stanza in the filmed ples of their own and other proof Wakefield, whose nitery stanza The field
series
seemed con- grams, to be followed tomorrow
of musical, education,, or idea. Jack Benny’s scripting quar- educational
has always been clicko. Apparently music
appreciation,
been tet (Sain Perrin, George Balzari, trived, and not too. subtly so. It (Thurs.) by music programming
has
tire comic depends oh script for
ignoi’qd, largely because no one up Milt JOsefsberg and John Tacka- was a case of too much writing in talks and news,! educational and
inspiration and is lost when laced to now has come up with a format berry) took
Herman Wouk’s “Caine the script when, a more spontane- public service program huddles.
with a solid 30 minutes of ad lib to make it interesting arid enter- J Mutiny.” out
of the briny and into ous approach was indicated. The Pack will handle the deejay talk,
necessity.
Production is sriiooth, taining.
Bernstein
solved
the a baseball dugout for Jack Benny's one Impressive “new face” worthy
eduGordon Hawkins,
camera work adequate, but a lot problem.
CBS-TV excursion Sunday <141. of reprise as a Dr. Frank Baxter while
more preparation by Wakefield
He took Beethoven’s discarded “Colgate Comedy Hour” on the counterpart was Mary Celestia cational director handles pubservwould give the session the lift it sketches, And in a fascinating game rival NBC-TV preceded Benny by Parler, a breezy, birdlike, bespec- ice shows and WRCA-TV, N. Y.
badly needs. Improvement in pac- of guesswork orchestrated and in- a couple, of months with a satiric tacled slip, of a woman who’s prof news Ac special events chief Bill
ing would add plenty viewers to serted them into the symphony workover of “Caine Mutiny,”
of English and director of folklore Berns,
NBC commentator John*
those who already watch it While where he believed they belonged.
For the Benny outing, the yarn research at the Unlv. of Arkansas, Wingate and KYW, Philadelphi
awaiting the Jackie Gleason show Some
were obviously develop- was retagged “Tbe Giant Mutiny” which aided the web in sniffing news director John Raleigh handle
at 8 p.m.
Gorin .
ments of the basic theme arid in- and was cast with such baseball
(Continued on page 42)
their specialties.
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PANAMA HATTIE
(Best of Broadway)
With Ethel Merman, Ray Middleton, Karin Wolfe, Neil Hamilton.

Art Carney, Jack E.
Leonard; Buster Davis, musical
director; Others
Producer: Jule. Styne
Executive Producer: Martin ManuJariis Carter,

In the noble game of galloping dominoes, the phrase /‘come
seven, come eleven"' has special significance. Mark down Sunday,
Nov. 7, through Thursday, Nov. 11, as a week in television dramatics of 60-minute range that produced the magic numbers and
set the five days into a special vault of video’s archives, Not that
every play was fine and dandy/ but for the group as a whole it
was a blue chips week for the livingr^m theatres.

.

WESTINGHOUSE

began on a climactic .note with the NBC-Goodyear
in ja combo tough and tender winning production
of "Flight Report," with outstanding performances by E.. G.
Marshall, Walter Matthau and Bill Gideon.* Playwright; J. P.

The

cluster

CBS-TV, from New York

“TV Playhouse"

•

'

Miller.:

& Marco

even,

siders

PLAY MARKO

herself ornamental as well as useful.

Producer: Jerry Reshki
Director: Don Neff
60 Mins.: Sat., 11p.m.

In order to play the game setowners must obtain cards from the
grocery stores throughout the city
WISH BONE SALAD DRESSING that are distributing them. The
grocer nb doubt is glad to plug the
WTCN-UV, Minneapolis
Under the name of "Marko" show because it brings potential
here because of legalities involv- customers in.
During the first show there were
ed, tv bingo has finally hit the airways. And it looks like a certain many phony and kidding calls,

them undoubtedly from

persons under liquor's influence,
and the emcee found them bothersome. One game, follows another
until five are completed.
On each show, adding human
interest,
one of the previous’s
week’s .winners is introduced and
interviewed before the, camera.
.

Watches. Evidence to support the BILL BAILEY SHOW
appraisal also
found in the: With Marilynn Lovell, Audrey New,
Ronny Born; the Vormits (5)
claimed 2,000 to 2,500 telephone
the studio
from the Producer-Director: Sam Vantura
calls
to
*

preem’s- participants. It looks, too, 60 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 2 p.m.
as though; word-of-mouth should WLW-D, Dayton (Crosley Chain)
Bill Bailey, a seasoned performer
increase the audience and
as
though in consequence the usual before microphones^ and cameras,
late hour ancient featured film is supported by. a capable crew in
and other video fare will encourit- this new series for Crosley Neter a worthy rival for dialers’ at- work outletting in Cincinnati, Co-.
liimbuS and Dayton areas.
tention.
Handsome and natty in sports
Format was originated in Los
Angeles and copyright owners may attire, he’s homey to midwestern
have struck gold. They- have a folks with, rural: stories. A song
game of chance that comes within seller, in show caught, he started
the law and they’re leasing the the ball rolling with "This Ql’
franchises. In addition to the Twin ^ouse" and registered later with
Cities, Los Angeles .and Chicago "As Far As I’m Concerned,”
Audrey New and Marilynn
already ate in their camp. The
syndicate which placed the .pack- Lovell, personable pop thrushes,
age and its sponsor. here has the change dresses for their numbers;,
rights for 21 markets.
'all backed with settings above par.
Frank Buetel, one of WTCN- Ronny Born also Was backdropped
TV’s top personalities, "runs" the well for his vocals of "Getting to
five games within the 60 minutes, Be a Habit With Me" arid "Count
and the affable and glib good-look- Your Blessings." The Vormits do
ing young man does a smooth and okay by the rhythm chores. They’re
workmanlike job. A pretty girl, Pete Conn, guitar; Atvie Recore,
Donna Thayer, is an added fillip, piano; Dick Shafer, accordion;
repeating the numbers' called out Danny Martin, sax and clarinet,
by Buetel and otherwise making and ‘Jep^ Walt her, bass.
Koll.
.

,

.

.

.

.

lot of collaborative dotook
ing on the part of the authors to.
give "State of the Union” the
needed pre-’56 political convention
touch, but Lindsay & Crouse, alIt

.

-

.

:.

>

Thus the byplay on atomic
po\ver plants, foreign policy circa
'54, reference to the Sam Sheppard murder trial, the Eisenhower"Dick" Nixon appellations and
con tempary * views on the labor
front, gave it a Page 1 facade without in any way distorting the
,

.

money can be spent on dated ma.

terial

better

buried)

left'

and

it

.

hardly served to eriharice the stature of ither Miss Merman, Styne
or the other personality compo- STATE OF THE UNION
(Producer’s Showcase)
nents involved,
van, Joseph
"Hattie" Was "Best of Broad- With Margaret Sulla
Gotten, Nina Foch, John Grom*
way’s" first attempt at a musical
Muriel KirkWalston,
Ray
Well,
(previously it had done "Royal
land, Royal Beal, Ed Prentiss,
Family” and "Man Who Came To
Fred Ayres Cotton, Jack Leslie,
Dinner"). Coming up is "PhiladelCharlie Garrett, G. Albert-Smith,
phia Story." Certainly the better
:

part of wisdom would be to stick
to straight-comedy or dramatics if
this is CBS’ tclethinking on musi-

to a nice climax.
Undoubtedly the. fine performances of both Miss Sullavan arid
.

Gotten, did much, toward contributAs
ing to the play’s tv success.
for
candidates
Republican
the

President (it(s assumed Ike isn’t
running /again) who is torn between his idealistic preachments
and the necessary concessions for
political backing, Gotten gave an
always believable interpretation.
Miss Sullavan played the part of
the wife With her now standard
charming mannerisms, yiet with all
the necessary intensity and sincerity that the role demanded.
Miss Foch seldom looked better
on tv* but/ the part unfortunately

for day-&-dating their
material to match contemporary
headlines,, met the situation arid
conquered same. The truisms that
held for ’45 were no less applicable as projected in compatible!
color on Monday night (15 arid,
for that matter, many a hard truth suffered iri the. adaptation.
It’s
was even more pointed in this Tegrettible, too, that she threw her
newest updating of the Lindsay 6c lines, away. .John Crornwell as the
Crouse PUlitizer Prize play.
too. stiff
Republican Wheel

ways ones

that

A

With Frank Buetel, Donna Thayer

Commercials aren’t disturbing.
Rees

marquee values

the

tion.

able in this butchered-up Video
version of what, even in its original legit facade, Was far from Cole
Porter's most inspired effort.
Jule Styne, who knows his way
around the Broadway show marts;
certainly doesn’t come cheap, but
tinder his production aegis this tv
"Hattie" was in sum total a wasted
effort. It did the medium no good
(save to demonstrate how a lot of

of a couple of seasons ago.

of

of
intervening span
the
nearly a decade since its original
presentataion, it held up surprisingly well in its video
spite

to

were superimposed over this Westinghouse-sponsored rainbow clambake. Ethel Merman, back at her
old familiar stand as Hattie Maleney, was seldom more uncomfort-

John Monks Jr. adapted; producer, Bretaigne Windust; director,
William H, Brown Jr-; announcer, William Lundigan, presenting
the automaker's products with polish and poise.
(Kraft’s Thursday entry on ABC—not Viewed—was "One Sunday’ Afternoon.” A click legiter of a generation ago, and w.k. as
a straight pic and the "Strawberry Blonde" filmusical Version, it
had everything in the material box; to make a go of it on tv.)
Thursday’s winder-upper was the pyrotechnical "Five Star.
Final," also of the long ago Broadway-to-pix genre, on "Lux
Video."
It revealed its arthritic character even with 'updated
passages, but nevertheless came through neatly as a study in vintage journalism practices, as lived by the late Louis Weitzenkorri,
the more so in the performances of Edmond O’Brien and the ever
attractive Mae Clarke, the ex-film star, as well as Joanne Woodward. Adaptor: Stanford Barnett.
Trau.

some

adaptation

overtinted)

smother either a black-and-white
or a prisrriatic horse.
The whole thing was an. unfortunate attempt at piayirig theatre,
and more’s the pity when one con-

Joseph Schrartk.
Thursday’s last lap of an exciting five-day relay was a case apart.
The principal figure, coincidence dr not, was Dorothy McGuire.
The film star arid ex-legitress had opened the season for NBCLux "Video Theatre” two months back in "To Each His Own."
There were mixed notices—-from bravo to veto, With Variety putting in for the former oh both counts—McGuire and play.
Colossal or catastrophic, Lux has never been the same since
the premiere. So in came Miss McGuire, along With Franchot Tone
_and Eduard Franz, but this, time for the CBS-Chrysler "Climax."
•This series has barely been able to get off the ground in its five
excursions. With "Gioconda Smile,” by Aldous Huxley, the melodramatic package got into full, flight for the; first time via the
combination of top thesping by the principals, slick mounting
and staging, and fast moving production that, judged within the
meUer-thriller Confines, was a rewarding example of how to do
what on tv. For the records, there was no hint that "Gioconda”

click that’s calculated to keep a
sizeable number of people up late
and glued to their sets Saturday
nights when it comes on at 11 and
This
continues until midnight.
estimate is based on the game of
chance’s popularity generally, the
fun many people seem to have
playing it and the opportunity it
affords to win such valuable prizes"
as Florida, trips, fur coats, electric
refrigerators and ranges and Wrist

It

.

v

(short-lived)

tabloid presentation.

M

1

Broadway entry

;

Was just about as inspiring. But
whereas F &
have always known
how to parlay a buck Into maximum roadshow values, enough coin
Went into this overpretentious..
overdressed,
overproduced
(and

.

a

(color)

(McCann-Erickson)

"Best of Broadway’s” televerslpn
of Cole Porter’s "Panama Hattie”
last Wednesday (10) had all the
earmarks of a resurrected Fanchon
.

On Monday, Robert Montgomery was presenting the first of
the two-part "Hunchback of Notre Dame" on NBC. Granted that
ambition should be made of sterner stuff; granted that the opening chapter set its sights more on elaborate production .(huge set,
cast of 80) than on developing the characterization and conflict
laid down by Victor Hugo; but "Hunchback” showed the Montgomery stanza willing to tackle a superb book and .multiple film
classic; willing to give it that good old college try, and by so doing,
Adaptor;
elect to subject itself to the. inevitable comparisons,
Alvin Sapinsley. (For full treatment see Followup Reviews.)
In Monday’s unfortunate time conflict, only the last half of
This was an adaptation by
CBS'. "Studio One" was viewed.
Reginald Rose, one of the most skillful of telescripters, of Justice
William O. Douglas’ “An Almanac of: Liberty," issued that day
(8) by Doubleday.
Like; Judy Holliday says, "I don’t like to come
in in the middle of the picture, but the last half, at least, seemed
full of "think" merit, with perhaps more of a philosophical, tract
on its subject matter than orthodox playwriting, yet it had the
virtue of graceful movement and finely wrought words punctuating the problem of freedom, liberty and tolerance,
Tuesday night’s :XJ. S. Steel Hour on ABC was one of the finest
that Alex Segal has brought in, with Jack Carson, June Lockhart
and Geraldine Brooks distinguishing themselves in Raphael Hayes’
problem-and-psycho drama, "Goodbye—But It Doesn’t Go Away,"
a thoroughly absorbing work handled with delicacy arid dare and
eligible to enter the circle, of "perfect" tv plays.
Wednesday’s NBC-Kraft "TV Theatre" treatment of family and
occupational mores, "The World and the Werners" showed warmth
and a kind of personal identification without, going too maudlin,
and Mikhail Rasumny’s presence was a plus factor. Playwright:

was

The Howard Lindsay -Russel tail, with some lush and impres-.
Grouse “State of. the Union" frolic, sive scenes in the first, .arid third
acts, yet done tb a tasteful turn.
which parlayed romantic comedy, In the compatible color edition,
idealism and politics into one of the multi-hued background arid
the Broadway legit clicks of the furnishings Were beautiful to beUnder the Lindsay-Crouse
1945-46 season, served as the. sec- hold.
Arthur
aegis
and
production
ond 90-minute, spectacular in the Penn’s direction, the play moved
Monday night "Producers Show- smoothly (although perhaps slow in
case" series on NBC-TV. And de- getting. started) and built steadily

lis

Director: David Alexander
GO Mins., Wed. (10), 10 p m.

Helen Ray
and

Producers:

Guest

Writers,

Was
big
On
too often just recited.
the other hand; Ray Walston
the ex-newspaperman-turned- cai
paigri-manager (in the roie originally created by Myron McCorhappy casting choice.
mick) was
What tint tv cn do; for those new
brilliantly-toned Ford models, can
only be appreciated in the viewing.
Monday’s display (a miniature pro-;
duction in itself) was an extravagant treat. RCA prexy Frank Folsom was spotted in one of the RCA
commercials, making an award to
the American Gas Industry. RCA
commercials on the whole were
Rose.
far less eye appealing.
arid

.

‘

FRANK LEAHY SHOW

Howard Lindsay, Russel Crouse With Otto Graham, Dabbs Greer,
Joyce MacKenzie, Ralph Moody,
Producer: Fred Coe
cals. For “Hattie," and the singing
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Wilson, others
Arthur Penn
arid dancing capers of the "Canal Director:
PrBducer: Don Sharpe
Exec
Zone Girls” Was singularly lacking Executive Producer: Jack Rayel
Producer: Warren Lewis
Molyneux
William
Settings:
in spirit. Even such gifted comics
Francis D. Lyon
Director:
Mon. (15), 8 p.m.
as Art Carney and Jack E. Leonard 90 Mills.,
;

NBC

Writer: Joel Murcott
30 Mins., Tucs. (9), 7:30 p.m.

FORD, RCA

in their sailor roles suggested that
they were struggling Valiantly to
overcome the poof material on
hand.
Only once, in a madcap
dance turn With the show’s shevillain, were, they able to rise
above the pedestrian lines or byphay in which they were straitjdckctBd
Musically,, "Hattie" has little to
offer out of the Porter tune catalog, Which perhaps accounts for
the; fact that the only standard
itei
("I Love You") had to be
"borrowed", out of another Porter
show, "Mexican 'Hayride," in an
effort to make the Merman -Ray
Middleton teamUp a little more rewarding? There was no stinting in
the scenic
costuming departments.
Indeed, it was probably
the most ambitious production to
Come out of the Columbia tinted
spec stable. But the trappings were
a poor substitute for real, alive
musicorriedy theatre.
Rose.

NBC-TV, from New York
& Eckhardt
( Kenyon

)

original inherent Values;
play’s
For even stripped of the updated
slant, first, and last it was the
basic Lindsay-Crouse creation of
the mid-’40s, with its nicely-turned
lines and its refreshing look at
.

DU PONT

ABC-TV, from N

Y. (film)

IBBD&O)
Du Pont bought the

first film in
the "Frank Leahy Show" as a oneshot insertion in its "Cavalcade of

America" Tuesdays on ABC-TV.
While a departure from the usual
historical drama, the segment fit
neatly into the "Cavalcade" appoliticians vs idealism, that made. proach of pointing up Americana.
Monday’s “Producers Showcase" Moreover, the pilot has. the qualirewarding viewing.
ties to project it into an entirely
With the authors also doubling separate series on its bwh, both
as guest producers (this marked from the. commercial and entertain.

.

video adaptation), ment standpoints.
initial
“State of the. Union" came off as a
There’s an interesting genealogy
stunning tv production, which is to the series. Packager Don Sharpe
all the more remarkable consider- signed ex^Notre Dariie coach Frank
ing that it played almost in toto Leahy, then got ABC to finance
as theatre, With little attempt to the shooting of the pilot. ABC-TV
give it the broader dimension apd still has rights to the property, but
scope afforded* by rowing cameras they expire soon and then it will
and multiple sets.
go on the open market. Meanwhile,
Margaret Sullavan and Joseph Shatpe, the web and du Pont
agreed on the one-shot, in order to
in
leads
the
played
Gotten, who
WUNDA,
Fair" give it a wide showcasing, to gain
"Sabrina
season’s
last
With Ruth Prins
legiter, were once more teamed up back some of the coin spent in the
Producer: Gloria Chandler
for this “State of the Union” tv filming and to supply du Pont with
Director: Carol Ellerbe
drama spec, portraying teh roles an excellent "Cavalcade" episode.
30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri, (noon)
enacted in the stage version by Another of the films in the series
Participating
Ruth Hussey and Ralph Bellamy, has been completed meanwhile;
KING-TV, Seattle
with Nina Foch also projected into and Sharpe will produce more inRuth
Prins’
acting
ability
is
,the major role of the politically- termittently until the series
brings pervading air of wonder to
Since coin sold, When it goes on a regular
wise “other woman."
their

—

WUNDA

.

,

!

this daily program
Done with simple

for

set

children. is no object, in translating color, production basis.
and with speces into a tv reality, even the
Show is hard to categorize, but
minor bits boasted such stage stal- it combines the inspirational-type
story with sortie excellent
success;
warts as. Muriel Kirkland, Royal
Beal, John Cromwell, Ed Prentiss, sports backgrounds. Pilot w as the

.standard format, the program is
exclusively for young uns.
Resppnse from the kids and awards
won by show are evidence that
program is a success.
On day caught, Miss Prins

opened, with

a

r

among
-

But

Others,
just;

as important in achiev-

standard
"Good morning" ing the high professional
and quality of the presentation was
the production itself. The settings

song, tied into stretchy exercises,
followed by a sugar-coated speech
lesson that immediately made the
world of Wunda, Wunda a real and
fascinating place.
Two standard characters, Albert
and Hepry, go searching for adventure-— and find ' it, and Miss
Prins did the story fof the day.:
This was the one about the three
brothers,
youngest of which—

'

by William Molyneux, for example,
were executed in the minutest de r

Stale of

The Union

(ORIGINAL CAST)
Leland Hayward production of threeact (four scenes) comedy-drama by How«
ard Lindsay and Russel Crouse. Stars
Ralph Bellamy, and Ruth Hussey: features

McCormick, Minor Watson and
Boots—is always wondering about Myron
Hay Johnson. Staged by Bretaigne Winthings.
His curiosity pays off. dust; settings by Raymond Sovey; opened
top.
when he Wins half the King’s Hudson, NiY., Nov. 14. ’43; $4.80 Watson
,

.

domains arid the hand of a princess.
Back to Henry and Albert
and the climax of their adventure
and to Windup with exercisedance by Miss Prins arid sleepy
ending noting, time for naps for
little

ones.

obvious that children’s interest and imaginations are captured by show,
which surely
should be a bright spot iri the day’s
tv fare for mothers Of three to six

-

It’s

year-olds,

Reed.

James Conover .......... Minor
Myron McCormick
Sjpike McManus
-Kay Johnson
.....
Kay Thorndyke
Ralph Bellamy
Grant Matthews
Helen Ray
Norah
Ruth Hussey
Mary Matthews
John Rowe
Stevens
.

.'.

.

.

.

Bellboy
Waiter
Sam Parrish

*,*

Howard Graham
Robert Toms

Herbert Heyes
........ Fred Ayres Cotton
Swenson
Judge Alexander. ..... G. Albert' Smith
.

G. Albert Smith
Mrs. Alexander ...... ... Maidel Turner
Madeline King
Jennie
Mrs. Draper ....... ... Aline McDermott
William Hardy ....... Victor Sutherland

Sehator Lauterb&ck.

.George Lessey

Story of. high school coach Mark
Wilson, among whose proteges was
the great Cleveland Browns back,
Otto Graham. While Graham plays
ah important part in the film and
plays it literally, appearing as him-'
'self— essentially its the story of a
man who lived and coached according to liis beliefs and got his pupils
to do the same. Story of Wilson,
ably played by Dabbs Greer, and
his wife, Joyce MacKenzie, is interesting throughout and makes a
point Without preaching. And the
topnotch football clips inserted
into the film give it a broad appeal
that should prove a pleaser to all
members of the family^

—

.

Leahy is an easy and informal
who introes the story and
returns from time to time, bringing on the subjects of the story
themselves for an in-person bow at
the* end. All Warren Lewis’ production values were topnotch, and
Francis D. Lyon's direction was
well-paced. Joel. Murcott's screenplay had the virtues of simplicity
and straightforwardness. Graham,
incidentally, proves to be a pretty
-ChUn.
good actor.
narrator,

‘

*

*

.
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In more and more client-agency huddles , decision-makers are

Super Anahist and

are sold on Spot as

Anahist, Spot broadcasting should be your

medium,

Super Anahist’s entire advertising budget goes
. . .

both radio and television

on the market,

it

now

is

. .

.

basic advertising

you

casting allows

too.

medium!

to adjust

your long-range promotion

plans to last minute selling conditions, quickly and

into Spot

and, after only two years

economically.
In 11 major markets... rich markets that account for

the nation’s fastest growing

almost half the nation’s retail sales... NBC Spot Sales

cold remedy.

Your

a

your estimates of sales potential. And only Spot broad-

your product has peak selling periods, like Super

If

& Company

agency, Ted Bates

its

advertising agency can show you

broadcasting, used as a major advertising
sonally or throughout the year, can

fill

how Spot

medium

represents top radio and television stations.

out

sea-

how Spot

in these markets

Why hot find

can work for you as

does

it

for Super Anahist and thousands of other successful

your particular

selling needs.

advertisers.

With Spot, you can support your salesmen
as well as seasonally

. . .

.

.

.

More

sectionally

market by market, according

top-level executives are sold

more products are sold on Spot

to

and some

on Spot because

. .

Spots are better than others

SPOT SALES
30 Rockefeller Plaza ,
Chicago
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New York

20, N.

Y

.
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Jack Paar
il,

Editor,

Clarifies

Variety:

A

The

4:
Philadelphia, Nov. 16.
strike .which- closed the com-

paiiy’s (electronic plants for 45 days

WNEW »
,

Carriage Trade

WNEW,

In Philco
sharp decli
Co'rp. Sales and earnings for the
year, acthis
of
first nine months
cording to the report of James H.

N. Y., radio indie,
figures it’s time for a change.
Plus his Usual variety of cornmeric al plugs, de.ejay Jerry
Marshall is currently pitching
to the carriage trade.
like
$22,000
Items. read

Carrnine, president.

full-length

was largely responsible

last spring

for the

.

r

.

Due

and

radio

dipped

on

to the late start

television

its fall

sales

li.

from $335,same period in 1953.

to $249,726j000

171,000 in the

from

hunks

Labrador

G un the r

Jacekels,
$49,000 Chris Crafts and diamond necklaces from Van
Cleef. and Arpels,

Gruen’s

year ago. In addition, Philco last
year had non-recurring income of

Last June by U. S. Govt’s

TV

its sale of

Station;

from

WPTZ.

Third quarter sales declined to
$75,050,000 from $96,649,000 in
1953 as the: result of the delay;

great injustice is being done
to two fine people, Bil and Cora
Baird, and to me, in the reporting
of the .Baird

Puppets leaving the

Page
Variety

CCBS-TV “Morning Show.”

34 of the Nov. 10 issue of
carries a story headlined “CBS-TV
Plays Palsy With paar As Bairds

steadily throughout

September

to

ter

a satisfactory one as

vrill

regards both volume and profits.”

WG AH’s, newsman jack Dooley

out of hospital after month..Actress Shirley. Eggleston of “Valiant Lady” in town
.
,
for visit with- parents . . . WXEL’s Joe Potaro concluded “Ava Gardner Double” tournament
Hal Morgan of
subbing for Phil
.
McLean on
two-hour “Bandstand” stint . .. .-Norm Knuth's
Starlighters and Bill Mayer took sqng-and-patter-stiiit into Food and
WERE’s Ellen Marshall into hospital for minor
Home Show
.
surgery .
. WTAM’s .Johnny Andrew sighed
to do Petroleum Club’s
Xmas show for Crippled Children .
Sheppard murder trial reports
.

.

,

long siege

WGAR

.

WEWS
.

.

,

.

how being broadcast from Criminal Court building by Ed Wallace,
Sanford Markey, WTAM-WNBK; Ken Bichi, WDOK; Jim Martin,
Get Lopoff Treatment.” The inCharles Day, Jack Perkins, WGAR; Jerry Bowman, WERE; Georg#
made
ference is clear that Paar
Patrick, WSRS; Jack Clifton, Art Morris and Ken Halterman, WCUE;,

the decision to release the Bairds.
Variety, who has always been
most kind to me, has been misinformed of the facts, and I wi§h to

Will Henderson, Phil Lenhart, WAKR-WAKR-TV; Jack Pluntz, WHK.
Pinky Lee
Bichi feeds an eight-station Ohio AM-FM network
signed to guestar Cleveland Press Christmas Parade.

~

MINNEAPOLIS

your attention,
liV
wish to state publicly that not.
St. Paul Pioneer Press carrying the Liberace syndicated column
nothing td do with
have
I
only did
jockey here who recently resigned, has
Jim Boysen, longtime
the decision to release the Bairds,
Carl Bergquist,
landed Hollywood 65-statiori ra'dio network show
'Bil
true.
is
opposite
direct
but. the
producer-director, appointed WFLA-TV, Tampa,
and Cora, are close personal former KSTP-TV
Phil Solberg. attracting attentionWith
Fla., production manager
friends, and they have never had a
KDHL,
Fairbault,
Minn., Herb Shriner type of show on which
his
better booster both on and off the
he interviews, people with strange occupations and confines his disks
It is my
air than I have been.
to those of Homer & Jethro, Spike Jones, Stan Freberg and Red Ingle
sincere belief that they are treMinnesota development committee off Minneapolis -Junior Chammendous artists, with a wide and
ber of Commerce; business men’s group, starting new WGCO-TV
loyal following, and one of. the
Opener, “Education of
most enthusiastically received of .weekly filmed series, “Minnesota U. S. A.”
WCCO-TV televising
Life,” concerns Minnesota school- system
the “Morning Show’s” entertainMinneapolis Lakers home pro basketball games play by play Sunday
ment features.
Cohen,
Star-Tribune
^science reafternoons
Victor
Minneapolis
;
We have worked together in
harmony and mutual regard and I porter, $500 richer as result of selection of one of his yarns by tv’f
Big
“The
series;
It’s scheduled for Nov. 20.
Story”
welcome an opportunity to
call this, to

WW Axe ‘Dictated’

.

.

.

.

.

Withdrawal of $20 Million
Gruen's

cancellation

of

Walter

ABC

Winchell’s

.

,

.

.

.

work with them again, on “The
000.000 Government subsidy .was Morning Show” or anywhere else. IJV
withdrawn from Gruen and four Their release was -a policy deciThomas Earley* Jr., former prograrh "director at WAEB, Allentown,:
manufacturers, sion made by the CBS-TV Program has been named assistant program director at WIP, succeeding Paul
other
kindred
allocated,
being
to Department.
Coin
Jack Paar.
the
Martin, who was upped to director of sales promotion add publicity
them for the production of preBob Powell took over WIP “Dawn Patrol” (10) succeeding Joe
cision instruments employed for
McCauley, who piloted all-nighter for last 12 years. McCauley shifts
defense purposes. The withdrawal
Ewart M. Blain, former sales director of WEEUto wakeup program
Lee
of the U. S. was announced last
TV, Reading, has been named to sales staff of KYW, succeeding;
summer, but the radio-tv phase of
Albert P. Krivin, who shifts to sales department of WPTZ, KYW’s
Con tin lied from page 30
it was obscured,
sister station in Philly
“Jazz 55,” featuring contemporary stars
Individual and. music kicked off on KYW (12) emceed by Perry Andrews and
According to .Winchell, “there’s Bartley, and
WFIL will link forces with WFIL-TV
been no money in watchmaking” Texas broadcasters* Com* issioner produced by Grady Efiney
on the. fourth annual Cerebral Palsy Telethon to be simulcast Nov. 27
for Gruen or its major rivals for
Lee praised the manner in which
and 28. Radio station wilk carry program 11 hours; tv will run 16
the last five years, ahd hence the
Federal subsidy “cancellation” die-, the broadcasters of the state had hours, with Warren Hull; Fran Allison and Gabby Hayes featured.
tated Gruen's axe. "They just can’t' kept pace^ with the “fabulous

PHILADELPHIA

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

‘Sneaks’ Into D. C. Via

‘Back Door’ Va. Airing
Forum’s “State of the
being heard for the first
its year and a half history
in Washington, D. C.
Though the
Mutual net was carrying it all that

Facts
”
Nati
time in

is

time, the D. C.

affil,

WWDC„

re-

peatedly refused the stanza because of its FF tieup, The paneler
is sneaking in the back door, so to
speak, via WEAM, Arlington, Va.
Mutual, airing the stanza on
Thursdays, is supplying a tape of
“State of the Nation” to the independent WEAM, while outside
Washington proper covering that
area with, its signal.

;

WW

said, “but my
afford it” now,
relations with the company have
been and are entirely happy,”
American Safety Razor stays on
as alternate week client, having re-

newed two weeks ago on

a

Commissioner Lee agreed with
predictions that television would
blanket the entire country within
five years. He said that several
methods are now being considered
fbr bridging the Atlantic with television transmission facilities linking North America, with Central

firm

deal through next year.. IncidenWinchell has. a lifetime guar-

tally,

antee from ABC, whether I work
or not;” Gruen’s official bowout is
alter the Dec. 26 simulcast.

and South America.

He

pointed out that fact that
the time is not too far distant- when
audience would number
tv
the
500,000,000 or more instead of the
present 25 to 50,000,000,
Commissioner Lee. pointed out
that in. order to keep pace with
this advance in television the industry must provide the leadership
for future development and ethical

AS SAT. EVE TV ER
Chicago, Nov. 16.
expected,
Swift
quickly
onto the Saturday night
6:30 (CST) halfhour on NBC-TV
which opens up the eqd of December when Sunbeam departs the
“Ethel & Albert’' comedy show.
Packing firm will lodge Horace
Heidt’s roadshow package in the
period, with Jan. 8' the tentative
.

BROMO MOVES
Old Gold

ankling
sponsorship of

week
“Chance
of

the

is

IN

alternate-

DuMont’s
end

of a Lifetime” at the

current

13-week cycle In
looks as though
Bromo Seltzer is ready to step in

December, but

it

as the ciggie outfit's replacement.

Both accounts are handled by Lennen & Newell.

OG, it's understood, is cancelling
out on the Friday-at-10 “Chance”
due to general tightening of budget. Lentheric, is the current alternate sponsor to OG.

Post-WW Slot

Ciba

Series, tentatively titled “Lifeline,” will be live-and fiim, ivith Dr.

Louis H. Bauer, former president
of the; American Medical Assn., as
narrator.
Deal was set through
Kiesewetter
Associates,.
N,
Y.
agency.

PAUL HARVEY

S ABC COIN
Chicago, Nov. 16.
Bankers Life & Casualty has ordered a Sunday night Paul Harvey
newscast for Jan, 1 delivery on
ABC. QUarter-hour airer goes into
the 9 p, ni. slot and will plug the
firm’s White Cross hospital plan.
Agency is Grant, Schwenk &
Baker.
.

,

KDKA

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

US

.

.

.

WASHINGTON
.

.

.

.

WOL

.

.

.

.
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Answering a question from the
he stated that the FCC is

Stanton

floor

Now,” he

It

subscription
television
and that the FCC! might turn its
attention to this area early next
year;

said.

Newspapers have the advantage
over tv in the “operations of the
intellect in- our media,” Stanton
said, by virtue of the writers’ demand that their audience "pause
and take real thought.”
Same
writers
reading
their: columns
aloud would be switched, off radio,
and ty. But in terms of the speech
of a newsworthy figure, tv has
the advantage.
Few people read
transcripts of speeches in the daily
papers, yet “radio and television
have the inestimable advantage of
being instantaneous with the real
Starttoh
tion that

‘Medic’ in Top IQ
An NBC-TV Monday-at-9 entry hit the Top 10 for the first
time when “Medic”, landed in
third place oh the November
Trendex, covering the. period
Nov. 1-7. “Medic” didn't beat
out “I Love Lucy,” though, but
topped President Eisenhowbr’s
election speech, which prey
empted “Lucy” On CBS-TV the
.

;

'
1

.

wound with the

observaboth newspapers and
broadcasters have one key obligation that is the same in both cases,
“the obligation to make money
while serving the nation and the
public with our particular skills.”
This obligation, he said, “is just
as commanding as the obligation to
be fair and truthful. Without this
oil,
the lamps go out.
Without
profits; the free press is no longer
free.”
Obligations however, “does
not lie primarily on the shoulders
Of the business office” but "must
stem from the freewheeling range,
the courage, and the innovating
power of the creative^ the editorial
departments."

Storer Piles ’Em

studying

Continued from page 30

case of “See

Pharmaceutical Products,
ah American subsid of Ciba Indus-,
tries of Switzerland, has- picked up
its first, network television show, a
dramatic-documentary
series
on
the progress in medicine through
-wonder drugs, Series,’ to be produced by Marshall Hester in asso
ciation with ABC-TV, starts on the
web Dec. 12 in the 9:15-9:30 p. m.
post:Walter Winchell period being
vacated by Packard and Martha
Wright.
event.”
.

PITTSBURGH

Jerry Landay, who used to be executive radio producer for Tex &
Jinx on NBC, has joined
as news editor ahd special events
reporter
Jay Gould,' formerly with Packaged' Programs and WENS,
has gone to Richmond, Va., as film production chief for the Cabel
Eames Co. . Leonard Kapner, general manager of WGAE, has: left
the hospital after a Checkup
William L. Grimes, eX-WDEL in
Wilrhington, Del., and WKJF-TV here, has gone with Harry Kodinsky’s Public. Relations Research Service as an account exec
Alex
Trust has resigned from the WCAE sales staff to rejoin his bid partners in the construction business in Springfield, 111.
Henry DaBeccO pnd Milton Anderson, WJAS announcers, are both taking
Charles H. McFarland has been appointed sales
courses at Pitt
service rep for WSTV-TV in Steubenville
Col. Charles McGovern, who airs “History Repeats Itself” on WJAS every Sunday
night at 11;15, just chalked up broadcast No. 1,000.

;

.

Ciba’s

.

Bette Doolitile has ankled her job as assistant to the production
code head of National Assn, of Radio-Television Broadcasters to take
Douglas Clark, ex WASH;
procedure of operation.
a radio-tv p r. job with Ballantine Beer
as music librarian and flack
Radio newsHe gave his own position in one has joined staff of
of the most controversial matters man Joseph McCaffrey, author of “Election Guide” and former MBS
staffer,
currently
on
a
lecture
tour
in
Southern
colleges
Ruth
....
confronting the broadcasting indusCrane, WMAL-ABC telecaster, skedded to join a group of poultry
try, diversification of the mass meindustry
leaders
the
at
House
White
to
gift
President
Eisenhower
communications. Propodia
of
starting date.
nents of such diversification oppose with his Thanksgiving turkey . . Leon Loeb, prexy of Sound Studios*
All
Swift
products
be newspaper ownership of radio or presented 42 tape recordings of the American Legion convention to
will
plugged on the show, with the J. tv stations as well as ownership of Mr. Herbert Jacobi, convention chairman, for organization’s official
WGMS, town’s “Good Music” station, will broadcast
Walter Thompson Chi office han- tv stations by radio station oper- archives „
dling.
Commissioner Lee allied entire poetry series of Library of Congress this season, teeing off
ators.
with
readings
by poet Carl Sandburg* and featuring such stars as
himself firmly with opponents of
Jessica Tandy, Hume Cronyn and Thornton Wilder in later broadcasts.
diversification.

latched

‘CHANCE,’

US

dustrial expansion” of Texas.

As

OG EXITING

.

.

.

.

FF’s ‘State of Nation’

.

WCCO

simulcast after
more than two years, with the SunNet profits for this quarter slipped day nighter was no “sudden” news
to $540,000 or 12 ..cents a share, to WW, nor for that matter to the
82 cents a erstwhile: agency, McCann-Erickfrom $3,202 000,
share last year.
son (switched to Grey Advertising).
Despite the late start, Carmine The
newsman-commentator was
noted: “Television production got alerted to the dropout by the
would
way under in August and increased watchmaker last June wheri a $20,-;

reach a high level early in the
fourth quarter. The: demand for our
new radio and phonograph line is
also most gratifying. Indications
are, therefore, that our last quar-

Continued from page 32
front”;

I

Net income dropped to $2,275,000,
or 53 cents a common share, from
$10,135,000, or $2.61 a common, a
$5,283,000 or $1.40 a share,

From the Production Centers

Cora 'Baird Bowout
New York.

ight of Nov;. 1.
ABC-TV also landed in the
Top 10 with a regular program
for the first time in several
years, with the second ‘Disneyland” show, “Alice in Wonderland,” notching a 30,,4 to
move into eighth place. The
.

]

‘

Top

10:

Jackie Gleason (CBS)
40.9
You Bet Your Life (NBC). 36.1
.

Medic (NBC), ;
Dragnet (NBC)

.

.

35.1

.

.

..

.

.....

Toast of the Town (CBS).
I’ve Got a Secret (CBS)
Berle-Buick Show (NBC)
Disneyland (ABC)
What’s My Line (CBS)
This Is Your Life (NBC)..
.

;

*

;

.

.

34;8
33.2
32.4
30,4
30.3
30.2
30.2

Up

‘Down You Go’ Gets

Washington, -Nov. 16.
Storer Broadcasting CO; became
the

largest

multiple

owner

broadcast stations in the, U. S. last
week when the FCC approved its

WJW

Cleveland for:
$350,000. Agency okay gave Storer
its full quota of seven
statibns,
A few weeks ago, Storer got clearance Of its purchase of the Empire
Coil
stations
tv
Cleveland
(WXEL)> a n d Portland, Ore.
(KPTV), the latter an ultra high.
This made Storer the first company
to have six tv stations, under the
purchase of

in

AM

new

“five pius

:

tWo”

'

ceiling.

WJW

Sponsor, Shifts to N.Y.
Chicago, Nov. 16.

of

Acquisition of
gives Storer
radio-tv coipjjos in five cities, the
others
Atlanta,. Detroit,
being

.

DuMont’s heretofore Chi-based

“Down You Go” moves

to

New.

York Dec, 8 where it will be per-'
maiiehtly anchored. The Louis G.
Cowan paneler has been Jbought
oh alternate Weeks by Western
Union under the proviso that it be
given a Manhattan identification.
Only member of the present cast
making the switch will be moderator

Bergen Evans who Will comhis Northwestern U.

mute from

professional post.

Meanwhile* Chicago Unlimited,
organization set up to sparkplug
Windy City radio-tv activity, Has
dispatched a telegram to Western

Union prexy Walter P. Marshall
Toledo and Birmingham. The other protesting the reberthing of the
show.
radio stations are in Miami and
Wheeling, W. Va.

ABC

Holiday Coin

ABC-TV has latched onto ChrysColunibus-^Ohio State U.’s board ler as sponsor of a 45-minute pickof trustees last week chose five low
up of Detroit’s Thanksgiving Day
bids totaling $123,257 for construcParade. Event is staged in Detroit
tion of WOSU-TV’s studio, work on
which may start within a month. A by J. L. Hudson department store,
spokesman says it is expected that and web, will carry the event* Denon-commercial educational troit’s 28th annual parade, from
the
station,
which will telecast on 10:15 to 11 a. m. Parade will have
Channel 34, will get on the air some 1,300 marchers, 21 floats and
13 bands.
some time next tall.
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Beginning next

Monday night, two of the

business will be back to back

on

biggest drawing cards in

CBS Radio

five nights

show

a week:

THE BING CROSBY SHOW at 9:15 pm EST— fifteen minutes
man

of songs and talk by a

Even with

his feet

with apparently ho limitations whatever.

on the desk, he can sing rings around just about

everybody, and his interests (and guests) have the same wide range as
his voice. Begins •November 22nd. Followed by:

THE AMOS 'N' ANDY MUSIC
practically
classic

a

full half-hour (there’s

pm est-

the news at 9:55) with America’s

comedy team, now holding a musical court with

their guests in the

Mystic Knights of the Sea Lodge— George “Kingfish” Stevens, proprietor.
Together, these shows are exactly what people want from radio this

time of the evening

company whatever

.

.

.

something relaxed and informal, to keep them

they’re doing, wherever they

happen to

be.

Out

in

the kitchen. Upstairs. In the living room, workshop, car.

Scheduled back to back, Bing and

each other.
quickly.

And

So these shows

advertisers

want from

at costs that

Amos

’n’

Andy

build audiences for

scheduled five nights a week, they accumulate audiences
also

fit

in perfectly

radio: vast

make good

sense.

with what more and more

numbers of different people to talk

to,

.

!

42
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the fold as well as to hold onto
those already selling out.

Comment

Tele Followup

^

Continued from page 34

out the chanting characters in and

Yokum

around

Creek.

As the ballad-hopper of the backwoods fanning out from Fayetteville, seat of the U„ Prof. Parler took
narrator Charles Romine on a tour

of the area. This

was pegged loosely

for. a vintager called
Sisters," with the searchers
getting the equivalent of a buck-

on the quest

“Two

— —

passing runaround seemingly by
the dictates of the script from the
mostly octogenarian natives who,
however, preceded their “you may
find the singer of that song thataway" with vocals (some with
guitars) in varying shapes and sizes
on the folk front.

..

a distinct fizzler; and incidentally
it didn’t contain even a hint as to
the reason for her pessimistic outlook for future U.S.-Soviet re-

(In one segment a Coca-Cola sign
was so visible it looked like a. commercial). But Miss Parler. with that
charming twang arid Way with a

succeeded in giving the
program a couple of needed lifts
along the line of march (via a
beaten up auto'.

1

Sen.

Continued from page 33 ssi-ii

Smith discussed

her

visit

She said she had
for 15 riiinutes.
been free to roam around, but this
freedom had been only relative
since she didn’t speak Russian and
didn’t know “exactly where to go
without being accompanied by a

A week in Rusadmittedly little time to
Within the brief half-hour scope, Gather, more than fleeting impresa small slice of folksy Arkansas sions, but Mrs. Smith might have
was cut; but while there can be no been a little more concerned with
intent to improve on a stanza that’s real issues and a little less with
With the
already finished, the postscript outward appearances.
does occur that the Columbians exception of a rundown on the difunder Irving* Gitlin might have ference between U.S. and Russian
sought out such a promoter as, say, consumer costs, it was singularity
Bascom LaMar Lunccford, known unrevealing.
First part of the show had Sen.
widely as “The Minstrel of the
Appalachians,” for a more service- Smith interviewing Madame Menable workout on English folktune des-France and Eve Curie, daughlore with “entertainment” falling ter of Madame Curie. Both ladies
as it may. Miss Parler Said it had Gallic charm and contributed
NATO’s
comment.
right, that there are too many lis- interesting
teners
and
watchers
and not Gen. Alfred Gruenther discussed
enough participants in this seg- collective security and Russian
ment of our rapidly vanishing power.
Due to the McCarthy censure
regional culture,
Trail.
session of the Senate,’ Mrs. Smith
Some weeks back, when Sen. had to break off her tour and reMargaret Chase Smith arrived in turn home. In allowing the “See
Helsinki following a short visit to It Now” cameras to accompany her
on her European trip, the Senator
has provided viewers, with some
fascinating closeups of the Euro-,
pean mind. Her questions have
been those that any intelligent
American might have asked, and the
answers she got frequently provided an illuminating insight into
European thought; It’s unfortunate that her Russian report didn’t
superficial terms.

sia

is

have that same

Hift.

quality.

Continued from page 33

s=

commercials.

A short list of “dodges” has been
devised by broadcasters, it’s understood, to avoid being caught at the
cookie jar. The five, 10 and 20minute casings in lieu of the more

common

15

make room

and half-hour shows

for extra “adjacencies,”

while; the programmer seems never
to concede that five or 10 minutes
does not hold as much time for
advertising spiels as a quarter-hour

show, for instance.

What

it

often

down to is that the program
sponsor is also the one buying the
“adjacency,” but to the listener it
sounds like one more commercial
during a particular stanza exactly
what observers in the trade consider it to be also.
Others don’t even try to find
dodges. Recently it was pointed out
that a deejay on a Jersey station
within the metropolitan, area was
running long on commercials. It
was discovered that not one of his
commercials ran less thari five minutes each, some going as high,
when heard, as five and a half minutes. Two of them came within
less than four minutes of each
other. (This is the same gabber
who, to a trade reporter “witness”
in the studio during his- commercials, righteously declared afterwards that he was against the evils
of the record biz payola.)
Admitting to having commercials
that are too long sometimes, an occasional radio broadcaster will explain it’s due largely to the pickup
in radio advertising
“there isn’t
enough time to schedule them all.”
boils

—

that’s the

CAOSUEY

chalInter-

lenged the long-established
national Boxing Guild local chapter,
While these latter events in
the offices of the N. JT.- State Athletic Commission aren’t believed to
have a direct effect on radio and
tv, the MBA challenge points up
some of the boxing practices connected with video showing of

argued that the Guild
milked all managers, members and
non-members, for $100 every time
one of their fighters does a main
event on tv.
defense; IBG said there is
no $100 fee. Instead, “there is a
request of every tv main eventer
who has benefited by our raising
the minimum pay (which IBG’s
claims is up from $^12 to $4,000)
to contribute that amount so we
can finance our fight for the managers and the fighters."
The alIn

its

most complete preoccupation with
video on the part of the manager
groups is evidence to some video
tradesters that boxing is seeking
almost
Complete
support from
video, with, arena b.o. taking almost no importance in the pic’

ture.

Have A&P Speech
I

Continued from page

K
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Buck’s in tow
generally greeting
him with a “whenja bet back?”
twinkle.)

Berns’ latest crush is the quasilecture platform.
Last week, for
instance, he was found pitching
for his station before such Contrasting groups as the Bayside, L. I.,

Radio

Cotumbus
Dayton
Cincinnati

New

York, Cincinnati,
Dayton, Columbia, Atlanta, Chicago
J

its

firtt

step toward setting

up for colorcasting

concession to lure advertisers into

last

Goodson Sc Todman are planning a Thanksgiving night “tryout" of
their new panel show, “What’s Going On," which bows for real three
nights later on ABC-TV for Revlon. Packagers are putting on a live
preview of the show, which goes into the Sunday-at-9:30 slot on Nov.
28, in front of an audience at the Elysee Theatre in N.Y. to iron out
whatever kinks may develop before air time.
Show, which will employ two or three live and one film remote
as the basis of the guessing game, will originate from the Elysee.
Lee Bowman will emcee, with panelists already set including Hy
Gardner, Kitty Carlisle, Gene Raymond, Audrey Meadows, Cliff Norton

and Susan Oakland.
Doubleday, the book publishers, ain’t no friend of tv, despite the
presence in its author lineup of what's-my-liner Bennett Cerf. Forthcoming (Nov. 20) editor-at-large ad column of Doubleday’s winds
Up with: “One thing I know; anyone who can’t find plenty to amuse
him in this book deserves to be felt in the gloom of his tv den."
Cerf would prefer that the “gloom" be picked on any other night
but Sunday. That’s when he operates on the CBS-TV quizzer. He’*
the anthologist of the book in question, “Encyclopedia of Modern

American Humor.”

The Educational Television and Radio Center, Ann Arbor, Mich.,
has given Hofstra College $11,000 to make kines of its “People" halfY., for subsequent national distribution.
The Center, deriving many of its dollars from the support of th*
Ford Foundation, will handle sl'stribution of the kinea.
Series features Dr. Matthew N. Chappell of Hofstra's psychology
department. It began in mid-October for an initial 13-week run..
hour series on WPIX, N.

RCA Thesaurus’ 16-feature Yule package will lead off this year with
Charles Ruggles-starring “Christmas Miracle of Jaspar Crown,"
half-hour stanza. Full-hour show in the group is “Christmas Carol";
among the halves, Walter Hampden and Evelyn Sc Phil Spltalny’s
All-Girl_ Chorus in “Story of the Nativity" and “A Christmas Visit
with Ted Malone," with organist Richard Leibert, Church In the Wildwood Choir and concert orch batoned by Ben Ludlow.
the

Robert B. Hudson, who came to trade attention before the war via
the Rocky Mt. Radio Council, which he founded in Denver, and who
later spent four years at CBS in New York as Director of Education,
is currently resident in Ann Arbor, Mich. His group, Educational Television & Radio Center does not, however, have any connection with
the U. of Michigan, It is entirely a Ford Foundation-supported entity
which seeks out and quickens the “exchange" of programs of educational content as dreamed up elsewhere. Hudson’s position, No. 2,
is “program coordinator.” Head of the Center is H. K. Nevvburn, former
president of the U. of Oregon.

—

^

—
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TOM MALONEY TO
GRANT AS EXEC

V.P.

Couple of ad agency heads, with

*

JUST RELEASED

:THE EDDIE DAVIS j
*
PERSONAL GAG FILE *

-k

-k

their outfits closed or about to,
have joined commission houses in * Eddi Davit has written for tuch ^
greats" as Eddie Cantor, Milton
Tom Malexecutive capacities.
+ Berio, Jackie Gleason, Jimmy Dur- ^
oney, prexy of the dissolving Cecil
*
ante,
Danny Thomas, Martha Raya, ^
& Presbrey, becomes exec. v.p. in
& charge of. N. Y. office of Grant ^
^
^ Ritz Bros., Olson and. Johnson.
Advertising and member of the t
FOR THE TOP GAG WHEN *
exec committee in the
overall
YOU
NEED
IT
T
*
out.
Maloney’s
expansion.
agency’s
A MILLION DOLLARS WORTH ?
At the moment, Berns is concen- agency and publisher credits are *
*
COMEDY
MATERIAL !
-k
OF
trating on the N. Y. Cancer Com- extensive INewell-Emmett, U. S.
-K Over S00 pages, alphabetically er- ^
mittee show slated for WRCA on Camera Annual among them'.
.v ranged and Indexed to cover every dT popular subject: EASY REFERENCE. Z
Nov. 21 at 2 o’clock, with general
Maloney will bring along some k This GAG FILE containing the select *9
manager Hamilton Shea closing in
gags of EDDI£ DAVIS, who today Is if
of his C&P stable, including Frank
one of the greatest writers of Show “
on clearing facilities for the speMcCord, Arax Odabashian, — Business Comedy, Is being offered ^
P.
cial.
for a limited time only. The price If
James F. Flood, William C. Patter- -ft for
this edition, containing over 500 j.
^
Also occupying the attention of son (radio-tv director, and ditto at “
P*g**> printed by mimeograph. In »
Berns’ and other departments is Grant), and Paul Kolton.
Larry -ft De Luxe Binder for lasting strength >f
and
easy reference Is only $50.00,
m
two-ply
the
“cuffo and commercial" Stapleton, six years with Grant, ' Including
T
the first class postage.
blueprint for Metro’s preem tomor- becomes N.Y. general manager,
>f
row Thurs. ) at the Capitol of
)f
Arnold Cohan Corp* surrenders
Special
“The Last Time I Saw Paris,” star$1.00
*
its shingle at year’s end with the
ring Elizabeth Taylor, Van John*
topper heading newly established.
Offer
son, Walter Pidgeon and Donna
*
N.Y. office of Mumm, Mullay Sc
Te prove this tremendous value,
Reed. M-G has gone near-satura*
we will send you ton pages from
Nichols of Columbus, O., currently
tion on WRCA (radio) with a full
The EDDIE DAVIS GAG FILE,
*
Cohan
celebrating its 50th anni.
for only $1.00. If you agres that
week’s spot sked (via Donahue &
ths EDDIE DAVIS GAG FILE It
*
gets veepee stripes as radio-tv dijust what you notd Ws Will ship
Coe) right up to preem time. Film
*
rector and will continue to operate
you the

powwow of
the National Assn, of Travel Organizations.
Coming up (Dec. 2)
is an “in the biz” speech to the
students at the School for Radio
Television, but there are a couple
of other slottings before that work-

‘

ft

-j(
.

,

.

(

players

taped

plugs

for

the

pic

COMPLETE BOOK

as.

a packager.

enty $49.00,

He handled Mayor

which were carried by the station.
Robert F. Wagner’s broadcasting
Tex & Jinx McCrary will do a 30- campaign last November in
a conminute remote from the Capitol
sultant capacity.
lobby at the opening with a 9 p.m.
slotting on their “Mr. and Mrs.
York.” Proceeds of the kickoff show go to the N. Y. Infirmary

New

and North Shore Hospital.

Tony Ford

Exits

—

Atlanta

—

but it doesn’t change the web’s “we’ll go into color only when
economically feasible" stance. Step was the delivery of five 50 kw
transmitters from General Electric, set to be installed in the web’*
five owned»and-operated stations. Transmitters, in addition to giving
the stations top power, are also built to transmit color.
There’ll be no such transmission, however, until the web or any
of the five stations install originating equipment in the form of camera
chains, projectors, etc. 4md apparently the network is sticking to its
“economically feasible” stand re color originations. Transmitters, developed jointly by ABC engineers and-GE, are being Installed for
immediate use, and cost in the neighborhood of $ 1,090,000. They’re
the final phase of a $2,000*000 facilities improvement program for
the five o&o’s in N.Y., Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco and Los
Angeles.
it’s

,

G-B

Tony Ford is exiting the GrossBaer packaging outfit after eight
months as sales manager and director of new programs to set up
an indie packaging firm with Igor
Cassini, the N. Y. Journal-American columnist.
Ford has served
as production chief on Cassini's
WRCA-TV, N. Y. show and will
(If that's true, when business, is continue to handle the show, but
up, the audience suffers.) On the in an advisory capacity to Cassini.
completely opposite pole, however,
Prior to joining Gl’oss-Baer, Ford
it
was explained that excessive was national sales chief for Walt
commercialism was and is still a Framer Productions and was a one-

GROUP

Sales Offices:

week

week

took

.

show with a format pew to network
radio, trying to gain and hold bankrollers .via a series of long, buttery

WLW-T

last

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV
ABC-TV

Kiwanis Club and the

Too Many Plugs

.

Boxing Alliance

Government interpreter or guide.”
r^rhaps the American Embassy or
U.S. correspondents might have
been of help in that matter.
The Senator saw Russia’s grim
Molotov but failed to report on events.
MBA
her bilk in more than the most

sary.

WLW
WX.W-A
WLWC
WLWD

Top TV Bouts

lations-

phrase,

The natives were, of course, as
large as life, with their authenticity
showing save on such occasions
when they appeared to be talking
from the briefing book; it may not
be so, but that buck-passing daisy
chain verbiage on where the hoppers might hunt up “Two Sisters”
did not suggest that much hints
were other than set up in advance.
Still, perhaps this thin thread of a
“running gag” was deemed neces-

made

the startling announcement that she wouldn’t be
surprised at a break in diplomatic
relations between the U.S. and the
Since she offered
Soviet Union.
no explanations at the time, her
filmed report on the Moscow visit
over CBS-TV's “See It Now” last
week (9) therefore promised to be
a bombshell.
As Edward R. Murrow’s roving
reporter, Sen. Smith has done a
series of interesting arid enlightening interviews with men and women all over Europe. Her Russian
study, while containing some revealing human interest items, was

Russia, she

Among the major offenders are
radio stations carrying mail order
biz. A N. Y. program chief insisted that deejays let mail order
commercials run extra-long in
hopes of getting still more people
to call in and show interest in the
product. He said it was “to protect
themselves."
And whether other
station execs will admit it or not,
it’s seen where a good share of
mail order coin hinges on “per
inquiry" returns (payment on the
basis of the number of calls or
letters received in answer to a
commercial). Even when p.i. deals
aren't accepted, it's believed stations instead make guarantees as
to length of various commercial
pitches-

time agent at

MCA.

postage.
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CAR-CAR ASSOCIATES

Leonard Back,

And With New “Client

147 W. 42nd
-ft

New *

Bill Leonard is back on his
York tv’er after emergency surgery, returning at least a week before anticipated. His capsule segment on WCBS-TV's daily “Six
O’clock Report” is coincidentally
SRO with. Helen Curtis Industries
taking the Thursday time starting

Suite

409

St.,

New

York, N. Y.

Wisconsin 7-4270-1

Leonard

also reported

back for

WCBSound.

WRCA'S GRID
Chase National Bank of N. Y. is
sponsoring the Yale-Harvard game
over WRCA out of Cambridge Saturday (20).
Joe Hasel will handle the stripeby-stripe

and color commentary.

*
*
*
+

*****************

tomorrow.
duty on

*
*
*
*
*

TEXACO STAR THEATRE

—N.B.C.

SATUtPAY NIGHT

Mgt.r William Morris,

Agepcy
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Eberhard

WPIX
toon

Television Chatter

Faber

with
for participation in “KarKlub,” the Shari Lewis

43

repacted

Magnuson

Ain’t talking

on Future

starrer,

Pat McDermott, of CBS
Press Info-Hollywood, in town foF
a week
Three Steps to Legit:Laurie Vendig, of “Three Steps to
Heaven,” playing Viola in "Twelfth
Washington, Nov. 16.
pert Nicholas Zapple as coordiNight” at Jan Hus House and
Warren Magruson (D.- nator.
Sen.
“Steps” producer Richard Clem- Wash.), who is slated to succeed
The study is being made as a
mer is director of Broadway Sen. John W. Bricker (R.-O.) as preliminary to hearings planned by
Chapel Players’ “Noah.” Another
chairman
of the Senate Interstate Bricker in connection with his bill
legit-tv regular is Karl Lukas, who
appeared on last week’s “Studio Commerce Committee in January, L to place the networks under direct
One” and on Nov. 30 is cast for won’t commit himself on his atti- [ regulation by the FCC.
Magnuson’s caution is under“Inner Sanctum.” On B’way he’s tude toward the pending network
and investigation. He said last week standable. The Democratic majorplayed in “Mr. Roberts”
ity
in the Senate is a very tenuous
others and will recreate his Lind- he will make: no plans “until after
one— 48 to 47 with Sen. Wayne
strom role in that show when it’s the Committee is set up.”
presented at the City. Center in a
Morse,
Oregon independent, comIn response to numerous incouple months.
quiries, Magnuson issued a care- mitted to vote with the Democrats
to
assume
control. But a loss of
fully worded statement declaring
that “if” he becomes chairman he one Democrat as a result of an
Chicago
election
recount
or through death
will call for complete reports from
“Bandstand Matinee,” WGN-TV’s
could change the picture in the
teenage afternoon dancing party each of the subcommittees oh their
next
six
weeks.
hosted by Jim Lounsbury, back in past activities and “invite their adHowever, regardless of the situoperation after closing down to vice on work facing it for the next
ation in the Senate, Bricker’s bill
figure out how to handle the studio two years.”
Matters relating to radio ^and tv would have tough sledding in the
crowds
Chi NBC lighting expert John Casagrande and video have been handled by the com- House, where Rep. J. Percy Priest
engineer Frank Baird-Smith latest munications subcommittee headed (D.-Tenn.) will definitely take over
to make the switch to the web’s by -Sen. Charles E. Potter (R.- as chairman of the House InterHollywood plant
Film crews Mich.). Potter conducted extensive state Commerce Committee. Priest
from the “U. S. Steel Hour” here hearings last spring on UHF prob- has expressed himself as being cold
lensing tha topping off of the 41- lems but his plans to issue a re- to the idea of network regulation.
story Prudential Bldg, with the port on the inquiry were subordi- He feels, there’s enough regulation
footage to be on the Tuesday
nated to the overall network study already.
night ABC-TV show
National
ipitiated by Bricker and turned
Brush, through Charles O. Puffer,
has spotted 60-second biurbs on over to former FCC Comr, Robert
Houston
Ford Mitchell of
stations around the country for its F. Jones as majority counsel, for- KGBS, San Antonio, was elected
Sno-Chaser car brush, with in- mer FCC assistant general counsel prez of the Texas AP Broadcasters
structions that the spots be aired Harry Plotkin as minority counsel, Assn, at the groups’ seventh annual
and Committee communications ex- meeting held last week here.
only during inclement weather
(Miss)

,

New

on WCBS-TV’s “On the Carousel*

York,

(20).

Same

day, Charity Bailey will
parent-children “Sing a

to the ABC- conduct
Song” as WRCA-TV’s advance on
deal?
Omstein,
Bill
Jack Barry and sidekick comic Turkey Day
Metro tradepress .contact, will disDayton Allen staged pre-Thanks- cuss his books, “Ma & Me” arid
giving “Winky Dink & You” party “Deep Currents,” on Joe Franklin’s
Monday (15) for kids undergoing WABC-TV “Memory Lane” Nov. 29
Mary Noel Reagan added to
therapy In polio ward of Hospital
for Special Surgery, with Winky WRCA-TV’s production st^ffDink kits, T-shirts and records dis- Three of Blanche Gaines’ scripting
tributed in behalf of CBS-TV pro- stable repped in tv via Rod Sergram
Dana Hardwick on NBC- ling’s “Summer Memory” on* “Ford
Theatre” (1), Frank D. Gilroy’s
TV “Justice” second-in-a-row
Leo Lefcourt named associate di- Run for the Money” on Kraft
“TV Theatre” (ABC on the 25th)
in
rector of biz affairs of CBS-TV
USC’s Dr. and S. Lee Pogostin’s “The DeWrites
H’wood
Frank C. (Building up the Bard) serter” on “Studio One” (29)
Baxter re his channel 2-hosted “Weekend Workshop,” new howN. Y. visits “It is salutary for a to’er with Jim Hamilton and Kay
man to get away from his own lit- Westfall, opening on WRCA-TV
tle corral, and kick up his heels on Saturday (20) as a Chi originator.
some distant skyline. I returned
Tex and Jinx McCrary to emcee
to Los Angeles glowing like a 20th’s “Desiree” preem for WPIX
Cyrilla Dorn doing tonight (Wed.) from Roxy Theatre
neon light”
plug
on “Janet
Bromo-Seltzer
Radio-Television Execs, meetCurrent Holiday mag’s ing yesterday (Tues.); held fourth
Dean”
“A Toast to Ed Sullivan” by A1 seminar on time-buying and selling
Hine is an interesting, anecdotal for video.' Tapped were Pete Johnsummary Of the emcee-jiewspaper- son, Mutual veepee, Bob Coe, Duman’s life, times and CBStanza Mont station relations manager and
.WCBS-TV’s Lee LeBlang Frank E. Pellegrin, H-R Reps, as
ad-promotion mgr.) makes* moderator
(asst,
Don Morrow, video,
the “L” unanimous with arrival Of gabber, doing lectures re commer88-ounce .Lori to him and Lila on cial video delivery in the School
the eighth day of the Teventh for Radio and Television (SRT|.
month
Bart Howard, musical Also working with actress Uta
director of the Blue A n g e b and Hagen on a dramatic course
composer of several pop ditties
(“On the First Warm Day,” “In
Other Words, etc.) composed the
entire musical score of last Saturday night’s Imogene Coca show on
NBC-TV. It was his first such
Karl
for the medium
Stint
Swenson, who plays the male lead
on “Portia Faces Life” on CBSTV, turned out a radio script for
right into
Sunday’s (14) “Inheritance” on
NBC and opened Friday night*(12)
in
the off-Broad way Club The-
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Bring the musician

your room...

“A Doll’s
Richard Clemmer, diBroadway Chapel Play-

atre’s version of Ibsen’s.

House”

.

.

rector of

.

“Noah,” signed by NBC-TV as
producer of the daily soap, “Three
Steps to Heaven,” and also as producer of a Thanksgiving Day special, "Ballad of Jacob Stein”
ers’

.

for the

Betty. Miller set

.

.

lead in

NBC-TV’s “Frontiers ,of Faith”
Loretta Levnext Sunday (21)
ersee into DuMont’s “The StranNat Kahn retained
ger” Nov. 26.
.

.

.

to handle special public relations
for Jackie Gleason.

Bob Warner, ex-NBC’s “Today”
(news and special events section),
by Goodson-Todman as
production-direction supervisor on
“What Goes On?” preeming on
ABC-TV Nov. 28 for Revlon
Sheila Kelley, ex-“Tex & Jinx”
producer, scripted-produced election campaign programs of Jacob
Javits, N.Y. State’s attorney genJackie Robinson to
eral-elect

named

.

.

lead

.

.

.

.

WRCA-TV’s

Champions”

“Jr.

YMCA

Saturday (20)
Youngsters from McBurney
Wil
and Uptown participating
liam Bush Baer, dean of NYU’s
College of Arts & Science, pacted
for another year by WCBS-TV for
Sunday’s “Our Goodly Heritage”
Bernard Grant in running part
on “Portia Faces Life”
Richard!
Eckler to WRCA-TV staff as producer-director
“Sentimental
of
You”
Jinx Falkenburg (Mcin

salute, to

with

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Crary) to narrate Benjamin Brit“Young People’s Guide to the
Orchestra for Symphony Society of

ten’s

L.I.
this
Saturday (20)
.Bill
Adler now coproducing (with Tex
McCrary) WRCA-TV’s "Citizens
Union Searchlight”
Paul Tripp
introes an original Thanksgiving
cantata by teacher' Carl Blumen.

.

.

.

Get Zenith -and be sure of continuous
true High Fidelity

.

kranz, with latter’s 35 Students at
PS 17 to present 10-minute work

GIRL FRIDAY

$3,200.

W.

46th

13,

N.

St..

VARIETY
Y.

36.

N.

Y.

f"

TV

VERY DAY

ON

No phonograph can

continuously play

records at the exact speed at which they

BOX V

Write
134

is impossible to obtain High Fidelity
from any phonograph unless the record
is played at the exact speed at which it
was recorded.
It

for.
busy artist «r business executive. Take
complete sparse of home cr' office.
Accomplished musician and accompanist, al 60
experienced
In
assisting
catting
directors,
producers, advertising managers and- business
leaders. Complete education, complete busl-'
ness acumen. Youthful and steady. Start at

EVERY CHANNEL

BROOKS
COSTUMES
3 Well Old St., N.Y.C..T*!.

PI.

7-5*00

were recorded, except by the use of a
speedometer and a speed regulator. Only
zenith has these; therefore, only zenith
record-changer phonographs can continuously give
It is

you

true

a surprisingly

even the

finest

High
little

Fidelity.

known fact

challenging
Bright*
male).

that

record players vary in

turntable speed at time of manufacture

and get worse as they grow older. A variation of only one rpm in turntable speed
will make an LP record sharp or flat by a
full

attractive,

Can

publicity asst, (fedo column copy, releases,

club coverage
get my

YOU

AND

your

letters.

name on your

Can

payroll?

Write Box V. Ill, Variety
?54

W. 46th

St.

New York

36, >1. Y.

new Talking Book speed.
Without a speedometer and a variabje
speed regulator, no phonograph can give
you continuous true High Fidelity. Demand a zenith if you want true High Fidelity. Get your Zenith dealer to demonstrate
the Zenith Custom Super-phonic today.
the

Zenith Super-phonk has

-

Public Relations-Ad Agencies

set zenith, phonographs at exactly 78, or
exactly 45, or exactly 33 Hi, or exactly
16% revolutions per minute. 16% rpm is

quarter tone.

Zenith’s Stroboscope, which is its
speedometer, and zenith’s variable Speed
regulator, both of which are built into our
high fidelity record-changer phonographs,
enable a child to regulate the speed and

all

Thu Custom Supur-phonlc in Mahogany finish,
Model HFR15R, $149.95.* In Blonde finish,
Model 1IFR15E, $159.95.* The Super-phonic

matched

component* needed for true High

•tarts at $129.95.*

Fidelity reproduction: Dual speakers

with

IV? woofer

.

.

.

Cohra® Tone

with barium titanate pick-up gives

Arm

f£Mirn

fre-

quency response of 25-20,000 CPS. Exclusive Lid Lock makes whole cabinet
acoustically sealed sound chamber.

The royalty of television and

RADIO

Backed by 36 ye'arsof Experience in Radionics Exclusively
ALSO MAKERS OF FINE HEARING AIDS

Dual-needle cartridge as fl h 1-mil and 3mil styli for simple, finger-tip selection of

Zenith Radio Corporation/ Chicago 39,

Illinois

correct needle for LP and standard records.

Extra-long pla)ing diamond stylus and 45

RPM spindle, optional at slight extra coSt.

,:

’Manufacturer's suggested retail price. Slightly Higher
Prices and specification*
in Far West and South.
corn.,
subject to chifige without notice.

me

For national advertisers, the big story
.

And

national st^ry.

nationwide,

is

a

NBC-TV

consistently delivers bigger audiences than

any other television network*

The most recent report of Nielsen

Televi-

sion Index-t/ie accepted yardstick of national

audience measurement — shows

NBC-TV

dominating the top-ten with seven shows:

MARTHA RAYE SHOW- 51.3(14, 3 13,0.00 homes).
BUICK-BERLE

SHOW- 49.7

DR AGNET- 43.1

(13,986,000 homes)

(12,184,000 homes)

GROUCHO MARX -YOU

BET

YOUR

(12 <016, 000

LIFE

-42.0

homes)

COLGATE COMEDY HOUR - 37.9
(i0,748,0W homes)

YOUR LIFE -37.8 (9,824,000 homes)
CAESAR'S HOUR -37.5 (9,825,000 homes)
THIS

IS

No NBC

Spectaculars

period.

But

SPURS

in

fell

within this report

September, SATINS

(11,300,000 homes)* and

THE DARK

AND

LADY

In

(11,347,000 homes) both earned

top-ten size audiences.

And

that's not

all.

The average evening

program on NBC-TV

is

seen in 900,000

MORE homes than the average evening program on the second network. For
advertisers, that’s like getting

afl

national

the fami-

lies of

both Philadelphia and St. Louis,

thrown

in as

a bonus!

The big story

for national advertisers

is

NBC-TV's undeniable national audience
leadership, another reason why more advertisers use

SOURCES

i

NBC-TV than any other network

Nielsen Television Index, October Report

1

/,

The accuracy of the above data has beet^verifiedby the A.C. Nielson Company.
1954.

* Based on Special Nielsen Tabulation covering the
entire program.

—
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CITIZENS’ FORUM
COLLEGE QUIZ BOWL
ONE IN A MILLION
45 Mins.; Thurs., 7:45 p.m.
With Fred Allen, Parker Fennelly, With Allen Ludden, others
Sustaining
Leon Janney, Inge Adams, Don Producers: John Moses, Don Reid CBC, from Calgary
at
Eriggs, Ian Martin, John Griggs, Director: Ken McGregor
“Can McCarthylsm hoppen
Janice Mattson, Dr. Herbert Pol- Writer: Nancy Fobes
Continued from page 33
5
Sat., 7:30 p.m.
(11) by
Mins.,
around
kicked
30
was
here?”
l ac lc
NBC, from various places
two politicians and a. prof on CanaProducer-Director: Mert CopHn
Usually a title of a
won’t have to stay at home, like at mean that
Last year producer John Moses dian broadcasting Corp.'s October- night. They say, T’d to see Steve program or anything any innoWriter: Gerald Holland
weekly discussion prop.m.
to-March
6:30
30 Mins.. Sun. (14),
put his novel “College Quiz Bowl”
finally
connotes what it is.
the
vation
flip
They
late.’
so
it’s
but
gram, heard from British Columbia
NBC, from N. Y.
into motion for the first time. This to Newfoundland. Listener groups switch and they go to bed and in The spectacular, starting as an ada one-shotter
“One In a Mill!
thing
like we have outvertising
Dave
and
the
up
in
get
disthey
hear,
morning
shdw
meet,
the
(13)
provincesecond
the
in
every
year,
on NBC radio last Sabbath eve
Said doors, will; I think eventually
their own opinions Garroway will hate you.”
skein was generally entertaining cuss, formulate
guided by set questions and Allen: “That’s going to make a mean to the public special pro(14), was arranged more for edu- though often confusing to the unBrainpower of send them.in. Points from some are shambles of scheduling, I suppose. gramming which is all complete in
cational than fund-raising motives attuned listener.
second You ought to put oft* a special show itself, like a movie or like a play
by the American Diabetes Assn. two universities was matched for reported on the air every only
its
one
of
fact,,
Weaver: “We that’s not a series; it’s a show
It was, as a matter of
score, in much the same competi- week. Each province hears
called Shambles.”
seajust like they see on Broadway,
the several casings being fronted tive fashion that their respective own groups’ comments until
have ope.”
all
from
highlights
when
end,
what
son’s
in
week
been
this
have
charity
might
teams
grid
with a title and people in it and
by that
All this and victuals too, includover are presented to all.
shapes as an intensive “Be Aware matched that same afternoon,
when it’s over, that’s it for the
plus
a
Program co-sponsored by Cana- ing brandy set to the torch; of„ the night. That’s the performance.”
of Diabetes” week. Show starred
Georgetown U.* Washington, D.C.,
Parker Fenneliy and had Fred (returning for its second week by dian Assn, for Adult Education— rambling sort of vidbiog
unOn color: “I .have never met anyAllen as host and incidental gag- dint of its victory status) faced originates from a different city prexy and “people I’ve met,”
saw these shows in
in- body who
ster.
The competitive every week, sometimes in a public der Allen’s prodding. It was
Minnesota. U.
that is to say, any just plain
color
to “specAllen chose to call the result a mental gymnastics were bright and meeting, sometimes in a CBC stu- evitable that forerunners
asagainst'a critic or someperson
get
would
Calgary
by
a
the
latter
hosted
plus:
or
one,
This
taculars”
dio.
aimless
an
little
was
a
commoner
It
“parable.”
fast, leaving the
is looking at it with a
so it first seemed—mildly amusing stunned by their brilliance. The re- listener group, Knights of the into the picture and this phase of body that
piece that after many, minutes sult of the Georgetown-MinnesoLa Round Table, Was ably chaired by the chitchat was at its apex in special frame of reference, usually
Pacific
Canadian
Leslie,
Donald
witticisms
who just didn’t
own
was
his
Fennelly
his
struck its only point.
trade interest, as was perhaps
combat was a tie, Via the befudtobacconist flip his lid. And this means that
late
a milquetoast with an overlarge dling numerical scoring system de- Railway’s supervisor of communi- panygeric
of
get
or 100,000 sets
when
you
50,000
appetite and a tendency for losing vised by Moses, meaning that both cations.
George Washington Hill (American
Panel comprised Elmore Philmore and more weight. The two schools will be back again this
Tobacco, of which Weaver was and you send a million or two milproblems were a source for a se^ week for another try, This,, the pott, onetime socialist, now member once the advertising factotum): “A lion people out on a Monday lijke
ries of loosely tied-together events first draw in the series’ history, of parliament Yor the long-reigning
lot of people were scared to death after your show last Sunday, saying
that provided mild chuckles.
also means that the $500 scholar- Liberal Party and a V ancouver Sun
‘Wow, you should have seen this
columnist; Fred Colborne, Social (of him), because he went around
Only because the entire show ship award to the. winners will be Credit
legisAlberta
with a sort of titanic (the noun 'got thing in £olor and that finale, and
the
member
of
was treated so lightly was it pos- doubled for the upcoming fracas. lature, where his party is in power; lost in mating up with the adjec- the clothes they wore!.’—it’s' going
sible for audience to take the (Coin plus a printed tiein is supand Prof, Grant Davy of the U. of tive); the whole thing was very the- to be the thing everybody talks
close. Finally discovering he was plied by Good Housekeeping mag.)
A.’s political science department.
atrical the way he lived, with his about on the American scene, you
a victim of diabetes (one of the
Each institution was fronted by
Davy defined McCarthyism thus; clothes and hat, always wearing his know, and that Is going to make
he
knows)
“One In a Million” who
ftfur of its brighter students, exindividuals
which
technique
by
“A
was told in much the manner of changing intellectual salvos over a or groups, who may be in the gov- hat with a fish hook in the hat and them really spectacular in a differa whole carton of Lucky Strikes in ent sense again.”
the doctor in the dentrifice com- long list of genuine puzzlers. Video
ernment, take advantage of fear of
mercial that he would be a hap- might have helped the casing
the pockets of his specially made
As he heard, since the NBC show cut an outside power, intensify and suits so he could give the pack- MARJORIE WITTY'S AGENCY
pier man for all of it.
manipulate it to their own ends
learned to eat less, he became less back and forth between the two
Really he
ages away to people.
very
the
process
the
denying
in
meek and more self-satisfied. Ac- campuses and N. Y., from where basis on which democracy exists.” had no interest in anything except Wife of N. Y. Merchant Placing
cording to Dr.- Herbert Pollack, emcee Allen Ludden popped, his
Radio-TV Personnel
that
it “is a calculated selling cigarets; that was his life.”
added
He
in
Allen
closing Jthe half-hour with
queries. There were lots of whisattempt to undermine the whole And later on Weaver’s “magnum
a brief question-and-answer period, pered conferences at both schools
New York has a brand-new
democratic system through mass- opus” on the specs that’s worthy of
the idea was essentially true. He’s which annoyed listeners because
produced smears and fears”— and extended quoting from the view; agenc$r specializing in the placeArt,
a doctor and knows best.
they filled air but could not be
that its real shortrange target was point of the trade genesis of ment of both talent and executives
clearly heard. Much of the drama
communism but the Democratic things:
not
with radio and television stations
of the sharp competition of mind
Party.
Nancy Ferrara to Petry
and networks.
Over mind was lost because it was
‘Now We Mention CBS’
Davy also believed it could hapOperator and owner .is Marjorie
contestant
EdIdentify
new
to
the
the
hard
Ferrara
is
Nancy
“When I Came back to NBC I
pen in Canada, citing the tempoward Petry sales service, manager. what with the frequency of the rary denial of rights in the 1946 found that in the early develop- Witty, whose husband, Fred Witty,
from
one
owns
the chain of men’s stores
forth
and
cutting
back
from
company
the
She joins
rep
“espionage case” as evidence. Phil- ment of television a great many
campus to the other.
bearing that name.
Hilton & Riggio agency.
pott didn’t, “because of the general of the hit shows were already on
Agency
is called Career Builders,
collected
Fobes
Nancy
Scribbler
climate here, which would never Columbia (in the old days we didn’t
Miss Ferrara will handle proInc.
a whole book full of diversified tolerate McCarthyite techniques.”
gram and cost info for Petry.
None were easy, all Colborne (one of whose party's mention it but now we do); and the
stumpers.
were interesting, and few failed to federal members, John Blackniore, first thing we had to do was to get
Emcee Allen has openly praised McCarthy, with some hits on NBC because otherstop the experts.
Ludden was slick as go-between subsequent disavowal by its leader wise all of our stations would after
on the casing: The entire half-hour Solon Low) wanted to see a judicial a while probably drift and go with
had a bright aura, but might best committee, which sounded mighty CBS. And as you know, at that
serve as a vidcast where every- like McCarthy’s, set up “to end the time the single station markets

Midnight

The Horn Blows

.
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—

—
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,
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(
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thing can be seen as well as heard.
Either that, or- the radio casing
will have to slow its pace and,
hence, lose some of its sparkle.

were a very complicating factor in
the business. Some of our stations
probably aru still in markets where
there are only one or two stations,
and so we built a lot of shows that
we hoped would get the audience

present system of secret police.”
Present Canadian handling of
“security risks” was explained as
secret, with no appeal, Britain’s as
Art.
secret but with right of appeal.
Davy and Philpott agreed that
there should be right of appeal to
a public tribunal.
Sign
Half-an-hour of the panel was
Chicago, Nov. 16.
followed by 15 minutes of lively
Inc. and the IBEW last audience questions, one of them
week signed a new two-year pact from Basil Dean, editor of the Calcovering the stations’ radio-tv tech- gary Herald. Entire program was
Engineers’ weekly pay well handled and never got bogged
at the nicians.

hack;

WGN, IBEW

WGN

I

REMEMBER
•

actually

‘Broad-

great hit in ’49 and

‘50,

down

in

bickering,

“The programming (Saturday
night) bad been a bird of dog night
on television because everybody
sometimes said nobody would stay home; and

as

happens on this excellent publicwe programmed it with the twoservice program.
Gard.
and-a-hah-hour show ending with
of
hour-ana-a-half
‘Show
the
Shows,’ which was the first time
New contract was negotiated by
Radio Followup
small advertisers could buy in
WGN engineering chief Carl
nighttime television. It had many
Meyers and H. Walter Thompson,
other unusual aspects, and of
prexy of IBEW Local 1220.
Since Bob Smith suffered a heart
course brought Max Liebman, Sid
attack, Bobby Nicholson has been
Imogene Coca into the
filling as emcee on the NBC radio Caesar and
“Bob Smith Show,” a 10:05 to 10:45 limelight.” (Then a recap of stars
ayem strip. Nicholson, Smith’s mu- of Colgate “Comedy Hour,” “All
sical conductor and parttime con- Star Revue,” Kate Smith’s daytime
versational aide, took over the show, et al). Allen, remarking that
chief gab role until his boss re- the specs have had mixed notices,
turns. He was pleasant, showing and that even the “I Like” viewers
far more than most tooters who were saying, ‘but I don’t think it
turn talkers, but nothing really ex- was so spectacular,” asked the
ceptional when heard Monday (15). prexy for his slant.
Looks as though Nicholson has
Said Weaver: “Well, it’s a good
been filching from the same joke
I mean there are two
file most of the network and o&o argument.
gabbers use. Just the same, he sides. The fact is that the spectaculars
were nam6d many years ago
demonstrated an easy, relaxed
style that usually fitted the cas- by us in just working out forward
ing’s light format. Smith, who by planning.
We basically had in

MAMA
•

Radio Registry

well,

.

scales were upped $7.50 retroactive
to Oct. 1, with a similar increase
going into effect same date next
year.

Piano * Organ * Celeste

like,

way Open House’ which was our
late night show that was such a

4

WGALTV

the way is nearly as versatile a
musician as his replacement, is expected back into the NBC fold (and
that means “Howdy Doody” on tv
as well) by the first week in January. This doesn’t mean, however,
that he’ll necessarily take up the

LANCASTER
ER, PENNSYLVANIA

316,000

WATTS]

same work load as before, but’ll
most likely do only, some of the
shows each week until he gets,
completely back into condition.

“The Bob Smith Show”

territory

utilizes

Clark J)ennis and the Honeytones
on the vocal side. They’ve been
around since Smith put the show
on Initially last spring, Dennis is
okay as foil for Nicholson’s witticisms or vice versa, but his voice
is weakening, some of the numbers
being rendered, not only nasally,
but in a wavering- fashion. Art.

Covers a vast, prosperous

— a rich target for

your advertising dollar
Steinman Station

—Lawrence F. Rhodes,

Clair McCollough, President
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TV, replacing Charles Cady, who
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mind the advertising

BARTON

Latest Coral Release

HAVE TO TELL YOU
B/W
AND THEN

I

Pin

William Morrle Agency

for the unusual
in

gifts

•

.

.

• CERAMICS
• GLASSWARE
• STAINLESS STEEL

POWER

SUPER
MSI

Pep-es enled by

Eileen

Imporft From All Over tho World

POTTERY BARN
231 Tenth Ave. (23rd-24th_Sts.)
Clos.d Mondays
Open Thurs. til 9
Sundays 12-6
OR 5-4434

difference be-

tween buying shows on an occabasis
as against buying
shows that were on every week.
sional

And

‘spectacular,’ as people in the
advertising business know, is the
used, for instance, for
Times Square’s big spectacular
signs. Jf you buy an outdoor advertising showing in New York,
that’s continuity frequency advertising.
If you buy a spectacular,
you’re spending your money in a
little different way— kind of concentrating it in more of an. occasional blast.
This led us to believe that the name had values for
advertising that were helpful and
the fact (is) it was never supposed
to be an adjective.
That is the
critical view and the fact it’s an
easy joke to say, well, like everybody, the plugs that we have had
are
all
adjective
plugs;
but
even granting that, I’m not at all
sure that the fact that today 75
of the people know what you mean
when you say ‘a spectacular/ won’t

T

named
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5th AVE. HOTEL
24
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APTS. AVAILABLE
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$90 UP TO $600
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Special Material by

cdter to the theatrical trade
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Art Baker captivates the curious with "You Asked For

It"

People are naturally curious about such oddities as boxing kangaroos and Ping-pongplaying cats, so Art Baker puts them on TV. It really works. Just ask Skippy Peanut
Butter. They've sponsored
results as

You* re

in

“You Asked For

remarkable as the show
smart company on

‘‘Dollar

It” since

ABC-TV

A Second/’

it

first

went on the

air,

with

itself!

sponsor and

American Broadcasting Company

all,

has

moved

to

ABC

Jan Murray's highly original show now disseminates its daftness on ABC with its
original sponsor, Mogen David Wine. A lively addition to our Friday line-up
and
.

Just Think /

added evidence

(as if

more were needed!) of the new

vitality here at this

fast-moving

network.
You're in smart company on

ABC-TV

American Broadcasting Company
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ARB

on a monthly

4Q to 60

be rotatedeach week , with the 10 top-rated

o-

'

and

film show* listed in each case,

by

ratings are furnished

This

VARIETY

ARB

based on the

,

shown

their competition

opposite,

Alt

latest reports*

chart represents a gathering of all pertinent Informawhich can be used by distributors, agencies

tion about: film in each market,

and

stations

show

clients as

an aid

in determining the effectiveness of a filmed
Attention should be paid to time
day and

—

in the specific market.
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.
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.
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1.5
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.
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Kraft TV Theatre
Cavalcade of Shorts
Sports Corner
26.1 inside; Catholic Schools
Do It Yourself
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3.8
.12.4

.

.
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.

.

22.4

.

.
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.
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.
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Political
Mr. District
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Nightly Newsletter
Football
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RATING
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—WNBK (3), WEWS

Count— 1,100,000

Approx. Set

Led Three Lives
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21.0 Sports Time
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43.8 America^ ^Week
v 34.6 Political
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v
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the "film

0
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;
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.
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TIME
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v

;

.
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;
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and National Spot Film Chart
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..NBC
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.
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Liberace (Mus)..
WBZ;
4. Mr. District Attorney (Myst)
WNA'C'.
5. Hopalong
Cassidy (W)
WBZ
6 Kit Carson (W)
.WNAC;.'
7. Foreign Intrigue (Adv)
;wbz
8. Superman
(Adv)....
WNAC.
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.

.

DAY AND
DiSTRIi;

Approx

Range Rider (W)
I Led Three Lives

l!

.

. ..
.

.

distributors

.

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
;

,.

time factors , since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, iie, 9 a Saturday afternoon children9* show, with a low ratings may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children , with cor,
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children9 s market * Abbreviations ahd symbols are as follows: ( Adv,), adventure; ( Ch) , childrenVf
( Co), comedy; (Dr); drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus ), musical;
(Myst), mystery; (Q), quia; ( Sp ), sports; (W), western; (Worn),
women 9s. Numbered symbols next to station' call letters represent the station 9 * channel; pH channels above 13' are ZfHF. Those ad agencies listed a*

reported by American Research Bureau
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You Asked For It
WXEL
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Cisco Kid (W)
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.

.

Shell News
Studio One
Favorite Story

News; W. Winter
News; Sports
Let’s Look at Books
News; W. Winter
News; Sports
4619 George Gobel

28....

.

.

...

46

.

.

.

.

;

7.6
5.1

.

...

.

23.8
23.2

...

.

60,.
50.

.

10:30-11:00

.Sat. 7:30-8:00.

.'McCann-Efickv
.Ziv..

.

.KPRC.
.KPRC.

.

.

... .21:9.

.

.

..MCA;

SALT LAKE CITY
1,

...

41 ...

.

.

.

KRON
.KPIX
KRON

News

Mark Evans

%

2.,

.

.

1.6

30.0
17.9

.

Stations —-WNBW (4), WTTG (5), WMAL (7), WTOP (9)

19.9
17.9
7:00-7:30
, .Fri.
... ...... .15.1
..Mon. 7:00-7:30
12.9

TPA

KPRC
KPRC

;

.

.

;

.

... ..19.3....

.

.

.

.

7:00-7:30

Sat. 7:00-7:30
Sat. 6:30-7:00

.KPRC.
.KPRC;
.KPRC.

.

.

Aiinie Oakley (W)
10. Mr. District Attorney (Adv)

8.

.

81 ...
83

.

Approx, Set Count;

.

9.

7.

.

.

Thurs. 7:00-7:30
Tues: 7:00-7:30

.McCann-IOricks

,

.

5.

10:00-10:30

Sat.

CBS.

of the Jungle (Adv)

1. Waterfront
3.

.

.

,

.

GREATER HOUSTON
2.

.v..

4

3.

*

.

19.3
.19.3.

,

jipprox. Set Count —585,000

Wild

’

Official

.

.Sun. 10:30-11:00
..Wed. 10:30-11:00

WNBW
NBC.
WNBW
.Flamingo..
WNBW
Flamingo.
WTOP ........ .CBS.
Ziv
WNBW
WNBW
NBC.
ziv.,; ....
WNBW

(Myst),.

2.

Bill

..........

1.4

.

.KRON
.KRON

.

10.

.15.0

.

7.2

KOUR

(7,)

56:6

...

1.9

.

.

....

...WXEL

.

KGO

(5),

Shell
5,

Hour

Steel

Kraft TV Theatre
499 Television Playhouse

.

7.3
2.2

...

.

51 ....
49..

68

.21.7

....

50.8
29.4
21.0
58.0
22.0
26.8

82.

.29.1.

.

...

—KRON

,

.

.

,19.1

.

..

.

Stations-

9:00-9:30
9:30-10:00
.... .Su
.Fri. 10:30-11:00

.

.

..... .15.7/.

Wed.

.

.

.

—-820,000

...........

88

....

21.8
19.4 .......

.

.

Tues. 10:00-10:30

.Guild
Ziv.

;

.

.. .,
.

Tues. 7:00-7:30

Ziv

.......NBC.

Liberace: (Mus)
Mr. District Attorney (Myst).

.230

.

.

,Sat. 6:00-6:30

MPTV

.

.

....

,.

Sun. 10:00-10:30

.

Approx, Set Count

?.

.

.Sun. 7:00-7:30
Fri. 7:00-7:30
Mon. 6:00-6:30

,

Sheldon Reynolds

..

.WEWS.

SAN FRANCISCO
2

.

.

.Ziv

WNBK.

.

Mr. District Attorhey (Myst).

;

....

.

WNBK

.

.

NBC

.WNBK.

....

.

1.

Sat. 6:30-7:00

...

.151
,

.

..

.-.

.14,5
.27.9
6.0

7.9

.

;

J/K&mfr
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TV-FILMS

in
Hollywood, Nov,

49

#

a

16.

Every television show

is a takeoff on another, show, except for
of the “class” anthology programs from N. Y., asserts pro-?
He contends tv is too imitative, and
ducer Herbert Leonard.
there’s virtually no attempt to come up with something different.
Furthermore, most of the tv film series are “too static and
unimaginative,” declares Leonard, who turns out the “Rin Tin Tin”
series.
Leonard said he is prepping a new venture, “Tales of
the Beng&l Lancers,” because he feels “it's about time somebody
tried to bring a different approach to the” audience, to excite them
rather than mire them down in everyday routine situations,”
Of current programming generally Jie commented, “to me it’s

some

I wonder if it’s all good entertainment.”
Leonard said he believes audiences want escapism, particularly
period pieces of that nature, and that’s why he's blueprinting
“Lancers” for early production.
He blamed what he termed the low quality of most video shows
on to two factors:. A desire to hold down costs, and cut corners
to achieve this end, plus an overwhelming trend to follow format.
Leonard said he was motivated
his new venture principally
because of his belief that “tv is surfeited with situation comedies
and; whodunits.” "You can open Up the field with sophistication
and action and tell it with a spectacle background,” he averred.

despondent.

m

.

It

s 'Frustration

.

late. It’s a case of what do. you
do between cycles now that the

season is pretty much
wrapped Up in terms. Of both v ad
budgets and time availabilities,.
An informal sampling of sales
toppers here on the basis of assured anonymity disclosed a considerable degree of frustration, over
the difficulties of moving product
now that the new season is underway. As one sales rep put it: “With
the time .clearance problem as
tough as it is there isn’t much we
can do at the moment except take
potshots at the other guy’s Stuff
in the hopes that the sponsor will
drop it at the end of 13 weeks and
buy. one pf our properties.”

.1954-55

at

First

—

.

programming philosophy
TV,

the

this

week

at

WCBS-

CBS-TV
set

flagship, which
two new syndicated

deals for Saturday afternoon
and evening. Station has traditionally leaned on feature films fbr
ix

New

deals find “Annie Oakley,”
western distributed by CBS
Television Film Sales, going into
the Saturday at 5:30 slot under
sponsorship of TV Time Popcorn,,
which has the series on alternate
weeks nationally, with Continental
Baking as the. alternate sponsor.
“Annie” starts Jan. 1; when Canada Dry’s national sponsorship
lapses,, and also starting on that
date in the 6:30 to 7 time is MCAT-V’s “Man Behind the Badge.” under every-week sponsorship of National Dairy Products.
Deals give the station a solid,
two-hour Saturday afternoon vid :
pix spread from 5 to 7, except for
(he 15-minute ”6 O’clock Report.”
-

“Amos

'

’

Andy”

are in at

lowed by “Annie” at 5:30.

5,

who

is

l’un.

Time

previously
films.

a live network
following “Report” was
occupied by feature
after

.

TAC

chosen yet.
Described as all post-war production
the features are current,

American video.
“Beauty and the
Beast,” has been rented on “a
tryout” to WPIX, N. Y., the same
outleit>(vhich will probably get first
choice on the dubbed pix.
Hamilton, new to the vidpix
field, has made no decision as to
which distributor wiil handle the
26 features. It’s reported that
Italian
Films
Export was approached to arrange a distribution
deal, but the Italo outfit nixed the
deal for undisclosed reasons.
ly

sub-titled for
of the pix,

One

.

:

1

-

ON

;

OF CHRIST

WCAN

,

.

(

For Tint

B&A

,

.

Courtland to Guatemala

'Actor plans to try for sponsorship from a travel mag, travel
agencies and transportation companies.

.

INTO 22 MARKETS

len’s

syndication

16.

•’

going to shortly take sev-

Vidfilm Series
15-minute “Report,”, Mel AlHollywood, Nov.. 16.
filmed “Call the Play,” on
Jerome Courtland leaves soon
nationally for White Owl, is the
leadin to “Man Behind the Badge.” for Guatemala where he will make
“Annie,” incidentally, has been on a series of color telepix. Footage
WABD, the DuMont key, all this will embrace arts, scenic ‘attracyear.
“Man” is just goirig into tions and customs of the country.the

Hollywood, Nov.

WOR

fol-

After

Cost of the entire project will far
exceed the presently consummated
or sales for a number. pf
years for that matter. According
to. Ed Stern, head of Ziv’s Inter-

'sales,

A

Hamilton Productions, the O&H
subsid, has bought 26 films through
Robert Velaise of Paris and taken
options on 26 more. Aware of the
high cost of dubbing, Hamilton Is
at present only going to dub two
of the pix from French to English and test their acceptance before committing to dub tli
remaining 24.
Peter Reithoff, boss of American Dubbing, who will set up facilities in either Paris or Rome and

eral American actors and technicians with him abroad, is inked
film programming, and as re- for the d libbing job. The names
cently as six months ago had only of the two pix to get the Gallic-to*
two syndicated half-hours bn in English treatment haven't been

the

j

.

its

all..

,

:

'

release.

time

vorite Story,” “Cisco Kid,” “Boston Blackie’^and “Mr. District Attorney” via ItIA for airing in
Italy by late spring.
In Germany.,
a dubbed version of “Favorite
Story” is set for North Deutschland Radio for next spring, out of
its Frankfurt headquarters.
Firm
is setting up Ziv International, of
France, a new subsidiary headed
by former president of Eden Productions of France and onetime director of Phillips of Holland Joseph
Brandel. New subsid will dub 78
half-hours of three series during
1955 for Frerich-language telecasting in France, Belgium and Switzerland, with the. German-language
version going to Holland.

national 'Division, the project Is “a
tremendous investment in the future of television in Western EuGraphic example of telefilm in- rope and a gamble on the potential
dustry’s terrific financial hypo to
market in Europe.” It’s estimated
Hollywood is Revue Productions, that there are only about 60,000
MCA’s vidfilm subsid, which has sets in Italy, about 70;000 in Gerturned but approximately 600 half- many and about 170,000 iri France,
hour telepix since its inception in but Stern said Ziv views the projProduction budget for the ect
1950.
as a “longrange investment”
vast amount of film aggregates
with the expectation that set sales
Nabisco and “Captain Midnight”
about $15,000,000.
will increase rapidly.
for General Mills and Wander Co.
Revue, which began by producIn each case except “Father,”
Screen Gems has firstrun rights in ing one series, has steadily grovyn
where six shows are
riori^sponsored markets and rerun to the point
its banner today. The
rights in all markets, with “Rin Tin filmed, under
Tin” already in 15 non-Nabisco expansion program lias been so
markets, and. “Jet Jackson,” which rapid company was forced to shift
the
its production quarters from
is the same as “Midnight” in six.
former Eagle-Lion jot to Republic.
Falstaff’s Anthology
.new office building constructed
On the pgenda for next season by Republic for the vidfilmery Will
and already in production is an open in December.
Flow of television execs to Guild
anthology series for Falstaff BrewDuring the past several years Films following the" firm’s filmed
ing Co., tentatively titled “Celebri- Revue has produced 52 vidfilms network, agreement with Vitapix
ty Playhouse.” Falstaff will carry for Armour; 39 for Gruen; 104 continued this week, with Larry
it on a spot' basis in 40-50 markets, Chevrons; 39 Pepsi-Cola
Playhouse Merikin the latest to join the firm.
with Screen Gems able to sell it on last year and almost half that num- Menkin, who departed as prograi
a split network in the east, Con- ber this season; 65 “City Detec- manager of
and WOR-TV,
tract stipulation on the series calls tive”; 78 “Adventures of Kit Car- N. Y., a couple of weeks ago, will
fbr quality comparable to "Ford.” son”; about 12 Heinz 57; 40 “Pride be Guild’s director of prograi
Also; starting in production are of the Family’’; 60 Ray Milland He’ll be in charge of programming
“Jungle Jim,” the Johnny Weis- telefilms, and several for. General on all Guild shows and will work
muller series which is being pat- Electric.
on the development of new propterned after “Rin Tin Ti
erties. It’s possible that he may
in that
there will be an adult hero, a child
convert some of his own packages,
star and an animal (a chimp). And. ‘TV TIC
such as “Harlem Detective” arid
TOE’
(“Mono-Drama
now in the works is “You Cajri’t
Tension”
“High
Take* It With You,”
Theatre”), to film under*, the Guild
family coriiedy based on the characters in the
aegis.
Associates
Telefilm
National
Moss Hart-George E. Kaufman play
Guild’s confidence iri the success
and the Columbia pic adapted from has set its $1,000,000 “TV Tic Tac "of the Vitapix deal is expressed in
within
markets
22
in
Toe”
contest
it. Script on the pilot and two addia letter to stockholders in the firm,
offered,
been
tional pik have been cornpleted and the four weeks it’s
last week, in which
and is in negotiation for the pack- mailed *out
prexy Reub Kaufman predicted a
(Continued on page 52)
age with stations in an additional
in 1955.
gross
$20,000,000
of
118 markets, accqrding to exec
Firm this week segued a lease
v.p. Oliver Unger. Coincidentally,
homeoffice
quarters on
pew
for
it’s set its complete library packAve. -in N. Y. at. rental of
age iri those 22 cities, since pur- PaPk
over
a 10-year period.
$750,000
chase of the library is a condition
LIFE
to eligibility for the contest.
Agent-producer Don W. Sharpe
'Key iriarkets in which the packis repping a new European-made
Space Expansion
age has been sold include St. Louis
series on the life of Christ which ( WTVI
(
Milwaukee
)
)
* Hollywood, Nov. 16.
he’s pitching for Easter exposure. Spokane
(KREM-TV) Oklahoma.
Overflow
of production at Burns
Series, which has Sir Cedric Hard- City
S’cran-to'n
KTVQ-TV)
wicke as narrator, was filmed in (KTVU-TV, Tulsa .(KCEP-TV) and Allen’s McCaddcn company
it to rent addicaused
week
last
Rome by Peter Moore’s Milo Pro- and Albuquerque ( ICO AT ) . Unger,
tional shooting space at the GoldduCtioris. Moore, a former Italian
said that on the basis of current wyn lot.- Sked calls for vidfilming
rep for Korda Productions, is cur- station interest, the contest iri.
ay
and tiests
rently in N. Y. On his first visit be set in 150 markets by its. Jan. 1 six series, 23 teleblurbs
for a new series; Because of all the
huddling with Sharpe and setting starting dale.
work, 261 employes were added to
other product deals.
the payroll it McCadderi.
Series consists of 13 quarterCircle's Tint Sprint
Two episodes' of “That’s My
hoUrs, with Hardwicke hosting in.
Circle Film Laboratories, the Boy,” produced by Everett- Freemodern-day Rome and moving. into,
were tensed on the Goldwyn
man,
protelefilm
servicing
visiting
N.-Y.
lab
the historic flashbacks by
Rest of the program, filmed
a site where tile Biblical history ducers, is expanding: its color fa- lot.
Service, includes the
at
General
CirPilzer,
Herbert.
the
cilities;
R.
series,
took place. Iri addition to
show; "Life With Father”;
Moore has also made available an cle’s. president, said that installatests for the Bob
Benny;
Jack
operacolor
up-to-date
an
tion
of
hour-long and a half-hour version
one- tion will be the rnajor phase of a Cummings show, plus 23 coi merof the. story, for Easterth

There'S always a regional deal or
two cooking and there’s / the adOstermari & Hutner recently
vance wooing of the clients who
became the first stock brokerage
operated on a calendar year basis
to establish a wholly-owned vid(Continued on page 52)
pix subsidiary and, simultaneously, brought the first package of
French, feature pix here for video

telepix:

kitchen.

on pottery, utensils, etc. Among
other problems in building the
set was (he logs for the fireplace, of which in those days
measured almost seven feet
long.
Elgar had to have *
maple tree felled and the logs
cut to size especially, for the
spot.

the network
and summer reruns, has the pix under the title of
“All-Star Theatre" in over 200
markets on third-run or -library
basis. “The Big Playback,” prior
duce.d in N. Y„
in its second
year on a spot basis for Ethyl Oil,
New shows are “Father Knows
Best” for Kent, “Rin Tin Tin” for

Actually, of course, things aren’t
a complete, standstill with the

Tough syndicated

Mary Washington

Initial irivestriient for th

which will Involve establishment of offices, and personnel i
key Continental markets,
estimated at. $1,500,000.
Plans call for dubbing of “Faproject,

Elgar had to send two researchers down to Kerimore,
Va„ to sketch the refurbished
model and to do other. research

•

-

midwest boys merely marking time.

problem in New York appears to
be on its way toward easing up.
Reason is an apparent Change in

the

in France, Germany,
Belgium, Holland and Swit-

Italy,

zerland.

(George’s mother) herself, and
both Dromedary and Bates insisted that the gingerbread
spot have a complete replica of

for Midwest

'

telecasting

right

down from Mary Washington

ally-sold
programs alone. Firm
doesn't contemplate producing directly for syndication for at least
another year.

bring

Division has set dubbing deals s to convert four of its
series into three languages for

Dromedary Cake Mixes, he got
more than he bargained for..
Seems that Dromedary’s gincoiries

to

has.

ternational

to turn out a series of spots for

gerbread recipe

effort

European
been set in motion by
Ziv Television Programs. Ziv’s Inmarket

When Peter Elgar, N. Y., tv
commercial filmmaker, took on
an assignment from Ted Bates

panies in the highly volatile field.
Firm, which has five shows on .the
air nationally, a sixth sold for next
season and plans for at least four
more next year, will probably have
a production budget of more than
$9,000,000 for 1955-1956, With all
of this production aimed at nation-

fullscale

telepix to the fledgling

The Real Thing

Moreover, it’s setting in motion
plans to operate internationally. A
Canadian subsid, Screen Gems of
Canada Ltd., to operate out of
Toronto headed by a Canadian adman, is in the works. Ralph Cohn,
wp.-general manager, just set; a
deal with four Mexican producers
to do experimental dubbing of
“Ford Theatre” preparatory to fullscale invasion of the, Latin Ameri:
can market, arid Coh' is also planning dubbing in Italian and French
Sterling’s Big Push
for the European market. AddiSterling Television wrapped up tionally, he’s planning theatrical
sale of 41 different shows with i28 release of several of Screen Gems’
video outlets during Sept! and Oct. telepix overseas, either grouped in
Included in the sales was initial trios or exhibited as individual picbuy of the Sigmund Spaeth series, tures.
“Music For Everybody,” by*WDAY,
Vast expansion in production is
Fargo.
due to tire fact that the firm landed
The package getting the biggest three new national sponsors during
acceptance during the period was the past year and renewed two
Sterling's cartoon series, with 16 iriore. It’s got the veteran “Ford
stations making the buy.
Theatre,” of Course, and aside from

Time

Chicago, Nov. 16;
Vidpix salesmen, located here to
service the Windy City and the
surrounding midwest territory have
been singing the autumn blues of

E
Screen Gems, Columbia Pictures
telepik subsidiary, is. emerging as
one of the most potent and stable
vidpix production-distribution com-

,

.

.

.

B&A

,

shots.

1009'
1

,

expansion program.

cials.
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EVER PRODUCED FOR LOCAL SPONSORSHIP!

.??%)

so BIG! so LAVISH!
so ELABORATE!
With
Pot

guest

stars

including

Don DeFore,
Crowley and many more

Brian

Aherne,

4m

j

-

;1,
1

.
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SEVEN-UP'S

MAJOR

SPREAD IN TELEPIX
Chicago, Nov.

MCA-TV
through J.

London, Nov;
an

In

indirect

16..

way there

The Nj

ional

Ava

starring

.

.

and

Gardner

in
investigation by Metro’s legal
viola^
alleged
of
depart mefb.t
tiori of Miss Gardner’s loanout
Film was produced
contract.
abroad in 1551. Studio investigation f ol io w$ disclosure
“Pandora'* is. in pacakge of 34
from
pix acquired by

roclucers;

This authoritative viewpoint Was.
Variety last week by BaKingsley, managing diVcc or ol
tire Films Bank. He admitted,
fact, that they bad. already received
Id

putting the last touches to a deal NBC-TV Tuesday nights for IJelene Curtis.
It’s cutting out th
whereby the beverage firm will buy Gene Raymond introes and narration, and instead putting in two
the “Soldier of Fortune” vidpix h minutes of opening and closing with a stet film clip and different
series in some 125 markets. Parent.' narrations for each film* with the interest focussed on the writer;
company Is currently holding meet- line, with the “Top Plays” idea.
Firm starts selling the pix in
ings with its bottlers around the January, after completion of the 13-week clearance involved in the deal,
country, pitching the series: for spot
bookings as a co-op ad venture.
Ziv Television Programs is launching an -Unusual promotion stunt
It’s a “five
Seven-Up plans to launch the in connection with its upcoming Eddie Cantor series.
ith five daughters in cities
daughters contest,” open to any family
property next spring.
in which the show will appear.. It’s part of a series of promotion and
merchandising devices Ziv has prepared for local sponsors. One of
the suggestions Ziv makes to sponsors using the contest is a prize
to be offered, by the sponsors— an Eddie Cantor Achievement Award
to the parents of femme quintets;
i

:i

i

“Under
which they obtained the services of Aya Gardner, they are
prevented from showing the,
icture
starring

:

Hollywood, Nov.

“Pandora,’’

tv,’’

“Substantial”

James. Mason,
was produced by Joe Kaufman
and A1 Lewin.
Agreement was also reached
at the time of the loanout that
'so.

they did- not merit action.
ineepIn the early days of
tion.jhe NFFC angered Factions of
givby
industry
studio
British
tire
ing financial backing to a company
a
n gaged on the product Lon
series, of. .half-hour teleplx mainly
for the American market* The corn-,
concerned,' Pdrthian P.roducmake
were under contract
i.'

.

rights to the film in this country.
Studio attorneys are also
investigating this aspect of the
situation,
.

;

series of featurets .With Annette
Mills and her 'famed Muffin the
.

.

Mule puppet. The. company folded

.

consider .applications
recognizing that the- homo
would be inadequate to ensure a reasonable .finaiieia l return,
not

KTLA

Varket

was aware that a producer would
need American network coni rads
to keep out of the fed. In this
the.

,

NFFC

participate
pfo.d tic
telefilm

could

Anglo-American
’

'

ti

Hollywood, Nov. 16.
has acquired 34 feature

films,, all /‘first

from

releases

on tv here,
Pro due

Artists

the pix are 1954

|

which haven’t been ?een

'

Three

ti

of

here yet. Klaus Lands-;
channel topper, disclosed
deal contains unique plan whereby the 1954 releases will be seen
day-and-date with their theatrical

|

in theatre,

berg,

Col Pix Turns Over

i

1

Original Footage

slio.wings lie r e

To

There has been a steady increase and are now rounding: out their.; ad
for next year" But in the
in employment in theatrical pix, plans
vidfilms and teleblurbs during first main the outfits that failed to get
their series bankrolled by Oct. 1
half this year over last year.
have found a. lot of doors closed
TV Director Kenneth Thomson to
them that might have been open
of SAG disclosed the Guild col60 or 90 days earlier.
lected and distributed to members
What’s happened not only in Chi
S268.294 in rerun payments. Breakdown shows $190,329 is from 480 with its four network identified
telefilm shows in. 10-months period stations, but elsewhere in midewst
since beginning of rerun payments.. markets of consequence, is that
choice
time for film
Siinv not including residuals made available
long
since
been
berthing has
’in”,advance, when; actors were employed, with $77,965 from Allied snapped up. And if it’s a good time
property
and
a
hot
tele
pix
slot
Artists for actors’ tv rights in
Monogram theatrical '.pi'x made it’s at least a 26-week firm deal,
after Aug. 1, 19.48; and sold to tv. frequently 39 weeks and sometimes
even 52. f

Current trio of releases, part of
the package a^quued from Asso-

The celluloid hustlers recognize
that" their- industry, unlike most
Other businesses, has an arbitrary
1
ceiling posed by the scarcity -of tv
time. One voiced it thusly: “Sure,
there’s always room for another
good series,: but there’s obviously
not enough room for everyone’s—
especially now that the season has
started, most of the buying completed, and new product continuing
to hit the market.”

,

Screen Gems Subsid

‘‘Green

British

giving.
is
Columbia Pictures
Scarf.” starring Michael Redgrave;
Screen Gems, its. telepix subsid.
Todd and Leo Genh; “Those
free use of footage out of its old. Ann

‘Star

& Story’

Markets

Anheuser-Busch has bought eight
telepix Who Bare,'.’ with Akim TamirofT. more eastern and midwest markets
expensive
for
fealur.es
Screen Gems
dramatizations.
and “An Inspector Calls,” with for Official Films’ “Star and the
already using Columbia footage in Patricia Neal, "Alistair- Sim and Story” in an expansion of its first
“.Rin Tin Tin” and is planning use
major vklpix buy east of the RockEileen Mor
of jungle footage from the olcl
ies.
Budweiser regional now totals
In addition there are seven 1953 14 markets, with the. new ones addColumbia “Jungle Jim” features
new Johnny ^Weismuller releases, 10 from 1952, 10 from ed including Cincinnati (WKRC),
in
its
“Jungle Jim” telepix starrer.
S),
Toledo
W.k. Cleveland
1951 and Six from 1950.
iWSPDV,
Columbus
(WBNS),
Idea of using the old footage is
limes topping the pix include Ava
‘

Hedy
Mason,
Jain
Gardner,
Lamarr, Charles Boyer, Ginger
Rogers, Merle Oberon, Paul Henried, Orson Wells, Maureen O'Sullivan, JOanne Dru, Richard. Conte,
Ireland,
Vaness
Brown, John
Evelyn Keyes, Dennis O’Keefe,
Dan
Duryea,
Sheridan,
Ann
George Sanders, June Havoc, Ella
Raines, Dick Haymes, Rex Harrison. Lilt Palmer, Paulette. God-

though the pictures of the dam and
tlie explosions themselves only consumed about three minutes. Erection and explosion of a darn would
have cost about $35,<J00, or more
than the cost of one episode.
Screen Gems therefore weaved in
footage from a Columbia western
dard.
at virtually no cost to itself.

Zanesville

(WHIZ),

(WHO), Mason

City

Des

49

10 synopses are ready, with
spring sale for fall airing planned.
In addition, sales
v.p..
John
Mitchell said there are two. mor
properties
under
consideration,
with Screen Gems’ aim being a total
10
nationally-sponsored
of
shows for next season. If this were
achieved, the production, budget
would, zoom past the $10,000,0P0
mark. Mitchell, who disclosed the
firm’s intention to refrain from
producing directly for syndication

4

\

j

j

j

Moines

1

(KGLO) and

Wichita (KEDD).
Series is in a total of 47 markets, including 14 originally bought

from Don Sharpe by Rheingold,
Which carries the series under the
title “Henry Fonda Presents,” with
Fonda acting as host ih those markets. Biggest regional set by Official other than the Budweiser deal
was one with Interstate Insurance
for Orlando, Augusta and Pensa-

:

[

j

1

.

j

cola.

•

*

thpse

-Most of the

Screen Gems
Continued from page

for at' least another year, said the
decision was based on current market conditions. The market is
“glutted,” Mitchell said, and pricecutting is so rampant that, he’s
convinced that many distribs arc
Caught in the Middle
Especially hard hit are those making “bail-Out” Sales preparasyndicators who held their prbp- tory to complete liquidation of
erties off the local and regional their firms. It won’t be long, he
marts in the hopes of consummat- said, before there are only a few
ing a national or a network deal. major distribs in the field, and
Screen Gems will be one of them.
It’s an open secret that a few of
the vidpix firms have tried to play At that time*, when the market is
both ends against the middle with more like a sellers’ market, the
the lads in the hinterlands sound- firm will start producing for syning out local and regional pros- dication.
This attitude doesn’t mean that
pects while the homeoffice toppers
its syndicated sales operation has
were shooting for the big kill.
Much attention is now being fo- been lost in the shuffle. On the concused on the so-called calendar trary, press of business on .“Ford”
year advertisers, who are laying and “Fireside Theatre” reruns plus
other
their 1955 schemes. But here, too;.'’ non-network sales on the
exthere’s an ironic twist encountered properties have caused a new
tonow
pansion
of
the
staff,
which
by some of the salesmen. A few of
offices
these prospective buyers had been tals 16 in .the field, with
Lake
now
in
Salt
Detroit,
Chicago,
warmed up oh the tv film story
as early? as last July or August; City, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
But at that early stage, especially Dallas ahd Atlanta. Mitchell just
returned from a four-week produefor

(WEW

the costliness of putting up 'new
For exameffects for the telepix,
ple. last week's “Rin Tin Ti. ” on
ABC-TV had a. dam explosion as
the local point Of the story, al-

good.” All of which leads to the
thinking that what with the coiitiuing mergers, consolidations and
dropouts, the vidpix industry is
shaking down into a more stable
business.

'

,

r

ciated.

Chi

; Continue^ froiA page 49

.

”

fit

Associated

W

atrical pix. They get 54% of jobs
in theatrical films, 46% in telepix.

liould
in this

field and,

16.

Salary

‘Frustration Time*

Some Updated

tivities to films for theatrical cxf
hi ition only. With the comi
commercial television in Britain,

he saw no reason why they

i

'

{

Metro would have distribution

34;

hikes,

ABC-TV, N.Y. program chief,
iums and new, sliding scale y.p.forproductionr Ardien Rodner,
of mihimums for telefilms depend- v.p. for stations; and Ken CoWari v.p. for membership.
ins on number of lines spoken, as
Sheldon Reynolds; who’s been talking about producing a filmed
well as substantial changes and uppances in formulae for tv rerun series based ph “The Saint,” has “no rights whatever” to the character,
the
by
asked
according
to Leslie Charteris, writer- of the detective series.. Charteris
payments will be
Screen Actprs Guild in upcoming, wired Variety this week that he “cannot speculate on his (Reynolds’)
of
tv
producers,
yaking this unfounded claim,” but emphasized that Ih
for
with
motives
negotiations
pix and teleblurbs, according to producer has no deal.
John
Reynolds
currently in Europe shooting “Foreign Intrigue” and
exec
secretary
is
national
SAG
“Sheridck Holmes.” William Morris agency, which reps him, had no
L. Dales.
make
to
about Charteris’ statement.
comment
Dales also disclosed at a membership meeting thaf SAG members who earn up to $7,50.0 annually. which includes 70% of senior
membership, now garner almost as
in
much work in vidfilms as in the-

mi

.

'

.

John J. Schneider of the Biow agency, currently executive v.p. of
the National Television Film Council, has. been nominated for president of the Council to succeed Mel Gold. Elections to be held
December will also confirm other nominations:. William'. Reddick of
the William German Co.,. for exec v.p.; Syd Mayers of Unity Television
for exec secretary; Samuel Spring, the film attorney, for treasurer; and:
Beulah Jarvis of NBC for general secretary. Nominees for divisional
v.p.s are: James Ellis of the Kudner v.p. for agencies; Archie Mayers,
Unity prexy, v.p, for distribution; Bert Hecht of Bill Sturm studios,

KTLA

spokesman said,
agreement by
the.

overrr applications for financial
Some,.* he Said, were so good,
that there was no reason why the
finance should not: be forthcoming
bank' mi sources; ]
rdinar.,
from
Others were so .unattractive that

'

(

Associated,
A studio

aid.

during production; and a large slice
of the NFFC investment was lost.
Kingsley explained that their
brief was to aid British production
and the Act didn’t limit their,

Screen 'Gems is retitling the 44 “Fireside Theatre” reruns it has
acquired from Procter & Gamble and Frank Wisbar to “Top Television Plays of 1955.” Reason, for the “Top Plays” tag is the rating
success its group of 13 “Ford Theatre” reruns had this summer, on

16.

and the Seven-Up Co.,
Walter Thompson, are

4

James Mason, has resulted

given; to
x’

Status

Hollywood, Nov. i6.
Associated Artists^ Produce
tiohs’ sale to tv of “Pandora
and the Flying Dutchman,"

Film Finance Gorp, which
powered by Act of Parliament to
coin for British featur
cl Vance
production, is also entitled to give
financial aid to commercial telefilm..

TV

Ava’*

likelihood of a British govt, a encv
financing. the. production of te.cpix
for the U.. S. market;

.

new G-E

institutional spots
|

(you must see them on the "General Electric Theatre'*!};

are

«.

•

V,:

pushing

new

shows,

he added
back from
a five-week homeoffice huddle on
the Coast that included a trip to
Mexico City that resulted in th

tiomsales trip on which
staffers, and. Cohn is just

there’s usually a wait-and-see reaction.
And, as has happened,
when the potential ba'nkrellers
plans start to really firm up it few
months later and he evidences
stronger interest in the series on
the basis of the ratings it has been

dubbing

deals.

earning, he has to be informed that,
Parker, Steckler
he’s top late because it’s been already- sold in the markets he wants.
Mull Tintpix Series
Despite the seasonal lull, some
Frank Parker, singer, on tlie Arof the more experienced salesmen thur Godfrey shows, and legitiv
profess to see encouraging long- producer. Ripy P; Steckler, are planrange signs that a pattern of ma- ning a series of half-hour color
turity is beginning to emerge in telepix based on inspirational and
the still young industry. For exam- reflective stories.
Pair will shoot
ple, certain
“brand ^names'** are. three or four films on the Coast
coming to the fore with a reputa- starting in about six weeks, thca
tion of quality and service that will try to peddle the package.
makes the selling entre that much Avmstrong
Harris, their attoreasier. Production and syndication neys,
are negotiating for
firms are building track records to properties for the series,
the extent that there’s a‘ developThere’s; a possibility that Parker
ing feeling: among, agencies that if may host the series, btft the deev
it’s “so: and sd’s Series, 'it gotta be* Fsioti hasn’t been made .yet.
,

let

‘

.

.

k
Producing films for Television and Industry in our own air conditioned
studio at 1600 Broadway in the heart
of New York City, Circle 7-2264
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BING SURE STARTED SOMETHIN’
Via Mailed Form Stirs Ire of U.S. Pubs
The disk industry

is

jease kick. In the past feto months
the record companies have stepped
up their artists-trading and have
begun to enjoy each other’s company. Heretofore, disk artists loanouts were virtually nil, and rival

companies stuck tp a handsoff policy on their exclusive pactees.
Latest swapping deal was made
Records for its upcoming
soundtrack set for the Metro, ic,

MGM

by.

My

Heart.”

Three

rival
“Deep in
platteries came into the act on
okay
to
the
give
this deal, to
Columbia reuse their artists/

MGM

Rosemary Clooney, Mercury

leased
gave the greenlight to Vic

Damone

RCA Victor came through
Tony Martin. Col’s release
Miss Clooney is unusual, since
nixed a Decca, soundtrack set of.

and

.

with
of
it

Par filmusical, “White Christmas.” Col is issuing its own “White
Christina'S”. album with Miss Clooney, while Decca had to sufe Peggy
Lee in its set. Decca was stymied
on the soundtracker, even though
the

Add Sound

George R. Marek,
manager of

tor’s

repertoire, has
*

Bing Crosby’s toprankiiig posimusic biz for the past
20 years and more is perhaps best
reflected in widespread reaction
Which his article on current tunes,
singers and disk jockeys in a recent issue of Look magazine has
touched off. The Groaner’s com-

Effects

RCA

tion in the

Vic-

&

artists

come up with

a

new “music

appreciation”
gle for Leopold Stokowski's
new disk of Beethoven’s Sixth
Since
(Pastorale) Symphony.
this symphony was inspired by
sounds of nature, the Victordisk will include actual sounds
of a thunderstorm, babbling
brooks, bird songs, etc., at the
end of the selection. Stokowski will also be heard in ah explanatory commentary.
The .unusual encore to the

,

a cross-country
bate, especially

jockeys.

For Orck, Demonstration
Washington, NoV. 16.
Washington's first “Soundorama
Hi-Fi Concert” drew nearly 3.000
payees into Constitution Hall last
Saturday night (13), to observe the
way high fidelity, equipment rerodiices the music of a symphony

critical,

pro-and-con

among

the

dedisk

v

.

Crosby’s key statement concerning the jocks was as follows: “Some
of them bother, me;
I really believe that if a disk jockey is going to set himself up as judge, he
should have some real knowledge
of \Vhat he’s about.
It’s apparent
that many \vho speak in the accents
of authority are all accent and no
authority. By playing and replaying a song which has nothing but
nuisance value* a. large nuisance
and lots of sales can fee brought
about. But in the long run, that
practice, will give the industry a
short haul and a bad shake.”
The disk jockey
e.b a cks
from
Crosby’s
ranged
“1009b
right” (Russ Coglin, KROW, Oakland) to Crosby’s “all wet” (Bill
Silbert,
N. Y.), with all
shades of opinion between the two
extremes also; getting an airing.
The focus of the jock reaction still
is largely on the questions of (1)
who makes the hits? and (2) how

Beethoven symphony will run
about seven minutes and will
demonstrate exactly how Beethoven incorporated thp
bus motifs into his work.
.

In a move to meet rising, operating expenses, the Songwriters Protective. Assn, council
is
recommending a hike in membership
year.
starting
It will be
dues
next
the second increase in dues since

SPA was

launched in 1930.

Under .the new schedule, SPA
members will be classified into six
classes, ranging, from A A to D, with
For Class' A A members, the SPA
dues will be $150 annually; Class A,
$110; Class. BB, $75; Class B, $60;
Glass C, $36, and Class D, $20. Associated members, with no voting
.

rights,

What came forth

principally

was

pop concert by the orchestra and
witty lecture on the components
of a symphony orchestra by M.
Robert Rogers, general manager
(Continued on page 63)
,

Hempstead, L.

I.

The record store is owned by
Archie. Bleyer, who also heads
Up Cadence

'

Cadence

Records:.

.

has the click waxing of “Mr,
Sandhian” by The Chordettes,
which the Aces re trying to

—catch.

pay any music fees since their film
license covered the whole soundtrack.

including the music.
While both U. S. publishers and
writers
anxious to see the
Swiss society win the legal action,
ASCAP’s method of intervention
caused considerable .irritation
this country among the top pub-

^
•

Cap’s Year Sales

'

A few weeks ago, ASCAP
circulated a form for 150
background music writers to.
sign, in which they stated that they
Hollywood, Nov., 16.
owned all. the: rights to the music
Sales and .earnings of Capitol
in fill
This was intended for
Records have continued to jump,
transmission
to
Switzerland
to
orexy Glenn E. Wallichs told stock-

Up t o

lishers.

iO

Cxecs

$17,283,

flint

show that

a license, to exhibit a
film did not cover the riiusic in
that film.

will

were processed,

as

this

notices. This year, the SPA roster
is up to 2,400 members add 8,000
renewal notices are going f out.

a lot
eyebrows among the publishers,
particularly
the
subsidiaries
of
motion picture companies. Execs
of these companies, who are also

company

expects

still

As

part of

its

Brand-Consqious Block

Says Top Labels Should
ATartin Block i.
of the disk
jockeys who “likes, to hear the
latest, records
ith” his audiences,
as referred to in last week’s editorial on double-entendre songs,
and takes exception to the observation that it might be wiser to
screen some of the platters before
exposing them to the public.
“I’m
brand
conscious,”
says
Block, “and like Cadillac or General Electric or any other standard
brand, which to me is insurance
of quality, Why should I even be
moved to have any qualms if a
record comes from such established
.

its

stepped-up station

service to broadcasters via a cataloged index of ASCAP tunes on

‘MAMBO USA’ IN FOLDO
AFTER FL0PPER00 TRIO

.

Chicago, Nov. 16.
“Mambo USA,” touring concert firms as RCA, Columbia, Capitol,
disks.
Program guide will be cuffoed on a monthly basis to ASCAP package with Joe Loco and Ala- Decca and the like..- I know they
licensees and will contain a listing chito orchs, folded here last week employ the top talents and have
of the ASCAP repertory on wax after a flopperoo trio of ballroom the top personnel to make the top
broken down in various categories, dates which brought a collective records, so don’t you think it woi #i
such as .seasonal music, holiday take of less than $1,000. Paradise be presumptuous for me to sit in
hits, song's by cities, etc., to facili- Ballroom played the package last judgment, and summarily decide
tate programming by jockeys and. Wednesday (10), Trianon grabbed that (1) so-and-so sings smutty diproducers. Each listing dll cover it for the following night, and a alectic lyrics, and (2) so-and-so is
dancery engagement was
the title, composer, publisher, rec- third
(Continued on page 63)
ord version and disk catalog num- played in East Chicago, Ind. These
dates were played after its 15 stops
ber.
New service, called “ASCAP Mu- as a Norman Granz promotion.
'

U-I

TEAMING FOR

‘PARIS’ PIC

SOUNDTRACK

DECCA,

Decca Records and Universal-International, which are tied together
via

the

diskery's

majority

stock

ownership in the film studio, are
again teaming for a' joint soundtrack album promotion of “So This

—

pic starring Tony sic On Records Your Program
Company had its ups and downs
De Haven. Decca Guide,” is part of ASCAP’s intensi- in the midwest. At. Civic Opera
compaigns into the fied effort to service its customers House here recently,
“Mambo
|ipic’s exhibition in the various keys, on as extensive a scale as possible. USA” played for a capacity
$7,800.
while the pic company will have J. Al. Collins, ASCAP’s sales man? On the night before, however, it
special screenings for the retailers ager, is heading up the stations re- showed, up before a
London, Nov. 16.
turnout
James C, Petrillo, boss of the and disk jockeys.
lations operation and worked with of 400 in Detroit.
Campaign is expected to follow other staff members for several
American Federation of Musicians,
fias nixed, a peace offer from leadthe pattern set by Decca and U-I months i
coming up with the
ing British bandleader Tied Heath on
“The Glenn Miller Story;” ASCAP disk index.
to try to end the deadlock on whose
soundtrack album turned
ASCAP’s efforts in this direction Settle Writers’ Royalty
American-British band exchange, into one of Decca’s bestselling al- parallel the elaborate; job that
Heath wrote a letter direct to Pe- bums and U’s top grosser.
Suit Vs. Gallico for 7jG
Broadcast Music Inc. has been doIrfllo
offering his band for a
For the past
ing promotionwise.
The Jirhiny Kennedy-Nat Simon
nionths U.S. engagement
few years, BMI has been cuffoing suit against Al Gallico Music for
ex-,
cli rige. for any star American, band
Readies Album On
numerous program, series for radio unpaid royalties was settled, ut of
of equal personnel. He hoped to
as well as turning out sketches, court last week, with the payment
demonstrate that both countries
Early Judy Soundtracks built around its. repertory, for to the plaintiffs of $7, 500. Tunewould welcome each other’s, bands
video program purposes.
smiths Simon and Kennedy sued
In a movfe to cash iri on the cur*nd thus. Create an interchange:
for $9,000, which they alleged reprent' Judy Garland pic, “A Star Is
cross; the Atlantic...
resented unpaid royalties on their
Born,” AIGM Records lias whipped
Petrillo replied Nov, 5 with the
tunes “Down the Trail of Achin’
special package culled from
up
non-committal statement:
.Any
Hearts,” “Poor Whip-Poor-Will,”
the soundtracks of the warbler’s
agreement .for
interchange
of
Sked
‘Originals’
and
“(I Want Aly Kisses) From
In
Busy
Album
bands would have to be made be- .earlier Metro filmusicals.
Your Lips Only.”
>vill be issued as a 12-inch long'
of
.schedule
its
busy
Continuing
tween the British Musicians Union
Copyrights
on the three tunes
play platter and a two-potket ex- Cutting Original cast albums’ this
arid the AFM. It cannot be made
to the writers.
year, RCA Victor will wrap up its also were reassigned
by this Organization with any par- tended play set.
Among
the soundtrack items wax production of the
"rent
ticular band or bandleader.”
are “Who,” “Get Happy,” “Johnny Broadway musical, “Fanny,” Sun- Walter Bishop
One Note” and. “Look For the day (21). Ezio Pinza and Walter

PETRILLO DOUSES BRIT.

.

(Continued on page 60)

new home, first circular design
building, to be completed by the
end of 1955. However, no Work has
been done since the ground-breaking ceremonies two months ago.

continue to pay $15

2,500 contracts

Raised. Eyebrows
The form, however,, raised

of

Shareholders also were informed
that the

Illustration
of how the SPA
workload has increased is in its
handling of oontracts between writers and publishers. In 1949 about

Is

.

beeji postponed to next month,
repercussions of the, action Aver
felt this week in the ranks of the
American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers. ASCAP intervened in the action, on the side
of the Swiss society (SS AE) to
counter the argument of the exhibitors that they did not have to

WMGM,

annually.

.

•

Decca Records brought coals
Newcastle recently when it
shipped two boxes of its latest
Four Aces’ release, “Air. Sandman,” to a record shop In

to

holders in: a quarterly report today; with sales for the fiscal year
ending Sept. 30, 1954, jumping $1,318,000 over the tally for the preceding'12 months. Net sales totaled
$17,283,000, Wallichs announced.
Firm’s earnings hit a figure of
$736,181, a jump of $26,557 over
the previous year. Total is equal,
after preferred dividends, to $1.53
knowledgeable does a jockey have, a share on the 476,230 shares of
common stock outstanding.. Last
to be?
Rex Dale (WCKY, Cincinnati) year’s net of $709,624 was, equal
to $1.47 per share.
(Continued on page 56)
Wallichs emphasized that the
company’s working capital position
Continues to be strong with cash
receivables and Government securities exceeding, all liabilities.

against 6,000
year. In 1949
relations program, the American
The crowd proved that the hi-fi SPA had 1,500 members and sent Society of Composers, Authors &
only
copyright
out
4,000
renewal Publishers is inaugurating a new
bug will pursue his hobby any-

entertainment.

Due Modesty

com

rchestra'.

where, even at $3.30 a ticket, but
the program failed to deliver very
much of what, the ads promised.
The National Symphony Orchestra,
W’GMS and three hi-fi equipment
manufacturers, Berlant, Fisher and
Jensen, teamed up for the even-

In All

.

dues and Voting rights proportioned
according to the writers’ income.

Eager to Fork Over $3.30

largely

:

.

had the other stars in the pic,
Bing Crosby, Danny Kaye; and
Vera- Ellen. Col, however,; made
amends by releasing Johnnie Ray
for Decca’s upcoming "There’s "No
Business Like Show Business” set.
Some Sidetracking
A lthou gh trading restrictions
have eased up considerably in recent monthST Decca again was sidetracked in its plans to release a
complete “Show Business” soundtrack album when Victor nixed
Marilyn Monroe, for the Decca
(Continued on page 63)

.

although

ments,

were authoritative enough to spark

it

ing’s

While the suit of the Swiss film
exhibitors against, the Swiss performing rights society over the
issue of licensing payments has

on a lend-

Paris,” /U-I

Curtis and Gloria

will tie dealer

'

.

:

MGM

-

-

B1RDLAND PREPS NEW

CONCERT PKGE. FOR ’55
Birdland, N. Y., jazz nitery, is
prepping another concert package
for a three-week tour beginning in
February.
Featured in the new

package will be Sarah Vaughan,
George Shearing, Count Basie, Errol 1
Garner and Lester Young.
Unit will be tagged “Birdland
Stars of 1955;”
The nitery sponsored a jazz concert.

package

last

month

played one-night stands

which

in Boston
'55 pack-

and New York only. The
age will kick Off its tour

in Philadelphia Feb: 11 arid riioVe intoNew. York’s Carnegie ITali the following night,

.

Donald Kahn’s Music Buy

Silver Lining.”

Hollywood, Nov. 16.
Donald Kahn is now two-thirds
KAPP INKS CROONER
owner of the Gus Kahn Music Co.,
Crooner Fred Waters, has
having bought the interest of his added to the roster at Kaipp
lister, Irene Kahn
(Mrs. Arthur, ords, indie label operated by
Marx.
Kapp.
/
Other third is owned by Grace
Waters already has cut two
Rahn, widow of the late tunesmjth. for Kapp.

Slezak are cast, toppers.
Victor has already sliced “The
Boy Friend,” “Airs. Patterson,”

been “Peter P.an” and “Midsummer
Rec- Night’s Dream.” Upcoming are
Dave “Silk Stockings” and “Ninqtchka.”

..

lides

Victor also issued the soundtrack
fil musical,

album «f the ,20th-Fox
“Carmen Jones.”

Even Japs Go Mambo

Tokyo, Nov. 9.
Orquesta Tipica Canero> Latino
ensemble from Argentina, arrives,
in Japan this month for a series
of concerts for suddenly m a inborn ad Nipponese.
Juan Luis Canaro
batons with Maria de la Fuente
Council
thrushing.
Tango and mambo
Walter Bishop has. been elected group will play at Tokyo’s Nlchito the council of the Songwriters geki, the largest stage and screen
Protective Assn, to fill the vacancy policy house in the country.
For the past several months
caused by the resignation of Dorevery stage revue at the house has
othy Fields.
Aliss Fields* resigned because she included a mambo routine, reflectwas unable to attend- meetings due ing the feeling in all the clubs
where the craze began.
to pressure of her Work;

SPA

Named
Member

.

,

..

Tony Bennett: “Funny Thing”- portant
nique;

“My

Pretty Shoo-Gah” (Columbia).
Chalk up another strong coupling
to Tony Bennett. Mating of a tiptop ballad* “Funny Thing,” and a
rhythmic, calypso-styled item, “My
Pretty Shoo-Gah,” makes the plat*
ter a coin machine, natural, Spinning edge, however, should go to
“Funny Thing.” a class item which
Bennett sells in top form;
Vaughn Monroe: “The Butterscotch.
Mop” - “Goodnight Mrs.
Jones” (Victor). There’s an eveu

Fine
Verdi: Requiem (Decca).
version of the sturdy, melodious
with highly competent German soloists, ..reined authoritatively by Ferenc FricSay
with, the .BIAS' Symphony. Excitement as wel). as religious fervor is

lift via her warbling techRates coinbox and jock at-

tention. “All I Want Is Yop” isn’t
as strong a side as, “Where,” but
here again singer shows off as a
highly listenable thrush.

We
“Before
Caruso:
(Decca).
It’V’The Dove”

Marion

Know

LAWRENCE WELK
and his

CHAMPAGNE

MUSIC,

166th Consecutive... Week,
Monica,
Sanita
Ballroom,'

Aragon
Calif..:

Exclusively on Coral Records

THERE’S A SMALL HOTEL

-

'

and

’(

FUNNY THING Emory Cook’s Label
Brews More Hi-Fi Wax
THE BUTTERSCOTCH MOP
.

EILEEN BARTON
(

...

.

Goodnight Mrs Jones

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MY DARLING

Emory

Without Love

Co}al

They’re
phonograph recordings.
something exclusively for
the woofer and the tweeter set
they have novelty appeal Which
already is commanding attention,
titles might well indicate.
as th
Dominantly on 12-inch LPers.
they are items such as “Voice of
the Sea” (surf, Queen Mary,. harbor
and kindred sounds) to three
.

not. just

.

“American StorytellAmericana. For example, Vol. i of “American Storyvolumes

teller” deals with cribbage board
conversations and tall tales of the
sea, of fishing and the down-east
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Fanny * “Fanny”:
..... ....
Hey There +“Pajama Game”
High And The Mighty— t “High Arid The Mighty’'
Hold My Handr--1 “Susari Slept Here” ,
I Have To Tell You— *“Fanny”
I Need You Now
....
If I Give My Heart To You
In The Chapel In The Moonlight
Little Shoemaker
Love, You Didn’t Do Right— 1“WhUe Christi
Make Her Mine
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Mambo Italiano
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Rightr-1 “White: Christmas
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Mercury

MAMBO

X A A
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Do
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Decca.
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J.

Raphael
.Chappell
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Mandolino

Cara Mia
Cbunt Your Blessings— f“ White Christi
Don’t Let The Kiddy Geddi

:

A

Shoemaker

Love, You Didn't

Bow Wow Wants A Boy

'

•

Little

.

World”

(More In Case

Victor

.

Columbia'
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•

Witmark

.

Top 30 Songs on TV

.
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Give My Heart To You ..
A Woman’s World— t“Woman’s

.

Stan Frebcrg
Capitol
THAT’S WHAT 1 LIKE
Don,. Dick & Jiihmy
Croivn
THINGS I DIDN’T DO
Perry Coni
Victor
..... Coral
( McGuire' Sisters
MUSKRAT RAMBLE
r
Brothers
Essex
\ Matys
COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS
Eddie Fisher
........ .Victor
Nat
Cote
( King )
... Capitol
SMILE
J
Victor
\ Sunny Gale
....Cadence
I Archie Bley er
4 NAUGHTY LADY OF SHADY LANE
| A me$ £roS
Victor
ITALIANO
...........
Rosemary' Clooney
.Columbia
^
'Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks tong has been in the Top 101
•
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.Louis Armstrong
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Cadence
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.
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.
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.
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.
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.
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Vaughn Monroe
Rosemary Clooney
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Victor

.

Cornell

\
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.
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Haley's Comets

Bill

(2)
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.Columbia
.Major
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Survey Week of November

:

Doris Day
Denise Lor
Cormee Boswell

(12)

.

.

(10)

(1)

The. top 30 songs pf week ( more in
of ties), biased oh
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman
Director, Alphabetically listed.
* Legit musical.
t Film.

.

In another of Cook’s “Road Recordings”— so
trademarked
because of' the crossroads of the
world., as is further evidenced herein1— K. C. Douglas, he of “a deadbeat guitar arid the Mississippi
Blues,” gives out with
“street
corner blues ’bout women,” in the
same idiom that Red Camp, of
(Continued on page 60)
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tor).
Rarely-performed folk-opera
Decca has gone on a Latin binge,
has its moments, especially when with a flock of varied, appealing alVictoria de los Angeles is singing. bum devoted to different, facets of
Otherwise, it’s tame, though: a Iberian music.
“Ole; Ole” offers
Spanish group of artists and foot- flavorsome,
rhythmic
Spanish
ers under Ernesto Halffter do it pieces played with spirit by the
justice.
Lovely arias by Miss de Orquestra Zarzuela de Madrid.
los Angeles grace, the fourth side! “Fiesta in Madrid” specializes in
Moussorgsky: Pix At An Exhibi- fragrant theatre tunes typical of. a
tion
Liszt: Rhapsodie Espagnole, Spanish zarzuela, or musical revue,
Paganini Studies (Epic). Unfami- played by the same Madrid ensemlar Liszt pieces—a dashing, rhyth- ble as above.
Pianist Alicia de
mic Rhapsodie and three charm- Larrocha offers “Music of Turina,”
ing. melodic Paganini variationsplaying gay, gentle or stylized Tuattractively played by pianist Alex- rina pieces very flavorsomely and
ander Uninsky, who also brings expertly. In “Danzas Flamencas,”
flair as well as musicianship to the Jose Greco’s, instrumentalists play
Pictures.
varied Spanish pieces, with casStravinsky: Symphony in
tariet and heel-and-toe work added.

Cara Mi
?
Count Your Blessings— 1“ White Christmas”
Don’t Let The Kiddy Geddin
......
Fanny +“Fanny”
.,
....
J
....
Hajji Baba— i“Adventures Of Hajji Baba”
Hey There— +“Pajama Game”
High And The Mighty— High And The Mighty.”
Hold My Hand t“Susan Slept Here”
I Have To Tell You— * “.Fanny”

coast of Maine. John Hawley Cook,
“geologist, philosopher and cliffdwellejr,” treats with “Caves and
Cavemen the perils and pleasures
of the underground/’ in Vol. 2;
and No. 3 has Capt, Charles A.
Chace, one of the last of the whalers, and Mat Richards, of the Mystic (Conn.) Marine Museum, discoursing on whaling and ship-

:

IF

of,

ers,” all solid

.

1.

whose Cook Labo-

electronics, has been developing an
offbeat anthology: of disks which
may bellwether a trend in unusual

’

-

soifgs.

Mozart: Eine Klelne Nachtmuslk
A Sinfonla Cpncertapte in E Flat
(Angel).
Familiar Nachtmusik in
Beethoven: Sonatas Nos, 3, 19 A
a graceful, light reading by the
(London).
Properly
light,
Philharmonia under von Karajan. 20
Four of the orch’s wind soloists graceful handling of the youthful
No.
3
in
C,
and
two
pieces
gay
in
blend beautifully with, the ensemble in a sumptuous performance No. 19 (G Minor) and No. 20 in G,
by pianist Friedrich GuMa, for
of the melodious Sinfonia.
Falla: La Vida Breve (RCA Vic- attractive al^bm.

,

ratories:, in Stamford, Conn., has
been a cradle of hi-fi, aind binaural

slight hilibill.v flavor and it could gives her the chance to take off in
however, is a .top form. Bide has breakthrough
catch on: “Mop,
ure bet;
chances if the jocks give it top exEileen Barton: “Happy Birthday posure, ‘‘Ole Pappy Time” is a
My Darling” - “Without Love” hillbilly number, that should, have
(Cdral i. ‘‘Happy Birthday My Dar- stayed in the alfalfa belt.
ling”
Roy Hamilton: “Hurt”-“Star of
the kind of $ong that has
a meaning for everyone. The stuck Love” (Epic). Roy Hamilton .hit a
phrase has been joined to a lilting hot disk-selling paCg this year with
melody and a romantic lyric which his first three platter releases, and
Eileen Barton sings, with an in- “Hurt” will continue to keep him
gratiating .warmth. It's, a payoff on top. His rhythm & blues vocal
slice.
“Without Love” is a much tremor gets top display on “Hurt,”,
more sophisticated tune but war- an above-average ballad that could
bler also gives it an effective read- win over the pop disk jockeys.
ing. Song is out of Cole Porter’s “Star of Love” chances are strictly
upcoming legituher. “Silk Stock- in the r&b .field.
ings.” which should impress the
Jeff Chandler: “Everything Hapjocks.
pens. To Me” “Always” (Decca).
Nat (King) Cole-Dean Martin: Two oldies show off thesp-crooner
“Open Up: The Dog House ’’-“Long Jeff Chandler to advantage. He's
Long Ago" (Capitol). Pairing of got a pleasant vocal style, with a
Nat. (King) Cole arid Dean Martin phrasing technique reminiscent of
comes across as only moderate Sinatra’s, and both sides are easy
shellac fare. Both sides are rhyth- to take. It’s doubtful if the jukes
mic items and the tandem harmon- will go for it, but it will make
izing is okay, but neither side is good programming material for
strong enough to pick up the mar- Hie platter spinners.
bles.
Platter’s strength is in its ’
Foritane
Sisters:
“Hearts
of
names and this should get it jock Stbne”-“Bless Your Heart” (Dot),
ins.
“Hearts of Stone” is taking off in
Dorothy Forbes: “Where”-‘-AU I the rhythm & blues field and the.
Want IS You” (Jubilee). Dorothy Fontanes are trying to move in
Forbes impresses as a potent entry with it on .the pop level.. The r&b
in the femme vocalist sweepstakes drive is retained and the girls dewith “Where.” She's got a pleasant liver with fervor. It’s a noisemaker
way with a song and displays a pegged mainly for the. juke trade.
slvar
wax savvy. “Where” is an “Bless Your Heart” has a 'bounce,
average ballad which gets an tm- but little elise.

P^RJETY

Cook,.

some superb singing, especially in
the opera’s latter stages. Ferrucio
Tagliavini
and Liria Pagliughi
share honors in a flavorsome version of top, airs: from, “Rigoletto.”
Good support from other Italian
singers and orchs.

.

With Offbeat Repertory

.

Rigoletto
Verdi:
Traviata
Highlights (Cetra).
Maria Callas
is. standout in the “Traviata,” with

.

...

.My Pretty Shoo-Gah

Victor-)

work

of spirituals arid

SAW YOUR EYES

VAUGHN MONROE

soloists

&

Despite time's toll, the great Negrotenor is highly impressive ip this
two-album set with his mastery
and artistry in 1 jeder and artsong
over six centuries, from Mohteverdi to Villa-Lobos. He’s particularly appealing in two whole sides

V

Columbia)

.

Hughes Quenod are sturdy
-

..

(

though modern spirit. Composer
leads the Cleveland Orch in the
symphony.
Jennie Toiirel and

Art Of Roland Hayes. (Vanguard). in the Cantata.

.

TON v Bennett

(Columbia).
Symph’s
lean writing, its dissonances, have
an interesting effect, while the
cantata impresses for Jyric chatm

here..

“Before We Know It” is a charming entry that should draw added
attention to Marion Caruso. The
melody has a Jilt and the lyric has
view.
of
point
intelligent,
an
Thrush knits it all together in a
-pleasant piping style. She takes
money chance that Vaughn Monroe '‘Tire Dove” on the flip side for a
It, too,
will do for “The Butterscotch Mop” carefree melodic flight.
what he did for the mambo. It’s a rates Spins.
lively, catchy item, both lyrically
June Valli; “Wrong, Wrong
and melodically, and Monroe de- Wrortg”-“Ole Pappy Time” (Vic-,
livers in a surefire manner. There's tor). June Valli will get plenty of
also ari outside chance that “Good- spinning time with “Wrong. Wrong,
night Mrs.. Jones” could break Wrong.” Thrush can deliver the
through for a big score. It’s a sim- goods when she gets the opportuplesentimental ballad with a nity, and time’s rhythmic beat
.

Cantata

f

music-work,

.

...

Born”

Star: Is

Mister Sandman

Muskrat Ramble
Non-Dimenticar .....
Papa Loves Mambo

.

....

f

f

,

.Sherwin
Chappell
Frank
.

.

.Witmark
.
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.Chappell.
..Miller

.Miller
.

Shapird-B
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;

Berlin

,

BVC

.

Rylairi

.

Hanvi

.

Morris

Siirion
.Hollis

.

.

1

.....

;

Shake, Rattle Arid Roll
Skokiaan

..........

Shapiro-B'
.progressive
.Shapiro-B
.

»

Smile
...
....
Song From Desiree—,t“Desiree’
Teach Me Tonight
!.
...
They Were Doing The Mambo
Things I Didn’t Do
........
This Ole House
.....
.........
When I Stop Loving You
Young At Heart ........

«

•

•

.Bourne

.

y

.

.

*

•

;
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.

.

.

.

.

Miller

.HUb-L
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.

Raleigh

Feist
.Berli
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HAR
Hamblen

,

Trans

.

Sunbeam
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TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Ousting of Ward French Monday
(15) as president of Community
Concerts Inc. by his fellow directors, after a 20-year tenure as a
top exec in the Columbia Artists
Mgt. setup, may have stunned the
concert field, but it was no surprise
to insiders.. Action is regarded as
just another move in a long history
of internal

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

in. the
(of which

Retail Disks-

Coin Machines

Retail

disks)

and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines,

retail disks

Mambo
2

2

EDDIE FISHER

3

3

(Victory

.

......

.

.

..

Current crisis was seen developby some as far back as. a half
dozen years ago, when Arthur Judson, vet concert man often referred
“czar of the longhair field,”

was unexpectedly shifted upstairs
from his Columbia presidency post
to honorary chairman of the board.,
Judson stayed on the sidelines for
a While, only to’ plunge back actively into the situation, a couple of
seasons or so ago, to be one of the';
t\v
powers behind the scenes today, the other being Frederick C.

4

7:

PERRY COMO
CHORDETTES

5

4

DORIS DAY

5

DON CORNELL

6

8

8

9

9

Mister

(Cadence)
(Columbia)

....

..

The Dept, of Justice has been inColumbia for a -couple

vestigating

years (on complaint of indie
managers) on antitrust grounds.
Columbia, however, hasn’t been loo
perturbed, awaiting outcome of the
Government’s similar case against
the Shuberts.
Feeling is that if
the Government loses in the Shubert matter, it will drop its activity
this regard against Columbia.
Corpmunity’s board of directors
on Monday voted to “relieve”
French and Robert Ferguson of

1

1

(Decca)

.

(•ASCAP.

2

2

a Woman’s World
Mister Sandman

3

3

4

7

5

5

6

6

7

4

8

8

9

9

10

10

HOLD MY HAND
HEY THERE

.

Orch; Season Tix Sale Up;

.

deficit this year is $262,403 against
an actual deficit last year of $268,084.21. This is about $6,000 less

for the

REICHMAN’S COMEBACK

STRETCHING TO DISKS

“Piano Reveries” longplay

Reichman’s “The
.

for

from disks originally made

RCA

Victor several, years ago.

FIELDING'S

DECCA SPECIAL

Jerry Fielding reports to Decca
next week to cut a special album.
Fielding will arrange and conduct bis o\v
prehestra for the
'

untitled

pa’ckage.

It’s

a

seven

.

First Pops concert, had attendance of 3,300, Single admissions are 75c with entire capacity
(4,822) unreserved.; Format of concerts is on the light side, suph as
$3.75,

Very Thought of You” set in the
EP form. These sets were packaged

— an increase from
—and 1,300 sea-

who were scheduled

son books were sold at $5, against
1,100 season books last year at

one-shot

deal.
i

*

I

Raphael

.

LAINE SET FOR HECTIC
PIC,

RECORDING SKED

Hollywood, Nov. 16.
Frankie Laine faces a hectic film
and recording schedule when he reall - Tchaikovsky,
waltz
music, turns here this week from his European trek. Singer is' slated to go
Grieg; Gershwin-Grofe, etc.
Budget fot the 1954-55 season before the cameras for the Jonie
shows anticipated income of $319,- Taps production of “Exactly Like
000 up from the previous year’s ac- You” at Columbia.
In addition, Laine has a hefty J
tual figure of $289,000. Expenditures for the ’54-’55 season show recording schedule on tap at Coan anticipated $581,680 over last lumbia Records, where his big
year’s $557,913. Main reason for backlog of disks hay been greatly
increase in expenses is the grant- diminished. He hasn’t recorded in
ing of state unemployment bene- some time and the label wants to
fits to the orchestra and a raise of build up a new stockpile.
Laine will also finalize plans for
$1. per day in the per diem when
on tour. However, the expected an Australian trek next spring.

••

maestro Rodgers had them stop,
and start all oyer again.
The wide range and richness of
Rodgers’, music,
however,
was
given a full showcasing, although
his -efforts*.. with. Hart were limited
to only four numbers.
The bulk
of the songalog was devoted to his
collaboration with Hammerstein,
with, tunes being culled from such

Progr
.

full

primarily as a pit, band for vocalists Annamary Dickey, Claramae
Turner, Davis Cunningham, John
Raitt and a rousing mixed chorus
under the direction of Crane
Calder,As a legi tuner pit .band, the
Philharmonic showed the necessity for an out-of-town tryout or
at least more rehearsal time before
opening cold in New York.
In
many, instances the orch ran ahead
of the vocalists and in one case

Berli

Music-On-Tape Firm
Pitches for D.J. Plugs

legiters as ^Carousel,” “The King
I,” “South Pacific.” “Oklahoma” and the pic score for "State
Fair.”
There were only three in-

is

.

last year’s

Miller

Miller

Hub-L

coming year.

raised through local
Cut in Deficits Likely appeal to individuals and firms in
the Twin City area; about 55% of
Minneapolis, Nov. 16.
money comes from corporations
Season’s outlook is very bullish and businesses. Regular subscriped managing director.
French claimed his buster was for the Minneapolis Symphony Or- tion concerts consist of 18 during
made by “a small, group Of en- chestra, Attendance i$. up, with year of 26 weeks, 18 at home, one
trenched managers,” who objected
special week during Xmas when it
season ticket sales the factor.
to his "outspoken championing of
puts on Menotti’s “ Aniahl” in conthe rights of local associations and Orch’s 52d year teed Nov. 5 with nection with U. of Minnesota. Thethe freedom of artists,”
Schang 3,500 in the audience. For the first atre and seven weeks on tour. This
had no comment.
time in its history the orchestra year orch goes to Texas and Louconducted a season ticket sale isiana in course of four-week tour;
campaign, which resulted in a 6% one week north up to Winnipeg
and back and two weeks in Iowa,
increase in season sales.
In addition, the Sunday Pops Illinois, Wisconsin. Antal Dorati
concerts showed a good increase is conductor and Boris Sokoloff
in season ducat sales. Ten concerts manager of the orchestra.
a comeback in the band biz
a few months ago after laying off
several years,, is again clicking on
disks via the Camden label, RCA’s
low-priced platter line. Reichman
is, now playing a long stand at the
Baker Hotel in Dallas;

.

..

Frank

Money

in'de

.

;

added

A

house added $16,000 to the fund.
Since the bulk of Rodgers’ material was written to be sung to
words by Lorenz Hart and Oscar
Hammerstein 2d, the orch served

Morris’

.

to the
Philharmonic-

as a maestro also
to the night's unique quality.

Shapiro-B

*TEACH ME TONIGHT
{SHAKE, RATTLE AND ROLL
COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS

Bullish Outlook for Mpls.

and vice-prexy.

.

Y.

comnoser

PUBLISHER

.

N.

Carnegie Hall concert with both
baton and compositions. It was the
first time in modern days that the
1 ^year-old orch gave a Pension
Fund concert devoted to a contemporary composer, or to the- works
of a pop tlmesmith for a full evening in Carnegie Hall.
The pop

fBMI)

NEED YOU NOW
IF 1 GIVE MY HEART TO YOU
{this ole house
MISTER SANDMAN
PAPA LOVES MAMBO

Rodgers came

the

of

Symphony’s Pension Fund Monday
(15), by supplying the bait for a

(It’s

TUNE

David Ferguson, Robert’s brother,
.and manager of the Coast operations, was named prez of Community. Herbert O. Fox was elect-

among Camden’s

Richard
aid

;

*1

of

currently

Of 113-Yr.-0ld NY. Orch

Give My Heart to You
Hold My Hand
f Shake, Rattle and Roll
{Dim, Difn the Lights
(Rock Around the Clock
Teach Me Tonight
Skokiaan

Last.

Week Week

Pop Pension Concert

1st

Sandman

If 1

......

(Coral)

POSITIONS
This:

ity:

is

Now
Blessin gs

TUNES

had a large part in the creation of
Columbia and buildup of Commuity, French, a pioneer in the ormoveganized
concert-audience
ment which Community represents, was a founder of Commu-

His

Italiano

Need You
Count Y our
j
(Fanny

)

Arthur Wismer, another vet, being
ousted a.s prez of Community Concerts two years ago.
These three”

bestsellers, as is

will
also be cuffp tix to the 29th anni
show of “Grand Old Opry” on
Saturday night.

)

De CASTRO SISTERS (Abbott)
RALPD MARTERIE (MercUry)
FOUR ACES (Decca)

10

programming problems. There

(Papa Loves Mambo
Things I Didn’t Do

(Victor)

BILL HALEY’S COMETS

Schang, Col’s current prez.
French’s departure is the third
change of important Col execs in
recent years, Lawrence Evans, another 20-year vet, being pushed out
a couple of seasons ago from his
board chairman job, and the late

In between the partying, file
will
attend roundtable
discussions on record service and

dee jays,

Hey There

(Columbia)

(I

ing,

set

WSM

music

House

(This Ole

ROSEMARY CLOONEY

lineups Of execs and
changing combines over the years
as conditions or rivalries fluctu-

,

retail sheet

.

TUNE

Artist and label

'with different

Bandleader Joe Reichman

Victor will host, the platter,
spinners at a luncheon and CedarWood Music is sponsoring a cocktailery later in the afternoon.
Hill & Range takes over Satur-:
day morning with a “Breakfast at
the Opry” shindig.
Will pick
up the tab at an afternoon reception and Capitol Records will wind
the whole thing up with a midnight
supper..

.

their posts a$ prlz

Festival will be kicked off Friday morning with a WSM welcome.

and

Last

Week Week

was launched

RCA

TALENT
This

hillbilly bash
last year..

WSM

POSITIONS

‘

to as

annual
by

:

.

.

Sheet Music

NOTE The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These firidnigs are correlated with data from:' wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety, The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent ( coin machines, retail

largest concert, management in the
vorld and composed of an, amalgamation of seven artists bureaus, is
years or more reca.- matter .of* 10
ord! with heads of the different
segments at various times not
seeming able to live and work together in peace. Situation has resulted from a spread of many minority stockholders, none having
enough votes to take over control,

WSM’s “Grand

Old Opry” program, Station Will
play host to more than 1,000 dee-!jays during the two-day fete. The

••

*

ComColumbia combine
munity Concerts is a subsidiary ),
It’s also be,en awhile arbrewing and
recent development, as
Isn’t
supposed. What’s more, it’s looked
on as forerunner of other bat.tlfes
or managerial changes.
Columbia,
Struggle for power j

ated.

for the 29th anni of

as Published in the Current Issue

huge

struggle

29th ‘Opry* Anni
Record company execs, publishers and hillbilly disk jockeys will
converge on Nashville Friday G9>

Via Special Acetates and
New plugging vistas, are opening
up for the tape industry via disk
jockey programs. Audio-Video is
spearheading the deejay push by
supplying the platter spinners with
special

acetates

culled

from

strumental segments—a medley of
Rodgers’ waltzes, the “Slaughter
on Tenth Aye.” ballet piece from
“On Your Toes” and the “symphonic scenario” from the back-

ground score from the documen“Victory At Sea.”

Its

tary,

tape library.

Standouts in the vocal departproject ment
were, the chorus workover of
area but “There Is Nothing Like a Dame,”
Raitt’s
“Soliloquy,”
Miss
expects to get the acetates out to John
Turner’s
“You’ll
Never
Walk
jocks in the key cities before long.
Alone” and Miss Dickey’s “Hello
Move was made by A-V to get add- Young Lovers,”
ed exposure for the artists
its
Tix. were priced at a $10 top
.roster. Initial acetates were made with first tier boxes ($eating eight)
of tapes etched by The Smith- going .for $125,
Among the show
Glamman Quintet antt-Dotig Duke; biz boxholders were legit backer
Key jocks in the tape bally so Howard S. Cullman, maestro Anfar have been A1 (Jazzbo) Collins, dre Kostelanetz, radio-tv newscasand Bob Haymes of: ter, Edward R. Murrow, RCA Vicof
WCBS. Collins, for example, has tor veepee - recording director
been spinning the acetates on his Manie Sacks; restaurateur Vincent
midnight show throwing in hefty Sardi and Hammerstein.. ASCAP,
Chappell Music and the Music
1
plugs for the A-V line.
Publishers
Holding Corp. also
were repped in the boxes.
Gros.

A-V has

confined

thus far to the

the

New York

WNEW

>

Walker on Annual Biz
Trek to Coast Studios
Frank

Walker,

MGM

MAC’s

Records

R&B Bug

Mercury Artists Corp. has caught

topper, headed out on his annual
trek to the Coa^t studios last week.
He’ll huddle with Metro; brass on
Upcoming filmusicals and soundtrack album projects.

the rhythm

& blues bug.

added an r&b division

Percentery

to its activi-.

ties recently.

The new department will be
Walker expects to wind up his headed up by Lee Kraft and Bob
Coast stay in about three weeks. Roberts.
.

i

.

.

,

MUSIC
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Continued from page 53
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vote for Crosby.

“Let’s face it,” he says.
“Bing’s
really right- We’ve got to take the
responsibility for the things that
hit our turntables.
We have be
come the medium of exposure for
:

new songs and new

.

My
I

.My Son

.

Buddy Deane (WITH, Baltimore)

.

.

and plan-

.

.

Second 12
Cara Mia

Sway

disk jockeys make the hits.. “There
are fellows,” Donald says, “who
feel they, are. the makers of. hits
and stars
and these are the fellows that have given Bing the
wrong impression about those of
us who- just try to entertain the
public and bring the music the^
want to hear.”
Donald, however, says Crosby “is
absolutely right in regard, to the
trend of hit tunes today. I think
a majority of us in the disk jockey
field would go along with Bing’s
opi ions. I personally cannot see.
the screaming offkey tunes that
have been hits today, but it’s the
public that makes these numbers

,

.

.

Wait For

.

.

.

.

.

Robbins

.

Lati

.. .

Me

:

,

.

.

Ossenfeffer.

Gilly

Sh-Boom ....
Little Shoemaker

,

.

.

'

Tony Donald (WITH, Baltimore)
says Crosby is wrong if he thinks

.

.Chappell
..

...

,

...

.

.

Many newborn significance and' meaning.
occupied with He did all that and more with, creative talent, imagination
ning.”

.Wood

Friend
Give My Heart
.

9.

Robbins
.Kassner
...; Bourne
Smile „ ....
Things Mean a Lot ... Robbins
Duchess
This Ole House
Maemelodies
Story of Tina.
Must Be Reasori. ... Connelly
Feist
Coins in Fountai
.Wright
Sky Blue Shirt.
Bosworfh
Happy Wanderer

times called, took the phonograph
record and instead' of just playing
it, a job that any engineer could
do, he made it a product. He. sold
it,
stimulated Interest in it and
presented it so that it now had

artists.

of us Have become so
trying to come up with something
‘different’ that, we’ve lost sight of
everything save 'self 'promotion’.”
“A disk jockey, " he continues,
does not lrave to play a record just
because it’s new or because a good
friend hands it to him.. He has a
responsibility to his listeners (if
he wants to keep them) to know
what he’s playing. Let him use
his judgment Once in a while,
analyze his listening audience and
play ito them. Give them what they
want; yes,, but if it’s obviously bad
material, leave it alone.”

My Hand

,

American
.Lafleur

.

Spier
Aberbach.

Bourne—

'

I Love Paris ....... Chappell
Higb-Mighty Harms-Connelly
.

Wood

Make Her Mine
Never Land.

,

!

.

.Keith Frowse

Spier

Santo Natale
Your Heart

.

Bourne

.

and if
of weird music

the

views but the business is such that
this musical ‘utopia’ Is not pos-have to admit, these are sible.”
pretty weird times.”/
Ira Cook'fKMPC, Los Angeles)
also
believes
vCrosby’s
estimation
Crosby
Berlin
Cites
and
Larry Brownell (WKBW, Buffalo) of the current music biz is sound
states that the “disk pockeys have and blames fhe “turkeys” on the
been asking for it,” meaning the “get-rich-quick”- jockeys who “don’t
critical jabs from Crosby.
“They know the first thing about putting
say,”- Brownell comments, “that we a record show together” and who
produce the hits
and we’ve “will play anything, especially if
really produced some dandies in there’s an extra buck connected
reflects

we’ve got a lot

times,

L

you’ll

(Wee)c ending Nov; 6)

Bing Started Somethin’
chalked up a

;

:

.

.

.

to it.”

the past year or so!”
“As Irving Berli
pointed out
receritly in Variety, repetition is
necessary in order to produce a
hit song. Well, which ones are to
be repeated?
That’s where the
disk jockey should do careful soulsearching, i believe, iri fulfilling
the foremost obligation he has—

Now

how he
to his listeners.
this without being influenced

Cook
number

also fingers the excessive
of disk releases as an industry evil. “Each week,” he says,
“I receive about 40 new releases-—
almost half of them are pretty bad;
the songs don’t make too much
sense, the singers are offkey and
maybe the lyrics are a little suggestive. But I don’t dare toss any
of them out. because I don’t know
which of these ’dogs’ will turn Out
.

does

and

coerced by other groups within the
record industry is his own problem
“Let us riot for one moment de
clare there is only one kind of
rriusic— the kind we like and set
ourselves up as judges with, to
.quote Mr. C. again-T-'all accent

to be tomorrow’s hit.”
Dick Gilbert (KTYL,* Phoenix),,
on the other hand,, asserts that
Crosby is /“falling for a fallacy”
tyhen he states that jockeys ar
predominantly responsible for producing the hits. Gilbert says it
“takes hundreds of persons and

—

“hark back to the 'good old days’ arid no authority’;”
stage and because of this limited
Ray Perkins (KIMN, Denver)
audience, continued in popularity says “Bing’s analysis is fair. Any dozens of fortuitious
circumstances
over a vast period qf time Today’s announcer can read titles off the to produce a hit, ,
, There are
audiences are larger, and recep- labels arid toss disks' on the air. many methods of exposing
a song
tion by the potion is almost in
Study arid knowledge of music,, lis- to the public of which the disk
stantaneous, which, is one reason tener psychology and a constantly jockey is orie.
It is not neces.
hits.”
for the Short life of a hit. Another informed, mind make the difference sary for any
new singer to woo
In the acerbic vein versus the.
is the disturbing factors that take
between a smart deejay and an un- any .jockey; anywhere at any time
Groaner, Bill Dawson ' (WAKE,
away concentration on hit pop important title-giver.”
and the disk jockeys do riot run
Greenville, S. C.) asserts, “Crosby
tunes. These are. the advance of
A1 Radka (KFRE, Fresno, Calif.) the music business. The disk
should realize that the majority of
the hillbilly and: rhythm
blues is another who believes that the jpekeys Wield a potent force,
coljockeys program their platters arid
that were of excellent quality time
tunes, which could only cut; down public, not the jockeys, makes the lectively, because
we are the
and although chatter for the teenage set which in pop sales, other modes Of en- hit. “I dare say that if no method pie. Our tastes, experiences; peo-.
and time again
judgBing
has
left far behind,
The tertainirient that just didn’t. ex;ist
the disk may have been played
of communication, existed between ments and preferences are as vartime and time again, nothing, but Old Groaner must have been think- years ago.
ied as the listeners’.”
disk, jockeys in different parts of
On the ing of -his record, “Y’all Come”
nothing has happened.
Nick Nicksori (WBBF, Rochester)
DJ
.Must
Be
Versatile
the country, the same records
other hand, I’ve seen technically When he mentioned songs with
in every city of
comments: “We must not fail to
Chamburs
raps
big
city would become hits
nothing
most
.but nuisance value.
bad records by singers, who were
of
primarily
because
state,
realize
every
that the World of music, as
jocks as “simply business men
completely off tune and had no con- Crosby is right ii\ his contention;
records, rather with the world in general, things
that songs with nothing but nui- with, the right commercial connec- the quality Of the
ceptioh of a professional delivery,
commusic
pushing
by
any
are
than
by
changing,
Bing came along at
sance Value will give the business tions who apparently wandered
get smash hits With only two or
panies, record companies or other a time when the nation, needed
a short haul and bad Shake. But into a radio station 15. years ago
three plays.
agencies.”
promoting
comfort
and
solace
from the trou“The average disk jockey, if "he these are still the minute minority when the mike Was open and. set .Ken Johnston .(WE AT, Lake bles it was going
through. The
up shop. Their shows are comwants to maintain a decent rating and will never dominate truly good
mercials and music and more Worth, Fla.) says “I wouldn’t worry romantic ballad was the. ideal form
and keep his sponsors happy, will songs pointed for young lovers.
about the business getting a short of popular, music to help settle
commercials,
the
more
Fads
illuin
the
melody
and
rhythm
Will
play the records from which he
come and go, but the love song sion of success is implanted in the haul from the jocks. In proportion, things down. Today, after a couple
gets the heaviest reaction. Can he
minds of the public, the enter- the number pf singers giving the of rough, wars, the nation is pretty
be blamed if the phone jumps off will still prevail.’’
haul is probably much up in the air and only lately
tainer
and, the
agency.
This business ^ short
‘Just Staff Announcers’
the wall demanding he play a curslain at to- attempting to settle
down into a
shouldn’t be,, for the average disk greater and that’s no
No, the
rent novelty 'nothing’?
Mike Woloson (WNOR, Norfolk. jockey of today
singers.”
day’s
state of normalcy. A political as
is no longer just
disk jockey does not control the Va.) is another vote, for Crosby. "A
Milwau- well as economic situation,
Michaels
(WOKY,
John
a
salesman
or
a
I feel,
filler
between
The public taste lot of d.j.’s;” he says, “are just staff
public’s taste.
clan from is always reflected in
the music of
records. He must be a showman, kee) defends the jockey
controls him!”
announcers Who have been given a
attack. He says: “Most.deejays are the land.
This does not mean
actor
and
master
of
ceremonies,
Coglin
Russ
In Crosby’s corner,
spot on the air by some misdirected
spite of that great songs
aire riot coming
with a split second sense of timing. pretty decent fellows in
says; “Too many guys in this field management and they are told to
He must have, a working knowl- all rumors to the contrary. Actu- along; they certainly are. However;
are inclined to look at being a d.j. play records. They have no knowlally, they only get difficult when
it does "seem that in looking
edge
of
music,
musicians and the
back
as Something more than a business. edge of music, of the artists or
some would-be wheel, cokes into Songs always seeni better.”
The way I look at it, I’m a busi- their backgrounds, have no ear for current music scene. He also must town like hurricane Edna arid tries
Jerry Kay (WTIX, New Orleans)
know the significant happenings
ness man;. My inventory is the music, or any idea whatsoever what
his is all for Crosby
over
with
everybody
bowl
to
because “some-,
music that guys like Bing turn out the worth variety, means/ Add to in other fields theatres, flickers, big dealing. After being used and one
outside finally: has come out
through record companies every this a couple of flattering letters politics, tv and local events. The mistreated for a while, the deejay with
the hard-to-take truth.
disk jockey makes no claims to
day. If it weren’t for songwriters, from some; highschooi kids, and
begins to get cautious and cynical.
Frankly, to me nothing sounds as
He’s just a
pluggers. artists and musicians, I’d these boys in the woods are sold being a pundit
Ala.,
Chuck bad as a deejay trying to force his
From
Mobile,
have no business. On that premise, on theniselves and. are thus open fellow who bears the brunt of Thompson (WALA) states that “exopinion on his listening audience
chronic
complaints
in
the.
music
I believe that everything I can do
for more flattery, from the songthe . ...
perience spinning records.
Let’^ stop trying to educate
world.”
to help the inventory be more valu- pluggers who have, a dog or two to
air is the only thing that can make and stop trying
Pete
Ward
to make the deejay
(WCCM,
Lawrence;
able. is aiding what I have to sell.
foist on the public.
Most true the final word- on which record
Mass.) describes himseif as “just a real disk jockey.
is
If I’m in the. clothing business.
“Solid entertainers, like Crosby,
jocks I know have been spinning the best."
disk
a
jockey,
not
a
musician,
or
suit
I’m sure' not going to ‘bug’ a
who go along year after year, are an authority
Clark Reid (WJR, Detroit) Opiries
on music; my ear is wax for years. I don’t believe they
to a potential buyer even if I think the
backbone of,, the industry.
would risk losing listeners and fans
Who am I to set my- Naturally, the novel tunes, the first guide in selecting commer- to promote a disk that they were that “any disk' jockey who is worth
it’s a rag;
his Hooper knows that his income
cial tunes for a record show.
So I
self up as a judge of quality recrazy sounds, the gimmicks attract
not sold on personally.”
is direptly proportional to the nummteht
replay
a
certain
appealing
guy
the
when
inventory
garding my
attention,
but don’t last
long but unproven tune.
ber of people .who dial in his show.'
It
Gimmick
Don’t
Have
to
Then the listhat rhanufactures.it has sold it for eriough to do more than make
a tening public
“Bing Crosby is absolutely right,” The sairie as a clothing merchant
approaches. It dicyears?
few people rich, f compare it to the tates
doesn't
Larry
(WTIX,
Wilson
New
says
buy a selection of clothes
whether X am to stop or conauto industry
each year, a great tinue spinning it. My
Vastly
Biz
listeners are Orleans). “Too many jockeys are to- satisfy his artistic or esthetip
big hullabaloo about the new thingthe final authority.. For I well setting themselves up as experts, tastes, neither is a disk jockey inPrescott amabob, the improved whatchacallSays Hub’s
know any authority I might try to seers, prognosticators and guard- terested in the furtherance of culFor a more general view, Norm it. the tremendous new horsepower, assume _ can be removed from me ians of public morals.
Bing is ture so much as in making a living.
states firepower,
Boston)
power-plus-power are by a listener’s switch
(WORL,
Prescott
A disk jockey who. doesn’t
of the dial. also correct in Saying that the singstimulants.. But
basically,, Jockeys
that “Bing’s article was an honest great
do develop some author- ers are good today but that the follow the trends and keep up with
attempt to compare the music busi- you’ve gotta have four wheels on ity by developing a
commercial songs are riOt up to par. Bing is the, styles, finds himself out of lisness past and present, but can the the ground or the other stuff ain’t taste which coiricides with
that of correct to some extent. There, are teners, then out of sponsors, then
two really be compared? I don’t pworth looking at.”
lots of good songs around.
The put of a job.”
the listener.”
Gordie Baker (WSPR, Springthink so. There are too many facA similar idea is voiced by Paul problem seems to be that the a&r
Mass.)
says:
“Certainly Flanagan ( WTRY,
tors involved. When times change field,
Troy, N. Y.) men ’feel they have to gimmick-up
so do musical tastes. Look at all Bing is right when he says that who says, “The
disk jockey is as everything before it can be sucthe things that have happened in nobody can pick a hit tune.
AS popular as the record he spins. cessful.”
the years Bing talks about , .... the has been said many times, the. first We, as disk jockeys,
Tom Wallace Jr. (KTKT, Tucson)
don’t sell
the person who can accurately and un- songs— we
advent of the pop singer
merely suggest what’s takes exception with Crosby, deHollywood, Nov. 16.
new failingly tell if a song, will be a best .
passing of the dance band
the people spend the claring, “It has Often been our exIn the legal profession, they say
.a whole new generation hit or not is bound to become a money and therefore establish,
sounds
the perience that we would have to that “the lawyer
the hit ‘tong today millionaire several times over in hits. If Bing were to
of writers
blame anyone play, records that we don’t like, be- self has a fool who defends himfor a client.”
that can sell a million and the. hit the space of a few hours.
for the lack of public acceptance cause our listeners insisted On
Which may explain why record
song of the old days that never
Crew Cuts Vs. Mills Bros.
of quality song material, he must hearing them
this is a small
,
promotion
man
Bob Stern Has
came close
the tremendous in‘Many ..people maintain that the blame the millions, of people
market
and the telephone at our
who
hired record promotion man Jerry
..the music
crease in phonograph sales
business runs
cycles. made him the great star
that he station reaches the announcer just* Johnson
to tub-thdmp a new platLP and the EP
and the disk This I believe to be basically true. is and will always be.”
about as fast as any place in the
ter on. famous races which Stern
jockey!
At the preserit time,, it is evident
country. If we persist in playing
Weird Music Fits Weird Times
“To say that the songs qf today that we ace going through the!,
Rudy Ertis (WTOL, Toledo) takes a record that they don’t like, the lias helped: produce, under the banner
of Odyssey Records.
not
well
written
as
the
songs
are
as
phase of group singers. If we try exception to the .“sweeping
gener- reaction is just as fast and a lot
Album, tagged “Greatest Races
of his era is only to look at the. to analyze the styles of the Four. alities” in Crosby’s
article.
“It more vehement,”
of
1954,”
was produced by Stev
picture from one angle. You can’t Aces, Crew Cuts,
Gaylords or seems absurd,” Ertis asserts, “to
Howie Leonard (WBOR,. PortBailey, Larry Berrill, Dave MaxFour Knights, we find their, style assume that dee jays as group
do it.
a
are land, Me.) sees the solution in the
“To say that the songs of today of singing is considerably differ-' sp well knit together, that they jockey’s programming problem in well and Dick Tuf eld. First of what
is hoped to be: a regular series, it
are not as well written as the songs erit and much louder than the will act in the same
mariner arid the reduction in the number of
carries running feeries of eight, top
only to look at the styles of the Ink Spots arid the. for the sheer joy of it
of his e
go out pro- record releases. “Stop offering new
races of 1954 at tracks all over the
picture from one angle. You can’t Mills Bros, of the ’40s. Of course, moting the ‘tuneless trend.’
contracts to anyone and everyone
country.
do it.
this is not meant to be. a criticism
“As for the Honkers and screams and give us a chance to listen to
“The music business, today is a of the present-day groups, but it’s ers and chain rattlers on records each release a few times before
big business, far bigger than it has quite "obviously what the public —sure some of them have
Detroit Mgr.
.10 or 15 versions of
become airing it
ever been. The. record companies wants.
big; It’s my belief though that in
the same tune
ouch!”
David -Leavitt, field rep in Bosare making more coin than ever
“A disk jockey’s job is to. pre- every instance they, had some
Dick Whittinghill (KMPC, Los ton for the American Society of
before.. 'The Crosby monopoly ho sent the music, as it is released to
quality that caught right in the Angeles) salutes Crosby for hitting Authors, Composers & Publishers
longer exists. The music business his public arid let them decide public fancy
There’s just too the rnark. “Wheri a disk jockey for the. past: seven years, has been
.
.
has opened up a Whole new world, What, they like,”
many media, of entertainment starts to feel that he is more im- promoted to district manager of
of opportunity for singers, arvangFrom the deep south, Pat around these days to expect that portant than the talent on the recfs, writers, musicians, publishers,
Chamburs (WFLA, Tampa, Fla.) any record spinner, no matter how ords he plays, watch out! It would ASCAP’s office in Detroit.
Grosner & Burak, Who have repetc. Why?
Because of the disk sees the music biz as a highly important, can foist on the people be an ideal
situation, naturally, for resented the Society for many
jockey!
complex phenomenon; "The elder music they don’t want. Music as all disk jockey^
to have- a musical years, will remain as counsel in
“This monster, as lie is sdftie- statesmen of music,” he says, an art form at its best almost
al- background
before airing their the Michigan area..
demurs, “It is true that popular
music is in a deplorable state. The
jockeys may be partly, responsible,
but I don’t believe as responsible
as Bing has led his readers to believb.
As always, the public is the
They
final judge in all things;
make, the hits.
No single disk
jockey or group of jockeys has aver
forced the public to buy a record
they didn’t have to buy. I have
seen jockeys try to push records
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Wednesday, November 17, 1954
Larry Cross, Rita Williams,
Bob Dale, Sam Browne, Beryl
are

Templeman, Penny Nicholls, the
Four-in-a-Chord vocal group and
the Embassy Orchestra directed
by Jack Coles.

Brit
week

first

SHAW RESHUFFLES

9.

November

in

Vox Productions, which recently
pacted the N. V. C. Ballet Orchestra and its maestro, Leon Barzin,
to a longterm exclusive, Will issue

the orch’s first record Dec.

London, Nov.

The

1.

This will comprise scores' to two
recent hits of the ballet Jroupei
both by contemporary U. S. coim
posers, in HerShy Kay’s “Western

Woolworth’s chain of
stores throughout Britain enter
The first 10
tlve record market.
the

saw

The small room operators around
the country are developing a reSociety in Deal
sentment against the New York
With Iberian Distrib barid agencies which are selling

Haydn

.

Billy Shaw reshuffled his band Symphony” and Virgil Thomson’s
agency setup last, week, upping “Filling Station,”
corded -and pressed for them by
Jack Archer to veepee and Jack
Morris Levy, of Mercury arid
Oriole), came on sale,. and found Whitemore to head of the location
ready buyers at 3s 9d (50c), as. department.
Whitemore,
who
against, the 5s to 5s 6V£d (70-77c) joined Shaw several months ago,
charged for 104 inch 78s pop disks is replacing Irving Seiden, who
ankled the firm.
by the major, labels.
Milt Shiaw, the agency topper’s
Before the war, Woolworth’s had
its own disks at 6d (7c), arid re- son, and Monte Kaye will assist
Archer continues as
calling this, some newspapers have Whitemore.
Hollywood, Nov. 16.
raised hints about a record “war." head of the one-niter department.
Liberace and his brother George
Woolworth’s policy, however, is
grossed a record* $271,000 in the
not to rely* on artists’ names, but
to sell the song/ and tThejy say they
latest 10-coricert tour which wound
are nof^entering into ^any “war”
Pub, Disk Cos. up in Bogton over the weekend.
Sets
but are taking a new slant on the
Pianist, his brother and the nucleus
record business. The first .includes
Wichita, Kan., Nov. 16.
names of well-known British perMorton J; Levand, publicity of the Liberace orchestra return
formers. Songs sung on the Em- chief of the Wichita Beacon here here this week lor more telefilm,
bassy records are all hits of the arid son of the daily’s publisher, is radio shows and recording workFinal stop on the tour was Bosmoment “Three Goins,” ‘‘Hold entering the music biz with his
My Hand,” “I LoVe Paris/’ “If I own disk company, Tex Records, ton, where Liberace smashed the
Give My Heart,” “Story of Tina,” and publishing firm, Robbie Music. alltime attendance and money fig“Smile,”
ure at the 30-year-old. Boston Gar“Little
Things,?’
“Sh- Latter is a BMI affiliate.
Boom,”
‘'The
High
and
the
He is also a songwriter and will den, drawing a capacity audience of
Mighty,” etc.
cut several of his own tunes both 13,909 for a gross of slightly more
Artists on the first Embassy list the hillbilly and pop idioms.
than $44,000.
.

disks of its

own Embassy

The Haydn Society, longhair label
headquartering in Boston, has concluded a deal with the Belter company in Spain for the pressing and

label (re-

distribution of a large part of its
catalog in Spain and Portugal.
First releases to be distributed

on the Iberian peninsula will be
Haydn’s “Creation” and Mozart’s

(

‘Don Giovanni,”

them musical combos without
thought to the groups’ fitness, fdt
the spot. Major squawks Are targeted. at. the agents, who are so
intent on “the sale” that they are
pushing any form 4of musical combo
just to get another commission entry chalked up on the ..books. Up-

beat in the mambo vogue has
brought the situation to the fore,
because m an y of the. Latino combos

new names

are

Burned to the Ground

Own

Chicago, Nov. 16.
Nightingale

Sylvester

Ballroom

Esler’s

Kaukaima, Wis„ one

in..

of the oldest danceries in this territory, burned to the ground last

.

Tuesday- night (9), eliminating a
Stopping place for a number of
bands routed this way. Ballroom
caught fire on a closed night.
Among bands who were slated to
play the Nightingale this week was
Ralph Marterie and the Mercury
Caravan.

—

.

me is too progressive for my
clientele,”, “the combo was too
loud for the room,” “too small” or
“too large,” have been coming into
the agents’ offices from all Over
the country. Some ops have even
complained that “wrongo” outfits
have driven away customers and

that the damage is irreparable.
To offset further op beefs directed at Latino groups, Mercury
Artists is going into the custom-

made combo
of
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to fit the request.
the New York area, Merc
the Little Club’s demand for
a mellow-style Latino crew by
forming the La. Ploya Sextet. The

In

filled

0)

43
CO

Jo Q

P
0

9

new Gotham nitery, Le Cupidon,
asked Merc for a chile group that
could produce a solid beat, but it
had to be small so that the room’s
nut could be kept down. The agency developed the Armando Frederico Trio especially for th^ order.
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Board Okays

If

Ottawa; Nov. 16.
Composers, Authors & Publishers Assn, of Canada, and. BMI of
Canada Ltd:, have applied to the
Copyright Appeal Board in Ottawa
for permission to begin collecting
fees in 1955 from television stations
for the performance of works
their repertoires,
CAPAC asks
13
of the g^ross revenue of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. plus
lc per capita of population, as well
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BMI

CAPAC for permission to collect
$500 a month from each tv station as a temporary tariff, and
BMI’s application for $1,800 a year
from each station.
The board meets once a year,
usually in January.
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from

outlets.

Board rejected the applications of

19

9
4

,

video

wants $1,800 a year from each privately-owned tv station.
Estimated CAPAC take, if the
board okays the deal, would be
more than $500,000 a year.
Last year, the Copyright Appeal
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Touzet Back to Coast
Macayo After 5 Years

11

.

Santa -Monica, Nov, .16.
Rene Touzet returns to the Macayo Restaurant here next February after an absence of five years.
Latune batoheer has" been in the
east for most of that time and has
been recording for
Records.
His new “Let’s Mambo” album is
due but this week.
Touzet arid, q, four-piece combo
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In the past year , Merc has developed new combos to suit the
requirements of the op’s room;,*
Bonifaces have ordered Latino outfits for the dinner hour, for cocktail. dancing or for late-hour listening and described the room’s
clientele, arid- Merc has whipped
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putting together tailoi*made musical groups for individual
rooms. “It’s paying *off in confidence and re-bookings,” Green
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sent

aegis

Benin disk best sellers
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to

and they have to rely entirely on
the discretion of the agency.
Such beefs as “the group you

agency
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57

N. Y. Ballet Oreh’s Disk
Bow With Amer. Scores

Kenneth Allen Associates have

BRIGADOON

taken

over the concert manage-,
of Oscar Levant.
Plans call for several appearances this fall as soloist with orchestras in' the east and then a

ment

Hollywood Cost

MGM
E

X

3135
263
I

transcontinental concert tour starting In mid-February in California.
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PfiRi&rr

hands full ordering the crowd
back at regular intervals, but with

up and take a big share of the lead

his

work.

Vera rep stems from dates which
go back six or eight years, and is
now Well established. Crew Is one
which upholds standards of previous outfits, and is expected to
"

BandReviews
1

ill

f

I

|

THE PIERSON THAL ORCH

(6)

With Sol Feldman
Flame, Phoenix
Pierson Thai
the

combo

picks

up

from the A1 Overend
which checked out after

beat

orch,

more than three years on the
Flame bandstand, and is keeping
the patrons happy with an arresting dansapation output.
Band lines up with piano, drums,

horn and two saxes, an

bass,

strumental

setup

in-

favors

that

a

library of tunes leaning strongly
to the sweet and mellow.

Thai’s distinctive arrangements,

combined with

knowing key-

his

lifts the band out of
the routine category and imparts
a beaucoup beat and polish that
registers strongly with the hoof-

board work,

ologists.

Band plays two hours of dinner
music prior to a lengthy rugcutting sesh, then cuts loose with a
well-pad(ied book of pops, novelties

and Latunes, Rhumbatempoed

“What
and

a Difference a Day Makes”
crisp version of “Tea for Two”

are standouts, augmenting generous helpings of old faves. and
latterday standards.
Sol Feldman handles the vocal
output arid turns in an okay job.
Jona.

JOE VERA ORCH

short-lived success.
Among other events, Fisher

made an honorary

Marine Reserve, in token of his
support of the local “Toys for
hold the Picardy assignments for Tots” program.
Quin «
many weeks.
Even during the Fisher singing

Low-Budgeted Herman

Vaughn Busey on

reeds,

Turney

Gibson doubling violin and vibraRube Gomez on bass fiddle
and Jack Miller on drums. Lead
is switched back and forth between
the fiddle, vibra-haYp and sax, with
Vera always in the middle to back

manufacturers are
hold the price
With a

it difficult. to

on their equipment.

line

surge in the sales of phono-players

and component parts for

Philadelphia, Nov. 16.
costly failures of

equipment price war

ASCAP

shows that have been playing
Entry
the Academy of Music with tops
running as high a? $4 and even aasaa Continued from pace 5S
$4.75, Guber-Ford Attractions, of on ASCAP’s board of directors,
this city, has skedded a lower- squawked on two
points: (1) they
budget package to play at the Met, were not informed that such a
North Philly arena which custom- form had been circulated among
arily houses fight bills.
writers on ASCAP stationery; and
'tabbed “Murder at the. Met,” (2) it was not true that writers
concert will play two shows Nov. owned the rights to the music,
30. Bill includes Woodj: Herman’s since the^publlshers were the copyorchestra, Erroll Garner Trio, Bil- right ow*ners of the music. In cases
Miss where original music for films is
lie Holiday and the Orioles.
Holiday’s entrance into the package involved, the film producer’s copystems from the fact that she is right also covers the ownership of
headliner week of Nov. 29 at co- the music; rights;
producer Lee Guber’s Rendezvous,
Reps of the top publishing commidtown music name showcase.
panies and ASCAP met Monday
(15) to
straighten out the misr
understanding caused by the form
letter and it’s understood that the
ASCAP execs involved in sending
Continued from page 54 SSSSS out the letter without authorization would be rebuked by the
Corpus Christi, Texas, jams the board*
piano, with Dud Skiles on trumpet,
Since- the court test of the Swiss
to recreate Laredo, Texas, in their
exhibitors has been deferred until
album, “Camp Has 'A Ball.”
next
month, plans to send a U.S.
Hidden music from the Carib- publishers’ rep
overseas have likebean (Vera Cruz, Port au Prince,
wise
been delayed. Copyright exHaiti and Jamaica) is captured on
the “Caribeana” album, with such pert and music biz attorney Julian
odd instrumental cavalcades as T. Abeles (& Bernstein) is conJarana & Harp, Asturian bagpiper, sidered likely to handl^the matter
“calypsoid” band, the Huestecan for the U.S. publishers when it
Trio from Vera Cruz, Tiroro’s comes to bat. Also involved are
Drums from Haiti, and the like. the background film writers, the
“Calliope and Carousel” captures Screen Composers Assn., whose
the fast-vanishing 19th century president, Adolph Deutsch, Recircus atmosphere; and “Marimba turned a couple of weeks ago from
Band” has six rnen performing on Switzerland to protect the interest
a 23-foot marimba from Oaxaca, of his composers.
in the south' of Mexico, and this
While the Swiss suit is being
package is inelegantly subbilled “to
hell with high-fidelity” or “high- watched carefully, many industry
believe that there’s small
execs
fidelity recording" of a low-fidelity
chance that the exhibitors will win.
subject.”
Firstly,
the European governments
Tiroro, “the best drummer in
Haiti” (see “Caribeana”) gets a are extremely careful in protecting
the
performing
societies
rights
solo treatment, just titled “Tiroro,”
who uses a single drum but gets and, secondly, similar cases were
brought by. film exhibitors In
a lot of graduation and volume
and pitch _out of it, although 12- Belgium, Holland and Germany,
inch of LP, two sides, is a lot of all without success.
skin off one platter. More Americana is A1 Brundage’s “Square
Dance.”
A 10-inch LP job, also on Cook’s,
Aiding
but this time as part of the
“Sounds of Our Times” series is
a Continued from pago 1
Joseph's
Bruce
Prince
“Pedal
Harpsichord.” And from Boston’s tion of jukebox operators, supplyUnicorn label, in the same idiom, ing jukeboxes, records and Service.
is a
fancy 12-inch LP featuring Disk Jockeys will participate at
twin Bodky in “Music of the Baro- the parties, which will be held in
que Era for Harpsichord and Cla- each of the city’s 14 police previchord.” It should be added that cincts.
Unicorn, perhaps as an antidote
Teenagers attending the parties
to this harpsi and clavi jam session also issued simultaneously a will be enrolled as members of

Emory Cook

hi-fi sets

the cutraters have begun to move
in on key areas with that 30%-off
lure.
Latest development in the

Cued by the
jazz

Phonograph

finding

night saluting the Philharmonic,
courtesy of Katz Drug Co., turned
out to be Eddie Fisher night.

Pkge. in Philly Concert

harp,

.

session, the big orch played in support, and what was to have been a

(5)

Hotel Muelilebach, Kansas City.
This is the second date In the
Picardy Cafe of Hotel Muehlebaqh
in less than a year for Joe Vera.
His previous stand here lasted
more than a year.
This turn Vera is providing a
slightly different flavor, featuring
as always his able keyboard fingerings, but adding a bit of uptown
jazz to his acknowledged Latin and
rhythm arrangements.
Outfit is lined with vets here,

Phono Parts ‘War

was

corporal in the

the entry

is

of mail

order .cutrate houses.
The mail order operators, prlmarily working out of New York,
are flooding the hinterlands with
flyers and pamphlets pushing their
cutrate wares. Local retailers are
putting up a strong squawk but no
definite action has yet been taken.
Many retailers in the New York
area as well as the hinterlands believe that the equiphtent price war
will just be a repeat on the battle
to hold the price on the longplay.
platters.
The cutraters then got a
solid footing with the 30%-off gimmick and forced many small disk
retailers out of business because
they couldn’t exist on so small a

markup.

The mail order cutraters have

|

even moved into the international
field.
Ads are being placed in
editions of the N. Y.
to get in on the rising phono
interest abroad.

overseas

Times

1

•

ALL

Cosh Box

WANNA DO

1

THE CREW CUTS (Mercury)

Disk of

Spotlight

tho

4

DIM, DIM THE LIGHTS

,r.

HALEY & HIS COMETS

Week

piM c)

THE FOUR TOP-HATTERS (Cadence)
BILL

B

iNs

Billboard

(Decca)

Spotlight

B (Very Good)

Spotlight

Excellent

Sure Shot

EVERY TIME YOU TELL ME

YOU LOVE ME
JONI JAMES (MGM)

72 (Good)

Disk of

the

I

HATE TO SAY HELLO
JULIUS LA

(Egap )

ROSA (Cadence)

KISS-CRAZY-BABY

Week

Very Good

76 (Good)

80
Excellent

Sleeper of
the

Week

READY, WILLING AND ABLE
(Daywin)

DORIS DAY (Columbia)

Disk of

Spotlight

the

Best

Week

RUNAROUND

&

10-incher titled Bob (Elliott)
Ray (Goulding), those a.m.
zanies around the Manhattan airwaves, in as slick an anthology of

AM

76 (Good)

(Coral)

madcap humor

THIS YEAR’S SANTA BABY
KITT (Victor)

Spotlight

Sure Shot

WE WANNA SEE SANTA DO
THE MAMDO
1

TERRY FELL A THE FELLERS ("X”)

Spotlight

DARNELL -SMITH BROTHERS (“X”)

JOHN GREER

(Groove)

would want

Bullseye of
the

ILL

as one

on any platter. Their satirical stuff,
sometimes too flip and fast for
first-time sampling, may well be
savored and resampled at leisure,
thanks to this showmanly package.
As the feller once said, In this
day and age of offbeat and savvy,
wax showmanship, we ain’t heard
nuthin’ yet between the covers of
an LP.
Abel.

(Trinity)

EARTHA

Week

73 (Good)

B (Excellent)

74 (Good)

B (Very Good)

Fisher Fans
.mp—

Continued from page

Excellent

LIPS

Disk of

SO

JONI JAMES (MGM)

(H in

the

Week

t

THE GAYLORDS (Mercury)

Very Good

Disk of

Spotlight

the

Week

,

SINGING WANDERERS

Very Good

Best

(Decca)

buo.vdcvst
SI.'.

'

"

3

.

Mi'sir. i\r.
-

maestro Hans

Schwieger switched

Best Bef

(Victor)

REMICK MUSIC CORP.

TMV Ml)

,

,

.

MUMM

JUST

The Ntwrtf Mu4>v0l Ponrolti From

Whlm»icol Pen of

Is

Leroy Anderson's.

only

3%

of Detroit’s juveniles get into
trouble.
Hence, the tribute to
the “good” 97%.
Plan is being backed by police,
businessmen, youth group reps
and the Dept, of Parks and Recreation.
An organizational meeting is being held today (Tues.).
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Inc.

Hollywood, Nov. 16.
Second big jazz album to come
from Decca Coast studios will be

LP featuring the arrangeand compositions of French
horn virtuoso John Graas. Work
will get under way next week when
label's Coast Jazz producer Tom
Mack, huddles with Graas on the

performances Friday and Saturday
free. This year, with latter’s return from his trek as a
a single star and one performance, member of the Liberace orchestra.
auditorium was filled at 7 p.m.,
Album, a followup to the “Jazz
when manager Clarence Hoff had Studio Two” package, will include
to close the doors and turn thou- a portion of the new major jazz
symphony which Graas is completsands away.
Those who remained inside made ing on commission for the Cincinalmost a shambles of the concert, nati Symphony. Package will feateenagers
flocking
around the ture a small combo. It's for release
raised stage to glimpse Fisher in early next year.
his two singing stints and crowding
around the box in which Debbie
Reynolds sat nearby. Although no
one was seriously injured, the first
aid station had one of its busiest
nights.
In a vain effort,

WRONG, WRONG; WRONG
JUNE VAUI

statistics that

f

It's

Music by

JESSE GREER
Program Today Yesterday’s

FLAPPERETTE
MILLS MUSIC, INC.
(1419 Broadway,

Naw

York)

.

THE WRONG PARTY AGAIN
(Cue)

based on police

The name

Stet»tsu9

irients

a—

—admission

(Meridian)

“The 97% Club.”

a 12-inch
1

in past years has starred the orch
with a pair of top singers and gave

WHEN WE COME OF AGE

WONDERFUL

Hilltoppers

]

RALPH MARTERIE (Mercury)

KAREN CHANDLER

Recorded by

Jocks

*

(S h.idon)

i

I

A

(

Becond-half
program number from the soft
“Clair de Lune” to the more bombastic “Stars and Stripes Forever,”
but possibly gained a faint margin
over the near-rioting bobbysoxers.

Concert announcer

America's Fastest

a

Ken Heady had

f Selling

-

Records!

'

HEAR PERRYSING

mN0/r RECORD
\

on the

PERRY

COMO SHOW

RCA

VICTOR fytoii!
A+vothe/i
RONCOM MUSIC COMPANY 1270 6th Ave., N$w York,

tsl.

Y.

VARIETY

MUSIC
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLEBS

Mood

...

.•

*4.
i

KA^IETY

Tin Pan Alley is getting in on
th» "back home for the holidays”
movement being sponsored by the
fix New England governors. Move,
Which was fostered by New Hampshire's Gov. Hugh Gregg, will be
with

in

tied

No

"(There’s

the

new

Place Like)'

Home
..

will be preemed by Perry
his CBS-TV show tonight
and a Como waxing is be( Wed. )
ing rushed into release, by
Victor later this week. “Home For
The Holidays,” incidentally, is published by Como’s firm, Roncom

Tune

•

Title

movement

that

and Publisher

If

2

4.

Count Your

3

2

4

3

5

7

6

6

8

10

.

9

11

11

12

•.

13

12

14

i3:

Give

Heart to You (Miller)

7

4

Blessings (Berlin)

3

1

2

io

Ole House (Hamblen)
Need. You. Now (Miller)
’"Hold My Hand (Raphael)
i’This

•,

*Papa Loves

Mambo

•"Hey There. (Frank)

suit in

Ohio Federal Court

week against the Casablanca
Cocktail Lounge in Shaker Heights,

0„ which was charged with playing tunes without a performance
Numbers involved were
license.
“Mood Indigo” (Gotham) and “Little Things Mean a Lot” (Feist);
The ASCAP publishers each
were awarded the minimum statutory damages of $250 apiece, together with attorneys’ fees and
costs.

....

8

8

.

.

.

.

-

a

Skokiaan (Shapiro-B)
It’s a Woman’s World (Robbins)
Little Shoemaker (Bourne)
tThings I Didn’t Do (H&R)
.

,

;

.

.

& Roll

3
4:..

.

6

9
•

OIOI

.

10

:

.

si

.

1

5

5

3

2

2
1

1

3

4

4

5

9

7
6

1

1

2

4

2 ;

1

6

5

4
5

6
8

;

8

5

'

10

10

.8

7

.

10

.

*

r

2

.

8

4
8

7

7

.

;

.

2
6

97
90

1

6
7

IQ

49
44

5

5

.

7

8

<

>

.

.

.

>•

Warners

.

Kanaga

said that mood music has
developed into an important segment of the packaged goods mar-,
ket because (1). there’s a growing
tendency ori the part of average
listeners to prefer music to. silence
as they perform their daily tasks;
(2) the development of the EP and
LP speeds as the most', effective
methods of presenting music conti uously; (3) the use of provocative album titles with full-color
covers, and (4) the introduction of
disks as background music in fac-

5

to

tories;

restaurants,' hospitals,
braries and other locations;

Use Sinatra

At the present time, Victor

1

Hollywood, Nov. 16.
Although he is unknown outside
of the Southern California area,
Sheriff John (Rovick) will, invade

parts of the country as a
kidisk personality within the next
month. A local tv artist and moppet favorite, Rovick’s kidiskings on
Lou Chudd’s imperial label have
had a hefty sale here, where the
video show serves as an added exploitation medium.

Now

Imperial

Is

shipping Sheriff.

John disks

to St. Louis
in an effort to

and

New

create a
Orleans
platters
new market.
If
the
achieve
any penetration there,
other markets will b^ tried.

*

Names on

Coast, to

Wind

Moulin Rouge.
Mis3 Bergen already

is cutting’

an

She’ll
initial album for Jubilee.
have a trio backing her on several
sides of aii “intimate” type package. In signing her to a three-year
deal, label also acquired four sides

r

Disk for ‘Young’ Film

she etched independently in New
last. week.
Masters also»are involved in the
Fiske deal, Jubilee acquiring some
sides cut Under the old Monarch
label. Blaine said there are no
plans to use the masters arid they
will, be retired, Fiske will do only

weekend
Sinatra

the

w.v.v**.*.

LP

stuff for Jubilee.

King Sisters and Rey probably
will begin their pact after the first
of the year.

Will

A

Oakland Waxes

longplay platter that

may

the use of the Frank
recording of “Young at

JVIGM Distrib Reshuffle;
New Setup in Pitt Area

MGM

several months ago,
disking by Sinatra first
leaped onto the bestseller charts.
Original studio intention was to
have Sinatra. Sing the song in the
title,

understood

It’s

he

Sanborn

de-.

JL

6

.

Phyllis C a r o 1 i n e
a piracy suit in Fedagairist
Don Reed,

i

J

Court
Ronald Buck,
Record Co.
and Cadillac Music Publishing Co.,
asking $25,250 in damages.
Plaintiff contends she submitted
her owri tune, “You Are My Theme
Song,” to Reed and Buck in 1952.
Later, she charges, they revealed
the song to the Cadillac company,
which published ‘Til Be Waiting
for You,” a song similar to her
own.
eral

MGM

be-

a collector's item has just
been brought out by the vet countertenor, Will Oakland, to celebrate his 50 years in show biz. Restricted to 100 copies, the 12-inch
disk, which Oakland is distributing
free to his inner circle of friends,
cbnsists of a running commentary
by the thrush on his career, which
began in 1904 when he left mili-

service
and heard John
McCormack sing in the Irish Village at the St. Louis Exposition.

tary

JAMES
Sings

When We
Gome Of Age
MGM

Tell

Me You Love Me

11865

78

K 11865

45

RPM
RPM

THE GREATEST

NAMEffT 0$.

I

NJ

Oaklarid had hoped to have the
platter distributed by one of the
major firms, but too many questions of copyright clearance arose
to make a deal practicable.
More than a dozen dubbings are
included of Oakland’s old-time
Victor records; among them solo
versions of his twin theme songs,
“Silver Threads Among the Gold”

'

01

SEVENTH AVE

NEW YCRk

A&R

label’s
session,

3

^

fs;

>

WILL OSBORNE
AND

ill

get

HIS ORCH.

Now

chief, supervising the

Experiment

Art Mooney’* Orch.

Capitol Record #2712

straight singing, with Milt Gabler,

January

Week
Hoftl, Rtno

35th

Ntw Gojdtn

MlLTON DEUTSCH

Mqt.:

release.

and his

FAMOUS DIXIELAND BAND
featuring

NORMA TEAGARDEN

RAY BADUC
KENNY DAVERN
FRED GREENLEAP

KAS MALONE
Currently

November IS

for three

CLUB SAVOY,

—

ENTERTAINMENT

At Hor B*st

Hollywood, Nov. 16,
Jerry Colonna tries a change of
pace last week, checking in at
Decca for a recording session in
which he departed from his. usual
style,
Colonna tried out some

and “When Y6u and I Were Young,
Maggie.” There are two duets with
Billy Murray and two numbers by

Trio—Henry Burr, lead;
Albert Campbell, first tenor; and
Oakland, countertenor one of the
highest-voiced male combos on
record.
The Heidelberg Quintet
(Oakland, Murray, John Beiliqg,
Steve Porter and Bill Hpoley) is
also represented, as is also a remarkable basso prof undo performance by Hpoley with quartet support, “When the Rainbow Shines
Bright at Morn.” Disk ends with
dubbings of some of. Oakland’s recent guest appearances oh George'
Jessel and .Herb Shriner video.,
shows.

CONNIE RUSSELL
—with

Change of Pace

Colorina’s

the Lyric

M G M RECORDS

with

Starting

Weeki

Boston

December 8

BALI-KEA, Pittsburgh

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATIONS
JOE GLASER,

New

York

M

Pres.

Hollywood

Chicago

I

j

7

j

5.d

>V/e

P!

9-4600

I

20
2033

to

in

“THE SKY IS
EXTRA BLUE”

come

JONI

branch in Pitt

a distribution

John. Pershing as manager.
Gimbel Brbs. will continue
handle diskery's distribution
Baltimore.

Pirdfey Claimed In
$25*250 Suit on Coast
Los Angeles, Nov.

reshuffled its
setup "recently, with
Distributors of
taking over the Pitts-

Music

Cleveland
burgh area from Gimbel Bros, oi
Baltimore. Sanborn will open up

Song

Composer
Mason filed

Records

distribution

murred arid his costar Doris Day
likewise wasn’t too enthusiastic
about singing the song, which was
so solidly identified with Sinatra.
Studio then decided to use the disk
at both the beginning and the end
of the picture.

York

*.

1

when the

picture.

a basic library of 15 mood music
recorded by the Melachrino Strings,. Hugo Winterhalter
and Henri Rene,

for.

Heart” in the’ film of. the same
name. Studi
paid some $15,000
for

li-

has

albums

Hollywood, Nov; 16:
Warner Bros, completed a deal
with Capitol Records
the
•

Hollywood, Nov. 16.
Jerry Blaine, head of Jubilee
Records, returned to New York
yesterday (Mon.) after a weekehd
meeting with his western distribs
during which he announced the
signing of Polly Bergen; Dwight
Fiske and the King Sisters and
Alvino Rey. Indie label chief wound
the visit with a “Weekend in Hollywood” celebration for the diStribs, all of whom paid their fare
to town but with the label picking
up the tab for all expenses here,
Including a dinner session at the

Capitol

living.
Current Victor titles include such albums as “Music for
Two People Alone,” “Music to
Work or Study By” and “Music for
Faith arid Inner Calm.”
Victor
sales
manager Larry

!

(

Jubilee’s Blaine Signs

Columbia,

.

8
8

.

_

7

by

virtually every phase of everyday
'

H
10

have

classified Solely as dinner
music, the mood albums now cover

40
37
30
29
13

3

.

mood albums

Once

T

83
79
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topped the 1,000,000 marker for a
retail gross^ of $3,700,000.
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clicks with mood music have been
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Gotham Music and Leo Feist
Inc. won a joint Copyright infringe- other
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Across land Via Disks
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Teach Me Tonight (Hub-L)
High and the Mighty (Witmark)..

family ties than through personal
visits and family reunions during
the- holiday season.”

Tune Infringement

x

(Shapiro-B).

Mister Sandman (Morris)

tShake, Rattle
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Music.
Transportation outfits are plan-,
ning to use the theme in their
“home for the holidays” campaign.
They’re prepping a nationwide
push, despite the New England
movement.
of
the
origination
Speaking for the New England
committee, Gov. Gregg said, “We
a
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America could very well get behind as we approach the Christmas season. It is the family which
binds the nation together and there
is
no better way to strengthen
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Mood music on wax, although
conceived as background music
has come very much to the for
front in the disk sales picture during the last few years. In the case
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to drum up activity for its needle division, Columbia
shelling out cuffo diamond needles to dealers, along with
needle and
a special Hit containing a simulated Col diamond jewel
gift certificate. Purpose of the kit is to enable the gift shopper to
buy a needle without having to. specify the type. of phono player upon
which it will be used. The recipient just returns the certificate to
the dealer and selects the proper needle. Diskery also is prepping
„ hefty promotional campaign via window streamers, consumer booklets on disk and needie care as well as tieins with its national
advertising on records and phonographs.
is

.

Need You Now.

2.

I

3.

If I

4.

.

.

.Miller

.

Give My Heart. .Miller
Papa Loves Mambo,,. S-B

5.

Count Blessings..

6.

This Ole House ... Hamblen
Mister Sandman. .Morris

7.

.Berlin

New York

Metro picture, “Athena.” Pollock
got a $500 advance royalty from
currently fea- Leo Feist,
Coral Records and
tured on the accordion at Fraunces Metro.
Song’s already been reKitty
thrush
Tavern
Decca
corded on Coral by Don Cornell
Kallen begins a four-day engagejohnny Long plays a oneCleveland’s
Skyway nighter at. West View Park Nov. 26.
at
ment
A1 MorLounge today (Wed.)
Abbie Neal and her femme
gan moved his family from Chicago hillbillies off for Iceland and five
to Los Angeles for permanent h.q. weeks of playing for troops in the
Les Malloy, dee jay at KY A, Northeast Command
Herman
San Francisco, in town for a cou- Middleman band opened an enCharlotte Lord, gagement at the Club 30 near Chesple of weeks
ex-aide to d.j. Bill Silbcrt, \yas ter, W. Va.
Bill Esch now doing

RobeR Panofsky
.

.

,

again spotlighted
by the Crew Cuts, who are riding on the hot-selling “Sh-Boom” for
Mercury Records. Group kicked off the *y ear with, a booking at the:
Casino Theatre, Montreal, at $.350 a Week and are returning to, the
shine spot Dec. 30 for more than $5,000 and a percentage deal. Meantime, the boys are set for their New York area bow, at the Boulevard,
Queens, Nov. 24. .They’ll also appear on CBS-TV’s “Toast of thie. Town”
Nov. 28,
is

Home
JL'ch

tor;

For Aged ToOters
New York.

V arxety

'

.

j-i

MGM

Records is. rushing into release ah etching of “The Last Time
I Saw. Paris” by Odette to tie in with the Metio pic of the same name.
Although Odette warbles the tune in the film, platter Is not a soundtracker. Thrush also will do a guest warbling stint at New York’s
Ca itol Theatre at the pic’s preem Nov. 18.
-

Way

to hear them, as they
th
not in the privacy
of some de luxe, over-electronicked
pickup. And of course it removes
the onus that I’m setting myself up
as a one-man judge to appraise the
artistic values of recording com-

best

Scot

Whiskey Coin Runs

sound on

Out; Countess Seeks U.S.

Aid for Natl Orchestra
Edinburgh, Nov. 9.
Countess
of
Roseberry,

Th

prexy of the Scottish National
Orchestra Society, plans to visit

America and Canada to

enlist

fi-

nancial support for the orch.; She
said here that more players are
needed to build up the playing
strength of th
orch, and that

means more coi
In America the Countess hopes
contact heads of large firms who
might help put. She said’' that distillers connected with big whiskey
firms had been generous in Scotland,, but they were still very short
of coin; Musical co§ts had been

to

pany experts, .But if the public
writes and phones me that ‘you
Americans don’t dig what some of
these Itaiiano innuendos mean, or
that they offend,’ then it’s no longer my one-man Opinion but the
public’s, which is paramount.”
;

IIe concedes,

John G. Banks, civic, chief of
Edinburgh, complained that the

however, that the

:

r&b (rhythm

&

blues) stuff is the
most offensive, and in that instance
he doesn’t take any chances by just

I

I

have
have

heard of arid have personally witnessed numerous success stories.
But, by the same token, for every
star N who shines
the musical
firmament, there are many men
who are no longer able to toot,
fiddle or bang.
It is these men I
am concerned about.
It is riot easy for a musician Who
has worked most of his life faithfully and well tp have advancing
years, ill health or other adverse
conditions catch up' With him.
A
f
lot of musicians find work hard to
come by under such trying circumstances. And. even though the
union arid relief agencies do fine

•
.

*

m

i

.1

i

1

1

1.

Continued from page 53

Marlin Block
Continued from page
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offering

regard,

package,
Victor plans to issue, its
own “Show Business” album featuring Miss iUonroei Decca is subbing with Dolores Gray,

The swapping
evidenced

in

vogii

MOM’s

,

however, is
okaying the

okayed

‘Victor's

soundtrack release

as an

a&r

V

,

.

r

"i

H C.r^ n

5

'Iff If SNOW

r

"UTIT$N 0 W!“
"

UT IT SNOW"

CAHN MUSIC COMPANY

in

,

week and moved

to

,

.

.

.

arrangements

Coral thrush Eydie orch
several deejays ait playing

.

Ronnie’s Steak House last week .
Betty Madigan into the Paraglide
Club; Hempstead, L. I., Friday
Alan Dean begins a six(19)
day stand at the Ranch House,
NovJohnston, R; I Nov. 23'.
ember issue of Popular Science
mag ieautres a hi-fi story, illustrating the piece with photos Of
Records’ technique from recording
to cutting, of master disk.
Following a Dec. 14 date at the

.

Baron

Elliott

Spaniel

combo

for

Jimmy

.

weekends „at Colonial
Manor during the fall and Winter
Three of a Kind into
season
the M. and M. Lounge.
.

.

.

.

,

Omaha

.

Sam

Fraser’s

orch

Pall

into

Garden of Legion Club here
Leo Pieper orch played Peony
Park last weekend (13-14), with
Jimmy Palmer, Bobby Mills and
Nell
Tony Bradley upcoming
Broad wood Hotel Philly, Sammy Rankin of Metropolitan Opera to
Kaye takes off on a two-month appear with tenor Walter Fred-

MGM

Florida.

hiatus' in

He’ll

air

his

.

.

.

Omaha Symphony

ericks at

winter

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

,

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

in

any other occupa-

I know that other bandleaders I
have spoken to are as much in
favor of this idea as l am perhaps,
even more so. How about, all of us
music-makers getting together to
discuss ways and means of establishing such a home?
I l'eel confident that with a little support
and cooperation, we should be able
to accomplish much for those not
so fortunate as we are.
Lester Lanin
.

James

Stagliano,., artistic

direc-

the first movement from RimskyCaprice,”
Korsakov’s
“Spanish
With electronic engineers, on stage
taping it In two fashions as it
should be done and as. it should
Both tapes were
hot be done.
played for the audience' with an
explanation by Rogers. This conThe
cluded the demonstration.
remainder was a concert by the
National Symphony under leadership of Dr. Howard Mitchell,
More might have been done with
the electronic) portion of the pro-

—

distribution at Century Records.

beginning

Dec.

M

Crooner

.

to kick off
.“I Love Paris,” sung by
Ronnie Harris on Columbia label,
topping Scot tune parade, with
Don Cornell’s “Hold My Hand” qri
Vogue in second slotting and Dean
Martin’s “Sway” on. Capitol

Dec. 6

.

‘

Bill Farrell on a midwest deejay
junket plugging his first Mercury- third position.
lie opens at the Cabin
release.
Club, Cleveland, Friday (19)
Cabot Inked by Cardinal
Ross Jungnieke! has taken over
the U. S, rights to “My Son, My
After Indie Etching Job

Son” from Edward Kassner
Tunesmith Abner Silver headed
south yesterday (Tues.) for a lew

.

.

months’ stay
Miami Beach.

at

the

Patrician

in:

Hollywood, Nov. 16.
Batoneer Chuck Cabot makes his
debut under the Cardinal label
early next year as a .result of an
indie etching job here. Cabot cut
four sides at Capitol’s custom divi-

Chicago
sion with Walt Hee brier producing.
touring
orch
Sauter-Flnegan
Tim Gayle, who handles publicity
midwest on niters before opening
for
both Cabot and- Frank Blasco’s
at New York Statler Nov. 22
Tommy Reed playing Muehlebach Cardinal label, engineered the deal
under
which his clients got togethfour
in Kansas City. Nov, 18 for
Los Chavales de Espana er and Blasco acquired the four
frames
open Airport in Pittsburgh this sides;
week for 10 days, following with
Nov. 23 date at Jung Hotel, New
.

.

.

.

.

.Don,
Orleans, for three weeks
Reid orch pegged for Peabody
Hotel in Memphis Dec. 31 for four
frames
Chuck Foster into Aragon in Chi Dec. 25 for seven
.

.

.

.

.

weeks, following current stint of
Eddy Howard
Cass Harrison
opening Jefferson Hotel, St. Louis,
.Ralph
this week through Jan. 7
.

.

.

.

Marteirle slated for Melody
Chi, Dec. 15 for three weeks.

Mill,

1G

Infringe Settlement

Hollywood, Nov. 16.
Infringement suit for $10,000,
Harold
Levy against RCA
by
and Encore Music Publications four
years ago, was settled out of court
filed

for $1,000.

Defendants were charged with
wrongfully appropriating ’Levy’s
lyrics
to
tune titled “Blue
a

Rhumba.”

Pittsburgh
Pee Wee Hunt band opens

two-

A Solid

week engagement at Bali Kea Nov.
25 and Jack. Teagarden returns
there, also for a fortnight, on Dec,
8.
A1 Belietto orch follows Teagarden, Dec. 22-Jaii. 4
Walt
.
Harper’s outfit plays for St, Fran.

.

College Hop Friday (19) and
Carnegie Tech Delta Upllson fraternity formal the next night
Jole Vance Trio into the Jacktown
Hotel for a limited stay ;
Bert
Pollock, graduate of the Carnegie
Tech Drama School and now a
clvilah in charge of Fifth Army
gram. It was interest in perfect entertainment
working
of
out
reproduction, rather than a straight Chicago, won first prize for best
concert, which drew many people lyric submitted for the Hugh Mar-:
to Constitution Hall.
tin-Ralph Blane theme melody for

bid...

.

Week planned

tish Jazz

The Rover Boys, Coral Records
vocal quartet, repacted by Frank
Meadowbrook,
his
for
Dailey
Cedar Grove, N, J., for 12 days

cis

.

.

;

.

Hit!

Give <
'My Heart;
If

.9

i

.

.«

To Too «

MILLER MUSIC CORPORATION

%

WINTER W0NDERLANP
tW#
ciKii

BREGMAN,

.

'

ABC-TV show "So You Want To

.

oJIuxuj^

"iti

.

.

.

MGM

temporary Records have come

.

Gorme hosted

.

MGM

for courtesy bows with the loanout
of their jazz instrumentalists.
Hazards of a restricted trading
policy was evidenced, a few years
when Decca and victor
ago
locked horns on the “Call Me
Madam” album. Victor .Had the
original cast album rights to the
Irving Berlin legltuntr, but Decca
had the show's star, Ethel Merman,
under an exclusive waxing deal.
Hence, the selling potential of each
“Madam” album was dissipated,
Victor's because it had everything
but the star and Decca’s because
it didnt’ have the complete Original
Cast-Selling values.

last

the Coast

.

.

Bugs

A WONDERFUL
SEASONAL SONG

married

.

of the

.

.

.

...

.

Otto Preminger pic; “Car- tor of Boston Records, announced
ma ? (Block .mentioned names, men Jones,” with Pearl Bailey.
signing of a two-year recording
A
couple
of years ago
which are purposely elided).
contract with the Zimbler Sin“But; if oh the .other hand;” he launched the trading vogue when fonjetta of Boston.
continues,*' “I play such-and-such it gave Victorian okay to issue
record and I get ah avalanche of Mario Lanza’s soundtrack from the
phone calls from justifiably irate Metro pic, “The Student Prince.”
Hi-Fi
Americans of Italian extraction, It’s also, expected that MGM' will
Columbia the soundtrack
then I know that my judgment is give
Continued from page 53
correct when 1 next refuse to play rights tq “The Ruth Etting Story,”
such-and-such record. In fact, on currently, being shot on the Metro of WGMS, With the musicians demmade onstrating the versatility of their
my show tomorrow (this was last lot with Doris Day.
.eek) I’ll mention this is No. 23 a previous reciprocal trade move instruments.
with Col when it leased Howard
in the nation’s standings but I reSo far as the actual hi-fi dei fuse to play a record that is of- Keel for the soundtrack set of the onstration was concerned, It was
fensive (Block did not play the WB pic “Calamity Jane.”
limited
to two short sections. After
In jazz Field, Too
Col disk of Rosemary Clooney's
The lend-leasing also is going on the brass opened the evening with
“Mambo Itaiiano” on his Saturday
a fanfare, there was a playback of
in the jazz field.
In the upcoming
(13) roundup of hits.)'
the same passage as taped earlier
“The main point is that hearing Coral soundtrack set, “Private Hell In the day,
them with my public is still the 36,” such diversified labels as CapSecond, the orchestra played
itol, Victor, Pacific Jazrnmd Con-

judgment

off-base in his

.

,

.

—

Mercury release of the soundtrack
from the Metro musical/ “Athena,”
because it. stars Merc pactee Vic
Damone.
Coral, Decca’s subsid,

i

i

this

tion?

.

the Scottish National Orch.

to

in

most cases

Soundtracks

,

series March 21-22.
Lead A Band” from there
financial
nd moral assistance, Lawrence Elow and Linda Roberts,
London
there is a crying need for composers of “Not As A Stranger,”
still
something niore.
working on a legit musieomedy
Bandleader johnny Dankworth
thrush,
Mary McCoy, Green Label
signpd contract With Capitol RecI am firmly convinced that the
BBC has banned singer
theatrical profession has an an- on a deejay toim through the mid- ord!?
Faron Young, Capitol Dennis Lotis’s Decca recording of
swer to this problem in their Ac- west
dis- ‘.‘Honey Love”.
crooner,
hillbilly
Records’
Canadian singer
tors’ Homes, where not only does
is
joi ing
the
charged, from the ITS. Army today Stephanie Wise
a needy thespiah get the best of
The Gaylords, Mercury Ronnie Scott orch.
(Wed.)
care, but he’s still in association Records’ vocal combo; hopped into
vyith colleagiies in his profession.
town lor two days this week, for a
He. is psychologically Anff spiritu- Sunday News color photo layout
Scotland
ally at home.
Why not the same
Earl Bostic, on a one-nighter
Ken Mackintosh band pacted for
soft of program for the worthy tour through New England, hits four-week tour ol‘ Scotland from
musician?. Why not set up lipmes Providence' R. I., today (Wed.)
Jan. 1, with three weeks set at
for those unfortunate men Who, Vick Knight named director and Green’s Playhouse and a fourth
Scotthrough no real fault .'of their own, v.p; in charge of advertising and week ol‘ one-night stands

Work

find it impossible to continue earning a living tlifough music, and in.

hot playing them.

rising rapidly.

British Broadcasting Corp, is not
giving a fair deal in radio airings

'

.

.

:

Throughout the years that
been in. the music business,

‘

Les ElgarMs shaping up as the “cover”* lan for Columbia Records.
couple of weeks Elgart’s orch “covered” “Mr. Sandman,”
Kitty Got Jn” and “I Need Your Lovin’ ” Gene Becjcer, who heads
Col’s special pop projects; instigated the, “covering” of clicks by
val diskeries. Heretofore, Col had shied away front following breakthrough platters with its. own versions.

In the past

.

.

.

Income-building power of a disclick for artiste

.63

‘Hit Parade’ Lineup
(On Nov. 13 NBC-TV Bfcow).
X. Hey There
.. Frank

move

a

In

Records
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To Produce Tour

By

—

LARRY SOLLOWAY
Miami Beach, Nov.

——

T-7

=

r—-7-

*

16,

Straight night., clubs and the- restaurants
the greater
in
are in for rough, comThis will
season.
petition this
come: from the &wank ocean front
tentatively,
set
or
have
who
hotels
booked the better musical units
and cafe names, while the club
operators are still dickering for the
highbracket stars that can provide
the bull power they need to bring
the patrons out of the. hostels and

Tilly Reed Gees L’ Apache
Billy Reed’s Little Club, N. Y.,
will intro a talent policy Monday

atre

Miami area

,

.

f

22

with

>

L ’Apache (Andre

to sing at the supper shows.
teur appeEU-ecl briefly last

on WABC-T.V,
discovery

the

New
of

Tofel)
.

.

C.han-

Units

Hollywood, Nov. 16.
Jack Entrattcr Enterprises has
been organized to produce nitery
shows and vidfilms. Entratter, as
prexy, will continue to do. shows
for the Sands, Las Vegas- but will
also put together units for the
vaude and nitery circuit.
He's now prepping “Sands. Follies” for which he has a 30*week
guarantee in South America.

On Fees as N.Y.
•t

0 &
Olsen

tix
selling
is
after ' threatening
to close two weeks ago. Sudden biz
sptiit is attributable, to an* upbeat

It’s

Tofcl’s cafe

bow

in

in

N. Y.

into their plush confines.

With official extension of operating hours, hotel owners have gone
all out in lining up those they believe are the type of attractions
different from the local night club
Typical is the Saxony,
pattern.
.first tO set a complete lineup. Owner George Sax and general manager George E. Fox are switching
from the act policy which obtained.
recent years to a predominantly
unit idea.
Teeing off for the winter will be
Perez Prado and his group, plus
the Hurtado de Cordoba flamenco
dancers, breaking away from the.
concert stages to essay their first
Ted Lewis and
cafe appearance.

company follow, with Xaxier Cugat-Abbe Lane and their production set for February. March will
the Dorsey Bros, aggregation,
plussed by variety acts such as
they utilized on their tv show last
summer.
Bert Novae and his associates are
following the same basic policy,
(Continued on page 661

4,

conventions here and the wearing off in time of unanimous pans
in the four daily newspapers.
Vaude show, .playing legit-style
on the Selwyn stage, did healthy
biz last week, largely with the help
of 4,000 petroleum men holding
conclave here.

filmsler

Carmel Myers wife of Paramount
pix exec A. W. Schwalbcrg,

Chicago, Nov. 16.
Live entertainment is returning

The British agents are making
their annual invasion of tne U.S;
The forthcoi mg variety season at
the Palladium,. London, starting in
March, is causing some, of the tqp
percenters to come here in an effort to get talent comitments. Now
in the U.S. are Harry Foster, head
of the Foster Agency. who has a
with the William Morris
Agency. Bernie. ..Delfbnt, arrived
and Charles
(Tues.),
yesterday
Tucker is in the U.S. doing some
'

tiei

talent gandering.

Also due
a

week

is

tne U.S.

iff

about

David Martin, of the

Ti-

voli Circuit, Australia. Martin was
York a couple of weeks ago
in
for a brief ie and planed off to Lo«-

New

don;

liners.

One of the operators claimed
that the lack of cooperation front
talent
agencies is .forcing the
switch. It’s charged that the cafes
have been withholding their top
names and what they have been
offering are .at inflated prices.
They hope that with a jazz policy,
be able to get some name
performers in that' field and thus
be able to skirt some of the talent
agencies that have been denying
they’ll

.

Windy

City theatres, possibly in
a double dose this winter. Chicago
Theatre reverts back to stageshows
on Dec. 17 after nine weeks of
“Star Is Born.*’ which has left the
city void of a single presentation
house for the first time in many
to

N.Y.

being forced to change
its formatvfrom a headliner spot:
to a. jazz operation, according to
spokesmen for the Cafe. The spot
has booked Cab Calloway to open
Friday, and will forsake any attempts .to get other types of headis

:

now

through Dec.

season
York, and. is

silent

Up Takes

Chicago, Nov. 16,
Johnson’s “Pardon My

9t

Antennae”

The new La Martinique,
operation

J

Take Hits 171G
f

years.

Sydney, Nov.

Now management

of the OrienTheatre also indicates it may
vaude sweepstakes after
generally good results with a

9.

them their topliners.
The talent agencies, on the

other

hand, have a fairly qnifofm story,
stating that there have been wide
variations on the prices that the
performers are asking and the
salaries, being offered by La Martinique. In some instances, it’s declared, the acts have taken cuts,
but wouldn’t shave their price deep
enough to meet La Martinique bids.

Gross take at 22 Lpiiis Armstrong jazz concerts at Sydney and
Melbourne fight arenas was huge
Two
straight pic policy since early 1952.. by local standards at $171,000.
Oriental, however, is booked tight cities contributed $76,500 and $94,-.
with CinemaScopers through Janu- 500, respectively. Sydney, nut was Agency -men declare,
that it’s to
bigger
ary of, next year and probably won’t smaller, although it’s the
town. However, Melbourne was in their best interests to encourage
set an in-the-flesh show until after
Satchmo
sea- La Martinique to remain on the
the
carnival
mood
for
that time;
It’s: not
certain yet,
son, with its annual Cup Race N.Y. nitery scene. Currently; New
either, whether the house’s stage
attracting the usual influx York is a difficult city to spot sevpolicy will be regular or occasional. meeting
eral categories of acts and La
Excellent results with vaude at of visitors.
boxoffice was even Martinique offers some relief from
Armstrong
the Chicago this past year tips off
that
situation.
bigger than Johnnie Ray’s, accordthe thinking that there^s still a
On the other hand, La Martigood market for live shows in this ing to promoters of the stadium
shows, Americans Lee Gordon and nique also claims that the outlying
town. If the Oriental takes to stageniteries,
such as Ben Maksik’s
shows again, it’ll be a boon to local Berth Reyes.
Gordon has left for the States to Town & Country, Brooklyn; Boulebooking agents who have sorely
audition talent. He’s visiting Holly- vard, Rego Park, L.I., and the Elemissed, presentation houses in rewood, Las Vegas and New York gante, Brooklyn, are getting names
cent years and ha*Ve had to inand is due back in Sydney in that should rightfully go to La
crease their pitch at club dates to
Martinique.
around ten days.
compensate. Chicago, per xtsual,
Next Importation to come under
will be booked through United
Larry.
Myers, who formerly
the Gordon management is Billy
Paramount in New York..
Daniels, slated to plane in Dec. 3 headed the cocktail department of
Dec. 17 two-framer will headline
with Dave Barry and pianist Benny Mercury Artists Corp., has joined
Don Cornell and feature an ice
Payne. Daniels will be here' 10 Spotlight Attractions, N. Y.
revue. It’s to be followed on the
days, and will appear in Sydney,
31st with Julius La Rosa, Kitty
Melbourne and Brisbane On a tight
Kallen, Gary Morton and Phil Lawsked, Gordon outfit charters planes
rence .& Mitzi,
tal

rejoin the

keep its imported names hopping between keys.
Nat (King) Cole won’t be here,
until January. June Christy’s on
the Cole bill pf fare,
to

.

[

COPA SET INTO

I

FEB.

J ules: Podell’s Copacabana, N. Y.,;
has a talent lineup extending into;
February. Spot has signed head-

Vaude, Cafe Dates

including Frank Sinatra,
Dennis Day, Billy Daniels “'and

liners

New York

others.

herb and belly

warner

Following the current run of Nat
(King! Cole, Copa has Myron
Cohen and the Kean Sisters, with
The Vagabonds taking over on
Dec. 9. Sinatra and the De Marco
Sisters move in Dec. 23, with
Denpis Daiy following Jan. 13. Billy
Daniels succeeds him on Feb. 17.

Jerry Lester Inked For
j

_

Lester

has

in Aussie
been sighed

for his first theatre date in some
time. He’s been set for the .Tivoli
Theatre,
Melbourne;
Australia
starting Dec. 1, for ai mi imum of
,

seven weeks.
Uavid N. Marti
Tivoli circuit
producer;
is
building
a
show
around the comic.

Currently

,

le

ruban bleu
to the

Meles and Julius

Mgt,: BERNIE

ILSON

.

.

.

.

.

&

Phillips pacted. for the Vogue
Terrace, Pittsburgh, Nov. 29 .
.
Jules “Buddy” Raymond, formerly
teamed with Charles Gregory ajnd
prior to that with the Milt Britton
band, is being sought by his family
Ruth Price is a; newcomer to
the Village Vanguard, N. Y., show,
which opened last night (Tues.)
Tony Bennett, current at
Sciolla’s, Philadelphia, pacted for
.

]

.

.

.

,

.

.

two weeks
Beach, Dec.

at Copa
24,

City,

IN
It's

BOSTON
the

HOTEL AVERY
The

Home

Avery

A

of

Show

Washington

Omaha

Whon

in Buffalo

Stop at tho

ROANOKE
APARTMENT HOTEL

.

An. Apartment lor the price of • Room

Complete Coo King Facilities
M. Leiichner, Mgr,, $06 So. Elmwood Av

ager.

Saranac Lake, N.Y., Nov. 16.
arrivals at the Will Rogers
hospital, Edward (IATSE) Jacobi,
with ABC’ (in for the usual checkup). Sonya Spieker of vaude and

New

Monk

nitery, and
of Philly.

Francis

J.

McDonald

Henrietta Vieta On visit from
Variety Clubs-Will Rogers patients were flooded with letters
and cards results of the Sunshine
Shower from Don McNeill’s Breakfast Club program over WABC,
Write to those who are 111.

Currently

Opening December 30th

THUNDERBIRD, Las Vegas
(Thanks

Personal

Management FRED

Folk
Sts,

Miami

Calypso Eddie troupe (5) opened
at Don Hai inond’s Seven Seas
Friday (12)
Dorsey & Fiore,
comics, playing 0maha’s newest
nitery, Cafe Del Monico.
Frank
Pane, ex-nitery singer, is the man.

WHEN

By Happy Benway

NEW YORK
Thanks

Jenny Collins is set for the same
Kitty Kallen and Julius
show
LaRosa paired for the Chicago Theatre, Chicago, Dee. 31
Lewis

.

Theatre Date
Jerry

"A REFRESHINGLY
DIFFERENT SONG DUO"

De Marcos have signed for the
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, Feb.; 3

K. STEELE, Gen. Motors Bldg.,

New

York

HAL'BRAUDISI

.

VAUDEVILLE

P^SSlEff
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Hollywood, Nov.

16.

Bill Kent, for 15 years president
Representatives
the
Artists
of
Assn,, has stepped, down from the
top spot. Eddie Elkqrt; U. S. head
of the. Lew & Leslie Grade Agency

*

:

Memphis, Nov.

humor developed

ove*'

coast-to-coast radio and. television
programs. As a result; writers for

saloon comics are going to have to
nay more attention to their customers.
Lister, who writes most of his
own material; has noticed the trend
developing lor several months and
hc'gun shifting some of his
lias
material to meet the demand. The'
stand he closed last night (Tues;)
at Lie Cocoanut Grove, however,
crystallized some of his ideas for

ice revue,

as a fly comic
depends a great deal of sight
:

Lester believes that a

iteiy audience
type of humor,.

a

used

ma-

new

of his agency business
acted in Florida;

Abe SaperstCi

our

Heart-to-Hegrt Talks

,

.

going to have to have long
their
talks,
with

Layout,

heart-to-heart

“Varieties

labeled

“Most
“do

writers,” Lester points
a piece, of an act here and
They hear
a piece of an act there.
you say you want to do. something
about hotels, so they haul, out the
file and say “HoW many hotel jokes
do you want?’ this kind of writing
doesn’t do the comic any good.”

Romano

Bros.,

comedy

acrobats;

Nov. 16.

Pierre-Louis Guerin and his Lido
syndicate have bought controlling

Bows to D.S. Cafe
Noel Coward, British playwright-

interest in the 1,600-seat^r Moulin
Rouge night club, from Georges

France.

This

makes

the

group,

backed by the Clerico Bros, and
Jacques Bauchet, one of the biggest nitery financial gambits here.
There is the feel of big money as
the new, grandiose Lido show, “De-

iri

.

,

•

;

Murdoch,

ICESHOW

WM. MORRIS

UP

.

;

New

Room

.

ica,

into a

band

policy.

no

dis-

The dues

collected

by

the auxiliary Will be refunded to
the members by the AFM.
also obtained the promise that
pending legal action against the
toqters u ion by several performers will be withdrawn.

AFM

rent pact puts AGVA in a position
subordinate to the demands of the

AFM, Many comedians or singers
who use a musical instrument for
a Small portion of their show may

be asked to join the AFM and resign A'GVA, Just what hunk of the
1

AGVA

some

of the top legit players.

membership the AFM:

is

in

position to bite off can’t be deter-

mined

as yet.

Montreal Upbeat Due
Montreal, Nov. 16.
All bonifaces here are pleased
.

AGVA-AFM settlement of
their
differences,
Many larger
spots are already planning bigger,
better shows, some on the verge of
folding taking a new ICase on life'.
The Mt. Royal Hotel’s Normandie'
Room has no immediate plans for
entertainment and will conti
with its present policy of a trio.
New deal should restore Montreal’s many clubs and countless
lounges, etc., back to normal and
comes in time to. offset the prewith the

•

:

for

calls

crimination against AGVA members Who resigned that 'union' to
join an auxiliary sponsored by

Wows

A

•

against AGVA, Jairies C. Petrilld,
.head of the AFM, was forbidden
by court injunction in several
cities 'in the.U. S. from preventing
his musicians from refusing to
play for,. AGVA members’:.- However, this didn’t apply to Canada.
Because of the fact that the
AGVA treasury is near the dimi
ishing point, the performer union
didn’t haye the wherewithal to
continue battle with the musicians.
Contract between both unions
renewable by either party for
term of five years and his no 60day cancellation notice, as did the
old’ pact; which was * cancelled by
AGVA iri October, 1953.
Other conditions included in the

1

,

pre-

by Walter Murdoch,
veepee who is head of the
Toronto branch, who carried the
brunt of the AFM’s offensive
sided: over

AFM

goes into rehearsal; the Bal

,

,

the jurisdiction

Conference held

New York was

Signing of the pact reopens the
Canadian area to AGVA members,
and will permit, the Montreal niterTabarin reopening is pushed back ics to hire name performers again;
to a probable June preeming due They had feared hiring top comics
to the Moulin Rouge changes, arid and singers because of the fact
the Empire, also, under the group that they wouldn’t be able to get
aegis, is considered, for a probable musical background..
addition to the music hall scene
It’s also believed; that the cur-

.sires,”

Jacques Cardon, Belgian unicyclist; songwriter-actor, will make his
Tony Ponce and Hadda Brooks, U.S. nitery debut in’ Las Vegas
Bros.,
acrobats; sometime this year. Joe Glaser,
singers; , Tong
Harry Coates, trampolinist, and head of Associate Booking Corp.,
returned Sunday night (14). from a
dancers Mason & Anderson.
four-day quickie to Europe, during
feels that it’s wrong
Saperstei
which time he signed Coward for in the near future.
to rely on a single name, such as
This
What will be needed more and many traveling units have done. a nitery appearance as well as com- copious, may well herald a more
flow of big names, and
lore in the future, Lester declares, He says that the show must offer mitting him to several television
garnering
The plenty of entertainment all the shows and possible a recording forerunner,of U. S. acts here. A
is
character establishment.
and good example, is
contract.
Coward
will
sail for the
comic and the writer will have to way through and will gamble that
U.S. tomorrow (Thurs.) on the the five-week booking of the Borsettle up on a type of character
it'll work.
Of course, as presently
rah Minevitch Harmonica Rascals
Queen
Elizabeth
to
pick
up the
which can then be built, much as booked, the gamble is eased some(7) into the new Lido program.
Meanwhile,
Glaser
has
Jack Benny’s character has been what by the fact that he’ll be play- deals.
started negotiations with Las Vegas Rascals will serve as ar bolsterer
established over the years.
ing under auspices of various orand impetus for the spec during
“When this is done!” he; adds, ganizations in most of the towns. inns, asking $35,000 for the per- its early start. They have fare paid
“lh writers will begin writing for Nonetheless,
he's putting
down miere appearance of the Briton in from San Francisco to’ Paris and
U.S. niteries,.
the comedian instead of writing for considerable coin on that contenAgents have been trying to en- then back to N. Y., plus getting
themselves.
And the public will tion.
solid «oin here ($4,500). If plans
tice Coward into American cafes
be better satisfied.”
for the reconversion of the' Empire
Saperstein got into this aspect for many years. The.
Waldorf-Asto a variety house go through, it
of show business through the side toria, N.Y., among other
hostels,
will mean a spot for bigger interdoor. Early in the career of the was interested.
Until Glaser made
national names. Though success of
Harlem Globetrotters he tried to the. deal, he disdained
Hope
GIs, Friends
U.S. cafes,
whoop up interest in the de.adspots although he has appeared in Lon- the Olympia and- Bobino have been
more or less sure, the same stars
of the presentation. First he had don
niteries for several years. Last
and acts have, shown up too regua champ free-throw tosser who week,
he finished at the Cafe de
larly in each house.:
guaranteed to make 100 baskets Paris, London,
Special Services Show within 14 minutes. This got to be city business. where he did capaMoulin Rouge will keep the same
Rudy Vallee suc- biweekly
monotonous after a while, so Sap ceeded him.
vaude format until Jan. 6,
Paris, Nov. 16.
erstein tried baton-twirling champs
when
a more comprehensive proGlaser left New York last WedOlympia musio.hall, on its weekfrom various colleges. This was nesday
duction aspect, conceived by Rene
ly closing day last Wednesday (10),
(10), conferred with Coward
Somewhat better, but he won max- the following
Fraday, .will be the mainstay bJ
day in London, rewas the recipient of one of the best
imum response when he got acts mained in England
the show, with stars changing everj
variety shows since its inception
on Friday and
to entertain between halves and
two or three Weeks as before. Ba]
took off for Sweden where he saw
over a year ago. This was Bob
quarters.
Lionel
Hampton perform, and vis- Tabarin is also being refurbished
Hope’s special show for Army SpeSaperstein feels that the, pres- ited briefly in Switzerland before anji readied for a big splash opencial Services.
House was packed
of
variety talent has emplaning for the U.S. on Sunday. ing, but now. new chores will delaj
with GIs and dependents from the entation
Fraday’s lush “Vive Montmartre'
If deal with Coward is signed *at
whole Paris area, and Hope gave enabled the Globetrotters to mainshow until about June, in time foi
them a broadside of chatter that tain their boxoffice to a great $35,000, it’ll be the highest salary
made for the biggest yocks in town. extent. He’s now testing the power ever given an individual in the the tourist influx trade. Group alsc
has the Ambassadeurs nitery, which
Able supporting show of Domin- of variety’s pull as a solo venture. history of the nitery industry.
remains shuttered and a whit<
ique, The Earls (2), Carol Bruce The show, he stated, is subject to
elephant until something is pegged
Broadway Plan
and Hope’s Gallic chantoosy find, change until it reaches the status
for it. Its few attempts at gettini
of
hard-hitting
a
display,
SaperLine Reanud, rounded out the
London, Nov. 16.
show. An Army band filled in well. stein added that you can’t prove
Ndel Coward is leaving Thursday a Gallic niche on the nitery scene
the last few years have all beer
it by him that vaudeville is dead
Hope had these Americans-away- He feels that it still has sufficient (18) for N.Y., after his Cafe de debacles.
Paris date wound up last Saturday
from-home yowling throughout in piill if properly presented.
A more highpowered nitery scene
(13).
He’ll look at the current
his
masterful material, delivery
Broadway production of his "Quad- seems to be developing as the emarid timing.
His asides on Paris,
phasis is put on spectacle anc
rille” and negotiate cabaret, tv and
Bing Crosby, and his general bansumptuousness, and as the smallei
legit appearances with Joe Qlaser.
BRITISH
FIRM
ter and wit, were received >by pro
After a few days in New York, clubs recede into specialized spot!
-lific palms and laughter.
Domirt
for windup or clublike atmosphere
moves
on
Coward
to
Chicago
and
ique stripped bare the delighted
U.S.‘
subsequently to Las Vegas. Then
aud in his pickpocket routine, and
Glasgow, Nov, 16.
goes
tp
Coward
Jamaica
for
his
the Earls <2), went through their
SETTING
Holiday
Ice.
Inc.,
iceshow annual vacation and will make final
graceful balancing act, Miss Bruce
only had time for one song- but firm which has taken over inter-r pla ns for his Broadway a ppearance
registered
well,
Miss Renaud, ests of impresario Tom Arnold, next fall in two new plays which
Whom Hope discovered at the Mou- plans to export ice shows from he is now writing and which will
The William Morris Agency has
likely pio
be presented, on alternate nights. organized a special events departlin Rouge here, scored with her Britain to America.
first
U;S. aud by her bombast, neer will be “Chu Chin Chow on
which will set concert and
ment
Phrasirigs and solid vocalizing. Her Ice,” to be known in the U.,S. as
crewcut attractions. Heading the
Yorker Shutters.
pleasingly accented English also “The Arabian Nights Story.”
new sector will be Klaus Kolman,
bode well for this singer who apGerald Palmer, production man
who had been with National ConSaturday cert & Artists Corp., and prior to
Terrace
peared 'With Hope on his recent ager for Arnold, who is now a Holi
Command Performance in Eng- day on Ice topper, said: “Ice shows
The Terrace Room Of the Hotel that had set tours for the Goldovland, and, thusly, on his kinescoped with a story arc new to America.
New Yorker, N. Y;, will pass out of sky Opera Theatre and the Vienna
video show for U.S. release in De- So we shall clip the story, jazz up business
Saturday '(191.
Ralph Boys Choir; latter for the S. Hurok
cember. She looks headed for big 'Chu Chin Chow’ with spectacle, Flanagan is the final headliner. office.
U.S. appeal.
and present the finished production Room will be. converted to inFormation of the new depart
Hope, who headed for home at as ‘The Arabian Nights Story’.”
crease the hotel's banquet facili- ment indicates that the Morris of
the week’s end. received a special
fice will, be booking artists such as
Production costs for an elaborate ties.
hook of the “Masterpieces of the ice show in Britain are around
The Terrace Room; for many Jose Greco when he goes out on
Louvre Museum” from the city of $150,000. “Carmen on Ice,” with years, had been on. a name band his longhair jaunts, and. at the
Paris in the person of Bernard opera stars singing roles while arid iceshow policy. With acquisi- same time the office may organize
La.faye, and his first question Was, skaters act them, is also being tion of the hotel earlier this year, lectures for some of its top per
Is Bing Crosby in this book?”
mulled as a likely export to Amer- by the Hilton chain, room moved formers arid probably tours by
,

Mask.

(15)

new agreement
Paris,

of

1955,” will have a jfo-name cast
which will include Earl Hines Orch,

Writers.

as the bulk
now trans-

is

who has

parlayed the Negro basketball team,
Harlem Globetrotters, Into one of
the hottest properties in the sports
world, is taking his first fling into
show business with a variety show
opening Dec. 5 at Rockford, 111.
It will play for a minimum of eight
weeks, with more time. to be added.

In switching to ipeet the new deni and, Lester opines, most comics
are

the. "of fleers,

Kent stepped down

of

Monday

'

he membership. The board then
chooses

wants a different

comedian
want jokes.”

the

of musical acts.

-

ARA

And they’ve seen plenty of teleSo when the emcee says
vision:
show’—they,

.

of Variety

the Ameri-

to

can Federation, of Musicians this
week, with signing of a five-year

The DiGatanos' (Jayne DiGatario agreement defining

.

to

now

the

Team

kowitz, Morris; Billy Shaw', Shaw
Artists Bureau, and Charles Yates,
Yates Artists Bureau. Jack Talan,
of Music Corp. of America, along
with Singer,, are the associate reps.
According to
procedure, the
board of governors is elected by

“Now, it is becoming
contends.
more and more a family audience.

‘and

in.

DiGatanos’

;

be that we got mostly
sporty crowd in night clubs,’' he
“It

He’s the second president
history of the group!
\

The American. Guild
Artists capitulated

New

„

who

.

terial,

last-

,

racked

him.

Long Known

an
week.

at

;

,

of

him

& Jack McClendon go into the
Other officers are John Dugan, Palace, N. Y., this Friday (19) for
up a ^hopping $80,000 gross for Music Corp.
p£ America, first vice- their first N. Y. appearance in
eight performances at the Audipresident;
Art Weems, General several years.
The DiGatanos
torium. House seats 4,500 and was
Milton formerly worked some of the top
Unusual Artists Cor.p., second v.p.;
scaled to a $3.50 top.
Berger, indie, secretary; Joe Sing- supper spots in Manhattan, when
stint paid off heavily at the h. 6.
of the Morris office, represent- Jayne’s
partner
and
husband,
Sunday with two matinees skedded er,
associate .members, treasurer. Adam, suffered a heart attack.
No Sunday, night ing
at 1:30 and 5.
Ruth Simonson remains assistant
pairing
worked
Present
has
show.
secretary.
several dates including, the EdgeRevue, moved to Birmingham for
Elected to the board of govern- water Beach Hotel, Chicago. Adam
Audirun
at
the
Muny
week’s
a
ors are Hattie Althoff, indie; Joe is now road manager for Vic
torium beginning Thursday ( 18)
Glaser, head of Associated Booking Damone wh'O opens Dec. 4 at the
Where it shutters for the season.
Corp. Ben Kuchuk, indie; Nat Lef- Sands, Las Vegas.
Sonja Heinie’s

dians ar going to have to change
some of their routines to meet the

new ideas

16,

-*

.

of London, succeeded
election .meeting held

nitery audience is developing around the country, according to Buddy Lester, and come-

A new

.

Christmas

lull

and spark

biz.

Pa. Supreme Ct. Upholds
Bright- Rules Musicians
’Unfair’
v

Ukase

Illegal

Pittsburgh, Nov. 16.
Supreme
State
Pennsylvania
Court last >veek upheld a lower

Coprt decision prohibiting the musicians union frorri putting Jackie
bright, AGVA prexy, on their unfair list; The legal hassle started
last December when Bright, then
appearing at the now defunct
Carousel, went pn a local radi
disk: jockey show with Joe Deane
of

KQV.

The Pittsburgh Musical Society,
60, headed by Hal C. Davis,
had banned such appearances by
Local
all

performers

a

retaliation,

claiming the dee jays were making
too much of a business of record
hops for teenagers and there hy depriving a lot of musicians of work.
So when Bright decided to test
the ban and go on with Deane, Davis ordered the Carousel’s orch to
refuse to play for him; and Bright
in turn asked for a restraining inLast April, Judge Waljunction.
ter P. Smart, of Common Pleas
Court, granted the injunction, ruling. that the musicians union had
imposed a secondary: boycott in
violation of state law.

The unon immediately appealed,
charging that, the riiatter Was a labor. dispute in which the court was
powerless’ to interfere. The Supreme Court decision rejected this
argument and placed the costs of

the appeal on the musicians union.
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new Balmoral Hotel here Christmas Eve. The inn opens formally
on Dec. 18 with the Erpil Coleman
Suburbia
orchestra and the La Playa Sextet.
Shows will be inaugurated the folContinued from pa&e 1
The inn has .also
Continued from page. 64
lowing week.
assigned Peggy Lee to follbw Hilde- stigma, which in that era was
huge, new comics under the weekly change
tentatively, for th
garde & Whiting, with Genevieve sociated with the cafes that dotted
policy.
Fontainebleau. Largest resort hoto come in on Feb. 18 for two the countryside.
The Di. Lido Hotel, last, year’s weeks.
tel of its kind here will boast- a layAccording to cafemen, the pros“.new” hotel, will relight its big
headcompetitive
Additional
out tlwit allows for expansion from Moulin Rouge Club with a Wally
will be
for nitery operators are the pect of suburban niterie.s
intimery to a bumper crowd cW anger line of dancers and show-, aches
in years to come. Most of
bigger
hotels
oceanfrorit
large group of
talent
lineup
plus
installed,
a
girls
area.
in
the
any
as
large
cafe as
which play, one-nighters through the families that moved in followmid-December still to he booked^ Be$ Kalmus, the week, utilizing acts in the ter- ing the war are those who had
Opening: sh w
vet Manhattan disk jockey and enThere small children, for whom the Wide
or passing through.
ritory
'HI probably have Vaughn Monroe
tertainer, is in charge of the. robni
and the Richard Haymain orches- hnd wiir double on her own mid- is a considerable group of talent open spaces were desirable.. These
living in south Florida who kids are now growing up, many of
now
tra,, with the Lecuona Cuban Boys
the
night airer as well as helping
make a route, of these situations, them now buy records, and in a
following .for a four-vyeek run; in shows.
with the run enabling them to re- few years their allowances plus
January. There may be inclusion
;North. Beach way in the peat dates every two weeks or so.
Up
unit
the
if
draws
of some single
aifterschool jobs will' enable them
swank Bal Harbour sector, the new
idea can be Worked in’ with their
A late addition may be the Casa- to take a date to these night Clubs.
Hotel is. setting up the
Balmoral
Premiere,
week
appearances.
blanca. The Club Morocco in this
This Cafe development is in keeptype of entertainment, featured in
Dec! 18 to 24 will be a busy one
hold seats well .over 500 and re- ing with the other facets of the
Gotham’s St. Regis, Plaza, et
with press-radio-tv personalities
*
ports have the management
drift to. the suburban areas, such
and
Harry
Martel!
Charles
Owners
iters - columnists
and feature
the two-week .booking as department stores.
Toifel
(former' Sains Souci co- turning to.
flown in on a junket, plus possibiliseasons, with first
Boon to Agencies
owner) have'.Monte PrpSer acting policy of former
ty of se ve r a i Holly Wopcl 1 u th in ar ies
Myron Cohen arid
include
to
show
as entertainment, consultant,, he in
This drift to the wide, open
in attendance, to add glamor to the
Booking
Betty arid Jane Kean.
turir contacting such acts as Hildeboon to
proceedings.'
into this location before spaces is also paving a
garde and Jack: Whiting, Patti of Cohen
In N; Y. thei-e
at the Sans Souci the talent agencies.
Sabs Souci
Page, Genevieve and Fernanda hi appearance
that will buy
of the owner’s think- aren’t enough spaces
The Sans Souci Hotel is almost Monte!
Their heaviest artillery, is, indicative
record names. Many tunesters are
‘set
with its one-act, one-show however, is aimed at Eddie Fish-ex’. ing— they want acts that are faves
foi’ced to spend a lot of time on
iglitly. policy.
Arthur 'Blake tees They would like to book him in for here, come winter season, and from the road for the sirin pie reason that
they are* taking no.
off Thanksgiving— he's an assured their, official opening around Dec. experience
they can’t showcase in the metropdraw in this spot via- sock, biz done' 21. or else for a, February date, chances on some of the newer olis. The suburban night' club corin previous
engagements— to be their barrage of inducement in- faces. All of which leaves a book- rects this condition for them.
followed by Joel Grey, Joyce Bry- cluding transportation and mainte- ing pi’oblem for the big talent
the introThe city-slicker bonifaces are
ant. Myron Cohen, Larry .-Storch nance of his entire Coca-Cola tv agencies in New York
but
and others. ’’ the same budget company and payment of cabl.e. duction of musical units will cut. conscious, of this development,
comics
the,
do littie about it: In New York
of
of
can
many
bracket.
charges for telecasts. in addition into usage
here regu-, the parking problem Is so. acute
played
who
singers
and
ideal.
The
Downtown Nautilus Hotel man-: to his fee. for a one week
It's obthat even the highpriced. parking
larly. in. the past decade.
agemenl has decided to concen- fact that evei-y -other operator in
vious that. the big three, the Copa lots re frequently filled Up. With
trate on comedians lor. its Drift- town able. to. afford the skyhi-gh
Latin
and
cops getting tough on overtime,
the
Beachcomber
wood Room. Larry Storch opens figures— and there are several— City.
Quarier, will offer & limited field; a $15 ticket may. be clamped on
the December holiday time, with has bid for the Fisher talents
middle-; the heap when suburbanites are on
and
supporting
the
for
-joey Bishop and Phil Foster fol- hasn’t deterred. Martell and Toffel
bracket performer, concentrating an evening out.
lowing. Expected t.o be added are from entering into negotiations.
as hey: must cn top r-arnes to meet
Fortunately there seems to be a
Jack Carter and for change of pace
Hildjegarde & Jack Whiting: will
the challenge bf the hotels for the fair division of talent between the
Lillian Roth, with return then to premibre' the show season at the
patronage:
urban and subui’ban clubs. The
outskirts go for the. disk names,
but the urban cafes seem to design
shows for the more mature cliffdwellers. They find that comics or
* oy*i
the established singers suit their

iami Beach

ma

50%

Chicago, Nov. 16.
group of Chicago cafe owner

,

,

.

-

1

—

.

ail...

Interest in Plush

fVVV^

A

are pooling resources to construct
a plush hotel with night club and
gambling casino in Reno. Site
selected Is that of the Prima Donna

apartment building,

directly

op-

posite Harold’s Club.
.

The Chicagoans are putting up
about $1,000,000 Of the $2,000,000
costs for ari aggregate 50% ownership. Hotel is to be an eight-story
structure with 108 rooms. In the
venture are Singapore Restaurant

Tommy

co-partners

Howard

Frank

.

O’Dorinell,

T

and

m

o

ni y

Silver Palm cafe owner
Ross Miller; Chicago businessma
Charles Ross, and others whose

Dowries;

'names have not yet been made
public.

..

.

.

SPIKE

DRAWS

55,000 TO

CANTON SHOW; 15G FEE

,

-

.

—

;

-

(

,

.

.

.

:
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Pittsburgh, Nov.

Spike Jones drew

16.

5.5,000 into the

Cantori .(O.) Food Show in a fiveday period last. week. Jones played
two shows daily for a $15,000 fee.
Attendance, marked a new high in
the history, of this show, an annual
at the Canton Muni Aud.
Jones opened last night (Tues.)
at the Syria Mosque, here, for
$2,500 guarantee against a 60-40
Split in his favor for each show, He,
winds up. here tomorrow (ThUrs).
He’ll play a series of one-nighters
in the midwest before preeming at
the Lake Club, Springfield, 111.,

next week.

‘

Zsakiety

"In a revue that rivala the best on

highway 91,

all

season

.Don

Tahnen, satirical comedian carries a good wallop and winds d solid act
in

BOB CLEMENS

a begoff.”

DON

purposes better.
The suburban entertainment developments seem to be a better
operatpi’s. For exbreak for- th
ample, on the matter of rent or

the hotel and' night club business
in th e east ^during the last se veral
years. The Dunes, located, on the
western edge of Las Vegas’ “Strip”
area bf resort hotels; is his fii’st
operation here.
Cbstry Acts Unjustified?
Backing his belief that the high
cost of many acts is unjustified,
Gottesman has hired. London’s Robert Nesbitt as producer of the
Shows. Nesbitt has done most ,of
the big revues and. girl shows in
London for the last several years.
He plans productions with casts of
around- 50, including 28 chorus,
•girls. They'11 work on the biggest
stage in Las Vegas a setup 65'x35which is being constructed by. Joseph Vasconcellos Iric., of Burbank,
which built and installed the stage
setups for Radio City Music Hali
and the NBC-TV Studios in Burbank.
“L think that people who come
to Las Vegas want .to see good en-

pui’chase of land, they get better
lower prices. They can control
parking and they can build capacity
so that they can hit" a profit with
good weekend business.

In

you

hit the.

Am

Jdckpot on your

first

Thunderblrd Producer

Club;

JACK DAVIES
48 West 48tlr St„

New

1

650 Broadway,

New

York, N. Y.

;

'

PLaza 7-1880

.

J

we run

Punes^like a
regular resort hotel without making any special concessions to, the
bigtime players, i think we'll get
iore than enough business, just
as I think we’ll do fine with an
entertainment rather than nannies
who collect more than they offer.”

ROBERT LENN
New
Personal

.

GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand
No C.O.D/S

GLASON

BILLY
200

W. 54th

St.,

New York 19— Dept. V

Circle 7-1130

GABY

STRIPPER
EXOTIC PRIMA BALLERINA
• Fox, Indianapolis',
o Gaiety, Detroit.
• Folly, Kansas City
o Mayfair, Dayton
• Palace, Buffalo...
.

Contact

...

ICK

,

Nov. 4-10
Nov. 11-17
Npv. 19-23
Nov. 25-Dec. 1
.

K. STEELE,

'

.,

.

Dec.

2-1

HENRY

N. Y,

JU

2-001$

arid BILL MILLER:

CLASSICS

Currently

GAY HAVEN,
;

’

Detroit
,

Special

Sam

Representative: PAUL KALET
Shelton Hotel, NYC

Material
J.

Park

1

Opening Jan. 28
(Thanks MERRIEL

Management FRED

LYS

de

Sensational Subtle

SAHARA.

COMEDY

CONRAD HILTON

Currently

PALACE,

.

$3.00

TOMMY FORD

the.

entertai merit policy that features

.

Cab

—

Dates':'

NAT DUNN

York, N. Y.

Jer-

at the

vacation, ” Gottesman says. “As far
ais, they are Concerned, it’s another
resort, which has
in addition tothe usual features—^legalized gai

I

bling. If

Personal Dir

.

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

Thanks
for a wonderful Eleven Weeks

names

Laf Vegas appearance.

THANKS, MR. BRAUDIS

• 3 Bks. PARODIES; per book. ,110 a
• MINSTREL BUDGET ...... $25 o
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ca. bk. $25 •
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags! $50 o

MILTON PRELL

Nesbitt is working on. But
for the sake of names are
out. We want to build shows and
we’ll run each, one eight weeks.”
Gottesman also expects to operate the hotel itself on; a different
basis, catering to the general public “rather than letting the casino
dictate” on room reservations.
“People come to Las Vegas for a
that

looking forward to your return engagement soon.”

HAL BRAUDIS,

13 File! $7.00-AII 35 issues $25
Singly; $1.05 per script.

First

To the Messrs.

Production to Be Stressed
“We’ll buy name talent on occasion— if they fit into the production

LAS VEGAS

great.

New

ter County, and northern

tions, which will be the last word
in' color, grandeur and spectacle.

THUNDERBIRD
to see

Theatricals

of

Branches

1

Currently (Until Nov. 17th)

"Glad

All

FIIN-MASTER

THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG FILE
(Tho Service of the STARS)

.

sey Is loaded with these developments.
Nitery owners, like operators of
tertainment,!’
Gottesman emphasizes.
“This doesn’t necessarily other businesses; can no longer
mean big film or stage names who wait for business to come to them.
are getting fabulous salaries. We They’ve got to follow the centres
think we can provide excellent en- of population and set up shop there.
tertainment, through our produc-

Hits Vegas Jack Pot

You were

have

been a lot of new operations in
the Long Island area of New York.
The Regency House is an addition
to Manhasset; The Golden Slipper
has been added to the scenery at
Glen Cove, and the- Paraglide is
new to Hempstead,. L< I. In addition, there are more established
spots, such as La Vie en Rose,
Amityville; Casa Seville, Franklin
Square, and a lot of others. Spots
are also springing up in Westches-

—

TANNEN

months there

recent

COMEDY MATERIAL

HOTEL,

ABBOTT)

Gen. Motors Bldg.,

New

York

o

o
e

e
o

:

pseam
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MAKING SHOWBOSIHESS HISTORY

COPACABANA
NEW
YORK

Resigned to appear
, 1955
• Opening FEBRUARY

li#
litii

8th
;|v.v'v»v.‘v

CHEZ PAREE
CHICAGO
• followed by
EL

RANCHO,

Las Vegas

NAUTILUS HOTEL, Miami Beach
LATIN QUARTER, Boston
CASINO ROYAL, Wash., D. C.
LOUIS SOBOL

GENE KNIGHT

New

New

York Journal-American

"A

big night at the Copa-capacity first
ight crowd roars at Morty Gunty's high
grade comedy, who's headed for Star-

dom."
LEE

comic, Morty Gunty at
With merry routines that are

the Copa.

not routi

,

he's

York Daily Mirror

"On October
"A

is born
you've got
worth it. it

star

to

If

Get to the Copa even
stand In line.
It's

Variety
"Comedy

spot Is held by Morty Gunty,
youthful newcomer. He has a good line
of material ... At the rate of his development, he'll fracture the customers."

EARL WILSON,

New

York Post

TODAY'S BRAVOS: "Comic Morty Gunty
at the

coming up

fast."

DOROTHY KILGALLEN
New York Journal-American

MORTIMER

New

York Journal-American

"A new young

Copa."

19th this column wrote,

Tips to the Scouts: with Morty Gunty the

comedian opening at the Copa on the
28th.
They watched. Now Judy Garland wants Gunty for her first TV show.
Hal Wallis is eyeing him for pictures*
Major night clubs all over the country
are offering him fat Salaries and Jules
Podell has Signed him for engagements
af the Copacabana in 1955 and 1956."

NICK KENNY

New

BOB FRANCIS

York Daily Mirror

Comic Morty Guntyt Sensation

at the

Billboard

"Young Gunty, ex-school teacher turned
comic, has an amusing delivery. Mamost part

terial Is for the

fresh, the lad

up for good laughs on personality basis.
Gunty defi itely has talent
ana showmanship."

tricks

it

MARTIN BURDEN

New

York Post

"It's

a safe bet that you'll be hearing
more about this ingratiating young

a

lot

comic."

Personal
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GENERAL
*•

’•

*

*

ARTISTS
•
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Mm,

CORPORATION

Management

NAT DUNN and NAT HARVEY
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Press Relations: J ACK
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New Golden* Reno

Flamingo, Las Vegaa

to be taking elaborate tains to be
a simple baladeer. Perched on a
Nov 11
*Micki' Mario De- barstool, Miss Johnson essays a seIfil'
Borden Twins’ Ron ries °f tunes* some of which seem
Although well-liked
r
krSer^iuT Teddy overarranged.
just
i
-nirf/
Orch
cover or
r in this room, Miss Johnson
h U
Phll
aim
Of attempting tb
her
misses
^n„°
nnyinum..
niake her tunes speak more auShe
thbritatively
than herself.
_
„
madcap RKz Bros, sport a doesn't
subordinate
Th.
completely
new look this time around and on herself to her numbers,
The (George LaFaye act is One
them, it looks good. The sparkling
antics of the trois freres should pf the most effective hitery illureverberate in the plush arena and s ipns around. This French import
the offkey. season won t dampen has figures and object? flying into
the boxofflce returns when the space. The group of four performvord gets around. For the next e rs who work in blackout atnios-.

t *«• v»ffaK

Bros

nit*

1

Reno, Nov.

Sherman (Scatman)
Yvonne Moray, Rich
Will Osborne

minimum

10.

Crothers,
Gibson,
Orch; no cover or

&

.

Palac«f V f Y.
& G^rri, Little

r

Certainly not star-studded, this
show nevertheless catches most of
the crowds in town* bouncing off
the earlier skeds of the other two
big niteries, and working the only
really late show in town at 3 a.mi
Its staggered show times, 10. 1 and
3, seem to be. the trick in getting
a turnout, even when the marquee
can’t be. counted Upon.
Unfortunately, Sherman Crothers
isn’t known her
The Donald
O’Connor tv show doesn’t get. into'
Reno. However, he’s recognized
from some picture Work. The

..

:

-

,

.

.

three stanzas one gets Harry, Al
and Jimtny in; a zany, raucous,

pffere project a story with humor
and even a degree of social conflamboyant show during which sciousness. The romance of a toptiiey're on for most of the 75 min- hat and boa done to the recorded
new— version of “John & Marsha" is one
utes.- Most of their stuff is
and given a hearty welcome. Some 0 f the hitery classics of this year,
Jose.
of the' old, like rare wine, is pal.at.

'able. too.

:

The Opus Rets

off tp « fast start

—

.

.

Scatman

cool -effect

he’s rather reserved.
He manages to get across his looseHer-; jointed humor quite, smoothly.

ter

Vito, X. Y.-

his

attains,

without going toh wild. As a matof fact,

Helm' . Darcel, Lorenzo
Schiaparelli. And Dior, .as rera Vi to Orch- weekend minimum
r
yuo ur ch, weenena minimum.
The Scatman scats best with
the Ron Fletcher chorines are fea- Sj?k
*
“Ghost Riders in the Sky,”, Which
tured in a sexy fashion parade.
rides through with fine rhytt\rn.
he
U
Chdz Vito, an eastside instituYvonne Moray, a doll-size redTThderwea? aass tthe^Ritzes^are^is?
“ e yf.1 ? ze ? ? e
Underweai,
^
h^ S tion, has. virtually become the New hot mama, still gets, her share of
P
Sc and spats
tn
nr °j»
r York counterpart of the Monsieg- laughs by singling out a hefty male
ving collars
^° r a ^ver neur of Paris. With a backdrop of for her songs and banter. It’s* all
with lines like “there’s
fhTpicture, '"ffew Window.” They
gg* Provides a lush too^cute,
enough for alT of you."
Rich
Gibson cross hands on
the marimba, and break into a
^.However, unlike Parisian joints, prance -duri
of their numFamdio^nd^ Pe^to.’^markS the^reJ v
1
5
ber?.
Mark.
turn of tKeir hilarious Mexican '•2J5.,®
!he
e ' e,?lU
P

,vtth
a belli.

.

.

’

.

S

^

:

.

rW

&

**'

^

SSf'JR’fltfWEparodied
Apartment,”

''Our

•

to

“My:

romcntie sMe

the

%

™e Hotel HVontolcone, N. O.
New

a^ itShahtX.

M

finale is

“Deacon" Andy

microphone

The DeWaynes,
girl,

are acrobats

Lake Ballet" and “What

Wuz

a

build three-

Herrera,

is

are

Best material
Is

Wuz—

It

hilarious,

.

is

his “Good

Man

Hard To Find" preaching bit
its “Amen" assists from the

tableholders, plus his rhythmic revival
hymn-singing
done
with
tongue-in-cheek of “In The Pines.”
Lanky comic from Mt. Airey,
N. C., is a likable chap and has
.

Lorenzo

bary,/ for

poise.

Concert Patera* Paris
Buck,

Paris, Nov. 15.

Renee
Ren- Tweeds

Michel Lucky;
Martel &
Joe Gilberte Bonhomme; Keols (2),
Howard, Jo Lombardi House. Orch; Trio Rebe cclii, Roger Pregor, Lu‘'Bengal Brigade” (U-D, reviewed cyle, Claude, Maurice
Planch
tlers,

(5),

ards

(-2)

in.

,

Joe Jackson
Bros.

Slate

Variety. Oct. 20,

Jr.,

^

.

Reception received at open-

TH

^

K.

Eng Vegas

^

'54.

Orch

;

'

in a flashy brown fulldress, with topper, cane and white
gloves,
he: strikes, an
imposing
figure as he moves, through his
repertoire. The fave songs, “Hello

Bedecked

homme

operetta staples who
for a song-sketch
emerges too quaint,
soubrettish arid precious for anything but this type of house. Both
My Baby," “Goodby My Lady have pleasing pipes but not enough
Love’' and “I Wonder Who’s Kiss-, material and. projection to get this
ing Her Now” win aud accompani- into top ranks. Roger Pregoir is a
ment and the other? like “Be Sweet patter man and an old timer who
To Me Kid," “I Don’t Like Your knows how to handle the crowd
Family" and “Oh Saturday Night" and blue it up
itliout offense.
appreciative
get
reaction.
Ilis They like him.
“Auld Lang Syne” walkoff is the
Trio of aCro acts are acceptable
only sombre, hotb in. a joyous quar- without emerging as any unusual
ter-hour set.
finds.
However they all score as
•Accompanying layout is standard proper fillers for aero spots, in any
for the house. To Jo Lombardi’s vaude show and one
act, The Keols
expert; backing the seven other (2), has enough class
to rate it a.
tm'ns make up a pleasant vaude New Acts tab. The Ascaras (2) are
divertissement In the kickoff spot, a, balancing act who lack enorigh
Ferdinand &. Gerri Warm up the polish or rhythm to make anything
house /with their slick acro-balanc- but
secondary
spotters.
Th
irtg feats. It’s a neatly conceived
Tweeds (2) has a man balancing in
turn that progresses nicely to a a
bottle
on
one
finger
and
sock closer. In the deuce, terpster then throwing in a fair juggling
Little Buck, shows off some of his turn to end on a one-hand stand
nifty cleatwOrk. He’s a graceful above a lighted frosted bulb Case
performer with enough imagination and then rotating as feet and oilier
in his routi ing. to sustain interest. hand swing hoops. Girl in act oniy
Comedian Jimmy ‘Casanova is in supplies the props. Another tri
the trey with a slow-moving brand, composed of accordeon players.
of humor that could use some ma- The Trio Rehecchi, makes this pop
terial embellishment. He’s got an instrument a pleasing musical adokay approach to his satiric bits dition to the show as two girls arid
and goes, allout in his closing a boy unite in a medley of oldies
impression of an old man musing arid longhair excerpts for a telling
on a front porch. It’s a neat crea- interlude.
Lucyle
Claude antion, but runs overlong. Bob Lenn imates the show with proper vivaThe Tattlers follow for a swift ciousness,.
Mosk.
pace-change. They are appraised

3

^

A

.

teamed

stint,

and

it

.

&

^^

.

^hi

KeffiSbte-Se;

are

have

.

-

'

(8); $1 top.

Fact that the. Palace is one of
OJidest house of them all dates,
the few yaude outposts in. the country today is in itself enough to from the tufn-of-thercentury and
stir up “good old day?" sentiments.
only plays each weekend.
It is
And when the house gets an old- strictly nabe in spirit, but
is utiltimer like Jbe Howard to wrap
things up in the closing niche, it’s ized by breakin acts, or bigger
sentiment with a capital: “S.”
names trying a new rep. or a new
In his 79th year, Howard is a turn.
Songstress Renee Lebas
vet of long standing with appeal uses it this time to ride her new
for the oldsters and juves in the sorigalong and she is pegged under
audience, as evidenced at the show Ngw Acts.
caught Saturday matinee (l2). The
First up is Michel, who rates as
spry, silver-haired songsmith has a second classer ini the romantic
a lot of songs in the ASCAP logs tenor corps. He voices the Usual
so it's natural that his current sentimental and carioca ballads for.
turn be of the “and then I wrote” okay acceptance here, but doesn’t
genre. He's a belter and knows look ripe for the bigtime halls.
how to do justice to his “babies.” Francois Martel & Gilberte Bon-;

m

•

.

'

Francois

.

!

m

;

(2),

(3),

man pyramids via midair somer- whom a brief is filed under New. ing indicates that he's in friendly
The Vito orchestra show- territory.
saults with the greatest of ease. Acts.
Liuz.
Jose.
Their tumbling and risley routines hacks well.
are tailored for thrills. Boffo point
EdilvN*.
r.
in the act comes, with participation'
RancIlO,
Kansas City, Nov: ,12.
in the acrobatics by the Ritz Bros,
T
vpm«
i
Dick Kerr, Stan Fisher, Tony
Borden Twins, hefty young
ly
Daniels'
(with
DiPhrdo Orch- (8); $1 coveir.
Benny
in .New.' Acts'.
* re 0 y
a '.^r,e *
Payne'), Patricia Bright,
N el*”,
Another vet, Joe Jacksin Jr.,
vrK
and dance _turn.
They were oiigi- so n Trio, Louis Dance Stan
Trio, El
There’s a well-knit 40-minute is a solid bet for the matinee
1
sla ed
t ak
part n a
a e -ftancho. Girls
(10), Bob Ellis Orch show at the Eddy Bros, room this family trade.
Sf! ?
r
®v,
fv
u
His classic tramp
West satire,
sketch
the
butf when
)'
(12
no Qov
cover
710
fortnight, with singing rriimic Dick with bicycle routine, has the juves
er or mit
'
was seen to slow down the pacing
Kerr and harmonica, virtuoso Stan howling. It’s a polished panto job
of the otherwise tight revue, it was
Tiuiv
rtaniaie is continued biz in- Fisher.
Billy Daniels
thqt emerges as a comic gejaa. The
disbenced with immediately
immediat^lv
dispensed
ly after
rance n hi ? three-frathen fol4
Opening spot is assigned to Fish- Renards come to bat next in a
the opening-night
the^bpeninfrnight^tn^it
tryout.
1
ta
ri
er, who plunges in deeply with classy
ballroomology
set.
It’s
Teddy^ Iwilipi..
his hew 'tej:
"Hungarian Rhapsody,” and fol- smooth and slick with enough terp
house band make a nice break-in,
speaking that Drepedp^flnlphf^i^ lows with "Clair de Lurte,” abetted excitement to win steady plaudits.
The veteran Slate Bros, are in
by Herb Six of the orch at the
0 piano; Then he switches into a hot the next-to-closirig niche.
They
in a creditable manner under the
'•
h s U
C
Blffhc
P
ll
rhythm medley, and closes with a ride rampant, through a gabfest
:.baton of Phillips.
jb.mn
Bob.
Boh.
n
P hillips,
thargic start pn1y kee|w he'^mlter concert ca'libre “Rumanian
that includes a mixture of sharp
Rhapon longer than usual (50 mins.), for sody,” drawing a hearty hand:
as well as dull barbs. Their vet
ItlaiA Angel,
indi.1 TV
lllne
IV. Y.
*,
when his message does get. across
Kerr makes a forte of mimicking savvy makes the rough spots easy(FOLLOWUP)
to what starts out as a glum au- top Vocalists of the day,
hanging
a going. Midway in the turn, they
The Blue Angel has been on a dience, they simply won’t let him
.
dozen impressions on a gimmick receive an eye-appealing assist
heavy business kick,
With the gO.
The song-stylist fights a about his “natural" high, plaintive from Sandy Scott, who warbles
Jegit season in high gear, this spot handicap of weak-calibre
acts be- voice, and varies his repertory of “Hey Therei" The Slates Wind with
Js
doing a lot of after - theatre fore him to carry the^ show-load
about 25 voices for each show. He’s some pleasant, old-fashioned hoofu'ade. One of the* lures is Dwight all by himself:
okay here.
ing.
Quin
Gros.
Fiske, augmented by the George
The. “Old Black Magic" man and
LaFaye turn. Addition of Susgu his ably perennial sidekick, Benny
Johnson and Jimmy Komack to Payne, are solid clicks as. they team
tie roster freshens up interest in in a sizzling, program
of about 10
the show.
songs. Payne at the piano and in
..
introduction of the newcomers vocal assists is solid in support of
Was secondary to the fete planned Daniels.
for the 30th anni of Fiske’s’ entry
Hampered by weak sound at the
to show biz last Thursday (11). o
p e n e r, comedienne Patricia
Tallulah Bankhead, reportedly in- Bright, although showing possibiliriving in audience, a stooge who
Slur Tliiie
strumental in getting- Fiske his ties
can’t find his seat and deposits
in
her
situation-comedies'
(EMPIRE, GLASGOW)
ni’st nitery date in
his. coat onstage. More plants are
London, was punctuated by special song niateGlasgow, Nov. 11.
on hand for the festivities.
stooge attendants aiid an usherette
Un- rial, found the going rough, vying
fortunately, the effect of the party with the streaks. She is very good
Allied Television Film. Ltd, pro- who march down, auditorium to
v
dissipated byUone of those as Katheri
Hepburn, resembling duction of twice -nightly revue deal with the offending “customer”
}
f>;cak accidents. Instead of provid- the actress no little.
Warriss, Sally and. indulge in general melee, endWith perking starting Jewel
.'the capper, to: the show. Fiske of. material, lyrics and the sound Barnes.
Devised and staged .by ing in. their clothes being pulled
had to go on next to closing be-' System. Miss Bright, getting
past Robert Nesbitt; choreography; Ha- off and leaving ’em in underpants.
cause of failure of lights to fuiic- the opening night
frights, could zel Gee; costumes; Anthony HolJewel & Warriss have ai quick-,
u°n .for the LaFaye’s illusions.
emerge as an interesting cafe fig- land; settings; Edward Delany; .fire line in crosstalk. Jewel is the
Fiske’s risque recitatives have ure.
orchestrations,
Ronald Hanmer; goofy, one with pliable face, War-.
neeh f ayes with the eastsiders for
The Stan Nelson Trio, two men .musical director , Maurice Brom- riss the dapper, brisk type who
fore than, a generation. Although and a girl, play an assortment of ley.
makes strong stooge contrast.
ni
has progressed consider- pop tunes oh a vast number of inSally Barnes, blonde comedy acsince, Fiske startled the right struments.
The outfit would be a
This is
lavishly-costumed re- tress, takes part in sketches, and
Jpy
side of Park
Ave. with his iasci- snug ehtertainment fit in a lounge
VjUe and a good vehicle for the joins with her .husband,.. Bobbie
yious hits, he still carries weight but, unfortunately,
the challenge
1
(be natives of these parts, of. a smart supper room is hard for crisp comedy talents of Jimmy Beaumont, in item titled “It’s The
S!
teehnique^bf shocking the cus- the group to cope with,
Jewel
Ben Warrissl English duo Hat That Makes The* Lady," a
loiriers into laughter
Only other bright spot in the now celebrating 20 years’ partner- colorful song episode, with “Hat"
is extremely
tune written and composed by Phil
ve at (bis spot or any other layout is the Louis Dance Trio*
I*
r?in -jbis
neighborhood.
who shine in ballet and mambo ship. Customers are sent out in Park. In second half of revue. Miss
Barnes; does her 'comedy offering
Jimmy Komack is getting along numbers, as two tall girls work in satisfied mood.
(See New Acts).
handsomely. He has an excellent turns with their male partner for
Vocal group* the Six in Harmle
Show is generally tuneful and
comedy material and he’s vivid terps contrasts. Backing the
»*!
rcfichmg the point where he’s trio in the mambo is the line of ony,, open up in song, and first bright, and aims, throughout at
patching up to the quality of his El Rancho girls, nicely costumed skit has a hotel-arrival setting, com- originality. Musical director Maujyi'ics.
He whammed over quite a and well-choreo’d for a fast turn plete .with chorines as porters, rice Bromley leaves his pit orch
mt of .special, material, at his time that rates a nice hand. The Bob visitors and. receptionists, and sou- tasia" scene, with Joyce Rey arid
vm* and made a deep indent on*
the Ellis orch is okay In its handling of brette Audrey Mann, a lively gal, Paul Bacchus as the visions and
crowd.
the musical chore except, perhaps as “Miss Star Time." Comics make Mary Levack as ballerina. Gaby
.. btisan
Johnson, another familiar for the ballet sequence of the .entry to warm mittihg and pro- Grossetto
Gaston provide ,s
nem in the eastside spots, seems (Louis Dance Trio.
ceed to argue with latecomer ar- stand juggling speciality. Gord.
Bob,

d

Leb as,

Tat-

'

al-

with

.

Other act in the spot
a Venezuelan

-

Football,”

though yarns need shortening.

preciated here.

men and

five

who

keep him company
to unlimber some

of laughs.- His rural twang and
slyly innocent interpretations of
such stories as “Hamlet,’’ “Swan

,

French..

to

.and proceeds
droll material that generates, a lot

^

’

Griffith, hillbilly

monologist, is the liew two-week
in the Swan Room.
Steps
out into the spotlight with only a

show

,

;,

Orleans, Nov. 10.

“Deacon" Andy Griffith, Danny
Deane Orch (5); $2 minimum,.

to_ln>;ite group
one of
'.tomapee is-sacthe best things the brothers have rtSSS?’Ejficed; cameradene is established,
featuring
medley
college
A
done.
^^j^ody
having a
the chorus attired as cheerleaders
The reverse can be
the
carrying
banners
Waving
^c^.te
.shows,
a
is
names of all the Strip hotels,
This theme similarly affects the
zestfully colorful background for
Helene^ Darcel, who made
the entrance of the Ritzes in foother
debut im New Jork under the
togs and helmets for the
.ball
smashing “We’re All Americans". " ame of ?elene Francoise some-;
time ago at the Sherry Netherland,
number
a batch Of Parisian familiars
The trio winds in and, out of all
that are. easy to .absorb. Miss Darthe acts qn the bill. Getting most,
ce
a
sister of Denise, has a wellh
of the attention is sultry chirper
Micki Mario, a youngster with nice constructed voice. Pipes are.; deep
an
^ ?*( ( .® ir ^ark easily. A
pipes
and
of
poise
who’s
a good set
group which includes “Mllev; de
a cinch to be heard from. Brunet
^ay
R° n and I Love
looker is confident and has charm „ aI9 s
requires no great vocal exas she sings “What Is This Thing fans
Called Love," “Bowl Of Cherries" tension, but it seems to be what
and “Darktown Strutters Ball" in the customers want. She’s Well ap-

The big football

Ferdinand

Jimmy Casanova, Bob Lenn &

Since'

v

:

.

.

.

.

I

.
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Apollo, N- Y.
Louis Jordan Band (7), ivith
Rosetta Perry; Hal Singer Band
Beulah
(12),
Swan;
Jackson,
James & Cornell; Freddie & Flo.
Arnold- Dover; “ Siren of Bagdad”
(Col)..

'

Relatively
few months have
elapsed since Louis Jordan’s last
appearance at. the Harlem key, but
he returns this Week with enough
new embellishments in his basic
formula of laughs and music to assure solid b.o. returns. He’s supported by other strong turns, with
the only really bad mark against
the session being that it’s on the

long side,

Jprdan and his six sidemen run
through his offbeat tunalog in rewarding fashion tying in the usual
antics by tneieader.“Messy Bessy”
is the mildly received opener, with
a more pleasing bit of clowning i
the deuce. The latter isn’t music
at all, but eight or nine minutes of

hokum

with a fictitious character
Some of the evening’s
is done with group vocalist Rosetta Perry. Armed with
waT>n personality, decided good
looks and a faii set of pipes* she
does “Old Black Magic” and a medley with Jordan that elicit heavy
arid support.
Snaring appeal With Jordan is
mimic Arnold Dover, scarecrow.
in the pews.

best

work

;

,

Negro who broke

into pro ranks
about four years ago via an Apollo
stand, He does speko impressions,
Which: include both standards and
some more unusual takeoffs. Dov-

.

_

.

.

•

--

..

&

.

.

&

er’s forte

is

not in voice duplica-

tion so much, but rather in body
movements through which he tips
the character mimicked. Ranking
alongside him is thrush Beulah
Swan, who is paragraphed in New

Acts.

Other turns are Freddie & Flo,
duo with overlong but
usually appreciated vaude routine,
and Jackson, James & Cornell, a
trio of terpers who lack original
choreography yi most parts but

comedy

break away in one bit for some
sharp precision footwork: All three
do funny solos and wind .With hefty
aero. The Hal Singer band is okay
in its own rhythm and blues appearances, but serves best ai$ backing for other turns, including Joi>
dan’s.

Art

Wednesday, November 17*
W,

Wier, of Minnesota,

former stage

electrician. Who 'Still
card. Also reelec-

Rep. Roy
carries an
ted to the

MIRIM

IATSE

House was Rep. Barratt
O’Hara (D., 111.) who in 1917
WEEK OF NOVEMBER* 17
headed Arizona Film Co,, of HolNumerals in connection with bills below indicate opening day of show
lywood, the firm previously under
whether full or split week
RUBY HILL
David Wark Griffith.
Latter In paranthasas Indicate* circuit, <0 Independent; (L) Loew; (M) Mosi;
Songs
Senator Ed Johnson (D., Colo.)
Stoll; <T) Tivoli; <W) Warner
xP> Paramount; (R)RKO;
15 Mins.
did not chose to run again, add got.
Black Orchid, Chicago.
himself elected Governor of ColoRuby Hill, a sepia siren >yho has rado instead. Johnson will be long NEW YORK CITY Watson Sis
La Martinique
Carl Conway
to her legit credits major roles in
Harvey Stone
Dlgatanos
Betty Colby
Music Hall (I) IS
He Jacqueline
remembered by show biz.
Mary Burton
Harry Savoy
Langee
Ann Andre
“St. Louis Woman” and “Anna
Nejla Ates
Ingrid
the
Hungarian
Rain Winslow
over
RuhL
top.
Edward
Tp
his
blew
Lucasta,” has. been off the boards
.Kirby Stone' 4(P) 17
Paramount
MarceUis
Danny Carroll
„Les
for several years.
Now she’s on Bergman divorce arid remarriage. Gloria Wars.
Jackie Gleason
A Roberts. Ore
Danny Desmond
Pupi Campo Ore
Art Carney,
Don Dellair
the inti me circuit, playing sex ap- Also,, as chairman of the Senate In- Chet Clark
Latin
Meadows
Audrey
quarter
Jim Sisco
Rockettes
terstate Commerce Committee, he
peal to the hilt.
'IVfae West
J Taylor Dancers
Salvatore Gioa Or*
Corps de Ballet
Striking chirp has. a figger that’s applied the pressure for speedy: Sym Ore
Louise Beavers
Stan Ross
Paiichito Ore
It
Ashtons
Palace
Joyce Randolph
a
wow in a skiri-tight-and-slit color TV.
Viennese Lantern
Debonairs
Lou Wills Jr
J & J. Williams
Helene Aimee
strapless, arid she does it no harm
Anthony Dexter
Rudy Cardenas
Reelection of Senator Paul H. Betty Brett.
Dolores Peiry
Ralph Young
Bobby Hackett
with: her. suggestive hip gyrations, Douglas (D., 111. means he. will be Milt JRosS
Bela Bizdny
Oro.
Piroska
Sammy
Spear
Galenas
3.
This in; great measure compenErnest Schoen
Art Waiter Ore
hack in’ Washington with, his wife,;
Paul Mann
sates for an erratic voice that inB Hurlowe Ore
AUSTRALIA
Charles Albert
the former Emily Taft who was
Le Ruban Bleu
clines toward quavering and flatVillage Barn
Congressman-at-large
from
once
a
Julius
Monk
Buck, Sc Chic
MELBOURNE
Hal Graham
ness on tender ballads like “Can’t
Norman
(T) 15
Paris 3
Dagenham. G Pipers
Senna 9c Gyle.
Keep You Out of My Dreams” and Illinois and, before that, a promi- RoyTivoli
O'Hagan Sc. H. Stead Irwin Corey
Jack Wallace
Barbour
actress.
legit
nent
Dorothy' Louden
Myrons.
It
“If I Give My Heart to You.”
Givens 9c. Ferris,.
K 2Francis
T Fontahe
Melita
Van Dyk
Mary Ellen Trio
Vaughn
maintains itself, effectively,, howMarshall' Izen
Seyler Heylen
Larry McMahan
Margaret Brown
ever, on quicker tunes like “Live
Two Guitar*
Max Blake
Piute Pete
Julian Somers
Kostya Poliansky
Irene Bevans
Till I Die” and "Who’ll Buy My
Nina Cooke
Waldorf-Astoria
Misha
.

GLORIA & JARO YORK

I

Dance

1

15 Mins.
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y,
Gloria & Jaro Y6rk are recent
imports. They are well-groomed,
make an excellent appearance ahd
have a good line of dances. Their
routines are well-built and designed for smoothness. At times
their work, shows an occasional
ethereal touch, especially in the
slower movements.
However, for the demands of
niteries they need an occasional bit
of- fireworks. The even temper of
their ways ahd the general air of
ease make' for relaxation. The routines are in an accepted groove
albeit of international character/
waltz, thence
They start with

<

.

*

.

-

Widow,”

item

-

.

.

.

•

to
a

-

:

;
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,

warbling about five years ago. Lenn
organized the first Tattlers team
but didn’t Work with them. He dis-

banded

the

original

group

in enjoyable. Brooklyriese, rriugging

and

!

Hallmark
has.

“Hall of Fame”
cancelled its ‘regularly

scheduled show on CBS Radio
next Sunday (21) to memorialLionel Barrymore, its longtime narrator-host;
the 6:30
to 7 p.m. time.
Barrymore’s last radio narrating appearance was. previ4
oris Sunday, (14) in “Life of

—

:

[•

Barrymore Memorial

ize

'

delivery.
She fares strongest on. song
specialties which depart into energetic impressions and caricatures
in dialect.
She’s laughable taking
off on Hepburn and Bette Davis
but hilarious in the more offbeat

R ebecca

Dorsey”
Helen Hayes.”

mimicry of. Fanny Brice, Martha
Raye and Tucker. These and a
rousing spoof of the Miss Universe
contest add up to showmanship
and comprise the real meat of her
act, which could stand some mopping in the pun and oneliner departments for mot e solid impact.
Accomp-arranger
Held
Ernie
Works sniOrtly behind her at the

starring

However, the two boys and two

femmes provide solid support, for
Lenn as he belts out the rousing

My

opener,: “New York’s
Home,”,
the
sentimental
“With
These
Hands.” and the rhythmic “Jezebel.”

Staging; Which goes Overboard in

keys.

Norma Shearer won him the
Academy Award for the best per-

with

formance

LORENZO HERRERA

of the year;. Since then
has given the screen some mem-,
orable performances, in such films
as “Dinner at Eight,” “Grand Hotel,” “Rasputin and the Empress,”
“Ali Wilderness,” “Return of Peter
Grimm.” “Captains Courageous,”
“Christopher Bean/’ “Treasure Island,” “YOU Can’t Take It With
lie

I

Gros.

Tivoli

Lloyd Martin
Vocal Octette
Male Dancers

G Dawn

.

F

9c

Paul Gray:
Louise Hoff

Rosemary O’Reilly

CHICAGO

;

Margie I. ee
Cathy & Blair
Shirley Linde
Weldentann*
Ruby HU1
Dickie Valentine
Polb
Kerpays Duo
Walthbn St Dorraine Rudy
T
Twin*
Perky
Blue Angel
Maurice St May.
Jimmy Caesar
"Calypso Festival’*
Lowe St Ladd

BIRMINGHAM

Terry Haven

15

Anne Shelton
Boner ColleanO

:

AUen Bros

Larry Macari 4
Benson Dulay.Co
.

GLASGOW
Empire (M)

BRIGHTON
Hippodrome. (M)

..

T5

Kay

Dizzy

Rolf Hanson

Palace

Max

.15

,

H

Robert Norris
Charlie Fisk Ore

Ambassador

LIVERPOOL

Dick Stabile Ore

Ho'ttl

Bobby Ramos Ore

Estelita

.

Sc

Dave Apollon

Los Barrancos (2)
Rex Koury Ore

.

Audrey Mann

Ann McCormack
Abbey Browne

Band Box
Billy Gray
Leo Diamond
Dorothy Claire
D Morris St Cedric .Nlcco Sc Barba
Salici Puppets.
Larry Green Trio
Frank Cook
Bair of Music
2 Arvings
Wesson Bros (2)
Downey St Dsye
Kitt Carson
Riki Lingana
C Callinicoa
Clifford Henry
Eddie Oliver Ore
Conway St Day
Tony Martinez Ore
Newcastle
Blltmore Hotel
Empire (M> 15
Yolandas

Harmony

COVENTRY
Hippodrome
Cotton

-

Crescendo
Perez Prado Ore

8

MANCHESTER

Hippodrome

15

(I)

Bd

Derek Roy
Helene Cordet

C

Cairoll 9c Paul
Clarisse & Marvin

La Bola Misteriosa
Ben Alls Arabs

Vic Oliver
Clayton St

Farlow 3

Roha Ricardo
S Fisher Girls
Paul Waring

(S)

Romo

-

War

William Shearer
Songs
DERBY
You,’’ “On Borrowed Time” and
BEULAH SWAN
ff Mins
15
the “Kildare”, and “Gillespie’* se- Hippodrome
NOTTINGHAM
Songs
Chez Vitp, N.Y,
Guy Mitchell
Empire (M) 15
ries.
Goldie
9c
“Rasputin”
Cody
marked
the
only
V
16 Mins.
Lorenzo Herrera is a goodlookJoan: Regan
Reindeer
Eddie
in which he appeared with
Apollo, N.Y.
ing Latin from Venezuela who ex- fill
Tommy Cooper
TJ 9c B Adams
K St A Alexis
Rio Ron St Rita
Thrush Beulah Swan shapes as hibits an ingratiating manner, in his sister Ethel and his brother Morgan
Louise Pets
St Manning
lively entertainment, although the emceeing and i n singing. Although John, who died. in. 1942.
Fayne St Evans
Harry St Betty
on
for
two
numbers,
Herrera
onty
Del Cortina
HAM
EAST
least of her values is in the vocal
In addition to his screen perE Arnle.v St Gloria
line, A handsome colored girl, with manages, to impress handily. He formances, Barrymore was known Metropolitan (1) 15
Lovky
Tommy
Levis
Co
Carroll
an extravagantly appointed anat- essays “Granadas” and a Vene- for his occasional radio appear- Violet Pretty
PORTSMOUTH
zuelan
folkdance
of
tune,
both
Agers
omy,
an
obviously
Royal (M) 15
minimized
ances; particularly his perennial Teen
(I)
15
Kenny Baker
amount of undergarments and a which get marked, response from portrayal of Scrooge in “A Christ- BillyPalace
Dainty
Gold St Cordell
hobbling gown that accentuated the crowd.
Peter Ross
Kordas
Herrera has a nice roll in his mas Carol,” which featured Yule- Pat Ward
the other things noted, she wiggles
Kordites
tide air programming,
Syd Raymond
P St S Sherry
voluptuously through 1(6 minutes voice and it’s strong enough to
Roy Earl
Harry Worth
this
carry
in
room
.Without
mikes
A
six-footer,
Barrymore
of song..
was a Kee Sis
Lionel King
and still retain an essentially sweet commanding figure until some 15
EDINBURGH
Jeffrey Lenner
Songalog is all rhythm and blues. quality. He could
Empire (M) 15
have made a years ago, when, he suffered an
SWANSEA
Miss. Svvan’s pipes are of ordinary
Frankie Vaughn
longer stand, but the policy of a arthritic attack.
Empire (M) 15
The malady wors- J Laycock St M
calibre, but femme knows how to
short formal show in order to give ened and
Bill Wareham St B Josef Locke
during
the
latter
take the mind off the vocalizing.
years of Peter Cavangh
Marettas
the
a chance to provide his life he
Her “Hip Shaking Mama” Works theircustomers
was almost constantly; Joe Church
Alexanders. Dog R
own entertainment, Via atJoe King ,
the Apollo house Into mild frenzy.
a wheelchair. Film roles were B St A Pearson
Bros
mosphere and the conversation
Hylda Baker
Body movement is reminiscent of route, seems to be an effective written with the infirmity in mind Jackson Bow St D Granger
Nixon St Dixon
FINSBURY
PARK
ah exotic \yho starts With all her
Gebrge Meaton
and
“Dr.
Gillespie”
purposely
was
gambit in this room,.
Jose,
Yale St Diane
Empire (M) 15
clothes and her. hands tied. Copmad.e a cripple so that Barrymore
pery femme moves along thereafter
could play the role from his wheelto a punchy “Jockey Blues.” Matchair.
ters droop considerably from disRecipient of many honors during
Biz Ties
appointment of a slow-tempoed
liis
lengthy career, he ..was per“Oh What a Dream’’ where, for
Continued from page 2 555;. haps
proudest of the Speech Arts
extra-plow tempo,, she can’t make
use of physical attributes to fullest. House bill on the subject, Rep. Medal awarded him in 19.38, and
NEW YORK CITY
If she
supppiemerits her r&b Jacob J.a'vits
(R,; N.
Y.j
was of his membership in the Society,
Bob Downey.
Bon Solr.
with oilier musical forms occasion- elected Attorney General of New of American Etchers.
Harold Fonvlllo
Tony & Eddie
Hazel Webster
Marion Colby
ally, Miss Swan will do well, along
York State.
Belmpht Plaza
Daniel*
Jimmy
the intimate b istro circuit.. Art.
Joan Bishop
Three Flames
Four Senators, who cosponsored
A1 Castellano
Blu# Ang#1
bill last year for a. National War
a
John
Barney
Flske
Dwight
RENEE LEBAS
Hotel Amba*sad#r
Jimmy Komack
Memorial Arts Commission, were
Songs
Quintero Ore
Susan Johnson
reelected. The bill, provided for a
Savkozi
Ore
35 Mips,
Lafaye
G#o
Continued from, page 2.
National War Memorial Theatre
Bart Howard
Hotel Pierre
Concert Pacra, Paris
Lyon* Trio
Manuel CapetiUo
Renee Lebas is a competent and. Opera House in Washington. also al*e scores, for “Vlctriry at Jimmy
Rapael Ruiz
Chateau Madrid
Matthew Sea” arid “Ghost Tovvn.”
singer and delivers a well rounded The reelected Senators:
Conchlta
Ernest Bonino
Carlos Montoya
act in slick, professional fashion. Neely (D., W.-Va. ), Hubert Hum“The titles above,” announced Sherri ;Shear
Stanley Melba Ore
Elba Ocampo.
She has a voice of fine range and phrey (D.. Minn.
Estes Kefauver the Library of Congress, “afford Alonso
Dancer*
Hotel Plaza
timbre and can easily segue from (D., Terin.) and James E, Murray only a glimpse into the rich and Ralph Font Oro.
Kay Thompson
the Paris street ballads to the more CD., Mont,).
Paul Methuen
comprehensive collection that Rod- Maya Ore
Ted
Streeter Ore
Copacabana
poetic and elaborate. She wears a
Former
Democratic
Senator gers has deposited in the Library, Kean Sis
Mark Monte Ore
simple brown corduroy dress with- Glen Taylor, trying for a come- hut they indicate the. variety
Hotel Pk Sheraton
of his Myron Cohen
out any accessories, and all ges- back, was shellacked
Irving Fields
Sweeney
Bob
by the voters work that is represented. The col- Peter. Conlow
Eddie Layton
tures arid movements are wisely
in Idaho. Taylor is best remem- lection constitutes an essential part Jean Steven*
Hotel Roosevelt
economized.
Guy Lombardo Ore
bered for two things,- He had been of tne history of American musical, M Durso Oro
From the lilt of “Paris Canaille”
Frank Marti Ore
Hqtei st Regis
a
tent show singer and guitar coiriedy for, in the last three .decGal#?*
Fernanda Montel
to the sentiment of “Yiddische
Alan
Milt Shaw Ore
Mama,” she has everything under player and he was Henry A. Wal- ades, Rodgers’ sense of melodic JackieGale
Heller
Ray Bari
lace’s
running
mate
for
Vice
Presibeauty
and
dramatic
fitness
has re- Warner Sc McGulr#
control and emerges a fresh Gallic
Hotel Staffer
Foster
Songstress who could wep qualify dent on the Progressive Party sulted in a superb interpretation Larry
S Finegan Ore
Teddy King Oro
of the American scene and in exfor U.S. stinting in boites for "oat ticket ip 1948.
Hotel Taft
No, 1 Fifth Av*
Among those reelected were traordinary musical triumphs,
Mosk<Gallic appeal,
Vincent Lopez Ore
Helena Bllst

Margot Brander
Szonys

(3)
.

Vincent

Tony Gentry
Gaby Wooldridge
Luis Urbina
Eileen Christy

.

Bob Snyder Ore

Ciro's

Staffer Hotel

.

(

(2)

Chirlivels

Miss Malta St Co
Doubledaters (4)
Mme Ardelty
Jery LaZarre
Ffolliot Charlton

Tippy Sc Cobina
Norton Sc Patricia
Hal Derwin Ore

Palmer
Sylvia Campbell
Baker St Douglas'
Don Arden
Gaston

Mocambo

-

Lillian Roth
Paul Herbert Ore
Moulin Rouge
Frank Libuse

15

2 Mazurs

Foy'»

Charley

Buddy Lester

Warriss
Sally Barnes

Oxfords
Joan & Ernest
Billy

Empire Eight

iOS ANGELES

Empire. (M) 15

Joan Mann
Peter pulay

Jack

Ralph Sharon

Jewel

Nesbitt

St

Conrad Hilton
‘Skating Stars'

.

15

Hlldegarde
Whiting

Howard Senton
Gene. Bone

Nordics

CHELSEA
(|)

Haggett

Palmer House

Roy Stevens

Nicolettes

Max Wall

B

Sc

Elroy Peace

Kay Penton

Miller

Dashs Chimps
Hazel Wilson
Burt Twins
Lotus St. Josie
Oakley St Oran

Eddie Vitch
Stan Stennett
Copa Cousins
Noberti
Lorraine
Palace

15

(S)

M

Ryan. St MacDonaild
Brian Farrion Ore
.Cloister Inn
Chris Connor

LEICESTER

<l)

Bonn
Jimmy Wheeler
Issy

9c

,

:

BRIXTON

.

Manor Sc Migiion
Sue Evans
Dewey Sisters

Gillespie

Terry Gibbs
Chez Pare*
Sam Levenson
Peggy Taylor

Jack Jackson
Rey & Ronjy
Lorrae Desmond
Morecambe & Wise 2 Maxwells
Leslie Randall
Norman Vaughan
Fred Lovelle
Manning :9c Lea

Les Marthys

1

:

Angela San Juan
Blue Note

David Whitfield,
St Katrina

15

4

Eve Boswell

B Dear* Sc Dons
Frankie Masters Ore
Edgewater Beach
Ted Lewis St Orb
Bert Gordon

Trinidad Joe
Calvin Harigan
Victor .Manuel
D’Lacy Ore

J'

St

Eileen Carroll
.Ray McIntosh.

Duke of Iron
Mary Ann

$ De PaUls
N & N Grant
Morgan St Gray
'9c ColvilleJack Kodell
D & D Remy

Empress

1

.

.

Gordon

Ellington.;.

Youngman

r

Hippodrome (M)

M

Orchid

Black

Henny

BRITAIN

Ray

.

Robert Clary
C Williams Trio

Margaret Banks

Cleary

His Majesty* (T) IS Singers
Dancing Boys
Michael Behtine
Latona & Sparks Ballet Girls

W

9c J York
Nat Braridwynne
MIscha Borr
Village Vanguard
Ruth Price

C

Voyage"

."Bon

Tommy Wander

.

PERTH

Maureen; Cahnon

Versatile*

13,

Harry Jacobson
2 ChadeUs
Atele 9c Latu

Girls

Ballot

(T)

jerry Lester
Howell 9c RadcUffe

.

Bunty St Clair

\Les.

group an important

SYDNEY

John Bluthal

Kelroys

.

changers).

Ballet .Girls

Eddie Edwards
David Eadie

Marvels

bouncing, and. trying (sometimes
too hard) in various devilish ways
for the extra yocks;
Her rejoinders, with the hecklers often are
funnier than the rehearsed stuff,
but even her rriost lighthearted
throwaways garner a tittering if
only for the sheer vivacity -of her

,

spots, gives the.
sight value.

Usdanoff
Marusla Sava
:

Hungarian czardas, Latter item is. Oranges,” and clicks for best resomewhat faster than the routines turns on the undisguised s.a. stuff
Continued from page 2 sssssi
that preceded it, but not rapid like “Gonna. Be a Bad Girl.”
head” and “The Splendid Road.”
enough to step up. the pace, Jose.
Lea.
His first Metro film was “The Bar-,
rier.”
BOB LENN & THIS TATTLERS (4) TERRY HAVEN
Songs
When sound came to the screen
Comedy
12 Mins.
?v0 Mills.
Barrymore briefly turned his talPalace, N.Y.
Black Orchid, Chicago
ents to directing,
He is credited
/ Bob Lenn & The Tattlers (41
hoydehish with being the first director to
Terry Haven
ahave all. the ingredients for im- young cutup who’s got the spice move* a. microphone on a sound
portant in-person slottings. Youth;: and Vinegar of a Betty Hutton and stage) He. also iriegged “The Rogue
good grooming, imaginative pro-, a crackpot charm that’s, entirely Song”' with Lawrence Tibbett and
d action and arrangements as well her own, The signs are that she “Ten Cents a Dahce” with Barbara
as strong vocalistics make ’em the can go. a long way along the tv and Stanwyck before returning to actkind of outfit that would be at nitery routes, given sharper: mate- ing, co-starring with Ruth
Chatterhome at a plush eastsidery as well rial than .she now has.
ton. in “Madame. X.”
as in a vaude showcasing.
Gal assumes the crazy-mixed -up
Barrymore reached the pinnacle:
Current group, which was formed kid role, Wearing a high-schpolish
early this year,, is not to be con-, sweater and skirt, sporting a crude of his. screen career in 1931 when
fused with The Tattlers who were Italian boy- coif babbling endlessly his. performance in “A Free Soul”

shelved The Tattlers tag until the
formation of the current mixed
vocal, combo.
Lenn leads the quartet through a
12-minute song spree that abounds
with energy. In this Palace display,
though, it’s practically air on the
same plain and they should try to
insert a chimge-of-pace arranging
mood to make the set more cohesive. (Their nitery act runs about
10 minutes longer and it’s probably
the almost. 50% pruning, job that
cut away some of the pace-

)

!

)

“Merry

“Romance" and

Tchaikowsky’s

;

.

;

m.ulti*tenipoed
and a languid

.

.

,

.

into

)

Sportsmen

(4)
Clark Bros (2)
Carlsons (2)

.

Dorothy Shay
Ralph Sc Lorraine
Skinnay Ennis Ore

Tina Louise

.

-

Ml AMI-MI AMI BEACH

,

-

.

j

Lynn Star
Rose
Rita

Ann

Marlow
Water#

Charlotte

Sid

.

Charlie

Farrell

Sac'asas

Ore

Tones
Judy Foster
3

Club. 22
Joe Mooney

Three Peppers

IAS VEGAS,
3

Young

Goldin Nugget
Gas Lights 9c Pink
Tights

Rand
Buddy Baer
Sally'

Sand*
Frank:

Kalantan

.

NEVADA

Vicki

Flamingo
Rltz Bros
Silver Slipper

;

Como

Sue

Saxony Hotel

•

Sinistra

Harmonica Rascals
Clarke Bros
Desert inn
L Walters' L Q Rev El Rancho Vegat

Hank Henry

.

•

Showboat
Minsky’s
1955

Last Prontler

Ed Wynn
Step

ei

Rowan

.
.

Follies

ol.

Thunderblrd

Bros

Dagenham Piper*

.

Daniels

Billy

Sahara
Marlene Dietrich

.

Ella

Logan

Don Tannen

cortez
Martin

Catron Bro*

9c

.

RENO

...

,

.

Roily

Peppi
D Arden Dancer#
E Fitzpatrick Oro
New Goldan
Shecky Greene
Nlta

.

l^ost

Royal G l

9c

.

Mills

Bros

Trio Faye*
Starlets
Clifford Ore

B

HAVANA

.

Troplcanb
Montmartre
& Jaro York TeX Mex
Hungarian Troupe
D’Ruff Quartet
1

j

Gloria

.

-

-

1

Esther. Borda

I

>

.

A1 9c Connie Fantoe
Will Osborne Oro
Riverside

-Rolls-.

Maholo Mera

.

,

B

Map#* Skyroom

1

1

.

Don Tannen

'

)

01 Lido Hotel

Boa Kalmus
Martin St Malo.
Eausto' Curbelo Ore
Vanity Fair
Chico-ChicQ
-Havana Cuban Boyi

Ann Herman Pert
Anne Barnett

Show

—

Harry Rogers- Ore
Gloria Hart

Stanley Ora.
Black Orchid

Jo Thompson
Richard Cannon
Count Smith
Sans Soucl Hotel

-

-

SamBari

Hotel

Nautili)*

George DeWitt
Antone & Ina

s

-

.

Phil

Lois

.

.

Bombay Hotel
Brito
Nelida
Peter Mack
Jennifer Marshall
Johnlrta Hotel
B S Pully

Woody Woodbury
Leon A Eddie'#
De Fee

•

.

i

(2)

Tano Sc De#
Kalantan
Nirva
Luis Torrens
Freddy Calo .Ore.
Tony Lopez Ore
Johnny Silvers Orb
Lin#
Selma Marlowe

,

.

Haydocks

The

Clover C»U1>

.

Tropicana Ballet
Nahcy St Rolando
Miguel Angel Ortiz S de Espana Orq
A RomeuOrq
Casino Playa Orq
|$ Suarez Or4
Fajardo Orq

;

mfffr
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Raze Garrick, St Louis
Old Legit-Opera House
St. Louis,

Can’t Peddle O.H.
Milton H. Gropper, who sued OsfcaH
Hammerstein 2d about two years
ago for a share of royalties on the
co-authoring “King and
lost a court mov£_ito
be able to use Hammerstein’s
name as co-author of other scripts
of

claim

has just

I,”

wants to sell* N, Y. Supreme
Court Judge Aroij Steuer last week
dismissed 4 Gropper motion, to canh

Nov.

16.

The old Garrick, former, home
of legit and grand opera, is being
razed to make way for a parking
The 50-year-old downtown
lot.
structure was built in the St. Louis
world’s fair year at' a cost of $350,3 Co-Producers Supplied
000, and leased to the Shubert organization. For the first 15 years
2 2
of ‘Stone*
it was used/ for legit and grand
Ad-,
Juli
JacobsonHenrietta
opera, since which it has played
ler production of “A Stone for burlesque, films and, more recentDanny Fisher,;’ unlike most off- ly, been dark.
Regular legitery here is the
firbadway shows, was fihainced un 7
der a regular limited partnership American, with the Empress play-

Name on

Scripts

V/ G

,

,

an agreement that Hamrher- agreement. Leonard Kantor play
name could not be used in was capitalized at $35,000, of which
peddling the scripts.
$21,500: was suppled by three of
Case was an outgrowth of Crop- the four, general, partners*
per’s suit for a slice of the “King
Other backers arid tiieir respecand I” royalties* Hammerstein de- tive investments include Arthur D.
nied the co-authorship allegation Gordon, $5,500; Joscnh J. Liebman,

ing^ stock.

stein’s

“Noah,”

publicly.

.

by

Mayer

in

partnered in last season’s production of “Lullaby” and have an op-:
tion on Arnold Sundgaard’s' “Kilgo
in
Run,” which they tried out in stock
“Seven Year Itch,” which reaches early this fall and hope to do on
Broadway this season if script reits second anniversary on Broadvisions are satisfactory and femme
way Saturday night (20), is still star can be signed.
earning hefty profits. Meanwhile,
Charles K. Feldman has put out a
couple of feelers about the possi- O.K. Export of Profits
bility of moving up the release

Scratch

3d Yr.

Gropper: sought court action to
the agreement, claiming
that, he had signed it under a misunderstanding. In tossing out the
suit, the -court declared in part,
“In making the settlement (of the
previous suit) the plaintiff was.
represented by very able counsel
of wide experience*
“The settlement agreement, was date of his film version of the
It includes an affidavit
in writing.
comedy before the contractual
by plaintiff that no representations
deadline, of the spring of 1956.
(Continued on page 76)
As of Oct. 30, the Courtney BurrElliott
Nugent production had
earned $619,527 net profit oh its
$60,000 investment. Another $24,000 dividend has just been paid,
bringing the total distributed profit
to date to $55?, 006. Remaining asHe’s Going Non-Union sets included $25,476 in bonds and
Actors Equity has, again with- deposits, $10,000 cash reserve and
drawn concessions granted touring $11,045 available for distribution.
companies sent out ;by, Stanley
For the four weeks ended Qct.
Woolf.
Action followed Equity 30,! the
Broadway
production
council study of operational figures grossed $88,031 and earned $14,137
submitted by the producer.
profit, While the touring company
whose troupes travel grossed $81,746 and earned $7,407
Woolf,
throughout the country under the profit. The $613,527 total net profit
banner of the Civic Drama Guild, to date includes the income from
had been permitted to pay a $90 the film deal, plus foreign royalty,
minimum to actors instead of the share of souvenir program sales;
Stage etc.
regular $120 road scale,
managers, employed by him at the
Boxoffice strength of the George
regular $175 minimum,/ were al- Axelrod comedy has been demonlowed to double as performers and strated anew recently, not only by
no understudies were, required.
the attendance resurge since the
Equity members, employed by gross ebbed to a low of about $13,Woolf, had registered several com- 000 last summer, but. by its ability
plaints against the producer last to survive numerous cast replaceyear, especially concerning a layoff ments, including Nugent and. Sally
during the Christmas period, dur- Forrest as leads of the Broadway
ing which salaries weren’t paid. company, succeeding Tom Ewell
Woolf, however, claims that several and Vanessa Brown, and also inEquity performers have protested volving several principals in the
the union’s move, since he plans to touring edition, of which Eddie
go non-Equity if he’s unable to get Bracken is Star.
back the concessions.
Feldman’s screen version of the
CDG is currently touring “Four- comedy, costarring Ewell and Mariposter;” with “Stalag 17” skedded lyn Monroe, is currently in producfor rehearsal soon and “Vagabond tion on the Coast. With Miss MonKing” slated for January, Besides roe figured an especially hot poxrescind

produced

He also authored “Guest
Room” and “Young Couple Wantahd Mowery were
ed.”;. -Mayer

1934-35.

Was

name could not be used as
co-author or in any other manner

To American Backers

Of London ’Trojan War’
•

.

“hot” town.

Check of weekly grosses, of the
has restaged
several productions that hq.ve been
” opening tounder unpublicized attack here has
night (Wed.) at the Henry Miller shown no tangible ill-effect. ..But
Theatre, N.Y. He reportedly took with hints of American Legion
poison
pen
letters,
over from. Hugh Hunt during the picketing,
threatening telephone Calls and
out-of-town, tryout for a flat $2,000
even false fire alarms, Chicago
feel It’s understood Hunt will re- visits
have been anything but

!

thy Tutiri, star of the West

Ends

Quarter-Century Talk
Build Downton Aud
..

End

Miss Hepburn felt she
would have to play the role in her

DALLAS FINALLY ACTS

original,

way;
Subsequently, Glenville also withdrewi and Miller engaged Hunt and
Miss Bel Geddes as respective

to

Dallas, Nov. 16.

stager and star.

This city, after more than a quarter of a century of talking about it,
will at last get a new downtown

SLATE PLAYS, COMPANY,

auditorium. City Council is asking
contractors and suppliers tb submit
construction and equipment bid by
Issue of $7,000,000 in
Dec. 17.

MARGO’S THEATRE

’54

will pay for it.
Dallas Memorial Auditorium: will

.

Shakespearean revival in her new
10th season at Theatre ’54 here.
Sked includes “As You Like It,”
Ndv. 29-Dec. 18; Andrew Rosen-

,

SHOWS

“Red. Letter Day,’’ Dec. 20Jan. 8; the Jerome Lawrence -Robthal’s

:

'

Lee “Inherit the Wind,” Jan.
Edward Hunt’s “The HemCup,” Jan. 31-Feb. 19, and
Bernard C.
Schoenfeld’s v “The
Summer of Fancy Dress,” Feb. 21ert E.
10-29;

lock

I

Clare Tree Major Dates

London, Nov. 16.
In an action in Westminster:
County Court last week, a legit

Company

touring manager alleged that

Night.’

show was

‘Paris

.

Mpls. Getting Twofers
Instead of Promised

Minneapolis, Nov. 16.

Twb-fqr-one shows are apparently going to be the legit staple
here this season, despite the Theatre Guild’s original promise of
seven subscription offerings. Latest bargain opus, set for Jan, 10
,

at the Lyceum, is something, titled
“Models in Season,” being sent on
tour by Morris Efron, It’s been
scheduled by, the United Booking
Office in New York.
With “Picnic” as the only subscription Show so far, the Theatre
Guild has slated a tryout, “Sailor's
Delight,” with Eva Gabor, as a

second

item.

“Moon.

Is

It

wanted

to

list

Blue” as another, but

Lyceum manager Lowell Kaplan,

Except for “Picnic,” the -only
other production to play here this
season has been “Naughty Natalie,” a twofer farce that local, critics
roasted to a frazzle. Now
“Sailor's Delight” arid the repeat
“Moon Is Blue” are listed, and
several more two-for-orie operations are riiore. or less Visible on
the horizon. “King and I” is promised for after: its Chicago run,
whenever that will be.
But all in all, that sevenrshow
subscription target looks farther
and farther away as the season
nears the mid-point. .Meanwhile,
murmurs* are already being heard
from the 2,000-odd subscribers, at
least some of whom signed in expectation of getting “King and I”
this season.
.

Over Actor Employment
London, Nov,

16.

British .ActbrS’ Equity has called

speciaVmembership meeting next
ton, John Bradford; Harry Berg- Sunday (21) at the St. Martins
man, Kathleen Phelan*; Edward Theatre to discuss the actor emCullen, James Field and Edwin ployment situation.
According to. a Leaflet advertising
Whitner with’ Doris Dudley, Louise
Latham, Martha Bumpas and EVe- the meeting, the union will con-

costumes ordered for a production were so bad that part
of the bill had to. be cancelled;
The judge commented, “I
see that the

*

musical’ by Frederick Jackson and
Charles Phillips is due April 25May 14. Three weeks of repertory,
May 16 :June 4, end the season.

Judge’s Joke

,

Couldn’t that be

put on without costumes?”

man-

Continued on page 74)

March 12.
The March 14-April 23 spot is
still
open, but “La Belle Lulu,”

gether to seat. 900.

by

(

previously.

Dallas, Nov. 16.

bonds

no supporting columns to obstruct
Burr’s and Nugent's reaction has view within the arena,
There will be
convention
been simple: They’re willing to
discuss such a proposition, on the building south of. the arena which
3 LEGIT
will be 320 feet long and 128 feet
basis of additional payments from
Jerome Lawrence and Robert E.
wide and the equivalent of three
the. picture company. That answer
Lee, best known
It will house a
stories in height.
radio-tv as has
been.
conversation-killer,
or little theatre seating
lyceum
writer-producers, may- have three however, and there the ‘'matter
There will be a
1.750 persons.
rests.
concurrent legits this season, two
large foyer for convention registrabn Broadway- and one with Margo
tions and 10 meeting .rooms seatJones’ Theatre '54 in Dallas. Two Stra#bridge Will Play
ing from 40 to 300 persons; The
three largest can be thrown to’e
musicals, both adapted from

and the straight
Edwin Strawbridge Productions
Play (for Miss Jones) is based on
will; play most of the dates lined
the Scopes! “monkey” trial.
up this season for the Clare Tree
.The musicals are “Shangri-La,” Major children's theatre. Miss MaWith James Hilton, the original jor died last Oct. 9, but arrangenovelist of “Lost Horizon,” debut- ments for the switch were made
ing as a librettist and lyricist with during the early stage
of her illLawrence & Lee (music by Harry ness.
./
W arren ) Courtney Burr and John
Strawbridge organization, now in
Bryam will produce.
its 14th year, is the only Equity
Th
other,
“Miss Dilly,” is touring children’s- theatre.'
Staff
adapted from Theodore Pratt’s includes Larry Parke, director;
novel of the same name, and Ver- Louis Kennel, designer, and Jan
npn Duke is the composer here. Hall, costumer.

pleasant for cast members,

refused to accept it as such, because the comedy had played here

release date.

.

an

Harold Clurman
“The Living R 001

-

l

in

disclosed activities of a single individual, specializing in unofficial
loyalty screening of theatre personalities, the Windy City the past
12 months gained the reputation
along the legit grapevine as a

Margo Jones, currently preeming
Dickason’s
“Marry - Go
seat 10,000, 7,600 in permanent Albert
his cross-country tours, Woolf also office name just now, Feldman and
in
seats
and
p&rtable.
2,400
Three
Round” for three weeks, will proPlays summer resorts with a num- 20th-Fox, which will release the
film, have mentioned the possibil- stories high and under a domed duce seven more tryouts and a;
ber of units.
ity
to Burr of advancing tile roof 300 feet across^ there will be

Published works,

showdown

.

Robert L. Joseph, who plans a
London production of “The Trojan
War Will Not Be Fought,” has ar- tain program credit and will reranged with the Bank of England
ceive regular royalties.
to export profits from the show;
Clurman was originally asked to
explained, that the arrangeIt’s
ment does not constitute a prece- O.o. the Graham Greene importaduring its Boston run by the
tion
been
dent, as it has occasionally,
granted before, each case being de- star, Barbara Bel Geddes. She
agreed
to pay him $500 for suggescided on its merits.
The Christopher Fry adaptation tions about her performance. However,
Gilbert
Miller, who's coi-proFrench
comof Jean Giraudoux’
edy, “La Guerre de Troie N’Aura ducing the drama with Donald Alfollowed
up with a request
bery,
the
Lieu,”
financed
Pas
is being
in
U. S., and under the coin-export for Clurman to restage the entire
permit the backers will be able to presentation for the $2,000 fee.
collect any returns earned. Joseph
Audrey Hepburn had originally
is co-producing the play with West been sought for the starring, role,
End manager Stephen Mitchell.
with Peter Glenville, who staged
Project is being financed at $25,- the London production', set to re000, Michael Redgrave will star, peat the stint here. Miss Hepburn
with Broadway stager Harold Clur- bowed out, though, because she felt
mari slated to direct. Play’s pres- Glenville might expect her to dupent English! title will be changed. licate the characterization of Doro-

1

WITH

cuited a possible

unpublicized: cold. >yar waged here
Chicago, Nov. 16.
the last two. seasons by self-styled
.
Tw Chi-area legit operations, patriotic elements against touring
have just- folded because of. poor legit shows. It's expected that, an
biz.
attempt will now be made tb obProducer Hope Summers shut- scure the fact that the Producers
tered the Showcase Theatre, Evans- Theatre production folded solely
ton, last Sunday (14) with the pro- because of the illness of Jean Arduction of “Jane.” Sluggish box- thur, its star.
office and the failure of a coiriShow’s original scheduled openmunity drive to garner reserve ing Nov. 8 w
postponed shortly
Final! before curtain
funds forced the closing.
time,! when Miss Arblow was a $3,000 backstage thur was unable to go on because
The theatre.: has been operat- of a virus infection. She was under
fire.
ing with a professional compahy medical care during the week, and
the past two years. There is a pos- rehearsed with the company last
sibility it may be revived under a Saturday (13) in preparation
for a
non-profit corporate setup.
postponed
opening
night
last
Meanwhile,
Marshall
Migatz (Mon.) at the Great Northern.
broke off Nov. 6, midpoint in his
Complications arose in the acprojected six-week fall schedule at
tress’ condition, however, and her
the Fox Valley Playhouse in St.
physician reported that she’d had
Final bill was Marian
Charles.
an outbreak of hives, in addition
Hopkins
“Time of the Ciickoo,”
to a partial setback in her virus
third in a series of one-Weekefs.
infection. Upon his orders that she
With the seasonal revival of legit
could not continue the “Joan” asactivity in the Loop the Suburban
signment* the local engagement
theatre failed to ca’tch bn. Migatz
arid
subsequent bookings were
also encountered considerable difcancelled. It’s emphasized by the
ficulty in lining up stars because of
Show’s representatives that agitacompetition from television assigntion and a picketing threat had
ments.
nothing to. do with the folding.
Due largely to the heretofore un:

the Previous suit, asserting that representing a syndicate, $7,500;
Gropper had not collaborated with and Dr. Stanley Fisher, $500. BeRichard Rogers and him in the sides Miss Jacobson and Adler,
Click musical, other general partners include atauthorship of th
“Lafcadio’s Adventures,” adaptadaption of Margaret Landon’s torney Max Spivak and film exec
ed by Arthur Wilmurt from the.
novel, “Anna and the King of Julius J. Block*
French of Andre Gide, is slated
Siam.”
Spivak has a $6,000 stake in the for Broadway production next fall
Hammerstein was said to have production, while Block’s invest- by Jerome Mayer and Irl Mowery.
known Gropper for some years and ment is included in the Liebman Play is described asf an ironical
to have befriended him at various backing.
Show is currently in its comedy, and calls for four male
times, but declared, that Gropper fifth week, at the downtown Na- stars, plus various lesser male and
was not involved in the adaptation tional Theatre, N. Y.
femme players,
1
or preparation of “King arid I.”
Wilmurt adapted' Andre Obey’s
Nevertheless, he settled the Suit
in

stein’s

Chicago, Nov. 16.
Closing of “Saint Joan’- in Chicago over the weekend short-cir_

2 Chi Stock Cos, Shutter
As Fall Season Try Flops

Backing

cel

for $35,000, with! an agreement
to have full title:
that Gropper
to two other scripts, but with the
added stipulation .that Hammer-

in ‘Joan’ Closing

I

includes Juleen

Comp-

a.

lyn Bettis, resident distaffers, supplementing casts during the new

sider “the first scientific survey of

season.

for a full year.”

employment

and

Unemployment

.

.

t

.
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Tr

and

Noah and

crises arising as

flock
ance.

impatiently

“Peach” necessarily

Bad Seed

Tlie

Washington, Nov.

15,

ma
Playwrights Co. production o/ 'dr a
scenes),.adairted.t)y
in two acts (seven
iuavwcil Anderson from the William
features
Kelly;
Nancy
Stars
Ma?ch novel.
eC
Luella Gear, Henry. JT^T1 ®3*al? ll SI”r
patty
Chalmers, Kendall ClarK, r’auy
•

J

Thomas

Dehham.
McCormack. Staged hy^Reginald
Ai

JenWns.
•scenerv and lighting, Geqrge
'54; $3.85
National, Washington, Nov. 15,

Pat^McCfrmack

Penmark

Rlaoda

Kendall Clark

Kenneth Penmav

Col.

Christine

Penmark
°'

*. .Vi'. V.'V

wages.
Emorv Wages
Emory

SKW

:

....

.

its

’

are: priceless, adding up
simple enough, how- moments
superb performance, Berta

The

plot is
ever, for the dramatist has
mained close to the novel.

'SS/SCS-

” "

re-

He

character as a
American girl seeking

presents the

title

" Eileen Heckart cultivated
WeU3
G $£"o'M a more vital sort of life in Europe.
ne
She marries an arrogant snob livd B«»!>
ing as an expatriate in Florence.
Inglne an- The marriage is a disaster, and
Playwrights Co.
The she learns it was engineered by
other hit into New York in
her. husband’s former mistress in
Bad Seed.” and with -it a ne MeSW?
Cor- order to provide security, for their
nine-year-old Patty
’

'

Mrs DaigTe

'i

S“

^

star

episodic,

.

Joseph Holland
Henry Jones

'

a? kXl

,n

is

with 10 scenes covering the action.
ty, they do not make the characBut it is in the writing and acting
ters spring to life.
that the show gets in its real kicks.
All, Including .the lady herself,
lines at times approach, the
remain largely enigmatic, a la Odet’s
demonstrates
he
poetic
and
Chekov, moving through the action
that he is still a master
throughout
as mysterious, destinationless figtrenchant dialog.
ures in a remote though beautiful of
Menasha Skulnik has a field day
landscape;. The play’s appeal conHe is the.
fat Noah role.
sequently seems mostly directed to in the
average man, puzzled that he
the devotees of the inscrutable,
chosen to- be the only
be
should
who relish a work of art in direct surviving patriarch. His comedy
ratio to
.incomprehensibility.

V-tSuL' Gear-

.

his
deliver-

awailt

;

daughter.

illicit

to a
Gersten, as Esther, plays her role
of loyal wife and peacemaker with
dignity and commanding presence.
Martin Ritt shows an excellent
understanding of the elder son,
the eternal businessman and a
natural born leader. Japheth repthe
resents the nonconformist,
William Smithers
eternal rebel.
brings to life the character Of the
,

.

non-conformist Japheth, underplaying at just the right moments.
Of the sons’ wives, Barbara Baxley is standout, as ;a flashy blonde
who finally wins the love of JapJanice Rule, as the gentle
heth.
Rachel, is decorative,, but otherOsna Palwise doesn’t register.
mer has several good scenes as the

James, in telling this stpry,
moves on to the moment of dramatic revelation through a steadily
unfolding series of characterizations
and motivations, and so
Wil- leaves the reader in possession of
son work, from the. novel by
an endless array of insights, into
hard-hitting
solid;
liam March, is
the people and the background of
drama whose every crawling ..sus- the story; Archibald, on the con- strong-willed mate of Shem.
Sidney Annus has a brief scene
pense reflects fine direction and trary, leaves the audience unas a modern-minded tax collector,
highly polished performances.
certain
throughout as 'to the
later doubles as a bored lion
and
tendcriminal
that
reasons why the people behave as
The theme is
waiting for .the waters, to recede.
a “ they
‘do, The play, in short, aside
ency may be passed on by b
fawns, a goat, and burro are
TWO
stronger
prove
can
from
which
its
almost
total lack of moveblood
impersonated in one scener but
Mc- ment and vitality,, remains ambigthan good environment. Miss
add little to the play.
Cormack. a blue-eyed blohde with uous and baffling.
The author’s direction iS: generpeaches
Film star Jennifer Jones, in her
pigtails and the face of a
ally effective, although he still
and cream cherub, does an aniaz- first major legit appearance, dem- needs to accelerate the pace. The
killer onstrates a considerable
cold-blooded
a'
as
job
flair,
for
ing
settings and lighting by Mordecai
who has three murders dangling the theatre. Stunning to look at Gorelik help to establish the play’s
inth-. in a
procession of Cecil Beaton
from- her belt " before her.
mood and background music by
dresses
of
the period, she reveals
birthday.
Alan Hovhaness is expressive.
The bad seed in her is inherited her lack of stage experience chiefly
Klep.
by
failing
to
Jieautiful
project
her
voice
a
grandmother,
and
from her
personality,
if
expecting a
as
slayer of a generation before. The
Black-Eyed Susan
camera and mike boom to accenstain has escaped her mother, hut
Hartford, Nov. 11;
been passed on to the child. When tuate them for her.
Gordon W. Pollock (in; association with
As the play rises to its one- dra- James
the mother, played by Nancy Kelly,
Goodman >nd Everett Hartt) pro"
matic
she.
moment
in
girl
the
little
last
act,
she
herin three acts (five
about
comedy
duction of
learns
by A. B. Shiffrin.-. Stars Vincent
finds herself a terrified and tor- demonstrates reserve of- emotional scenes),
Price; features Kay .Medford, Everett
mented accessory after the fact power, suggesting that with more Sloaiie, Dana Wynter, Charles Boaz. Diand cornered into action which experience she might prove to be rected by Gregory Ratoff: scenery arid

in Jthe tradition of
dramatic plays a b 6 u t wicked,
Chilamoral children, such as
jind
dren’s Hour,” “The Innocents
.Anderothers. The new Maxwell

The play

is

....

.

;

.

.

,

'

.

..

:

lead the play to

punchy climax.

its.

0

a real addition to the theatre. Her
name, in any case, will be largely

Miss Kelly’s, part builds stead- responsible for
-whatever
from happy wife and parent to this play, may have.
tortured mother who

success

ily

that of: a
learns that her. beloved child is a
conscienceless killer by her inherited qualities. The performance
timed" throughout and
finely
is
moves u waveringly up- the ladder

Of the others players, the standouts are Cathleen Nesbitt; in the
one really vital role of the venomous
Countess of Gemini, and
A fellow named Kinsey discovRobert Flemyng as the unbearable ered several yeai-s ago that sex is
husband, though there are fine spelled $sx, and the same may he
portraits
by Halliwell Hobbes,
again by “BlackEva Leonard - Boyne,' Barbara demonstrated
Eyed Susan.” The comedy Will
O’Neil and Jap Farrand: Douglas never set the world on. fire for its
Watson as the cousin was barely writing, acting or direction. But,
audible beyond the footlights at. its content might keep, it on Broadthe opener, though all except Miss way for some time.
Nesbit were hard to hear.
S-E-X is spelled out all over the
The staging by Jose Quintero three acts. 'There is no subtlety,
appears to be deliberately static no imagination-*-] ust single enas part of the. special almosphere
tendre. Story involves a lecherous
the play tries to achieve, but it bachelor
amorous
his
doctor,;
seems to. Suit the low-key mood, femme associate, and a young
*

dramais her show and little Patts
McCormack’s, but the play’s fineness must be credited also to some
unusually able supporting performances. Tops among these is
turned in by Eileen Heckart as the
of

It

.

.

drunken floosey mother of a

little

boy killed at. a school picnic because he won the medal coveted
by the girl. Miss Heckart has two
effectively
both
.scenes,
short

played.
while production details, costumes
The Veteran Luella Gear does a and all, including the off-stage
smooth .iob as the operator of the music of Schumann are as elegant
apartment as the two scenes themselves.
southern
smalltown
A good deal of work might give
house where the homicidal. girl and
her parents live. She is devoted the piece more vitality and clarity,
to the bland little killer, as. is the but the stage seems hardly suited
younsster’s father, played by Ken- to the highly inflected overtones of
dall Clark, an Air Force Colonel James’ reflections on the path to
who divides his -time between his spiritual maturity.
Etie.
home and the Pentagon. Another
standout performance is given by
Tlie
Flowering Peach
Henry Jones as the crafty but
childish porter in the building, -the
Wilmington, Nov. il.

only cne.
in

the evil

who recognizes

Producers Theatre production cl ram u in
two acts (10 scenes) by Clifford Odets.
Stars Mehasha Skulnik. Directed bv the
author; scenery and lighting. Mofdecai
Gorelik; costumes, Ballou; music, Alan
Hovhaness. Presented at Plavlmuse. Wilmington, Del., Nov. 11, ’54: $4.20 top.

-

the child.

direction
Denham’s
’Reginald
draws the performances, together
to turn the Anderson-March vehicle into a fine, whole.

Porlrait of a

costumes, William Molyneux. At Parsons
Theatre,. Hartford, Nov. 11,- *54; $3.80 top.
Vincent Price
Dr. Nicholas Marsh
....... Kay Medford
Zelda Barry
Everett Slgane
Dr. Louis Bean
Dana Wynter
Susan GiUesni
Charles Boaz
Peter Gillespi
Ira Roberts
Nicky

'

,Loioe,

Nosh

Monasbn Skulnik

Esther

.

Berta Gcrstcn

.

Jtiphelh

Lady

illiam

Shem

Boston, Nov. 11.
Lyn Austin '& Thomas Noyes, and Producers Theatre production dramatization

Leon

G° 1(Ue

.Hit

Jaiiney

Osna Palmer

Rachel

.

Smitliers

Martin

“ arn

,

,,

three act's (seven scenes!, bv William Tax Collector
Archibald, from the novel by. Henry. Eion
James. Stars Jennifer Jones; features Eawns.
Nesbitt, Goat,-..
CathleenFlemyng.
Robert
Douglas.- Watson. Directed by Jose Quin- Burro
tero: scenery. William Sind Jean Eckart;
costumes, Cecil Beaton. At Colonial, BosAlthough -‘The
,toiv, Nov. 11, '54: $4.20 top:

Janice

,

Barbara

Rule
axley

wpman who wants

can’t give her.
the doctor, film-legit star
Vincent Price exhibits a good
sense of timing, Kay Medford, as
the associate of the medic, gives

As

.

idnc.v

•

.

Barbara Kay
Sidney Kay

and

And

'adviser.

as a product of
Ira Rob-

moppet

applied eugenics,
erts, is also okay.

William Molyneux’
fice

setting

doctor’s ofauthentic; warm and

is

liveable, and Gregory Ratoff’s staging is as broad and propulsive as

the lightweight
"" material allows,
Erie.

Ohp Eyp riosed

Boston, Nov. 13.
aila Stoddard production- of comedy
Flowering Peach” in three ^cts (five scenes), by. Justin
is brilliantly written, handsomely, Sturm.
Stars .Tom
Helmore: features
Constance Ford, John Bar agrey. Directed
staged and beautifully: acted, s its by
Romney Brent: S-eheTy, Eldon Elder:
boxoffide chances don't look too costumes. Virginia VoU^nd. At the Wil’54: $3.60 .top,
encouraging,
Clifford Odets has bur. Boston; Nov.
.

.

.

;

Ralph Touchctt

......

Douglas Watson
Halliwcll

Mr. Toiichett
Lord Werbut-tori
Isabel Archer

Hobbes

Peter Pagan
Jennifer Jortes

Farrand
Eva Leonard-Boync
Barbara O’Neil
.....;
Serena Merle
Grant Sullivan
Caspar Goodwood
Henrietta Stackpole
Mrs. Touchctt
Gilbert

Osmond

.

.

.

/..

.Jari

.

.Robert

.-.

Flemyng

Marcia Morris
Cathleen Nesbitt

Pansy
Countess Gemini

written the kind- of play that will
arouse either high enthusiasm or
sharp disapproval.
There doesn’t
seein to be any middle ground for
a playgoer’s reaction to the author’s treatment of the Noah’s Ark

appears to be a
story.
fatal one— in the- dramatization of
The treatment is modern as re‘‘Portrait of a Lady” is the very
The
essentially
the gards dialog and costuming.
is
quality
that
power of the novel. It is all a long characters speak in contemporary
moment of idiom and wear modern dress. The
preparation for:
playwright has tried to blend the.
dramatic revelati
That, moment arrives eventually Old Testament story with characin the third act, but by this time ter studies of one man’s family (in
it
is
more than apparent that this Case: Noah’s). Most of the time
William Archibald’s dramatization, he is successful.
The first act covers the building
•for all its high literate quality, is
primarily a series of dialogs from of the ark, with Noah gradually
the pages of the novel. If they are winning over his doubting family

The flaw—and

it

.

often telling, occasionally amusing

epigrammatic way, and
an
frequently filled with the upper
harmonics, of James’ own sensibiliin

to their last $6.

Dallas, Nov. 6.

.

.

there.

The cast struggles furiously to
give the opus some appeal. Tom
Helmore, a very competent performer, gives some semblance of
Credibility to the Writer, and there
are bright moments contributed by
Iggie Wolfington as a sheriff,
Moultrie Patton as the girl friend,
John Baragrey as an escaped convice and George Mathews as bis
friend.
The two sets are admirable,, and
so are the costumes. Titer horse is
good, too.
Elie.

Minerva Liggins
Maurice Ettinger

New

Hope, Pa., Nov. 10.
Michael Ellis pt-dductioh of comedy in
acts, by: Frederic Morton. Stars
Julie Wilson, James Daly; features Karl
Redcoff, Rudolf Weiss. Staged by Alfred
Prakei scenery. W. Broderick Hackett.
At Bucks County Playhouse, New Hope,
Pa.. Noy. 8-13,. *54; $3.75 top.
Maximlllian
....... Rudolf Weiss
three

Maid

.

Lynn

;

Strelzln

. .

..... Kathleen Phelan

.

.

.

.

;

.

,

.

.

.

.

,

Mrs. Fairchild

.

.....

Schepps

Lillian

“Marry Go Round,” new farce

;

Mijllcent’s Castle

,

,Y.
James Field
Randolph Fairchild HI,.,.. John Bradford
Edwin Liggins ....... ... Edwin Whltner
Gertrude Ettinger
Louise Latham
Tod Chambers ;
Michael Dolan
Melvin Liggins
...
...
. Harry Bergman
Ellfreda Stowe
.........
Sadie French
Charles Egbert Wicks ;. Edward Cullen

by Albert Dickason, is the tryout
Margo Jones’ 10th Ideal
arena season— which includes two
summer sessions since her June
local
start.
Lightweight
1947,
opener, of

.

three-actor would have fitted betin the producer’s recent 15-

ter

week hot season run, which called
for five new comedy scripts.
Ignoring Dickason’s pun title, his
be a satisfactory
“audience”
but nothing
show,
more. Laughs build slowly, with

effort turns out to

bellies at closing.

Frothy fare is based on the stalemated marriage of a yoUng couple

James Daly
JulM Wilson when it’s learned that the girl’s unAnne Benson conventional grandparents were
Lou Watt never married.
There’s a. triple
Prince yon Osterloh.
Karl Redcoff
Flint Grady
Donald Burr wedding at curtain, with the erring
elders included to dispel the many,
Despite some obvious weak spots references to illegitimate offspring.
Kathleen Phelan, newcomer, at
in the New Hope stock production,
’54, walks off With acting
“Millicent’s Castle” looks like a Theatre
good bet for Broadway. At least it honors in the fat part of, the giddy
rewhitner,
grandma,
Edwi
is composed of the stuff hits are
made of and is. certainly the most turnee, after a year’s absence, is
BrasCharles
and
granddad,
likable
promising in Mika Ellis’ “Fall Feswell, returning for only the open-,
tival of New Plays” at the Bucks
properly prim as the “illeer;
County playhouse,
Ingenue Jul“Millicent’s Castle” is a delight- gitimate” minister.
looker, supplies
een Compton,
ful blend of highbrow and
Dr. Bernard B'eift
Milllcent Grady

2d Maid
Dr.

Anne Bolton

lllie

;

.

‘

...

lowbrow

comedy, with just enough
ed to make things jell.

addDespite

sex.

the first act lags slightly, tne
secoftd act Curtain doesn’t quite
click and the third act is confusing,
Millicent is a dumb-like-a-fox,
thrice-wed; showgirl about to take
on an Austrian prince as her
fourth. All. is rosy until Millie’s
“one-room” castle in the Tyrolean
Alps is invaded by a group of visiting archeologists. After considerable lusty bedroom roulette, Millicent and her scientist see eye-toeye, so to speak, while the prince
ends up a business partner of hus-.
this,

.

S

•

directed by
a three-week
performances here.

Comedy, expertly
Ramsey Burch, gets
run

James
ti

24

of
,

.

direc-

Pringle’s; technical

props and lighting are com-

mendable

Bark.

assists.

.

Away Peter

Flyr

Ottawa,, Nov. 10;
.

Canadian Repertory Theatre production
of comedy in three act? (five scenes),. by
A. P. ' Dearsley. Directed by Harry Geldard; scenery, Wilf Pegg. At LaSalle
Academy, Ottawa, Nov. 9, '54.

“Fly

Away

Peter”

clever

a

band number three.
comedy - drama which
domestic
The strongest assets of the play scored a success a few years ago in
are author Frederic Morton’s orig- London. Its author treats a numinal and spicy views on American- ber of fairly stock situations and
versus European sex lores and his characters with surprising freshdeft hand with a sight gag.,
ness in plot twists, characterization
Julie Wilson, primarily, a singer, and dialog.
seems inadequate in the. name part,
With, some Americanization of
which Would require a Judy Holi- the lines, as ^Canadian Repertory
day to put across. As. the scientist, Theatre seems to hav6 done in
James Daly tends to recite the part, it might go in stock locations
lines, without apparent conviction^ where “the family next, door” type
Rest of the cast, sparked by Rudolf of play is popular. And it has
Weiss as Millie’s charming butler, enough flip lines to stand a chance
.

.

is adequate for stock, but a New with more sophisticated audiences
York production may require as well, if directed as well as Hari’y
more.
Geldard has done it here.
Production right to the play are
A possessive mother and her unheld by Ellis and Alfred Drake, assertive spouse find themselves
who directed. Present plans call losing their four children to marfor bringing it into New York if riage and/or foreign parts in fairly
and when casting difficulties are short order, Mom is desolated, but
ironed out.
Heny.
gradually matures into acceptance,
and finally skillfully needled by
pop— chases the hesitant, youngest
Bachelor out of the nest into wedlock.
Pasadena, Nov. il,
Some of the scenes are funny
Pasadena Playhouse Assn, production and some are touching. There’s a
of comedy In three acts (four scenes), by
Jrvlng W. Phillips: based on" a story by running gag about a clock which
Myna Lockwood. Stars' Billie Burke. Di- the father ineffectually putters
rected bv Beatrice Hnssel; scenery, Rita
with, and all the curtains-are good
Glover. At Pasndona Playhouse, Pasadena,
except for a third-act “going to
Nov. 11, *54; $2.40 top.
Tommy. Pierce
Gerry Nlbley have a baby” line, which might be,
,

—

'

'

A'rmus

Patricia Fay

down

his wife,

Marry-Go-Roand
Margo Jones production of comedy In
three acts (four scenes), by Albert Dlckason. Features Edwin Whltner, Kathleen
Phelan. Directed by Ramsey Burch: technical direction,. James Pringle, At Theatre '54, Dallas, Nov. -8,. *54; S3 top,
Herman Liggins
Charles Braswell
Eloise Ettinger
Juleen Compton

.

Mother Was a

'

.

and

Presently a trio of Yale men appear arid persuade him to go back
to a class reunion clad in convict’s
stripes. It goes on and on from

an outstanding comedy performance with her attempts to lasso
the doc:
Charles Boaz. is convincing as
the on-the-make gal’s sterile husband. British actress Dana Wynter, making her U. S. legit debut,
is attractive as the doctor-chasing
wench in search of a child.
Everett Sloane is also good' as
the bachelor-hero’s medic friend Virginia Pierce

in

-

a baby her hus-

band

Barn, complete with a real horse in
the stall, Unfortunately there are
people there, too, a young writer

Gordon Cnmeron.
Denla Cameron
Mary Benson

Frenchy Mulligan
Trixie Tyson

Cy Milton

.

....

.

,

Sheriff -Meyers
Elsji Klnne.v
.

Lowell Mrtrko.v

Cokey Mulquee n

,

Tom Helmore

Constance Ford
Marjorie Eaton
Harry Ellerbe
Moultrie Patten
John Fiedler
Iggfc Wellington
Parker McCormick
John Bara grey
George Mathews
Charles Beilin
Ichard Everhart
Hal Thompson
.

.

,

State Police' S.^t.
State Policem-n

American Indian

;

While it i$ possible and; indeed,
desirable to close both eyes on the
antics of this survival of some
doubtless hilarious summer night
oh the stra what circuit, it is unfortunately impossible to close both
ears to its antic lines. The “new
comedy,” as it’s billed, hasn’t a
chance, except perhaps as an idea
to the reality of the impending for a film programmer.
flood.
The second act tok r, s place
A farce typical of Baker’s cataaboard the ark and is concerned log- for amateurs, “One Eye Closed”
mainly with the family squabbles opens on a scene in a Connecticut
.

.

Emma Pierce
Jennifer Pierce

Reba Waters

Florence Thomason

.

Dona Lowe
Burke
Andrew Winberg
Alan Smith

more

effective

Standout

earlier.

performance,, in

the

by pretty .brunette Jan
Campbell as an impish teenager
who
bounces
in with a shiner
Susan Seaforth
Barney Richards which she has treated with tb
Frank Cadv steak her family is about to hav

Ellen Smith
JJr. Frazier

Billie

Harlan Bushfield
Hiarleen Joyce
Voice of Jim
George Pierce

?°£nl£

is

.

.

Hon

J. R. Bushfield
•Timmv Gibson.
Mrs. Tutbury.
Christopher Joyce-

best role,

.......

Sullivan

Alex Petrie

Johnny Frank
Em Matthews
DaveSSho waiter

for ’Supper.

Margaret Braidwood

is-

admir-

able as her mother, Ian Fellows
does nicely as the father, and so
Ronald Bailey as the boy next
do
There’s nothing more than a
one-act play in this new. Irving door, John Clark and Douglas
Phillips script, despite labored at- Maguire as the brothers, Katharine
tempts tb string it out to full- Hawtrey. and Charles Jarrott as
length. As a result, “Mother” is the sister and the handsome Norlikely to attract only some homey wegian she marries.
June Lehmann,, as a pregnant
attention as an offering of smalltown drama groups and little thea- bride-to-be, is directed to overplay
her brief, embarrassing aotres.
Its •.commercial possibilities
pearance, which the author would
are virtually nil.
better
have, omitted. Before that,
Plot involves a woman who
pitches In to raise her sister’s she’s thumbriailed as “amenable-^
three kids when the sister dies. she does what she’s told,” which
She becomes a virtual slave to her gets the idea over much better,
Aside from that flaw. Harry Gelbrother-in-law and his family, but
dard’s direction is deft and invenfinally asserts hbr independence
polafter becoming friendly with a tive, and the production nicely
visiting youngster, and there’s a ished for weekly stock. Wilf Pegg's
single
set
is unobtrusively apt.
curtain hint of
.

.

.

romance with the

moppet’s father.

Burke

Card.

charming, though
unsure of herself in the central
McCleery * ‘Meeting’
role, and there are good ^performPeterborough. N: H.* Nov. 16.
ances from Susan Seaforth as the
Premiere of “Family Meeting,
visiting youngster and Frank Cady
by William, McCleery/ former
as
the brother-in-law.
Beatrice
Broadway playwright now residing
Hassell’s direction is on the Erratic
Billie

is

1

the
Production's best asset is a here, was staged N6.v. 5-6 by
-tunning fin-de-siecle Iowa farm- local Monadnock Theatre Guild.
Production was directed by Aliouse set, complete with practical
lan Carman, also of Peterborough.
pump, by Rita Glover.
Kap.
?ide.

,

•
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Anna

Inside Stuff-Legit

73

Symph

Russell’s N. Y.

Bow; 60 Down Under Dates

Backers of the Richard Halliday presentation of “Peter Pan," at
the Winter Garden Theatre, N.Y., include playwright-radio scripter
Blaine Carrington, $1,250; A. Gerald Renthal, sort of theatrical accountant Charles H. Renthal, $1,250; legit director Marshall Jamison, $1,250;
lyricist-producer Oscar Hammerstein 2d, $5,000; his son, producer
William Hammerstein, .$2,500; CBS-TV exec Oscar Katz, $800; CBS
exec D. T. O’Shea, $1,700; theatrical “ attorney Henry Jaffe* $2,500;
the show’s company manager Abe Cohen, $1,250; Jerome Robbins,
choreographer and show's director, $2,500; Louis Lotito, president of
City Playhouses and general manager of the Martin Beck Theatre,
N.Y., $2,500; Morris M.* Schrier, attorney repping Music Corp. of
America, $2,500; San Francisco financier Louis Lurie, $8,750; Warren
O’Hara, house manager of the Alvin Theatre, N.Y,, $1,250; producerdirector-aiuthor Joshua Logan,: $2,500; hisjyife Nedda H. Logan, $2,500;
legit investor Howard S. Cullman, $12,500; William F. Wolff Jr., representing playwright-producer Russell Crouse, $1 ,250; composer-producer
Richard Rodgers, $5,000; Margalb Gilmore, a member of the cast,
$2,500; Mary Hunter, the show's assistant director, $1,250; the show’s
pressagent Michael Mok, $1,250; playwright Paul Osborn, $1,250; Mrs.
Leland Hayward, the producer’s wife, $2,500; RCA-Victor veepee
Emanuel Sacks, $2,060 personally and $20,000 for Victor; the. show’s
general manager Herman Bernstein, $1,750. Financing of the production, capitalized at $125,000, With' ^provision for 10% overcall, was
originally raised by Hayward, who planned to sponsor the musical on
Broadway, but had to bow out because of illness.

Anna

Russell,

concert-le'git

co-

medienne on toUr with the N.Y.
City Opera Co., will make her
debut with the 'N.Y. Philharmonic
as soloist Nov.
27 at Carnegie Hall, She’ll ging
some of her own songs and narrate

Marcus Heiman, president, of the
Booking Office, decries
Governmental refusal to recognize
second and third companies of
Broadway legit: shows under the

When she appears

Backers of the John C. Wilson-H. M. Tennent Ltd.,, production of
“Quadrille,’’ at the Coronet Theatre, N.Y., include Warren Caro, executive secretary of, the Theatre Guild; $750; legit investor Howard S.
Cullman, $7,500; bandleader and musical contractor, Meyer Davis,
$7,500; producer Sherman Ewing and his producer-wife Marjorie, $750
each; producer James ,W. Gardiner, $750; Leonard H. Goldenson,
ABC-Paramount Theatres prexy, $3,000; producer Max Gordon,
$1,500; Theresa Helburn, associate director of the Theatre Guild, $1,500;
CBS-TV exec Oscar Katz, $750; C. Edwin Knill; show’s company manager, $750; TV producer Max Liebman; $1,500; Louis A. Lotito, presi
dent of City Playhouses and general manager of the Martin Beck
Theatre, N.Y., $1,500; Armina Marshall, Mrs. Lawrence Langner, associate director' of the Theatre Guild, $1,500; Jesse Moss, attorney for
the Broadway ticket brokers’ association, $7;500; Selma Tamber, pro
duction assistant to producer Arnold Saint Subber, $750; co-prbducer
Wilson, $3,000; actress Peggy Wood, $750; producer John Byram, $750;
William H. Chambers, the show’s stage manager, $750; Ruth Green,
secretary for the League of *N.Y, Theatres, $1 ,500; Clarence W, Hobbs,
the show’s accountant, $9,000; John A. Morris, of the ijjhubert office,
$750; legit critic Lee Posher, $1,500; A. Gerald Renthal, son of theatrical accountant Charles H. Renthal, $1,500, Production is capitalized
at $75,000, with provision for 50% overcall.

United

George Kleinsinger’s “Once Upon

An

Orchestra."

Singer, who opened Broad way’s
legit season last year with her
Little Show" and is the witch in

the current Broadway film, “Hansel arid Gretel," will also appear
With the Indianapolis, Rochester

and 'Washington symphs
son;

this sea-

.

The newly-organized Paul Szilard Ballet of New York takes off
for Japan by Japan Airlines today
(Wed.). It will give its debut performance at trie Ernie Pyle Theatre
Headed by
Tokyo Nov. 25.
i

After 40-odd U.S. recital and French ballerina Colette Marchand,
concert dates, Miss Russeli will fly. the
company Will tour Japan foli
late March to Honolulu, Auslowing the four-week season in
tralia and New Zealand for 60 solo
Other engagements will
appearances with; her one-woman Tokyo.
take the group to Hong Kong,
show of concert song satires.
Singapore, Manila and Honolulu.
On its return to America the

.

;

Upcoming

London, Nov. 16.
of “The

production

Duchess and the Smugs," to be:
presented in London by Walter
Starcke in association with Donald
Albery,

in the. nature of a pretryout. Aim;, of course,
advantage of the lower
Cost setup in Britain, roughly about
a third of that in the U.S.
“Duchess" is skedded to open
Jan, 5 at the New Theatre, following “I
Camera,” which
closes
New Year’s Day. Starcke,
is.

Broadway

is

•

to take

for a ruling that profits from subsequent
productions might be corisidered
capital-gain
and not additional
straight income.
tiirie

.

“As a result, there have been
relatively few touring companies in
recent years," says Heimari, “I
remember that only a few weeks
after ‘You Can’t Take It With You’
opened on Broadway in 1636, pro-

capital
that’s

Is ’Fair Return,’

He Sez

Utica, N. Y.

.

arrange a Broadway production, possibly next, fall.. If her
commitments,
permit,
Martita
Hunt; who has the leading, role of
the “Duchess," might also star in
the Broadway version.

ury Dept; for some

make

Year’s 40% Town’ Profit

Am A

clicks, to

'

had the matter before the Treas-

company, under direction of Paul ducer Sam. H. Harris had a Chicago
Szilard, will prepare for its first company a national company going.
“In the last few seasons the only
U. S. tour in the fall Of 1955, culminating with a spring season in big during productions have been
New York., Accompanying Miss ‘Kiss Me, Kate,’ ’South Pacific’ and
Marchand and Szilard will be ’Guys arid Dolls.’ You’ll note that
Maria Angelica, Milorad Misko- Rodgers & Hammerstein didn’t
solo even form a second company of
yitch, Michael Lland, five
dancers and Jacques Bazire, the ’King arid I,’ although the current
company’s musical director and success of the original, proves that
Miss Marchand ’s husband. A corps it’s a great road draw,"
de ballet will be added in Japan.
The UBO head subscribes to a
French premier’s axiom;: “What’s
the good of Income for the emAnother Angel Rebuts;.
ployees if the: employer can’t also

and Broadway producer Gertrude Editor, Variety;
A recent issue of Variety reMacy, who are partnered in “Camera", are Using income from that counted the sad state of. financial
play to finance the new venture. returns of one Broadway angel. As
Announcement of plans for a musical adaptation of James M; They originally
did “Camera” in one of the backers of Elizabeth
Cain's “Serenade" has stirred unusual interest in .film and literary
Miele’s n ew production of “On
the U.S. with Julie Harris.
There’s considerable speculation about how Arthur Laurents,
circles.
It is their. intention, if “Duchess" With the Show," I had more than
adapt
the story, will be able to make the sordid char
who’s slated to
acters palatable to legit audiences, and how the seamy situations can
be exploited in agreeable songs,
It’s noted that although Warner
Bros, has owned the film rights to the 1937 novel since shortly after
publication, and. has had treatments on and off the production schedule
several times, the Production Code has apparently kept the yarn off
the screen because of the skid row characters and immorality angles
involved, Legit production has been announced by the new Broadway
managerial combination of Martin Gabel, Robert L. Joseph and Henry
M. Margolis.
Question of “suitability" of “Serenade” for musical .adaptation recalls
the case of “Phi Joey," the John O’Hara mag sketches Which were
musicalized by the author and Rodgers
Haft.
The show, which
had unattractive characters and an unappetizing situation, was

capital-gain
The vet
category.
showman believes that such recognition would “encourage a wider
American theatre."
Heiritan. has-

a cursory

interest in the tale of

woe,

did

but

not feel kinship
seems,- everyone is
rapping, the theatre.

These days,

The

arigel

it

cries

of diminishing

.

a profit, in relation to his
investment?" He believes
a sound observation on all

economy.
“As a result of the tax situation;"
Heiman coritiniies, “there are fewer arid fewer shows. We have fewer
touring legits, in particular. It reminds me of the late Frank Gill?
more’s advice to actors, wheif he
was the president of Actors’
Equity, 'Take $500 a week and
work 50 weeks rather than lay Off
at faricier salaries.’
“It’s the same with Uncle Sai
ruling that touring company revenue could be classified as ’capital
gain’ would bring 'found money’

A

returns, because $1,000 invested in

all around. There would be more
’Wonderful Town" produced only tax income from employed actors,
$400 profit at the end of a year, froiri theatres now dark arid fr<wn
He points to the big slices an angel every byproduct that cOruos with,
garnered from the pie in the good a hit show and multiple employ-,
old days.
Another 1929 could eri- ment.
large his share of the pie, pro“Now we have a constricted seaviding the dollar were worth 100c son even on Broadway, where *tt’s.
instead of 49c.
necessary to operate a cooling
A profit of $400 i a year on a plant from June practically into
$1,000 investment is a fair return. November. All this, is part of the
A lot of people dabbling in the pyramiding cost pattern hurting
ly because Dorothy Tutip, who stock market these days Wish they legit."
plays, the lead, is committed to star' could dp as well, in spite of the
in Christopher Fry’s: adaptation of Dow Jones averages busting out all
AnoUilh’s Parisian hit, “The Lark," over. A look at the dividend rec Supreme Court Weighs
based on the life of Joan of Arc. ords of some of the big film compaDuring the motor' show Week last nies for the last 15 years points
Gov’t Plea Vs. Shuberts
month, “Camera” grossed around up vividly that all is riot gq^d that
Washington, Nov. 16.
and has dropped only shines.
$8,400,
D. S. Supreme Court has under
slightly since. On the basis of its
The angel complains of the big consideration a plea by the Justice
present returns, it could have con- pieces of the pie that
the stars, Dept, to send the Shubert antitinued for several more months.
authors and theatre owners take
trust case back to the N. Y, FedGranted -that tjhe play is the thing, eral District Court for a trial on
it is the star that gives it life. The
the merits;
star or Stars are worth 10%.
Plea was. part of a brief rebuttal
Arid the author.
Without him, argument last. Wednesday (10) by
VOICE
the angel would be superfluous. No Philip Elman, arguing for the AntiBaltimore, Nov. 16.
author: no book, no play. There- Trust Division, in trie windup of
Rosa Ponselle, former opera star fore, the author, too, earns and the two-day court hearing, Govliving near Baltimore, is making is worth his 10% off the top. As ernment is objecting to the action
a new career as vocal coach and for the theatre owner, if the 30% of th^New York court, which dismusical talent scout. She’s already he gets is too high, I would sug- missed the suit without hearing it,
landed at least two discoveries in gest that the disgruntled angel try on the ground that the Supreme
to buy or build a theatre at to- Court's 1953 ruling in the baseball
New York big time.
When the Baltimore Civic Opera day’s prices.
case, excluded the legit theatre
.

The

play,

adapted by Pamela

Frankaii and Ethel Borden from
the former’s story, “A Wreath for
the Enemy,” will be staged by
John Van Druteri arid opens a fiveweeks tour at Brighton, Nov. 29.
&
In addition to Miss Hunt, principal
parts will be played by Hugh
failure when first produced, and although Metro bought the screen
Wakefield, Michael Gwynhe, Gorrights,, it could never get satisfactory treatment and never made the
don Bell and Isabel Dean.
picture: The legit musical was a substantial hit when revived on Broad
“Camera" is closing prematureway in 1951-52 (11- years later), but recently closed an unsuccessful
.

engagement in London.

Managements of two Broadway shows are being pretty foxy in
dropping the “The" before the titles in order to obtain a place further
up in the alphabetical ad listings. Shows involved are the Feuer &
Marti
production of “Boy Friend" and Paul Gregory’s presentation
of “Caine Mutiny Court Martial," both of which officially have “The”
before the titles, but drop them and thereby move up considerably
nearer the top of the ABC list. Other “The" shows retaining the
formal title (none would stand to place much further ahead to the
list anyway) include “The Living Room," “The Pajama Game," “The
Rainmaker,’’ “The Seven Year Itch,". “The Solid Gold Cedillas,"
“The Teahouse of the August Moon," “The Tender Trap" and “The
Traveling Lady."
Kerihit Bloomgarden’s
production,
“Wedding
Breakfast," opening next Saturday night (20) is a cinch for lastlisting.

Huntington Hartford and Richard Skinner have donated the production of “What Every Woman Knows," which recently played at the
Hartford Theatre, Hollywood, to the N.Y. City Center, where the
revival opens Dec, 22, In return, the Center has. promised the Coast
outfit a production setup sometime. Helen Hayes, who’s starring in
the Center presentation of the Barrie comedy, also did it to debut
the Hartford house.
Gross of “The Fifth Season" was underquoted in last week’s issue.
Correct gross, topped $19,600 for the comedy’s single-week at the
Shubert, Philly, It was a repeat visit, as the show originally tried out
Philly. Reviews were favorable on both occasions.
‘

OFF-B’WAY

0.0.

SERVICE

Off-Broadway Theatre League

ber groups.

new

scripts for

off-

the-Stem outfits arid, paid outside
readers wilI,o.o. and evaluate mateto

Stravinsky’s little opera, “The
Soldier’s Tale," will be presented

ago, the

company, she selected a group to finger
study specific roles with her. Some
of the^ii auditioned for Met general manager, Rudolf Bing, who
signed
Shakeri
Varteriissian,
Syrian born soprano.
Qabrielle Ruggiero, another of
signed

Groups would have

bid for plays that get the nod.

Ponselle’s
students-,
was
recently for the lead in
.

Chandler Cowles’ upcoming Broadproduction

of

Gian-Carlo

performances, Dec. Menotti’s
“Saint
Bleeker
of
Kaufmarin Auditori- Street."
Both singers have arum, N. Y. Production will be staged ranged to be free for Civic Opera
by Miss Sharon While Vardi will commitments;
The current Civic
conduct..the musical ensemble.
season opened last week with
Role of the Devil will be taken three performances of “II Trovaby Frederic Warriner, recently tore."
seen in “The Clandestine Marriage.” Fritz Weaver, currently in
NEW COLLEGE THEATRE
“The Way of the World," will apMiddlebury, Vt., Nov. 16.
pear as the Reader in Rosa NewMiddlebury College announces a
march’s English version of the
$3,000,000 program to include, conoriginal French text by C. F. Ra- struction of a new drama center
muz.
to replace the Playhouse, Which
Miss Shargn and Vardi hope, to was destroyed by Jire last year.
book the Stravinsky piece into an
Other recreational improvements
off-Broadway theatre after its two are also planned for the college’s
18-19,

at the
.

So far. this season, two new
groups have joined the League.
They are the Showcase Theatre,
Without a show at the moment, and
the Shakespear wrights, currently
Presenting “Twelfth Night" at the
Jan Hus Auditorium. N. Y, League,
which recently opened a midtown
ticket .office, has expanded its. activity to cover all off-Broadway productions as well as those put on by
member groups.
test performances.
.

was founded several 'seasons
Who, then, are the Villains in from the. Sherman Act.
former Met soprano be- the case? They are not' trie pro-,
The Government argument is
came its artistic director. From ducers, trie authors, the stars or that the Shubert interests have,
the young singers who formed the the theatre owners. Pointing the since, 1932, Operated a monop.oly in
Co.

by Muriel Sharon and Emanuel way
mem- Vardi
for two

Reps of various

rial subriiitted.

.

Te?t for Off-B’way Try
Miss
is

Inaugurating a reading service to
find suitable,

’In

COACH & SCOUT

1,200 students.

at the star,, the author j or
the theatre owner is misinformed
thinking.
It is a sad commentary
oh the current scene to observe
the growing arid insatiable desire,
to get more and riiore return on
the dollar.
Francis Staskiewicz.

legit shows
legit theatres

booking
ing

and controllboth

in

New

York on the road.
Alfred McCormack, attorney for
the Shubert Interests, contended
that legit and baseball are identical
in not rieing^subject to the anti-truS

that “the giving of
performances by live actors is riot
subject to the anti-trust laws." He
said this position had been upheld
in the courts, many times during
Philadelphia; Nov. 16.
Run .of Hedgerow Theatre pro- the past half-jcentury, with deduction of “The Crucible," at the cisions covering legit, traveling
Academy of Music Foyer here, has stock, vaude, opera, and even
been extended through the end of Chautauqua circuits. He added
November, with additional per- that U. S. Attorney Generals had
formances skedded for Dec. 8-11. asserted, the exclusion of live- perMove Was prompted by. the hefty formances from the anti-trus laws
biz being done by the Arthur Mil- on three different occasions.
Elman said of McCormack; “His
ler play, Which opened Nov. 3.,
Extension has temporarily can- ariigment seems to boil down to a
celled out scheduled productions point of law that show business is
of “Unfinished Portrait" arid either no business." Elman asserted that
“The Physician in Spite of Him- the anti-trust laws apply to all
self" or “The Emperor Jortes," types of business, except Where
originally set to run the last week Congress provides specific exempin November and the second week tions. He said none such had been
legit.
in December.
l given to
laws, adding

;

.

,

.

.
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Legit Bits

The Matehiiiaker

thins are. contributing to the sue-,
London, Nov. 4. feess of bath play and .film.
Bob Hector is company manager
It’s notably difficult to sustain
Teiinent Productions Ltd. production oi
of “The Living Room 7 . . Andrew
farce iri two acts by Thorrtton Wilder. drama for three acts with mostly
reiplaced A1 Butler
>Stars Ruth Gordon* Sam Levene, Eileen" courtroom scenes, with only a male J. Clarke has
Guthriei
Directed
by’ Tyrone
as pressagent for “South Pacific,”
Herlie.
decor, Tanya Maiseiwitsch. At Theatre cast, and with np faster action on with latter taking over from Al
BOyal. Haymarket, London, Nov. 4, ’54j stage than the usual courtroom hisSpink as druinbeater for “King
*2.35 top.
But “Caine” succeeds, and I” ... New
P.ressSam Levent tjrioriies.
Horace Vandergelder
Lee Montague. and the German audience, eager to agents include Betty Lee Hunt and
Ambrose Kemper
Peter Sallls learn that the U.S. Navy is just as
VJOe Scanlon
Patricia Butler, while Harry Lee
Henzie Raeburn
Gertrude
Arthur Hill tough and- rule-bound as their own and William Slater Barkentin have
Cornelius Hackl
PrUnella Scales military outfits during the war,
Ermengarde.
.
from the union
Patrick McAllnney find themselves at home in the pro- withdrawn
Malachi Stack *
...... Ruth Gordon
Merle Debrusky has joined Bill
Mrs. Levi
duction throughout. Under direc- Doll’s pressagentry office,.
.'Alec McCowen
Rar'naby Tucker
Eileen Herlie tor Fritz Remond’s skillful casting,
Mrs. Molloy
^"mund Greenwood however, the play becomes more of
Minnie Fay
Burry Fredrik, recently active as
Peter Bayliss
Cabman
Broadway stage manager, has
Rudolnh
Timothy Findley an interweaving of contrasting per- a
August ..........
John Milligan sonalities than a pro or con-mili- joined the off-Broadway Proceone
Musician .....
Peter Sallis
of
as
Productions
niunv
Esme Church tary piece.
Miss Flora van Hftysen.'
is' currently
Her Cook
Daphne Newton
Play is the .familiar trial of Lt, the producers. Group
of
the/
Way
“The.
presenting
Stephen Maryk, who took over
World” at the. Cherry Lane TheaTo -suggest that “The Match- command of tne U.S.S. Caine dur- tre, N. Y.
Joe De Santis re.
maker’’. i§ a sophisticated farce ing a typhoon^ believing that, the
.
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might be
blit it is

a contradiction of terms,,

way

the most apt

Thornton

this

"up

•filing

of sum-*

.Wilder

’

piece, first done, in

New York

1938 under the

“Merchant of

title,

in

With the full treatment
and backing of the Tennent organ-

Yonkers.’’

ensuring; first-da^ cast,
ization
.elegant staging and polished pro-,
'

duction, there

doubt about

is little

outcome.
According to a program note, the
play is bhsed on a comedy done in

its

Vienna

in 1842.

That, in turn, was

based on an English original, “A
Day Well Spent,’' authored by John
Oxenford and first presented in
London in 1835. That it has taken
more than a century to come into
its own is of little importance. It
is a diverting entertainment, expertly directed by Tyrone Guthrie

and a tonic for most audiences,.
In essence this is just conventional farce, with all the .old gimmicks' of. mistaken identities, men
in
men’s clothing, characters
hiding under tables and in cupboards, etc. But it has a special
veneer and gloss and even the bits
of philosophizing, by members of
the cast to the audience are always
in character. At times, the play
shows signs of falling apart, but
the spirited cast never allows the;
action to drag.
.

The
ly,

is

plot,. to

use the phrase loose-

about a

femme matchmaker

who is. more determined to, get a
wealthy merchant for herself rather than allow him to fall in the
clutches of an eligible widow. As
d a side is^ue, there, is a considerable
humorous nonsense about two of
the merchant’s clerks who steak a
day from work and have their first
adventure in New York, getting involved with their boss and the
.

women

plays the part broadly, with obvious enjoyment and a good sense
of the ridiculous.

who made

Levene,

a

name

locally a$ Nathan Detroit in the
West End production of “Guys and
Dolls;’’ must necessarily be more

dignified, but his playing of the
wealthy merchant has the right
warm and robust, quality. One of
the surprises of the production is
the light comedy work of Eileen
Herlie, is normally associated with
heavy and sombre drama.
In a fine cast, Arthur Hill, Alec

McCowen, and

McAlinney
give an excellent snowing. The roPatrick';

mantic leads are adequately filled
by Lee Montague and Prunella
Scales,

«ler Caine
(THE CAINE MUTINY)

Fritz

three

Frankfurt, Oct. 23..
Remond production of. drama in
based on book by Herman

acts,

.

Wouk; German adaptation by Franz HolStars Wolfried Lier, Walter. An?
dreas Schwarz; features Thomas Fabian,
Ricklef Muller,
Otto. Stern, Johannes
Grossman,- Uwe Dallmeier.. Directed by
Fritz Remond: costumes, Johann Jansen.
At Klelnes Theatre in ..Zoo, Frankfurt,
lering.

Oct,

.

23.

-34:

Capt. Blakely

$1.75 top.
.

.

-

.

Bogislav von'Heyden

Com John Callee. .Thomas. Fabian
Barney Green wald ....
Walter Andreas Schwarz
Lt, Stephen Maryk 7, .>
Ricklef Muller
Lt. Com., Quegg
Wolfried Lier
Lt; .Thomas Keefer
....
Otto Stern
Lt. Willie Keith
Johannes Grossman
Junius Urban
Uwe Dallmeier
Capt. Southard
Josef Wageck
Dr. Luhdeciv
Carl EberhardM
Lt.

.

.

L.t>

...

.’

.

'

.

Dr. Bird

.

Thomas

.

Stenographer

,

’

Vailon

Franz Zuckert

of

some

re-

attributed to him, stating flatly:
“I did not talk to the newspaper.”

Papers Lay Off
It’s generally agreed that
the
chief reason the charges of “UnAmericanism” have not worked a
greater hardship on the persons
involved or at the boxoffice is be-

Besides the denied yarn in the
American, plus Duggan’s public
falling out with his tipster, the ap-

cause, with a couple of niinOr;

parent
intention
of
Edward
damage, chairman of the Illinois
American Legion Anti-Subversive
ex- Commission, to keep his group out

ceptions, the four Chicago dailies of
the' situation
considered
have not previously publicized the meaningful, damage openly spearsituations.
headed the attacks oh previous
That is why the “Joan” matter shows, but in this case he took
developed ihto a situation of es- pains to remain in the background,
When he was interviewed last
pecial significance. The individual
‘

.

primarily responsible for .the agi- spring in connection with another
tation apparently overplayed his play his group was challenging,
hand in this instance, alienating Clamage was asked about his premost of his actual and potential’ occupation with the legit theatr
and. how he, a non-tradester,. was
allies in the process)
well informed on various shows’
The Chicago American was so
personnel even before they hit
stuck with a Page One story that
town.
He replied that he had
was immediately denied by the friends in
the business who kept
source quoted. Tom Duggan, free- him
informed.
.

.

.

WBKB

Tea aad Sympathy
.

Baltimore, Nov.

the
star is delivering the radiant per-

formance that brought her critical
raves on Broadway last season.
With the new company, however, the Robert Anderson drama
about the clash between the conformists and the non-conformists
in a New England boys’ school
seems less subtle and profound
than it. did' originallyr The new
cast, assembled for the tour, plays
more-. 'broadly and emphasizes the
comic elements in the script.
One vital change is in the relationshi
between the headmaster
and his wife. As played by the
.

:

.

,

.

original troupe, the differences between the couple developed gradually

the Piper
Glasgow, Nov.

6.

Laurler Lister production of revue in
two acts. Lyrics and music by Michael
Flanders, Donald Swann; sketches, Nancy
Hamilton; additional songs. Miss Hamilton, Morgan, Lewis. Stars Elsie 8c Doris

Waters, Elizabeth. Welch. Desmond Walter-Ellis. Staged by Lister; musical numbers Staged by Alfred Hodrigues; Orch
under Robert Prpbst. At Theatre Royal..
Glasgow, Nov. 6, *54: *1.20 top,

show
intimate
revue
Latest
staged by Laurler Lister is a
patchy affair, sprinkled with both
good and n.s.g. items,, including
some from the Broadway series of
some years ago, “One for the
Money,’’ “Two for the Show’’ and
“Three to Make Ready.” Casting
ot vaude and radio twosome, Elsie
& Doris Waters,, also proves a mistake, as they are out of their element with this type of sophisticated
material.
“Pay the Piper” is inferior to its
predecessors, “Penny Plain” and
“Tuppence Coloured/’ Entire show
is quieter, has less acidity and wit,
and lacks a top femme name on
the comedy side.
Costumes arid decor are tasteful
and sumptuous. But this does not
compensate for mainly average
material.
Production will require'
much
to make it okay for

More should be seen of dusky
Elisabeth
Welch,
Coffee-colored
femme with loads of personality
and talent. Desmond Walter-Ellis,
lanky male lead; who clicked in
“Penny Plain” and on tv, is the
other main asset with sound support from upcoming Fenella Fieldt

ing and April Olrich.
.As it is, the Waters comedy twosome, getting first billing, is hard-

home

.

...

.

Tyrrell,

been associated with Chi-area
strawhatters the past several years.
The last two seasons he was the
.

in this field of sophisti-

wife.
Elia

4

.

staging

preem

from

Burm.

Scheduled N.Y. Openings
(Theatre indicated

if

set )

BROADWAY
Abie’s Irish Rose, Holiday (11*
18 ).
Wedding Br’kf’st, 48th St. (H*
20 ).
One Eye Closed, Bijou (11-24).
Mrs. Patterson, National (12-11.
On With Show, Hell’ger (12-2).
Witness For Prosecution (12-8).
1

Portrait of

_

;

house

Lunatics

a:

Lady,

.

ANTA

Play*

(12-9).;

&

Lovers,

Br’dhiftst

(12-13).

.

.

effective

slackened pace and some sloppy
horseplay in the brief scenes with
the students.
His hand is felt
throughout, however, and the closing scene when Laura visits Tom’!
room retains its emotional wallop.

for him.)

On Nov. 8, the night of the
scheduled opening, a “No Performance” notice was posted at the
plans to invest $10,000 in the Great. Northern, about a half-hour
venture if another management before curtaintime. The manageundertakes it. Audrey Wood is ment had been notified that Jean
Arthur was ill and under doctor’s
agent for the script.
orders not to leave her hotel room.
The following morning Nov. 9,
London Bits
The Palladium revue, starring Tyrrell called Variety with a “hot
tip,”
saying that. the. real reason
Norman Wisdom, transfers Dec. 18
to the Prince of Wales, replacing “Joan” didn’t open was that Miss
the current Follies Bergere revue, Arthur walked out of the theatre
“Paris to Piccadilly.” A new Folies when she found out about the
show is being prepped for presen- “Commies” and the threatened
tation in. the spring ...
S. A* Gor- picketing.
Actress* Denial
linsky is presenting Winifred AtTwo calls to Miss Arthur’s suite
well for a one-night stand Nov. 28
at the Albert Hall. She ovill play at the Ambassador East brought
the Grieg Pianoforte Concerto and emphatic denials of. the tip* with
offers of. proof that the actress was
“Rhapsody in Blue.”
“An Evening With Bea Lillie”: sick and that she had not been at
follows the Noel Coward musical. the theatre at any time- since her,
“After the Ball” into the Globe arrival in town the previous SunTheatre af the end of the month day (7).
First of the Christmas pantos
Later that same afternoon, Nov,
will be the Claude Langdon’s blade 9, the Chicago American came out
show, “Cinderella on Ice,” which With a Page One story with the
preems Dec. 2 at the. Empress Hall. headline: “Picket Threat Halts
Sonia Kaye caihe from New York ‘Joan/ ” The story was based on
to play the title role.
quotes
attributed
to
Robert
Goodier, a member of the cast.
Scot Bits
Actor was quoted as saying that
Glasgow, Nov. 9.
Miss Arthur had walked out of the
Leslie Bricusse, Cambridge U. theatre
when informed of the pickactor in “An Evening With Bea- eting
threat. He also was qu oted
trice Lillie” on its pre-London
as. declaring that Miss Arthur'hsd
tour* is joint-author of new musisaid; “If there are any Communists
cal, “Lady at the Wheel,” which
in the cast, get them out of here.
Tom Arnold has bought for forth-: I'm
sick, and they’re not going to
coming London production . ,
embarrass me.”
Gateway Theatre, Edinburgh, givGoodier, a Canadian actor who
ing first presentation to
“The
World My Parish,” R. J. B* Sellar’s has been with the show since it was
adaptation for stage of Johh Galt’s produced as a tourer last August,
novel “The Annals of the Parish,” emphatically denied the statements

Kazan’s

suffered at the local

producer at the Drury Lane Summer Theatre. (Tyrrell has told
friends recently that he has been
lecturing in the midwest on “Communism In the Theatre,” and that
his agent has lined up five dates

.

.

.

'

members.
a show biz veterah, has

of the cast

'

.

but makes Tom seem somewhat
callow in the opening scenes. Maurice Mattson is vigorous as the
boy’s father and Louise Kirtland
is happily cast in the easy part of
a garralous, sex-conscious faculty

nished him with the “background”

.

London.

ly at

that the unidentified party who
made the threats to Miss Ward in
his presence was Phil Tyrrell. Duggan also stated Tyrrell had fur-

,

cli-

rejection of her
Alan Baxter’s
headmaster is so. overtly masculine
and antagonistic that the couple
seem to. obviously incompatible
from the start. This tends to telegraph the wife’s decision to leave'
her husband in the third act.
Baxter pushes too hard and loses
any sympathy that the character
might have.
Don Dubbins, a§ the victim of
the school’s false judgement, delivers a satisfactory performance,

husband’s cruelty.

Film producer William A. theatre.
Duggan subsequently confirmed
Bacher will partner with Gant

Gaither in the production of the
musicalized “Seventh Heaven”
Eddie Albert wilt star in “Reuben,
Reuben,” the Marc Blitzstein musical, and Margo (Mrs; Albert) will
probably be in the cast.
Joseph F. Moon and Paul Vroonti
“Top Drawer,” a
will produce,
revue with songs by Murray Grand
and sketches by Ira Wallach, Alice
Ghostley and Paul Lynde .
Charles Laughton will produce and
direct a revival of "Richard III,”
Richard
starring
actor
British
Burton .
Department store executive Mary B. Hecht has been
forced by ill health to abandon
plans to produce Jeanette Kamins’
play,
“Always Welcome,” with
Jennie Goldstein as star, but she

during the play and Were

maxed by Laura’s

.

.

Pay

8.

road this season. As sben here,

’

.

.

(Ford’s, Balto)

“Tea and Sympathy with original star Deborah KeiT, will undoubtedly get top grosses on the.

:

.The Broadway version of “The cated intimacy. They have an oldCaine Mutiny Court Martial’’ has maidish domesticity that doesn’t
Working together and indibeen closely adapted into German fit.
by Franz Hollering for a tight, vidually in sketches, they are lost
tense,, exciting three-acter. Play; in several numbers.
American writer Nancy Hamilwhich opened for a four-week
stand in Frankfurt, has been done ton has contributed several pieces,
by .pther casts in two other German including “Search Me,” a Customs
cities with the same marked suc- Office scene requiring a stronger
finish; “A Lovely Lazy Kind of
cess it scores here*
with music by Morgan
Interestingly, it coincides with Day,”
t|ie opening of “The Caine Mu- Lewis, sung nicely, by Ian Wallace;
tiny” (Col) at a first-run theatre “The Shoe on the Other Foot,"
Blues,”
“Cold Water
here, and advance ticket sales for “Yqo-Hoo
both indicate that the publicity Flat” and “Little Miss Muffet,”
from the book, which was a great satirical version of the nursery
hit here, and froth both produc(Continued on page 76)
.

and pressagent*

:

1

Meuierei auf

agers

cent. tourers.

places Bert Freed next Friday (19)
in a “Stone f6r Danny Fisher” at
the off-Broadway National Theatre
Yiddish Folksbine group be.
gins a Scheduled 20-week season
Dec, li at the Radin Theatre,
N. Y., with “The King and the wheeling television commentator
Cobbler,” a new play by S. Grana- with a big following hereabouts,
when Lt. Com. Queeg. brilliantly man, with music by Herman Lud- spent a major portion of his FriLicht; day night (12) show on
acted by Wolfried Lier, collapses wig/ Direction is by David
unde r questioning into a shattered dance, Beller Didjah; sets Harry show straightening out the errors
paranoid personality and walks, Baum; and lighting, M. Yachson. in the charges he had earlier lev-Emmett R, Callahan has taken eled against “Joan'' cast members.
broken, out of the courtroom. German playgoers, usually not given to over as company manager of
He told dialers that the accusaaudible reaction, stop the .show “Three for Tonight,” replacing
tions were based on information
with middle-act applause for Lier’s John Montague*, who was fired by
perforrhance.
producer Paul Gregory in a squab- supplied him by a person he deThe audience’s excitement hits ble his first day on the job, Mon- scribed as a “hate specialist.” Duganother pitch in the final act, when tague was flown, to the Coast at gan revealed that when he checked
succeed this source’s ddpe against the
expense
to
Walter Andreas Schwarz, as Lt. Gregory’s
Wagner, House Un-American Committee
Martin
Greenvvald, makes his dramatic the
ailing
speech on J udaismv and curtain and flown back to New York files he found several errors. He
falls on heavy applause echoing with the producer again paying wound up by stating he was sorry
sympathy for the words.
the tab. Morelia Val-Mery con- if he had caused the show “any
Fritz Remond, formerly with the tinues as pressagent for the musi? trouble.”
German Theatre in Prague, has cal- show, costarring Marge and
The chronology of events is this:
done an outstanding job of direc- Gower Champion' and Harry BelaNov. 4, five days before “Joan”
tion, achieving dramatic effect with foiite.
was
to have opened at the Great
every raise of eyebrow and every
Robert Fryer and Lawrence Northern, Duggan cited on his prolifting of arm qf the courtroom
Carr have budgeted their, sched- gram what he said
playMuller,
Was the “front
participants. Ricklef
uled production of Jay Presson’s
record” of six. persons connected
ing Maryk, is sensitive and wor- “Stars
in a Person’s Backyard” at
with
the
play,.
ried, as the part demands.
Mary
Ward* the
$60,000; with rehearsals targeted
Otto Stern competently portrays
Cyril Ritcnard, show’s pressagent, heard about
to start Dec. 19
Keefer, .instigator of the mutiny,
Duggan’s
remarks
the.
next day
featured as Mr. Darling and Capt.
and Johannes Grossman, as Keith* Hook in “Peter Pan,” tells friends and went to the tv station to disis excellent in his drunken scene
the
cuss
matter
with
London
him,
tp
he intends returning
at the post-courtroom celebration.
spring fob a legit assignment
Kibbitzer Present
Tnomas Fabian as Lt. Coni. Callee, nextMichael
Abbott wants Kaye
While she was there, a person
the prosecuting attorney, is suave
Ballard as star of his projected re-’ she did not know joined the conand polished throughout, and Uvve
‘.‘Kaleidoscope.”
versation, saying he represented
Dallmeier is delightfully comic as vue,
Betty and Jane Kean are an- the American Legion. He said the
gob Seaman Urban.
of . “Ankles show was “filled with
stars
nounced
as
in
the.
Principal incongruous note
Communists
play is that the costupies worn, by A weigh,” which has been on and and we are going to close it,” acthe cast members lack the fine cut off the production schedule of cording to Miss Ward. She said he
how
is
but
managements:
various
and tailoring of the real U.S. Navy
warned that a picket line and a
listed for Broadway next spring by
Haz
uniforms.
Howard Hoyt and John C. Wilson; color guard was to be posted at the

martinet commander was; insane
and unable to handle the ship. Line
by psychiatrist Dr. Bird that “most
men who choose a military career
are a bit psychotic’’ brings huge
yaks from German audiences.
High spot of the show here, as
oh Broadway, is in the second act

in his life!

Ruth Gordon’s interpretation of
the matchmaker is delightful. Energetic, vivacious and tender, to
fit the demands of the script, she

Sam

Continued from page 71
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Hello Paree (12-14).

Black-Eyed

-Susan,

Playhouse

(12-16).

Flowering Peach, Belasco

(12-21

or 12-28).

Anastasia (12-22).

What Every Woman Knows,

.

Center

City

(12-22).

House

of Flowers, Alvin

(12-23);

St. Bleecker St., B’way (12-27).
Silk Stockings^ Imperial (12-30).
Purple Dust, Bijou (1-4).
Mr. Roberts, City Center (1-5).

'

Festival (1-12).
Grand Prize (1-13).
Put All Together (wk., 1-17).

.

.

J

Fourposter, City Center
Plain & Fancy (1-20).

Running Mate

(1-19).

(1-20),
(wk„ 1-24).

Painted Days,
Desperate Hours

(1-26).

Wisteria Trees* City Center

.

OFF-B’WAY

„

..

(2-2).
.

Importance of Being Earnest/
Provincetown (11-19).
Sandhog, Phoenix; (11-23).
Dr/s Dilemma, Phoenix (l-l 1

*'

.

.

|

.

;

.

T
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Deborah's ‘Tea’ $35,144,

New

Balto B.O. Record
Baltimore, Nov. 16.

Deborah Kerr in “Tea And Symlast week shattered
the
;

pathy”
Boston, Nov, 16,

Ford’s Theatre straight play record
formerly held by Henry Fonda in
“Point Of No Return.” At a $4.40
top, the Robert Anderson drama
grossed a giant $35,144 oh Guild-

-4-

Plenty of legit action here these
days. All leglters, with the exception of the Majestic, were lighted

Shows

in

ATS subscription..
Broadway zoomed last week; Re- $70,000 investment; began touring
G (Comedy), D (Drama),
Menasha Skulnik in “The Flow- ceipts at only one show fell below Monday (15) with Ralph Bellamy
Comedy-Drama R .( Revue ), ering Peach” is current as the first the previous session’s take, while as star.
MC (Musical Comedy MD (Musi Broadway-bound tryout locally jumps were as much as $4,500 for On Your Toes, 46th St. (MC)
cal Drama), O. (Operetta),
since
an
item .called
“Doctor a musical and $4,400 for a straight (5th Wk; 40; $8.05-$6.90; 1.319;
Social” in
New Clifford play,
Lady,’’ which bowed Thursday (11>
1947,
$48(547) (Vera Zorina, Bobby Van).
Anastasia (D)
Elaine Perry, Odets comedy is on GuildrATS
at the Colonial for a pre-Broadway
revious week,
$34,300
is continuing- to streak ahead Almost

last

week.

“On With the Show,” in
three tryout weeks at the Shubert;
received only sb-So notices,- with
biz not too strong. '‘Portrait of a
for

tuneup; fared well at the b.o. and
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”, in a
ingletoh at the Opera House, was
b.o. surprise on twofers.
Final week of the tryout “Living
Room,” at the Plymouth, surged
ahead of the initialer. “One Eye
Closed,” another pre-Broadwayer,
opened fairiy strong Saturday (13)
at the Wilbur; Lone newcomer this
week is "Black-Eyed Susan,” comedy, starring Vincent Price; which
bowed last night (Mom) at the

Keys

,.

CD

:

(

) ,

)

,

:

'

—

Dir.; subscription; as
Alan
Schneider,
Viveca Lindfors, Eugenie Leonto- Bad Seed.”
.

Dafk Is Light Enough (DiKatharine Cornell, prod.; Guthrie
McClintic, dit.; .Miss Cornell, Tyrone Power, stars.
Hello, Paree (R)—William L.
-

is

Mervyn Nelson, Dir.
House of Flowers (M)— Saint
Subber, prod.; Peter Brook, dir.;
Pearl Bailey, star.
Plain & Fancy (M)—rRichard
Plymouth for a two-week tryout. Kollmar
Legit’s indian summer in Frisco
James W. Gardiner-—.
Future bookings include. Nov. 29, Yvette Schuirier, prod:; Morton Da continued to glow
last week with
two.
Majestic,
Pared,”
“Hello,
dir.
three Bouses open and plenty of
Costa,
weeks; ‘-Caine Mutiny Court MarSilk Stockings (M) Cy Feuer & boxoffice action.
Jose
and
week,
tial,” Colonial, one
Ernest H. “Martin, prods.; George
;"What Every Woman Know?”
Greco, Shubert, one week.
S. Kaufman, dir.; Hildegarde Neff, continued at a steady pace at the
'..Estimates for Last Week
Ahieche, stars.
Curran,
while “Face To Face,” the
Don
,
n
s,
Gentlemen Prefer B 1 o d e
Witness For the Prosecution (D) program of readings by Jessica
Opera House (one wk) ($3.85; 3,Gilbert Miller, Peter Saunders, Tandy and Hume Cronyn, built on
000 V., Substantial $30 ,000 ort twogood w.o.m, publicity.
prods.; Robert Lewis, dir,
“That’s
fers; house is dark.
Life,” the revue from L.A. with a
Living Room, Plymouth (2d wk)
group of non-names, opened to
Geddes),
($3.85; 1,200) (Barbara Bel
mixed notices, but appears likely
Off the Subscription list, climbed
to see some action.
on to
tq over $24,70.0; moved
Future bookings: include: Nov,
Broadway.
Dublin Players, .Geary, two
22,
On With the Show, Shubert (1st
weeks, and Dec. 6, "Tirive Out for
wk) ($4.40-$5.50> 1.700) (Irra. PeGinger,” Curran, four; weeks, subTaub,, prod.;

—

,

1

-

,

—

-

Biggest

Edna

Aherne).
over $29,700, with Theatre Guild
subscription cutting into take (previous week, $27,700; for first
performances. and one preview).
Rainmaker, Cort (D (3rd wk; 20;
$5.75-$4.60; 1,056; $29,000) (GeraL
dine Page). Over $18,200 (previous
at

booster

boxoffice

last

week was “Fanny,” which in Its
first full week pulled in a capacity
new high for a regular
Broadway show. “Quadrille,” also
,

$65,927; a

Moon,”,

week, $18*000),.
Reclining Figure, Lyceum <C)
(6ih. wk; 44; $5.75-$4.60; 995; $23,-

Estimates for Last

Were no

openings

week; $16,100).,
Seven Year

last

Two shows, “All Summer
Long” arid “Oh Men, Oh Women”
:

.

closed,, with lattey currently touring. Preeming this week are “The

Living

Week

Philadelphia, Nov. 16.
“South Pacific” kept rolling last
in the seventh inning of its
tively scheduled to wind up on that
previous week’s $29,000.
run at the Forrest. Othet current
Face to Face, Geary (2d, wk) date also.
shows were ‘‘Getting Gertie's Gar1,550)
(Jessica
Tandy,
Hume
($3.85;
Estimates for Last Week
ter” at the Locust, and “The World
Cronyn).. Almost $14,9.00 for the
Keys: C (Comedy); D (Drama) i
of Sholem Aleichem” at the Walcloser, after an opening week’s CD (Come dy- Drama
R (Revue),.
)
nut
$10,50.0.
MC ( Musical-COmedy) MD ( MV si-;
Next week- Will find all five legit
That’s Life, Alcazar ($4-$3.50; cal-Drama) O (Opera), OP (Ophouses lighted here for first time 1,147), This revue with a noneretta);
Lineup, will, include name cast, opened Tuesday: (9); to
years.
in
Other parenthetic designations
“Getting mixed notices and got about $9,000.
Pacific”
"South
and
refer, respectively, to weeks played,
Gertie's Garter,” plus Mask and
number
of performances through
a
Teapot”
Wig Club’s “Tempest in
last Saturday, top prices, number,
at the Locust, “Lunatics and Lovof seats, capacity gross and sfrirs.
ers,” at the ..Walnut and “House ‘SEASON’ NICE 16G,
Price includes 10% Federal and
of Flowers,” opening Nov; 24 at

current.

week

.

5%

.

South Pacific, Forrest, (MD) (7th
1,760) (Iva Withers,
wk)
Wonderful Town, Shubert (19th Webb ($4.80;
Tilton). Demand has slack
wk) ($4.60; 2,100) (Carol Chanened
a bit, but still plenty profitning).
Almost $31,700 (previous able; $37,000.
week, $29,400);
resumes tour Nov.
"*
Getting Gertie’s Garter, Locust
27.
(C) (2d wk) ($3.60; 1,580). (Comedy
Opening This Week
revival in on twofers perked to
Erlanger,
,

Fifth Season,
($3.50;
1.300)
(Chester Morris, Joseph
Buloff). Opened last night (Mon.)

$13,000, previous week was underquoted; correct gross topped $10,000; current week is final.
one
with mild advance; received
World of Sholom Aleichem, Walniiidly favorable review (Murray,
American) and three pans (Kogan, nut (D) (2d wk) ($4.20; 1,340)
(Jacob Ben-Ami, Morris CarnovSun-Times; Harris, News; Raven,

Tribune).

‘Bad Seed’ $5,000 in 3

sky). Advance sale to parties will
keep, this one running through
skedded three weeks ending next
Saturday (20); got nearly $16,000
last week; previous week’s take
was $12,600.

Nearly

Teach’ Mild $5,400 for 4
In Wilmington Tuneup

way-bound

play.

$18,600),.

Teahouse of the August Moon,
Beck (,C) 57 th wk; 460; $6.221

$460;
$33,608)
1,214;
Meredith, Scott McKay).
again, over $34,000.
Tender Trap, Longacre
wk; 37; $5.75-$4.60; 1,048;

(Burgess
Capacity

Preston,
Kim
Ronny Graham),.
Just
(previous week, $23,200),

Hunter,

(Robert.

(C)

(5th

$26^317)

$24,900

Traveling Lady, Playhouse (D)
(3rd Wk; 22; $5.75-$4.60; 999; $23,-

Summer

All

Lone,

net:-. 500):

Booth

WEEK

.

>

:

&

.

$13,900, Toronto

Dear Charles. Morosco (C) (9th imately $8,000 tryout loss, but excluding bonds, arid can break even
69; $6.90-$5.75-$4.60: $29,850)
(Tallulah Bankhead).
Over $28,- at around $13,000 gross; opens
Saturday night (20).
600 (previous week, $26,600).
Fanny, Majestic (MD). (2d wk;
OFF-BROAD
(Ezio
12;
$65,300)
$7.50;
1,510;
Pinza, Walter Slezakh .Drew the
(Figures denote opening, dates)
legal limit of 30 standees at all
Doll’s House,: Finch. Coll. (11-12).
performances arid set a new gross
Dybbuk, 4th St.’ (10-26-54).
record, for a regular Broadway,
I Feel Wonderful, de Lys (10andra, 1,525-seater, was. scaled at., show at $65,927: already huge ad- 18-54).,
vance sale
building -(previous
In Splendid Error, Greenwich
a $4 top, tax included., Apart from
big
campaign,
dip
was week, oyer capacity $50,300 for Mews (10-26-54).
press
Sands of the Negev, President
blamed. on the simultaneous three- the first four performances and
two previews).
(10-25-54).
weeks’ run of “Caine Mutiny” film.
Fragile Fox, Belasco (D) (5th
Delinquent, Blackf riars
Slight
On its 12th local visit. “Okla- wk;
39; $5.75; -$4,60: 1,077; $28,300) (10-25-54),
homa” opened last night (Mon.) to (Dane
Clark, Don Taylor). Nearly
Stone For Danny Fisher* Downa $13,000 advance at the Royal
$13,500 (previous week, $10,200); town National. (10-21-54).
Alexandra, at a $3.50 top.
tentatively scheduled to close next
Twelfth Niffbt» Jan. Hus (11-9-54).
Saturday (20), with “Flowering
Way of the World, Cherry Lane
to $12,000
‘Moon’
Peach” due to. come in either Dec. (1.0-2-54).
21 or Dec. 28.
Detroit
For First
King of Hearts, National (Cv
(33d wk; 258; $5.75-$4.60; 1,172;
Detroit, Nov. 16.
‘Okla’ $31,700 in Split
“Moon Is Bllie” grossed an in- $31,300) (Donald Cook, Jackie
Buffalo, Nov. 16.
digo $12,000 last week, in the first Cooper). Almost $14,000 on two“Oklahoma” pulled in over $3l>
(previous
week,
$13,600).
semester of a fortnight’s stay at fers
in a three-way,
top
700
at
a
$3
Nov-.
27.
Closes
the 2,050-seat Shubert. Top was
Kismet, Zipgfeld (OP) (50th wk; eight performance split last week;
$3.85 Saturday nights, $3.30 week396; $6.90; 1,528; $57,908) (Alfred Musical was at the Grand- London,
nights.
“Oh Men, Oh Women” is in its Drake), Nearly $56,700 (previous Ont., Monday-Tuesday (8-9); the
Memorial Auditorium, Kitchener,
first of two weeks at the 1,482-seat week, $53,200).
Oh Men, Oh Women, Milter (C) Ont., Wednesday (10) and the
Cass, at a $3.85 top. Other dates
here Thursday-Saturday
are Nov, 29, "Tea and Sympathy,” (48th wk; 390; $5.75-$4.60; 920: Erlanger
Over (11-13).
Shubert, two Weeks; “Seven Year $23,248) (Lloyd Bridges).
company is at the
Bus-and-truck
’cpk,
$8,900);
(previous
Itch,” Cass, one Week; Dec. 6, $10,900
“Dark Is Light. Enough,” tryout, closed last. Saturday (13) at an ap- Royal Alexandra, Toronto, this
week.
on
a
$36,000
profit
of
proximate
Cass, two weeks.
\yk;

single

week

Of

Deborah Kerr

in

-

.

'

Next Playhouse booking

is a try-

out of “Hello Paree,” opening Nov.
24 for five performances.

‘Susan’ Healthy $8,400 (4)

In Hartford Launching
in

Roch.

Rochester, Nov. 16..
Initial engagement of the tourin
“Pajama Tops,” at the Auditorium here last week, drew nearly
16.200. Show, operating on twofers eliminated; matinees in favor
of IwO evening performances both
Friday (12) and .Saturday (13).
Showings were at 7 and 0:30 p.m.
Farce, is current at tB
Cox,

1

Hartford, Nov. 16.
four-pprformance tryout,
Thursday-Saturday (11-13) the
new A. B. Shiffriri comedy, “BlackEyed Susan,” garnered an adequate
$8,400 gross at the Parsons Theatre here at a $3.80 top. Gordon W,
James Goodman and
Pollock,
Everett Hart production, starring
Vincent Price, is continuing its
In

WAY SHOWS

.

'

This week, the National is doing
virtually capacity business with a

Wilmington, Nov. 16.
“Tea and Sympathy,’) which was
‘Flowering Peach,” new Clifford equally strong in its pre-Broadway
ets play, drew a mild $5,400 in tryout here. Shubert Theatre,, dark
four
last last week, has a single week of
performances
tryout
Thursday-Saturday at the 1, 223- “Bad Seed,” on its way to New
seat Playhouse. Show moved from, York.
here to Baltimore.

Cincinnati.'

$5.75-$4.60;
Fontaine).
(previous. Week,

469;

(Joan

Week

,

$16,200

$28,300)
$21,200

(Kim Stanley). Almost $12,.600 (previous week, $11,600); closes,
(D) next Saturday (20);
(8th wk; 60; $5;75-$4.60; 766; $22,OPENING THIS
000), Nearly $8,600 (previous Week.
Living Room, Milier (D) ($5.75$7,000); closed last Saturday (13
34.60;. 920; $23,248) (Barbara Bel
at an approximate loss of its full.
Geddes), Play by Graham Greene,
$65,000; investment.
presented by Gilbert ‘Miller

i.e.,

about $5,000 in a ‘Breakfast’ Just Warm;
In Tour’s Worst
three-performance. breakin at the
Court Square, Springfield, Mass.,
Toronto, Nov. 16.
12^G in Wash. Tryout
List Friday-Saturday (12-13).
Despite press raves, “Cairte MuWashington, Nov. 16.
Playwrights Co. production of
tiny Court Martial,” starring Paul
Second arid final week of “Wedtile
Maxwell Anderson - William
Douglas, Wendell Corey and Steve
March drama,
continuing its try- ding Bfekkfast” brought a sq^so Brody, dove to- a bad $13,900 last
out tour this, week at the Shubert, $12,500 at the National Theatre, week for worst stanza, in the commaking; a total of $24,700 for the
Washington.'
pany’s 18- weeks’ tour. Royal Alexfull two-week run of the Broad-,

’

(C)

Anniversary Waltz, Broadhurst Donald Albery; production financed
(C) (32d Wk; 251; $4.60; 998; $28.- solely
by Miller and cost about
the: home stretch
000) (Macdonald Carey, Kitty Carl- $30,000 to bring in, including ap-.
clgse to capacity. Mid-week matisle),
Almost $22,800 (previous proxlmately $4,000 tryout profit
inee on the holiday Thursday (11),
week, $18,900); moves Dec. 6 to the. ,^no bonds required for Miller) and
instead of customary Wednesday,
Booth.
can break even at around $14,500
might have helped attendance, as
Boy Friend, Royale (MC) (7th gross; opens tonight (Wed.).
crowds jammed the Golden Triwk; 52; $6.90; 1,172; $38,200).
Abie’s Irish Rose, Holiday (C)
angle and the show could perhaps:
Over capacity again, $38,300.
($5.75-$4.60; 900; $28,000). Play by
have practically sold. out.
By the Beautiful Sea, Imperial Anne Nichols,
revived by Michael
Top for “Fifth Season” was
(MC) (32d wk; 252; $6.98; 1,400; Rose;
production
financed
at
$3.60 ($3 plus 10% Federal and
.(Shirley Booth),
Almost around $60,000, cost approximately
10% City tax) except; Friday and $50,000)
$25,000
(previous
week,
$20,500); that amount to produce, including
Saturday nights, when it went to
closes Dec, 18.
bonds, with no out-Of-town tryout,
$4.20 ($3.50 plus the levies). House
Caine Mutiny Court Martial, arid can break even at about $14,is currently dark, but reopens next
Monday (22) with “Wonderful Plymouth (D) (43d .wk; 340; $5.75- 000 gross; opens tomorrow night
Town” for two weeks, then shutters $4.60- $33,331) (Lloyd Nolan, John (.Thurs.)..
Barry Sullivan).
Over
Wedding Breakfast, 48th St. (D)
for another stanza before Deborah Hodiakr,
Play
(35.75-$4.60; 925; $23,720).
Kerr in “Tea and Sympathy” $29,900 (previous week, $28,900);
comes ih Dec. 13.
Can-Can, Shubert (MC) (80t.h by Theodore Reeves, presented by
wk; 636; $690; 1,361; $50,160). Kermit Bloomgarden; production
Just $49,000 (previous week, $46,- financed at $70,000 cost about $50,000 to bring in, including approx600).,

‘Caine’

“Bad -Seed,” with Nancy Kelly

starring, grossed

City tax, but' grosses are.
exclusive of tax.

wk;

(59lli

1.214:

:

either scheduled dates Include
Pittsburgh, Nov.: 16.,
Nov, 26; .‘‘Silk Stockings,” tryout,
Relighting the Nixon after a
weeks; Nov; 29
["Shubert; four
“Blkck-Eyed Susan,” tryout, Lo- fortnight’s shutdown, “Fifth Sea-;
cust, two weeks; Dec. 6, “Anas- son” gave the local legit house
tasia,” tryout, Walnut, ttyo weeks; okay biz last week at. $16,000,
Dec.. 25, “Grand Prize,” tryout. Lo- Broadway comedy hit started off
slowly but picked up almost imcust, two week?.
mediately pn the set of excellent
for Last Week
r Estimates
notices: and hit

(previous

Fulton

Tea and Sympathy, Barrymore
(D)

.

the Erlanger.

Itch,

i

,

.

$17,400

( 1 04th
wk: 829; $5.75-$4.60; 1 ,063
Nearly
Elliott Nugent).
$24,000)
$21,600 (previous wdek, $18,800).
Solid Gold Cadillac, Music Box
(54th wk; 429; $5.75-$4,60;
(C)
Almost $22,200
1.077;
$27,811).
(previous week, $17,800).

,

Chicago, Nov. 16.
Biz at the two Loop legitets improved again last week, aided by
an influx of oil industry conventioneers. There are two openings
this week.
Future bookings include Nov, 23,
“King and I,” Shubert, subscription', run; Nov. 29, “Pajama Tops.”
Blackstone, tWofer, run; Dec. 6,
“Oh Men, Oh Women,” Harris, subscription, run.
Estimates for Last Week
Mrs. Patterson, Harris (5th wk)
Over
1,000) (Eartha Kitt).
($5;
$20,000 (previous week, $21,900);
tryout exits: Nov. 27 fon Broadway.

Almost:'

389),

;

There
week.

)

.

•

in its first full week- Was: sellout:
Other, entries that went clean were
“Boy -Friend,” “Pajama Game”
and “Teahouse of the August

scription.

Colonial
($4.95-$4.40; 1,500) Jennifer Jones),
four performances pulled
First
is

|

lating the totals.

Room” tonight (Wed.),
“Abie'S Irish Rose” toinorrow night
(Thurs.) and “Wedding Breakfast”
What Every Woman Knows, Saturday night (20); “.Traveling
Curran (3d wk) ($3.85;
1,758) Lady” is slated to close next Satur(Helen Hayes). Good $27,000 after day (20), with “Fragile Fox” tenta-

Fairish $20,000.
Portrait of a Lady,

tina).

week

.(

.

9G, Frisco

:

%

—

$18,500; final

:

next week's “The
of previous years. Last week’s to- $40,200).
Pajama .Game, St. James (MC)
tal take for all shows was $706,700;
highest tally of the season thus (27th Wk; 212;. $6.90; 1.571; $51,717)
far; As of last Saturday (13) the. (John Raitt, Janis Paige, Eddie
Capacity again, over $52,
total gross for the first 24 weeks Foy, Jr,
of the season was $643,500 ahead 100 ,
Peter Pan, Winter Garden (MD)
of the corresponding period of
(4lh wk; 29; $6.90; 1,510; $57,500)
1953-54.
(Mary Martin). Over $55,300 (preFor the past four weeks total vious week,
$51,000).
’
receipts have topped, the $600:000
Quadrille, Coronet (C) (2d wk;.
mark, the only time they have
14; $6,90-$5.75-$4.60; 1*027; $30,done so: for that period in the eight 000)
(Alfred Lunt; Lynn Fontarine,
San Francisco, Nov, 16.
years, that Variety has been, tabuCapacity
Best. Brian

Prod,;

vich, stars.

Biz

a

last

tryout in Boston.
“School* For Brides” -is current
for a full week on twofers.

Wanes

'

i

Week,

.

1

,

WGITIMATB
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$14,000

‘Ginger’ Thin

Shows Abroad

Week,

In Full

Continued from page 74

Seattle, Nov* Ifi.
“Time Out for Ginger,” starring
the customer passing five minutes
the Piper
Melvin Douglas, scratched out a
to
buy.
wanting
without
and
featuring
Miss
Welch
rhyme
of $14,000 last week at the
There is fun in the pre-interval gross
as Miss Muffet, the part originally
at a $4
1 ,500-seat Metropolitan,
sketch, “Bing Up the Iron. Curdone by Betty Hutton on Broad- tain,” by Michael Flanders, about top. Show drew excellent reviews.
is currently dark*
House
way.
a company of Russian artists as
Notable that some of the better they might look performing in
Welch is standout,
parts of the show are by Miss Ham- Britain-, Miss
Current Road Shows
especially in her “Chinese Jig”
ilton, such as her w.k. “Story of
parody of the. recent British par(Nov, 15-27)
The shoe-shop com- liamentary trek to China, and its
the Opera.”
edy scene, “Shoe on the Other criticism in political spheres. She
(Nancy Kelly), (tryout)
Bad
Seed
Foot” has a suave Walter-Ellis as also sings the pop “Oh, What a
—-Shubert, Wash. (15-20); Ford’s,
the salesman and Miss Olrich as Night”
and scores further in Balto (22-27) (Reviewed in Variety
Hoo
“Yoo
Hamilton’s
Nancy
this week).
:

Blues.”

Comedy business: in “Cold Water
Flat," sketch about a bad dream
and a toilet water-tank that. comes
top drawer. Ian Wallace,
Scot-born operatic singer, turns
with extreme versatility to gay
chouses and comic tunes, and is
“The Elephant Song."
best iii
Show winds with colorful dress
scene titled “Midnight in Trafalgar Square,” to music by Jack
adrift, is
.

Straeliey.,
S

Robert Probst wields a skillful
baton, arid the settings throughout
Gord.
show imaginative touch,

20G FIRST WEEK,

(Vincent

week),

Caine Mutiny Court Martial
(Paul Douglas, Wendell Corey,
SteVe Brodie)
Her Majesty’s,
Montreal (15-20); Aud., Burlington,
Vt. (22); Field House, Troy, N, Y.
(23); State, Portland, Me. (24r25);
Aud;, Worcester; Mass. (26); Court
Square, Springfield (27).
Dark Is Light Enough (Kather-

—

ine
out)

LOO

St. Louis, Nov.. 16.

Touring edition of “Seven Year
Eddie Bracken as star,

Itch,” With

away to a $20,000 gross last
week in the first stanza of a threeweek engagement at the Ariierican.
got

TIE PAJAMA

Comedy

us playing at a $3. 92. top.

drew favorable reviews and apr
pears, liekly to do hold up for the
It

Cornell, Tyrone Power) (tryBuffalo (24-27).

GAME
GEORGE ABBOTT

By

4 RICHARD

BISSELL

he

way

sets

troupe. Will star in the road

edition.

;

,

A

to

(18);
Hall,
Shreveport.
Cabell
Charlottesville (19); N. Carolina U.

The Company will employ

•

29 West

I

TRafalger 4-1915

N.

cay.

l

Open House, by Francis Swann
on its second arid final week. DonHouse of Flowers (Pearl Bailey) and Victor Clement (tryout) (Regfor Murder”
ald Woods in “Dial
(tryout)—
Erlanger,
Phila.
(25-27).
Hilltop TheatreOwen)
inald
opens a two-week stand tonight,,
King arid I. (Leonard Graves, Parkway, Baltimore (16-21).
with “My 3 Angels” due Nov. 30.
Patricia Morison.)
Hartman, Columbus. (15-20); Shubert; Chi (22-

CADILLAC
GEORGE

By

S.

KAUFMAN

& HOWARD TEICHMANN

‘Natalie’ in Cleve;

Slim $7,000 First

Week

Cleveland, Noy. 16.

‘‘Naughty Natalie;'.’ blistered by
the critics, grossed a so-so $7,600
on the first folio of a two-week
stand at Hanna at $3.75 top, but
Current lap
with two-fbr-ories.
looks slightly better.
Martial”
Court
“Caine Mutiny
landed a strong $24,400 week beHanria.
the
fore last at

Current London

27).

Lunatics and Lovers (Dennis
King)
(tryout)
Shubert. New
Haven (17-20); Walnut, Phila, (22-

—

Midsummer

Night’s

Dream

(Robert
Helpmanri,
Moira Shearer,
Stanley Holloway) V- Shrine Aud.,
L. A. (15-21); Civic Opera House,

Chi

Mery, Duke York (9*9-54)
Book, Candle, phoenix (10-5-54).
Book of Month, Cambridge (10-21-54).
Both Ends Meet, Apollo 16 - 9 - 54).
Boy Friend, Wyndham’s (12-1-53).
Can-Can, Coliseum (10-14-54)'*
Dark tight Enough, Aldwych (4-30-54).
D'Oyly Carte Opera, Savoy (8-13-54).
Dry Rot; WhitehaU (8-31-54).
Duenna, Westminster (7-28-54).

Is

Curtain Calls
Continued

&

LUTHER DAVIS

front:

page 2

Blue (Jerome Cowan)

Shubert, Detroit (15-27).
Mrs, Patterson (Eartha Kitt)
(tryout)—Harris, Chi (15-27) (Reviewed in Variety, Sept. 29, ’54).
Naughty Natalie—Hanria, Cleve
(15-20).
«
Oh Men, Oh Women (Ralph Bellamy)— Cass, Detroit (15727).
Oklahoma
Royal Alexandra,

gether last season. The cops had to
be called out for one bash.
The order, addressed “To All
Principal Artists,” reads:
“I have given careful consideration to the problem of Curtain Calls
after scenes, acts and at the *erid

SYMPATHY
By ROBERT

By

ANDERSON

JEROME CHODOROV
A JOSEPH FIELDS
CominQ

nnm nur

tie

By

MAX SHULMAN

* ROBERT PAUL SMITH

TIE

UlMUin

By N. RICHARD

NA$H

$2.50. each at oll bookstores

RANDOM

H0USI, N.Y.

(15-20);

Hippo Dancing, Lyric
Am a Camera, New

I

Keep

Hartman, Columbus

On

.

—

Kerr)—National.

act and performance, and I am certain that the individual success of

Douglas)
Washington, D. C. (16); Portland,
Ore, (17-18); Sacramento (20); Biltmore, L. A. (22-27).

distinguished artists will by no
means suffer through that proce-

otir

'

dure, while the general level of
the house*will be raised.
“I wont to exclude from, this arrangement the opening night. This
is a very special occasion in many

ways

arid vve will have soio. calls
the opening night, but from
then on no solo calls will be permitted. Your cooperation is most
learnestly requested.
1
Rudolf Bing.

for

Hanna, Cleve

Time Out

—

What

-

Wash.

ON

REQUEST

I

Atlantic Transfer

Company

GEORGE CONANT
1100 East 5«K Street
.

Los Angeles' 13, Calif.

Mutual 8T2I or OXford 9-4764

(11-17-54).

FOR MUSICAL OR DRAMATIC
PRODUCTIONS IN SUMMER OPERATION. MUST BE IN GOOD

WANTED

CONDITION.

OX

TO PURCHASE OR LEASE
SUMMER THEATRE
or

.Established

operation

York

54

City.

W.

potential

within

ox V
1

46th

100

New

Seek

Now York

36

,

Bob

. , ,

154

.

Motion

Hope

end

Tallulah

Behkhsad

types).;

34. N.Y.

(15-20);

VARIETY,

NEW YORK

oft B'way production, of new,
hilarious mystery-comedy. One set#
picture company already Interested. Wonderful opp'ty for producer, director end two leads (lunlor

parties.

211454. Variety,
St.,

111554.

N E W PL AY

theatre

milos

Responsible

V

W. 44th STREET,

154

Ginger (Melvyn
Yakima, Wash. (15);

Woman

(4-29r54).;

SCHEDULED OPENINGS

(22-27).

—

'

.1

• RATES

Beatrice Lillie, Gloije (11-24-54).

for

Every

5

.

Cool Place, Seville

Talk of Town, Adelphi

'

ing the abolition of solo calls. We
will make careful arrangements
for group calls at the end of each

Equipped
tramfer and haul anywhere in

0

:

—

—

to.

.

James-

(25-27).

(4-7-54).
(3-12-54).

(8-16-54).
King end I, Drury Lane (10-8-53):
Manor of Northstead, Duchess (4*28-54).
Matchmaker, Haymarket (11-4-54),
Mousetrap, Ambas- (11-25-52).
Never. Too Late, Strand (6-3-54).
Off The Record, Vic. Pal.- (11-2-54).
Old Vic Rep, Old Vic (9-9-54).
Party Spirit, Piccadilly (9-23-54).
People Wonderful? Embassy (11-16-54).
Relations Apart, Garrick (8-3-54).
Sabrina Fair# Palace (8-4-54).
Salad Days, Vaudeville: (8-5-54).
Separate Tables, St. James’s (9-22-54).
Teahouse Aug*. Moon, Her MaJ. (4-22-54).
Weddlhg In Paris, Hlpp. (4-3-54).
Witness Prosecution, W. Gard. (10-28-53).

In

facilitieil

Calif orni

in'

'

(9-24-53).

Immorallst, Arts (1L3-54).
Intimacy At 8:30, Criterion

town. N. Y. (22); Aud., Akron (2324);

• Authorized

Joan .of Arc, Stoll (10-20-54).
Joyce Grenfell, St. Mart. (8-2-54).

..

Shea’s,

• Complete warehouie

t

Wales

Folles Bergere, Fr.

with the Show (Irra Petina)
tryout)
Plymouth, Boston (1520); Shubert, Boston (22-27). (Reviewed in Variety,. Nov. 10, ’54).
One Eye Closed (Tom Helmore,
Constance Ford, John Baragrey)
Wilbur, Boston (15-20).
of performances and have come to (tryout)
the conclusion that the Metropoli- (Reviewed in Variety this week).
Pajama Tops (Diana Barrymore)
tan Opera should follow the example of La Scala In Milan and the —Cox, Cincy (15-20); Pabst, Mil(22-27)
(Reviewed
in
Vienna State Opera-—no doubt the waukee
two leading opera houses in Eu- Variety this week).
Portrait of a Lady (Jennifer
rope. As you are of course aware,
Jones) (tryout) Colonial, Boston
at neither of these two institutions
(15-20);.. National,
Wash,. (22-27)
are solo calls ever permitted.
(Reviewed in Variety this week).
“I have found the solo calls that
Sailor’s
Delight (Eva
Gabor)
have now for some years been the (tryout) —r Huntington Hartford,
practice at the Metropolitan to be L.A. (22-27) (Original stock promost unsatisfactory and undignified. duction reviewed in Variety; July
Arias give ample opportunity for 1, ’53).
the public to reward artists with
School for Brides
Parsons,
individual applause. The practice Hartford (15-20); Her Majesty’s,
of solo calls is widely used In Montreal (22-27).
Seven Year: Itcli (Eddie Bracken)
European, provincial theatres and
there are, of course, good reasons —American, St. L. (15-27). Silk Stockings (Hildegarde Neff,
why, as I said above, La Scala,
Vienna and other leading opera Don Ameche) Shubert, Phila. (22houses will hot permit solo, calls 27).
South
Pacific
(Iva
Withers,
at the end of acts or performances.
Webb Tilton)—Forrest, Phila; (15“I feel sure that you will agree
27).
and Collaborate with me by acceptTea arid Sympathy (Deborah
‘

TEA AND

—

Toronto

• Railroad privilege! ter handling
shows and theatrical luggage.

Bell,

(25-27).

Moon

have been serving theatrical
shows for over 42 years. Ours is
the oldest, most reliable, anal experienced transfer company on the
West Coast)

All For

.

!

We

16.

(Figures denote premiere dates)
After the Ball, Globe (6-10-54).Airs Shoestring, Royal Ct. (4-22-53).

'

27).

.

KISMET

l

‘J

COMPANY MANAGERS

Shows

London, Nov.

•

By CHARLES LEDERER

-Zone-

Phone No.

.

ADVANCE AGENTS

—

SOLID BOLE

—

,
i

—

1

Rap

N.Y. 2B, N. Y.

—

Stole

.

TBE

INC.

Offeri

Addretil

J.

(16-28);

M

funds

J

Goodbye, My Fancy (Conrad
Nagel,. Katherine Meskill) -— Paper
Playhouse^. Millburn,

6Stti St.,

Send Free

—

Mill

ts

d share

Price SO{(

•"hoLIYWOOD ANGilS;

—

—

i

in di versified entertainment. enterprises connected with television,
ictures and the. theatre..

enforce the agreement would be
so harsh as to contravene public
Fifth Season (Chester Morris, policy*
As regards a competent
Joseph. Buloffi— Erlanger, Chi (15- adult;.-' assisted by able, counsel,
27).
dealing
at arms length, there
and
Flowering Peach (Menasha Skul- just is not any such 'public policy.”
Ford’s, BaltO ( 15-20);
nik) (tryout)
Shubert, Wash. (22-27) (Reviewed
in Variety this week).
Current Stock Bills
Getting Gerties’ Garter
Lo(Nov. 15-28)
cust; Phila. (15-20); Royal Alex-

20 ).,

•

Dates

‘Teahouse*

-

—Erlanger,

Face (Jessica Tandy,
Hume Cronyn) (tryout)—-Florida
U., Gainesville (15); Dave County
Miami -(17); Municipal Aud.,
Arid

(

grossed $36,900 last week In eight
performances ait the Keith’s. Auditorium here,
Musical took it! $36,000 the previous week at the Memorial Auditorium; Louisville.

stipula-

out,”
Judge
Steuer continued, “is not a mistake
It is conin legal contemplation.
clusively established that he knew
what he was getting, What he
claims is that he did not appreciate that the effect yf the restriction would be to render the license
failure to foreunmarketable.
see the reaction of possible entrepreneurs is not a mistake warranting recisibn.
“Lastly, plaintiff claims that to

“What

run, the longest for any
straight play here in some years.
andra, Toronto (22-27).
At the Empress, a stock producHello Paree
(Charles Trenet,
tion of “Little Hut,” with Marie June Richmond) (thyout)
PlayWilson as star, drew a $12,000 gross house, Wilmington (24-27).

'entire

had ap-

worthless piece of paper,

,

‘HUT’ $12,000 IN ST.

the set-

.

16.

“King and I,” costarring Patricia
Morison and Leonard Graves,

Tour
not use
Touring company of “Teahouse
Hammerstein’s name in , peddling
being prothe
August
Moon,”
of
the
judge
scripts,
two
other
the
continued,' “the plaintiff claims he duced by Howard Lindsay and Rusmade a mistake.. The Contention is sel Crouse, will open Dec. 16 at
It plays
that when plaintiff sought 'to ex- the Hartman, Columbus.
ploit the two plays lie discovered the American, St. Louis, Week of
that no producer would have any- Deci 20; Orpheum, Kansas City,
thing to ,do with them wh'en this week of Jan. 3, and starts a run
clause became known to them. His Jan. 11 at the Biltmore, Los Aninistake, so he alleges, was in the geles.
Burgess Meredith; currently subbelief that. he. was. receiving a valuable license and instead had a bing for David Wayne in the Broad-

Price) (tryout)— Plymouth, Boston
(15-27) (Reviewed in Variety this

Face

‘ITCH’

Susan

Black-Eyed

Continued from page 11

of the papers included in
tlement and that counsel
proved them.”
In connection with the
tion that Gropper could

,

.

Dayton, Nov.

or promises had been made to induce the settlement and that he
was. fully advised by his counsel.
His counsel put a note on this affidavit that plaintiff had read each

Pay

Dayton

'King* $36,900,

Gropper Loses

Seattle

JUdson 2-292S
Box V-1411, Variety
West 44 St., New York,

N. Y.

show people rate
special rates

At the comfortable, modern John Bertram Hotel

Knows

•

(Helen Hayes) Curran, S. F. (1520); Aud., Portland, Ore, (23-25);
Metropolitan, Seattle (26-27) (Reviewed in Variety, Sept. 29, *54).
Witness for the Prosecution ktryout)
Shubert, New Hayen (25-27).
Wonderful. Town (Carol Channirigi-^-Shuberti Chi (15-20); Nixon,

•

right “in the
'

f hiladelphla

wings” of
theatres

all

and night

spots.

—

Broad Street

Pitt (22-27).

World of Sholom Aleichem
Walnut St., Phila, (15-20).

WM.

’

|

at Locust, Philadelphia, Pa.

H.

HARNED, Gen.

Mgr.

,

'

.

;

.

.

'

'

'Wednesday, Novembeir l?, 1:954
1

constructs setting and atmosphere American
Historians
Inc.
Pub- of the William Morris agency’
of
the- initial performance
of lishing management will be han- radio-lv
department.
After
h
Shakespeare’s comedy.
dled hy the firm of Thorndike, divorced Bill Jr.’s
mother he marHotson suggests that the charac- Jensen fle Parton Inc., which has
ried actress-author Ilka Chase.
ter of Orsino appears in “12th specialized in prepping
documenNight” because the play was oi> tary books.
Simenon’s World Sales
Gardner’s Book Serialized
imprint next spring. Other con dered by Elizabeth I to entertain
Drastic revisions call for no
Geprges Simenori, Belgian-born
Some 20 dailies are syndicating trlbutprs to the N. Y, C. anthology her guest Duke Orsino, at a Feast advertising, publication bi-month-* writerof detective fiction, on visit:
a condensation of Hy Gardner's include
Meyer Berger, Brooks of Epiphany, 1600-1. The author ly instead of quarterly, more color to Edinburgh, Scotland,
prior to
“Champagne Before Breakfast" [ Atkinson, E, B. White, F. Scott also, shows that in style of presen- illustrations, a minimum of 116 publication of
his latest, novels,
(Holt), coincidentally With publica- Fitzgerald. John Steinbeck, Carson tation in the great hall of White- pages each issue to be bound
in “Maigret, Right and Wrong” and
hall Palace, the play pre-da ted hard
tion of the book, Columnist’s pat- McCiillers and Thomas Wolfe.
covers, and
a revitalized "Violent Ends," said that, to date,
theatre-i -the-round. An interest- editorial ..staff;
ent sheet, the N, Y. Herald Tribune,
Single copies will over 30,000,000 copies of his books
ing; drawing illustrates this claim. be $2,95
kicked it off by running the serialwith annual subscription .have been sold. They have been
Elsa Missed Few
Various
ization on P. 1.
passages
of the play, at $12.
Show biz references in Elsa Max- heretofore
translated into 18 languages; and
obscure, are “explainProgram of expansion will be 42 pix have been made from them.
Well’s memory book, “R. S. V. P.
ed,” Accounts of the manner in carried
Pacific S Sc S Changes
(Little, BroWn;
out by a new outfit; A'meri-.
Simenori now lives in the U. S.
$5), .continue; to which
actors and playwright pre- can Heritage
The lure: of the Far East/ Tokyo sizzle conversation wherever showPublishirife Co. Trie.,
pared, for a command performance which
in particular, is bringing some top folk gather.
will take over the existing
CHATTER
are
fascinating
and
enlightening;
S. newspaper talent to the staff
mag; Editor of .'the new setup is
It would seem that the only
Stewartry Observer, Dalbeattie,
of the Army's unofficial publica- individuals not Introduced socially The book has several excellent Bruce Catton, with Oliver Jensen,
illustrations,
South
but
of
lacks
a
Scotland
muchweekly founded
tion, the Pacific Stars & Stripes. or started upon their careers by
associate editor, and Joseph J.
1889, ceased publication,
Bard.
Latest to join the civilian ranks of Elsa were Harrison Fiske (husband needed index.
Thorndike Jr., editorial director.
top editorial chiefs is A1 Kaye, of Minnie Maddern—who met Miss
Irish
Echo Newspaper Corp.
Publisher is James Parton.
Who. left the San Francisco Ex- Maxwell at a party in her parents’
BoOk ‘Rehearsal’
chartered to conduct a printing and
Funk. & .Wagnalls sent Miriam
aminer, where he had been as- home), and Marie Doro, who hired
publishing business in New York;
“Mrs. America” As Scribe
sistant managing editor, to become “ugly duckling” Elsa as an accom- Golding a- copy of “Stanislavsky.
Alan Scott, show scribe of ScotMrs. Wanda Jenftings, the 1955
Stripes
news editor. Due this panist to set off her own good Directs just as it came off the ’Mrs. America,” will
land
Sunday Express, extended,
doubly capipress and delivered it to her while talize
month is longtime newspaperman looks,
on her European goodwill .weekly column to include radio, tv
Ernie, Richter/ .who. departs from
In: fairness, it should be stated she was rehearsing for tomorrow’s
arid “merchandising tour” by filing as well as theatre and pix.
the post of assistant telegraph edi- that in addition to party-giving, (Thursil, -My Son the Doctor” on pieces from
key points, starting in
Robert Hatch, editor of the N. Y.
tor of the Chicago Tribune to be- Miss Maxwell is. a pro composer ABC-TV’s “Kraft TV Theatre.”
London, exclusively to INS. Her Center magazine, has also started
Actress translated “Stanis- .flight entourage
come -chief Of the combined copy Who has provided special material
kicking off today doing filrn reviews for thie Nation
desks on the serviceman's house: for Ina Claire, Marie Dressier, lavsky” from the Russian, with (Wed.) includes
her husband, Madi- rivag every other week; He’s a fororgan.
Grace La Rue and others; she acted book due Nov. 29,
son, Jennings, chemist for Shell mer editor of the New Republic.
v-M.E. of- Stripes is Eugene Miller, with a stock .company; she has
•Oil, and Mr... arid Mrs. Bert Nevins
Foreign Press Assiu’s first Inwho left the Auburn (N Y,) Citizen accepted, money for her broadcast(he’s longtime. head of the corporaCalendar Literature
ternational Press Ball Dec. 23,
a year and a half ago to move to ing engagements; she has been in
Schenley, the whiskey outfit; has tion fronting the Mrs. America preceded by, a cocktailers at the
Tokyo’.
the movies.
put out a 3.5c “Negro History contest).
Waldorf Nov. 19 in honor of Victor
Admitting she found only two Calendar”
Encased in the handshaking tour Borge, who’s spearheading the
1955 under Ebon
men genuinely attractive (Cole Enterprises forcopyright
Mark Jews’ 300 Years In N. Y.
will be .visits with Lady Churchill entertainment.
and
with
William
H.
arid others in London, where she’ll
Finesbriber
Jr., Porter and Aly Khan), and stating; text for both illustrations
The Irish Academy of Letters
veepee of NBC, as chairman of the that she met these gentlemen when month-by-month pages by and the take in the Grosvenor School of
Charles
elected
Abbey playwright
radio-television committee of the she was too old for romantic,
Cookery and join iri launching the has
(Chuck)
Williams,
one
of
Teresa Deevy, P. S, OTIegarty and
Jewish Tercentenary Celebration, notions, Elsa nevertheless Observed J*
Schenley s salesmen, extolling his National Spastic Society’s fund
has gotten up a presentation of at 23 that Caruso was a wolf. And company’s “brotherhood”
drive; a Paris looksee as guest of poet Louis MacNiece to memberemploycontemporary entertainment in- in 1906, she watched; San Franicisco ment policy.
French Tourisrii, with o.ol’s of the ship. Academy has also announced
naming of Lord Lorigford as prexy
dustry manifestations, to mirror burn, after the quake,;
.the comOf show biz interest re such bigleague fashion houses, and a for the
coming, year.
1954—300 years after the first pany of Jack Barrymore.
date
carded with the French presidates as: March 1, 1875
“ConElsa says she gave Edgar Bergen gress, in an
Broadway columnist Earl Wilson
Dutch Jews, came to Netiw Amsteract later called null dent; similar activities in CopenS150 for appearing at a soiree she
arid
Hollywood
dam 0iow New York),
columnist Slieilah
hagen,
Hamburg;
void* -by the courts, passes
Vienna, Frank£J?.d.
have signed with TV
furt,
Among' the key exhibits are threw at the Woldorf, thus starting ljvii, Rights Law guaranteeing
Zurich, Berne, Rome and Graham
all
Variety and “Show Biz”, the Abel the merrier of the McCarthys on persons, regardless of race,
finally Scotland, returning Dec. 15. Guide to do alternate weekly colthe use
Green- Joe Laurie Jr. bestseller. his. way. She accepts responsibility of inns, public conveyances
She’ll also plug CARE’s “Food umns. Miss Graham will do th'
on
kickoff column in Nov. 27. issue,
Both have been similarly recorded for .introducing. Clare Boothe and landj pr, water, theatres, and
other Crusade.”
with
Wilson
for posterity in. a number of mid- Henry Luce, Rita Hayworth arid Places of amusement’,”
debut slated for
Nov. 9,
Dec. 4.
century time, capsules, to be opened Aly Khan. She wanted to pull out
*
“CIO adopts constitution iri
Kohout’s
Comedy
Mugging
Dorothy di Ffasso’s hair for strik2050 A. D.
Wallace
Croatmari
the new
discrimination
J?
is
ra Kohout, one of Czechosloin
union
ing Noel Coward’s name from a affairs on
grounds of race or Color vakia’s foremost' comedians pre- associate Articles Editor of Redguest-list ip V enice* In Holly wood; is barred.”
Lasky’ Suit Still Alive
\
Sole show biz entry on Worid War. II, has “niugged” one book, as announced by Wade H.
Nichols, associate publisher arid
Victor Lasky’s $500,000 damage an “unknown girl” named Mary the- calendar itself is Nov, 16, 1873 of those comedy photo
books, editor.
Martin sang at one of. Elsa’s shinFor the past four years
of Wdliam C. Handy, “Father satirically, titled;
suit against the N. Y. Post and
“Attention Comdigs.
Croatinan was senior editor of
t le
cbluitinist Murray Kempton is still
The
1956 edition rades!”
(Viking;
$1)
which is
Miss Maxwell relishes the ma- Xf
n undoubtedly
will
in. Ni Y.: Supreme Court after a
record the fact quick-read stuff. It’s of the same Medical Economics mag and also
cabre,
and reports, iri some detail, that contralto Marian
freelanced.
motion for .dismissal by the newsAnderson stripe as the Constance
The Carl. Brissohs are hosting:
paper was turned down. Justice Maxine Elliott stuffing herself with was signed several weeks ago as child photo books; the Bannister,
R. Taylor, Svend
Aage Lund,, editor-in-chief
Matthew M. Levy refused to dis- sweets as she Was dying of uremia; member of Met Opera. N. Y
cartoon
antics;
and
the
recent Dali, of the Berlingske
miss the suit on the grounds that and she underscores the tragic
Tidende, Copenbook. Mbrtbn Sontheimer edited
Kemptori’s column on Lasky left illness of Constance Collier: Only
this $1 paperback; photos, which hagen, the oldest dally in DenProf.
Elsa
Baker’s
was
privy, to seeing Garbo
Disciples
mark. When singer Brisson intro(lry
an “actionable” implication providare
the
backbone, re by Wallace
George Pierce Baker and the
duced his. Danish newspapermaning sufficient grounds for trial for recoil from her own reflection in
1
Theatre,”
by Wisner Litwin.
!.
general damages. He did strike a powder-room mirror. Maxwell
Czech comic Kohout currently friend to Milton! Berle, Lund asked
a
Kl nne
opines that Garbo
aI’y al' d $6), fills an
will
never n
out one paragraph of th
.f
com- mature
works for Radio Free Europe in the; comedian, “Are you an editor,
nnpoitant niche
gracefully.
theatrical littoo?” “Yes, of old jokes,” said
plaint, however.
As seer, Elsa predicted no more erature Baker was creator of the Munich, v but is currently in the Berle.
Defendants in the suit, besides
famous 47 Workshop” at Harvard, U.S. on an exploitation pitch beClifton Fadiman.rin the DecemKempton and the Post, are editor GArbo films after “The Two-faced and later
moved his celebrated fore Czech arid general audiences. ber issue of Holiday, uses his
Miss Maxwell also foreJames A. Wechsler.and publisher
told FDR’s death by four days to course in dramaturgy to Yale. His
Lit.'
“Party of One” column to discuss
Mrs." Dorothy Schiff.
Mrs. Harry
1Q47 she
ch* teachings -have affected two geny Truman. In 1947,
Fred Allen and analyze latter’s
prophesied that Ike would be erations of the American stage,
‘Moulin Rouge’ Biog
lack of success as a tele artist.
Slight .Understatement
and likely will have influence for
elected President in ’52.
Newspaperwoman
Allen, according to Fadiman, reJose
Shercliff
Leonid Leonov, 55-year-old bestElsa got: Harry Truman to write years to come. Eugene O’Neill was has written a sentimental and often mains one of television’s most unselling -Russian novelist arid First a letter of
apology to Darryl one of Baker’s pupils; so was Elia moving show biz biography entitled exploited natural resources beSecretary of the 3,500 strong Union Zanuck for taking
Jane Avril of the Moulin Rouge” cause he is isolated by his own
the latter over Kazarr Donald Oenslager came unof Soviet Writers, said at a Writers’*! the
der G.P.B. s gUidanc
coals
when, -as
arid
de- (Macr ae-Smi th $3.50)
intelligence.
Senator,
conference., in Edinburgh, that it- Truman was
investigating “phony” signed sets for many productions
Author, who knew the celebrated
As a change of pace from, her
is riot easy being an author if one
commissions early in the war. She of the professor’s students. Philip daiicer in her declining vears. recent output covering show biz
happens to live in Russia.
Barry, was in. Baker’s classes, and writes briskly
risked. Truman's Ire later when
and. affectionately of subjects, Eleanor Harris. is repped
she
“All the time, ” he said,” our
Wer<
RacbBl F i B ld* Thomas one of the ^entertainment
an ea rly concert appearance
world’s in the current Look with “The
ir
readers write into, us telling us of Margaret’s: “There
was no sing- Wolfe, Stewart Chaney, Alastair great talents. Not only is •Avril's Case of the Billionaire Bachelor.”
just what they think of our. work, lft g at Miss Truman’s
Cooke, Sidney Howard, S. .N.-.BehrL heyday excellently
recital.”
described,
but about Sid Richardson of Fort
and sometimes we get very angry
Dozens
of
Wertheim,
theatrical, people i?ran .Maurice
Van there are touching passages of her Worth, in the state where the billetters, 'which -we must take note
Miss Maxwell’s memoirs, Wyck Brooks, Edward Sheldon arid: final appearances
lionaire tag is supposed to fit; pracbefore
Paris
of since it is our duty to give the and there are amusing
photographs many others whose names ale benefit audiences as an old and tically everyone, to hear the Longpublic what they want.”
ofmany of them— the best of theatrical by-wor,ds. :John Mason almost-forgotten women;
arid,
as horns tell it, though Richardson is
Leonov lives in a cottage in a which is a picture of Shaw
Brown, a devoted Baker pupil well, an account
in a
of her last days, said to come close to the monetary
writers’ colony just outside Mos- monkish robe.
writes an introduction for this When her
beloved France was oc - description.
cow. Disclosing details of the sales
Much food and many drinks are book, arid quotes O’Neill’s tribute cupied by the Germans.
to G.P.B;: “The most vital thing,
of British books irt Russia, he said consumed in Miss Maxwell’s
Book is well turned-out, with
pages.
that three scribes in the top 10 Indeed, it seems, she
departed stili for us as posible future writers and 1 many illustrations from the brush
were R. L. Stevenson. Sir Walter hungry only from the table of creators to learn at that time °f Toulouse-Lautrec.
Studios Roily
(Good God! For anyone to learn
Scott and Arthur Conan Doyle Fleur Cowles. The Windsors
are
anywhere at any time!) was to bewho, between them, had a Russian also given short shrift by
Continued from page 3
the
U.S.
Comics
Balk
Scots
lieve
in our Work and to keep on
circulation of around 1,000,000.
famous party-girl from Keokuk.
Government officials are in. a dio was that it would prove “too
believing. And to hope;. He helped
Down.
as to wll3t
what 3ctJon
action (-hey
they dull and slow the entertainment
us' to hope— arid for that, we owe quandary
Suit. Over ‘Year’ Book
\ j tdlrO'
* ,
*9,
SlinillH'
f
AllAtirlurf.
aaa
f
cjJ 1 °win
w
•Inn, all the finest. we havein memg public: out-, pace.
Baldwin N, Ward, publisher of
Silurians’ Salute Guy Richards
1 p
C1
sa ^ e
ory
Scotland
of
Time for. the industry spectacle
Tlitk\I>c
pf
Year,” an
HD annual
Dnnltal. news
vmriauf
'Year,”
gratitude
and
friendship.”:
a
Z
review,
Society of. Silurians the rirpan-American
comics.
v
have
v c to
tv be
would
vuiu jju
filed /a., 'motion iri L;A, Superior rteatipn
vc preempted* from
study is
uuiu
xt
.thorough,
thorough, and
j
VTj.
” nW1
» ta.
otveteraS neWsDaoe™S .j4 Kinne’s
hi mn
?
£ si, st
VSOn
fading Scot, the spectacular. sponsors-^Hazel
Court for
a new trial- of the recent Khohored the
*>»>‘«»o»h...
N.y.
.h(>( inn:
Iirl-ti/’klv li a ««IAA.'
AM*. J J.**
aation.
*y
woduaed as a book, containing amoles’ Af Sthi?c 0 ^tT | a -A Se ert e^“ Bishop, and Sunbeam appliances—*
which
lie was ordered, to can's Guy Richards
with it, ,
these
lJ.S.
comics.
I,
pay $22,000 damages to Robert award for his
maJly ''>‘dable illustrations^ 1=2?.?.*®L.
seHe?d^ ,tne
the ^S?!
agree it is. dreadful, .literature,-..arid and NBC made an offer of $50,000
visits
\t ^
Blees, screen writer
‘od^mn
p 10duai
ami .$100.0
$100 .000
0
® n ceost^
° sts ancl
for
that it is horrible,” he said
“ButL p.
what to do about it is dimculf”^ .vtrme and cable ^ciiarges wiith the
tu
J0S
to
supply
talent
^
J.' Bence, Member of Parliament
>.
Dumbarton, said they were be*' Spokesmen, for the m^jqr pro.ducan'^ditorial
c «•••-,10 ld t}- e -most'
ing Iield up l0 ridicule because ers were opposed toriporisorship of.
outstand- aifve lo the value^f
v?
}
alL dramaU?
1
n
stpIY rir-. series of
banned certairi books, in li- the gigantic by Bishop^mr Sunbeam
9
=***?£
media
It is iii-terestmfe to
Jo RarisOn Anthologized
ShriS?' ? ?
and yet there could be; ar>d preferred to raise their own
”? ade at the Silurians’ that he maintained a heailriv a?tf bral i
Several upcoming anthologies on,
«
(8rTF, tud e toward the Jerking ^p%ss
iC
t
America^^
<tf.|
°, p0,
the Hotel Statler- in ,N. Y.
3
r j 100 ;o industiy show witho.ut any
a
.being as a ghoul.
chnw
lions
ions of.
of “Sodom
“Sodnm By
Rv Tiio
Son- An
An
/
i Ishow- biz, and
^.'
always kept the.edi- 'Villfir
The Sea:
Donald D i x o n,' vInternational
.U.
U,‘ !l
HI O M U 'Af L A#«A AAk4ft
A A M*
M
_
Affectionate History of Coney Is- News Service’s
Far. Eastern corland” by Jo Ransori, station
respondent who was released sew
and Oliver Pilat, N. Y. Post politiweeks ago by the Chinese
ol reporter;..One of the.
collections Communists after 18 month's of irn“Sidewalks of An yrica: Folklore, pnsonment,. told hi$
Wile, NBC-TV program veepee in
American Heritage’s New Setup
story to the
Legends, Sagas, Traditions, Cus- meeting, and.
Hollywood. Wile.- John K. West,
the N.Y. Times’ Haiv
American- Heritage, a quarterly
E
U X
l0 V(il
Songs, Stories arid Sayings rison Salisbury described:
division veepee, MiU
and Thomas .oui,
Sari
«mag
founded
V
?
??’*c?
,
in
Moscow
1949
by
the
Ameriril City folk”
Mui lay s first novel .for,. n(jfr t v eXec, represented NBC at
edited by B. A] Botkin censorship during his stint
as Mos- ean Assn, for State. & Local His;i n d
published by Bobbs - Mer- cow correspondent for
..
the meeting, arid Paramount'
the Times, tory, next month will appear in Fugitive
ii 11.. Botkin is
Romans,
deals , with.., *v
reprinting the sec'
an fc 'Fi:elmari'
T^eeman enan
chairmaned
maned
changed format,: content and size. American expatriates in the Italian
tion tagged “Try, Your Skill,,
Folks”
Shakespeare Revamped
d 0 ® 10U P‘
Primarily a shoestring operation capital, and has a film production
iv nich
dissects the weight-and-agevUr.
Leslie
Hotson,
Lommittee
iri the past with a small circulawill
appointed
Canadian
be
by
as background, the title of th
guessers, the high strikers and the literary
the
sleuth,
and a regular tion of about 20,000, the publicaie Participating studios to meet
snooting galleries*
aesar ”
Fellow nf King’s College, Cam- tion was designed as a “popular fictional film being “Ave Caesar.
^' ith the NBC. group next week to
Murray
is
a longtime Rome resiprison’s piece on Coney Island bridge, has Won
the 1953 Modern magazine of American history.”
vMnch appeared in Park East Magdent, now doing p.r, in New York, discuss further plans and to reLanguage Association - MacMillan
In raising its sights the mag besides translations
a/.ine will be reprinted
and working solve union problems involved.
in- Alex- Award for “The First
will
Night
now
of
be
jointly
sponsored
by on his second book. His , mother- is
^der Klein’s “New' York City 12th Night’ ”
Two years ago ABC offered a
vmv American XIOOUI
$4
V*'VW
a the
50),
.—
Assn, Ni,VJk
/1 n
for State Ou
&
Vf. 1 (Macmillan;
Italian and his father was the late similar proposal for a weekly seAnthology ’. under the Rinehart
newly-published book which re- Local History and the Society of William
B. Murray, founder-head ries but it never got off the ground*.
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Vdiicaday, November 17, 1954
be the two soldiers in Alex Joffe
pic version Of hit legiter, “Les

Broadway

“Elektra,”
apolis

Hussards.” This is the play Jose
Metro director George Sidney a Ferrer
is slated to do on BroadN.Y. visitor between picture
way this year.
signments.
Alexandre
Salkind to U. S. to
Catholic Actors Guild’s annual
negotiate for a director and star
dance and entertainment on Friday for
his coming film version, of
Roof;
Astor
the
Uight (19) dh
Arthur Koestler’s novel, “JtJarkMargaret Sande, former prima
ness At Noon.” Pic will be riiade
ballerina, upped to ballet director
entirely in England as an Alsa
at the Radio City Music Hall.
Film production.
The National Council To Combat
Andre. Malraux’s colossal novel,
drive
sight’’
for
“fight
Blindness*
“La Condition Humaine” (“Mari’s
being pfessagented by Mai BraverFate”), will be given a legit mountman,
Margaret Hayes en route to the ing here in a 29-scene version by
Thierry Maulnier in December at
Coast following her inking for a
Directed' by
Metro’s
“Blackboard Theatre Hebertot.
part
in
Marcel Tassencdurt, it will have
Jungle.”
Nat Lapkin, Stanley Warner v.p. about 30 actors playing more than
60 roles.
in charge of Cinerama production,
Eitel Monaco, and Nicolas De
back from Coast talks on possible Pirro here
for confabs on forthCinerama ventures.
' Franco-Italo
coming
pic
agreeSpencer Tracy arriving from Eument with Jacques Flaud. Only
rope tomorrow (Thurs.). He'll repossible difficulty standing in way
before
for
a
in
Gotham
week
main
of new accords is Frerich resentreturning to the Coast.
Attorney Milton Diamond, W.k. ment at Italo censoring of various
coproductions, made in Italy, bein show biz, sailed on the S.S. U.S.
fore they are sent here for dubfor two months’ winter holiday in
bing.
Majorca, off the coast of Spain.
The Joe (Leonore) Hummels
back to their Paris hq after an anSan Francisco
nual N.Y. and Coast o.o. He’s
Continental manager for Warner
By Ralph J. Gleason

Charles Chase topping cabaret at
the Albany Club.
Tom O’Brien, M.P., hospitalized
with a back Injury,
Jose Ferrer, in* London on a
quickie, discussing projected film
and legit ventures.
,
Sir Arthur Jarratt and Bernard
Delfont to N.Y. via the Queen
Mary. Rudy Horn and Carol Bruce
sailed on the Liberte.
The Queen arid the Duke of
Edinburgh paid a: surprise visit to
Her Majesty’s theatre to see “The

.

,

Bros.
Sir Arthur Jarratt, managing director of British Lion, and agent
Bernard, Delfont in from Britain
yesterday (Tues.) On the Queen

Mary.
Director Robert Wise returned
to the Coast following a
stopover qfter a year in
.

Gotham
Europe

during Which he directed Warners’
“Helen of. Troy” in Rome.
Theatrical

attorney

Max Chop-

nick, whose Wife, Marjorie, conducts, a travel bureau, accompanied
her to Tokyo oh: pleasure-business,
following the travel agents’ Convention in San Francisco last

Week.
Violinist Isaac Stern arrived in
N. Y. Saturday (13) : from his second arpund-the-world concert tour
in 16 months. He begins his 13th
North American concert tour un-

:

for

year in

Italy.

Dorothy Blair recovering from
minor surgery.
/

one

Sarita Montiel left for a tour of

.

South America.

nighter.

Andrea King Willis
American citizen.
’

becariie

:

an

.

Kansas City

Mitchell Leisen back after three

.

.

,

.

.

,

USO

Reno

unit

to

entertain troops

in

Europe during the holidays.
W, K; Craig, head of Metro
Lena Horne skedded for the Studio Club since its formation in
Riverside Nov. 25. It’s her first 1935, is retiring from studio activiappearance in Reno.
ties;:.
Screen Producers Guild postgambling
story
Reno
Life’s
aroused so much ire here that poned its Milestone Dinner beTime Mag is looking for. a favor- cause of inability of >Nicholas M.
Schenck to be present Nov. 21.
able piece tq do.

Mark

Curtis

•

'

.

to

CARE.

By Ray Feves
Duke Ellington orch at Jantzen
Beach Ballroom Nov. 13 for

Lee. Schei man back to Allied
Artists agency iri Atlanta after advancing; oti
road
for.
SauterFinegan.
dustry, arid whatever other schemes
Mrs. Dane -Clark, who paints unare come upon to stimulate the der the name, of Veres, exhibiting
public's interest in pix.
20 clown paintings at Sherman
The tv show was first proposed Hotel currently.
by NBC v.p. Fred Wile. He suggestEd Lee, general manager of Fred
ed it in a letter to Robert J. O’Don- Waring, iri town conferring with
nell, general lrianager of Interstate booker Art Goldsmith over unit’s
Theatres, Dallas, and. O’Donnell current protracted tour.
Paul Sills, Playwrights Theatre
presented the idea to the Theatre
Owners of America convention iri director, to the Coast for several
months to plan children’s theatre
Chicago early this month if
There’s been a switch, though, in Los Angeles with his mother.
Ginger Rogers arid husband
for the COMPO-ites decided to
Jacques Bergerac making personriiake the program open to negoals here last week to plug “Twist
tiations -with all networks, meanof
Fate,”
current
at
Monroe
ing it could wind up on a non-NBC
Theatre,
channel. O’Donnell was present at
Count Basie iri to play for anthe COMPO conclave to discuss the nual bash of
Waiters Union, AFL
details.
Local 356, which is being
COMPO meet, presided over by by Black Orchid waiter emceed
Eugene
Snaper, took up a variety of sub- Cheatham who has handled the
jects but subscription tv, which^j chore for last 16 years.
had been informally suggested, as
an agenda item, was barred from
the discussions. It’s understood that
Snaper and other representatives
By Hal V. Cohen
of Allied States, had wanted an airBill Milie, local dancer, on tour
ing of toll video as
means of this season with. Mata and Hari.
determining the pro and/or con
Bill Kenny, formerly of the Ink
positions of all distributors con- Spots, heading the Copa this week.
cerning the matter.
Ethel Waters
arid
her oneMonday’s conferees accepted a woman show booked for Nixon
proposal by CQMPO special coun- week of Jari. 17,
Jerry Mayhall, musioal director
sel Robert W. Coyne to maintain
the org’s special tax- committee and of “Ice Capades,” rejoiried show
to keep up the industry’s liaison after surgery here.
Paul Slantis, of Post-Gazette,
with
the
nation’s
law-makers.
COMPO finds objectionable the elected prexy of the local Press
Federal admissions tax, now down Photographers for 1955.
Mack Murray will be around
to 10%, but is holding off on an
towri for the next six weeks play“aggressive campaign” against it, ing pre-holiday
club dates.
until the “timing is right,” stated
Local singer Johnny Kirby quitCoyne.
ting “That’s Life” at end of San
Meeting also Voted to admit to Francisco run Saturday (20V
the COMPO directorate a rep of
Bill Roberts',
discharged after
wo years iri the Army, back at the
the Southern Calif brriia Theatre
Playhouse as house' manager,
Owners, namely, Harry Arthur.
Lt. Morton Silverman, son of
Re the audience pall, the
COMBO leaders acted
the as- RKO exchange manager Dave Silsumption that the film companies verman, left, for overseas duty in
Europe.
wanted no part of a plan

Theatre Audience

.

nighter.;

Oregonian Drama Editor Herb
LarSen back iri the hospital after

Continued from page 4

.

a relapse.

David Rose here next Friday (19)
as guest conductor of Portland
Symphony.
Shep Fields orch played one
nighter at the Columbia Athletic
Club Nov. 12.
Earl
Mossman received his
franchise last week and
operied offices here.
Brims Twins & Evelyn, Burtons
Birds and Royal Guards did a week
at Amato’s Supper Club.

AGVA

Wayne
Briney

Roland,

&

Toni

LaRue,

'

Carter, and Joe Termini
Co. in at Amato’s Supper Club
for a week. Mills Bros, follow.

&

Melvyri Douglas in “Time Out
Fpr Ginger” iri: at the Auditorium
for one matinee arid, night performance No. 17. William Duggan
inked Helen Hayes in “What Every

Woman Knows”

for

three

...

days,

next week (23-25).
Melvyn Douglas in “Time Gut
For Ginger” set for two performances at the Civic Auditorium this
week for William Duggan Attractions.

Helen Hayes in “What Every

Woman Knows”

set to follow over

Thanksgiving weekend.

remit-

Honolulu

The Federation will not
recognize any. festival which by
(3.

)

By Walt Christie
(P O. Box 3080; 5-7911)
Eaton Magoori Jr. planed to
Coast about possible film sale of
his. musical comedy, “49th Star,”
haVe any kind of political
which has modern Hawaii setting.
significance
John and
Lipham, once
Added is the provisiori that “un- among -showGerald
biz’s top acrobatic
dertakings with regard to condi- teams, bought
two Waikiki hotels
tions 1 and 2 (extra-quota licenses and will make their
permanent
the nature of the prizes to be.
awarded, the terms of the invitation, or for some other rca,

,

.

.

.

.

t

.

whereby

they’d sponsor quarterly tv shows;

These had been proposed for the
Istanbul
purpose of airing details of the
Avni Dilligi will star in his own
balloting
and subsequently anproductiori
of
Robert Morley’s
nouncing wi
.

,

.

“Edward

My

Son.”

Legit actress Lale. Oral formed
company with first pic to be
ori Gide’s “Symphony Pas^

a film

.

Metro’s

Bard

based

torale.”

She

will star.

Sukriye Atav of the Municipal
Theatre pacted by Max Meinecke
accounts won’t go for Shake- for his productiori of "Colombe,”
speare.”
The film peddlers are in which she will play Mme. Alexurged to make tieUp deals With andra.
Group of English players headed
the local high schools even before
approaching the local theatreman. by, Margaret Vaughan signed, by
Assumed of school cooperation, the Kontiyai for six weeks. The group
exhibitor, it’s pointed out, can’t is presenting four plays iri No-

.

Continued from page 3
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Mony Dalmes bringing cheesecake to the Staid Comedie-Francaiise in a Georges Feydau comedy.
and. remittances) must be accom-, home here.
./ Paul Derval publishing his me- panied by
evidence of the agreeFaith Hardy, former specialty
moirs dealing mainly with the Foment of all government authorities dancer In ;Farichori & Marco and
lies-Bergere. \ It is called “Mes
Concerned.
Pantaiges
units, operied a sidewalk
Folies-Bergere”.
This reflects United States con-, cafe across from Waikiki beach.
“Mogambo”
(M-G), .after
a
^
highly successful run iri its origi- cern over the way these rules have She is. now Mrs, George- Costa.
Eddie Sherman back in- town
nal version, now at- three. first-runs been enforced in the past.
While
extra licenses for pix chosen for after five years of Mainland night
in dubbed version.
club
stints.
Exrcomedian has rethe
festivals
Larry AdlCr finishing his; autohave been granted,
turned to KGU as staff announcer,
biography,
“From
Hand
To remittances have not been forthMouth,” which will be published coming, The Federation has prom- spot lie held before he left in 1949.
by Doubleday in U.S,
ised to prod member orgs on that
Monique Van Vooreri playing Op- blatter,
posite Eddie Constantine in Gallic
As for the Cannes-Venice rivalry,
tough guy pic, “Ca Va Barder” organizers of
By Les Rees
these two festivals
(Things Will Jump).
were told they’d have to agree by
Herb! Fields orch at St. Paul
“Love of Four Colonels,” by May
31, 19.55, on which of them Flame.
Peter Ustinov, in an adaptation by
will be competitive in 1956.
Hotel Radisson Flame Robin has
If
Hare-Gilbert Saiivajon finally gets
they can’t agree, the Federation is Russell Nype.
a theatre date here at the.
Fontaine to make the decision
Sauter-Finegan
played
for them.
Prom
Dec, 15.
Metro has taken over a build- Cannes., arid Venice were warned Ballroom one- ighter.
"The Hasty Heart” on tap at
that, should they decline to accept
ing on Avenue plena
the
Star Playhouse for fortnight.
Champs-Elysees; and will move its the Federatiori’s conditions, they
Hollywood Ice Revue rounding
offices
there, from the present stood the risk of riot being recog :
out 13-performance run at Arena.
nized at all in 1955.
Pigalle site.
London’s Festival Ballet playing
Administrative
Anatole
Litvak
council’s
next
preparing
a
C Scope version of. “Deep Blue meet is skedded for Paris- in May, Northrop Auditorium for three
nights.
Sea
tli.)
1955.
(20
At that time it’ll be decided
here with Terrence
Louis Armstrong and his “All
Rattigari
doing
the
screenplay whether additional fests should go Stars”
scheduled for Lyceum onefrom his own legiter.
on the 1955 list. Up to May, the nighter
Nov. 26.
Bernard Blier and Bourvil will! list is closed.
, Richard Strauss’
musical clrama,
.

Auditorium

hospitalized

.

agreement relating

he plays himself.

Northrop

Ladd

Rosemary Clooney planed in
from N.Y.
Robert Wise returned after

'

tances.

Sidney. Bechet into a pic, "Le
Tdurnant Danqeureux,” in which

Alan
virus,

Xavier Cugat played: a
nighter at the El Patio on two-day
Tessie. O’Shea due back in Lonnotice.
His .scheduled date in don tomorrow (Thurs.) from a tour
Salinas was cancelled put.
of. British installations in the Canal.
The 181 Club, owned by singer Zone arid Malta where she’s, been
Anri Dee and impersonator Lynne entertaining the troops.
“The Mousetrap” celebrates its
Carter, folded,
Spot had booked
April Stevens and Champ Butler second birthday next Thursday
Esther Williams' Riverside stanza
on a name policy- but- was off (25). Peter Sauriders, who presents cancelled when fountain and pool
this Agatha Christie meller at the.
limits, to troops..
proved
to be physical unsuited for
currently
Dick Bock of Pacific Jazz re- Ambassador Theatre, is.
the Riverside stage.
Frank Taylor, GAC acts booker,
production of
corded Gerry Mulligan concert at in/N;Y. for upcoming
appendicitis
last
for
Police All-Star Benefit operated
Second
"Witness for the Prosecution,”
Stockton last week.
Show set for Nov. 21, with all week;
talent appearing here at that -time
_ The, Mary Kaye Trip follows
Pat Breen, onetime film critic
Tom Ardep into the Fairmont, opcleared for appearance.
and theatrical publicist here, back
ening Nov. 30.
Portland; Ore.
from .Europe, and' working for

—

Betty Riley here from London
before heading for a hinterlands

Bill Millers off to Honolulu.

.

months In Europe.
Victoria Palace revue “Off the
By John Quinn
Louis Hayward resumed work
Record;” returning to N.Y. next
Yma Sumac playing the Music after a week of flu.
month after TO months in Britain,
Marilyn Morirqe up arid around
Henry Hewes, drairia critic of Hall Tuesday (16).

of the new BBC-TV parlor game.
“Find the Link” and planed to N.Y.
yesterday, (Tues.) to join, her huspne- band John Findlay.

,

tour.

concert at Lyceum Dec. 12.
Local Tommy McGovern band
departing from Starlight club to
launch its oWn hideaway nightspot.
“jailor’s Delight” slated as Theatre Guild’s second season subscription offering at Lyceum Jan. 4,
Yma Sumac and her troupe drew
capacity
audience; of 4,800 to
fit

Teahouse of August Moon;”
/ Ronald Rogers/featured in the

hospital. He’s resumed his column
but: riot on a fulltime basis.

Pledge

By Gene Moskowitz
Rue Huchette; Odeon 49-44)

Symphony.

Metropolitan Opera warbler Jan
Peerce to give Israel bonds’ bene-

Soanes home after a siege in the

S. Hurok tonight
(Wed.) in Providence.
Festivals’
Elizabeth Taylor and Van Johnson in for the .charity premiere of
Continued from page 5
Metro’s “The Last Time I Saw
Paris!’ at the Capitol tomorrow aiid “regional” awards, such as the
(Thurs.), proceeds to the N,Y. In- Grand Prix for South America.
Apart from listing authorized
firmary for Women and Children
and North Shore Hospital, Man- film competitions for 1955, the
hasset, L. I.
council tightened Up on the
Rene Black, longtime maitre d’ conditions under which it basic
okays
at
the Waldorf-Astoria, round- the fests.
It had been suggested
robining his friends in announcing prior to the meet
his
new association: VFor the be split into two that the festivals
groups; one subprivilege .1 have had in the past in ject
to the conditions and the other
demonstrating to you arid your one
not.
However, at the Madrid
friends the art of gastronomy at
meet, it was decided to make conits best, iny sincere thanks, I hope
you will give me further oppor- ditions applicable to all.
From the American point of
tunity of doing so at the Fontaineview, these are the three
bleau, Miami Beach.”
most
basic
Pierre Galante, roving reporter important
conditions
on
for Paris-Match— the Life mag of which Federation authorization for
Ffrance
now on the Coast to fests is contingent:
meet his fiancee, Olivia deHavil( 1.)
All foreign films shown
land. Both return east next month,
at the festival may be distribfollowing her chore in a Stanley
uted commercially within, that’
Kramer film, and will marry in a
country over and above any
Small town just outside of Paris,
import quota ot similar quansome time in January. Jean Protitative
.limitations.
vost, publisher of Paris-Match 'and
(2.) All funds deriving from
other French periodicals; is mayor
such commercial distribution,
of that Paris Suburb and will off ici*
in So far. as due [to producers
ate as the J.P.
outside the country, will be
freely remitted over and above
any. remittance limitation or
Paris

Brigitte Bardot to Hollywood
under a seven-year Warner pact,

Minne-

Ararat Shrine Circus in Munici- after minor surgery.
the Saturday Review, in from N.Y,
Clark Gable leaves for Hong
for opening, of “Accounting for pal Auditorium Nov. 15-21, playing
Love” which he adapted from the to 30,000 kids for free,, iri addition Kong tomorrow (Thurs.).
to its regular gate.
Barney Elmore to San Jose to
French.
Vera-Ellen lending a hand in trie stage the annual Elks. charity show.
Vida Bendix back from Italy and
David Rose to Portand, Ore., as
opened a cabaret season at the United Funds campaign while here
Don Juan last Monday. Trude ahead of “White Christmas” open- guest conductor of Portland Symphony.
Adams operied at the Colony' ori ing at tlie Paramount.
Elmer Rhoden huddling at the
Helga Moray in town to view the
the sdme night.
Lucille Lortel to Paris for look- Fox Midwest headquarters for a film version of her novel, “Unsee at the new shows after gender- couple of days before he goes back tamed.”
George Murphy planted his footing club theatre productions in to the Coast and his new position
prints in the forecourt of GrauLondon. She sails for home at the as National Theatres prexy.
man’s Chinese theatre.
end of November.
Oakland Tribune drama ed Wood
Forrest Tucker booked to head a.
Patricia Cutts ankled the panel

der direction of

(28

by

presented

’

turn the picture down.
The special sales policy set for
“Caesar” has placed the picture
among the company's top grossers
in the past two or three years.

verriber.

Haldun Dbrmen and Canit Irgat
pacted for the. two leading roles in
Samuel Beckett’s hit, “En Attendant Godot.”
Play will preem
Nov.

20.

Wednesday, November 17, 1954
The Majestic is now known as the dead Nov. 10 in his Hollywood
Civic Theatre. He, made a fortune home.
Police said his death was
with a road show called "The Two due to natural causes. A son surMerry Tramps,” which toured the vives.

manager, Jensen subsequently beLIONEL BARRYMORE
Lionel Barrymore, 7$z veteran came division manager and field
manager. A native of Brooklyn,
died
Nov.
screen,
and
stage
of
star
N;Y„ he served as a sergeant major
15 in Hollywood,
A full account of his career ap- in the Army: in the first World War
until, his discharge in. 1919 when
pears" on page 2.
he became division manager for
.

\

ROSAMOND JOHNSON

J.

J.

Rosamond Johnson,

Goldwyn

Before forming Artcinema, Jensen had been vi ce-president. and

coi

81,

Pictures!

poser, author and actor, died Nov.
11 in New York. He wrote a number ot sohgs with his brother, the
late James. Weldon Johnson, author, poet, composer and diplomat.
Among their tunes is the Negro national anthem, "Lift Ev’ry Voice:
and Sing." As an. actor, Rosamond
appeared in such Broadway productions as “Porgy and Bess,"

;

safes manager of Inspiration Pictures, an executive With Patrician

Pictures and served as Eastern rep
for both Joseph M. Schenck and
Pickford-Lasky Productions,
His wife, a sister and a brother
;

survive.

.

v Mamba’s

in the

james
James

Daughters" and ‘‘Cabin

F,

Rosamond, who began playing
the piano at the age of four,
:

j

I

McCarthy

f,

Con-

McCarthy,. 55,

manager

for Stanley Warner Theatres and a veteran
of 42 years in show business, died

necticut d istrict

Sky.”

Films

‘B’

country.
In later years Rice delighted in
returning to the cities where tie

mmmmmm Continued from page
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John Meehan, 64, actor, writer is how to
tap the new audience poand former stage director, died
presented "Tramps,” arid other Nov. 12 at the Motion Picture. tential of 20;000,000 persons that
road shows. For the' past 40 years Country Home in California. His, he. estimates will come to be withi
he operated hotels in several Illi- Wife, sort arid two daughters sur- the next five
This coujid repnois cities.
resent
big
growth
factor
vive.
•for theatres, said Goldenson, if pix
DONALD CLUNE
[appeal to the “most important segCarl
II. Schroeder, 72. clarinetist
Donald Clune, 53. former vaudenient’’ of the future audience—
and night club .ind saxaphonist with the Milwau- those between the ages ot 15 and
ville performer
operator, died N6v. 10 in West kee Philharrnohie orchestra, died 30,
So far as this, group is conin,
Milwaukee. His wife,
time he Svas recently
Philadelphia. For
cerned, "star.
alue more often
paff of the dance and comedy a son arid three daughters survive.
than npt. takes precedence over
team, ,A1 "Porky” Dean .& Don
Louis Seymour Tedesco, 47. chief story content," tire, excc added..
Clune!
Later he managed the
Goldenson urged new methods
Viking arid Bankers Taverns arid usher at the Alvin Theatre, N, Y..
became owner of the Bowery Cafe, died Nov. II, in New York, after of exploitation arid sh wmanship
a. long illness.. Surviving are three
all in Philadelphia.
to win over the youngsters arid
sisters arid four brothers.
His; wife and two sons survive.;
recommend an. intense study of
television to .determine how it can
BILLY BEARD
Alfred Weiner, 78, owner arid be used most effectively for promoBilly. Beard, 74, retired vaude publisher of Film^Kurier, German tional purposes^
Today’s new genand: minstrel performer, died Nov. tradepaper, died of. a heart attack eration is growing up on tv, he
14, in. Atlanta, Ga. He began his Nov. 11 in Hollywood.
Surviving stated, underiining its. importance
career at the turn of. tlie century. are two stepsons.
as An ad inedium.
median
Bear'd was principal
Goldenson, discussing the shortwith such minstrel shows as HarFather, of Sidney Sayetta,: resi- eried supply of films! and producers’
Primrose & West, 'Neil
vey’Si
dent St. ..Louis manager for Mid- claims of a story and star scarcO’Brien and A1 G, Fields. He apWest
Drive-In Theatres, died Nov. ity,
-suggested that exhibitors and
peared at one time or another With
in Kirkwood, Mo., of coronary
Jimmy Durante, Eddie Cantor and 2thrombosis.
filmmakers work together to ‘‘.evalthe late A1 Jolson.
Theatreuate stories and stars.”
men,. he declared, “could be exFather, 85, of Ira A. HirschJ SCHNEIDER
tremely helpful in the selection of
Adam J. Schneider, 69, projec- niarin, wner arid president of inop- what, is ‘boxoffice’ and w.e could,
erative radio staion WABF, N.Y.,
tionist at the Warner Theatre, Milby proper publicity and exploitawaukee, since the house opened in died Nov. 10 in Baltimore, after a tion on the local level, help establong illness.
in
Aberdeen,
died,
recently
1931,
lish new' stars.”
S.D; He was a former vice presiThe prez urged theatremen her
Mrs. J. P. Winroth, longtirne
dent and business manager of the
to encourage both foreign and doHastings,
.Neb.,
musician;
died
AFL projectionists Union, Local there
independent production so
mestic
recently after a long illrihss.
164.
as tq step up the film supply.
Surviving are two daughters, Survived by husband arid son.
.

.

r

.

'

.
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JWarie |§>axon

ADAM

music both in the U; S.
and in London; Prior to the turn
of the century, he and his: brother
the
with
partnership
formed
Trio
w.k. vaudevilliart, Bob Cole.
turned out an abundance or tunes,
which they sold to name performThose, included "The Maiden
rs.
with. the Dreamy Eyes” for Anna
Held, “The* Maid of Tirribuctod”
Studied

,

i
a. Boston hosstarted his theatrical, ca-

of cancer Nov, 9
pital,

.

He

.

:

reer at the age of 13 as a balcony,
ticket taker at the old Plaza in
Bridgeport and later became manager Of the house.
From 1921 to 1928 McCarthy
managed the Loew-rPoli in Bridgeport arid subsequently held similar
posts in Cooperstown, N/Y. and in
for Lillian. Russell, "My Castle ort Hartford, Conn. For more than 20
the Nile" for Bert Williams, -Ohi. years he held the managerial reins
Didn’t He Ramble" for George of the Strand, Hartford, and left
Primrose, and "Congo Love Song” that berth in 1953 when he was

..

two

two

sons,
brothers.

HARRY

4

two

and

sisters

Son, 3. qf comedian George DeWitt died in Miami Beach, Nov. 8,

.52, onetime
Essaness
of.
Chicago arid member
B’rith Cinema* - Lodge

representative

Theatres
Of

•

Mother and brother

in

B’nai

a

MARRIAGES

dog

Renee Dumas to Feniando tGaleana, Mexico City, Ocf. 30. Bride’

bite.

Harry A. Cushman,
film

upped to SW district manager,
Marie Cahill.
Surviving are his mother and
Cole and Rosamond also did a
two-man vaude act, with latter at tw sisters,
the piano and former dancing. Duo
FAY b: kirk
toured, the U. s. arid Europe and
the musiFay Baker Kirk, 60, retired stage
w eve also, costarred i
"The Shoo-Fly Regiment” and screen actress, died Nov. 13,.
cals,
for

wounds resulting from

of

CUSHMAN

A.

an Argentine actress; he’s

of Bert Mil-

board of. directors, died in Chicago Nov. 9; He was the father of

Mother

Chez

of

Tom

Aspell

a Span-,

ish screen .writer,

ton,. songwriter, died in an auto
Crash, near Gibson, 111., last week.

Nancy Closson

.

to

Herbert
Nov. 3,

Seitz,.

He’s
Blobmingtori, Ind..
program director lor Indiana’s U.’s

Jr.,

Aaron Cushman,
Metro’s Los Angeles manager, died radio-tv dept;
Paree and Terithouse Theatre.
''’Sara Hadley to Ray C. Wilcox,
recently in Grand Rapids, Mich.
He
Also surviving are his wife,
Santa Barbara, Cal.; Nov. 6.
motion picture and
daughter, and three grandchildren.
manufacture,
Lester Elliott,
^stage
publicist for

'

!

.

arid

66,

In

Loving

Memory

Mrs.

MRS. GENE KERRY
Gene Kern 36, former
7

died Nov. 12 in Hollyafter a long illness. She was
of Lee Kerry, recently
and fortalent buyer for
merly associated ^ with the Bill E,
Burton management firm.
She is also survived by three
publicist,

the wife

II

of

.

]

Test Exhibs
Continued from page

a

MYRTLE BRIGGS

1.

inaking machines, charigeovers and
cueing .devices, chair repair sefv<.
ices and faibric patch.kits, cleaning
mechanism’s, crowd control equipment arid devices, curtain controls
and tracks, interior decorators,
dimmers, display frames and post-

Myftle Briggs, 78, veteran vaudetrouped in vaudeville.
villian, died last week in Buffalo.
Mrs. Kirk was seen on Broad- As a dancer arid monologist, she
in
"Harvey,"
way
"Harriet,” toured the two-a-day and appeared
"Journey to Jerusalem,” "Dear frequently at Buffalo’s old Court
School
Settlement for Colored Octopus” and the Lunt-Foritanne St. Theatre for. the late Mike Shea
People in Harlem, He also served revival of; ‘The Taming
of tlie, in the 1890s.
as a music editor and arranger for Shrew.”
Surviving are her, husband and
Her film credits included
several
New York publishing .‘•The House on Telegraph
Hill,” brother.
houses..
"Chain Lightning” arid "Notorious.’*
SAM .LEWIS.
LEO BRAUN
After her retirement, several
Sam (HOrseshoe) Lewis, 68, formLeo Braun, 73, composer, con- years ago, Mrs. Kirk was engaged er comedian, died Nov. 10, in New
ductor and voice teacher for over as
director of the Episcopal York, after a long illness..
He
50 years, died Nov. 12, of a heart Actors’ Guild and the Park Avenue worked in vaude, burlesque arid
attack in the choir loft of the Free Players in New York.
musicoriiedy with such stars as A1
Synagogue of Flushing, N. Y. He
— —7
Jolson and Sophie Tucker. He behad been organist and choir dicame an actor’s agent after retirJOE BREN
Joe Bren, 73, vet Hollywood ing from the stage.
His wife survives,.
agent and associate in the Arthur
In Fond /Mimory Of
Silber-Joe Bren agency, died Nov.
Richard M. Kilgore, 29. man6 in Chicago, while on a trip east.
He started his own agency in 1935, ager of the Brookland Theatre,
after having produced his own min- Richmond, was found dead Nov. 8,
Anion")
C'l Cor
strel shows.
He concentrated on in his car parked three blocks
booking of vaudeville acts, and on away from his Richmond home,*
examiners
attributed
Harold, Yip, Jerry and Bildil
the Coast had booked such shows Medical
as the Shrine; He also Was for- death to a heart attack.
merly with Fanchon & Marco.
rector there for 25 years and was
Mildred Franklin^ 79, former
Survivors Include his wife; a son,
preparing for th.e services when
vaudeville, actress, died Nov. 5 in
Gene Bren, music copyist at Para- Hollywood,
stricken,For nearly half a cenBorn in Breslau, Germany, Braun mount, and a musical conductor tury she trouped with her husband,
attended the Breslau Conservatory and arranger, outside; a daughter, Joe Haymari, as the team of HayElinor,
of
San
Rafael;
and nephew; riian & Frankli
of Music and the Royal Academy
He is her sole
of Music in Berlin before coming Milton Bren, writer-producer,
survivor.
to the U. S, in 1903. Considered
an authority on German lieder, he
JOSEPH DANZ
Douglas D; Rothacker, 67, nOnJoseph Danz, 67, veteran Seattle theatrical and educational film proconducted the Brahms Club of New
York from 1918* to 1929, the N. Y. Showman, died Nov. 10 in that city duceirdistributor for over 40 years,
Opera Guild, the Society of Ameridied Nov, 12, in Great Neck, N. Y.,
can Singers and the Henry W.
after a long illness. Surviving are
Savage, Opera Co..,
In Beloved Memory Of
,
his wife, a son and three daughBraun maintained a studio in
ters.
the Met; Opera House for 39 years
as a teacher of voice arid reperJairies B. Sharp, 87. known as
toire, coaching such singers as Jan
NOV. 14 th, 1951
“Professor Sharp,” died Nov. 8 in
Beerce,
Maggie Teyte, Robert
Dayton, O. He was noted as a muweede, Polyna Stoska and Olga
Hortens* and Jack Jr.
sician, ventriloquist and magician.
Paul, He composed secular ’and
Two daughters and three sons

and

?

|.

j

KTLA

daughters;

heart attack in New York.
She had placed in stiock companies
With her -late husband, John Kirk,

mi "The Red Moon,” Act folded
when Cole became ill, Johnson
then became music director of Oscar llammerstein s. Grand. Opera
House in London in. 191?.
Johnson returned to the U, S. in
1914 to aid in organizing the Music

....

also,

'

,

Drive-ins have outdoor equipment roblems of their own. In
addition to the many products
needed for daily operation by hardtops, the qzoners require items for
ground maintenance as well as
fencing material. As added comeons, they offer praGtically full restaurant service and playground
games for children.
A detailed itemization of every
product needed for a theatre or
drive-iri operation would be too

BIRTHS

—

and chile

•

Surviving, are his wife and three
sons.,

,

BMIL

C.

JENSEN

Emil C. Jensen, 62, vet film distvlbution exec and president and

>.

,

general

manager

of Artcinema
Associates, Inc., died Nov. 15 of a
heart attack in New York. He enlered the film industry as a salesma P with Kinemacolor in 1912, rerunning with that company* for several years.

Joining.

World Film

branch

MILTON

Hollywood
E,

RICE

tack;

Milton E. Rice, 89, who built the
Majestic
Theatre,
Fort Wayne,
Ind., died recently in Sterling,

III.

•’

following

heart

mother

8.

is

Father’s a

rtiu-

Patti .Eberle,

a

dancer,

Mr.

Mrs. R. Kuhar, son,
Mother was
Pittsburgh, Oct, 29.
formerly with- Par; exchange.
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Shaffer, son,
inn.. Oct, 30. Father’s
Rochester.
arid

M

the

soil

of

Edgar

eran Pittsburgh
owner,
i

space-consuriiing. but. industryites
agree that exhibitors spend considerable time of their working day
I

»

,

i

j

.

.

,

{

.

l

E. Shaffer, vettheatre
district
.

.Mr. arid Mrs, Peter Van Eyek,
daughter, Los Angeles,, Nov. 10.
Fat her is an actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Aft S.'irno, daughief. Santa Monica, Call, Nov. 7,
Father is a flack, at Par mount.
Mr. and Mrs, .Robert Farouk
Forood, dauglifeiS Nov. 2, in N. Y..
Mother is daughter of society
bandleader Meyer Davis,
Mr. and Mrs, George Goldman,
daughter, Philadrlphia, Nov, 10.
Father is clii-eclor of television proimotion fou
stations,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Smith, son.
White Plat
N; Y.. Nov. 4. Mot her
formerly vv,is. a CBS-TV secretary;
fathlrr' is with th
web’s sales development; dept.
Mr.- and Mrs. Richard Clark,
daughter, Nov. ll, N. Y. Mother
is Judith Abbott, producer George
Abbott’s daughter and; a casting
director; father is a former actor.

WCAU

!

America convention in Chicago
John M. “Jaek’* Harvey, 73, pio- had 208 equipment and concessions
neer cowboy actor, was found firm disputing their wares;

di-

Mr. and Mrs. Marty Falpon, son,
sjcian;

seeing salesmen peddling products
that, on the surface, have no connection with ruririing a theatre. In
the last analysis, however; they are
essential to the operation of a.moderpu theatre.
While the picture
may^jlraw the customers in, many
of the concessions items mean the
difference between, profit and loss.
And catering to the comforts of the
audiences pays off in building a
at- steady clientele.
Tim recent TheaJle Owners of

survive.
after a long illness.
He operated
the Embassy Theatre for many
Mother, 70, of John F. Murphy,
years.
Starting in show biz 40 a veepee of Loew’s Theatres, Inc.,
years ago, he came to Seattle from died Nov. 13 in New
York after
Portland in 1903.
a long illness. Also surviving are
•>He was a brother of John Danz;
four other sons and three daughhead of Sterling Theatres, and of ters.
Cy Danz, a house manager for
Sterling;
Also surviving are his
Max Willenz, 66, stage and
wife and three sisters.
screen comedian, died Nov. 10 in

screen

nitery in that city.

!

•

and vocal mu-

ice crearn.

assistant

’

and

Pittsburgh, Nov.

!.

.

sic.

new variety of snacks, exhibited at the 36th annual convention of the Missouri Illinois

Along with popcorn and soft
drinks the new edible specialties are a shrimp roll and
turkey roll; either of which
may be eaten like a candy bar;
frozen fisli sticks; pizza pie;

JACK MclNERNEY

N.Y.

Mrs. Martin Janus,
daughter, Chicago, Oct. 17. Father
is press
agent for Black Orchid

,

,

sacred .instrumental

WCBS-TV.

and Mrs. Willard Kirkham,
Los A n S el es, Nov. 7.

Mr.

ing of srtiorgasbord for film
’custom
especially those who
patronize ozoners, may be i
the not too far. distance.

.

Sehoenfeld,
Nov.
10.

rector.

Theatre
Owners’ here last
week,., indicates that the offer-

;

.

Father

16.

Packaged foods providing a
.

York,

.

daughter,

Smorgasbord Next?
Nov.

a

is.

.

Mr.,

St. Louis,

New

Variety staffer.
Mi*, and Mrs. Robert S. Eisner,
daughter. Red Bank, N. J., Nov. 7.
Mother is an actress known professionally as Marylyn Monk.
Mr. and Mrs, Lee BeBlang,
daughter, Brooklyn, Nov. 8. Father
is assistant ad and promotion manFather

ager of

,

Herm

Mr. and Mrs.
daughter,

RIGHARti HUEY

.

Betsy von Furstenberg to Guy
Vincent. Chaslenct de la Mai so n*
euve, New York. JUne 16.
Joanne Johnson to James Nelson. Toluca Lake, Cal.> Nov. 13.
He’s a tv sound editor,
Mary Elizabeth O'Connor to.
Richard Walsh, New York, Nov. 13.
daughter of Thomas
Bride

O’Connor, vicepresiderit and treasurer of RKO Theatres,
Mrs. Antoinette Barbara Harrison to. William H. Weintraub, Jr.,
New York, NoV. 14. He’s in charge
of radib-tv production at the William II, Weintraub ..ad! agency,
which his father heads.

ers.

...

'

director at Metro.

!

Luigi Orsini, 78, dramatist and
poet, died Nov. 8 in Imola, Italy.

.

Helen Stoner to -Adolph DeutsCh,
Las Vegas,' Nov, 11. He’s a musical

;

,

wood

November^, 1943
TEDDY HART. DOROTHY HART, LORENZ HART

television 'equipment.

screen actor; died of a heart ^attack N6v. 9 in Van Nuys, Cal.

Wednesday, November 17
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“It is indeed a rarity to see a
humorist holding an audience lit. *
erally in the palm of his hand
Levenson is not an ordinary comic.
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The likelihood, of the one- month Monday night "Producers

Year: $100,000,000 Biz Showcase”
Reno, Nov.

Nevada gamblers raked

in

23.

more

NBC-TV

origi-

nation rut.”

The fact that television jjas fallen into the same groove as radio
before it, by settling for two, and
only two, major production centres
is
New.. York and Hollywood
viewed: as a narrow concept which

'

—

—

many

explorations,

feel,

that con-

Inequities

in

serious consideration to the development and: perpetuation of the
"Chicago school of tv.” Those were
days when “Garroway At
the
Large” was bringing a. new type Of
Chi production technique into the
medium. Then along came "Stud’s
Place”- and a few other items bearing the stamp of originality that

employment prac-

with emphasis on radio-tv,
were scored in the first report on
sljow biz job opportunities by the
Coordinating Council for Negro
Anni
Performers.
While the group examined “all
fields
Of
theatrical
endeavor,”
heavy emphasis was placed on the
electronic media* where, in addiBall’
tices,

(Continued on page 31)

lay

‘Debut’ in D.C.
tion to a. “moral right” to jobs, NeHelen Hayes will celebrate next groes feel' an “economic right as
50th anniversary on the well, since our purchases help to
stage.
pay the cost of this type of enterActress made her first public ap- tainment.”
pearance in a dancing class proCCNP declared that although
gram in her native Washington in Negroes spend billions On goods
May, 1905.
She’s currently star- pitched via radio and tv, neither
ring in a revival of “What Every medium does much hiring
of NeWoman Knows” oh the Coast, and
Continued on page 31)
is due in the Barrie comedy at the
N. Y.
City Center during the

Las Vegas, Nov. 23.
Las Vegas hotels have discovered
a surefire method of retaining top
talent. They now permit acts to
buy in on the hotels so, in effect;
they’ll be working for themselves
every time they play, the hotel, and

Christmas holidays.
At age of five, Miss Hayes was
a
member of Miss (Minnie)
Hawkes’ 'dancing class,; which she.
I’ll Get Along,’ Sez Davis
recalls, was the proper'place for
all Washington urchins of the period to learn to curtsy and such
San Bernardino, Cal., Nov, 23.
matters of decorum, As part of
Sammy Davis Jr., one of the top
tlie group's annual afternoon May
new Negro talents of the last decBall, at the old Belasco Theatre in
ade, clowned with doctors here to(Continued dn page 77)

may even consider toning down
salary demands for the sake of
the corporation. Latter though, is
evidently wishful thinking hereabouts.

in platter business this year over
1953, a percentage increase which
\vill bring the overall gross of. the

23.

park

industry

which

to top the $225,000,000
On this groundwork, several disk execs see a $300,000,000
take well within the industry’s im-

is a tourist highsoot in addition to providing funeral services for the community, now has
Special, song, writits own hymn.

marker.

by Eddie Truman and Wen- mediate horizons if the general
and with lyrics by a economy maintains its present
Forest Lawn’s com- solidity.
The disk boom that was started
munity service department, is
called
simply
"Forest
Lawn six years ago with the introduction
of the new 33 rpm and 45 rpm
Hymn.”
For the time being, it will be speeds is now riding on the specused only, as an inspirational song tacular increase in the number of
As
to be sung at each employee meet- phonographs in circulation.
ing— during the community sing; against some 15,000,000 machines,
ten

dell Noble,
member of

many of them obsolete, in the
homes at the end of World War II,
there are now over 25,000,000
turntables in use.
A. percentage
of these machines; riioreover, Comprises modern players equipped to
play the new as well as the old
speeds.
In the past two years, the accent
on hi-fi has proved to be one of
tlie. most potent; selling pegs for
the industry. Not only has the hi-

Sullivan s Shift

which spe“sounds of our
put

some bumps and grinds on wax.
Cook’s January release will in-

of the regulars
at the Flamingo Hbtel here, bought
in on* the venture over the weekend. George Raft, not a regular
nitery performer, arid. Dr. Stanley
Immerman, of Beverly Hills, are
others who have bought a slice of
the Flamingo. Frank Sinatra reportedly owns a hunk of thesSands,
where he’s a regular performer,

the Moulin Rouge, 15 ere,
,.At
which will be Las Vegas’ first inHowever. Davis told doctors; "I terracial hotel, several entertainers
still have my voice and my legs.
have been offered an opportunity
I’ll get along.”
i £ sque
spot in Newark, N. J,
oi investing, Reportedly included
Disk was cut during ari actual
Presumably, the accident will in the prospectus of owners are
Pf rformance before an audience have, some effect on his future Pearl Bailey, Lena Horne, Sammy
(Continued on page 69)
1
(Continued on page 69)
71 a Saturday night.

ude a 12-inch longplay platter ree 'l’ded with the pit orchestra at
“ c Adams Theatre, Minsky's burc

.

On CBS’
Ed

Sullivan’s shift to

(Continued on page 64)

Offer
NBC

after

Philly Station

September of next year will depend on the decision by- CBS on
whether it will meet* or eixceed
NBC’s offer to the N.Y. Daily News
syndicated columnist and conductor of "Toast of the Town.” CBS
board chairman William Pailey has
received the terms of NBC’s offer

Bans

Gordon MacRae Disks
Because of Radio Slur

the network feel that it can give its
ansy/er as" late as Sept. 1. However, the Lincoln-Mercury Dealers

promote and publicize them
through their recordings.”
Station’s ire stemmed from Mac-

to

sponsoring the show will not be Rae’s "remerriber radio?” allusion,
(Continued on page 79)
on NBC-TV “Comedy Hour.”

-la

<!

porte

tl'Bdil.i

CANADA

gilEBEC,

Tony Martin, one

-(Tugs,), insisting that a tragic
accident in which he lost his left
eye will not sidetrack his career
as a nitery entertainer. Davis was
critically injured early last Friday
(20) in an auto crash near San Bernardino and doctors operated Friday night to remove the eye. He
also suffered a broken nose and
severe contusions.

label,

to

memorial

,

day

planning

Lawn,

m

(

in hi-fi
disks, is

Hollywood, Nov.
Forest

Philadelphia, Nov. 23.
Radio station WPEN banned the
Gordon MacRae recplaying
all
of
to Sullivan.
It’s a 20-year deal,
negotiated by Sonny Werblin, Mu- ords on any of its programs, folderogatory
comment about
lowing
a
sic Corp of America veepee.
radio made by MacRae on his teler
Under the prevailing pact, CBS cast (14).
*
has first refusal on Sullivan’s servWilliam B. Caskey, WPEN genices at the expiration of, his cureral manager and v.p., in ordering
rent term. Just how long it has in
the ban said: "If these artists think
making up its
in£i in regard to
so little of radio I see no reason
Sullivan isn’t made clear. Some in why we
should lend our facilities

Made

May her

cializes

expand at an extremely fast rate.
Current totals point to a 17% hike

Dead, You Rascal You!’

.

pades intrigue the public and keep
the stars’ names before the audience. No one suggests that there
be a return to the days when
femme headliners took milk baths.
At the same time, the pluggers
wish stars would exhibit a few
more eccentricities to go with the
(Continued on page 7*7)

time”

When You’re

tributed toward radio’s johnny-onenote tempo.
A few years back It looked as
though the tv networks were giving

.

The other bemoans the new order. The argument is that Hollywood glamor and attendant esca-

Emory Cook’s

Be Glad

can only strip the medium of a period.
freshness and vitality long felt
missing. It was this very acceptance of N. Y. arid L. A. without
arty regard for off-the-beaten-track

rest of the country that it’s just
another place where people are
hard at work, the better jor the in-

.

‘I’ll

doing

“New York and Hollywood

,

in ’55;

on

a
one-rshot origination out of Dallas
this
season, with Margo Jones
“guest producing” a brace Of tv
originals by Tennessee Williams
arid William Inge ;in a theatre-inthe-round presentation, has served
to point up anew the need for video
to “get out of town” and out of its

for the Hollywood dirt-scoopers to j/coin in 1954 than ever before, acscoop. It's another facet of the cording to the Nevada State Tax
Commission.
film capital’s “new look.”
The state will collect $2,293,153
New York publicists; who’re not
at all averse to Headline-making be- in gambling taxes, license fees and
havior on the part of the stars, penalties by end of the year. The
aren’t quite sure they like Holly-- bulk of this collection comes as
from
the
2% tax on
wood’s- latter day soap-and- water usual
This
complexion.
Some of them even gross gambling receipts.
talk wistfully of those glamorous means that the croupiers pulled in
just
short
of
all$100,000,000—
an
years-gone-by' when
could
you
count on seeing a film name on the time record take and $20,000,000
more than last year.
front pages every other day.
The Las Vegas strip and the city
There are two schools of thought
on the matter. One holds that the itself account for a good 60% of
Reno takes 30% and the
lore Hollywood can curb the old the biz.
wildparty stuff and convince the rest of the state splits 10%,

On Stage

With a big boost from the mushrooming. high fidelity movement,
the disk industry is continuing to

By GEORGE ROSEN

Nev. Gambling

past.

With the exception of the joe
DiMaggiO.-Marilyn Monroe divorce,
which can’t be. properly tagged a
"scandal,” there hasn’t been much

Helen Hayes’ 50th

CENTS

s Just a Sweat Shop

Those Hollywood scandals that,
used to be the delight of the
tabloids seem to be a thing of the Biggest

dustry’s public relations.

25

OUT OF TOWN

TELEVISION’S ‘GET
Some Think

PRICE

1954

24,

s

'

;

I

Currently presents
'

Hour of Charm
All Girl Orchestra

Featuring

EVELYN

and Chair

and her Magic Violin

uiidet the direction of

PHIL SPITALM

MISCELLANY

Panned as Roy al Film

‘Beair

London; Nov.

The

selection

film

Brummell” has
industry

Choice,
Bing Crosby is not at liberty. He’s getting set for "Anything
Goes” at Paramount, is doing promotion on “White Christmas”
and “Couiitry Girl,” is at work on the new cross-the-board show
on CBS Radio, will have Ed Miirrow call upon him on the latter’s
Dec. 3 “Person to Person” airer,' is to do a guest shot on an
upcoming Lux Video Theatre exposure and is- supposed to- write
a byline piece for the N.Y. Sunday Times.
4t
There’s an “also.” Crosby, between acts, is among those trying
to promote a big football game at the L. A, Coliseum for the
benefit of the U.S. Olympic Fund. He and Bob. Hope did a
telethon for the same cause last year.

23.

outburst against the

critical

royal

Wednesday,' November 24, 1954

of

“Beau Pat Harrington

To

•

Set the’ local .film

talking

and may

result

Pat Harrington, veteran nitery
selecemcee-singer-comedian, is joining
The national press was Jackie Gleason’s CBS^TV lineup of
nearly unanimous in its panning
which the principal funnyman supof Metro’s British-made opus, one
port is Art Carney. Latter is repaper heading its reviews,, “Beau tained,
'of. course, as the mainstay.
“Bore
Bloomer,” and another,
Harrington was a marathon fixBrummell.”
ture at the old Club 18 in New York
The selection panel comprises where Gleason worked, so the tv’er
representatives from all major sec- renews the association,
tions pf the industry* This year
there were 11 entries which included two other Metro pix. The

in the introduction of a

new

tion system,

.

Public Skeptical

Than

“Beau Brummell”
unanimous decision, after

final selection of

was

a

HORACE HEIDT

the three finalists had been viewed

472
Nuys, California

Van

One would be nominated by

the

£.

Lewis

actors for roles in the tearh’s
productions of

upcoming

“Shangrila-La” and “The

Now Hears His

Midnight Jokes on A.M. TV
Joe E. Lewis, who “did the ulcer
operation bit” at New York’s Harkness Pavilion, adds, “ Everything’s
such a novelty to me.
I’m up
watching tv in my room, when I’m
not even getting ready to go to bed
normally, and above all it’s such a
switch to hear my midnight jokes
in the daytime.
True, some of
those morning comedians gotta
give it the switch a little, but

various business and personal aflie planed back to the Coast
over the weekend.
Legit-film-tele producer has been
supervising cutting on the film
edition of “Mister Roberts,” to be.
released by Warners, and has
The Friars’ luncheons have bestarted work with director Billy
Wilder and scripter Charles Led- come the show business version of
erer on “The Spirit of St. Louis,” the Saints & Sinners affairs, at
which top politicos are roasted
(Continued on page 77)
amusingly. The Friars have their
own version of these coastings,
gathering a few wits and letting
FIELDS’
them go in a. manner that make
their events masterpieces of ribal-

same basic gags;”
Comedian may be discharged
from the hosp next week, followthey’re the

ing

successful surgery.
Ulcers
were complicated by a need to
arrest a diabetic complication before doctors could operate. He has

burgh.

Queen

OF

U. S.

IN JAN.

Glasgow, Nov.

Elizabeth’s

Consort

they have no immediate authority.

.

dry.

At the

23.

Grade Fields, playing a series
of one-night concerts in Scotland,
said here she will, sail to the U. S.
in January for a two-month concert
and tv stint. Boris Alperovici, her
Roumanian-born husband, will accompany her. Comedienne plans to

.

production companies, they are not
rfeadily available for tieups or de>

for.

given last
Hotel Park Sheraton, N. Y., there
were several handicaps that were
overcome excellently. In the first
place, the affair followed the. top
event ever given by the theatrical
organization— the bachelor party
for Milton Berle. It was inevitable
that comparisons would be made.
In the second instance, the guest
of honor was a dame, Miss Raye,
and they made an agreement to lay
the four-letter words.
The
off
speakers almost kept to their com-

spend Christmas at Ostend, Belgium. She will return to her home
cancelled out all bookings until in Capri in March.
after the first of the year and will
Star is supported in one-night
convalesce at his longtime pal shows by a youthful Maori Quartet,
Danny Arnstein’s home in Miami and a Maltese accordionist, CamilBeach.
lei'i.

working through their own

Martha Raye
Wednesday (17) at the

affair

mand the right of approval in their
with the distribution
companies. This frequently Causes
considerably delay and it is. difficult to work out the advertising
breaks to coincide with the release
of the picture. Constant shifting

contracts

"Writers Guild of America, East
and West, has gotteh its machinery rolling on several fronts in
recent days.
With incorporation
taking a little longer in the East,
the Coast managed a slight headstart.

There

have

been

several

execs elected in the West, staff
contracts voted in the East, conIn the third place, Berle, trol over freelance scribblers in tv
pact.
who sparks these shindigs, toqk established, generally, arid amendsick the night before, and so the ments proposed to the
conevent was deprived of one of the stitution on both coasts.
top characters.
conThe latest news is
It didn’t make for a promising
cluded four staff contracts this
Neither did a bit of un- week.
start;
Taking, up where the de-;
(Continued on page 77)
fund Television Writers of Amergot
staff
off,
ica
left
news and staff continuity at ABC
as well as the same two depart-

*

>

Previously, when mo^t studios had
a long list of contract players on
their rosters, the film company had
the direct right to make these tieups and the players w -‘re always
available for the necessary photography.
With more and more top stars
working on a freelance basis or

companion, “but I understand
he’s held Over indefinitely at
the Palace.”

TOUR

OPENS

•

would be wonderful for the
part of Conway, played by
Ronald Colman in the original
“Shangri-La” and “The Wayer remarked wistfully. “Yes,
he would,” observed Byram’s

‘

GRACIE

Way-

Saint,” he was riffling
British magazine
through
when he came across a color
photo of the Duke Of Edin-

ward

fairs.

(Continued on page 79)

Joe

'

Leland Hayward, back in action
after an extended vacation In the
Hawaiian Islands, made' a quickie
visty to New York last' week, catching several shows and attending to

Hampers Tieups

Film promotion men are looking
for new sources of tieups since
their cooperative deals with advertising agencies,; vit) star endorsements of products In return for a
plug for a picture in paid advertising, are On the decline.
The decrease in these tieups
stems from a number of 'reasons,
not the least being the feeling that
endorsements have been overdone
and the public is growing skeptical
that the stars actually use the products advertised.
The changing pattern of picture
production and the influence jrf
television are other causes for tfie
decline. The film men find, these
tieups more difficult to make since

John Byram consider "casting,
they’re not overawed by big
names. While Byram was in
London recently to interview

The need for the adoption of a
new selection system Was spotlighted by Sir Alexander Korda in a
letter published in the paily Telegraph last Wednesday (17)- in which
he advocated the choice be left to
a panel of: three.

Prc*cnt Freelance; Rather

Exclusive Contract
When Courtney Burr and

Box

second time.

— Also

Staff Status* of Stare

WGA

WGAE

by distribs of their release schedules is another factor causing th
decline in tieups.
Entry of many, stars info television with the resultant cpnnectiori with a particular sponsor pr
vents them from making deals for
endorsements for other products.
And last but not least is the growing feeling among many stars that
they should be paid for these endorsemeiits.
:

.

WGAE

ments

Claims

at

Medium

Is ‘Dead’
Results of the NLRB election
among freelance video writers gave
Blackpool, Eng., Nov. 16..
There were 241
George Form by, vet English WGA victory.
comedian, has decided to quit votes in favor, of the union and 29
yaude because he believes it “is
(Continued on page 79)
dead.” Present-day variety,
he
*

does not give value for. the
money as in the days of. the' oldfashioned comedy.
“The older people* who want
says,

Gilt. Subscription

variety stay at home and watch
tv,” said Formby, who is now 50.
“If it has come to the time when
I have to sing for bobby-soxers, I
give up.”
Comedian, however, has no plans
for retiring from show, biz, and
will look for a musical comedy,
film or play. He is still receiving
substantial royalties for pix made
two decades ago.

Enclosed find check or m.o.
•

for

$

.

Send Variety for

.

one year

two years

Martin Ragaway, one of Bob
Hope’s scripted, just returned
with the comedian from his Eur pean jaunt, coined a slogan, “Join
the world and see Bob Hope” because it’s easier to get with him
while junketing abroad than when
on the home front in Hollywood.
Co-writers Bill Larkin and Mort
Lachman returned to Hollywood
with Ragaway yesterday (Tues.) after a

McCarthy ‘Theme Song’
Disk -Yanked Off Air

NAME

Seems nobody but the newscastmention Sen. Joseph McCarthy these days. Frank Farrell,
N,Y. World-Telegram & Sun night-

I

ers can

ADDRESS

ZONE

city

...

STATE.

life

columnist, tried

noon

it

on his

after-;

ABC

NAME

show from the Park
Sheraton, N.Y., last week by playing a “theme song” of the 10,006,000-Signatures-for-McCartlfy campaign, and the disk was yanked off
the air midway.

ADDRESS

Farrell decided
to
record, “Nobody Loves

Indicate

if

gift

card desired

Q

CITY.

One Year— $10.00

Two Years — $10.00

154 West 46th Street

through,

disk.
Inc.

New

the

the

switchboard

at

the

Park Sheraton started to light up,
and the show’s director yanked the

Canada and Foreign— $1 Additional per Year

PfiftlETY

play

McCarthy

But the People,” even though it
hadn’t received ABC clearance. Before the
record was half-way

ZONE.... STATE

Farrell said public reaction

was mixed, but that the' record

York 36, N. Y.

now

is

definitely entered in the “conLtroversial do not touch” category.

I

—

1 Network wouldn’t comment.
1

Gotham

stopoff.

Maurice

Chevalier,
filmed guest-shot with
.

next month

D, C. Variety Club Honors
Fisher, ’54 ‘Personality’;

CBS.

NBC

who did
Hope for

a
a

video show, con-

fided to the Hope troupe at dinner,
at his home outside of Paris, that
in all his years he never had an
agent.
ank 10%er Jimmy Saphier,
who handles Hope’s radio-tv business,, solmenly observed, “Too bad,

Eddie

Washington, Nov. 23.
Fisher was honored as

“Show Business Personality

of

the

Year” by the D. C. Variety Cluh on
Saturday night (20) and promptly
returned the compliment by donating $1,000 to the welfare fund of
the Washington Tent. Singer also
tossed in some news by disclosing
that he and Debbie Reynolds, who
was at the head table with him,
are set for a June wedding.
Affair, the 19th annual dinnerdance of the club, was the sixth at
which a “Show Business Personality
of the year” was honored.
Those chosen in the past included
the late A1 Jolson, Arthur Godfrey,

Joe E. : Brown, Perry Como
Jane Froman.

and

Presentation of the “Personality”
plaque was made to Fisher by Mai.
Gen. -John -Hi Stokes Jr,,. commanding general of the Military District
(Continued on page 79)

Y

because who knows you might have
been a star!”
^
Dorothy Dandridge comes into
During the Command Performance in London, as the Queen was the Empire Room of the Waldorfreceiving the stars, an English Astoria, N; Y„ in April when she
headliner (who shall remain anony- feels she'll be “ready,” having
mous for for obvious reasons) al- balked at>being impressed suddenmost, broke up Hope with the crack ly as a last-minute substitution tot
(pointing to the British ruler), the delayed-in-Paris Patachou. Lat“who’s the babe^with the costume ter finally opened last Friday (lO^
Dinah Shore pays off a. delayed
jewelry?”
A gag along the lines of this- booking for five weeks commencing
we'il-haye-to - remember-fqr - next- Jan. 13; last winter she was. kept
time was ad libbed by Ragaway to on the Coast because of illness,
Hope, “Definition Of a Queen: she’s Jose Greco is another Waldorf rethe only woman in the world who turner, following Patachou on Dec.
can be sure no. other woman is 16. MisS Dandridge ’s spring enwearing the same head-dress.”
gagement is for seven weeks.

7-WEEKS AT WALDORF

)

)
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m
Film

distributor

execs,

expand

the.

^lm

-

Who.’s taking liberties with the
truth so far as Hollywoojl prodpe-

audience,

-

declare they can’t understand complaints that the studios aren’t turning out a: sufficient number of pix
for the juve and family audience.
‘‘These are not the days when
we can afford to make films for a
comparatively small sector of our
audience,” was one comment. “As
for the family audience, we are
trying to reach them all the time.
The. answer irt a nutshell is better
i think we are making
pictures,

them."

.Reno, Nov. 23.
Columbia is saving money bn
extras in the filming of ‘‘Five
Against the House" on location here.
Picture is being
shot in Harold’s Club, a gambling house that figures: in the
story, and the club is paying
the: 200 extras at th
rate of
$10 day.
Owners of the club feel that
the publicity is worth it.

...

tiott

volume

*

is

concerned?

execs ji a ve
claihied they?
been forded: to cut
down -on filmmaking by the limited
availability of the right kind of
story properties and talents; Barney Balaban, president of Paramount, was quoted just two weeks
'Various

studio

-

Hbw Do

:

'

going toTaUse a lot of
trouble when it plays the' the“it’s

atres.

;

America leaders dispute

of kids’
re-

hew National Theatres prexy, and
(2) at a N. Y. meeting between Theatre Owners of ^America leaders
and the distribs’ sales and ad-pub

this. E. D.
Martin, TO A president, and Herman Levy, genera] counsel, say its
fiction;
Sam Pinanski makes the
point that some studios could roll
more films if they'd agree to the
participation deals which are de-

.toppers.

manded

pjx.jyasj yqiped^on twd occasions
cently (i) by Elmer C. Rhoden,
.

..

the

.

Distrib opinion on the question
of more films for. children is that
it’s always been a problem and is
even, more one today in the er£ of
“The best
‘‘big” and fewer films.
;we can hope to do is to make better pictures that- will have wider
appeal in every respect,” one exec
He added, with a
commented.
touch of sarcasm, that it Would be
interesting to. see whether the exentering production,
hibs, now
would dome up with the type of

Yoti Reply?

Columbus, Nov! 20.
“Regardless of the merit, or
lack of merit of Columbia’s
new picture ‘Phffft,’ ” observes
the bulletin of the independent Theatre Owners of Ohio,

ago as saying Par would show no
hesitancy about adding; to its pic
turnout if acceptable scripts and
personnel could be come' upon.
.Trio
Theatre Owners of
of

:•

Concern over the lack

i

I

while *

heartily in -favor of; concerted
tibn to-

i

‘‘What is the person answering the phone going to say
inquires,
a
patron
‘What’s ‘playing tonight?’ ”•

when

will

No business
Business” in midDecember. This is the first, time
that the
fund has undertaken
sponsorship of such an affair.
entire
The
theatre will be turned
over to the organization for the
charity preem.
Fund was picked
by 20th because “Showbusiness” is
primarily a story about acting folk
Like

.;

turning

them

a Itiok at 'em.

“The Fighting

is

While. Puciato has been able to
the picture to many top chains,
franchise holders in many terrisell

Renown

!

(Continued on page 20

aii*e

Pictures.

(Continued on page 21

Show

case in point

by Carroll L. Piiciato, former v.p,
and general manager of Reala rt

of

of 20th-Fox’s “There’s

that exhibitors

a Technicolor produc-..
tion starring David Niven.
Made
in England by Sir Alexander Korda, it Is being handled in the U. S.
by Carroll Pictures, a firm headed

Martin and Levy Insist the major
America outfits have created a “seller’s marVia a specifically aimed-for
ket”
sponsor the Roxy, N..Y. preem
product shortage and they want to

Fund

Actors’

double feature bbbking. The beef
is

Pimpernel,”

ing in this type of production tie-

The

from England and some dubbed
in English from Italian or French.
The distribs don’t claim these entries are World-beaters, but place
them in the;“good little picture”
category suitable* for mid-week or

A

for tax purposes by stars

up).’

those iri the midwest and south,
refuse to look at. These films
are English language films, some

flatly

down without taking

(Metro is the only
and others.
company which hasn’t been engag.

Independent
distributors
just
can’t
understand the exhibitor
cries of a product shortage. They
have: pictures available which, they
claim, exhibitors, particularly

last

Pictures of America Inc.

week won

judgment,

in

N

(

Continued on page 20)

default

a

$16,000

Y.

Supreme Court

against actor Robert Newton,

who

breached a contract to portray the
role of Svengaii in the Renown
Also
film, (‘Trilby and Svengaii.”
and their way of life.
Plans for tire gala bow were disdefendants In the case were Faclosed in N. Y,. yesterday (Tues.)
mous Artists, which arranged the
in 1
jointly by 20th arid Actors’ Fund
deal for Newton, and the Bank, of
prexy Walter Vincent.
20th -Fox ex- America, as holder of $40,000 in
year,
Come
next
The various actors’ guilds, such
as the Negro Actors Guild, Catho- pects to be completely In the Clear escrow as the star’s Salary.
lie
Actors Guild,. Jewish Actors as far as its $16,000,000 outlay in
After appearing in the BritishGuild, etc., all benefit from the Ci.nemaScope lenses.: screens and made film for three weeks under a
fund and contribute toward’s its stereophonic sound is concerned.
February.
1954, pact; Newton asCompany sank that much coin
maintenance.
into Various manufacturing proj- sertedly quit the venture and reHis contract
ects to get the C’Scope ball rolling. turned to the U. S.
Money was invested over a period provided that he receive $8,000 per
of approximately a year. It’s felt week over a five week period- Rethat recouping it in so short a nown sued for: return of the esTodd-AO for U.S. Tours; period is a tribute to the success crowed $16,000 which represented
coin, the actor would have earned
of the 20th-pioneered medium.
In order to speed theatre con- had he Worked’ the final two weeks.
In granting Renown summary
version to the squeeze-lens procAlthough “Oklahoma” was lensed ess, 20th shelled out heavily in judgment Justice Morris Eder held
in both the Todd-AO and Cinema(Continued on page 16)
(Continued
oh
page
6)
Scope processes-— each scene was
shot twice-—Magna Theatre Corp,,
which holds the distribution rights,
is hopeful that the C’Scope version
may not ever be released. At least
r
<
in the U. S.
First for 4th Time*
Trade Off Pre-Holiday;
Magna is figuring on covering the
,
i
Desiree 2d, ‘Contessa* 3d, ‘Cinerama* 4th
country with the Tbdd-AO format,
first with a roadshow play in about
”
Current round, with many first- ment over last stanza. “Sabri
situations
and subsequently
50
throughout the. full market poten- runs awaiting for the arrival of (Par) is finishing 10th while “On
Waterfront”
(Col),
and
“Human
tial.
Unlike Cinerama, which re- Thanksgiving, is being clouted
quires
three projection
booths, both by the customary pre-holiday Jungle” (AA) round but the top 12
T-AO needs, only one machine. lull and heavy rains in many sec- list in that order. “Hajji Baba”
Meaning many theatres are adapt- tors. Numerous theatres ate bring- (20th) and “Black Knight” (Col)
able to its use without a major ing in fresh, strong fare to cash in are the runner-up films.
overhaul job and prohibitive costs. on the holidays which start tomorBesides “Desiree,” the best poPhotography was completed on row (Thurs.).
tentially big new grosser Is “Last
the musical Friday (19). Dubbing,
‘‘White Christmas” (Par) is pac- Time I Say Paris” (M-G). Latter is
scoring and editing are now on the ing the field again, for the fourth smash in Boston, neat in Indianimmediate sked.
consecutive week. Showing is ‘be- apolis, sock In N Y. and excellent
Secondary C’Scope camera work ing made despite being " in third in L.A. "Athena.," also a Metro rewas decided on as a protection and fourth rounds in many locali- lease, is fine in' Philly and okay In
against the possibility that the ties, with trade still big to terrific Frisco,
in a majority, of spots.
In many
“Track of Cat" (WB). okay in
(Continued on page 16)
keys, it is getting top coin despite Portland, is not so good in Balto.
being holdover or extended-run.
“Phffft” (Col), also new, Is rated
“Desiree” (20th) is capturing oke in NiYI and Seattle. “Real
'MAMBO' TITLE OKAYED
second money although this is the Window” (Par), looks great in
No Hurt to Metro’s ‘Mogambo,’ first, week it is out in the keys. Seattle and Balto and big lh ToBig to socko in most of first nine ronto.
Say Arbiters

Costs
.

The deadline for the submission
of

an arbitration draft to a genindustry conference has all
been, forgotten, and nobody

eral

but

,

seems to know just when such a
draft will be ready, In addition,
there are many industry skeptics
who feel that the attempt to set
up an arbitration system will be
completely dropped.
At the original meeting between
distribs and exhibs in April, the
conference set a deadline of 60
days for the submission of a draft,
This was later extended to 90 days.
Of course, the latter timetable has
long expired and no one connected
with the arbitration business bothered to make note of another

:

Xma*

At 'th April session, a subcommittee was named to draw' up an
arbitration plan. The subcommit(Continued on page 15)

They May Quietly Hit
U. S. Market, Says Davis
Sweden is rapidly, emerging as

standardbedrer of typically European production and is now turning out a good many films with
definite. American
b.o.
potential
says Arthur Davis, indie importer
arid distrib just back from Stockholm.
Davis, who acquired 15 Swedish
films for U; S. distribution and expects to release them at the rate of
the

playdates,

five a year via his Helene Davis
Pictures Co., said one of the handicaps in taking oh the Swedish output was the frequency of nude
scenes.

Metro doesn’t ld.ve “Mambo.”
That is, as the title of a picture to
be released by Pairamount.
M-G beefed to the Title Registra•Tt doesn’t bother the Swedish tion Bureau of the Motion Picture
censor,” he reported.; “They just Assn- of America, claiming the laPut an ‘adult’ tag on the film and bel too closely resembled its “Moas long' ns that is displayed at the gambo,”
which was distributed
theatre and in the ads, none cares.” last year.
Aware of censor sensibilities when
Issue Went to arbitration over
it
comes to -nude scenes in the the past week, With reps of six maU S.. Davis has arranged for Swe- jor companies sitting in as the ardish producers to reshoot some biters.
They unanimously found
footage.
‘‘In Sweden they can do
“no harmful conflict,” meaning
that without going to extraordinary “Mambo” stays as nomenclature
expense,” he explained.
for the Par entry. Film Was made*
(While a nude scene theoretically in Italy by Dino de Laurentiis uncan’t get by the U. S. Customs at der a. Par coproduction deal.
Stars
the. port of\entry, such sequences are Shelley Winters, Vittorio
GassContinued On page 18)
man and Sylvano Gassinan.
(

21).
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Marlon Brando starrer

“Beau Brummell” (M-G), classed
fancy in Toronto, is mild in
K.C. and sad in Denver. “Golden
Lance,” two other strong 20th-Fox
Mistress” (UA) looms good in
i

...

doing

better

“Woman’s 'World”

grosses

than

“Broken

and

business-getters.

“Barefoot Contessa” (UA)
is
pushing up to third position, with

as

Detroit.

“Naked Alibi” (U), good in Chi,
in Louisville, “Sitting Bull”
which comes into N.Y. May(UA),
“Cinerama” (Indie) is winding
fourth while -‘Black Widow” (20th) fair this week, is rated good in
Providence.
will take fifth spot,.
playdates

additional

helping.

is

OK

“Knock on Wood!’ (Par) looms
“Drum Beat” (WB) again is
same as last week. socko in Louisyille, “Karamoja”
“Carmen Jones” :(20th) is climbing (Indie) shapes smash in Minne:

finishing sixth,
to

seventh

with “Star Is
dipping, to eighth:
getting its coin this

Born”

(WB)

“Star”

is

place,

round mainly from extended-run
engagements.
“Suddenly”

(UA) will land in
ninth position, a sharp improve-

apolis and oke in L.A.
“High and Dry” (U) is hefty in
K.C. “The Thing” (RKO) (reissue)
looks rnildish in K.C. “Shanghai
Story” (Rep) is fair in. same city.
(

Complete Boxoffice Reports
on Pages 8-9)

N.Y

6311

.

,

'*

(Continued on page.

;

Swedes Good Showmen,

.

general manager, were defendants
In an action brought against them
in N; Y. Supreme Court by Chpsa-

j

tension.

.

Failure of Harry Brandt to disclose the identity of theatre owners for whom he was acting as an
agent in buying films last week cost
him the loss of a breach of contract suit, Brandt; along with Joseph Ingber, his film buyer and

DAILY VARIETY
(Published in Hollywood by
Daily Variety, Ltd.)
•IS a Year. $20 Foreign

1

W^lrfcBdiiylNttvefeltcr 24, 19&4

.r

Mack Sennett In his new book, “King of Comedy” reviewed in
Variety last issue, pays unstinted tribute to two fellow-pioneers.
Speaking of David W. Griffith he writes: “He and his cameraman,
Billy. Bitzer, Invented the closeup, ’Rembrandt* lighting, and what

we now

are doing a
over reported intentions of
Italian Films Export to tie up
French product for release. They
fear that such an arrangement may
deprive them of another source of

call the ‘idiom’ of the screen. He did that in 1009 and
1910 and what he did 'was as fundamental to films as the wheel
to mechanics. We have widened the screed now,, but we are
still telling stories the way D. W. Griffith taught us to tell them.”
About Samuel Goldwyn, Sennett has this to; say: “When it comes
to logic and shrewdness, or for that matter, anything else that
needs brains, the man hasn’t conie d.own the juke! yet who can
keep step with Sam Goldwyn. On topTof that, for good tasteand decency and for imagination .and great motion picture making,
I am. hard put to name; even a small handful of men who can
stand up to Goldwyn, or look him in tlie eye. without looking. up.”

Indie_ distributors

bum

Raps 27-Minute Cut
Columbus, Nov. 20.
A dangeorus precedent has
been set by the; cutting of 27
..minutes from Warners’ threehour and two. minute “A Star
Is Born” as released for subsequent runs, it is argued i
Theatr
Independent
the

product.

Problem highlights

whole

the

is

difficult position of the small: iniwho increasingly
poi'ter-distribs
find themselves out of the running

Gives Judy Holliday

Josephine Hull’s Role

*

“

Prior to returning to the Coast
yesterday (Tues.) from N. Y„ Columbia president Harry Cohn finalized purchase of “Solid Gold Cadillac,” legit comedy co-authored by

of Ohio bulletin.
“.One. of the ..things that th

when it corhes to acquiring the top
foreign pix.

Qwners

Example is J. Arthur Rank’s
“The Young Lov.ers” which last
week went to Pacemaker Pictures
(Max Goldberg and Irving Lesser)

sub

have

runs

been

always

Howard Teichmann and George S.
Kaufman, which is novv; in its 55th
week at the Music. Box.' Cohn
stated it's to be a Judy Holliday
.

able to say truthfully is that
the pictures are. shown exactly
as they were originally. If the
public learns that the picture
is cut after it has been show
in first funs this will set th

against art advance cash. 'guarantee
of over $50,000. At least two thea-

Wa

Iter
tre circuits— Trans-Lux a n.d
Heade— were also bidding for the

for 'other

•stage

do the

guarantee, said to be
being
is
in excess of $70,000,
sought for the French “Wages of
Fear’- and some other top French
productions. “How Mcan we compete against this kind of ..thing?”
one of the indies asked this week.
Indie complaint against IFE is
an old one, the charge being that

seriously
ness.”

Same high

hurt

:

starrer and while the adaptation,
will hot be tuned up to a fullblosvn musical, some songs and

companies

same thing and'

film>

sub-run

.

music

to
will

may be

Cohn agreed

busi-

added,
to

pay $260,000 in

cash for the property plus the further concession that, the film version will not be released for two

•f

and a half years! Film company
had offered a. percentage deal
which allegedly could have meant
payment of up to $600,000 but the

,

the Italo agency is in a position to
grab, the cream of the Italian films
guarantees
advance
hefty
via
handed producers in Italy. Indies
t.ieup
releasing
fear that an IFE
with the French might deprive,
freely
of
them of the opportunity
bidding for the French product as
has been the custom.
Importers returning from Paris
say the French are already asking
consider outlandwhat America

Less Keel for Hall
Hollywood, Nov. 23.
Howard Keel is a victim of
Radio City Music Hall's pol-

authbrs preferred the cash at this
time.
Latter also appeared aloof
overtures
about doing the
to
screenplay.
Irving. Lazar agented
the deal,
Earmarking “Cadillac” for Miss
Holliday at first glance appeared
a casting switch, since in the play
the key role was originated by
Josephine Hull,
Latter is more

V

m

’

•

i

Fed. Trade

pix. in 1955, accord-

less.

phic process.
Nicholson said the

being added to the sked,
are not interested in Academy
in pictures which
the exhibitor carl play /with the assurance. that he
ill
make

“We

awards—only

profit,” he stated.
ARC, set up and financed by a
group of indie Southern California

.

.1

1

.

i

(

[

theatremen,
will
offer
those
houses that want it an entire
year’s product on
single contract. “It is the opinion of many
exhibitor^ that in the days when

buy «« year’s supply of
product they were considerably
better off. As the method of runs
land clearances has developed in
the past few years, however. This
is not now a practical plan for

;

they, could

.

J

every situation.
ARC will operate in both ways. Exhibitors* may

buy

picture-by-picture,

they

contract for our entire
up,” Nicholson declared.

line-

may

He added

that the group back-

ing ARC had determined that
“the lack of pictures is not due to
a shortage of production financing
or ‘box office ideas,’ but because

of the distribution bottleneck. No

exhibitor organization

is

involved,

nor. does American seek any tieup
with TO A (Theatre Owners of
.America) or Allied.”
First of the eight 1955 ARC releases is “Five Guns West/’
:

tinter

which

locations

/'

Vistarama.

'

,

j

N. Y. to L. A.

;

;

j

,

.

s'.-

|

Richard W- Altschuler
Lloyd Bridges
Harry Cohn
Jerry Davis
Steve Forrest
Judy Garland
Moss Hart
Leland Hayward
William W. Howard

Mort Lachman
Bill

Larkin

Sid Luft

,

.

i

i

1

1

1

.

'

.

...

1

Hayden Billing Unequal
Frank Sinatra in ‘Suddenly’

Sterling

1

)

It.

offends

Amendments

to

of

First and 14th
the U. S. Consti-

.the.

tution
wherein a state may not
place a prior, restraint on the showLos Angeles, Nov. 23.
ing of
moti n picture on the basis
Disagreement overbiliing for the of a censor’s adverse; conclusion).
picture “Suddenly” resulted irr a
2) It attempts an un const itusuit
filed
by Sterling Hayden, tiondl ve-delegation of. the legislasking $250,000 damages and
tive power granted To the Board of
injunction against Libra Produc- Aldermen v it would be novel intions; and United Artists.
deed to hale, an inhabitant of ConSterling
charges
that
Frank necticut into, court, deny him the
Siiialra was given top billing al- right of confrontation and other
though he was promised equal bill- constitutional safeguards, and then
(

'

hot hit own' idea of

Memo-ries of 1954

.

one of Hid many editorial features
of the

<

.vT
<

49th Anniversary

Number

'

He asks that UA be restrained, roceed to penalize him for violatadvertising "1110 film with: ing some rule promulgated by a
Sinatra’s name on lop.
voluntary and self-cTppointed group

ing,

from

i

Koenig
Pinky Lee
Roberta Linn
Virginia

Mayo

'Mil burn

McCarthy

Myron- McCormick
Joseph H. Moskowitz
Paul Newman;
Helen O'Connell
Michael O'Shea
Debra Paget
Betsy Palmer
Tyrone Power
.

1

.

.

of.

t'finiETY

.

Sol C. Siegel
Milton' Sperling

Charles Winninger
Gig Young
E. Youngstei

Max

Death

Valley Nov. 29. It stars John Lund
and Dorothy Malone. Second production,
under the banner of
Golden State Productions, will to
“King Robot,” a science-fietiod
melodrama which starts lensing
Jan. 15. Third will be “The Day
the World Ended,” in color- and

.

:

distrib

films

.

Comm.

new

outfit had two pix
release, Two
in production and six skedded for
1955, with the possibility of other

.

Decision on Italo

,

new

ARC preiy James H. NicholFour will be in color and one
or more in the Vistarama anamor-

son.

New. Brazilian restrictions on
remittances will add
film
about $1,800,000 a year to the ac- of the grandmother type, age-wise;
length.
mpanies’ ac- Miss Holliday is a. chick in com-,
cumulation. of theBut the switch came
arnings there, it's under- parisoii.
crued
before
The
origlong
this.
to
th
play
stood-: That’s in addition
ish prices for their, features. Fur-,
approximately $3 000,000 that has inally had a thread of romance
ther--complicating the situation for
been semi-frozen in Brazil since running through it and this was
of
frequency
the
is
Americans
the
fitting, for the reason the. main
March
of 1953.
Francb-Italian c o pro due t ons which
Under the new regulations, the. femme .character was a young
doesn’t leave the French partners
woman. When Miss Hull was sea
to'
limited
American
distribs.
are
free to makq any deal they wish.
lected, the romance- was deemphaBasis on which IFE would take monthly remittance- of $600,000! Up sized to the extent. That one enhad. been able to
n French films isn’t clear and pos- till now, they
be scrapped.
tire scene had
r
transfer 70 o of the N.Y. share,
ibly hasn't been decided, on. QuesThe original version may now be
tion of .whether-, in the event of about $750,000, The. remaining 30fc disinterred for Miss Holliday.
market:
are in the socalled “free”
(Continued on page. 6)
Story focuses on a naive stockDistribs have been holding off holder (Miss Hull) in a mammoth
While pleased with the Internaselling the coin accrued to them in corporation whose embarrassing
the S’O^c category in the hope that questions force management to tional Federation of Film Producers Assns.’ demand that there
there may be a firming up of the give her a job.
be only a single annual competitive
Brazilian
cruzeiro
which
now
Scripter for the pic hasn't been
stands at 70 to the dollar. The designated.
Moss Hart recently film festival in Europe starting in
$3,000,000 have accumulated at. a was signed by Col to write three 1956. the American companies, are
rate of approximately. 66 cruzeiros properties
it's
conceivable frankly skeptical over the successand
the dollar. Earlier this year, “Cadillac” might be among them. ful carrying out of. this dictum.
Involved ,p r i m a ri ly are the
thanks to a $300,000,000 loan front Hart joined Cohn in the: trek to
Cannes and Vehicle filrri fests. *At
'U.S., the Brazilians paid off Hollywood.
th
its recent Madrid meet, the Federsome. S15;000.000 in accrued film
ation's
administrative c o u n c i 1
earnings. Total by now has risen to
called for the two evqjits to. be
Federal, Trade Commission has about $18,000,000.
staged
on
Divvy
an alternate basis, with
Loew’s
25c
indies’
the
ye
Meanwhile,
devaluation, of the
ached d .decision
the promoters to agree who should
mplaint against Italian Films Ex- Chilean peso; has hurt the AmeriDirectors of Loew’s Inc„ dekick
the
off
arrangement in 1956,
its
release
expected
to
can
industry
in
country.
that
Peso clared a: regular quarterly dividend
port and is
The council threatened to withhold
repo’-t by January 1. 1955, at the now rates 200 to the dollar front a of. 25c last week.
(Continued
on page 6).
earlier.
fpimcr
probably
120.
In
The
and
free
market
24
to
stockit’s,
latest
Melon is payable Dec.
Monopoly charges against the gone as high as- 370 to the dollar. holders of record on Dec, 7.
Inthe
by
were
filed
agency
Italo
N. V, to Europe
dependent Motion Picture DistribRichard Burton
btilors Assn, over a year ago.. ConiMrs. Joseph Gotten
plaint also referred to the financial
Robert W, Coyne
support which IFE has received in
Herman. Einkejstei
the past from the Motion.. Picture
Marlin Flavin
'Export' Assn. IFE received $4,500.Paul N. Lazarus Jr.
toto from the American
0Q0
Felix Leclerc
companies.
Elsie Mayerhofer
While the IMPDA's action didn’t
New Haven, Nov. 23. .J. of standard makers in Hollywood,
Robert Rossen
bring in MPEA., the FTC has made
An opinion of some /import to California”),
'Edmon Ryan
it clear that it is lying in its in<3)
it
attempts to regulate a
Pietro Scarpini
vestigation Of MPEA with the study film exhibitors., was handed down
Sam Spiegel
it
has made of IFE .operations. here last, week by New Haven’s matter which transcends purely
Practical basis for FTC action Corporal ion Counsel George W. local concerns and involves a stateagainst MPEA was removed when, Crawford in the matter of a pro! wide legislative policy on which
L. A. to N. Y.
under the'’ last Italo-American -film' posed ordinance designed to pr - the General Assembly itself has alAnn Baker
.agreement', all subsidy provisions hibit the local showing of any mo- ready spoken (existing state laws
Mary
Brian
*
tion picture which has not received already cover subject of. exhibits of
weFe dropped.
Richard Carlson
is
code ap royal of the Motion Pic* “lascivious, sacrilegious, indecent
1MPDA membership
Claudette Colbert.
or immoral character,” and local
skeclded for the near' future and tii-re Association.
Joe Corey
Board: of Aldermen has no power,
will hear a. report on FTC develop-,
The proposed ordinance, cal li
Sherrill Corwi
to
legislate
the
subject).
oa
lent
Group .will also have before for a fine of not more than $100.Gloria DeHaveh
Crawford’s opinion was based on
proposal to, re-admit arti
r imprisonment of not more than
a
it
Brad Dexter
the.
Supreme
Court
decision
of
exhi-bs into the .fold.' They were 30 days. for., its violation; \\\
the ;
Betty
Furness,,
exti u d e d and m e'm be rs h p was lim- outcome' of a drive conducted with- January, 18., 1954,. involving, the atZsaZsa Gabor
ited
to
importcr-distribs
only;.: in
local
Holy Name Societies, tempted banning, of "The Miracle.”
William Goetz
when the late Joseph- 'Bursty if- re- w ose mem hers had accu mu a ted
Huntz Hall
organized the setup
me
15.000 signatures.
William Hebert
back.;
Crawford’s
opinion
declared,
Paul Uehreid
Paul
N.
Lazarus
Jr.
such an orctTnahce would be void
Sol Hurok
because:
DAMAGES SOUGHT
John
U.S.

able: eight
ing to

icy of restricting its, feature
films down to two hours or

Metro’s “Deep In My
Heart,” slated as the house’s
Christmas attraction, ran two
two hours and 25 minutes at
its first, sneak preview. „
For the Music Hall date,
Metro scissored Keel’s “My.
Maryland’’ sequence, whittling
the film down to the required

’

Set up to break what is termed
the ’’distribution bottleneck,” the
exhib-backed American Releasing
Corp. is skedded to make avail-

John Masters
Marilyn Maxwell
George Murphy
Martin Ragaway
Debbie Reynolds
Sam Zagon
^

Europe

to

George Black
Carol Bruce
Jack Buchanan
Buster Crabbe
Mildred Dillirig
Rolf Gerard
Rudy Goldschmidt
Igor Gorin
Katharine Hepburn

Arthur M. Loew
George Lourau
Steven Pallos
Eddie Roberts
Lucille Roberts
Maurice Silverstei

Max Weinberg
Terrence Young

N.Y.
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Chicago, Nov. 23.

With the Federal Communications Commission planning to hold
hearings on home toll-tv, a -Chicago theatre circuit is mapping,
plans to operate the home pay system ..without “the FCC getting

y-

ia;

How the

theatre chain plans .this operation was not
time by Elmer Balaban, who with his brother
Balaban circuit of Chicago.
Harry runs the
Balaban did say: “We have been investigating home-pay-tv for
a long time and we think we've found a way to do it. I’ll have a
big announcement in a. few weeks.”
Although exhibitors are on record as opposing the FCC’s giving
the greenlight to the subscription tv firms, such as Phonevision,
Telemeter, and Subscriber- Vision, and to the idea of home toll-tv
in general, the Balabans believe that it’s a necessity for exhibitors
in order to protect their tremendous investments.
into the act.”
disclosed at this

By FRED HIFT

H&E

Old ‘Young In Heart’

With the exception of theatre
20th-Fox

!

“hands

Asked whether, in case the FedCommunications Commission

new

Warner Bros,
“Young At Heart.”

eral

should authorize subscription-tv,
20th would make pix available to

DeMILLE CUPS FORTNIGHT

new medium, Lichtman
plied: ’“Not if we can help

the

eign tv outlet outside the western
Paramount, via Famous Players, does have a stake
in sorne Canadian stations.
The 20th application for the Australian station is currently in
preparation.
Request
for
an
to come to Australia to aid in the
preparation of the. non-technical
programming end of the application has been made to 20th by
Ernest Turnbull, .Hoyts prexy.
The Australian chain is 94.4%
owned by 20th and comprises 182
theatres. 20th’s interest in tv dates
back almost to the start of the
broadcast medium. Some years ago
20th prexy Spyros P. 'Skouras
evinced considerable interest in a
quartet of U. S. stations. However,
the company later on gave up the

release,

hemisphere.

Naturally, there’s a fear the
public might think tv had a
scoop on the new pic. Oldie
has been getting sizeable advertising On the video pages
of the dailies,

reit.’

11 Weeks Enough In Egypt—He Qualification, h.e explained, was in
and Heston Hit N. Y.
case the government should force
the film companies, to play ball
Cecil B.. DeMille lopped, two with toll-tv.
weeks off his scheduled shooting of * Lichtman doubted that pay-as“Ten
Commandments” location you-see was economically practical
scenes in Egypt. He wings into and observed that it would conN. Y. today (Wed.) from Cairo after stitute a virtual monopoly for the
11 weeks in Egypt; he originally station broadcasting it.
He also
had planned to be there 13. Ac- nixed any thought of selling 20th ’s
companying him into Gotham will old pix to tv “where we could only
be Charlton Heston, who plays get pennies for them anyway.”
Moses in the film, and production The 20th sales topper observed
staffers.
that it was his company’s first duty
Camera work on the epic re- to aid and support the theatres,
sumes at the Paramount studios and that this purpose would hardly
next spring and completion is be served by selling to tv. “Evenlooked for the latter part of 1955, tually, when we’re all switched
over to wide screens, and everyone is making pictures that way;
may consider what to do with
we
Draw Poker Films Inc.,
our old 2-Ds,” he said.

.

Coast’s Creative Coterie

.

j

Obsessed With ‘Gross’;

!

i

bring the various film
presidents under pne

Efforts

to'

company

:

roof for huddles with exhibitor
leaders look like a waste of time
to some influential execs in N. Y.
Al Lichtman, director of distribution for 20th-Fox, stated last week
he’d try to induce the chief execs
to participate in an exhibition-distribution conclave to talk over
intra-trade problems.

now pointed

It’s

out,

though,

its

making application for a commercial tv station in Australia, where
telecasting is due to start in 1955.
As far as it's known, this is the
first instance of an American film
company making a bid for a for-

Chicago, Nov. 23.
Balaban & Katz execs are
irked by the timing for television release of an oldie titled
“Young In Heart” just before
the Chicago Theatre plays the

is adopting a strictly
off” policy re any program
collaboration With television, Al
Lichtman, 2Qth director of sales,
indicated last week in N.Y.

tv;

U. S. Ai

Twentieth Century-Fox, via
Wholly-owned Hoyts circuit,

Use

of

Cinemascope by

British

<

producers “obviously opens up a
much wider potential market in
the U;S.,” but it also increases
costs past the safe risk point, says
George Minter, Renown Films top-

idea.

Australian
ing,

was

tv,

a long time a-com-

the. subject

earlier

this

per.

.

year of a special report by a Royal
Back from a coast o.o., the British Commission. It was in the news
industryite said he was very im- recently when Zenith tied up with
pressed with Vista Vision, but that an Australian outfit for the purhe didn’t think cameras would be
Lichtman is con- available in sufficient numbers for pose of introducing its subscripAs far
tion-tv system on that continent.
Of
Orleans Lining
cerned, theatre tv-in color and on him to lens his next production,
the wide screen-is an integral part “Tale of. Two. Cities,” in that
Story to Shoot in Spain of the future of the business. process;
“When we get. that worked, out, it’ll
New Orleans, Nov. 23.
Minter, who huddled last week
out a golden era for the the- with Harry Brandt oh a CoproducNew indie film company, Draw spell
20th is working
atres,” he said.
tion deal on four pix, said that if
Poker Films Inc., was organized
on the Eidophdr color theatre tv he made a C’Scope film it would
here Thursday (18) to produce low
due to be shown be aimed primarily at the Ameribudget features. George Leppert, system which is
next year. It will be capable of can rather than the European marlocal attorney and public relations
(Continued on page 18)
ket: “The trouble is,” he explained,
counsel, states that the firm was
that “making a Cinemascope film
formed on a nominal capital basis,
involves considerably higher costs
with no stock sales to public.
and there are no. definite assurLeppert said company will have
ances of a higher. return.”
its legal headquarters in Houston
Bypassing the established theaMinter’s answer: Get an Ameriwith offices in New Orleans and
can partner to put up the extra tre tv promoters, such as Theatre
Los Angeles.
says, no one
he
That
Way,
dough.
Associated with Leppert. in venNetwork Television and Box Office
loses anything, particularly not the
ture are Leander H. Perez, veep,
British producer who’s no better Television, Harry find Elmer Balaand George Wetzel, treasurer. In
ban, toppers of the H&E Balaban
before.
he
or worse off than
Washington, Nov. 23.
charge of Coast office will be
Argument of 20th with foreign Circuit of Chicago, presented on
Robert L. Irvin, Long Beach, Cal.,
Admission, prices to film thetheir own a regional closed-circuit
the
that
been
filmmakers has
attorney
and
public
relations
atres in larger cities of the coun- switch to Cinemascope would open telecast Saturday (20) of the Iowacounsel.
Notre
Dame football game. BOTV
heretofore
tries are now at an all-time high, up
outlets
them
to
First scheduled production will
has an exclusive on ND home
( Continued on page 21)
be a suspense film to be shot in and are practically double the pregames, but since this contest emaSpain, Leppert said.
He co-au- World War II figures. Prices are
nated from Iowa' City, the Balabans
thored story and script with Ed about stabilized now, with the
were able to move in.
Ainsworth, novelist and feature hikes mainly due to reduction last
Elmer Balaban, reached in ChiAl Rosen, III, To Travel
writer of the Los Angeles Times. spring of the admission tax to
cago by telephone, said the presMinneapolis, Nov. 23.
Leppert plans to leave for Madrid 10%, and complete elimination of
entation was in the nature of ari
Because of ill health; Al H. experiment
Jan. 1 to begin negotiations for the tax for tickets costing 50c. or less
for the circuit. “We’ve
Most theaitres retained for them- Rosen has resigned from the post felt for a long:
project.
time,” he said, “that
selves
most,
tax
re"
or
all,
the
of
Cinerama managing director at interest
of
PickMorris Ankrum and Ollie
in football was local and
the Century theatre here. No suc- we
ett will have top roles and, a Holly- duction.
sought to bring the game prinyet.
Figures
have
been
collected
appointed
by
been
cessor
has
will
be
for
crew
used
filming.
wood
cipally to students arid townspeo'
the Labor Department’s Bureau of
Rosen will return to his New ple in cities that follow the teams.”
Labor Statistics and reflect the York home and may engage again
The game was piped to three
3rd quarter of 1954. Figures are in in legitimate theatre producing Actheatres— the Orpheum in Omaha
SINATRA,
percentages, rather than dollars tivity eventually if his health per(at
$2), the Paramount in Des
and cents. The overall average for mits. First, however* he plans an Moines
($2.50), and the Indiana in
TINIAN’ last July, August, September was extended European trip.
Indianapolis ($1.50). in South Bend,
Cinerama' is In its 33rd week Notre Dame's
199% of the prices in effect durHollywood, Nov. 23.
home, portable largehere.
Voiqes of Frank Sinatra and ing the 1935-39 pre-war period.
screen units

that the prexies are rarely all together in the same city. And it
would be futile to try to persuade
them to travel from one Coast to

New

:

Up

!

Muddle

All-Industry

Support for 20th-Fox sales
chief Al Lichtman’s plan for an
all-industry huddle of exhibitors, distributors, and producers came last week from the
Allied Theatre Owners of New
Jersey. Allied unit heartily endorsed the idea at a Passaic;
J., meeting, with the Alespecially approving
such a confab at which the company presidents would partici-

N.

liedites

pate in a discussion, of indus-*
try trade practices.
Jersey outfit also commended the work of Allied’s Emer-

gency Defense Committee, and
expressed the view, that visits
with

distributor

sales

'

chiefs.,

had been “most constructive
and had done some good.”
Unit

'

support

reiterated

of

COMPO’s work and endorsed
the idea of ah audience poll.

.

the other, or any like distance, to

concern

themselves with matters
which, some feel, should be handled by their sales officials or.
others.

Four presidents headquarter in
Barney Balaban, Paramount;.
Spyros
P.
Skouras,
20 th -Fox;
Nicholas M; Scherick, Metro, and
Milton Rackmil, Universal.
The
others station themselves on the
/
Coast and all are frequently in

N, Y.:

FITZGERALD

OFFSCREEN

,

Were set up in a studrill hall on the campus and
in a local high school. The student
admission at the drill hall was $1,
while the toWnfolk paid $2.50 at

transit.

Barry Fitzgerald will be heard in
Homeoff ice reps see what might the cartoon version of “Finian’s
prove, an acceptable (to the thea- Rainbow,” to be produced by Mau-

dent

Arthur Davis to Handle Signe Hasso’s

:

tremen) alternative to plans for
meeting with the presidents collechowever.. This will be first
form of a sessioiCwith all
the sales managers, followed by a
Plan
whereby exhib delegates
would call on the chief execs individually over a period of time.

Binder in cooperation with
Distributors Corp. of America.
Among the songs Sinatra will
sing are “How Are. Things in Glocca Morra,” “That Old Devil Moon”
rice

tively,
in the

i

ART BOYS IMPORTING

the high school. In Chicago, the
Balabans sold the telecast to James
Kern, prexy of the local ND club.
Kerns promoted the telecast at the
in
Sherman Hotel at a $5 admission.
and “If This Isn’t Love.”
Balaban said he hadn't received
Odd angle is that no Swedish“The True and the False,” the
and
a full accounting of the receipts,
True
version
of
“The
Ianguage
English-language
SUES ON 'CINEMASCOPE*
theatrical
first
( Continued on page
18)
film made in Sweden in. its entire- the False” was made. Even though
Station
Employees Say KLAC ty, has been acquired for U. S. re-, it was lensed in arid arpund StockIllegally Sold Tag to 20th-Fox lease by Arthur Davis. Pic was holm, and though it features a
good many Swedish thesps, it’ll be
produced by actress Signe Hasso.
Davis said this week in N.Y. released in Sweden with Swedish
Hollywood, Nov. 23.
subtitles, just like any American
the
and
True
Twentieth Century-Fox’s right that, should "The.
to name Cinemascope
is
chal- False” click at the b.o., he may release.
National Film Board of Canada
another
lenged in a Federal Court suit raise the financing to make
has transferred Ralph Ellis from
charging trade
mark infringe- four English-language films in John Dales
As
Ottawa
to N. Y. to be its theatrical
with
Miss
ments, unfair competition and ask- Sweden in partnership
Clare-Minded Chairman and sales rep in the U.S.
ing an accounting.
Action is Hasso.
Move
is in line with the increasHasso,
brought by, Louis H. Lowe who
Film, which stars Miss
Hollywood, Nov. 23.
contends he and Gerald Michaels, vblved a cash outlay of only $100,Ralph Glare, head 6f the Holly- ed interest in Canadian films on
part
of the American theatres.
the
agreeing
originated the name, in 1949 when 000,
ith all participants
wood AFL Film Council, appointed
running - kinescope business for to a cut in whatever profits em- John L. Dales to replace Herb Board also is anxious to widen U.S.
distribution
of its 16m releases.
KLAC-TV.
erge. Davis intends to support the Aller as head of the Council’s forEllis, who has been with the
That station’s former owner* pic with two. different campaigns, eign production committee,
KMTR Corp. is named co-de- one pitched to the arties and the Aller arid theoCouneil had dif- Board for eight years and formerfendent along with 20th, Lowe other to the regular: commercial ferences of opinion over metho'ds ly was witff its information and
contending the station illegally as- houses and the drive-ins. It’ll be of fighting against .overseas pro- promotion division, will work unsigned name to 20th last year for released via states rights agencies duction which takes jobs away der Tom Johnston, the Board's U.S.
rep!.
froin Hollywood workers.
in the U.S. and Canada.
$50,000.

English-Only Feature

Made

Sweden

.

FRENCH JOCKEY FILM
.

Boston, Nov. 23.
Bryant Halliday and Cy Harvey,
operators of the arty Brattle Theatre,

REP FOR CANADIANS

'

.

Named

Cambridge, have formed Janus

Films, a
eign pix.

company

to distribute for-

Slated to tee off in Januthe initialer is “Winner's Circle’’ (“Premieres Armes”) a French
autobiographical p i a b y R e n e
Wheeler concerning
apprentice

.

ary,

jockeys.

I

»

.

Picture

produced
by
Fred
Chain, was yanked following three
day showing in Paris recently, due
to pressure from the racing lobby
despite favorable reaction by the
.

film critics.
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FILM REVIEWS

Mambo

Wednesday, NovemL«r 24, *1954

outdoor actfoner, and the bang‘bang they supply sets the offering
up as an okgy entry for the programmer market.
Paramount release o £ a Pontl-Del.aurenMontgomery is seen in the title
tlia production. Star* Sllvana Mangaro,
interest to thf plotting in the
Michael Rennie, Vittorio Gassmann, Shel- screen
stoty by Warren Douglas role, while James Griffith does Doc
ley Winters, Katherine Dunham; features
Holiday* and Bruce Cowling the
Eduardo- Clanclli. Directed by Robert and George Bricker.

intelligently

ence sympathy as usually accrues
the screen hero. Two talented
femme lookers, Martha Hyep. and
Joan Vohs, add’ topnotch distaff

Rome, Nov.

23.

•,

MINS.
Glovanna Masetll
110

SilvSna

•

-Count Enrico
Mario Rossi

Katherine

Mangano

Michael Rennie

;

,

jttorio Gftssriurin

Tony Burns

Shelley Winters
Herself

,

Dunham

..

Paramount has

moneymaker

a

in

producPohti-DeLaurentiis
general lines
patterned
the two previous Mangano-

this
tion,
after

'

"Bitter Rice’’
Similar themes, if
will help, and the

Gassmann .costarrers,
"Anna.”

pnd
not

-

.

settings,

'

Myro.

character of Wyatt Earp. As a
sharp-shooting trio, the threesome
1
provides the picture with sufficient
interest and movement to see it
Inferior
British
import forthrough its playdates. The charsmaller situations.
acterizations come over well unfigured. the ex-deteetive. The trail der William Castle’s direction of
Hollywood, Nov. 22,
leads to Alaska, where Stevens the screen story by Douglas Heyes,
Twentieth-Fox. release' of a
Roger
finds Kennedy a respected business and Sam Katzman backs the pres- Proudlock production. Stays Peter Reynolds,
Rona
Anderson.
Patrlc Barr, Lana
man whose chief interest is in his entation with suitable outdoor ac- Morris. Directed by Ken
Hughes. Story,
young daughter, Cheryl Callaway. tion values.
Pietro Germi; camera, Gerald Gibbs; edi-.
William A. Henry heads the tor, Sarn Simmons. Previewed Nov. '9, '54»
Kennedy is innocent of the origiRunning time, 75 MINS.
nal fix and explosion, .so the crook heavy lineup,' representing cattle Stephen
Peter Reynoitis
that have framed John Claire
interests
killer
sends
who had arranged it
Rona Anderson
.
Patrlc Barr
Skip Homeier after Kennedy, .fig- Maxwell so that the latter will riot Robert..
Marion .... v
... Lana Morris
uring the latter’s death will put be .able to turn oyer rich grass Stella
Genine Graham
tribe
led
by
lands
to
an
Indian
0
Stevens back In. prison for keeps.
Michael Balfour
,,
Wally
v,
John ^Forrest
Homeier gets Kennedy, plus his Jay Silverheels. Although Master- Mrs,
Barclay
Viola Lye!
own moll,. Miss Vohs, but she’s son and Holiday are sworn enemies Professor Barclay ....... Martin Walker
John Le Mesurler
able to tip off the law so that out to get each other, they join to- Inspector
Bruno
Martin Benson
Stevens avoids the. new frame and gether to save Maxwell, mostly be( Aspect
ratio
1.33-1)
Finale cause the latter’s daughter, Nancy
is freed of his complexes.
indicates, he will get together with Gates, is. so appealing. Climax finds
Twentieth-Fox
seemingly
imMiss Hyer. after the legalistics are Masterson, Holiday and Earp moving in on a mob for a last-minute ported this inferior British film for
over.
exhibs who lack widescreens, arid
The performances of the entire save of Maxwell from a lynching the choice
isn’t a happy orie, Even
cast come over in good style. Par- —a stunt that also averts the Inini the smaller program market the
sons’: production supervision, with dian war threatened by Silverheels
going will be tough.
John!. H: furrows
as associate, if his friend were to die.

from
San
released
Stevens,
Quentin after serving three years
a frameup, sets Out after Douglas Kennedy; whom he believes
responsible for-killing hiS Wife and
child in an auto explosion that dis-

Black

,

,

•

to

Is

on his

in

, ... ,

... ...

. .

. .

•

,

:

Jean Willes, Benny Rubin and
David Bruce are among others in
the cast who back up the outdoor
action values satisfactorily; Technicolor lerisirig by Henry Freulich
and the other technical credits are
,

Brog.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

. .

.

.

:

9.

MINS.

time, |9

.

;

.

Whlttlngham and .Richard Hughes: cam-

.

.

Real life story of adopted
wartime child claimed by real
mother; sincerely told; but
absence of marquee, strength

era, Otto Heller; editor, Peter. Bezencenet;
music, Georges Aurie; At ddeon. Leicester Square, London, Nov. fl, ’54. Running

MINS.
Lex Barker.
ent form. Reportedly, it has been Andy Martin
Nevada Wray
Mala Powers
re-cut several times after Rossen Pete
Howard Duff
Menlo
finished it, and is said to bear Jackpot Wray
William Demarest
John Mclntire
little resemblance to the original; Bannon .......
...... Led Gordon
Performances
generally Drake
are
Dayton Lummls
...,
Goraghty
Hal K. Dawson
good, with Rennie copping honors Sam Torrence
William Fawcett
in a smooth, sympathetic effort as Old Prospector
James Parnell.
Joe
the doomed prince. Miss Mangano
(Aspect: ratio 2-1)
goes through her paces believably,
and- dances well.
The outdoor .market will probMiss Winters contributes ,ably
ably, put an okay stamp bn "The
despite a vaguely " drawn characYellow Mountain.’’ It has all the
ter,
while
Gassman effectively well-used ingredients of the comoveracts his villain role in keepmonplace western actloner, plus a
ing with the picture’s spirit; Miss
color treatment end some familiar
Dunham, and Eduardo Cianelli names.
.

(BRITISH)

Loridon, Nov.

.discriminating, at least in its 'pres-

.

Heart

Tlie DIvlded

..

Inga ........
Sonja
.

;

.

.

.

. ,

.

Franz .......

.

Chief Justice

Geoffrey Keen
.. Liam- Redmond
..... Eddie Byrne

Marks

...

First Justice
Second Justice

Josip
Dr. Muller
.

.

.

.

....
.

.

. .

Theodore Bikel
Ferdy Mayrie
Andre Hlkhelson
Pamela Stirling

....

.

Miran ..
Poncet

Prof,'
Mile.

CorneU Borchers
Yvonne Mitchell
Armin Dahlen
Alexander Knox

,
.

..

.

Ray, Martin Keller
Krystyna Rumlstrzcwicz
Mltzl
Mark Guebhard
.....
Max
Gilgi Mauser.
Sonja'a Daughters . ...
Maria Leontovitsch
Martin Stevens
Hans

Toni

.

. .

,

.

.

.

•

•

-

Matron ..............
vhreg
v
.

.

1-.,

Foreman

..^ananneWaUa

Dorit V/elles

•
;

•

Hans Kuhn

overlong

Yarn unfolds

tale.

the b.o. assist given
“Anna”Hby its “song,” producers
have given Miss Mangano several
to sing, but she, or her dubber,
does so indifferently, Without the

ulation outdoor movement in han- is a questionable b.b. preposition,
dling story and players. Familiar with little name value to help as
of
motivations have Lex Barker and a selling factor on either side
"
Howard Duff, his. larcenous part- the Atlantic.
story
actual
an
based
ori
ner. at odds over a gold mine and
Film is
impact found in ‘‘Anna.’’
girl, Mala Powers, but getting to- featured
in “Life” in which a
Some of the film’s music, how-; agether
at the finale to defeat ef- “blood mother” claims her son,
ever, is good for a spin, and comMiss
forts of John Mclntire to oust
who had legally been adopted durbined with the title, can help sell
Powers’ father, William Demarest, ing the. war by German parents.
the pic.
from a supposedly worthless -claim. The narrative Js sincerely deThe production has been Well
lot of complications, too many, veloped from the actual documenA
fitted technically. Harold Rosson’s
feature the script by George Zuckthe case. It spotlights
camerawork, especially in captur- erman and Russell Hughes, based tation of
the dilemma of the American tribu%
ing an unusual Venice-in-winter,
on Robert Blees’ adaptation of the nal which has to decide whether
is expert.
Hawk .
Harold Channing Wire story.
with bis
the boy should remai
Assisting the five stars through foster parents or be sent to his
the plot chores In featured spots real mother.
The circumstances
i
are Leo Gordon, Mclptire’s chief are mainly depicted in flashback
gunman; Dayton Liimmis, Hal K. during the hearing by the AmeriGood melodrama with revenge
Dawson
and others. Cast toppers can judges.
motivation for general playand the others give adequate emThe boy’s father Is shot by the
dates;
phasis to the action requirements. Nazis after he- had helped the
Technicolor lensing by George partisans in Yugoslavia. His two
Hollywood, Nov. 19.
Allied Artists release of Llndslev Par- Robinson makes good use of the daughters are taken by the Gersons production.
Stars Mark; Stevens; outdoor locations and the other mans but his wife escapes into the
features Martha Hyer, Skip Honieicr, technical assists measure up,
woods with her infant son until
Joan Vohs.
frected by Mark Stevens.
Brog.
Written by Warren
the child’s ill-health drives her
Douglas, George
Bricker; camera, William Sickncr; editor,
back into the city. She is captured
Elmo Veron; music. Paul Dunlap. Preof
and sent to Auschwitz while 4he
viewed Nov, 17, '54. Running time, 81
Ml NS*.
child goes to ari orphanage: The
(COLOR)
Vic. Barrdii
Mark Stevens
foster
parents are a childless
Peggy Harding.
Martha Hyer
couple
arid found the boy in the
George
Montgomery
in
outRoxcy.
Skip Homeier:
orphanage where he was shy arid
Lily Arnold
door actioner suitable for the
....
....... Joan Vohs
Tino Morelli
Douglas Kennedy
,
uncooperative.
With tenderness
regular programmer iriarket.
LieUt. Ryan
......
Don Haggerty
and love, they make him into a
Marie. Moielli
.
Cheryl Callaway
Mike Walters.
friendly, healthy youngster.
..
.. Warren Douglas
Hollywood, Nov. 17.
Johnny. B) u e 'Ey es
Mort Mills
Columbia release of Sam Katzmpn proThe real drama conies with, the
Red .Miller. .....
John Doucette duction. Stars George Montgome-ry; feaNick Budii
Lewis Martin tures Nancy Gates, James Griffith. Di- court’s decision to base the final
Emily Miller
Dorothy Kennedy. rected by William Castle. Story arid verdict on the boy’s own decision.
screenplay, Douglas Heyes; camera (Tech- Despite the fact that the child
nicolor), Henry, Freulich; editor, Henry
A chase that carries a vengeance- Datista.
Previewed Nov. 16, ’54. Running prefers to stay with his foster
seeking man to Ketchikan, Alaska; time, 72 MINS.
parents, there is a two-to-one rulmotivates this tough melodrama, Bat Masterson
George Montgomery ing from the judges that he should
Amy
Merrick
Nancy Gates be repatriated to his real mother.
and gives it an interesting backDoc
Holliday
Janies Griffith
ground, Allied. Artists should en- Dallas Corey
At no time does the script
Jean Willes
joy a satisfactory payoff from it Coronet...
Benny Rubin measure up to the real heartache
William A. Henry of the actual incident
generally, since it shapes up as- Charlie Fry
and there
Clay BOnriett
...
David Bruce
acceptable filmfate for those who Wyatt
Earp
Bruce Cowling is rarely more than a superficial
like their mellers bn the rugged Sutton
...
Gregg Barton approach to this postwar problem.
Virgil. Earp.
Donald Murphy
side.
Mitch .... ........ ...
Gregg Martell The cast is more than adequate,
Mark Stevens both stars in and Tyler
\ ... ..........
Sandy Sanders however, and Cornell Borchers and
directed the Lindsley Parsons pro- Yellow Hawk
Jay Silverheels Yvonne Mitchell give stirring perJohn Mnxwell
duction and does well on both Merrick
Gage
Wesley Hudniah formances as the two mothers incounts. He keeps attention on his Lt. Post
Leonard Geer volved in the dilemma.
Armin
character of an ex-cdp out to reDahlen is not tbo convincing as
,
,
venge a frame and the death of his
Three legendary western gun- the other foster parent but Alexfamily,, even
though the role inen qOcupy positions of promi- andcr Knox is always dignified as
doesn’t command as much audi- hence in this George Montgomery the chief
justice, Other roles are
,

,
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of guarantees

now-^also goes begging.
IFE. topper Eitel Monaco stated
recently that IFE would release
French pix. that aren’t Franco-Italo
;

coproductions.' This caused surprise in N.Y. and a good ^deal of
speculation as to whether IFE
might eventually be turned into an
international releasing outfit, handling also German and British pix.
.

Renato Gualino, > IFE gerieral
manager, stated in N.Y. yesterday
(Tues.) that the IFE board in Rome
had changed the bylaws of the: outfit to 'allow it to' take on releases
from any. nationality. There was no
.

elaboration of specific intentions
re IFE’s future. However, Gualino
plans to 'confer with the French
producer, George Lourau, when
the latter arrives in N. Y. later this

.

Week.

in

acknowledged in N.Y.

this

week

.

The End

,

.

Road

London, Nov. 16.
release of Group- 3 produc‘Features Finlay CUrrie, Duncan

»
^ r,
British
Lion

tion.

Lamont, Naomi Chance. Directed by Wolf
MlUa. Screenplay, James Forsyth arid
Geoffrey^Orme; camera, Arthur Grant;
Bernard Grlbble; music, John
. j
Addison.
At Gaumont (private theatre),
London, Running time, 76 Ml NS.
.

Works Manager
.

.

Edward Chapman

....

,

Time-keeper v
Old Worker
Old *?MJck-Mack"

George Merritt.
Eugene Leary

......

.

•

.

.

.

. . ,

,

Finlay Currie
Edie Martin

Duncan

•

. .

Laifiont

David Hannaford
...
Naomi. Chance
Young Kenniev.
.... Gordon Whiting
Personnel Manager. .... -.Pauline Winter
BUilder
Michael Bird
,
Manager
Tony Kllshawe
Madge ..
.
Hlnda Fehemore
.

.

.

.

: .

.

20th Recoups
Continued from page 3
underwriting Bausch & Lomb retooling. It also bought into a screen
manufacturing outfit and took the
underwriting largescale
risk- of
lens, screen and sound equipment
orders both in the U. S. and abroad.
Outfit plans to continue licensing
both the major; studios and indies
for the making of C’Scope pix.
Former are given blank one-year
licenses for $75,000 and the latter

are charged $25,000 per pic. Purpose, at least as far as the indies
This is a conventional weepie,
are concerned, is to assure quality
on a modest scale, the origithe Cinemascope trademark.
Under
nality of whose story has been
Cine.maScope installations in the
blurred through- recent stage and
are running almost ' exactly,
U.
S.
radio presentations of “The
Wooden Dish” (with an identical true to predictions made by A1
theme—-a woman rebelling against Lichtman, 20th director of sales,
the care of her aged father-in-law). a year ago when he said there
It
should make an acceptable would be 10,000 by the end of 1954:
dualer here, being well constructed Count as of Nov. 6 was 9,234, and
and a coriimendable specimen of orders continue to come in at the
its type, but the dialect and lack of: rate Of about 200 a week. It’s extopliners v probably will
detract pected that, by 1955, there will be
from its appeal in the U.S.
11,000 U. S. arid Canadian theatres
Story is set in the industrial
equipped, or about 50% of all the
Midlands, the drab environment of
houses operating in the two counfactory
being
.

.

.

.

riiade

.

.

in the:

chimneys
reflected
lives and characters of the

A

people.
skilled old workman is
retired by his firm of electroplaters, but resents being shelved
4
and tries in vain for other work.
He shares his son’s home but upr
sets
his
daughter-in-law
who
threatens to quit unless he is sent,
to an institution. The husband gets
fired and in desperation his father
gets a. job as. night: watchman at
his old works, but loses it after a

misunderstanding.

His

apparent

inefficiency results in his probing
of a deterioration in a
smelting vat, which restores his
prestige and he takes over the post
of timekeeper.
Tilie personalities are all stock,
but of real human interest, the
most appealing being that of- the
the. secret

small grandson who plays hookey
to follow the distraught old man
far into the night, fearful for his
safety. Finlay Currie gives a grand
portrait of the old diehard while
Duncan Lamont registers well in
the minor role of his. son, torn between loyalties, The harassed wife
is well played by Naomi Chance

and

.

.

in the form
as the Italians do

,

.

to duplicate

from IFE coin

Premise
static
develop- the recent tendency of circuits to
ment.
film biz. ExPeter Reynolds is the criminal, go into the “foreign
an unpleasant blighter, arid Rona ample is the latest Alec Guinness
Love,” beWith
‘To
Paris
starrer,
Anderson as the sister is as good
as part will permit. Patric Barr oc- ing grabbed off by Continental..
casionally manages an okay im- Pictures; in which Frank Kassler
pression of the dick,' and Lana and Walter Reade are pards. GuarMorris, in love with Reynolds, is antee is said to run very high on
notable .mostly for a striking re- that one.
semblance at times
Bette Davis.
Top British entries are particuGenine Graham displays an inter- larly out of reach for the indies
esting personality as a hardboiled unless they Ire well-heeled. Univermtery pianist.
sal* United Artists and Republic
Technical credits -are. adequate.
bidding for the Rank
Roger Proudlock is producer and are ip the
a crack at
Ken Hughes handles the direction. films and the indies get
the Rank pix if- the guarantee ofWhit:
Associated
fered is high enough.
Allied
British features get an
ol the
Artists release but agaiq may be
(BRITISH)
sold away if the indie guarantee
makes it desirable to do so. ReRoutine tear jerker; dialect and
nown’s output is tied up with
lack of marquee names will
Trans-Lux.
hurt U.S. chances.

story takeh from real
“The Divided Heart” fails to
liven up some minor roles, with
Gloomy Gerti
Plot is made up of formula tug: the emotional heartstrings and Barney
the former also contributing the
Jesse ends up as little more^than a con- Barney. Wee'
oater-action ; predicaments,
pic’s choreography, In
attempt: Hibbs’ direction stirs up some reg- ventional if convincing meller. It Molly

A human

life,

—

CMtlniwI from pair I ca 3
such a tieupr the French Would
benefit

London, where the son of a col- that iriany of his organization’s
lege professor has turned to hold- members were greatly disturbed
ups and eventual murder, while over the reports of IFE release of
his sister is going with a detective French pix.
assigned to the series of crimes.
One of the indies’ problem’s is

lchel.

.

I

Independent Motion Picture Distributors Assn., to which iriany of
the iridic ops belong; is due to take
A cast of unknowns isn’t: helped up the IFE question at an early
either by story or direction in the meet; IMPDA pfexy Arthur Mayer

,

General
ilm Distributor* release of
Ealing Studios-Mlchael Balcon production.
Stars Cornell Borchers. Yvonne Mitchell,
Armin D&hleii, Alexander Knox. Directed
by Charles Crichton. Screenplay, Jack

.

,

.

hurts U. S. Chances.

23.

- .Universal
release of Rosa, Hunter production. Stairs Lex Barker, Mala Powers.
Howard Duff; co-stars WiUiam pemarest,
John Mclntire; feature* Leo Gordon. Dayton Lummls, Hal K; Dawson; 'William
Fawcett, James Parnell.. Directed .by Jesse
Hlbbs; Screenplay, George Zuckerman,
Russell Hughes; Adaptation, Robert Blees;
based on the story by Harold Channlng
Wire; camera (Technicolor), George RobEdward Curtiss; music
inson:
editor,
supervision,.,- Joseph
Gershenson. Previewer Nov.. 10, .’84. Running time,. 77

Married life,
future inheritance.
however, shows, her it’s the prince
whom she always really: loved; When
he dies, she gives up the inheritance and Gassmann, returning to
her other, love, the dance. Like
the story, the film is not for the

.

.

Mountain

Hollywood, Nov.

in-

forces her

. . . .

.

.

.

Gassmann
marry him to cash

;

.

w

(Rennie);
ill*

;

;

. :

The

curably

,

.

.

Learning that the prince

J

ori

an added asset. General
runs in foreign market,, including
the tl. S,, will be aided by such
cast names as Michael Rennie,
Shelley Winters and Katherine
Dunham- Some tightening of the
pace is suggested, with the first
half especially vulnerable. Actors
mouth English dialog and pic
gets dubbed release in U. S.
Story is again near soap Opera, achieves, smart, values for the
and involves the trials of a girl budget through thy Pacific Northwho wants to be a dancer. She is west locales and the way they are
torn between the pure love for a used. On the technical side, Wildying prince; and. the passionate liam Sickner’s camera work, the
embraces of an adventurer. For a editing by Elirio Veron and the
while Giovanna' (Silvana Mangario) score by Paul Dunlap are among
happy with the dance group the good points.
is
Drop.
led by Tony (Miss Winters), and
soon becomes star of. the show.
Yellow
But despite her success: on return(COLOR)
ing to her! home town of Venice,
She falls once mor*- under the
Formula western feature for
(Vittorio Gassmann),
adventurer’
regulation dating. In the Outspell while turning down a mardoor market,
proposal
by the prince
riage
is

title

Geoffrey!

Crichton’s direction strike’s a note
of sincerity. Main technical credits
are more than satisfactory.

.

Rossen. Screenplay, Rossen. Guido Ptovene, Ivo Perilil, Ennio De Condni, f rom
story by Perilil and De Cortcinl; camera,
Harold Rosson; costumes!,_, Jack Pratt,
Guido ColteUacci; music, Bernardo Noriega, Dave Gilbert; dances, Katherine
At
Dunham; editor,- Adriana Novelh.-time,
Cinema Europe, Rome. Running

by

filled

Liam- Redmond*
Keefi,
Eddie
Byrne and Theodore BlkeK Charles

to,

(ITALIAN—-SONGS)

.

.

Edward

nately

Chapman

crisply officious

alterarid hu-

is

as
the
manely understanding
works manager. David Hannaford
is

an

endearing

deftly directed by

moppet.. Pic

Wolf

Rill a.

Clem.

is

tries.

"

Abroad, some 2,000 theatres have
C’Scbpe and 20th reports 4,000 orders currently being processed.

Continued from page 4
recognition from both festivals unless they could reach agreement.
Americari film execs recall that,
once before, the. Federation; had
urged Cannes and Venice to go for
a rotating deal and that, despite a
lot of talk, nothing had happened
then.
Feeling is that something simiIt's pointed
lar will occur again.
out that both the Italians arid the
French are well represented on the
council arid that* when the chips
are down, neither party was likely
to jeopardise its position. The festivals are considered prime tourist
attractions, i. e. dollar earners, and
Closing shop on either is likely to
rouse governmental ire, it’s felt.
As for the American position
should a stalemate arise, company
spokesmen take the view that Hollywood would probably collaborate
with any of the major festival
“We don’t want to be caught in the
middle,” was one comment.
.

.
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Universal board chairjman Kate J. Biumbersr’s biggest regret was
not making the Picture Pioneers’ annual dinner, for which purpose
he returned to N.Y. after celebrating a long weekend in his hometown, Milwaukee, which, contributed to that mild heart attack from
By GENE ARNEEL
which he is recuperating very nicely at Doctors’ Hospital. Because
the N.Y. Fire Dept, pulmotor Was sumnioned, when he was stricken
Distributors Corp. of America
wire
the
how
that’s
it
got
on
in his Sherry-Netherland apartment,
wiil establish a network of regionservices, and exaggerated .... Lionel .Barrymore’s musical fantasy,
al, or states rights, releasing out“All Baba and the 40 Thieves,” is a second Barrymore musical compofits throughout the country as the
sition the Birmingham Symphony Orchestra will perform this season,
medium through which the comsays conductor Arthur Bennett Lipkln.
pany will channel its product to
'Off-screen voices to synchronize,, with lip movements of top actors, subsequent-run exhibitors, Charles
as employed in “Carmen Jones” and “Aida,” represents a major step Boasberg, DC A v.p,, disclosed this
in solving opera for motion picture audiences, Sigmund Spaeth said week. He made the statement in
in an interview with Elaine Droozon WPTR, Albany, last week.
answer to a trade impression, as
Of 21 U.S. shorts at Edinburgh Festival last summer two were from reported last week, that DCA inErik Barnouw tended to concentrate on sale of
Center for Mass Communications at Columbia U.
That its product only to the tall moneyproduced “Freedom to Read” and wrote “Home' Homicide"
8:30 “sharp” opening night at “Desiree’' turned out to be 9:15, about yielding theatres in key situations.
Company intends to. have only
par for a charity sponsorship.
Frank D. Gilroy, who is 29, has a theatrical motion picture deal set about four branch offices and
for his television western, “The Last Notch,” produced on the U.S will sell direct to a few thousand
Steel Show last March. Script has been under a 90-day option to dates, according to Boasberg. The
indie producers Russell Rouse-Clarence Greene (UA) who closed pur- balance will be handled by the

The turnover

.

Embarrassment, 1954
The days when: a producer
would brag about, bringing in
his picture at a reasonable Cost

.

Filmmaker who leiised a pic
abroad Was asked, recently
about his budget. He declined
to reveal it. -“It’s under $1,000,000,” he explained. “With all
those $2,000,000 and $3,000,-

.

.

A

previous
chase over the weekend. Blanche Gaines agents Gilroy.
theatre-film buy of a tv drama, “Marty,” benefited Paddy Cheyievsky
Note
stOry
about
new
Associates
from
New
Orleans
via Talent
Draw Poker Films, Inc. formed by a lawyer there, George Leppert
first story is a melodrama about Red espionage in Madrid and
Leppert has already asked okay to shoot scenes inside Conrad Hilton.

,

.

operated Castellano Madrid.
Paul N. Lazarus Jr., Columbia v.p., left N.Y. at the weekend With
Piece in the
his wife for a swing of Paris, Rome and London
current Woman’s Day mag by Hollis Alpert reports that, libraries have
a run on a well known book immediately' following opening of the
film version. It’s a situation now recognized in educational circles,
he says . Max Weinberg is due in N.Y, Friday (26)* from Switzerland
where he scripted the English version of “Heidi and Peter” for producer Lazar Wechsler
It’s a sequel to last year’s “Heidi” and is
represented as the first color film made in Switzerland.
Sunday’s (21) N.Y. Journal- American (Hearst) gave a full page to
a roundup On upbeat business conditions, headed “The Movies Come
Back.” One article quotes figures on boxoffice trends (including some
acknowledged as being from Variety. Another piece is in the form
of an interview with Lobelia O. Parsons in which the columnist confesses she was right 30 years ago in praising the values of pictures
of more than one ree l 'in length. Miss Parsons further admits that
she- thought, in 1928, that sound would endure. Another chapter, in
the full pager concerns the exhibitor who, it’s stated, “is getting better
pictures but he wants more.”
Italy’s Gina Lollobrigida last week hit the publicity jackpot, appearing on the covers of. Life and Look magazines the same week
Eric Johnston left Australia yesterday (Tues.) and is expected to arrive
today in Manila where he will be joined by MPEA’s Irving Maas.
Johnston is due in Tokyo Nov, 28 and is expected back in the U.S.
Dec. 7
“HoW The. Movies Get Their Money Out of Europe” is
,
the. subject of a feature yarn by Ben Pearse in the current Sateve
Post. It’s mostly concerned with telling about the industry’s compensation deals
Spyros P. Skouras enlivening his European “vacation”
With speeches before exhib groups in Britain, France, Italy,. Sweden,
etc. He’s expected back in two to three weeks
Arthur Rank’s
. J.
“His Excellency,” a Michael Balcon production, acquired by Joseph
Brenner Associates for U.S. handling ... 20th *Fox at one time hot
after “Solid Gold Cadillac” as a vehicle for Marilyn Monroe. Now
Columbia’s got it
Mike T6dd on the Coast huddled with Phil Reisman, Todd- AO Productions prexy, on Todd’s'first widescreener, “Around
the World in 80 Days”
Walter Reade circuit skedding “open house”
sessions at its new. Mayfair House headquarters in Oakhurst, N.J.
,
Motion Picture Assn, of America reports a continuing flow of upbeat
editorials on the industry .
MPEA committee still hard at work
trying to find a formula for divvying up Italian remittances
Bosley
Crowther’s influence isn’t confined to the U.S. alone. A leading Swedish
paper reprints his reviews in English on every important picture,
reports Arthur pavls.
London film distribution executive Ben Henry (he was formerly
sales head for Universal in Britain) and his wife Ciss planning a slow
boat through the Panama: Canal to Hollywood, as a variation of their
U.S. holiday next January. After the Coast o.o., they’ll do New York,
which is a reversal of their former schedule, and then sail back to
England
A major film company is dickering with Jackie Gleason
for a full-length feature of his “Honeymooners” tv sketches
Tv
actress Olive Deering signed in New York for a role in Cecil B. De.
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product, directly only to
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Boasberg stated with emphasis
all the theatremen will be
served by his operation. As for
servicing the larger houses direCtthat
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Miile’s ‘‘Ten

Commandments.”

LONDON

ROSSEN'S

When Do Salesmen

Will

TEST

Then Make Up Mind, C’Scope
Versus Vista Vision

Twentieth-FOx policy of working
opt flat rental deals with lowercase
theatremen, as stated by Al Lichtman, has gone over just fine With
theatremen,: except for one thing.
Lichtman, the beef goes, hasn’t
told
his
own sales personnel
it.

The

distribution exec over a recent period declared that Cinema-

Scope product woUld be sold on
non-percentage terms to exhibitors
Whose weekly
gross didn’t exceed
’
$ 1 000
,

.

E. D. Martin, new president of
Theatre Owners of America, stated
in N. Y. last week that he personally heard from theatremen in
Charlotte, Atlanta and St. Louis
and they had the same complaint.
Namely, 20th’s exchange reps, not
otherwise instructed, have been refusing deals on the flat-rental basis.
Martin urged that lUchtman send
a directive to his people which
spells out the company’s policy.

Robert. Rossen, director-producer
the upcoming “Alexander the
Great;” left N. Y. Monday (22) for
of

Continued on page 20)

.

where

style of turn-calling;,
Rossen Will Ideation the film in
Spain With production slated to
roil Jan. 15. While in N. Y. he
signed Richard Burton for the top
role.

The player has 20th-Fox com-

mitments but

not under a steady
consequently no
loanout arrangement was required.
Balance of the casting Is pencilled
in for within the next month
“Alexander” will be released by
studio

Harry Brandt

will

Day

of the

Loew’s 86th St. Theatre, N. Y., a
house that the theatre chain has
been forced to divest, Loew’s The
atres shuttered the situation on
Sunday (21) and it’ll remain dark
until

tomorrow

This is the third former Loew
He for
theatre to go to Brandt.
merly acquired the Loew’s Yon
Y.,
and the
kers, Yonkers,
Loew’s Victory in the Bronx.
Addition of the 86th St. to the
TBrandt interests makes a total of
theatres receiving bookings
1.10
from the Harry Brandt booking of:

fice.

Another former Loew’s house,
the Burnside in the Bronx, went
to the J&J Circuit several weeks
ago. In all, Loew’s has shed some
14 theatres in the New York
•

Indianapolis, Nov. 23.
Theatre operators and managers
urged to maintain private
This
offices that reflect success,
suggestion Was made by Ervin J.
dumb, manager of the Riverside
Chimb, a
Theatre, Milwaukee.
guest panelist at Metro's second

were

,

Ticket Selling Workshop here, said'
the appearance of the office played
an important part in dealing with
local business men on tieup campaigns.

Exhib, Turned Producer,

Encounters Sales Nix

From Fellow Exhibs
Minneapolis, Nov. 23,

W.

N

,

j

R. Frank, local theatre cirowner and occasionally a
cuit
producer, seems to be getting the
cold shoulder from his fellow independent exhibitors with respect
At least,
to his latest feature.
neighboring theatres in the earli-

dumb, Who has been successful
inducing local stores to share
the cost of full-page advertising,
told how he approaches the Owners
and managers of the business
houses.
“First, I am thoroughly
convinced, when I have a picture
which costs millions of dollars to
produce, that I also have, an important' property for them to use
and to promote what they want to
Then I tell the men who will
sell.
make the decision that I don’t want
to take his time at his busy office
to tell him about it; I tell him he
will be free from interruption if
This
he Will come and see me.
,

in

28-day clearance slot have
shied away from that film, although. it ran downtown for two lets me remain at my desk and run
Weeks to good business.
my theatre.
Of 12 such houses only two took
“When a merchant comes to see
“Sitting Bull,” and one was a
me, 1 have everything at. hand with
Frank theatre.
to impress him, including,
which
There’s some resentment among
more than $100,000 Worth of tear
Frank’s local exhibitor friends beof recent successful coopsheets
because of the 30% terms for “Sit?
erative ads which have benefited
ting Bull” In the subsequent runs,
in tieups with my
merchants
other
the general feeling seeming to be
theatre. When I explain it in this
that the picture’s quality and probis glad to cooperate
he
manner,
cost
low
comparatively
ably
and when he enters into the team
doesn’t entitle it such terms!
in the belief he is going to get
United Artists, distributing “Sitreal benefit out of it, he, in turn,
ting Bull,” insists that its boxoffice
his investment and
merchandises
performance entitles it to the same
really makes a tremendous profit
percentage as other C’Scope picTherefore I have
in every case.
tures.
nothing to apologize for when I
offer a merchant the opportunity
est

'

Ibry Editor

Alan Jackson
liai hit

own reason?

In Defense of the
Synopsis
one of the many bylino pieces
in the

.

49 th Anniversary Number
of

Kurt

.

(Thurs.).

United Artists.
to per-

consideration is the, taker home Day
and other benefits. According to
the personnel toppers questioned,
the wages paid, by the film industry
“compare most favorably with area
practice” at this. time. During the
past two years there has been an
improvement in film; industry wage
scales and. they have been brought
'
“more in line” with those of

(Continued on page 16)

(Continued on page 15)

Divestiture of the 86th St. The
atre leaves Loew’s with three theaters to go to fulfill the require
ment of the Government’s consent
decree judgment. Under the Federal order, the chain w&& required
to lop off 24 houses.

is

Anthony DaWson signed

The lure of better paying jobs
during a “sellers market” for -the labor supply
served as hefty competition for the
film business. The glamor, supposedin other industries

all

Extent of opposition to these
proposals, as well as legal and tech'
nlcal difficulties involved in permitting broadcasters to use their
channels for a pay service would
have .great weight in determining
whether the hearings would be

assume opera

tion oh Thanksgiving

Contract,

sonal management deal by
Frings.

to

broadcasters.

he’ll

VistaVision processes. He plans to
hir€ a few British actors just for
the purpose of taking test footage
to determine which of the two systems—he says he likes them both
—is the more compatible with his

experienced considerable difand holding on

ficulty in obtaining
to office help.

.

metropolitan area. Two—the Bedexperiment ford in Brooklyn and the Woodside
with both the CinehiaSCope. and
in Queens—were sold to churches.

London,

fiqes

,

.

.

.

months

McCon-

appears

seven
commissioners to be. present at the
commission’s regular meeting next
week to discuss various policy matters which have been accumulatIf the staff has made suffiing.
cient progress with its studies, it’s
likely that subscription tv will be
on the agenda.
procedural step toward
First
authorizing toll-tv would be to invite comments, on various proposals Which are before the commission, including Skiatron, Phoheyision, UHF groups, and individual

DCA.

(

be

Chairman George C.
naughey has arranged for

hearings
away.

.

.

about

inary studies ,to provide a basis
for high level consideration of action on home-toll video. Variety
However, possibility of
learned.

major situations touched Off some
adverse comment in major distributor circles. Beef was that the
company was attempting a modus
operandi which, if adopted by the
majors, would draw howls from
the same exhibs who are backing

i

Martin:

J.

tribute indie pix. Its first, 'Long
John Silver,” produced in Australia
Washington, Nov. 23.
by Joseph Kaufman, is skedded for
handling in February .)
Federal Communications. Comto
lithat
DCA
Fact
planned
mission staff is working on prelimits

two years ago when the homeof-

connected with the film indusno longer attracted impresyoung femmes who appeared more interested in the size
of their paycheck than in the possibility of “being discovered”
“associating” with film stars.
To be sure, there are some who
are still influenced by the so-called
glamor of the job, but the main

Schwartz, whose purpose is to
“cause to be produced”- and to dis-

cense

trast to the situation that existed

sionable

the exhib-owned, newly-

outfit,

“moderately normal,” according to
a survey of film company personnel chiefs. This is in sharp con-

try,

states righters.

formed

em-

now

ly

.

.

.

000 films around, our figure
just wouldn't, look right.”

.

is

.

are gone.

..

in honieoffiCe

ployees, particularly in the clerical
arid secretarial categories,

PfiniETY

,

to tie his store to

Hollywood.”

Hollywood, Nov. 23.
Jack L. Warner has reaffirmed ‘This Is Cinerama’ Cost Of
an open door policy toward inde? $963,996 Amortized
pendent producers with talent and
The production cost ($963,996)
ideas and declared that his studio
of the first Cinerama film, “This
is financing an “industry record
completely
Cinerama”’ was
Is
number of such productions and
amortized as of January, 1954.
has numerous more deals of that

100%

The amortization started Sept.
nature in progress.”
He mentioned 21 top Inde 30, 1952, on the basis of 21 weeks
pendent pictures just completed, in at 1%, 22 weeks at lVi%> and 23
weeks at 2%.
production or in preparation.
•

PICTURE GROSSES.

Wednesday, November 24, 1954

u/SUJtJL
‘Jungle’

Moderate 13G,

iw Paris Smash £3,000

St Loo; Brando 14G, 2d
Nov, 23,
*
City is loaded with holdovers
this stanza; with few important
newcomers, “Human Jungle”
wound up a week at the Fox Monday with a mildish total. “On Waterfront” continues as top draw,
with a big second round at Loew’s.
“Vanishing Prairie” looms very
stout at the Shady Oak.
Estimates for This Week

Hub;

in

#

St. Louis,

Lbs Aiigeles, Nov.

4

23.

is
boxoffice
Local .first-fun
Spotty this round but pickup is
anticipated for upcoming Thanksgiving week. Of four new entries
this frame, only two are in good
grossing class. Others are mild.
Excellent $31,000 is shaping for
“Last Time I Saw Paris” in two
theatres while “Desiree” is rated
good $25,000 at the Chinese.

Broadway Grosses

last

Total Gross Same. Week
Last Year :
... $2,766,300
.

.

cities

-

and 225

theatres.)

(RKO).
Friday”
Last week,
(A A) and “Bowery Boys” (AA), mild $13,000.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (3,172; 50-75)
“Waterfront” (Col) <2d wk). Big
“Saint’s

Girt.

(Tues.).

“Human Jungle”

.

(4th >Vk). Good $6,500 following
$7,000 in third.
Boston (Cineraima Productions)
(1,354; $1.20-$2.85) T- “Cinerama’’
(Indie) (47th wk). Holding nice at
$17,000 -after $17,500 last week.

.

$14,000 foi> Brando starrer.

Initial

frame was $21,000;

Among the holdovers, still impressive is “Carmen Jones,” with
$18,500 in third franie, two sites,
ifefoot Contessa,” smooth
and -*3arefoot
n third round at small$9,500 in
seater.
Perhaps standout of longwith
Christmas,
runs is “White Christmas,”,
AAA. Im iikfA
.fine -$22,000 in two spots, fourth

{

Orpheum (Loew’s) (1,400; 75-$l)
—“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (2d Wk).
Detroit, Nov. 23.
Biz is perking slightly this w[eek
(St. L. Amus.) (1,000: 82)
“Scotch on Rocks” (Ind) Good with an assist from crowds in
downtown area, “Desireb” looks
$3,000; Last week, “Horse’s Mouth”
headed for sockeroo take at the
(Indie), $2,500.
United Artists, ‘Golden Mistress”
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400; is above average at the Broadway(Hakim).

Nice $5,000. Last week, $6,500.

Philadelphia, Nov. 23.
of rain dampened
blit the
dim
the
downpour
—
iivv _i
_n
_
in
'A ^
“Desiree” preem. It is soaring to
session,
a mighty $45,000 at the Fox. Clear
Sabbath
helped
the,, deluxers
Estimates for This Week
Chinese (FWC) (1,905; $1-$1.75) recoup to some extent. “Carmen
.over the
triumphed
—-“Desiree” (20th). Good $25,000, Jones
Dorothy
the
although
Last week, “Woman’s World” (20th) showers
< washed
Dandridge
personal
was
(6th wk-6 days), $7,800.
out because of airline difficulties,
ni l
uliilHLwwi
10
??* ‘‘Shield For Murder” is rated okay;
at
dn?
Yaqf?
30
at the Goldman while “Athena”
pa
P
S
S
r'ict l00Id s fine at Viking, latter being
f op 1
i noo
v ?it
aided by Debby Reynolds visit.
thena”
L
Estimates for This Week
(M-G) (3d wk-6 days!, $8000;
$8,000;

Four

here., somewhat
.didn't seem to

.

.

'

—Pageant

days

first-runs

s “

‘

City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week .... $2,678,900
(Based on 24 cities, and 215
theatres, chiefly first tuns,
~ in-

(Based on 24

•

•

'i

f

,

82)

—

“Illicit

Interlude”.

Last
Fine $2,500.
River” (UA), $2,000.

week*

“The

Capitol.

“Down

3

27G,

Boston\ Nov. 23
Best of the newcomers here this
week is “Last Time I Saw Paris"
very big at the Astor. “Suddenly''
another solid new entry at the
State and Orpheum.' Balance of
town is holding over, with “White
Christmas,!* in fourth frame at
Paramount and
Fenway,
still
smash. “Star Is Born,” in fifth
week at the Mat. looks okay.
Estimates lor This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 70-$1.10)^
“Last Time I Saw Paris” (M-G),
Nifty $23;000 looming. Last week!
“Julius Ceasar” (M-G), $9,000.
Beacon .Hill (Beacon Hill) (800*
50-$ 1 )— “Hobson’s Choice”
(UA)

cluding. N. Y.)

week.

Opened today

;

A

]

(Indie) (1,400;
(43 d
(Indie)
$13,000 after $12,000

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 75)-^“Cattle
and
(RKO)
Montana”
Queen

•

slight $12,000 is anticipated
for ‘‘Hajji Baba,” in three spots.
ers.

Good

wk).

.

“Shield For Murder!’ paired with
“Crossed Swords,” shapes modest
$17,500 in three houses but okay
$29,000 in one nabe add five ozon-

Key

.

$D

Ambassador

‘Xmas’Wow
'

$2.40)—“Cinerama”

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$606,700
..j
(Based on 23 theatres.)
Last Year
$561,100
(Based on 24 theatres.)

.

Suddenly’ 28G,

Copley (DeVlm-Dugan)

(1,000; 50-

$1 .50)—“Spell of Ireland” (Indie)
(2d wk). First round ended. Sunday
(21) with an amazing $7,000. Stays
on indef. Previous week, house
shuttered.

Exeter

(Indie)

Dark Streets” “High and Dry”

D—

(1,300; 60-$
(U) (6th wk). Fast

;

shapes good at the Palms. “White $5,000. after $5,300 irt fifth.
Christmas” shapes fancy in fourth
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 70-$l,25)St. Louis* (St. L, Amus.) (4,000; Michigan sound.. “Black Widow”
75)— “Black Widow” (20th) (3d wk). at the Fox is okay in third stanza. “White Christmas” (Par) (4th wk).
Fine $7,000 after $11,000 for third,
Good $8,000 after $9,500 second
Estimates for This Week
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 50-$l)—
session.
Fox (Fox-Detroit) ($5,000; $1- “Black Widow” (20th) and “ChamShady Oak (St. L.. Amus!) (800; $1.251— “Black Widow” (20th) and pagne Safari*’ (Indie) (2d wk): Neat
82)—“Vanishing Prairie” (Disney). “Fast and Furious” (AA) (3d wk). $14,000 following $21,500 in first.
Big $3,500. Last week, ‘'Illicit In- Oke $18,000. Last weekf $22,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 80Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000; 41:50—“Star Is Born” (WB) (5th
terlude” (Hakim), "$3,000.
(8th
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 80-$1.35)—
r) (8tti
“White
Christmas” wk). Oke $16,000 after. $20,000 i
$1-$1.25)
H’wood Par., “Sabrina” (Par)
“Rear
“Rear Window” (Par) (13th wk).
Fancy $20,000. fourth.
(Par) (4th wk).
wk), $9,000.
$4,500, Last week, $5,000.
Last week, $24,000.
Orpheum, New Fox, Loyola Okay $4,500.
Orpheum (Loew’s) (3*000; 65-$l)
Palms (UD) (2,961; 80-$l)—
Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25-$2.60)—
(Metropolitan-FWC)
(2,213;
965;
“Suddenly” (UA) and “Her 12
“Down 3 Dark Streets'.’ (UA) and Men” (M-G); Fairly good $18,000.
(Indie)
“Hajji Baba” “Cinerama”
(59th
Wk).
wk).
$1-$1.25)
1,248;
“Khyber Patrol” (Col). Good $16,- Last week, “Brigadoon” (M-G). (2d
Good $9,500. Last, week $10,000.
(20th)
and “Black 13” (20th), GOod
Last week, ‘‘Track of Cat” wk), $14,000.
000.
Last week, with
Slight $12,000
Fox (20th) (2,250; 90^$1.49)
90^1.49)
(WB) and “Return from Sea” (AA),
and
v
a
Hitz, “Black Widow” (20th)
.Paramount (NET) (1,700; 70Terrific! $45,000.
“Desiree” (20th). Terrific
SS
l
2d
$15,000.
te
ut a s D u
$1.25)—"White Christmas”; (Par)
i^d
Last week, “Black Widow” (20th)
/!
l
? L .^ ?
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1.25-$1.50) (4th wk). Still wow at $20:000 after
litz for ( 3 d wk),
wk), $18,400; holds third at Ritz
Wk), $.14,000.
$14,000.
—“Star Is Born” (WB) (8th week). $26,000 in third.
small $2,008.
Denver, Nov. 23.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 65_.
Sturdy $9,000. Last week, $10,000.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 65-95)r
$1.30)— “Shield for Murder” (UA).
$1-30)—
(LA),
“Desiree” had no trouble copBroadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500; “Black. Knight” (Col) and “Con900;
oke
or
near.
Last
week,
$12,000
$12,000.
’rping top money here, this session, 80-$ 1)
“
“Golden
Mistress”
(UA)
(Indie) (reissue) (3d wk).
For^Murder’
victed”
urder
.^^-“Smeld
Do Wn 3 Dark Streets” (UA) (2d and
“Down
Over Nice $8,500 after $11,000 for secis
holding at the Centre. and "Target Earth” (AA).
Crossed Swords”
Swords (UA). wk),
(UA) and “Crossed
w W) $10,000.
$10 non
Last week, “3 ond.
“White Christmas’.’ still is big in average $14,000.
Modest $17,500. Last week, with
Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 75-$1.30) fifth week and stays again at Den- Hours to Kill” (Col)' and “Black
Egyptian,
without
State (Loew’s) (3,500; 65-$l)—
Hollywood,
“Star is Born” (WB) (6th wk). ham. “Ugetsu” is fancy at the Dakotas” (Col), $13,000.
“Suddenly” (UA) and “Her 12
“They Rode West” (Col) and “Fire Okay
$11,500. Last week, $14,000. Vogue, and remains over. “Black
United Artists (UA) (1,938; $1- Men” (UA). Good $10,000. Last
Over. Africa” (Col), $9,700.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 74- Night” is rated big at the Denver. $1,25)
“Desiree” (20th). Smash week* “Brigadoon” (M-G) (2d wk),
Warner Downtown, Wiltern, Iris
Last week, “This Is My $7,500,
$25,000.
(SW-FWC) (1,757; 2,344; 814; 70- $1.49) “Barefoot Contessa” (UA)
Estimates for This Week
Love” (RKO) and “Murder on
$1.10)—“Drum Beat” (WB) and (4th wk). Sturdy $13,000. Last
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 60-$l)—
week,
$14,000.
Monday" (AA), $4,500.
“Bounty Hunter” (WB) (2d wk).
“Desiree”
(20th).
Smash
$23,000,
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 74Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1- ‘Knock’ Lusty $9,000 In
Medium $13, 500* Last week, $32,- $1.49)
“White Christmas” (Par) Holding, Last week, “Black Wid- $1.25)
“Athena” (M-G)., Small
.

.
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^

^

1

^
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,

—
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—

000.

—

Last ow” (20th), $9,000.

wk). Whopping $22,000.
week, $30,000.
(4th.

.

Last week, $9,600.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 70Music Hall (Cinerama Produc(782; 885; 1,715; 7&-$1.10)— “KaraStanley (SW) (2,900; 74-$1.30)— $1.25)— 'White Christmas” (Par) tions) (1,194; $1.40-$2. 65)—“Cinemoja” (indie) and “Half Way to
“Carmen Jones” (20th). Sock $31,- (5th wk). Sock $16,000. Stays rama” (Indie) (88th wk). Up to
Hell” (Indie) (2d wk). Okay $11,000. Last week, “Drum Beat (WB) again. Last week, $20,000.
$17,200. Last week, $16,000,
QpO. Last week, $22,500.
wk), $11,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 60-$l)—
Tfox Wilshire, Los Angeles (FWC) (2dStanton
(SW)
50-99)
(1,473;
“Black
KWlght”
(Col)
and
“Master$1-$1.50)
“Carmen
(2,296; 2,097;
to Border,” (U) and
son of Kansas’’ (Col), Big $13,000.
Finished
miaiicu “Four Guns
Jones” (20th)
tiuuca
i&uuu (4U
(3d wk).
WA/,. r
««
;; T
••
« 7
Last week, “Track of Cat” (WB)
third frame at nice $18,500, after
...IV.’par
at $7,000. Last week,
“Private and “Two Guns, a Badge” (AA),
$28,400 in second.
Hell 36” (FM) and “Bob Mathias $9,000.
Mpls.; ‘Karamoja’ Crisp
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1-$1.75)
00
9
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 50-85)—
--“Barefoot Contessa” (UA) (3d St 25L
?J’9
“Beau Brummell”
10G,> 'Desire Tepid
(M-G)
“
and
wk). Smooth $9,500 or near. Last
z
Sabrina” (Par) (5th wk). Steady. “Deadly Game” (Indie) (2d wk).
week fill 000
Minneapolis, Nov. 23.
Poor $6,000.i Last week, $10,000.
El Rey’(FWC) (861; 70-$1.10)— ,* 9 SSP;n
Fewer
outstanding offerings than
qav
1
(S
1 00 °.
Paramount (Wolf berg) (2,200; 50- recently
“High and Dry” (U) (3d wk). Thin ..aYS*"?,
L
to explain an early
Athena
(M-G).
Fine $15,000. 85)
fil 000
Last week fi3 ^00
“Drum Beat” (WB) and arrival offielp
the usual boxoffice blues
Warnbr Be^rly, Do^town Par- ^ast week, “Brfgadoon” (M-G) (6th “Paris Express” (Indie) (2d wk). and diminishing aggrepate loop
Fair $9,000. Last week, $14,500.
2
2
$ 5
takings. There are only two virile
Globe,

Vogue,

Uptown. (FWC)

$6,000.

—

—
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•

v
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—
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traniL« World

—

"White Chri\ ma^ ?ParM4 th wk7 *
(442;
80-$l)
(U
Wk) “Ugetsu” (Indie). Fast $3,000 or newcomers, “Black
Fine $22,000. Last week, $29,600.
the heavily exploited “Karamoja”v
snn
close. Last week, on reissues.
Hawaii (G&S) (I-.106r 80-$D— Dql1 $ 4>50Q " Last week, $6,5 00.
“Halfway, to Hell” combo. Latter is
r
~
“Julius Caesar” (M-G) (5th wk).
sock at the Gopher.
“Widow”
Neat $2,600. Last week, $3,000.
/•
XT 11 If
|
looms nice at Radio City. Ace hold*1
Pantages (RKO) (2,812; $l-$2.25) K I
I
over is “Barefoot Contessa,” strong
—“Star Is Bom” (WB) (8th wk).
v.
lilllG* I
uiuiV)
at Lyric on moveover for third
A
Okay $12,500. Last week, $15,500.
Loop week.
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,364;
Estimates for This Week
$1.20-$2.65)
“Cinerama” (Indie)
(P7 LIMl
.
Century (S-W) (1,140; $1.75(82d wk). Into current stanza Sun.J)| 111111
ATI1AC
$2.65)— “Cinerama”
(Indie)
(32d
VljtTVUy
/lllllla
day (21) after nice $21,600 last
wk>.
Finev $17,000.
Last week,
week.
$1
Kansas
City,
Nov.
23.
Canon
chanted Cottage” (RKO) (reissues).
(ABC)
$1.10)—
(533;
^°°W
^ v (1,600,
/I enn
CKO kv Gopher
(Berger)
65-85)—
Biggest thing in town still is Mildish $5,500.
“Bread, Love, Dreams” (IFE) (3rd
Last week, “This
(I
a
wk).
Good $4,200, Last week, “White Christmas” in second Is My Lov^” (RKO) and “Kisenga”
V*
L S
round at the Paramount for smash (Indie), $4,000.
$4,900.
1^
week, “Suddenly” (UA) (3d wk),
coin.
- It is certain to continue its
Orpheum (Fox Midwest) (1.913; $3,100.
Otherwise,,
competition
TW-n.
is
not
r nAllZNF; <VM A
75r$D—
“Woman’s
World”.
(20th)
(Par)
Lyric
85-$l)—
(1,000;
pushing' this one too much. New- (6th
AIUAj 1 VI
• C. llUdin, ‘XMAS’
wk).
Tapering off to $4,500 “Barefoot Contessa” (UA) (m,o;>.
/lAnf/irtrvnn vvrin mrt comers “Black Khight” at the Mid- and moves out. Last week, oke Strong $6,500i Last, week, "Sands
land and “Shanghai story” at the
6
HEP
000
GOINGETTER
1
7G
bUlllUlil
$
COINGETTER,
Iwo Jima” (Rep) and “Wake Red
11L1
17G
V
I.
I
IL1V
Tower; Uptown,
Fairway
and
Paramount (United Par ) (1,900; Witch” (Rep) (reissues), $4,000 at
Granada are moderate draws.
Washington, Nov. 23.
5QC-75C,
7.5-$l)—
“White
Christmas”
(Par)
/n \ /a oaA
*4 \
Mai stem boxoffice is on skids “Woman’s. WorldV is okein sixth (2d wk). Continues
0
sock at $18,000,
® eau ; Brummell”
e
ih current session, with exhibitors 've ®^c . \v
iii
‘•mill ™?*?
giant forv holdover week.
Holds Black Widow (20th). Neat $13,hopipg holiday weekend will give lupl^ fajrishin second week at the agai
hoping
S
C<m ~
Last week, record $24,000.
them a boost. It’s not bad as a JV? xy- The Thing reissued at the'
ySfy J
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 70-90)— te i?KO
holdover session, however, but Missouri is drawing nominal play,
cq
lK
0r
hei
* m (RKO) (2,800, 65*
P
“Beau Brummell” (M-G) (2d-final), ._? P:
naturally slashing the overall total Weather stays on warm side.
Mild $3,500. Last week, $5,000.
Estimates for This Week
since not a single new pic. “Rear
$5,500. Last week, “This Is Love”
Glen (Dickinson) (750; 85-$l)
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Grra- (RKO), $5,000.
Window" is winding up its third
month at Lopert’s Playhouse. High and Dry” (U) (3d wk). Nifty nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-75)—
T^ist week, $2,000.
700;
65-85)
‘White Christmas,!’ in fourth week
1,217;
“Shanghai “Jesse James’ Women” (UA) and
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 85-$l)
Story” (Rep) and “Fast and Furi- “Gog” (UA). Okay
at Keith’s,
looms standout for
$4,000. Last
“Man With Million” (UA) (5th wk). ous” (Lip). Fair $12,000 in 6 days. week,
biggest coin total In city.
“Captain Kidd Slave Girl”
So-so $1,200. Last week, $1,400.
Last week, “Black Widow” (20th> (UA) and “Return Treasure
Estimates 'for This Week
Island”
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-75) and “Sun Shines Bright” (Rep), (UA),
$4,000.
Ambassador (SW) (1,400; 60-80) —“Black Knight”
ixuigui,
(Col) Rim
\vvi;
and “Black
oidVR $16,000 in 8 days.
Daali
/urns /n J
1 r
A
State
(Par)
65-85)—
(2,300;
a
Dakotas “ (Col).
Fairish $7,500.
Vogue (Golden) (550; 50-75)^ “Drum Beat” (WB) (2d wk). Sturdy
tn fidnnn
00 ^r
or Lc
less *?f
{ter fa st $7,500 Last week, “Sitting Bull” (UA) and
-Murder on Monday” (Indie). $6,000. Last week, $12,000.
ISJi’S
* «ii.l
in 6 Favored by crix and may get good
World (Mann) (400; 65-$1.25)—
(Loew’s) (3,434; 70-95)-,
$2,000,
and holds.
Last week “Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) (3d
Barefoot Contessa’.’ (UA) f2d wk).
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-80)— “5,000 Fingers of Dr. T,” (Col),
Healthy $4,000. Last week,
(Continued on page 18)
“The Thing” (RKO) and “En- $1,400.
$ 6 100
(T-L) (604; 99-

Vogue

(Pike)

*

.

-

MauU

‘Contessa’ Slow 6G, 2d
Louisville, Nov. 23.
is uneven at most

Wicket pace
first-runs

lUdlHS

—

J

C
U

,2d

?w^

:

^

-

,

—

^

Window”
ndo ^

“Rear

D
a

TOP

DOWN;

.

HEP

,

wk),

(4th

(Par)
<P fir )

$6,500.
$6*500.

Mary Anderson
50-75).

— “Human

Good

$5,000.

Bom” (WB)

(People’s

(1.000;
(

Jungle”

(UA).

“Star
week', “SI
Last week,
(5th wk), $4,800.

In

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
50-75)—“Naked Alibi” (U) and
"Four Guns To Border” (U); Okay
$11,000. Last week, “Black Widow”
(20th), $12,000.

.State (United Artists) (3,000;
75)_j‘Barefoot Contessa” (UA)
."Sluggish $6,000
week’s okay $10,000.

50;
(2d
last

after

'

:

TAD

here this week.

.

;

m*

Oke UG,

Ken*
tucky with “Knock On Wood looks
terrific. All of town’s four^firstruns are grouped in one block,
“Human
n Jungle” at Mary Anderju^good^w^e'
.good while “iNaked
son
5£G Alibi”is atJust
the Rialto looks okay.
State
at
Contessa”
“Barefoot
‘‘Barefoot
roi
shapes sluggish in second round.
Week
^Estimates for This Week
'Estimates
..
.
„
,
/t
^itow) j^00,
(1,000; 50-75)
(Switow)
(S
Kentucky
^
Smash
—“Knock
oclc On Wood” (Par). s
n5l? very hig.
big here. Last week,
Widow” and $9,000,

••

.

L’ville; ‘Alibi’

.

_

_

,

_

.

,

TOITld $9,000,
‘Jungle’ Torrid
'

xOrt., ‘Xmas’
Port.;
ARlaS $16,000, 2d
Portland,
Portland, Ore.,
Or<
Nov.

.

23.

.

"

.

,

.

mA

.

—

I

•

W

'

;

•

.

##»

,

.

First run biz con
continues on the
nnhoaf
oovlir pa
nearly
Iicaiiy
upbeat
uuucai UfifK
with
Wiui. n
all spots .hayHoldovers
strong, product.
’i n g
shape as best bets. “White Christmas’^ moves into a second fabulous
inning,
“Sabrina” holds over a
third time. “Black WidoMv” com
,

tinues
entries

are

headed

Broadway (Parker)

$1)— “Sabrina”

M

“Human

by

Jungle” at LibertyEstimates for This

Week
(1,890;

(par)

(3d

75*

wk).

Hefty $7,000. Last week,

$9,600.
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.25)
—“Black Widow” (20th) and “The..

Shanghai Story” (Rep) (2d wk).
Hot $6,500. Last week, $10,700.

A.1
•‘TV/Tolffl
Guild (Indie) '/Ann.
(400; $ 1 )—“Malta
„
Story” ^ (UA) and “Beauties In
Night” (UA). Neat $3,500.
(Continued on page 18)
\'

,

—

—
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Wednesday, November 24, 1954
*

‘DESIREE’

LOFTY 22G,

CLEVE.; ‘XMAS’ 18G,
Heftiest

'•

,

i

“Athena" must wind up

after
because of Oriental's

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as
ported herewith from the various key cities, are net; i.e„
Distribwithout usual tax.
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net
parenthetic

admission

prices, however, as indicated;

.

1

Plump

wk).
$ 20

000

,

Widow”

$14,000.

(20th)

(3d ^'Champagne

Last week, wk).

(Indie)

(1,000;

65-87)—

“Twist of Fate" (UA) (2d wk).
Tepid $4,500. . Last week, $7,000.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)
—“Athena” GVI-.G) (2d* wk). Nice
$20,000. Last week, $36,000.
Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.25-$3,40)
—“Cinerama” (Indie) (69th wk).
Strong$29.500. Last week, $31,500.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-98)—
(UA) and “Yellow
“Suddenly"

at

Mountain" (U). Terrific $27,000.
Last week, “Bengal Brigade" (U>
and “Private Hell 36” 0PM). (2d
wk), $17,000.

State-Lake (B&K)- (2,700; 98$1,50)— “White Christmas’; (Par)
(3d wk). Wow $48,000 developing,
Last week, $56,000.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 95)—
“Mr. Hulot’s Holiday" (GBD) (4th
Last week,
wk).
Sock $5,500.

i

k

$5,600.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 98-

—

$1.25)
“Carmen Jones" (20th).
Tall $35,000.
Last Week, “Barefoot
Contessa” (UA.) (4th. Wk), $12,000.

Woods (Essaness) (1,206; 98$1.25.)—“On Waterfront" (Col) (8th
wk). Big $15,000. Last week, $17,000
World (Indie) (697; 98)—“Bread,
Love and Dreams" (IFE) (3d wk).
Bright $5,000. Last week, $6,800.
.

'Suddenly’ Soft $9,500,
Cincy; 'Baba’

M3d

9G,

'Xmas’ Lively 12G, 4th
Cincinnati, Nov. 23.
outlook for “Suddenly"
Albee and “Hajji Baba" at the
Palace, the only new bills, is sagging Thanksgiving week diet for

Medium

at

“White Christ-

major houses.

the

mas” remains, a happy holdover at
shapes
Keith’s while, “Sabrina"

'

third downtpWn. stanza.
perfor“Cinerama"
has; extra

okay

in

mances for. holiday upbeat.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) * (3,100; 50-84)—
"Suddenly" (UA).
Mild $9,500.
Last week, “Sabrina (Par) (2d Wk),
,

$ 12 000
,

.

Capitol
(Ohio
(L376; $1.20-$2.65)
(Indie)

(22nd wk).

Cinema

—

Corp.)

“Cinerama"

Extra holiday

and special shows for juveniles
helping to get hot $25,000.
Last
Week, $20,500

Grand

(RKO)

(1,400;

50-90)—

"Sabrina"
Okay
(m.o.).
(Par),
$6,500.
Last week, “Sands Iwo
dinva”
(Rep)
and “Wake Red
Witch’* (Rep) (reissues), $6,000.
'eith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
‘\v tite Christmas" (Par) (4th wk).
Gu'l
unwrapping carrying on;
looks great $12,000 after $15,000
third
week.
Warrants further

.

.

;

Safari"

$10,000.

stay.

^alace (RKO) (2,600; 50-90)—
‘hajji
Moderate
Baba" (20th).
$9,000. Last week, “Black Widow"
<20lh), $11,000.
„

'

.

“Unholy Four"

—

—

.

Last week,

Fox (FW.C) (4,651; $1-$1.50)—
Big $27,000 or
“Desiree" ; (20th).
Last week, “Black Widow"
close.
(20th) (3d Wk-4 days), $7,000.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 90-$l)
—“Athena" (M-G) (2d. wk). Oke

—

—

(Col), $12,000.
ing to a smash $54,000 despite, a
State (Loew’s) (2;700; 60-$U— slow start at the Capitol. “Desiree"
“Barefoot Contessa" (UA) (2d wk)* likewise is faring remarkably well
Rousing $15,000.. Last week, in view of conditions,' with
big
$17,000.
$70,000 likely at the Roxy.
Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 90- / Fourth newcomer, “Fire Over
$1.25)— “White Christmas" (Par) Africa,” shapes slight $7,000 at the
(4th
Last, Globe., “Unholy Four" With usual
wk).
Socko. $18,000.
week, ditto.
vaudeville is heading for hep $25,000 at the Palace. “Heart of Matter" looks nice $6,000 at the Normandie.

Prov.;

(2d

(Indie)

$16,800.

.

Monroe

Okay

200
Palace (RKO)

(1,700; 50-$ 1.60)—
(Indie) with vaudeville;
Week ending tomorrow.
Saturday
“Black Widow" (20th) (2d wk).. Exinto trade on the week’s (Thurs.) is heading for hep $25,000
it cut
cellent $9,500 following $15,500
However, the rain or over. Last week, “Bengal Brigprize night.
last week.
Friday and Sunday also slashed ade" (U) with vaude, $21,000.
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 90-$1.25) takes at many houses.
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,664; $1“Desiree" (20th). Smash $22,000.
$2)
“Drum Beat" (WB) and Jackie
Standout is Jackie Gleason plus
Last week, “Outlaw’s Daughter"
stageshow (2d-final wk).
Gleason
onstage at the
and “Target Earth" (AA), $11,000; his full tv company this combo is First round ended last night
Paramount,
where
Lower Mall (Community) (585;
(Tues.) with sock $104,000 or near.
boosting “Drum Beat" to a sock60-90)
“Little Kidnappers" (InStays only two weeks, the original
die).
Okay $3,000. Last week, eroo $104,000 in first week ended booking. “Track of Cat” (WB) in
“Devil in Flesh" (Indie) (2d wk)/ last v night (Tues.), Gleason’s show next. GleasOn attracted lines both
is doubling on his regular tele
Saturday and Sunday, turnout On
$2,500.
spot on the two Saturday nights
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,200; 6O-90)-r- he’s at the Par flagship. Showing latter day being iii face of heavy
afternoon
downpour..
“Sabrina" (Par) (m.o.). Fine $6,000 Was made despite the Wet weather
Paris (Pathe Cinenfta) (568; 90following last week’s $7,000.
and two opposition preeriis (Thurs- $1.80)
“Bread, Love Dreams"
Palace (RKO) (3,287; 60-$l)
day and Wednesday), with the (IFE) (10th wk); The ninth stanza
“Drive Crooked Road" (Col) and scale the same as prevailed for ended
Sunday (21). held with stout
“Private Hell 36" (Col): Fair $11,- “Star Is Born” at this house;
$7,800 after $9,300 for eighth week.
Last week; “Black Knight"
500.
“Last Time I Saw Paris" is soar- Continues.

—

$1.25)—“Black

First holdover stanza ending today
(Wed*) looks to hit sock $16,000 or
near. First week was record $19,-:

.

f

I

;

.

*

I

newcomer- in

—

second week
include the U. S. amusement
commitment for “Desiree" altax.
though biz is still very fine for
“Athena." “Naked AHW'' in combo
conwith “Four Guns to Border"
tinues nicely at the Grand, as does
“She-Wolf". at the Loop.;
State-Lake’s “White Christmas"
the
is socko in the third round. In
week, “Black Widow" at
6 ame
McYickers looms solid. Surf views
a big fourth round for “Mr. Hulot’s
and “Star Is Born"
Holiday,"
San Francisco,, Nov. 23.
shapes tidy in sixth gt Chicago.
The mainstream currently, is
Eighth and final week of “On
Waterfront” promises more lush loaded with, holdovers,: with the rereturns at the Woods. “Cinerama" sult that trade is lagging in most
key spots. Weather has improved.
is. going great in 69th week at the
Many out-of-town visitors Were in
p3]3C6,
the city over the weekend after the
Estimates for This Week
California U-Stanford grid battle.
98-$l,50)
Chicago (B&K) (3,900;
newcomer
—“Star Is Born" (WB) (6th wk). “Desiree” is standout
with a. big session in prospect at
Tidy $38,000. Last week, $35,000.
shapes
Fox.
“Ugetsu”
the
huge
98Grand (Nomikos) (1,200;
“Carmen
$1.25)
“Naked Alibi" (U) and sock at the Vogue.
looms
fine in second St.
Jones”
wk).
(U)(2d
Border"
“Four Guns to.
Francis session ,as does ‘‘Barefoot
Good $8,500 Shaping after $15,000
Contessa" on initial. United Artists
Iflst
holdover.
Loop (Telern’t) (606; 90-$L25)—
Estimates for This Week
“She-Wolf" (Rep) (2d. Wk). Tall
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80Last week, $14,000.
$12,000.
“Drum Beat"' (WB) and
$1)
McVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65-

f

Soft Rut GIpasnn-'Drnm’ Reals

—

come.

The

N Y.

9

4TH

Cleveland, Nov, 23.
session
loaded with stayovers is “Desiree,"
smash at the Hipp. Palace’s “Drive
Crooked Road" and “Private Hell
36” are just fair. “Black Widow"
is excellent in second Allen session. “White Christmas" on fourth
stanza continues boffo at the StillEven though five important, new
man. Second lap of “Barefoot Con- bills were launched on Broadway
tessa’’ adds Up to a smooth total at this session, bad weather and the
are
pre-holiday, letdown
State.
ushal
slashing grosses. The most damagEsiimates for This Week
ing blow, to business was dealt by
Allen (S-W) (3,000;- 60-$i)
night’s down-pour .since

)VVV)

Chicago, Nov, 23.
Figuring Thanksgiving as an
added weekend, Main Stemmers
currently are looking to one of the
plushiest weeks in a long time;
Two new bills are getting fast response while holdovers generally
are coasting. “Carmen Jones" is
starting at smash $35,000 at United
‘'Suddenly" and .“Yellow
Artists.
Mountain" combo is smash $27,000
at the Roosevelt.

;

.

M

Rivoli

.

(UAT)

(2,092;

85-$2)—

“Carmen Jones" (20th) (4th wk).
Present session ending tomorrow
(Thurs,) looks to hit fancy $30,000.
of near after $41,000 for third
Week. Stays on indef.
"
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke.

—

“White
95-$2.75)
Christmas’’ (Par) and stageshow
(6th wk). Present stanza, winding
today (Wed;); looks to hold With
big $125,000, but lowest week of
run so far. Last week, $157,000.,

fellers)

(6,200;

Still boxoffice champ is “White
Continues, with usual terrific pickChristmas" and stageshow in sixth
up booked for Thanksgiving week.
session at the Music Hall. It likely
Now set to stay eight weeks, with
will wind up this current week
“Deep In My Heart" (M-G) and
with a big $125,000 despite: both
Christmas stageshow due in Dec. 9.
Saturday and Sunday downpours.
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.40)
In fact, the; Saturday take was
^“Desiree” (20th).
First round
close to the best Saturday of the
ending today (Wed.) is heading for
rim.
big $70,000, though hurt by rain
“Star *.Is „ Born," now playing as were others. Holds, and may
alone at the Victoria, edged Up to continue for four weeks in all.
a smash $32,000 in the sixth frame, Last week, “Black Widow" (20th)
having no opposition from the Par (3d wk), $35,000.

136

—

Providence, Nov. 23.
With the holiday around the
corner, there isn’t a turkey in the
bunch as all stands seemingly are.
headed for nifty biz. State’s “SitV
ting Bull" is good. “Hajji Baba”
at Majestic shapes torrid. “White
Christmas" still is smash in third
round. RKO Albee also, is good
with “Drum Beat."
^
Estimates for This Week

.

after .last Tuesday (16). “Phffft"
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 78-$1.75)
slipped down to an okay $18,000 —“Phffft" (Col) (3d wk). Initial
or less in second State round.
holdover session ended last night
“Carmen Jones" looks to hold (Tues.) was off to okay $18,000
at fancy $30,000 or close in fourth or less. First Week was $34,500.
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 70-85)— stanza at the Rivoli. “Sabrina”
Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$l*50)-l
$17,000.
“Drum. Beat" (WB) and “World still was good with $13,500 in ninth “High and Dry" (U) (13th wk). The
Francis (Par) (1,400; $1- For Ransom” (AA)
St.
(2d wk). Nice week at the Criterion, “Hansel and 12th frame ended Monday (22) was
$1.25)— “Carmen Jones" (20th) (2d
Gretel" Was rated nice $12,600 in okay $4,500 after $5,50Q for ,11th
$8,000. First sesh was $16,000.
wk). Fine $13,000 or better. Last
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 65-85)— sixth Broadway round.
week.
week, $20,000.
“Hajji Baba," (20th) and “Outlaw’s
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
Estimates for This Week
Qrpheiym (Cinerama Theater, Daughter" (20th). Torrid
“Little
Kidnappers’*
$12;000.
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 50-$1.75) $1-$1.50)
Calif.) (1,458; $1.75-$2.65)— “CineOkay Last week, “Star Is Born” (WB) -^“Ori Waterfront" (Col) (18th wk). (UA) (13th wk). The 12th stanza
rama" (Indie) (47th wk).
(3d. wk), $12,000.
(Tues.) was
last, night
concluded
Continued okay With $15,000 in
$18,000. Last week, $21,000.
State (Loew’s) (3,200; 70-90)—
oke $3,900 after $4,800 for 11th
Coast)
(No.
Artists
United
17th week ended last night (Tues.).
“Sitting. Bull” (UA) and “Return
Week
Stays
on
until “Hunters of
Con“Barefoot
off with remainder of Street
(1,207; 90-$1.25)
To Treasure island” - (UA). Good Albeit
Deep” (DCA) opens .Dec, 16.
Lofty $12,this round. Last week, $i9.000.
tessa" (UA) (2d. wk).
Trans-Lux 52nd Si* (T-L) (540;
$13,000 or near. Last week, “BrigaBroadway (Myerb.erg) (1.900: 74- $1-$1.50)—
500. Last week, $19,000.
doon”
(M-G),
“Lili" (M-G) (90th wk).
$12,000.
$1.50)— “Hansel and Gretel" (MyerStagedoor (A-R) (400; $1-$.1.25)
Strand (Silverman) (2,200;: 50The 89th round ended Monday (22)
“Little Kidnappers” (AA) (5th
berg)
(7th-final
wk).
round
Sixth
$1)— “White Christmas” (Par) (3d
held
at nice $4,200 after $5,000 in
"week,
Last
Saturday
Solid $3<000.
ended
(20) was good $12,wlO.
wk). Smash $12,000. Second was
“To600 but way off from $20,500 in 88th week. Stays oh, with
$2,800.
The Night" (AA). opens in
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1)— $16,500.
fifth week.
Naturally looks for night’s
Christmas
Day.
December
around
pickup this week, with Thanksgiv“Bread, Love, Dreams (IFE) (3rd
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; $l-$2)
Last week,
Trim. $3*000.
ing holidays. “Hansel" opened at
wk).
—“Star Is Born" (WB) (7th wk).
Brooklyn Fox yesterday (Tues,).
$3,500.
‘Xmas’ Blockbuster
nicely and helped by fact
Held
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.55)
Clay (Rosener) (400; $1)— “Holly
So-so
—“Sea Around Us" (RKO) (reis- that pic no longer is playing at
and. Ivy" (Indie) (3rd wk).
Pitt; ‘Desiree’ Hot 15G,
and that house started
Paramount
Last week, $3,000.
sue) (2d. wk)
Initial found ended
$2,400.
Vogue (S. F. Theaters) (377; $1)
Saturday (20) was okay $3,000. using edited version (about 30
minutes shorter than original) last
‘Cinerama’ Big 10G, 51st Stays about two weeks here.
—“Ugetsu" (Indie)! Sock $5,200.
Capitol. (Loew's) (4,820; 85-$2.20) Wednesday (17). Hit smash $32,000
Last week, “Know: Where I’m GoPittsburgh, Nov; 23.
(Indie)
and ‘‘Man Eiffel
—“Last Time I Saw Paris" (M-G). in sixth week ended Sunday (21).
ing"
“White
Christmas"
is doing a
Tower" (Indie) (3rd wk), $1,400.
First
ending tomorrow Fifth week was $31,000.
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;
Bridge (Sch war tz-Reade) (399; blockbusting $40,000 at- the Penn (Thurs.) looks to reach smash $54,“Cinerama" (Indie)
ahd Dry" (U) here this stanza, best in years, and 000, with boost from Thanksgiving $1.20-$3.30)
$1-$1.20) '“High
set
best
is
a
longrun.'
The
next
for
wk). The 76th session ended
(77th
Current round winding
Day biz. Holds on. In ahead,
(3d wk).
tomorrow (Wed.) looks to hold at bet is “Desiree," which is heading “Barefoot Contessa" (UA) (7th wk), Saturday (20).„was big $35,000 albeit
off from the $38,800 in 75th week.
second week was for a big total aj the small Fulton. $20,000, to wind, a nice longrun.
fast
$3,000;
“Cinerama" is picking up sharply
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.85): Continues on.
$3,400.
this round to a good total for the
“Sabrina" (Par) (10th wk). Ninth
51st week at the Warner.
round ended last night (Tues.) was.
Estimates for This Week
good $13,500 after $19,000 in
‘Desiree’
$15,000,
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-$l*10)— eighth. Continues until “Country
“Desiree" (20th). Mario Brando’s Girl" (Par) btfens next month.
Balto; ‘Streets’ Slight
Buff;; ‘Contessa’ 11G,
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
fine b o. these days on wheels of
“Waterfront" (Col). Heading for —“The Detective" (Col) (4th wk).
Buffalo, Nov. 23.
.The
session
third
Sunday
ended
Last
week,
“Naked
-big
$15,000.
7?G, ‘Xmas’ Big 11G,
this
session,
hew
bills here
Few
/'
(21) was solid $11,200 after $15,300
with “Desiree" leading the way for Alibi" (U), $4,’500.
Baltimore, Nov. 23.
in second week. Continues on.
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 65-$l).
these with a sturdy week at the.
A pre-holiday dip in glrosses is
Globe (Brandt) (1.500; 70-$1.50)
Century*
‘‘Barefoot Contessa7 is “Black .Widow” (20th). 2d, wk).
here
this week with mild
evident
“Fire Over Africa" ( Col). Week
fancy in ‘second Buffalo round as is Okay at '$8,500. Last week, $13,500
ending 'tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to .totals prevalent. “Track of The
Penn: (UA) (3,300; 75-$1.25)
“White Christmas" in fourth Week
Cat”
is dull at the Stanley. “Down
reach
lean
$7,000.
In
ahead,
“BulEvery
’•White Christmas" (Par)*
at Paramount.
3 Dark Streets" is mild at the Ceninth a smash.
ith marquee draw, let Is Waiting" (Col), slight $8,000
Estimates for This Week
Second week; of “Barefoot
tury.
upped prices and. stress on Vista- in eight days.
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,000; 50-80)
Contessa” is nice at the New.
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.80).
“Barefoot Contessa" (UA) (2d Wk). Vision; looks like terrific $40,000.
“White Christmas" still is; sock in
Fancy $11,000. Last week, $15,400. In for longrun, natch! Last week* “Crest of. / Wave” (M-G) (3d wk). third week, at Keith's.
Second round ended last
ight
Paramount (Par) (3,000;. 80-$l)— “Suddenly” (UA), $12,000.
Estimates for This Week
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 65-85)— (Tues.) dipped to okay $3,000 after
“White Christmas" (Par) (4th wk).
Century (Loevv's-UAi (3,000; 25$4,000
in
first.
Kinappei's"
(XJA)
wk).
“Little
(2d
Big $15,000. Last week, $20,400.
80)—
“Down 3 Dark Streets" (UA).
79Mayfair (Brandt)
(1,736;
Fine word-of-mouth and pushing
Center (Par) (2,000; 50-80)
Modest $7,500. Last week, “Beau
“Black Widow" (20th) (2d Wk), to $3,400 after just under $3,000 $1.80)— “suddenly" (7th-final wk). Brummeli" (M-G), $9,000.
Looks
only
in
closing
$7,000
sesPine $10,000. Last week, $12,600. ldst* \v00k
Cinema (Schwaber) (466; 50-$l)-rStanley (SW) (3.800; 75-$1.25)— sion ending today .(Wed.), after “Madahie De" (Indie). Weak $3,Lafayette. (Basil) (3,000; 50-80)
and “Star Is Born" (WB) (6th wk). $9,000 for sixth week. “Sittihg.Bull" 000. Last week, “Crash Of Silence"
(Col)
“Fire , Over Africa"
“Black Dakotas" (Col). Good $10,- Winding weakly at $6,000 in 6 days. (UA) opens tomorrow (Thanksgiv- (U) $3 300.
v
000 or near. Last week, “She-Wolf" Too much against it this week. Last ing Day).
Film-’ Centre' (Rappaport) (960;
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95(Rep) and “Tobor the Great" (Rep), week, $11,000.
50-$ l.»— “Sabrina" (Par) (7th. wk).
Warner (SW) (1,365; $1.25-$2.65) $1.80)— “Heart of .Matter" (Indie). Still okay at $3,500 after $4,000 in
$13,000.
today
(Wed.)
First
ending
week
(Indie)
(51st
“Cinerama"
wk).
60-85)
Century (Buhawk) (3,000;
sixth.
—“Desiree", (20th). Sturdy $15,- Picking up to good $10,000 or over. looks like nice $6,000 or near, best
(Rappaport) (2,100;

Last week, $16,000.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$l)—
“White Christmas" (Par) (4th wk).
Trim $12,000 in 6 days. Last week,

$10,500.
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Hippodrome
Dark Last week, Veterans’ Day gave here in some time.. Holds.
50-$D—-“On Waterfront" (Col)
Carnegie (Indie)
Little
(528;
Streets" (UA) and “Jesse James house, biggest day in months but
(Continued on page 18)
$1.25-$2) —“Aida" (IFE) (2d wk).
Women" (Indie), $11,200 in 8 days. only $9,000 on week.

000.

Last week,

“Down

3

(5th
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12 weeks New York are typical
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co-starring

with

RAYMOND BURR

•

ALFRED HITCHCOCK
MICHAEL HAYES

Directed by

Screenplay by JOHN
BASEO ON THE SHORT STORY

BY CORNELL

WOOL RICH

WALTER HAMPDEN JOHN WILLIAMS
MARTHA HYER JOAN VOHS
*

•

Produced and Directed by

BILLY WILDER

Screen by Billy Wilder, Samuel Taylor and

*

Written for the

Ernest

Lehman

From the play by Samuel Taylor
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Terry O’Neill, formerly eastern
sales manager of Interstate Television Corp., has been named U.S.
rep for Associated Britlsh-Pathe.

I I UMW) UVU
Paris; Nov.

Jk

Appointment to the post was disclosed by Macgregor Scott, AB-P
general sales manager, following
his return here from America.

III

i

Jacques Flaud, head of the gov*
Cinema,
Centre Du
ernmental
outlined the year’s trends and
general pic situation in production, distribution and exploitation
fireside chat for scribes and
professionals here recently. After-

at

Paris, Nov, 16.

MPA

wards he made it clear to Variety
that France would stand on its
fOreijgn film dubbing visa quota of
138: next July_despite the coming
U. S, demand for unlimited film*
export under the General Agreement of Trade and Tariffs of

wait..

;

Other problems of lesser import,
touched on by, Flaud, were salary
raises in the various film technical
fields, and thie question of remov-

TOM CURTISS

French musical comedy taste
continues to amaze. U.$; visitors.
With Paris the chic capital' of most
things modern now, transients are
Edinburgh, Nov. 23.
always asking residents, can things
Opera groups in Scotland were
like full-dress revivals of "The
official
ah
Millar,
J.
A.
advised by
Belle of N. Y.” be all the rage arid
of the National Operatic and Drarun for a: year or two iri the 1950s?
matic Ass’n, to avoid producing
Judging, by the present standards
American musical shows.
of the book shows—-the revues of
"Far too many of us," he said, the
de
Fplies-Bergere,
Casino
"are trying to make the boxaffice Paris, etc., are iri another class—
sure by going for the American lavish production Of "Wang” or
musicals. Some of them are ex- "El Captain” would seem to bp
treipely. good as entertainment, but
what the doctor ordered. "The Girl
I think they are not just what we
From Utah” and "Chu Chin Chow’*
should be doing. Most of these
be ahead of their time i

Prior to joining Interstate (an
the Office of. Exchange allowed a Allied Artists subsidiary) some five
40% remittance with 60% blocked. years ago. O’Neill was a booking
It could be used in France, only exec
with Exclusive Films Ltd.
by special permission, for either here. In his new berth, he will suinvestment, production or pervise AB-P activities iri the U.S.
film
other industrial affairs. Of the and Canada.
$275,000., put. at the disposal of
A, under the
France by the
last accord, $180,000 has been put
in a furid from which film exporters can take loans against future
foreign income, arid thus continue work without the collection

16.

By

would
modern American shows demand Paris today. If "The Boy Friend’'
Buenos 'Aires, Nov. 16.
,
the highest efficiency in dancing,
Theatremen and e X h i b i to r s while in the main I consider that were to play here} it would probably be swallowed straight.
Prices are. turned theatremen at this' time of
ing frozeri tab levels.
our forte is singing.”
fixed at about $1 top except for year are weighing in their minds
Hep Parisians who know, the
He advised musical groups to
are allowed only internal protecspecial specs. The double, feature the problem of what they should
superiority
of modern U.S. musii
spite
of
pay
less
attention
to
However,
securing boxtive setups.
here,
ac- book in the way of special attracagitation
died
out
has
office successes and to devote their cals have, an answer for this. They
the fact that the Flaud talk put the
cording to Flaud.
tions for Argentine audiences next
argue
that
the
big musical houses,
its.
all
efforts
tb
a
higher
quality
enterFrench film industry, in
Co-production, which made up year.
Meanwhile, their account- tainment.
the Chatelet, Mogador and Gaitebranches, in a state of good firian
almost half of production this year ants are mulling over figures and
Lyrique;
on out-of-town
depend
clause
escape
the
13th
cial health,
also was shown as having evil tax claims to see which of this
trade and that yokels would rather
would be invoked next year
agai
aspects because of a double loss year’s legit ventures showed profit.
see
old
clad in some
operetta,
an
previous
quota
maintain
the
to,
of nationality by having to conNow that film admission prices
hew costumes and fancy sets but
France dropped 15 pix in
level.
form to two national codes;
have been boosted to more remuwith all its familiar jokes intact,
production this year and these will
nerative scales, the major exhibifor the 10th time, than take a
probably be made up by additional
tors are. less prone to entertain
chance on anything locally undubbing visas to various countries.
legit propositions, than they were
known. Managers have found that
Flaud’s main points were that in
at this time last year. In fact, they
while "Ajjnie.: Get Your. Gun” may
spite of a more even financial
would
rather forget all about legit
get
eight months on its initial
keel* the French cinema had faland stick to the business they
standby like "White
Paris, Nov. 23.
showing,
len in prestige and art production
really understand—-exploitation of
Inn” can do a full year on
Horse
“Porgy And Bess,’* under the
which hairipered Gallic chances
pictures.
This is not altogether aegis of the Everyman’s
Opera Inc,, its third or fourth return. So coiriabroad where the art film was a
possible for them because the obhas set precedents here both in the plaints from critics and sophistinecessity to gain a foothold. Poor
ligatory vaudeville law keeps them
solid success racked up by a for- cates that things have changed i
showings at recent film, festivals,
London, Nov. 23.
scouting around for likely talent.
eign lingo legiter and in decipher- both music and comedy during the
and the waning of daring and origDon Clemente Lococo,. prexy of ing the complicated
A request for a joint meeting of
inality' on the part of producers
legit covering past 30 years make little impresthe officers of the two trade organ- the Lococo Circuit, which operates Here.
In its 10-week, run, wiridirig sion.
and stairs Were also important
izations to discuss the expert ad- the 2,300-seat Opera Theatre, plus
Change In Offing
Dec. 4, has been averaging about
points of this survey. Despite rishis 18 deluxe and neighborhood firstvice by Cyril Salmon, Q. C.,
a $4,000 take nightly which is sening production costs} the domestic
Sound as such reasoning may be,
report as arbitrator on the break runs here and nearby Mar del
sational here, especially in view of a change seems in the offing. Not
ahd foreign take this year just
figure dispute, was made by the Plata, describes himself as having
the hiked prices with a $6 top.. every Frenchman is deaf to all
about doubled the previous year's
Kinematograph Renters’ Society celluloid in his veins.- Although he Although
*
receipts in gross.
in its second appearance music written since Lehar’s prime,
council last Thurs. (18) to the Cine- was the first impresario to bring
here, the show has only been re- as the disquotheques where records
$19,200,000 Take For Producers
matograph Exhibitors’ As§n. This Josephine Baker to Buenos Aires
At a total investment of $33,- would be a preliminary confab to years ago, he is 60% an exhibitor viewed by the music critics iri spite of the latest jazz hot from the U.S,
000,000 for the yearly production, be followed by a session of the and only accidentally in legit. His of its overall consummate theatri- may be heard and the crowded
cal style arid welding of book, mu- swing cellar attest. The orchestra
the producers got a $13,200,000 joint committee of the two assns.
venture hr booking the Folies
sic and dramaturgy.
at Maxim’s has caught up With
take of their 20% of the domestic
The break figure dispute, dating Bergere at the Opera this year
In its seventh week, the com- "The King and I” and "Can-Can”
revenue plus $6,000,000 in foreign
back to 1951, stems from the in- was, in. fact, because of Miss
pany decided to invite the drama and promises some "Pajama Game’*
take as well as $6,000,000 in aid.
Baker’s
intervention.
It
unwas
troduction of the Eady levy to submelodies for Xmas, and the smash
While this seems to leave an sidize British production.
The dertaken with a view to overcom- crix themselves, explaining that success of "Porgy and Bess,” doing
much as they appreciated the fine
$8,000,000 deficit, this is made up
"break figure” is the. yardstick via ing the losses inevitable under the,
by residuals. With employment
.crix,
music
it
would
iike
to
have a return engagement at the Emwhich film hire rentals charged by low film admission scales, then in
brisk, it can be assumed that the
the opinion of drama surveyors. pire, has caused some impresarios
the distributor tp the exhibitor are force.
All.
the
French cinema is in almost, good assessed and the familiar pattern
dailies’
crix
showed up to ponder.
Now that those film prices have
balance at; present. While foreign
The Chatelet. - Mogador - Gaite
been increased to a level sufficient Saturday (13), and all professed
iS for the percentage to vary with
revenue was 30% of the take be- the
they
no
reason
saw
why they had Lyrique group will doubtless Stick
gross. In most cases a weekly to meet the terrific cost of operatfore the war, it is now down to
nbt been called in at the outset. to the old favorites and new shows
gross of up to $420 qualifies for a ing the deluxe houses, and pro10%, and a concerted effort is be- 35% rental with a gradual increase vided enough great pictures are Some felt this was due to an over- modeled after them, but before
ing made to regain this.
when the receipts rise above that made available (preferably by Hol- sight of the local editors and also; long we shall probably have French
Although income has increased figure.
lywood), all local exhibitors would local bookers.
version of! the Broadway musical
It
was stressed that production
indefinitely prefer to concentrate
Reviews were all :of rave calibre. hits in other houses.
At their council meeting a week
costs had also gone up. An average
on exhibition.
The staging of Robert Breen, the
Jean Bouchel-Ysaye, director of
top film costing $255,000 some previously, the KRS agreed to acNevertheless, the sort of big coin decors of Wolfgang Roth and the the Ennpire, who lias profited by
years ago now costs $336,000. cept the arbitrator’s advice and the racked up at the Opera by
shows acting, singing and music all came housing "Porgy .and Bess,” is
exhibs
were
to
accept
it
pledged
Main difficulty, he felt, was that
like the Folies Bergere- and the i
for plaudits.
mulling plans for production of a
Salwas that two types of films have in advance of the hearing.
Antonio Ballet, not to mention the
While here various members of song-and-dance show based on an
sprung up the cheaply 'made lo- mon urged, the withdrawal of the Cuevas Ballet at the Metropolitan,,
original. Two years ago
Ariierican
the resthe troupe
doubled iri French
cal film which rapidly amortizes 1951 KRS resolution and
cannot fail to tempt some of them.
negotiating.
niteries. After the run here, there there was a project to stage "Pal
itself here and usually is not good toration of individual
The
thing
is to hit on shows likely
With Roland Petit
in
French
Joey”
the
are dates for the La Scala in Milan,
for exportation, and the big color He also advocated freedom for
to be sock hits yet not so costly
Germany, Belgium, Holland, Scan- at the Empire, and though this
costume spec, made with foreign exhibitor to negotiate terms with that they leave no profit.
With danavia and other spots, depend- project fell through, Ysaye has
suppliers.
individual
markets in. mind and with big
grosses of $60,000 weekly, the
ing on State Department approval. been; busily studying U.S. musical
scale
production and stars but
Folies alone must have gone a long
products since.
lacking the so-called national asway tp wiping out the Lococo CirAt the moment he is considering
pects.
cuit’s losses of the. last six
‘Desert’ High Grosser
years,
"Kiss Me Kate” for Paris and MarProducer’s rape of the public
due at least in part to the govern- 1,000 Theatres in Brit.
Achard has been approached to
cel
domain classics and imitative asment's insistence on cheap film enIn Germany Because Of
dp the book for a French “King
pects of Certain U. S', films were
tertainment fpr the masses.
Likely Will Use C’Scope
j.” Another. Broadway show
and
held up as crying for new ideas in.
Iri actual fact, if the
circuit was
Dating Small Theatres to devote
that seems a Paris natural even
pix. This could stem from a special
the Opera to legit all
houses that stick to the
By
the
for
End
of
This
tax to create a fund for loans to
Year
Frankfurt, Nov. 16.
year round, as was once considBack"Carousel,"
is
routine
any producer attempting a new,
"The Living Desert,” one of the ered, it could, make more, coin
London, Nov. 16.
in
ground, of course, would have to be
original film. The grosses were up year's biggest money-making pix one month
with that one theatre
The transformation. to Cinema- switched from the mid-19th^ centhis year, and France took 52% of in Germany,
a big success be- than all its 18 cinemas
Scope
exhibition is: now. showing
togethertury New England fishing village
it while the U. S. had 35%, Italy
cause of its booking into the small can lpake in a year's time.
signs of acceleration arid more
to either Budapest or Paris, and a
7%, England 4% and Germany theatres instead of the big. first-run
than 1,000 British installations are
local librettist will have to think
3%.
houses. Pic, which has only. 20
likely to be. completed before the
On censorship, Flaud opined that prints, here; did $50,000 in its first
up a variation on "This Is a Real
end of the year. This total will inNice, Clambake,” substituting lyrics
the government would, like to keep month,, and $75,000 in its second!
clude around 400 J. Arthur Rank
lit •f
about a picnic.
pre-censorship and wel- It is now expected to
ri three
which are being retooled
comed a recent move to set up an years to. fill all its' German commit-,
Paris jnusical stage seems ripe
PLAY SET FOR B’WAY theatres
for anamorphic presentation, alindustry code,.. under the Syndicat merits.
for something more recent than
though
the.,
company
is unable to
Frankfurt} Ndv. 16
of Producers, which would advise
Chocolate Soldier.”
"The
In Dusseldorf, where the film
German television,book the 20th-Fox output.
on all scripts submitted.
prcemed last Aug! 20, it was hind pix productions ordinarily beA checkup here showed that 775
in the U. S.,
Film Aid. Law To Modernize.
booked into the 220-seat Studio pulls a scoop Nov.
28 when Hes- indies had already contracted -for
In lechnical and other branches ancl ran for si
weeks.
But in sischer
C’Scope installations, and 510 of
he stated that the Film Aid Law Stuttgart, August Daub, who owns vision) Rundfunk .(Frankfurt teleMexico City, NoV.' 23.
preems. "Siegfried,” the these already had been completed.
would: pay more attention to stu- tile .huge 1,500-seater Palast and
German adaptation of the Jean The others were due to be comTwentyseven Latin American
dios and labs to help make them who controls theatres in six other
Giraudoux play. Upcoming Broad- plete by next March 1.
representatives of Warner Bros.
adequately equipped and modern. key cities, wanted the first Stiittway performance of "Siegfried” is
In addition, around 200 theatres fathered here this week for a sales
This also applies (o film houses ga.rt showing in his .big houses- it
skedded for next season. Original in. the Associated British circuit convention being held by Wolfe
which are getting refurbishing lasted just one week. But transdrama, "Siegfried. & the Limou- had beeh equipped for C-Scope Cohen, Warner International presir
mostly around Paris. lie also. felt, planted into the 500-seat Lichtsine," was written by Giraudoux films, including almost all the key deriti
that. France was paying attention spielhaus
there,
it
ran
four after World War I, about a French- theatres in the London area. The
Recorded message from Jack
to new techniques and that 800 stanzas.
%
man who lost his memory in the ABC installations are being made, Warner, WB v.p. and production
houses were equipped
with w.ideIt is Opening here in the tiny war and
through
with
Perspecta
mistaken
sound.
identity
Exchief,
opened the session.
screens or Cinemascope, and that Bieberbau Dec,
4.
In Berlin it’s was brought to Germany tp live.
Circuits
Management
Assn, ecutive v.p. Sam Schneider was
Cinerama was in the offing as booked into 45 small
cinemas for
Pic
version
on
(which
the
controls
same
the
theme
Odeon
and
present
iri
person
address
the
to
well as an akin process, Polyvision, the three
weeks of Christmas, has just been completed as a Ger- Gaumont-British groups
already company’s staffers.
by Abel Gance. A Technicolor lab New Years arid Jan.
9, an uriusual man-French. coproduction, made by has completed 230 installations, 75
be
Individual
will
conferences
is due this summer.
longrun set for what will be the
As to the Franco-U. S. accord, year’s top season. It’s now been Trans*Rhein Films and Madeleine of which have full stereophonic held, by the Caribbean, Pacific, ahd
Films, under the. title of "Double sound. It is expected that the total Atlantic divisions, supervised rehe said that llO dubbed American shown successfully in
150 small Destiny.” .Stars are Simone Simon will soar to about 400 by the. end spectively by Peter Colli, Armando
films was still the quota and that German
theatres.
and Michael Auclair.
of the, year.
iTrucios, and Ary Lima..

Geneva

1947.
According to this, the signatories
only can set quotas jn the event
of an uneven balance of trade and
in
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Exhibs Poisoned Versus
Toll-TV, Telemeter

View

Palm Springs Boxes Out

beneficial to operator.

Dr. Louis N. Ridenour, chairman
of Telemeter’s board on Sunday
conceded that one principal reason
for shutoff of home toll-tv test at
Palm Springs, last spring was’ inability to get further first run features from major filmeries, due ,to
exhih resistance.
.

.

‘

one
our

the

biggest headaches

of Telemeter.

now talking with exhibs to
achieve that goal.
Lesermen has talked witli about
50 exhibs individually so far. He
finds exbibs don’t understand what
Telemeter is doing. Once they
hear full story, he says they are
for it. Present trouble is blamed

tions

And he had one

to 1950, half of the American film take in. South Africa was
blocked.. Since then, cued to the
devaluation of the pound, remit?
tances were raised to 71%.
Both

But upon bowing on, Fabian
script

duced his message to only a
few sentences, calling for industry harmony.
Dinner guesting at Harry Kalhome— Bill. Stern related

riune’s

this— Fabian, in conversation with
Major Albert Warner, was advised

Reds Form

three Warner Brothers
were being forced to divest their
theatre holdings and would. Fabian
like to move in?
This led to the
the

S-W’ ownership

Veep Max Youngstein declares

Meanwhile, the pair
plan?
ning to produce and star in
“Pardners,” an oater, under the
banner of their own. York Produe
tions. Shooting 'Will start next year
on completion of their roles in Hal
Wallis.’ “Rockabye Baby.”

sound

finance
ages,

independent pack?

“My

definition of an independent
producer/’ said Youngstein* “is a

picture

creative

maker

who

is

granted full creative autonomy;
who. has a voice in the inerchan?
dising of his film on a sales and adpub level; and who is provided with
.

a worldwide distribution organization which, can
bring ..him the
greatest possible return for his ef-

Global Staff

fort,

“This kind of creative autorio?
my," he added, “goes back to the
very fundamental principles which
led to the founding, of United
Representing the first, such conArtist for creative talents who
clave in the company’s history,
wanted the right to call their shots
Paramount has set plans for an as they
saw them. We are once
promotion
coordi“international
again, making this principle, a comnation” meeting; to take place on
plete reality; 7
-

the Coast for a full week beginAmong the producers associated
ning Dec. 6. Ad-pub-exp.loitation
reps participating wifi include 15 with UA, he pointed out, ar
U. S. and Canada field men, stu- Joseph MankiCwicz with “Tlie BareHecht-Lancaster
dio personnel, homeriffice depart- foot Contcssa”;
ment heads and Par’s bally mer- with “Apache,” “Vera Cruz,” “The
chants iri London, Paris and the Kentuckian” and “Marty”; Stanley
Kramer with “Not as a Stranger”;
Far East.
Coincident with this will be a Paul Gregory with “Night of the
Sales meeting called by A.
W. Hunter,” and others.
Since the Arthur Krim-Robert
Schwalberg, president, of Par Distributing Corp., which will be at- Benjamin, group took over management of UA. he added, the gross in-:
tended by division managers.
Jerry Pickman, ad-pub v.p., will come of the company has risen
preside at the promotion confer- from $19,000,000 to an estimated
ence. Joining him from N. Y. will $42,000,000 for 1954.
be Sid Blumenstock, ad chief; Herb
Steinberg,,
national
exploitation
'

director,
and
Bert
Champion,
publicity head.
Pickman’s idea is to seek out the.
collective thinking of the entire
Metro and 20th-Fox have theatre
prganization arient merchandising
interests in South Africa.
Only Paramount, which *has heavy approaches
and trends.
Group
financial Interest in Telemeter,
Will view a specially-prepared 20would offer features.
minute, reel showing clips from 10
Coin boxes have been removed
ne\v pix in the Vista-Vision process
Use of television to. cut time and
Yariks Versus
from 200 installations in Palm
and will talk up new campaigns.:
costs in .filmmaking'-will be demonSprings, also electronic devices,
Invitation to the overseas per- strated by
Patho Monday (29)
Juliet
Angle and customers are being refunded sonnel also has as its purpose a.t the N. Y. convention
Of the Pubtheir $21,75 installation fee. They
closer coordination of bally work lic Relations Society of America.
In Rank’s ‘Young Lovers’ now get tv via Telemeter from L.A., in the U. S. and abroad. For one In the process, which, is not yet
paying $5 monthly, service charge.
thing, the agents in the global fully developed? a miniature, tv
Extent to which the film companies will shun politically conspots in some cases haven’t been, camera, called the Dumont Teleye,
troversial pix af home but go after
able to pick up campaigns suf- is placed in juxtaposition with th
them for foreign, handling is underficiently in advance of openings viewer of the standard 35m pi
scored by Universal’s attitude vis-]
(The cam- camera.
of pix in their areas.
a-vis the J; Arthur Rank’ film, “The
paigns
originate at the h.o.). The
IN
Teleye picks up the scene exactYoung Lovers.”
taken on the 35m film
Under the Dept, of Justice’s Par-ites will undertake to remedy ly as it
this at^the Coast get-together.
Pic, which, engendered some hot
and telecasts it. on a monitor

re?

arid

TOA

Up

.

the

Leserman on resolutions by
and other exhib groups, opposing any. subscription tv.
Ridenour, who said he’ll testify
at upcoming FGC hearings on subscription tv, doesn’t blame majors
for turning him down ori firstruns,
terming it “an. economic problem.”

has. accrued in the country.

prepared, ru
ning about three pages,

Romeo-

switch;'

.

;

RKQ

Feud

.

Latex, We Love You
.
The International Latex absorption was depicted with a “comedy

:

modelling of a girdle
arid bra.
Latex board chairman
A. N. Spanel; on the dais, got a particularly bang out of this bit.
and heavy bidding among the inSain Hosen, Fabian’s partner and
a latter-day
exec v.p. of S-W, also was saluted dies, is described
version of the “Romeo and Juliet”
for liis role ill acquiring or buildstory. It’s, about an American Eming the various enterprises with
which the Fabiah name is linked. bassy employee in London who
Rosen is. Fabian’s sister’s husband. falls in love with the daughter of
George Murphy, who shows up an Iron Curtain diplomat. Hound-,
ed by suspicions from both sides,
at
numerous
functions
trade
throughout th
year as “Holly- their affair is doomed from the
wood’s Ambassador of Goodwill,” start.
Universal passed, up this Rank
did the introing chores and other
stage

:

South Africa has lifted restricon American film remittances
and has also opened the. way to the
unfreezing of whatever U, S. coin
by

As “pioneer of the. Year,”
Si Fabian was the only one at
last Wednesday’s (J6J dinner
privileged to -make a speech.

scrapped

declared Carl

i

Snipped Speech

Si's

He

Leserman, one of Telemeter’s principal stockholders and on its board

of

/’

tii

“We want to
of the exhibitor,
realize he's beneficiary

Ridenour:

make him

Fabiah was called in
Cinerama “developed into

of

that

Said

make- friends

how

of

23.

Hollywood, Nov. 23.
Meeting strong exhibitor resistance to subscription tv, Telemeter
is launching intensified, concerted
campaign to persuade theatremen
that the pay-as-you-see system is

.

told

Hollywood, Nov.
tin

23.

In line with the current trend
of major studios to allocate large
suins for indie financing. United
Artists is raising its current revolving fund from $20,000,000 to
$30,000,000.

'

:

Thomas

-

tract calling for one picture a year
that the company is in solid with
for seven years. Deal calls for 50%
the bankers and has practically -unparticipation
profits on fop of.
limited funds at. its disposal to
their salaries.

MPEA

.

13

--•

••--

Hollywood, Nov.

a

Paramount has Signed Dean Marand Jerry Lewis to a new con-

of

.

when

-

Youn^itein Defines independent Pf0ducer >
Back to Pickford^Fairbanks-Chaplin Credo

Year For Seven Years With
50% Share Over Par Wages

49tk ‘Anniversary Number'

:

Lowell
“Doctor”

—•-

MARTIN-LEWIS CONTRACT

H. Fabian, president of Stan- With Export Assn. Since 1946—
Declined India Assignment
ley Warner and Fabiin Enterprises,
was “Pioneer Of the Year” and
Theodore Smith, on* of the
“My Guy Si” at the packed grand
ballroom of N. Y/s Hotel Sheraton European market experts with the
Astor last Wednesday night; (17). Motion Picture Export Assn., is
Move comes as
It was .the trade's annual salute to leaving the outfit.
one of its outstanding citizens, part of a reshuffle of eXec duties
.sponsored by the Motion Picture at the MPEA, with Griffith JohnPioneers, and the theatre exec got son, MPEA v.p,, now in charge of
the. spotlight via the narration by the assn.’s European affairs.
assorted show business personaliSmith joined MPEA in 1946,
ties of vyhat was loosely billed his working under John G. McCarthy,
life story.
then head of tlie Motion Picture
Emphasis was on light humor Assn, of America's international
He spent two years in
although some key points of that division,
story were gotten across; The first Paris aS MPEA’S continental manaFabian theatre, built by the honor ger, returnirig to a homeoffice desk
guest’s 'father, Jacob, in 1914 in Carly in 1954. He was replaced in
Paterson, N. J.; it was. lost in Paris with Marc Spiegel,
shuffled theatre ownerships ini the
recently discussed
When
rep in India,
years, past and once again placed appointment of
under Fabian’s name through the Smith was mentioned as a possi-.
S-W acquisition; Fabian’s declara- bility.
However, he declined.
tion that the house shall always re- Earlier in the year, he flew to the
niain open as a memorial to his Philippines to settle a labor dispute
father; the “Pioneer’s” loyalty to a there.
friend, Phil Spitalny, in the form
Under the revamped setup, Ralph
of ain. extended theatre booking Hetzel, v.p,, contiriues Ini charge of
that led to an 11-year radio con- air MPEA activities, Johnson, who
tract n with General Electric; Fa- divides his time between N.,Y and
bian’s record
refraining from Washington,. is in charge of Europe,
upsetting the personnel structures aided by George Canty.
of organizations he has taken over.
S.

.

PICTURES

—

UA

TED SMITH EXITS

By GENE ARNEEL

—

bli

show

•lull

—

^

Bankers Love Dinted Artists-Now

Pete Smith
Pop** House Open ft* Memorial—Showman's Loyally
To Phil Spitalny Cited: New Bra Biz ‘Modelled*

'

:

'•

bit,

,

’

consent decree judgment, Stanley
Warner Corp. (and its predecessor

Meet*also has

agenda op'en screen.
According to Jay Bonadiscussion of new ideas on draw- field, film' company’s exec v.p., the
company, Warner Bros. Theatres),
ing public attention to film and: director thus can sec how his pic?
was required to divest. 70 theatres.
working with the sales department time is framed ^without having to
As of this date, the theatre chain
on local arid national levels.
wait for daily “rush ” and can,
hats six theatres to go.
make necessary changes iinmedi?
It is running into particular difately.
ficulty in unloading theatres in
Also at the convention, the. RKQ
depressed areas. The situation in Cinerama Picked Montreal
subsidiary will tape record all
Lawrence* Mass., is, an example
For Seven-Day Policy; questions, concerning the display
SW is meeting 'stiff, insistence in
and will answer them by mail at a
finding a buyer fgr the; Lawrence
fill
for U.S. distribution but went
house since the American Woolen
Lease for One Year later date.
after, it
and secured it for South Co. pulled up stakes. The town’s
Montreal, Nov. 23.
American handling. In the U'.S.,. economy
revolved
the
about
Cinerama’s bow at the Imperial
film will be released 'by Pacemaker
woolen outfit.
With unemploy- Theatre on Dec. 27
is on a lease
Pictures*
9 Scripting At Allied
ment now at a peak, no one ap- from Consolidated
Theatres here
Universal has skedded a week- pears willing to undertake
Hollywood, Noy. 23.
opera- for one
year with options. Monlong. sales Confab at the studio in
tion of. the theatre.
Allied Artists’ writing mill
treal was chosen for Cinerama beHollywood starting Dec. 6 to disrunning
at high speed With nine
cause of the seven-day operation
cuss forthcorhirig releases and' propossible in this city.. The Imperial, scripters working ori seven screenmotional
.plans,
according
to
presently a 1,789-seater, wall be re- plays slated. for early filming.
Charles J. ,Feldi
v.p. and genWriters and. their, "assignments
eral sales manager.
Annual Thanksgiving Day lunch- duced to approximately 1,050 Seats are:
Crane Wilbur on. “Pheni
Powwow will unite company eon of the. Federal Bar Assn; of due to mainfioor equipment neces- City”;
Bob Fisher arid A lari, Lip-'
sary
to
Cinerama.
execs from both Coasts in addition New York, New Jersey, and Consieptt
on
“Mother-Sir”; Cyril. Hume
Local prices will be scaled to a
to domestic arid foreign sales, execs; necticut will, have
show biz
“The
Intruder”; Warren Dougon
top
$2,40
with
16
shows
a
week.
the field force and ad-pub toppers flavor.
las
on
“Desperate
Women’’; St eye
from both N.Y; arid the studio.
Theodore R. Kupferman, the Renovations are already underway Fisher on “Women’s
Reformatory”;
to
meet
December
the
deadline.
Reps of Empire-Universal in Can- newly-elected prexy in whose
Jo Pagano on “Yaqui, Drums,” and
ada also will attend.
honor the luncheon is being given,
Tom
Hubbard
and
Fred
Eggers on
,
Following the studio meets, the is the general counsel of Cinerama ‘Ye!lowneck to Repiiblic;
“Tfie Last Mission,”
division sales managers will hold Productions and former legal deIndio Made in Florida
a series of district sales meetings, partment staffer of NBC.
each attended by a member of the
Hollywood, Nqv, 23.
JoseiHi A. McDonald, NBC treasSchimel Heads Drive
Republic bought a compiecea
promotional force for a full co- urer, and Samuel W. Tannenbaum,
ordination of plans. Feldman will head, of the Copyright Society of feature, “Yellowneck,” filrned by
Adolph Schimcl, Universal v.p.
preside at the studio meets.
Empire
Studios
Productions in the and general counsel,^ has been
the U.S., will present awards to.
Among the U toppers due to at- members of the Assn, who repped Florida Everglades. Picture was named chairman of the amuse:
tend the sessions are Milton R. the U.S. at the Geneva Universal produced by Harlow G. Frederick ments division of the 1954-55 fundRackmil, president; N.J., Blumberg, Copyright
recently and directed by R. John Hugh with raising drive of the Federation of
Convention,
board chairman, now recuperating adopted by the. U.S.
.Lin McCarthy, Stephen Courtleigh* Jewish Philanthropies of N. Y.
from a mild heartattack; Alfred E.
Goal of the drive this year has
Awards will go to John Schul- Barry Kyoeger, Harold Gordon and
Daft, exec v.p.; Edward Muhl, pro- man, counsel to the Songwriters’ Bill Mason in the cast.
been put at $16,950,000. Some 116
duction topper; AmericO Aboaf, Protective Assn*; Sydney M. Kaye,
At the same time Republic agencies, ranging from medical,
foreigri general -manager; David A. BMI counsel; Herman Finkelstein, closed a deal to handle European social and welfare organizations to
Lipton, v.p.; James Pratt,, exec stu- ASCAP counsel, and Edward A. distribution of the Silvana Pam- vocational guidance and rehabilita-.
dio manager, and Maurice A. Berg- Sargby, special- counsel to the film panini starrer, ‘‘Don Juart’s Night tion Services are supported by the
man, eastern studio rep.
campaign.
industry.
of Love,” made in Italy.
ori its

,

i

'

narrators included Walter Abel,
John Daly, Judy Holliday and Van
Johnson.
Backed by AJ 'Rickey
orch were songs by Licia Albanese,
BiU HayeS, Judy Johnson, Dorothy
Sarnoff and Paula Stewart.
The
Deep River Boys posied Fabian vocalistically. with a switch on “My
Gal Sal”— Guy Si vice Gal Sal.
.Entertainrhent show was written
and directed by Mort Sunshine and
staging \vas by David Bines.
Jack Cohn/ Columbia exec v.p.

—

.

]

.

arid president of the Pioneers org,
handled tlie gavel arid presented
Fabian with. -a plaque in recognition, the inscription read, of “his
distinguished personal and public
service to the motion picture in-

dustry,;"..

President Eisenhower sent felicitations to Fabian and,Nate J, Blum-?
berg wired regrets, he couldn’t

make the dinner plus assurances
that the heart attack he suffered
Tuesday (16) will keep him out of
action only a short time*
Blumherg was 1952’s “Pioneer of the
Year."

Balcony Observers

The event was

,

.

.

tape-recorcled, a.

which Fabian's brother-inlaw and partner Sam Rosen anticipated, but unusual was the presence of their respective wives and
family in. an upstairs box to take
detail

.

in the proceedings.

—

,

!
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OTTO PREMINGER

presents

MOZTGO/T

OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN’S

Jk

from

20th Century-Fox

Itllllll

Books and Lyrics by

Produced and Directed by

INGER
OTTO PREMINGER
Screen Play by

II

OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN, 2nd
HARRY KLEINER

color by

V;

Deluxe

f

it’s

a pleasure to do business with 20th!

PICTU1IBS
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Allen Rivkin
makes

-wills.

HiaJ’Wsm#*’

Maybe
gbrship states—six if one includes

Massachusetts which has Sunday
Censorship only— are skedded to
meet in 1055 and are expected to
amendments to their
consider
that
at
bluepencilling statutes
States
Ohio, Kansas, Pennsylvania and
New York. In the light of. the
1964 U. S. Supreme Coiirt decision re “La Ronde" and “M,”
which forced a revamp of the N. Y.
statute and a tightening of varK
ous definitions of terms in it, these
states are seen adopting the N. Y,
pattern.
Specific proposals for hew censor laws are already on the docket
In the
in: Maryland and in Ohio.
latter state, State Senator Charles
Mosher has been reelected by a
..excomfortable majority and
pected to continue his fight against
censorship -which ha$ already resulted in the elimination of news-

Tim Clag-r
scissoring there.
the Motion Picture Assn, of
N. Y./ has
America’s p.r. rep
gone to Ohio to discuss strategy recensorship with Robert Wile of the
Independent Theatre. Owners of
reel

1

1'

1

i.

it

Ingrid

Bergman 10(1% Banned

•r amHsJiif iyilRs piece

Memphis, Nov.

film ‘‘Curly” because
Negro 'boy at play
...

it

of

showed a

P^MRIETY

white

with

If

entertainment

and he has no objections to raise
concerning it.

no Cinerama version of the
Your Wagon,”
is made or contracted for by Jan.
Warner office which is reissuing 1, 1957, Cinerama Productions has
“SaratogaTfunk” As a result of agreed to pay board chairman
If

legit musical, “Paint

a notorious character.” He
communicated this to the local

the tabu, the film probably
play nearby West Memphis.

will

’Louis B.

I

council subcommittee
last- week, that censorbe continued, but on a re-

$30,0Q0 as partial

the authors.
Mayer paid $62,500 for the 5%
interest in the film exhibition rights
held by Lefner and LoeWe. Had
it been for. a non-Cinerama film,
it’s pointed -out that Mayer could
have, obtained the pair’s percentage for $32,500. Since 5% of a
.

Under the revised
stricted basis;
statute, the three categories under
which a film could be banned or

Cinerama engagement Would have
run into a large sum, Mayer had

Market in U.S.

up with an additional.
Under the agreement
with Stanley Warner? the theatre
chain, if it wants, can make a
Cinerama version of "Wagon.”
The notice to stockholders of the
annual meeting of Cinerama Productions on Dec. 7 reveals that the
hoard of directors has granted, “as
inducements to their continued employment,” to v.p, and general
counsel Theodore R. Kupferman
and treasurer Ira S. Stevens op*
tions on 5,000 shares each and to
assistant treasurer IrVing N. Margolin on. 2,500 shares at $2.25, behoods where foreign-born are con- ing 859o of the market price of
observed.
“It's
an
centrated,” he
2% at the time, of the grant of the
audience which isn’t being catered options on May 7, 1954.. These opproperly?’
to.
tions are exercisable at any .time
If prior attempts to reach the after Dec, 1, 1955, and not later
Itali^n-language
groups
haven’t than Dec. 1, 1958;
been successful, it’s because these'
Five directors will be elected at
Italo features /are being shown on the annual meeting,
in addition
tvv Podhorzer felt.
to Mayer, president Lowell Thomas,
He pointed out in reference to Dudley Roberts Jr., and Milo J.
German films that there are many Sutliff, each of whom has been on
areas ini the country where there the board for more than two years,
is a considerable German element: the board recommended Allan L.
in the community, citing specifical- Melhado for the fifth directorship
ly St. Louis, Cincinnati, Milwau- to replace Merian C. Cooper who
“There are some towns resigned as production v.p. Melkee, etc;
in Texas where 90% of the popu- hado, who owns and represents a
to come
$30,000.

scissored are obscenity, intention
Exhibitors could do a great deal
to debase or corrupt morals, and
intention to incite to crime v
more with foreign pix Were they
cultivate and seek the support
to
While the censor boards are Ob- f
viously handicapped' by the Su- of foreign nationality groups in
areas, Munio. Podhorzer, imretheir
which
preme Court ruling,
duced their Scope, distribs of porter and distrib of German films,
the
opined
say
in N, Y. this week.
particularly
foreign pix
boards are as tough as ever, New
Podhorzer, Who heads up Casino
York being the possible exception. Film Exchange and also United
Board of Regents iwnAlbany is cur- German Film Enterprises, said
rently mulling an appeal from a theatres are shortsighted in conhi:. Y. censor nix on a film involvcentrating only on pix with a gening a scene showing the birth of eral. market appeal “There is a
a baby. If the Regents Uphold the very considerable market—praccensor, the case is expected to go tically untapped—in the neighbor-

cent pix.

Mayer

reimbursement of his buyout of the
percentage interests held by Alan
Jay Lerner and Frederick Loewe,

was urged

In Pennsylvania, legislative action oh censorship is likely. In a
recent decision re the Pennsylvania
board banning of ‘-She Should
Said No,” Judge Edwin O. Lewis
stated that the present statute Was
unconstitutional and that only a
new law, “clearly drawn, designed
and applied” would give the board
the right; to ban obscene and inde-

Your Wagon’ Pays

is

Ohio.
In Maryland, a special meet of a

.

Unproduced By 1957,

‘Paint

Binford, in: another decision,
lowered the b'oom on Ingrid Bergman with a firm nix on any pix
in which she appears because, sic,;:

“she

,

.

lation are of German origin. They
represent a great potential market fox’ German films,” he said.

mount

substantial,
‘

of

Cinerama

Productions, stock, is a financial
adviser and a member of the N. Y.

Podhorzer cited as an example Stock Exchange.
house in Philadelphia which
started booking German pix as an
experiment on a once-a-month
basis.
“Today that theatre is. completely converted, to German-language productions,” he reported.
SEEKING ARBITRATION
Podhorzer, who through UGPE
Cinerama Productions and Cinreps
number of the important
German producers and distribs, erama Inc,, the equipment and lisuch as Omnia, in this country, censing company, have not settled
a

Los Angeles, Nov.

Three

antitrust

suits

23.

filed

•gainst the eight major film companies, with demands aggregating

more than
out

$9,100,000, were settled
of court for an undisclosed
said by plaintiff sources to

sum,
be “the largest settlement ever

at-

tained. in California.”
In the original suits, filed in,
1951, the Hawaiian .Theatre sought
Galston and Sutton
$5,223,126;
Theatres $1,879,200, and the Wolverine Investment Co. $2,031,618.
AH three are commonly owned.
.

Toronto, Nov. 23.
TITLE FUSS
For the first time in recent
Louis Papers Won’t Ac- months, the Canadian section or.
cept Word ‘Illicit’
the Catholic Legion of Decency has
cracked down on a film,; This is
Interlude”
film
“Illicit
Swedish
“We Wanted a Child,” a Danish
has been leading something of a
film with English subtitles, which
double life.
birth of
The Arthur Davis release origin- advertises the actual
ally was called “Summer Inter- baby, with attendance restricted to
lude.” That had to be changed be- those over 18. Film is doing smash
cause it conflicted with another biz at two Famous'/P’ljayers houses
Sv^edish pic, “One Summer of Hap- here, Tivoli and Capitol in double
piness.” Davis then polled exhibs combo.
and came: up with “Illicit Inter-According to Rev. John J, Moyer,
lude;”
general secretary of the Canadian
In St. Louis, when the pic was Legion of Decency, this film
booked into the Shady Oaks The- condemned for Catholic audiences,
atre, the papers refused to accept This includes local pulpit, admoniads for anything with the word tions. Father Moyer told Variety
“Illicit” in the title; It was changed that announcement of this conto “Ballet Interlude” for the ads. demnation hasn’t been released to
At the theatre, however, it was the. Toronto dailies' because “We
ballied as “Illicit Interlude.”
do not want to give this foreign
light infilm, any publicity that
duce more people to see it.?
While Legion of Decency has.
been quiet in Canada since “The
Outlaw,” it did come out recently
against “The Moon Is Blue” and
“The French Line.” J. J. Fitzgibbons, president of Famous Players
(Canadian) who. is a leading Catholic layman, voluntarily refused to
release both these two films in the
460 trans-Canada houses controlled
by Famous but was Unable to baii

SWEDISH

Then

legislative

to court.

By ROBERT A. McSTAY

In

49th Annivenary Number

23.

youngsters, has endorsed 20thFox’s “Carmen Jones,” which has
a complete Negro cast. The bluepepciller was quoted as saying the
latter film is a fine

at

.7

•

Commended—But

gett,

ship

ItU Fate

KEEPING UP WITH BINFORD
‘Jones’ .lx

Memphis censor Lloyd Binford,
involved are Maryland, who some years ago banned the

time.

hi

added

that the -influx of Germanspeaking DPs into the U. S.^ also
should be an incentive to exhibs
to reexamine the language-composition of their audience.

a

controversy involving

longtime
,

payments and it’s planned to submit the matter to arbitration.
Cinerama Productions’ account
receivable from Cinerama Inc., includes. $105,000 in billings which
the
have riot been entered

Arbitration

.

St.

.

the films in certain

FPC' partner-

Memphis, N.ov. 23.
ships because of b o. potential.
Tennessee theatremen are marAlso condemned by the Legion
shalling their forces to prevent the in Canada is “The Egyptian,” acstate’s legislature from placing an cording to Father Moyer, because
additional tax burden on theatres. of “certain lurid and objectionable
sequences dealing particularly with
In this state.
It has been recomthe. house of prostitution scenes.
mended by the legislative council Again Legion here avoids public
that an additional 1% gross tax censure lest this give the film a
would be helpful to meet the bigger b.o. draw.
state’s tax needs.

Series

under the

meetings,

of

auspices of the Tennessee Theatre

Owners

have been set to

Assn.,

Kramer Group s

outline plans for combatting the
threat of the new tax.
It
expected that the proposed tax will
be introduced at the 1955 session
of the legislature.
‘

.

Stacy

Wilhite;

TOA prexy;

Morton Tune, veepee; Walter Morris,

unit’s

atre

rep

Owners

to

of

George Gaughan,

the parent The-

America,

TOA

field

and
rep,

attend each of the: regional
meetings; The schedule of meetings follows: Nov. 29, Jackson;
Nov. 30, Memphis; Dec.. 1, Nashville; Dec. 2, Cookeville; Dec. 3,
Knoxville;
will

Other subjects up for discussion
include exhibitor financing of production to increase the number ol‘
pictures, with a full explanation of

TOA’s

activities in this field;

a discussion of
of film rentals.

and

Government control
.

Toll-TV Prelim

Columbia
the

this

interests

of

Week bought out:
Stanley Kramer,

Sum

Katz, George Glass and Sai
in. the 11 pictures which t’h
Kramer Co. had made in
partnership, with the film company.
The four pards surrendered all
right to the product, which includes, the highly successful “The

7 agon
,

Stanley

’

Caine Mutiny.”
Although a few of the earlier
films came out commercially on
top, the first 10 as a group represented a hefty loss. “Caine” alone
wiping put that deficit and
is
chalking up enough coin to. turn
the Col-Kramer tieup into a profitable operation,

Buyout deal was finalized last
CS5S5 Monday (22) in N. Y. by Zagon,
who is an attorney, and Coi execs.
If proceedings
decided
held.
Zagon returned to his Coast headon, it’s estimated here, it would be quarters on a l'.a.m. plane.
at least six months before they
Unaffected by the stock purr
could be held.
chase is Kramer’s present status
as
an indie filmmaker linked with
in
Major obstacle
authorizing
United Artists. He's now inking
'toll.-tv is a bill pending in congress
by Rep, Carl Hinshaw (R.-CalJ “•Not As a Stranger” for UA reGlass also is on his own
Which would place the service in lease.
'SmSSm Continued from

patfe

7

books of Cinerama Inc. and a proposed adjustment of license' fees tire .common carrier; classification. an an indie producer.
FCC
appointed. Herman M., previously paid to Cinerama Inc, This would mean that the
On the would have jurisdiction over rates?
Levy, Theatre Owners of America amounting to ,$80,000.
One legalistic, general counsel,
company reps.
b o o k s It’s expected that any moye by the ‘Darkest Hour’ For
and
Adolph Productions , company’s
spokesman said the cost of trying SchirneJ, Universal’s general coun- there’s a sum pf $141,000 listed as commission.; on the pay-tv front
Hollywoody Nov. 23.
the case; exclusive of any possible sel, to provide the wordage’ for the payable to- Ciperania Inc. The Would be countered by a demand
“The Darkest Hour,” a novel by
damages award, if it were, allowed arbitration draft. There have been productions company, has not by Hinshaw, a ranking member of William P. McGivern, has been set
to go. through litigation, would numerous reports of the progress agreed to accept all of these the. House Interstate Commerce
as the next film project of , Alan
have exceeded the amount his the pair have been making but charges, nor has it agreed to ac- Committee, for Congressional hear?
It’ll
Ladd’s Jaguar Productions.
company is required to pay under no indication when further dis- cept an additional $90,000 in bill- ings.
be released by Warner Bi os,
the out-of-court accord.
Attitude of the National Assn,
cussions will be. held.
ings hot listed On the current balThe Ladd outfit and Warnera
The subject of arbitration, once ance sheet. The obligation for li- of Radio and Television Broadcast- recently completed a nCw longterm
theatre ers. may be a key factor in governa hot industry issue, has played a cense fees is based upon
deal for a number of pictures to
Organizapay
tv.
on
action
ment
Dave Bader Heads
Aug.
through
income
9,
operating
Secondary role in recent film busibe distributed by the studio. Deal
David Bader, v.p, of Common- ness discussions. Although TOA 1953, the date Stanley Warner tion has been traditionally opposed was made upon completion of
wealth Films, was elected presi- has been one of the staunch ad- took over the exhibition and pro- to any departure from the “free;
“Drum Beat,” which WB is curRCA,
dent of Associated Motion Picture vocates of this method of settling duction rights. to the medium. AS system” of broadcasting. ,
rently releasing*
Advertisers at a N* Y. meeting disputes, it was hardly mentioned a result of the agreement among hoard chairman David Sarnoff is
broadBefore starting “Darkest Hour”
Monday (22). He succeeds Lige at the exhlb org’s recent Chicago SW, Cinerama Productions, and one important voice in the
will
Brian, of United Artists exploita- convention. Allied States Assn., of Cinerama Inc., $125,000 payable casting industry which has spoken under his own banner, Ladd
service,
star with June Ally son in the. Wartion department.
course, has long opposed arbitra- to Cinerama Productions has been out against ai subscription
McConnell
Martin S. Davis, assistant ad- tion, especially since the distrib- placed in escrow pending settle- However, the plight of UHF mem- ner production, “The
life Of the
pu.j director of Samuel Goldwyn utors have refused to include film ment of the accounts with Ciner- bers may result in a hands-off posi- Story,” -based on the
triple jet ace Joseph McConnell,
Ition by the NARTB.;
ama Inc.
Production,
Of

Gotham Version

B^sis of settlement for the three
Coast actions involved a “nominal
amount of cash,” according tq film

mm'

Continued from page

3

tee, in turn,

..

Ladd

.

.

AMPA

.

,

was named

v.p*

rentals as a subject

arbitration*

%

.
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In Chicago, Montague’s

One

of

BIG

Columbia Sales Chief Cordially Greeted by

—Gives

IMPROVE CINEMASCOPE?
Chicago, Nov. 23.
appearances Columbia Pictures in the doghouse with sev- Sponable Currently Tests Only
Possible New Lenses
eral Allied States branches but
notably with the North Central
Work towards the improvement
group in Minneapolis -for high film
rentals is in right with Illinois of Cinemascope is, for the moment
at least, confined to experimentaAllied members.
to
Company’s sales chief Abe Mon- tion with new lenses, according
Earl
I. Sponable, research director
tague, speaking before the local
chapter last week, met nothing of 20th-Fox.
Sponable acknowledged in N. Y,.
more challenging than the expected
Questions, was lauded for his com- last week that other methods, such
in
pea
as the possibility of lensing Cinepany’s production upbeat
riod of film shortages, and was mascope on a wider negative area
for
formally'
even congratulated
but for regular C’Scope projection,
his remarks in. the organization’s also were under study a,s was 20tl^’s
Allied
Chicago
far
minutes. As
wicle-gauge film system.
as
members are concerned, Montague
Latter is being testede “to see
is one of the boys.
just where we are with it,” SporiThe major poser, that -of high able slated. It’s said that, if the
film rentals crippling distressed wicle-gauge process proves feasible,
20th may produce a roadshow version of ‘The Greatest Story Ever
Told” in that medium.

—

Nothing official has, of course,
been admitted.
There is a noticeable lessen-

in

Eidophor.

F

7

9V4
5+a

193/4

914

Col. Pix*

Decca

•

46% Eastman Kdk,
13% Loew’s

6%

.

Nat. Thea.

2% RKO
4% RKO
3

85

.46

85%

2034
80
80

84
592
267
391

30

28%

18%
68%
18%

66%
17%

775
89
164
156

Piets.

Thea.
Republic

10%

Rep., pfd.

11%
18%
18%
63%
13%
63%

Stanley War.
87
20th-Fox
366
Univ. Pix.
65
*110
Univ., pfd.
Warner Bros. 285
Zenith
88

3+8
10

Allied Artists
Ail’d Art., pfd.

9014

6

10%
15+
15
33/4

2%

Technicolor

15

14+8

15

Cinerama Inc.
Cinerama Prod.

.informants,
which
would more than justify the extra
expense of this added version.
Decision
to
dual-lens
“Oklahoma’.’ was a factor in the pic’s
final big budget.
It's being brought
in at $5,900,000.
This is well over
the originally blueprinted figure
and necessitated additional financing.
Bankers Trust Co., N. Y., reported upped its production loan
to $2,000,000.
Bank had been in
for $1,000,000 at first.

lumbia, he said, was allocating
$10,000,000 next year to encourage
indie production and will avail its
.

.

stages and facilities besides.
The picture shortage he blamed
on. talent, which has been scarce
partly because of tv’s wooing and
partly because of the income tax
bite. Unknown actors and directors
have no boxoffice value, he observed. and successful performers
usually do no more than two or
three pictures per year because of

to

DENVER NEWS GESTURES

65c-85c range.

i

Nat’l Screen

Reps Buena

National
Screen Service has
taken over acce*ssory and trailer

|

distribution for Buena Vista, Walt
Disney distributing subsidiary. National Film Service had had the
job

exhibitor participation in the financing of films be-

cause he

Continued front page

I

would get a
firsthand insight into the problems that Newton defaulted and the re*
and costs of production today. maining defendants “are stakehold*
felt

exliibs

!

!

“They’ll learn it costs fantastically
to get what they want,’ he slated.

'

ers

only.”

Court- noted

that

Fa-

mous apd Bank of America did not
Montague represents the second object to Renown receiving a rein a series of showdowns Illinois fund but argued that no costs
?

.

Allied is reckoning to have with individual company sales managers.
Last month the group hosted William Gehring of 20th-Fox.

should

be assessed against them;
Jurist agreed with their contention
and directed costs be levied solely
against Newton.

+

Market

TRADE

+

Vs

+314

21%

14

+314

Coj

By MIKE WEAR
Amusement shares, in line with
almost the whole

jobs.

The high

-

list,

looked a bit

tired in the stock market last week.
Despite this there were 11 new
highs, many of them only Slightly
above previous 1954 peaks. The

market has gone up with little or
no pause since the day after the
elections, with most of the climb
sharp.
With the current session
held to four days by Thanksgiving
and the usual tax selling in Decem!

ber, not too much is expected immediately in the way of big ad-

vances.

The two CBS classes of stock
confounded the statisticians by
climbing even higher during the
past stanza. The Class Ashares hit
new peak of 85, where they closed
for a gain of nearly seven points..

a

CBS “B”

stock went to 84-14

and

wound up with a net gain of 5*4.
Some figured the antitrust suit
against RCA’ as helping the rival
CBS. RCA had climbed to a new
high of 38%, before the news of
the government action. It wound
up
at

last Friday, after the news cut,
37 for a fractional gain on the

week.
Universal

whooped

and

Decca

up, each edging to

it

U

both

new

30%

while Decca
went to 16. Latter closed with a
75c advance. 20th-Fox also pushed
ahead to a new high of 29%.

1954 peaks.

labor supply.
Another factor in. the stabilization of the labor supply from the
film industry’s standpoint has been
a loosening up in the number of
people available for the clerical

and secretarial

Bit Tired’;

Amusements, Too

Genei*al

hit

Precision

Equipment

swung

up to 501-4, fresh high
ground for the year but was up

cost

of living has sent many married
to work. The United
Nations has completed its employ-

only

women back

j
1

i

!

;

!

:

;

Robert Newton

He welcomed

14%

+ 114

75c

at

the

closer

ABC-Par

Theatres continued to spar, reaching 2214, also a new' ’54 high, but
Latter outfit will continue the ment needs and a number Of big was unchanged on the week. Stanphysical handling .of prints and corporations have recently moved ley-Warner edged up a bit to 20,
billings for BV.
their base of operation to suburbs where it was a new. peak for the.
of Westchester and New Jersey. year, It finished down fractionally.
In the latter case, many employees
Technicolor’s new high was 14+
MPAA Prtxy
have been reluctant to make the the closing quotation. It was one
move.
of the few film issues to chalk up
Eric Johnston
It’s admitted that a “sellers mara net gain for the week.
on the 25th Anniversary of the
ket” still exists to some extent, but
Zenith, on the Big Board, conFilm Code expounds
this applies now mainly- to highly- tinued to soar, reaching
90% durskilled and technical employees. ing the week, another 1954 peak.
'Now Is
The film companies are still get- It finished out the session with an
ting their share of the beginner advance of
6% points.
Not of Maturity But
•help, although they offer less fringe
Skiatron, on Over-the-Counter,
benefits than many other industries, held around recent quotations most
Avoiding Old
These fringe benefits include paid of the week. It failed to climb on
*
*
*
hospitalization, insurance, pensions, news
about the company from
one of the many editorial features
longer vacations, etc. Almost all Washington.
in the
of the film companies offer some
sort of group insurance. Hardly mount
provide
some
benefit*
49th Anniversary Number
any provide paid hospitalization, through their employee club plans.
of
although Universal has a group inExcept for the femme clerical
surance plan that includes hospital, and secretarial employees;* who
medical and accident provisions. leave for marriage or higher payOnly Metro and 20th-‘.’ox have pen- ing jobs, the turnover of help in
sion plans. Warner Bros, and Para- the industry is extremely small.

The Problem

taxes.

+ Vi
—

•4%

4
1+8
4+8
48 0

* Actual volume.

3

,

Ask
14

!

}

+ Vs
+ %
5/a
+ +8

13%

Polaroid
46
U. A. Theatres
13%
Walt Disney ..
20%
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus <&

|

!

7/

3%

3%
1%

Down

according

3%

.

!

into
obstacles.
However, C’Scope prints likelv with
be licensed in the foreign market,

+ 2%

—1%

4%
10%

—

T-AO 70m might have run

+ %
—
%
—%
+1

14+8

%

Bid
.

V

i

Vs

+ v

Over-the*Counler Securities

s

is

—

89

434.
10

3+8

*

18%

14r

DATED

some unexpected

79

4+8

TWO

of company’s exchange, which
grew from protest agai ,st
“Caine-Mutiny” terms.
Said Allied: “We've- accomplished our purpose.”

79

10%
15%

159
10

Trans-Lux

MOTION

Continued from page

29%

12%
19%
28%
32%

13

to Telegram management realizing
Washington, Nov 23.
PICTURE
Supreme Court re- that entertainment is just as important
as outdoors sports, Clyde
liedites.
ceived
a
Denver, Nov. 23.
second petition from
Fanchon & Marco last week to Gilmour, film reviewer for toe
The Rocky Mountain- News here
Corp., will
hear an appeal from the refusal Canadian Broadcasting
ran a^full-page advertisement rehouses, he answered with a prohis home in Vanof the distributors to provide first immediately leave
cently at no cost as a service to the
posal to use a double standard al
film
run product for the Baldwin The- couver to take over Johnson’s
motion picture theatres in the area.
lowing low flat rentals for needy
column.
atre in L. A.
Promotion was worked out by Paul
theatres provided the more sucH. Lyday, publicity director of Fox
Prior
request
on
April
1953
10,
cessful houSes didn't ask the same
Inter-Mountain Amus. Corp. and
favor.
He reprised the standard was made while the case was
Jack Foster, news editor of the paIN
‘DESIREE’
pending
before
the
U.
Ninth
S.
explanation that production costs
per.
The art work, makeup, and
run high and that a profit had to Circuit Court, High. Court refused
K. C. FIRSTRUNS space was contributed by the News.
be shown and' the shareholders to interfere at that time. Situation
The ad features a series of carpaid off with each pic.’ This the is different now, says F & M.
Kansas City, Nov. 23.
toons with captions saying for exAllied body found acceptance, as Ninth Circuit ruled for the disThis burg will have the '“unusual
tributors on Aug. 11, 1954, affirmample “Got a wife who’s nagevidenced by their applause.
situation of rival firstrun houses
ing the ruling of the trial court.
ging?” or “Got a youngster who’s
playing the same picture day and
Montague cited Col’s upcoming
Named In the alleged conspiracy date next week. Fairway Theatre, tired watching tv?” or “Got a
“Joseph and His Brothers” with
young
lady you’d, like, to impress?”
to
violate
the
antitrust laws are Fox Midwest suburban house in
negative costs expected at $4 0Q0.Johnson County, just The solution to these situations is
000,. prints at eight and one-half Paramount. Loew’s, RKO, Univer- northeast
noted
in
bold, black letters
“Take
sal,
United
Artists,
20th. National across the state line, and the Roxy
cents per foot, and an ad campaign
them out to the movies!”
of $750,000. TJms he demonstrated Theatres and Fox West Coast The- Theatre, downtown flagship of the
alres.
The
ad
favorable
F
has
attracted
&
M want both firstrun Durwood circuit, will both open
the need for percentage selling,
attention In the Denver territory,
and he sounded the plea, now often films and treble damages for losses “Desiree" Thanksgiving Day.
heard from all distribs, for mutual- they claim to have suffered by
Situation was brought about by and It’s suggested. that it might be
ly
and reasonable bargain- virtue of being compelled to take bidding, Roxy buying the picture tried in other areas.
second- run, with a 21-day clear- from 20th-Fox and away from the
ing.”
The Rocky Mountain News has
ance for firstrun houses.
Fox Midwest houses which custom- retained the plate and Is will to
“It is ridiculous,” he said, “to
Suit was filed originally- in May, arily play 20th product. Fox Mid- supply mats or glossy proofs, to any
think that Columbia is holding
back product to create a seller’s 1950. and was thrown out by the west long has been operating four one who would like them. They
market.
A production slowdown U. S District Court on Nov 1, theatres, Tower, Uptown, Fairway can be had by writing Jack Foster,
hurts the companies which must 1951. F & M contend they are and Granada, latter -in Kansas City, Rocky Mountain News, Denver,
maintain studios and stages." Co- victims of, the same conspiracy Kansas, in a four-way, day-nd-date Colorado.
which was outlawed bv the U S. hookup,
Fairway, however, is outside the
Supreme Court in the Paramount
Allied Backs
Kansas City city limits, and thereantitrust case.
film was bought on a separate
fore
Homeoffice Labor
Minneapolis, l^ov. 23.
bid for that house. Roxy has been
North
Central
Allied
is
Continued front patfe 7
70c-90c
scale,
and
playing
films
*at
abandoning its Federal Court
Fox houses have been playing at dustries competing for the same
‘Oklahoma’
fight against Columbia Pic-

tures application for an injunction to restrain picketing

12%
19
* 28

27

264

+ %
+ 2+8
+ 1%
+ %
—+ +Vs
+2+

6%
9%
5%

5

Capitol Records
Chesapeake Industries

The U. S

Completed

6%
9%

20

:

,

36%

29%
32%
79%

+ 1%
+ 5%

9%
36

38%
38%

18%
90%
86%
American Slock Exchange

9% Du Mont
11%

8%
35%
36

%

-—

17%
68%
18%

38%
38%

123/
19?/

17

for

20%
84%
85%
29%

37V4

6%
9%
5%

Chang*
week

Tues,
Close

15

9%

181
77

306

12%

81

22%

466
74

20
29V4
3214

21%

—

“watching and prodding” Warners, recently runner-up on a
list of "most unpopular companies” as promulgated by Al-

10V4

the understanding
that film exhibitors will be given
a cut in the Saturday amusemeni
section
if they pay for the cost of
Henceforth, news of
engravings.
first-run films will be dealt with
on Johnson’s editorial valuation.
On the brightening of its entertainment coverage, with the Toron-

& M Asks New

CBS, ?*A”
CBS, “B”

.

Terminated

ing
of
exhibitor-distributor
tension the last two weeks,
apparently due to promises by
Columbia, Allied execs are
prone to self-congratulation
and talk privately of now

AmBr-ParTh

41%
41%

19%

complaints of advertisers
that the legitimate theatre, films,
vaude and the niteries that their
ads were being indiscrimininately
jumbled, \vith reviews also scattered throughout the paper, With
young John Bassett taking over as
Telegram publisher, plus Douglas
MacFarlane as managing editor and
Basil Mason as circulation whipper,
plan now is to correlate all amusement news and ads in one section,
with considerable expansion on entertainment news, reviews,. pix layouts and features, plus syndicated
columnists; with these no longer
to be spread throughout the paper.*
The new editor of the Toronto
Telegram venture' is Ken Johnson,
former daily columnist of “Fun
Fare,” his pillar hitherto- covering
every phase of show business, for
the past two years.

the
20th-sportsored
Eidiphor,
color theatre tv system, also is currently being tested in N. Y., but no
immediate showings of it to 20th
Swiss techexecs are planned.
nicians are coming to N Y to work
with Sponable and his staff on a
flicker condition that has developed

14V4

85
8514
-33%

36% 26% Paramount
37% 28
Philco
38% 22% RCA

sistent

Peace Declared?

Weekly Vol.Weekly Weekly
in 100s
High
Low

22%

1814
68V4

Change was presaged by con-

'

of a “gentlemen’s' agreement’’
following assurances Montague
gave Allied leaders recently.

Net
1954

High Low

strictions.

|

Abe Mon-

W

*

hodge-podged entertainment items
and crowded out much legitimate
news because $f weekly space re-

'

Columbia sales chief, as
reported from Chicago, was
not happenstance. It was part

flV.Y, Stock Exchange)
For eek Ending T uesday (23)

—

—

Nice treatment, of

Amusement Stock Quotations

BIZ PITCH

(circ. 265,781), will initiate a new
policy of its expansion of daily entertainment news to better serve
advertisers in the amusement field
and readers. A daily page will
replace its hitherto cramped Saturday amusement section which

all

tague,

SHOW

Toronto, Nov. 23.
Starting within the week, following under-wraps panel discussions with entertainment biggies,
the Toronto Telegram, ^Canada’s
daily
second largest afternoon

Illinois

His Philosophy

Allied Unit
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PRODUCER

BRIT. INDIE
Steven Palios.

iriclib

ducer, is. in New
American /distribution
negotiate
rights to two recently-completed
productions, one of which was'
in
filmed in England and the; oUi.
Italy. He will be in the U.S; for
about three weeks.

Jacksonville, Nov. 23.

remedy fqr the

ills

which

now

beset exhibition is the stimulation of independent production,”

PARTS

DOING

in exhibition. “Purchase of
stock in this company is
a form of insurance that will p;otect you against, future shortages
all

•

;

'

permission to act in the film.
enapparently
was
Trouble
gendered over a misunderstanding
of product.”
#
‘misconceptions with
Hollywood director John
chided
'Starr
about the Industry, nurtured by. Brahm; who was making “The Goldproduction and distribution; offi- en Pest” for Occident-Films in
Brahm wanted 100
cials through the trade press/’ An Wiesbaden.
industry of ‘‘fewer pictures and U. S. Ai;my and Air Forces boys to
as bit players. But the picture,
theatres will be disastrous
'*f
according to Brewster, showed the
for the entire industry, becaus
entertainment and trouble'.si
this philosophy would tear clow
the basic principle upon which this making, high spirits of the U. S.

based—t lie

pv'uc-iple of mass entertainment for the
masses.
The smalt t h e a t r e s
throughout thC nation are the' backbone of that basic tenet.”

'great industry is

.

On

Minneapolis, Nqv. 23. *
Unable to agree witff exhibitors’
fiew*. conrepreserttatives on.i
tract’s terms, tfr€ AFLi projectionists’ union here has filed a^. strike
notice calling for a walkout, of all
booth. ^operators -from local independent theatres on Nov; 30, the
date of the expiration of the present pact.
A North Central Allied committee headed by Ted Mann has
been negotiating with the projectionists who are demanding, what
amounts to a 25% pay boost including other concessions. Allied
committee, representing the
r
hibitors, have countered with a
demand for a 25% reduction
from the present scale.
If the wrilkout occurs it’s expected to Close two independent
loop first runs, Mann’s World and
Bennie. Berger’s Gopher, Us well
neighborhood and .suburban
as
houses here. United ’Paramount's
loop and uptown houses and the
RKO downtown theatres t operate
under a separate contract which
also soon expires and will be- negotiated. Tbe Century, home of Cinerama, has a Separate contract too.
•

.

.

-The TOA executive spoke
strongly against the ever-in creasing: film rentals, p a r t i.c u 1 a r 1 y
against the “insidious 70-30-10 percentages.” He pointed out that th
exhibitor has no chance to recoup
bis losses on poor pictures at iii'
terms, with good pictures' at still
higher terms; He predicted that
the terms would become even more
drastic in the near future.
Nat Williams of Thomas vilie,
G;r.. chairman bi the morning sesion, made a plea for research in
exhibition to forestall the purchase

soldiers
in

Germany, Brahm maintains the

,

;

Continued from page

5
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the
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basis of early '''reports
Circuit would pro.

H&E

local area

games again next

year.
.Seated

Direct

As In Stadium
Omaha, Nov.

telecast

Notre Dame-Iowa

23.

of
Saturday’s
football game at

sounds good in print.”
He added that one of the reasons why Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th
production topper, had hurried to
meet 20th prexy Spyros P: Skouras
in

.

strbrig in

is

“Suddenly”

first

looks

holdover round.
okay at the
1

Omaha.
Estimates for This Week
Braudels (RKO) (1,000; 50-75)—
“Masterson of Kansas” (Col) and
“Miss Grant Takes Richmond”
(Col) (reissue). Slight. $3,500. Last
week, “This Is My Love” (RKQ)
arid. “Terror Ship” (Indie), $3*0,00.
,

’

Omaha

(Tristates) (2,000; 50-75)

—“Suddenly” (UA) and “Killer
Leopard” (AA). Okay $7,000 or less.
Last week, “Weak and Wicked”
(AA) and “Jungle Gents” (A A),
same.

Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 75“White Christmas” (Par) (2d
wk). Great $15,000 after $24,000
opener.
State (Goldberg) (875; 50-80)
“Black Widow”. <20th) (2d wk) and/
“Girl for JoeV (WB) (reissue). Neat
$4,500. Last /week, “Widow” alone,

,

Avenue

round.

Topi
holdovers,
however., are: “White Christmas,
still great -in fourth Music Hall
’

‘Betrayed’ Bright 23G^
Mont’l; ^Garden’ 15G, 2d

.

Montreal, Nov. 23.
at
Metro’s “Betrayed” is leading all:
second session.
comers with socko total this round
Estimates for This Week
at the Capitol. -Holdovers of “EgypBlue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 90- tian,” in third Palace session and
“Firebrand” '(Indie) .(2d “Garden of Evil,” in' second week
$1.25)
wk). Good $3,000 in 6 days. Last at Loew’s, both are doing well.
week. $4,700.
Estimates for This Week
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; $160-$l)—
"Palace
(C.T.)
(2,625;
$1.25)— “Human Jungle” (AAV and “Egyptian” (20th) (3d wk).
Fast
“Mathias Story” (AA). Fair $7,500. $15,000 following second, stanza at
Last week,. “Hajji Baha” (20th) and $ 20 000
Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 45-75)—
“Black 13” (20th) (2d wk), $7,700,
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500; “Betrayed” (M-G). Great $23,000.
75-$l)— “Phffft” (Col) arid “Outlaw Last week,' “Apache” (UA), $15,000.
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 40-65)—
Stallion” (Gel) (2d wk). Okay $7,“Three Hours to Kill” (Col). Sad
500. Last week; $9,600;:
week,
“Passion”
$9,000.
Last
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90(RKO), $8,000.
$1.25)
“Sabrina” (Par) (3d wkh
Loew’s
(C.T.) (2,847; -50-85)
Swell $7,000. Last week; $8,500.
“Garden of Evil” (20th) (2d wk).
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300; 90- Fine $15,000 after $21,000 opener.
$1.25) -“White
Christmas” (Par)
Orpheum (C.T.) <1,048; 40-65)—
(4th wk). Great $12 000' Last week, “Rocket Mari” (20th) and “Queen
$14,000.
of Sheba” (20th). Dull $6,000. Last
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90- week, “Khyber Patrol” (UA) and
$1.25)-— “Rear Window” (Par) and “Scarlet Spear” (UA), $7,000.
Continued from page* 3 ass'' “Dawn Socorro” (U) (2d Wk). Sock
$12,000. Last week, $17,200.
do get by, in part due to the i Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039,geriuity of tffe importers at ports $1-$1.25)—
“Drum Beat” (WB) and
(Continued from page 8)
other than N. Y. Recen^ examples “Diamond Wizard”
(UA) (2d wk).
Suenderin,”
are the German “Die
Dipped sharply to $16,0.00 after
Good $7,000. Last week, $9,200.
not yet released in N. Y.; and two.
$26,000 last Week, Stays another.
Swedish imports, -DayTs’ own “IlColumbia. (Loew’s) (1,174; 60-80)
‘Xmas’ Still Leader In
“Hajji Baba” (20th) (2d wk).
licit Interlude” and Times Films’
Pleasant $5,000 after $7,000, and
“One Summer of Happiness.”)
Indpls., 13G, ‘Baba’ 8G. moves.
Davis said he was impressed with
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 65-$l)
Indianapolis, Nov; 23.
the showmanlike -manner in which
Swedish ^theatres are run. - There
“White Christmas” is still the “Hobson's Choice” (UA) (4th-final
are two shows a day and. three or hottest thing in town, leading all wk). Slight $3,50Q in final 8 days.
Last week, $4,200.
entries
four on Sundays. Every thing, works' first-run
third
straight
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 75-$1.25)
on a reserved-seat basis. with tickets week at Circle. Another holdover
“White Christmas” (Par) (4th
is
likely.
“Adventures of Hajji
sold in advance. Hit pix usually are"
wk), Bright $17,000 after $20,000.
sold out days, ahead. Double bills Baba” at Indiana of new pix, ii
Stays again.
rated
slow
“Last
Time
I
Saw
Paris”
are unknown and so are advanced
Metropolitan (SW) (1*200; 60-80)
is oke in second: week at Loew's.
admissions for the top films.
“Drum Beat” (WB) (2d wk).
Estimates for This Week
The Swedes make about 30 feaNice $7,500 after $12,500 first
tures a
Circle (Cockrill-Dole) (2,000; 75- rounds
\ one-third of them ac-'
$1)
“White
ceptable in the American market,
Christmas” (Par) (3d
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 70-95)
cording to Davis. The. local product wk). Great $13,000, making it ap- “Black Widow” (20th) (2d-final Wk).
proximately $50,000 in three weeks. Fine $14,000 after $21,000 opener,
is big b.o. in Sweden where the
film biz is booming. Davis said it
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-80)— but below hopes.
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$l)
was his understanding that most “Hajji Baba” (20th). Slow $8,000.
of the Swedish films, recoup their Last week, “Blaick Widow” (20th) --“Rear Window” (Par) (12th wk).
investment in the domestic mar- and “Flight White Herron” (RKO). Moves into fourth month with
steady $4,000 after $5,000 last
ket.
Of late, producers, have $ 10 000
Loew’s. (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-80)— week. Stays on,
shown considerably more interest
Warner (SW) (1.300; $L20-$2.40)
“Last
Time
Saw
Paris”
I
(M-G)
f2d
in export, howlever;
“Cinerama” (Indie) (55th wk).
American films in Sweden are re-, wk). Neat $8,000> following big Holiday
may hypo this to good
$15,000 opener.
leased with subtitles.
Davis -saiff
Lyric (C-D)
35-70)— “Steel $14,000 after $11,500 last round.
he was amazed at the number of Cage” (UA) (1,600;
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 70-$l)
and “Lawless Rider”
Swedes who understood English, (UA). Thin $5,000, with stagshow “On Waterfront” (Col) (10th wk).
a circumstance Which aids the U. S. replacing second feature
Sunday Sluggish $4,000 after $5,000 last
pix, Current hits in Stockholm are only at $1.25. Last week, “Sands week; Holding.
“Mogambo” arid “The Caine
Mu- Iwo Jima” (Rep), arid “Wake Red
"
tiny.”
Witch (Rep)
(reissues),
$5,200,
Swedish
star
system
works same setup.
Zoning Dispute Closed
slightly, different from Hollywood

Wepk and “Rear Window,” sock
.

Orpheum,.

in

—

1

'

.

Toll Bridge

.

on. the

'

Grosses are showing their Usual.
pre-Thanksgivirig dip this week al-

though “White Christmas” continues smash at Orpheurii in second
session. “Black Widow,” at State

Seattle, Nov. 23.
There is only one new picture,
here this week, “Human Jungle,” $5,oOQ.
which is fair at the Coliseum.
“Phffft” is* okay in second Fifth

.

\

7G

23.

—

Same

Boff 12G, ^Window’

Omaha, Nov.

,

.

picture is a comedy,, with the situation of the U. S. soldiers in Germany .merely as incidental background, and not in any Way detrimental to U. S. prestige. He has
German players in
substituted
uniform for the GI’s,
who says one
Brewster,
Col.
American soldier appeared. in the
film without his permission, is
meting out suitable punishment;

.

but

’Xmas’

Seattle;

'

Paris, last

week was

to o.p.
rushes from two of 20th’s European coproductions and to discuss
several pending projects in which
20th is interested, the company
being very anxious to stimulate the
production of Cinemascope films
both in the U.S. and abroad.

.

,

•

:

Balabans’ Football

H.O^Hit

>

'

stationed in a tiny town

providing an image of Cinemaof expensive equipment Which be? Scope width.
comes obsolete within a few / Taking note of. complaints that
months. He also emphasized that there was a gap between 20th sales
increased film rentals were mov policy as enunciated at the homethan erasing the small saving many office and executed, in the field,
exhibitors had expected to gain Lichtman said that this problem
from the reduction of the Federal had been overcome via .personal
tax on admission, “Consequently, contact between himself and Wiltoday,” he said, “exhibitof-dtstnb- liam C. Gehring, exec assistant
utor relations have sunk to a new sales, chief, and the sales force in
low.”
the field.
Reiterating his belief that 20th
M-G-M’s George Murphy stressed
the need for the industry to con- was better off selling its Cinemacentrate upon attracting a larger Scope pix to the small situations,
egment of the youth of the nation on a “flat” rather than a perceninto the theatres. ‘‘Probably we tage basis-ptoyided the terms are
are attracting only 40% of the po- fair, Lichtman said it Was 20th’$
tential
audience in the United policy to “let the exhibitor run his
We’ve found that,
States.” he said. .‘‘It’s only sound own business.
business for us to make the proper in the long tun, we, do a lot more
effort to attract the remai ing business that Way.” He explained
60%/’
that, where i,n the past, a branch
Researcher Albert Sindlinger, manager might have resisted sellspeaking on the statistical State of ing top Cinemascope product for
the industry, stated that some midweek playing time-r-the weekareas of the country showed a per end going to westerns in many of
capita expenditure jpt ;$20 a year the smaller situations he Would
In the film theatres,: while other now bow to the exhib’s explanation
Research that this Was the best and most
reas showed only $3.
revealed that the $20 per, capita profitable policy for" his particular
expenditure was in areas where theatre..
Lichtman noted other companthere were available many changes
ies!
announcements of big coin
in pictures played, while the $.3
per capita expenditure was in available for indie financing and
areas where the 'changes, were observed, with a chuckle, that this
fewer, particularly in multiple-fun was hardly a new policy for 20th.
“I guess I could make announcesituations.
Tuesday’s agenda included ad- ments, too, about $20*000, 000 or,
dresses by Herbert Barnett, on $30,000,000 being available for inequipment- Jack Braunagel, on dependent financing, but -what’s
We’ve always done it.
concessions; a luncheon address by the point.
TOA president E. D. Martin; a That’s how Otto Preminger made
closed business -session and the ‘Carmen Jones,’ and Walter Wringer his ‘Hajji Baba/ arid ao on.
elect!
of new officers.
iiothing new fur us, but it
It’s

1

—

.

cific

’

!

,

.

and any individual soldiers under
Ills
control must then have spe-

‘XMAS’ GREAT $15,000,

wkV Neat

The two; pix are “Before I Wake,” ,$17,000 for second.
starring Mona Freeman and Jean
Mayfair. (Hicks) (980; 20-70)^.
Kent, which came off tfie British “Cattle Queen. Montana” (RKQ).
floor a few days hack, and “An- Opens tomorrow (Wed.). “Passion”
gela,” which Was. filmed in Rome
(RKO), lean $3,000.
with Dennis O’Keefe as star and
New (Fruchtman) (1,800; 25-75director; /British release of the lat- $1.25V—“Bare£oot Contessa” <UA)
ter^pic has been set; through. John (2d wk). Nice $10,000 after $15,000
Woolf’s independent film distribs opener.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (420; 50and the former goes out through
$1)
“Rear Window” (Par) (5th
Grand National.
Palios i$, .now engaged in the -Wk). Potent $4,000 after $4,500 in
filmization of “Seven Men in/Tibet” fourth'
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 35-85)—
and a unit under Harry Watt has
of Cat” (WB). Dull $8,000.
been on location for some months. “Track
Last v;eek, “Star Is Born” (WB)
(5th wk), $5,500.
Town (Rappaport) (1,600; 35-80)
“Phffft” (Col); Starts tomorrow
(Wed.). Fourth week of “Black
Bootltinen’s Scale Widow” .(20th) was slim $5,000.

:

common

!

.

declared Alfred Starr, chairman of
FILM BIT
Theatre Owners of America execuWiesbaden, Nov< 23,
tive committee, in his keynote adCol. Myles W. Brewster of Wiesdress to the annual convention of
the ^ Motion Picture Exhibitors of baden has issued an order that no
Florida, Nov. 21-23, at the Roose- U. S. soldiers in his command can
appear, wearing the GI uniform,
velt Hotel here.
He emphasized that the new pr - in bit parts in German films.
duction finance company now being Further, pi£ requiring the Yanks
set up by TOA is not a part of must first have approval of the
TO A and is open investment-wise script from the Dept. of Defense
to

BALTIMORE
(Continued from- page 9)
$6,000. Last Week, $6,600.
Keith’s (Fruchtman) (2,400; 30$1)— “White. Christmas” (Par) i3d
•wk).. Still fancy at $11,000 after

-

,

’‘Chief,
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in that a’ player may‘:have the lead
in a film ope day and content himself with a walkon part the next.
There’s also considerable intermingling of actors and directors.

Lichtman expressed enthusiasm
the 2,890-seat Orpheriln Theatre for COMPO’s plan to expand the
here brought a near-sellout throng audience and cited particularly the Ingmar Bergman, Sweden’s top
and a gross of $5,500 at $2 per necessity of going after the young megger, is one of the very .few who
head.
potential patrons.
“There are too stick with directing and haven’t
While reception was spotty at many people today who. are not taken turns at appearing before;
times in the first; half, the trans- seeing our new pictures for one cameras.
mission improved greatly alter the reason or another,” he. observed.
Swedish pix in the past haven’t
intermission and the second half ‘‘We want to reach them.”
left a mark «on the U. S. market,
Was. received perfectly.
He thought good product was, of About the most successful were
Tri-States district manager Don course, an essential part of -any “Torment” and the more recent
Shane tried a novel idea of seating COMPO plan. However, he said, “Miss Julie.” Davis said his own
Iowans on one side of house and too many theatres are .poorly “Illicit Interlude” .was going great
Irish fans on the other. However, equipped and give unsatisfactory guns at the b.o. Times Films’ “One
the crowd was so prominently service. As for the juve audience* Summer of Happiness,” also SweIowans that they lapped over into “maybe our admission prices are dish, is expected to. emerge as one.
the Notre Dame section.
too high for them,” he. opined.
of the top foreign grossers of 1954.

House

PORTLAND, ORE.
(Continued from page .8)
week, “Vanishing Prairie” (Disney)
(7th wk), $2,400.
«.

*

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 65-90)

“Human Jungle” (AA) arid “The
Weak and Wicked” (Indie). Lusty
$9,000.

Last week,

(WB) and, “Stormy”

“Drumbeat”
(Indie), $10,-

000.

Orpheum

(Evergreen) (1,600; $1-

$1.25)—“Track of Cat” (WB) and

“Miss Robinson Crusoe” (20tb).
Okay $7,500. Last week, “3 Hours
To Kill” (Col) and “Bullet Is Waiting” (Col), $7,600.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; $1-

$1.25)—“White Christmas”
(2d wk).
Torrid $16,000..
week, $28,000.

(Par)

Last

.

The

for Three Year*

New Orleans,

Noy. 23.

pix house closed for
over three years in zoning dispute,
may reopen, the Louisiana Supreme Court ruled Wednesday (17).
Tlie high court denied- the application. of two property owners
for writs forbidding operation of
the theatre,
The house, operated by Pittman
Theatres Inc., was shut down on
the grounds that it violated a zon*
ing regulation. The- Zoning Board
contended that the structure was
erected* in disregard to the zoning
laws of the city and that part of the
building was in E-commercial arid
the remainder in A-residential
area.

Pitt,

Wednesday, No vfinfer 24, 19 54
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READY
TO
CLAUS!

DEEP

IN

MY HEART”

had

its first

New York this week at
Loew’s Lexington. Wow! is the word for it!

public preview in

East or West, the public loves it. In Los
Angeles the Preview response cards, for

“100%

the first time on record, were

Recommended”! And in New York it was
equally sensational. They applauded during the picture, they acclaimed

end.

When

they do that, you

it

at the

know you’ve

got an attraction!

M-G-M
money

has delivered

many important

hits to theatres at holiday

we

time in

an
entertainment so perfectly suited for
Christmas-New Years presentation!

past years, but never have

Aptly called “The Musical With
it is

offered

A Heart,”

a beautiful love story that follows a

celebrated

composer’s career along the

You will truly be
Santa Claus to your patrons when you
HEART,” the Big
play “DEEP IN
rocky road to fame.

MY

Holiday Attraction, spangled with
song

stars,

hits, spectacle-- all in glorious color.

.

.

t^mefr

PICTURES
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Franc*,
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NEW YORK
W.. Altschuler, Repubglobal sales chief, planed to
the: Coast over the weekend for

Richard

Herbert

prexy

with

Yates.

»s

»

»

I

year in show bii and, 30th. year of
founding the circuit, currently
operating 14 theatres in nine Texas

lic’s

huddles

44

Producers

cities.

Abe Levi sold his Texas Theatre
at Wacft to Eddie Fadal who operates the Coronet there. Kenneth

J.

s

William W. Howard, veepee in K. Smith named manager.
The. New Star opened in Teague,,
charge of RKO Theatres, off to
the Coast Sunday (21) to b.o. the by the Harris Bros., replacing the
firm’s houses in Denver, h.: A; and Star Theatre which was -opened
there in 1919: Floyd Faubion made
Frisco.
Marty Blau, Columbia publicist, manager:
Tom Sumners will further exengaged to Cynthia Klein, girl Friday at. the Emil Mogul ad agency.. pand his theatre interests in San
Antonio when he takes over manJimmy Boyle, Columbia ex- agement of the. Hi-Ho Theatre from
ploited’, back to southwest terriGidney Talley, Sumners is already
tory to push “Black Knight” and
operating the Josephine, Laurel
he’d
“Phft'it.”
been and Woodlawn Theatres and the El
Previously
ballying “On Waterfront” in same
Capitan Drive In. The Hi-Ho Will
area.
operate on a three day per week
Bob Wellman, ABC veepee,. policy, Friday through Sunday.
10-day
recovered enough from
G. W, Wooteh, formerly chief of
siege With, flu to retUr
to his base photo lab at Kelly Air Force
•

VefluegJay, November 24, 1954

»

Anyone?

PRI

V
has

nearly $200,000
blocked in that country, representing francs owned by its
-

producer
a,

clients.

Aimed

swap for American

for

is

dollars.

Base, took over operation of the
Sunset, a nabe house which has
been shuttered since ^February; formerly operated theatre for years
"
"
in south Texas.
After 17 years in the boxoffice
Of Empire Theatre, Ann Schafer is
moving over to a similar post at
the State in San Antonio:
Vernon L. Smith, Metro film
exchange salesman, promoted, to

office;

Walter

Gould’s Gibraltar Proacquired exclusive disHallmark’s
tribution
rights
to
“Karamoja” and “Half-Way to
Hell” in nine eastern exchange
.

ductions

.

Harold Sugarman. will head
eastern sales organization handling
those Hallmark pix' as well as

areas.

several others,
Marty Wolf, Altec assistant sales
manager; M. G. Thomas., Altec
division manager in Atlanta, and
.

“

.

1

-

:

.

‘

‘Family Features’
Continue^ from page 3. jjj
#

pix they accuse Hollywood of neglecting.

pointed out further than the
“family” type of film which Rhoden Wants to see. made, is of the
small-budget variety that has practically disappeared from the market.
“It’s no accident that we’re
no longer malting ‘family’ films like
the ‘Andy Hardy’ series,” one exec
observed: ‘‘They were discontinued
for .the simple reason that they
didn’t pay.”
The N. Y; powwow tied in closely
with the work already undertaken
by the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations, The accent was on
more intense research as a means
While
of widening the audience.
no concrete decisions were reached;
and no further meet; was immediately skedded Al Lichtmah, 20 thFox director: of sales; and the distribs’ rep on the COMPO triumvirate, will report on the meet’s
findings at the ttext COMPO exec
session in N. Y. Nov. 15,
Attending for TOA were E. D.
Martin, its new prexy; Walter
RCade Jr., board .chairman, at
whose request, the get-together was
arranged, and United Parariipunt’s
Leonard Goldenson.
Following
‘'direct
the COMPO meet,
means of cooperation between the.
and COMPO will be
distribs
sought, arid the necessary committees will be named.
It’s

'

•

.

,
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LOUIS

CHICAGO
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Won’t Look

.
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Vista office in Indianapolis, where

he

?

s

been made

Bill
licist,

Europe with
Milwaukee

his wife;
T.o.wne Theatre case

placed on Federal District Court
calendar, with no date set as yet
by Judge Julius Hoffman..
Teitel Films plucked Swedish
film, ^Illicit Interlude,” for midwestern distribution.
Allied Theatres of Illinois holding 24th anni celebration at Chez
Paree Dec. 29 with Van Npmikqs
as general chairman;, Jack Clark,
arrangements
chairman;
Bruce
Trinz as publicist, and Charles
Lind a u and Jack RoSe in charge of

.

|:

.

.

.

.

ticket sales.

PALLAS
A1 Reynolds, general manager of

&

Ezell
Associates,
circuit acquired, the

announced the
Buckner Bou-

levard Drive-In here from the Interstate Theatre Circuit as well as
the Hi-Park in San Antonio from

Alex

.

&

Weaver.
Bob Vaught and Hugh Millington; opened their new C’Scope
equipped Pioneer ozoner between
Cross Plains and Rising Star.
Rubin Frels, operator of tile

..

Frols

Circuit,

observing his 40th

Pointing out that Berger arid
other Allied, members are asking
the
Government for help, Puciato
Judge of Probate Joseph .A.
Adorno, who steps down from the asks “Don’t you think before you
county post in January, will be do anything like this you should
honored at a testimonial dinner at least screen the pictures that
hosted by Middletown Municipal are available to you’’ and which
Employes’ Assn. He’s a son of Sal “cannot even be brought into your
Adorno Sr., gin., of the M&D. Ther territories .because yoii boys are
alres, Middletown, Conn.
not even, interested?”
Albert M. Pickus,. ownei\ of the
Stratford Theatre, and a national
Lester Kropp’s Comment
TOA vp„ elected to the board of
St. Louis, Nov. 23.
Stratford
(Conn.)
Chamber of
As spokesman arid president of
Commerce.
the
Missouri-Illinois
Theatre OwnA. J. (Jack) Bronstei
president,
South Windsor
Conn.)
Realty ers,; a post to which he was replanning world's largest elected several weeks ago; Lester
Corp.,
ozoner, 2, 010-car capacity. Meadows R. Kropp describes exhibs in the
Drive-In, Hartford, has left for Los St. Louis area as alarmed over the
Angeles to inspect drive-i
prop- existing shortage of product and
erties, .The Hartford project Will asks the distribs to give relief to
be built by the Meadpws Drive-In the small theatres..
Theatre Corp.
also headed by
Kropp said, “We wish to comBronstei n,
mend 20th Century-Fo^ for the
Nick E. Brickates, manager of stand, it has
taken to stimulate inthe Stanley-Warner. Garde, New
London, Conn., upped to. Connect- dependent product but we' view
with
alarm
fhe
existing shortage
icut district manager for the circuit,
succeeding late James F. of product and implore producers
to
hasten
the.
availability
of all
McCarthy.
In
liis
new post;
Brickates, a 26-year, veteran of the product in 2-D so that the little
film industry, will supervise 14 SW fellow who cannot afford all the
installations throughout Conncct- new modern equipment will be
icut.
able to exist.”

HARTFORD

manager.
Hollander, B&K chief, pub..back froi
six weeks in
sales

•

l

»

t

Hollywood, Nov, 23.

Joan Woodward signed an

exclu-

Edward Lp AL

...

National Pictures took
over production of “The Nunjber
One”, arid retitled it “Magnificent

Matador”
in

.

U

at

.

.

Peggy King checked

.

.

for
arid

-

.

.

.

time in 10 years

first

.

.

.

“The Cobweb/'
Victor Mature

to co-star in

will star

;

Co-

i

lumbia’s “The. Gilded Rooster;”
with William Fadiman producing
and Robert Parrish directing
William Hopper snagged a featured
Touch
role in U’s “Tacey”
Connors set for a key role in the
Roger Corman production, “Five
.

.

.

...

Guns West” > Columbia handed
Dick York a term player, contract,
,

,.

.

Nat Holt allocated

.

is

“Bannon,” starring Spen-

cer Tracy . .
Danny Kaye signed
a troupe of 18 midget acrobats for
“The Court Jester” at Paramount.
Arine Baxter gets the fei me
lead in U’s remake of “The Spoil-

...Hank Marin drew a
Pararriount
comic role in Parariiount’s “You’re

Charles
Never Tob Young” .
Boyer returning to Metro v for the

.

.

Metro

..

.

.

.

will

screenplay his own novel, “Trial
for production by Charles Schnee
Herbert Rudley joined
at Metro
the cast of “The Court Jester” at
,

.

.

.

Don Mankiewicz

.

ill

the
in
Costello
Irving
Wallace
writing contract at

“Abbott
m y”
Mum
signed a term

Warners

song specialty

a

-

,

,

.

.

-i

.

and situations.”

{

44

»
,

.
contract with' 20th-Fox
of
Decency
Legion
National
handed a “B” rating to United
Artists’
“The Golden Mistress”
because of “suggestive costuniing

sive

M

“Juvenile Jilrigle” for indie productioiL^,
John Houseman appointed Act the Screen Producers
Guild’s board, replacing Louis D.
Llghton who is leaving on a world
tour ’. .
Ann Blyth returning to
Metro as fenrine lead opposite Edmund .Purdrim in “The King’s
Thief” .
Faralla organ. William
ized an indie unit for production
of films in Europe
Robert Aldrich signed Albert Dekker for a
role iri “Kiss Me Deadly”
Carrol! McComas and Mark Hanna,
joined the cast of Sam Katzman’s
“Chicago Syndicate”
First assignment for Robert Wise under
his new director contract with

.

sales manager to assist Louis J.
Weber.
branch manager Bruce
James Laney of Atlanta named
Mewborn heading group of Altec new manager of Hi-Ho Theatre in
reps at convention of Motion Sari Antonio by new owner, Torn
Picture Exhibitors of Florida in Sumner, who recently bought the
Jackesonville.
house f roiri Gidney Talley.
Interboro Circuit, headed .by Sol
The H. & H. Amus. Co,, headed
Strausberg, leased its Corona The- by O, L. Lowery and B. J. Hardy,
atre in Jackson Heights, Queens, opened
the Glade Drive-In at
N. Y., to G. S. & D. Aihus. Corp. Gladewater following modernizaVia long-term deal consummated tion and installation of. C’Scope.
through Berk & Krumgold. House Fred Frick made manager of
1,600-seater.
ozoner,. coming from circuit’s headEthel Croog, „ secretary to Ed- quarters at Nacogdoches.
ward L. Kingsley of Kingsley InAlva S. Straight sold Rung Theternational Bix, leaving that organ- atre at Rung to Mr. and Mrs. Don
ization this month to wed.
W.°Trisko, who have been operatWilliam K. Everson, publicity ing house for last 10 inbnths,
lanager for Allied Artists InterRapid growth of the. potential
A. i7?y ear-old high school, youth
na ti on al Corp., addressed Spring- at Alice given 30-day jail sentence juvenile audience was discussed by
field. Mass. Motion Picture Coun- for taking a speaker from Buck- the participants, in the
N. Y. meet.
cil Friday (19) on “History of the
horn Drive-In operated by'' H, C. It’s felt that, in view of the comWestern.”
Gunter.
petition from tv, the film industry
must accentuate its pitch for the
young. Cited is the example of
ST.
VIrgi ia" Davis, formerly pub- Michael Myerberg’s “Hansel a.nd
Stan; Kohlberg. reopening Park
Ave. Theatre in Park Ridge after licity agent at Hotel Chase, and Gretel” puppet pic. Point is made,
Kay Morton, formerly at KXOK, however; that any large number of
house. had been closed 18 years.
B&K installed C-Scope in its launched own ad public relations such films might well turn out to
be a drug on the market.
Paradise, Portage, Broadway agency.
Strand; Coronet and Luna The-,
The Lemay, St. Louis County, reatres recently, making 35 of the lighted after having been dark
circuit’s houses so equipped.
since last July, by the owner, Mrs.
Exhibs
Film Council of America seek- Ella Maury. WehrenbCrg Circuit
ing 10 jurors for next .year’s operated house at time of shutterContinued from page 3
Golden Reel Film Festival.
ing.
Irving
Li
ick,
with
Warner
The Cluster Theatres reopened tories absolutely refuse to handle
theatre chai
here for .20, years, its Lyric, Salem, 111., dark for 20 foreign pictures, although they’re,
joined
State - Lake
managerial months, The Salem will continue in. English, Puciato is waging a
staff.
dne-mari campaign to break the noto operate.
Monroe Theatre dosed for day
Merchants in Neoga, III., re- foreign picture barrier. In a letter
and half last week to install
last to Bennie Berger, -head of North
Neoga,
dark
since
opened
the
C’Scope and stereophonic sound.
Central Allied, one of the holdout,
State-Lake has “20,000 Leagues April with Kermit A. Bushur areas,. Puciato
stated: “There are,
Under Sea” set for Christmas operating.
“The Robe” was first film shown several independent distributors
week,
“Hansel and Crete?,” slated for. on G’Scope screen installed in the besides myself who have top quality film but find we can get no
Loop .Theatre .Christina's week, be- Lincoln, Robinson, 111.
St. Louis Amus, Co., relighted business, out of not only Minneaping tied in with local stores and
territory,: but
Des Moinesits Lafayette, shuttered last July olis
cookie companies,
Lois Cohen taking over booking when the. cooling system broke Omaha, Kansas City and. St. Louis
as well.”
duties at Paramount for Ramona down;.
The Girard, Girard, 111., reopened
Puciato noted that franchise
Hamilton, who resigned to become
assistant to Harris Dudelson at by Roy Hess; house was darkened holders, “know that it is imposBuena Vista Films, Walt Disney several months ago.
sible to sell you fellows excellent
A drive for toys for the under- pictures because you are deterreps.
Will Methe, veteran B&K man- privileged at Xmas produced 10,- mined not to play any foreign picager, undergoing surgery at Hines 000 toys at. 19 nabes; a toy was tures, even though they are
being
accepted in lieu of cash at a
Hospital.
played by the top theatres” in
Abe. Gilman opened new Buena special Saturday program.
«
other territories,

Atlanta

»

person’s

:

.

»

1

Inc., N. Y. outfit which handles distribution matters for
indie filmmakers, is on the
prowl for a “compensation”
deal with anyone with, or
about to have, a project in

France.

» »

Representatives,

to be produced by Robert
Arthur
Band’ leader Leighton
Noble plays a. police dispatcher in
Allied Artists’ “Code Three”
Warners signed, Lowell Gilmore
for- a featured role in “The Sea
Chase”
U bought “The White
King,” authored by Samuel B. Harrison and assigned Aaron Rosenberg as producer
Metro cast
Chris Randall in “The Blackboard
Jungle”
Dana Andrews checked
into Warners for resuiription of
work on “Strange Lady in Town”
Fay Morley joined the “Tacey”
ers.”

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

ari ad budget,
indie, “Seven
Harry Tatelman .cast at U ... Paraimount. signed
and Robert Wilder teamed up to Miml Aguglia for a spot in “Th
Ann Wilner
prbduce the latter’s Stoiy, “Bright Rose Tattoo”
Shadow” ;.
Cameraman Robert snagged a role in “A Man Called
Surtees renewed by Metro for five Peter’’ at 20th-Fox
Columbia'
year! arid assigned to “Ben Hur.” bought Arthur Gordon’s 'Original.
Bill Boyett spotted by Warners “Reprisal.”
in ‘.‘Strange. Lady in Town” .....
Hugo Haas borrowed Cleo Moore;
Vince Edwards and Hildy Parks from Columbia to star iri his indie,
,

,

.

of $250,000 for his

Bad Men.”

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Andrew

Stone’s indie, “No Toiriorrow” ;
Anna Sten re“Terror In the Night,” at Colum- turns to the screen to play a saloon
bia
Robert L. Lippert Optioned keeper in “Soldier of Forturie” at
Johanna Matz for a picture to be ,20th-Fox .
Ella Fitzgerald will
.
made abroad in 1955,
team with Frank Sinatra ip a song
Columbia assigned Kim Novak number for “Finian's Rainbow”
to star in “Antonia,” to be pro- Rathe lab closed a deal to process
duced by Roy Huggins who \vrote three: pictures for Palo Alto Prothe original
Henny Backus ductions, starting with “Five Guns
Shirley. Yamaguchi
drew a featured role in Metro’s West”
Blackboard Jungle”
Agnes signed by 20th-Fox for. a role in
.
, Bert Freed
Moorehead will join Jane Wyman “The Tokyo Story”
and Rock Hudson in U’s “All That drew a part in Paramount’s “The
in

star

to

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.•

;

.

.

.

David BenAlan Ladd’s Desperate Hours”
next Jaguar production for War- esty, boy soprano, set to vocalize
ners will be “The Darkest Hour,”, background music for “The Silver
based on a hovel by William P. Mc- Chalice” at Warners!
Givern
Charles Brackett assigned to produce “Of Hopq^ and

Hqpven Allows”

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

GlOry,” a Lionel Shapiro hovel recently purchased by 20th-Fox
Eve Miller will play one
the top
roles in W. Lee Wilder’s “The Big
Bluff;”
replacing Beverly Tyler

Continued from page

7

Republic renewed Iy, he made the point that first-ru
director William .Witney for an-; houses are the ones feeling a prodother year
Metro signed Hugh uct shortage and are in most need
Fregonese to direct “The King’s
Exec pointThief,” co-starring Edmund Pur-’ of additional pictures.
ed to Boston as ah example. Hub
dom and Michael Wilding.
has six important
Gloria de Haven signed for sec- town, he said,
ond femme lead in Frederick Bris- showcase theatres and often each
on a
sori’s ‘The Girl Rush” at Para- of them needs a new “A”, piri
mount
Pete Smith completed weekly change. Very much in con“The Fall Guy,” tenth and final trast! he adds, with the suburbi
film of his 1954-55 “Specialties” house which has all six Boston
schedule at Metro
Hal Wallis firstruns to feed from.
,
bought Julius Epstein's original,
Subject of criticism, too, was
“All Around the Town,” as a starDCA’s suspected idea of staggering
rer for Martin and Lewis
release of a film territory by
George Wells assigned to produce' the
as a means of cutting
My Most Intimate Friend;” slated territory the
number of required
to co-star' Lana Turner and Ava down on
conceded this is
prints.
Boasberg
Gardner at Metro
British a.ctress Joan Collins drew a term tentatively planned as an economy
contract at 20th-Fox
Hayes measure, underlining that a CineGoetz purchased “General Hospi- mascope print, for instance, costs
tal,” by Henry Juros Donor, as his $1,100 and to blanket the country
next film for Allied Artists
with availabilities would require
Paramount signed Gig Yftung to 600 prints at extremely hefty exreplace Arthur Franz in “The Des- pense.
In comparison, ohly 225
perate Hours”
Betty Caulfield prints of “Silver” have been orresumes her film career with a role dered.
in “A Man Galled Peter” at 20thThe v.p. said DC A will step up
Fox
Edward: G. Robinson will
star In “Illegal,” to be produced, the order under exhibitor. pressure
r—
Seattle
theatremen might defor Warners by Frank Rosenberg.
Richard Basehart will co-star mand a pic if Boston has it and
with Neville Brand in Allied Art- they need it—but he added his
ists’ “Hold Back the Night”
own expressed suspicion that even
Max Palmer snagged a role in W. the major companies are trying;
Lee Wilder’s “The Big Bluff”
their utmost to slice their print
Mamie. Van Doren. will double, as orders. ,
co-star arid technical adviser on
If one area has a DC A pic subchorine sequences i
“Third Girl
From the Right”
Jack Pollex- sequent to another Wouldn't this
fen signed Marvin Press for his dissipate the effect of national adindie, “The Indestructible Man” vertising coinciding with the first
.
Anri Codee and Janice Carroll playoffs? Boasberg’s. answer to thi
joined the “Daddy Long Legs” cast js he simply doesn’t see real value
at 20th-Fox
Allied Artists in national advertising for individsigned Scot Lee for "Code Three’’ ual pix. Instead, he underlines the
Frank McCarthy arid William. importance of local, point-of-sale
Lowe took an option, on film rights promotion. Experience has shown,
to an untitled novel Ernest Hem- he argues,
that a successful, firstingway is writing in Cuba ... run engagement is followed by
Edgar Stehli signed by Metro for
successful subsequent runs and.
a role in “The Cobweb”
Larry
Harmon snagged a role in Howco!s dismal showcasing means dismal
“Kentucky Rifle”
R. Wright follow-up runs in each area. Thi.
Campbell, sCripter of “Five Guns means, he concludes, that each exWest,” will double as an actor in change city opening must be campaigned for individually and not
the Roger Corman production.
William Rowland, Monte Brice made part of an. overall national
and Irma Berk registered the title approach.
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Wednesday, November 24, 1954

The Visual Impact

Inside Stuff—Pictures

09 ‘RV.

Hollywood, Nov. 23.
Survey by Paramount re*

Addressing the 300 guests at the Variety Club’s “New Faces in New
Positions" luncheon at the Hotel Bradford, Boston last week, Samuel
Pinanski, American Theatre Corp. prez and honorary chairman of
hoard of TOA, outlined to the guests the reasoning behind the organization of TOA’s new committee to raise funds for indie producers.
PinansJci, chairman of the committee, declared, “Everyone recognizes
the fact that never before in history has the production end of our
We all hope it continues to flourish
industry been so prosperous.
and to produce the same high calibre of features. But, despite the
today, there are not enough of them
being
made
pix
are
that
excellent
and in between the. top product the exhibitor is starving. We must
lean periods when the top product
fill
during
the
more
pix
to
in
hiv^
Is not available.”

Veals that television has forged
ahead of radio for the first
time as a means! of exploiting
motion pictures.
It is estimated that the volume of plugs
for films on tv this year has
been twice that on radio.
Television is regarded as
more potent than radio be-

cause
:

Jack Warner continues to buy common stock of Warner Bros.
His latest 5, 000-share purchase ups his holdings to 295,499, plus
another 13,400 shares in a trust account, Major Albert Warner, who,
•had 100,000 shares iri his own name, added 4,500 shares to his trust

and

of

its

,

Stanley-W arner

circuit.

Because of his tv network show, “Disneyland,” Walt Disney gets
a slap in the current North Central Allied bulletin. The bulletin asserts
the hour long show “looks Jike prime ribs for those Who will sit at
home and look into that infernal box.” It’ll be tough to drag the kids
to dinner before 6 p.m the bulletin comments. “Disney is wide open
in the end zone with this show and Will have plenty of time to advertise
”
his current featurg picture as. he did *20,000 Leagues Under the Sea,’
declares the bulletin, concluding that “this surely will be a thorn in
the exhibitors’ side.”
,

Dr. Roy Chapman Andrews, explorer and honorary director of the
American Museum of Natural History, is to be the subject of a theatrical
pic and a television series, per plans of Robert H. Nolan. Latter, a
radio-tv producer, arid longtime friend of Andrews^ will head all
production. Andrews has mad£ all his writings available to Nolan and
Will serve as technical: advisor on development of the properties. The
two were associated in the ’‘Keep Up With the World” radio series
Which Nolan produced and directed.
,

Issue to Arbitration
.

and can be Utilized for any
kind of picture.

Ruling by Surrogate Christopher
McGrath completely cleared Grainger, Raftery and O’Brien of the

their investment from the smaller
situations alone.
Distrib execs say the pattern of
the future would appear to shap*
into big-budgeters and very lowThey’re puzzled by ancost pix.
nouncements of plans for films running into $400,000 Or $500,000
each. “How. are they going to get

Metro homeoffice delegation con-

as will be found due and
td plaintiff dri such items of
claim as will be allowed.”

picas in terms of

sums
owing

home, he

its

said,

weren't particub.o.

availability of American stars to work in Britain, Minter found a lack of interest among

As for the

ductiori money is advanced to an
independent filmmaker. Pinanski.
said he sees no problem in this the top names. “It’s the eliminarespect.
For one thing, he said, tion. of that tax loophole that’s
the new company will be putting done it,” he opined. “Actually,
there are only a handful of top
up the “risk money.” ^
EFFG is a separate entity being names around, arid they’re tied up
backed by TOA until it gets off way in advance.” Minter leaves for
the ground. It’s a Delaware cor- London tomorrow (Thurs.).

this type of “B” film which
seem to be angling for
set themselves up in
business to make or finance pix.
Since there’s no market for th*
“B” feature in the major runs, such
pix have to be turned out at very
low cost so as to be able to recoup
It’s

Previously ELC had prepared
two invoices totaling $26,360 for
Which no payment had ever been
made. Brandt subsequently offered
two checks amounting to $23,160

Hollywood, Nov.

when they

.

their money back?” asked on*
sales topper.
Exhibs’ projects envisioning
flow of volume product appear to
fall, for the most part, into th*
“B ” grotsp. * This contrasts oddly
with oft-repeated statements by
both exhibs and distribs that audiences have become selective in
their film-going and, over the past
couple of years, have passed up
the minor releases which consequently have lost mpriey.
Observers, say the only hope for
"B" pix to rake in the coin under
present conditions is to turn them
out for $100,000 or less. A number of such films have been made.
Latest exhib-backed org to enter
the “B” field is American Releasing Corp. which plans to issu*
eight in 1955.

23.

A drastic change in film sales,
publicity and advertising methods
in the “near future” was predicted,

tonight (Tuesday) by Steve Broidy,
Allied Artists prexy, as keynote
speaker at the eighth annual Publicists Guild dinner at the Hotel.
Statler. His speech, the sole serious spot in the artnual frolic, envisioned a “new system of merchandising specialists.”
Broidy paid tribute to publicists
whose jobs are “not always fully
appreciated in some quarters. Had
you riot done your job well.” he
emphasized, “films Would not have
met with success they’ve come to
enjoy.”
Just whether and where there Is
Upcoming system, Broidy de- a film shortage at the moment is
clared, will be a switch from the subject to many diverse views,
present so-called endless belt oper- Exhibs almost uniformly complain
ation. “I envision units of three or that there aren’t enough pictures
four men from publicity and ad- around;, and they blame the stuDistribs themselves can’t
devoting dios.
departments
vertising
their entire efforts over a period make up their mind on what’s
,
of many, months, perhaps a year, what.
Said one sales exec this week:
solely on three or four films.
‘‘There is no. real shortage in th*
“Similarly, in the sales departhav*
ment, a separate sales manager first runs. They just don’t
to pick from.
will be assigned these same films as many pictures
one
with
the
fellow,
little
the
It’s
as it is a responsibility on a naa week, who’s
tional basis. These units’ work will the three changes
suffering!”
be coordinated, of course, by a
general Sales manager and a national director Of advertising and
European Holiday
.

'

Coyne

publicity.

Robert W. Coyne, special counthe Council of Motion Picture Organizations, left N. Y. over
the past weekend for a vacation in
sel for

Why

Cut a Good One?

Europe.

Hamilton, Ont.

many movie-

I ain Only one
goers eagerly awaiting “A Star Is
Germany, where she’s
Born” and it is putting it mild, to wife In
visiting her parents.
say the least, that I was extremely,
“Star”
that
to
read
disappointed
is to be trimmed by about 30 minutes. Surely the Customer deserves

of the

now

!

a better

break than

this.

For year's

many customers have been

New York

like “Star”
tors?,

to

suit

some

_ RADIO
irving. BERLIN'S

• DANNY KAYE
ROSEMARY CLOONEY • VERA ELLEN

better than ever
these last few years, for sure, blit
why not keep them that way by
leaving them intact?

.

Completed, will
tributed by Warners.

be

Color by Technicolor •

and

dis-

A

Paramount Picturo

wtcwom mu rsnniTATwi
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Hollywood, Nov. 23.
Lei and Hayward has acquired
screen rights to “Point Of No Return” based on J. P. Marquand’s'
novel. Hayward produced the Paul
Osborn legit adaptation of novel on

with the court’s de- cently

"WHITE CHRISTMAS"

BING CROSBY

are

Hayward Filming ‘PdinF

HALL_

inVIitaVlalon starring

exhibi-

Ken W. Daridge

CITY MUSIC
Rockefeller Center

...

Movies

Theatres

sitting

through three and four-hour double bills (Often putrid) and the exhibitor hasn’t minded.
Why should : Warner Bros, trim
an obviously first-rate production

full

in accordance
cision.

He’ll see the plays and talk to
picture people in Loridon and then
He’ll join his
hit the Continent.

Editor, Variety:

Broadway with Henry Fonda
Starred. Film version next year
payment Of certain items will follow Hayward’s production
but the drafts Were returned after of “Spirit of St. Louis.”
No release is set for "Point Of
a five-month delay without being
exact No Return” but “Mr. Roberts,”
the
cashed.
Meantime,
amount due is tp be computed later Fonda starrer which Hayward rein

,

the exhibs

.

:

concerned about the

fancy.

charges.

sisting of sales chief Charles Reagan, assistant sales chief Ed Saunders, and eastern sales topper John
Byrne returned to New York Monday (22) following a two-day sales
confab at the: Blackstone Hotel in
Chicago.
All division managers
were represented at the session,

.

larly

—

UA

Geo

commented Levy.
This, Of course, brings up the
point that banks insist on a major
company release setup before pro-

ficient quantity.

TO WINNIPEG HOUSE

SaS

it,”

as. far

are

The suburbs, With two or thre*
changes a week and particularly
situations:— comsmall-town
the
plain they’re starving for the low
budgeters that they can buy cheap
arid which catch their audiences*

.

what their

.

;

Over

nies

of limitations applied, arid limited
Grainger’s recovery to six years.
Justice Gavegan held that; the
Grainger-Shea - Jariiestown agreeThere being no restrictions on ments of 1942 and 1946 were valid
block booking in Canada, United. and “the parties must proceed to
Artists has licensed 16 consecutive arbitration.” Request for arbitraprograms to. the Dominion Theatre, tion of the contract matter by
Grainger back in 1951 was coun-.
Winnipeg, Man.
The house, operated by Mesho tered by the Shea interests via a
Thriller, has been renovated and suit against Grainger, Ed Raftery
and the late Dennis F. O’Brien,
is switching to a firstrun policy
changing' mismanagement of the
with the
lineup.
Shea estate while they were executors.

Harry Brandt

in terms of
tures would gross
their content;” At
the creative minds

.

SELLS 16 EN BLOC

,

much

Court Jus-

Joseph Gavegan' last week
ordered
arbitration
on E.
C.
Grainger’s breach of contract claim
against
Enterprises
Shea
and
Jamestown Amusement Corp. At
the same time, the judge upheld
the Shea claim that the statute

.!

operation. “We want, to supplement production, riot substitute

New York Supreme
tice

including George Hickey, west;
Some 600 friends, former employees and associates in the film John S. Allen, southwest; Rudy
business plus civic leaders attended a testimonial dinner honoring Berger, south; Burtis Bishop Jr.,
Harold J, Fitzgerald, retired prez of Fox Wisconsin Amusement Corp., midwest, and John S; Maloney,
at Bchroeder Hotel, Milwaukee. At the dinner, a check for $5,000 was central;
given to Fr. Clarence Ryan, S.J. of Marquette’ University, as a “kickoff”
Meeting was concerned, with
lii' establishing a Marquette scholarship dedicated to Fitzgerald's son,
Metro’s release of eight pictures
Lt. Richard H. Fitzgerald, who was killed iri World War II,
during the first four months of
1955. Films will be released at the
Giving no facts, as usual, the Chicago Police Censor Board reports rate of two a month. AH are in
color, With seven in Cinemascope.
it rejected, none of the 80 pix submitted for permits last month but
made six cuts in the 401,000 total feet of film scanned. Of the num- Pictures include“Bad Day at Black
ber submitted, 22 were foreign, again pointing up an increased influx Rock” and “Green Fire,,” January;
of foreign product here this year. Four pix were tagged for adults T>y “Many Rivers to Gross" and “Jupiter’s Darling,” February; “Hit the
the censors, and one of those was a foreign entry.
Deck” and “Interrupted Melody,”
March, and “Glass -Slipper” and
“Boulevard in Paris,” April.
Field representatives also convened in Chicago over the weekend to discuss exploitation plans
Continued from page 3
on the eight pictures.. Emery Ausmaintain it with curbs on new pro- poration and bylaws provide for tin, field chief, presided.
duction.
a board of directors and an exec
Martin, arguing that heavier committee.
SEC approval of the
lensing skeds could be maintained stock sale is expected tin a few
The stockholders, as they
if sincerely desired by the studios,, Weeks.
stated that many competent stars, come into* existence, will meet to
Continued from page 3 ssss
writers and producers are now on elect directors who, in turn, will
the prowl for television work and name permanent officers and exec peake Industries as assignee of the
easily could be nabbed for pictures committee members.
defunct Eagle. Lion Classics.
Guiding the operation in the inif Hollywood beckoned.
Chesapeake charged that Brandt
TOAcers were iri N V. last week terim, along with Pinanski, are had not paid the full amount due
to fill in on details of the new Ex- John Rowley, v.p.; L. S. Hamm, Eagle Lion under certain licensing
hibitors Film Financial Group, Inc., treasurer, and Myron Blank, sec- agreements on films rented some
which the theatre or g is fostering. retary. They’re also on the tem- 150 theatres between Dec. 1, 1949,
Pinanski is temporary president.
porary board with Martin, Walter and April 28, 1951. Among other
Outfit is to engage in indie pro- Reade Jr. and Alfred Starr,
things Brandt denied personal liCapitalization
EFFG was brought into being at vability on the ground that he was
duction financing.
is $10,000,000, its funds
coming the TOA convention in Chidhgo acting as agent for principals
from theatremen through a stock early this month, At this, many known to ELC. “If this be true,”
solicitation.
Securities Exchange theatremen said; they'd be willing Justice
William C. Hecht Jr.,
Commission approval of the setup to invest the equivalent of one opined, “plaintiff could have no
This will green- week’s film rentals at their respec- recovery and consideration of the
is now awaited.
There are no of- remaining issues would become
light actual investments in the tive theatres.
company by the theatremen. Fu- ficial estimates as to the amount academic.”
ture operation will be flexible to of actual stock buys in view.
But in a lengthy opinion Justice
the extent that the public and
Hecht noted that Chesapeake deother industry groups, apart from
nies that Brandt disclosed the
the exhibs, Who are legally unreidentity of. his principals. “The
Minter
strained from doing so, may be inWritten license agreements,” the
vited to buy in.
Continued from page 5
court added, “Were executed in the
The purpose is to up the supply
name of the .defendant Brandt,
df pix; which, in turn, it’s figured, closed since exhibs are in need of
through Irigber, his agent and emwill have the effect of cutting rent- thi? widescreen product. Minter
ployee, and 'do not disclose the
als on the output from all- com- said one of his own problems With
name of a principal, although the
panies. AS the supply is enhanced, C’Scope Was that, in partriering
name of the theatre is shown.”
states Martin, there’ll be an even with 20th-rwhich is offering such
Moreover, Justice Hecht ruled,
balance of power betweeri buyer assistance—the
company would testimony of Ingber as well as that
and seller and lopped-off film costs expect to get first crack at the disof George; J. Waldman, .onetime
on the overall will be the ultimate tribution rights. Si
he has his metropolitan district manager for
result.
own distribution org in Britain, Eagle Lion, bore out Chesapeake’s
financed such a deal isn’t acceptable to him.
Distribution
the
of
claim that it was never aware of
"product vvill be through rion-major
Minter. found Hollywood ex- the individuals that Brandt repreoutlets, such as regional releasing
tremely gross conscious, “It's not sented. “I find that, defendant did
companies. Point is made that one
at all like iri Britain now,” he re- not disclose the! identity of his
of the principal companies might
ported. “Everyone I talked to
principals,” the court ruled, “Therer
drop a film from its own sked if
producers, directors, etc.—spoke as fore he is personally liable for such
it could take a substitute from the

TOA

;

its

,

.

SHEA

VS.

Judge Orders Breach of Contract

Jarger audience

visual impact. At th
same time the analysis shows
that tv is better adapted to
some pictures than to others,
While radio is more flexible

UA

of the “B” picture may b*
as the major compaconcerned, but it’s still
X
very much in evidence with th*
non-key exhibs who either can’t
get the “big” films, or else don’t
do too well with them.
Situation as it seems to be shaping up now favors the extremes.
The key. runs naturally want and
need the “A” product, arid they’r*
getting It, even though there’s «
difference of opinion on whether
or not it’s, coming through iri suf-

Day

GRAINGER

.

accounts, for a total of 31,000 shares.
Alfred E. Daff, of Universal Pix, sold his last 1,000 shares of common, with Preston Davie unloading 300 shares but retaining 409.
Nathaniel Lapkin has acquired 11,241 shares of common stock in the
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New

Life for ‘Road’

Procter & Gamble’# CBtS-TV
“Seeking Heart”, has found it.

Come Dec
will

13,

the

sudser’s

A. fighter takes a dive; referees are suspected of" myopia; the
ln-stadium fans serenade the waltzing pugs with “Let Me Call
You Sweetheart,” setups, are palpably staged to comply with
slogans that this or that fight club is “the house of upsets”— and
television is party to it all. Why?.

title

be changed to "Road of Life.”

Format Will follow the .lines of
"Road,” longtime radio stanza.
,

V

Any musclehead this side of Stillman’s
knows that the
fight racket is no sorority* and for television to give it “character” and respectability by telecasting some of these pushover

Gym

Washington, Noy.

Department

23.

of Justice antitrust

action last week against RCA
co-conspirators may
the FCC in a tough spot when
plications ate filed by any of

Baby Spectacular

and

The lengths

put,

allege'd

to
will

apthe

companies named in the suit
purchase tv .stations. RCA has

go to satistv producers
fy their audiences, or even
their panelists and guests, was
pointed up in the case of
&.
Goodson
Todman and
“Name’s the Same” last week,
when guest Arlene Francis
named her “secret desire,”
which the panelists had to
which the proguess, and

to
i

-

intends to acquire two
UHF outlets under the Commission’s “five plus two” rule. Westlnghouse, named as a co-conspirator, has reportedly negotiated a
deal to purchase the DuMont station in Pittsburgh.
It’s recalled that the Commission,
Under a previous Administration,
held up licenses of motion picture
antitrust violators- By sitting on a
transfer application, the agency
virtually forced Warner Bros, to
drop a deal it once made to purchase KLAC-TV (now KCOP) in
Los Angeles. More recently, it held
extensive hearings before renewing the license of the Paramount
Pictures KTLA (TV) station in.L.A.
and permitting United Paramount
Theatres to merge with ABC,
In the past, the Justice Department has kept an eye on FCC actions involving antitrust violators.
The present administration, as evidenced, by the sweeping nature of
the RCA complaint, indicates it is
more intent on the monopoly front.
Stanley N; Barnes, assistant attorney general in charge of antitrust,
dicated

his

it

associates

say,

“means

—

Facts

about but also the Senate Judiciary
Committee which, come Jan. 5, will

be chair maned by Sen. Harley Kilgore (D-W.Va.), a strong antimonopoiist who is almost certain to institute a few inquiries. Kilgore,
Variety learned, wrote the Justice
Department about six months ago
regarding the patent situation in
the tv manufacturing industry..

ABC-TV dropped

.

Murrow’s Yen

some speculation here that tying in with this week’s preem of
was timed to "jump the gun” on his cross-the-board CBS Radio se-.
Sen. Kilgore, whose Committee has
riesi it will probably be the first of
Jurisdiction over antitrust laws.
But those who know Barnes dis- an extended series of “P to P”
count this possibility. If there was pickups, of top pix personalities on
any “timing,” they say, it would the Coast. Murrow. personally has
have been of the delayed variety to
expressed a desire to do a Hollyavoid art impression of “monopoly
wood pickup about every third
hunting” for political purposes.
The Department’s action came as week.
a complete surprise although it was
Negotiations are ..now going on
known that the Government had
may spot Tyrone Power,
rise to
It

intervals.

Incidentally,

it’s

Chicago, Nov. 23.
William B. Ryan, .former presiBroadcast Advertising
dent of
Bureau, Was named exec v.p. arid

Sir

managing director of the Quality
Radio Group at a meeting of tire

Winston Will Make

Milwaukee Famous Yet;

board here yesterday (Mon.).. At
the sanre time, board announced its
first
sponsor for the 25-statirh
Crosley Division
taped network.
of Avco Mfg. will sponsor “Midwestern Hayride,” longtime WLW,

Allis-Chalmers ‘Salute’
Britain’s
Indirectly
Prime
getting a radio sponsor in the
waning
the
of
eyebrow-raiser
birthcards 80th
year,.
day salute to Sir Winston titled
“His Finest Hour’* and slotted
Sir

Winston Churchill,

Mi

Cincinnati, airer.

ister,

NBC

the estaboffice

and

a sales staff to whip up presentations for prospective clients.

KRAFT

FCG •

Unusual

Texas

Grant.

Brings

Stinging

Hennock Rebuke
HAMS, ALL

Washington

Even Fourth Estaters Battle for
Equal Time Thesping

,

N by.

23.

In an unprecedented action, the

Newspapermen can be

just

as

.

ABC

,

7

to

will do 10 specs
in all this seasori under the Max,
Liebman production aegis, negotia-

tions having been completed for
the balance of the season.
Her
next one is Jan. 2. Dick Shawn,
;•

day-Sunday night specs. Will do
five more during the ’54-’55 semes-

.

Malcolm Boyd

TV

PfiniETr

•

'
j

Millions are at stake In tv, but
the Detroit manufacturers are riot
discounting the power of the aural
medium. Av good deal of the radio
coin is, closely bunched as, for instance, Nash Motors plugging its
’55 wheelers via purchase of three
segments of “Amos ’n’ Andy Music
Hall” over CBS this week (24-26).
Last night (Tues.) General Motors
latched on to 9-9:15 on the web
for a musical pageant airing to kick
off the 50,000;000th car coming off
its assembly line.
Talent included
singer Mark Dawson, Crane Calder

and programming” of his station.
Pointing out that the Commission previously denied an applica(

in Detroit this
entations,

week pitching

Continued on page' 31)

'Home/ ‘Today’ On

and Max Meth’s orch, with original
tunes by Bernie Wayne and Paul
Dudley.
Meanwhile CBS Radio
program Veep Lester Gottlieb was

Miami Beach. Nov.

23.

Negotiations were completed becity of Miami Beach public
relations director Hank Meyer and
NBC producer Mort Werner for
telecasting of the “Today” and
“Tonight” shows from a still-to-beselected oceanfront hotel in midJanuary.

tween

pres.

‘

ter.

p.m.
the

.

tion.

Judy Holliday

PUNCH

ON NBC AND ABC

.

auto coin is spilling over
into, radio as the Detroit moguls
get into high gear on fronting their
’55 models in ’the most, bitterly
fought rivalry for postwar posi-

that “there wasn’t any pressure—
we never pulled enough mail on
the show for there to be any.”
ACLU said it would study the
charges.

who has already done -three Satur-

The authorization provoked a
stinging dissent from Comr. Frieda
Hennock Who 'termed the action
“an almost incredible departure
from two of the most firmly established policies of the Commission
which have heretofore always governed the grants of broadcast licenses in the public interest.”
These policies, she said^igre that
station serve the needs o'f the. community and that the licensee maintain control over the “operation

Some

programs.” But an amused
exec privately Commented

In addition, Miss Holliday has
been pacted for
one-shot, dramatic stint in the Monday night
(28),
Sunday
next
8
‘‘Producers
Showcase”
of
is
hio-in-highUght
Backing
tint specs.
Allis- Chalmers Mfg. Co. of Milwaukee, the farm machinery butfx-Rod'o and Televisl
fit. Being sought as host is Charles
TV’S 1-2
Laughton, and others who may figortd now the
ure in the show are Sir Laurence
(DEC.)
Olivier, Sir Ralph Richardson, AlRev,
Kraft is upping its tv drama fred Lunt,. Lynn Fontanne, and
budget .for a brace of “big ones” Carl Sandburg (with a special
(continuing his ecclesiastical
which will be literally slotted treatise) and publisher-author-panstudies at Oxford, England)
back-to-back on Dec. 1 iWed.rNBC) elist Bennett Cerf With a miniature
arid, Dec. 2 (Thurs.-ABC).
anthology Covering the Churchill
On the former evening the Kraft span. Aim also is to cut in rtibutes
hour will do an adaptation of from heads of nation. Web's tv’er
Religioso
“Camille” starring Signe Hasso. on the Prime Minister, “Churchill
80,” is slotted. 2-2:30 p.m., Nov.
The ABC edition will be a tcleverone of the many byline pieces
sion of “Kitty Foyle.” Since the 28.
Allis-Chalmers, Incidentally, unlatter is a film property, it was
In the
necessary to give it the ABC slot- derwrites NBC-TV coverage of
49th Anniversary Number
tipg (which is .an all-live, non? Chi’s International Livestock Exkinnie presentation. Because many position on Npy. 30 in the 3 p.m.
of
NBC stations, used delayed kinnes. berth. It’s the sponsor’s seventh
pix properties are ruled out of the year in a row on the cattle congross.
Wednesday showcase.
is

'

.

its

in the fall.
Daly added that “mail and other
public response or comment on
the program was satisfactory in
mail and volume, but Was less than
that of some other ABC public af-

under-, fairs

stood that Metro has nixed any
such participation of its contract
performers on the tv stanza (although previously it has. sanctioned a “Toast of the ToWn”-MetIQ identity).

Ryan

Let beer; and razorblades latch on to something else as a, shill
for a spell. Then coin and public opi
may force the leatherpushers into self-regulation.
Abel

the

vis’ program and Daly’s own “Open
Hearing ” Reason given at the time
was the fact that none of the shows
had been sold, Davis had become
ill, and the news & spec! 1 events
department was planning to overhaul its Schedule for a fresh start

which
Harry
Stanwyck and
Barbara
James-Betty Grable, among others,
from their Coast-berthed homes at

(Continued on page 30)

New York

—

,

‘Timing’ Factor

First task for

pugs

,

op-

When Bing Crosby goes on CBSThe filing of the Justice suit so
Dec. 3,
goon after the election has given TV’s “Person to Pers

lishment of a

is d gratuitous cuflo commercial which
“smoky room” backstage manipulators don’t

’

advance with

owns and

rate.

their

FCC last Week, by m 3-1 vbte, authorized the use of a VHF channel
as a satellite station to rebroadcast
Americans’
Was proving ‘too hammy as perforrhers,
though lat- the programs of another VHF stamuch of a bother,’ iri that ne was ter are figured
more
entitled to tion 124 miles away.
The grant
spending too much of his time re- “have
-their pig arid eat it top” by was issued to KTRE in Lufkin,
plying to complaints,”
Virtue of a traditional occupational Tex., which will carry the
schedAlthough the “official in charge” disease.
ule of KPRC-TV in Houston and
and the network weren’t named
no
Plans
local
Some
programs.
wire
services
The
Lufare
reportedly
in the letter, Burt apparently rekin station will thus, in effect,
ferred to John Daly, ABC’s V.p. in fighting for “equal time; position
serve as a relay for KPRC although
charge of news and special events. and manner of; presentation” in
Daly said on learning of Burt's connection with NBC’s Monday the stations have no ownership
ties.
charge that “any statement that spectacular on Dec. 13 when the
Although it isn’t likely, in view
the program was suspended be- 90-minuter will be turned into a
cause of volume of complaints con- star talent salute—N, Y„ clubhouse of the limited number of unused
cerning the program or any im- dedication of the Overseas Press VHF channels, that many grants of
”
this kind can be made, the authoriplication that the program Was sus- Club titled “Dateli
There’s also a bit of soul-search- zation Was surprising because the
pended by public pressure;' in. any
form, is not founded in fact. No ing on one phase of the Robert E. recently announced policy of acresponsible official of the ABC net- Sherwood vignette on the late cepting applications for satellite
work has made any such state- Ernie Pyle, particularly concern- stations specified only UHF chaning a candid extract from Pyle’s nels. It was also noted that KTRE
ment.”
had surrendered a permit last
Daly pointed out that the pro- memoirs.
June for use of the same channel
gram -was cancelled “with three
and that the Commission turned
other programs with the advent of
down a request by a UHF station
the summer season.” Other shows
in Tyler, Tex., to move the channel
dropped at the time were Martin
to the latter community.
Agronsky’s “At Issue,” Elmer Da-

flashed the phrase again, while
the show was on the air and
once more at 8:45 p; m. that
night so Miss Alexander could
Deal was
see it for real.
iri

with

groups,” This “Red-inspired campaign appears to be having some
success,” he said, and pointed to
the case of “Answers for Americans,” which ABC dropped early
this summer after 34 weeks. “The
network official i
charge,” Burt
wrote, “was reliably quoted as having declared that ‘Answers for

“The Name’s the Same” and
ABC -TV are happy to announce that Joan Alexander
will be a mother in February.”
Film clip was shown on the
show, and the Admiral sign

worked out

coupled

“Answers for Americans” because
of pressure—-brought riiore amused
astonishment at ABC than any
other reaction.
In a letter to Patrick M. Malin,
exec, director of ACLU, Burt listed
a series of alleged attempts to destroy Facts Forum by “pressure

parenthood flashed iri lights
via one of the Broadway adGoodvertising spectaculars.
Todman went and did it.
son
In the still of the night-be?
foreo (14), a camera crew photographed the Admiral Television electric sign on Times
Sq. spelling out the phrase,

Artkraft, which
erates the sign.

Forum,

charge that

&

busi-

Forum

to investigate attempts to destroy

'

The Commission not only has
the Justice Department to worry

tfie

and

.

Latest excursion of Facts

ducers attempt to fulfill.
“Secret desire” in this case
was that Miss Francis wanted
“Name's” panelist Joan Alexander to be the first actress, to
have news of her impending
.

leatherpushers

TV is too close to the home and too intimate, to permit itself
to collaborate, even unwittingly, in a swindle. Until the fight biz
.cleans from within itself—and it doesn't mean N.Y. State Boxing
Commissioner Rlobert K. -Christenberry frowning at them or
holding up a purse for
few hours- this soft-touch sideline
money, in the. form of. videocasts, should be denied the shady
collaborators.

and Hardy Burt, who produces two
of its network shows
a plea to
the American Civil Liberties Union

.

*

ness.’!

which some

Film Pair Consultants

To Young

&

Rubicam

Deal

:

calls

telecasts

for cross

through

one

the board,
of "

two

‘Between Pictures’ Jobs weeks—Jan.

10 to 14 or Jan. 17
to. 24.
Plans Call for bringing enHollywood, Nov. 23.
tire exec, writing and production
Mel Shavelson and Jack Rose,' crews here consisting of more
Who recently completed producer- than 50 personnel, marking the.
director-writer stints on Bob Hope’s first time the shows will go oh lo“Seven Little Foys” at paramount, cation, instead of using film or live

have tdken up consultant duties at inserts in New .York.: The city,
Young & Rubicam Advertising which has allotted $20,000 toward
Agency under arrangement nego- defraying cable costs for tv pro,

tiated by agency veepee Nat Wolf.
They’ll be “on call” when not involved in picture making.
Deal brings pair into ad shop as
consultants on shows in shop or inmaking. Programs pair may create
will be filmed as pilots by Young

grams which emanate from this
on a national basis, is also

setting

arranging for accommodations; the
airings Will coincide with Miami
Beach’s 40th anniversary celebration as an incorporated city.
Meyer is also dickering with
& Rubicam with complete owner- other units to come down through
ship reverting to Shavelson-Rose the season; recently “Home” show
who will be paid fixed salary with was telecast from the Casablanca
expense account plus insurance Hotel with the city and the hotel
and other company benefits;
dividing cable and housing costs.

.
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Although NBC execs are reluctant at this point to discuss the
matter 4n detail, it's, a virtual certainty that Noel Coward- Will
he coming over from England to do a tv spectacular for the
network. It'll probably be in the spring, though the vehicle in
which Coward would be starred isn’t being tipped. Negotiations
for finalization of the deal' are meanwhile proceeding. It. would
be Coward’s initial tv appearance in this country.
Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse are quite excited over the
reception accorded their “State Of the_ Union’’ spec last week
and it’s likely, they’ll “guest produce’’ another one this season.
If the right vehicle can be found, they’d like to reunite the.
Margaret Sulla van- Joseph Cotten-Nina Foch team for
drama
reprise.
possibility that; the Monday night
Meantime, there’s also
“producers Showcase’’ spec will get a one-shot origination out
Of*. Dallas for a Margo Jones theatre-in-the-round production of
two original tv plays by Tennessee Williams and William. Inge.
It would serve as a “pilot’’ for a contemplated Margo Jones series
next season. This one’s still in '"the formulating stage.
.

By

CBS-TV’s weekend pattern will
assume new shapes and sizes be-

LEONARD TRAUBE

Late in the day—-but not too late
tomorrow
is
tv program-

—

for

ming brass discovering

the. flexible

Progr

tng

A TaUnt Vnpi*

of

ABC

uses of comedic properties. Symwhat may well tfepbeat a
minor trend into a major “design
for laughs” is NBC’s spotting of

expounds

hit

reasons on

bolic of

Paul Winchell into Saturday morning time as a part of a two-hour
chock-a-block replete with kid appeal that day (Happy Felton, et al.).
After the one showcase (20), it’s
premature to judge the eventualities; but it’s significant that the
web had been aggressively seeking
a “sure” slotting for Winchell

Room

after,

for All

of Us
ana of the many editorial features
In

the

49th Anniversary Number

&

Woodmen

of

he had failed to

make

the expected imprint in his
erstwhile Sunday-at-7 pm. time.
(But neither, incidentally, did his
CBS opposite, “Life With Father,”

P^AHIETY

own

request that, having initiated

the Quinn

move

Arnie Rosen &
Coleman Jacoby
have a bright editorial feature

to the Coast, he

from the scene, which now
permits him to devotee full time to
the “Producers Showcase” 90-minute every-fourth-Monday series on
retire

all-the-family audiences in a
theory that apparently exploded,
with “Lassie” moving in on “Life,”
now in “big” time as a CBS Tuesday nighter, and Winchell. moving
out for the Art Linkletter “People
Are Funny.”)

for
Huntoriafa

Nobody Asked

else in the business.

also appears to be on the
a “kidult” kick the berthof talent and shows in slpts
is

—

ing
that are conventionally forkids on
the time element but, in addition,
lure many an adult viewer.
A
fairly good case can be made out
on this in Columbia’s decision to
.

But:

NBC-TV.
For the past seven years Quinn
has been the producer of “Kraft
Television Theatre” on NBC-TV,
having produced more full hour
live, dramatic stanzas than anyone

What
way

another amusing byline piece
In the

49th Anniversary Number
of

(In the early

P'AKlETr

days

of Kraft, Coe and Quinn
worked together on the; show, Coe
as NBC producer; Quinn for J.
Walter Thompson. That was prior
to Coe’s move-in on Philco Play•

house.)

,JWT decision to switch Quinn to
Lux and the Coast, however, far
from resolves the hassle going on
in an effort to pump jiew life into
the Thursday night NBCrTV stanza.
Quinn is being sent westward, orig-

ith

Just

inating point for Lux, to inject
“eastern thinking and techniques”
into the stanza, for, it’s presumed,
there are few who more readily
Jackie Gleason, currently doii-.
know the answers. But just how bling from his Saturday night
this will rest with “Corny” Jack- CBS-TV show into the Paramount
son, JWT’s Coast veepee and exec Theatre, N. Y., where he’s comproducer on the show, is some- mitted to six stageshows a day for
thing else again.
two weeks, is doing a fast burn
Jackson prefers keeping the over the reported failure of the
Coast-made identity (Stanza, as network’s Gotham flagship station,
distinct from. New York-berthed WCBS-TV, to deliver the promised
dramatic shows, has a tie-in with number of spots as a means of
pix studios for properties, for one hypoing the theatre biz. Gleason
thing. ) Jackson’s purported griev- feels attendance at the Par pould
(In fact, he enance isn’t against Quinn moving be a lot better.
those around-the-corner
into, the show, but he’s represented visioned
as resenting the supposition that queues as in the days of Benny
only the east knows how to turn Goodman but they haven't mateout qualitative hourlong live en- rialized, Neither, he claims, have
all those CBS spots.)
tries.
On the other hand, WABC-TV,
Apparently it’ll simmer down to
a question of whether Quinn will with, of course, its Par identificahave free rein to indoctrinate tion, via the ABC web, in under“eastern thinking” or whether the stood to have pitched in with more
“see Gleason at the Par” spots
Jackson command will prevail.
than the comic’s own home-berthed
station.

4

for

Love'?

reruns of CBS-TV’s “I
Love Lucy” get launched as a
Sunday afternoon second edition of .the first series on tha
web starting early next year,
the title will be changed to
avdid conflict with the Monday night fixture. Before the
web can pitch the Ball
Arnaz package for sponsorship
it needs a station lineup, with,
being
affiliates
currently
sounded out on clearances to
support what’s hoped will be
a substantial network in the
4:30 p. m. time.

&

Kidult Trend

In

Me—

New Word
When

Which had been deemed surefire

With the naming of Stanley^Quinn as producer for “Lux Video
Theatre,” Fred Coe has stepped
down from his: consultancy berth
and client-prpduction-agency liaison for which he was pacted at
$40,000 per annum. It was at Coe’s

ginning about mid-December, with
the Saturday reshuffle aimed at
recapturing station time and the
Sabbath sequencing to be split
down the middle in a departure
from its uninterrupted skein of
“Egghead” shows. -The Saturday
time is more significant at the
moment in that it returns the web
to bigtime basketball, with a -formation that slots collegiate “Big
10” dribblers frpm 3 to 4:30 starting Dec. 11. It's planned as a 13week schedule over a. 15-week span
since Christmas ana New Year’
both fall oil Saturday this year
"

Robert M. Weitman

There’s going to be a national
Hoopeiy all right, but it’s
going to be without C. E. Hooper.

rating by

Date
ing

set for start of setup, covervideo
only,
tentatively
is

put reruns of “I"Xbve Lucy” into March, '55.
concurrent Sunday networking (offThe entire affair is a puzzier
shoot of the traditional Ball & with chiefly legal ramifications,
Arnaz Mondays at 9) at 4:30, which arid* there’s already trade talk cenis “everybody’s time.”
Proof of tering around whether the Hooper
the pudding may be in the when, chieftain can actually start a new
as and if of the sponsorial com- rating measurement and still replexion cpme January or so, with move ;himself sufficiently from the
the wagers laid on a product or scene to satisfy contract obligaproducts not limited to gro wimps, tions made in 1950 with A. C* Nieleg., cigarets (Philip Morris being sen Co.
sponsor of regular “Lucy.”)
For the past 15 months there’s
CBS isn’t saying and neither is
by, a statement
Red Skelton, but the latter, may been talk, backed
from Hooper himself,' that he’d reeventually find himself forgetting
-enter national ratings as soon as
all about Tuesday at 8 amid such
the Nielsen pact would legally perhot opposition company as the
mit, but it has been anything but
Milton Berle - Martha Raye - Bob
knowledge that Hooper
Hope rotationer and going “kidult.” common
is bound to remain out of
Where or when remains specula- himself
the business arrangement. To eftive, but Skelton has always been
fect this, he proposes nekt" year to
a dreamboat of sorts for the mopset up possibly a separate corpopet crowd; added to his kfngsized
national
entity to handle
rate
adherents, it's not too bad a parlay
video ratings. Whether this means
when In the proper slot.
’that he- will, however, retain a (h
A. Sc C. 'Rolling
nancial interest in the firm though
Abbott Sc Costello s e I d 0 m he does not have a hand in manachieved a ‘high grading in their |-agement, was not clarified.
Inlive weekend workouts of past sea- stead, a statement by Hooper over
sons, but their half-hour syndi- the last week said the new biz
cated telepiy Series, while not of will operate “without the services
major stature in the conversation of C. E. Hooper personally.” It
pieces of top brass gatherings, was a written commentary and is
keeps rolling along around' the seen as perhaps the legal phrasecountry in prime kid slots. (Their ology to concur with terms of the
feature film boxoffice. steimped Nielsen deal.
strategically from the half-pints,
HoopeiL said that his new nationcomplemented, Of Course, by ma
al rating will be set up “to the
and pa, as per circusgoing custom.) spirit and letter” of his contract
Red Buttons, tqo, has the rest with Nielsen. The Hooper topper
of the. season to “make it” on NBC
said he “may be expected to conFriday nights at 8, assertedly a- bettinue to be personally active in
ter kid-geared berth than his twolocal broadcast audience measureseason CBS Monday at 9:30. There
ment and other television
was where a good deal of his wor- search;’’
'

.

Gleason’s unhappiness also extends to Capitol Records which re- ries were pegged around whether
portedly had arranged to do a sat- he was capable of inheriting a suburation job among Gotham disk stantial chunk Of .the “Lucf” audijockeys in calling attention to the ence which he didn’t accomplish
Par booking but Which, the comic regularly enough--aside from hawfeels, wasn’t fulfilled,
ing to compete with “Robert MontGleason, Incidentally, has been
Presents.’.’
NBC has emerged victorious rehearsing his tv show in snatches gomery
Ed MurroW this week cancelled
Th ere are those who “can’t see”
•ver DuMont in the battle for ac- —‘'-‘while the feature film is on,”
on the
Pinky Lee, but taste bias aside, his scheduled appearance
quisition of “Space Cadets,” which as one showman put it.
salute to the Overhe’s, building in his late afternoon NBC color spec
Kraft is buying as a Saturday
Gleason, incidentally, racked up crossboard spot On NBC; whereas, seas Press Club Dec. 13. Murrow
morning showcase for its kid- his highest Trendex of the season
a host's role on
in the case Of the segueing “Howdy said his ankling of
slanted caramel product.
As re- on Saturday (20), with a 45.1, to Doody,” it’s known that Gabby the “Producers ^Showcase” came
suit, series goes into, the hewly-de* lead the November pack.
conHayes (Bob Smith’s replacement), about through a “contractual
veloped Saturday, morning kid
was CBS
an engaging cutup oldster in the flict,” but reportedly it
block on NBC, in the 11:30 to
Murrow to
oaters, feels a bit uneasy as host pressure that caused
noon segment. It starts as a susnixes
quit.
in this formalized kid setup.
tainer Dec. 11 and goes commerCBS felt that Murrow was putcial the first week in January.
BID
ting it in an embarrassing position
Almost right up to signature
’Babes’
Bairds
Into
his appearance on a competing
by
NBC turned down a request for
time DuMont was in there battling
important
First major teledate Of Bil & network, but even more
for the billings and. trying to clear free time for Sen. Joseph McCarthe fact that he’d be appearing
was
since
puppeteers,
major markets in view of the fancy thy this Week. Request, made by Cora Baird, the
“Showtwo
the Senator’s wife, presumably was their exit as pactees of CBS-TV for RCA, One of the
sponsorship coin entailed.
direct competiWhen show bows on NBC it will to answer charges relating to his (and principally on “Morning case” sponsors, in Columbia
manuNeither the web Show”), will be a Max Liebnian tion with the CBS
complete the cycle of “Space hospitalization.
is a memCadet”
network
identifications. nor Mrs. McCarthy gave the reason NBC-Saturday spectacular, “Babes facturing arm. Murrow
ber of the CBS board; he's also a
in Toyland.”
Previously it had been on ABC, for the request.
Dec. 18 biggie has also signa- co-chairman of the Press Club,
CBS and DuM. Kellogg had the
Request was made over the
Roberta reason he was due to appear in the
star
show for three years on CBS and weekend to Eugene E. Juster, man- tured Metoperh
first place.
ABC.
Peters.
ager of films for the web.
|
|

:

In the case of Mountai
Zone stations, incidentally—
Which are not interconnected

—

there’ll be local originations
'

on the telepix skein,
will not include the hoop-la.
Among wrinkles to be ironed
out are tv blackouts, if any, in
clearances
stati
areas,
given
and an expansion on school par10
scope in
beyond
ticipation
Big
order to make “hot” games availAmana
has
already
able, The web
Freezers and Maytag, Co. as backof th*
view
go.
In
ers, with one to
3 o’clock start, WCBS-TV’s “Camwidely
most
the
of
one
era Three,”
programs,
kudosed .educational
would have to be shifted, with
probability that it’ll ride earlier
Also in th*
in the postnoon day.
current lineup is another fixtur*
of public service aura; “An Eye
(Continued on page 31)

and

.

Oct. 23 Top 10 Nielsens wer*
“no" on one key count and “yes”
on two others for NBC-TV, with
“Dragnet” dropping to a low seventh but web’s pair of spectaculars
In the

The

measured period rating 9-10.
CBS-Pabst
GavilanrSakton

fight rated fourth. -I’he figures:

Love Lucy (CBS)
Bob Hope (NBC)

~I

.

.

.

....

.

.

Toast of Town (CBS).;
Gavilan-Saxton (CBS) ......
Miltoh Berle (NBQ—
Jackie Gleason (CBS)
.

,

—

MURROW DROPS OUT
OF NBC-TV SPEC
1

Dragnet (NBC)
Groucho Marx (NBC): ...
Producers Showcase (NBC)
(Mon.; Tonight at ,8:30)
Sunday SpeolNRClV',
(Sunday in Town)
.

.

.

.

<

.

.

52.0
50.6
50.3
49.8
45.6
43.9
41.1
40.5
38.9

.

38.8

,

nbc

McCarthy
FOR FREE TIME

Radio Back

in Biz

The N.Y. Times has returned

th.

printing the week's radio logs in
full pn Sunday instead of using th*
device.
“highlight”
space-saving
This was reportedly because. of
reader complaints; Week’s highlights (radio and tv) are now pinpointed with a “star.”

Radio-TV Mirror, which had
shelved radio listings, is understood reinstating them in next Issue,
It’s

recalled

that

Cue

mag

dropped radio logs a year or so ago
but was forced to reinstate them
several weeks later, admitting i
a boxed story that readers had pro*
tested.
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WHAS Marathon Nets
160G

for Handicapped
Louisville, Nov. 24.

WHAS

WHAS-TV

16-hour
Crusade for Handicapped Children

marathon collected a total of $160,000 in money and pledges Satur-.
day (20) with hopes for $180,000
expected to roll in after the marathon ended at 2 p.m. Sunday (21).
Entire fund-raising drive was carried on radio and tv, and funds
collected will be used exclusively
to. provide services over and above

[

American Federation of

Televi--"-

& Radio Artists has reached
agreement with the networks on
terms of a. new two-year contract,
only neW feature Of which is the
pension and welfare fund to be established jointly by the networks
and AFTRA. * All salary scales, in
radio and. television will remain
the same as under the old contract, and with the exception of
~
a few working conditions where
•ion

is not involved, AFTRA
aside all other demands to
secure the tv pension fund.
Wording of the new contract,
which is. retroactive to Nov. 16, is
being worked out and will be submitted today (Wed.) to the AFTRA
board, according to exec secretary
George Heller, Membership rati;
fleation is expected within a couOn the employer
ple of weeks.
side, terms have been agreed on,
and formal ratification is merely a
matter, of course. Sum total of the
negotiations were to leave radio
and transcriptions alone entirely*

payment
cast

.

noi changes, and in tv simply
to establish the pension fund.

with

Workings of the fund plan
for

employer-only,

call

contributions

5%

of each artist’s
This w,as a
compensation.

amounting to
gross
v

compromise from the 10%

origi-

Fund,
sought by AFTRA.
Which is expected to net something like $2,500,000 annually, Will
be administered by a six-man board
of trustees, with three representanally

from industry and three from
Monies collected Will
the uriion.
be held in escrow until the fund is
tives

formally set up.

WBSC’s

has decided to drop its
plans for iring 26 Saturday afternoon winter and spring collegiate
Web has declared
sports events,
its intention of airing the events
of the NCAA
close
the
following
football season, and had indicated
that .this was a condition of the

deal under which it acquired the
grid schedule. It was learned this
week, however, that ABC’s contract
with the NCAA gave it the option
of dropping the events if it thought
them unfeasible.
Decision reportedly was motivated by difficulties in scheduling,
cost of airing the events and lack
of sponsor interest, NCAA and the
web had previously mentioned such
Dartmouth
the
as
possibilities
Winter Carnival, the Skyline InterRelays,
Drake
the
Rodeo,
collegiate
the Penn Relays and the Intercoi-.
Some of these
legiate Regatta.
were technically impossible to pick
up, others too expensive, and the
total of available events didn’t
make for 26 weeks’ worth.
This, added to the fact that the
network took a loss of about
$1 ,000,000 on its football schedule,
led the net to drop the projected
winter-spring .schedule.
.

those already being carried on.
The Crusade, which was aired
on radio, and tv from Memorial
Auditorium, had the entertainment
assist of Pat O’Brien, Don DeFore,
Monica Lewis, Bill Hayes, Hal LeRo‘y, Pedro Gonzales-Gonzales, and
the enffcre talent staff of
:

,

WHAS

noon, was sponsored by four
only one of them
clients,
Negro.
Game was between the local

and WHAS-TV.

.

headline the. 16-hour Cerebral
Palsy Telethon which will be simulcast over the WFIL stations,
starting at 10 p.m., Saturday night
Jack Steck, executive pro(27).
gram director for WFIL and
WFIL-TV, is staging the telethon
which is sponsored by the Philadelphia Inquirer Charities, Inc.

Biz Just Like the Old

The program will originate from
Philadelphia’s Convention Hall, In
addition to the Philadelphia telephone coverage, phone centers will
be set up in Camden, N. J., Larighorne, Pa., Wilmington, Del;, At-

Hiring Help

At CBS these days and yesterday, the radio side continues to
receive as much promotion and
inspiration from the top down as
if it were the latest addition to the
Centralized
broadcasting sphere.
in the activity are the various
factotums of the network and spot
-

divisions,

with

latter,

lantic City, Ni J.,
Pottsville, Pa,

Taylor, currently fronting a brochure titled “Radio— a Continuing
Success Story,” Which is pitching
“the growth of radio during television’s
most productive years’’

TV

packager-personal

Lewis

manager

(Associates)

has

formed Video-Color ^ Inc., tintele
group servihg current and newthis and other voluminous
prime
emanating from 485 to-the-medium sponsors.
literature
Madison Ave. headquarters is. not function will be to “stage manage”
mere “paper talk’’ is reflected in product presentation intended for
the fact that in the last couple of hues, as well as to create package
weeks there; have been a number designs.
of key appointments on both the
Company will bq. staffed with deweb and spot fronts. Latest addi- partmental specialists, and among
tions to network sales posts un- them now in the N. Y. house are
der Dudley Faust include Lillian Walter Dorwin Teague (AssociSelb, manager of costs, estimates ates), designers, and Video Vittles,
and contracts, and John Callow consultants in preparation of f oodand Jack Mann, account execs. for-tv. Being dickered are two tv
acquisitions -underi scenic artists and a duo of elecsales
Spot
/Henry R. Flynn, general sales' tronists with color mixing and
manager, and Milton F. Allison, studio lighting background.
eastern chief, embrace John McCorkle and Ralph Dennis as account execs in N. Y. and Alice
Santti, manager of contracts, and Frank Farrell’s Astor
,

Michael

Campbell,

manager

nationally.

service

sales

Shift

From Sheraton

In other Words, CBS Radio ain’t
With the takeover of the Hotel
boosting the medium—4t*s* Astor, N.Y., by the Sheraton Chai
,
hiring people for It.
Frank Farrell will move the origination point of his ABC afternoon
strip from the Park Sheraton’s
TONI,
Mermaid Room to the Broadway
Room of the Astor in a few weeks.
’CORLISS’ N.Y. World-Telegram & Sun nitery
Toni Co. and Carter Products columnist will also get a new slot
scrapped cosponsorship of CBS for the music-and-interviews seg-

just

CARTER DROP

j

CBS RADIO

Radio's ’’Meet Corliss Archer’’ as

'

ment.

Reason for the new time is the
of Monday (22).
will
the p.m. slot with “Mr. and Mrs, confluence of interview segments
in
N.Y. at 1 p.m., with Tex & Jinx
wefk.
starting
next
North”
That will mark a return of the McCrary on WRCA and “iLuncheon
Barbara Britton and Richard Den- at Sardi’s” on WOR. Farrell will
f
ning starrer to the longtime half- move back into the 12:35-1 slot,
hour berthing, with “North” hav- bringing, with him three Betty
ing been aired briefly as a quar- Crockeir spots and two commercial

The web

fill

newscasts.

ter-hour 9 15 p.m, strip.
:

——

Makeup

Kaiser-Willys Joins
Closed-Circuit Hoopla

9

—

-

:

—

Hollywood, Nov.

Artists, Hair

is

seeking

IATSE

now that heV in television.
He added, “I have a great

sanc-

CBS and NBC

followbreakdown of negotiations
ing
accordincrease.
Union,
for a wage
ing to local prexy Howard Smith
and business agent Fred Phillips, is
seeking to establish a wage commensurate with area scales for
television work.
Union at first asked an increase
of 20%, finally dropping it to 9%
as a final proposal after network
producers asked a contract extension for an extra year. Top increase
offered by the webs was a 714%
boost.

WU Finds

It’s

of

automobile

companies

to

hold closed-circuit television ..meetings to outline sales plans or to
unveil new lines. The Kaiser-Willys'
session, handled by Box Office
,

Television, will be piped to 21 cities,

with ..hotels' carrying the event

in 18, tv studios

i

two, and

the-

a.

atre in one (Rivoii in Toledo, auto

company's homeoffice.).
Originally it was planned

to

hold

the majority of the get-togethers in
theatres, but this was ruled out
when it was discovered that the
auto company would not be able
to display its new models oh the
stages of the theatres. Few of the
theatres had facilities whereby
they could fly the screens,
Kaiser-Willys is the fifth auto
company to make use of the closed,

'

circuit

medium.

There may come a time when tuner-inners on WRCA-TV, N.Y.,
when the sound and. pictures Conk out. The “Please
Stand By” legend has been tossed out the' window by NBC’S
flagship in N.Y. Newly created are “goof” slides by Max Buck,
promotion mastermind of the' web’s Gotham, outlets;
No more hair-pulling by the technicians when a coaxial goof
occurs to interrups video or audio. The slides have been prepared
with a warm and humble approach running interference for what
Is usually a minor national disaster.
When the video scrams, a slide shows a Milquetoast character
holding a flickering match, peering into, the darkness and whispering, “Who Put Out the Lights?”
When the audio goes, the slide shows a gentle character using
a huge hearing aid pressed against a tv set and the caption, ’’We’ve
lost our voice.”
In the- event— perish the thought! of both audio and video,
breakdown, it’s a double slide: first* a cartoon of a ruffled figure
poking out of a tv screen, hand to chin, crying “Oops! Something’s
happened.” Second, by a cartoon showing a bereft engineer before
a maze of electronic equipment, baffled but saying, “and we’re
will be glad

—

.

fixing it.”

In other words, the “Stand By” pomp will be replaced by a
romp, but as to what happens when even the slides can’t be
transmitted . • «

deal

of respect for tv, and I believe the
motion picture industry is softening in its attitude and developing a

healthy respect for. the medium.
Despite the fact major studios
nixed his bids for their
pactees to appear on the live show,
Grady is convinced eventually the

have

majors will be producing vidfilms
for tv, probably for a pay^as-youisee subscription system, as advocated by Zenith prexy, E. F. Mc-

Donald

Jr.

Grady’s

experierice

in

tv

has

been that W.k. players’ reluctance
to do .tv is gradually evaporating',
with most of them now ready if a

Easier

suitable script

is

Some

provided.

have offered to be on if their segments were filmed, but to this the
To Fly Evans to N. Y.
exec says “no—^that. would add
Than Equipment to Chi $22,000 to the weekly budget.”

Grady bemoans the fact there
enough time for preparation.
feels the tv operation could be
.

Western Union, new alternate

isn’t

Week bankrolled on “Down You He

streamlined considerably if vet pix
creative artists Were brought into
it.
“Tv could get these experi-

Go,” explained to Chi tradesters
(interested in keeping Windy City
broadcasting and telecasting at top_
stride) that the show had to move'
to N, Y; or there’d be no sponsor-,
ship for the DuMont exposure at

enced

boiled

down

to

—

man-

efficient,” he said.
Lack of
story material Is one of the real

whether it
was less expensive to fly moderator
and Chi professor Bergen Evans
It all

unit

more

/

all.

cutters, editors,

agers arid assistant directors if
they would pay for them, and they
would make a tv operation much

(Continued on page 30)

week or fly at much
greater expense and difficulty
equipment for use in the show’s

to N. Y. each

—

chief commercial each week from
intends to demN. Y. to Chi.
onstrate types of electronic telegraph machinery, calling for presence also of engineers and other
technical experts from Eastern

WU

Finalized in Fla.
Storer

Miami, Nov, 23.
Broadcasting Co. this

week completed negotiations for

labs.

acquisition of two south Florida
The Lou Cowari-produced video UHF -stations—Ft. Lauderdale’s
on Dec. 8. WFTL (23). now in operation, and
paneler starts for
With the exception of Evans the recently licensed WMIE-TV (27)
entire panel will be changed with in Miami-^subject to ^approval of
the locale. The net, it’s understood, the FCC.
is contemplating a shift within a
When and if okay comes, plans
short time, from the Wednesday call for combining the twb stations
night time slot.
into
a
1,000, 000-watt.
operation

WU

t

which will round out two Storer tv
holdings permitted under the FCC
"five plus two” ceiling.
WFTL is

Kaiser-Willys joins the. growing
list

23.

Admitting he once looked down
on tv as an. “interloper” filled with
a lot of “carnival men,” Bill' Grady,
Metro casting director for 27 years
and now casting chief for the
Chrysler series, acknowledges he’s

Stylists May Strike Nets
Hollywood, Nov. 23.
Makeup Artists & Hair Stylists reversed that opinion completely,
tion to strike

ON, LETTER LEWIS SKED
Lester

——

and Easton and Local 706

TV PACKAGE DESIGNS

via

promotion manager Sherfil

:54)

;

Philadelphia, Nov. 23.

CBS Radio Goes About

sales
sales

-

Warren Hull, Fran Allison,
Gabby Hayes and Maria Riva will

featween-halves. interview;
tured Milton Stubbs, senior
class president of Marlboro.

Days—Even

Hollywood,, Npv. 23.
Happiest t>and in the land is at ABC.
Rex
wand
of
Koury have to do
under
the
tootlers
19
the
All
for their *pay is to run over to the network on Thursdays and
pick up their checks. Since last week they’ve had nothing to do
musically arid there’s nothing for the immediate future. The three
radio shows they played—Reed Browning, Koury and “Relaying
With Ronnie”—have been cancelled.
Under the AFM agreement, ABC must maintain a 19-piece house
orchestra. Tab to the network rriqs to. around -$3,000 a week.
Muting of the instruments, however, has /cost casual jobs. Of
arrangers and copyists;
Unique situation at the network, both radio and tv, was created
by a new system of bookkeeping installed by Robert O’Brien
when he was executive veepee (sirice returning to United Paramount theatres operation.) Under the arrangement the house
band is charged against the company but whichever operation,
radio or tv, uses the bandmen, the fees must be assumed by the
employing medium. Since the heads of each operation must stay
within their own budgets, with no extras for live, music, there is
little desire to incur the added expense, Ergo, -neither radio nor
,tv has made any further requests for the house band. The net’s
video wing dispensed with live music weeks before,’ using only
a small group for the Jack OwenS: show, v
.

Phllly’s All-Star Pitch

Marlboro County Training &
High School and Tomlinson
High of Kingstree, S. C. Be-

C47 to
That

ABC-TV

All-Sepia (Grid

Bennettsville, S. C., Nov. 23.
history
was
Broadcasting
made last week in this area by
WBSC, the 10,000-watter serving this rural area, with the
broadcast fpr the first time of
a football game between two
Negro high schools, program,
which aired Friday (19) after-

Its

anrd

Taylor Takes ’Land’

To

already in operation, while WMIE
holds a construction perrnit.
An*
nouecement of. the sale was made
by R. Hi Gore, head of the Ft.

NBC; Web’s Bowl Buys
NBC Radio wrapped up sponsors
|

week on post-season football Lauderdale station, arid- E. D.
and other formats. Avco is down Rivers for the Miariil group, in
for the Cotton Bowl and Gillette conjunction with buyer George E.
takes the Rose Bowl.
But these Storer. Indie AM stations WPTC
one-shots,, while not to be sniffed and WMIE owned by the sellers
are not included in the transaction,
at, don’t compare in total coin to
General Motors’ moveover to NBC for which no sale-figures were rein commentator Henry J. Taylor’s vealed.
Storer, who moved bis home
switch to that Web from his longtime ABC stanza (and prior to that, /offices to Miami Beach a year ago,
Mutual), “Your Land and Mine.” disclosed that orders for the 1,000,It’s a longterm deal that continues
000-watt transmitting equipment
Slot- has been placed with RCA pending
Taylor’s GM identification.
ting is 8 to 8:15 p.m. Mondays, FCC approval, with first step immesame time as his current ABC diate increase in power to 276,000w
showcase, and It starts Dec. 13.
from the present 20,000 until comAnother piece of business for the pletion of a 1,000 foot tower.
Norman E. Kersta, exec veepee
Web is from Q-Tips, latching on to
Mary Margaret McBride’s daytime of WTFL-TV, will remain in that
post under the new setup.
capsule.

this

.

-

!
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Formula Sparks 4A’s Conclave

.

sonnel.

CBS and NBC chipped in on the closed-circuit stuff, with the
former reenacting the production that went into General Foods*
color commercial for! Maxwell House coffee a few weeks back on
“Mama.” It was clear and concise exposition by CBS color production chief E. CarletOn Winckler that should have served to
dispel agency dismay at the prospects of producing tinted live
NBC’s contribution was a closed-circuit remote from its
blurbs.
Brooklyn color studios showing the advance planning and the setting up of Sunday’s (28) twp-hour production of “Macbeth.”
Final contribution was a CBS color film: prepared for distribution
It added
to civic and lay groups on how colorcastiiig is done.
little to agency knowledge, but is a good contribution to public,
relations for the web and the industry.

By BOB CHANDLER
By now
the

it

might be too

National

Collegiate

late,

but

Realistic reeyaluatibn of radio’s

Dinah the Winnah

Athletic

rates and

Following are the latest
Nielsen standings for the battle of the evening multi-week-

is employing, a new strategy
hold its weakening ranks together and to interest the tv industry and advertisers in another
year of controlled, nationally-teleA faction of the
vised football.
NCAA, probably still the largest
but of not much greater strength
than the opposition, is understood
to have fathered a letter to ABCTV that is the key to future hopes.
Sent recently, the letter scores
ABC-TV for faulty handling of the

Assn,
to

Who

Dinah Shore (NBC)
Perry Como (CBS)
Eddie Fisher (NBC)....
Tony Martin (NBC)
Jo Stafford (CBS)
..
Jane Froman (CBS)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

21.9
20.1
19.5
17.5
15.6
14.0

vertising Agencies

first of

+

Chicago, Nov. 23.
Radio may be abusing one of its
greatest assets by the “dilution
through overuse" of news programs. That Was the warning given
to the Radio-Television News Directors Assn.'s annual convention
here last week by Paul White, now
exec news editor of KFMB, San
Diego, and generally recognized in
the trade as. the dean of radio
news chiefs and the founding father
of the CBiS news operation.
In his keynote talk, White, declared there are “disturbing indications that the medium is scheduling news programs with too little regard for the amount and variety of news available.”
“I’ve heard radio stations boasting that they have from 20 to 30

regularly scheduled news programs
And I suggest that’s too
a day.
many. On the average day there
just isn’t that much hew news to
There .are too
sustain interest.

many

when

days

today’s'

news

sounds like yesterday’s, and at the
same time a preview of tomorrow’s,” White asserted.
He warned that by saturating the
early morning, early and late eve-,
ning hours' with block booked
_

is risking loss
in periods in
listenership has
held up well. Newsman also suggested that radio is missing a competitive bet in not devoting more
“news” shows to the. discussion of
ideas and concepts as opposed to

news shows, radio
Of audiences

which! so far

to

tv

AM

'

(Continued on page 30)

AM-TV News

The

Ignoble Gobel

>

,

N. W. Ayer was the agency
the 75th anni Electric
Light telecast which
gave
comic George Gobel such a big
push; Since then Gobel’s Saturday night NBC-TV series has

murdering

rival

“That's My Boy” show on CBS
—another N. W. Ayer account
(for

Plymouth).

So What happens? “That’s
My Boy” has been cancelled.

Ad Men
Rodney. Erickson, Young & Ruv.p. in charge Of account
planning, still won’t qualify as
.

Chicago, Nov: 23.
Radio-Television News Directors narrator for a Fitzpatrick travelog,
annual award for an out- but he provided an agency eyeAssn.’
news operation .opener on what to expect in inradio
standing
went to CFQC, Saskatoon, Sask., ternational tv and how to make the
Canada, where Godfrey Hudson is most of it. Speaking before the
news- editor. No comparable award radio-tv session Of the eastern anwas granted to a tv news staff aL nual conference of the American
though W. C. Whitmarsh of WBZ- Assn, of Advertising Agencies at
TV, Boston, won the special event the Hotel Roosevelt in N.Y. Monday (22), he declared that agencies
honors.
Distinguished achievement cita- will be called upon sooner and
tion for radio news reporting went with greater frequency than they
.

KRNR,

Roseburg, Oregon, Bob

tion was won by WSAZ-TV, Huntington, W. Va., Nicholas Basso,
news director, and the tv special
event award went to WJSR-TV,

Providence, R.

I.,

Warren Walden,

director.

anticipate in servicing American
clients in overseas markets, and he

summarized the systems and

facili-

already in operation, in those
markets.
Because American gross national
product Will reach over $500,000,000,000 by 1964, much of that will
be sold in foreign markets, Erickson pointed out, and television will
be doing much of the selling job.
Television, he said, “will be one of
the motivating media” in selling
ties

Russ Van Dyke, KRNT, Des
Moines, was elected new prexy -of
the ass’n. He succeeded Jim Byron,
WBAP, Fort Worth. New program
veepee is Paul White, former CBS
news Chieftain and now exec editor American product overseas, and
at KFMB, San Diego. Harold Ba- agencies would do well to familiar-

WSM, Nashville, was named
radio veepee and Charles Harrison,
WFIL, Philadelphia, new tv veep.
Treasurer is Sheldon Peterson,

of collegiate football that if NBCheld on to the package for
another year, the series would still
be riding high, with ho talk as
there is now of the end of nationally televised collegiate football.
They are saying that if ABC hadn’t
left itself wide open for a no from
General Motors on sponsorship in
’54,
another national bankroller
would surely have signed on for
the ride at a profit to the web
which collected,
as well as
according to most recent information, $2,260,000 for rights.

-

programs

between Britain and
continental countries until

seven

agreement is reached op bonus,
terms for performers and a limita-'
tion of transmissions.
in concert with
is

WTWA

in Thompson, Ga.:
“My station reaches fewer
radi
homes than any other
station
any
on
network.”
is a Mutual bonus sta-

Their action
every other

European organization of actors,
musicians and vauders.
At a recent session of the European Broadcasting Union, reports
Gordon Sandison, the Equity gen-

WTWA

.

tion.

secretary; the international
labor federations demanded an. extra 50% fee for performers in the
country originating the transmission and in respect of each country receiving it. This Was put forward to prevent the program exeral

NCAA

.

Citations;

Grant, news director; the tv cita-

accompanied by

GM

biCam

to

at

Ed Kqbak took the advertising fraternity jokingly to task
for their tendency to exaggerate i
addressing the. eastern conference of the American Assn, of Advertising Agencies this. Week. He offered the
end-all to blownup audience
statements by stating of hi

London, Nov. 23.
British
Actors
Equity
have
slapped on a complete bar on their
members participating in the Eurovision interchange of television

TV had

—

(2.2)

and the timebuyers, and called on
those people who don’t believe in
radio to '‘get the hell but of it.”
Point-by-point, Kobak said:
1. Buyers should
make a real
NBC, it was pointed out by an
cost study of network and station
exec of -college ranks, would first
operations.
have “felt out” General" Motors
2. Rates should be based on a
for another year of sponsorship berealistic
evaluation
of
fore actually, making a. formal ap- change developing into a form of “more
proach. ABC, on the other hand, cheap television service to displace media, local and network.” Better
research exists today than, forWent directly to the sponsor, ex- live performers.
In a report to Equity members, merly.
pecting certain inking of a hew
contract. The moment ABC over- Sandison reveals they met with a
3. Rates should be made contures were made, it became an stony reception. The EBU refused tiguous day-to-day as well as conopen-secret for all tv to follow, and on principle to discuss any timita-, tiguous for the same day.
when
nixed the deal, an tion in the number of relays and,
4.
Breakdown of rates for lessChicago, Nov.. 23.
in regard to extra fees, suggested
The increasing restrictions of NCAAer insists, it frightened off a scale based on the number of than-bour usage should be reall
other
potential
Jbiankrollers.
television’s right to cover the news
viewed. JHe was one of the netlicense
holders
in
each
the
reof
Even, though it's purely hypoWere a major preoccupation of the
work officials, he said, who helped
ceiving countries.
speechmakers and delegates at last thetical, it’s figured enough “ABC
There was a maximum of 40% set up the 60% of the hour rate
week's three-day Radio-Television goofed” talk will stir video to some extra Where there Were more than for a half-hour time and 40% for
wasn't
quarter-hour. - This
News Directors Assn; convention different thought.
2,000,000 licenses, down to 5% the
Internal Dissension
here. The new alarms came amid
where there were 25,000 or less based on a true tcost study, he
complaints that the organization
The reason the whole thing This would have meant that only said, “We just plucked the figures
they seemed
has failed to play an aggressive might be too late to do any good programs transmitted to Great out of the air
But time and habits
role in combating the. legislative is because the networks are aware Britain would qualify for the high- logical.”
and
judicial
hurdles
erected now of NCAA internaljdissention. est bonus level, but relays from have changed since 1927.
against" the tv camera.
For example, CBS-TV just pacted the United Kingdom could go to
present station
5. Review’ the
Vet newsman Paul White, now with the Big IQ for basketball this three or four other countries for compensation setup, “which is a
exec editor at KFMB, San Diego, year (see other story), where it an additional fee of possibly less
(Continued on page 30)
(Continued on page 30)
than 20%,
(Continued on page 31)

Directors

Make Annual

the

is

Monday

Candor

word-of-mouth, by various officials

for

been

letter

medium”

the Hotel Roosevelt in N. Y.
The onetime Mutual prexy and
present consultant laid down 12
areas for reevaluation in a speech
he said would probably 'get him
“chased out of toWri.” He called
for a thorough review of network
and station rate cards, the elimination of “deals” both by the stations

grid series sale, which Was finally
managed at a great loss*to the. neta- few days before the
13 games. The letter wasreported to have said that the network sales staff fumbled, and that
the games—even if done on a controlled basis next year as they are
now—will continue to be a good
buy for a bluechip sponsor.
Puff NBC-TV

programming by “people

believe in the

necessary to prevent radio from
being “throttled unintentionally,”
Edgar Kobak told the radio-tv session of the eastern annual conference of the American Assn, of Ad-

ly tv vocalists;

work only

By FARRELL DAVISSON

2$

'

i

Radio-tv session of the eastern annual conference of the American Assn, of Advertising Agencies got a thorough look-see at
what's new in color Monday (22) at the Hotel Roosevelt in N. Y.
Aside from two closed-circuit demonstrations and an educational
film on color, tv, agencyites were treated to their first glimpse
of RCA ’s new 21-inch receiver; with six of the new models serving
the entire large room of 200>plus people. Receivers haven't been
shown except to press and some distributors and. network per-

,

ker,

ize

KLZ, Denver. New board members
are: Ted Koop, CBS, Washington;

state of video in foreign nations.;.
The four factors which have retarded the growth of television
overseas, Erickson said, have been
weak signals, low set sales, inade-

themselves

with the

present

Ralph Renick, WTVJ, Miami, and quate programming hours and
Parker Hoy, WLAM, Lewiston, Me. poor programs. An acceleration

’s

TV Primer

Global

Woman’s Home Companion

can be expected due to increased Cuban vernacular differs from
and better programming via dub- Mexican. HaVe your filmed combed American shows where the mercials made on the spot.
countries will allow the shows to
Puerto Rico Pretty much the
be brought in. At present, Y & R same again, except if you package
has brokeh down international tv a loc,al version of an American
country-by country, and the latest quiz show, you’re, liable to do
count is. 11 commercial nations, sensationally well.
two partly commercial, 15 governUse loW - pressure
England
ment-operated and 27 in the plancommercials at first for the new
ning stage. It’s these latter which
You’re going
system.
commercial
are watching how American comto have to buck some excellent
mercials and programs function in
programming
for awhile.
BBC
foreign countries to guide themThere are five or six producers of
selves in deciding between comexcellent theatrical commercials
mercial or government operation,
who can do a topnotch production
he said;
job.
Use English actors for the.
Breakdown.
blurbs.
Nation-by-nation, Erickson sumAt present, that’s about the exmarized as follows:
tent of foreign operations, but the
Get your programs
Canada
“next step” is expansion into Geryour
Get
CBC.
cleared by the
many, Italy, France and Sweden in
commercials’ cleared by the Health
Brazil and Argentina in
& Welfare Dept. If you’re going Europe;
South America and Japan and the
to do live commercials, affiliate
Philippines in Asia. In every Case,
with a local producer. ;
Erickson said, it’s important that
There’s some filmed
Mexico
much of the work be done locally.
programming available dubbed in “Local help is of the utmost imSpanish. Otherwise, if using film, portance and it must be stressed
use sports shows, musicals or films that it is extremely hazardous to
with a soundtrack consisting of do in N. Y. what can be done very
narration that can be done in easily on the spot.”
Spanish by a live announcer.
Title
of Erickson's talk was
Commercials should be produced “Around the World with Script and
on the spot in local vernacular at Stopwatch” but actually he dethe “very good film studios” avail- scribed it as “how to get a free
able in Mexico City.
trip for* yourself to Europe, Asia
Cuba—-Same story, except the or South America.”

Sets Radio-TV Subsidiary;
‘For Sale’

—

In

a

Tag On

Bally

Washington, Nov. 23.
precedent-making move,

Woman’s Home Companion mag

is

up a radio-tv and telepix
subsidiary for production.
Woodrow Wirsig, editor-in-chief, speakbefore
the
(Tues.)
ing
today
Women’s Ad Club, here, said that
addition to a previously anijti
nounced show for ABC radio, a
live video series will start on' NBC
after the first of the year. , Mag
also plans to produce, probably
for syndication, two half-hour tv
film series. All shows will be offered for sponsorships, with the
Crowell-Collier publication seeking only to regain costs,, making
the most important facet of a production unit the promotion it will
afford the mag.
Wirsig said the radio-tv campaign will be intensive, with all
program ideas to be Culled from
the magazine. The ABC radio sea
ries, for instance, is based
mag feature called “Marriage
Counsellor.” One of the vidpix
skeins will bear the same title.
setting

,

—

-

.

.

—

-

—

,

Companion’s European correspondent, Marguerite Biddle, already has lensed the pilot in the
other telefilm, series. It's an “at
home” interview format encasing

.

1

1

European

personalities.

,
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THE THANKSGIVING HOUR

THE EDITOR’S DESK

BING CROSBY SHOW

wmca

Writer: Morrow
15 Mins,, Mon.-thru-Fri., 9:15 p.m.

,

,

Barrymore, Pat, O'Brien,
With Nathan Straus, Leon Gold- With. Buddy Cole Trio; announcer, With EthelBrasselle,.
Bing. Crosby,
Keefe
Ken Carpenter
stein
Perry Como, Marina Koshetz,
Producers: Bill Morrow, \Murdo
Producer-Director: Goldstein
Merrlman,
Nan
Brownlee,
John
MacKenzie
p.ip,
15 Mins.; FrL, 9:30
Alyne Dumas Lee,. Robert WagDirector: MacKenzie
Sustaining

n. y.
Although the Federal Communications Commission has okayed
the right of station managements
to. broadcast their views on controversial subjects, that privilege
Is apparently still a highly dangerous limb to go out on. Frank Stanton, CBS prexy, did a one-shot
behalf of
editorial recently in
video coverage of the. Watkins Senate Committee hearings On the
censure motion against Sen,. McCarthy. That was the sum total of
broadcast editorial opinion up un-.

CBS, from H’woodThe Way they used

last

til

the day.
The conception and; launching of
this series took considerable moxie

listening audience. That however,
is. the point of- the show since it’s
dedicated to the idea of stimulating community thinking on public
.

issues.

Perhaps even more laudable
than the idea of a regular editorial
stanza was Straus’ choice 6f ediHe
torial subject on the preem.
could have played it safe by coming out for clean subways or
against juvenile delinquency. That
would have been a bore, but nobody would have been irritated.
Instead, however, Straus plunged
directly into probably the most

.

divisive subject in the U. S. today
of the national administration’s lOyalty-sfecUrity prograin,
Straus was not happy about the
situation and he said so in sober,
moderate, but unmistakable terms.

sharply criticized the loose criteria used to designate subversives
and raised the fundamental point
that bureaucratic dismissals of suspected disloyal. Government employees violated the basic guarantees of due process and ;lhe right
Straus called for a
of appeal,
thoroughgoing review of the matter.

Editorial Opinion on the air. Can
be a double-edged sword. What a
reasonable station owner can do,
an extremist owner can do also.

will

pitch

encomiums,

etc,

.

.

FCCommissioner
Cor
making Industrial film for Calvi
Robert E. Lee and the Rev. Theodore Hesburg, prexy of
Notre Dame, to speak r.t radio-tv-ad agencies’ annual communion
CBS newsman Ron Cochran
breakfast at Waldorf Sunday (28)
Dwight Cooke on crosspermanently shifted from D/C. to N.Y, ..
Milt Schwartz, WRCA-plus-tv A&P staffer,
country lecture kick
planing to K.C. for hometown gobbler gala
CBS exec producer
Addition
(news) Robert Skedgell to Dixie with family for a week
to Earl (Harem) Harder’s WRCA traffic staff is Paula Powdermaker;
Returned to station after long illness is newsman Clyde Kittell
Ted Wear, one of -the 24 Christopher Award winners and a brother
of Mike Wear, Variety mugg, won his medal for being writer, of the

staff

.....

Herm.

radio show, (‘Proclaim Liberty,” in the NBC Inheritance series last
July 4
star in a new half-hour
, ABC Radio tapped Bill Hayes to
variety sustained "Take 30,” -which moved into the Tuesday-aM0:30
slot last night
Martin Block doing, a monthly column on disks
.

Bloom

Cleni McCarthy and Bill Slater given lifetime memberships in the
Ed Stokes to emcee a
dee jay
Sports Broadcasters Assn. .
strip
to give, over two hours to chronological rundown
of Broadway musicals on Turkey Day (tomorrow)
, Kenneth Danielsen
to Broadcast Advertising as reporter-writer on national promotion
.
Joe Rosenfield,
gabber, to guest tomorrow (Thurs.) before
Brooklyn Red Crossers
Don Reid is creator arid co-producer Of
"College Quiz Bowl,” now in its second year on NBC
Mort Bassett
Emanuel Bozeman to
was appointed to John Blair rep sales staff
.
conduct WLIB’s "Gospel Train”
Gillette has inked to bankroll
BluerGray grid game via Mutual on Dec. 25,
Ginger Rogers planed into N.Y. last, weekend arid guested with

By ROBERT
Warren Bower

J.

LANDRY

(asst,
dean of
NYU’s. General Education Division) brought Out some interesting
comments on radio itself in his in:

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

CHICAGO

IN

(Scotty) Keck has departed his veepee and radio-tv director
post at Henri, Hurst & McDonald to join. Needham, Louis
Brorby
as assistant to radio-tv chief Jim Cominos. Jim. Shaw, moved' up to.
the
berth
Chi NBC-TV sales topper Ed llitz marks his
26th anrii with the network Dec. 1, while George Diefenderfer, Chi
NBC Radio sales headman, notches his 14th
Walter Kiernan subs
for toastmaster Don McNeill on ABC's simulcasted "Breakfast Club”
the week of Dec; 6 while .the latter travels south for a week of hunting

John

&

HH&M

.

.

.

.

Frank Yahner joined Needham, Louis & Brorby as veepee and
...
account supervisor on the Campbell Soup billings
special
events director Hugh Hill off next week for a three-week Florida
Bill Sriiutzer, ex- WBKB, new member of John Keys’ WMAQhiatus
G. W. (Johnny) Johnstone, NAM’s radioWNBQ ad-promotion staff
tv director, and Col. Barney Oldfield, Air Force information officer,
in last weekend for the annual Radio & Television News Directors
Mike Ferguson is WBBM’s new assistant promotion
Assn, conclave
Larry Gutter, ex-WOKY-TV, Milwaukee, joined Angus
manager
Pfaff’s
in Evanston to help launch the suburb’s UHF’er
,
.
Elly Reed is new
staff vocalist'.
Wyler Soups came through
with a 52-week renewal for WMAQ’s noontime newscasts cross-theboard
An additional 15 minutes has been tacked on Henry Cook’s
morning deejay show ori
Fels & Co. reordered a bundle
of 40 one-minute blurbs on WGN’s daytimers.
.

.

.

.

.

.

WBBM

!

,

,

.

.

.

.

.

WNMP

.

.

•

*

.

WBBM

.

.

.

WMAQ

.

.

.

SAN FRANCISCO

IN

.

.

.

.

.

.

30

Miiis.,

.

.

Thurs., 9:30 p.m.

PITTSBURGH

IN

Wilkens Jewelry Co.’s "Amateur Hour” celebrating 20th anni on
radio and fifth on tv this month ... Ernest Brown has joined the
sales staff, replacing Alex Trust, who resigned to go back into
the construction business in Illinois . .
Dave Scott starts a new daily
nor the topic sufficiently different
quizzer, Mon. thru-Fri. for 15 minutes at 6:30, on
Monday (29)
to survive a stale format.
announcer, who was laid up for nearly tw.o
Lineup called for Horace Sut- ... -Hank Stohl,
ton as emcee. It was felt that, was months with the mumps and pneumonia, is back on the job again
.
appropriate since he is an. expert Joan Reichjman, local girl formerly with the Kudner agency in N.Y.,
CBS’ "Hallmark Hall' of Fame" on travel and, ostensibly, that's has gone with Jackie Gleason Enterprises as a production assistant
Eddie Rodgers, singer with the Coronets, passed an audition for
paid tribute to the late Lionel ..what the show Was about; As often:
Barrymore last Sunday (21). The 'happens, though, a man with talent "Chance of a Lifetime” and will be on the Dennis James networker
actor, who died Nov, 15, at the in one field (in. Sutton’s case it’s Within the next morithi
age of 7:6; had hosted that program writing) doesn’t always succeed as
X
since September 1952. As a me- something else, Sutton was a slight
morial to Barrymore, the sched- caricature of an announcer, soundBuddy Harris, dean of local dee jays, upped to program director at
when he
uled Hallmark show was cancelled ing highly dramatic
and a special program honoring should have been conversational KGKO, but continues his disk slot
"The Pastor Calls,” religioso
/
Panelists were Harriet Van Horne, filmed here: by Coffman Film Co. for 50. tv stations,
the vet thesper Was substituted.
resumed on
Program included some, interest- Ernie. Kovacs, Marc Connelly and KRLD-TV
WFAA-TV sports announcer, Jerry Haynes also heading
ing anecdqt.es and personal com- Peggy McCay. Some of them were his own 30-minute midday variety show there
/.
across the board
ments relating to Barrymore. Sev- heard performing pleasantly at Freddy Jenkins, ex-Duke Ellington sideman, now a deejay
on KWBC,
eral name actors, took part in the other times in similar panel quiz- Fort Worth
American
Airlines
sponsoring
new
midnight
to
5:30
salute. Among those who partici- zers, but their humor was tired a.m. classical
record show, six ayems Weekly, on KRLD .
Don
pated were Edward Arhold, Helen when it wasn’t absent on the Blotcky
added to WFAA’s sales staff
Don Robinson, announcer
Hayes, Jimmy Stewart and Bing second week (18) of the. NBC
at
KIXL,
is new program director of KIXL and KIXL-FM *
Donald
Crosby. Also on hand were author- "Where” program. And it was the
Newbury, KLIF sales rep, resigned to become commercial manager
biographer Gene Fowler, Metro panel only that was being de- S;
at KFH, Wichita ,
Steve French joined sales force at KLIF.
production chief Dore Schary and pended on for the show’s graces.
The format itself got little atJ.
C.
Hall, prexy of Hallmark
tention.
Even
if
there are no
Cards, show’s sponsor.
•
Show was done tastefully, It longer new ideas for panel proHelen O’Connell to top United Cerebral Palsy Celebrity Parade
offered listeners a brief insight into grams, those available must be detelethon
from
St.
Paul
Paramount
theatre stage over WTCN-TV arid
Barrymore’s character via the re- tailed to perfection. Here the
Minneapolis and St. Paul American
hashing of certain incidents in his format failed to hold suspense ahd WMIN-TV Saturday night (27)..
life.
Dr. Normari Vincent Peale Was, additionally, often muddled. Association baseball teams set for 22 home games telecasts each
wrapped stanza up with a short Guests piled up points for holding coming season, instead of previous 16
NBC’s radio "Quiz Bowl”
eulogy*
Jess.
( Continued on
page 34)
“Continued On page 34)

WCAE

.

KQV

.
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I

.

Raid” was done by CBS.
"What now?” Dean Bower asked

‘•Air

.

and Prof. MacLeish (Harvard) answered. Today the American radio
broadcasters are tired, bored and

*

.

.

.

.

:

economically insecure. They are
married to an alternation of phonograph records and commercial
plugs. Neither CBS nor any other
organization on this side of the
pond now has any interest whatever in ..MacLeish’s work, or in
verse drama. His recent “Trojan
Horse” was given a 100% chill
here but has been produced and
repeated by the British Broadcasts
.

.

.

,

,

IN MINNEAPOLIS

'

.

ing Corp.

.

.

(Continued on page 34)

.

husband Jacques Bergerac on CBS’ "Make Up Your Mind” and solo
Walter Bowe, ex-NBC, named radio-tv
on 'tv. "What’s My Line?”
time buyer at SSC&B
Gail Clooney, nine-year-old sis of Rosemary
and Betty, guesting on former’s CBS show tomorrow (Thurs.),

.

.

lyrical

.

.

.

.

ton Mifflin, but the talk* turned tb
Verse dram fbr the air. Back in
1937 MacLeish’s "Fall of the City"
was a sensation when produced by
the late Irving Reis on the Columbia Workshop. The following year
another MacLeish verge drama,

about

.

I

I

.

.

WDTV

Leish’s iievv book of poems, “Songs
For Eve,” just published by Hough-

waxed

.

WMGM

.

terview last week over WNYC,
N.Y.
(Tuesday,
9:30-9:55)
with.
Archibald MacLeish.
Immediate
occasion was a review of Mac-

MacLeish

WMGM

.

WQXR

.

.

NBC, from New York
The list of panel stanzas where
guessing, games are played has
Crosby himself .doesn’t rate a been increased by one. "Where
Have You Been?” is the latest.
rating, radio is indeed on the way
The casing Wasn’t witty enough
to you know where.
Train.

Is Off the Peach’

Compact mag.

for

William Winter, KPIX newscaster decorated by the Moroccan government for "understanding and objective broadcasting of the problems of the Moroccari people”
William C. Dempsey, KPIX education
and production director, is in Louisiana this week meeting with the
State Educational TV Planning Commission to whom he has been
WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN?
With Horace Sutton, Harriet. Van asked to serve as a consultant
"The Ali Baba Show,” first local
Horne, Marc Connelly, Ernie. remote from a ballroom, starts Dec. 3 on KPIX
KSAN hosted
Kbvacs, Peggy McCay; Jack Cos- the trade at a cocktail party Nov. 18 at the Downbeat Club and showed
tello,/ announcer
an exhibit on the characteristics of the local Negro market. EnterProducer: Jane Kalmus
tainment was provided by the Vernon Alley Trio. Alley is a disk
Director: Parker Gibbs
jockey on the rival KLOK.
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MacLeish on State Of

.

.

ner Chorale, lent a beautiful effect
here), Father Peyton closed with
brief words of thanks and a prayer
recorded and probably Used be-

chirpings subordinate to
the informal analyst.
Crosby’s snappers come off so
easily, you begin to expect them.
There will be guests lots of them
—but the preemer didn’t have ’em.
The precious minutes were needed
to set the stage and Crosby would
rather be dead than not give a
drop-in the full due. If “Amos ’n’
Andy Music Hall” doesn’t get its
inheritance
from
Crosby
and

announcers.

.

.

aware of this danger and are pre- and revved up beat; a "Hey There”
pared to air contrary opinions
out of "Pajama Game” with its fore.
from listener’s letters in subser quiet, authoritative
Miss Barrymore gave a fine readand almost
quent weeks.
new
interpretation, plussed by the ing of the lines, the philosophy and
there
Also on the preem stanza,
Cole group’s counterpoint; segue- the preachment, Keefe Brasselle.
was a roundup of editorial opinion ing. brightly into "But Not For registered well in the role of a
from the N. Y. daily newspapers. Me.” And in
between, the talk; skeptical Blackstone stiiden t.
This could have been an effective it’s never small
with the Ta- O’Brien, like Miss Barrymore, a
way of giving pro arid con opinion coma lad. Went talk
from grid to golf longtime faithful supporter of Faside by side with the Straus views,
apostolate,
Peyton’s radio
to Georgia and a -hatchick, all at- ther
but the editorial excerpts were on tuned
to the Morrow bag of con- handled the narration vigorously.
an entirely different subject. This versational
parts were nicely hanwith
Crosby
Minor
tricks,
split, the show’s focuS, but it’s a
never varying from the vehicle dled, there being several outstandfault that can easily be corrected.
Bethlehem sestatus,
Leon Goldstein, WMCA program, the pureso that It comes out with ing voices In the
Crosby imprint, with the quence.
chief who has* been instrumental
light touch given to human interHarry Zimmerman directed the
in giving the station an intelligent,
est quickies that seemed in the musical portions from Hollywood;
public-minded attitude for the past orthodox
commentator’s groove, Emerson' Buckley, from New. York.
20 years, handled the show’s, pre- inspiration built in
Jaco.
to boot, and
amble capably and cued the read- may well have
been designed to
ing from the dallies’ editorials by
make the

the various

.

.

m

.

.

.
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But chant, presumably by Robert Wag-

the songs are not mere postscripts,
such as "This Old House!’ to the
Buddy Cole Trio’s pianola stuff ola

evidently,

...

fill

Chi this week arid
Livestock expo and 4-H Club Congress i
next
CBS’ "FBI in Peace & War” racks up 11th year on web
Jim Coy in Kansas City last Weekend
tonight (Wed,)

—

He

CITY

bn the prowl to

-int’l

,

—the problem

are

s t;

i.

.

officials

fifth

Week broadc a

transcribed for presentation over
the Mutual network Sunday (21),
under the aegis of Farnily Rosary
Crusade, had for its theme, via
drama and music, faith in God and
faith in America. A serious and

;

.

:

.

60 M|ns., Sun, (21), 2 p.m.
Mutual, from N.Y., H’wood
Feather Patrick Peyton’s

.

since editorial opinion, on any side
of virtually any topic, is certain to
stir disagreement, and perhaps distaste, among one sector of the

CBS

the "information adviser” vacancy
Milbiim
.
.
created by the return of Jack Gould to the N.Y. Times?
branch
oil the Coast with Ed Thompson
McCarty Associates opening p.r.
and Nell McDonald in charge of the Sunset Blvd. setup. (Thompson,
ex-radio ed of Milwaukee Journal; McDonald, ex-reporter of L.A.
WRCA's Phil Alampi to attend
Examiner and Herald Express)
Is

man & Emerson Buckley

Thanksgiving

NEW YORK

IN

records that figure to stand forever or, if not, to be enshrined in
a special vault along with the anti- sometimes solemn program, keyed
que statistics of a sports firma- to the threat which the free world
ment he loves so well. He chalked faces, the hour enlisted the servup so many "firsts” that it’s be- ices of a topflight cast ;in Hollycome a cliche to call the roll.
wood and New York. It was. comSo now Bing Crosby is on a. petently and in many places disCBS Radio eross-the-board quarter tinctively produced, although there
and
in the fractional 9:15 p.m. time were moments of unevenness
that listeners are bound to find. drag.
He is now the elder statesmanThe dramatic and spiritual
singer, the doyen of his bracket, preachment pivoted on the story of
and as great a radio personality as a retired school teacher (played
Continuing parallel are his by Ethel Barrymore) who, having
ever.
leading corpsmen and friends— lost her purpose in life, starts for
Bill Morrow ahd Murdo MacKerir her home in Wichita, for Thankszie bringing the show in, with Mac- giving and for good. She meets on
kenzie also directing and fisher- the train a disillusioned law stuman pal Morrbw doubling as dent. Striving to restore his faith
writer— in a format that is both
the U.S. and his future, she
typically Crosby; and a bit be- successfully does so, while regainyond the conventions. Bing is an ing her own.
exponent of the sing, but his talk
In a series of flashbacks— to the
is true, ah incredible combination
Convention
a n d
Constitutional
that’s he’s made all his own over Benjamin Franklin’s c o
merit
the years, whether on an -hour's about the country’s foundation oh
kick or in tidbits of thisa or thata. faith in God; to Bethlehem at the
Monday’s (22) opener seemed Birth of Christ; to Abraham Linless than 15 mi utes; but even coln and his dependence on Divine
twice that much would still seem Guidance- in Civil War days the
It’s the one sure riiear
fleeting.
message of faith and praydr was
sure of his standing as a per- emphasized and reemphasized.
former, and /CBS program veep
Solo and; choral singing interLester Gottlieb must have had to
and intertwined the rather
talk even faster and more engag- spersed
to
ingly to sell Crosby this daily deal.. thin story line, always threaded
After all, how much of the coin the thematic Faith and to America. A summation by Pat O'Brien,
can he keep? More at stake, persegment
haps, was steady identification and who narrated an opening
prestige,
with mebbe
bone on the necessity for belief and the
a
the alprayer,
of
posed
efficacy
thrown to Columbia to have it recompetitive hold ternatives; "build up the whole
tai
its strong
faith, or “blow it
world”
through
on nighttime programming, the
to pieces.” Then came a decade of
best in the biz.
Crosby said it right in the intro: the Rosary, with the Hail Mary recited
and sung (striking Gregorian
not too hokey, won’t yock it up,

launched its. weekly series. "The
Editor's. Desk,” which will give station owner Nathan Straus a chance
to express his views on issues of

WMCA

Peyton,.
C.S.C*
Directors: Lew Lansworth, Roqco
Tito
Musical Directors: Harry Zimmer-

the

.

WMCA

when

Friday (19)

it,

sun never set on the British Empire; Der Bingle still retains an
empire of sorts, (money aside),
what with resurrection, of those
platters far arid wide op the kilobeen more
It’s
cycle horizons.
than a score of years now since
Crosby started groanin’ low and
high on CBS from. the top and bottom of the Decca; either way, he
took command, setting pace and

.

.

to tell

ner Chorale, others
Producer: Rev. Patrick

J

J

.

.
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TELEmiOY REVIEWS

Wednesday,. November 24, 1954
LET’S

“Omnibus” on Sunday

.

devoted a

(21)

.

,

T
NBC Makes

Just Like

With Harry N. Sperber
Director: Ed Cooperstein
15 Mins., Sat., 7:15 p.m,

in
.

Sat Ayem Kidvid Block
By ART woodstone
new

NRC-TV!s

block

of

kid

Atarizas constitutes an initial and.
major effort td control the poten.

massive national audience of
juveniles of a Saturday morning.
After the bow* (20), two things
were obvious: (1) the network is
anxious, through what shapes as
the key ..show (Paul Winch ell
stanza), to duplicate in some measure the, Success formula of the
tially

evening strip, with
“adult” Clements for kids, and (2)
the three half-hour programs, from
TO to 11:30 ayem, are as diversified for youngsters any group of
nighttime Shows for. grownups
might be;” Essentially every Show
The
has a different character.

Lee

Pinky

HAPPY FELTON’S SPOTLIGHT
GANG*

N.J.
Therq’s plenty of roorn for new
ideas in the tv news broadcasting
field where, with a few exceptions,
commentators are still content to
follow the radio pattern... fn his
“Foreign Press Report” over indie

station WATV (N.J.), Harry .N;
Sperber makes a brave attempt to
pioneer into a comparatively new
field by giving viewers an idea of

What the foreign press

saying.

is

There’s fascination in that kind of
reporting, and Sperber’.s method
’

.has real merit.

Unfortunately, tlie show caught
Saturday (20) did little more
than provide a hint of what “Foreign Press Report” could be if it
tried a little harder. Accent, with
the exception of one. or two news
items, was on the light side, There’s
no quarreling with this approach,
but it shouldn’t be allowed to dominate the show;
last

Sperber, who was chief U.S.
army interpreter at the Nuremberg
war crimes trial and who obvi-

.

possesses the qualifications
necessary to do an intelligent job
of news analysis, started off with
ously

with
certain
categories,
are:
variety, quiz
qualifications,
and a show (part live, part films)
that splits time successfully, becasing

.

education and circus entertainment.
The first of the morning’s kiddyscopes was “Happy Felton’s Spotlight Gang*” and it was probably
the all-round best of the setup.
.Emcee Felton made up in extreme
knowhow what the other, two
shows sometimes left to zaniness.
“Gang” will appear at 10 ayem
every place along the hookup except N. Y.. the town from which it
originates.
WRCA-TV, N. Y., because of local Commercial ties, is
slated to show it on a week’s delayed basis (via kirie) at 11:30
ayem. “Gang” pilot included films
of an English panto act, a Viennese

rison

Hope

Muller,

Holliday,

Arte Johnson, Jimmy: Komack,
Candl Parsons, Gene Blakely,
Howard St. John; Charles Sanford Orch
Producer-Director: Max Liebman
Writers:
Billy
Frledberg, Fred
Saidy, Neal Simon, Will Glickman, William Jacobson
Music: Hugh Martin-Ralph BianO
Choreography: Rod Alexander
.

90 Mins., Sat.

OLDSMOBILE

(20),

9 p.m,

NBC-TV , from New York
•

(D.P. Brother)
competent production, and a CBS-TV, from Hollywood (color)
(McCann-Erickson)
worthy score selected from Cole
As the third in the Saturday
Porter’s works, were only partially
night
of Max Liebman, specseries
‘‘Entertainment on Wheeis,” this
responsible for, the general exceltaculars, “Best Foot Forward” has
lence of this session. Unfortunate- month’s “Shower of Stars” seg- like many another spec-happy vely, some of the strength of. the ,ment. for Chrysler, was timed to hicle, completed the cycle of show
show was dissipated toward the coincide, with the unveiling of the biz transformations, having iniend, which may be ascribed to the new Chrysler line arid was written tially bowed as a legit musical back
comparatively old book and to the
in '41, later becoming a filrn, and,
w how
and staged to exploit the
fact’ that the song renditions were
in its video reincarnation. They
entrusted to two voices;
Latter models as fully as possible within They should have called it quits
facet removed some of the inher- its 60-minute frarriework; As such, with the pic version.
ent color in presentation.
Its not enough to concede that
it
more pfbperly a closedPerformance wise/ the work of
a 90-hiinute. show, particularly; one
Bert Lahr was probably outstand- circuit vehicle for dealers than a that’s flirting
around w^th a $200,ing, arid the surprises by Betty public spectacle for the viewer at
000 or so budget, has “its moFurness comes closely behind. large. Even as an “entertainment" ments,” which, obviously;,
this one
Lahr essayed a triple role, being show, Using comedy arid music as had; In fact, there were some
very
cast-in drag as an ancient aunt, as the basis of the plugs for the cars,
good moments. But moments aren’t
an equally ancient soldier, and as it falls into that “roadshow” cate- enough where
such elaborate showcOnferencier between the acts, His gory that’s been used successfully casing is involved,
when the
work in every department helped by industry over the past few petition is so tough** and whencomex-;
tie the show together. Miss Fur- years.
pectatfons (iri the face of some
ness, as one of the wives whose
But these specialized efforts di- sock Liebman productions the. last
husband is carousing, handled her rected toward a specialized audi- few. tinies out); are running high*
Since ence to which the. goings-on have'
lines and situations neatly
“Best Foot Forward” registered
she’s been on the Westinghoiise particular interest. don’t necessarbig disappointment in the oncommercial kick for so long, per- ily qualify as top television: enter-, as
haps too mgny have forgotten she's tainment for the general audience. ward and. upward* ascent of the tv
specs primarily because it was a
a capable actress and comedienne. As a dealer show, it Was probably
Joan Blondell, originally cast, as great-^-as a regularly scheduled .lamentably creaky vehicle to start
one of the wives, took ill, and had television entry, whether iri black with. As a Liebman showcase it
boasted -some fine talent. It was’
to stepout;
and white or in lush prisrnaiic
The major romantic roles were tone, “Entertainment on Wheeis’’ vested with all the auxiliary pro;
duction assists worthy of the LiebVivian
Blaine,
Gene
Nelson
and.
by
was somewhat on the dull side.
man ."'tag (staging,, choreography,
who sparked^ off (he stories nicely
First half of the show was de- standout
musical backgrounding
and did right by most of the num- voted to sketches
songs
by the always reliable. Charles Sanbers. These roles were essayed in
wrapped around various modes of ford, etc ), and yet
never came
the original production by Danny
earlier transportation, the medi- to life. It was so bogged down by
Kaye and Mary Jane Walsh. Miss cine wagon,
the showboat, the rail- stereotypes iri book and dialog that
Blaine had a chance at “I’ve Got
road-station-in-the-sticks and even it seldom generated any spirit.
Skin” a ringer as
You Under
Ed Wynn's mobile piano. Opener,
Even the usually-reliable “Buckfar as this musical is concerned,
the medicine Wagon stint, was a
and Nelson had his big moment iri bigscale production number, too le Down Winsocki,” a rouser if
ever there was one, fell short of
“You; Arc? To Me Everything.” His big in fact, since
the screen was the mark (both as a production
terping was on’ a high level.
far too crowded to. make the chore- number arid in the reprise for the
Ji'ihmy Gleason, as the tough
ography effective. A better-staged show’s finale), for riven at this
sergeant; Robert Strauss as a soldance, number was the railroad sta^ point “Best Foot Forward” didn’t
dier;. Virginia Gibson, Gloria Jean
routine, done around an old Catch fire. What was missing was
and Pat Horne provided other val- tion
pot-bellied stove, where the choreued assistance. As iri the other ography was more tightly-knit: and the unstudied feeling and reckless
abandon of kids.
teleradaptations of Broadway muhelped far prore imaginative. This numstcals, topical references
Perhaps the one surefire element
ber, gave James a chance to blow
hide the vintage, of the book,
in the show. Was the sturdiness of
his horn loud and long in
solo
“Let’S Face It” is the second
the
Hugh Martin-Ralph Blarie
reminiscent of his “Sing, Sing,
Porter opus to be presented by
score, for it’s remarkable how well
Sing” stint.
Colgate/ Last seaspn Frank Sinit
holds up today. Such items,
Showboat routine had Wynn as along with “Winsocki, ,J as “Three
atra, Ethel Merman and Lahr provided the highlight of that series the. captain iri a ri.s.g. string of B’s ‘Barrelhouse, Boogie
Blues);
standup gags, and Betty Grable in “Every Tinie,” “Shady Lady Bird”
Jose.
with “Anything Goes.”
.

,
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WATV, Newark,

-

Producer-Director: Craig Allen
Writers Charles Speer
30 Mins., Sat., 10 a.m.
'Sustaining
NBC-TV, from N. Y.

tween a

Sustaining

With Marilyn Maxwell, Robert
Cummings, Jeannie Carson, Charlie Applewhite, Pat Carroll, Har-

cast,

’
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BEST FOOT FORWARD

SHOWER OF STARS

IT'

(Colgate 'Comedy Hohr)
(Entertainment on Wheels)
Bert Lahr; Vivian Blaine* Gene With Betty Grahle/ Ed Wynn,
Nelson, Betty Furness, Jimmy
Harry James, Danny Thomas,
Gleason, Robert Strauss, Gloria
Jean Hagen, Sherry Jackson,
Rusty Hamer, Groucho Marx,
Jean, Pat Horne
Eddie Mayehoff, Rochelle HudProducer: Bob Welch
son, Gil Stratton Jr., Michael
Director; Sid Smith
O’Shea, William Bishop, James
Adaptor: Edmund L. Hartman
Dunn, others; William Lundigaih
60 Mins., Sun. 6 p.m.
host; Art Gilmore, announcer;
Lud Gluskin, music
NBC-TV, front Hollywood
Producer: Ralph Levy
(Ted Bates)
“Let’s Face’ It” presented as part Director: Seymour Bents
Milton Pascal, Morris
of the Colgate -“Comedy* Hour” on Writers:
Freedman
Sunday (21) on NBC-TV, was prob60
Mins.,
Thurs.
(17), 8:30 p.m.
ably the best production' of that series in the current annum. A strong CHRYSLER CORP.

hour to a production

full

of Sophocles’ “Antigone.” Both from a standpoint of tv dramaturgy and from the promises inherent in the whole "Omnibus”
concept, it was one of the most ambitious and rewarding presentations of the season. If only for the opportunity it provided tv
audiences in bringing this classic tragedy to theatrical life,, the
Ford Foundation-incepted CBS series merits wide praise.
With Sidney Lumet at the directorial helm, “Antigone” was
treated with understanding and intensity. With little of the archaic
remaining in the adaptation by Dudley Fitts and Robert Fitzgerald
and with much of the poetry and rhythm maintained,, the Sophocles
drama was exciting and absorbing. Granted some minor imperfections, the plhs .values were more than adequate to compensate
for some apparent awkwardness in manipulating the costumes arid
the lines.
File actual production was treated to unique staging; suggesting
a large open courtyard with changes in scene and time effected
by’ blackouts achieved by the roaming camera, and with Barry
Jones doing the .Greek equivalent of Frank Craven in "Our Town”
as the annotator linking the various episodes.
A fine cast tackled the herculean task well, with Jones and
; Beatrice Straight as the doomed “Antigone’’ contributing outstanding performances. Philip Bournriuf as the proud arid tyrannical King Creon; Kevin McCarthy as the son who tries iri vain
to convince his father that he is neither the State nor God; and
Shepperd Strudwick as the blind sage whose plea for mercy and
understanding is equally as futile, all vested the 2,500 year-old
Rose.
play with meaning.

FACE

comparison of German, French
and Swiss, mag reports bn the situa

ation in Indo-China, interlacing his
(Continued on page 36)
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two numbers/ “Her Golden Hair and “What Do'-You Think

little

Down

i

J

nf ii

I

Am?

,-Wes. Hanging
Her Back,”- the numbers that Catapulted
arid a less demure “Clap Hands,” Martin-Blane teamup into the
iri which the. Grable; gams
were time, are as engaging. today as

shown

to

better

advantage

than

ever before oh tv.
And they’re
worth a gander; A word about
on NBC Sunday (21) by giving over Miss Grable—she seems a far betthe first quarter-hour to Ballets ter singer, dancer apd personality
Espagnols, current at the. Mark on tele than she ever was in pix,
Hellinger Theatre, N. Y„ and ini its largely because with the sponlast, week
there.
The booking taneity of tele she gets across ri
forced, the show "into presenting viva cioueness: she never displayed
motion pictures. Wrapup on the
the troupe as the opening flash in
since the Spaniards sked a Sunday first half was the mobile piano
a modern day version with a baby
night performance at the house.
-with
Style of the Teresa & Luisillo grand flanked by fenders—
dancers is novql arid a bit strange Wynn appearing here at his best
and
Grable
off a
Miss
spinning
to American audiences; moreover,
one serloUs Workout plus a comedic nice “Just Too Marvelous.”

r

still

Ed Murrow’s “Person to Person”
Friday night was an “all show biz”
installment spanning a few eras in
the cavalcade of U.S. entertainment, with the appearance of Lillian Gish representing a throwback
to the early D. W. Griffith “Birth
of a Nation” silent film days talthough as Miss Gish confessed,
she’s done fewer films than legit
work). And for the “upstart” generation of the “new show biz,” the
acro-contortionist team arid a lion
latter portion of the show picked
taming turn' working but of Rome. up Robert Q. Lewis from his east quickie
are obviously not sufficient
The acts were topflight, Con- side Manhattan (Grade Sq.) apartunto themselves to sell the apstantly drawing the oo-aas from ment.
proach.
“Person” thus hit an interesting;
“Toast” viewers must ha ve
in contrasts. Miss Gish, for thought it odd to be pitched a
PAUL WINCHELL AND JERRY note seldom
looked more charming “Hatfields and Cloys’ number of
one,
MAHONEY SHOW
With Milton DeLugg and trio, and gracious. In carrying the torch Romeo and Juliet thread titled
(in a sort of One-woman crusade) “Luna de Sangre” (Moon of Blood),
Maybin Hewes
for the naming of a Minister of Tragedy, is performed sans musical
Fred Collins; announcer
Producer-Director: Hudson Faus- Arts to the. President’s Cabinet, accompaniment; the beat being
there was the ring of sincerity and self-supplied by heel stomps, handse.tt
Writers: J. Franklin Jones, Hy vonvictiondn her “write your. Con- claps, fingersnaps and whiplash
gressman” appeal. Otherwise her sounds; While seemingly out of
Zaret, Allan Steam
chronology dating back to the old •place on the. Sullivan stanza, it had
30 Mins., Sat., 10:30 a.m.
14th St. silent film casting tryouts, an offbeat splendor in the enactTOOTSIE ROLL
when Mary Pickford was still ment by Luisillo and Teresa as the
NBC-TV, from N. Y.
Gladys Smith, made, interesting star-crossed lovers. With Antonio
(Moselle. and Eisen)
listening,
Cano and Felix Rodriguez as the
The Robert Q. segment foas al- assassins arid Miguel Carmona as
Second number was
Felton’s gallery, and they were most, a revelation jn terms of show- storyteller.
centered in different parts of the casing cohiedians on “Person.” For' more in the vaudeo groove in
globe, giving the rotund gabber op- unlike the less fortunate experi- Maria Vivo’s lively .comedy singportunity to throw in carefully ences in the pickups of Groucho ing.
Show’s other .components were
phrased and effective remarks and Marx and Martin & Lewis, wherein
queries re geography. As a mat- the latter couldn’t quite decide more familiar, Victor Borge was
..occasion, called for in there with, the piano laughs but
ter of fact, Felton managed an ed- whether th
ucational fillip nearly every min- being funny oi serious (with result surprised by giving Chopin an unute, without, once being pedantic; that they were rieither), Robert interrupted serioso Workover and
Not only was the education in The Q,, amid his plushy and inter- then, with the toastmaster, living
geography (by. means of an every estingly-antiques at-home surround- and mugging it. rip in a contrived
day classroom globe of the world), ings, lent himself to some forth- El Morocco setting as the Met Opbut in zoology (by lions and tigers) right clinical observations of what era’s so-called Four Horsemen—
Peters,
Cesare
Siepi,
and in accuracy (by subtling modi- makes a “new generation”, radio Roberta
fying
the
overly
imaginative and tv comic click. He was properly Cesare Vallettl, Fernando Corena
humble and always alert.
got in their own relaxed innings
claims some of the juves made.)
As a “then & now” show biz by belting away at songs. Included
Where NBC was concerned, most recap,
“Person’ hit a good stride were “Figaro” from. “The Barber
of the care seemed to go into makRose.
this time up.
of Seville” arid “March of the Musing tlie “Paul Winchell and Jerry
keteers,” used as fulcrum for InMahoney Show” at 10:30. Web
Sullivan’s CBS-TV "Toast of terpolations. Miss Peters and ValEd
used producer Hudson FaUssett the Town” seemed to tempt tuner- letti also squared off on Romberg’s
and his staff of three scribblers. inners
to become tuner-outers in “Sweethearts” with some goofings
(Continued on page 36)
(Continued on page 34)
favor of chief rival “Comedy Hour”
•'
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the

big-

they
were 13 years ago. It’s fortunate,
too, that the cream of the- crop
was entrusted to the capable Jeannie Carson, the British musicomedy star* imported to this country
by Liebman for this and an upcoming spec two weeks hence.
Miss Carson has a distinctive
quality all her own. A tiny, titianhaired
looker with
undeniable
charm, she can deliver a number
with the best of them, and her

“Shady Lady

Bird,”

“What Do You

Think I Am?” and “Everytime’*
were effectively sold. However,
this rah-rah vehicle was hardly th
Second half was a 30-minute choice for Miss Carson. Even her
commercial, with Chrysler drawing accent seemed out of place. She de•on its talent from all networks to served better.
showcase their individual lines.
Marilyn
as the glamorThus it was the Danny Thomas ous movie-Maxwell
actress Who lets* heir
Sherry
“family”
(Jean
Hagen,
eager-beaver agent bring her to a
Jackson and Rusty Hamer) display- Winsocki
school dance (the role
ing the new Dodge; Groucho Marx
played on the stage by Rosemary
appearing very briefly on behalf of
and by Lucille Ball in films)
Lane
De Soto; Eddie Mayehoff, Rochelle may have been type casting, but
Hudson and. Gil (“That’s My Boy”) did little to advance the Maxwell
Stratton Jr. for Plymouth; and. cause/
Perhaps telltale evidence i
Michael O’Shea, James Dunn and the
fact that her major number, a
William Bishop with the Chrysler. mambo
backgrounded by a male
Wynn, James, and Miss. Grable han- chorus, was
lifted, but of her redled the Imperial with a “Cindercent nitery act at Ciro’s, Hollywood.
ella” takeoff. Best of the sketches
Aside from some cavorting with
was the. Thomas turn and M.aye- the kids, it
was. a thankless role
/lOff's exposition on the Plymouth
and her opening blues number was
(a speech which iri its histrOnics
not her dish of. tea. Pat Carroll as
sounded strangely like .Sen. Mc- a “blind date”
brought some needCarthy, with the same gestures arid
ed comedy relief, but ’has a tenintonations).: Finale had Art;. Gildency
pvermiigg in the Martha
more “out front” announcing, each Raye to
key.
Her teamup on the
model as the individual stars got “Three,’ B’s”; number, however, was
into them to “ride: atvay” from the
one of the best bits in the show.
theatre. It was all done neatly on
Robert. Cummings suffered through
an interior stage;
tlie role of the agent (nobody could
Some credit should go to Milton do anything with such a book) and
Pascal and Morris Freedman for Charlie Applewhite performed adea good', if riot wholly successful, quately in the role to which Tomtry in their scripting’ While they my Dix (of the legit and. film verhad the commercial laid before sions) seeiried born.
-

.

.

them

as the raison d’etre for their

The color was.

excellent. Rose.

they gave it some palatahilRalph Levy's production was
all that could be asked, and Sey- fined to the touring industrials and
mour Berns’ direction kept thirigs the closed-circuit dealer shows;
running smoothly. Format was ob- straight, commercials ought to b»
viously a client-agency decision, enough for the public, which will
and It was one that shouldn’t be appreciate them all the more if
encouraged for the future. This there’s a good television show t«
Chan.
type of presentation should be con- go along with them.
script,
ity.

.
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YOU
PUT THEM TOGETHER

3DAY,

HOME

a great

is

i

and

TONIGHT

NBC-TV

have long since made their mark

network program in

its

own

right.

Now

have been combined into T-H-T, the most flexible participation

network

in

television, offering three star

salesmen and reaching

separate markets.

T-H-T

it

offers

.

•s

.your competitive picture

.

ced

.

.

.

TV competition
buy

television that

and you make the
is

tough.

most

last

impression that

The big rewards go

to the advertisers

closely fits their advertising needs.

.

.

.

•.

.

amazing

you. need, dis-

Holiday note. T-H-T caw put your products on display for the gift
season with as

and

little

wili .be

as 72 hours notice 1

glad to learn that combination buys of

TONIGHT

such as

Dow

entitle

Chemical, Northam Warren, Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co.,

advantage of T-H-T’s

men and women.

ARLENE FRANCIS in less than a year has made

TV's major source of homemaking advice arid information.
is watched by a predominantly feminine audience-women who

time out of their busy days because they are vitally interested in

)ving their

Own homes.

DNIGHT Easy, breezy

STEVE ALLEN

music and surprises to a

new

and his guests bring com-

live* lively

late-evening show.

On

TODAY, HOME

you to discounts up to 20%. Smart sponsors

about the profitable arrangements you can make.

,

Charming

And

.

ending success. Reaches the whole family-housewives, children,

E
E

is

your seasonal promotions.

T-H-T you can buy as many participations as
as you choose among these three programs

DIME

who

T-H-T

(

is

>day The personal selling techniques of DAVE GARROWAY have
this pioneer early-rnorriing news and special features show an
ing

lasts.

Steve Allen working for you on the air and at point-of-sale.
dealer acceptance

You
ith

you reach the biggest adult male audience available at

Class “C" rates

designed to do exactly that with Dave Garroway, Arlene Francis and

by electronic calculator or on the back of an
an enormous number of combinations weekly,
calculator said 32,767, but who believes calculators any more?)*
your cusyou select the right combination for your product
hether you figure

?pe,

TONIGHT

United States Tobacco Co., and Broil-Quik, Inc. are already taking
flexibility.

Ask your NBC-TV

representative

—
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from

booked for the Ted Steele 'sees,
WOR-TV show- for two tveeks- with' from

co-conspirators
and
its own research.
options^
The effect of RCA practices, the
Complaint charged, is to make competitors depend uf>on RCA for pat- CSSS' Continued fr6ln page 25
Chicago
ent
rights and technical know-how,
Redd Gardner new assistant exec
roadblock' to any overall.
DUarie to prevent other manufacturers
producer at WBBM-TV
Brooklyn’s
Jewish
Chronic Weise, who handled the technical' from originating new developments tion.”
at
New Program Concepts
launching, of the U Of Missouri’s and thus keeping them from the
Disease Hospital today (Wed,)
,
new.- program eonr
6; Develop
Reginald Rose’s script for ‘’Studio KOMU-TV, has signed on as chief public, and to “unreasonably” reOne” on Nov. 8 was not an adapta- engineer for WTTW, Chi!s educa- strain manufacture, sale and disr cepts to meet jty, competition.
Joe
Petrillo
tional
and
station
tribution
js Jjeirig made,
.
progress”
of
radio
and
tv
“Some
products;
tion of Justice William O. Douglas’
Oliver
added to
the
The complaint asked for an in- but as lpng as the same people are
book, “An Almanac of Liberty,” George
production staff
Olds- junction to stop RCA from con- also responsible for tv, the probbut an original teleplay Inspired
by title and basic theme of “Alma- mobile taking a seven-week ride on tinuing its alleged practices and lem can’t be licked.
nac” and fictionalized for the CBS- Frank Reynolds’. Sunday night for a. hearing looking toward
7. Stations and networks should
WBBM-TY newscasts.
, Howard
TV stanza.
restoration of competitive condi- work toward a high dollar volume
French singer Marcel Le Bon, Miller, assisted by Hollis Burke, tions in the radio-tv patent licenssign-off, with an
who made his tv dramatic debut hosting a new afternoon aud-par- in g bu siness and the manufactur- from sign-on to
ticipationer on
eye toward a smaller profit maraimed at the
via “Armstrong Circle Theatre”
ing
field,
National Homes
gin for each hour. Larger, volume
four weeks ago, signed for Kraft’s middleaged set
bankrolling
the
“Mr.
& Mrs.
can be achieved with a realistic
production of “Camille” Dec. 1
North”
vidpix
Friday
nights on
rate card.
Johnny & Penny Olson and their
WBBM-TV program
accompanist, A1 Greiner, planing WGN-TV
8. Deals should be be killed by all
director Bill Ryaii vacationing in
to Milwaukee Saturday 27 ), to do
networks and stations. A deal is
Florida
ABC veep Sterling
a 16-hour United Celebral Palsy
Continued from page 25
a “dishonest way of doing busi-n
Lindsay MacHarrie, (Red) Quinlan awarded a distelethon
ness,” and any sound rate card
onetime “We the People” produ r tinguished service certificate by se! the theme in his opening key- should never have to be broken.
Amvet.’s Police Post 18
Ken note address. He warned “we’ve
cer for Young & Rubicam and latThe buyer in a deal is “as guilty as
Nydell
calling
the
turns
on
WGNterly radio-tv production manager
TV’s four Sunday afternoon Roller arrived at that hour of crisis when, the seller.”
at Calkins & Holden, joined CARE
Derby
telecasts for the Libman if- our organization is to. survive;
relastations and reps
public
its
in
assistant
9. Networks,
as an
it needs strong and crusading leadCO;
should work as a “united team” to
tions setup.
ership” in combating the preju^
for radio;
foundation
solid
a
build
Bert Parks received a citation
dices Which interfere with video's
for his tele emceeing last night
10. Continuity "made radi
news coverage, “And I hope, that
from
(Tues.)
Philadelphia’s Poor
every member will leave this strong,” and the trend away from it
Richard Club
“Masquerade
meeting, with’’ the. deteri ination is hurting radio and. tv as. well.
Party” moderator Peter Donald
Continued from page 25
11. “The trend toward control of
that on local, state and national
Houston, where he
back froi
programs by networks is dangerous
the “hard facts” yarns.
Pointing levels- -let this be our sloganoff iciated at -the opening of KTRKthe long, run.” Selling particiout
‘from
in
here
that
an
idea
on
out
we
or
a
want
concept
be
to
can’t
new
affiliate
TV,
ABC
there
/.
pations without the interests of the
Frank Baxter (the actor; not the be photographed, he argued that included in.’.”
Most specific proposal came buyer in the improvement of the
Dr.) set for the cast of today's the sound-only medium may have
from Harold E. Fellows, prexy of program will weaken the program
(Wed.) “World of Mr. Sweeney” on an edge over tv in this area.
As. for tv news, White said it’s the National Assn, of Radio-Tele- structure. No one organization can
Also set for “Mr. SweeNBC
vision
Broadcasters who invited look after improving all programs.
Michael Dreyfuss, steadily improving and assuming
ney” today
who also goes into “Portia' Faces ari increasingly important role in the news chiefs to join forces im- “You folks shouldn’t let ’em get
ords,

Kobak

Television Chatter

:

.

New York
Alien-Carpet Stores, one of the
Ernie Kovacs! ' sponsors, pulled a
switch on the comic by sending
three store managers to the
show last week to deliver this commercial—which kidded Kovacs a la
his ribbing his sponsors. .Robinson Stone, currently playing the
title role in the Broadway Chapel
Players’ version of “Noah,” into
Kraft Theatre tonight (Wed.) on
“Claire Mann’s Glamour
.
NBC
beauty exSecrets,” the
.

WABD

.

;

.

.

WABD

grooming, into its

book on

pert’s

John Pupton
d printing
planed in from the Coast for his
Monday night (22) role on. “Robert
Montgomery Presents” NBC production of “Homecoming:”
John K. M. McCaffery, WRCATV’s “11th Hour" newscaster:, to
deliver lecture on Ernest Hemingway at Gunnery Prep, Washington,
Stan Lee, asst,
Conn.,. Dec: 1
producer of CBS-TV' “Danger,.’,
has written “Silent Witness,” about
a subway murder, for the Nov. 30
Macy’s
stanza
; NBC telecasting
Turkey Day parade, but among
t

hi

r

.

.

.

.

CBS’ers

will

participating,

canine Lassie and comics -Abbott

&

Costello

.

.

.

WRCA-TV

program

mgr. Steve Krantz out of University hosp and back at desk soon.
Joe Abdullah into DuMont’s
“The Stranger” Friday (26)
Femihes invading Sid Caesar’s
.show like mad. Nanette Fabray
and
made, permanent
already
Eleanor Parker has six-week pact
to play Howard Morris' wife both
booked, after doing guesters
Jay Barney, on last week’s “The
Stranger,” on Sunday’s (21) “You
and tomorrow’s
There”
Are
(Thurs.) “Mail Story,” making unin.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.•••;

WNBQ

.

.

.

.

%

WNBQ
.

;

.

.

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

RTNDA

.

.

(

.

.

»'

:

..

'

•

j

Paul White

.

.

.

—

-

.

.

.

‘

Jamie
Life”- next. Tuesday (30)
Smith into “Kraft Theatre” on
.

ABC tomorrow

.

.

(Thurs.)
Max
Wilk completed a scripting chore
for the Imogene Coca show
Charles Winninger planed in from
the Coast for rehearsals in “Best
of Broadway” production of “The
.

,

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

,

.

.

,

(

.

.

George Skinner launched contest to name the
“Electronic Man” on the WCBS- Philadelphia Story” Dec. 8
TV ayemer, but what a lot of Brenda Lewis set for two of Dutradesters want to know is whether Mont’s “Opera Cameos,” on Dec.
“EM,” who is being pitched as 5 and 12 ... Martin Balsam into
“out of this, world,” comes under cast Of "The Stranger” on DuAFTRA-inspired Mont, Friday (26). Ditto Lamont
the
industry's
Constance Clausen
ension plan— in other words, does Johnson
E e qualify for pieces of silver? ... making her first tele appearance
Betty Sue Albert pacted for series since the birth of her twin sons
Dana recently via the femme lead on
of Necchi commercials
Hardwick on “Justice” agalp last Friday’s (26) “Big Story” , Bob
week
NBC telecomic Pinky Anthony, former Harry James voRecLee entertaining handicapped kids calist now recording for
terrupted parlay

.

.

.

.

MGM

.

.

local programming. The most re- mediately with the NARTB’s own
markable improvement has been in Freedom of Information commit-

video’s coverage of the “set events’’
such as sports. Part of the improvement has been due to technical ex-

perience and “the astonishing discovery that a good picture tells its
own story and that frequently the
best: thing an announcer can do
is to keep his mouth shut.”
Not all tv gabbers have learned
that “the news announcer., serves
best as a parttime interpreted
rather than a fulltime yaketeer.
Diaphragmic diarrhoea is a difficult disease'to eliminate entirely;
But it’s no longer epidemic.’’'

tee.-.

try

He revealed
group

is

mittees in the

that the indussetting Up FOI comstate,

broadcaster as-

sociations and asked that the newsmen participate.

“Through- such

cooperative

ef-

way with

it.”

12. Complete separation of radi
arid tv management and operations

on station and network level

Is

necessary for the success of each

medium.
called on the agencies and
other branches of the medium

Kobak
all

would assume every hews to sit down tog^her and study the
director in the nation, and those
overall problem “before radio sufunder his supervision, would be- fers,” and before the job of bringcome volunteers in Spotting the ing it back gets, much tougher.
early symptoms of the creeping
“Radio., can’t be killed,” he said,
paralysis of censorship.
These “but it can be throttled unintensymptoms might appear in a bill tionally.”
introduced in a state legislature;
Adrian Murphy’s ‘Sell’
In a proposal at a city council
Network radio reaches more difmeeting; in a public utterance of
an office-holder, by one who as- ferent homes per dollar today than
pires to office or by a representa- it. did before television, Adrian
Billy Grady
tive of any one of the professional Murphy,. CBS Radio president, said
societies
in
the United States. yesterday (Tues.). Addressing the
Continued from page 24
Once discovered, they can be re- media meeting of the easter
weaknesses in tv because the me- ported immediately to a central nual conference of the American
dium absorbs material so rapidly, point, for consideration by tlie Assn, of Advertising Agencies afc
Hotel Roosevelt in N. Y., Muradded Grady.
joint
committee
for.
pursuant the
“There is no room in this busi- action.”
fphy said that while this statement
ness for thieves. You have a deadAt the final business session Sat- might come as- a surprise, new
line to meet every week, and that’s urday (20) the convention voted program and selling patterns along
it,”
he declared.
Grady said: that the RTNDA ally itself with with a new pricing of nighttime
“When I Was at Metro I pressed a other groups for >a concerted at- facilities have brought this condition about.
button and 40 people went to work tack on the tv news boycotts.
In pre-television radio, in 19,48,
for me. Here I press a button and
The delegates also gave a spedo it myself.”
cialjnod to the CBS high brass for Murphy said, an evening advertisVery optimistic about the future its campaign in behalf of tv’s right er with a weekly half-hour show
of video, Grady foresees need for to cover public events. CBS chair- could reach 4,800,'000 homes for
much manpower for the mushroom- man William S. Paley and prexSr $19,000. Today, with a CBS strip,
the same advertiser reaches 5,000ing Industry, with a resultant Frank Stanton were singled
out
bonanza to Hollywood.
for their “top management” con- 000 different homes for $15,000 on
cern with the problem of news in the basis of five broadcasts. Total
fort,

I

.

.

,

Hie. electronic era.
Next year’s
will
be held
in
Noveftiber.
•

RTNDA

Antitrust
Continued from page 22

been looking into the patent

situ-

ation in the electronics field.

The

previous Administration had Instituted a grand jury Investigation

which was dropped by former Atty.
Gen. James P. McGranery Just before President Eisenhower was inaugurated. The case had been kept
open, however, for possible civil

NALLE
Piano • Organ

•

action.

at the

Celeste

Government’s complaint, filed
with the U.S. District Court of New
York; not only charged RCA with
monopolizing patents in the radiotv field blit also using: its power to
control new developments Including color tv and services.
The complaint named as co-conspirators General Electric, Westlnghouse, A. T.
T. Co., Western
Electric and Bell Telephone Labs.
:

&

THANKS and a
HAPPY THANKSGIVING
to each of you who has
Sincere

helped
6th

my

to

make my

YEAR

In

TV

greatest to date .

These companies, the Department
alleged, “have harassed actual and
potential radio-tv manufacturers
by instituting more than 250 patent

convention

Denver

ini

impressions, are greater, because
the gross weekly audience, comprising ’homes which listen more
than once, is 9,000,000 homes.

For top performance.
Actors

know

On the show.
GET

HlePrompier
NEW YORK

suits against; them and in .many
cases their customers, without ever
bringing a single one. of these suits
to trial, and apparently without adjudicating the validity of a single
one of the patents which they presently control.”

The Government charged
has achieved

its

power

that

from many of

its

important licen-

177 North State

.

St.

LOS ANGELES

George Kane
6151 Santa Monica Blvd.

WASHINGTON

Fred Barton
1346 Connecticut Ave.

in the

radio-tv field, by acquiring ownership or licensing rights in 10,000
U.S. patents. It further alleged
that
acquired its patents and
patent' rights from the principal
foreign
radlo-tv
manufacturers,

Raymond Hagen

CHICAGO

TORONTO

RCA

Registry

300 -Weal 43rd St.
Phone: JUdion 2-3800

.

RCA

O Radio

9

Put TelePrompTer

— And

all

S.

W.

Caldwell, Ltd.

447 Jarvi* St
other Principal Cities in the U.S.
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s

in crowd scenes is avoided, giving,
in such instances, "the impression
that one-tenth of America’s population does not exist.”
warning
was given that Commies make political fodder of such things.

that every licensee be responsible
for, and maintain control over, the
operation of his station.”

A

Continued from peg* 23
,

wa$ previously thought
exclusive

NCAA

rights

to

ABC had

televise

all

As a matter of
26-week deal that ABC
made with NCAA to get
the grid Package is expected to fall
through- At. any time.
• Other
resistance to the conactivities.

{act, the
•originally

nationally televised plan
fostered by the NCAA-TV committee tomes, from Notre Dame which

trolled

wants unlimited freedom to make
its own national -tv football deal.
The Big 10 and the. COast Confer-

ence; either or both Of, which is
strong enough to part with the
parent NCAA on tv matters,' are
seeking regional deals,. And if another national' deaL falls through,
next
constitute
regionals
will
year’s grid picture on tv.
.

Danny

Hill,

NCAA-TV

Commit-

tee liaison informed broadcasters
in N. Y. last week that controlled
predetermining
vidcasts
(as 'to
games for video, and other usual
restrictions) will not be ended for
next year. '* However, it is felt in
other quarters that a number of
schpdls'* will be willing to make
concessions along that line to at*
tract' ty coin in ’55.
1

.

.

Television’s 'Get Out of

Town’

The decision means, Comr. Hennock asserted, that “one station
Continued from pace l
may tie to it any number of satelThe report said: -‘The reluctance lites," which would jnot be. con- marked a departure from stereo- They’re even primed for* color, and
type
Y.-L.
A,
formats and. pro- it not, NBC’s color remote crews
to cast Negroes in these roles is sidered as under copimon ownerN.
standing by and rarin’ to go.
ascribed to anticipated objections ship. but K which would constitute duction methods. But eventually a
even
given
NBC prexy Pat Weaver some
was
the brush and
Chi
on the part of the Southern mar- with it amew network of great and
ket.”' CCNP charged such beliefs unhealthy competitive force; Car- today enjoys something of a “ghost time back conceived a “Wide, Wide.
were false, particularly since radio, ried to its logical^ conclusion it town.” status as an origination cen- World” project, designed as a sewhich is not subject to such geo- would virtually make it impossible tre. (Just as it happened in radio.) ries of spectacular one-shots wher
graphical values, hires even fewer for ^naffiliated stations > and sta- •Moving. Garroway into Goth an) by the network's remote
*re\v
colored actors than tv.
tions affiliated with weaker net- marked the demise of his Chi show would wander far afield and bring
and
although
there’s
talk
of
reAmerica
into
nation's
living
the
In, the main, the CCNP report works- to survive under the. present
viving. “At Large” it’ll be a New room. But ev^n this falls short of
tore into hiring practices, but a economics ofielevisioh.”
few plaudits were thrown at Ed
in turning down the .Tyler re-; York version of the original with the basic premise of getting out
of town for fresh ideas and patSullivan, Arthur Godfrey, Garry quest; the Commission took the po- Variations.
Moore, Steve Allen, Tex and Jinx sition that since the- assignment
True, it's recognized that the* big terns to show the rest of the counMcCrary and Edward R Murrpw would .give Tyler a second VHF talent is either in N. Y. or in Hol- try how a Chi or a New Orleans Or
for taking cognizance of Negroes.
channel at the expense of the only lywood. But by the- same token a Kansas City does it (just as
ry
VHF in Lufkin it would be un- practically any out-of-town point Nashville gave the contei
in
warranted, in light of the new ap- of origination, whether It’s in music, scene something
plication by KTRE. The Tyler re-, Texas or Oklahoma City, Is within Ar.ericanal.
Satellite Victory
Thus the contemplated move to
.quest.-was made by Jacob Newborn three or four hours flying time oi
either N, Y. or L. A., if it’s a ques- Dallas for a Margo Jones network
Jr.,' who told: the Commission his
Continued f ront pace 22 .^stSSm
UHF outlet, KETX, was in "im- tion of using name stars.
presentation would represent, along
But primarily the major void felt with Colgate “Comedy Hour’s”
tion proposing to accept all the mediate danger’’ of bankruptcy
is in television's repudiation of an
programs offered by a network,* The station is now off the aiif
planned live pickup out of Mexico
Oklahoma City,
Miss Hennock declared that KTRE
a Dallas, or a
City, 'the first major thrusts toward
St. Louis or a New Orleans in at- the .achievement of such.
goal.
"proposes not merely to take all
Schenectady Raymond W Wel- tempting to capture a new flavor Jonas Silverstone, theatrical attornetwork program m i n g, which
would permit some choice of. local pott, connected with General Elec- and atmosphere native to these; ney representing the Texas protric’s •broadfcasting stations depart“out-of-town” centres and develop- ducer, is the prime mover in the
programs under the licensee^ own
ment "since 1941. originally as an ing their talent and techniques for bid to get tv “out of town” and
judgment, but rather to take 'the 'accountant*has been ‘ appointed
network
entire programming fed to it by
originations..
into”* Dallas for the one-shot netmanager' of WRGB-TV." Merle Gaanother station. And the grant is lusba, ‘former school teacher, who
There are major network affilia- work pickup. He’s even envisioning
made without, any explanation for joined the icompanyjn 1950 as tions In even the most remote parts a regular season’ series for tv utilizthis unfortunate and drastic re- supervisor of farm' broadcasting for of the country today, all handsome- ing major American writers Who
versal of a most salutary policy 'WGY. and W|tGB,'ha&been named ly equipped studio-wise and with cut their playwrighting teeth at
latest
facilities
based on. the statutory requirement manager of the radio station.
and equipment Miss Jones’ theatre-in-the-round.
.
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ContiniieU from pages
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New York”

at 3 ; 30, usually
a feature film.

lowed by

'fol-

•:

.

A
"

Sunday*. spotting of reruns of
“1 Love Ducy” ( retitled ) concurrent with "'the regular Monday,
night series will be a comedic
break into such a lineup as “Face
the -Nation,’’ Dr. Frank C. Baxter’s
>

'

,

-

.

&

“Now

Then,”

“Adventure,”

Eric Sevareid’s “American Week.”
“The ^.Search,” “Gmnibus,” and
“You Are There”—four and a half
High-Q hours that for span and
content is unprecedented in network television. With the whatever-it’s-tagged
“Lucy” reprises
.expected to be berthed at 4:30. it
will thus fall between Sevareid.’s

'

v

s

s

V

%
,

s>,

\

*

*

\

>i

s

^

»

news format and “Omnibus”
and oust “The Search,” lately in-

slick

augurated educational pix done by
arrangement with leading univerSince “Search” is. down for
sities
26 installments, chances are it
would be transferred to another
time.

Apparently “Lucy” won’t be
launched in its Sunday dress Until
:

late in January, or as sopn thereafter as a sponsor or two comes
knocking at the door.
The day
after New Year’s (2), Edward R.

Murrow and
will

global correspondents,
gather around for what, has

become an annual— “Years of Crisis”—with Murrow’s s p o n s o r.
Amoco, bagged for the 4 to 5 p.m.
cosmic one-sh ot preempt! ng Sevareid and “Search*” Sabbath after
that (9) the web is in for another
oner, out of Washington, via the
self-explanatory “Meet the New
,

.

Senators” from 2:30 to 3:3Q.

Negro Job Brush
Continued from page

1

gro talent. T.wo years ago, a survey revealed that only one Negro
artist was employed for every 200
.whites. “In radio the situation was
even worse.”
The Negro public is becoming
quite concerned about the omis•ion of his people in this distorted
picture of American life,” the report scolded, saying further that
pinning the responsibility of this
type discrimination on any one
grobp^network, agency or sponsor
—is hard to do.
Discovered was the fact that
scribblers were ordered to elimi
nate rote«„ for Negroes in some
scripts that were already finished.
Bigotry at many ad agencies is constantly
yet,
denied,
maintains
CCNP, the practices continue to
'

exist.

Th

most

specific charge of bi
gotry against Negroes in radio and

tv

concerned

and the Night

number

51
.

NBC-TV’s “Amah
Visitors,” shown a

of times with a white singer in the role of the “traditiona
black king.” GCNP, told that the
stanza employed the same casting
pattern time and again, called it
“a sort of systematic exclusion.”
More examples of barring Negroes from performing in radio
and video were cited. “A certain
long-run serial was originally to
have employed a colored maid and
finally went on the air with a white
actress in the part.” Even Negroes
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NBC Radio's new Five Minute Program

Take

Plan, that

and watch your

is,

salesrsoar. It's

plan for national advertisers of

Whether

a

ANY size.

a short push for the holiday season

it’s

or a year-round campaign, you can

\

tailor

maximum impact

your schedule for

\

within your advertising budget.

BY THIS PLAN.,.
»T\

YOU

Choose,

available,

from the many; time-periods

day and night, the best time

to

reach

exactly the audience, you want.

YOU choose, from more than 30 nationally

known

personalities, the right one for' the

audience you want your message to reach.

YOU choose the number of programs you need
to do

your selling job best— from one

5-minute period a week, to several a day for
seven days a week

.

for a

...

few weeks'

special
V

promotion, or a continuing year-round

campaign. For instance,
one company sponsors

Mary Margaret McBride*

twice aioeek, 10:00 to 10:05 a.m.

another company sponsors Ben Grauer with
news, three days a week, 3:00

You chn

to

3:05 p.m.

self to millions of listeners,

in the

home and

listen.

You can sponsor

out,

when

they're ready to

:

NBC

Flash news by leading

newscasters, to

reachaman-and-woman adult audierfce
tips for
. ...

.

.

.

travel

America's vacation-planning millions

how-to-do-it hints for. make-it-yourself

householders

.

. .

Hollywood news and gossip

from the heart of the

film colony

.

.

service f eatures of every variety, of proven
interest to the nation's

women.

There's a personality and program material
available to give you editorial support.

You gain when your commercial

is

presented

in the right atmosphere.

You can
52

$5

sell

listeners for as little as

per thousand.

The Holidays are
what's in

it

near. Better find out fast

for you.

TAKE FIVE

NBC RADIO

a service of
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in freedom” cued Kipling's hymn
“Lest We Forget,” Then, not to be
one-sided about it, came the story
of a brutal British navy invasion
of a settlement founded by settlers
from Boston, whose homes were
from page 26
; Continued
burned and tidal dikes destroyed.
etching
of the tune which resulted Topping that was Gilbert & Sullidetecting
panel’s
the
against
put
boys embarking on a bit of van’s classic rib “The Ruler Of
\vhere they’ve been. Glues were in the
reminiscing of the musical styles the Queen’s; Navee ”.
in riddle form arid not very pro20’s.”
“torrid
the
of
Other, songs thus introed were
anvery
was
what
vocative. And
Show, which should appeal to “Trader John” and the Southern
noying was that the first guest
on a nostalgic kick, is U, S. rbllicker "Johnny Comes
vho’d been to someplace in Switz- listeners
Tucker’s sly sense of Do.wh,” Which followed a tale of
erland (the panel got the Switzer- aided by
humor and easy to take chatter,
buried treasure guarded by. pirate
land in two guesses but spent sevE.hc.
ghosts who "were a bunch pf reguto
trying
minutes
ral repetitive
lar night
wls,” as the treasure
get the someplace, only to fail)
PETER LIND IIAYES SHOW
seekers complained, who stayed up
didn’t say a Word, while Sutton
The
Snow,
Harry
Healy,
Mary
With
very
late
but
still couldn’t shake
and
This:
asked the questions.
Toppers, Norman Leyden Orch, them.
That treasure has never
other ‘‘little!’ oversights that: arose
announcer
Bryan,
George
been
found/
air.
contrived
a
program
gave tire
Producer AI Singer
Art.
Acadian Male Quartet, directed
Director: Frank Musielo
by Marjorie Payne at the organ,
Writers: Singer, David Vern
di'd a fine stirring job; of the shanp.m,
25 Mins.; Sat., 9:30
ties and other songs,
PLAYER PIANO PLAYHOUSE
Frank W.
Doyle’s Scripts were nugget-filled,
With Dick Tucker; Jerry Shipman, CBS, from N. Y.
Second outing of .The “Peter tightly written, and effectively
guest*
Lind Hayes Show” last Saturday narrated -by. Syd Davidson. Iris
30 Mins., Sat. 10 p.m.
(20) rated as. an okay combination Stewart’s overall
Sustaining
production was
of tunes and chatter. Hayes has first-class; and if the
W’BZ, Boston
connection
As a direct result of the success- an affable personality, with l)is between song and story was ocalong
keyed,
-show
of
the
contest,
handling
ful piano roll collecting
casionally far-fetched, it's the •enconducted by- various WBZ an- Arthur Godfrey lines. In relation tertainment that
matters— since
nouncers and deejays the station to Godfrey, Hayes subbed for the the tiistory is accurate and the
has skedded this half-hour segment vacationing G last, week on radio songs, not. rhealied up for “mass
airing a few of the piano rolls col- and tv.
appeal.” Result is one of; CBC’s
sparring most steadily
Program has, Haye.
lected, during. the. nine week drive.
popular programs, a
•Initialer. teed off with ‘-Put. An- with other members of the show, model for any coastal area and
other Roll on the Old Player Pi- primarily his wife, Mary Healy. likely elsewhere too.
Card.
pick
type
of
this
Gab was routine forano” followed iip by emcee
Tucker, and his guest,- Jerry Ship- an informal airer. with, an occaELAINE
DROOZ
via
line
breaking
descending,
laugh
good
collector,
sionally
man. a
45 Mins.; Mon.-thrii-Fri., 1:15 p,m.
echo chamber, to the vault where through, A sizeable hunk of proParticipating
the 18,000 rolls are' 'presumably gram’s running time was devoted
WPTH, Albany
numbers
Healy,
Miss
stored to pick out a. few
to songstering. with
An expanded list of participating
for the show. Boys kicked around Harry Snow j.and'. The Toppers regsome of the various amusing titles, istering nicely in that capacity. In sponsors led to recent extension of
program
from 30 to 45
inutes.
“When the Black Sheep Returns addition, the Norman Leyden Aimed
at women,, it consists of
to the Fold” and “Any Little Girl orch. with *Ceddy Wilson at the
news
and
comments
,ori fashion and
before
Good”
Man
can make a Bad
keyboard; took over for one num- the
home, interviews, and some
Shipman decided to air a couple ber:
commentary. An air regular 'for
of raglimcrs perforated by “Fats”
Program, -incidentally, is carried seven
years and With WPTH for six
Waller and James P. Johnson.
over the CBS net. Saturday at 1 :35 months, Elaine
Drooz rales as One
Midway a the stanza, "My Gal p.m. and locally that evening at. of the best Capital District femmeJ 6ss.
Sal” and “Bye Bye Blues” were 9:30.
casters. With* certain changes, she
inserted with emcee Tucker in could qualify for New York: the.
viting the listeners to join in a compotentials are th
xnunity sing! TUCker vocalizing the HARMONY HARBOR
Forte is'intei’Viewing. Miss Drooz
Acadian
Marjorie Payne,
first chorus to get things under With
has
few superiors in quizzing docMale Quartet; Syd Davidson,
way. As. an added nostalgic gimtors,
(her father Was. and her
narrator
mick. a 1925 roll of “Collegiate”
brother is a physician); also does
Stewart
Waring’s
Iris
Fred
Producer:
was pitted against
well with actors and authors. She.
Writer: Frank W. Doyle
has two series with medicos going,
Narrator: -Syd Davidson
one in a tieup with Albany County
30 Mins,, Sun., 12:30 p.m.
Heart. Assn.
Jaco.
Sustaining
CBS, from Halifax

From the Production Centers

Radio Reviews
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The lovely old song “Shenandoah” always fades in and out at
start and finish of this 39-week
show, now in
on .Canadian

sea-tale-and-shanty

year

seventh
Broadcasting Corp.’s Trans-Canada
-Network.
Half-a-dozen others, from actual
its

.

i

1

shanties to the occasional pop like
“Harbor Lights,”' are tied in with
narrated episodes from the inexhaustible lore of Canada’s Maritime Provinces, with frequent ref-,
erences to the neighboring New

BARTON

Eileen

England States.
For instance, when caught recently, “Sleepy River" followed
some reminiscences about the
early days of the ocean-bound St;

1

Latest Coral Release

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MY DARLING

of

a

raid

pirate

on Lunenburg introduced “High
One Of how Britain
Barbaree.”
long ago cleared the seas of such

WITHOUT LOVE
Will'am Morris Agency

Hir.:

The

John.

B 'w

tale

marauders “that men might

live

erI
fsu
SUPER POWER

WGALTV

n BC
CB^

I

316,000 WATTS
ATTSJ

Covers d vast prosperous
territory— a rich target for

your advertising dollar

.

.

.

role of “Captain 11,” WMIN-TV children’s show, drafted into Marines;
but as a private. Jack Rebney replaces; him .
U, of Minnesota, radio
broadcasting series of 13 programs dealing with Midstation
west’s history.and current developments in the region . . . Billy Graham
Miller Robertson, one-time.
in town to transcribe radio programs
KSTP tv and radio vice-president in charge of sales and recently part
tv and radio, El Paso, returning
Owner and general manager of
to Twin Cities to assunie post of
radio and tv assistant general
<•
manager here;

KUOM

.

.

KEPO

WTCN

US

DETROIT

.

.

.

WXYZ-TV

wilt originate- for the ABC net 28th annual J. L7 Hudson
(department store) Thanksgiving Day parade from 10:15 to 11 iura.

Thursday (25) with Paul Winchell- Jerry Mahoney doing commentary,
and Chrysler' Corp. sponsoring
Appointment of Gayle V. Grubb,'
managing director pf WJBK radio and tv and veepee of Storer Broadcasting Co.; to directorship of Storer’s new Frisch office, ups Harry
Lipson from assistant general manager and sales manager to general
manager of WJBK radio and puts Bill Michaels?" formerly general
manager of Storer stations in San Antonio, in general manager’s seat
at WJBK-TV.
First time, incidentally, managerships of the WJBK
stations have been split
Mayor of Detroit proclaimed Saturday
(20) Ed McKenzie Day in honor of WXYZ disk -jockey for devoting
time and entertainment to teenagers and cooperating with Dept, of
Parks and Recreation
WWJ-TV put its l.OfiS^-foot tow^r and
!

.

.

i

.

.

transmitter into operation Monday (22), extending coverage 100 miles,
in ceremonies headed by Warren S. Booth,: president of The Detroit
News, Owner of the station, and general manager Edwin K. Wheeler.

Continued from page
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Cast
on credits as between Romberg
which included Joseph
and Victor Herbert, In all, a click Weisman, Betty Miller and Wesley
Session.
Addy, among others*. ably caught
Part of the third quarter (about the flavor of the story under Marseven minutes) was Sullivan’s filin- tin Hoade’s crisp direction. Third
terview in London with producer in a series commemorating the
John Huston and star Gregory American- Jewish Tercentenary the
Peck anent the “Moby Dick" pic program Was produced in cooperashooting there. Aside from good tion with the Jewish Theological
vis-a-vis elements, it was a hot Seminary of America with Doris
plug for the film (with clips due on Ann holding the production, reins.
“Toast” next Sunday). Bringing up
Gild.
the rear were juggler Rudy Horn,
a frequent pactee on the show,
and Jimmy Boyd, who seems to
have an okay holiday. song going in
,

“I

Saw

Mommy Do

The Mambo

With You. Know.” A Santa Claus
and a femme carried out the lyric
values niftily in terp and caper.
Trail.

Conti ued from page 26

Jack Carson has made what may
the great promise of the Irving
Reis period in radio. “Radio with well prove the most amazing recovery of the season. Last month,
its free imagination, needing little
preeming in the NBC Friday-at-8
production,
mostly words,
was
God’s gift to the poets,’’ the former Pontiac spot occupied three-forfour
by Red Buttons, the big fellow
Librarian of Congress stated, in. effect.
He was very excited then, just couldn't make it against a
felt that radib had created a unique weak script, ditto staging and offLast
platform for poetry which had ish utilization of guests.
gradually ceased being an art form week (19), the towering easygoer
the
with
amiable
and
fine
puss
with a mass basis of appeal as in
sense of timing was able to ring
Longfellow’s time.
up a high score; Reason could be
Bower expressed surprise, that a realignment of the scripting
no radio station would recognize stable, which
now consists of Leo
the' potential. Was not. this radio’s
Solomon, Hal Goldman, Al Gorautumn of maturity with every sta- don, James Allardice and Harry
tion seeking a special formatWinkler. They gave him lines, and
some accent of its own, whether situations that were bright and
hillbilly, or progressive jazz, or
funny, and he was more than equal
sports, or foreign
language, or to the carryout.
Producer Mann
whatever. Why no room for poetry? Holiiier and director Jim Jordan
MacLeish didn’t know. He thought Jr. were alive to the tick and the
“the bloom is off the peach at the tock and came through on their
networks.” Whatever the validity chores without waste
motion and
of Bower’s impression that radio
with a sensitive regard for the
in this television era caters to “culbasic laugh values.
tural minorities,” it simply didn't
The slotting of guestar George
seem to apply to verse drama. He
Gobel was an additional hypo to a
doubted
that
the
broadcasters
wanted to Spend even nominal story line that was well on the
way before “meteoric” Gobel’s
amounts for mounting drama.
capers with Carson via the MocamIt didn’t last long but radio did
bo cafe’s locale, plussed herein by
promise to be the great new stage the punchlines oozed out by vet
of verse. Television? Ah, that was character
comic Fritz Feld,
Up
the Harvard bard.
You had to open your eyes and see
the scenery, hot just hear the
Words, MacLeish- thereupon read
five or six of his new poems, and
read them beautifully.
Incidentally Warren Bower’s
book-and-author series, "The: Reader’s Almahac”- Is now in its 17th
year on WNYC. Programs are now
taped in advance.
different,

/ANIA
LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA

m

MacLeish

Continued from pa^e 26

network show being transcribed on U. of -Minnesota campus as result
Jack
of Minnesota team’s victories. Admission to public is free /
Horner, KSTP tv and radio sports director, resigned to Join KEYD-TV,
Jim Lange, who appears in title
scheduled for Jan. 1955 launching

said

TEXACO STAR THEATRE
Saturday night— n.b.c.
Mflt.i
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3 Waif «hf St., N.Y.C.'TaJ, fl. 7-3100

m
.

APTS. AVAILABLE
FURNISHED-UNFURNISHED
$90 Uf

Trdu..

Ferenc Frlcsay. The opening tele- Was no need to worship God clancast originated from the Music destinely in the new world,
Hall with Inserts from the Channel
Fearing that "hatred remains the
same” despite the change of coun13 studios,
tries, the skeptic dug a tunnel unPeter Donald’" was m.c. of the
show with Marguerite Piazza; der the altar of the new synagog as
a possible
James Melton, Senor Wences, Kyle pression. Inhaven in event of opshowing that his fears
1 Macdonnell and Raye & >Naldl, as were groundless the Morton Wishguests.
Vocal
and dance ‘•en- engrad script wound up with a
1 sembles were directed by Alfred
quote from George Washington
Urbach and Hallie Pritchard of which championed tolerance and
| Houston.
ruled out bigotry and persecution.

$19.00

transien: rooms also*availabCe

ahead, the reliable Benny Rubin
helped along the pre-Mocambo
deal, in his roW as tailor-made proprietor wherein the byplay clicked
on all .cylinders. Also figuring in
the stanza were Connie. Towers,
Elvia Allman and Sandra Gould.

“Frontiers of Faith,” half-hour
religious stanza via NBC-TV, on
Sunday (21) marked the 300th year
of settlement of Jews in America
with, a gripping story of the foundHouston, Nov. 23,
\KTRK-TV went, on the air here ing 'of a synagog in Rhode Island
with a special inaugural program in 1762. Entitled "Trap Door,” the
on Saturday (20) with a host of tv teleplay was a. moving recital of
stars and the Houston Symphony how a sceptical member of the conOrchestra under the direction of gregation was convinced that there
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PINKY LEE Star of the PINKY LEE
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each subject appearing in clpseup
and rattling off his or her reaction
to this potent $64 question. Elim-

T

inating the routine of a stock interview format is: smart program-,
ming and makes for variety of subjects and points of view.
commentary with plenty of stills wellup on the games and Allen
Second segment, a straight inhe terview portion, was right on top
It’s, when
emceed affably.
from the publications.
Next came a story about an ariti- switched to pitchman, that he be- of the news and had particular huGros,
U.S; film being made in Germany; came irritating.
man interest value.’. This was a
a picture layout ori milk-drinking
filmed interview with, and in the

Continued from page

27.

.

.

.

French premier Merides-Frafice; a
bit abbut photogenic French twins, WEEKEND WORKSHOP
and a .humorous. Austrian cartoon. With Jim Hamilton, Kay Westfall
HeineIt was an amusing 15 minutes, but Executive Producer: George
manit
Jt; could have been a lot more than
”
Producer-Director: Paul Robinsoii
60 Mins.; Sat;, II a.m.
Sustaining

"

that.'

.

Americans, are the best-informed,
people in the world, but they know
comparatively little, of what the
rest of the world thinks of the U S.
and world problems. “Press Report” could .easily become an important means of filling that gap
if it weren’t so concerned With human interest. There must be a
large viewer group that would be
.

interested, for instance,- in the
tenor of somo of the foreign edi-

comments; or slants in news
reporting abroad.
Scanning of the foreign press,
even granting the necessity of re*
tabling pictorial values for tv,
should produce a plentymreaty
commentary. Taking into account
the brief time alloted the show, it
might, easily concern itself with no
more than a single topic of news
and its treatment by the foreign
on
press.; Viewers, who. tune
Sperber and this kind of program
Would likely be more interested in
a ’serious approach rather than a
torial

'

on

stress

pictorial, oddities;

WNBQ, Chicago
WNBQ, NBC-TV’s

-

.

—

to

Director: Joseph Kohn
15 Mins.; Sat.; 6:15 p.m.

doubtful any handyman worth
his salt learned much new. Ditto
with Miss Westfall’s wall painting
sequence. Somewhat more promisIt’s

General Cigar Co.

WCBS-TV, New York (film)
Young & Rubicam
Mel Allen, who calls the plays on
top sports events, has now sur)

,

ing was the attic insulaition visual
“lecture” with the help of a

some old
and a flock of White

rounded himself with
clips

cigars for a 15-minute sports

DAVID BRINKLEY’S NEWSROOM
Director: Frank Slingland
15 Mins., Sun., 12:15 p.m.

quiz show.
The new series, tabbed “Call The Play,” is an okay
quizzer for’ the sports fans but
those cigar plugs should be linimized or the viewers will start
playing with the dial.
Most of
how’s value is dissipated, by Al{en’s incessant hammering on the
of White Owl.
Show’s format is simple enough.
Three clips of major sports events
are showcased for a few minutes
and then stopped just before a
decision applying to the rules of
the game is to be made,. Viewer
then is given eight seconds to decide what should be done.
The
clip is then unspooled to. give the
answer. Final query is directed at
a viewer whft sends his name and
phone number via an Ameche
query.
If he guesses right, it’s a
$100 bond prize if not its built
on to the following week’s prize.
On the preem show Saturday
(20), clips from baseball, football:
and basketball games were shown.

Dqve.

guest;

specialist

Flbt,

•

stressing -the obvious in the various
explanations.
For example, too
much of a production was made of
Hamilton’s demonstration of how
to clean rainspouts and. gutters.

CALL THE PLAY

WEIGH YOUR WORDS

With Rev. Edward R.

NBC-TV, from Washington
This is leisurely, pleasant review
of the Week’s news, with a minimum of the standard breathless,
stop-the-presses approach, and a
.

Glaviii,

Mary Rosina, Jerome R;
Walton, others
Producer: Angela McDermott
30 Mins/, Mon., 10:30 a.m.
Sustaining
WRGB-TV, Schenectady
Informative,
interesting
program, covering many facets in
which the proper use of words is
important, features faculty members of College of St. Rose in Albany, students and others on one
of the 10 half-hour weekly segSister

•

ments which

WRGB

allots for

“TV

Opener of the

.

of

human

showed imthe employment of

agination in
video for education: a sketch,, with
the voices of Prof. Jerome R. Walton and their children, off screen,
.

interest

.

.

.

.

—

tailored for those

represents the. cooperative efforts
of the news staff, -with Brinkley
wrapping it up with his pleasantly
relaxed style. Presented in three
segments, it. makes the news palatable and understandable to the average listener.
First segment on shoyr- caught
featured the man-in-the-street reaction to “peaceful co-existence,”
the Brinkleystyled “slogan of the

the

warm

Sister-commentator, lent a
touch to. the finale. Children

members appeared
on another block caught. Several
of lay faculty

Originations in which the blackboard-and-pbipter approach was
used did not register as effectively,
.

video-wise.

Angela McDermott competently
•produces this well-planned series

Technique is borrowed targeted at outside as well as at
Jaco.
from Hollywood, with school-room lookers.

month.”

.

straight

One phase of next Sunday's (28) CBS-TV “Omnibus.” will draw its
creative talent from web-N. Y. flagship \YCBS-TV.
Paul Tripp, the
fixture of “Oh the Carousel,” kid. educationaler, and author of “Tubby
the. Tuba,” has scripted a 20-minute segment titled “Music Lesson,”
visual history and demonstration of the French horn, 'with historical
treatment in cartoon form. The Three Ber Bros., symphonic triplets,
Staging the piece will be the station’s
will be the instrumentalists.
Roger Englander,, whose current variegated output includes “Space
Funnies,” “Jr, Sports Session,” “Our Goodly Heritage,” “Rain or
Shine” and “Sports of the Night.” Englander, a student of the French
horn (he s a Julliard grad), wijl also stage the remote coverage from
the Cloisters of Vienna Boys’ Choir, slated for “Omnibus” Dec. 19;
?

Incidentally, the show’s treatment of Beethoven’s Fifth via batonistannotator Leonard Bernstein (widely kudosed and earning a nod for
“Omni” exec producer Robert Saudek) drew a layout in this week's
Life mag, which had .arranged it in advance, in the hope that It would,
be what it turned out.

Tex & Jinx McCrary will be cited by the Federation of Jewish
Philanthropies for their “humanity” work in radio-tv at.
DeC. 9
dinner of the organization; The duo, via their WRCA-N.Y^ “Tex &
Jinx Show,” will pull a switch tomorrow (Thurs ). by saluting the
work of the Foster Parents’ Plan for War [Orphans and launehiitg a
campaign to enable i,000 childreh abroad to enjoy their first “real”
Christmas, Joi ing them on the stanza will be Tallulah Bankhead
and Lookmag’sFleuf Cowles.
.

'

Incidentally, WRCArplus-tv are cooperating with the Young Men’s
Board of Trade in a drive to collect funds for 'ahother 1,000 N.Y.
kids— orphaned and underprivileged—who’ll be sent on a Xnias shop-,
ping spree Dec. IQ. Execs and personalities from the twin outlets
attended a kickoff lunch last week to spark the campaign;

Lifting of the tv freeze has given National Assn, of .Radio and TV
Broadcasters a tremendous upsurge in membership. A. handbook issued by the Assn, last week revealed that as of ;Oct. 1 active tv
members (stations and four networks) totaled 261. This, is nearly
triple the tv membership of two years, ago.
NARTB’s radio ;fold has
also expanded, active members numbering 1,12.7. Only ABC among
the radio nets is not listed.
Growth of tv has increased the associate membership of the organization to 117 of which 24 are vidpix producers and distributors.
.

NBC-TV
555S5 Continued

Ayem
from page 27ss
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York advertising

FLOOR New York

on “The Amateur Hour.” First m e. was Bernie Armstrong.
followed in turn by Brian McDonald, now with “Ice Capades,”
Lang Thompson, a bandleader, Davy .Tyson, presently an early, morning,
start

deejay on

in

New

York

MONTH AND UP

Box 112254, Variety, 154 W. 46th

WCAE,

and the present emcee, A1 Nobel.

Sighia Delta Chi, national professional journalism fraternity, at its
recent convention, officially heralded
of Pittsburgh for carrying
the first political newscast oh the air when it broadcast the HardingCox presidential returns in 1920. , Sigma Delta Chi voted to present
station with a plaque commemorating the event arid will do so next
November with appropriate ceremonies when the silver anniversary
of the historic occasion rolls around.

KDKA

disguised adults, that are so typical of stuff for above-age-12 ap-

I

peal.

•

The last show, at 11, was quizzer
“Funny Boners” starring another
ventriloquist, like Winchell, named

•

it

GET YOUR COPY

St.,

New
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THE EDDIE DAVIS

PERSONAL GAG

t

A Coast-emanawas built on preem like a •

FILE

Eddie Davis has written for suoh “greats’’
Eddie Cantor, Milton Berle, Jackie Glee-,
son, Jimmy Durante. Danny Thomas, Martha
Raye, Rita Bros., Olsen and Johnson.-

;
'

as

•

• A MILLION DOLLARS WORTH OF •
COMEDY MATERIAL
.
OVER 500 PAGES
Webfoot
dummy
his
and
Weldon
Milton
•
ALPHABETICAL-LY
ARRANGED A N D *
Webster charmed the kids. Duck• INDEXED TO COVER EVERY POPULAR m
probably the "
!

~
•

the definitely
the occasionally
With Jimmy Weldon, Easy Marvin, •patronizing way clean-cut south
efner Weldon bent to his pewsters.
others
Worst facet, but one that probably
Exec. Producer: Ralph Edwards
won’t be repeated since it had to
Producer: Leslie Raddatz
do with guestar Johnny Mrick
Director: Stuart Phelps
Brown, Was a lack of preparation
Writers: Gil Howard, Raddatz

FUNNY BONERS

York

36, N. Y*

downbeat, side

is

-’

and

30 Mins., Sat,, 11 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC-TV, from N, Y.

tried

.

terper-slnger,
Hewes, wore blue jbans,
gal

Maybin
for

ex-

—

.•

.•

Me.

Winchell worked with Mahoney on his knee, but there were
portions of the casing devoted to
his wooden cohorts in conversation, where human hands were in- technical topper for both the radio
serted in the .dummies’ baggy and tv stations.. Arthur Ovsens was
sweaters, thus making them seem upped from program boss to dimore alive. It was Surprising to rector of radio operations arid
note the great number of little/ Bernard Poole is new program and
touches; including, tlie band as uri- production chief at WCSH-TV.

Including the

•'

Now

to

•

York, N. Y.

Wisconsin 7-6270-1
•'

'•

*

WANTED
'

Young work!
more experience
for

j

desiring

publicists

j

will

take '.five prom-

purposes

publicity

ising

clients

(from

New York area only). Small
Box V-17987, Variety, 154 W.

fee.

WCSH

and
WCSH-TV have uhdergone key
staff shifts within the past few
days, with, managing director William H, Rines calling the shots.
Charles R. Brown was Upped to
Portland,

St.,

609

Suite

the anticipated gun slinging tricks

beanies or just
great attempt to follow standard
juve costumery lines was made.

$50.00,

money order

CAR-CAR ASSOCIATES
147 W. 42nd

on weapons.
to compensate for

of Mack Brown by throwing in
ineffectual morals like “Go on
looked funny, no green” and “Guns are bad.”

Young

Send^ check or

overemphasis

Weldon

.

tnly

Is

postage,

class

first

Y
’

.

reference

.easy

•

.

1

ample!

Kind

Pitt’s

Larry LeSueuer was erroneously listed as the producer, of LoriginesV
Wittnauer’s CBS-TV “Chronoscope” in Variety’s chart of program
costs. The. name slipped in by virtue of LeSueur’s permanent identification as panelist of the three-a-week series.. Producer is, of course,
Alan Cartouri,

portedly holds so
On
juye viewers.

office bldg.

Convenient for Agencies and Clients

RENTr~$500 PER

shirtsleeves)

lost
:

.Is.

• Fully air-conditioned • sprinklered * carpeted
• Newly decorated 4 cutting rooms • 35MM
interlock •' 16 mm projection • screening room
•. switch• print storage and shipping faciliti
board • offices.

Facility of Its

Martin,,

DuMont o.&o. WDTV.
distinguished alumnus is
Steubenville, O., and got his

Pitt’s first station,;

KQV. Program’s,
who Was then living. iii

simulcast on

SUBJECT; EASY REFERENCE, this GAG
Except for principals WinehelL like Webfoot is
to be seen on the • FILE centalnlngf the aeledt taas of EDDIE #
.DAVIS,
being offered for- a limited lime
and dummies, Mahoney, Knuckle-' cutest durnmy
today. Like Mahoney, • only. The prleji for this edition, containing #
screen
video
who
mouse,
Irving
the
and
head
over 500 (lagct. printed by nilmebgi’anh. In a
the cocky kid that reeither wore collegiate sweaters and he played
De Luxe Binder for lasting stronutb and •
m
for
much appeal

clients?

with established Hollywood film producer

Only

(i

DeLugg.

your filmi

emanate from

fifth

version of. truth or consequences, seltzer bottle and all.
It zipped along and used many
Here some very fine things and
“adult” variety elements, not the
place.
of which
was conductor- some very bad things took
least

clown

to sell

to

its

He was

particularly intellir tion,
gent stuff but it. was entertaining. juye

Want

show

is

Dean

show wasn’t

TV FILM PACKAGERS

Wilkens Jewelry Co., began

the weekend as well as

The Jimmy Weldon;

program.

the

“The Amateur Hour,” sponsored by
its 20th year of broadcasting over
year on television. It was the first

Pittsburgh’s oldest radio show,

series

and puppets on camera, demonand strating how choice of and emphapersonality appeal.
A recent en- sis op words can create family hartry to web’s news show from the mony. or disharmony. Despite the
capital, it should score with Sun- sometimes slightly uncertain
handay audiences looking for a new dling of the puppets by two coltwist to the news.
lege girls and several uneven moShow is an effective combo of ments in the skit, the “lesson”
film and live commentary by staff came off very well. A charming
newscaster David Brinkley;
It picture
of the Walton family, with

maximum

:

Schooltime.”

Sustaining

glories

The queries were

opener good editing.
aside, the
spend too much time

Framework

With Mel Allen
Producer: Leonard Key

Owl

.

Red

sympathies.
Case,
based on what appears to be the
flimsiest of evidence, has become
a “cause celebre” in recent weeks,
so selection: was especially timely.
Brinkley, handling i ntervie w
chores, gave his subject his head
without intruding himself unnecessarily to score with
fine tv
alleged

.

seemed

film

of, “security risk” Fr^nk L.
ex Bureau of. Printing
and Engraving employee fired for

Dbbbins,

Chi o&o, is
sending out to itk sister network
stations along, the eastern, CQ-ax
this hour-long do-it-y6urself week- interview.
ender, Angled for the home owner
lifthal portion, consisting of an
'or renter with a fix-it yen, it’s sort
offbeat, feature, wrapped up. the
of a kingsized “Walt’s Workshop”
quarter hour show with a soijielocal
WNBQ
a
been
Which has
thing-foiveverybody feeling. Based
fixture the past five and a half
on the current Library of Congress
years.
exhibit of the works of photOgFirst lesson (20). indicated the
raphy-pioneer Arnold Gentha, segproject has the stuff to catch., on
ment consisted of a series of the
with a limited audience although
interesting
Gentha stills
big dose more
its 60-minute span is
flashed on tv screen with Brinkley
for even the most avid home
filling in details. Such photp^greats
Hamilton
With Jii
craftsman/
as Gentha’s studies of the young
and. Kay Westfall counterpointing
John Barrymore, the early Sinin a young couple homemaker role,
clair,Lewis, ap early Tallulah, and
it’s staffed by a duo of competent;
the famed photo of Greta Garbo'
personable ad libers. The Curt
which won her a Hollywood test,'
Nations sets, practically a fullsize
couldn’t miss with most viewers.
moc^cup of a house, give the deShow is thankfully free of anmonstrations a realistic dimension
alysis
or ponderous commentary,
and Paul Robinson’s lensers come
through, with the necessarily exact and has an. unusual quality for new
shows audience appeal as well as
cutting.

Hift.-

(

home

Appearance of French Premier Pierre Mendes-France on NBC-TV’s
“Meet the Press” on. Sunday (21) was not without its prelude and
propaganda. Prelude: Mag publisher Gardner Cowles threw a gala for
the prime minister in New York last week. Among bigwigs present
was RCA-NBC board chairman David Sarnoff. Sarnoff was asked to lead
off in questioning Mendes-France on foreign-policy, etc. But the general,
with, a canny view of public relations, is understood to have said,
“Let’s save that for ’Meet the Press.’ ” Propaganda
Instead of the
traditional glass Of water, the Frenchman’s tumbler contained milk,
he having suggested, the switch himseif to further his campaign to
encourage his countrymen to drink less of the. hard stuff,.
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TOP 10 PROGRAMS

AND

STATION

TYPE

DETROIT
Amos

WWJ
WWJ

V

3.

Andy (Confi)
Superman (Adv)

4.

Wild

.

...... ,

WXYZ.

Hickok (W)
WXYZ..,:\ ;....
Cisco Kid (W)
WXYZ... .....
Artnie Oakley (W)
WXYZ.
Mr. District Attorney (Myst) WJBK. ,. .....
Racket Squad (Adv)
WWJ:/'
Heart of the City (Dr)
..WXYZ
Bill

;

.

OCTOBER

TIME

RATING

j

.

.

.

.

CBS

Wed.
Wed.

7:00-7:30

,

6:30-7:00

.

Mon.

6:30-7:00

.Flamingo

.

...

,

Sun. 7:00-7:30

.Flamingo .....

;

.

.Thurs. 6:30-7:00

CBS

.Sun, 4:30-5:00

.

.

...

.

.

.

*n’

Fri, 6:30-7:00

.

Thurs. 6:30-7:00

.

17.0

7.
8.

Favorite Story (Dr)

9.

Drew Pearson (News)

3.

4.
5.

6.

10.

f *),

WDTV,

....

;

WDTV

.

.

.

.

.

.

.....

.

.

WDTV
WDTV
WDTV

Superman (Adv)

NBC

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

....

39

MPTVv.

37

w WJ

Files of Jeffrey Jones

27.0

Telenews. Ace,
Weather, Chuck Ditvey

29.5

U

56.2

Liberace

26.2

Zoo Parade
Best of Broadway.

LOUIS

Approx
KSD

0

2.

Favorite Story (Dr)

KSD.

3.

Badge 714 (Myst)
Lone Wolf (Myst)...

KSD

Liberace

Superman (Adv)

7.

City Detective (Myst)

8; Stories of
9.

(.

.

.

....

/KSD,,

...

.

KSD
KSD.

the Century (Fr)

,

The Falcon (Myst).
Queen (Myst)
Racket Squad (Myst)

.

.

.

.

.

KSD

KWK
KWK
KWK

.

.

.

37.0

Biff Baker, U.S.A.

24.0

Showcase of
Cisco Kid

Set

,

4.

Mr. District Attorney

5.

Favorite Story (Dr)

(

’

.

.

84.

52,3

64,

58.1

.

.

36.5.

.

.

.33.8.

.

35.2.,

9:00-9:30

59;..;.v

.

66.

...

53.6

56,...,; ..
63...... ..,

61.0

77.

32.2

87

26.9

NCAA

.

,

.32.5.

.

..

.

.

.

23.4

•

.

i

.

.

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

62.3

;.

.

.25.0.

.

...

....

.

51.3

7.

Superman (Adv)

8.

Death Valley Days (W)
Gene Autry (W)
Hopalong Cassidy (W)

9.

10.

.Tues. 9:30-10:00

33.1

Mon. 9:30-10:00

*32,4,
.28.9.

43.2

77.

42.9:

.

57

57?

.

70.

41.5

;. ..

.

.

.

66....

27.0. ...

Mon. 6:00-6:30

.22.6.

.

..

Fri. 9;45-10:15

22.2.

.

.

•.Wed. 9:30-10:00

20,2

Sun. 10:00-10:30
Thurs. 9:00-9:30
Thurs. 9:30-10:00

•

81

35.1

.

... .Thurs. 10:00-10:30

NBC
TPA
ABC

;

.

,,

.

.

'!v).

NBC

W^W-T.
WCPO.

Zi v

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

25.0

62.

...

35.8
50.7
27.6

.

34.

.

51.2

Stations
30.0

.

.

53.0

,

35.

18.0..

2.

.

20.8

,

.

.

KSD

!

4.
5.

Wild

6.

Badge 714 (Myst)

7.

Kit Carson (W)
Liberace (Mus)

8.

9.

10.

.

,.20.6.... .....
.

18.0

.

.

.

....

.

2.

;

.

.

•

WAGA

4;

WSB

.

;

...

(\V)

WLW-A
WLW-A
WLW-A

WLW-A

(5),

WCPO

1.

.

7.

Kit Carson <W)

Range Rider (W)
Radge 714 (Myat)

B.

19. Favorite Story. (Dr)

13.4

13.6

.

7.9

41
.

.10.0

.

.

.

.

>

.

.17.1

.

9.1
..
.

.

.

.16.8

.10.8.

•

4.8
3.6
1.8

ABC

Wed,

.

.

.

-Ziv

.

.

,

Mon.

Ziv,

Wed. 10:30-11

,

KING.

.

.

Early

40.

33.7

Time Will

.

.26,1.

.

.

.

17.1

;16.6

,

.16.4

.

.KWK

18.7

.

—-WSB

WKRC

.

.32.6.

.

.30.2.

30.4.
.

.

WAGA

,

.

.KING;/

KOMO.
KING
.

;

..KING.-.

.

.

,cbs.
.:nbc..... ........

.

.

.

Tues. 6:00*6:30

..... .28.9.

Tues* 7:00-7:30

28.3

;

......

*

.

•

27.2

.

KTNJ

My

68.3

Climax

....

41.6

Rama r

,

.

.

.

Margie ......
;

.

.

Playhouse 15 ...
Washington Reporter
39.0 Dandy Time.
53.4 Life with Father
.

*•••» 26*8

#

.

47.,... ....
••I

.

57*4 .Dear

70.3

*

5.2
;16.6

KMO

.j

Phoebe
• «

»

.

.

.

,

.

(13)

»

*

*

.

KOMO

.

10.6

.

11.1

KTNT

4.7

KOMO

... .28.5

181

.

.

.

.

.

.

...11.1

.

.

.

.

.43.0

,

.

.

.

.11.9

.

.

.

,

.

.

Bob. .Hope •••••••••

.

KTNT
KTNT
KING
KING
KTNT
KTNT
..KOMO

.

50.1

.

.

79
.25.7

WLW-A

(11),

71.9

74...;.

27.9

.KOMO

of the Jungle

19.0

;

.

.

WAGA

.....

.

.21.7

WSB

45

*

38

,

WAGA
,

40.7

.

4.5

2.3

.....

WAGA

....

...

(11)

.'.WSB

81

.

.

WAGA

.

.

.

Fri. 9:30-10:00

.Tues,8:00-8:30

.

6,8

WSB

News Caravan.........
Adventure Time ...

73

.

9.2

22.0

63.1

58. .... ....

.10.5

5,8

26

It;,.

Dinah Shore
News Caravan,
I’ve. Got a Secret
Meet the Press
Burns & Alien,.
Lucky 11 Ranch ....
Best of Broadway.

Little

.12.6

'

WLW-A

(5),

338 Sports Scholar Football This

(5),

.

,

8.5

WLW-T
WLW-T

.

.

Dinah Shore.

!l4;4

WCJPO

Tell.

for

.

WKRC

Theatre...

62.5

(12)

18.2

46.6

45

.

29.2,

...

;

77
37

KING

;32,5

,13.5

WLW-A
WLW-A

63.

.

WKRC
WCPO
WCPO
WKRC

Prep Parade

34.2

30.5

.34.4

24.2.

You Asked

34:

.

.

.18.2

41.8

•U .7

.

WLW-T

30.3

59.7

,156
8.8

89

22,4

.

KSD
KSD
KSD

67

24,5

.

KWK

WAGA

64

.

1.7
.....

Inside Outdoors:

67
24

.32.8.

31

45.3

14;3

...

(2),

.14,1

,

WLW-T
WLW-T

Midwestern Hayride
Range Rider

37.7

.14.0

.396.

.

..Sun. 6:00-6:30

29.

Stations—KOMO (4),

Mon. 6:00-6:30

KOMO.

.

.

,

...

.

.

.Wed. 8t$0-9:00
Thurs. 8:30-9:00

.

^8,0

.26,9

,

.Thurs. 6:00-6:30

.

KING.

KQMO

.

.

Thurs. 7:3.0-8:00

.

.

.

8:00-8:30

Sat. 6:00-6.30

.king. ........CBS.
.

,

Sun. 6:00-6:30

.

.

22.1

81

36.6.

Thurs; 7:30-8:00

CBS.

NBC.

.

.

.

.

.

Wed. 9:30-10:00

.Guild,.,....

70.

Stations

7:00-7:30

.Fri, 7:00-7:30

..NBC;

Meet the Press.

56

10.5.

.Tues. 7:00-7:30

.MCA

,.

....

,10.8

.Sun. 7:00-7:30

.

28.9

.13.5, ... ....

9.4

12.4

KWK
KWK
KWK

It.

CBS News — D. Edwards.

Home

7 8

.24.1

..

.

.KWK

.

Stop the Music.,

.

(54)

WKRC

'•

8.

s

m

KWK
KWK

(9),

40.5

10:30-11:00

Approx Set Cownt^-355,000
KING

.

Andy (Cbm)
Amos
Superman (Adv)
Corliss
Meet
Archer (Com)

•

.Flamingo,

\VSB

Life of Riley (Com)

V

•

.18.3

..

WTVI

.

38.4

15.4. ... ....

Tues. 6:00-6:30

..V..,ZiV

.WLW.-A

.

J, Liberace (Mus)

f.

5.7

.KWK

.

54....,

6:00-6:30

Set Count-—415,000

.Flamingo

.

WSB,

Annie Oakley (W)
I Led Three Lives (Dr)

Annie Oakley

.

7.0
.

WJAC
WJAC
WENS
WJAC
WENS
WENS

;

45
61.

.17.5.

Sat; 7:00-7:30

NBC

WSB

Hickok (W)

;;Fri.

CBS

.

WKRC.

SEATTLE-TACQMA
1.

McC<mn-Er j>kson

Approx

.

.

6.5

WENS'

.

(5),

Zabach,
Cavalcade of America
Studio One.
Stop the Music...
U.S. Steel Hour,.
Local-World News, Weather
Sports, Desk; Film. Short.
Meet Corliss Archer
Best of Broadway
Your TV Theatre.
Lux Video Theatre
Lux Video Theatre

Climax
48.4 Coke Time
Perry Coi
44,6 You Asked for

.

.. ..

Mon.

Flaniingo

.

,

1VKRC,

1

Bill

.

'•

WJAC

60.4

47

.Sun; 6:00-6:30

.Ziv

WKRC.

Superman (Adv)
Racket Squad (Myst)
Favorite Story (Dr)
Mr- District Attorney jtMyst)

3.

.

.WJAC

Time

Florian

—-WLW-T

50,.

•

Fri. 7:30-8:00

Sun, 7;00-7;30
Tues. 10:30-11:00
Tues. 7:30-8:00

.

.

41.1

90 ......

40
68

.

18.0

Thurs. 8:30-9:00

WLW-T

...

.

,18.8

—-525,000

Ziv

,

.

.

ATLANTA
1.

3.0
...

.

WENS

Football.

Stations——KWK. (4),

.Ziv

:HTS.

.

WCPO
WLW-T

Cisco Kid (W)

2.3

WJAC

.

;

.37.2. .....

,

.10.2

.

.17,5

,

.

.

.

.

.13.0

News Caravan,
6.

.

WENS

.43.8

,Mon. 10:00-10:30

WCPO.

Badge 714 (Myst)

;

Badge, 714.
People Arc Funny, .... ,
Ford Theatre:
The Medic.
.v.
Father Knows Best.
Kraft TV Theatre
Person to Person.
.......
Lullaby Theatre,

CoM/ii—650,000

.

3.

.

.

.

WJBK
.

63.2

Approx Set Count

Llberace (Mus)

.

.

(9)
...20.2

WXYZ
WWJ
WXYZ

....

,.

,

Stats.
;

72

.Tues. 10:00-10:30

WLW-.T

(Df)

2.

,

.45:7

Sat: 5:00-5:30

UTP

...
,

CINCINNATI
Led Three Lives

.

65? Godfrey and Friends

,

;.NBC
,.

10. Ellery

1. I

.

.

77

'

.

.Ziv
.

KSD,.

.

(Mus)

5.

WWJ
WWJ
WWJ

Football.

Scoreboard;; Sports

Mr, District Attorney

6.

WXYZ
WJBK
WJBK
WJBK

for It

..

.

1.

4.

M

CKLW

(7) ,

41.2

36.2

...

(4),

You Asked

of

RATING

STA.

WXYZ

50.7.

41.5

.

... ...

.

PROGRAM

Stations-

....... .Sun. 11:00-11:15

Flamingo

....

.

58.

.

50.2

Fri. 10:30-11:00

Ziv.

.

....

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM'

f
f

•'

.

ST.

;

.;

».

Mort. 9:00-9:30

Wed.

,

,

,14.4.

Sun. 10:00-10:30

,
:

.

.

39.

i

!Mon. 9:30-10:00
Sun. 7:00-7:30

.

,MPTV

......

...

.

65,,

16.2.

8:30-9:00

/Thurs. 9:30-10:00

.UTP

.wdtv
WDTV.

.

Guild

.

WDTV
.

.

..

;

WDTV.
.

;

.

51......

....

.

:.

13.4

.

Wed.

.

.

:

... .13:9

.

.

71.

.18:3.

..

Approx Set Count— 1,150,000
CBS.
.UTP
McCann-Et ickson

81

.

Sun. 6:30-7:00

...OTP,

‘56

.

.21.0

,

.

.

2i:9. .... ....

.

Wed. 10:30-11:00

.Ziv

..Guild.

WDTV

Andy (Com)

Waterfront (Adv)
Death Valley Days (W)
Llberace (Mus)
Heart of the City (Dr)
Janet Dean, R. N. (Dr.)
Inner Sanctum (Myst)

2.

USE

49.

22.9

.

•

Amos

SETS IN

JBK

.25.0

.Ziv

..ABC.,

,
.

.

PITTSBURGH
1.

SHARE
(%)

Stations’—

NBC

.

.

WWJ;

10; Liberace. (Mus).

.

.

.

....

9.

and

v

2.

,. ,.

.

Count— x,20p;ooo

,

Badge 714 (Myst)

,. ,. ..

.

and symbols are as follows: (Adv.), adventure; ( Ch ), children’s;
(Co), Comedy; (Pr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical
(Myst ), mystery; (Q), quiz, (Sp ), sports; (W ), western; (Worn),
women’s Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the station’s channel; all channels above IS are UHF.
Those ad agencies listed as
distributors rep the national spot sponsor for whom the film is aired .

DAY AND
DISTRIB;

Approx, Set

1.

,

.

.

viations

the latest reports *

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of; all pertinent information about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies,
stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed

8.

.

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, i. ., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may
have a large share and an audience, composed largely of children, with cor*
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market * Abbre-

reported by American Research Bureau

film shows listed in each case , and their competition., shown opposite ,

7.

,

..

.

and National Spot Film CKart

City-By-City Syndicated

chart of city-by-cUy ratings of syndicated and na*

VARIETY’S weekly

6.

. ..

:
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Guild Films and

DuMont

officials

have been holding preliminary

discussions toward, an affiliation of the three DuMont owned-andoperated stations with the Vitapix lineup which Guild will employ
as outlets for national spot sales of its upcoming shows. Talks are
still in the early stages, and/ according to Guild prexy Reub
Kaufman, don’t involve any pui’Chase of the DuMont network.

Kaufman, currently

in Chicago, admitted that talks

OFs

'Robin Hood/ 'Musketeers’

KAUFMAN

new

Ely Landau

Hollywood, Nov. 23.

held with DuMont topper Ted Bergmann on Vitapix affiliations in
New. York, Pittsburgh and Washington, along with “pbrollavy”
deals, but he Vehemently denied reports circulating earlier this
week that Guild was negotiating for the. purchase of the network.
up for sale.
Bergmann had also issued a denial that the web
Kaufman did say that the talks had covered the possibility of
Guild's acquiring some DuMont shows for filming and subsequent
Guild distribution, ^and also that he. had discussed the possibility
of leasing some DuMont studio space for filming some of Guild’s
upcoming shows. But he pointed out that he’s talked with other
studio owners in N. Y. too, since a large proportion of Guild’s
upcoming product will be shot in Gotham.
Addition of the DuMont .o&o’s would strengthen the Vitapix
statipn lineup in a couple of tender spots. Vitapix has no member
station in- N.Y., for example, and WABD would shape up as the
strongest outlet outside of WCBS-TV and WRGA-TV, both of
which aren't available. A DuMont affiliation in Pittsburgh would
give Vitapix one of the most powerful outlets in the Country.
Kaufman’s current Chicago visit is for
series of talks with
additional stations interested in joining the Vitapix lineup, which
presently has a membership of 35 stations. Kaufman said this
number would rise to 60 within “the next few weeks:’’ Understood
one of the reasons for the Chi. visit., apart from other midwest station talks, is to firm up entrance of WGN-TV in Chicago into the
lineup. This, alojig with N. Y. and Pittsburgh, would open up all
the major markets to the Guild-Vitapix^ combine; thus eliminating
any clearance problem that might block a national sale.

Network censors

some

ip

in-

It

and their inconsistent bluehampers the attempts at
good programming, it’s charged By
basis,

modern

Classic

;lrt

r

•

49th Anniversary Number

..Idea
of
costumers was
the
broached by Official prexy Hal
Hackett before his two-week trip
to Europe a couple of months
.

of

back.
Both series are results
that trip, but he planed out
England for A quickie visit

“Robin Hood” last week to set details for the pilot, which will be
shot within the next two weeks.
Series will be filmed in studios and
on location on the. actual sites of
the stories, around Nottingham and
Sherwood Forest. Filming on the
rest of the series will start after

such,

However, ‘‘Star and Story” producer Warren Lewis complains the
web forced him to change the ending of a Somerset Maugham story,
“Virtue.,” which the producer de-

completion of final scripts and casting with American and British
stars.

which followed Maugham’s origiNegotiations for the purchase of
nal, on grounds the code wouldn't
On Lux Video’s United Television Programs by the
permit suicide.
Music
Corp. of America have re“Five Star Final,” on NBC-TV last
portedly reached the close-to-signweek, there were 'two suicides.
Producers grumble about such ing stage and the deal is expected
inconsistencies ’and apparently dif- to be firmed in a matter of days.
fering attitudes toward the code by Indicative of how close the deal is
For example, a are the presence on the Coast of
the networks.
Gene Autry script about a kidnap- top MCA brass and of Dr. Villern
killed
by CBS on Zwillinger, UTP barikroller who
in
1870
was
ing
grounds the code permitted no kid- engineered the deal a year ago
nap stories. But, one of U. S. Steel whereby Gross-Krasne took over,
Hour’s top shows on ABC-TV last UTP lock, stock And barrel.
season was a kidnap story starring
According to reports from, the
Ralph Bellamy. Alcoholism is an- Coast, the deal would be a manyother subject frowned on by the pronged one, not. simply a matter
men with the scissors, but “Ap- of MCA's taking over the UTP
pointment to Samarrah” was on properties and some of its. staff.
NBC-TV last year’ with Robert Reportedly a provision of the deal
Montgomery in the starring role is the appointment of Jack Gross
as the alcoholic.
and Phil Krasne as chief of all
of
the
slicers, MCA production.
Lewis
says
Whether they
“They’re afraid of anything the would actually get titles* in MCA
He adds Revue Productions setup’ isn’t
least hit controversial;”
that themes dealing With medicos known, but reportedly they would
or psychiatry are watched closely, supervise all of Revue’s output
that the censors Will permit them Additionally; all of their own proN
only if there isn't the faintest criti- duction under the Gross-Krasne
He Productions .banner would be sold
cism* implied or’ otherwise.
cited as an example a. psychiatry through MCA-TV, either national-

“Musketeers” negotiations ar
smoothly.
progressing
reported
Thetis already has 13 of the films
in- the can, and is currently shooting its second cycle in Rome. Series and a theatrical counterpart
being produced simultaneously by
Bdb Goldstein were set by Italian
Films Export, and IFE is active in
the Current Official negotiations.
Deal would give Official distribution in the U, S. and other mar-

.

•

reorganization,

de-,

Me the Wide
Open Spaces

Just Give

roducers)

(Proxy,

the

in

stockholders will raise more money
to pay off the debts* an accounting
operating, both from New York and
Bermuda will be made. Writers,
actors and other talent represented
by Gibbs himself are owed money
by Atlantic, and that’s the first step
which will be made by the reorganized outfit.

Once
tion

this is cleared up,

may resume, but

if it

producdoes,

it

won’t

be before Jan. 15 at the
earliest. Negotiations -are in progress for a financing and distribu(

Continued on page 42)

In addition to the “Robin Hood”
huddles, Hackett set details on production of 13 additional “Colonel
March of Scotland Yard” Boris
Karloff starrers which Panda will
produce. British firm has already
turned out 39 of the films which
Official has set in some 65 markets
here, and has also used three of
them as a theatrical entry which
has. already played the British cir-

.

49th Anniversary Number

.

.

kets.

:

on* of the many byline pieces

ment:'

Stockholders, headed by Jack
Tucker of Bermuda and Dr. VilZwillinger of N. Y., have
lein
“drafted’’ John Gibbs as their executive consultant Although Gibbs
Won’t oivn stock and wbnlt participate in management, he’s
ailing
the shots on the reorganization on
behalf of the stockholders, and he
said last week that it was fundamental to the reorganization that
all debts must be paid before production can resume.
While the

,

Martin Jones

of

j

vidfilm

made with

technical advice

or for syndication.
Result Would be to give MCAthe largest catalog of syndicated properties in the business,
and also one of the largest sales
At the same time, producstaffs.
tion would be in the hands of ex•perienced producers who’ve come
up through the motion picture
who conceivably
and
business,
might be able to extend MCA’s status to broader horizons. For GrossKrasne, the deal .would represent
the fulfillment of an oft-repeated
wish to deal in production' only,
but under conditions that would
make them among the top telefilm
Deal
producers in the. country.
for the sale of the UTP properties*
along with whatever participations
they might share in Revue’s output, would enable them to expand
their personal production far beyond its present limits.

Into 84.2

Rage

IN
]

Telepuise for WOR-TV,
Sales points out; is far
in excess of those for comparable
periods by ARB; Hooper and Nielsen, and a warning was made that
the Pulse was a cumulative and not:

The

(

Continued on page 42

PARSONS OUT, MALONE

ON TV ‘WHISTLER’

Hollywood, Nov.* 23.
Whistler” series, previously
filmed by facilities of Lindsley
Parsons Productions, is now, being
lensed
by
newly-formed
Job!
Malone Productions, Parsons bowing out through “mutual agreement” with CBS. Malone has already begun work on the next 13

CBS Spot

The

Continued on page 42)

..Hollywood, Nov. 23.
world-wide telefilm series
based on authentic data concernTPA’s 2-Platoon Selling
ing haunted houses will be produced next year by. a new firm,
Television Programs of America
founded by Richard Carrofl, nov- is establishing the equivalent, of a
elist and editor of Fawcett Publi- two-platoon setup in its sales decations’ Gold Medal Books, and partment, setting up three of its
Paula Stone. Series, to be known account execs as .“regional spot dias “Haunted Houses of the World,’’ vision managers.”
Three execs
starts with 13 based on English will work* With, the regular far
haunted houses, thjen moves, on to west, central and eastern sales
France and Germany, with final 13 [^managers on a freewheeling basis,
of 52 to be maefle in the U. S.
moying into markets usually inCarroll has been collecting data accessible, closing tough dealt!/ etc.
for years. He has an extensive colTrio is Robert H. Leler, who’ll
lection on ghost legends. Planned Work out of Chicago for the' midformat will have ea,ch yidpic filmed west; Wade Crosby, in the: far
on actual locale witji film dramatiz- west, -operating out of Los Angeles;
ing event which thrned each castle and Charles' E. Denny Jr., coverop 'house into
tiaye.n for haunts. ing -the e'a’st o'uf of Boston.

•

A

1

“Whistlers.”

CBS-TV

-r

film

sales ,

v.p.,

'

,

breweries, have brought the show’s

market

new

in

total

up

deals are

to 60.

Among

Columbus and
Dayton, Fort Pitt Brewing for six
Pennsylvania, Ohio and W. Virginia markets, and an expansion by
San Francisco Brewing of its original six markets to 1 21,‘-with smaller
California cities added to the list.
Non-brewery sales include a
four-market deal with Crown-Zellerbach, the lumber And paper
manufacturer, which bought Al-

buquerque, Denver* El Paso and
Colorado Springs, and Purity Biswhich picked up Reno arid

cuit,

Boise,

N.

J.

Ground will be broken this week
Englewood Cliffs, «N. J., for. a
new NBC! Film Exchange building
Leslie which when completed will handle

GUILD PLANS BRISSON

in

SERIES FOR TELEPIX

1

6arl Brisson

may

dnter .the tele-

and inspection
film ranks via a -musical series to
details for both the network and! be produced and distributed by
its Film Division. New building, Guild, Films.
Brisson And Guild
being constructed and; designed by prexy Reub Kaufman have had
Industrial talks about such a series and have
Summer
Alexander
com- agreed verbally on format arid
Flight*''
starring Richard ^rlen, Service Co., is expected to be
pleted in March. It’s located about other, details/
Contracts haven’t
with Will. Jason directing.
Wash-;
George
.of
the
mile
north
been Signed yet, however, nor has
Malone, who headquarters at a
a definite starting date been set.
KTTV^has as his' production man- ington Bridge.
Films .would be half-hour musiWhen complete, it will handle all
ager,
writers,
Andrews;
Bud
Adrian Gendot and Harold Swan- of NBC’s shipments of 3,500 prints cals patterned after the other
ton; direttors, Jason /and William weekly to some 360 stations, lb- Guild musical ehtries, and would
AL eluded in the figure are the Film- probably be made available for naClaxtort; , assistant
director,
Westoq, and cameraman,, William Division’s syndication shipments, tional spot sale for .airing oq the
Sickner. /Series is seen. on KTTV kinescope shipments, and network/ Vitapix stations per ‘.Guild’s vVorkf- i-ttj -i
ing arrangement ^AfWth^-Vidpix.
shipments of web •filmed shows.*'
locally J
all

storage, traffic

-

.

.

'

’

•.

*

’

•

7

:

•

i

|

the

Weideman Brewing

Co., for Cincinnati,

NBC Film Exchange
Being Built

m 60 Markets

Additional sales by Ziv Television Programs on its “Eddie Cantor ^Comedy Theatre,” chiefly to

,

Harris has awarded the production
pact to Malone, 'Who produced’ the
To be known
first 13. in the series.
as Joel Malone Associates, new
company began batch immediately,
first on its sked being “Cancelled

,

cults.

Set

TV

asks a girly up to his place for a
nightcap. Censors erased the word
“nightcap’’ from the script. In another S&S, a femme tells a guy
(

’

ly

medicos who approved the final
But the web objected on
grounds such a picture would be
harmful. Company finally got an
okay on it after ’fighting the issue.
Remarks Lewis: “Censorship has
intensified to the point where producers hesitate to buy scripts for
fear we won’t be able to use them.”
In a David.. Niven vidpicture he
of.

picture. *

Calling WGR-TV’s feature film
show the “Million Dollar Myth,’’
CBS Television Spot Sales tore
into the N. Y. casing’s Telepulse
ratings. The inference that WOR’s
84.2 for the week of Oct. 8 is inflated threw the station into a
rage, with counterclaims that the
§ales rep for WCBS-TV is sore because of losing biz to the General
Teleradio 30 feature films.

of
to

on

.

as

scribes as a modern Classic. Web
blue-pencilled a suicide ending

Complete

costume

likely on the Dumas series withi
a couple of weeks at the outside.

tho

•

1

shouldn’t be changed.

9 i

the

Official is first in with the

of a “Robi
Hood” series to
be filmed: in England by Hannah
Weinstein’s
Panda Productions.
Meanwhile, Official is negotiating
for
“The ..Three
Musketeers/’
which is being turned out by Thetis
Productions in Rome, with a deal

an Interesting editorial feature

of

and

the search, for
telefilm sh

period, pieces, with .the signing last

of the: opinion

Need a
Variation on the
‘Spectacular Theme’

the CB!S
editing department on the Coast,
rebuts: “We feel- very strongly
about the NARTB code, and intend
to continue in strict adherence to
it.”
He Conceded, however, that
in
CBS’ recent televersion of
“Sorry, Wrong. Number,” there is a
code violation in that, the killer
isn’t caught, but said “Npmber” is
a

drama.

Syndicators:

",

Producers are
vidfllm producers.
increasingly grumbling about the
men with the scissors, alleging they
have, intensified their efforts since
the recent U. S. Senate hearings on
juvenile delinquency and the effect

may have on it.
Ed Nathan, chief

in

categories' of

syndication

week

pencilling

tv

for

(National Telefilm Associates)

stances are, operating on a “fear”

‘

signed to pay off some" $235,000
in debts and. to get production
polling again on the “Mandrake
the Magician’’, series and start,
shooting on “Charter Boat,” has
been instituted by the stockholders
of Atlantic Productions, the Bermuda-based telefilm production
outfit. First moves of the stockholder group will be raising of
additional coin to pay pif debts, an
accounting of the entire setup and
dismissal of the present manage-

Latest yield

-

By DAVE

have been
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Moudo, Homer's housekeeper for 18 years
Knows all the local gossip. She’s quick
with a wisecrack and argues with
Homer like an opposing attorney

rumm
?w«?A5®J» wi

This ft Homcr i nittt Catty
(Cassandra, for long). She’s 16,
quite a tomboy . . but in the
.

process of discovering she’s

very much a woman.

His Honor, flomerBell
starring

V-

'

G&H6 LOCkhftpT
A

happy, heart-warming show with the broadest audience appeal ever

offered for local sponsorship.

Each of the 39

filmed episodes

is

a
*

light-

-

hearted portrayal of goings-on in a typical American household.

It's

refreshing entertainment the whole family will enjoy;

NBC FILM DIVISION
SERVING ALL SPONSORS
NIC FILMD1VIS10H—30
lunsof

A

RockofollSr Ploxo,

Ntw York

VlnoStf., Hollywood, Calif. • In Canada:

.

.

.

SERVING ALL STATIONS
Msrcliandlio Mart, Chicago, Illinois

20, N. Y.

RCA

Victor,

225 Mutual

St.,

Toronto; 1551 liihop

St.,

Mohtroal

,
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TV-FILMS
Vidpix Chatter

Now it’s ihe full-dress publicity treatment for stars of syndiIn a move, similar to the personal appearance
cated shows.
ballyhoo campaigns run by the motion picture companies to kick
world
preems
or to bolster pix in important situations,
off their
Ziv Television Programs has brought two of the stars of its “Meet'
Corliss Archer” series to N. Y. for. two weeks of personal appearances, press interviews, clubwomen talks and the rest of the
works, including, appearances in Macy’s network-televised Thanks-

New York

“The

teris’

rett

Dub Rub

Saint” character for a

Seattle;'

television series, despite Charteris’

old television station,

veto,

power over Reynolds’

choice. Of the lead, with the additional right to list five of his own
choices for the lead in the series.

he

If

turned

down

Reynolds’

choice, the producer would have
to take his five choices in the order
listed, provided they were, available and the. price was right.

.23.

to

emcee an

Italianfilm
with

he apololive cutins
for the Italian dialog.
The studio crew, however,
apparently didn’t feel apologies were in order. While he
Was on camera, the crew superimposed |ts own titles over his
live cutirisAan Italian.

’

.
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BBC

Mulls Release Of

Kinnies on Hour

Dramas

As TV Features
•

:

.

.

in U.S.
•

•
.

.

Vast

new

films” will be

supply

opened

.

v

of* “feature

plans of

the British Broadcasting Corp. to
release, kinescopes of its hour-long
to

American

stations can

•

lous,”

can be resolved.

Don Honrath head
,

.

.

‘$1,000,000 Myth’

May

.

WOR

.

old;

‘Hansel

& Crete!’ TV

Major Television Productions. has
picked up television rights to a
color version of “Hansel
Gretel”
produced with live actors in the
midwest by, PI; Otto Austin Jr. of
Lima. O. Film will; be available iri
half-hour and full-hour versions;
Film uses actors and singers in
lidwest summer opera arid stock

Continued from, page

23.
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Also in the works is a plan to expand the Atlantic productiori setup
Bermuda. Lot is located on the
old Overseas Air Base 6n Darrell’s
Island, and so far shooting has
been confined to the old Terminal
Tarzan Building

now

in

'

directing a
feature for Sol Lesser, twice came
close to a distribution deal for a
series,
but both
fell
through.
Initially, Minot TV (now part of
Stoloff,

sistencies.

consummation.

ABC

)

was

to

Syndication

deal .but

that

distribute,,

nearly

too

fell

plus

then

made
short

FILMS

art

exterior

setup.

of rating

service,

how many

shows come up with the rating delivered by ‘MDM’?
Four of the
best rated local film shows, on a
network -o&o outlet in N„ Y.— for
example, ‘Douglas Fairbanks Presents,’ ‘The Hunter,’ ‘Janet. Dean’
and ‘Foreign Intrigue’ do not collectively match our ‘MDM’ audience. And where cost is i volved,
ariy one of these shows—time plus

Plans are to build a large sound
stage in one of the hangars, which
would house production on one
feature film or two telefilm, series talent—is more expensive than our
simultaneously. This would bring $4,125 charge;”
feature filmmakers to the island
Hoffman called the CBS figures
and would enable Atlantic to house “ridiculous.”
“They’re upset simriiore telefilmmakers, with a total
ply because they’re losing busiof four of the latter class enabled
ness.” He added that when “you’ve
to shoot at the same time. Involved
got the product, you’ve got the
in this would be a: change in phipromotion and you program it
losophy on the part of Atlantic,
right, you can’t miss.
Fofget ratwith the firm opening tlie studios ings for a second, and just ask tlie
up to rental instead of insisting on next TO people
you see whether
a share of ownership as in the past.
they saw ‘MDM’ last week.”

a
of

Use of top-priced syndicated filni as spot earners for small adverwho otherwise couldn’t afford television has been .inaugurated
by WTRI-TV, Albany, under the name “Triple Play ” Piari enables
small-budget bankrollers to get multiple exposure in prime evening
time, via purchase (for $95 a week) of three one-minute spots slotted
on a f un-of-schedule basis within three different shows on three dif-

..

.

"Incidentally,

groups.
Irving Lesser, Major .prexy, said
’’Hansel” will be the first Of a se- ferent days.
Syndicated properties being used for the plan include “Crown
ries ’of 13 such films, ’with other'
Theatre,” “Gene Autry,” “Range Rider,” “International Theatre,’? “The
titles soon to be announced. Televersion. of “Hansel" would go into Unexpected,” “The Ruggles” and “Inspector Mark Saber.”
immediate competition against the
Sterling Television has lost some films and doesn’t know where to
Michgel
Myei’berg
Productions
puppet version of the pic currently find them. Last year in distributing 10 pix for use during the Xmas
season, matters were so rushed that proper records weren’t kept.
playing the theatres.
Now some oi the stations to which the pix were delivered have still
failed to return them, causing Sterling to send out a gerieral letter to
all stations hoping that the delinquent few will come across.
The Yule prints are needed by Sterling for immediate redistribution.
T.V. AND COMMERCIAL SHORT
They are not. Sterling explains, part of a library package.

BRITISH NEWS-REELS, LIMITED
147 Wardouh St;, London, Eng.

*

—

S&S Productions
has given Gladys Sproule, Ottawa
actress, notice to report for work
this winter on additional scenes
needed to complete the feature.
Series stars Lloyd Bridges and
was financed mainly by Canadians.
in color. Stoloff’s

&

WANT ED

^

39.

•

Ottawa, Nov.

Stoloff
has reportedly
dropped plans for shooting a series
Mounted
Canadian
“Royal
Of
Police” and instead, is packaging
the three films already shot into
a theatrical feature. Of the three
films, one was shot near Ottawa,
the others in Hollywood. All. are

Victor

XJMStM

tisers

CBS Spot

used the three other rating Stories to take a blast at Pulse,
with the remark that “the comparition deal o: “Charter Boat,” and son should be especially interestGibbs is talking to_ABC Syndica- ing to those agencies
who feel the
tion about a renegotiation of', the
Pulse recall roster technique;
latter’s deal for “Mandrake.” There
Bates
the
measurement of this
are nine “Mandrake” films in. the
can, and Gibbs is talking to ABC multiple-showing* type
program*
about financing the remaining four ming.”
plus
additional .13, With of.
WOR’s
Bob
Hoffman
coupled
two
course a high ownership stake iri
factors in his rebuttal audience
the series. “Charter Boat” .would
and cost. "Audiencewis,, regardconsist of 39 half-hours.

,

MIND ON MOUNTIES

don’t say there
shouldn’t be censorship; their, cry
is that it’s loosely applied in some
cases, too rigid in others, and they
are baffled by the seeming incon-

Producers

.

Bermuda

STOLOFF CHANGES

SHOW’ SKED

.

WOR

.

OF CENTURY’

distrib.

;

;

of continui-

acceptance at NBC, said that
adheres to. the code, but
added
that there can be no such,
‘STORIES
thing as “blanket” adherence. “For
example, if we had eliminated the
‘LATE
suicides from ‘Five Star Final,’
WCBS-TV, N. Y., will break Into the story wouldn’t have made any
Its “Late Show” feature pix sched- sense,”
he explained.
Honrath
ule' starting in January with “Stor said, “We look at every single inTies of the Century.” They’re 30- stance Individually, and examine
minute niade-for-tv getioriers which the script carefully. If there is ho
will be spotted back-to-back to; brutality involved in a kidnaping
make, a full hour. Not known now story, we Will pass it. But at all
whether they’ll be slotted on given times we are guided by good taste:
days regularly or run competitive- and common sense.”
ly (such as. against the NBC netOne yidfilm producer whose
worked “Tonight” hosted by Steve series is on CBS complained that
Allen).
because ari adult threatened
Films were made by Studio City child in one story; the censors had
TV Productions on the Coast, sub- him eliminate that completely, and
sidiary of Republic Pictures, with he had to change the yarn so that
latter’s Hollywood TV Service the the “child” emerged as a 28-yearty

web

ON

.

.

Reynolds insisting that in spokesman said; the negotiations,
of “The Saint,” .as in are regressing.is the ohe key
There are some 700-800 of the
to the success of the show. Reyn- hour-long dramas which could., be
olds pointed out at the time that made available, and most of them
he’d have to have control over star top British legit and motion
casting since that was the key in- pictui e names.
BBC-TV produces
gredient in producing the show: them at the rate of 104 a year, and
“there was no such thing as a good they’ve been in production for the
second choice" for the lead, he past seven years.
Agreements
said.
would have to be worked out for
Option actually expired after a residual
payments
to
British
payment in August, but Reynolds Equity, along with writers, direcsaid he’s felt all along there was tors, etc..,
He’s not'
an actual coriimitment.
yet ready to go into production on
a third series, but when he is, he
feels he can go to Charteris and
having resolved the casting diffir
Continued from page 39 sss:—'
culty immediately pick up rights
Technically, he “take your clammy hands off me,”
to the character.
said, Charteris is correct in stating and “clammy”
was pencilled out.
that he (Reynolds) has no rights
Lewis cited other minor instances
to the character, but practically,
Reynolds feels he has a claim to which he termed “silly and. ridicuthe casting hassle

DEAL

.

.

dramas

case

if

CY HOWARD, NBC

.

if

“Holmes,” the lead

the property

'

.

point,
,

.

;

,

be Worked' out.
BBC has been
studying the problem with British
unions for scfme time now, and
immediate prosReynolds turned this down, arid While there’s
the negotiations were left at this pect of an agreement, a BBC
the

giving' Day Parade.
back to the RKO homeoffices,
This iri spite Of the fact that “Corliss” is a syndicated shofv,
but contiriuing production at its E,
which means there’s rio sponsor tie-in nor a network staff cooper106th St. studioV .Flamingo Films
ating with the effort. It’s costing Ziv some $5,000 for the two-,
topper Sy Welntraub back from
•week, stint of Ann. Baker, who acts Corliss, and Mary Brian, her
Nashville and a visit to WSM’s anmother in the series, but the thinking .* that with syndicated
nual disk jockey open-house in
columnists, network tv shows, and above all the national mags
conjunction with the upcoming
in Gotham, the trip is conducive of results, even
headquartered
“Grand Ole Opry” telefilm series
if it doesn’t achieve direct audience promotion for “Corliss.”
.Ann Baker, who plays “Corliss
N. Y. Not that’ this isn’t a factor too, but if audience promotion
Archer” in the, Ziv series, in town
for a single situation were the only objective, not even Ziv could,
to participate in the Macy ’s Thanksgiving Day Parade tom o rrow
afford the campaign,
Round of tv appearances,- interviews, et al. f
(Thurs.)
Jan Miner to the Coast
for Misses Baker and Brian equal those of any Hollywood perFriday.(26) to film additional comsonality making the rounds, and tacked om tb this are a list of
mercials for “Lux Video Theatre”
benefit luncheons, hospital visits and a Boy Scout promotion.
George Brigriall & Associates
v
It’s the type of treaiment also accorded network personalities
signed on a new quarter-hour sewon their trips east, and it’s riot the first time 'a. vidfilm ery has
ing show produced by Zohler Films
exposed
its stars to this type of bally.
But it does mark a “preeiri”
Inc. and starring Elizabeth Chapin.
for syndicated shows,
%
Trans film, shooting a Camel enFrededitor
Esquire
dorsement by
eric Birmingham, had to build a
duplicate, of his office although the Beloin Sets Cast For
IN
actual office -was only six blocks
Hubert Wilke 2d; radio-tv
aw;ayv
Toni’s ‘Going IT wood’
VIDFILM SERIES
director at the Roy. S. Durstine
T.
agency, resigned tp join HowellHollywood, Nov. 23.
Hollywood, Noy. 23.
,
Rogin Studios as v.p. and exec proProducer-writer Edmund Beloin
Cy Howard and NBC are finalizFirst of the Claude Rains- has signed Virginia Gibsori
ducer
ing a deal for a new vidfilm series,
hosted “Most Likely to Succeed” star with Cass Daley in “Going “Just Plain Folks,” to be written
telepix, "The Rival,” with Fran- Hollywood,”
half - hour
vidfilm and produced- by Howard.
chot Tone in the lead, was shot this bankrolled by Toni which debuts
It would be his first deal away
week by Centurion Productions
on NBC-TV Jan. 1. Jimmy Lydon from CBS, which he recently exJungle”
Hall,
“Ramar
of
the
Jon
arid Gordon Jones will share the ited after 11 years in radio and
star,, set for a featured spot on totelevision at the web.
morrow’s (Thurs.) Macy’s Parade male leads.
Initial film 'in the series, “The
Telefilm. Enterprises got another national publicity break on Mink Coat,” goes before the camits “Fabian of Scotland Yard” se- eras Nov. 26 .with associate pren
ries via interviews Monday (22) of ducer Richard Bare directing from
Jrispector Robert Fabian, the se- a
script
by Beloin and Dean -nSS. Continued from page
39 sssa
ries’ subject, by Dave Garroway on Riesner.
NBC’s “Today.” Interviews were
a net (uriduplicated) audience ratcut in from Cleveland, where Faing;
bian is covering the Sheppard murStar
The 16 exposures by
der trial for the Scripps-Howard Sinatra
of
newspapers.
In ‘Intrigue Feture “Million Dollar Movie” broughf a
Guild Films expansion continued
Cumulative of 51.3 (33 points less
Hollywood, Nov. 23.
this week with the assignment of
Negotiations are under way for than Pulse) from ARB> with a net
Harry Lee Cohen of the law firm
of Socolow, Stein & Seton as house Frank Sinatra to Star as a newspa- of 40.3; Hooper read 45 and 39, and
Formerly perman in a feature length “Forattorney for the. firm.
Nielsen delivered a 37 and 30.4.
house attorney with Ted Ashley eign Intrigue” which Sheldon Reyagency, Cohen will headquarter at nolds, who produces series* would On the basis of those figures, it
Andy
are
additions
Guild.
Other
was claimed that WCBS-TV could
make in' Europe.
Coscia, former ABC researcher,
Harold Jack Bloom, former story “deliver more rating— total and
and Robert A. Goldstein to the
series
editor
the
who
has
writon
net” ior the same $4,125 it costs
department;
sales* development
John Desponcio, formerly with ten 40 Of the half-hour vidpix him- one
bankroller weekly.
A
George F. Foley Productions, to self, returned to Paris over the special
Nielsen for WCBS gave
the traffic department; and Irving weekend to screenplay the theatrithat station’s film showings a conLevin to the client relations de- cal feature,
partment.
siderably higher
mulative rating that “Million Dollar Movie.’’
ters

was

.

signed

language feature
English subtitles,
gized during his

.

on

Nov.

When Boh Salter, announcer
on KTVW, Seattle’s ffve-week-

statement last week that Reynolds
has “no rights whatever” to the
Reynolds; currently in
character.
Europe turning out his “Foreign
Intrigue” and “Sherlock Holmes”
series, said last week via his' agents
that the only thing in the way of
a firm deal on “The Saint” is a
disagreement over casting, and “if
that were ironed out tonight we’d
have a firm doal tomorrow.”
Reynolds and the William Morris
agency have been in negotiation
with Charteris for the rights to the
detective stories since early July,
nd at one time, the Morris office
paid $1,000 to Charteris as an option payment and had all the financing readied to start the series,
Reynolds said. When the contract
was drawn up, Charteris. insisted

Henry Olmsted has named his
and his step-son, GarKaufman, vice-presidents of
his
Olmsted Sound Studios
RKO-Pathe moving its headquarson, Richard;

Shekjon Reynolds feels he's got 4'
• “commitment” on Leslie Char-

WOR

had

been

guaranteeing a 70 cumulative Telepulse rating to advertisers; with
both rating periods measured de-

WTTG’s Big Bundle
Washington,' Nov. 23.

Guarantees
has
acquired livery above that.
rights to the 30-picture tv were- dropped before the last two
package of General Teleradio, ac- “MDM” sponsors inked with WQR.
cording to Leslie Airies, station,

WTTG-DuMont

!.

.

local

manager.
Series will preem Nov. 28 with
of Triumph;”

GYPSUM'S 'GREATEST DRAMA'

General Teleradio Film Division
has been devoting most of its sales
time recently, to the 30 feature
Rabke to Transfilm
films* but this week a deal to carry
Herbert H. Rgbke has joined “The Greatest Drama” quarterTr^nsfilm as secretary-treasurer of- hour series irt 19 major markets
the industrial and telefilm com- was closed with the National Gypsum Co. of Buffalo;
Goldswan Productions has entered into a deal with Kenyon & mercial outfit.
Eckhardt whereby latter ad agency receives all rights to all media
He was formerly- 'general manIt’s the largest ^dearlf on ‘‘Drama’? v
‘of Goldswan’s tfrigiriation of the 1955 Mercury musical commercial. ager of tlie Harry B^. Cohen ad since the orie*' some months \agov
It’s* the second straight year for Gpldswan’s -Mercury* pact 'Via\ K&E.
agency,
with Michigan Bellv
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HIGH FIDELITY
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placed by those that are better designed and give a larger
picture.

Hi-Fi

The Key To Record

education—publicity,

Consumer

2.

advertising,

Hi-Fi ‘Something Better’

and

word-of-mouth endorsements that, create first, an awareness, then, a desire, for instruments that improve on the
sound reproduction .people have heard heretofore.
3. Availability of many products and the competition in

Sates Hitting $300,000,000

In Recorded

and price will, as always, work to the consumer
advantage, and at the same time, create demand.
4. It goes almost without saying now that packaged
units which include changer, speaker system, and amplifier in one cabihet, are one of the greatest stimulations
for high fidelity in the mass market.
5. Finally, the versatility of the product, which not
only. is an adjunct to other home entertainment such as
One great, though
television; but also is less .demanding.
quality

By EMANUEL (MANIE) SACKS
and G.M., RCA Victor Record Division

(V.P.

Rising public interest in high fidelity recordings is ex*
pected to provide the greatest impetus to the sale of
records since the introduction of the new “speeds”
,

1948-49.

Sales

.

:

.

*

.

•

—

When something lives up' to its initial promise, it, must
be good.
When it gives every indication of exceeding
that promise, it must be great.
These two sentences,, it would seem; provide a quick
summary of the excellent present
state of affairs in the high fidelity
music, industry...
A
The impact of high fidelity on. millions of listeners across the nation,
as well as the industry itself, has been
little short of* phenomenal during the
past 12 months. Almost a year ago
to. the day, a. special section of Variety chronicled the background and
looked to the future of high fidelity
music systems and /the role this new
concept of musical reproduction could
be expected to play in American
rank M. Folsom
homes and in the entertainment and
electronic fields.
It is gratifying to observe that predictions made then
are being fulfilled and in some instances surpassed. While
accurate' figures *ire not yet available, all indications are
that the industry-wide dollar volume of business created
by the upsurge in high fidelity, and this includes both
reproduction systems and high fidelity records, may well
exceed the level of $350,000,000 during 1954.
,

Entertainment

’

listening.

R.

There is no question in my mind that High Fidelity has
had a strong, definite and favorable effect Upon the. record
business recently. For many years, we in the business of
producing records have had the impractical and Unfair
advantage bf hearing our own; product played back to
our ears on professional equipment designed to “show
off” the aural brilliance of our playback recordings. Yet
we listened with the knowledge that, due to the limitations,
of available phonographs, the average person listening
to a given record, produced with the highest technical
skill; would still only hear reproduced about 60% of the
sound values we were hearing!
With the rise of interest in High Fidelity three important things begin to happen. In the first place, technical
advances with which We, in the record business, live and
work arb now for the first time—being passed on to

:

:

—

-

Up to Entire Industry
Only an industry-wide effort has enabled hi-fi to achieve
Only through a continued industryits present success.
wide acceptance of all its responsibilities, to the public to
provide constantly improved equipment and.records, within the; financial reach of; the average American family,

•

high fidelity be realized.
This requires continued industry-wide vigilance to mai
standards
of technical quality in the
high
tain definte
design and manufacture "of reproduction equipment; it
requires the use of recording techniques developed to
provide the fullest and truest possible range of sound
reproduction; it demands utmost attention to the selection
of proper artists and repertoire; it requires constant appli*
cation of promotion know-how and merchandising and
will the full potential of

itself.

In this sense, High Fidelity is another step forward
along the road leading to the ultimate goal—-the perfect
Without the dynamic concept of High Fidelity,
record!
and the affirmative public reaction to it, it; might not have
been possible for recording companies to come to a common agreement on the most effective recording curve.
With its new standard recording curve, the Record Industry Association of Amerifca has achieved something undreamed of in the early days in the record business. This,

TAYLOR

Chicago.
There’s never been a doubt in our mind that the high
fidelity market is a permanent one, and one that is growing at a considerable rate.
So confident /are we in its
potential that Motorola now is selling a complete line of
fine sound reproduction instruments where, at the time
of my report last year, we were entering the field with

sales abilities.
In short, the path ahead for high fidelity is well-mapped.
electronics industry, it points to still greater opportunities of Sales and service. To the artist and musician,
it points to vastly greater and. often more appreciative
audiences. And to the public, the path can bring greater
an integral part of better
enjoyment of music which

To the

'

step forward and High Fidelity demands certainly played a role in this achievement.
One of the paradoxical things about the trends arising
out of High Fidelity has been the fact that, while the
newest records are especially rewarding to those who
have High Fidelity equipment, the many owners of ordinary record-reproducing machines are also receiving the
benefits of the latest technical recording advances.
Thirdly; and perhaps most importantly, High Fidelity
has outgrown its original concepts and boundaries and has
begun to play an important role in all of the mass entertainment media. The search for more effective and realistoo,

.

just one.

There are many indications of the growing pace of
the hi-fi market.
Sales of all phonograph records, and
particularly classical ones, continue at an accelerated
pace; sales this year are a whopping $250,000,000 up from

is

a

living..

By LEON

;

'

C.

'(Sales- -V. P.,

sound has produced Stereophonic and other such imr
roved systems, which are today an accepted part, of
motion picture industry thinking, and’ now many films
are released in this manner. If we step back fpr a moment
and view High Fidelity, with an overall prospective, we.
see it as part of a continuing; seai'ini for improvement
in both method and product of the gigantic entertainment
industry.. As such, it is more than the realization of an
improved sound system for .home entertainment on records, or television, or AM-FM radio.. High Fidelity is one
of ihe newer examples of a concerted movement on the
part of science and industry to pass on the latest technical developments and their benefits to 'the American

tic

—

,

And, there is always tomorrow. Despite the tremendous
growth in public acceptance of of high fidelity, there still
are millions of persons relatively unacquainted With the
added enjoyment and listening Satisfaction that can be
theirs by means of high fidelity sound systems,
Marty technical achievements led tb high fidelity as it is
From laboratories of such organizarecognized today.
tions as RGA have come the advancements that make possible today’s extended ranges of Sound recording and re*
production. Most assuredly, there will be additibna.l refinements, and improvements in the future as engineers
continue to improve the art.

the great mass of the record-buying public. I think we
can honestly, say that the record, playing machine, technically, at any rate, was always a few steps behind our
product.
It is no surprise; therefore, that the consumer
has reacted favorably to the High Fidelity phonograph. To
a greater extent than was ever possible before we cah
now enjoy in our own homes the full range of recorded
sound created by the great orchestras and singing personalities of our day—played on^Ii-Fi equipment.
Secondly, the High Fidelity movement has focused the
publics attention on sou hd. quality. This in turn means
that greater quality emphasis is now placed on every aspect of the recording process, so that the final product
will be as realistic and as provocative as. the original per-

(Vice President, Motorola

—

President of Decca Records and Universal Pictures)

formance

$200,000,000 last year.
Other signs of product growth are the large number of
manufacturers entering the field; the increasing number
of general appliance dealers adding these lines; and the
considerable amount of publicity in consumer publications
and even whole new magazines devoted to the subject.
Finally, as more / manufacturers enter the field
and
competition is as keen now as it is with any product
mass market merchandising approach is created. To put
«it another, way, more selection of goods at lower prices,
and with increased advertising and public education, are
establishing high fidelity
a solid growing electronics
product:
This product has emerged as an evolutionary item, Manufacturers such as.'Motorola have not quickly, jumped into
it, but have tested it thoroughly and taken many depth
soundings before tooling up.
We have sufficient confidence in its permanence, though,
to go to market now with a' complete line of equipment,
gauged for different markets and uses, and in several price
ranges, though all moderately priced.
To what do we credit the emergence of this market?
Briefly, I would say:
A
1. The desire of. the American consumer for the newest
and the best-—whether in automatic dryers, automobiles,
or better sound reproduction.
The replacement market
fol* television is proof that this fs t£ue In the electronics
field, -where small' screen models are rapidly being re-

To -Hear
(

Fullest Reproduction Values

By MILTON R. RACKMIL
(

TV’s Stimulus ,to Hi-Fi
EDWARD

Permits the Public

i

.

The

1

By

Now

Cultural. Values

.

4

Hi-Fi

&

If this impressive figure shows nothing else* it is a signot. a fad but.
nificant signpost that high fidelity
rather a reflection of ever-inCreasing public taste and
demand for highest quality in recorded music. DollarWise,
the “coming of age” of high fidelity has meant vast new
opportunities for many segments of the electronics and
entertainment industries.
To the discerning public, it
has brought new experiences in listening that leaves no
doubt that high fidelity is here to stay and is bound
to garner millions of new devotees because of the expanded horizons it provides in both entertainment and
culture;
As recently as 1951, the annual Sales volume of high
fidelity equipment amounted to approximately $35,000,000.
Sales of high fidelity reeprds were just commencing to be
of major importance. That'-the industry has grown to its
present stature can be attributed to many factors, but
perhaps the most important is this American business
enterprise recognized the desire of the public for “ mething- better” in recorded music reproduction that only
The electronics, industry
high fidelity could provide.
teamed with the entertainment arts to bring this desire
7
to. its present level of fruition.

,

Until recently, high fidelity was the special property
of the broadcast industry, great musical artists and the
electronics technician who made an expensive hobby of
seeking perfection in recorded sound by “assembling”
various component parts. Now, however, hi-fi is being
packaged, for the average American home. This means a
new era of recorded music pleasure for the entire family.
But high fidelity should not mean sound for sound’s
sake alone. High fidelity doesn’t belong just to that cult
of “hi-fi-natics” who concentrate on moments of spectacular isolated sounds at the expense of musical content:
The latest advance in high fidelity is' the multiple-track
recording in which two separate soundtracks are recorded
to reproduce music binaUrally.
This has been successfully accomplished on many new recordings which now
await only further developments to make binaural or
stereophonic sound reproduction practical for home, use.
In line with research and advancement -of recording
techniques, RCA Victor pioneered in the pre-recorded
tape field.
The new “Gruve-Gard” design, which protects the playing surfaces of long-playing phonograph
records from nicks and scratches, is another RCA Victor
pioneering. Details and engineering specifications of the
new design were turned over to* all record manufacturers
for general public benefit as quickly as possible.
With these new technological developments and the
brilliant sound captured in current hi-fi releases, the
words of. Leopold Stokowski, quoted recently in an. interview on his vast experience in the realm of sound reproduction, ring prophetically true. "lam convinced” stated
Stokowski, “that. in days to Come,, recorded music will
h.ave further developments than those I have just, mentioned.
We capriot foresee those yet. The potentialities,
re infinite; so is the. inventive power of the human mind. *

FOLSOM

.

,

.

By FRANK M.

(President, Radio Corp, of Avierica)

‘

alone should jump from an annual
subtle, selling point in hlfi, I believe, is the fact that it
$225,000,000 to more than $300,000,does not require the full concentration of the listener as N
000 because of the concentrated atTV does of the viewer. It cah.be. a background and as such,
tention being, given to high fidelity.
other exciting developments in electronics.
The man in the street who once Jive with the
We think that interest in high fidelity is actually stimuwas puzzled by such hi-fi jargon aS
Once
lated by television rather than hindered by it.
Woofers, tweeters and frequency
television has created interest in home entertainment,
spoiise will soon find these terms as"
is made hungry for additional means of such
public
the
familiar as the-most enthusiastic high
Television programming, introducing millions to
activity.
fidelity “bug.”
opera,, musical comedy, and symphonic music, is no small
The far-reaching effects of the new
factor in breeding interest in good musical reproduction.
hirfi trend will be felt in several imAs for trends in high fidelity and its merchandising,. I
portant areas.
would say, this: it will keep on growing. Although the
These will include: (a) A new
advent of color Will be the most exciting thing in this
standard enjoyment for the Ameriindustry for quite a spell, a development as logical as
Manic Sacks
can hom'e; (b> Classical works which
In step with
fine sound reproduction will hold its own.
previously have had limited appeal, finding new' audiences
it will be merchandising developments, in which I think
because of heir high fidelity reproduction; (c) The detwo trends will be^oytstanding:
velopment of additional hi-fi improvements such as the
merchandising. Althbiigh phonograph
1. Year-round
new- RCA Victor “GruVe Gard” protective device which
sales always have been regarded as seasonal Christmas
will give even greater listening perfection to long-playThere are so
business, -we feel the market is broader.
ing disks.,
v
many other specific occasions graduations, birthdays, holHigh fidelity has been defined as the nearest possible
idays, ba ck: to-school—and Motorola is aiming for these.
approach to perfect fidelity.
It leaves With the listener
And, of course, it is assumed that people enjoy good
an impression pf being present at a. live musical permusic any time of the year.
formance. In RCA Victor’s “New Orthophonic” sound this
2. We think that various .markets can be, and in fact,
requires a delicate balance between engineer and musiare being developed. As said before, hi-fi packages can
cian, and microphone and in instrument placement. The
be developed for teen-agers, vacationers, as part, of home
technique of: recording within the studio, as well as the
entertainment rooms, as high quality living room fiirnl.
process of manufacture, have changed tremendously withture—there are many potential markets.
in the past few years. New studios and equipment, innovations in recording, as well as a greater awareness of the
importance of high fidelity sound on the. part of the
artist, all have
contributed to the uptrend in audio

Record

.

.

j

)

HARTSTONE

London Records)

remember, the record industry
growth on the idea of “push'
out phonographs and you create record sales.” In the
deal put out by a
attachment
early 30s we saw a $3,95
leading company in an effort to create record sales; as
Assn, of America
Record
Industry
current as last year the
officially went along with this belief in its “Operation Balyears, and the
adherence
over
the
Despite
this
timore,”;
oft-quoted parallel to the razor and razor blade business,
never quite
more
records
sell
concept
of
how
to
this
proved itself to be completely accurate; one has only to
compare the number of phonograph-type instruments sold
from 1946 to date with the number of records sold on a pop
public.
hit, top mood music LP, or the bestselling classical LP,
As I have indicated, the most obvious benefits of Hi-Fi
and you must arrive at the inescapable conclusion that the
have been on the level of making and hearing phonograph
sale (or gift) of a turntable alone has not created a record
records.
However, people have begun to realize that
market.
“records are better than ever” and today’s High Fidelity
There are two factors missing -In the too-pat formula
sound system makes it possible for everyone to-enjoy the
“sell phonographs and create record sales”: (1) the mere
Complete range of audible sound on records:
In this sense, Hi-Fi has made a genuine contribution to "possession of, a phonograph does not create any lasting in*
terest in music or desire to have that music available in
the individual ricofd : buyer and his enjoyment of rec(Continued, on page 44)
ords— and to the industry as’ a whole. v '

As long as this writer can
to a large extent based its

.

'

;

'
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Consumer Interest Into
Consumer Sales
By
(

ROBERT

Executive V.P.,
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After what must be considered the introductory year
of high fidelity as a mass market product, the boxoffice
appeal o‘f this finer music-in-the-home service has been
definitely established.
For the first time, the radio-phonograph industry and
the distributor-dealer, trade organization now have a fairly
good idea of the initial size of the market and its potential.
Based oh the best figures available and projecting
for the remainder of the year, it is estimated that consumers will spend approximately $140,000,000 on high
This includes completely
fidelity equipment this year.
assembled instruments as well as components ,for .hometotal, consumer expenunits.
Including
records,
assembled
diture in the high fidelity field should be approximately

$350,000,000.
In article after article appearing in the special high
fidelity section published by Variety just one year ago,
the point constantly emphasized was that the “new
sound" heralded the. advent of a new era for the industry.
Frank M, Folsom, president of RCA, in a signed article
urging the entire electronics industry to be alert to the
opportunity presented by the growing interest in high
fidelity, said: “This mass market is not staked out for any
one company, nor can it be developed to its full potential
by anything less than industry-wide recognition and
action."
In 1953, the best “guestimate" of business done in hi-fi

assembled instruments and components was between $60,The fact that instrument and.
000,000 and $70,000,000.
component sales amounted to approximately double that
in the year that has passed and that record manufacturers
have swung over to high fidelity techniques indicate that
the industry .has harkened to the call of hi-fi.
In facing up to a realistic picture after a full year’s
experience, three important fundamentals become apparent. For one, high fidelity can be sold in the mass market,
but not without. added'effort beyond that expended on the
conventional music reproducing instruments; for another,
high fidelity has been “plus" business since it evolved as
a mass market product; and third, and perhaps most important, the market has barely been scratched and still
represents a tremendous opportunity for the industry and
trade.

In the past year, high fidelity has become a topic of

wide discussion. National magazines have covered the
subject from “tweeter" to “woofer." Newspapers have run
special sections on hi-fi, arid this has been supplemented by
trade' advertising.
Hi-fi shows, have increased ,in number
throughout the country, and attendance has been unusually

by the new recording methods. Listen to

the horn arpeggios in Stravinsky's “Firebird Suite,” Listen
to the faithful reproduction of the antique cymbals used in
Debussy’s “Afternoon of a Faun," or, for .that matter, listen

safe to guess that to every person who
has purchased some high fidelity equipment, pei'haps a
thousand have become interested, Herein lies the challenge to manufacturers, distributors, and dealers the
challenge facing the industry is to translate consumer
interest into consumer sales.
For an industry which has moved millions of phonographs, radios, and television sets into homes throughout
the land, this is by no means an insurmountable challenge.
The ingenuity, imagination, and skill which have characterized the merchandising, promotion, and selling of this
industry in the past cam—and should be marshalled to
meet this challenge.
An important key to translating, consumer interest into
consumer sales, so far as high fidelity is concerned, is
expansion of distribution for easy, convenient consumer
accessibility of the merchandise. Volume sales cannot be
attained if consumers must make a search for a source of
supply. This calls for a larger number of dealers carrying
assembled hi-fi instruments, and effectively merchandising
them. In the components field, distribution can similarly

yet

—

be broadened..
The development of promotional programs is an important factor in the realization of mass volume business
in high fidelity. That the industry is becoming aware of
this need is evidenced by the number of promotions u'hich
have only recently appeared.
Distributors and dealers, who have a stake in this field,
should plan to support factory promotions and advertising
with local efforts. The key to successful selling of this
type of merchandise is demonstrated under conditions
free of distractions.
How large a factor high fidelity will become in the
That it
electronics industry is still to be determined.

can become a volume, sales producer of some importance
already evidenced. Ahead Is the task of fully realizing
the potential of high fidelty.
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Every night a few of us in the record business bow
three times, first to the north and; then to the south, where
the high and the low frequencies are located. We- sing
our hymn of thanks to HF. “We" being the a&r man,
the recording engineer, the sales manager, the dealer and
the critic. We all love High Fidelity.
But there is one. fellow who can’t bow, nor can he raise
his voice, whether in praise or in protest. He has, in most
cases, departed for Elysian fields,
He is the composer.

How,

I

wonder, would Beethoven have

felt

about High

Fidelity?

The composer has every reason to be grateful for High
Fidelity.
The image of his thought is today reproduced
a brightly-polished mirror, as against a sometimes
cloudy mirrored image which he obtained with the old
recording methods. What the polished mirror can do for
the composer is evident in the sound of such new recordings as Fritz Reiner’s “Richard Strauss in High Fidelity"
with the Chicago Symphony, “The Damnation of Faust"
with Charles Munch and the Boston Symphony and Arthur Fiedler’s new interpretation of “Gaite Parisienne"
with the Boston Pops or the Wagner album by Toscanini.
Pardon me for choosing Victor recordings for my examples but those are the ones I know best.
Certain passages In musical compositions have particu-

in

—

Electronic

Gold Bricks in Hi-Fi

also is fully realized for the first time on records in the
Tchaikovsky Fifth Symphony.
The human voice has always been, the easiest musical
instrument to record the piano being the most difficult.
But even in Opera by yerdi, Puccini and Wagner the composer benefits because his voices not only stand out clearly
but also are not overshadowed by the orchestral background which these men—great orchestrators each arid
every one of them—wrote in support of the voice. The
men in the pit as well as the men and women behind the
footlights are heard. This is equally important with show
albums, where you ..want to understand the words;
A few composers may have reasons to protest not
about high fidelity itself but about its abuse. It is a mistake, I think, to turn a high fidelity formula loose on every
kind of music and to treat all sorts of music as if it were
Richard Strauss or a number by Sauter-Finegan. Overemphasis on individual instruments, unnatural sharpness,
a laying-on-thick of high frequencies has resulted in some
recordings which seem forced, mannered and “doctored."
It is^-fine to hear the clarinet distinctly
but the clarinet* is still a part of the orchestral web and ought not
to be heard being played in our laps or in the cavities
of our molars.
We must fit high fidelity to music not
music to high, fidelity. Each piece of music needs, in my
opinion, an individual treatment, and it is obvious that that
treatment must represent respectfully the composer's
wishes. It must preserve “high fidelity” to the creator's
intention. Taste and. judgment enter here.
Perhaps the most interesting phenomenon of high fidelity lies in the fact that the love for good sound, the attraction that we feel toward sound as sound, has brought into
the fore certain repertoire which has not been popular
before HF, or at least not as popular. A number of composers have benefited!
Foremost among these Berlioz,
the great romantic, whose mastery of the orchestra can
now be presented faithfully for the first time. “Romeo
and Juliet" or “The Damnation of Faust" in their entirety
have become best sellers. .Debussy’s “La Mer” now delights listeners because now the sea thunders and roars,
ripples and sparkles.
Ravel’s “Daphnis and Chloe” or
his “La Valse," Richard Strauss’ “Death and Transfiguration,” Elgar’s “Enigma Variations,” Moussourgsky’s “Pictures at an Exhibition" and Beethoven’s Ninth all these
have taken on a new clarity and greater dimension.
You have here an interesting sign of the interdependence of taste and means; science influences popularity,
technical advances make possible a widening of the musi-

(President, Zenith Radio Corp.)
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what I mean. Another instrument never before reproduced with fidelity is the harp. It plays for the first
time in proper perspective with the orchestra in works
by Debussy and Ravel. The low register of the bassoon

large.

And

Cautions

to that special Viennese quality of the zither in Johann
Strauss’ “Tales from the Vienna Woods" and you will hear

Hi-Fi

From

Start To

End

By JAMES

B. CONKLING
(President, Columbia Records)

record is the mhsic.
Even
have something to do with
high fidelity. Certainly some

to

a

more

startling

hi-fi

per-

formance than others. But the artist, his affinity for .the
music he is to record, the studio setup, and the creative
engineering supervision that the artist receives on the
date are all vital to the high, fidelity record. At least,
in the sense that I think the public means when it asks,

“Are your records high fidelity?” Music is still the perit has always been, and high, fidelity
manufacturing processes merely increase the enjoyment
we get from hearirig a recorded performance.
So we have a beginning and a middle to our answer.

sonal, emotional thing

Now

.

for the end.
That’s the part the public must provide for itself. For
only what we hear when we play the high fidelity record
at home can determine the final answer to the question.
We as an industry have recognized the importance of this
final part of the answer. In the past three years we have
made available, for the first time phonographs capable
of reproducing all we put into our records; Aside from
building your own set, as many hi-fi hobbyists prefer
to do, it is now possible, and best of all, inexpensive, to
own a phonograph in keeping with the performance and
the quality of the record we buy. Arid only then can we
honestly say our records are high fidelity.
,
In fact, it has never been so easy to hear good music.
The best jazz, the finest of the classics, and the popular
repertoire are all being recorded by artists of skill and
imagination on records whose quality is a sound engineer’s dream come true. And old and new recordings are
lifelike and forever enjoyable on the phonographs availThat, we
able to the public in every price category.
think, is the honest answer to the public’s question.

e. f.

McDonald

jr.

Chicago.
Like any new electronic advance, the high-fidelity sound
business during the past year has been cluttered up by
several problems and a lot of technical gobbeldygook. The
lack of an industry-wide set. of standards has encouraged
the wholesale production of electronic gold bricks; sets
that have no. business being included in the hi-fi category.
Coupled with this, the only language of the business is
the language of the hi-fi addicts largely technical and
riot very well understood by the buying public.
Among the audiophiles, conversation is like a physics
lecture on the characteristics of soring, and the hi-fi advertising copy is not much more comprehensible to the average person. Try talking to a retail customer in terms
like “variable reluctance," “bass reflex," “20,000 cps"
(cycles per second) or “audible frequency range” and
you're likely to lose him back there at the first turn.
sure, that if hi-fi is to become a mass market busi-

—

Am

improvement is needed in our nomenclature and
ways must be found for explaining what high fideland does.
The public is very likely to go sour on the whole hi-fi

ness, vast

better
ity is

subject unless manufacturers subordinate the cps numbers and the technical terminology and concentrate on

demonstrating and selling performance. Those numbers
and those terms provide an all-too-handy screen for unscrupulous selling; It is an unfortunate fact that some
manufacturers have been, able to find a haven of refuge
in all the pseudo-scientific doubletalk, and have taken
advantage of the public’s gullibility.
The end result of unscrupulous selling in this or any
other case is likely to be destruction of public confidence
in all manufacturers of the product—the reputable manufacturer as well as the bad.
Zenith does not contend that it is tljse only company
producing and selling good high fidelity radios. There
are many other companies doing an honest and conscientious job in this field.
The public is entitled to be told an honest story about
hi-fi in terms it can understand.
It must be made plain
that hi-fi will add materially to the purchaser’s enjoyment of music, He should also have a crystal clear under*
standing of the extent to which a particular instrument
will achieve this desired purpose.
Nothing less than the
Whole story will suffice.
One fact about hi-fi reproduction of recorded music has
been relatively neglected by everybody except Zenith.
This is the fact that a record will not respond with the
right pitch and timbre unless it is played at the exact
speed of recording. It is not alone sufficient to produce
instruments that have an excellent pickup, wide range
amplifier and well engineered speakers. Without the turntable turning at the precise number of rpm’s called for
.

by the record,

We record people, as an industry and as individuals
responsible for recorded entertainment, recognize the
continuing Importance to us and to the public of
high fidelity. Daily our customers ask, “Are your records
really hi-fi?" And sound Experts and
collectors demand of us that we be
honest in our answer.
An honest
answer is not an easy one. Only a
“Yes, but ...” reply can lead our
listening, audience to the sort of high
fidelity enjoyment they hope to find.
To many who ask this question of
us, high fidelity begins and ends with
the physical record they buy and play
at home.
To these people we must
emphasize that the record, really, is
neither the beginning nor the end of
high fidelity, but in fact, the middle.
Jim Conkiing
It is true that until 1948, when the
first of the new speeds was introduced, no recorded performance could satisfy the hi-fi fan, because the quality
of the old 78 rpm disks was not good enough to mirror
the actual sounds of the performance oyer the entire
range of audible sound. So that only with new speeds,
vinylite platters, and ^higher standards of manufacture
has a high fidelity record been possible. Today’s record
is so good, in fact, that only the newest phonographs
can reproduce all that is contained in its grooves. Does
that make it high fidelity? Yes, but. ...
The beginning of a hi-fi
the composer might be said
whether or not the record is
composers' works produce

By

all else is

largely wasted.

Enough people are around who remember what happened when they tinkered the speed control of the old
windup phonographs and they know what we’re talking
about. All pur record players come with a speed regulator, arid we equip the hi-fi .models with a stroboscope so
that the user can see whatever speed adjustment may be
necessary. But when we mention that word “stroboscope"
in any of our copy, we take .pains to add the word “speedometer" immediately after, and the public knows what
it is.

If high fidelity is ever to become a mass market item,
then the industry has got to stop hitting people over the
head with a slide rule and start coaxing them to come

into the store

and hear.

Quality Brings

'Em Back

Continued from page 43
one’s own home on record; and (2) people seemed to
desert their phonographs in numbers almost equal to the
newcomers because of inadequate satisfaction received
from the product itself. Both of these factors are apparent in both the seasonal and repertoire sales patterns of
the industry.
London's full frequency range recordings were developed in the belief that the real strength of the industry
lay not only in attracting more people to our form of
entertainment, but in retaining these same people as permanent and continuing customers. In this task the record
business has found its greatest ally in the field of high
fidelity, using that term in its broadest sense and encompassing the individual fields of recording and reproduction
as well as pertaining to the phonographs and records
This total “high-fidelity” picture, in brief,
themselves.
means better product. Improved recordings, processing,
techniques have resulted in better
manufacturing
and
records; improved phonographs and audio equipment have
created the means of reproducing these better records in
our homes. Whereas the sale of a badly made phonograph and the subsequent playing of inadequate records
drove the customer further away from the field of records
as an entertainment factor, we have quite a different situation today.

The marvel of electronics, with all its glamor and
excitement, has joined us and we find ourselves a partner
in a thriving infant industry of sound electronics, audio
equipment fOr the home, or just plain “hi-fi stuff." Not
only does this afford the record industry thousands of new
customers and automatic exposure to our product (that
which our formula has sought to do for years), but the
improved reproduction how in the hands of these new
customers allows them to hear the improved recordings,
and the two improvements, taken together, make music in
the home more exciting and 'rnore satisfying entertain-

ment.
For several years record companies have hung promotional “tags" on their product in an effort to create consumer interest; no other advertising slogan or descriptive
phrase has caught the public's fancy as has “hi-fi," and;
through this newest of sales attractions records will be
exposed to millions of additional people, and we will
have a far better opportunity to convert the “new phonograph customer" to a real record buyer.

THE TOTALLY QUIET, ECHO-PROOF, RESONANCE-PROOF, REFLECTION-PROOF “FREE FIELD SOUND ROOM“ AT THE DAVID SARNOFF RESEARCH CENTER OF RCA.

HEARING

IS

RCA Victor “New Orthophonic”Jligh

BELIEVING

Fidelity

Sound brings recorded music

to a peak of perfection that thrills public, performer and dealer, alike!
The

futuristic, sound-testing laboratory above, ia

one of the gre£t many

RCA

scientists in their efforts to

flawless,

RCA

facilities

designed and used

but

by

master the mystery of

foolproof High Fidelity. Through the years,

acoustical engineers have researched every phase

from the creatiomand reproduction of the tone,
on the human ear.
So thorough have been their explorations and so complete is their achievement, that tpday the new line of

of sound,
itself,

to

its final effects

RCA

Victor

“New Orthophonic” High

Fidelity record-

ings and sound reproduction equipment amazes the listen-

ing world with the

Home

life-like fidelity of its

performance,

listeners, professional entertainers, even,

to-impress music dealers agree that to hear. an

hard-

RCA Victor

“New Orthophonic” High Fidelity recording played on
an RCA Victor “New Orthophonic” High Fidelity “Victrola” phonograph is an entirely new kind of listening
experience— something you must actually hear to believe.
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(N RADIO AND MOVIES. In 1926 RCA Victor
took the leadership in two fields that were to have fundamental influences on sound. When sound first came to

BOOT

the movies in 1926,

year

RCA

it

established

came on Victor

NBC,

the

first

discs.
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That same

national radio net-

work. The innumerable sound problems created by the
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two new industries were met by a series of brilliant
technical advances of primary importance to the development of high fidelity.
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•Mien you hear a Victor Record of Caruso
voice played
on ihe Victrota, you hear the great tenor exactly as he wishes
y>u to hear him. Only the Victor process at reproduction can
bring our all the wonderful beauty of rone, which the Victor
process of recording put into tlje recor
After t h el r record s have passed the critical j udgmentof the
officials of the Victor Recording Laboratory, the great artists
who make Victor Records
judgment upon themselves
they are heard on the VfctroTa,
they must give the flnal
approval before any of their records are re leased to the public.
Vicfrolas $25 to $f5IHh Victor dealers everywhere.
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WHEN GREAT ENTERTAINMENT CAME TO AMERICAN HOMES.

*

Long before this Victor advertisement appeared a third of a century ago, recorded music had changed the whole concept of home entertainment. Great artists
like Caruso could be heard only by a minority until in 1903 Victor Red Seal Records first brought them into American
homes. To recreate these wonderful performances with greater and greater realism, new acoustical problems had to
be solved . . the answers are basic factors in high fidelity today.
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FIRST STEPS

TOWARD

HI-FI. The early phonograph sounded

“a partially educated parrot with a sora
the Victor Talking Machine Company.
Johnson brought the disc phonograph new steadiness of pitch with his constant speed spring-motor in 1898; cleared
wax-recorded
cold-in-the-head
sound
with
his
new
process
of
pressings
the
in
1,900. And in 1906 Victor announced
up
an epoch-making advance— a phonograph instrument bearing its now world-famous “Victrola” trade-mark.
throat and a cold in the head”, according to Eldridge R. Johnson,
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“THE GRANDFATHER

HI-FI

COMPONENT”made

appearance in 1932 when Dr. H. F. Olson designed
RCA Double Voice Coil Speaker. This was the first
extended range speaker to be produced commercially
new “highs” and “lows” became audible to millions
its

the

.

.

.

for the

first

time.
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THE IDEAL “EAR” FOR MUSIC,
as the RCA Victor Velocity Microphone
developed by Dr. H. F. Olson was called,
clearly indicated that the

Era was

High

Fidelity

hand. Though first developed
in 1931 for use in the sound movie
studios, it quickly inaugurated .an 'entirely new concept of tonal quality in
at

every field of sound.

THE LONG, LONG ROAD
TO HIGH FIDELITY
/

“New

Orthophonic”, the crowning achievement

based on more than half a century

The
is

latest,

RCA

most

Victor

significant,

advance

was not suddenly discovered
but

is

in recorded

“New Orthophonic” High

sound

Fidelity. It

in all its completeness,

the culmination of over fifty years development

sound in which RCA leads
in radio, in the recording and reproduction of music
and in the motion picture industry. All these have made
the result is no mystery, no
their contributions

in the

many

fields of

.

.

.

.

.

of

in

High Fidelity,

RCA research

in

sound

supertechnical secret that only the experts can under-

something anyone can understand on first
simply sound with all the natural brilliance
and lifelike realism of actual performance. Now RCA
Victor records and instruments make this new sound
available to everyone. And since it’s true that “Hearing
once heard, yqu’ll never be satisfied
is Believing”
with anything less!
stand.

It’s

hearing

. .

.

.

.

NOISELESS RECORD SURFACES on unbreakable
record* appeared in 1948

when

RCA

Victor introduced

the first commercial record* on vinyl plastic.

Frank M. Folsom,

RCA

Here

President inspecting the

is

first

.

disc that resulted

the

RCA

from the long range development of

pioneering ubc of plastics for broadcast tran-

scriptions in 1928.

MADE FOR EACH OTHER.

LOST OVERTONES WERE CAPTURED

tradition.

the

The advent of the RCA Victor “45 rpm” system marked a complete departure from
This entirely new system streamlined both the record and player In a revolutionary deviation from conventional
speeds, brought recorded sound a new clarity and fidelity*

new

RCA

technique of recording the

in 1945 with,
first

master

impressions on magnetic tape. All the elusive overtones
which had escaped older recording methods were re-

new range of sound frequencies
and noise and distortion were greatly minimized.

tained, records gained a
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A LOW, LOW $69.95 now buys Hi-Fi with RCA Victor quality! "Olson-design” 8" speaker, ceramic pickup, synthetic sapphire stylus. Plays up to 14 "4S” records. Model 45HY4.

NOW

FOR THE FIRST TIME-RCA VICTOR

NEW ORTHOPHONIC”
All

ready to plug

HI-FI

AS LOW AS *69
r

and play!

in

I /
S

You

sit

back and close your eyes— and you could

swear you’re there ... in the midst of the musicians!
That’s what

whether

it’s

it’s

like to listen to

your kind of music,

"bop” or Bach, on a "New Orthophonic”

output

levels.

music

m

new RCA

portant part of the

Most conventional phonographs miss half the music
on modern Hi-Fi records. A note in the upper register
comes out thin, or not at all. And a bass note blasts

tone system. Little wonder

out as a window-rattling boom.

you

Victor’s

"New Orthophonic”

graph takes the wraps

off

recorded music.

muffles the brilliant, clear highs.
as musical notes, not thuds. All

and right for each other
balanced.

Record changers
tifically

— "45”

Hi-Fi phono-

It

It

un-

brings out the bass

components are

— precisely

right,

matched and

— are

scien-

designed to suppress rumble and hum.

extra-powerful amplifier minimizes distortion at

An
all

\\

it

is

an im-

Victor High Fidelity

has no equal for realism!

Now you can be "all thumbs” and still pamper your
ear for music

— with a pocltoged RCA Victor Hi-Fi unit

just plug in

and

And

play.

to record

favorites right off the air ... or to enjoy the

Victor pre-recorded tapes

,

.

.

your own

new RCA

investigate the remark-

new RCA 3-speaker Tape Recorder!
Hear "New Orthophonic” sound at your

able

portunity. Play your
If you’re

and 3-speed

\

a gloriously wide range. Even the cabinet,

providing stepped-up acoustical response,

High Fidelity "Victrola” phonograph.

RCA

'

Pickups are extra-sensitive.*The famous

"Olson-design” curvilinear speaker brings out the

own

a recording

first

artist,

hear yourself under

concert conditions. Listen to your kind of music

the greatest "Victrola” instruments in
history.

op-

favorite Hi-Fi recording.

Hear what you've been missing!

on

RCA Victor

RCA TAPE RECORDER,

$229.95. 3

speaker*!

Push-button action. 2-speed recording, "live” or

frofl

phonograph. Mike, tape, remote control included."The Executive,” model SRT-403. Others from $169.95.

radio,

ZARIETY
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Great new 3-speaker Hi-Fi— only 159
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NOT 1, NOT 2, BUT 3 SPEAKERS— scientifically

% '

placed to flood your

room with soundl "Olson-desig$” 8" speaker in phonograph, 2 Super-High
Mahogany finish; limed oak finish, extra. Model 3HES5C.

Efficiency speakers in base, 3-speed changer, ceramic pickup, separate base, treble, loudness controls.

Great new

$

Hi-Fi

“low-boy”— only 199
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PRIDE or THE LINE! Extra

ff
power, extra quality, extra large "Olson-deaign” 12 speaker! 3-speed changer; synthetic sapphire styli; ceramic pickhandsome cabinet. Mahogany finish; blond tropical hardwood finish, extra. Model 3HS61.

up, Separate bass, treble, loudness controls hidden inside

New

RCA VlCTOR

High Fidelity

TnA»#
Suggested laitern

Hit prliei

Wiown. SpectflcetioM ord prices lubjecl to change wWhovt notice,

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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SURROUNDED BY SOUND
Victor Record Division. RCA

is

Emanuel (“Manie”) Sacks, Vice-President

Victor’s large— and fast— growing library of

phonic” High fidelity recordings has been .carefully designed

to satisfy

of the

“New

RCA

Ortho-

every musical

taste.

“New

Orthoplionic” High Fidelity

not limited to Classical albums.

Is

Most Popular

releases also feature this truest-of-all sound on records. Complete catalog of

phonic” High Fidelity recordings

now

available at all

RCA

“New

Ortho-

Victor Record stores.

.

!

.

PfiSIEfr
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DINAH SHORE
stars

on

RCA

is only one of the many top popular
Victor Records. Her latest “New OrthoFidelity hit record is “Never Underesti-

phonic” High
mate” (The Power of a
to Tell You.”

NO SOUND

Woman) coupled with

“I

Have

ESCAPES YOU
RCA

Victor’s

“New Orthophonic” High

Fidelity recordings set

standard

for entire industry with world’s truest sound... world’s finest quality

...world’s greatest artists

MAESTRO ARTURO TOSCANINI'S
monumental Beethoven

‘'Ninth

recording of the

Symphony”

the greatest performances in his career. In

For more than half a century,

RCA

Victor has

offered the world’s finest performances

by

the

world’s greatest artists to provide a quality of re-

corded music unmatched in history. Now RCA
Victor has added a technical and artistic achieve-

ment of the first magnitude. .glorious “New Orthophonic”— the truest High Fidelity sound ever
attained on records!
In the present-day market for High Fidelity,
.

however, the term

itself

has becortie clouded with

confusion by claims, counter-claims and misstatements. The fact is— there

F idelity

is

no mystery about High

merely a matter of clearer, brighter,
truer sound. The best way to understand it — is
to

hear

.

It is

it!

Convinced that the proof is in the 'performance,.
RCA Victor has released two brilliant demonstration albums. The first— Hearing Is Believing —is
an exciting album with mass market appeal. It
demonstrate^ “New Orthophonic” High Fidelity
in terms that anyone can easily understand. It’s
available on Long Play for only $1 ($5.95 value)

— and’on

is

“New

one of
Ortho-

phonic” High Fidelity Sound.

“45 Extended Play” for only 35 4 ($1.58

value)

The second RCA Victor album— An Adventure
High Fidelity— is designed for music lovers who
already own High Fidelity record playing equipment. It is a work of genuine musical substance
with score by Robert Russell Bennett. Available
on Long Play — only $6,95.
Latest— and highly significant— achievement in
the perfection of High Fidelity Records is to be
found in RCA Victor’s exclusive Gruve/Gard record construction. Raised rims and centers on Long
Play records protect grooves— when records are
stacked on changer... in and out of sleeves... in
in

handling.

This year RCA Victor proved itself “first in recorded music” again by becoming the only major
recording company to release High Fidelity PreRecorded Tapes. RCA. Victor Pre-Recorded Tapes
bring the listener closer to the actual perf ormance
than any other medium can accomplish. They’re
exact duplicates of RCA Victor master tapes — the
first step in

making phonograph records!

%

RCA VICTOR PRE-RECORDED TAPES

all feature

“New

Orthophonic” High Fidelity Sound. They’re dualtrack, on 7-inch reels and play at 7^ Inches per second.
Hear them best on a quality RCA Tape Recorder.
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HILL REISKIND, Engineering Department Manager explains RCA
new Gruve/Gard record construction. The raised
rims and centers give permanent protection to record surfaces.
Victor’* important

J
;

ON ANY RECORD PLAYER “Hearing is Believing”

ON A HIGH FIDELITY RECORD PLAYER “An

dramatically demonstrates the difference between old
sound and “New Orthophonic”. Also includes selec-

Adventure in High Fidelity” vividly illustrates the
complete range of sound possible with “New Orthophonic” High Fidelity techniques. It provides a dramatic test for your High Fidelity equipment.

from 9 new albums! Long Play version only $1
($5.95 value) . “45 EP” version 35tf ($1.58 value)

tions

-j
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is Believing continued

LICIA ALBAN ESC

AMES BROTHERS

GUIDO CANTELLI

PERRY COMO

JOHNNIE & JACK

ALEX KALLAO

THE TONY MARTINEZ QUINTET

YEHUDI MENUHI

HANK SNOW

LEOPOLD STOKQWSKI

HIGH FIDELITY

SOUND ALONE
NOT ENOUGH

IS

“New Orthophonfc” High

Fidelity

plus performances by
*

“the world’s greatest artists”

make RCA

Victor first in recorded

music

All the technical brilliance in the world cannot produce a truly superb
Fidelity Recording unless the artist

nee

is

is

of the very

first

High

rank— and his perform*

of the highest quality of excellence.

These

essentials: finest quality ... truest sound... greatest artists ...

Inspired performances are what

make

RCA

and

Victor Records unrivaled any-

where on earth.
In 1902 the immortal Enrico Caruso

made

his first recordings for the

Victor Talking Machine Company. Their success was immediate. Soon
other stars followed his lead— and the long lassociation of Victor and the
/
world’s greatest artists was begun.
V

This brilliant association continues. Today

RCA

Victor recording artists

represent the: finest the world has to offer in every classification of music

from Pops
standing

to the Classics.

artists

Shown on

who - through

the

this

page are only a few of the out?
.

medium ofTtiCA Victor Records— bring

music lovers everywhere the enjoyment of

their widely-acclaimed talents.

RISE STEVENS
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DAVIS SISTERS

VICTORIA

PE LOS ANGELES

ANIA DORFMANN

DON ELLIOTT

ARTHUR FIEDLER

!
B4
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Hearing

is Believing.

. .
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ANYONE CAN
HAVE A
CUSTOMIZED
HI-FI

SYSTEM

RCA INTERM ATCHED COMPONENTS are easily "hooked-up" by anyone
who can push a plug into a socket. No technical knowledge is required.

INTER-MATCHED COMPONENTS DEVELOPED OT RCA RAVE MARE HIGH FIDELITY A PART OF MODERN LIVIN8 FOR EVERYONE

EASILY ASSEMBLED, EASILY EXPANDED
Thanks

. . .

HI-FI

WHO

APPRECIATES FINE MUSIC

FOR EVERY BUDGET

components developed by
assemble his own Customized Hi-Fi system.
Tuners, amplifiers, automatic record changer and speaker all
plug together easily to produce professional quality Hi-Fi for
every taste, and every budget.
to

professionally-built

RCA, anyone can

Until recently, the cost of true high fidelity equipment was
such that the music lover had to weigh his passion for true
tones against the cost of a new family car. Today, however,

the Hi-Fi enthusiast can indulge his dreams for no more than
the cost of an average television set. The beginner may buy
only what he needs to start with— then expand his high fidelity
pleasure as his pocketbook permits.

RCA, World Leader in Radio,
corded Music, has now brought
one. Hearing is believing!

First in Television and Rethe magic of Hi-Fi to every-

RCA

HI-FI

fit*

Into

any decorative scheme. Custom

Installations

are easily

mad* in bookcase, wall, or sliding panel. Or, RCA decorator-designed cabinets
shown above are available to hold equipment and speaker. Speaker enclosure
(right) may be placed vertically or horizontally.

MUSIC
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as
i

The

deejay

York

to.

junkets

f

to

New*
Flood

songs from pix
getting wax coverage is developing
into an Irritant to radio station
managers. Objection to. the title
songs is pegged on the fact that
it’s considered an overt plug for
the pic and the managers feel that
if the film is being shown at a
local house, it’s tantamount, to a

“meet the stars” have

Otto Harbach

That’s the sentiment bevoiced arounjd town by record'
company publicity staffs personal
managers and even the disk artists
themselves.
In the past few months platter
•pinners along the eastern coast
have been trekking to Gotham
with a flock of their fans to get
an in-person o.o. of their disking
At first; the stunt looked
faves.
like a good public relations idea
for the artists, but now it’s felt
that, it does them no 'Sood at all.
Biggest squawks are coming
gotta go.

.ing

horkibock fo

MyChicago Romance

sadii

In

the

Current opposition is coming pririiarily from statioris In the hinterlands, but managers in key city
areas .are also expressing consternation on the increase of the number of pic title songs. One New
York indie manager said that he’s
watching the situation closely, and
if he feels that it’s getting out of

due

49th Anniversary Number
of

tralia,

Juve Morale.”
One does not have to be a fanatical reformer to be genuinely concerned about the increasing problem of smutty lyrics. It is heart-

Associated Booking Corp.
Yank, name invasion of Aussie
continues with Gloria De Haven
reportedly coming in to open at.
Leichhardt Stadium Dec. 9. Date
clashes with Billy' Daniels playdates hereabouts. He’s due to open
at the Sydney Stadium Dec; 4, under Lee Gordon’s management.
Bill Royd (Hopalong Cassidy),
due here next week on a tour (at
his own expense to aid the Crippled Children’s -Society of New
South Wales), makes two personals
Capitol Theatre— accomat the

own

pic,

“The Texas

With Slezak
RCA

Victor

Illness

into an' unex-

its production
pected setback,
of the original cast album version
of the legit musical, ‘Faririy,-’ Sun•

(21) when Walter Slezak, costar with Ezio Pinza, Was unable
to make the recording session due

day

to illness. Victor cut around Slezak, who does a couple of numbers
in the show, including a duet with

Pinza.

Victor will have to foot the add-

OF XMAS TUNES ON AIR
23,

British music publishers are sore
at the attitude of the BBC towards
Christmas songs. Whereas in the
past they have made the airwaves
as
ring with .Christinas refrai
•early

Opens 20th Go-op

October,

this

year

the.

BBC put its foot down arid decreed
that Christmas songs shouldn’t be
broadcast until ^fairly near the
Christmas season.
While no official proclamation
has beeri made on this*subject; the
music publishers have been given
to understand quite clearly that
the BBC will not allow Christmas
songs to be broadcast until a fortnight before Christmas.

Delay

Decca Reeordsshas added a new
songstress,
Jana. Mason, to its
foster.

head of BBC Light Entertainment,
She has been working in cafes making a plea to get Christmas
m and around New York.
songs ort the air immediately.
.

The; sales reaction to the “Studio

49th Anniversary Number
•f

One” plug Monday night

(15) was
in the retail stores the next
day, when customers began asking
for the Joan Weber etching of the
tune, on the
Columbia Records
felt

Me

label,
The “Let
tune, was used as the

Go, Lover,”
drama’s title

Miss Weber’s version was
woven into the plot and got about
four spinnings during the hour
show, The sales reaction, in fact,
was so big that it caught Columbia
short of disks. Col began pressing
and

the

disk at top speed

after

the

show and worked its plants over
weekend to meet the demand.

last
It

claims a 500,000-copy shipment

by the end of

or “Winter Wonderland” during
the Yule season, but that new
Xmas songs do need that extra promotional push from the Society.
He adds that his current Christmas song push, “Santo Natale,”
isn’t included in ASCAP’s holiday
category
even though it was

in the orchestral scoring
penned by two ASCAP vets, A1
20th-Fox’s “There’s No BusiHoffman and Dick Manning (in colness Like Showbusiness” has auto- laboration with Belle Nardone).
matically settled a hassle between
Spfer also found fault with other
20th and the Irving Berlin Music catagories ^compiled
by
the
Corp. over release of the Decca
Society to facilitate deejay prosoundtrack alburn from the forth- gramming.
coming tuner.
Spier suggests that if ASCAP
Difficulties arose due to Berlin’s wants to build arid create a reperactivities on behalf of Paramount’s toire, it should send form letters
“White Christmas” in which ‘he to all Its publisher members and
has a 30% cut. The Berlin office, ask them for their copyrights that
according to 20th sources, wasn't could fit into its Various guides.
in a mood to cooperate' on “ShowThe new service, which is tagged
business” due to the close timing ‘ASCAP Music On Records Your
of the album following release of Program. Guide,” is headed up by
the Society’s sales .manager j.„ M.
the “Christmas” platter.
At 20th, the ad-pubbery was anx- Collins. Each listing includes title,
ious to get the “Showbusiness” composer, publisher and record

—

this week.
Into the Act Pronto
Other major companies, mean-

time, got into the act at top speed.
Last Friday (19), Mercury Records
covered the tune with its top songstress; Patti Page, while RCA Victor cut it with Sunny Gale, Coral
with
Teresa Brewer and The
Lancers,, mid Decca with Peggy
Lee. Several, other slicings of the
same tune are also due this week.
Immediate reaction to the various sides indicates an edge to the
(Continued on page 62)

All’s Quiet in Longhair;

French’s

Move

to Split

Orgs Cause of Ouster
All's quiet along the concert
managerial front, in the Wake of
week’s sudden move by Columbia Artists Mgt. execs in “re1

last

lieving” Ward French of his post
as prez of CAM’s Cornmunity Concerts subsidiary. But since French,
a veteran Of oyer 20 years’ association with CAM, has a contract
with. Columbia, further action may
still be expected..
Because of CAM’s topdog status
in the concert field, and the 900

U. S. and Canadian towns involved
Community Concerts, the French
Ousting continues, to be chief conversational topic in longhair circles.
Last Thursday (18), CAM sent out

in

letters

to

all

local

Community

Concerts execs iri the various
towns, presenting its side of the
controversy, in answer fo French’s
CAM
against
previous charges
When he was ousted from his post,

During the past year, said CAM,
French (and his veepee Robert
Ferguson), after 20 years’ belief to
the contrary, urged separation of

ber preerii.
Other
Community from CAM.
Since the scoring delay has had FINKELSTE1N
CAM execs disagreed, this finalits effects on Decqa, the album's
ly bringing about, the ousting;
release date has how been set back
would
corporations
Separate
arid the Berlin music outfit has inHerman Finkelstein, ASCAP’s mean added costs, arid inability to
dicated it’s, ready to help in proParis continue giving Community- solomoting the “Showbusiness” disk. general attorney, planed to
last weekend, for a two-week ists, orchs and ballet at reasonable
Berlin himself has been very ac- over
business trip. Firikelstein will pow- fees;’ said CAM.
tive plugging •‘Christmas.”
French’s change of -attitude, he
wow with attorneys representing
European performing right socie- declared, stemmed from his conties to discuss international copy- cern over Dept, of Justice probGutbucket and Barrelhouse Authority
ings into CAM; and. Community
right problems.
He will also study at first hand during the past year over charges
Swiss
of antitrust violations. Other CAM
the -legal suit brought by
Frazier
film exhibitors to block the pay- execs, apparently, aren't too conSwiss
cerned, feeling reasonably Secure
fees,
the
fo
hat an Infere»tlng cloieup on the
ment of theatre
that they haven’t been guilty of
performing right society.
any violations.
Bopsters in Brooks

ABROAD

George

.

This, say

themselves
have
saved
could
trouhle and expense in the produc-r
tion of Christmas material.
The pop section jof" the Music
Publishers Assn, has written to the

erice.

the

jii

of

ed expense of running another ses-_ the publishers, isn’t fair to the insion for the Slezak tunes in addi-“ dustry.
They point out that had
tion to suffering a delay in getting they been informed of the BBC’s
the albums on the counter.
attitude well in advance, they

JANA MASON TO DECCA

<.
one of tho many byline pieces

waxing out arid, established well in versions.
advance of the film's mid-Decem-

BBC BANS EARLY USE
London, Nov.

‘Fanny’ Disk Sesh Snarl

New

Field for the Negro

that you don’t have to remind a
jockey to play “White Christmas"

Australian

stand, as did
Gene Krupa’s trio a couple of
months ago., Johnnie Ray also
played the Atissie circuit. Promoter
Lee Gordon, in N.Y. last week, said
he’s dickering for a return date for
Armstrong with Joe Glaser, of the
click

citizens arid, fathers.

of Education, Dept, of Instruction, Cleveland , O.)

Serious Music:

Spier, ASCAP’s new guide isn’t
helping to build new songs or develop new standards.
He claims

Guy Mitchell, Louis Armstrong
and his combo recently completed

ening to see that responsible men
in the entertaining industry are panying his
taking a reasonable stand both as Ranger,”

William B. Levens'bn,
(Deputy Superintendent, Board

Still

discourses on

the 20th-Fox pic; “Desiree,” to get
The American Society of Comspins if the stations decide to limit
dejay play. Alternate title is “We posers, Authors & Publishers* new
Meet Agai
station relations service program
Resentirient to title songs came is. stirring up resentment arriong
to a head early this year with “The
the Society’s small firms.
AniHigh And Mighty.” Many stations mosity stems from the recentlyfelt it was just' an outright plug
cataloged index of ASCAP tunes
for the pic. Other tunes that have
on disks Which is being stent to
stirred radio manager action have
stations around the country as probeen ‘‘Three Coins in the Foun- gramming aids. The smaller pub•‘Woman’s World,” “Song lishers claim that the index Is
tain,”
From the Barefoot Contessa’’ and favoring the larger firms and vir“The Adventures of Hajjl Baba.” tually giving them a brushoff.
According to pub topper Larry

is

1

'

of

.

Cleveland, Nov. 18.

.

number

arid

making

Lyrics

Variety

ah increasing

instrumentalists are
Sydney-Belbourrie
the
stopovers as part of a Far East
circuit which includes Japan, Hong
Kong, Korea and other points,
Patti Page is the latest U. S.
name to sked an Australian tour.
Songstress will play there early in
December and may hit other spots
in the Orient. Nat (King) Cole
and Billy Daniels are also slated
to make similar tours shortly, as
singers

‘Variety’ Editorial

the comments of a school superintendent are not out of place
in addressing Variety, I should
like to underline the Comments in
your editorial, ‘‘The Fast Buck, Vs.

names are

can performers in the flesh. Despite
the long trip even by air to Aus-

Cleveland School Supt.

If

disk and jazz

flying high Down Under.
the English, Australians are spinning the wickets to see the Ameri-

a

Editor,

S.

Like

,

Re Smutty

William Grant

extra plug,”

U.

Video’s impact on the music business was felt with a resounding
bang last week when a Plug on
CBS-TV’s “Studio One” show literally catapulted a pop tune, “Let
Me Go, Lover,” into the hit brackets overnight. Although the value
of a tv showcasing for a tune has
been highly regarded for some
time, there has been nothing to
equal or even approximate the dramatic impact of the "Let Me Go,
Lover,” surge since television began reaching a national mass audi-

\

A

Meantime, publishers and disk
companies are trying to beat down
the hinterland station manager’s
resistance to title sprigs on wax.
Miller Music, of the Big Three
combine, has even added a subtag.
to ‘‘The Song From Desiree,’’ from

,

In

.

Veteran Cohiposer

hand, he’ll clairip down on spins.
“I’m beginning to get the impression,” he added, “that the producers are having title songs inserted into their pix just to get an

.

On

title

cuffo ad.

another editorial feature

from artists who get ‘‘requests”
from the dee jays to perform at the

They claim that they’re
shindigs.
not being shown to advantage and
believe they lose more fans by attending than if they didn’t show
up at all. Many artists say that
they have nothing against appearing at these deejay bashes if they
were, produced properly." ‘‘It’s difficult to perform,” one singer said,
“in the middle of the ballroom,
with thousands of kids milling
about you and without rehearsed
orch backing.”
The deejays have been picking
up additional revenue via the
junkets. Many of them make deals
with, the travel agencies in their
town (in fact, a .couple of Boston
platter spinners own their own
Well as deals
travel agency);
with the hotel in Gotham where
they hole up with the kids for; the
weekend. Some jocks have brought
as many as 3,000 teenagers into
town for the weekend shindig;
Heretofore, many diskers had
been unwilling guests at these deejay affairs, feeling that if they
turned down the invitation the d.j.
would skip spins on their disks.
Now, however, they have decided
that if their -disk merits programming, the deejays will be forced
to spin it Whether they participate
in his junket jamboree
hot.

of

Col

Bros , Suits

Names Lampley

As
Calvin.

an amusing byline piece

In

the

49lh Anniversary Number
e

of

PStSIETT

A&R

Music Editor

Lampley has been named

&

repertoire music editor
for Columbia Records. Post was
set up recently to integrate the a&r
division and test-pressing approval
of Col’s pop and classical reperartists

toire.

James FoglesOng

will serve in a

similar capacity for Epic Records,
Col subsid.

Manie Sacks to

Fla.

After Grippe Attack
Manie Sacks,

RC A.

v.p.

and gen-

eral manager of the Victor disk division, is slated to leave for Florida
at the end of this week for a rest.

Sacks has been bedded With the
grippe at his Essex House, N. Y.,
apartment, since last week.

..

.

.

.

,
.
»

.
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.By

and Disks
Brahms:

Sam
cute angle for the juves.
Ulano, who handles both drum ef-

Sonatas

charming overtures, played with a
great deal of spirit and flourish by
the N. Y. Philharmonic under
Mitropoulos.
Encores In a Quiet Mood (MGM),
Some fine piano encore pieces are
played with taste and good musicianship by Menahem Pressler.
Granados’ “Maiden & Nightingale'*
and Ravel’s “Pavane" are particu-

(Columbia)’.

,

Four sonatas in the Brahms violin
repertoire beautifully played by
Isaac Stern, with Alex, Zakin a
noble assist at the piano. The D
Minor (No; 3) is especially romantic and warm under Stern’s fluid,
rich tone, and the No. 1 in
(“Rain") has a lovely, rustic quality.
Rarely-done F.A.E. Sonata is
included.
Beethoven:. Concerto No. 3 in C
Minor (Angel). Clean, attractive
performance by pianist Emil Gilels,
poetic as well as positive. Conservatoire
Orch
under
Gluytens

seasonal fects and narrations, delivers ;this
numbers are being churned out tune in an appealingly unsophistiin massive .quantities this year, cated style. Art Carney has rriade
''Home For The Holidays" should a virtual straight copy oflhis side
step out from the rest of the field. for Columbia. On the A-Bell flip,
Number has a good idea, not spe^- Ulano has a number slanted for inChristmas. fants.
cifically
pegged to
Frankie Laine: “In: The .Begin-.
Perry Como and chorus deliver it
(Columbia),
Shoes"
with warm genialty. On the: flip, ning"-“01d
cycle
shows no
the title tune from the Cole Por- The
religioso
ter musical, “Silk Stockings," is an signs of abating and “In The Beatmospheric ballad which Como ginning" is a Tin Pan Alley reevocatively
renders
with good write based on the Book of Gebackings from the Mitch Ayers nesis. Tt has a sincere ring and
..Orch..
Frankie Laine can belt this kind of
Guy Mitchell:, “Gee, Rut You song with dramatic impact. “Old
Gotta Come Home"-! Met The Shoes” is a pleasing ballad that

Although

Victor).

the

G

.

larly choice.

von Karajan, though occasionally
a

Two

(Epic).

LAWRENCE WELK
'

.

.

HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS
......

(

(

.

.

THERE’S A SMALL HOTEL
•»hd
SAW YOUR EYES

.Silk Stockings

GEE, BUT YOU GOTTA COME HOME
J Met the Cutest Little Eyeful Ever

Columbia )
.....

(Decca)

.

.

.

WITHOUT LOVE

.

.

.

.Finger of Suspicion: Points at

lumbia) and BUly. May’s “Rudolph
The Bed Nosed Reindeer Mambo"

You

-The Ames Bros/
(C a p i to l)
“There’ll Always Be A Christmas"

Guy

Mitchell; Who had been
riding for a long time on a diet
Of Bob Merrill tunes, has switched
cleffers on this coupling, but the
quality of the songs remains more
or less in the same groove. Both
are bright, rhythmic entries with
Clever lyrics that Mitchell belts in
an infectious manner. This is a

potent two-sided commercial platter with a slight edge going to the
“Gotta Come Home” side.
Dolores Gray: “Without LOve”“The Finger of Suspicion Points At
You” (Decca).
“Without Love."
from the Porter musical, “Silk
Stockings," is a great piece of material that should be around for a
long time.
Dolores Gray, who
knowns her way around a class
tune, gives it a fine reading that
could easily move into the top
.

again

Norman

Petty

his

flair.

“On The

Trio:

Alamo’ ’-“Echo Polka"

Norman

With

projects

trademarked rhythmic

(Label

X).

smooth
ensemble that does a dependable commercial job on wax.
On the standard, “On The Alamo,"
the gioup has turned up a solid
side which rates plenty of jock
and juke. spins. Flip, is a happyPetty Trio

is

a

vocal

styled instrumental slice!
“Little

.

.

.

(Victor) should be a top turntable
item for the next couple of weeks
The iVfulcays’ electric harmonicas take off on “White Christmas,"

she belts it for maximum returns.
could be the side to. establish
the British songstress- in.this coun-

now

.

;

.

Bitty Baby”
“Little
Lowell’s “Jingle Bells and “Other

Songs of Winter Fun"“

Another

.

.

'Twas The
is
Before Christmas," a Capirelease featuring The Mello-

top item for the kids
Niglit
tol

men.

Album Reviews
of
“Lullabys
Connor:
Chris
Chris
(Bethlehem).
Birdland"
Connor is one of the current crop
of jazz songstresses whose phrasing and style are. slanted for the
hipsters rather than the general
In this Bethlehem
pop market.
package, she gets an excellent

on

showcase
cluding
Music,"

eight,

the

Week

Survey

November

of

12-18, 1954

Cara Mia ...
Feist
Count Your Blessings—rt“White Christmas"
.Berli
Fanny-^-*“Fanny"
Chappell
Hajji Baba '(“‘Adventures Of Hajji Baba"
.....Remick
Hey There— *“Pa jama Game" ...
Frank
High And The Mighty.— t “High And The Mighty"
Witmark
Hold My Hand— t “Susan Slept Here"
... .... Raphael

—

numbers, in“I Heair

song,

title

The .top 30 songs of week (more in case of tie.s), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index A Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alphabetically listed.
* Legit musicaJ.
t Film,

.

“What Is There TO Say,”
“Come Back To Sorrento," “Why

On (London)

living.

.

'

I

Need You Now

.

Give My Heart To You
Worries Me ... ............

.

If I
-It
It’s

.

Miller

.

.

.

. i.

..

.

.

.... Miller

.

.

Bourne
Robbins
Sheldon

;

A Woman’s World— t“Woman’s World"

Kiss Crazy Baby
Love, You Didn’t'

Mambo

......
........

.

Do Right— 1 “White Christmas"

Italiano

.

.

Berlin

.

Rylan
Morris

.

Mister Sandman

Muskrat Ramble
My Own True Love— 1“Gone With The Wind”
Papa Loves Mambo .......... ... ...
Ready, Willing And Able

Simort

NEED YOU NOW

I

Shapiro-B

2.

IF

GIVE

I

MY HEART TO YOU

3.

MISTER SANDMAN

4.

HOLD MY HAND

5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

.

(11)

.

.

j

(2)

'.

[

(8)

SHAKE, RATTLE AND R

r

A WOMAN’S WORLD

.

Majar
Decca

.

Cadence
.

Decca.
Coral

.

.

J,L (6)

Comets

Bill Haley^s

(

Perry Como
De Castro Sisters
Jo Stafford.
Rosemary Clooney
Rosemary Clooney

)

Sammy

i

(

UJ)

.

.

Decca

Abbott
.Columbia
Columbia
Columbia
Decca
...

.

*

Don, Dick
(
)
'

SKOKIAAN

<>
.4

.O
•

;

-

.

.

.

MAMBO ITALIANO
HEARTS OF STONE
DOWN IN THE BOTTOM OF THE WELL

Ames

Capitol

&

Jhnrr

.

.

£+ » +

+«

>

»

Archie Bleyer
Ralplu Marierie

[McGuire
s.
^

Cadence
Mercury
Decca
Columbia
.

.

Capitol

!.

.

.

.

.

Columbia

.

In

.Dot
Label X
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Capitol
Victor

*.

*

•

.

<

,

<

«
*

,

<

>

Essex
Eddie Fisher
.

,

.Victor
.

Mercury

* »»» » »

Frcberg
) Stan
parentheses indicate number of weeks sona has been in the
Top 101
<
< 44 4-4
4
t
>

Capitol

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

i

•

!

.

.

Slept Here".
.

....

.

.

.

.

....

An

.

-

Inn In Indiana

•.
.

A Woman’s World— t“Woman’s
I’ve. Known You All My Life
Let Me Go Lover

,

Little

Make Yourself Comfortable ......
Man That Got Away t“A Star Is Bo;
Mister Sandman

—

Mobile
....
Muskrat Ramble
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Miller

.

.

.

Shapiro-B

.

.

,

.

.

.

••

.

.

* .

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

•

Miller

Pickwick
Robbins

Frank

H & R
:.
.

.

Bourne
Rylan
Harwin

.

Morris

.

.

.

Ardmore
Simon
Bloom

.

,

Sliapiro-B
;

Restless Heart7-L *“Fanny"
Sleigh Ride
,

There’s No Place Like
This Ole House"

Whither Thou Goest

Raphael

.

.

Smile

Frank
..Frank

.

.

Papa Loves Mambo
Red Grapes ....

Feist
Berlin

Goldsen

.

• -•

A

Shoemaker

My Bambino

.

V/cvld”

Harms

Itemibk

.......

It’s

«

DeLuxe

.

My Hand— f “Susan

Need You Now

My

*

-<

..

.

f

I Want You All To Myself
If I Give
Heart To You

Capitol

Sistefs.
^

Crew Cuts

Hold

..

Louis.

Wilder Bros.
.....
[Nat. (King)' Cole
) Sunny Gale

I

M

Is

.

Count Your

I

Victor

a

m

of Ties )

— t“A Star Born"
Blessings — “White Christmas"

Trunk

:

—

Crown K

1

Bros.

.

Fi uures

A

Cara'.Mia

Hajji Baba-v! “Adventures Of Hajji Baba”
Hernando’s Hideaway *“Pajama Game”

<

.......

(More In Case
Born In

Dream

Decca

Armstrong
Four Lads
Ray Anthony
Les. Paul-Mary Ford
Rosemary Clooney
....
\ C harms
\Fontane Sisters

«

WHITHER THOU GOEST

f

Southern

Top 30 Songs on TV

O

'a

WHAT I LIKE
NAUGHTY LADY OF SHADY LANE

SH-BOOM

Hamblen
Kayeli

>

1
1

Hey There— *“Pajama Game”

THAT’S

t

Chappell
Chappell

H&R

Coral

.

Victor

Davis, Jr.

Four Aces
Ray Anthony

.

.

.

.

\

\

MUSKRAT RAMBLE
COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS

Hub-L

.

.

Second Group

SMILE

Miller

—

Victor
,

Shapiro-B

Bourne

*

PAPA LOVES MAMBO (7)
TEACH ME TONIGHT (3)
THIS OLE HOUSE (13)
IIEY THERE (18)
IT’S

Colurnbi

.

Daywin
Famous

;

Sabrina t“Sabrina’’
Skokiaan
Smile ..
..
......... .................
Song From Deslree-^t “Desiree"
.......
Teach Me Tonight
..............
That’S What I Like--t“Livihg It Up" ...
There’s A Small Hotel *“bn Your Toes" .........
Things I Didn’t Do
.«.
This Ole House
.....
Whither Thou Goest
......
You’re Nobody ’Til Somebody Loves You
....

Victor

Eddie Fisher
Doris Day
Denise Lor
Connee Boswell
Dinah Shore
Chprdettes
Four Aces
Lancers
Don Cornell

(12)

-

.Remick

i

—

1.

Scheherazade

prize ballet scores. “Combat"
a vivid, graphic drama, is excitingly played by the Ballet Theatre

.

Christmas Platters
Shouldn’t I," “Try A Little TenDavid Whitfield's “Santo Natale” derness," “All About Ronnie" and
Ellis Larkins
Here."
is one Of the strongest “Spring Is
the. .flip,
Miss Kaye bounces the entries to move into the Yule Trio backs- up tastefully. In anlabel, Miss
lively- “Butterscotch Mop," which sweepstakes
this year.
Julius La- other set for the same
Vaughn Monroe also has sliced ef- Rosa gets back on the Italian kick Connor sings “Lullabys for Lovfectively for Victor.
with a version of “Jingle Bells” ers," another collection of fine
Sam Ulano: “Santa and The tagged “Camparielje" (Cadence)
standards with backing from the
Doodle-Li-Boop" - “The Story of The mambo. vogue is. given some Vinnie Burke Quartet.
Santa Claus” (A-Bell).
Kay Thompson (MGM). Nitery
“Doodle- okay seasonal licks via Pete RugLt-Loop" is a Xmas novelty with a olo’s “Jingle Bells Mambo” (Co( Continued on page 60)
she’s

Rimsky-Korsakov:

TW9

,

It

where

stately reading of the poetic concerto by pianist Guitnor Novaes,
aided by the Vienna Pro .Musica.
The “Moonlight” has
appropriate approach.
Banfield: Combat Sc Antheil:
Capital of the World (Capitol).

.

Jimmy

Durante:
“Pupali
People" (Decca).
Jimmy
Durante only cuts an occasional
side and so. his material should be
better than it usually is,
“Pupalina” is a Cute number which; however, doesn’t give The Sehnozz
enough chances to apply comic
touches, “Little People” is an inspiritional number that Durante
handles appealingly;
brackets. Flip is a fine pop ballad
Clark Dennis: “Wooden Shoes
with a nice, beat!
Miss Gray
and
Happy Hearts”-“Dansero’’ (Tifhandles this one excellently. On
the London label, Dickie Valentine fany), “Wooden Shoes” is a bright,
lilting
tUne which Clark Dennis dealso has anjokay slice of “Finger.”
Dinah Kaye: “When Are You livers delightfully. It’s a catchy
Comirig Home, Joe?!’-“The But- slice that should nab plenty of jock
terscotch Mop" (Label X). Dinah and juke spins. Dennis has a neat,
Kaye has a standout country-styled interpretation of “Dansero” on the
ballad in “Corning HOme," and bottom deck.

try,

Tchaikovsky

(Columbia). Sumptuous reading of
the glittering score by the Phila*
delphians under Ormaridy.
orch under Levine, while “Capital"
Verdi: TraViata (Columbia).
is quite appealing for its evocative
Andre Kostelanetz and, his orch
Iberian rhythms.
preserve the score and -flavor of
“Silent Night, Holy Night," “JinBizet: Carmen & L’Arlesienne the w.k. opera in their straight
gle Bells" and “Rudolph The Red- No. 1 Suites (Vanguard). Excellent
orchestral version, in an attractive
extendin.
a
tasty
Nosed Reindeer"
reading of the two suites
the tuneful disk.
Young Vienna State Opera orch by
ed play set for Cardinal.
under
Gounod: Faust Ballet Music, Sc
Peoples Records has a standout Rossi, The “L’Arlesienne" is very Bizet:
Carmen Suite (Capitol).
selection for the moppet trade, best inviting, done in graceful style.
Lush
recreations, of familiar music
of which are Tom GlazCr’s “The
Mendelssohn: Hebrides Sc Buy by the vet St. Louis Symph under
Twelve Days Of Christmas" and Bias Overtures (Columbia). Two Golschmann.
Bron.
and Gene
.

Cutest Little Eyeful Ever" (Colum- Laine
bia).

Sc

A

-

Arthur Gruiniaux. Vienna Symph
under Paumgar^ner backs up.
Week,. Ar*g6n
167th Consecutive
Beethoven: Concerto No. 4 in G;
Calif.
Monica,
Santa
Ballroom,
Moonlight Sonata (Vox), Serious;
Exclusively on Coral Records

Best Bets

slow.

Mendelssohn

robust,
Warming works neatly played, with
a light, singing tone, by violinist

and hit

PERRY COMO
RCA Victor.)
GUY MITCHELL

little

Violin Concertos (Vox). Ivry Gitlis,
gifted young Israeli, in very appealing performances of the tw<o
classics.
pure, very sensitive
tone overrides occasional technical
roughspofs.
Verdi: Doit Carlo ''Sc Giordano:
Andre Chenier (Cetra). Highlights
of two fine. operas, well sung by
Italian
artists.
Renata Tebaldi,
soon due at the N. Y. Met, is impressive in the “Chenier.” Stalwarts Maria Caniglia and Ebe
Stignani
distinguish
the
“Don
Carlo."

Concerto No. S In G,

D

by the Phllharmonia under

ing

assists.

Mozart:
No, 4 in

Symphony No. S

Tchaikovsky:

(Angel). Sensitive, musicianly read-

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC

DOLORES GRAY

.
,..

.

HERM ECHOENFELD.

“Home For The
Stockings'' (RCA

Holidays"-“Silk

.

Wednesday, November 24, 1954

Jocks, Jukes
Perry Como:

;

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

...

Home For The

Saunders
Chappell
Mills
Bouriae
3

vOUcom

Hamblen
.

.

Kavelin

Wednesday, November 24, 19.54
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BMI

Daniel Joins

SPA Proxy

In

Tobias

(Charles

hoi on interesting doteup on

Oliver Daniel, producer-director

the new Tin Pen Alley

music programming at CBS-

of

methods

RadioT' is resigning that post Dec.
1 to join Associated Music Publishers as director of contemporary
music projects. AMP, the longhair
wing of Broadcast Music Inc., is
headed by prexy Charles A. Wall.
Daniel was with CBS for the past;
had charged, that the defendants 12. years.
(Allan B, and Albert T. Jacobs,
Daniel’s moveover to
repMarti Croft and Noro Morales) had
infringed on a similar record resents another major pitch for
composers of serious music to join
called “Pardon My Blooper,”
BMI. In recent years, several topPlaintiff claimed that it had obtained exclusive rights to the lat- flight longhairs such as Roger Sessions,
William Schuman and Roy
ter, disk from Kermit Schaefer,
'Harris, have joified BMI’s writer
author of the
“Your Slip

A

temporary injunction restraining tlie sale and distribution of the
Album, “Excuse My Fluff/' was
granted the Jay-Gee Record Co.
last week by N.. Y. Supreme Court
Justice Samuel Di Falco. Jay-Gee

|

AMP,

Changeth
one of the meny
edltorkil feotures ln the

manager of the
Composers Alliance.

granting the temporary inthe court said, “I am
convinced that 'much of the material contained in the defendants'
record, 'Excuse My Fluff,’ was
taken from the plaintiff’s book,
In

Upsurge in the packaged disk biz
and the comparatively, low cost of
producing jazz albums is forcing,
indie labels out of the pop single
longplay line

for a

field

stress..

Bethlehem Records is the latest
outfit to duck the costly arid major company-dominated pop field

LP

for an

splurge.

According to Gus Wildi, Betlile-.
prexy, four pop sides cost an
average of $1,500 a session to produce, while an eight-tune LP runs
no more than $330,. Another advantage to waxing jazz material,
Wild! claimed, is that many of the
original jazz material can be out
into his own publishing firm, WinGus, thus saying on royalties.
(N.Y.) platter spinner.
The speWildi also stresses the difference
cial demo slice is being shipped in marketing pops and packages
cuffo to the dealers.
with the balance heavy for the latStandard deal among the
For the deejay push,
is ter.

MGM

J^ARIETY
Actress Back As Cleffer

American

ing

to get its first deluxe

package^ “Deep In My Heart,” off
the ground on the dealer and deejay level,
Records has prepped special disks ' to push the
soundtrack set. For the dealers,
the label has whipped up a 10-inch
platter
longplay
demonstration
which includes snatches of the
songs from the Metro pic and a
commentary by Jack Lacy, WINS

of

also give .up his post of coordinat-

fendants’ material was lifted from
'

its platter.

move

In a

49th Anniversary Number

Daniel will

.

MGM’S SPECIAL DISKS TO
HYPO ‘HEART’ DELUXER

Is

Showing,” a collection of radio roster.
Upon joining
fluffs.
Jay-Gee added that the de-

—— —————-—
,

The Old Order

AMP

tome,

In

With Penguin Pic Tlieme

hem

:

Hollywood, Nov. 23.
Mary Jo Matthews gave up a
promising film career at Metro a
few years ago when she married
Back at
Stint Art Rush, manager of Roy Rogers.
issuing a 12-inch LP for distribu- indie distribs is a 100% return
Denver, Nov. 23.
Now, it looks like she’s back in the tors who’ve solicited Confirmation privilege on pops and great deal of
'Your Slip Is Showing’ and its record ‘Pardon My Blooper.’ ” The
Ray Perkins, disk jockey on industry in a new. capacity song-, of spins by the deejays in their effort to set up outlets. In the LP
court added that if either side de- KIMN Here, suffered a severely writer.
territories.
Distrib tab for the field, Wildi said, distribs actually
sires an early trial, provisions are cut hand 'last week while taking a
She gets started with “Chilly dg. platter, which will be marked seek out the. companies, and all the
to’ be made accordingly and that
course in power tool operation.
Willy/’ Written for the Walter “not for sale ,” is $1.25. The regu- buying is on 8 cash-on-the-li
until a final entry of judgment, the
Perkins is expected to resume Lantz pengui cartoon character. lar package is priced at $6.95. 1d3s1s
defendants are enjoined from of- his four-hour daily deejay assign- Lantz liked the tune so well he will Diskery will send out the special ^ Bethlehem launched its disking
fering for sale or, advertising “Ex- ment on KIMN Sometime this use it' as theme musics for all car- deejay etching cuffo to about 150 activity in- December, 1953,. but.
switched to jazz LP’s in August of
cuse My Fluff.”
week.
toons featuring the penguin.
key jockeys around the country.
Already etched for the
this year.
label are Chris Connor. Oscar Pet--

junction,

Injured Denver Jockey

;

MGM

KIMN

Due

.

'

—

,

•

1

1

Bobby

tiford,

Scott,

Ruby

Braff,

.Hank D’Amico and Charlie Shavers.

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Upcoming for album sets are
Chuck. Wayne, Urbie Green, Ralph
Burns and Donna Brooks. Label
currently is setting up qwned-ahdoperated sales outlets in New York
Pittsburgh and Los Angeles to han.
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Survey of retail disk best
on reports obtained from leading stores in
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Hollywood, Nov. 23.
Laid; Guerrero, w.k. Mexican recording artist, has purchased an interest in Discos Real (Real Record,

N

Co.)

T

artist

S

and moves in

this

week

aS

&

repertoire chief and recording artist of the Spanish-lan-

diskery... He formerly was
with Victor and is one of the most
popular recording artists, with
Mexicans.
Real plans a number of sides to
be etched before the end of the
month and” will pair a Yankee pop
tune and. a, Mexican hit parade
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of Leopold Friedman, LoCw’s Inc.
veppee, secretary and general counsel until the divorcement which
now sees him with the Joe Vogel

Loew’s Theatres empire.

Victor Field

Men Head

'For Annual A. C. Meet
Several hundred RCA Victor
field
sions,

men, representing all diviwill converge on Atlantic
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head up the Schick razor company.
Each of the divisions, such as
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KITTY KALLEN
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Dick Lyons

out of the disk biz to stake a claim
on the Coast in film and tv production. Lyons, artists & repertoire
aide to topper Harry Meyerson at
RecordSi 'will join Edward
Small’s producing unit.
Lyons has been with the diskery
for close to nine years. He's expected to ankle; his post there by
mid-December. He’s the stepson

City Dec. 6 for a five-day, conclave

(X),
....

MGM

Fix, Vidfilms
prepping a move

For Coast

*

•

....

DAVID WHITFIELD

22B

selection on initial releases. Outfit
currently has distribution in Lps
Angeles, San Fr.incisco, El Paso,
Salt Lake City and Honolulu.
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Jackio

GUaoon

Capitol
509
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1, 2, 3,

4—509

GLENN MILLER
LIMITED

EDITION,

II

Hollywood Cast

Glsnn MilUr

Victor
LPT 6701

EPOT

6701

MGM
E 3135

X

263

5

Therry’s
Crown

Croaby-Kay«-L«ft

Decca

DL 8083
ED 819
A 956

R&B for Crown

Hollywood, Nov. 23.
Records has set Nick.

to .'produce rhythm arid
blues material on the Coast. Label
will concentrate almost exclusively oft cover stuff.
Therry cuts his first session tomorrow (Wed,) at Capitol’s custom
studios, with the Nickabobs.

Therry

—«

I
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PLAYBACK... ATTHE

RCA

Victor'*

Webster Hall Recording

Studios.*

SCENE OF HIS LATEST AND GREATEST...

PERRY COMO’S

(THERE’S NO PLACE LIKE)

HOME FOR THE

HOLIDAYS... SILK STOCKINGS
FROM THE COLE PORTER MUSICAL PRODUCTION
“SILK STOCKINGS" 20 /47-6950

RCaVictor
FIRST

r

C

C

k

*MI MASMIt M*Ct"

A “New

Ortliophonic” High Fidelity Recording

j

.
.

...

Wednesday, November 24 1954

U.S. Disk

Names

Rule Britannia

16;

and
*

December, he will start work on
“Covered Wagon’' for Paramount,
and the shooting schedule for this

t

BMI

Deep
Title

and Publisher

Give

My

j

Hgy

.

&

.

MONTHS

Dios” (Les Paul-Mary Ford)
holding the top spot here in U.

HMV

&

EP

sets under the label’s imprint.
In the pop field, meantime, the
diskery has eliminated all releases
until Christmas, to concentrate on
its
current bestsellers such as
Richard Maltby’s “St. Louis Blues
Mambo,” The Chuckles’ “Runaround,’’
Helen Grayco's “Teach
Me Tonight’’ and several others.

..

.

.

Roll (Prog.)

T

Victor archives, is now dipping
into the British
catalog of
oldies to strengthen its packaged
line. Jimmy Hilliard, X’s artists
repertoire chief, is selecting standard brass band and semi-classical
material for assembly into LP and

5

8

.

.

Muskrat Ramble (Simon)
Skokiaan (Shapiro-B) ......
Whither Thou Goest (Kavelin)

DISK SPOT 15

Label X, RCA’s subsid diskery
which has already set an extensive
jazz reissue program -based on the

1

.

Shake, Rattle

is

S.

disk sales for 15 months now, an
alltime record for a U.S. platter.
Sales of “Vaya” amount to some
21,000 so far. This would compare,
proportionally, to about 1,000,000
in the U. S. and is, for local condi-

.

10

.

10

8

the majority of the tunes. He gets
a capable assist from thrush Bethe

example, seems to be catching on
here and. is rising steadily in sales.
It Is already on the No. 3 spot of
Capitol bestsellers, with the top
position still held by “Vaya,” and
“Istanbul”

(Joe. Carr)

as

well

BERGMAN IN R&B

smash

figure;

This is further illustrated by a
looksee at other selling figures of
U. S. disks which were considered
definite hits on the local market:
“How High the Moon” (Les PaulMary Ford), 10,000; “Good Morning, Mr. Echo” (Margaret Whiting),
9,000; “12th Street Rag” (Pee Wee
Hunt), 8,000; “Blue Tango” (Les
Baxter, 4,000.
Current trend in the platter biz
indicates that, somewhat similar to
U. S. developments in recent years,
male vocal groups are again rising
in popularity. The Four Knights'
etching of “I Get So Lonely,” for

pet). George Simon’s background
is rolling into the rhythm
notes on each tune should be help,
blues field with formation of a ful gab-fodder for the deejays.
Gilbert Becaud: Songs (Angel).
subsid label,
Roulette Records.
French crooner, in this collection
Bergman switched the
Sugar
of his own songs, shows Why he is
Tones, vocal combo, from Benida
a bobbysox idol overseas.
Singer
to Roulette and also inked crooner
uses a rough-hewn, rugged voice
Jay Stanley to the new label. Joe effectively, with an energetic singThomas will produce some of the ing-talking style, in an appealing
r&b sides for Roulette.
group of numbers about love, kids,

Meantime, Bergman also has
added to his Benida roster. Pacted
recently
were
singers
Harvey
Grant and Ann Gordon as well as
Eddie Layton’s Trio. Dewey Berg-

Sid Kornheiser, E. H. Morgeneral professional manand his wife, legit singer
Sherry O'Neil, won’t be in tune
ager,

as

show

scores are concerned, anyway.
Kornheiserns plugging efforts
on the Harold
Arlen-Truman
Capote
score for “House of Flowers,”
while his Wife has been tapped
as Yvonne Adair’s understudy
in Cole Porter’s “Silk Stockings,” published by the rival
Chappell Music.

.are being centered

Both legituners are set for
Broadway preems this month.

instrumental

prexy,

ris’

far

slick

combo featuring Dick Hyman (piMundell Love (guitar), Eddie

&

Family Chores

season— as

Douglas and a
ano),

Safranski
(bass),
Don Lamond
Dewey -Bergman, Benida Records (drums) and Rusty Dedrick (trum-

Blues.”

this

FIELD

WITH ROULETTE SUBSID

as

“Oh Mein Papa" (Ray Anthony)
being second and fourth, respectively, Among Capitol’s steady good
sellers
in
the Swiss area are,
among others, Pee Wee Hunt's
“12th St. Rag,” Paul-Ford's “How
High” and Clyde McCoy’s “Sugar

Splitting

man
’

Jr.,

who

recently

joined

Benida as national sales promotion
director, currently is on a trek
through the west. Sales manager
Jack Sweeney is hitting the southern territory.

VICTOR ADDS FOLK ARTISTS
RCA Victor has added Jimmy

spring,

goodbye,

etc.

melange that gives the album thr
flair and flavor of Parisian musi
Soloist
hall and night life;
They’ll record under the super- sultry-voiced, throaty and effecvision of Steve Sholes, Victor’s tive, and album very catchy and

&

Martin

The Osborn

Bros, to

its

folk artists’ roster.

ii

country

&

western, chief.

sings this year’s biggest

engaging.

Xmas

hit

.

.

»

SANT©
NATALE
Backed by: ADESTE FIDELIS
1508

45-1508

v

GOING STRONGER THAN EVER

CARA MIA
i486

>v>

are

swallowing last syllables of words
or themes.
Paris Midnight (Vanguard). Vocalist Liane and the Boheme Bar
Trio in fresh interpretations of
familiar Parisian songs of the past
decade with some Gershwin and
Debussy included. Vocal and instrumental segments are neatly alternated in a smoothly-flowing

DAVID WHITFIELD

vW

Most

strongly rhythmic in swing, as in
Excellent accomp
“T'as Raison.”
by the Wal-Berg Orch covers up
Becaud’s odd habit of dropping or

fes."

$

'

showtune buffs. Crooner Lan-y
Carr reveals an intelligent lyric ap*
proach as he moves easily throng

10

10

.

tions, a

Other
specialized

Larry Carr: “Verse and Chorus
(Esoteric). The packaging of tunes
culled from yesteryear’s legituners
and filmusicals is becoming a must
with the indies and majors. This
Esoteric label set won’t have to
take a back seat to any of them.
It’s a tasty 12-inch longplay set
featuring standout interpretations
of 13 standards. All the’ numbers
are preceded by the song's verse,
which is being omitted in too many
sets.
It's an added lure for the

.

There (Frank)
.

i

quasi-bopi

standard.

this

Have That Man,” “Poor Suzette"
and “Violins.” Jim Lipman batons

Papa Loves Manibo (S-B)
Teach Me Tonight (Hub-L)
High and Mighty (Witmark).
Woman’s World* (Robbins)

TAYA’ HOLDS TOP SWISS

AS CATALOG SOURCE

of

capably.

.

.

j

The Qcean”*m a

treatment are “I Hadn’t Anyone
Till You,” “Moonglow,” “I Must

Heart (Miller)

there next year is Jeff Chandler,,
filmstar \yho has started making
vocal disks for Decca, and is getting popular with the kids here.
Howard Keel is also likely to be
solo Palladium alumnus next
a
Zurich, Nov. 10.
year.
He has been doing well on
Latest reports by Musik-Vertrleb
tour here, and his reputation redisk distrib, inlocal
ceived a great fillip when he ap- A. G., top
peared at the Royal Variety Per- dicate that Capitol's “Vaya Con

HMV

of her own creaJ
hits on Cole Porter’s]

numbers that get her

Need You Now (Miller)
tThis Ole House (Hamblen)
Mister Sandman (Morns)
Hold My Hand (Raphael) ...

j

Is

version

I

Eddie Fisher has already been
booked for the London Palladium
in March, and a new name likely

LABEL X TO USE

She

tions.

‘‘‘Count Blessings (Berlin)

pic will dictate the date of his next
British trip.

formance.

1

as

“Myrtle,” 'one

ASCAP

*lf I

will

this time include the London Palladium.
Guy Mitchell is another recording star who will be back next
year. His present stint ends Dec.
11 and, since he began his tour
last May, he has had a long run.
When he returns to the States in

numbers sUch

special material

loeek.

last

National
Rating
Tills Last
wk.
wk.

Frankie Laine left only last
week, but already his return here
next year has been fixed.
He is
coming back for three months
itinerary

|

veto.il

racy “It's Ali Right By Me” atid
races over Irving Berlin’s “How

tractions.

his

36

t

sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
13 cities and showing comparative sales rating for this

Survey of

Interest that the British public
takes in American disk stars shows
no signs of diminishing. Already,
arrangements are. in hand for the
1955 variety season, when the diskidols will once again be in the
forefront of the top-of-the-bill at-

from June and

from page

performer Kay -Thompson h
sliced an interesting package 0
tunes in this set. Although not
standout thrush, Miss Thompsot
shows distinctive style on the ballads 6 and comedy talents on the
aj

in ’55

London, Nov.

Smifmim Continued

-

^ 'AfZIETY

Vaude B.O.

Jocks, Jukes, Disks

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

45-1486

JONDON
RECORDS

Dealers
I

Be Sure

Of Course-Imitations

I

It's

Ops! Jocks!

the Original Columbia Record—As Featured on Studio

One by Joan Weber
Columbia 40366

Will Follow

'fecovsb

4-40366

I

s

.
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Best British Sheet Sellers

French
choral group, prepping a 10-week
tour of the U, S. and Canada to
Neal
kick off next September
Hefti inked to a personal management pact by Lenny Lewis
Mel Turoff ankled the plugging
staff of ABC Music last week
The Four Coins, Epic Records’ new
.

.

.

.

.

t

.

.

.

vocal group, into the Boulevard,
L. I., for two weeks beginning Dec.
Andrew Colby, of Brensec’s
7
Dept. Store, Oneonta, N. Y„ and
Harold 'Cary, of Schine’s Theatre
in the same town, snlit the $"00
Records’ dealerfirst prize in
exhibitor display contest on “Jcldso
Marie” ... Epic Records tapped
Milton Karle for a special deejay
The Crew Cuts
promotion job
to be mass interviewed by local
.

.

MGM
.

,

.

editors

liighschool

Friday

at

(26)

The

with

son, i along

New York
Little Singers of Paris,

Drifters,

booked for a one-nig'htter at the
Savoy Ballroom Friday (26)
Maurice Spitalny has organized a
new country club-styled dance orchestra featuring two pianos, Harry Walton and Jimmy Borelli, and
it’ll open the $250,000 room of the
Long Vue CC Saturday (27)
Cupid’s flying high over Larry
Faith’s, band at Horizon Room. His
drummer, Emile 'DeLeo, marries
Mary Louise Bettersof Dec. 2 and
the next day his vocalist, Elaync
Forman, becomes the bride; of Roy
Lewigr former WPGH deejay and
now a salesman for that station’s
AI DiLernia’s
successor, WILY

.

a

.

.

.

.

.

.

Latin American

Chappell
Robbins
Spier

Love Paris
Cara Mia
Santo Natale
Wait For. Me

Lafleur

Sh-Boom

Aberbach

...

ilieh-Mighty Harms-Conpelly
Spier
Gilly Ossenfeffer
.Robbins
No One But You.
.

violinist

1

two-week engagement

Jackson Hotel Monday

.

.

Little Shoemaker
Veni: Vjdi Vici..

Toy or Treasurer

at

Bourne
Dash

..

Cinephonic

(22),

Moorhead's thrush. Annie Maloney,
shows
Ray
guesting on
Pearl orch featuring vocalist Betty
“Grand
Kelly and Bill Darlow
Ole Opry” unit headed by Martha
Carson, Carlisles and Autry Inman
played City Aud here last night
$1-50
top
Fred,
at
(Tues.)
Waring’s “Pleasure Time’’ made its
lone Nebraska stop in Lincoln Sun-

WOW

and Jack Lacy will
Dallas
„Marc Feay replaced Bob
emcee
Bacon as promotion man for the
Young dated for two
Vicki
Ray Thomas Co., Los Angeles
frames at Baker Hotel on Nov. 29
The Four Tunes open at the Casino
Constance Moore, whose vocal
Royal, Washington, Nov. 29
career started here on KRLD.
Dean Parker set for the Ted Steele comes home Feb. 11 for a Hotel
Les Brown crew
show (WOR-TV) week beginning Adolphus date
Roger King Mozian set for solo stand Nov. 28 at LouDec. 13
orch. into. the Roosevelt Hotel, New ann’s. Spot has dated Woody HerPerez Prado
Orleans, Dec. 2, for three weeks man for March 4
The Chordettes headline at the orch, with acts, due Nov. 29 at
State Theatre. Hartford, for two State Fair- Aud
Ted Weems set
27
days beginning. Nov.
for December one-nighter. Texas
Sidney Gross running a Satur- tour
Vic Ilyde. due in for club
Ralph
day afternoon jam session at the dates over the holidays
Hotel Earle’s Waverly Lounge
Flanagan band tapped, for Jan. 10
Earl Bostic set for a one-week date at. the Plantation. Billy May orch

Winder orch played Omaha Athletic Club Saturday (20), with Eddy
Haddad in Nov. 27 and Dec. 4
Commanders,, featuring drummer
Eddie Grady and vocalist Lucia

at the Surf Club, Baltimore, Dec.

Roberts, toured state last week.

Bill

Silbert.
.

.

•.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Bernie Wayne penning
words and music for the General
Jonl
Motors industrial show
James gets Edward Murrow’s “Person to Person" treatment on CBS6-12

.

.

.

.

TV

Friday

(26).

follows there Feb. 22.
Pianist George Cooper left Russ
Morgan here to join Jimmy Joy’s
Phil Cenlcola,
local quintet
saxist, Joined Bill Teiber and Bob
Clark in reed section of Joe ReichHarry Taylor,
man’s new crew
comic pianist, returned to the
King’s Club in Hotel Adolphus
.

.

.

.

Pittsburgh

.

.

.

.

^

Maxine

Weeks,

Wald plays the 29th annual Into the
Duquesne U. Gamma Phi Thanks- Room
giving Ball at West View Park Fri- long run
A1 Fremont orch back
day (26)
into the Merry-Go-Round to play
Jerry

.

same

pianist
Inn’s

-

(21)

.

Burgundy

Bill Peck Trio set for
at the University Club'.

Little

.

.

.

John Beecher

Home-

orch played Peru Teachers'

coming dance
in at

.

.

.

.

.

Sam

Fraser orch
Hank
Legion Club here
.

.

.

.

.

.

KAY STARR WINDING
CAP STINT THIS WEEK
Hollywood, Nov

23.

Kay

Starr will start her final
effort oii the Capitol label this
week
an album of standards.
Thrush will wind up her contract
with the package, which should be
completed by end of the month.

—

dancing and “the floor shows
After Jan. "i 1955, Miss Starr
Wednesday through Saturday
Eddy Haddad’s orch set a crowd shifts to RCA Victor but her first
Jimmy Emert, ex-trombonist with
diskings
for the Little Dog will be
BallPla-Mor
Larry Faith, now in the Casino record at Vic Sloan’s
Paul out of the Capitol studios. Manager
Buddy John- room in Lincoln last week
Theatre pit crew
Hal Stanley has rented the Capitol
custom division facilities because
he’s accustomed to working there
with Capitol engineers, and likes
the "sound" he gets from sessions
for

Omaha

.

.

.

—

,

World Wide Broadcasting, station which beams to 75 foreign nations;
has stepped into the music biz picture as a sock exposure outlet for
disks. For the past few'mqjiths Jack .Terry, World Wide deejay,
has been, laying on the tune, “Unsuspecting Heart,” first via a demonstration side cut by Kitty Karr and then by the AA label cut by
Terri Stevens, to such an extent that several major labels are prepping
cover jobs on the song Terry’s aud is estimated at 6,000,000 listeners.
The tune was penned by Bob Singer, a Wall St.^clerk, and is published
by Teddy Powell’s Teepee Music .firm.

new

v

.

Epic Records brass are fanning out around the country this' week
to push label’s three current pop releases. Platters getting the powerhouse promotion are Roy Hamilton's “Hurt,” De John Sisters' “No
More” and The Four Coins’ “I Love You Madly.” Out on the ballyhoo
junket are artists & repertoire chief Marvin Holtzman, merchandise
manager Charles Schicke and sales head Bill Nielsen.

.

i

.

organist,

.

.

day

.

jazz

Second 12
Sway
1

.

,

.

appeared here several years ago, only a dozen rows of the Auditorium
were filled. This year's crowd, though not .large, proved that progressive
music has taken a step forward, he wrote.
Meantime Kenton volunteered in Hollywood last week for a European
goodwill jazz tour to counteract Communist propaganda. He so telegraphed Secy of State Dulles. Offer includes the services of his 19
sidemen.^ Suggestion that the Kenton troupe tour Europe was made
in a review by Variety's Robert J. Lahdry of the Festival of Modern
American Jazz concert at Carnegie Hall in New York. “Kenton’s big
show made up of little groups has these exportable values: (1) it presents. America and Americans as full of Vitality, originality and verve;
(2) it displays white and colored Americans side by side in full artistic equality, and (3) it evades the language barrier since jazz is
itself a language of feeling.”

Bosworth

Happy Wanderer

Julie Melman, have had their option picked up indefinitely at Wil.Darrell Twins,
liam Penn Hotel

opened

Stan Kpnton's recent Festival of American Jazz concert at the
Birmingham Auditorium drew diverse reviews in adjoining news
columns of the Birmingham News' Reporter Leo Willette wrote:
“
won a few. converts, formally initiated a few
the Festival
others end generally pleased the hundreds of pre-middle age fans
who showed.” However, city editor Irving Beiman wrote: “I reckon
I'm a square. I don’t dig this progressive stuff. I heard Stan Kenton
and his new-style music. ... it sent me, all right, out the front door
at intermission time,” Willette commented on the fact when Kenton

Feist
Coins in Fountain..
Sky Blue Shirt ... ... Wright

.

featuring

Continentals,

Deejay,

the Park Sheraton Hotel.

(Week ending Nov. J3)
London, Nov. 16.
Wood
Hold My Hand
Robbins
I Give My Heart
Kas§ner
My Son
Chappell
My Friend
Duche'is
This Ole House
...Bourne
Smile
Things Mean a Lot. Robbins
Must Be Reason ...Connelly
.Maemelodies
Story of Tina.

.

—

Nobody
meaning

Jazz critic Leonard Feather has composed a winter season suite
which is being prepped for album release by
Records.
The
Feather compositions were arranged by Ralph Burns and such jazz
names as Danny Bank, Kai Winding, Oscar Pettiford. Osie Johnson,
Joe Wilder, Billy Bauer and Herbie Mann will be featured instrumentalists.
The album will be tagged “Winter Sequence.”

MGM

_

ASCAP

•

Variety the name of Henry
I. Marshall was Inadvertently omitted from the list of the still living
charter members of the Society. He’s 71 and now resides at 515
Bumble Bee Lane, Scotch Plains, N.J. The street address is an amalgamation of two of his hit tunes, “On the 5:15” and “Be My Baby
Bumble Bee.”
In the

section of the Oct. 20

Cap Gets Soundtrack On

from the 20th Century- Fox CinerruScopt
Production

there.

Tinian’s’;

Thrush Mary Stocks To
Tee New Elvitrue Label
A

new

Indie

Records,
moves
sweepstakes this

label,
Elvitrue
Into
the
disk

pactee

"WOMANS WORLD'

Changes Due

Hollywood, Nov. 28.
With two of Its artists set for

A
WOMAN’S
IT’S

the cartoon ’feature, Capitol has
acquired the soundtrack album

rights to “Finian’s Rainbow.” Howmonth. Label's
thrush
Mary ever, celluloid version of the
Stocks. She’ll be accomped on her Broadway musical smash will unfirst platter by the Beryl O’Dell
dergo some changes.
Singers and the Jess Shaw orch.
Ella Logan will recreate her role
Diskery
will
headquarter in of
Sharon in the cartoon feature
Wilmington, N. C. It’s headed up
to be produced by Maurice Binder
by tunesmith John Lewis Jones.
for Distributors Corp. of America.
Frank Sinatra has been set for'
what Is nominally the role of
Plug
Woody, but some of the material
aasaa Continued frori^ page 55
handled by Og (the leprechaun) In
Columbia platter at this point due the stage version will be transto the concentrated “Studio One” ferred to Sinatra.
plug, which was heard and seen by
Binder also has signed -Ella
an estimated 25,000,000 viewers.
Fitzgerald for the voice track and
Mitch Miller, Columbia artists &
“Necessity” as well as
initial

—

at Columbia Records appears to know
or care about the
of “Doodle-Li-Boop.”
Phrase is used in Col’s upcoming
Yule novelty release, “Santa and the Doodle-Li-Boop,” etched by
Art Carney. Col’s distribs have taken to -the undefined “Doodle-LiBoop” to the tune of 50,000 platter orders in advance. Tune, authored
by Alan Abel, was picked up by Gene Becker, Col’s- artists & repertoire
head of special pop platters.

is

WORLD

.

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

Medium

repertoire chief, set up the plug
the producers of “Studio
One” and sliced the tune with his
new discovery, 18-year-old Miss
Weber, who had been trying to
break Into the disk picture for the
past couple of years.

with

ODETTE

“Let

Go, Lover,” Is actually
a remake of an old tune, “Let Me
Go, Deyil,” by Jennie Lou Carson. Latter number had an Alcoholics
Anonymous pitch against
demon rum and Miller suggested

Sings

THE LAST TIME

SAW

I

PARIS

LOVES LOVERS

a

revision of the lyrics.
did the special lyrics.

11830
K 11880

RPM
45 RPM
78

M G M RECORDS
THE GREATfcS
7

Q

I

T

NA M.E

SEVENTH AVE

N

ENTERTAINMENT

NEW YORK

3 6

N

v

Decca, for whom Miss Fitzgerald
records, to permit her voice to be
used in the soundtrack album, If

figured that the .plug for
tune was enough payment and, in
this case, the payoff was immediate and spectacular.
Even the disk of the original
“Let Me Go, Devil,” version is
benefiting from the video plug.

Georgie Shaw sliced the number
for Decca earlier this year, but it
meant nothing. Following the tv
show, however, Jockeys began spinning the Shaw platter as well with
an accompanying upbeat in sales.

Is

Cornin'

To Town

Is forthcoming, Capiher voice from the
soundtrack for the disk package

no clearance

tol will excise

Al Hill

lishers

Santa Claus

sing

a duet with Sinatra. Binder is attempting to get a clearance from

BMI

Another

&

Range, publishers of the
number, are not asking for any
“grand fights” fee for the use of
the tune on the tv show, even
though the song was used as part
of the dramatic action.
The pubHill

MGM

Me

she’ll
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Continued from page

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Hollywood, Nov
The Newman family has a

sixth

as a tunesrriith via his song,

- -

4-

-

-

,

.

,

...

—

,

'

.

.

,

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

show biz. He’s Dr. IrvNewman, who bows this week

le'mber in

ing

—

-

c

23.

[

“Who

Gave You the Roses,” recorded by

Coin Machines

Bing Crosby for Decca with Alfred
Newnian, one of the doctor's show

Retail Disks

as Published in the Current Issue

biz brothers, batoning.

There
brothers, five of
iusic

directors;

NOTfe: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These*findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive,
with Variety, The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of .points scored, two ways in the case of talent ( coin machines, retail
disks)
nd three ways in the case of tulles (coin .machines, retail disks and retail sheet music

whom

show
and Lionel, all

Alfred,. Emil,

biz:

Newman

seveni

arrived at under

Mark, an agent,

and Robert, vice-president of SamGoldwyn Productions. Dr. Irv-

uel

ing lias, like three of his brothers,
always been interested in music,

He attended
Luba Newman,
fatal

mother,
during her

earlier

illness,

This

final,

'This Ole

he saw a vase full of flowers
in her room and asked “Who gave
she suggested the
you the
ight .be a good basis for
phrase
and Dr. Newman promptly
a song
wrote the. tune.
When. Mrs. Newman died in
April, the song was one of several
played at the services, in response
It
to one of her final requests.
was subsequently published and
Alfred Newman recorded it for
Decca as an instrumental. Crosby
heard the disk and made arrangements to record a vocal to the
Newman background. The job was
completed a few weeks ago and
the disk was included in the cur-

RpSEMARY CLOONEY

1

(Columbia)

.

.

House

Hey There

-

v

Mambo

Italiano

I

!

I

EDDIE FISHER

2

(Victor)

.

CHORDETTES

Mister

(Cadence)

BILL HALEY’S COMETS

7

PERRY COMO

3

(Decca)

(Victor)

’
'

5

DON CORNELL (Coral)
DORIS DAY (Columbia)

8

De CASTRO SISTERS

6

rent Decca releases.

FOUR ACES

THANKS!

(Abbott)

(Decca)

McGUIRE SISTERS

Sandman

’

(Coral)

the

to

24%.

hi-fi

equipment

field,

Tape recorders, which were

(Papa Loves Mambo
Things t Didn’t Do
Hold My Hand
If I Give My Heart to You
Teach Me Tonight

Sandman
Woman’s World
(Muskrat Ramble
Lonesome Polecat

A

fancy prices, ranging up to $14,
Victor execs have been surprised
at. the extent of the; demand.

J

may

It

news

not be

when an

POSITIONS
This

writer suddenly gets

but

hot

(*
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MILLS MUSIC

Smith, who will produce and write
DISKS,
the film.
Among the scores, all properties
B10PIC of Nichols, are those from John
Murray Anderson's “Almanac” and
Hollywood, Nov. 23.
George Gershwin’s “Strike Up the
More than 3,000 Red Nichols Band,” both Broad vyay entries in
and approximately the 1929 season, and “Girl Crazy,”
recordings
and arrangements a Broadway hit of 1931. Nichols
scores
2,500
was musical director of all three
have been transferred to Parashows. Diskings are by Nichols
mount by the trumpeter to speed and the Five Pennies;
preparations for “Intermission,”
Trumpeter and his latest Pennies
open tonight (Tues.) at
the Nichols biopic. Material wiil outfit
Harry
Ringland’s Sarriez Restaube scrutinized by Nichols, Pararant in. Beverly Hills for an inproduction chief Don Hart-

SCORES
PAR GETS
FOR NICHOLS

RIUAUM

HX*AJ*
.
•

:

mount

Inc.

man and by Paul
8

B

8

Jones and Robert

8

*

AMERICA'S SMARTEST SOCIETY DANCI
Currently.

It

«

nan
8

8

New

Pres.

Chicago

York

’Hit Parade’ Lineup
(On Nov. 13 NBC-TV Show)
1. If I Give My Heart
Miller
2. Hey There
Frank
3. Papa
Loves Mambo
S-B
4. This Ole House. .Hamblen
5. Count Blessings
Berlin
.

Plants

in

Victor currently

is

rolling with

the Ames Bros.’
“Naughty Lady
Irom^ Shady Lane,” Perry Como’s
“Papa
Loves
Mambo,” Eddie
Fisher’s “I Need You Now” and
“Count Your Blessings,” Hugo
Winterhalter’s “The Barefoot Contessa” and Jaye P. Morgan's “All I
Waftt Is You.”

It'*

Mufti by

JESSE GREER
Program Today YoffarddyY

FLAPPERETTE
MILLS MUSIC, INC.
(1(1* (roadway,

N»w

York)

r

h

A,e

PL

9-4600

I

203

No

Wabash

8619 Sunief Blvd

6.

.

.

Sandman ... .Morris
Need You Now. .Miller

Mister.

7. I

...

America's Fastest

.

.

Hollywood

|
’>

burners.

.

i

JOE GLdSER,
h 5

its

i

8

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
’

of

Hockaway, N. J., Indianapolis and
Los Angeles are working’^around
the clock on a three-shift basis to
me§t the demand.

ture.

Thru Junt, 1955

8

three

“Masquerade” -Suite and
Beethoven’s “Prometheus” Over-

rian’s

From Aug., 1954, and Continuing
»

RIDING SEVERAL HITS
Riding with several hits, RCA
Victor is cooking fulltime on all
'

MGM

DETROIT, MICH.
8

VICTOR PLANTS BUSY

&

ORCHESTRA
LONDON CHOP HOUSE
[8

\

For the second successive year,
the N. Y; Philharmonic Will offer
Davit Kevivgt Beacon
a series of three special Saturday
Joe Davis, N. Y. publisher and
night concerts batoned by Andre disk operator, has revived his BeaKostelanetz.
con Records label for rhythm
Opener, Saturday night (2.7), will blues releases. His first release feaoffer Ferde Grofe’s “Mississippi” tures Dean Barlow
<Sc The Crickets.
Suite, the first N/Y. performance
Davis formerly had a deal with
of Yoch’s “Circus,” Rimsky-KorsaRecords for release of counkoy’s “Scheherazade,” Khachatu- try & western sides.

DEL SIMMONS

I

definite stand.

Kosty Bowing Special
Series With N.Y. Symph

8

,

Hub-L

Progressive

-

Leroy Anderson’s

d Cohn's

CAHN MUSIC COMPANY

Frank
.

e gn

Iff IT SHOW!"
Iff IT SHOW!"
iff IT$H 0 W!"

.•Hamblen
.

:

TKi Na«ttl Muitcal Parboil* From Tbs Whlfmicol Pso sf

Morris
Miller

.

Miller

.

NtRC TWEY

.

.

i

...

fSHAKE, RATTLE AND ROLL
COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS.

(Arid a trunkful of others

.

—

HOUSE

fTHIS OLE

(And,

.•

........

HOLD MY HAND
PAPA LOVES MAMBO
HEY THER$
TEACH ME TONIGHT

ASCAP

Sly

PUBLISHER

MISTER SANDMAN

I NEED YOU NOW
IF I GIVE MY HEART TO

Writer of MR.

A WONDERFUL
SEASONAL SONG

TUNES

song-

a.k.

a

limited hobbyist item only a. couple of years ago, have also been;
swept along in the hi-fi stream.
Numerous low-cost machines hav
entered the market recently, while
RCA Victor began showing inters
est in this field, by introducing
a
limited repertory of longhair
and popular works for the tape
market.
With the tapes going at

)

Jit’s

5%

In

tape machines.

(Mister

^

from

AM-FM

'Shake, Rattle and Roll
Dim, Dim the Lights
Rock Around the Clock

.

.

company, boomed 62%
last
year while others had mure modgains. Three of the seven
major labels had decreases ranging

sales this year climbed 50% over
1953 to an estimated $300,000,000.
This gross covers not only phonographs, but
tuners and

.

(.Fanny
4

hom

est

Need You Now
Count Your Blessings

i

—

every

While the overall disk sales
climbed 17% this year according
to royalty payments actually paid
to publishers, one major record

TUNE

Artist and label

When

why

reason

shouldn’t have at least one phonograph.”

Last

Week Week

year.

this

ho

POSITIONS

Mrs..

his

the accent Was exclusively on artists and /repertory, the spotlight
is now on the engineering as Weill.
In the longhair field particularly,
a disk label must have high qualiiy
standards in order to survive.
Terrific Potentials

phonograph
machines
in
the
homes?
In view of the various
lowpriced machines and attachments on the market today, there's

TALENT

but. on a purely amateur basis.

.

Even though the disk biz is at
a peak level, trade toppers believe
that the potential is at least double
of, present grosses. One exec said:
“There are some 50,000,000 automobiles on the road today. Why
can’t
we shoot for 50,000,000

Sheet Music

Retail

j

I

Widespread interest
in phonograph machines, but it has
sparked a virtual revolution in the
major companies’ conception of
disk quality,
Whereas, formerly,
talk spurted

fi

/ Selling -.Records!
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Sophie Tucker
ha* written o bright piece on

the

There’s Always ah
Opening for Talent

Rican “Operation f
which has been at-

Puerto

Bootstrap,”

tempting to obtain new industry
for the island in an effort to hold
:

ch to

20

population; and stop the
mainland, is nftw ex-

their,

NOW SHAREOWNERS

Hollywood, Nov. 23.
Jules C. Stein, chairman of the
Greater
tending to show busi
board of Music Corp. of America:,
use of talent is being prescribed in has announced the. second of a
to
an effort to get more U. S. tourism. series of stock distributions
members of the eompany; ComThe newest hotel cafe operation, mon stock, which represents ownSan.
the EscambrOn Beach Hotel,
ership of,the various MCL^. firms;
Juan, is going after big shows in was allocated to 10 participants.
order to get a slice of the tourist They are Berle ’Adams* George J.
Spot has retained as pro- Campbell, George Chasin, Herman
trade.
ducer Milton Lehr, who formerly Citron, John Dugan, Harry Frieddid the shows at Jack’s, top.. island man, M. C. Levee Jr., Alan J. Milcafe Lehr spent last week in the ler, Arthur L. Park and Morris
He has Schrier.
U. S. garidering acts.
nahied Leon Newman to represent
This divvy raised the total of inin booking the spot.
drift to the

Problem of personal management is again being bandied about

regulate

49th A nniversdry

...

Minneapolis; Nov.

Nil mber

Old Dutch

.

of

use large shows. The Hilton and
Condado use small intime layouts,

Casino Operation
are aided by casino operaa factor which has been instrumental in enticing, some niainAds and publicity
land money.
this season are expected to exten
and other
Florida
Havana,
to
points in the area, in order to lyre
comprising
market
additional
an
those, within a comparatively short
flight of San Juan.
The Escambron, one of the large
hotels on the Island, is being remodeled by owner F. Benitez, a

dividual execs who now owh stock
to 20, plus the five trusin
tees of the
profit-sharing
trusts who hold ownership of the
stock for the benefit of all participating employees.:

MCA

Z'Skiety

:

t

.

Initial

will go heavy on
Cast so far includes a

show

production.

Rafael & Parisian
Models, Bobby. Capo, Juan Luis &
Leonore, with others to be set*
Lehr has set “Skippy” to do the
lead dancing and choreography.
She’s, a top terp name In the Carib-

line

of

18,

bean areas.

Lehr originally came

to

Puerto

Rico as a concessionaire, and has

branched out

tele

into,

and

cafe,

product!
A couple of years ago,
he produced a turn which played
Manthe. Flamingo, Las Vegas.
ager of the new cafe will be. Jack
Bolivar, former topman

at Jack’s..

to

Coin;

Try Acting Side Of

Agent Harry Ames, who used towork out of the Palace Bldg., N.Y.,
has found a way to retain as much
as 1009b of the salary he earns.
As a percenter, he used to be able
to make 109'
the acts inconsiderately used to keep the remai ing
.

;

dinance designed to eliminate BGiiis from working the bars .and
cafes in city, confines.
Original proposal ./would have
barred any fraternization by female
employees or entertainers with
1

patrons, but heated protests by
representatives of. the American
Guild of Variety Artists and other
spokesmen for the amusement industry in the city, brought elimination of that section, but retained

“no consumption of alcoholic
beverages” on the premises by any
them.
Industry Spokesmen
of
brought out the fact that many of
the so-called “B-Girls” were not
paid employees and thus would not
come under the law’s restrictions,
blit no move was made on that
point; Commission however agreed
public hearing six
to schedule a
months from now to review the
a-

'

measure and its effect.,.
Ordinance provides for severe
fines and jail penalties for offenders, both employer and em•

arid is the result of repeated complaints by visiting conventioneers and stag vacationists
oh the town who had been bilked
arid clipped in some of the fringe
joints catering to the guyron-the-

ployee,

;

The
for femme company.
law applies only to Miairii and does
not effect neighboring cities, such
as Miami Beach, where the heavi-

make

concentration

of class night
spots and hotel-cafes are located;
est

TEMPLETON GOING
FOR BASIN St STINT

f
,

,

:

minimum
cleans

up

of five lines. He really
on those occasions.

week engagement

,

Now, Ames has gone over to the
Templeton will Invade
Alec
other side of the fence. With the
connections he made, in more than Basin Street, one of the. more im30 years as a vaUde and nitery portant jazz centres in New York*
agent, he now works in video.. On with his first nitery date in many
the basis of scale alone, he makes years. Blind 88er has been signed
a handsome living. On one of the by Joe Glaser, head of the Asso90-minute specs, he earned over ciated Booking Corp., to three
$400 in one week/ in-, which there weeks at that spot,.: starting Nov.
30. He’ll be on the same bill with
•was a lot of ..overtime.
Duke Ellington, who is also a piThese .days, Ames says, it's bet- anist.
^
to
$200
the
or
ter than agenting;
Templeton had at one time
he .would have
$400 tnat he ear
Roof,
during
Rainbow
the
hlay.e.d
thereis
and
to ..book a lot of acts,
not much tiny around the Palace' the era When he -was appearing on
shows.
Tern''
top-fadio.
some.of
the
-there’s
Besides,
Bidg! these days;
ho overhead, rib., worry about com- pleton is primarily a classical piof
rep
satirist:
anist,
and
has
as
a
and
spots,,
or
acts
petition stealing
a feeling of ease that comes when longhair music.,
someone, else has the responsibiliand the headaches in connection with a venture,
Ames -came to tnis way of life
this season when he took over a
summer ’hotel in the Adirondacks.
Being away from N.Y. for four
months of the year, it Was unfair
to have his acts hang on, He could
hot set Up. the agenting biz for the
remainder of the year. Therefore
It became necessary to look else'
where.
His portly, commanding appearr
ance is good for backgrounding on
a lot of shows. On some displays,
he speaks more than the required

ment.

.

Miami City Commission passed, mitments, and can't, postpone, so
on final reading,, an appended or-r Wertheimer declared he’d rather

909'

ties,

Horne beavailable for that date, Wertwell, forgetting about the previous cbmmit-

a fortnight at $12,500
but.' hotel through:. a

mixup has Lena Horne the same
time.
Wertheimer said he understood Miss Williams would be postponed if he got Miss Horne. .Miss
Williams' said She has: other com1

23.

Roy Hamilton has been signed

to follow

Templeton’s date.

Andrews’

New Pard

Newcastle, Eng., Nov. 16.

Dorothy Squires, English singer,
Dec. il to join the

flies to N. Y,

two remaining Andrews Sisters for
a threesome. Thrush, currently at
the Palace Theatre here, will join
husband Roger Moore, who’s a
film thesper, on the Coast.
.

Now completing British vaude
dates, singer Is being accompanied
at the ivories by Will Fyffe Jr.,
sort of the late Scot comedian. She
does her last airing from London
in “Mid-Day Music Hall” Dec. 6.

.

!

Hollywood, Nov 23.
Lew Wertheimer of Riverside
Hotel, Reno, is offering Esther
Williams $25,000 not to play the
spot, starting Thursday (25). She’s
per frame,:

Miami, Nov.

i

Auditoriums
Performance osten- that many are in what is virtually
sibly will be scaled at $1 to $3, but a
partnershi
deal with talent.
four empty 25c potato chips bags For example, it’s pointed out that
at the minimum will gain a dm is- one personal manager is extracting
sion and the range will be up to drie-third
one. net's." salary
of
12 bags for ’the best seats'
through contracts which aren’t
Company's future plans call for okayed by any municipal agency
a series of such shows topped by or cannot be regulated by unions
George Gbbel. Martha Raye, Eddie Or management associations. There
Fisher. Jimmy Durante arid even is no control from any source
Liberace. The company’s tab tor the manager, and in some, conthe /Waring Twin Cities’ two. nights tracts, it’s claimed that there is no
will be $20,000
provision for firing or getting rid
of the. management, because of th
options in thfc pact.
The problem hns become particularly pressing of late because
of the influx of a lot of newcomers,
Many of these rnanagers do not
comprehension of show
have
business and few of them have a
Workable knowledge, of the indus“It's a terrible -tiling not to do try;
Agencies say that; they rely
business in a night club, but it on the various perepntanes to do
could be worse to do too much their work for therri. At the same
business,” said Lou .Walters, op- time, the percentaries feel that the
erator of the Latin Quarter, N, Y interference of these handlers has
Mae West, who winds tip a six- stymied the advance of many acts.

booked for

:

wealthy- marine engineer, who is
pouring $1,300,000 into the spot.
He has ordered a replica of the
stage at the Lido, Paris, which is
being built in France and will be
shipped to Puerto Rico. They hope
to get the. inn. ready by Dec. 20.

.

.

ions,

.

bags;
First in the. lineup will .be Fred
Wa ring’s pew traveling unit, scheduled for one-nighters in January
in the Minneapolis and St
Paul

MCA,

All

.

Co., local .potato chips

gii

'

Addition of the Escambron will
give Puerto Rico its fourth nitery.
Others are Caribe Hilton, Condado
Beach Hotel and Jack’s, Of: these,
only the Escambrun and Jack's will

23.

manufacturer, is launching a new
inick hereabouts for the pi'oin r
tion of sales; Outfit’s going to toss in.
tqpdrawe iv entertainment as a side
dish with the edibles. Purchasers
of its 25c package of. potato chips
shows without extra
will, get th
charge, admission to the perform-,
ances being only by the empty

.

him

by talent agencies and it’s likely
some attempt may be made, to
it
some manner. Issue
came up recently at a meeting of
the Artists Representatives Assn,
and it’s likely to. undergo soine
discussion.
Agents have been
asked to state their Vi \ys in letters.
Gist of the problem is the fact
that many managers have usurped
the function of an. agency by booking acts; an activity they, are hot
permitted.
In addition, the managers have forced the salaries up
on a number of acts to the point
where it’s difficult to pr vide work.,
for them;
However, these beefs are minor
in comparison, to the knowledge

that'
Interesting byline piece |n the

pay than

play.

Originally, the inn had booked
Esther Williams and heir company,
which includes her husband Ben
Gage, for. the Thanksgiving bill.

However, when Lena

came

heimer booked her as

When

his error

was discovered,

Wertheimer tried

to get Miss Wil-

.

,
1

.

.

;

Too -Much Biz

Nov

at that spot

28, has been doing SRO biz since
she opened.
Cafe, which cusliams to postpone her. engagement, tomarily does three shows on Satbut other deals made it impossible. urdays only; is doing that number
Wertheimer then tried to get Miss on Wednesdays, Fridays and SaL
Horne to stand aside temporarily, urdays. At that, Walters doesn’t
but the Negro songstress Was al- have enough space to provide acready on her way to the job.
commodations for everybody.
As a result, the Riverside hotel
..
Normally, said Walters, business
booked what is probably the. most of an attraction is measured in
expensive bill ever to hit that town. terms of the people who are
Aside from the expense, billing brought in.. However, in the case
is involved, as
both are accus- of Miss West, it’s got tp be meastomed to the top slot on the mar- ured in terms of people who are
quee.
Another Important regret turned away.
Comes with the fact that headliners
During this period, Walters said,
are hard to cortie by and. having
he fears he has alienated a lot. of
two important attractions on the his regular customers simply besame layout is considered an undue cause he can’t get space for them
extravagance.
Ringside space is just out of the

The managers sometimes feel that
the
manager must justify hi
stipend and thus dem’ands salaries
that aren’t war ranted.

Whether the agents will ask
or municipal regulation of
the personal managers cannot be
determined as yet, but the feeling
amopg them is that some check
is becom ing increasingly necessary.

state

.

question.

Return

to

Bigtime

Name

Problem

Is

to

get

kind of accommodations for

any

many

of his familiar customers.;.

Miss West, during her engagement, has been hitting close to
$100,000 a week. It’s a record for
Takeover of Shamrock the spot. Walters feels that if he
had the space, he could do virHouston, Nov. 23.
Miss
tually .double the business.
The Shamrock' Hotel, opened by West is a legend In show business,
Glenn McCarthy. In 1949, has been and the business she’s doing at this:
acquired by Conrad Hilton, who alspot will make a new legend for a
ready owns and/or operates 28
long time to come.
hotels and has seven others under
construction.
Final
documents
Were" signed last week by Hilton, arid a number of his executives, including Joseph P. Binns,
5
IN CHI
in charge of Hilton’s Waldorf-AsChicago, Nov. 23,
toria, N. Y., who was a top negoOlsen At Johnson’s vaude packtiator in the deal.
Our Antennae,”
“Pardon
Under, terms of the contract/ Hil- age,
ton purchased from Equitable Life which had been getting a legit
Insurance Co. $5,000,000 of first showcasing at Selwyn Theatre
mortgage 49b bonds. The insurance here, folded Saturday (20) after a
Biz. had
firm;, continues to hold $13,000,000 seesawing five-week run.
Sinking fund, bonds of the A series. spurted during big convention periHilton also purchased; $2,500,000 ods but was only so-so otherwise.
O&J are nursing hopes to reeach, of the B and C- series of these
bonds., These filature in 23 years. open the show for the road after
Contract for 15 years of operation Christmas, This is bound to enwas. entered Into between Hilton tail changes both In east. and back-;
and McCarthy Center, the corpo-, ers. It’s understood the angels of
All the now defunct venture aren’t inration which owns the inn.
Center, stock Is owned by Hilton, terested In continuing.
McCarthy serves as president of
the- Center, with Hilton as chairVermont Fair in Black
man of the board. One of the features of the deal Is the proviso
Essex Junction, Vt., Nov. 23.
that McCarthy may recapture the
Despite a one-day shutdown behotel, provided he meets the debt cause of a hurricane, the Chamheld against it. He has until 1977 plain Valley Fair drew a total atAt that time, it’s esti- tendance of 75,887 arid wound up
to do so,
mated the Hilton management will In the black, financially, accordhave reduced the debt to $9,900,- ing to the annual report issued last,
McCarthy lost the hotel two week.
000.
years ago to Equitable because of
Attractions, including vaudeville,
inability to meet first-mortgage ob- thrill shows, auto race* arid band
ligations.,
concerts, were the largest item of
Merriel Abbott will book the expense, costing $21,770.80, acShe’s head taientrbuyer of cording to Harris Drury, general
spot.
the Hilton holdings, and it’* ex- manager and treasurer. Gross receipts were $76,766.56.
(Continued, on page 67)

Policy Seen in Hilton

O&J ‘ANTENNAE’ FOLDS
AFTER WEES

.

i

To

Clubs, Agents, Talent

See* Aid

to Overall Biz

Chicago, Nov. 23,
Dismissal in Federal District
GOurt recently of the cafe owners'
against American Guild of
suit
Variety Artists has led to the mass
reinstaternent of niteries, agents
arid performers to the union’s good
....

favor.

Change
business,

in

as

status favors overall
major agencies like

GAC, MCA; William Morris and
Associated Booking will be able to
deal openly with elubdate agents
wiio were previously untouchable,
blacklisted
formerly
and "with
niteries like Club' Hollywood, and
Mangum’s Chateau. Strip, houses
in Calumet City and Cicero have
also been taken back into the fold.
AGVA’s good graces now are
pending success in renegotiations
on matters of its minimum basic
agreement. Ernie Fast, local AGVA
topper, says he believes the clubs
no longer will feel bitterness
against 'the union since the court
upheld its.: welfare plain... “If they
to contest it now," lie. said,
“they won’t have a leg to stand .on.

try
I

also believe the court’s decision

the union
has restored faith "
amongi jJerformers.”
Local branch of. the union is policing all clubs in its midwpstern
purview to be sure that all acts
are paid-up AGVA members. For
this purpose, the bureau here has
expanded, with Bernie Horne added
to. the, field arid Eddie Pierce start..

a new elubdate department.
Union office here expects to increase to a staff of eight, in the

ing

coming month.

Belle Baker’s ‘New’

Act

Hollywood, Ndv.,23.
Belle Baker; who has been in
several
for
retirement
Virtual
years, Is preparing a return to
She’s readying a new
trouping.
act here.
One of her last dates

was on the

1950 anniversary show of the Palace Theatre, N; Y.
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Hotel Plaza,

but otherwise at the top 'of h)f
joketelltog game, and with flick
and polish ^matched by those dialectic "with gestures.” He finales
the* current fling; leaving an overall good taste jiroong the Vichy
and viand .populace^ Quite cute,
too/ at “auditioning,, jokes on the
deciding
and
then
square”
whether or not they’ll stay in his
bo,

reedlet Htmuelf

Mr.

1

¥

Roger Price

In "Rue
does a hangup job.
li,
L’Epique,” one of her standards,
Patachou, Nat Brandumnne and, she recreates a word picture of
Micha Borr Orchs; $2-$2.50 coil- Paris and the Mdntmartre to en-

WiilUorl-AstoHn, N* Y.

|

elaborates on

'

vert.

How

dear her to the French Tourist
Bureau anyway.
Nat Brandwynne’s orch provides
her with expert backgrounding in
every mood. Mischa Borr’s ensemble is a favorite with the Empire

Patachou is back at the Waldorf
and there's no doubt about it— —
that Gallic look becomes the EmThe French chanpire Room.
teuse, in her “uniform” of white
blouse and tight-fitting skirt, is at
In

Room

many moods

patrons, as always.

Hift.

.

longer.
Patachou

library.

an omuilnq byllno piece

ji tbs'

of
r

Mmuety

English

flow of pleasant
that serves, as a convenient;' intro
to the various numbers and also
establishes a quick rapport be-,
tween lrei: and the audience, Working close to the mike, and using

a

packed Empire

Room

night (181 speaks for it
What the dinner crowd feasted
on while Hildy was a singleton—,
her garrulous charm, elegant, flourmonogram
voice, face, arms and even her ish, slippery wit and
in fact
derriere, songstress. Socks across songs— endure intact and
relief
by- the
striking
in
are
set
sentiment
her songalog with skill,
of her new pavt.11
a pro-; foiling
«
ICUl^CUUDClIl and in
“ f restraint
and temperament
a.UU
ifri ‘LT..
Jack Whiting. It s a cornplevocative V stv-le that rates _her as/ her,
nrt Mininn..
n MMA m rl A 1Y> A VI X
Q
tAlfl
told,
all
arrangement,
mentary
among the best in her class.
brbader-than-eve.r.. latilude,
Concession to her American with
way.
big
in.
a
clicks
it
ahcl
of
rendition
audience comes, with a
Onstage alone for the show’s
"Stranger in Paradise” (from "Kismet”) and a takeoff on the tune as forepart,. Hildegarde rules 'with...
pervasive voice 'on personal
big
might be done by a ..French
it
Life” and
singer who mouths the lyrics with- ditties like "Say Yes tb
It
All in Your Stride”,
•‘Take
This
they
mean.
what
knowing
out
some nostalggic oldies.,
bit doesn’t come off and is strange- among
likely vto toss off a piano
ly out of tune with the rest of her She's as
glissade, one-line quip,, handkerFrench, repertoire.
Comedienne starts out with a chief or superlative as a song.
for a brief
delightful rendition of "Gamin de Whiting relieves her
and
Paris” and the going’s, easy from but wholly engaging song
the start. "Je Suis HeureUx” shows: dance session. He’s a smooth showwhether
tails,
and
man.
lophat
in
in
and
off her very pleasant voice
"L’Argent" she. sparkles with the he’s airing a! buoyant show tune
kind of high good humor that’s or punctuating it with lightfooted
"Ah” is in the same vein terp. His animated, “Every Street’s
catchy.
and so is "Brave Margot.” One of a Boulevard” is capital.
Together they strike the solidest
is her; rendition of
highlights
the
"Le Piano du Paiiyre.” which she impact, blending on clever specialHappen to Us,”
ings. with spirit and in which her ties like “It Should
accordion-accompanist, Joss Basel- capering irf sbftshoe with strawhats
and canes, and peppering the joint
effort with some well-bred joshing.
Whiting’s reserve has a Way of
MATERIAL
keeping' Hildy ’s flurries from
1

.

,

*1

.

I.

I

,

Girls

(

Marti

Michael
8
Orchs; staged by Douglas
lyrics and music; Norman
)

,

Coudy;
Gimbel

(plus Rizo & Morgan );
costumes, Billy Livingston ( Brooks
execution ) $5 minimum.
;

Couple of offbeat factors mark
the new layout in Jules Podells
basement spectacular. It’s a “baby
Spec” that out-NBC’s NBC, in the
clocking, running 120 minutes vs.

Of the.
the tv webbery’s. 90,
three acts proper (Or "improper,
if this, were descriptive of the lowliest of the hurley circuits), costars Betty &. Jane Kean and. Myron Cohen go “lay on, Macduff
with the lion’s share of the workout— at least this was. the tick-tock
,

.

at dinner

show preem

last

Thurs-

.

COMEDY

For

Branches

All

of

Theatrical!

First

GAG

FILE

(The Service of the STARS)
13 Kies $7. 00- All 35 issues $25
Singly; (1.05 per script.

• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book
• MINSTREL BUDGET
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk.

(10 •
(25 •
(25 •
(Gags for Stags). (50 •
.

• BLUE BOOK

(3.00

GLASON
New York 19— Depti V

St.,

And

the two-out-of-three are from the

This disre.laughmaking shelf.
gards another fact, that the Keans
and the ex-cocoon drummer are
about as different in style and text
as a circus clown is from Frank
For the Copa, what’s meat
Fay.
to one part of the clientele may be
It’s only for
poissori to the- other.
general show biz terminology that
comedy comes under one heading.
The Kean Sis are cutups; semiLargely low comedy; pecolon.

and their “Wunderbar” riod.
Betty’s out-of-the-blue is
waltz and reprise to wind up the more or less squared by straight
Questionable whether
stint is properly the high point in gal Jane.:
the act. They’re, supported through-, some of the biological and anatomithrowaways are perquisites
out; and especially in the closing cal
bit, by the fiddling of Hildegarde’s even for the "been around” Copa
musical director, Robert Norris, customers, which latter may be
and the voice <ind piano work of more legend and hearsay than
Howard Fenton and Gene Bone.
Maybe it’s based on somccoj
Merriel Abbott’s Empire Eight, called measurement of the audicontributing a teeoff production, ence, but how much of an achave developed into a sock dance curate pulse is this to the average
ensemble with a touch of perfec- performer? They could be playing
tion.
The two guys and six gals it by ear tin ear?
work this time in a smart Parisian
Leave a spade be called a ditto;
mood that is slick and eyefilling. Cohen, too, has his lapses from
Les,
grace, sometimes self-admittedly
;

GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS/ (300. Worth over a thousand
No C.O.D.'s
200 W. 54th

then there’s the fact that

r

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

BILLY

.(18.).

precocity,

FUN-MASTER
THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ

day

Circle 7-1130

—

Variety, N.

Y.,

Nov.

CIRO RIMAC & CO.

3, '54

RHYTHMS AND REVUE

SOUTH. AMERICA TOUR

MONTEVIDEO

-

I

I

NO TEATRO

4 Wk*., Return Engagement

CHATEAU MADRID,
ANGEL LOPEZ

at Faraoui

Thanks,

SOLIS;

OVANDO

THANKS McCONKEY'S

the polish

all

of

"Terp execution is firstrate, with
chassis movement a sure eyepleaser.
A tango danced by Rimac.
and one of the distaffers maxes other
sexy Latin terps look like a gavotte.
Rimac and other male turn loose with
some fancy footwork in hn attempt to
outdo each other in a jitterbug bout.
Other dances, including a mambo regSongs delivered by one
ister solidly.
of the femmes in English are okay and
have a. definite Latino, quality.
'“Costuming' and routi ing are on the

PALACE.

N; Y.

NOW 4th

Return at

CASA LOMA,

COVATO.

UES,

Week

Dan Friendly & Milt Berger

INCENT 'AND ROY COOPED

CHEZ PAREE,

Nov. 29th,

Montreal

'

Montreal

Agency—Opening

at Mouli

rrangement of Albert Tavel 'and Marouanl

stooge,

him, for little comic: vignets.
It was all quite diverting and promising, very promising. But where

were the punchlines? Granted that
the first dinner crowd was a strangely assorted bunch of stiffs. There
was a Happy Birthday crowd from
Scranton; a party of Orientals who
never smiled, much less laughed,
except when having their photograph taken; a cluster of baffled

South American millionaires, and
from the United Nations.
So the door side of the room was
replete with dead people. Mix that
unsatisfactory crowd with that notvi
"Mr. Sandman,” and up ahead
(Continued on page 69)
do right and bright by "Muskrat
Ramble.”
Couple of invidual good voices

snap into place at the right spots,
but a negative word might be put
in as to antics of the group on one
number offered as impressions of
some name groups arid singles, but
with one or two of these better
noted as record artists whose mannerisms are unfamilar to treaders
along the nitery belt.
Bob Sweeney and Jean Stevens
carry out the production vocals
nicely, as does Pete Conlow on the
free-wheeling, semi-edntort, treadsoftly
hoofery, with top much
sameness- by the latter despite
change of clothing. In the third
flasher, Mis's Stevens works out
pleasantly on "Cha-Cha-Cha,” an
extremely serviceable production
piece that may well have sufficient
merit to be breaking out as an individual number.
Tr au,

a table

W

;

Ottawa, Nov. 19.
River Boys
Bert
(4),
Beverly
Palmer,
Harry

Orch

I

NG

Week: Club Dates

This

CHICAGO
Nov 29
.

Dec. 5

CLUB COPA
YOUNGSTOWN
.:

1

JIMMIE HUSSON AGENCY
W. 57th Si., Ntw York

119

THE

*

\

(8); $1 admission.

n from six months tour-

terps to good returns;

Held over,

comic emcee Bert Stone handles
chores capably.
Gorm.

MARTHA RAYE SHOW
NBC-TV
Dir:

WILLIAM

Mgt:

WYNN

MORRIS

Agency

.

Assoc.,

LASSNER,
Inc.

VENTRILOQUIST

WANTED
lo« V-178, VARIETY
154 W. 46tli Sh, New York 34. N.Y.

his

Jess.

18, *54

CAB CALLOWAY

“Au Casa Loma,

Currently

“Giro Rimas et .sa revue Mambo Ternportent unsuCces mdnstre, C’est Ciro
qut a lntroduit, en Amerlque, lei revues. latines-am.
iiiesi
Apr
soii

•

engagement au .Casa Loma, 11 nous
quitte pour Paris ou 11 presentera un.

u
Mgb

9

BILL MITTLER, 1619 Broadway,

N«w

York

spectacle le 26 decembre.

Cette troupe
sa compose de quatre per sonnes: deux
femmes et deux liommes. Ilg Bont
Leur« ruin
pleins de* dynamisme.
sambas, leur Jitterbug bresilleri, leur
boleros soulevent litteralement, Tassistance.
llsdansent et chan tent aveo
toute leur aine de la tin et c’est un en.

of Harry Foster

new

calls

Danseurs Extraor
Sud-Ame?icaihs”

TWIN COACHES, Pittiburgh, Pa.
TONY CALDERONE & JOE HILLER

N. Y., Thanks,

,

Montreal Matin, Nov.

4 Week!.
Thanks,

.

plus side,’’

ing introduction of a

expert
chanting mellower than ever, the
Deep River Boys-top the Carnival
Room bill at the Gatineau Club
neatly this week. Foursome easily
demonstrate their standout ability
in barbershop, ballading.
Staging
and showmanship techniques are
socko, and though they opened (18)
to a cold mob, tablesitters warmed
fast and poured the mitting on
heavy.
Beverly Palmer, pert blond looker, works an okay session of tap

femme

HIS ORIGINAL LATIN

tall re-

alternating production threesome.
They pave the way for the Lancers (Coral wax), a neat and nifty
foursome with good admixture of
medley, impressions, straights and
specials,
'Their
w.k,
“Sweet
Mama” might' come later to seal
the deal, perhaps changing places
with. Burrows’ “Lullaby,” which,
for all its "big effort” trimmings,
seems a bit too moody for theJ
Copa crowd (and no such sock as
"Ghost Riders,” not done but from
Selfsame songsmith Stan Jones)
and conies too late in their repertoire.
Still, they close well ahead

Fresh

another
Comprised of
iiriac,
male and two femmes, group’s, southof-the-border
rial, is colorful and
has

This includes

ing Europe, their smooth,

class nitery act.

AND

the meters.

action on the tv "Medic” show, Paul Methuen, identified as a Lonfrom the Eli Basse material book. don business man turned enterSummation, a hot act in the proper tainer, and only recently, More
locale; editing indicated for other about him under New Acts,
cafe iareas.
Miss Thompson works mostly
alone,, end uses her "souvenir”
Eye-appealing
P.odellies
(8)
open the show in the first of an from her English travels, as she

l.Pozy

file.

GIRO RIMAC

.

Stone,
\

Stint

’

Galhipaiu Ollaiva

“Ciro Rimac' has been an exponent
ulte. a few
of Latino rhythms for.
years/ This particular company hasn’t
been documented in Variety's New Act

exciting.

&

f,

Deep

15 Mins.
Palace, N.Y.

— RUBITA — REINITA — CHARLEY BOY

When thr word spread in midtown Manhattan that Kay ThompWould open at the Persian
Room wearing, a skirt, this was
about as astonishing an idea as if
Byirl Ives had shaved off his goatee/
It was as if the woman who had invented, dramatized and institutionalized “fancy pants” was doing
her turn in drag. However, the
skirt is only, an overskirt.
Miss
Thompson is still herself—harnessed energy, disciplined charm,
vast authority and bifurcated atson

and Lena Horne (plus Helen Traubel) -are about as good in replicas tire.
as there are around close your
There must be some critical reeyes and Jio diff. Okay dueling on servations about the state of her
"Pajama ^Game” tunes with the new material, She badly needs at
altered lyrics, plus other sizzling least two indisputably sock numand tabasco action as Betty pratts bers. She: also needs, more in-bethe floor for running shenanigans tween talk With punch. She can
and hauls off on in the family” forget that thing about Basin St,
ringsider
It’s just a stage wait, arid Miss
In truth, the duo's Palace. The- Thompson Is nobody to associate
atre nostalgia with J. Durante as herself with a stage wait. At a
topper is a showstopper. that re- guess, she was plenty tense openturns them for "Can-Can” lam-, ing performance last Thursday
poons, etc,, for high registry on (18). A lot: was riding on her dar-

(4)

Dance-Songs

CIRO

chanterrient,

JOE TERMINI
Pantomlmist Instrumentalist
i

.“Rimac n’est plus jeune, mais il
danse le tango conune s’il en avait 18.
la
II faut egalement aller applaudir
chanteuse Rublta et la danseuse ReiniElies excellent’ dans leur art reta.
Spectif et elles s'attlrent deg ovations.”

,

Currently Playing Club Dafas

In

.

San Francisco Area

-

Permanent Address:

CIRO RIMAC,

33

W. 63rd

St.,

New York

23, N. Y.

Phene; EN. 2-7460

$2-

—

l'ofiaealtana 9 IV.
Betty & Jane Kean, Myron Co(4), Pete Conlow,
on opening hen, Lancers
Bob Sweeney, Cop a.
emphatical- jean Stevens,
Durso & Frank

ly,.

convert,

$2.50.

fast with thisa
thata quickies with a topical rundown as the peg, then into assorted
song-and-talk capers (not fhe best
of which is working out “Podell-o”
to rhyme with “borflello”) that
provide a framework for Jane’s
Latter's Eartha Kitt
impressions.

If the salability, of Hildegarde’s
new format as a two-act is still in
patter question, the salute it received by

those
sligarcoats
a steady

French Specialties with

Monte Continentals;

'

Keans are on

49 th Anniversary Number

Pnlmor
&

.

own technique

Trouble

and# infecHouse. Till
She's the only
tious i n her chn i
Chicago, NoV, 18.
attraction on the show, and that’s
Jack Whiting, with
Hildegarde
Onener ran close to
just as well.
an hour, and if the mitting was Howard Fenton, Gene Bone, RobEight, Charlie
Empire
Norris;
ririgert
any indication of ho\y the
siders felt, she could have run Fisk Orch (10); $2 cover.

home

his

to Get into

Y.

Kay Thompson, with Paul MethTed Straeier Orcht Mark

uen;

Dee. 23rd to Jan. 2nd, Stockmen's Hotel, Elko, Nev.

Permanent Address:

BOX

55,

COVENTRY, Conn.

:

VAUDEVILLE
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pected that the Shamrock will

sume

re-,

former affluence in that
field.
At the beginning only the
Max Gordon, .operator of the Among those who aired a't his 'spot top
layer
of names was used. But
Village Vanguard* NV Y.,. will mark are The. Lion, Houdini and the
v
'

his 20th anni of that operation Duke of Iron.
The Vanguard can also take
with a gala at his cellar bistro on
Dec, 5. It's an affair to which he’ll credit for helping writers. ‘For a
invite all those, who came from while Gordon had little revues
his postage-stamp-sized bistro into written by Arthur Laurents (“Time
the tall coin, and. it seems likely of the Cuckoo’.’) and Alfred Hayes
that: the nitery. will be unable to (“The. Girl of the Via Flaminia"),
Miss Comden and Green, who
accommodate all his alumni.
Gordon took over at his present chipped in material for the Revuers, are probably one of the- best
site after a brief operation at a
When he known writing teams in legit musiplace, down the street.
came in, it was a room that housed cals in Hollywood.
However, Gordon is bekt known
the avante-garde of the Greenwich
Such Village as having played a decisive part in
literati.
Village
those days) as Maxwell developing Wally Cox, whom he
giants (i
Bodenheim, Abraham Lincoln Gil- discovered at a time when audilespie and Joe Gould philosophized ences didn’t know whether to laugh
and recited lines understood, only With him or at him; Pearl Bailey,
by a select few. Soon the benches Josephine Premice, ROger Price
gave way to tables with the advent and Irwin Corey. He was also imof the Revuers (Judy Holliday, portant in bringing Eartha Kitt to
Miss Kitt didn’t make
Betty Comden, Adolph Green and the fore.
Alvin Hammer, plus a fifth who good at an appearance at La Vie
eh
initially.
Rose,
Gordon gave
dropped out of §ight many years
ago), and thus the present format her a long run, helped channel her
good almost
talents
and
she
made
of the Vanguard came into being.
From then until the present immediately at the highpriced
time, Gordon’s Virtually unerring spots. -Phil Leeds is another prodeye- for talent has started a lot of uct of this bierstube and Robert
names that are now in the upper Clary has worked out a long list
.

!

.

,

:

.

strata of show biz moneymakers.
In addition, there are, those who
tried for the bigtime prematurely,
and came into the Vanguard to
nurture their wounds and get in
6hape for another try at the tall,

money.

However, under Gordon’s guidance, the Vanguard is, in addition,
responsible for several forms of
entertainment that become common to niteries. He was the first
to try American folk singers in a

Here came Leadbelly,
Burl Ives, Josh White, Richard
Dyer-Benriett and Harry Belafonte.
For a time it looked, like readings
would become a vogue, ..simply because of their showcasing at the
Vanguard. John Carradine, Albert
night club.

Dekker and Canola Lee proved
that cafe audiences will listen to
the spoken word as written by the
masters. In addition, the Vanguard
brought a new form to v cafegoers

when

it

Imported Calypso singers.

its

Buffalo, Nov. 23.
Night clubs- are not required t
pay unemployment insurance con-

Vaude, Cafe Dates

after a while, the inn continued
to charge $8.50 for a steak dinner
With non-name talent on display.

tributions for entertainers working
under contracts, according to a

New York

Into Canada
Montreal, Nov. 23.
Conrad Hilton, president of the"
Hilton Hotel chain, is moving into
Canada for the first time. Hilton
signed an agreement last week
with Gordon Tead, head of the
Canadian National Railways, to
operate their new 1,200-room hotel
now being built in Montreal.
Inn will be ready in .1957 and
will be staffed by Canadians, with
key. Hilton execs
in top spots.
Hotel is expected to mesh with the
Hilton
entertainment
setup
of
which Merriel Abbott is head
booker.

Hilton

made this Week by the N.Y.
Arnaut Bros, booked for the
Unemployment Insurance
Lds Gatos Appeal Board. The decision overLido, Paris, Dec. .14%
signed for the Moulin Rouge, ruled a decision of an unemploy28
Hollywood, starting Dec.
ment insurance referee, made last
Denise Darcel inked for the Monte February;
Cristo, Palm Beach, Feb. 22
Dick Kallman to the Sheraton ; The ruling is another step in the
tonight .fight carried on for a long period
Washington,
Carlton,
Singer Elaine Gordon by night club owners against pay(Wed.)
..
has signed with the Buddy Allen ment of insurance contributions
Sherry Britton goes into for contract performers. The i
office
El Rancho, Las Vegas, Dec. 1.
stant case involved the Chez Ami,
ruling
State

'

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Federal Gardens, Casa Nova, Barn
Havana Casino and Silver Rail; all

Chicago
Pearl Eddy, who for four years
held forth at Chi’s Cameo Room,

.of

Buffalo and environs.

Attorney Maurice Lutwack stated
of over $100,000
East St. Louis, 111., Dec. 2, for a
since 1946 was,
later
Eddy’s, volved in Western New York alone.
fortnight, and
at
Kansas City, Jan. 7, for two frames
Mellow Larks pegged for- four
LIBERACE POSTSCRIPT:
weeks at Black Orchid beginning
BIZ
Dec, 23
Peggy Taylor playing
Statler Hotel, Cleveland, Nov. 27,
Boston, Nov. 23;
Taylor Maids
for Couple weeks
Liberace reversed the pfocess. inked for two rounds in Eddy’s,
Dallas, Nov. 23.
Terry
after playing his one-nighter at the K. C., beginning Dec. 10
of routines in his six month run at
New Republic National Bank
Boston
Garden here Nov. 12. Pian- Haven’ follows current Black Or- will gd heavy with show biz talent
this spot.
chid stint with two weeks at Tom
There was also a jazz era at the ist took ads in the Boston dailies Pump, Detroit, starting Dec. 7, and Nov! 30-Dec. 1 during dedication
Vanguard.
Concerts were given after his show thanking everyone same run at Colony Club, Omaha, ceremonies for the 40-story alumihere.
Participating in runs of who came to the concert. He fur- Dec. 21.
num and. steel structure; tallest I
/
varied lengths were the King Cole ther showed his appreciation of
the southwest.
Trio, Eddie Hey wood Trio, Max the Hub’s patronage by staying in
Fair
Set for Tuesday’s
(30)
Kaminsky, Zutty Singleton and the building until 3 a.m. signing
Park banquet for 4,500 guests is
Ddrling
DebutalRes,
elght-gal
autographs,
others.
Orch., with
Dallas
Symphony
the
chorus line, added to show at Sam
Of course, Gordon’s partnership
Liberace scored $40,000 on this Salzman’s
Ailgelo’s,
with Dick pianist Claudio Arrau as gueqt
in the uptown Blue Angel with Her- stand.
All but the inexpensive Lynn, comic, and A1 Molina, gui- Joist.
Dec. 1 dedication show in
bert Jacoby aided in development seats were sold out.
tar,, held over
.Pianist-satirist the new banking quarters will
of the talent.
Many performers
Bob
Hope, Gordon MacRaC,
have
Marc Sebastian opened at the Colworked both spots until neither of
ony Club for a two-week stint Fri- Minii Benzell, Los Barrancos and
the Gordon operations could afford
(19)
day
Betty Jane Bilunas Ted Weems orch on tap.
,
Goss Heads N.Y.
in at Omaha Athletic Club.
them.
Irving Goss, former labor con-

embarks as an

act at

Preview

in

that refunds
contributions

i

’

!'

..

.

ADS AFTER HUB DATE

.

.

HEAVY SHOW

.

.

.

NOT

.

.

.

‘

Omaha

.

AGVA

sultant to a

number

.

of locals in the

Dallas Club Reopens

Teamsters Union, has joined the
American. Guild of Variety Artists.
Dallas, Nov. 23.
The Sky Club has been reopened He’s currently' In charge of the
N.Y.
local and may eventually be
here under management of Pat
Myers. Joe Johnson’s orch is fea- eastern regional director, a post
by Dick Jones.
left
vacant
tured for dancing.
Goss Is currently working on
Spot was formerly operated by
Joe Bonds.
problems in the New York area.

Ellington’s O’Seas

VIENNA CHOIR RETURN

Tour

The Vienna Choir Boys will be
London, Nov. 23,
presented by S. Hurok In three
Duke Ellington and his orchesholiday concerts In N. Y. Dec. 27- tra are to start a European tour in
29-30.
March. They will play 31 concerts
Choir’s first New York perform- In 35 days In Scandinavia, Holland,
ances in four seasons will launch France and Germany.
a 17-week tour of 73 U. S. and
Other dates are. likely in Ireland
Canadian cities.
and USAF bases in England.
.y<.w.v.‘xw.

,*.w.w.w.‘.v
'

' , '

'

v
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IPS A TRADE SECRET!
and wonderful to know that all these reviewers In the
‘trade’ appreciate a little guy working for* big iaffs.
"He has Pathos
that

in his Stylo

only found

is

Greats

.

In

the

this

Kan-

.

DEVORE

Hollywood Reporter

"We

when

non explodes . .drew such
yocks as are seldom heard In

.

LES

There's no such thing as a
cold audience

Strip in a month of Sundays
; or Mondqys, Tuesdays,
."
Wednesdays
RALPH PEARL
Las Vegas Sun
.

Vegas/'

P'fiSilEfi’

over

Jackie
Kan non . . . one of the Greatest Comics to appear* on the
flipped

mT laughed."

BELDON KATLEMAN

4r»>

r

-

A-"*

.

Thanks So Much

for fhe Praise, Fellas

JACKIE
Currently

STARRING

IN

‘School For Brides’
Press:

MILTON RUBIN ASSOCIATES

KANNON
JERRY

NOLAN

.

VAIIDEVaiJI
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Beverly Hills, Newport

nostalgic whiff with' a aongalog
medley of yesteryear. Hie rendition of the “Whiffenpoof Song,”

Newport, Ky., Nov. 19;
Joanne Gilbert, Jack ..Durant,
Queen
Four Wongs, Earl Lindsay Danc- with which he regaled the
earlier, Is one of his best entries
ers
(10),, Dick Hyde, Gard'ixer
Continued from- page 6S
Benedict Orch (10); $3 minimum, and a Charles Trenet number a
stout runnerup. There are chuckles
Saturdays.
as always, Sammy, with his dad $4
Hostel Plata, Y. Y.
galore from his interpretation of
“The Girl With Two Heads,”
quitc-riglit material and a great
hSp"
was
what
Horne*
here
on
firstimer
A.
Gcc Its Good To. Be
Favorites in the medley are “Vagaartist, was t)orhflDs hbvgt crcstor .with
announced as only her ninth cafe bond Lover” and “Only Girl in the
-young
that she managed to score so The yersatile.
22-year-old Joanne
booking,
circuit
solld
World.”
well.. Later shell work up to woWBHl Robinson and a dash of the Gilbert scores solidly as a singing
in® ’em
Star’s performance gets the. polSinatra and starlqt. She’s a stylist in dress and
Paul Methuen is tall, as rail-like Flamenco; oc
ished background treatment from,
repeats.
warrants
f
delivery
and
°
cl ir a
as Miss Thompson, He works in Dan
the
Sidney Simone combo, which
L
L c
c v
S
Deep-voiced, slender brunet ap- has just returned to .this nitery
the classic black bpwler, stiff col- Black Mag*
/,mLiIL°of
vnn^ pears
Because Of You,
in white toreador pants and
lar and rolled umbrella of a guards song stylists
after an. absence of two to three
retui n Sturtleneck sweater: Each tune in years. The orch handles the terp
officer off duty. The spoof is fun- for Solid
c
her cycle is distinctive for special sessions in confident style, alterdamentally neat, especially for disported with ^ r ®f
yri to
arranging. Numbers like “Putting nating, with Harry Roy’s combo.
those who know the type. Methuen that indicated
”
v ei
handles himself very capably in- his peak. His |^.press,onJ rt J „® on the Ritz “Singing in the Rain”
Myro
as good as and “Surrey With the Fringe” are
deed, especially if his newness to generally, if anything,
V

Might Chib

SmSSSSESSSSSm
,

:

^ned

l

.

;

,

m
,

.

the originals,
Taking to the drums, he proved
he; ranks among the great ones,
Davis Sr. and uncle Will Mastin
executed .nice tap and softshoe
and.
nostalgic fashion
in
terps
otherwise framed Sammy’s act in
a manner long familiar and pleas T

is to be taken as the
Admitting that the old
nificoy,
school tie produces businessmen of
astonishing poise, one is entitled
to suspect in Methuen a refugee
from a Bloomsbury little theatre,

bi

sli

.

,

:

at the least.

Ted Straetpr’s orch boys are always pressed into special lyric support .for some of Miss Thompson s
numbers and exhibit considerable
versatility. Another novelty of the
:

ant.

Beautifully gowned, Miss

ychestra is substituting a vocal,,
“ihat’s all for a while, instead of
the conventional instrumental finis
Mark Montes
to a dance set.
Continentals, as per usual, provide
the alternate dansapation. Lancl.

~

balance

to

the

Moore

and cheesecake

e poise, class

j iac] tli

fare

adequately.

in “Small
You Still Be Mine;”
Find 0ut For Yourself,” and the
sexy ]yriQS to “Forty Gups Of

chanteuse was effective
Hotel.” “Will
..

Coffee.” The looker, as always, is
a sllu g supporting act in Vegas^
The Mathurins in sailor uniforms

buildups for classic treatment of
‘Hello Bluebird” and “Let’s Get
Celebrity
Plitlly
Busy Too,” the latter by her songPhiladelphia, Nov. 18.
writer father, Ray Gilbert, who
Dick Shawn, Mary Sullivan, Lee
was on hand for the start of this Henderson Girls (6) Al Small’s’

Room,

engagement,.
Hour-long show gets

Orch

'

a

minimum:

A

Dick Shawn is their latest and
biggest investment in funsters, and.
he is paying, dividends both to the
audience and the owners. Television has apparently given Shawn
the proper introduction; He comes
on to a quiet, even respectful house
and he holds them throughout.
Shawn’ “Marsa Richard”, routine
about the Southern family still

,

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

,

thing
entertainment,

Cab Calloway, Billy Vine. Jolxnny
Conrad Dancers (5) Pupi Cnmp.o
Will Mastin Trio
Anthony Roberts Orchs; $5: mini...js, mum.
led

.

.

.

Fronting the.

'

..

.

.

,

.

;

Having exited the cast of “Porgy
and Bess” after more than two
years with the revival. Gab Calloway is back on the three-a-night
bistro grind.
He’s currently heading the bill at La Martinique,
N, Y. In a 25-minute song session,
Calloway leaves no doubt that he’s
His suave apa top performer.
pearance, polished deliyery and
graceful gait add up to sock entertainment.
Lineup at the nitery also Includes Billy Vine and the Johnny
Conrad Dancers,
Latter group,
comprised of four girls and Conrad, opens show;
Tefp technique
is of the modernistic school, with
femmes, all lookers,, going through
their paces in deadpan fashion.
It’s
an eye-catching turn, welltailored for cafe customers.
Confad also works solo later in the
show, with footwork display regis-

BLACK
and -PAT

.

DUNDEE
(

Btaufy and
th» Least;

new

-A

note In

Glamor Comedy
Staged by
Mervyn Nelson
iiening- Dec.
(t # Jan. I )

2

PALUMBO'S
Philadelphia

.

tering effectively.

Vine handles the comedy end of
program.
Material, however,,

the
ingwg

isn’t too strong,
Best bit IS his
takeoff on a drunken “best man”
wedding. Other contributions
include his impression of a performer, With the combined characteristics of Jimmy Durante, Zero
Mostel and himself.

at a

THE

SHOW SPOT
137

52nd

E.

New

St.

York

COMEDY ACTS
acts, Can be used anywhere,. All
$3, An Introduction to tha most helpful'
writing service iff the. Held ef entertainment.

J-

different

.for

A.

GUY

VISK

Writing Entarprlses
•

t.98

Mil!

Street

“Creators

.ol

'

Sbeeigl

.

Troy,. N.

Comedy Material”

Y;

i

j
I

("IN

It's Calloway, though, who gives
the necessary firepower to
warrant a $5 minimum. His songalog runs the gamut from such
standard ballads as “I’ve Got My
Lbve to Keep Me Warm” and “My
Funny Valentine” to such jump
items as “Shake, Rattle and Roll”
and his “Minnie Ihe Maocher”
trademark. Anthony Roberts orch
backs the show capably, with Cail-

shovv

loway’s own trunipeter joining the
aggregation, for his stint. - Jess.

A DUNCING MOOD")

with

turn,

,

Hotel Statier* Y. Y.
Sauter-Finegan Orch (20) with
Andy "Roberts, Anita Darien; cover
$1.50

after

10

p.ni:

FrU,

$2

(Sat.).

(Mon.-thru-

A fave publishing biz bromide
concerns the author who. tagged a
tome, "Lincoln’s Doctor’s Dog,” to
wrap up

all

the topics that

were

.

and good showmanship. With the
October show of the Lecuona Cuban Boys (also at La Porte St.

Latin Quarter, Boston

Jean), this is the No.
ment* for Quebec.

Rusty

Engagement

Return

CLUB MAKREEZ
Man.
’

entertain-

1

Rene:

.

Opening Dee. J
Return Engagement

Boston, Nov. 18.
Ray Hastings,

Draper

CLUB ELEGANTE

,

Maxeilos (3), Bob Conrad Danc(8), Guy Guarino, Harry De Angelis Orch (8 ),< Zarde Bros.
Trio; $3 minimum

New YerK

ers
i

Cafe de Paris,

1.

on don

London, Nov. 23.
R udy Vallee; Sidney Simone
Harry Roy Orchs; $6 minimum

.

^

&

:
I

quiet, gentle sort pf way,
Vallee reveals himself as
something of a funny man. But
the swank audience which turned
out for his opening here, which
followed his personal the same
evening at the Royal Command
.film
gala, hardly expected that
more than half of a 45-minute stint
would be taken up with, patter.
Kept down to reasonable proportions, this would have the effect of
streamlining the act, giving it
greater speed and impetus instead
of allowing if to peter out rather
tamely.
Another time-absorbing piece of
the routine is a session on the sax

In

*

‘‘

Although

,

a

Rudy

Latin Quarter audiences can't be aptly tabbed as
hand-tailored for the particular
type of exuberant entertainment
dished out by Rusty Draper, at the
opener he easily succeeded in capturing the aud, garnering hefty reaction;
A hep, uninhibited vocal-

I

Entertaining the

Armed

Per.
Dir.:

Mgr.:

HARRIS GIGER

Gerbet-Welu. N. Y.

CO

5-9(80

STRIPPER

i

ist

and

firstrate

guitarist.

Draper

whams

across such items as “Sitting on Top of the World,” “Lazy
River,”
featuring
nifty
gitbox
strumming, “Begin the Beguine,”
the arrangement reminiscent of

Eddie

Heywood’s socko platter,
with a healthy helping of numbers
requested by the ringsiders. He’s
a slick showman and his stint adds
up to topnotch entertainment.
Surrounding bill is spotty, opening with the Maxeilos, a risley
as a reminder that, way back Jn troupe comprised of two
guys and
the '20s, the star used to appear in. a gal.
Trio whips through the
one of th# Savoy Hotel orchs.
standard tricks, inserting a bit of
When Vallee eventually gets comic relief via conning a male
down to vocalizing, there is no and. femme customer onstage for
cause for complaint. On the con- free rides. Ray Hastings occupies
trary, he shows he can stiff charm the comic slot, with routines that
his audience with, ballad and com- fail to. create much more than ocedy entries and Introduce a strong casional snickers.
Elie.

Nov 26

Contact

DICK HENRY
JU. 2-0014

1733 B’way, N.Y.

ACCORDION, new

Excelsior (madium)
Thara ora ff
from Italy.
with two mdatarg.
changat
total of ton
Writo John Wundor,
REASONABLE.
20S East 35th St., BROOKLYN, N. ~Y.,
or phono INGERSOLL 2-3157.

impoitad

GOT ME AN AGENT"

and now

I'm

working and enjoying

*

Forces

Jan. 10-H

I

AO

(Inc.)

CASINO .ROYAL

1

VYashlnston
Jan; 20-Pab. 2nd

Die. 4-19 One.),

FOR SENNES A6CY.

MAISS^N-JAUSSAUD

<Ohlo and fanriiyivanlal
Dac; tO-Jan. f
(HUH ?T)

Bakarsflald, Cal..
Fab. 4-March 3

JIMMIE HUSSON AGCY., 119 West S7lh

set designer.

The Erhie Richman

the dancer featured with three
models; provides a capsule of musical
comedy, well-routined and
paced for 20 minutes of opening.
Everything seques, moves swiftly
and there isn’t a dull moment
while they’re on.
Orch leader Tommy Reed. handling the m:c. assignment, has
comic-mimic Bdb McFadden in the
closing "spot, spacing the duo of
apts with a vocal by Joanne Lewis,
McFadden
chirper,
tne
band’s
-wastes little time getting to his
mimicry, reeling off a long list. He
has a neat trick of doing an imitation within am imitation, much of

CORBETT
MONICA

FUTUki COMMITMENTS

:

,

Hollywood

.

CARNIVALE

XMAS SHOWS

*

This show reactivates the lower
show spot of the Hotel
Muehlebach, after the room was
closed for a year and a half. Now
it’s reopened with a lively show,
dancing and cuisine anid bffering i
addition a very chichi decor designed by Henry End, onetime
level deluxe

fighting the Civil War is. worked bestsellers in one book.
That's,
very effectively as running gag. He practically what the Sauter-Finedoes an amusing reverse on the gan orch has done. The oversized
childhood routines of other come- cfew, co-helmed by arrangers Ed
Louise, at dians and builds this into his off- Sauter and Bill Finegan, hasn’t
ers got them salvos.
beat
“Schizophrenia Blues.” Shawn
(Continued on page. 69)
the piano, is solid in Tchaikovsky;
Rose Marie’s powerful coloratura is funny, to. watch, his material isn’t
high notes and Glyn, the contralto, tired and his trick of working up
Viola to a tremendous crescendo and
with “Summertime” click.
is
exciting at the drums; Jane, blowing it in a line or gesture aland ways scores.
indefatigable
the trumpetist,
Evelyn steals the show with her
The singer is Mary Sullivan, a
“magic violin” prodigious sonori- young lady with a light operatic
ties:
voice and girl-graduate style of deYoung and old alike locally are livery and garb. Al Small leads the
Mr> Dynamite'
amazed by this most unusual dis- orchestra and does the Intros.
Gagh.
play of technical qualities, culture

Returning Horne

Novambar 24-Dac.
(RESTINO 1)

cover.

getter,

‘

)

Orch (10), with Joanne Lewis; $1

:

-

.
.

$2:50

City, Nov. 19.

Bob McFadden, Ernie Richman
Mannequins (4), Tommy Reed

:

V omits are comedy-acrobats; performing
Vr^blli 1 ^ 1*9
La Porle Sl. Jean, Que.
somersaults, and.
midair- flips;
Las Vegas, Nov. 1:?.
Quebec, Nov. 20.
Will Mastin Trio, starring Sammy tumbles., tripping and trampling
Phil Spiialny & All Girt OrchDavis Jr; (since replaced by guest- -each; qther and otherwise, meting
Ch
estra
hd
$3 minimum.
rough
mighty
some
story);
Connie themselves
see
exes
eta.;,
Moore, Mathurins (2), Last Fron- treatment.for'big audience-returns.
celebrate the third, anniversTo
11
ie r Girls. (12
Garwood Van Orch £hey
Frontier GMs undehi ary of the swankiest of his night
no cover or- mvnmum,.
Jfw choi-eSrapher fjean Devlyn® clubs, Gerard Thibault booked
_
didn’t
get the fuff essence out of Phil Spitalny and his girls for a
,
T
returned to Hieir t\v
Sammy Davis Jr.
production numbers, fortnight, following their show- of
regale roisterers and Imld them Q arwddd
y an ad{j j^is orch were Nov. 15 at the local Capitol Thespellbound during 40 minutes of nng 0od in support and Mortie Stevens atre. The special formula of their
drumming,
and
pressions, dancing
of
Charm,” unfamiliar
In standout fashion “Hour
fed (he
just being himself last week, until f or the Will Mastin Trio.
here, clicked with the Quebecers.
Bob.
accident.:
auto
his
unfortunate
talent plus good disIndividual
Connie Moore was on deck*§inging
cipline, virtuosity and versatility,
Ln^larimiliue. ^
1%.
!•
her laves in the layout and the
of the 23 instrumentalists and singgood
whole
up
!>;• si

) ;

Kansa*

&

Celebrity Room; in its second
year of operation under the Lerner
family, has worked up a highly
successful format. Brace of routines by the Lee Henderson line
gives it floor show values and the it wrapped up in his own materia*,
girls are a major asset ~in the in- to hold the house,, against heavy
tirrie spot.
There is >a supporting opening-night distractions, for a.
act, usually a singer, and the head- good hand throughout his 25 mi
liner is a throwback to the days utes.
vyhen the comic was king. The
The show has light name value,
Celebrity Room is not adverse to but it turned out to be a suitable
spotting a recording’ name, but re-launching of the Grill, and the
generally when the Lerners shell room should continue to be a live
Quin.
out heavy coin it goes for a laugh- spot downtown.

Koll.

tines.

(6

terrific

eight-minute kickoff from the Four
Wongs, acrobats and contortionists.
Jack Durant, a repeater, holds to
most of his former gags about the
woman, and arouses more
little
laughter with, full-length falls of
his. hefty framework.
Earl Lindsay Dancers and singer
Dick Hyde step up their popularity with the regulars in three rou-

Yew Terrace GrilI, K» C.

LAS VEGAS

St..

New

York

STEVENS
'CHANTS with a CHUCKLE'

1

It. N. Y.

Circle

—

4-2433—4. COlumbut S-2T47

f JEAN

HARRIS, Associate)

,

,
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Ice

Night Club Reviews
^

Show Review

Holiday" on Ice

Continued from page 68

Zurich, Nov! 16.
comprised of oldies
Morris Chal fen & Emery F. GilSing,” “Jealousy"
missed a trick or. a gimmick to like “Sing Baby
bert 'production of ice revue in two
“Mardi
rhythmic
tuneful,
and
a
produce a band that trjes to be
Direction and
Gx'as."
The Duke Ellington song acts (20 scenes).
all things to all terpsters and lissaga is still around arid nets a nice choreography, Marie Carr; producteners, It’s sweet, lush, and swingy
tion manager, George D. Tyson;
“The
tripis
Added
this
response.
even has some rhythm &
ancl
High and the Mighty,” effectively musical arrangements,. Hans Spiablues overtones thrown in for good
sung and staged. The finale is lek; conductor, Sam Kapper.. With
measure'.
Fronting five reed, seven brass "Listening for My Records," a Hazel Franklin, Ria Baron & Paul
clever piece of new material in Falk, Frank Sawers, Werner Muland six rhythm (with a harp, yet),
is given the oppor- ler, Three Percellys
( Juanita,
RoSauter-JFinegart showcase a book which Eckstine
tunity to mimic Vaughn Monroe, sita & George
Les Pausins ( 2
that evidences their slick arrangothers in a novel Dick
Como
and
Perry
Haaifenar, Michel Bagneris,
At times their
ing techniques.
Armstrong
Louis
His
plot.
Guy Longprei Michel Pinafd, Ivon
work is imaginative and inventive, song
takeoff i5 terrific, and the singer
Robson, Kay Fare lli, Dick Price,
but often the blending of offbeat
as far as playing the trumpet
sounds intrudes on the basic, melo- goes
Myra Key, Hein^Kroel, Glamour
a la Armstrong to garner a big
dic line.
leers,
Ice
Squires.
At H alienTucker
Bobby
windup,
the
at
hand
In its initial Gotham hotel date
stadion,
Zurich.
the
Bulkin
on
and
Sid
piano
the
at
(S-F appeared at The Bandbox,
drums guide the Antonio- Morelli
nitery
jaz2
last
howY.
year),
N.
Third Swiss stint of “Holiday on
orch for the star in solid fashion.
ever, the band, shapes as an okay
Remaining in the show for the Ice" got off to a favorable start
lure for. the dining and dancing
of frames are the Borrah at Zurich’s Hallenstadiori, Madipair
next
crowd. It’s an attractive outfit with
son Sq. Garden-type outlet.
sidemen smartly garbed in Mineviteh Harmonica Rascals, feaCompared to the Continental
turing Johnny Puleo, good for
flashy red jackets and its beat,
of yocks arid mouth organ edition of last year and the year
plenty
though unusual, draws the terping
music; Nanci Crompton, intriguing before, I954’s "Holiday on Ice”
crowd to the floor.
who spins like a easily tops its predecessors. There
At the dinner show caught at little ballerina
Chuck Nel- are practically no weak spots,
Monday night’s opening (22), the top; production singer
of Gopa Girls, nurriber of solo stints has been inson, and the li
orcft held' itself in to dish easyand production values!
rate salvos with a beautiful creased,
who
going sets for the diners. The book
are more ..lavish than ever. ParticBob.
number.
during this period consists of such fan
ularly spectactular among the latpleasant melodies
as “What is
ter is the use of illuminaited waterThis Thing Called Love," “Solifountains as a scenic background
tude," “Dream A Little Drearn of
in three production numbers.
Buy-In
Talent
Me" arid “The Moon Is Blue." The
Am on g the sol oists, German Olym1
boys get more experimental as the SjSS Continued
pic winners Ria Baran &!; Paul Falk
evening goes on.
register
as impressively as ever in
Trio)
and
(Will^Mastin
Andy Roberts and Anita Darien Davis Jr.
Whether “Olympic Victory," "Waltz Time"
Ray Robinson.
serve the band well i
the vocal Sugar
and “In the Arena." whereas
coin
have
put
up
the
these
chairs. Miss Darien has a strong any of
Frank Salvers only has one solo
necessary for ownership hasn’t this year (“Devil in
set of pipes and looms as a stepthe Flesh") in
out thrush. Roberts has a neat been revealed. as yet..
which his virile skating style is
crooning technique and does a fine
The Flamingo recently was sold seen to top advantage. Typical of
especially
job,
on
the
lighter to a combination headed by Albert the 1954 show, incidentally, is the

Ilotel Statler,

NT.

V.

repertoire

is

.

)

\

'

)

,

.

.

tii

ss.

Parvin; who is in the hotel furnish- Iarger-than-usual
of
contingent
ings business; Ben Jaffe, of Miami topnotch soloists, some of them
one of the owners of the seen here for the first time arid
Beach,
Sands,
new Fontainebleau Hotel; film registering solidly, such as the two
(FOLLOWUP)
producer David W. Siegel; Edward Pausins, Dick. Price, Heinz Kroel
Las Vegas, Nov. 17.
and
especially
comedian
Guy
A severe handicap is imposed Levinson, formerly a partner in Longpre, whose pratfall number,
Hull, of
upon Billy Eckstine in following the. Sands, and Thomas E.
“Free Skating for Sailors," is one
operwhich
chain
Hotel
Hull
the
Frank Sinatra, but the singer is
of the highspots and gets heavy
equal to the challenge ip perform- ates the Hollywood Roosevelt and mitting.
Hazel Franklin, show’s
ing
respects,
although the biz the El Rancho, Sacramento. Hull •female star; is lier usual gracious
ntapup isn’t so assured. The rest cljaih will operate. Maxwell Rubin, self, adding charm arid poise to the
of the two-week layout around the
Chicago attorney, represents the proceedings.
star is the same as in the Sinatra purchasers and is also a partner.
Lone vaude act of .two previous
opus.
Levinson organized the Flamin- years, the Two Percellys, has been'
In
the main, the 40-minute goes purchasing group and will be replaced by th
same family’s
the casino and hotel general man- younger generation, moppets JuanHe is currently building ita, Rosita and George, whose aeroager.
SHE'S
another hotel in downtown Las skating in “First Time Out," “Toy
Vegas, the 10-story Fremont Hotel. Paradise" and “Three Little Stars"
Upon its completion, fie says, he is surprisingly sure arid precise.
also single) vaude
will step out of the physical Fla- Show’s new (and
juggler-on-skates Kay Famingo setup to operate the down- act iswho works almost exclusively
relli,
will
in
be
town enterprise, which
md her TRIO)
His
with balls arid mouthpieces.
approximately eight months, he swift,
spiced
routines,
elegant
the.
Parvifl
furnished
expects.
with humor; received the evening’s
rooms of the Flamingo and Sands heartiest mitting when caught.
Currently
hotels arid is considered the key
Mezo.
Sahara Hotel
man in the transaction.
The 300-room' hotel gets a big
Lot Vegas
film kickoff urider the new ownerwhen Paramount
ship Dec. 6,
Direction
producer Freddie Brissori starts 10
I1ERCURY ARTISTS
^ Continued from page 1 ssssss
“Girl
of

Gros.

ballads.

Las Vegas

DYNAMITE!

AY MARTIN

.

We

extend our thanks

the

Fabulous MISS

.

Sammy

Rush,"
shooting
starring his wife Rosalind Russell,
at the inn,
Important personnel expected to
remain bn the job with the new
days

WHEN

BOSTON

IN
It's

regime are Ben Goffstein, assistant
to the general manager and the
hotel’s promotion man; Abe Schil-

fha

HOTEL AVERY
The

Home

of

Show

Avtry & Washington

Folk
Sts.

ler,

publicity

Lewis,

former

director;
Maxine
talent buyer now

Flaming Room

Sammy

Lewis,
producing the
shows, and Dick

talent coordinate?;
buying talent arid

Chappell, hotel manager.

OLIVETTE MILLER
with tha

Comedy Songs
and

Dance Stylings

BERT GIBSON
CURRENTLY
HEADLINING
Dir.:

work, although doctors believe he
will be hospitalized only two weeks/
Davis, star of the Will Mastin Trio
arid one of the most versatile, show
biz talents in a considerable period,
has always been regarded as one
of the
trade.

best impressionists in the
The backbone of the act

has been his impeccable carboning
of top show biz and world personalities—impressions sharpened by
both facial and vocal mimicry.
Ironic Sideline
Ironically, it was a sideline activity that was indirectly responsible for the crash. Davis has been
writing songs as a hobby, recently
composing, with Jeff Chandler, a
title tune for -tile U-I film, “Six
Bridges to Cross," in which ChanThe Will Mastin Trio
dler stars.
has been appearing at the Last
Frontier in Las Vegas—and after
the show Thursday (18) night,
Davis started for Hollywood to re-

MONTREAL, CANADA

and genii prior
Watk* at THE SANDS, Lot Vegas
Currently Appearing at

THE CHI-CHI CLUB, Palm
Manag.ffl.nr:

Spring*

SOL TEPPER, DKO lldj, Nnw Y.rk Or,

most

for the

*

sensational

business

tion

.

.

.

in

8

weeks

.

of

years

12

QUARTER

LATIN

of

opera

.

and our appreciation

.

to this

the picture.
The accident occurp^d on the: last
lap of the trip, when the car
driven by Davis hit a vehicle
driven by Mrs. Helen Boss, 72, of.

ful

warm and wonder-

artist

who

is

as

gra-

Van Nuys, who was accompanied
69, of

Akron.

Head and the two women sustained
minor injuries. His valet Charles
Head, who alternated at the wheel,
in back of the car.
Hutton
night,
Betty
Friday
emerged from an 11-day retirement

cious

back stage as she

was asleep

to headline

danii

MAE WEST

port Friday rooming at IJ-I, where
he was to record the song for use
behind the main title Credits, of

by Mrs. Bessie Roth,

BELLEVUE CASINO

MILES INGALLS and JOE FLAUM

Just Concluded •

Davis

the

show

in place of

Davis. Billy Eckstine also was on
hand and Jeff Chandler flew to Las
Vegas over the weekend, after
spending Friday night and much
of Saturday at the hospital with
Davis, to take over the nitery stint
for a few days. Last Frontier has
set Anna Maria Alberghetti to open
tomorrow (Wed.) for five days.

is

in

front of an audience.

A^

LArS

i

A

.

.

.
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MANUEL CAPETILLO &
With

.',

Rafael

Ruts

CO.

KAY THOMPSON

Adam DiGatano

was’ lexer vis-a-vis
Conchita, before retiring ter go into the#nan/ *
Jose.
agerial end,
/

It

Carlos Montoya
32 Mins,
Hotel -Pierre, New York
The French invasion

(13)

With Paul Methuen

Songs, Patter
35 Mins.
Plaza Hotel, N.Y.
reveals vocal-musical talents of
Miss Thompson rates a "New the Maori race and gets solid mittAct” notice on this occasion by ing for their action songs, previrtue of having, as the publicity sented with vigor;
handout puts it; "acquired an
Okay for vaude and tv dates- in
Englishman;” Since breaking up all situations.
Gord.
with the four Williams Bros., this
entertainer has heen working Solo
jack
Jackson
but now includes Paul Methuen,

RUTH PRICE

the Songs
now. 12 Mins.
song Village Vanguard, H.Y.
The
standard.
Ruth. Price is an interesting
influences in Tin Pan Alley (Lou

American

of

bistros is
Italian pop

class

Monte, Perry Como, Frank Sinatra, newcomer.
Alan. Dale, Rosemary Clooney’s
"Mambo Italian?/ ' et al.) likewise
asserted themselves this year as
another type of "fresh” approach
And also,
to the current Scene.
within this past year, the Spanish
motif got into the act, what with
retired and moneyed matadors, being romantically linked with Hollywood glam girls, not to mention
the matador influence in haut
couture.
So if is natural that a
next-door;
good ..neighbor like

An’

attractive

and

youthful looker, Miss Price has set
her style sights on a- very high
level.
Right now she seems to be
in the process Of solving some, of
the problems arising from this
With a few
particular manner.
stands, she’ll work out in a manner
that should make niteries as well

London busi- Comedy, Musio
nessman turned foil. This chap 12 Mins.
makes an astonishingly competent Empire, Glasgow
Former English bandleader, now
stooge for. all his asserted lack of
a w.k. deejay on British radio; and
theatrical experience and the claim
tv, Jack Jackson has a lively vaude
as diskeries very happy..
that he is Only now. "learning to
Miss Price weaves ‘an interesting act, sing and dance;” Hey, it isn’t act that’s okay for general rtin of
vauderies in most locations.
"**
Her that easy!
pattern around a melody.
identified as a former

.

.

musicianship is excellent in that
respect.
Her vocal doodling proWisely,,
vides color and interest.
^potMexico should also aim for
evergreens in this partilighting with something more- vivid she does
than cowboy songs and strolling cular style and thus gives the audience a bdsis of comparison and
guitarists.
an insight into what she’s attemptIt
has. done so via. Manuel ing.
Capetillo, perhaps the: only, saloon
in addition, Miss Price is persinging bullfighter in both the sonable; maintains visual interest
matador and nitery business. If with some cute gestures befitting
he’s as effective in the Mexican her'petite-'chassis and looms like a
arenas as on a cafe floor he’s prob- consrstant applause-winner, Jose.
ably the "ole” kid of the bullfighting set that he is cracked up to be,
because he's plenty okay as a boite BILL
7
Songs
belter of songs.
,

:

around one day to doing

KENNY

...

.

.

Lindo” catalog.
For the Pierre
change of pace,

this

his hands meaningfully to dramaneat tize his delivery.
There are still a couple of things
though

a

even
Benito Collada may Wonder whether bossman Frank Paget or maestro entrepreneur Stanley Melba
will next decide to book Hildegarde into his downtown El Chico
Capetillo is a gusty troubadOr, and
despite the musical handicaps of

Kenny can do on

his own, perhaps
something different than just a
straight piano accompaniment and
better lighting to heighten his effects, but they, are matters that
will .come in the shakedown of
working alone for the first time.
his team the sum total is a gay and As far as doing a single, he hasn’t
a. thing in the world to worry
compelling Latino cavalcade.
Rafael Ruiz
Conchita are the about. He displayed a bit of natflamenco
entr’acte,
and Carlos ural nervousness at the getaway
Montoya is the flamenco " guitar hut right after his- first set, when a
virtuoso to plug the waits. Young packed house (the biggest Monday
.

&

.

.

.

Ruiz is a finished exponent of the night the Gopa has had in five
gypsy terp school, inclined to mugg years) gave him a block-busting
a little as if under the Lena Horne hand, Kenny must have known he
That nearly turnaway
Influence (nice influencing!) and, was in.
unfortunately, perhaps wasted on crowd should also be an indication
"

the jion-ringsiders.
Why hotels
don’t have portable platforms as
stock-in-trade for their shoWs remains a puzzlement, especially
where an act’s footwork is so dominantly the attraction.
As for Capetillo, why Petrillo
should feel that 10 accompanying
musicians, not playing dance music,

to nitery owners
likely to measure
b. o.

that

Kenny

is

on his own the
impact of the Ink Spots collec-

tiyely in their best days.
Of course he gives ’em the bid
Ink Spot favorites, like "If I Didn’t

Care,”

"We Threb” and

all

the

and mixes them up with
some new ones and a few the Spots
did
but
which never became as
being dominantly an atmosothers, ’

pheric nationalistic musical aggre- popular as the original oldies. It’s
might be construed as a strong song session and Kenny,
impinging on Yank musician em- with his gracious, personality and
ployment, still puzzles the manage- know-how with an audience, is alCohen.
ment. The Pierre’s managing di- ways in charge.
rector Paget cited the exception

gation,

made

to Los Chavales d’Espana
(Kids from Spain), which has been
playing around as an "act,” and of
course never for dansapation. But
With or without his Mariachis,
Capetillo is a colorful addition to
the international class cafe circuits.
He’s certainly a different
brand of bull artist.
Abel.

LORRAE DESMOND
Songs

10 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow
Young Australian chirper offers
a standard songalog act of average
quality.

a;

tension

the

of.

to guess at

all-important

the

to

out
latent

NORMAN &

.

1

"O
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35 Mins,

Vogue Room, Cleveland
All the trouping KAye Ballard
did oh the saloon and legit circuits
is beginning to pay off for the
singing comedienne incubated in Cleveland. She comes up
with a smartly tailored new acf,.
virtually a miniature musical comedy pot pourri, that’s nearly as
high-voltage in pace as her own
ebullient personality.
Breaking away from her single
format, the tunnel-mouthed mimic
riOW has a couple of breezy songand-dance boys,. Jack Pierce and
Jerry Sullivan, flashing up a background for her. More solid backing
is furnished by Len Berge, her.
pianist-conductor, in handling Ray
Charles’ arrangements. A lot of
zippy, fresh material was written
by Jack Gray, Jerry DeBoria and
David Rogers to /.fit. her madcap
sense of whimsy. She carries it off
with highly-individualized; explosive effect most of the time.
After
through
bouncing
warmer-rupper tagged "First impression,” she plunges right into
her offbeat mimicry. The yocks
begin coming her way when she
parlays an-, amusing takeol'f of hiccuping torch singer into an impishly rowdy burlesque of Anna
Magnarii, using a horrible frightwig. Her talking parakeet, bit is
still, one of the comedienne’s sockiest skits displaying her flair for
vivid pantomimic drolleries.
They are. amplified by the gusty
byplay of Pierce arid Sullivan, who
dance in. and out of her i nutations
antic

:

,

Songs
10 Mins.
Palace, N.Y;

The

.

v;

Three

,

Galaries

are

nioe-

appearing boys Who punctuate a
variety of Latin times with maraccas and a conga drum. The lads
have strong voices, Work everything
in unison and put a lot into a tune;
However, their efforts at trick
formations, although dressirig up of flute players, grunting marnbo
the act, takes a lot of spontaneity dance instructors and her "Teeny
out of the proceedings, it would Tiny Lady” impression. Her energy
seem a desirable asset because of seems so dynamic that she creates
the gay spirit of most of their num- the impression at times of getting
bers. Their arrangements are good ready to jump over tables. Yet her
and theiri harmonics are fine. Once gamin mockery and aggressive
they let loose with greater indi- capers are packed with shrewd
vidualistic interpretations, they’ll showmanship. As a breakaway in
pace, to give het audience a chance
cut a good figure in niteries:
Jose.
to relax, the ‘Golden Apple” singer
goes completely sentimental i
"Triumph of Love,” which she reSALLY BARNES
Fanny
and
cently recorded,
Comedy
Brice, medley.
12 Mins.
tribute;
Fanny”
"Fabulous
Her
Empire, Glasgow
Rloride, blue-eyed comedy dis- becomes a kudos-puller when she
staffer with appealing air offers shifts from a eomic "Baby, Snooks”
pleasant act of song and char- imitation to the touching "My

London-

,

of

THREE GALANES

.

U.S. boites. A little too
a bit on the pastel.

Version

series of clever skits ori Frankie
Laine, Al Martino, David Hughes,
Billy Daniels, Johnnie Ray and
Bing Crosby.
Gord.

night at this room, the fact
remains that Miss Thompson was
better than her current material.
Her malice needs, sharpening, her
patter walloping,; and a couple of
weakie numbers call for replacement.: Here is a unique performer,
vital, dynamic, a sort, of blonde
widoW-spid.er with a double-jointed
whirlwind style.
The routines with the tall, lanky
Englishman jells pretty well; It is
offbeat and potentially more ludicrous than it is at the moment, He
dresses in the town garb of an
dragoon officer-r-derby,
offduty
prim linen, oxford gray suiting, uhbrella. It’s very, very British, and
very,, very understated. The volume needs to be pulled up for the

Land.

like,

including

Mein Papa,” and winds up with

first

LEE HENRY

,

Songs
6 Mins.

Chaudiere, Ottawa
Tall, dark, well-built canary Lee
Henry has pleasant pipes with a
,

smooth, firm, and controlled resonance effectively reaching all nooks
Rose
acoustically-weak
of
the
Room of the GhaudierC Club.
Backed by band singing experience,
Miss Henry has okay savvy, sells
her songs solidly and makes telling
use of her almost sultry voice in
such varying tune types as “Diga
Diga Doo,” "Hey, There” and "Sing
You Sinners.”
Act could use additional building. Local backing of Earl (Fatha)
Hines crew is too boisterous for.
the smooth, low Henry tones. Bet-,

:

acterization, portraying

a

London Man”

charlady sweeping up in an Eng-

Gabs throughout
lish tv studio.
in Cockney accent, which limits
her for U. S. market. In wishful
thinking that she might one day
star,; she impersonjiiffng screen personality,

be famed film
ates a
sings

"Row, Row, Row,” and
segues with good impresti of late
ter effect would come from soft
Lloyd,
English comedy acMarie
but defined rhythm support bal- tress, decked out in fine feathers,
anced by subtle solo reed or brass; Which garners strong mitting
from
Capable of; impact with
’

shadings.
pipes, alone, but carrying visual
assets as. well,, gal is okay for most
hiteries, theatres, also for disking,

:

and tarigy, expressively
voiced versions of "Second Hand
Rose” and "Rose of Washington.
Square.” They are done with so
much surprising dramatic impact,
in fact, that singer has a bit of
trouble striking into a lighter mood

a

moment

"Where Were You

later.

Last Night”, sung in Irish jig-time,
isn’t a perfect closer- but it will do.
Some minor re-routining may be
needed but Tony Charm.oli did excellent job of directing the act-for

Full.
Miss Ballard.
the oldsters.
Comedy thrush shows agility
and lightness of footwork in some DEL CORTINA (1)
radio; tv. Her six-minute allotment straight and eccentric, terping, and Wire Comedy
dons top hat to sing “Play Me the 8 Mins.
Gorm.
here is too brief.
Old Soft Shoe.” Winds winsornely Empire, Glasgow
with "The Best Things in Life -Are
Youngish male offers a cinch of
MILT ROSS
Free.”
a fun-raising act on thick tightComedy
Okay for general run of vaud- rope, with no lack of rope-walking
9 Mins.
eries in United Kingdom and Com-, dexterity merged With the comedy;
PslsiGc
moriwealth, and also for tv. DisOpens by walking onstage clad
Milt RosS, Who gives himself the
carding of charlady act for fresher
unsucmost
“America’s
in thick fur coat, and having this
of
billing
and more youthful item would al- whisked off him by hidderi cord.
cessful comedian” in the spoken
low
her
to capitalize on blonde
Mounts the tightrope and indulges
announcement from the wings, looks and talent.
Gord.
in series of comic falls, with mimic
seems' to be trying unduly to; live
string-net laid out on floor beup to that description. Unless he
neath He then climbs speciallyhas revamped his routine to please THE KEOLS (2)
built ladder which has collapsible
the oldtimers at the Palace audi- Acro-balance
laughter
the
gets
steps,, arid
ence, Tie carries a lot of warmed- 10 Mins.
through more falls to accompaniover lines that should: have beem Concert Pacra, Paris
Two muscular young men climb ment of drum rolls.
retired a long time ago. Fortunately, his singing is. somewhat rip a steel: ladder to caVort atop it
Up to now, audience: has regardstronger than .his verbiage, but on a trapeze-like addition. Con- ed act as merely comedy, and surthen again he mars the effects with tortion and well-regulated balance prise is when Cortina shows skill
combine to brake this an eyefilling in rope-balancing to extent of
his comedy.
turn that would be of good poten- somersaults and skips, with cord
Indicative of material usffd is a tiality for U.S. niteries
or tv show- while precariously
Walking the
"Mammy”
straight rendition of
ings.
weaves his body
Also
rope..
seemingly in tribute to Jolson, but
One twists into a knot arid then
he gives it no basis for either a holds the other by a mouth holder through hoO|Kwhile on the rope,
and winds with sockeroo back
Jose.
salute or an impression.
as he swings him around, or they somersaults on the .rope. Is assistdo fallaways and hand balancings ed throughout by neatly-garbed
DICK LYNN
whicri make this in for a. callback. page-boy.
Comedy
Mosk.
Okay for general run of vaudeMins.
.

:

.

<

'

showing

the
the basis of the form: that made gal’s obvious
personality,
the DiGatanos a top team in the and she could pay more attention
upper strata of cafes sorrte years to better garbling. Act has potenago. The twosome; show basically tial if given better directioh.
good routines that need only a few
Gord.
more workovers before they’ll evidence that 'high lustre that disNIKI GRANT
tinguished their work.
Dancing
Pair makes a fine appearance. 5 Mills.
McClendon has a Brooks Bros, Empire, Glasgow
mien, and Miss DiGatano is sophisSlick boy-and-girl terping duo
ticated looking with a sense of the. is. bright, colorful and talented,
dramatic in wearing apparel that and a useful addition in the roofis translated into her routines. The ing spot for most vauderies.
duo gets by on straight dance pasOpeqs with tap routines, carrysages, although there are a. few ing canes, she showing shapely
leaps and spins to punctuate their limbs in scanty rijgout. Act shows
turn. In short order, this tandem benefit of good rehearsing, is wellshould return to their former costumed and elicits warm re-,
esteem in the *afe fields as when sponse throughout.
Gord.
is

show biz where disk names
make for vaude toppers arid in
which there’s a public clamor for
crooners.
Segues with trumpet
style of

playing,

Making no attempt

,

Jack McClendon,

"You’ve Got To Make Records ToDay,” after which he gabs re new

legit

Slimly-canstructed femme opens
with "No T)ne But You,” and follows with "Hold My Hand,” -for
JAYNE & JACK DIG AT ANO
which she dons white, gloves which .20
Dance
show up as luminous in a stage, Angelo’s, Oriiaha
Another rapidfire gag tosser,
10 Mins.
blackout., Warmer mitting for her
(formerly Jerry Coe &
Palace, N.Y.
rendition of "There Must Be A Dick Lynn
an okay comedy single
Lynn)
Jayne DiGatano, now partnered Reason.” Tunes could be better,
for -niteries. Guy is adept with, ad
With
chosen
bring
femme’s,
.

assets:

vehicle;;

,

20 Mins.
It doesn’t matter that his SpanCopa, Pittsburgh
ish lyrics are more familiar to the
Mr. Ink Spot himself has been
El Chico than the Hotel Pierre’s virtually doing a single now for
Cotillion Room clientele, because years, in essence if hot exactly in
hi .authoritative and enthusiastic fact, so his
switch to the reality is
manner insures appreciative
merely a matter of numbers. Noception.
body, ever thought of any. of the
Capetillo is a strapping sixfoot- others when the original Ihk Spots
er-plus, lithe like the athlete he is were mentioned; it was also the
when making with the toreador tall, smiling fellow with the high
alter ego bit, and possessed of two voice they Remembered, Bill. Kenny
nitery assets; a commandingiy at- .was the Ink Spots.
But after a lot of; dissension,
tractive figure in his Mexican cowboy .getup and a robust barytone. with shifting members of the quarHis Hopalong Capetillo reper- tet going out and billing; themselves
toire, was considerably curbed by as "formerly with the Ink Spots”
that: other cowboy of the musical and Kenny’s .old partner starting
mesas, J. C. Petrillo,' who nixed another group under the same lahis "mariachis” (10) playing their bel (he was entitled since he and
native, ghourds and oversized gui- Kenny owned the name equally),
tars, and kindred offbeat string inr Kenny decided it was time to hit.
Strum ents, as an AFM infraction. out on his own. He could have
This was an 11th hour edict, so the made; that decision years ago.
Even if the others aren’t flankmariachis are ^mly making merry
vocally.
They back up Capetillo ing him, all that the first Ink Spots
with a sort of Acupulco road com- sounded like are still present in
pany of a Waring glee club, as the the imagery that Kenny’s voice
mirthful matador gives out with provides. He works just the same
hard^-rbangs out those honeys in
the surefires, since many of the
tunes are out of the "Cielito his upper vocal register arid uses

Lively, forceful personality arid
crisply clear speaking voice are
Opens with brisk tune,

Methuen comes on for Several
bits in an. act which otherwise is
organized and operated as. a "single.
could not be otherwise, of
It
course, since Miss Thompson is not
only a single but a star for Whom
somebody, perhaps herself, will get

.

ACTS

dancer who brings a native sense KAYE BALLARD & CO. (3)
of rhythm to hula terping. They With Jack Pierce & jerry Sullivan,
excel in close harmony, despite
LenBerge
bad acoustics of auditorium. Act Comedy and Song

‘

,

PAT DELANEY

ries*

and

Gord.

for. tv.

Organ
30 Mins.
Regis Hotel,
.

Omaha

Apollo Switches Booking

Miss Delaney has much to learn
and personable.
Sked to Fit Nat Cole In
about show biz-— but her outstandHis best work comes on impres- ing work at the keyboard is suffiThe Apollo Theatre, Harlem
sions arid dialect bits. A Laughton cient to keep her in her eighth
house, is switching its bookv.aude
bit is especially outstanding.
month at this room; one of the top
ing schedule to fit in Nat (King)
Trump.
downtown spots in Omaha.
libs,

MAORI QUARTET
With Vola
Song, Dance
15 Mins.
St.

Andrew's Hall, Glasgow

Lively group of native singers
(four males) and dan’cers specializes in traditional times and terming, but also shapes up With considerable promise in rendition of
modern pops from the western
world.
Group has added s.a. interest in
addition of Vdla, exotic singer-

;

Brunet, a fair looker, who kicks
her high heels, to put on ballet
slippers for her 30-minute stints,
corries from a musical, family and
is a thorough student. In fact, her
Hammond is piled high with notebooks of sheet music and it’s no
Wonder she can dish out requests
as' fast as they come in..
She has quite a change-of-pace,
switching from "September Song”
to "Trolley Song”- to "Song Is
Ended” at set caught. Given some
guidance in the manner of selling,
Trump.
she has a fulur
off

Cole for a special six-day stand.
Cole,

who

recently

three-week stint at
moves
Copacabana,
Nov. 30,
Apollo

House

generally

wound up

New

a
starts

into

a

York’s
the

Tuesday,.
its

new

on a Friday and runs therti
thrdugh the next Thursday. Cole
Will- wind his date on a Sunday.
Switch: was. made to accommodate Cole’s previous commitments.
It’ll be his first date at the Apollo,
in more than two years/ He’s in
on a percentage deal.
bills

'

”

,

.
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Votaran legit Managat

Ralph T. Kettering

Carl, Cowl* agent for author Edmund Morris, disputes the recent
statement by producer Richard Aldrich that he and his partner,
Richard Myers, dropped their option on “The Wooden. Dish” because of a demand for $2,500 advance. Cowl' explains that the $2,500
was a preliminary asking: price, that Aldrich & Myers countered witR:
an offer of $500, which lie expected to negotiate. The agent asserts
that the producers did not drop the option, but that he and Morris
withdrew the rights to the play because of a disagreement over castHe declares that after “Dish” was produced in London, with Wiling.
frid Lawson and Joan Miller as leads, Aldrich & Myers proposed to
bring the, show to Broadway 'without refinancing it. Since more than
half; of the $75,000 capital, was spent on the London presentation, Cowl
aind Morris felt that the show could not be adequately, done, here on
the balance, and that the property would be ruined in the attempt;
Aldrich & Myers had permission from the scenic artists’ union to import the London jproductiqn, provided a minimum number of the
original cast were also broughtjpver. But the author and his agent
wanted the play; recast for Broadway ( specifically, they argue that
what might pass for a Texas accent in the West End would never get
by in the U, S. ), which would have required ti new physical production
(under the scenic Union .rules) and therefore considerably, more financing.
The script is now being' submitted to other managements.;
Meanwhile, it is being produced in Scandinavi /.Germany, Holland and
Italy, in addition to the Loudon original.

discourses on

The'Road And
9

Boston, Nov. 23.

An
val

-

unusual theatre arts festishaping in this area, for next

is

Its
(Theatre indicated

summer, of interest ito professional
and academic circles, with a possible Broadway tie-in as a followup. Festival will embrace music
symphony and ballet) and poetry
but ivith drama as its chief medium. T
Project, which was incorporated
last week under N. Y. state laws as
the Society for Promotion and
Presentation of Works of Art, rep-

if

piece

In the

Closed, Bijou (11-24).

Mrs. Patterson/ Natidna l (12-1).
Bad Seed, 46th St;. (12-81:
Hit the Trail, Hell’ger (12-2).
Lunatics & .Lovers, Br’dhurst

(

editorial

Interesting

BROADWAY
One Eye

Pleasures

set)

Number

49th Anniversary.
I

of

!

(12-13).

Hello Paree
Black - Eyed

,

r

(12-14).

Playhouse

Siisaii,

(12-15).

!

:

Witness For Prosecution

(12-16).

resents an estimated $250,000 venPortrait of a Lady, Anta Playture. It calls for a festival to how house (12-20).
next June in an open-air theatre
Flowering Peach, Belasco (12-21
of
outside
estate
on a private
or 12-28),
Cambridge. with a week of perAnastasia (12-21).
formances of Frank Wedekind’s
What Every Woman Knows, City

Cropper’s Side Of

Hammerstein

..

drama. “Such Is Life'* (known Center (12-22).
House of Flowers, Alyin (12-23).
abroad as “King Nicolo”)..
St. Bleecker St., B'way (12-27).
The offering, employing 20 ac.Stockings, Imperial. (12-30).
Silk
have two Broadway
will
tors,
Purple Dust, Bijou (1-4).
names ns leads. Herman Herrev,
Mr. Roberts, City Center (1-5).
formerly stage designer, (for 17
Festival (1-12).
for the Max Reinhardt
yCars)
Grand Prize, (1-13).
Theatre in Berlin and King’s ThePut All Together (vyk., 1-17.).
atre ih London, who instigated
Fourposter, City Center (1-19).
Will
Plain & Fancy (1-20),
and heads the festival project.
;

stage the olay. His son,

Anthony

Running Mate

(1-201.

^

:

.

Painted Days, (wk. 1-24).
Desperate Hours (1-27).
Wisteria Trees, City Center

Herrey, will assist. Herrey senior,
now a N. Y,. architect who also
lectures at Harvard on drama, has
designed a new theatre, Which will

Mayor Robert F. Wagner^ habit of arriving late at the theatre
New York.
almost caused a scene at the premiere last; Wednesday night (17) of
Editor* Variety:
“The Living Room,” at the Henry Miller, K.Y. Hizzoner and party
I Was truly shocked by your coverage of my litigation with Oscar' had been invited to the opening by Gilbert Miller, who appeared to
Hammerstein 2d in last week’s be incensed when the guests hadn't arrived part way through the first
act. The producer left his down-front seat and went to the back 'of
Variety.*
Your, reporting of the matter the orchestra, where he was heard to instruct one of his aides hot
to
allow the Maypr and his party to be seated when they arrived,
some
I
that
am
gives the impression
novice with a strike suit. May. I but to make them wait until a scene curtain. However, Wagner and
his
group were seated immediately, creating a momentary distraction
author
the
am
remind you that I
to a first-.,
of a score of produced plays pre- to nearby patrons. Ironic angle of the situation, according
sitting near Miller, was that the producer appeared to be
nighter
H.
Sam
Belasco,
sented by David

f

Harris,

Hit;

bridge.

Non-Profit Venture
Society is non-profit and semi:
professional in character. Its aim
is to support works of art which
otherwise have little chance of
presentation, to publish works of
unknown authors in drama or
literature, and exhibit paintings
*and sculpture of unknown artists.

“Such
lated

by:

Is

Life”

Frances

being transFawcett, with

is

Miguel Gomez commissioned to do
a running score; Drama will require an orchestra of 20 in addition to the players. The estimated
nut for. the first week is around
$25,000, If “Life” is successful, it
will be presented on Broadway in
the autumn of ’55. Meantime, the

Society hopes to follow “Life”
with- productions of Rainer Maria
Rilke, Franz

Kafka and two young

22 Years Seen

.

24?G

Big

in Benefit

Committees representing the two
met last \yeok, but failed to
reach an. agreement.: Another confab is planned for
unspecified
date.

asleep during the show’s second act. As the observer remarked, “That
lessened my embarrassment when I realized that my wife was also
dozing.”

.

•

.

,

:

lawyers wished a settlement effected on the basis of my acknowledging that I had complained false-

my

ly of
and. I”;

style singers, especially a her.oic
tenor,
Revival had all this last
week in Zinka Milanov, Mario del

I

collaboration
I told

and that

shows.

on “King
them that

wouldn’t settle for $1,000,000

if

had to falsely state that I had
not in fact written “King and I”
with Hammerstein; after a most

I

brief resumption of my deposition,
they agreed to a. settlement on the
If
basis of “without prejudice.”
there was no merit to the claim,

would Hammerstein have signed
such a document, in addition to
paying me some $5L000?
Please be informed that scripts
“Groppor. Can’t Peddle Hammerstein’s Name On” are confined to
two plays I wrote in collaboration
with Hammerstein, the only nonmusical plays he has ever had produced in New York—/‘New Toys”

'

outfits

my

-

Giordano’s
“Andre
Chenier,
which the Metropolitan Opera presented in N. Y. last Tuesday night
(16) as the first new production
for ’54-’55, was not only an artistic
success but will probably be one
of the boxoffice hits of the season,
The
highly
dramatic
and
melodic opus, not seen at the Met
since the ’32-’33 season, was revived With a great deal of splash,
in a hew $75,000 production made
possible by a large donation from
Mrs; John D. Rockefeller, who had
also made a; substantial ^contribution to last season’s new'pres.entation of “Faust,” Event was a
special non-subscription performance,
sponsored by the Opera
Guild for the Met’%. production
fund, and at a hiked $15 top (instead of tne regular $8.50), the
house took in $24,585.
“Chenier,”., a vivid, 'taut tale of
love and intrigue in the Paris of
the
French Revolution,
hisn’t.
been done in 22 years because it
requires a trio of firstclass Italian-

.

making de-

mention

of giving a detailed account, of my
relations with The Great One; that
is being reserved for a book I am
currently Writing entitled “Me and

U. S. playwrights, It also has a Monaco and Leonard Warren.
musical version, of a Goldoni play
Del Monaco, despite the hamming he can’t seem to shed, was
in tniqd.
a
Vocalist, artistic as weil
brilliant
Herrey chose Wedekind’s play to
open with, because the German as showy, displaying a powerful
tenor
that
tore
down the house and
dramatist isn’t well-known here,
yet his plays are still as widely stopped the, show several times.
Mme.
Milanov
was also in prime
performed in Europe as they were
when he died in 1918. There has form, with a- third-act aria that
proved
the
opera's
highspot. Warbeen a renaissance of interest in
Wedekind lately, according to ren was his usual robust, reliable
self.
Rankin,
in the brief
Nell
Spender has
Stephen
Herrey.
role of an old woman, also stopped
translated five of his plays.
the show in the third act with
her one aria.
Dina Yanhopoulos, who had a
Designers-League Still
large hand in the previous Week’s
Stalemated on Contract highly successful performance of
United Scenic Artists and the “Die Meistersinger,” also staged
League of N. Y. Theatres, are still “Chenier” with a competent .eye
haggling over terms of a new con- to its vivid dramatic contrasts and
tract. Both, sides are
mandis.

to

Paul Douglas, Wendell, Corey and. Steve Brodie, stars of the, touring
edition of “Caine Mutiny Court Martial,” will participate in the NOw
England Theatre Conference to be held next ^.Wednesday (1) at the
Colonial Theatre, Boston. Ralph T. Kettering, pressagent. for the show,
and Elliott Norton, Boston Post legit critic, arranged for the meet
to
be held following the matinee of the Paul Gregory production.
the King;”
brief “Caine” begins a week’s run at the house next Monday (29). Prof.
Yet I cannot, restrain
John
T. Woodruff, of Tufts College, is president of the Conference,
comment or two.
Variety quotes Hammerstein as which will be attended by approximately 600 New England newspaper
men.
Similar conferences were held previously in connection with
involved
stating “Gropper was not
“Fourposter,” “An Evening with Will Shakespeare” and “Can-Can.”
in the adaptation or preparing of
re'King and I’,” and then your
Peter. Diamand, 41-year-old naturalized Dutchman and director of
, . but
porter further declares “
nevertheless he settled the suit the Dutch Festival, is hinted as likely successor to Ian Hunter as artfor ,$35,000.” Actually Hammer- istic director of the International Festival of Music & Drama at EdinHunter, director since 1951, is now managing director of a
stein had. paid me some $16,000 for burgh.
my work on “King and I” prior to London concert agency. His Edinburgh appointment ends after the
paid
arts
all;
he
1955
junket.
that $35,000, so, all in
Diamand is /German-born and a friend of the Earl of Harewood, mume $51,000 for contributing “noththis
critic
member of the. English royal family.. Edinburgh Festival
Furthermore,
sic
ing” to the show.
settlement, was effectuated while spokesmen say that the whole question of a successor to Hunter
by
taken
“still
under
consideration.”
my deposition was being
three lawyers, no less, and after
a
form
the
of
documented proof in
For the first time in its history, the N. Y. City Ballet has reskedded
bill of particulars established that
Because all matinees for the seven- week run
Suriday' performances.
I
contributed some 500 (count of “Nutcracker” at N, Y. City Center were sold out early,; management
them!!!) elements to “King and I.” is reskedding performances of Dec: 12 and 19 ( both Sunday ) startI insisted oil continuation of th.e
ing the matinee at 12:30 instead of 2:30. and evening show at 5 30 inwhen Hammerstein’s stead of 8:30/ This will permit kids to attend the two Sunday eve
deposition

Met’s ‘Chenier’ Revival

.

After

not

contribution to motion pictures for
such stars as Clark Gable, Carole
Lombard, Barbara Stanwyck, etc.
I have no intention at this time

(2-2).

cost $30,000 to erect.

Sponsors of the venture include
Mr. and Mrs, Constantin Pertzoff
(he’s a Boston architect) ; Francis
Cooke, professor at the New England Conservatory of Music: Saville Davis, Christian Science Monitor editor; Mrs. Phyllis Cbx; author Caesar Saerchinger; Herrey
pei'e and. son, and two other Hub
figures. Events will be staged in
a 500-seat theatre on grounds of
the Pertzoff country house ih Lincoln, about 20 miles from Cam-

etc.,

—

and “Gypsy Jim” which starred
Ernest Truex and Leo Carrillo,
respectively—rand both of which
are published by. Samuel French,
bearing Hammerstein’s name be
Met newcomer, side mine, and available in the

Horton Foote, author of the
Playwrights Co. production, .“Traveling Lady,” which folded last
ight (20), reveals to
Saturday
friends that he’s virtually completed a new script and that Playwrights member Roger L. Stevens
will have first look at it , . , Robert
Downing, stage manager of “Tender Trap,” Will probably direct an
off-Broadway production of Robert
Payne’s verse play, “Alexander.”
The author’s novel, “Alexander the
God,” was recently published by

Wyn

and he has just completed

new novel

the new title of Ben Hecht’s
play
formerly called “Gallows
Laughter,” to be produced by
vocal highlights. A
Harry Saltzmaii
The touring
.
Broadway designer Frederick Fox. public library.
“Porgy and Bess,” currently in
Decision, being appealed, does Paris, will play
stood out for his colorful costumes
a two-week engager
ment next spring' at La Scala,.
(Continued on page 76)
Bron.
and imaginative sets.
Milan,, the first time a U. S. show
has done so.
Francis. Lederer, signed as male
star of “Wedding in Paris,” musical comedy scheduled to open in
London early in February, loaves
Who’s Marcel Pagnol? Some showgoers at “Fanny” may not
the Coast Dec. 26 for London, to
begin rehearsals for the musical.
recognize; the name, which is. billed in tiny llghtface type in the
He’s been making vidpix. in Hollyplaybill for the musical, beneath the large,, boldface names of
wood since March,
adaptor S. N. Behrman. and Joshua Logan, the latter tripling as
Carl Fisher and Marc Daniels
director and co-producer, with/separate billing for each. Pagnol
plan a Broadway production next
is the. original author of the three stories and plays, “Marius,”
spring of “Operation Mad Ball,” by
“Fanny” and “Cesare,” on which the musical at the Majestic,
Arthur P. Carter . . . Paul Vroom,
N;Y., is based.
James Goodman and Everett Hart
There are also extensive back-of-the-playbill credits for “Fanny,”
have partnered to produce “Valincluding the listing of talent agents Martin Baum & Abe. Newborn
erie,” comedy by Franz Spencer,
as “casting consultants/' the names of the respective assistants
next spring,
Gayle Stine, who
to Logan, composer Harold Rome, designer Jo Mielziner, costumer
was associated with Alexander H.
Alvin Colt, and choreographer Helen Tamiris, and billing for Div
Cohen in the strawhat tryout last
Simon R. Mitchneck as “speech consultant.”
summer of “Champagne Complex.”
Besides the Usual production credits, Fred Golden, of the Blaine,
will produce the Leslie Stevens
Thompson agency, is listed as “advertising consultant.” However,
comedy on her own this winter,
the producers’, attorney, William Fiteison, doesn’t get billing, alwith Donald Cook as star , . Mauthough he normally does on productions of the Theatre Guild,
rice Evans has acquired the rights
for which he’s also legal rep.
to the Mac Hyman novel, “No Time
is

:

'

.

i

'

j

I

:

Union

pitching for a $425
hike for designers
lighting, while the
League, wants to make that demand
contingent upon counter-propositions. League wants the contract
to allow producers to hire three
designers at a fee to be decided,
and then make a single selection
on the basis of sketches submitted. It’s the League’s contention
that this would give producers an
opportunity to screen, new talent
in tile union’s ranks.
Another League demand is that
producers be permitted to hire a
scenic designer when needed and

minimum pay.
who double on

a costume designer no later than
the first day of rehearsal. Present
contract stipulates that both designers be engaged simultaneously.

a

about. Shakespeare.

Arthur Cantor will pressagent
Walter Fried’s production \>f /(Festival”
“Up, Down and Across”

.

.

.

for Sergeants,” and has commissioned “Stalag 17” authors Donald
Bevan and Edmund Trzcinski to
adapt it for production next fall

The Theatre Guild has op.
tioned the Peter De Vries novel*
Tunnel of Love,” and signed the
author to dramatize it.

/.

Jerome Robbins, who became ill
Thursday (18) with a virus attack, is still hospitalized, though

last

improved. When fie gets out, he’ll
have to rest for a month before
assuming any other assignments.
His trip to Israel, slated for last
week, Js definitely off.
Ira
Circker is directing tli
Equity Library Theatre production
Robert
of “Take a' Giant Step”
Willey and David Lipsky have
been appointed general manager
.

.

.

and pressagent, respectively, for
the musical version of “Seventh
Heaven,” which Gant Gaither plans

Broadway production early
next spring.
Sidney S. Oshrin, producer of
the. off-Broadway revue, “I Feel
Wonderful,” currently in its final
week at the Theatre de Lys, has
optioned “The. Sweetheart Tree,”
a new musical with book by Helen
Stetson and music and lyrics by
Jerry Herman
. Scenic designer
Frederick Fok marries his assistant, Margery Quitzau, tjmorrb\

for

,

.

(Thurs.).

John Koenig, who designed the
Hollywood legit production of
“What Every Woman Knows, " due
in N.Y/ this weekend from the
Coast to supervise: setting it up for
the

play’s

presentation,

.

starting

Dee. 22 at the City Center. He’ll
stay till 3Cma$. .Bruce Savan, for-,
merly in the Shepard Traube office, has joined the William. Mor.

ris

Agency’..

Alicia

Markova

signed as guest artist by Ballet
Theatre for its three-week season
at the N.Y. Metropolitan Opera
House next spring.
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ARTS FEST IN PARIS
WITH GOVT. AID

IN 1955

Washington, Nov. 23.
American perform-

A
Broadway, and to considerable
extent the eastern tryout cities, are
in the throes of the worst theatre

-

booking jam in' years, From indications, the situation is likely to
get worse before it gets better.
Major factor in the tieup appears
to be the unusually healthy boxoffice condition of recent months.
Despite lack, of a critical and b.o.
:

smash

like

“Papama Game” and

"Teahouse of the August Moon,”
business has been unusually good,
with even the mixed-notice shows
getting near-capacity trade.
With 16 shows solidly dug in and
two others showing signs of staying power, few New York houses
are available for incoming productions, Of 22 entries skedded for
Broaday between now and the end
of January, indications are that
only about half the necessary the.

atres will be available.

Turning Other Cheek
Mrs, Robert Benchley and
her playwright-son, Nathaniel
Benchley, attended the opening last Thursday night (18)
of the revival of "Abie’s Irish
Rose,” at the Holiday, N. Y.
TJiey were guests of the comedy’^ author, Anne Nichols.
Invitation was a sentimental
how Mrs.
recognition
of.

Benchley’s late husband, while
drama Critic of the New Yorker, kept up throughout the
show’s original five-year run
a series of unfavorable gag
comments in the front-of-the
mag listing of. current Broadway .shows. Benchley had
panned, the play, and lus
-weekly mentions of it became

all

(Continued on page 76)

In Spat on Revisions;

Denver, Nov.

rto

.

Elizabeth Miele.
Dispute is said
to be over the question of whether
the musical needs revision and>how
much. It’s trying out at the Plym-

outh here.
According to members of the
company, Miss Miele promised that
the show would be doctored, but
claimed
that
only
it’s
slight
changes have been made.
Performers say tb£ production needs
a tighter book and punchier comedy.

Gilbert Miller, ohb of the few
bankrolls his
outside backing for "Witness For the Prosecution.” U. S. edition of the London
melle’r will be capitalized at $75,000. Miller previously took in outside investors on another ,British
import, ‘The Cocktail Party.” He
has put up his own coin for all his
other shows, however, including

producers who still
own shows, will use

incoming "Living Room.”
"Witness” author* Agatha Christie,
and/or Peter Sanders, the
show’s London producer, will receive 25% of the profits, to be deducted as an operating 'expense.
Regular 50-50 partnership split
will be based on the remaining net

‘TOP BANANA’

BAT0NER

Toledo, NoV. 23.
.

George Reiser,

45, a

New York

musician who claimed his career
was ruined ..when he fell into an
elevator shaft at the Paramount
Theatre in March of 1953, while
he was musical director of "Top
Banana,” last week lost his suit
for $125,000 damages.
Judge Frank L. Kloeb, in U. S.
District Court at Toledo, ordered a
directed verdict in favor of the
defendant, the Theatre Leashold
Corp.
Plaintiff charged that the
theatre was negligent in not keeping locked a door opening into the
shaft of the elevator, in which the
orchestra pit is raised and lowered.
He' alleged that, because of injuries to his left arm and shoulder
received in the six-foot fall, he can
no longer hold his violin for more
than short periods.
Judge Kloeb ruled that Ohio law
has established, that a person opening a door to enter a dark room
;

Is at fault if

and

is

he

injured.

falls in

the

room

with touring shows.
In disassociating the state veterans’ group from the "patriotic”
Breakstone made
fingerpointers,
clear his personal opposition to
loyalty
screeners
self-appointed
and censors. "We are only one step
away from Hitler when people try

status.

The Elitch Theatre, 65-year-old
strawhatter, is going to become a
year-rounder. Spot is being modernized and winterized, and will
probably play winter stock and perhaps touring shows, also continuing its regular 10- week summer
schedule.
The l;527-seat house has been
used continuously for summer
stock since 1897, arid claims to be
the oldest such in the world.
Among the names that have played
the. spot, besides the modern crop,
are Douglas Fairbanks Sr., Harold

of

referring

to

to

:

he
*

}

and tryout

losses, $5,100 prelimi-

cellaneous expenses.

Theatre-TV of Legit

‘Coming Thing’: Bellamy
Detroit, Nov. 23.
Closed-circuit televising of stage
plays to theatres all over the country "is the coming thing,” according to Ralph ' Bellamy, Actors
Equity president, star of "Oh Men,
Oh Women,” currently at the Cass.
Televising a Broadway opening,
the actor believes, could be as exciting
as a
Hollywood preem.
Closed circuit tv could increase
the number of first-nighters from
a few hundred to millions.
The
producer could get his money back
.

in the preem performance, making
more money available for more
productions—hence more jobs for

actors.

,

J‘I am convinced all this is going
to happen,” Bellamy says. “It will
create new Interest in the theatre.
And I want Equity to lead the way.
.

There

I

Total

net

profit

on "Guys and

Dolls” as of last Oct. 27 Was
Income Includes the
$2,192,457.
balance of coin due from sale of
the film rights to Samuel Goldwyrt,

is

payable In two Installments totalling $265,000.
Payments are due
riext Jan. 3 and the same date In
1956.

of;

president of
Arnold M.
Elitch Gardens Co., Mrs. Gurtler
M. Gurtler,
John
son,
and their
manager of the firm. House is loGardens,
an amuseElitch
cated in
ment park.
Gurtler,

Pic rights were sold for $1,000,000, with a $70,000 cut going to the
estate of Damon Runyon, who created the characters and the* plot
situation on Which the musical was

based.
That slice was deducted
from the 60% share of composerlyricist Frank Loesser and adap-

‘Merchant’ and ‘Caesar,’

is

more than a chance.

A

Plus ‘Oedipus’ Repeat,

company

"Pajaina
Game,’’ currently in production, is
slated to get to Chicago ip the fall
of 1955, for an indefinite run. It
will open Jan. 29, at the Shubert,
New Haven, then play Rochester,
Toronto, Pittsburgh, Montreal, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City and
work west to the Coast, where it
will play through next summer.

end.
e

.

|

.

For ELT Headquarters

Vet Skipper of the

Good

Shi

G.ofdenrod

Capt. Billy Bryant
details

how

Showboat Captain
Braves the Lecture

Platform

Chicago, Nov. 23.
Chicago office of Actors Equity
is launching a campaign to raise,
funds for a permanent home for
its Equity Library Theatre operations. Nucleus of the drive will be
three professiorial ELT productions this season, starting with a
production of "The
three-night
Girl On the Via Flapiinia” tomorrow night (Wed.) and SaturdaySunday (27-28) at the 11th St.

on

Interesting editorial feature.
In

the

^

49th Anniversary Number
of

I

When informed that Phil Tyra legit producer, has been
claiming Legion backing in his
"crusade” to rid the "theatre of
communism,” Breakstone told Variety: "TVrreil has no official connection with the Legion in these
activities, arid cannot speak for it.”
Breakstone revealed that since
taking office last summer,, he has,
in effect put a muzzle on Edward
damage, chairman of the Legion’s
state anti-subversive commission,
which previously has been the
"official instrument” of the legifer
The Legion commander

attacks.

said that under the hew regime,
"damage has no right to make
statements or issue releases unless
they’re first submitted to me.”

Breakstone disclosed that he had
unsuccessful attempt to
oust damage from the anti-subversive post when his slate was elected at the state convention. Prior
to the commander’s edict oh statements arid releases, damage used,
official Legion stationery and his

made an

official

committee

challenges

title to

against

backstop
"suspect”

is seen as explaining
of any offiparticipation in the "Saint
Joan” incident here two weeks ago.
It was the hoomeranging of "tips”
on the alleged "front records” of
"Joan” cast members that disclosed Tyrrell’s activities as damage’s legit adviser in such matters,

damage’s disclaimers

.

cial

Legit, Pix, Etc.,

P.A.

Boost

& Mgr. Employment;

Enklewitz

ATPAM

Prez

Reflecting the current legit box-

boonvpressagent and managerial employment is higher than
at any time in recent years.
Acoffice

cording to ari Assn, of Theatrical.
Press Agents & Managers report to

members,

its

66V6%

were

em-

Figure
ployed as of Sept. .30.
Includes 81 local area members.
Sources of employment include
regular legit productions, summer
,

theatres, industrial

erama.

ATPAM
picture

In

the

shows
latter

arid Cininstance,

forming a "roadshow
division” to cover such
is

projects.

Union currently has house managers In 11 of the 13 Cinerama
The two
theatres iri the U. S/
houses not using ATPAM members, are in Detroit and Los Angeles. Both were in operation prior
to the union’s move-in. on Cinerama' and were excluded from its
jurisdiction. In the stra what field,
30 of Class A houses, employ
•

ATPAM

members.

Uriion’s administrative slate

derwent some changes following
Wolfe Kaufman’s recent resignaIn line with
tion as president.
constitutional provisions, an elec*
was held to fill the vacancy,

tiori

with Abel Enklewitz being upped
from veepee status and Francis
Robinson moving in as his replace-

.

Theatre.

of

listen to,”

rell,

the

and
of
Venice"
"Merchant
Julius Caesar” have been selected First payment was $225,000, of
for the six-weeks' run next summer which $53,416 went to the. Cy
of the Stratford (Ont.) Shakespe- Feuer-Erne.st H. Martin production
arin Festival, with "Oedipus Re^” after deductions for fees and other
to be revived for a limited number expenses. Future installments are
Top for tjie $605,000 and then $100,000.
of performances.
Arrangernent
with
Goldwyn
1,640-seat tent theatre will again
also provides for additional paybe $6.
Canadian actor Lome Greene irieqj of 10% of the exhibitor’s
"Julius gross ip excess of $10,000,000. This
In
Brutus
Will
play
Caesar,” with British actor Doug- possible bonus will be divided on
las Campbell as Casca and Donald the customary share of 60% to the
authors and 40% to the manageDavis as. Antony.
Shylock will be played by Czech- ment and backers.
Only remaining first-class comborn Frederick Valk, of the Old
Vic and British Films, Canadian pany of "Guys” recently began a
British tour, from which the origiactress Frances Hyland as Portia.
Tyrone Guthrie and Michael nal production receives 35% of the
Langham will stage the respective net profits. All other first-class
Shakespeare plays. On the limited rights to the tuner have now reOrigirial
repeat of "Oedipus,”^ played last verted to the authors.
summer by Jarnes Mason,, the title production also gets 40% of the inrole will be handled by Campbell. come from stock and subsidiary
London designer Tanya Moise- rights for the next 10 years. This
witeh will again do the costumes, includes foreign productions, other
with Louis Appelbaum back as than British and Scandinavian.
Dividend paid to backers on Oct.
musical director,
Festival 27 totalled $180,000, with $20,000
Second
Shakespeare
here last summer earned $36,286 kept in reserve for taxes and other
net profit and has a working capital possible expenses. The total dissurplus of $150,299. Private dona- tributed profit to date is $1,907,457
tions included $40,000 from the on an investment of .$250,000.
The riiusical bowed Nov. 24 at
Rockefeller Foundation and $10,000
from the Atkinson Foundation, the 46th Street, /N.Y., and played
which owns the Toronto Star. Fig- a total of 1,200 performances on
ures were announced last week by Broadway.
the Festival management.
The festival, starring James
Mason, ran nine weeks with three Chi Equity Seeks Coin
plays, including Sophocles’ "OediRex.”

we may

said.

Deal with Goldwyn was for coin shows.
The edict
to be paid in three ftstallments,.

Toronto; Nov. 23.

2d ‘Pajama* Go. Mapping
Long Chi Run Next Fall
Second

tors Jo SWerling and Abe Burrows:
Management and backers split the

At Stratford (Ont.) ’55 40%

theatre tv company has a .deal
pus
right now with Equity.”
The star also believes that an
international tv network “will create a universal language and „ do
away with borders.
People all
over the world learn through in
ternational television that everybody is really like everyone else.
It will put an end to wars.”

see,

;

Lloyd and Sarah Bernhardt.
Reconstructiori of the theatre
being done under the direction

what performers we
what books we may read,

us

tell

may

or what music

.

Since Saunders is Miss Christie’s
agent it’s hot known exactly how
their 25% slice will be divided. In
addition to that percentage, Miss
Christie Will also get 10% of the
gross as author royalty.
In case of a film sale, Investors
wilf be entitled to receive 20% of
the net proceeds, representing
half of the show’s share. Budget
for show allows for a $26,500
physical production, $11,225 rehearsal expenses, $15,000 reserve

1

LOSER ON INJURY SUIT

.

Kerr’s notices on
Playwrights Co. shows, Sherwood. plaintively, remarked,
"Boy, have I lived to regret it.”

23.

profits.

There have reportedly been cast nary advertising and $17,175 mis-

changes, with several principals
dropped. Others have reportedly
threatened to quit, but have been
persuaded -'to stay on, while the
star, Irra Petina, has missed several performances.
Only revamping done on the
tuner so far^ it’s said, has been In'
the terp department, with Marjorie Fielding replacing Gene Bayliss as choreographer. Steve Price,
a radio-tv director and a former
legit
manager, may be
stage
brought into work on the show
with co-stagers, Charles W. Christenberry Jr. and Byrle Cass.
Plans still call for the production
to make its Broadway bow Dec. 2
at the Mark Hellingei* Theatre,
under the title "Hit the Trail.”

of individuals who for. the last year
or so have been making charges of
"disloyalty” and "un-Arnericanism”
personalities
associated
against

Prize
Pulitzer
dramatist arid Playwrights Co.
member revealed that when
Kerr first joined the N. Y.
Herald Tribune three seasons
ago on a "guest critic!’ basis, he
had read and immediately adInired the aislesltter’s reviews,
and had written the sheet to
urge that Kerr be given per-

.

,

Boston, Nov. 23.

Running squabble is reportedly
going on between the cast of "On
With the Show” and producer

The

wood.

Apparently

his

’Show’ Producer-Cast

Columbia U„ was

at

introduced by Robert E. Sher-

manent

be dependent on flops of prior arCurrent shows apparently set to
continue indefinitely are theatres
noted in parenthesis, are "Anniversary Waltz” (moves Dec, 6 from
the Broadhurst to the Booth), "Boy
Friend” (Royale), "Caine Mutiny
Court Martial” (Plymouth), "Can
Can” (Shubert), "Dear Charles’

program

some

atres available for

rivals.

Walter F. Kerr, participating
a discussion last .week of
plans for an expanded drama

iri

New

for

Chicago, Nov. 23.
apparent end to an unpleasant chapter in Chicago legit history
was written last week by Illinois
American Legion commander IrvThe Legion offiing. Breakstone.
cial issued an emphatic disavowal

An

Moral: Don’t Write

,

weekly "must”
Yorker readers.

fi.

32 Broadway theleigit production
are booked. That
season
this
doesn't include the City Center
and Phoenix Theatre. Only 12 of
the upcoming 22 productions have
houses set, with two shows slated
for the same location. Openings
for the reiriai ing 10 entries will

At present

festival of

ing arts will be held in Paris next
spring under the joint sponsorship
of the. State Dept, and the French
Arrangements
Foreign Ministry;
for the festival were made here
by President Dwight D. Eisenhower and French Premier Pierre
Mendes-Frarice, who’s currently in
the U. S. on a goodwill visit.
Committee to handle the festival
will be formed under the chairr
manship of Robert W, Dowling,
New York realtor and producer.
Festival, presentation win encompass drama, music and dance.
Project will be announced by the
White House next week.

ment.

JAP BALLET TO GERMANY

The local ELT was started in
Berlin, Nov, 16.
1952 on a self-sustaining basis as
The first appearance in Germany
a showcase for hometown acting of the Goyo Japanese Ballet will
talent. Difficulty In finding suit- take place during the 1955 Wiesable quarters for productions and baden May Festival.
The troupe, with Japanese govworkshop groups has prompted the
union reps to seek their own the- ernment sponsorship, will tour
atre and the establishment of a Europe after Its Wiesbaden pro
grams;
pop-priced repertory schedule.

.

.
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Winter Garden
On

the basis of incoming
shows,
current
legit
is
going horticultural.
Floral titles include
“Abie’s Irish Rose,” “Flowering
Seed,"
Peach,"
“Bad
“House of Flowers,’’ “BlackEyed Susan" and “Wisteri
Trees."

arid

&

Gamble
dio Series under Procter.
sponsorship, and a film version was

Rose

Abie's Irish

Michael .Rose revival of farce in three
Nichols. Features Ludwig
Donath, Neil /Fitzgerald, Anna Appel. Val
Dufouiy Judith PaUe; Lou Gilbert. Staged
authors
assisted by Joseph Leon;
by the
Costqmes, Paul:
scenery, lighting and
Morrison. At Holiday, N.Y;, Nov. 1, *54;$5.73-4.G0 top .($6.90 openi
).
Anna Appel
Mrs, Cohen
Lou Gilbert
Mr. Cohen
...
Roger De Koven
Rabbi Samuels

produced' by Bing Crosby* who disposed of it for release by another

eta by Anne

1

.

.

. . .

.

.

.

:

company. There was same criticism
of the picture on* the ground that
exploited racial and religious
it
stereotypes, and there could perhaps be objection to the present
Ludwig Donath show on similar grounds, despite
Val Dufour its earnest, preachments for toler-

.

,

Bridesmaids

.

.

'

Jean Lamont, Marianne
.

.

You

.

.

Marlon Myser

.

Jewish boy,

see, there’s this

secretly married to an Irish Gatli-.
olic girl. Well, they're terrified ait.
Iiaving to break the news to. their
proud parents, so they yes, it’s
true, “Abiei’s Irish 'iRose" is back
on Broadway in a revival at the
Holiday Theatre, an also-ruiy film
house converted to legit, for the
occasion.
What is. there to say about
“Abie’s Irish Rose" in. 1954?. The
Anhe Nichols farce was a pretty
baffling phenomenon when it was
originally, produced in 1922. to set
a new longrun, record up to that
performances,
and
time,
2,327
make a reputed $5,000,000 for its

—

Nicholson,
N.Y.',

Staked

Goodner.

Carol

scenery,

Raymond

costumes. Kathryn Miller.

Buddy Hackett

.......
.

....

.

;

.

’54r $.3.75-S4.C0

Nov;. 17.

by

Mil-,

Geddes
Rose Pemberton, .Barbara BelGoodliffe
Michael
Michael Dennis
Nora
nuia NicholsonMiss Teresa. Browne
Shoemaker
Ann
Miss Helen Browne.
Fitzgerald
Father James Browne Walter
Carol Goodner
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guided the performers in a series
of portrayals that sustain more interest than the dialog, By far the
best is Eva Gabor’s performance as
the mermaid, a charming, believable portrayal that should boost her
stock as an ' actress considerably.

Paul McGrath is mannered but
charming as the doctor, and there
are other good supporting jobs by
Philippa Bevans as a nurse, Ruth
Matteson as the .Wife, Lulu Mae
Hubbard as a friend* .John Vivyan
as a chauffeur.
Paul Bertelsen’s excellent Paris
apartment set and some exquisite
costumes by Gene Coffin are among
the production highlights.
Associate producer Richard My-

ers, with Jack Lawrence has contributed a new song, “I Wouldn’t
“Lunatics!’ will probably drive
the theatre boxoffice staff nuts try- Know," which has no place in the
play, but may have a better; potening to handle business when the
show gets to Broadway, It’s a very tial than the script itself. Kap.
funny sex play about an assortment
of emotionally confused characters
who have one thing in common—
Cincinnati, Nov. 16.
the obvious thing.
H. Clay Blaney & Rex Carlton producKingsley has written penetratBreakfast
tion of comedy in three acts, adapted by
ingly on the foibles of human be- Mawby Green and Ed Feilbert, from
of
Hermit Bloomgarden production
comedy-drama in three acts, by Theodore havior. Story concerns a lecherous ‘‘Moumou/* by Jean de Letraz. Stan
Reeves. Features Lee Graint, Harvey Lem- middleaged jurist, his errant mis- Diana Barrymore; features Felix Deebank,
..Brook Byron, Robert Wilcox; staged by
beck, Anthony. Franciosa. Virginia VinShumlin; tress, her semi-milquetoast admirer Leonard Altobell; scenery and costumes,
by Herman
cent.:, Directed
Nov.
scenery nnd lighting. William and Jean and the latter’s wife and two chil- Louis Kennel. At Cox. Cincinnati,
' »
Eckart; costumes. Edith Lutyens. At 48th dren. Locble is the hotel apartment 15-20, *54; $3.96 top.
Claudine
Lola DeWitt
St. Theatre. N.Y., Nov. 20. *54; $3 75 :$4.60
of two smalltime racketeers who Inspector Legrancl.
Leopold Badix
top,
Chauvinet
Brook Byron
... .;
Ruth ............ ...... Virginia Vincent have adopted the judge as a sort Yvonne
Robert Wilcox
Harvey Lembeck of cronie (or vice versa). Complica- George Chauvinet
Norman
Felix Deebank
Leonard Jolijoli
,\
Lee Grant.
Stella
include
Barrymore
tions
Babette
lana
an
attempted
seducLatouch*
Franciosa
Ralph' .............. Anthony
r.
Al Henderson,
tion, a near murder, a general Jacques
brawl and a set of hysterical goSome fine acting, good scenes ings-on..
Adapter from “Moumpu,"
and occasional sharp-pointed diaAn assortment of characters old French farce, “Pajama Tops"
Its Out-,
log are expended vainly on "Wed- includes several amusing eccen- is for the twofer trade.
sinding Breakfast." 'Despite a flavor- trics and one qr two who border on standing asset is perhaps the
the normal, Dennis King gives a gle livingroom set, an appealing
pressome aura about the whole
skillful performance in the. exact- foufway design for situation ehr
entation, its Broadway prospects ing role of the amorous jurist; trances and exits,
making the character personable
aren’t too promising..
Diana Barrymore is the. star* and
Show’s appeal is
a likely draw.
comedy- and even dignified.
four r character
. The
Sheila Bond clicks as a Brook- certainly not for hardened roadin
confused
drama is weak and
lynese blonde in love with one of show patrons of the Theatre Guild
characterization and situation, and. the racketeers. Vicki Cummings Subscription stripe.'
But in its
The writing, puts considerable polish into her second week of bullish* business,
the story-line is thi
version of a trollop who tries to the comedy apparently has cometoo, althougn it capiures the spirit
train down to one man but ulti- on for new and casual showgoers.
of middleclass yearning for “culmately relaxes again.
It's
often is contrived.
Miss
ture,”
and others of
Mary Anderson’s portrait of a the castBarrymore
especially difficult to go along with
still give a fairly rough
wronged wife blends neatly intb performance at this early stage
the piece’s main premise— that a
of
the
generally
competent
acting
sensible gal, once jilted and now
the tour, but interest holds and
pattern. Buddy Hackett makes an
in love with another man, will
laughs are thick and fast at the
auspicious legit bow in a plum
drive him off with an impractical
comedy part, and Arthur O'Connell risque jumble.
suggestion that he give up a going
Involved are the married couple
registers
as
the hifsband who
business and in his late 20’s go
ini. whose livingrodm the affairs of
back to school to become “a man shuttles between his wife and the afternoon and following morning'
tart lady of the evening. Nat Canprofessional
with a purpose,"
Other characters are the
tor fits well as a co-racketeer and occur.
man.
James Nolan’s cop is well played.' husband's mistress, a poet-former
classmate;
the couple's sexy young
Tlie play revolves about two sisThe set by Frederick
gets an
One sister, entire apartment' onto Fox
ters and their men.
the stage maid, a playboy friend of the miswho has her man, is dumb but and provides a foundatioiv for fluid tress and a detective.
The other sister, a colleges staging. Efficient operation of the
loyal.
Felix Deebank as the sissy poet,
grad, is bright, but not bright numerous, light cues also points
up is the standout performer. 0 IL
enough to see that she can’t, the action;
change a person over to her own
Kingsley’s staging of the show
image of him.
She’s willing to matches his adept writing, notably
try even to the extent of bor- in. the smooth transitions of
action
rowing the savings of her sister between the four playing areas. If
and the latter’s fiance to subsidize there’s any thought of filming this
the schooling of her own intended. script, it will
require a dose of.
This is where the play goes hay- sapolio first.
Doughgirls
Bone.

Wedding

top

-

•

.

.

Judge Sullivan

Sovey:

At Henry

rsc.90 .opening),

Pajama Tops

(

;

.

author-director-producer. Could it
really have been as corny, as incredibly, unabashedly corny, then

:
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Bel
It’s easy to see why Barbara
Geddes would have wanted to do
as it seems now?
After pratThere’s no denying the basic “The Living Room.’’
the
tling a couple of seasons as
appeal, the canniness and plai
of “The Mopn Is
virgin
garrulous
blunsimple goodness of “Abie’s"
drool
wouldn’t
actress
what
derbuss assault on the funnybone Blue,"
offered in
and the weep-ducts. Some of the at the change of pace heroine of
comedy is indeed funny, ancient; the intense, harrowingtragedy?
Greene
and obvious though it may be. this Grab
Audiences, having a less special
Moreover, sincerity; sentiment arid
goodwill must be respected, so attitude than actors, however, arc
there will be. some who will laugh unlikely to be attracted to such a
and- perhaps choke' up a little at parochial and depressing discourse
the plight of forthright, likable as “Room." So the Gilbert MillerAbie-and his adored, adoring Rosie, Dpnald Albery production is a duand at their doting, childish, big- bious bet for Broadway and negligible as a film prospect. Although
oted but gobdhearted fathers.
There may be sympathetic souls it had a nine-month run in London
who’ll be moved and possibly even and opened to a good advance sale
inspired toward religious amity by here, it Won’t be around long,
the dual-religious wedding rituals,
Miss Bel Geddes is the Interestthe Christmas Eve schmaltz, and ing element of the show. Having
the tea iv jerking finale of the twin surprised everyone several seasons
babies and the forgiving, forgiven ago as an accomplished light comegrandfathers. Still, the impression dienne in “Moon," she’s back on
persists that if “Abie" had just an emotional kick, in this first play,
been written, it would be. slaugh- by the British novelist. Although
the part* played in London by
Dorothy Tutin, is not completely
OrlginalCast
resolved, Miss Bel Geddes gives a
Anne Nichols production of her own stunnflTg performance.
comedy in three acts, staged by Laurence
Mnrston, at Fulton, N.Y., May 23, 54;
She plays, a warm, uncomplicat(played 2,327 performances).
Roman Catholic girl
Mathllde Cottrelly ed, impulsive
Mrs. Isaac Cohen
Bernard Gorccy in love with an older, married
Isaac Cohen
.Howard Lang Protestant. When she is callously
Dr. Jacob Samuels
Alfred Weisman
Solomon Levy
righteous, narRobert Williams condemned by her
Abraham Levy ...
and
spinster aunts
Marie Carroll row-minded
Rosemary Murphy ...
John Cope then, instead of comfort or hope
Patrick Murphy ...........
Bradley
Harry.
Father ..Whalen
receives
priest-uncle,
her
from
Grau
Dorothy
Flower. Gild
only religious dogma, she commits
suicide rather than face^the agony
tered by the critics, xiCQvided it the situation involves for herself,
could even get a production, that is. her lover and his wife.
“Abie" has been touched up here
The character is not -particularly
and there with topical references intelligent or articulate, but offers
and modernisms of the “You can considerable emotional, range, and
say that again” genre, and there Miss Bel Geddes responds with a
are several soapboxy pleas for performance that grows in depth
brotherhood and tolerance (in one,
as it rises, in dramatic pitch. She
the dialog actually apologizes for
is bright and quick in the initial
the sermon). The clothes are up- scene of eager romance, more subto-date and the apartment interiors
dued and serious as complications
are in the very latest style of ugly
begin to destroy hef dream, and
modernity.
despairing and. pitiable in the
It’s the same old “Abie" at heart,
finale, as she kneels to pick up the
however. Is there a public for such
poison pills her unhappy rival has
a folk-farce anymore? Perhaps, but
her
dropped, and clutching thei
probably not enough, to give the
distorted in misery, sobs
face
a
of
gesture
than
a
more
curio
prayer.
of
words
Broadway run-— say about as much
The ensuing scene curtain gets
as the 46 performances chalked up
by the 1937 revival. The fact that full, prolonged applause, but the
the show has the prevailing Broad- final curtain calls were so arway scale of $4.60 top weeknights ranged opening night as not to
and $5.75 weekends,, may hiake it allow a solo bow for the star,
which apparently disappointed an
tough to sell.
Unfortunately, the authoress’ di- audience prepared to give her an
rection* with an assist by Joseph ovation. It was a curious situation,
Leon, is pretty primitive. The cast- but probably not important, as
has clearly
ing is spotty, so the performances Miss Bel Geddes
vary considerably. Anna Appel is a notched another performance credstandout with a relaxed, broad it to her already impressive record.
Except for the star, there isn’t
comedy performance as. the ample,
much to be said about
irrepressible Mrs. Cohen, while very
The author, a convert
Ludwig Donath is quietly effective “Room.”
as Abie’s father and Neil Fitzger- who has written numerous whoald persuasive as Rosie’s blather- dunits and has recently concentrated on novels about Catholicism,
mputh sire.
Val Dufour and Judith Paige are has not only belabored his story to
this case* but^has
passable as the parent-besieged stupefaction
i
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Dan Cupid

Joe Gehz
..... .....
Sable Wellington , ;
.

Room

Hugh Hunt;
'

New Haven,

top-

terrible

ler,

Frederick Fox, At ohubert
Nov; 17, *54; $4.50

'lighting,

Theatre,

,

The

,

...

and
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all.

play technically and: aunt; Nora Nicholson is competent
less .complex role of her
artistically, if the latter wprd is ini the
even permissible in this heavy- simple-minded older sister, and
handed slapstick and hokum senti- Carol. Goodner is effective in the
But the transparent brief part of the hysterical, unmentality.
honesty and goodwill are unde- wanted wife.
Raymond Sovey’s single setting
Hpbe.
niably disarming.
is suitably hideous and foreboding,
and the staging by. British director
Hugh Hunt, with an unbilled, assist
Living
Gilbert Miller & Donald Albery pro- by Harold Clurman* sems .modern
duction of drama in two sets (four scenes) ately taut.
Except for Miss. Bel
Bel
Barbara
Stars
by Graham Greene.
Geddes; features Walter; Fitzgerald, -Ann Geddes, however, it ail seems soNora whattish.
Goodliffe.
Hobe.
Michael
Shoemaker,

Marshall, Maggl McDonnell,
Virginia McManon

17.

May' Kirshner production of .farce In
three acts (four scenes), by Sidney Kings-:
Stars Dennis King; features Sheila
Etond, Vicki Cummings, Mary Anderson,
Arthur O'Connell, Nat. Cantor. Buddy
Hackett. Directed, by Kingsley; .scenery

“Abie" was always recognized as

a

Haven, Nov.

ley.

ance.

Woody Parker

.

a^d Lovers

New

1

.

Baptist Chaplain

Liiitafies

Perhaps significantly, “The
Rainmaker" preceded thei

.

Solomon Levy,
..I
Abie Levy V
Judith Paige
Rosemary Mutpliy
......
Nell Fitzgerald
Patrick Murphy
JlftUglas Rutherford
Father Whalen
.
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young couple, and Roger De Koven made
as the Rabbr, Douglas Rutherford
as the Priest and Woody Parker,
whose dfficiation at the original
marriage precipitated all the trouble. are plausible.
When “Abie" became the longredord
run
holder,
displacing
“Lightnin’ ” as the champ (and
later being succeeded by “Tobacco
Road" with 3,182 performances and

then

“Life With Father" with
3,224), there were various companies playing on tour, in some
cases establishing other local run
records, and productions in most
major cities of the world.
The’ play Was
subsequently
Adapted as a weekly half-hour ra-

his beliefs seem pretty repelling. He’s provided a theosoph-

proposition that may fascinate
theorists about'. religion and morality, but is likely to be outside general theatregoer interest.

ical

Walter Fitzgerald, who succeeded Eric Portman in the original
London production, is convincing
as

priest who has only
platitudes to offer his

the crippled

religious

agonized niece, but he lacks the
personal magnetism that might add
theatrical impact to the show.
Michael Goodliffe is also acceptable as the. lover, without suggesting undue emotional turmoil.
,

,

Ann Shoemaker
the

neurotic,

is

believable as
intolerant

fiercely
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What

takes the onus off the plotweavings' are the performances of
the quartet involved.
Lee Grant
(in a surprising though successful
switch from the scatterbrained
shoplifter of “Detective Story”)
plays the brighter sister, and despite the confusion in the role, invests it with a great deal of quiet
dignity,
charm and conviction.
.

Anthony Franciosa

is

very

gsod

Sailor’s Delight

n.y.)

Twelve years has. aged “The
Doughgirls." That the Equity Library Theatre revival of Joseph
-

Hollywood, Nov. 21.

Huntington Hartford & Richard Skinner (in association with Richard Aldrich'
Sc Richard Myers, with Julius Fleischmann) production of comedy, in three
acts (four scenes), by Peter Blackmore.
Stars Eva Gabor; features Paid McGrath,
Ruth Matteson, Lulu Mae Hubbard,
Philippa Bevans. Staged by Arthur Sir*
com; scenery and lighting, Paul Bertelsen;.
costumes, Gene Coffin; song. “I Wouldn’t
Know," by Richard * Myers, Jack Lawrence; harp music by Van Williams. At
Huntington Hartford Theatre, Hollywood,
Nov. 22, *54; S3.83 top.
Claire Martin
Ruth Matteson
Pascailne ...
Angela Paton
Isabelle Lambert ....
Lulu Mae Hubbard.
Paul Maftin .... v
Paul McGrath
Eva Gabor
Marina
John Vivyan
........ ...
Charles
.

Fields’ lampoon of wartime Washington, D.C., has sufficient Verve
for an evening’s entertainment is
largely due to the energy of the
playing.

'I

Despite its large cast, “The
Doughgirls" isn’t an ideal actors'

showcase, many of the personable
opposite her (they have a poigcompany at Lehox Hill appearing
nantly moving love scene in Cenonly briefly in untaxing parts. The
tral Park), but he occasionally goes
female principals, however, have
overboard on the dramatics, as in
a field day as they all squeeze
his final scene with Miss Grant.
into one. hotel suite and attempt to
Harvey Lembeck and Virgi ia
legitimatize
their sub rosa roVincent are an, excellent team as Nurse Cary
. Philippa Bevans
mances,
the
simple-minded duo.
Miss Henri Nigelle ........... Norman Barrs
As the gal who scores touchVincent makes her solicitude for
For half a dozen years, Peter downs against Colonels and their,
her sister very affecting, with a
childish mannerism and "speech Blackmore has been fooling around betters, petite Joan Chambers is
with
a dramatized version of the piquantly wide-eyed. Brett Somers’
rather appealing than annoying.
Lembeck
properly rugged and old Scottish legend about the mer- whisky-voiced technic is good ' for
obtuse until the crisis brings out maid who has a fling among her *a lion’s share of the lustier yocks,
mortals.
In this country? it has and Martha Barber, who looks fine
his fundamental common sense.
Herman Shumlin’s direction is' been presented in Coast strawhat- in leopard-skin undies, is patriotiters
“Miranda"
as
and “Ultrama- cally amorous;
sure and steady, and the double
setting by William and Jean Eckart rine," each time with little success.
As the., vigorous ..Yugoslav (forThere’s little to indicate the latest
impresses.
merly Russian) sniper who makes
Bron.
version will have better luck, deWashington unsafe for anyone
spite the fact that Blackmore’s
within gunshot, Chevi Colton plays
script has been a commercial click
with
a
flashing-eyed
virility.
right pnH Thoatra Histori
in England and France -and a BritAmong the men trying with varyish film with Glynis Johns.
ing success to invade the overFor American audiences, it’s still
crowded suite are Gene Saks as a
the same old trouble: the yarn is
frustrated Colonel, Hal Currier as
basically a one-acter.
After the
chronicles some of the fabulous
lecherous General and Page
a
•4*
initial curtain, nothing happens exJohnson as a cleancut young flier.
legit failures of thi post
cept variations of a single gag, and
In lesser roles, Frank London
in « piece, titled
the progress of tlie plot is too easy,
scores as a wry bellhop, Guy Rayto predict.
Story line concerns the mermaid mond garners a hand as a bewilr
Closed for Repairs
brought to Paris by the doctor dered chaplain, and Norman Feld
whom she rescued from drowning does well with the bit part of a guy
in Majorca.
She nearly disrupts who only wants to sleep.
the doctor's marriage Rnd a pair
Supposedly redolent of 1942, the
Interesting byline piece In the
of romances, but finally dives into girls are coiffed in upsweeps, and
the Seine and heads back to the Marie Squires has designed such
49th Anniversary Number
sea, with no doubt that she has short “old look" dresses that hem
done her part to perpetuate her tugging becomes a lost cause.
of
species.
Everett. Chambers’ direction drives
Arthur Sitcom's staging is un- the actors at a frantic pace. They
able to overcome' the obviousness stick with it, however, and it's a
of the script, but he has skillfully plus for ELT.
Geor.
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‘OKLA’SUBDUED $21,600;

TORONTO STILL JINXED
Toronto, Nov. 23,
“Oklahoma” grossed a mild $21,600 last week to continue the entertainment jinx that has been
current since five weeks ago, when
Hurricane Hazel swept away all.
but two bridges to curtail West
End traffic. This was the 12th visit
of “Oklahoma” and the 1,525-seat

Boston. Nov. 23.
This town was still loaded with
four shows last week, but attendance was spotty. Only “Portrait of
a Lady,” in first full week at the
‘HOUSE’ $3,600,
Colonial, drew strong b.o. action,
Royal Alexandra was scaled at
$3.50 top, with tax.
despite tepid notices.
Baltimore, Nov, 23.
First two days’ mail orders for
“On With the Show,” at the
FlowSkulnik
“The
Menasha
in
“Dark Is Light
Shubert, was in diffculty both ering Peach” drew a fairish $14,- next week’s
backstage, and at the turnstiles. 000. at Ford’s last week on Guild- Enough,", with Katharine Cornell,
“One Eye Closed,” in for eight per- ATS subscription. The Broadway- totalled close to $15,000 at a $4 top,
formances at’ the Wilbur,, had bound Clifford Odets,, comedy was with tax.
rough going. “Black-Eyed Susan” the second of six plays promised
was okay in its first week at the to subscribers. Third offering is
Plymouth.
the current “Bad Seed,” how set
There are no newcomers this for a second stanza,,
week, but three are slated for Nov.
Extension of road trek of “Por29. They are ‘‘Witness For the trait Of A Lady” brings the Jennitwo fer Jones starrer here for the week
Plymouth,
Prosecution,"
weeks; ‘‘Caine Mutiny Court Mar- of Dec. 6 adding another week to
tial,” Colonial, one week, and Jose what’s beginning to look like the
busiest lbcal season in a decade.
Greco, Shubert, one week,
At Don Swann’s Hilltop-ParkEstimates for Last Week
Black Eyed Susan, Plymouth (1st way, Reginald Owen grossed a
wk) ($3.85; 1,200) (Vincent Price), hiild $3,600 in “Open House,” by
pair $14,300; current week is the Francis Swann and Victor Clement
and is being held for a second
finale for the tryout.
Chicago, Nov. 23.
On With the Show, Shubert (2d round. “Heartbreak House” folLoop receipts were off last week,
wk). ($4.40-$5.50; 1,700) (Irra Pe- lows, Nov. 30.
with the final-week rush failing to
tina). Mild $18,500; final week is
materialize for "Wonderful Town,”
Current for the tryout.
and .“Fifth Season” getting off to
One-Eyed. Closed, Wilbur .(one
a leisurely start.
week) ($3.85; 1,200). Sluggish $7,“King and I” arrives tonight
500 ;s moved on to Broadway; house
(Tues.) and future bookings inis dark.
clude: Nov. 28; “Pajama Tops,”
Portrait Of a Lady, (Colonial) (2d
Blackstone, twofer, run; Dec. 6,
wk) ($4.95-$4.40; 1,500) (Jennifer
“Oh Men, Oh Women;" Harris,
Jones). Wham biz at $35,700; left
subscription, run;
town to continue tuneup tour;
Estimates for Last Week
Philadelphia, Nov. 23.
house is dark.
Fifth Season, Elanger (1st / Wk)
Thanksgiving and the influx of $4; 1,300) (Chester Morris, Joseph
visitors for the Army-Navy and Buloff). About
$16,300, but shows
Penn-Cornell football games this signs of building.
week has all five of Philly’s legit
Mrs. Patterson, Harris (6th wk)
houses occupied for the first time ($5; 1,000) (Eartha Kitt).
Nearly
in three years. The Locust and the $19,-900 (previous
wTek, $21,000);
Walnut relighted last evening exits next Saturday (27) for Broad(Mon,), the former with University way.
of Pennsylvania's Mask and Wig
Wonderful Town, Shubert (20th
Club musical “Tempest in a Tea- wk) ($4-60; 2.100) (Carol Chiinning).
pot” and the latter with the tryout About $27;800
(previous
week,
Washington, Nov. 23.
of “Lunatics and Lovers.”
$31,700); resumed tour. Saturday
One-week stand of Deborah Kerr
“House of Flowers” bows at the ( 20 ).
in the Toad company of “Tea and
Erlanger tomorrow night (Wed.),
Opening This Week
Sympathy” drew a tremendous and “Silk Stockings!' makes
a deKing and it Shubert, ($5; 2,100)
$37,100 at the National Theatre layed
debut at the. Shubert, Friday (Yul Brynner, Patricia Morison),
last week at a $4.40 top. Saturday
evening (26). Despite returns due Opens tonight (Tues;) for run, first
night (20) set a new house record
to the postponement, “Stockings” three Weeks on Guild, subscripfor one performance of a dramatic
comes to town with the largest, ad- tion.
show, with a take of $5,864.
vance sale ever clocked up locally,
Record week for a non-musical reportedly over
$200,000.
sh w was racked up by the NaEstimates for Last Week
tional last year when Mary Martin
South Pacific,. Forrest (MD) (8th ’Itch’ Tapers to $16,700
find Charles Boyer drew over $40,wk). ($4.80; 1,760) (Iva Withers,
000 for “Kind,. Sir.”
Tilton). Demand sti,11 strong
For
of
Run;
Maxwell Andersqn’s “Bad Seed,” Webb
Hammerstein perenfor Rodgers
in for a single week at the Shubert,
nial; hefty $31,800, extended again,
si arted! slowly, but! built to sellout
L.
through Jan. 1. ,
Saturday ijight and a comfortable
Getting Gertie's Garter, Locust
St. Louis, Nov. 23.
SI 5,‘500 for the week.. “Gentlemen
1C) (3d wk) ($3.6.0; 1,580). Business
“Seven. Year Itch” eased to $16,Prefer Blondes,” which played one
for. the vintage comedy; bulg- 700 last week on the second stanza
veek at the house NoV. 1-7, grossed rose
ing $14,000 on twofers.
of a three-week run at the Ameri$18,500 there on twofers, instead
World
of Shalom Aleichejn, Wal- can. With, the show standing! still
of $8,500, as reported.
nut (D) (3d wk) ($4.20; 1;340) and thereby needing less to get by,
(Jacob Ben-Ami, Morris Carnoy- there was. still a profit at the figsky). Tour ended Saturday night ure.
Final session, current, may
(20) With mild $12,000 for final indicate whether St. Loo can supstanza.
port a three- week stand, even for
Twofer ‘Moon’ 1510, Det.
a hit comedy. “Three for Tonight,"
revue with Marge & Gower ChamDetroit, Nov. 23.
pion and Harry Belafonte, is due
“Oh Men, Oh Women" grossed Twofer ‘Natalie’
$4,200,
next week
$17,500 at the 1,482-seat Cass last
for
Donald Woods in ‘-Dial
week in the. first inning of a fortin Cleveland Murder” got a wrong number $9,2d
night’s run. Top is $3.85 for the
500 last week at the Empress at
Ralph Bellamy starrer.
Cleveland, Nov.23.
At the 2,050-seat Shubert, ‘‘Moon
Sexed-up ballyhoo couldn’t save $2.50 top. Favorable reviews didn’t
Meller is holding over this
Is Blue” grossed $15,500 in the “Naughty Natalie" from a sterile help.
first week of a
two-week stay. $4,200 last week on the second lap week at tfie Ansell Bros, stock spot.
due next week:
Twofer top is $3.85 Saturday of a fortnight stand at the 1,515- “My 3 Angels”
nights; $3.30 other nights.
seated Hanna, at $3.75 top. Farce
The future dates include Nov, 29, pulled in Tabout $6,400 on the first
“Seven Year Itch,” Cass, one week; week, helped by two nightly shows
’King’ $41,700, Columbus;
“Tea and Sympathy," Shubert, two Fridays and Saturdays.
weeks; Dec. 6, “Dark Is. Light
Deborah Kerr in “Tea and. SymEnough,” Cass, two weeks; Dec. 20, pathy” is current this week.
‘Okla,’ ‘Gertie’
Next
“Oklahoma," Shubert, ohe week.
Columbus, Nov. 23.
.

BALTO

Biz on Broadway dropped
expected
week;
Upswing

'

.

...

last

the

latter part of this week, with the
It. then
holiday; weekend a factor.
starts the annual pre-Christmas
ebb. Dip in receipts last week ran
as high aS $3,000 for. a straight
play and $7,500 for a musical;

There was one 'closing last week;
Three more
“Traveling Lady*”
shows are skedded to fold next Saturday (27).
They are “By the
Beautiful Sea,” “Fragile Fox" and
“King of Hearts.” Slated to wrap
up at, the end of next week is “On

Your Toes."

debuting tonight (Wed.).

3-Week

&

St

.

M

Week

‘

Due

“King and

inz

? Not-So-Hot

12G

For Coast Split-Week
Sacramento, Nov.

I,”

rolled up a royal

Out for Ginger” starring
Melvyn Douglas, grossed a meagre
‘‘Time

$12,000

in a five- way, Seven-persplit last week! Comedy
a week’s run at the Metropolitan,, Seattle, with two per-

formance

(20).
Only one performance was
given each day.
_ Production is currently at the
Biltmore, Los Angeles;

Cine innate Noy. 23.
“Pajama. Tbps”, starring Diana
Barrymore grossed a jamup $15,000 last week in the .1,300-seat' Cox
on a twofer rate, of $1,98 top. Attendance built to sellout at the

Weekend.

House

is

dark this week, but re :

Monday (29) with Ralph
Bellamy in “Oh Men, Oh Women.”
opens .next

(C)

Fontaine),

(Joan

Estimates for Last

Week

Keyset (Comedy), D
CD (Comedy -Drama ) R

MC

,

1,214; $33,608)

(

Musical-Comedy)

cal-Drdma),

O

,

MD

(Opera),

Tender Trap, Longacre

(Musi-

OP

at

over- $34,000.

(Reinic),
(Op-,

wk;

.

(6th
45; $5.75-$4.60; 1,048; $26,317)

(Robert

eretta).

Other

(Burgess Meredith,

(Drama), Scott McKay). Capacity agai
(C)

Kim

Preston,

Hunter,

Ronny Graham), Over. $23,400

parenthetic

designations
refer, respectively, to ‘weeks played

(pre-

week, $24,900).
Traveling Lady, Playhouse CD)
number of performances tjirough
last Saturday top prices, iiumber (4th wk; 30; $5.75-$4.60; 999; $23,of seats, capacity gross and stars. 500) (Kim Stanley). Nearly $14,300
Price includes 10
Federal and (previous week, $12,600); closed
5% City tax, but grosses are net last Saturday (20) at an approxivious.

,

t

%

;

exclusive of tax.
Abie’s Irish Rose, Holiday

mate

i.e.,

Wedding

(ist wk; 4; $5.75-$4;60; 900;
000).
Opened last Thursday
to one favorable review (Coleman,

(1st
720).

$6.90;

60;

By

1

even

(27).

Eye

One

Bijou

Closed,

(C)

($5.75-$4 60; 603; $16,979). Play

by

Justin Sturm, presented by Haila
Stoddard; production financed at
$50,000, cost about $50,000 to bring
in, including approximately $10,000
tryout loss; -but excluding bonds,
ai d Can break even at around $15,000 gross; opens tonight (Wed.).

week,

OFF BROADWAY SHOWS
i

(Donald
Jackie
Cook,
Cooper). Almost $12,200 on two-

next Saturday

about $13,000; opened last

OPENING THIS WEEK

$31,300)

week

at

night (Tues.).

Dear Charles, Morosco

fers (previous,

and Arnold

.

$49,000).
(G) (10th
wk; 77; $6.90-$5.75-$4.60; $29,850)
(Tallulah Bankhead). Nearly $25,600 (previous week, $28,600).
Fanny, Majestic (MD) (3rd wk;
(Ezio
$65,300)
20;
$7.50;
1,510;
Pinza, Walter Slezak). Capacity at
almost $69,000 (previous week, $65,
927); tab on standing room was
reduced from $3.45 to $2.50.
Fragile Fox, Belasco (D) (6th
wk; .47; $5.75-$4.60; 1,077; $28,300)
(Dane Clark, Don Taylor), Nearly
$11,000 (previous week, $13,500);
closes next Saturday (27).
King of Hearts, National (C)
(34th wk; 266; $5.75-$4.60; 1,172;

Siiva

Perl (Rachel Productions); production financed at $60,000, with investment split evenly between the
Phoenix and Rachel; the second of
five stock productions to be presented at the Phoenix, it can break

$4.60; $33,331). (Lloyd Nolan, John
Over
Hodiak, Barry Sullivan).
$27,500-iprevious week, $29,900).
Can-Can, Shubert (MC) (81st
wk; 644; $6,90; 1,361; $50,160).

(previous

Miscellaneous
Phoenix (M) ($4.60$24,067). Musical by

1,150;

Howard Da

vvith

400;

.

$48,500

dis-

t\yo

presented by T. Edward Hambleton
& Norris Houghton, in association

(Shirley
Booth).
Over
$50,000)
$19,700 (previous week, $25j000);
folds next Saturday (27).
Caine Mutiny Court Martial,
Plymouth (D) (44th wk; 348;. $5.75-

Almost

(20) to

Earl Robinsbn and Waldo Salt,
based On Theodore Dreiser’s short
story, “St. Columba and the River,”

Imperial

$6.90;

Saturday

Sandhog,

(8th
$38,200).
$38,300.

the Beautiful Sea,

last

World-Telegram),

$3,45;

1,172;

(MC) (33rd wk; 260;

Breakfast, 48th St. (D)
$5.75-$4.60; 925; $23-

sents (McClain, Journal-American;
Watts, Post) and one yes-and-no
(Kerr, Herald Tribune); grossed
nearly $2,500 for first, performance.

Boy Friend, Royale (MC)

Over capacity again,

1;

Opened

kins,

(C) (33rd wk; 259; $4.60; 998; $28,000) (Macdonald Carey, Kitty Carlisle);
Over
(previous
$22;000
week, $22,800), moves Dec. 6 to
the Booth.
.

wk;

three affirmative reviews (Atkinson, Times; Coleman, fMirror; Haw-

pans
(Chapman,
four
News; Kerr, Herald Tribune; McClain,
Journal-American; Watts,
Post) and; two inconel usiyes (Atkinson, Times; Hawkins, WorldTelegram); around $2,500 for first
four performances.
Anniversary Waltz, -.Broadliurst
Mirror),

wk;

loss of its full $55,000 invest-

ment.

(C)
$28,(18)

$14,000); closes

(

Figures denote opening dates)
Doll’s House, Finch Coll. (11-12).
Dybbuk, 4th St. (10-26-54).
I Feel Wonderful, de Lys (10-

18-54).

Importance Being Earnest, Provincetown (11-9).
In Splendid Error, Greenwich

Mews

(10-26-54).

Sands of the Negev,. President
(10-25-54).

Slight

Blackfnars

Delinquent,

(10-25-54).

.

,

^

Stone For Danny Fisher, Down*
tpwn National (10-21-54).
V Twelfth Night, Jan Hus (11-9-54).
Way of the World, Cherry Lane
(10-2-54).

Wednesday

.

Following are the Comparative figures based on Variety’s boxreports for last week (the 25th week of the. season) and
the corresponding week of last season:
office

BROADWAY
Number of shows current ...........
Total Weeks played so far by all shows
Total gross for all shows last week
Season’s total gross so far.
Number of new productions ........
.

This

1953-54

Season

Season
28
419

25
451
$671,600
$12,417,700
19

$726,200
$11,828,800

24

ROAD
Excluding stock

Number

Fulton

Itch,

,

,

»

Tops’ $15,000, Cincy

Year

$28,300)

1,214;

$41,700 in eight performances at
Kismet, Ziegfeld (OP) (51st wk;
’Caine’ 23G, Montreal
the Hartman last week, with re404; $6.90; 1,528; $57,908) -(Alfred
.Montreal, Nov. 23.
served seats going clean at every
Drake).
Over $53,900 (previous
“Caine Mutiny Court. Martial” performance, at a $5.65 top.
$56,700).
“Oklahoma" arrives Thursday week,
last week grossed a hefty $23,000
Living Room, Miller (D) (1st wk;
at Her Majesty’s, with the 1,704- (25) for four performances and
$5.75-$4.60; 920; $23,248) (Bar“Getting Gertie’s Garter" is due 6;
seat .house scaled to a $3.94 top.
bara Bel Geddes). Opened last
“School for Brides” is current. the week of Nov. 29.

wound up

formances
Sunday
then
(14),
played the Capital,. Yakima, Monday (15);. the Temple, Tacoma,
Tuesday (16), the Auditorium,
Portland, Wednesday - Thursday
(17-18) and the Senior Highschool
Auditorium, Sacramento, Saturday

Seven

(105th wk; 837; $5,75-$4.60; 1,063;
$24,000) (Elliott Nugent). Over $19,700 (previous week, $21,600).
Solid Gold Cadillac, Music Box
(55th wk;. 437;
$5.75-$4.60;
(C)
1,077; $27,811). Over $19,500 (previous week, $22,200).

There were three preerns last Nearly $19,500 (previous week,
“Living
Room," "Abie’s $ 21 200 ).
Irish Rose" and “Wedding BreakTeahouse of. the August Moon,
fast.".
Beck '.(C) (58th wk; 468; $6.22-$4,60;

.

23.

week, $17,400).-

week,

.

2d

.

(Tues.),

!

.

$5.75-$4:60; 1,056; $29,000) (Geraldine Page). Nearly $1.7,700 (previous weeic, $18,200).
Reclining Figure, Lyceum (C)
(7th wk; 52; $5.75-$4.60; 995; $23,Almost $16,600 (previous
389),

Openings this week are “Sandwhich bowed last night
Tea and Sympathy, Barrymore
and “One Eye Closed," (D) (60th wk; 477; $5.75-$4.60;

hog,"

.

•

Nov. 14 (previous week, $29,700 for
regular eight performances).
Rainmaker, Cort (G) (4th wk; 28;

shows reported
Total weeks played so far by all shows.
Total gross for all. shows last week.
of current

Season's total gross so far.

.

.

. .

.

......

(17) to five unfavorable
opinions (Atkinson,. Times; Chapman, News; Coleman, Mirror; Hawkins, World-Telegram; Kerr,. Her-,
aid Tribune) and two incooclusives (McClain, Journal-American;
Watts, Post); grossed over $12,000
in first six performances.
On Your toes, 46th St. (Me) (6th
wk; 48; $8.Q5-$6.90; 1,319; $48,547)
(Vera: Zorina,. Bobby Van). Almost.
$26,800 (previous week, $34,300);
closes Dec. 4.
.

Pajama Game,:

St.

James (MC)

(28th wk; 220; $6.90; 1,571; $51,717)

(John Raitt, Janis Paiges, Eddie Foy
Capacity again at over $52,100.
Peter Pan, Winter Garden (MD)
(5th wk; 37; $6.90; 1,510; $57,500)

Jr.).

Almost $53,300
Martin),
(previous week, $55,300).
Quadrille, Coronet (C) (3rd wk;
(Mary
.

22; $6.90-$5.75-$4.60; 1,027; $30,000.)

26
353
$493,000
$8,956,500

14

325
$367,200
$7,518,700

Lynn Fontanne,
(Alfred
Lunt,
Edna. Best, Bjrian Aherne). Capacity
at over $33,100. for nine performances, including an extra show

Now Haven. Nov. 23.
Four-day breakiii of "Lunatics
Shubert last
at
and Lovers”
Wednesday-Saturday pulled a subword-ofWith
stantial
$19,000,
mouth a help. Gross was on basis
of five shows at $4.50 top.
This week "Witness for the Prosecution” plays Thursday-Saturday
“Anastasia” due Dec.
by “Plain and Fancy,”
Dec. 11-18, all playing tryouts.

(25-27), with
2-4, followed

’Brides’ $9,900, Hartford
Hartford, Npv. 23.
Touring “School fot Brides”
grossed a fair $9,900 on twofers
for eight performances last
at the Parsons. Last
cfanVlppc

week

two days drew

Parsons is dark this week, .but
reopens next Monday (29.) for a
full week tryout of “Hello, Paree.”

tMtDWATB

7ft

Wednesday, November 24, 19$4

Siamese Twin

Shows Abroad
Xlie

Talk of the Towii
London, Nov. 17.
Alfred Black and Jack Hylton

plus a full complement of quality
specialty acts, they lead the unit

with verve and enthusiasm. The
two male comedians: collar the top
Together they’re
laugh honors.
Page Sc. Bray, Lucfenne Sc Astor, John socko in a sketch on commercial
Tiller GUIs (16), Kathryn Moore. Billy television and iri another .as iso*,
George

Sc

McCormack, Keg O'List, Charles Holfprd.
Denver Thornton, Tfd Hyde, Glen Blake,
Iris Scott, Murray Graham. Directed by
Alec Shanks Sc Joan Davis; choreography,
Miss Davis; sketches, Frank Muir Sc Denis
Norden; music and lyrics, Ross Parker,

ring Leonard Graves," Toward
the back of the book, however,

Graves was listed as an
understudy for the King.

his own, Hancock makes a

On

co-star

bold individual click in a composite impression of visiting American vocalists such as Frankie
LonTheatre,
Adelphi
At
Hanmer.
R onald
Laine, Guy Mitchell and Billy Dandon, Nov. 17, ’54; »2 top.
Current
iels. Edwards, for his part, has the:
(Nov.* 22-Dec. 4>
Having found the proven for- audience rolling as the advocate of
“Jibimiinism,”
and
party,
new
twice-nightly
his
mula for successful
judge at an asAnastasia (Viveca Lindfors* Eugrevue," the Black brothers and Jack as the presiding
of enie
(tryout)- ShuLeoiitovitch)
go from strength to sizes, trying a claim for breach
ail injudi-. bert, New Hdven (2-4).
strength, Their latest joint enter- promise and -revealing
Bad Seed (Nancy Kelly) (tryout)
for the shapely and
prise, which; comes to town after cial partiality
^-(Ford’s, Balto (22-4) (Reviewed
a prosperous Blackpool summer attractive plaintiff.
’54).
season, is a big potential .moneyMiss Turner, a vocalist of dis- in Variety, Nov. 17,
(Vincent
Susam
Black-Eyed.
maker and certain of a long run. tinction, has a unique range and
Boston
Plymouth
(tryout)*
Price)
casting,
pops
of
and
From the point of view
can do equal justice to
Philly (29-4)
staging and comedy, it is one of classical arias; She has a nice num- (22-27); Locust St.,
in Variety, Nov. 17,
(Reviewed
kept
has
Gown,
that
Blue
series
Strapless
the
in
the best
ber in
the Adelphi humming for years.
some amusing song snippets to de- ’54).
Caine Mutiny. Court Martial
The star trio of the revue are scribe her preparations for being
Hancock
Jimmy Edwards, Tony
“The Belle of the Ball” and just (Paul Douglas, Wendell Corey,
and Joan Turner, and with attrac- to show how well she can do it, Steve Brodie)—Aud;, Burlington,
production embellishments winds with a powerful rendition of Vt. (22); Field House, Troy, N. Y.
tive
(23); State, Portland, Me. (24-25);
“One Fine Day.”;
The Trio Bassi, no strangers in Aud;, Worcester, Mass. (26); Court
Springfield (27); Colonial,
Square;
acwin
to
fail
parts, never
«p

;

Road Shows

—

Hylton

—

these
claim for the high speed and dexterity of their foot, juggling. It is
one of the best, acts of its km
and a sure attraction. Page &
Bray, a duo* of Continental; terpers.
have a s'eries of immaculate routines, all of. which end with some
fast and fancy twirls. Lucierine &
Astor (formerly Bob, Lucienne and
Astor; one member of the partnerwas drowned during the
ship
Blackpool summer season and his
part has been written out) have a
colorful apache routine.

Boston

new comedy

dr

in

by

acts

Mel-,

ical analysts serving the

theatre, and' brilliantly

Michael Dean

1

,

John Smith

.

.

. . .

.

.

.

Roma

Dean. .......
Mrs. Barwood

at that/'

Man

Publicity

LEONARD BERNSTEIN

Jackie

.

i

.

.-.

.

.

.......

always read

Harold Clurman’s sucolumn because;
per!
he always writes of theitself, never confused with meaningless
wit or erudition; and he
has

iversal

that
so,

mind

is, quite amazingly
both sensitive and

realistic."

WILLIAM INGE

weekly column

is

the

.

.

..

.
;

.

Vernon Littlewood

Gwen Lewis

.

.

.

Jackie Collins

Anne Sharp
Laurence Phillips

.....

Gillian

“I

.

...

r.
A
Walter
Mrs. Beading-Wells
"...

.

Bruce Gordon
Jack Melford
Roberta Huby
Doreen Season
Laurence Alan

...

...

.

Mr. Walker

This

is a

.,

pleasant

.

wk)

(4th

($3.85;

1,758)

(Helen Hayes), Okay $22,000 after
Goodbye,. My Fancy (Conrad
$27,000 previous Week; left town Nagel, Katherine Meskill)-i— Paper
Saturday (20); house is dark.
Mill Playhouse, Millbrirn, N. J,
(22-28).

Theatre Shortage
Continued fr.om' page 73
(Mbrdsco),
“Fanny”:, (Majestic),
.

“Kismet” (Ziegfeld)

arid,

comedy with

.

Kiqg of Hearts (Franchot Tone)
Hall, Houston (23-26).
Open House, by Francis Swann
and Victor Clement (tryout) (Reg-

—Music

“Pajama

the theatre."

(St. James),
Also, “Peter Pan” (in a 16-week
Season (Chester Morris; limited engagement at the Winter
Joseph Buloff)—Erlanger, Chi (22- Garden, but a prospect to continue:
4).
indefinitely) “Quadrille” (Coronet),
Flowering Peach (Menasha. Skul- “Seven Year Itch” (Fulton),
“Solid
nik) (try out)— Shubert, Wash (22-.
Gold Cadillac” (Music Box), “Tea
4) (Reviewed in Variety* Nov. 17,
'
and: Sympathy”, (tentatively due to
’54);
Getting Gerties’ Garter—Royal close March l£ at the Barrymore),
Alexandra, Toronto (22-27); Hart- “Teahouse, of the August Moon”
(Marti
Beck),
“Tender Trap”
man, Columbus (29-4),
Hello Paree (Charles Treriet, (Longacre) and Victor Borge’s in
June Richmond) (tryout) Play- “Comedy in Music” (Golden).
Of the above list, all but “Boy
house, Wilmington (24-27); Parsons,
Friend,”
“Charles,’
Hartford (29-4).
“Fanny."
House of Flowers (Pearl Bailey)
Pan,” “Quadrille” and “Trap” are
Erlanger, Philly (25-4),
(tryout)
holdovers from last season. The
King and I (Leonard Graves, two. other entries that loom probMorison)-^Shubert, Chi able to last: out the season are
Patricia
(22-4).
“Rainmaker” (Cort) arid “Reclining
Lunatics and Lovers (Dennis Figure” (Lyceum), in
their respecKing) (tryout) Walniit, Philly (22tive fifth and eighth weeks.
4)
(Reviewed in Variety this
/with status riot yet clearly
week).
.Midsummer Night’s Dream (Rob- indicated are “Living Room’’ (Henert
Helpmann, Moira Shearer, ry Mi.liei'), “Abie’s Irish Rose” (HolStanley Holloway)—Civic Opera iday) and “Wedding Breakfast”
(48th Street). Other shows on the
House, Chi (25-4).
Moon Is Blue (Jerome Cowan)-— boards are “By the Beautiful Sea”
Shubert, Detroit (22-27); Lyceum, (closing next Saturday (27) at the
Minneapolis (29-4).
Imperial),. “King of Hearts” (also
Mrs. Patterson (Eartha Kittj closing this week at the National).
(tryout)—Harris, Chi (22-4) (Re- “On Your Toes” (closing Dec. 4 at
viewed in Variety, Sept. 29; ’54). the 46th Street), arid “Fragile Fox”
Naughty Natalie Lyric; Indian- (closing next Saturday at the Be-

a

amusing idea that could
be developed on broader lines. It
is well staged and presented With
some popular players and may
achieve a moderate success. As a
basically

—

.

apolis

(29-1).

London, Nov.

Oh Men, Oh Women

(Ralph-

—

Bellamy) Cass, Detroit:
Cox, Cincy (29-4).

(22-27);

All For MSr.Y,
.

Wyndham’s

Can-Cen, Coliseum . (10-14-54).
Dark Ll9ht' Enough, Aldwych (4-30-54),
D'Oyly Carte Opera, Savoy (9-13-54).
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
‘Follss Berger#, Pr. Wales (9-24-53),

Hippo DancIng^Lyrlc (4-7-54).
Am i Camera, New (3-12-54).
Immoralist, Arts (11-3-54);
Intlmajcy At l;30. Criterion (4-29-54).

I
1

.Joyed Grenfell, St. Mart. (6-2-54).
Keep In Cool Place, Saville (8-16-54).

King and !,• Drury Lane (10-8-53)
Manor of Northstead, Duchess (4-28-51).
Matchmaker, Haymarket (11-4-54).
Mousetrap, AmbaiS. (11:25-52).
Never Too Lata, Strand (6:3-54)..
Off The Record, Vic. Pal. (11:2-54).
Old Vic Rep, Old Vic (9-9-54).
Party Spirit, Piccadilly (9-23-54).
People Wonderful? Embassy (11-10-51)
Relations Apart; Garrick (8-3-54).
Sabrina Fair, Palace (8-4-54).
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
Separate Tables, St. James's (9-22-54);
Talk 6f Town, Adelphi (11-17-54).
Teahouse Aog. Moon, Her Maj. (4-22-54),
,

Wedding

In Paris,.

rare critic.

is

For

ous artist he comas' as
a blessing. When I read
his reviews I feel ohcfj
again that the theatre

may

yet become the rewith us that it

_

1

Hedda Gabier/. Westm'ster

CLOSED LAST WEEK

1

Duenna, Westminster (7-28-54).
Joan of Arc, StoU (10-20-54).

at

N.

Oklahoma r- Shea’s, Jamestown, the Bijou, tonight (Wed.); “Mrs.
Y. (22); Aud., Akron (23-24); Patterson,” National, next. Wednes-

.

COMMON STOCK
Thd Company will employ its funds
in diversified entertainment enterprises connected with television/

motion pictures and the
Prlre

4).

s
Continued from page 72

name on

other of
our. collaborative and yet unproduced Works, (e.g., “Natalia” with

not prohibit his

.

road Harold Clurman every
weekln Thf : Nation, Amorlea’*' loading independent liboral woolly,: via a now special Introductory offer which
will bring you 31 weeks of
The. Nation for only $3.00.
(You save. $3.20 under tho
newsstand prico.) So subscribe today. Don't mist an

Milton Herbert Gropper.
(Ed. Note:. Variety’s story
was taken from the, official
court record).

92d
NAME.
ADDRESS.
CITY.

ZONE

STATE-

,

Dec. 4 closing of “On Your Toes.”
After the show’s- two weeks at the
Shubert, Washington, it goes to
Ford’s, Baltimore, for another two
bert, Detroit (29-4)..
weeks, one of the infrequent fortTime Out for Ginger (Melvyn night bookings for that town.
Douglas)— Biltmore, L. A, (22-4).
Three for Tonight (Marge &
Gower: Champion, Harry Belafonte)
(tryout)—U. Aud., Bloomington,

South Pacific (Iva Withers, Webb
Tilton)— Forrest, Philly (22-4).
"Tea and Sympathy (Deborah
Kerr)—Hanna, Cleve. (22-27); Shu

by John Latouche and; music
by Ernesto Lecuona, based on a
story by Gropper and Hammer- Ind.
bus
stein.)

lyrics

The

Issuel

theatre!

50f a share

LHOHYWOOD
•
•

ANGELS, INC.
29 West 65th St., H.Y. 23, N,Y.
TRafalssr 4-1815

:

Dept. VI t

Send Free Offering Circular without
|
I

****"*

'

1

»
cost;
•

-

|
I

J
j

,

grown mem”

SPECIAL OFFER: You can

(11-29-54),
(12-1-54).
(1-3-54).

Accounting Love, Saville

—

ought to be, and above
all, a proper occupation

ARTHUR MILLER

J

(10-28-53),

.

Hartman, Columbus (25-27); Aud., day (1); “Hit the Trail,” Hellinger,
Canton (29-1); Jaffa Mosque, Al- Dec. 2; “Bad Seed,” 46th Street,
screen vehicle for top ranking toona, Pa. (2-4).
Dec, 8; “Lunatics and Lovers,’'
artists, it could be turned into a
On with the Show (Irra Pritiria) Broadhurst, Dec. .13; “Black-Eyed
first rate comedy.
(tryout)
Shubert,
Boston
(22-27) Susan,” Playhouse, Dec. 15;. “PorAn advertising clerk who has (Reviewed in Variety,,: Nov. 10, trait of a Lady,” ANTA Playhouse,
been Winning competitions is used ’54).
(Production will be retitled Dec. 21; “Flowering Peach,” Beas ah unwitting guinea pig by his
“Hit the Trail” for Broadway).
lasco, either Dec. 21 or Dec. 28;
firm because he has the reaction
Pajama Tops (Diana Barrymore, “House of Flowers,” Alvin, Dec. 23;
of
the average, man, Busiriess
Robert
Wilcox)*—
Pabst,
Milwau“Saint of Bleecker Street/’ Broadbooms on his expressed opinion, kee
(22-27); .Blackstone, Chi (29-4) way, Dec.
27; “Silk Stockings,” Imbut then slumps when the hero
(Reviewed in Variety, Nov. 17, perial, Dec.
loses his heart to the film star Wife
30, and “Purple Dust,”
’54).
of the firm’s junior partner, and
Bijou, Jan. 4.
Portrait Of a Lady (Jennifer
pursues her taste instead of his
Upcoming
productions, with no
own. It all works out happily, of Jones) (tryout)---National, Wash. theatres set, include “Hello
(22-4) (Reviewed in Variety, Nov.
course.
Paree,”
“Witness
for the Prosecu
"*
Despite a slow beginning, the 17, ’54).,
“Anastasia,”
“Festival,”
Sailor’s
Delight
(Eva
Gabor) tiori,”
story holds interest and is played
“Grand
Prize,”
“Put
Them All To— Huhtington Hartford,
with experienced touch by C. (tryout)
L., A! (22-4) (Reviewed in Variety gether,” “Plain and Fancy,” “RunDenier Warren /and Jack Melford
ning Mate,” “Painted Days” and
as the ad agency partners, Roberta this week).
School for Brides—-Her Majes- “Desperate Hours.”
Huby,, a revue and film actress, is
ty’s,
Montreal
(22-27);
Only slightly easier situation exStrand,
suitably attractive as the partner’s
wife, while Bruce Gordon, a tv Syracuse, N. Y. (29-1); Klein Aud., ists ih the principal eastern tryout
Bridgeport
(2-4),
cities.
For £xariiple, - the Playthe
young
clerk
favorite, plays
Severi Year Itch (Eddie Brack- wrights Co; is having’ to extend
with an agreeable air 2nd Tessa
Clarke makes a fbrthright person- en)—American, St. L. (22-27); Cass, the tryout tour of Maxwell AnderDetroit (29-4).
ality of the neglected secretary;
son’s “The. Bad Seed” until the
Silk Stockings (Hildegarde Neff,
Flay is well directed by Austin
Don Ameche)-f Shubert, Philly (26r 46th Street, normally a .musical
Clem.
Melford.
house, becomes available with, the

ligion

for

(4-3-54).

SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Beatrice. Lllllo, Globe (11-24-54).
Simon A .Laura, Strand (11-24-54).

.

a very
the seri-

Hlpp.

Witness Prosecution, W. Gard.

Glass- Clock, Aldwych

“One Eye Closed,”

.

Duke York

(9-9*54).
Bell, Book, Candle, Phoenix (10*5-54).
Book of Month; Cambridge (10-21-54),
Both- Ends Meet, Apollo <6-9-54).
(12-1-33).
Boy Friend,

Bookings for future shows are
as follows;

23.
-.

.

lascq).

.

‘Clurman

Theatre-

(23-28).

(Figures denote premiere dates)
After the Ball, Globe (6*10*54).
Airs Shoestring, Royal Ct. (4*22*53).

:

.

ELIA KAZAN

Hilltop

-

Parkway, Balto

’

most creative writing
being done today

—

Ovyen)

inald

—

ford. At Embassy Theatre, .London , Nov.
2, *54; Sl.SO top.
C. Denier Warren
Mr. BarWood’
.... Tessa Clarke.
Ann

‘One of the great crit-

Curran

.

—

Man

three

•

—

London, Nov. 3.
A Welch Ltd, produc-

Warren. Sutton

,

.

,

ard for this ace writing team. Alec
Shanks and Joan Davis have done
smash job of direction and the
latter has devised the dance rouThe expert line of Tiller
tines,
Girls do full justice to them.
Myro.

William Barrow. Directed by Austin

.

‘

Fifth

a

Average

*(29-4).,

f

Dartc Is Light Enough (Katharine. Cornell, Tyrone Power) (try-,
out)—Erlanger, Buffalo. (24-27);
Toronto (29-4),
Royal Alexandr

Comedy sketches by Frank Muir
and Denis Norden are up to stand-

tion

,

’

“My

Tlie

the Alcazar show- $3,750 for 17 performances of John
ing a sf>urt«upwards 6ri excellent Patrick’s “Hasty Heart,” was the
strong
plugs, from straw that broke the b.o.’s back
w.o.m. and
Examiner! columnist Herb Caen.
The closing last Saturday (20)
Both shows closed Saturday (20), ended four years of year-round
Miss Hayes resuming tour.
of
Launching
operation.
their
The Dublin players, in two fourth anni production of “Lady’s
weeks for repertory, opened last Not For Burning” at an invitation,
night (Mon;) at the Geary. “Time
preem was skedded for to.
Out for Ginger” is due Dec. 6 at only
night (Tues.)
the Curran for four weeks, on subThe resident Equity company
scription.
will scatter, Miss Chermick and
Estimates for Last Week
That’s Life, Alcazar ($4-$3.50; Lerman will remain.
1,147). Racked up a $10,500 take
after a weak $9,000 opener, but
still folded Saturday (20); house
Current Stock Bills
is dark*
What Every Woman Knows;
(Nov. 22-Dec. 4)
“TJlat's Life” at

,

;

Phil Park; orchestrations, Billy Ternent

FOLDS AFTER 4 YEARS

Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 23.
San Francisco, Nov. 23.
The legit scene parrowed to two
Six Weeks of offish biz has
shows hete last week with “What. forced' Dorothy Chernuck and
Every Woman Knows” sliding but Omar K. Lerman to fold their
lo;
still profitable in gits fourth week
cal Arena Theatre. Gross of only
ai .thq Curran, -and the Coast revue,

In the front of the program
his billing read, “and co-star-

lated lighthouse keepers.

yW Wj

‘Life'

week.

of revue, in two acts- (15
scenes). Stars Jimmy Edwards-, Tony Hancock, Joan Turner) features Trio Bassi,

production

ARENA THEATRE, ROCH

Hayes $22,000, Frisco;

Columbus, Nov. 23.
Leonard Graves is leading
two lives, at least in the program of “King and I," which
played, the Hartman here last

text to be used at the N. Y.
presentation of
St-

YMHA

(22); Memorial Hall,
(23); Taft, Cincy (24);

Wliat
Every Woman
Knows
(Helen Hayes)—Aud., Portland (23Metropolitan, Seattle (26-4).
.

(Reviewed

Variety

-

,

Sept.

29,

Stravinsky’s “L’Histoire du Soldat” ’54)./
Witness for the Prosecution
Dec. 18, will be based on the adaptation of Stella and Arnold Moss (tryout)— Shubert, New Haven (25that was presented more than a 27); Plymouth, Boston (29-4).
Wonderful Town (Carol Chariyear ago with the Boston Symning) Nixon, Pitt (22-4).
phony Orchestra.

—

In.

Items!

and Greeting

ifir

Tirnea

Cord

Square area—Exduiivi

Exceptional Buy!

136

WEST

Phone:

44th STREET

CO

5-9594

Murat,

MAPLEWOOD, NEW HAMPSHIRE
"In the Heart of the White. Mountai

tion of VarietV, Nov, 3, ’54).

'

Shop.

Colum-

Indianapolis (26); Memorial Aud.,
Louisville (27); American, St. L.
(29-4) (Reviewed in Vaudeville sec-

25);

TOR SALE
Ettablithed

Now

available for summer rentals, .The Maplewood Playhouse seats 600.
The Playhouse is oh the
rounds of th# Maplewood Hotel and its, famous
18 hole golf course is surrounded by hundreds °f hotels in the general area.
opart
Living quarters can be made’ available t . • playhouse and faciliti
.

for inspect!

Contact:
Piccadilly Hotel,

SAM KAMENS. Owner

227 W. 45th

Street,

New

York City

JUdsoh 6-0637

a

,

'MtmATI

Wednesday, November 24^ 1954

Javits’ ‘Anti-Hate’ Drive
Jacob K, .Javits, attorney-general-elect and the- only Republic
can elected on the party's State
ticket in November, revealed in a
press conference at Albany Thursday (18) that one of his four main
objectives will be the launching
of art investigation of “hate” literature, of which “art unusual amount
is arourtd.” Javits, a liberal Re-:
publican several: times sent to
Congress from a supposedly strong
.

.

rivals

of

pistol fire in

plush boxes.

\.

one

.

Edwin Booth and Joe Jefferson
visitors to the Nevada stand,
but Adah Isaacs Menken, purveyor
of VMazeppa/’ was the favorite,
Once, the Comstock Miners pre^,

were

.

sented

Adah with

a bar of silver

bullion worth $2,000,. Wells Fargo’s
Strongest stage coach had to be
specially braced to take the: gift
to the railroad at Reno.
In ifs latter days, David Belasco
York was a stage manager at Piper’s.

district, in New
City, described the literature as
anti-religion,
and
anti-Catholic
an tirJewish. The attorney general's
office can consider and recommend
legislation dealing with the. problem, javits. pointed out.
Several bills, attempting to deal
with the fomenting, of racial and
religious discord were introduced
in the Legislature during recent
years, but none ertierged froin

Democratic

the.

exchanged

in the
audience, including James J. Braddock; Bob Olin and Barney Ross,
Political world dished Out Judge
Samuel DiFalco and Carihine DeSapio, Tammany head.
Miss Raye’s thanks to the boys
Was one of the briefest on record.
She seemed, genuinely touched by
both the rtice and ribald things
the boys said/about her. She didn’t
spend rnuch time on her life, and
As Leonard previously
loves/.
pointed out, it Would have made a
Jose.
helluva long speech;

Helen Hayes

Theatre is now a museum-piece,
and has not lighted for an attrac-

Continued from, page

tion for several decades.

l
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the press just before presstime.
The page one statement went
on to say that with everything
pied, the paper couldn’t possibly
straighten out the type in one day,
nor could it reset it in time. “So
here we are with almost a blank
page one. Sorry. But that’s the
story this week.. We’ll be back next
week with the regular edition,”
Democrat was an eight-page edition/ With the other seven pages
okay.

handling four Curtis publications.
Peter E. Schruth is new ad direc-

"

tor of Holiday.
.

Louis BrOmfield

is

writing the
pn the

script for a ballet based
/life of historical Character

Johnny
AppleSeed (John Chapman). George
Balanchine will choreograph,. ..with,

•

the N. Y. City Ballet to present
a year hence.
Theatre historian Bernard Sobel
points up that “Your (Variety)
coverage of Elsa Maxwell’s stage
career was excellent, but omitted
the most important item; her ap.

*

Religioso Pocket Books
Cross,
publicity
of Grey Advertising, and
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, who does
a tv show on the DuMont Web, have
religioso themes appearing in December via Pocket Books.
Cross edited "A Minute Of
Prayer,” an anthology of prayersfrom all religions plus a calendar
guide to religious holidays. It’ll
be in Cardinal Edition, while
Sheen’s tome, “Peace of Soul/’ is
a reprint through Perma' Books.

Christopher

pearance

chief

.

(N.

H.)

Martha Raya

I

distributed
semiannual
profit-sharing checks totalling $50,349 to 180 newspaper employes

for granted that it would be okay
to have a distaff er. sit besides, him.
She was told that she had. to leave.,
all, this Is a male organiza-

B

nd females are. barred from
aggregate
ership, although they have
the
honored,
during the oig’s lifetime,
fiscal year ended
three ladies of the trade, Blossom
Sept. 30 to a record $96,029.
The total for the past year, Seeley and Sophie Tucker having'
which was the sixth, year in which preceded Miss Raye.
the' UnibnrLeader employes have
Leonard Highlight
shared in the company’s profits,
However, despite these handiwas frtore than $20,000 above the caps, the 400 or so
who paid $5 for
amount handed out for. the precedlthe comparatively skimpy lunching year.
eon had more, than their money’s
worth. Fat Jack E. Leonard hit one
Ripsnprfin* ‘Comstock’
of the highlights of his career in
In “Comstock Commotion’- and
heckling the various speakers. It
“Legends of the Comstock Lode”
one of those afternoons in
(Stanford U;; $2 each), Lucius was
Beebe and Charles Clegg have Which he could Uo^ no wrong.
Every
line from Kinr was a boff.
written a brace of ripsnorters
Phil Silvers emceed the event
about Nevada’s infancy and the
in
an
extremely
pleasant manner.
founding of the Virginia City Territorial Enterprise, newspaper the Al Kelly made a stirring presentatwo men currently edit and pub- tion of a scroll; Only trouble Was,
lish.
nobody Understood him. But he
Illustrated with old photos and was one of the top iaughgetters of
line cuts, the books are paper- the lunch.
Smith & Dale gave a
bound. There are many references recitative of one of their early
to
theatre as it fipurished in routines and it was still good for
Piper’s Open House in Virginia
laughs,
Gene Baylos also went
City and in other frontier playover in a few well-prepared ad
houses. Lola Morttez, Lotta Crablibs, and. Myron Cohen stirred the
tree and the Younger Salvini
receive attention from the writers. audience with a story. One of the
was youthful
Piper’s had
a typical opening straight speakers
night,
western style.
“Money” Morty Gunty, making his bow on
He was smart
starred Julia Dean and Walter the Friars dais;
Leman, and as the house-lights enough, to pay a sincere, brief
dimmed, a couple of well-heeled tribute to a star whom he idolized
Nov.

15,

amount

bringing

distributed

the

-among

'

workers for the

.

.

'

to

show her North Beach Where

I first

.

saw

a

vaude

bill.

all four
arts of "My Merry Oldsmobile.”
“You Are Old, Father William”
the wprmth it ci-eaU'd in. my young doll’s eyes, I might
just as well have been trying td convince the Sphinx that I wasin
the original com party that played /‘The Egyptian” 3,000 years ago.
It was with a similar misgiving that I .went to Phbenjx recently.
I had been invited to address a convention of the Society for Crippled
Children. Thirty years previously 1 had spent some years in Arizona,
I was exiled there for reasons of health.
Phoenix at that time was
a town of about 30.000, a sort of filth- carbpn copy of L.A.
In fact,, the, whole state had about two persons to the square mile
and even towns of half a. dozen buildings were 50 to 75 miles apart.
I toured the state from Nogales on the Mexican border to the Grand
Canyon as guest of George
P. Hunt, w ho was seven times governor.
Today he would be considered too radical to get by the border patrol,
let alone to rate tops among the. gubernatorial goobers.
His sense of humor vva such that after .feuding with mine owners
he sent all of them copies of Upton Sinclair’s>“King Coal” for Christmas. When lie retired, he warned all hands to run the state right or
he would be back and fun it again. He went off to Siam for a year
or two and when he came back Was appalled at the way the state
slipped. So he got out his model T Ford, toured the state and took
liis old job back.
He looked no more like the typical Western governor than a rhino.
He was built like a water barrel, With a weeping walrus moustache,
topped by white hair and a cap. In fact, I never saW him wear anything else. HiS opponents were, tall, Jean, you-all characters and wore
lOrgallon Stetsons. But their 'drawing' power was practically limited
to their own breaths when George. Wobbly Paul Hunt threw his cap
ter assignment she intends to take
ih the ring. Among other things, lie was the father of prison reform.
a complete rest.
“I really mean
He's buried under a small pyramid outside of Phoenix.
it this time,” she insists,
One time he took me from Prescott to the Grand Canyon oh a
road inspection, tour. Along the way he would talk to working stiffs
to find but how the Job was getting on. On this occasion he recognized^
a worker who had Price been a boxer arid had played bit parts in
Hollywood Westerns/ He got In
me sort of jam in Arizona, I think,
Continued from page 1 it was check-kiting, and when lie served his time asked the governor
for a job. Hunt got him one with the highway department.
humdrum announcements of castEmily Post Among the Dudes
ing decisions.
After talking a while, the governor asked the .reformed palooka
Explanation
for
the
relative would lie. like to go with us to the Grand Canyon. And he was. Thenquiet on the Hollywood front is His Excellency got out a sheet, of embossed stationery and had it. tied
that a new type of performer has to the shovel, explaining that this particular road-runner was AWOL,
moved in. The old madcap stars meaning “absent with official leave.”
are gradually dropping out, and
At the Grand Canyon We stopped at the E-I-Tovar, a deluxe dudery
the new crop seems to believe In of the Sante Fe,. and pediculous with protocol. As we entered th
more wo^k and less play.. Impres- dining room, a line of defensive halfbacks boxed off our -extra guest
sion Is also gained that this new and insisted on putting a coat on hi ir>
It was sizes too big: for him..
talent Is' less apt to seek the lime- He felt like a clown without makeup. The governor treated the whole
light than its predecessors. All of episode as a Joke.
Which adds up to better public reBut the next morning as we gathered for breakfast, our ex-pug
lations
for the
industry as a was still seething like Old Faithful./ The headwaiter and his six. Jap
whole, coupled with less excite- bellhops were there with the coat. “Get away, get away,” the highway
ment for the millions whose fan- hand growled. They kept coming at him, coat ready for the capture.
tasies about fabulous Hollywood
He gripped his fists. They edged within striking distance. He let
living are gradually being Shat- them have It. The two went out like lights. The rest backed away.
tered...
We entered the dining room as a team, our hero still in shirtsleeves,
Hollywood antics in the past his dignity as a human being restored. The governor smiled at him.
have provided the nation’s press "Did you. ever read ‘Cashel Byron’s Profession?”’ he asked. The
With Its choicest morsels. Among fighter said no, he hadn’t. “I’ll send it to you. You’d be wonderful
the scandals of recent years have in the part,” added the guv.
Today, things like that are not likely to be repeated. The best
been those Involving Charlie Chaplin,
Ingrid Bergman,/ Rita Hay- people go. around In .practically no clothes, ait all. The Stetson tradiworth, Robert Mitchum and Fran- tion has finally emerged victorious. Howard Pyle, who once was a
chot Tone arid ‘Barbara Payton. Of radio commentator and even managed KTAR, the NBC affiliate, a
10-gallon hat man, ls,now governor. Nine stations spray their sweetlate, the papers have shown less
of an inclination to give, the “star” ness and light over the Salt River Valley. From 30,000 in lriy time,
treatment to every bit player Phoenix has grown to a town of nearly 200,000. It has three tv stations,
and one* possibly named by
ish-fulfijlment Freudian, is called
charged with an offense.
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H’wood So Respectable

.

_KOOL.
The town is really bbpming. .The night I rolled in they were opening
a new drive-in with a double feature (“Living It Up” and “About Mrs.
Leslie/’) The bzorier was named New^/Acres, it brought the number

-

.

wanted

was. the sort of place that served beer and sandwiches amt threw'
eight acts .for free. They were good acts, too. A s kids, the trick
was to watch somebody leaving and slip into h'lS sfeat; and his half-,
finished beer before the waiters got back to the table.
But there was no sign left of this memory of a gay .and Ypniantic
boyhood. Something called LaGuardia Field had completely obliterated
it.
I couldn't even reconstruct the area.
“I remember there was an old Dutch cemetery behind., the scenic
railway/’ I said. “I doubt if the hand of progress would have desecrated
that hallowed spot. Why, even the switchback worked .around it so
as not to disturb it,”
I explored till I found the few tombstones.
Then I .reconstructed
the whole resort and even many of the acts which I remembered had
.played there. In fact, 1
sonie
Urn songs of \the Bison.; City
in

.

2

pleasantness prior to the start of
the dinner. At one of the tables,
was a femme diner, a reporter for
one. of the dailies. One of the lads,
thinking that Miss Ray e shouldn't
be alone in this situation, took it

Union-

Leader

Louis

in

Continued from page

Another Profit Divvy

The Manchester
,

on Broadway

Bromfield’s ‘DeLuxeV’

,

It

i

'

f

practically all of them.

.

.

»»

.

:

’

Frank Scully

Phoeni
Ariz.
Leonard Merrick, a fine actor in his day, /once wrote a story called
“Conrad -In Quest Of His Youth." It. concerned a, sentimental journey
of a character back to his old home town. He managed to work up
a nice flirtation with a doll in a hotel, lobby and they set 8 o’clock
to go out and make a night of it. She was to pick him up in his room.
lie took 40 winks in order to be in good shape for the night’s
adventure. She came to his room, knocked, opened the door, tiptoed
in/ found hirii sprawled on his back, snoring, with his mouth wide
open, gave one look of horror and fled.
On returning from Europe about 20 years, a go with my Scandinavian
bride, I sought to show her the scenes of my childhood. My disillusion
was worse than Conrad’s because the. mutch of progress had obliterated

—
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Beebe reprints an item from the Capital, tiny. Miss Hayes was
Variety concerning his altercation doing her act onstage when Lew
with Hollywood columnist Sidney Fields, who was playing art. enSkolsky, who once alleged that the
gagement at the house with partpublisher Of the Enterprise had
Joe Weber, came backstage to
exchanged fisticuffs with a film ner
pick up his mail.
celeb ori the coast.
an activity
The comedy star stood in the
hotly denied by Beebe.
Down.
wings a few moments to watch the
committee;
show, then remarked to someone
Sheet’s 100th Ann!
Nebraska City News-Press, old- nearby, “Tell that little girl’s
Irish Ban Bemelmans Book
est paper
Nebraska, observed mother that if she Wants her
“Dirty Eddie,” by Ludwig Be- is 100th anrti Sunday (14) with its daughter to go on the stage to
Several
melmans, was among 183 books re- largest edition, a 72-pager. Pub- send her to see me.”
cently banned by’ the Irish Cen- lisher J. Hyde Sweet received a years -later, when Mrs. Catherine
sorship Board. His coirtpany in the congratulatory message fr.onv Pres- Brown took her daughter Helen to
ident Eisenhower.
banned list on this occasion
New York, she followed the advice.
eluded “The Esquire Treasury/'
So Miss Hayes' first appearance
edited by Arnold Gingrich; MisCHAtTER
in New York was as the Little
tinguett’s recently-published autoGood Comics Inic. chartered to Mime in Weber & Fields’’ producbiography, “Mistihguett”; “Nana,” conduct a publishing and printing
tion
of
Victor Herbert’s' “Old
by Emile Zola; “Thais, The Monk’s business in N. Y.
Dutch,” at the old Herald Square
Temptation,” by Anatole France,
Milt
Shapiro
ankled
Martin Theatre, in
1909, With the coi and “Ticket of Leave,” by Georges Goodman Publications for
post
poser conducting the orchestra.
SimenOn.
with the Police Gazette.
Her
other
only
“musical" appearDr. Richard Hayes, former film
Irene Dunne wrote “Christmas
1946-47 Anita Loos
censor who also served on the in Hollywood” for the December ance was th
comedy, “Happy Birthday,” in
Books Appeal Board, has bowed Off issue of Good Housekeeping;
the board and been replaced by
John Masters, author of “Bho- which she sang and danced.
He’s wani Junction,” in Hollywood to
Prof. Jeremiah J. Hogan.
Miss Hayes had planned to take
professor Of English 'Literature at discuss its, filming with Metro.
a sabbatical from legit this seaUniversity College, Dublin.
William W. Johnson, chief of the son; but was persuaded to star in a
southwest bureau of Life and “Helen Hayes Festival” of four
Time Inc., in Dallas, transfers to plays on successive weeks last
No Pied Piper HereBoston next month to become New sumiiier at the Falmouth PlayThe dread of every editor— England bureau chief.
house,' Coonamessett, Mass.
She
pied front page-^-Occtirred this
Richard G. Hubler and Cowardweek in Glenville, W„ Va., and the McCann have signed contracts for subsequently agreed to do one of
weekly Democrat went to -bed with a novel about the west,, entitled the shows, “What Every Woman
tlig
only a masthead and an explana- “The Pass,” to appear around the Knows” for 10 weeks
tion for the near-blank page. The Spring of 1955, This will be Huh- Coast, and the Barrie play and
‘'Wisteri
Trees”
for
weeks
two
big. news in the community, the ler’s fifth published novel.
explanation stated, happened in
Edward C. Von Tress, ad direc- each during the coming winter
the
printing
shop tor of Holiday mag, upped to drama season at the N.Y. City CenDemocrat’s
when the page form was pied en veepee ancL exec director of ad- ter.
route from the makeup room to vertising for Curtis Publishing Co.,
As soon as she finishes the lat'

77

There

since he could remember.
was a collection of pings

5=55

Continued front page

2

based on the Charles Lindbergh
book.
It will start shooting next
spririg, also for Warner release.
The filmization of Hemingway’s
"The Old Man and the Sea,” is

slated for production

a; year hence,
with Spencer Tracy as star.
Hayward’s recent serious illness
forced him to drop plans to bring
the Mary Martin musical revival of
“Peter Pan” to Broadway, and the
star’s
manager-husband Richard
Halliday took over the project. The
producer has no legit plans, but
says he’d do a show if he found a
script he was “crazy about.”
He’s
not interested in tv production for
the immediate, future,
Hayward will headquarter on the
Coast for the next few months,
with periodic visits to New York.

those catering to, al frfescb enleftai merit up to 14. That’s hot
counting a drive-in church where the worshipers take it all sitting
in their cars, with receivers at their ears, or the hundreds of
If the next
drive-iri eateries which seem more common than in L.A;
generalion can walk at all, it will be a miracle.
Of the older cinematic stalls, 12 were still open as ,tihe fall season
of

down

.

opened and

them

selling airconditioning as vvell as entertaihrtient.
“Gone With the Wind" was playing both inside and outside,
and it was sort of cute to read, that “Wind” was still con,sidered so
hot after all these years It had- to be “cooled by refrigeration/’
Fresh releases of fresh pictures were everywhere evideht. “A Star
I? Born” at the Fox Was already on a grind policy of four shows a
day, starting at; 11,25 a.ni. “The Black Shield of Falworth/' starring
Tony Curtis and his wife Janet Leigh, had art author’s plug which,
considering the proximity of the gubernatorial elections, Demos deemed
highly suspect. “Storming. from the pages of Howard Pyle’s great
rtovel/- it ran, ‘Men of Iron’ in Cinemascope.”
It wasn’t, of course, the, same Howard Pyle who was running for
reelection as governor, but how were the peasants to know that without
old George Wylie Paul Hunt to tell them?
Certainly I couldn’t tell them, I was present to talk to the delegates
of the Society For Crippled Children as the guinea pig: that made
all

of

.

good.

)

)

;

CHATTER
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clude “Human- Desjre” (Col), “Arrowhead” (Par), “Ride Clear of
Diablo” (U), “Portrait of Jenny”
Gloria de Haven to Dallas.
(SRO), “Executive Suite” (M-G)
Pore Schary laid, up with virus.
and “Elephant Walk” (Par).
Joan Shawlee planed in from
West Berlin authorities turned London,
down an offer of Dynamo Moscow
David Levitt back to work after
to play against an
International, here last week for (Football team)
all-Berlin Soccer team (including long Illness.
the royal command screening of
Robert Wagner hospitalized with
Berlin’s OlymBerlin)
West
at
East
“Beau Brummell.”
an ear infection.
Important show biz contingent pic Stadium later this month.
Russell. Holman
in town for
Schiller Theatre preemed Wouk’s
sailing to New York Op the Queen
Paramount
Gerhuddles.
12
“The
Caine
Mutiny.”
Over
Elizabeth includes George Black,
Gonzales Gonzales to Louisville
Noel Coward, Jack Buchanan and man. cities have obtained performing rights to this play so far. Aside for the Cerebral Palsy show.
Raymond Massey.
Michael Hill, former Manches- from Berlin, preems already have
Otto Lang checked in at 20thtaken
place in Munich and Hamhis
authored
staffer,,
Guardian
ter
Fox after, three months in Europe,
burg.
first play, “Love Goes for Six,”
John Payne to Roanoke, Va„ to
which has its tryout at the Felixspend
Thanksgiving
with
his
stowe Theatre Club.
inptherl
*
A new radio series on the Lyon
Bob
Hope
returned from the
family, comprising Ben: and Bebe
Royal Command Performance In
By Ramsay Anies
and their two children, Barbara
London.
37-22-00
and Richard, starts on the BBC
( Castellana-Hilton;
John Farrow hosted officers and.
light program Dec. 2.
Cesar Ardavin, who will direct
Michael Myerberg in town for “Maria Coronel,” says that Jen- men of the British warship New
Glasgow.
confabs with Robert S. Wolff, the nifer Jones and Henry Vidal, will
John Ireland and Don Budge
RKO-Radio topper in London, on be his stars,
organizing the Paradise Valley
preem of “Hansel and Gretel”
Antonio Vilar, who four years
Racquet
Club.
beTivoli
just
the
which opens at
ago made “Don Juan” opposite Anfore Christmas.
Pat O’Brien to Louisville to
nabella for Chapalo Films, returns
formerly to Madrid next month, after a year emcee a .telethon for under-priviFierstone,
George
drummer in the Palladium Sky- of film-making in Argentine.
leged children.
rockets Orch, who*now has his own
Vanessa Brown Will entertain
Jose Iturbl in Madrid again, his
quintet, makes his radio and telesoldiers of the Sixth Army at
the
time
as
Hilton.
a
guest
of
sixth
He will
vision debut next month.
Yuma
and Barstow.
Paquita Rico and singer Angelillo
be on “Club Piccadilly,” a radio
Prince Axel of Denmark guest
have started starring, chores in pro- of honor at
feature; Dec. 4.
Universal under ausBenito
ducer
Perojo’s
“Suspiros
de
Ed Sullivan, in town, last week to
pices of the AMPP,
film “Moby Dick” interviews for Espana."
Film cartoonists tossed a party
Every year'Spanish mag Triunfo for Walter Lantz to celebrate hi
his “Toast of Town,” has agreed
to devote a Sunday night feature throws a gala thOatHcal function to 25th year at Universal,
next May to the “John Huston present its awards for “firsts” in
George Gobel will entertain at
Story”* which will include excerpts films. The 1954 edition at Madrid’s the Publicists Guild’s eighth
from the director’s films arid in- Teatro RiaRo was a brilliant affair, nual Panhandle Dinner.
clude live appearances of all avail- with all the glitter of a Hollywood
Ava Gardner leaves Thanksgivpreem. Prize for the best foreign ing Day on a world tour to plug
able stars.
actress went to Leslie Carim (for “The Barefoot Contessa.”

don and Milan.
Audrey Hepburn, Mel Ferrer,
Broadway
back from Holland by air after
The Queen and the Duke of EdDebbie Reynolds returned to the Dutch flood relief fund drive,
inburgh paid a surprise visit to the
Coast.
Pepe Iglesias, “El Zorro,” heads
LeRoi Scarlett, vet thespian, un- new show at Open Gate Club which Casino last Nov, 317 to see Cinederwent major surgery at his home also is featuring chanteUse Michele rama.
Arthur M. Loew, prez of Loew’s
in Bay Pines, Fla.
'

Richard.

Rosalind Courtright repeats at
the Maisonette of the St. Regis
Hotel starting Dec. 2.
Judy Garland, accompanied by
husband-producer Sid Luft, re^
turned to the Coast this week.

“From Here to Eternity” (Col),
continues to hold local biz lead,
against a strong second from “Mogambo” (M-A).

.

“Three Coins

-

in

Fountain”

.final-

Ty playing Trevi Theatre, a second-

Music publisher Bill Simon back runner, three, steps from pic’s Treat his New York desk after a pro- vi Fountain location.
Mario Brando recipient of Italmotion trek through New England.
George Murphy back to Holly- ian Film Critics prize for “Waterafter his stint as toastmaster
the Motion Picture Pioneers
banquet.
Phil Baker and Bert Wheeler

wood

front”

at

preem

at.

special

florid-relief

at Fiaipma Theatre.
“Black Widow,” locally shot pic

Roc and Massimo

starring Patricia

plan breaking in their new act at Serato, in title conflict with 20thr
the Hojlenden Hotel, Cleveland, Fox recent release by the same
handle.
before Las Vegas bookings..
Paulette Goddard, at MontecaLoew’s international prexy Ar- tini spa, joined by Katharine HepAmerica
Latin
and
Loew
thur M.
burn
who jttst Wound up work on
regional director Maurice Silver- “Summertime” for Ilya. Lopert in
stein back from Barcelona and

4

Venice.

London.
Newly outfitted 4 Fontane TheaEddie (& Renee) Root, now sepa- tre opened by impresario Remigio
rated legally from his dancing; Paone with new show, starring
partner-wife Renee, managing tire Billi and Riva, titled “We’re. AH
hew Don Pallini dance studio on Doctors.”
East 83d. St.
Mayo and Michael
Virginia
O’Shea arrived in New York MonMayo will be “queen”
Miss
(22),
day
By Gene Moskowitz
Of Macy’s Thanksgiving Day parade
(28. Rue Hucfiette-Qdeon 49-44
tomorrow. (Thurs.J.
Jacques into, the new
FrereS
Dick Rubin, an MCA veepee, Rose Rouge nitery show.
weds Elayne Terker tomorrow
James L. Riehman, of BBS Recat
ceremony
(Thurs.) in a private
ords, here as talent sprig scout for
Temple Emanu-El; reception fol- the company plus setting, up an
lows at. the Savoy-Plaza.
outlet for. BBS disks!
The Bond Clothing sign featurLarry Adler will dp the musical
ing the w.aterfall and the nudes score, and play it, for a German
of Adam & Eve, which had a six- pic. “Master of Life And Death,”
year run, is being demolished by With Maria Schell. It is directed
Douglas Leigh for construction of by Victor Vieas.
a new spectacular.
Robert arid Raymond Hakim will
John Masters, author of “Sho- do anqther version of Victor
wani Junction,” to the Coast oyer Hugo’s “The Hunchback of Notre
confabs with Dame” in Technicolor, and In the
the. weekend for
Metro producer Pandro S. Berman new Gallic anamorphriscope proand director George Cukor on the cess, CinepanOramic.
Jean-Pierre Aumont and Marla
filming of the book.
Mauban working days, on pic “18
Pietro Scarpini,. Italian pianist
D’Escale” (18 Hours StopHeures
the
who made his U S. bow with
over}, while devoting their evenN.Y. Philharmonic two weeks ago, ings in their respective legiters,
(27),
Saturday
home
is leaving for
“Carlos Et Marguerite” ‘and “Cateafter being re-signed for next year.
rina,”
He’ll also do a tour then, as soloist
Rene Clement’s next directorial
with several other orchs.
stint will be a film adaption of
boniface
Quattrocciocchi,
Nickey
Jean Giono’s. “L’Hussard Sur Le
his
of El Borracho, celebrated
Toit” (The Soldier On The Roof).
birthday with the “publication” of Roger Leenhardt and Clement will
a humorous booklet on “noneti- do the screenplay, and It will go
quette,” with the former, silent into production this season,
filmster-turried-restauranteur posRoger Ferdinand’s new play, "II
ing for his own mugg shots.
N’Y A Pas D’ Age Pour L'Amour”
D. L. Cornetet, exec veepee of (There Is No Age For Love, will
Civic Concert Service and veepee preem here In April, with Pierre
of National Concert & Artists Blanchar and daughter, DominiCorp., will retire from active busi- que Blanchar, as the stars.
They
ness effective Dec. 31, after- 24- play father and daughter in the
He’ll, continue piece also.
years with Civic.
both.
of
on the board of directors
Preston Sturges will act as suThe Stanley Theatre, which pervisor on special version' of
usually shows Soviet pix, will make Marcel Pagnol’s new pic, “Lettfes
way for a capitalistic bank. Builder- De Mon Moulin” (Letters From MY
Maidmah has Mill) for U.S, distrib. Film will
Irving
investor
bought the realty parcel at 41st. be cut from its present threerhour
& Seventh Ave. for construction length, with Sturges doing the subThom&s Brandon Is distriof a four-story building to be titles.
occupied entirely by the banking buting In the U. S.
:

;

1

i

institution.

David B, Whalen sends word
frpm South Dakota’s Black Hills-rBy Lary Solloway
“on the way to Wyoming and then
Ed Weiner appointed national
on out to the northwest and British Columbia” that he’ll be home publicity rep for new Balmoral
in N.Y. Dec. 15 after a pre-Xmas Hotel.
The Louis B. Mayers spent sevseason '’trek of some. 60 one-nighters with client Christopher Lynch, eral weeks here,' sunning and visit-

,

Dinah Kaye now helming
Cloister

Inn

indefinitely,

bill at,

with

at Universal Studios last week.
Edgewater Beach Hotel’s Marine
Dining Room shuttered for remodelling last weekend and is
slated to reopen by New Year’s

Nov, 18-20.
Jessica Tandy arid Hume Cronyn
bring dramatic revue, “Face to
Face,” to Academy of Music for
night and a matinee show, Dec. 3-4.
Metopera opened its 70th Philadelphia season at Academy of
Music (23) with “Andrea Chenier,”

Affairs

of

1955.”

Bill

Includes

Five Keys and Sonny Payne.

F.

Hawkins

revue, “I Saltimbanchi,” here.
Errol Flynn flew to Madrid for
Roman swing.
Gina Lollobriglda back in Rome
after multiple trips to U. S.» Lon-

brief stay following

cial radio transcriptions for the
National Society for Crippled Chil-

dren and Adults.
Billy Daniels hosted a party for
the Australian press corps covering Hollywood, in advance of his:
10-day tour of Australia early next
:

month.

Europe’s

first

drive-in operation

opened

A

By Emil W. Maass

in Nuernberg (Nuremberg).
Lili Marlene Cliib, featuring

The Desert Foxes, 32-piece brass
(Grosse Schiffgvsse 1 A; Tel
orch of former German Africa
A-45045)
Korps members,: opened downtown
head speakers
Comedian Armin Berg after long by Otto Friedrich Behnke, owner
author
and
panel at annual book
tour back in his hometown.
of a string of Hamburg restaurants
show sponsored by the Jewish
Gottfried Reinhard in Salzbiirg arid nightclubs.
Times Institute, Bellevue-Strat- shooting the comedy pic, “Rosa“Canaris,” a film about the life
ford, Dec. 7,.
linde.”
of Admiral Wilhelm Canaris, GerCharles Strakosch, manager of
Rudolf Saar and Josef Strauss many’s' military espionage boss,
manas
doubling
Forrest Theatre,
elected presidents of Vienna Maen- under Hitler who was killed in a
ager of Erlanger, which reopens ner Gesang society..
German concentration camp in
Nov. 24 for “House of Flowers”
Oldest provincial cinema ih Aus- connection with the -1944 plot on
four-week run.
tria, at Weis, Upper Austria, in^ Hitler’s
life,
has been finished
Philadelphia Orchestra will stage stalled Cinemascope.
here. Directed by Alfred Weidenfree concert in Convention Hall
Rudolf Karripe inked by Salzburg mann and produced by F. A.
Nov. 29 for 1,000 mayors attending festivals to conduct next season’s Mainz, pic stars O, E. Hasse in th«
American Municipal Congress, Nov. Hans Pfitzner opera, “Palestrina.” title role.
...
28-Dec, 1 with Eugene Ormandy
Burgtheatre star Albin Skoda
Michael Jary, German songconducting.
nixed offer to play “De Fuehrer,” writer, back from U.S., announces
saying his admirers would object. he sighed contract with RKQ for
composer - conductor German-American production of
American
Lee Shannon Will direct American “Long Live the King." Jary said'
sponsored Red White Red Radio Frank Tashlin was picked as direcBrescia
By Matty
concert Dec, 11.
tor, and leads would be played by
Don Glasser at Peabody’s Hotel
Marcel Prawy signed by Red- Patricia Medina, Lizabeth Scott
Skyway for two weeks.
White-Red
Radio
to produce Amer- and French star Louis Jourdan-or
Ralph Flanagan orch in here ican operettas; starts out With
and
Finaricing
Steve Cochran.
for a one-nighter Dec. ?1 for St.
“South Pacific.”
profits of the film will be on
Christopher Guild benefit.
Austrian
painter
Oskar KoCathy Bauby,. WMCT /fashion koschka to be in charge of sets of 50-50 basis between RKO and
Michael - Jary - Productions, Hamexec, readying new model agency
next year’s Salzburg festival pro- burg,
here along with daily tv Chores.
duction Of “Magic Flute.”
Paul Molloy, Commercial Appeal
Austrian actor Eric Frey off to
radio-tv columnist, now batting out
Munich to play in “Eternal Waltz”
his daily, pillar at home during
Ireland
and “Louis II.” In both pix he
starring Zinka Milanov and Mario

Del Monaco.
Ilka Chase

will

.

.

.

his

.

wife’s

illness.

Killebrew

Bill

and

Charley

Sullivan, radio-tv actors here, noto
doing three-hour daily deejay stint
over
Memphis indie.
Cecil Beaver,
skipper,
just checked back here after a
major league / baseball powwow
with baseball bigwigs in N. Y. last

WHHM.

WHHM

plays the role of Emperor Francis

Joseph

By Maxwell Sweeney
Marie Conriiee pacted by Longr-

I.

ford

Productions

for

upcoming

tour.

Stanley Illsley,
Productions, over

.

IUsley-McCabe
to London to

By Les Rees
gander new plays.
Sonny Land Trip into Augie’s
Dublin Globe Theatre staged
week.
hotel.
Daiton
Trumbo’s “The Biggest
St.
Paul Flanie ““bolding over
Stei
Bill
skipper for Sonia.
Thief in Town” Nov. 21.
Henie’s iceshowf ended terrific Herb Fields orch,
Cummings in for re^
Constance
Russell Nype contlnuirig at Hotel
season at Birmingham last week;
hearsals of. Hilton Edward’s proRadisson Flame Room.
show racked up healthy b.o, here;
*
By Florence S. Lowe
Rihe’s “Not for
of
Elmer
duction
Festival
here
London’s
Ballet,
and drew rave notices.
George Murphy in town eriroule
ights,
drew mixed Children.”
for three
.from a trade pow-wow in Atlanta,
reviews.
Michael MacLiammoir has new
Ga.
Minneapolis Symphony orch's comedy ready for production, “A
Playwright Maxwell Anderson
Rochester, Minn;, concert series Slipper for the Moon,” ready for
here all last week 'to doctor liis
By Hans Hoehn
racked /ftp sale of 1,200 season launching;
probably
preem at
Broadway-bound drama, “The Bad
Phone:, 76r02-64>
tickets.'
Dublin Gate, Dec. 25.
Seed.”
WB announced it will soon start Vince McKnight here ahead of Tennessee Williams’s “The Glass
Raymond Massey narrates a new: releasing German films in this “Moon Is Blue,” Lyceum underMenagerie” skedded for airing by
Marine Corps, short based on the country.
line, Twofer “Models in Season”
Radio Eireann with Jack Aronson
history of recently dedicated I wo
“Caine Mutiny” (Col), which was set for Lyceum fortnight opening and Mary Rose MacMaster in the
Jima statue.
preemed several weeks ago at Jan. 10.
leads.
De. Castro Sisters, nitery and Marmorhaus, currently running at
Closing of “Saint Joan” another
disc eharitooseys; and tv singer the Studio and 30 nabe. houses.
blow for attractioriless Lyceum,
Andy Williams, highlighted annual
Dr Hana Hass, Germany’s un- local legit house, where, it was
Seattle
Father-Daughter dinner of National derwater film specialist, arrived in bobked for Feb. as a Theatre
Press Club.
Duesseldorf
where h is latest Guild subscription season offering.
Johnny Ace orch and Willa May
Edgar Bergen pinchhit for Bob film, “Unterriehmen Xarifa,’’ was
Chirper Mimi Benzell giving Thornton into China Pheasant.
Hope, national life chairman of launched.
a concert this week at Devils Lake,
Paramount Theatre here didn’t
United Cerebral Palsy, to present
There won't be any UFA feature N. D,, where her brother is a farm renew license for stageshows! Plant
a
bronze plaque to American film production in the near future, equiprnent company zone manager only pix in future.
Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatre and at least not as long as the for- and a member of St. Olaf Lutheran
Metropolitan Theatre to be razed
proxy Leonard Goldenson, presi- mer UFA property has not been church choir which will bb used after run of Helen. Hayes in “What
dent of UCP^ince its founding in returned to private hands.
as a background for several of her Every
Woman Knows” doses
1949.
Latest U. S, pix preems here In- numbers.
Dec. 4.
;
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(Archimede 145)
Walter Chlari opened' his new

hospital for crippled Chil-

Dennis Morgan made two spe-

celona Theatre.

;

Rome
By Robert

a

dren.

just finished directing and starring
in “Saint Joan of Arc” at. a Bar-;

,

Regal Theatre is sporting the
-^only stageshow in town this week
only with Larry Steele’s “Smart

tion,

.

•

sans floorshows.

Greer Garson made a trailer for
GOnzales Warm Springs Founda-

-

tne Irish tenor who now lives in ing relatives.
Ireland and “commutes” in for his
Felix Young back In town, to
dates after a 10-year U. S. resi- ready his swank L’Aiglori for a
dence.
mid-December opening.
Hal Wallis and “Rose Tattoo”
company shooting scenes in Key
West near author Tennessee Williams' .winter home.
Bob Hope and Pat O’Brien In
Huge new Fontainebleau Hotel
town for De La Salle alumni will host press arid column byshindig.
liners- junketing therri in from all
“CaminO Real” being performed points around the country-—for five
for first time in Chi by Wright day preem beginning Dec. iff, Leo
Morrison appointed N. Y. rep for
Junior College.

Ralph Sharon on the. keys.
Milt Gabler, Decca a&r chief,
and' arranger Sy Oliver here for
Georgie Shaw’s recording session

foreign actor,
“Lili")
and., best
Montgomery Clift (for “Place in
Sun”).
Jerry Gaghan
A tragic note marred producDallas Gerson, co-owner of Latin
tion on Cifesa’s “Lb Que Nunca
Casino, purchased side interest in
Muere”
(That- Which Never Dies),
a nursing home.
Dave Miller, head of Essex Rec- young star Mercedes de la Aldea,
moving too close to the propeller
ords, signed Billy Butterfield to a
of an! airplane being used in her
contract with his label.
Tony Bennett clicked strongly in death scene, arid she was killed.
It- vvas the last day’s shooting for
was
brought
Sciolla’s
week, at
and
back for an additional three days, the; 22-year-old actress; who had

By
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was adscript secretary for with the Dallas Symphony Orch,
died Nov. 13 in San Angelo, Tex.
many top network shows.
’Besides her husband, radio-tv
She

rn

also

writer Ed
daughter.

1

James,

she.

a

leaves

Continued from page 2

Julie’ Wilson to Barron Polan,
Arlington, Va., Oct. 18. Bride is a.
Standing Jr., stage and singer and actress; he’s a' talent
Nov. 14 in
m* agent. and her. longtime personal
died tiuvt
ui^u
actor,
screen auiui
aticcii
Two of Perlman plays, ^ .My Reseda, Cal. He had beeh in retire- manager.
Company _ and Broken _Chai
nient because of illness since his
Marilyn Maxwell to Jerry Davis;
1
produced on
in
appearance
Broadway
last
/J
New York, Nov, 21. Bride is .a film
1927
a n d
1929,
Michael Todd’s “Up in Central
a screen writer,
Besides ymting several other Plays p ar^" He was the son of the late actress; he’s
Vera-Ellen to Victor Rothschild,.
h® u c(>mRiled and edited a book, Sir Guy standing.
The Movies on Trial, in 1936.
His wife and a son, Guy Standing North Hollywood, Nov. 20, Bride
is an actress.
Surviving are a son,* a. sister, a jji
brother.
Mitzi Gaynor to Jack Bean, San
Francisco, Nov. .18, She’s a screen
ROBERT E. MILASCH A
nbivnnl A KT
'
Robert E. Milasch, 69, pioneer actress; lie’s i public relations._
Edith; Friedman, 56, radio antf scrjg en actor, died of uremic poiNancy Moore to Carlton Painter,
concCrt pianist,, died Nov. 17 in son j n g> Nov. 14 at the Motion Durham, N. C„ Nov. 12. Bride’s
New. York Mter a long ulness. She pjc re epuntry Home in .Cali- the sister of Dewey Moore, manStudied in Europe under a Juilliard f orn i a> starting with, the old Edison ager of Melrose Theatre in Pitts
Fellowship and appeared in- eOn- Co. he had been in pictures for 52 bui'gh.
certs there and in the Orient.
-years-:. -until, his retirement, three
Anne Gullarid to George A.
In the U.S. Miss Friedman had J ears agoTaylor, Edinburgh, No y; 12. He’s
appeared as a soloist- with ‘ the
Surviving''
and two son of George Taylor, w.k; exhib
Pittsburgh Symphony, the. Bam- s i s ters
and foririer prexy of Scot CineSymphony, - the Mozart
berger
matograph Exhibs’ Assn.
Symphonietta and the Philadelphia
WILLIAM
G. MACDONALD
Sandra King to Gibson Harper,
ears
"than
20
Oi’chestra. For more
y
William
techG.
MacDonald,
61,
she had a weekly program on radio nical director, died Nov. 13 in Glasgow, Nov. 17. Bride is daughter of Sir Alexander Boyne King,
station WEVD, N.Y.
Hollywood, after a long illness,. He Scot cinema leader.
Surviving are her mother, a siswas with Harold. Lloyd for 20 years
Gaby
brother.
Carrillo
.

MORONI OLSEN
Moroni Olsen, 65, actor and director, was. found dead Nov. 22 in.
his apartment in Los Angeles. Police attributed his death, to natural
causes. Born in Ogden, Utah, lie.
attended Utah U, and while there
organized a repertory theatre.
Olsen appeared in a number of
Broadway productions, including
his debut role as Jason in Euripides’ ‘Medea,” “Iphigenia,” “Mary
of Scotland,” “Romeo and Juliet,”
and “The Barretts of Wimpole
Street.” For seven years he toured
the Northwest with his own company, ;and had also played oh the

,

^

.

•

’

^

'

;

,

his first screen appear-

1935 Version

in the

,

,

circuits.

of “The Three Musketeers.” He
had major character roles in more
than 30 motion pictures including
“The Plough and the Stars,” “The
“Ait
and
Story,"
Washington
Force.” At his death he was directing “Trelawney of the Wells,”
,

'

.

scheduled for a December production at the Pasadena Playhouse.

ter

and a

and later was associated with
Metro, General Service studios and
ALBERT Ei DALB
Motion Picture Center.
Albert E; Dale, 64, former editor
His wife and two daughters
EDDIE CLARK
Telegraph
of the- Pittsburgh Sun
Eddie Clark, .75, actor, play- and onetime public relations di* survive.
wright arid ASCAP member, died rector for NBC, died .of, a heart
CORNELIUS PEEPLES JR.
b( a heart attack Nov. 18 in Holly- attack Nov. 21 on hi$ farm at SkillCornelius
Peeples
radiowood. Opening his career on the man, N. J. He resigned as Sun
_ u Jr., 34,
..
. ..
XT
stage more than 60 years- ago, he Telegraph editor last Jan. 1 after tv actor,, died in Chicago Nov. 15,
He had worked professionally
wrote a play, “Relations,” in 1927, suffering two heart 'attacks;
and appeared in it for more than a
Dale, who began his career with since he was 10, specializing in kid
year on Broadway.
the Associated Press in Albany, and clown roles. He appeared on
Clark moved to Hollywood in N Y in 1911/ first joined the Sun such network tv shows as ABC’s
1928 and opened a dramatic school Telegraph in .1936. He left the “Super Circus,
Mother and tliree brothers surwhere Paul Gregory was one of paper in 1940 to go with NBC but
viVe,
For the. last decade returned in 1951 as editor;
his pupils.
two
and
Clark had been one of the screen’s
Wife
his
Surviving are
.

.

;

1

busiest

bit

peared on
Father” tv
shown.
?

players. He- last apseveral “Life With
subjects, still to be
.

survived by his wife and
daughter.

He

is

THEODORE

B.

SAYRE

Theodore B. Sayre, 79, author
and playwright, died Nov. 20 ini
New York after a brief illness. A
native of New* York, he. saw his
first play, “The Wife of Willoughby,” produced at the Lyceum Thethe turn' of the
century. His later plays included
Derry,” “Eileen
“O’Neill
of
Asthore,” and “Edmund Burke,”
with Chauncey Olcott appearing in
Sayre also wrote “Tom
all three;
Moore,” “Wearing of the Green,”
“Marton Lescaut,” “The Commanding Officer,” “The Bold So jer Boy”
and “The Son of Carley croft,”
taken from one of his three novels.
For a number of years he was a
play reader for producer Charles
atre, N. Y. before,

;

Frohman.
Surviving

are

and

his

wife

D.

HALE

a

sister.

JESSE CIMBERG

sons.

EMIL

H,

SCHULTE

Gwen

Delano,

radio-tv

actress,

gram

ROBINSON

P.

and

died Nov. 20 in
She was an organizer

for seven, years,.

James R. Dalgleish,

76,

27.

music

inin

architect
and playwright. died -struetpr at Bennington College
Nov. 21 in Hingham, Mass. Prima!&fjL S?nn architect,nrhliifonf
Via was
\iroc*
of one
ntl A 'NOV* 16* I0SS tilSIl 3. VI 6Gk 3lt6L D6*
rily an
he
at
time associated with Prof. George ing stricken with infantile parP. Baker at Harvard and' Yale U-.s
as a technical adviser on play proNathan W. Cook, 70, .national
duction; Four of his plays; “Skysales and promotion manager of
lark,” “Brook,” “Artistic Tempera
ment” and “Be Your Age,” were radio station WlBX, Utica,' N: Y.,
since 1938, died Nov. 19 i
that
'

•

produced on Broadway,

HERBERT

72, stage;, film

Hollywood.
Of the American Federation of'
Radio Artists and later became its
executive secretary. She appeared
on “The Lone Ranger” radio pro-

Survive.

THOMAS

*>V"

'

-

New

Zealand

.

ill

for six

months

Marty Ford, 54, stage and screen
actor for 30 years, died Nov. 12 in
Hollywood; Survivors are a. daugh
ter and his brother, actor James
Ford.
Proudlovc, 44,
Empress Theatre,
Edmonton, Alta,, died Nov. 7 in
that city after a long illness. Surviving are his wife and two, sisters,
(Jack)
of the

K

arl Kroeck, 54, retired sohgWriter, died Nov. 1 1 in Southampton, L. I.
native of Milwaukee,
he is survived by his wife, a
(daughter, a brother arid a Sister.

.

SR.

I

Janies ,C. Chambers, 75, a Vetcomposer and professor of music
eran member of IATSE, Local No..
at Queens College, N. Y.
died
L^ uis v H®.'
Nov, 21 in New York after a short
b
f
seve
illness. He was best known in the
v~?rc
He. woiked in °L
insny St.,
U. S. for his later works, including yeais.
an adaptation of Mussorgsky’s JLouis theatres, most recent ones
b6i
6
“Boris Godunov,!’ which was perA ^ cln
%a« S « y j
11
formed by the Met in 1952.
Thontvo
M r wife and daughter
His
Among Rathaus’ other works Theatie.
were ballets, chamber music, also survive.
choral music arid songs. He was
.

^

^

'

vice-president of the International
Society for Contemporary Music
and a member of the Polish Acad
einy of Arts & Sciences in New

York.
Surviving are his wife; a son and
a brother.

GEORGE

PERLMAN

DYE

J.

J.

Perlman,

72,

of.

station

WTOP,

.

Theatre,,

Other speakers, at the affair i
George Hoover, Intef nationChief /Barker of Variety Clubs;
Jack Fruchtman, outgoing Chief
Barker of the D. C. Tent, and Alvin
rided

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Vic Powell, daughPittsburgh, Nov. 13. Father's a

musician; mother is Lu Claire, a
dancer;
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wenneker,
•daughter,
Pittsburgh,
Nov.
15.
Mother’s Lu Beery, Pitt Playhouse
actress; father is a drama 16901161

',

Mr. and Mrs

Q. Ehrlich, who will be chief bark-,
er next year. More than 600 at
tended the dinner.

Fisher and Miss Reynolds Wer

due in Washington Friday night for
a cocktail parly by the
distributor in / this area. However,
their plane was weathered in and
they didn’t reach Washington Until
Saturday '".'afternoon, Irving Berli
also due l 6 fly in -t’ or/ the. party and
dinner, Was grourided in California

RCA

Alex Levin, son,
Youngstown; Q„ Nov. 16. Mother's
Shirley Br \vn^ an actress.
Mr.
rid
Mrs. Cecil Maiden;
daughter,. La Mesa, Cal., Nov; 16.
Father is a screen writer.
and unable to make either. Still
Mr. and- Mrs: Richard. While, another c-xpected gufest, RCA and
son; Chicago, Nov, 15. Father Vis NBC yice'-presideiit Manie- Sachs,
publicist for Conrad Hilton Holer v/as prevented froi
alcing it by
in that city;
mother is former illness.
Patti Keefe, tv producer.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Marx, soft,
Los Angeles, Nov. 14, Father is
head of Trend Records.
Mr., and Mrs. Jackie Bright, son,.
Coiit
affie 2
New York; Nov. 8. Father is president of the , American Gq^ld of for no
union., The NLRB' election
Variety Artists;
entitle; ;WGA to jurisdiction over
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Gumeny;. son, network; package
.producer and
New York; Nov.’ 17, Father’s a tv sponsor-hired
'

,

i

'

..

aefor; mother is.Gertru.de Tonoich,
an actress,

scribblers.

WGAW

in
the
lriearilim
elected Richard Breen its. first
Mr. and Mrs. Porter W, Van prexy.
Also elected, there wer
Zandt, son,. Nov. 22, N. Y.. Father,
Paul Franklin, veep;' Curlis Kenis a legit stage manager.
yon, sccl.-ti'cas.; and Jules Epstei
Mr. arid Mrs, Jack Barry, son. Sonya Levien, Ronald
MabDougall
New York,. Nov, 22/ Father's, a and Frank Nugent, council
trusradio-t\r, producer
enicee; tees,
and
will hold similar elecmother is actress Marcia V^n
tions on Dec. 15.
Dyke,
Also on the Coast, final voting
for members to the. three branch
,

.

:

.

,

WAGE

boards radio, screen and Ivv^was
concluded. There were 1 6 Writers
to
each, of the branch,

Royal Film Choice

elected,

boards.

Continued from page 2

Lord Chamberlain

to

Four amendments To" the constiwere proposed recently by.
oiie of which met opposition from Dick Powell,, who. was

ensure that

tution

the film was suitable for the occasion, the second should be chairman of the Critics’ Circle and the
third should he someone within
the industry unconnected with any
production 'or distribution orgarii-.

WGAW,.

,

once high

.

archy.

In his letter to the Telegraph.
'

.

that;

it.

is

the rival
to

TWA

which

hier-

he, ob-

Communists or
those who refuse to testify regarding such alleged affiliation befor
a Congressional committee from
membership. Powell, who
reportedly got little support in his
opposition, said the. amendment
“would be setting writers against
writers” by dint of a “loyalty
board.”
isn’t acting on. two of the
Coast amendment proposals, one of
Which
concerns
the
Commies.
did not know if the Com*
mie issue •would; ever be broached
jects

zation.

Korda agrees

in

Measure
would bar

WGAW

difficult

for any committee to say which is
the best entry, But, he avers, it; is

even more

difficult if one. considers
t
the. selection is not only a
great honor but that, as the film
itself is a commercial enterprise,
it provides great publicity and an
addition to its commercial value.
He also indicated that he. would
like to see the scope
ideneid to
facilitate entries from all nations

WGAE

WGAE
here.

Which, in turn. Would attract more
international film stars.

:

.

.

"

.

;

in that. city. He joined the Byoir
outfit in 1937 and a year later
became the first irianager of its
office*

Gallagher,

Apart from a, ,slam of “Beau
Sullivan Shift
.Brumfnell” by its critic, Leonard
Wife of Don Cole, Altec Service Mosley, the Daily Express followed
Conti lied from page
Corp. branch manager iri Washing- with a condemnation of industry
ton, D. C„ died Nov. 17 in Alexpolicy which insists that the chosen put. off that lprig. They’ll have to
0
'andrifl
"** Vs
film must be “safe!’ and “suitable.” know, much sooner than the. September deadline in order to go.
Wife of Jorge Marrdn, dean of In terms of “Royal Film Fiascos,”
ahead Avith next season’s budgets;
Mexican radio announcers, died re- said its“ show columnist, David
At
the same time, CBS would have
‘boring’
Lewin,.
/safe’
now
equals
pently in Tequisquiapan, Mexico.
and ‘suitable’ is synonymous with to start shopping around for a reHer husband survives.
placement program and possibly a
‘stupid’.”
Suggesting that .“Beau Brum- new sponsor for that time in the
Mrs. Laura Bumpus, 68, cashier
at World Playhouse Theatre in mell”. Was not the best picture event it would Jet Sullivan go to
Chicago for over, 15 years, died available, Lewin reports that “The the rival network.
“Toast” is Sullivan’s -property
Nov. 20 in that city of pneumonia, Constant Husband,” a British Lion
release starring Rex Harrison,. Mar- and Will go where Sullivan directs.
Mrs. Hda Le Chaciiinant Muir, garet Leighton and Kay Kendall It’s likely that the coin mnigt won Id
member of Allied Artists' drapery got into the final round, but Was retain the 8 to 9 p.in. slot in the
department, died of a heart attack eliminated because it was not con- event of a shift, with the Colgate
Nov. 14,'
Los Angeles,
sidered suitable for a royal Occa- “Comedy Hour” to be shuttled to

.

Survived by wife and daughter.
play
wright, producer, and director of
Mother, 80, of Cass Franklin,
JANE NESTOR
the Bureau of Musical Research,,
Jane Nestor (Mrs. Ed James), who is. teamed with Monica Lane
died Nov; 18 in New York; F rorn identified with Criast radio for years in a nitery act, died .Nov. 18 in
1924 to 1928 he was co-owner and as onetime manager with the New York.
manager, of the Mayfair Theatre, McKee & AlbrjgiiCagency, died of
N. Y. and in 1926 was one of the canter Nov. 12 in Burbarik, CaI;J
J. T. Houston, onetime violinist

William

die

emceed, with the show produced by
Joel Margolis, of Loew’s Capitol

:

George R. Dye, 55, veepee and
Chicago manager of the Carl Byoir
public relations firm, died Nov, 19

Chicago

WILLIAM

R>

Pegleg Bates and Sammy Green*
and the Justin Lawrie Singers, Ed-

th

W. J.
manager

A

CHAMBERS

C.

$5,000 paid him for a recent St.
Lcuis appearance and’ was giving
$1,000 of it to the; local club for
its charitable work.
Others who entertained at the
dinner Were the De Castro Sisters,

;

Mother; '84, of screen director
William Beaudine, died Nov. 16 in
Hollywood, where she had lived for
the last 35 years. She had been

funeral services.

JAMES

Army

service.

al

ter,

.

^ed.

Polish-born

Army

his

marched, through the banquet, hall
and played on stage.
Second surprise was Fisher’s announcement that he had created an
Eddie Fisher. Foundation with
at the Statler

—

.

59,

•during

•

of actress Evelyn Ankers
died Nov. 14 in Hollywood after
a long illness. In addition to her.
daughter she left a son,/Derek, in

.

Karol Rathaus,

He's

Evening brought, two sock surprises. The first was the appearance of the U.S. Army Band With
which Fisher had been solo singer

cl

Mother

Herbert Dudley Hale, 62, writer
and producer for RKO-Pj&the, died
GEORGE L. MEIER
Nov. 17 of a heart attack as he
George L. (Larry) Meier, 4$,
was entering the company’s studio editor and foreign correspondent.
in
New York. He- joined the died Nov. 19 in San Francisco. He
organization in .1940 as a script was a reporter on the staff of the
writer in ..its newsreel dept.
San Francisco Examiner, edited the
For the past three years Hale Woodland, Cal., Democrat and
had produced documentary films covered World War II for Internafor the Government in its Foreign tional News Service,' Look mag and
Information Dept, He was work Mutual Broadcasting.
ing on “Cruise Control for Jet
A natiye of Escaion, Cal., he is
Aircraft,”, for the Air Force at the survived by his Wife, three daughtime of his death.
ters, three brothers and two sisters.
During the second World War
Hale wrote and produced “How. to
CHARLES DE HAVEN
Get Along in Great Britain” for
Charles De Haven, 64,. vaudeville
the Army. A grandson of Edward trouper,-died Nov. 16 in Los AnEverett Hale, author of “The Man geles following a hemorrhage-. As
Without a Country,” and a de- a member of the team of De Haven
scendant of Nathan Hale, he was & Nice, he appeared with. Eddie
the producer the documentary film Cantor and Will Rogers and other:
series “This Is America.”
stars in the Ziegfeld Follies.
Surviving are a son, a daughter,
n
until
a brother and three sisters.
S
arranged

KAROL RATH AUS

12.

,

city,

Surviving are his wife, and three,
sons

'

Saenz, Mexico City, Nov.
a Mexican film actor.

Fisher not only sang a group of
his popular numbers but also got
in plugs, for GroSsinger’s and Cock
Cola, plus Kudos for Eddie Cantor
and Jolson.

,

Early in, his career he worked at
the Empress, and returned at the,
start of the 1953-54 season as artist
and stage setting designer.. In
vaude days he was scenic artist
at the.Missouri Theatre.
His” motffer," son and daughter

Thomas Pendleton Robinson,

Armando

to

.

Cimberg, 50, character
comedian on the stage for a score
of years, died of uremic poisoning
Nov. 15 ip Hollywood. He came to
the Coast three months ago and
appeared in several telefilms;
Surviving are. his. father, mother,
a brother and a sister.
Jesse

Emil H. Schulte, 61, scenic artist
for the St. Louis Municipal Opera
arid Empress Theatre, died in St.
Louis Nov. 12 of coronary thromHe was employed at the
bosis.
Municipal Opera' for 20 seasons;

Of Washington, i Which the singer
much of his military service.

spent

'

4

Chautauqua and Lyceum Bureau
ance as Porthos

Guy

w.

.

He made

GUY STANDING JR

producers of Sean O’Casey’s “Juno
theatre.
that
Peacock”
at
— the
and
ii. r
.*•
Vi

Honor Fisher

MARRIAGES

another time or dropped. The rating battles between' the show's lias

sion. -Agreeing that it deals with a
delicate, subject, he adds that the

censor thought
so

skillfully

made, and

had been handled been a seesaw affair, with Sullivan
that no cuts were getting the higher figures when
had received a “U” featured talent on the show
it

•

it

('universal exhibition; certificate.

i

1

comparable.

Wednesday, November 24, 1954
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•
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